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Abstract

Background: Technology can be helpful in supporting people with dementia in their daily lives. However, people with dementia
are often not fully involved in the development process of new technology. This lack of involvement of people with dementia in
developing technology-based interventions can lead to the implementation of faulty and less suitable technology.

Objective: This systematic review aims to evaluate current approaches and create best practice guidelines for involving people
with dementia in developing technology-based interventions.

Methods: A systematic search was conducted in January 2019 in the following databases: EMBASE (Excerpta Medica database),
PsycINFO, MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online), CINAHL (Cumulated Index to Nursing and
Allied Health Literature), and Web of Science. The search strategy included search terms in 3 categories: dementia, technology,
and involvement in development. Narrative synthesis wove the evidence together in a structured approach.

Results: A total of 21 studies met the inclusion criteria. Most studies involved people with dementia in a single phase, such as
development (n=10), feasibility and piloting (n=7), or evaluation (n=1). Only 3 studies described involvement in multiple phases.
Frequently used methods for assessing involvement included focus groups, interviews, observations, and user tests.

Conclusions: Most studies concluded that it was both necessary and feasible to involve people with dementia, which can be
optimized by having the right prerequisites in place, ensuring that technology meets standards of reliability and stability, and
providing a positive research experience for participants. Best practice guidelines for the involvement of people with dementia
in developing technology-based interventions are described.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e17531)   doi:10.2196/17531

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

Background
Technology can be used to address some of the challenges of
dementia care and enable people with dementia to maintain

their independence for as long as possible [1]. Despite the wide
variety of technology available (eg, reminder devices,
touchscreen devices and apps, and computerized cognitive and
physical interventions) [2], there is a lack of evidence on their
efficacy, and many interventions are either in the development
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phase or in a prototype phase [3]. Moreover, there has been
little involvement of people with dementia in the development
of technology-based interventions [4]. Possible reasons for this
lack of involvement include stigma, concerns about the frailty
of older people, and the anticipated distress among participants
caused by trying out less developed information technology [5].
Underdeveloped technology-based interventions with inadequate
involvement could have residual faults and could potentially
make early prototypes harder to operate for people with
dementia and lead to people with dementia being reluctant to
use them [5]. Consequently, technologies are being developed
that are neither user-friendly nor fit for the purpose of supporting
people with dementia [3,4]. Technology that is faulty or poorly
designed may not be useful in supporting people with dementia.

A previous systematic review showed that people with dementia
are able to provide useful feedback, such as comments on screen
size, language difficulties, and the importance of personalization
on private spaces of websites, which help to improve the quality
of the intervention [4]. This approach improves the usability
and acceptability of the technology-based interventions [4] and
generates enjoyment and enthusiasm in participants with
dementia [6,7]. However, Span et al [4] only reviewed papers
up to 2010, and subsequently, many innovations in technology
have taken place. Furthermore, Astell et al [8] and Span et al
[4] assert that to optimize technology by ensuring the needs and
preferences of people with dementia are addressed, it is crucial
to implement a participatory process in which people with
dementia are involved throughout the development process
[4,8].

Information on how to optimize the involvement of people with
dementia is dispersed, and there is a clear need to bring the
evidence together in a systematic manner through an appraisal
of the involvement of people with dementia in the development
of technology-based interventions and guidelines on how to
best facilitate and optimize this involvement.

Objectives
This narrative synthesis systematic review sets out to appraise
the methods used by applying existing frameworks, such as the
Medical Research Council (MRC) framework for the evaluation
of complex interventions and the Centre for eHealth Research
(CeHRes) roadmap [9,10], and to create best practice guidelines
on how to better involve people with dementia in developing
technology-based interventions accompanied by a logic model.

Methods

Narrative Synthesis
Narrative synthesis is “an approach to the systematic review
and synthesis of findings from multiple studies that relies
primarily on the use of words and text to summarize and explain
the findings” [11]. Narrative synthesis can be used to address
a multitude of questions regarding the effectiveness of
interventions, including what works but also why and how.
Narrative synthesis is preferred for this review as it can be used
to convert the evidence into clear and structured best practice
guidelines on how to facilitate the participation of people with
dementia in the development of technology-based interventions.

The approach consists of 4 elements: theory development,
developing a preliminary synthesis, exploring relationships
within and between studies, and assessing the robustness of the
synthesis.

Element 1: Theory Development
Theory development underpins the systematic review by
supporting the development of the review question and the types
of studies to be included. Our starting point is the desirability
of end user involvement in technology development. Several
studies suggest that feedback from people with dementia can
lead to improvements in the overall quality of the technology
[4,8]. This would result in more useful and suitable pieces of
technology and would also increase the willingness to use the
technology. Furthermore, the involvement of end users in
developing technology could also support the implementation
of a technology in the future, leading to a better range of
technology to improve the quality of life of people with
dementia. Therefore, we only include studies that clearly
illustrate how feedback was gathered from people with dementia
during development. This would exclude studies with a sole
focus of including participants as objects of studies where no
meaningful involvement has taken place. The narrative synthesis
undertaken here will contribute to the refinement of our
theoretical starting point and support the application of the
findings of this review [11].

Element 2: Developing a Preliminary Synthesis
The preliminary synthesis develops an initial description of the
results of the included studies, organized in a manner such that
a pattern can be described in terms of effects or impact [11].
This can be done through the use of textual descriptions,
grouping and clusters, and tabulation. This preliminary synthesis
is necessary to inform the next steps of the narrative synthesis.

Element 3: Exploring Relationships Within and Between
Studies
The patterns that emerge from the preliminary synthesis are
subjected to a more detailed analysis in which the reviewers
move toward exploring the relationships within and across the
included studies [11]. The relationships between the
characteristics and reported findings of different studies are
reviewed. This element of narrative synthesis will help identify
the factors that may have influenced the results and will seek
to provide an explanation of how and why a particular
intervention works [11]. The methods used here include
qualitative case descriptions and the development of a
conceptual model based on the grouping of study findings. This
will help to structure the inferences drawn from our results.

Element 4: Assessing the Robustness of the Synthesis
The final element of narrative synthesis sets out to review the
trustworthiness of the results [11]. The trustworthiness of the
synthesis is affected by the quality and quantity of the evidence
on which the synthesis is built and by the methods used.
Therefore, an appraisal is undertaken to judge the strength of
the evidence for the findings and to generalize them to different
populations and contexts [11].
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Electronic Searches and Screening
This review was registered in the International Prospective
Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) under protocol
number CRD42017068933. After conducting 2 pilot searches,
we systematically searched the following databases: EMBASE
(Excerpta Medica database), PsycINFO, MEDLINE (Medical
Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online), CINAHL
(Cumulated Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature), and
Web of Science in January 2019. Studies published between
2000 and 2019 were considered. The search strategy consisted
of combinations and variations of search terms in the following
3 key categories: dementia, technology, and involvement in
development. Involvement terms also included codesign,
participatory research, and user participatory development.

After removal of the duplicates, a 3-stage screening process
was independently conducted by 2 review team members (HR
and AB): (1) titles were screened for relevance to the review
question, and irrelevant studies were archived; (2) abstracts
were assessed (referring to the full text whenever necessary to
clarify the relevance of the study); and (3) quality assessment
of the remaining studies was conducted (see the Data Extraction
and Study Quality Assessment section). The reasons for
exclusion were recorded by archiving the excluded studies in
relevant folders in EndNote (Clarivate Analytics). In case of
disagreement between the 2 reviewers, a third review team
member was consulted (LY). Additional studies from the review
by Span et al [4] were distributed separately among 4 review
members (AB, JS, HR, and LY) for data extraction and quality

assessment. The reference lists of studies that passed the quality
assessment were reviewed to ensure the inclusion of other
relevant papers.

Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion of Studies
The inclusion and exclusion criteria of the studies were as
follows:

• Types of participants: people with a diagnosis of dementia,
irrespective of age, type of dementia, or stage of the disease.

• Types of intervention: involvement of people with dementia
in the development process of a technology-based
intervention.

• Types of studies: quantitative, qualitative, and mixed
methods studies published from the year 2000 onward as
an English language journal paper with sufficient study
quality (a minimum of 5 criteria met as assessed with the
Critical Appraisal Skills Programme [CASP] guidelines or
50% of the criteria met as assessed with the Downs and
Black checklist).

Description of Development Phases
The development process of a technology-based intervention
consists of several stages. To identify the key stages of
technology development for this review, we employed the MRC
framework together with the CeHRes roadmap [9,10]. Both
frameworks focus on developing interventions; however,
although the MRC framework is more widely used for
developing complex interventions, the CeHRes roadmap has a
focus on digital health interventions (Table 1).

Table 1. Description of the Medical Research Council framework and the Centre for eHealth Research roadmap.

Centre for eHealth Research roadmapMedical Research Council frameworkPhase

Development •• Multiple phases such as contextual inquiry, value speci-
fication, and design

Single phase
• Identifying evidence base (eg, systematic review)

• Identifying problems and needs of intended users (eg,
literature review, field observations, interviews, and
workshops)

• Identifying or developing theory (eg, scope existing
theories and interviewing stakeholders)

• Modeling process and outcomes (eg, undertaking a
pretrial economic evaluation, focus groups, surveys,
and case studies)

• Determining the most favorable solutions based on the
values of the stakeholders

• Building prototypes to fit values and user requirements
(eg, focus groups and field testing)

Feasibility and piloting •• N/Aa (can be part of the design phase)Specific phase for feasibility and piloting
• Activities consist of testing procedures for acceptability,

determining appropriate sample size, and estimating
rates of recruitment

Evaluation •• Summative evaluationAssessing clinical and cost-effectiveness (eg, random-
ized controlled trial) • Assessment of the impact of eHealth technologies in

clinical, organizational, and behavioral terms• Understanding processes (process evaluation)

Implementation •• OperationalizationGetting evidence into practice
• •Surveillance, monitoring, and long-term outcomes Activities to introduce, adopt, and employ the technology

in practice (eg, creating a business model)

aN/A: not applicable.

Data Extraction and Study Quality Assessment
A standardized data extraction form was developed by the
primary researcher (HR), in which the review team members

recorded the extracted data from the final studies, including the
study quality rating (Multimedia Appendix 1) [6,7,12-30].

Quality was assessed using the CASP guidelines. These
guidelines consist of 8 checklists for various types of studies
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and include items that assess multiple aspects of research (eg,
recruitment, risk of bias, confounders, data collection, data
analysis, results, and implications) [31]. The studies were rated
as high quality if 8 or more criteria were met, medium quality
if 5 to 7 criteria were met, and low quality if 4 or less criteria
were met [32]. Studies that did not meet the criteria for
assessment with the CASP guidelines were assessed with the
Downs and Black checklist [33]. This checklist is appropriate
for both randomized and nonrandomized studies and consists
of 27 items over 5 domains (reporting, external validity, internal
validity—bias, internal validity—confounding, and power). The
maximum score was dependent on the study design; however,
each study was rated as high quality if it met over 81% of the
criteria, medium quality if it met over 66% to 80% of the
criteria, fair quality if it met over 51% to 65% of the criteria,
and low quality if it met 50% of the criteria or less [34]. Studies
considered to have low quality were excluded. The review team
members independently assessed the studies for sufficient study
quality. Any differences in judgment between the 2 reviewers
were resolved by a third review team member.

Consultation With the Patient and Public Involvement
Group
One reviewer (HR) presented the findings at a patient and public
involvement (PPI) consultation meeting on 2 different occasions.
This PPI group is run on a monthly basis at the Institute of
Mental Health in Nottingham. The aim of both meetings was
to gain insights into people’s own views on optimal involvement
in developing technology-based interventions; their feedback
and comments on the findings; and, more specifically, their
feedback on the guidelines drafted by the authors. This feedback
would then be integrated within the findings of this review and
used to strengthen the best practice guidelines.

The first meeting was attended by 2 people with dementia, 1
carer, 1 volunteer, and 1 researcher and lasted for 45 min. The
second meeting was attended by 2 people with dementia, 2
carers, 1 volunteer, and 4 researchers and lasted for 25 min.
After a brief introduction to the review and its findings, the best
practice guidelines were presented one at a time on a projector.
In the first meeting, printed handouts were distributed to each
participant. A short discussion in terms of relevance and
accuracy encompassed each guideline, and notes were taken
throughout the meeting.

Results

The Results section comprises the second element of narrative
synthesis: developing a preliminary synthesis.

Search Results
A total of 2156 potentially relevant titles were identified across
the 5 databases (Figure 1). Removal of duplicates and screening
of titles, abstracts, and full texts resulted in 20 studies that met
the inclusion criteria. The most frequent reasons for exclusion
were the lack of a technology-based intervention and absence
of a development process. Additional hand searching led to the
inclusion of one other study, making up a total of 21 studies.
This study came from a review by Span et al [4], which was
not captured by the current search strategy. Other studies from
the same review not captured by the search strategy (n=7) were
excluded because they did not meet the inclusion criteria (eg,
not a journal paper or low study quality). The reference lists of
studies passing the quality assessment were reviewed to ensure
that any other relevant studies would be included.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of study selection. CINAHL: Cumulated Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature; EMBASE: Excerpta Medica database;
MEDLINE: Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online.

Description of Included Studies
The main study characteristics of all 21 studies included study
sample and design, description of the technology-based
intervention, and rating of study quality (Multimedia Appendices
1 and 2) [6,7,12-30]. Using the CASP Qualitative checklist, 11
studies were assessed as high quality and 8 studies were assessed
as medium quality. Only 1 study was assessed with the CASP

Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) checklist, which met 7 of
11 criteria [12]. Another study was assessed using the Downs
and Black checklist. It was rated as fair quality, meeting 65%
of the criteria for a before and after follow-up study [13]. Most
studies were conducted in Europe (n=17), 3 studies took place
in Australia [13-15], and 1 was conducted in Canada [16].

A majority of the studies adopted a purely qualitative
methodology (n=14). A total of 6 studies employed a mixed
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methods approach, of which 1 combined qualitative methods
with a controlled trial [12]. Only 1 study adopted a purely
quantitative methodology [13]. The studies described a variety
of technology-based interventions, including communication
aids, music tools, devices to support activities of daily living,
reminder systems, and tracking devices. In the majority of the
studies, people with dementia were involved along with carers
or other professionals who either supported the person with

dementia in their involvement or provided separate input
themselves (n=17). Only 4 studies solely included people with
dementia [13,17-19].

Methods of Involvement and Key Findings
The methods used to involve people with dementia along with
the phases of the MRC framework and CeHRes roadmap are
summarized in Textbox 1, allowing for an initial synthesis of
the findings.

Textbox 1. Methods used to involve people with dementia in the studies (N=21) according to the Medical Research Council framework phases.

Development (contextual inquiry, value specification, and design)

• Behavioral observations [17,20], focus groups [6,7,18,21-24], interviews [6,18,19,22,24-27], workshops [7,25], questionnaires [17], and user
tests [6,7,18-20,22]

Feasibility and piloting

• Behavioral observations [13-16,28,29], interviews [14-16,25,27,29,30], questionnaires [13,16,29,30], field testing [18,25,29], and technical
system usage [27]

Evaluation (summative evaluation)

• Randomized controlled trial [12], focus groups [12], interviews [12], and questionnaires [12]

Implementation (operationalization)

• Not applicable

Development Phase (n=10)
A total of 10 studies involved people with dementia solely in
the development phase, which coincides with the contextual
inquiry, value specification, and design phase of the CeHRes
roadmap. The majority of these studies primarily employed
qualitative methods, such as focus groups and semistructured
interviews. At times, these were accompanied by user tests,

observations, and questionnaires. Textbox 1 provides an
overview of all methods used in the development phase. The
aims of the studies ranged from identifying the needs, wishes,
and thoughts of people regarding certain areas for development
(eg, independence or cognitive reinforcement) to gaining
feedback on the design of future or existing technologies (Figure
2).

Figure 2. Aims and methods of involvement along the development stages of technology according to the Medical Research Council framework.

Needs Assessment and Design of Future Technology
A total of 2 studies included needs assessments, followed by
discussions about the design of future technology using
qualitative methods. Boman et al [21] used focus groups to
capture experiences, expectations, and thoughts concerning a
videophone and its design concepts. The design had to be
flexible to meet the needs of people with dementia, be easy to

use, and not look like assistive technology. Another example
is the study by Robinson et al [7] who also used focus groups
to elicit views and concerns about independence from people
with dementia and carers. A list of priorities was derived from
the findings. Areas for functional improvement included 2-way
communication, flexibility of functionality, and something to
guide them home when outside. Workshops were then used to
identify the preferred design and functionality aspects of future
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technologies. Finally, user tests were performed with paper
prototypes until 2 fully functional devices were developed.

Needs Assessment and User Tests
In 3 other studies, needs assessments were followed by user
tests with functional technologies. Orpwood et al [19] used
interviews with users (user surveys) to compile a wish list of
issues that were of importance in maintaining the quality of life
of people with dementia. A large list of potential technologies
that could address these issues was generated. The following 4
technologies were selected for initial development: a music
player, a device to reduce social isolation, a conversation
prompter, and a device to support sequences of tasks. Useful
design guidelines were derived from user tests, particularly for
intuitive control interfaces (eg, controls need to stand out, be
big, and simple).

Touch screens appear to be very intuitive, and prompts seem
to be more effective than verbal or visual instructions. Hanson
et al [6] used focus groups to identify user needs and preferences
and to structure the material within a multimedia program. A
prototype was taken forward in user tests followed by in-depth
interviews. These led to the identification of problems such as
logging into and out of the program and accessing the exercises.
Participants enjoyed the computer training sessions and gained
considerable satisfaction from learning a new skill that they
previously thought was not feasible. Lopes et al [22] used
interviews to analyze user needs and identify commonly
misplaced items, such as keys, glasses, cell phones, and identity
papers. Focus groups and user tests were then used to try out
existing item locators and define the following system
requirements of a new item locator prototype: ease of use,
capacity for customization, low price, nonstigmatizing design,
and being fun to use. The next step included user tests with the
first prototype in which participants commented that they would
prefer to be guided by a customized sound of a voice system to
find an item.

Design of Existing or Future Technology
In 2 studies, feedback was gathered solely on the design of
future technologies using qualitative methods only. In a study
by Meiland et al [24], nonfunctional mockups were reviewed
after discussing the potential functionalities of an integrated,
assistive system in focus groups and interviews. Participants
valued help in case of emergencies, navigation support, and the
calendar function the most. The least preferred functionalities
were activity support and picture phone dialing. McCabe and
Innes [23] found that people with dementia and carers gave
specific feedback on the form and features of a potential GPS
design during focus groups (eg, waterproof watch style design
with a range of colors). However, participants would have
preferred to comment on an actual and active device rather than
talking hypothetically, as it did not provide them with enough
context.

In 3 studies, participants gave feedback on the design of an
existing and functional technology. Freeman et al [17] analyzed
observational data of people with dementia using 2 websites.
These data helped to uncover 3 major problems: scrolling,
nonrecognition of more information on a page, and getting stuck.

There was a high degree of overall satisfaction with both sites
measured through questionnaires. Kerkhof et al [26] interviewed
residents after bench testing a memory aid (planning board).
The majority of residents appreciated the use and function of
the aid, but successful implementation was difficult because of
installation errors, limited user friendliness, and lack of
knowledge regarding the function and the use of the aid. Areas
of focus for improvement include software program adaptation,
additional technological applications, internet connectivity,
accessibility, and addition of media. Finally, Klein et al [20]
also analyzed observational data of the participants while testing
2 prototype devices. On the basis of the findings from these
tests, a third prototype device was developed. Special attention
was given to more personally relevant and engaging content,
contextual factors, higher levels of immersions, and more control
for the user.

Feasibility and Piloting Phase (n=7)
A total of 7 studies included only the feasibility and piloting
phase, which can be part of the design phase of the CeHRes
roadmap [13-16,28-30]. In this phase, people with dementia
were given the opportunity to try out a piece of technology in
a pilot study or through field testing. Often, the aim was to gain
insights into the usefulness of a device along with its
acceptability and usability (Figure 2). In the majority of the
studies (n=5), a mixed methods approach was adopted where
participants were observed while using the device and feedback
was obtained through semistructured interviews and
questionnaires. Textbox 1 gives an overview of all the methods
used in the feasibility and piloting phase.

Begum et al [16] used observations to investigate adherence to
prompts from a robot, engagement with the robot, and how
often a task was completed. Interviews and questionnaires
provided information on the acceptance, ease of use, usefulness,
and physical attributes of the assistive robot. Meiland et al [29]
field tested an integrated digital prosthetic with multiple
functionalities. Data on its usability were collected through
behavioral observations, interviews, and questionnaires, and it
was deemed to be user-friendly and useful, but there was a desire
for more personalization and configuration of reminders.

Moyle et al [15] explored the acceptability of a telepresence
robot using observations through video recordings and follow-up
interviews. Participants indicated a positive social presence,
which was also observed through the display of positive
emotions. A similar methodology was adopted in another study
by Moyle and Jones [14]. Observations through video recordings
were used to describe the effectiveness of a virtual reality forest
(VRF) on engagement, apathy, and mood states. Overall, the
VRF was perceived to have a positive effect, but there were
higher levels of fear and anxiety. Follow-up interviews were
used to explore the experiences of using the VRF. Most
participants reported positive perceptions and suggested making
the experience more active.

Topo et al [30] used questionnaires to collect information on
the functional ability of people with dementia. Through
interviews, data were collected on the usage and usefulness of
an existing music tool 2 weeks after installation in a care home.
Most participants benefited from its use and had positive
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experiences. Some problems were reported with the sensitivity
of the touch screen and the font size being limited because of
the screen size.

Jamin et al [28] used a qualitative approach where participants
were involved in usability testing and were observed while
interacting with VENSTER. The content of VENSTER, which
needs to provide enough context to be meaningful, was
interesting and suitable for the participants. The study by Khosla
et al [13] was the only study using a quantitative methodology
in which participants were observed while interacting with a
social robot to gain insights into emotional, visual, and
behavioral engagement. In addition, user surveys were used to
assess acceptability. The participants generally had a positive
attitude toward social robots. Most of the participants gave high
ratings in terms of the perceived usefulness and enjoyment of
their experience with the robot.

Development and Feasibility and Piloting Phase (n=3)
A total of 3 studies elaborated on both the development, and
feasibility and piloting phase [18,25,27]. These studies
systematically described the involvement of people with
dementia over the course of each phase: the identification of
user needs and wishes, determination of the design, and testing
of a prototype version through a pilot test or field test. For each
of these activities, a wide array of methods was applied, such
as focus groups and interviews, workshops, and usability tests.

In the study by Span et al [18], the development phase consisted
of interviews to identify needs and preferences for an interactive
web tool and focus groups to discuss the results of the interviews
and to make any additions to the problems and experiences
shared. Several user requirements were identified, such as social
contacts, daily activities, care, autonomy, involvement, and
communication, specifically for the decision-making process.
Paper mockups were discussed in focus groups to design the
interactive prototype. Thereafter, individual user tests were
organized to gather feedback on an interactive prototype
regarding design, content, and user friendliness. Some
participants found it difficult to comment on paper mockups
but overall mentioned that information per screen and the
number of screens should be decreased and the accuracy of
language was of importance. For the feasibility and piloting
phase, an interactive prototype was field tested to gain feedback
on the user friendliness of the tool, the contentment of the
participants, and how they valued the tool for decision making.

Martin et al [27] used interviews in the development phase to
identify the main issues, risks and care needs arising during
nighttime. The main themes included promoting independence,
maintaining dignity, maximizing social inclusion, managing
risk, and providing stimulation. In the feasibility and piloting
phase, participants were involved in any of the 3 phases of
iterative validation and evaluation of a prototype through
technical system usage and interviews. The phases included
testing for stability, usability, and integration within a full
telecare system and the implementation of music and light.
Participants liked the mobile component of the nighttime system
and the easy navigation.

Davies et al [25] used both interviews and workshops to identify
user needs in specific areas of cognitive reinforcement in the
development phase. The following areas were identified by the
participants: remembering, maintaining social contact,
performing daily life activities, and enhanced feelings of safety.
Interviews accompanied field testing in the feasibility and
piloting phase. After trying out 4 prototypes, participants
highlighted the need for personalization, less complex
functionality, and extended use within the home environment.

Evaluation Phase (n=1)
One study involved people through evaluation in a controlled
trial [12]. Participants used an assistive system and filled in
posttest questionnaires to assess impact. Despite no significant
effects on impact, posttrial interviews and focus groups were
used to assess qualitative impact, and participants found the
system to be very useful but not user-friendly because of
technical difficulties, including the unresponsiveness of touch
screens and issues with gaining access. For people who had not
used a touch screen before, the system was deemed unintuitive.

Involving People With Dementia

Impact on the Developed Technology
In all but 5 studies [13,15,19,20,25], researchers directly
reflected on the involvement of people with dementia in the
development of the technology-based intervention. Researchers
concluded that it was both necessary and feasible to involve
people with dementia throughout the development process. In
addition, Kerkhof et al [26] argued that it is not sufficient to
respond to the needs of people with dementia by solely involving
carers or staff members. This is further supported by Meiland
et al [24] and Lopes et al [22] who found that exploring the user
perspectives from various stakeholders, including people with
dementia, is necessary to understand the problem and come up
with possible solutions. Jamin et al [28] also emphasized that
codesign with all stakeholders can make the overall experience
more pleasurable but also more meaningful, as it allows the
users to be kept at the center of the decision-making process
and adaptations can be made to new insights as they emerge.
In several studies, it was recognized that people with dementia
continue to be one of the most excluded groups from research
and the design of new services [6,21]. Possible reasons for this
could be difficulties in recruitment or the cognitive impairment
of people with dementia [16,29]. However, despite these
challenges, all studies recommended the involvement of people
with dementia in future studies, as this could lead to obtaining
views on new concepts or ideas for technology and to more
concrete feedback on the usability and user friendliness of a
device. For instance, one study determined how to maximize
website suitability for people with dementia after receiving
feedback [17]. Another study adapted the appearance of a robot
and made it more socially interactive [16]. Finally, people with
dementia suggested that the interaction between end users and
a virtual reality system could be improved by incorporating
reminiscence within the tool [14].

Impact on the Person With Dementia
The positive effects of involvement on people with dementia
themselves included the empowering effects of involvement
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that were evident in increased feelings of well-being, being able
to voice opinions, learning a new skill through the use of
technology, and an enhanced sense of control experienced by
the majority of the participants [6]. Participants were also
motivated to contribute to research and a better quality of life
for future people with dementia [18,26]. No distress or adverse
events from involving people with dementia were reported in
any of the studies.

Outcomes of the PPI Consultations
PPI group members reflected on how to optimize involvement
both in research and in the development of technology-based
interventions and endorsed the guidelines (Multimedia Appendix
3) [6,12,18,21,23,26-28,30]. Additions were made to some
guidelines, for example, there was consensus among members
that researchers need to focus on individual research participants,
which includes awareness of their type of dementia, any other
relevant conditions, and any specialized knowledge of
participants, which could further support the development of
technology. Awareness among participants in terms of the
relevance and positive effects of involvement for them was also
important.

A friendly research environment was helpful to make people
feel comfortable to ask questions in case they did not understand
something. This is especially helpful when developing new
technology, which can include some unknown aspects, and so
researchers should also aim to avoid abbreviations and acronyms
to avoid technology-related jargon. In addition, PPI group
members suggested that researchers should present their
materials at a PPI meeting before an actual research activity
takes place to ensure the use of jargon is limited.

Involving people with dementia as early as possible in the
development process and in multiple phases of development
should lead to increased familiarity and a better understanding
of the technology. Members were also positive about
encouraging technology developers to interact directly with
people with dementia but highlighted that a mediator (eg, a
researcher) would be necessary to ensure a good level of
understanding between people with dementia and the developers.
A person with dementia also mentioned taking a technology
into the community (eg, a memory café) to gather feedback, as
this would allow for the technology to be used in a real-life
setting.

Finally, a Wizard of Oz method was suggested by a researcher
where participants interact with a working prototype but under
the guidance of an unseen researcher. The 2 PPI group members
with dementia mentioned that they would not have an issue with
this in terms of ethics, and it was regarded as a good idea. This
method could be used to limit the amount of errors.

Discussion

The Discussion section comprises the third element of narrative
synthesis: exploring relationships within and between studies.

Summary and Interpretation of Findings
People with dementia can contribute effectively to the
development of technology but are often excluded from research

in this area. With the rise of innovative technology, there is a
need for an overview of the current evidence regarding the
involvement of people with dementia and recommendations on
how to optimize this involvement in the development process.
This is to ensure that the developed technologies are suitable
and tailored toward the needs of the end users. This is the first
narrative synthesis review to synthesize the findings from
high-quality studies of involvement of people with dementia in
developing technology-based interventions and has created best
practice guidelines based on the evidence summarized below.

One of the strengths of this review is the strict inclusion criteria
leading to the synthesis of high-quality papers. This further
supports the robustness of the findings and the developed
guidelines. Furthermore, the application of narrative synthesis
in this systematic review allowed for a highly systematic
approach to search for and make sense of the evidence. The
underpinning theory, as part of the first element of narrative
synthesis, helped define the research questions and the studies
to be included in this review. In addition, the preliminary
synthesis supported the tabulation of the findings, which is
highlighted in the text, tables, and figures. This approach also
proved helpful in converting the evidence into best practice
guidelines by looking for relationships within and between the
studies. Good examples of involvement were extracted and
incorporated into the guidelines, which were modified by the
input of the PPI group. This enabled the invaluable perspective
of people with lived experience on the findings and helped
strengthen the robustness of the synthesis and relevance of the
guidelines.

The findings suggest that the involvement of people with
dementia varies depending on the development stage and
methods used, which is in line with previous research [4]. A
large part of involving people with dementia revolves around
identifying user needs and preferences. The majority of the
studies included this aspect in their research and primarily used
qualitative methods such as focus groups and interviews. The
identification of needs often helped to prioritize the most
pressing issues for people with dementia.

Another component is gathering feedback on either the
prospective or existing design of a device. These activities
mostly include qualitative methods while using observations
and questionnaires. People with dementia play an active role in
voicing their opinions and trying out the available prototypes.
Once a piece of technology has been developed into a more
refined version, the involvement of people with dementia shifts
more toward the participants becoming the objects of study. In
several studies, people with dementia were asked to use a piece
of technology more rigorously during a field-testing phase
accompanied by observations and to give feedback after the test
phase. Interestingly, no studies involved the participation of
people with dementia in the implementation phase.

These findings are congruent with findings from a review by
Span et al [4]. However, in this review, we found studies that
described more elaborately the involvement of people with
dementia and demonstrated that it is feasible to include them
throughout the entire development process rather than in a single
phase. The involvement of people with dementia started with
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exploring their needs and gaining an understanding of the current
problem, which led to the development and testing of various
prototypes together with people with dementia to tailor it to
their needs. These studies set a good example for future studies
by applying various methods and obtaining in-depth data from
people with dementia. The impact of the involvement is also
evident as studies have provided examples of concrete pieces
of feedback from people with dementia, which improved the
developed technology. However, there is also an impact of
involvement on the person himself or herself, as some studies
have shown that the involvement of people with dementia can
be empowering and lead to increased feelings of well-being [6].
Participants expressed the importance of being able to contribute
to the research by voicing their own opinions [4,6,26]. None of
the studies noted any distress caused by the involvement of
people with dementia. This is helpful for future studies, as
anticipated distress from trying out underdeveloped technology
was seen as a reason to not include people with dementia in
development [19].

Some challenges were described in the involvement of people
with dementia, such as the risk of obtaining socially desirable
answers [21,29]. However, this risk is not specific to this
population and, in general, is not uncommon in research.
Another challenge was obtaining in-depth feedback from
participants, as the use of unfamiliar terms related to technology
made it difficult for participants to comprehend the questions
[30]. Jamin et al [28] emphasized the need for the involvement
of multiple stakeholders but acknowledged that this adds a level
of complexity to the design process, as researchers or developers
would have to navigate various differing opinions. Despite these
challenges, all studies recommended that people with dementia
should be involved in developing technology and also to keep
including relevant stakeholders such as (in)formal carers and
technology developers where possible.

Best Practice Guidelines (Narrative Synthesis Element
4: Assessing the Robustness of the Synthesis)
On the basis of the findings from the studies included in this
review and the contributions from the PPI consultation meetings,
best practice guidelines for the involvement of people with
dementia in developing technology-based interventions were
developed (Multimedia Appendix 3). A previous best practice
model included in a systematic review by Di Lorito et al [35]
served as an example to better organize the findings according
to the goals of involvement, preparations, and the contributions
from the PPI consultation meetings. A score can be allocated
to each guideline depending on whether it has been fully met
(score=2), partly met (score=1), or not met (score=0). The
availability of 12 guidelines means that a total score of 24 can
be achieved, indicating that each guideline has been met in full
when developing a technology-based intervention for people
with dementia.

Having the right prerequisites in place before involvement can
help overcome the challenges and optimize the involvement of
people with dementia. When it comes to the participants,
prioritizing their well-being and ensuring that they are aware
of the purpose and relevance of their involvement can help

contribute to an enjoyable research experience [6,21]. Both the
findings from this review and the suggestions from the PPI
group members emphasized the need for skilled researchers and
the need for a comfortable research environment. Researchers
need to take time to get to know participants, and PPI group
members added that researchers should be aware of any
specialized knowledge of people with dementia before their
involvement. This could strengthen their contributions, and it
would easily enable them to become coresearchers. Furthermore,
determining the goal of involvement and where it is best suited
in the development process will help avoid wasting time of
people with dementia [27].

Keeping in line with this, multiple methods for involvement
need to be considered to obtain the most optimal feedback, and
where possible, multiple phases of development should be
included. This was confirmed by the PPI group members, and
in addition to this, early involvement of people with dementia
was considered helpful, as it would also help to identify their
own needs and ideas for technology. The latter is crucial in
some of the studies included in this review, in which people
with dementia are involved in needs assessments and prioritizing
areas for functional improvement before moving on to prototype
development. It is also recommended to involve all relevant
stakeholders and allow interaction between them to obtain a
well-rounded view from several user perspectives but also to
enable people with dementia to become part of the research and
development team [26,28].

During the involvement of people with dementia, the research
experience can be further enhanced if participants are able to
learn a new skill involving technology [6,18]. This can lead to
increased motivation and feelings of empowerment. In addition,
the use of appropriate terminology can be helpful in obtaining
meaningful and more in-depth answers [30]. Technology must
meet an acceptable standard of stability and reliability when
evaluating its impact [12]. This can help to avoid frustration
among participants and to avoid missing out on essential
feedback. PPI group members agreed that it would be more
useful to use functional devices during testing and added that
the technology should be compatible with different platforms
if applicable (eg, a computer or a mobile phone). However,
members also reflected on the Wizard of Oz method and the
idea of an unseen researcher operating the device from a distance
while people with dementia would interact with it. This method
could potentially function as a good alternative where
paper-based prototypes are not suitable and fully functional
prototypes are not available. After involvement has taken place,
it is advisable to keep participants up to date regarding further
development or implementation of the new technology.

Figure 3 includes a logic model based on the findings from this
review and the best practice guidelines. It describes the current
problem of a lack of involvement of people with dementia in
developing technology and how this can be remedied through
key intervention change techniques, such as setting goals of
involvement and using appropriate methods. This will lead to
important short- and long-term outcomes, including more useful
pieces of technology and decreased costs of dementia care.
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Figure 3. Optimizing the involvement of people with dementia in developing technology-based interventions: logic model.

Limitations (Narrative Synthesis Element 4: Assessing
the Robustness of the Synthesis)
This review included very few studies that involved people with
dementia in multiple stages of technology development.
Furthermore, although this review did not focus on the passive
involvement of people with dementia (eg, in large-scale RCTs),
few studies allowed for impact evaluation and subsequent
sharing of feedback, such as in the study by Hattink et al [12].
Finally, no studies were found that included the involvement
of people with dementia in the implementation phase of
development.

The definition of involvement in a development process was
partly based on previous research and therefore only included
studies in which people with dementia played an active part in
development or were able to give feedback. This might have
caused the exclusion of other potentially relevant studies, which
involved people with dementia through other methods, which
is a limitation of this review. Another limitation is the focus on
English language peer-reviewed journal papers only, which may
have led to the exclusion of other potentially relevant content.

Future Research
To develop more tailored technology and explore the possible
roles for people with dementia in other phases, future studies
should expand on the level of involvement of people with
dementia. People with dementia should be coresearchers or
advisors and be made an integral part of the research team and
the study. This would enable the same group of people with
dementia to consistently provide feedback from the early stages
of development (eg, formulating the problem) toward the mid
stages and end stages (eg, design and implementation).

Considering the lack of studies focusing on the implementation
phase, future research should explore the role of people with
dementia in both the implementation and dissemination of a
new technology. In addition, in the majority of the studies, the
researcher often acts as a mediator between the person with
dementia and the technology developer. However, future studies
could aim to facilitate direct knowledge transfer between the
two for the technology developers to receive raw feedback.

Conclusions
Over time, studies have involved people with dementia more
rigorously in developing technology; however, technologies
still need to be more tailored to the needs and preferences of
people with dementia. To do this, people with dementia need
to be given an active role in the development of technology, so
they can have the opportunity to voice their thoughts and
opinions. This narrative synthesis review has shown that it is
feasible for people with dementia to assume a more active role
throughout the development process from discussing and
commenting to tryouts and testing. The involvement of people
with dementia is associated with several benefits, namely, the
development of better and more useful technology, an improved
uptake of the technology, and an increased willingness to use
the technology. In addition, the evidence-based best practice
guidelines were deemed to be relevant by PPI group members
and will help support future researchers, technology developers,
and people with dementia to optimize involvement when
developing technology (Textbox 2). This will not only ensure
that future technology-based interventions are suitable but will
also allow people with dementia to feel empowered by making
an effective contribution to technology development and
research in general.
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Textbox 2. Summary of best practice guidance for involving people with dementia in developing technology.

Prepare for involvement:

• Make this a positive experience for participants by creating a friendly environment, where people can ask questions and feel supported

• Involve a variety of stakeholders and users to collect a range of feedback and perspectives

• Ensure all practicalities for involvement are in place to meet the needs of participants

• Participants should be made aware of the purpose and relevance of their involvement to meet their expectations and encourage honest feedback

• Explore the available methods for collecting feedback and select the ones best suited for the goal of involvement

Practice involvement:

• Use appropriate terminology and words when asking questions to promote understanding and generate more in-depth feedback

• Offer participants the opportunity to learn a new skill through their involvement to enhance well-being and empowerment

• Involve participants throughout the development process to create a more suitable piece of technology for wider uptake

• Keep participants informed after their involvement so they can stay up to date on further development and implementation of the technology
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Abstract

Background: Visual analytics (VA) promotes the understanding of data with visual, interactive techniques, using analytic and
visual engines. The analytic engine includes automated techniques, whereas common visual outputs include flow maps and
spatiotemporal hot spots.

Objective: This scoping review aims to address a gap in the literature, with the specific objective to synthesize literature on the
use of VA tools, techniques, and frameworks in interrelated health care areas of population health and health services research
(HSR).

Methods: Using the 2018 PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for
Scoping Reviews) guidelines, the review focuses on peer-reviewed journal articles and full conference papers from 2005 to March
2019. Two researchers were involved at each step, and another researcher arbitrated disagreements. A comprehensive abstraction
platform captured data from diverse bodies of the literature, primarily from the computer and health sciences.

Results: After screening 11,310 articles, findings from 55 articles were synthesized under the major headings of visual and
analytic engines, visual presentation characteristics, tools used and their capabilities, application to health care areas, data types
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and sources, VA frameworks, frameworks used for VA applications, availability and innovation, and co-design initiatives. We
found extensive application of VA methods used in areas of epidemiology, surveillance and modeling, health services access,
use, and cost analyses. All articles included a distinct analytic and visualization engine, with varying levels of detail provided.
Most tools were prototypes, with 5 in use at the time of publication. Seven articles presented methodological frameworks. Toward
consistent reporting, we present a checklist, with an expanded definition for VA applications in health care, to assist researchers
in sharing research for greater replicability. We summarized the results in a Tableau dashboard.

Conclusions: With the increasing availability and generation of big health care data, VA is a fast-growing method applied to
complex health care data. What makes VA innovative is its capability to process multiple, varied data sources to demonstrate
trends and patterns for exploratory analysis, leading to knowledge generation and decision support. This is the first review to
bridge a critical gap in the literature on VA methods applied to the areas of population health and HSR, which further indicates
possible avenues for the adoption of these methods in the future. This review is especially important in the wake of COVID-19
surveillance and response initiatives, where many VA products have taken center stage.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/14019

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e17892)   doi:10.2196/17892

KEYWORDS

visual analytics; machine learning; data visualization; data mining; population health; health services research; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Visual analytics (VA) is a term that was formally introduced in
the literature 15 years ago [1,2]. It describes a semiautomated
approach to electronic data processing, guided by users who
are able to interact with data through an interface [3,4]. In
essence, VA transforms large amounts of quantitative or
qualitative information into graphical formats that can be
modified based on the operator’s needs [4,5]. The resulting
views can be used by users with diverse backgrounds to better
understand data, communicate results, and disseminate
information across a broad spectrum of disciplines [6,7].

The implementation and use of VA have bloomed in many
sectors of health care systems during the past decade [8].
Population health research involves the study of data related to
health outcomes and determinants among and between
populations [9,10], whereas health services research (HSR)
explores the functioning of the health care system and its
workforce in relation to access, quality, costs, and patient
outcomes [11,12]. Both fields involve the analysis of big data,
including information collected through clinical databases,
administrative data sets, or electronic health records (EHRs)
[13-15]. VA offers the opportunity for health data users, such
as clinicians, researchers, decision makers, and consumers, to
visually explore and interpret complex data sets to guide
decision making and knowledge discovery [3,16].

Rationale
Although researchers have pointed out the lack of literature on
the extent of the use of VA applications in various sectors [3],
we identified 4 recent systematic reviews that covered varied
areas of VA applications in health care. The 2018 paper by
Islam et al [17] was one of the most comprehensive reviews
about data mining applications in health care. However, the
review is limited to mining approaches for health care data and
does not primarily cover VA. The recently published review by
Chung et al [8] relates to VA approaches in mental health care
systems and policy. One of the most cited systematic reviews

is that by West et al [18] on the use of visualization for EHRs
aimed at knowledge discovery. Although these reviews cover
some aspects of the wide field of visualization and analytics in
health care, none have focused on areas of population health
and HSR.

One of the seemingly close literature syntheses is the review
by Wu et al [19] on visualization and VA technologies in
medical informatics for characterizing evaluation methods.
However, there are significant distinctions between that paper
and our review. First, their review [19] relates to the subject
area of health informatics, which is almost exclusively
concerned with patient data in the context of care provision.
The classic definition of the subject area is “the applications of
information technology to healthcare delivery” [20]. Second,
Wu et al [19] cover evaluation methods for VA applications
and not VA applications themselves. Our scoping review focuses
on methods related to VA applications in population health and
HSR and does not focus on evaluation methods.

Through this review, we attempt to bridge a critical gap in the
literature on the use of VA tools, techniques, and frameworks
in the interrelated and overlapping areas of population health
and HSR. To the best of our knowledge, none of the recent
systematic literature syntheses focused on these areas of health
care or covered the VA tools and techniques that we present in
this scoping review.

In response to this broader conceptualization, this scoping
review identified and synthesized findings from English
language peer-reviewed sources that used VA approaches and
methods in population health and HSR. Such a synthesis of the
literature will be helpful for researchers, practitioners, and
decision support analysts to (1) explore recent trends in the use
of innovative VA methods in the important health care domains
of population health and HSR, (2) learn from methodological
frameworks, and (3) uptake these techniques to meet the
growing needs for data-driven insights. Furthermore, this review
presents the settings for which VA applications are developed
and applied as well as the intended target audience. This
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information is important in the context of the use of VA
techniques in participatory co-design initiatives.

Objectives
The objectives of this review are (1) to identify the scope and
nature of the use of VA methods in population health and HSR
and (2) to summarize methodological tools, techniques, and
frameworks from peer-reviewed literature in both health care
areas.

Methods

Protocol and Overall Scoping Review Methodology
The study protocol was previously published, detailing the
search strategy and methods [21]. We primarily followed the
Joanna Briggs Institute guidelines on scoping reviews [22] and
the framework by Arksey and O’Malley for conducting scoping
reviews [23], with improvements suggested by Levac et al [24]
and Peters et al [25] for conceptualizing the population,
concepts, and context of the study, especially given the context
of a methods-based review.

We further used the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews
(PRISMA-ScR) checklist from the work by Tricco et al [26] to
operationalize the different steps, while providing milestones
and guideposts for adaptation during the review. The checklist
is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1. We followed the journal
guidelines for the preparation of the manuscript. The major
methodological steps for the systematic scoping review
comprised determining the research question; identifying
relevant studies; title, abstract, and full-text screening; data
abstraction; and the collation, summarization, and reporting of
the results.

Eligibility Criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria are presented in Textboxes
1 and 2, respectively. Papers included during the screening stage
needed to have a central VA component with a focus on
population health or HSR. Studies conducted in clinical settings
or focusing on a single condition, without a population or health
service component, were not included in the review. The
operational definitions for all concepts are presented in detail
later in this section.

Textbox 1. Inclusion criteria for selection of articles.

Inclusion criteria

• Peer-reviewed or conference papers

• January 1, 2005, to March 31, 2019

• Population health or health services research (HSR) related

• Articles with population-level or HSR metrics: incidence, prevalence, events over time and space, spatiotemporal, access, utilization, disease or
condition distribution, and social or multiple determinants of health

• Articles with an analytic engine and a visualization engine

• Articles with exploratory data analytic techniques

• Articles on electronic medical records and electronic health records

• Articles with dashboards with an explicit analytic engine to feed data

• Articles with automated analysis, data mining techniques, interactive tools, and iterative analysis

Textbox 2. Exclusion criteria for the articles.

Exclusion criteria

• Articles not in the English language

• Editorials, projects, reviews, book chapters, short papers, or reports

• Articles on medical imaging

• Studies conducted in clinical settings without a population-level or health services research component

• Articles for individual condition from a single hospital or unit, such as intensive care, surgery, anesthesia, without a population-level or health
services research (HSR) component

• Articles on device or sensor data without a population-level or HSR component

• Studies lacking an analytic method or engine

• Cartographic or geographic information systems (GIS) method

One of the primary aims of both population health and HSR is
to better understand disease distribution and barriers to equitable
care. We included these components and related metrics for

population health, such as incidence, prevalence, and events
over time and space, to guide us in delineating research that
focused on clinical or individual conditions or cases. For
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example, if a diabetes dashboard presented clinical care for an
individual in a hospital setting, such as blood sugar or glycated
hemoglobin levels, it was excluded. However, if a diabetes
dashboard presented a population with glycated hemoglobin
levels in a hospital catchment area, it was included as it had a
population-level component. Studies without an analytic engine
were excluded. Finally, articles not in the English language and
non–peer-reviewed work, such as editorials, projects, short
papers, conference abstracts, and reports, were excluded.

The eligibility criteria were revised twice during the screening
process. In total, 4 items were added later to the exclusion
criteria: studies conducted in clinical settings without a
population-level component, articles on device or sensor data,
articles related to cartographic methods, and articles related to
geographic information systems (GIS) techniques. However,
VA articles with a GIS component covering spatiotemporal
data, sometimes termed geo-VA, were included in the review.
Figure 1 shows a simplified decision tree for the selection of
articles.

Figure 1. Decision tree for assessing article eligibility.

Scoping Review Timeline
We were able to trace the first formal use of the term VA to the
seminal work by Thomas and Cook in 2005 [2,3]. As the use
of the term was in the area of national defense, we expected a
lag time in the adoption of the methodology and the use of the
term in health care. On the basis of these reasons, our

multidisciplinary team decided to include articles from January
1, 2005, to March 31, 2019.

Information Sources
The full electronic search strategy is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 2. It was developed through an iterative process by
the research team, which included an information specialist
(JB). A preliminary search was conducted in MEDLINE,
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following which the first 100 resulting article abstracts were
reviewed to refine the search strategy. The search strategy was
then peer reviewed using the Peer Review of Electronic Search
Strategies (PRESS) guidelines by a second information
specialist. A total of 6 databases were searched in April 2019

using both keywords and subject-specific vocabulary (eg,
Medical Subject Headings [MeSH], Emtree; Table 1). We have
detailed the search strategy, the keywords used, and the
operationalization of the concepts in depth in the published
protocol [21].

Table 1. Databases and search results.

Search results (n=14,099), nPlatformDatabase

4633OvidSPMEDLINE

1880OvidSPEMBASE

5396Web of ScienceWeb of Science core collection

1267Engineering VillageCompendex

151IEEEIEEE Xplore

772Engineering VillageInspec

The review management software Covidence was used to
manage the search results, including the importing of references,
screening of citations, and conflict resolution [27]. Duplicates
were removed in 3 phases. First, citations were checked in
EndNote (Clarivate Analytic) for duplicates, followed by
duplicate identification by Covidence (Veritas Health
Innovation) systematic review software. Finally, duplicates
were removed manually during the full-text review.

To complement the database searches, we conducted an internet
search using Google and Google Scholar search engines, and
we manually searched 10 journals deemed relevant to the
research question. These were Applied Clinical Informatics,
Visual Analytics in Healthcare Proceedings,IEEE Transactions
on Information Technology in Biomedicine, Journal of Medical
Internet Research, Journal of Medical Systems, Journal of the
American Medical Informatics Association, Health Affairs,
Journal of Biomedical Informatics, Healthcare Informatics
Research, and PLOS One. We further reviewed the conference
proceedings from Visual Analytics in Health Care, which is

held one year apart in collaboration with the American Medical
Information Association and IEEE VIS conferences. In addition,
we reviewed the references from another 13 systematic and
narrative topic-related reviews identified during the screening
of the articles [7,16-19,28-35].

Selection of Sources of Evidence
The process for the selection of sources of evidence was divided
into 2 phases. First, to enhance the consistency among reviewers
in the team, we met to discuss the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. We randomly selected 50 articles that each reviewer
screened for title and abstract. After this initial pilot assessment,
we discussed the process, criteria, conflicts, ambiguities, and
difficulties encountered. This pilot phase led to a slight
readjustment of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. This
iterative methodology, with the selection of sources of evidence
is illustrated in Figure 2. In the second phase, 2 reviewers were
required for the title and abstract screening process as well as
for the full-text screening process. In both cases, conflicts were
resolved by another reviewer.

Figure 2. Pilot assessment and revision of criteria for selection of sources of evidence.
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Data Charting
The data charting form was developed specifically for this
review and piloted with 3 randomly selected articles to refine
the categories of abstraction. Each article was then assigned to
2 independent researchers. A third researcher offered arbitration,
correction, and validation of the abstraction where required. For
the specific abstraction fields, we followed the definitions
detailed in the Operational Concepts and Definitions section.

Data Items and Synthesis of Results
Data abstraction was based on 5 major categories: (1) study
characteristics (eg, country, problem, settings, target audience);
(2) frameworks, tools, and techniques used (eg, tool name,
framework followed); (3) analytic and visualization methods
and engines used (eg, analytic engine, data type, data used); (4)
domains of health care and type of measures used (eg,
population health, health services); and (5) study innovation,
impact, availability of the tool, and whether it was co-designed
with the target audience. The results were compiled into tables
under these major categories, following the major schema
developed during the operationalization of the concepts and
abstraction of the articles.

Operational Concepts and Definitions
Our initial literature search revealed varying definitions and
inconsistent use of terms for the 3 major concepts: population
health, HSR, and VA. To translate these terms into operational
definitions, we undertook a 3-pronged strategy of studying
seminal literature, recent systematic reviews, and subject trees
in MEDLINE. Although the search terms and their sources are
detailed in the study protocol [21], we detail the operationalized
concepts below.

Population Health and HSR
Defined as the “science and art of preventing disease” [36],
population health is nested under the larger concept of public
health. Although experts have attempted to develop a common
language related to public and population health [37], population
health as a MeSH term was only recently added to MEDLINE
in 2018 [38]. Kindig and Stoddart [9,10] define population
health as “the health outcomes of a group of individuals,
including the distribution of such outcomes within the group”
that includes “health outcomes, patterns of health determinants,
and policies and interventions that link these two.” We found
the expanded definition of population health by Kindig and
Stoddart [9,10] apt for our review to encompass the vast nature
of this area. To adapt search terms, we studied the national
public health language created by the National Institute for
Health and Care Excellence in the United Kingdom [39],
detailed database trees, and 5 recent reviews [40-44].

HSR is defined by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research
as research with the “goal of improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of health professionals and the health care system”
[11]. Population health and HSR are intertwined concepts, with
overlapping research and communities of practice, first, in the
purview of studying problems through a population lens and,
second, through a health systems and service lens. The
population health approach brings together the two in their
application toward health sector reform, allowing researchers

to formulate proposals for the organization and delivery of
health care [41,45].

Guided by 4 recent reviews [45-48] and the filters for HSR
developed by the National Library of Medicine [49], we
translated the concept to the search strategy. Particular to HSR,
we included studies on access, utilization, and cost of health
services in the review.

VA: Analytic and Interactive Visual Engines
The seminal work by Thomas and Cook [2] defines VA as “the
science of analytical reasoning facilitated by interactive visual
interfaces.” Later, Keim et al [3] extended this concept to
“automated analysis techniques with interactive visualizations
for an effective understanding, reasoning and decision making
on the basis of very large and complex data sets.” Although
these definitions offered a high-level conceptualization of the
expansive field of VA, we needed a simplified, more
encompassing conceptual definition that could help
contextualize VA methods and applications in health care.
Hence, we opted to use the expanded definition of VA
applications in health care by Ola and Sedig [50], comprising
analytic and interactive visualization engines. Typically, the
analytics engine involves data storage, transformation, and
analysis, whereas the visualization engine provides functionality
toward data manipulation and display [50].

The analytics engine can employ advanced statistical and
machine learning (ML) techniques for various functions. For
example, an extract, transform, and load engine using ML
algorithms can bring together a database that the visual engine
uses to produce visualizations [50]. For the purposes of the
review and its focus on population health and HSR, we avoided
the term artificial intelligence.

ML is a subset of artificial intelligence methods that includes
fitting models to data and learning by training models with data
[51]. We focused on tasks such as clustering, classification, and
algorithms used to present the major techniques used toward
the analytic engine.

Interactivity is one of the recent hallmarks of VA applications,
owing to the manipulation of visual interfaces afforded by
computing power [50]. We borrow from works by Ola and Sedig
[50] and Pike et al [52] to define interactivity as the ability to
reflect changes in the visual representation of data based on one
or more indicators available on the analytic interface to the user.
Pike et al [52] categorize interaction elements into 2 main types:
lower level aimed at change of the visual representation to study
patterns, relationships, and the like and higher level that offers
an understanding of the intent of interaction itself toward
knowledge discovery. To select the appropriate literature as part
of this scoping review, we focused on lower-level interaction
that includes tasks such as filtering, determining ranges, finding
anomalies, clustering, and the like by providing menus,
dropdowns, and other options on the visualization interface.

Furthermore, to operationalize the search terms related to VA,
we studied 4 recent reviews [7,17-19] in addition to 9 seminal
papers [6,16,53-59].
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Analytic Types and Capability, Settings, and Target
Audience
To operationalize the types of analytics that the application
targeted within the use case, we adapted the work by Islam et
al [17] on data mining techniques in health care. Analytics is
defined as “knowledge discovery by analyzing, interpreting and
communicating data” [17].

Related to the analytic capability, applications were categorized
as being primarily meant for descriptive, predictive, or
prescriptive analytics for visual exploration of complex data
sets or a combination of these. Descriptive analytics is defined
as “exploration and discovery of information in the dataset,”
predictive analytics is defined as “prediction of upcoming events
based on historical data,” and prescriptive analytics is defined
as “utilization of scenarios to provide decision support” [17].
Although the visual exploration of complex data sets can be
seen as an extension of descriptive analytic capability, we kept
it as a separate category.

We gleaned information from different parts of the included
articles to obtain the study setting and audience based on the
potential application for the method, tool, or its user, as
mentioned by the authors.

Tools, Applications, and Frameworks
Tools were defined as software used to develop an application
to address a certain problem, whereas applications were one or
more software program using code or front-end programming
employed for data analysis and visualization.

Frameworks in research form the foundation, backbone, or the
blueprint on which knowledge is constructed [60]. Hence, we
opted to study the frameworks that formed the basis for the
applications to better situate the literature on VA and to help
define the lens, perspective, and conceptual background for the
methods. We defined a framework as an extension of a lens or
perspective of inquiry that is structured to allow methodological
uniformity, adaptation, reporting, understanding, and
replicability. Given that our review is methods based, we did
not differentiate between a theoretical or conceptual framework
[60].

Use Case and Data Source
A use case is defined as the application of the method to an
actual data set, source, or simulation data related to population
health or HSR. We studied whether the use case included a
single data source or multiple data sources. The goal of the
application was ascertained by studying whether the application,
tool, or method was meant for decision support, knowledge
discovery, or both.

Domains of Health Care
Finally, we adapted the domains of health care from Islam et
al [17] to represent population health, HSR, or both. We further
divided population health–related articles into clinical,
demographic, epidemiologic, spatiotemporal, or a combination

of these categories. The clinical category would include a
condition, the demographic category would include any
population-related characteristic such as age, the epidemiologic
category would include disease distribution and dynamics, and
the spatiotemporal category would include events over time and
space. An overlap between the categories within the articles
was expected.

Co-Design and Knowledge Translation
Knowledge translation is a wide term used in different contexts,
focusing on the translation of research evidence to policies and
practice [61]. Although our initial conceptualization for the
review was related to knowledge co-creation for decision
making, we realized that for the purpose of this review, a better
approach would be to consider co-design methods especially
in the development stages of an application. We used the
definition of co-design in health care by Ward et al [62] that
encompasses the partnership of health workers, patients, and
designers who aspire to change, depending on shared knowledge
to achieve better outcomes or improved efficiency.

Co-designed applications would have better viability and uptake
toward both knowledge transfer and decision support. We
studied whether the authors involved stakeholders or target
audiences during the development of an application. We did
not study co-design methods and approaches, as this was not
the objective of the review.

Results

Selection of Articles
We identified 14,099 articles through the combined database
searches. Using EndNote, 2078 duplicates were electronically
removed in 6 iterations run on 2 different versions, X7 and X9.
On importing 12,021 records into Covidence, another 711
duplicates were removed. We screened the titles and abstracts
for 11,310 records, of which 10,819 (95.65%) were excluded.
We were able to identify 57 more references from 4 systematic
reviews identified during the screening process [8,17-19] and
hand searching. The results are summarized in a Tableau
dashboard [63].

Of the 491 records included for full-text assessment, 436
(88.8%) were excluded. Reasons for exclusion were lacking a
visualization component (n=103), lacking an analytic engine
(n=57), conference abstracts and editorials (n=53), not
population health or HSR (n=44), clinical medicine related
(n=35), short papers (n=31), duplicates (n=22), cartographic
and GIS methods (n=16), no use case (n=13), non–health sector
(n=13), book chapter (n=11), reviews (n=6), sensors or devices
(n=3), sensory or computer vision or human-computer
interaction (n=3), VA method in development or approach (n=3),
medical imaging (n=2), genomics (n=1), not English language
(n=1), and other reasons (n=18). Overall, 55 articles were
included for abstraction. The PRISMA-ScR flow diagram is
shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) chart for article selection. VA: visual analytics.

Study Characteristics, Settings, and Target Audience
The country of the study was ascertained from the actual use
case of the VA application. The 55 studies included in the
analysis were from 19 countries, including the United States
(24/55, 44%), Canada (5/55, 9%), and Germany (3/55, 5%).
Details are provided in Multimedia Appendix 3 [64-118].

In terms of the settings where the research took place, studies
were most often conducted as part of, or with the involvement
of, a government unit, including a ministry or health department

(38/55, 69%), followed by academic settings (35/55, 64%),
mixed government and academic settings (18/55, 33%), and the
industry (3/55, 5%). The intended target audience was the
population health and HSR community (53/55, 96%), academic
researchers and data scientists (47/55, 85%), clinicians (21/55,
38%), both clinicians and population health and HSR
practitioners (21/55, 38%), policy and decision makers (7/55,
13%), consumers and the general public (5/55, 9%), and the
industry (3/55, 5%). Table 2 details the study setting, while
Table 3 details the target audience in the included papers.

Table 2. Setting of the use cases.

Study (reference)Values, n (%)Setting

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Ali et al, 2016 [68]; Alonso et al, 2012 [92]; Antoniou
et al, 2010 [93]; Benis et al, 2017 [89]; Bryan et al, 2015 [64]; Byrd et al, 2016 [94]; Chorianopoulos et
al, 2016 [96]; Garcia-Marti et al, 2017 [97]; Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Guo et al, 2007 [69]; Hardisty et al,
2010 [100]; Hund et al, 2016 [90]; Ji et al, 2012 [102]; Ji et al, 2013 [81]; Jiang et al, 2016 [103];
Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]; Katsis et al, 2017 [105]; Kostkova et al, 2014 [75]; Lavrac et al, 2007 [70];
Lu et al, 2017 [71]; Luo et al, 2016 [78]; Maciejewski et al, 2010 [107]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79];
Marek et al, 2015 [108]; Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111]; Park et al, 2018 [112]; Perer et al, 2015 [113];
Proulx et al, 2006 [114]; Shaban-Nejad et al, 2017 [84]; Tate et al, 2014 [87]; Widanagamaachchi et al,
2017 [72]; Xing et al, 2010 [91]; Xu et al, 2013 [73]; Yan et al, 2013 [118]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]; Yu et
al, 2018 [74]

38 (69)Academic

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Alonso et al, 2012 [92]; Antunes de Mendonca et
al, 2015 [86]; Baytas et al, 2016 [80]; Benis et al, 2017 [89]; Bryan et al, 2015 [64]; Castronovo et al,
2009 [77]; Chen et al, 2016 [95]; Dagliati et al, 2018 [66]; Deodhar et al, 2015 [65]; Gligorijevi et al,
2017 [98]; Haque et al, 2014 [99]; Hardisty et al, 2010 [100]; Huang et al, 2015 [101]; Jiang et al, 2016
[103]; Jinpon et al, 2017 [83]; Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]; Kruzikas et al, 2014 [106]; Lavrac et al, 2007
[70]; Lu et al, 2017 [71]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]; Mitrpanont et al, 2017 [109]; Mittelstadt et al,
2014 [110]; Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111]; Proulx et al, 2006 [114]; Shaban-Nejad et al, 2017 [84]; Soulakis
et al, 2015 [115]; Tilahun et al, 2014 [88]; Toddenroth et al, 2014 [116]; Torres et al, 2012 [117]; Xu et
al, 2013 [73]; Yan et al, 2013 [118]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]

35 (64)Government, ministry,
or health department

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Alonso et al, 2012 [92]; Benis et al, 2017 [89]; Bryan
et al, 2015 [64]; Hardisty et al, 2010 [100]; Jiang et al, 2016 [103]; Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]; Lavrac et
al, 2007 [70]; Lu et al, 2017 [71]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]; Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111]; Proulx et
al, 2006 [114]; Shaban-Nejad et al, 2017 [84]; Xu et al, 2013 [73]; Yan et al, 2013 [118]; Yu et al, 2017
[82]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]

18 (33)Academic and govern-
ment or ministry or
health department

Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Perer et al, 2015 [113]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]3 (5)Industry
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Table 3. Target audience of the use cases.

Study (reference)Values, n (%)Target audience

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Ali et al, 2016 [68]; Alonso et al, 2012 [92];
Antoniou et al, 2010 [93]; Baytas et al, 2016 [80]; Benis et al, 2017 [89]; Bryan et al, 2015 [64];
Byrd et al, 2016 [94]; Castronovo et al, 2009 [77]; Chen et al, 2016 [95]; Chorianopoulos et al,
2016 [96]; Dagliati et al, 2018 [66]; Deodhar et al, 2015 [65]; Garcia-Marti et al, 2017 [97];
Gligorijevi et al, 2017 [98]; Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Guo et al, 2007 [69]; Haque et al, 2014 [99];
Hardisty et al, 2010 [100]; Huang et al, 2015 [101]; Hund et al, 2016 [90]; Ji et al, 2012 [102];
Ji et al, 2013 [81]; Jiang et al, 2016 [103]; Jinpon et al, 2017 [83]; Kaieski et al, 2016 [104];
Katsis et al, 2017 [105]; Kostkova et al, 2014 [75]; Kruzikas et al, 2014 [106]; Lavrac et al, 2007
[70]; Lu et al, 2017 [71]; Luo et al, 2016 [78]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]; Marek et al, 2015
[108]; Mitrpanont et al, 2017 [109]; Mittelstadt et al, 2014 [110]; Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111];
Park et al, 2018 [112]; Perer et al, 2015 [113]; Proulx et al, 2006 [114]; Shaban-Nejad et al, 2017
[84]; Soulakis et al, 2015 [115]; Tate et al, 2014 [87]; Tilahun et al, 2014 [88]; Toddenroth et al,
2014 [116]; Torres et al, 2012 [117]; Widanagamaachchi et al, 2017 [72]; Xing et al, 2010 [91];
Xu et al, 2013 [73]; Yan et al, 2013 [118]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]

53 (96)Population or public health
and health services research
practitioners

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Antoniou et al, 2010 [93]; Baytas et al, 2016
[80]; Bryan et al, 2015 [64]; Byrd et al, 2016 [94]; Chorianopoulos et al, 2016 [96]; Dagliati et
al, 2018 [66]; Deodhar et al, 2015 [65]; Garcia-Marti et al, 2017 [97]; Gligorijevi et al, 2017
[98]; Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Guo et al, 2007 [69]; Haque et al, 2014 [99]; Hardisty et al, 2010
[100]; Huang et al, 2015 [101]; Hund et al, 2016 [90]; Ji et al, 2012 [102]; Ji et al, 2013 [81];
Jiang et al, 2016 [103]; Jinpon et al, 2017 [83]; Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]; Katsis et al, 2017 [105];
Kostkova et al, 2014 [75]; Kruzikas et al, 2014 [106]; Lavrac et al, 2007 [70]; Lu et al, 2017
[71]; Luo et al, 2016 [78]; Maciejewski et al, 2010 [107]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]; Marek
et al, 2015 [108]; Mitrpanont et al, 2017 [109]; Mittelstadt et al, 2014 [110]; Ozkaynak et al,
2015 [111]; Park et al, 2018 [112]; Perer et al, 2015 [113]; Proulx et al, 2006 [114]; Tate et al,
2014 [87]; Tilahun et al, 2014 [88]; Toddenroth et al, 2014 [116]; Torres et al, 2012 [117];
Widanagamaachchi et al, 2017 [72]; Xing et al, 2010 [91]; Xu et al, 2013 [73]; Yan et al, 2013
[118]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]

47 (85)Academics and data scien-
tists

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]; Alonso et al, 2012 [92]; Antoniou et al, 2010 [93]; Baytas et al,
2016 [80]; Benis et al, 2017 [89]; Bryan et al, 2015 [64]; Chorianopoulos et al, 2016 [96]; Dagliati
et al, 2018 [66]; Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Haque et al, 2014 [99]; Huang et al, 2015 [101]; Hund et
al, 2016 [90]; Lu et al, 2017 [71]; Mitrpanont et al, 2017 [109]; Mittelstadt et al, 2014 [110];
Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111]; Perer et al, 2015 [113]; Soulakis et al, 2015 [115]; Toddenroth et
al, 2014 [116]; Widanagamaachchi et al, 2017 [72]; Xu et al, 2013 [73]

21 (38)Clinicians

Ji et al, 2013 [81]; Kruzikas et al, 2014 [106]; Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]; Mitrpanont et al,
2017 [109]; Tilahun et al, 2014 [88]; Torres et al, 2012 [117]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]

7 (13)Policy and decision makers

Antunes de Mendonca et al, 2015 [86]; Ji et al, 2013 [81]; Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]; Maciejewski
et al, 2011 [79]; Yu et al, 2017 [82]

5 (9)Consumers and public

Gotz et al, 2014 [76]; Perer et al, 2015 [113]; Yu et al, 2018 [74]3 (5)Industry (software, pharma-
ceutical, and insurance)

Terminology Related to Visualization and Analytics
We searched for the use of VA and its variations in the articles.
Terms that indicated the use of VA included “visualization”
(52/55, 95%), “visual analytics” (29/55, 53%), “analytics”
(16/55, 29%), and “visual analytic approach” (8/55, 15%) as

the employed method. The years when the term “visual
analytics” was most commonly used were 2009 and 2017. As
visualization was mentioned in the vast majority of the articles,
alternative terms used for the analytic engine included data
mining and ML techniques. Figure 4 displays the use of terms
by year.
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Figure 4. Use of terminology from January 01, 2005, to March 30, 2019.

Tool Name, Analytic Capability, and Goal
Related to the use of specific tools, articles that mentioned the
name of the tools or base applications (34/55, 68%) are listed
in Textbox 3.

In terms of analytic capability, these included tools primarily
meant for descriptive analytics (52/55, 95%), exploratory
analyses of complex data sets (23/55, 42%), and predictive
analytics (13/55, 24%). There were no articles on prescriptive
analytics. Among the overlap in the analytic capability of the

tools, 3 studies (5%) mentioned descriptive and predictive
analytic capabilities along with visual exploration of complex
data sets [64-66]. There were 11 applications with both
descriptive and predictive analytic capabilities [64-74].

We further categorized whether the application, tool, or method
targeted population health and HSR decision support, knowledge
discovery, or both, as its goal. There was an overlap in the
application goals: decision support (44/55, 80%), knowledge
discovery (35/55, 64%), or both goals (29/55, 53%).
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Textbox 3. Name of the tool and base application (if provided).

Abusharekh et al, 2015 [67]

• H-Drive; information analytics based on R

Ali et al, 2016 [68]

• ID-Viewer

Alonso et al, 2012 [92]

• EPIPOI based on Matlab

Antoniou et al, 2010 [93]

• dAUTObase

Antunes de Mendonca et al, 2015 [86]

• On the basis of Triplify, SQL, PHP, and SPARQL EndPoint

Baytas et al, 2016 [80]

• PhenoTree

Benis et al, 2017 [89]

• DisEpi, R-based

Bryan et al, 2015 [64]

• EpiSimS

Chen et al, 2016 [95]

• SaTScan software

Chorianopoulos et al, 2016 [96]

• Flutrack.org

Dagliati et al, 2018 [66]

• MOSAIC dashboard; data mining using R and Matlab; JavaScript; HTML; Google Charts for GUI

Deodhar et al, 2015 [65]

• EpiCaster

Haque et al, 2014 [99]

• Microsoft SQL Server’s BI tool stack and ASP.NET

Hardisty et al, 2010 [100]

• LISTA-Viz

Hund et al, 2016 [90]

• Sub-VIS; based on D3.JS2

Ji et al, 2012 [102]

• ESMOS (Epidemic sentiment monitoring system)

Ji et al, 2013 [81]

• ESMOS (Epidemic sentiment monitoring system)

Jiang et al, 2016 [103]

• Health-Terrain
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Jinpon et al, 2017 [83]

• Community well-being assessment system (CWBAS)

Kaieski et al, 2016 [104]

• Vis-Health

Kostkova et al, 2014 [75]

• medi+board

Lavrac et al, 2007 [70]

• MediMap

Lu et al, 2017 [71]

• Southampton breast cancer data system (SBCDS)

Luo et al, 2016 [78]

• GS-EpiViz

Maciejewski et al, 2011 [79]

• PanViz

Marek et al, 2015 [108]

• R with spacetime, gstat and plotKML; and Google Earth

Mitrpanont et al, 2017 [109]

• SAGE2

Ozkaynak et al, 2015 [111]

• EventFlow and Discrete Time Markov Chains

Perer et al, 2015 [113]

• Care pathway explorer

Proulx et al, 2006 [114]

• nSpace and GeoTime

Shaban-Nejad et al, 2017 [84]

• Population health record (PopHR)

Tate et al, 2014 [87]

• TrialViz

Yan et al, 2013 [118]

• ISS (syndromic surveillance system)

Yu et al, 2017 [82]

• Patient-provider geographic map

Yu et al, 2018 [74]

• Watson Analytics

Afzal et al, 2011 [85]; Byrd et al, 2016 [94]; Castronovo et al, 2009 [77]; Garcia-Marti et al, 2017 [97]; Gligorijevi et al, 2017 [98]; Gotz et al, 2014
[76]; Guo et al, 2007 [69]; Huang et al, 2015 [101]; Katsis et al, 2017 [105]; Kruzikas et al, 2014 [106]; Maciejewski et al, 2010 [107]; Mittelstadt et
al, 2014 [110]; Park et al, 2018 [112]; Soulakis et al, 2015 [115]; Tilahun et al, 2014 [88]; Toddenroth et al, 2014 [116]; Torres et al, 2012 [117];
Widanagamaachchi et al, 2017 [72]; Xing et al, 2010 [91]; Xu et al, 2013 [73]
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• Not mentioned

Multimedia Appendix 4 [64-118] details the analytic capability
and goals of the application, indicating whether the analysis
was carried out for knowledge discovery or decision support,
whether the article was presented as a framework for VA, and
whether the methodology itself followed one or more
frameworks.

Framework Presented or Followed
A total of 24% (13/55) articles presented frameworks for VA
methods, which we categorized into 7 types based on the major
theories, applications, and functions that the study authors
purported to use in their methods:

1. Data integration, monitoring, and management
[67,68,71,75].

2. Combining querying, mining, and visualization for
electronic medical records (EMRs) [76].

3. Disease mapping, hypotheses generation, clinical decision
making, and knowledge discovery [66,77,78].

4. Simulation and modeling, including statistical analysis
[64,79].

5. Phenotyping for a VA tool [80].
6. Social media VA [81].
7. Studying geographic variations in access to care [82].

A total of 29% (16/55) articles used a framework in their
methods, which we broadly categorized into 6 types based on
their application to the use case:

1. Studying access to care [83,84].
2. Analytics [78].
3. Application development [65,67,85,86].
4. Data quality, linkage, and flow [72,87,88].
5. Knowledge discovery [89].
6. Visualization [64,66,71,77,90].

Table 4 lists both kinds of frameworks and related references.
The abovementioned categories are based on the objectives of
the VA application, as mentioned by the authors in their studies.
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Table 4. Articles proposing a framework and using frameworks for their visual analytics work with quoted references (if provided).

Uses one or more frameworks for VAa workPresents a frameworkStudy (reference)

Portal developed using Liferay and Vaadin frame-
works

Health data analytics framework incorporating data management, analyt-
ics, and visualization

Abusharekh et al,
2015 [67]

On the basis of the recommendations by Jankun-
Kelly and Ma. [119]

N/AbAfzal et al, 2011 [85]

N/AFramework for data integration and analytics with various modules related
to data acquisition, cleaning, parsing and analysis

Ali et al, 2016 [68]

Resource development framework for queries, with
SQL and others

N/AAntunes de Mendonca
et al, 2015 [86]

N/APhenotyping framework for a VA toolBaytas et al, 2016 [80]

Knowledge discovery in databases framework [120]N/ABenis et al, 2017 [89]

On the basis of the 3 frameworks [36-138]Presents a framework for simulating and analyzing data. Visual engine
also has a built-in statistical framework based on others

Bryan et al, 2015 [64]

On the basis of the Harrower principles [139]Conceptual framework for dynamic mapping; hypotheses generation for
disease seasonality

Castronovo et al, 2009
[77]

Temporal abstraction [140]Presents a framework as a general model for chronic disease clinical
decision support and knowledge discovery

Dagliati et al, 2018
[66]

Middleware based on the Model View Controller
Framework

N/ADeodhar et al, 2015
[65]

N/ACombines 3 components, such as visual query, pattern mining, and inter-
active vis components, in a single framework enabling an ad hoc event
sequence analysis

Gotz et al, 2014 [76]

Uses the detected subspaces of the OpenSubspace
Framework and Visualization follows Shneiderman
[141,142]

N/AHund et al, 2016 [90]

N/AFramework considers several diseases; novel 2-step sentiment classifica-
tion combining clue-based searching and ML methods to first filter out

Ji et al, 2013 [81]

the nonpersonal; identifying all personal tweets; then distinguishing
personal into negative and nonnegative sentiment tweets

Community Wellbeing Framework [143]N/AJinpon et al, 2017 [83]

N/AFramework depicts processes and components required for automated
data monitoring across multiple real-time data channels [P Kostkova. A

Kostkova et al, 2014
[75]

roadmap to integrated digital public health surveillance: the vision and
the challenges. In Proceedings of the 22nd international conference on
World Wide Web (WWW '13). 687-694., 2013]

Lifelines framework sits within the University
Hospital Southampton Clinical Data Environment
as a model for the exploratory analysis of data

Process-driven framework presented, with data, functional, and user
layers

Lu et al, 2017 [71]

Susceptible-Exposed-Infectious-Removed agent-
based modeling

Presents a new framework for effective disease-control strategies, starting
from identifying geo-social interaction patterns. Framework further used
to structure the design of a VA tool with 3 components: reorderable

Luo et al, 2016 [78]

matrix for geo-social mixing patterns, agent-based epidemic models, and
combined visualization methods

N/AThe PanViz Visualization framework uses a mathematical epidemic
model to calculate population dynamics and infection rate data

Maciejewski et al,
2011 [79]

Semantic population health framework introduced
in the tool by using type I evidence or causal

N/AShaban-Nejad et al,
2017 [84]

knowledge to arrange health indicators along the
lines of the determinants of health framework [144]

Data quality framework [145]N/ATate et al, 2014 [87]

Silk Link Discovery Framework [146]N/ATilahun et al, 2014
[88]

ViSUS framework for designing dataflow [147]N/AWidanagamaachchi et
al, 2017 [72]
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Uses one or more frameworks for VAa workPresents a frameworkStudy (reference)

N/AIntroduces Visualization framework to aid health care policy makers and
hospital administrators to visualize, identify, and optimize the geographic
variations of access to care

Yu et al, 2017 [82]

aVA: visual analytics.
bN/A: not applicable.

Data Characteristics: Source, Use Cases, Structure,
and Type
VA engines differ in their application, given their capability to
process data from multiple data sets or various sources such as
social media text data, administrative data, global repositories,
and other internet sources. In the included studies, the data
sources that were processed by the analytic engines varied,
involving single data sources (32/55, 58%), multiple data
sources (22/55, 40%), or both (6/55, 11%).

In use cases where multiple data sources were involved, there
were overlaps within the categories of data sources:
administrative or national survey data (17/55, 31%), EMR or
EHR data (17/55, 31%), spatiotemporal data (16/55, 29%), web
or social media data (8/55, 15%), and simulation data (6/55,
11%).

Articles focused on structured (40/55, 73%), unstructured
(13/55, 24%), and semistructured data (5/55, 9%). The data
sources were administrative data that included registry and
national survey data (19/55, 35%), EMR or EHR data (17/55,
31%), spatiotemporal data (16/55, 29%), simulation data (6/55,
11%), and web or social media data (8/55, 15%). Multimedia
Appendix 5 [64-118] details the source, type, and application
to the use cases.

Analytic and Visualization Engines
From the articles, we gleaned information on the analytic engine,
tools, and specific methods used, such as the algorithms for the
analytic methods. The tool’s analytic engine, its data processing,
analysis, and subsequent data visualization varied greatly. In

addition, details about the analytic and visualization engines
have not been consistently reported.

We categorized the data for the type of problem that the
application addressed by the major analytic techniques used for
summarizing the results. There were 7 major categories:
infectious disease modeling and surveillance (21/55, 38%);
medical record pattern identification (20/55, 36%); population
health monitoring (9/55, 16%); health system resource planning
(2/55, 4%); and data manipulation, disease mapping, and
sentiment analysis (1/55, 2%).

The analytic approaches undertaken included data querying
(11/55, 20%); statistical modeling (11/55, 20%); clustering
(9/55, 16%); natural language processing (NLP), pattern mining,
classification, data mining, dimensionality reduction, predictive
modeling, and other ML methods (4/55, 7%); and graph
partitioning, neural networks, simulation-based predictions, and
other statistical analyses (1/55, 2%).

The problems addressed and the analytic techniques used are
summarized in Table 5. Multimedia Appendix 5 provides
in-depth information on the data type, analytic and visual
engines, and related techniques. Major tools employed for
developing the applications included R-based tools (7/55, 13%);
D3.JS (4/55, 7%); SQL (4/55, 7%); Java-based tools (3/55, 5%);
Python-based tools, HTML 5, or Google Maps application
programming interface (API; 2/55, 4%); and not reported (15/55,
27%). The 16 remaining articles mentioned the use of one of
the following: Open Layers 3, OwlAPI, SaTScan, SQL and
Google Maps API, IBM Watson Analytics, GeoViz Toolkit,
Flutrack API, Weka, GeoTime, ESRI ArcMap, Excel2RDF and
Sgvigler, C#, JFreeChart, MS Silverlight-based Pivot Viewer,
Weka and Tableau, and Matlab.
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Table 5. Problem categories and major analytic methods.

Categories of problems with the number of articles mentioning the use of specific analytic methodsAnalytic method

TotalSentiment
analysis

Population
health monitor-
ing

Medical record
pattern identifica-
tion

Infectious dis-
ease modeling
and surveillance

Health system
resource plan-
ning

Disease
mapping

Data manipula-
tion

11—153—a11Data querying

11——281——Statistical modeling

9117————Clustering

4——13———Natural language
processing

4—3—1———Other machine
learning

4——31———Pattern mining

2—1——1——Classification

2—2—————Data mining

2——11———Dimensionality re-
duction

2——11———Predictive modeling

1———1———Graph partitioning

1———1———Neural networks

1———1———Simulation-based
predictions

1—1—————Statistical analysis

55192021211Total

aNull values.

The distribution of the tools used according to the analytic
methods is illustrated in Figure 5. Among the most often used

tools were R-based tools and packages, D3.JS, and Google Maps
API. Almost all articles mentioned a different combination of
tools that they had used for the VA application.
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Figure 5. Analytic methods and proportional distribution of tools employed. API: application programming interface; MS: Microsoft; SQL: structured
query language.

Similarly, various visualizations were used to represent the
analysis of the data processed by the analytic engine.
Visualizations were mostly interactive, with a dashboard
presenting statistics or detailed information regarding specific
populations or variables of interest. The major visualization
types were as follows: maps (17/55, 31%), timelines (8/55,
15%), heat maps (6/55, 11%), choropleth maps (6/55, 11%),
bubble charts (3/55, 5%), flow maps (2/55, 4%), and scatterplots
(2/55, 4%). The remaining 12 applications presented one of the
following visuals: spatial plots, history tree view, stacks and
cards, line, bar, causal diagram, cards, stacked bar, population
pyramid, circular tree, ranked trees, Sankey diagram, and
relationship graph.

Domains of Health Care, Problem Category, and
Related Analytic Methods
Of the articles, 98% (54/55) focused on population health,
whereas 33% (18/55) focused on HSR. There was a considerable
overlap, as 17 HSR articles had a population focus. Of the
population health articles, 44% (24/55) were on clinical
populations focusing on a condition or cluster of conditions and
31% (17/55) provided population demographics. Epidemic
monitoring and modeling for certain conditions was the focus
of 33% (18/55) studies, whereas 49% (27/55) were
spatiotemporal health care articles.

Among the HSR articles, 27% (15/55) were on health service
utilization, 18% (10/55) focused on access to care, and 4%
(2/55) were related to health care costs. The details are provided
in Multimedia Appendix 6 [64-118].

We further categorized the types of problems that the application
addressed. The 4 major problem categories were infectious
disease modeling and surveillance (21/55, 38%), medical record
pattern identification (19/55, 35%), population health monitoring
(9/55, 16%), and health system resource planning (2/55, 4%).
One use case was for data manipulation, disease mapping, health
record pattern identification, and sentiment analysis.

Figure 6 details the relative distribution of the analytic methods
used for the categories of problems. The color-coded tree map
reveals clustering and statistical modeling as the major choice
for medical record pattern identification and infectious disease
modeling and surveillance, both methods comprising 13% (7/55)
of all use cases. The second most common methods included
NLP, querying for database creation, pattern mining, and data
querying, each comprising 5% (3/55) of all methods. Other
varied methods are shown in the figure to reveal the overall
trends found in the use of methods according to the problem
addressed by the application.
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Figure 6. Problem categories and proportional distribution of analytic methods used.

Availability of the Tool, Uptake, and Co-Design
A total of 21 VA tools were in use at the time of publication of
the original article, whereas others were either not available or
prototypes. Moreover, 7 dashboards or tools were accessible
for public use, whereas 13 tools were either developed using
free, open source tools such as R or Weka or their source code
was provided. Furthermore, 38% (21/55) articles did not mention
the tools used to develop the application or the base application.

Relevant to co-design or evaluation of the tool, 10 articles
involved domain experts, multidisciplinary teams, or user
evaluations for the development and improvement of the VA
application, whereas other articles did not mention this aspect.
Relevant details have been captured in Multimedia Appendix
7 [64-118].

Innovation and Limitations of VA Applications
All applications offered an innovative edge over others at the
time of their publication. These mostly pertained to the analytic
engine and techniques such as better workflow, automation,
development of a framework, and use of advanced techniques
such as ML. Similarly, the limitations of the applications were
provided in varying detail, with 29% (16/55) articles not
mentioning any limitations, as shown in Multimedia Appendix
7.

Discussion

Significance of the Review
The aim of this scoping review is to review the literature on VA
methods, specifically their application to the fields of population
health and HSR. Given the large variety, heterogeneity, and

velocity of data sources, public health data belong to the
category of big data [50], which are increasingly being generated
and made available from administrative, EMR, and EHR
sources. Examples of large population-level repositories include
the United Kingdom’s Clinical Practice Research Datalink
database, the largest collection of anonymized primary care
patient records [87]; the Canadian administrative health data
sets [121]; and the US National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey, collected since the 1970s [91].

Our scoping review summarizes VA methods applied to use
cases in population health and HSR. As a multidisciplinary
team, we presented the results from multiple perspectives,
including those of data scientists, population health and HSR
practitioners, and policy and decision makers. This is important
in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic, where multiple VA
products for pandemic monitoring have surfaced for guiding
the pandemic response [122,123].

We discuss the implications and contributions of this review
for researchers and practitioners in the related health care areas
of public and population health and HSR, expanding on aspects
of specific import. We further offer targeted recommendations
for defining, reporting, and leveraging the potential of VA
methods and applications.

Reporting Checklist for VA Applications
The field of visualization and analytics is extremely broad, with
various applications in different health care and other sectors.
We had to rely mainly on iterative screening to filter out articles
that were not relevant to the study objectives, for example,
articles without use cases including usability studies,
evaluations, human-computer interaction, and GIS studies.
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There is a need for better reporting on the details of the
applications for reproducibility and transparency. This
specifically relates to the tool’s capability, application beyond
the use case, target audience, study objectives, and study
settings. In many articles, we found the statistical and analytic
methods lacking in detail, in particular on the tools used for the
analysis, the algorithms tested and applied, and the reasons for
choosing one particular analysis over the other.

Similarly, some articles from proprietary or prototypical tools
did not offer any detail on the analytic engine, while only
discussing the functional aspects of the application. Many
articles did not elaborate on how visualization presentations
should be interpreted. Most articles did not provide reasons and
processes for the selection of the visualization, its strength over
others, and how the interactive functions could offer more
insight.

Such details would help situate the literature and resultantly be
useful for better reproducibility, development, and adaptability
of prototypical and established methods to different scenarios.

Towards this goal, we developed a standard reporting checklist
(Multimedia Appendix 8) for reporting VA methods, particularly
visual and analytics engines, as is the practice for reporting
research methods such as statistical techniques [124], and
qualitative and quantitative studies [125,126]. As mentioned
previously, 4 recent systematic reviews covered areas of VA
applications in health [8,17-19]. Although these reviews offered
excellent summaries from different areas of health care and
informatics, we found that there was no reporting standard
followed, indicating the need for such a checklist. We further
sought recent literature on COVID-19–related VA products.
One of the most known COVID-19–related products is the
web-based dashboard for country-level data by Johns Hopkins
University [123]. Although the experts involved have not yet
published a paper detailing the methods for its development, a
high-level correspondence article was published in the reputed
journal Lancet [123]. In this article, the authors cite the issues
and process of developing a data stream for the dashboard. In
contrast, the authors of another VA product mapping the
COVID-19–related mobility pattern changes in US counties
detail the methods, features of the web-based platform, data
sources, system design, and insights from the results in their
publication [122].

On the basis of the findings from these papers and those included
in the scoping review, we have proposed a checklist for reporting
VA applications (Multimedia Appendix 8) to fulfill the need
for standard reporting aimed at optimizing productivity from
research efforts [3].

Proposed Definition for VA in Health Care
We adhered to the definition for VA applications in health care
by Ola and Sediq [50] for which both an analytic and visual
engine must be included. However, we found that despite
reporting analytic techniques, including an analytic engine,
many articles did not state it as such. Although “visualization”
as a term was mentioned in all articles, analytic techniques were
not mainly classified as analytic engines. This could be due to
the different use of language and understanding within the data

science communities of practice. Hence, VA as a term with a
technical definition does not seem firmly established, at least
in the health care literature. This can also be seen in various
authors’ work where they borrow from the original definition
of VA by Thomas and Cook [2] being “the science of analytical
reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces.”

Thomas and Cook [2] define VA as “the science of analytical
reasoning facilitated by interactive visual interfaces,” whereas
Keim et al [3] extended the concept to “automated analysis
techniques with interactive visualizations for an effective
understanding, reasoning and decision making on the basis of
very large and complex data sets.” Borrowing from the seminal
works of Ola and Sedig [50], Keim et al [3], and Thomas and
Cook [2], we recommend using the following adapted definition
of VA, especially in areas related to public and population
health: “an approach, method or application for analytic
reasoning, exploration, knowledge discovery, and sense making
of complex data, through the use of one or more interactive
visual interfaces, employing analytic and visual engines.” In
our definition, we keep the aim of the VA technique at the fore
to provide context to the method, while expanding on the limited
concept of VA to computational tools [3,50]. We emphasize
the analytic and visual engines to help delineate the methods
from other fields, such as visualization. We also emphasize it
as it helps to define and report the methods better, for which
we included a checklist for reporting (Multimedia Appendix
8).

VA Methods, Frameworks, and Tools
We followed a broad definition of frameworks to summarize
the VA methods in developing the applications. Although
presenting the detailed findings from these frameworks is
beyond the scope of this review, we broadly categorized their
types, as it can be valuable to learn from the conceptual and
theoretical bases of this innovative method. Studying both types
of frameworks helps situate the methods for adaptation by
researchers and practitioners. Among the variety of VA
frameworks presented, most were related to disease mapping
and for knowledge discovery and hypothesis generation
[66,77,78]. This is consistent with the findings of the goals and
analytic capabilities of the tools that we summarize. Although
there is a trend toward the application of ML methods to EMR
data sets, we found 1 framework for mining and visualizing
trends and patterns from these data sets [76].

The majority of the applications were prototypes, with only 5
in use at the time of publication. In part, this may be due to
publication bias of newer VA techniques. Studies using
proprietary tools known for their visualization engines, such as
Tableau [148], Qlik [149], and Power BI [150], were
exceptionally uncommon in the articles that were reviewed.
Hence, future research may seek to survey the population health
and HSR practitioners to gain an understanding of the VA tools
that are part of their daily decision-making processes and reasons
for not publishing their findings and experiences.

Settings, Target Audience, and Co-Design Initiatives
As we limited our search to English language articles, the use
cases from the included studies were mostly from the United
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States, with fewer studies from Europe or other countries. Most
of the authors and use cases were from the same country, aside
from one exception, an author from Canada working on a use
case from the United States [91].

As expected, population health and HSR practitioners were the
most common intended target audience, followed by academic
researchers and clinicians. Policy and decision makers as well
as the general public were not the main target audiences.
Although VA is related to data visualization and is being
increasingly employed to convey insights from the data, we
contend that the use of VA is still in the developmental stages.
This corresponds to our finding that most applications were
prototypes.

There were 5 studies that were aimed at consumers, whereas 7
studies targeted policy and decision makers. However, as
participatory approaches are being emphasized for better uptake
and development of creative solutions [127], a concern related
to co-designing applications was the lack of involvement of
stakeholders, such as decision makers, and patient groups. It is
important to note that the lack of participatory co-design
approaches in developing applications could be one reason for
the overall finding of slow uptake of these methods in population
health and HSR.

Trends and Potential for VA Applications
As the results show, the use of VA varies greatly. In addition,
due to inconsistent reporting of the settings and target audiences
in the included papers, we made a calculated judgment on the
trends in the use of these techniques. As most of the studies
were conducted in academic circles, we infer that these methods
are still in development in the population health and HSR
communities of practice. Hence, the uptake of these methods
has been slow in these interrelated areas of health care. This is
not unexpected, as the field has been termed nascent, while the
application of newer techniques in public health has been rather
delayed [50].

As most tools focused on descriptive analytics, with about half
aimed at visual exploration of complex data sets, the trend in
the use of these methods toward knowledge discovery and
decision support is notable. This could be due to the availability
of increasing and expanded data sets from EMR systems. For
ML, clustering, classification, and NLP are methods of choice
for structured and text-based data sets. Many population health
applications are related to mapping, spatiotemporal distribution,
and modeling for diseases and disease control. In HSR, few
articles dealt with issues of access, utilization, and costs of
services.

Most problems addressed related to infectious disease
epidemiology, with clustering and statistical modeling being
the most commonly used analytic methods. The articles
mentioned a unique tool, a combination of tools, or did not
mention the tool or base application, which made it difficult to
summarize the types of tools used. However, as shown in Figure
5, R-based tools, Google Maps API and D3.JS, as well as a
variety of other tools were used for the VA applications.

In addition, there is added value in using VA to obtain and
combine multiple data sources to construct a fuller picture

toward the question of inquiry. As our results show, the analytic
engine in most use cases combines multiple data sources, such
as EMRs, to social media sources. As Keim et al [3] point out,
VA can contribute to solving various complex problems in
sectors including engineering, financial analysis, environment
and climate change, and socio-economic conditions.
Socio-economic considerations in health, known as the social
determinants of health, are being increasingly researched in the
context of accessibility, health, and overall quality of life of
populations [128]. In addition, VA has the potential to address
the varied shared application problems in health and related
sectors at an abstract level [3].

Learning Health Systems and COVID-19–Related VA
Products
Learning health systems are geared toward continuous
evidence-based quality improvement [129]. There are multiple
challenges in building such systems that generate knowledge
and insights on proposed improvements [130]. In the wider
context, this review allows fellow researchers, practitioners,
and decision makers to appreciate the potential presented by
VA techniques in meeting challenges in operationalizing and
building automated data-driven learning health systems [131].
VA techniques have the ability for sense making and leveraging
big data from multiple sources to operationalize such learning
health systems [33,132].

As has been the case in the last few months of the COVID-19
crisis, a plethora of VA products have surfaced, aimed at clinical
practitioners, population health and health service researchers,
policy makers, and the general public [122,123,133]. Such VA
products are being increasingly sought for epidemiologic
surveillance, monitoring, and planning of health services, in
addition to apprising the public on the magnitude of the
pandemic. It will be especially useful for research replicability
and transparency to describe the development and features of
such products in sufficient detail, toward which we presented
a reporting checklist (Multimedia Appendix 8), for aspects that
we found to be important in reporting methods and functionality
of an application. We are confident that this will serve novice
and expert researchers alike as a reminder to showcase the depth
and breadth of their efforts in developing a unique application.

Limitations
We based our inquiry of VA methods on information from
peer-reviewed journal articles and full conference papers. We
did not include book chapters, theses, short papers, editorials,
non–peer-reviewed reports, conference abstracts, and live
websites using VA techniques. We limited our review to the
year 2005 onward, and we did not explore subject-specific
databases from mathematics, geography, and computer sciences.
We sought to limit our findings to proposed or established
methods that have been either published or presented and applied
to actual use cases. We included full conference papers in the
review, but many conferences do not publish proceedings, such
as the annual Tableau conference and the Health Analytics
Summit. Use cases discussed at these meetings mostly involve
front-end proprietary tools. Hence, the complete spectrum of
the use of such tools could not be covered in this review.
However, we followed the highest methodological standards
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for conducting systematic reviews. This included developing a
multidisciplinary team of health researchers and data scientists,
following established review frameworks with at least two
independent reviewers at each step, and being guided by a
dedicated information specialist. Our search strategy was
developed over multiple iterations and was peer reviewed using
the PRESS guidelines [134] by an independent third-party
information specialist, whereas we published the review protocol
in advance [21].

Conclusions
VA as an innovative field holds great potential in yielding
insights from big health care data, especially in the related fields
of population health and HSR. This is especially relevant in the
backdrop of the COVID-19 pandemic, where multiple VA
products have taken center stage.

This scoping review provides a foundational understanding of
the current landscape on the application of VA methods in areas
of population health and HSR. We present the major VA tools,
techniques, and frameworks since 2005 published in
peer-reviewed papers. VA is an innovative, rapidly expanding
field with its roots in many disciplines, and it is being used to
build learning health systems for improving patient care,
increasing access to services, controlling costs, and appropriately
allocating resources [33]. It is expected that the next generation
of EMR systems will leverage advanced analytics to meet the
needs of diverse audiences [135]. Such systems are aimed at
harmonizing patient records; creating a seamless picture of
access to care at primary, secondary, and tertiary levels; and
managing disease outbreaks at the population level. We also
present an expanded definition for VA applications in health
care, with a reporting checklist to help researchers provide
solutions for greater replicability.
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Abstract

Background: Young people (aged 12-25 years) with diverse sexuality, gender, or bodily characteristics, such as those who
identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer (LGBTIQ+), are at substantially greater risk of a range of mental,
physical, and sexual health difficulties compared with their peers. Digital health interventions have been identified as a potential
way to reduce these health disparities.

Objective: This review aims to summarize the characteristics of existing evidence-based digital health interventions for LGBTIQ+
young people and to describe the evidence for their effectiveness, acceptability, and feasibility.

Methods: A systematic literature search was conducted using internet databases and gray literature sources, and the results were
screened for inclusion. The included studies were synthesized qualitatively.

Results: The search identified 38 studies of 24 unique interventions seeking to address mental, physical, or sexual health–related
concerns in LGBTIQ+ young people. Substantially more evidence-based interventions existed for gay and bisexual men than for
any other population group, and there were more interventions related to risk reduction of sexually transmitted infections than to
any other health concern. There was some evidence for the effectiveness, feasibility, and acceptability of these interventions
overall; however, the quality of evidence is often lacking.

Conclusions: There is sufficient evidence to suggest that targeted digital health interventions are an important focus for future
research aimed at addressing health difficulties in LGBTIQ+ young people. Additional digital health interventions are needed
for a wider range of health difficulties, particularly in terms of mental and physical health concerns, as well as more targeted
interventions for same gender–attracted women, trans and gender-diverse people, and people with intersex variations.

Trial Registration: PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews CRD42020128164;
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=128164

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20158)   doi:10.2196/20158

KEYWORDS

systematic review; mental health; physical health; sexual health; youth; sexuality; gender; mobile phones

Introduction

Young people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender,
intersex, queer and other people of diverse sexuality, gender,
or bodily characteristics (LGBTIQ+) are known to experience

a range of disparities in health outcomes compared with their
peers [1]. These include higher rates of mental health difficulties,
such as depression and suicidality [2-4]; physical and sexual
health problems, such as the incidence of HIV [5]; cigarette and
alcohol use [6-8], obesity [9], and teen pregnancy [10]. Later
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in adulthood, the confluence of these health issues conveys
further risk for cancer [11] and cardiovascular disease diagnoses
[12-14]. The burden of disease that these disparities carry is a
public health issue that urgently requires safe, effective, and
early intervention.

These health disparities are compounded by barriers that
negatively impact the ability of LGBTIQ+ young people to
access health services that are safe and adequately meet their
needs. Young people in the general population face many
barriers to help seeking, including inadequate resources and
lack of accessibility, desire for self-reliance, and anticipated
stigma for reporting certain health difficulties such as mental
illnesses or HIV [15,16]. LGBTIQ+ young people face a range
of additional difficulties, such as low parental support, which
can lead to homelessness [17-19], and unemployment due to
discrimination [20,21], which may intensify these help-seeking
barriers [22]. This group also faces unique help-seeking
difficulties, such as anticipated and experienced stigma
surrounding their identities [22-24], concerns about disclosure
or their compromised confidentiality [24], and low perceived
confidence in the ability of service providers to deliver
LGBTIQ+ supportive care [23-26]. These problems may be
particularly pronounced among queer and trans and
gender-diverse young people [25,27]. The factors impeding
health care access and use may significantly contribute to the
maintenance of health disparities in LGBTIQ+ young people
[28,29]. Accordingly, removing these obstacles is an important
step toward improving health in this population.

Digital health interventions, such as those delivered via
computers, websites, smartphones, or tablets, have been
identified as an important potential avenue to improve health
care access and use among young people in this group [30-33].
Accessing support digitally allows young people to bypass many
of the aforementioned barriers. Anonymity facilitates private
access to support and minimizes stigma [33]. In addition, digital
health interventions confer further benefits beyond traditional
clinical environments, being available without travel, accessible
at all hours, and having no waitlists [34]. Self-guided digital
health interventions are also cost- and resource-effective to
access and disseminate, requiring less direct input from
clinicians [34], giving consumers greater control and
empowerment regarding their own health needs [35]. These
considerations are especially pertinent for widening the support
available to populations that are restricted from accessing
traditional health care services [36]. However, digital health
interventions are also commonly reported to have very high
rates of attrition and disengagement [37,38], with up to 60% to
80% of users discontinuing their use [39-41], and the quality
of evidence supporting the effectiveness of digital health
interventions is also frequently lacking [42-45]. Along with the
limited availability of many evidence-based digital health
interventions beyond the research context, these issues call into
question the real-world utility of these interventions despite
their proposed theoretical benefits.

LGBTIQ+ young people are adept and frequent users of digital
technologies [33,46,47]; however, research indicates that
technology use can present several challenges. Evidence
suggests that the internet (including social media and online

communities in particular) can be harmful in this population
(as well as young people more broadly) [31] due to the potential
for toxic interactions and exposure to distressing content [48],
such as the normalization of self-harm and suicidal behaviors
[49]. However, an array of benefits associated with technology
use has also been documented in LGBTIQ+ young people. The
internet allows LGBTIQ+ young people to explore their
identities in an anonymous and safe way, seek out peers who
share their identities, and come out to others in a low-risk
environment [47]. The internet also facilitates an important
component of the sexual development of LGBTIQ+ young
people, enabling the exploration of same-gender attraction for
some and seeking out romantic or sexual partners [50].
LGBTIQ+ young people may also already use the internet to
access resources that are relevant and safe for them [47],
suggesting that digital health interventions targeting this group
may be useful. The concept of digital delivery of interventions
is generally acceptable to this group, and this is particularly true
when they are specifically targeted with LGBTIQ+ themes [32].
Many existing digital health interventions are not specifically
applicable to LGBTIQ+ people [51]; however, untailored
interventions may exacerbate feelings of alienation [31,52,53].
Given these factors, the development and evaluation of targeted
digital health interventions for LGBTIQ+ young people may
represent an opportunity to improve the delivery of health care
to this group, should the benefits outweigh the known challenges
associated with digital health care delivery discussed above.

In response, there has been a rapid increase in the number of
such interventions over the past decade. To date, however, there
has not been a comprehensive review summarizing the scope
and use of digital health interventions that currently exist for
this population. Knight et al [54] recently reviewed web-based
interventions for HIV or sexually transmitted infection (STI)
risk reduction in young men who have sex with men (MSM);
however, this review did not capture digital health interventions
that are delivered through other digital modalities (eg, mobile
apps), those that address other health issues, or those that target
women, gender-diverse individuals, or individuals with intersex
variations. There have also been several recent reviews focused
on the mental health of LGBTIQ+ young people [55,56] and
adults [57], which have referenced a combined total of 4 digital
interventions for this population. However, these reviews were
not explicitly focused on the use of digital technology nor did
they consider interventions designed to improve a broad range
of health outcomes in this population.

A more extensive summary of this rapidly growing field of
research will assist in identifying gaps in the development of
interventions and determining the overall evidence for their use
across the full diversity of the young LGBTIQ+ community.
Therefore, this review aims to answer the following questions:
(1) What are the characteristics of evidence-based digital health
interventions for improving mental, physical, and sexual health
outcomes in LGBTIQ+ young people? (2) Are targeted digital
health interventions effective at improving health outcomes in
LGBTIQ+ young people? (3) Are targeted digital health
interventions acceptable and feasible for LGBTIQ+ young
people?
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Methods

Protocol and Registration
The protocol for this review was registered using PROSPERO
(Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews; ID
CRD42020128164) in accordance with PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
recommendations [58].

Eligibility Criteria

Types of Participants
The population of interest was LGBTIQ+ young people. The
LGBTIQ+ term was used in its broadest sense to capture young
people of diverse sexuality (including but not limited to those
that identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual, or pansexual), diverse
gender (including but not limited to those who identify as trans
or nonbinary), with diverse sex characteristics (including but
not limited to people with intersex variations), or people falling
across any combination of these categories. The search strategy
(below) was designed to be as inclusive as possible of the wide
variety of identities that LGBTIQ+ people may hold including,
for example, people who fall within these aspects of diversity
without explicitly identifying as such (eg, MSM). Young people
was defined as being primarily people between the ages of 12
and 25 years; the mean age of study participants was required
to fall within this range for a study to be eligible to be included
in the review. In addition, studies were required to have
intentionally and specifically recruited young people.

Types of Intervention
The review focused on interventions designed to effect change
through predominantly digital means (eg, using a computer,
website, tablet, or smartphone). To be included, interventions
were required to be targeted or intended to specifically effect
change in health outcomes in LGBTIQ+ people. Interventions
delivered via telephone with no technological function or an
implantable device that is remotely monitored were excluded.
Interventions were also required to have minimal human
guidance in the intervention itself if present at all. Specifically,
the action, process of intervening, or behavior change techniques
must have been delivered by the digital technology itself not a
health professional working over a digital medium. This criterion
was implemented because, in interventions that blend digital
and human support, the impact of the intervention cannot be
meaningfully attributed to the digital component alone [59].

The judgment of the level of human guidance was made by
considering the ratio of clinicians or staff to users, and the
centrality of the human guidance to effecting change in the
health outcome, which itself relied on factors such as the ratio
of guided versus unguided time during the intervention. No hard
limits on these factors were set prior to conducting the review,
as making this judgment required the full context of the
intervention to be considered holistically. A judgment about
the duration of the human guidance, for example, could not
meaningfully be made without consideration of the purpose of
that period of guidance and how it fits into the goals and process
of the intervention as a whole. What was counted as minimal

human guidance was therefore determined on a case-by-case
basis requiring consensus from the reviewers.

Types of Studies
To be included, studies should have conducted an evaluation
of a specific intervention as described above. Evaluation in
some form was required in keeping with standards of
evidence-based practice. The term evaluation was inclusive of
examination of efficacy, effectiveness, acceptability, or
feasibility, with a minimum of any one form of evaluation
required for inclusion. All quantitative, qualitative, or mixed
methods studies were eligible for inclusion. Comparators or
control groups were not necessary for inclusion in the review.
Protocols describing an intervention without any evaluation
were not included in the review; however, when protocols were
identified, steps were taken to determine if the corresponding
data were publicly available. Studies evaluating the concept of
digital health interventions generally or studies describing the
initial development of an intervention were also ineligible.
Studies evaluating digital health interventions not specifically
designed for LGBTIQ+ young people were also excluded, even
if conducted with an LGBTIQ+ sample.

No specification was made for the location of the study;
however, studies were required to be published in the English
language. With the aim of reducing the risk of publication bias
[60], gray literature was considered eligible and studies were
not required to be peer reviewed to be included in the review.
The search was restricted to studies published after January 1,
2000. This cut-off was selected because of the types of
interventions eligible for this review, only web-based
interventions may have existed at this time, and the likelihood
of such an intervention existing specifically tailored for a select,
marginalized group was deemed to be extremely low. Scoping
searches conducted before deciding on this cut-off did not
determine any evidence of existing interventions contrary to
this conclusion.

Types of Outcomes
The review was designed to capture interventions seeking to
improve health outcomes or to prevent negative health outcomes.
This was inclusive of mental health outcomes (eg, symptoms
or diagnoses of mental disorders, well-being, distress), physical
health outcomes (eg, smoking, weight loss), or sexual health
outcomes (eg, pre-exposure prophylaxis [PrEP] adherence,
condom use). Any outcome reasonably perceived to represent
some aspect of health and well-being was considered relevant
to the review. For studies evaluating efficacy, changes must
have been reported in measures of at least one of these
outcomes. For studies evaluating acceptability or feasibility, at
least one index of these factors (eg, surveys of participant
experiences, adherence, or attrition rates) must have been
reported.

Search Strategy
Internet databases such as PsycINFO (Ovid) and MEDLINE
(Ovid) were systematically searched on August 13, 2019, and
potentially relevant peer-reviewed publications were extracted.
These searches were conducted using a combination of subject
headings and keywords corresponding to the following themes:
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LGBTIQ+, Youth/Young People (aged 12-25 years), Mental
Health, Physical Health, Sexual Health, Digital and Intervention.
The search terms for LGBTIQ+, Youth/Young People, and
Mental Health themes were adapted from those previously
reported by Gilbey et al [61] and Lee et al [62]. The search
terms for the other themes were devised from a broad initial
scoping search of relevant articles to identify key terms and
phrases. The search strategy for PsycINFO (Ovid) is presented
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Additional searches were made using Scopus, ProQuest
Dissertations, Google, Google Scholar, OpenGrey, WorldCat,
ClinicalTrials.gov, and JMIR Publications, during July and
August 2019. Each of these searches were conducted with
several simple keyword searches (eg, LGBTQ, transgender) as
the relatively low number of relevant articles available in each
source made a more comprehensive, and therefore restrictive,
search process unnecessary. The reference lists of several other
related reviews and key articles on the subject were also
hand-searched for potentially relevant articles during July 2019.
Google Scholar alerts were monitored for any additional articles
published until April 2020. The searches of PsycINFO (Ovid)
and MEDLINE (Ovid) were repeated on March 25, 2020, and
articles published since August 2019 were manually searched
for any newly published studies.

Screening
The titles and abstracts of the articles identified by the search
were screened for relevance by the lead author (DG), removing
articles with no clear relevance to the topic of the review. Two
authors (DG and HM) then screened the full-text of the
remaining articles independently, with differences in opinion
resolved in discussion with a third author (YP) in which full
agreement was sought.

Data Extraction
The following data items were extracted from eligible studies:
author(s), year, participant age (mean and range), description
of sample (eg, LGBTIQ+ status), sample size, study design,
study setting, intervention type, content and delivery, digital
platform, control group type (if relevant), degree of human
guidance in the intervention, health outcome(s), acceptability
outcome(s), and feasibility outcome(s). A second reviewer (HM)
cross-checked these data.

Critical Appraisal
Following data extraction, studies were evaluated using the
Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) [63] by 2 reviewers
(DG and HM). The MMAT is designed for the assessment of
methodological quality of studies with a range of designs
(qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods), such as those
reported herein. On the basis of the recommendations of the
authors of the tool, quantitative quality scores were not derived;
instead, the results of the appraisal are discussed qualitatively.

Synthesis of Results
Owing to the wide array of interventions, targets of intervention,
intervention modality, and health outcomes measured, it was
anticipated that a quantitative synthesis (of those studies
reporting quantitative data) would be neither feasible nor
informative. Therefore, the results of the studies were
synthesized qualitatively.

Results

Study Selection
The search and screening process is displayed in a PRISMA
flow chart in Figure 1. A total of 2192 studies were identified
in the search. Following title and abstract screening, 165 studies
were retained for full-text screening. The final number of studies
retained for the review following full-text screening was 38.
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Figure 1. Study flowchart. LGBTIQ+: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, queer.

Study Characteristics
The 38 studies captured the results of studies examining 24
unique interventions conducted across 3 countries (the United
States, the United Kingdom, and New Zealand). Of these, 5
targeted primarily mental health–related issues, one targeted
primarily physical health–related concerns, one targeted
primarily sexual health and well-being, and 17 targeted risk
reduction or management of STIs. A total of 22 interventions
focused specifically on young people who are attracted to the
same gender (referred to with a variety of terms, eg, sexual
minority, lesbian/gay/bisexual/queer people, MSM), of which
19 interventions were described as being focused on young men
(eg, gay/bisexual men, MSM). Several studies that described
their target audience as MSM also included trans women under
this descriptor. One study targeted people who identify as

lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and queer (LGBTQ)
generally [64] and one intervention targeted transgender men
and nonbinary people specifically [65]. A total of 3 interventions
specifically targeted young LGBTQ+ people of color, although
several other interventions were also conducted with
predominantly non-White participants. No studies were
identified that sought to improve health in young people with
intersex variations, and no studies were identified that sought
to improve health in young women alone. The characteristics
of the included studies are reported in Table 1. Because of the
length of the table, the characteristics of the included studies
addressing sexually transmitted infection risk reduction and
management are reported separately in Multimedia Appendix
2 [66-91]. Brief summaries of each intervention as well as their
core findings are also provided in Multimedia Appendix 3
[64-100].
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Table 1. Summary of digital mental, physical and sexual health interventions for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex or queer young people.

Primary mea-
sured constructs
and effects

Digital
plat-
form

Interven-
tion type

Study
setting

Study de-
sign

Sample
size

Description of
sample (eg,

LGBTIQa sta-
tus/identifica-
tion)

Partici-
pant
mean age
(range; in-
terven-
tion condi-
tion)

StudyPrimary
health out-
come

Intervention
category and
name

Drug abuse prevention

Comput-
er via
web

Interac-
tive skill-
building
sessions

United
States

Quantita-
tive,

RCTb and
follow-

236Sexual minority
youth. Same-
sex attract-
ed=90, both-sex
attracted=116,

16.1 (15-
16)

Schwinn
et al [92]

Drug abuseUnnamed
interven-
tion

• Alcohol use

–c

• Marijuana
use –

up, effica-
cy

• Cigarette
use –opposite-sex at-

tracted=14, not
sure= 13

• Peer drug

use ↓d

• Other drug
use ↓

Smoking cessation

N/AeWebSocial
media

United
States

Mixed
methods,
acceptabil-

27Sexual and gen-
der minority
young adults.

19.7 (18-
25)

Vogel et
al [98]

Smoking
cessation

Put It Out
Project

(Face-
book)ity and

feasibility
Gay/lesbian=6,
Bisexual=15,
Queer=2, Pan-
sexual=8, nonbi-
nary=10,
Trans=2

WebSocial
media

N/AQuantita-
tive, RCT

165Sexual and gen-
der minority

21.4 (18-
25)

Vogel et
al [99]

Smoking
cessation

• Number of
cigarettes
smoked(Face-

book)
and fol-
low-up,
efficacy,

young adults.
Gay=29, les-
bian=30, bisexu-

weekly ↓
• Self-report-

ed smokingand ac-al/pansexu-
al=93, other=13 ceptabili-

ty
abstinence

↑f

• Biochemical-
ly verified
smoking ab-
stinence ↑

Internalizing disorder prevention/management

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AeLucassen
[93]; the-

Internaliz-
ing symp-

Rainbow
SPARX

sis, stud-toms (de-
ies twopression
and threeand anxi-

ety) described
in pub-
lished arti-
cles be-
low

Comput-
er via
CD

Serious
game

New
Zealand

Quantita-
tive, un-
con-
trolled pi-

21Sexual minority
youth

16.5 (13-
19)

Lucassen
et al [94]

Internaliz-
ing symp-
toms (de-
pression

• Depressive
symptoms ↓

• Anxiety
symptoms ↓

lot, ac-and anxi-
ety) ceptabili-

ty and
feasibility
testing
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Primary mea-
sured constructs
and effects

Digital
plat-
form

Interven-
tion type

Study
setting

Study de-
sign

Sample
size

Description of
sample (eg,

LGBTIQa sta-
tus/identifica-
tion)

Partici-
pant
mean age
(range; in-
terven-
tion condi-
tion)

StudyPrimary
health out-
come

Intervention
category and
name

N/AComput-
er via
CD

Serious
game

New
Zealand

Qualita-
tive, ac-
ceptabili-
ty testing

25Sexual minority
youth

16.4 (13-
19)

Lucassen
et al [94]

Internaliz-
ing symp-
toms (de-
pression
and anxi-
ety)

N/AComput-
er via
CD

Serious
game

United
King-
dom

Qualita-
tive, ac-
ceptabili-
ty testing

21 youth
and 6 pro-
fessionals

LGBT+ youth
and health pro-
fessionals

17.9 (15-
22)

Lucassen
et al [53]

Internaliz-
ing symp-
toms (de-
pression
and anxi-
ety)

N/AMobile
phone

Mobile
app

United
States

Qualita-
tive, us-
ability
testing

9Young sexual
minority men.
Gay=9

19.0 (18-
20)

Fleming
et al [96]

Internaliz-
ing symp-
toms (de-
pression
and anxi-
ety)

TODAY!

Nonspecific mental health interventions

• Depressive
symptoms –

• Psychologi-
cal well-be-
ing –

PCExpres-
sive writ-
ing

United
States

Quantita-
tive, RCT
and fol-
low-up,
efficacy

77Gay male col-
lege students

20.2
(Range
not pro-
vided)

Pachankis
and Gold-
fried [97]

Psychologi-
cal distress

Unnamed
interven-
tion

• Psychologi-
cal distress
↓

WebYouTube
videos

United
King-
dom

Mixed
methods,
RCT, in-
terviews,
acceptabil-
ity and ef-
ficacy

156Young trans
men and nonbi-
nary people.
Trans male=89,
nonbinary=50,
questioning=5,
other=12

18.0 (15-
21)

Martin
[65]

Psychologi-
cal well-be-
ing

QueerViBE

Sexual health and wellbeing

• Sexual func-
tioning ↑

• HIV knowl-
edge ↑

• STD knowl-

edgeg ↑
• Contracep-

tive meth-
ods knowl-
edge ↑

• HIV testing
location
awareness ↑

Comput-
er via
web

Web-
based cur-
riculum

United
States

Mixed
methods,
one-arm
pilot, ac-
ceptabili-
ty, feasi-
bility and
efficacy

202LGBT young
people. Gay/les-
bian=142, bisex-
ual=31,
queer=27, un-
sure/question-
ing=2, transgen-
der=14

17.9 (16-
20)

Mustans-
ki et al
[64]

Sexual
health

Queer Sex
Ed

aLGBTIQ: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex, or queer.
bRCT: randomized controlled trial.
c–: No change.
d↓: Significant decrease.
eN/A: not applicable.
f↑: Significant increase.
gSTD: sexually transmitted disease.
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Risk of Bias in Individual Studies

Mixed Methods Studies
Mixed methods designs were used well among the included
studies overall, with most meeting all of the criteria in the
MMAT for such designs. This is not to say that these studies
did not have methodological flaws, as the MMAT mixed
methods subsection does not generally consider the quality of
the individual qualitative and quantitative components but rather
their intersection and integration. These components of the
studies were also, therefore, considered individually and are
included among those described below.

Quantitative Studies
The majority of included quantitative trial studies were described
as pilot or feasibility studies (17 out of 27), and their
methodological quality was lacking in many cases. In total, 15
of the 27 trials were randomized trials, of which 4 did not report
appropriate randomization procedures, 12 did not report blinding
procedures, and participant adherence to the intervention was
only reported in 2 studies. Of the 12 nonrandomized trials, 10
did not report accounting for confounding variables in their
design and analysis; however, representativeness in the study
samples was generally adequate. The majority of the 12
quantitative descriptive studies’methodologies were vulnerable
to nonresponse bias.

Qualitative Studies
Studies’ methodologies were generally sufficient to meet the
MMAT criteria for qualitative studies. It is worth noting,
however, that most of the studies did not specifically outline
the methodological framework underpinning the study, and it
is unclear whether this was due to inadequate reporting or the
absence of such structures entirely. Some studies did not appear
to adequately substantiate their conclusions with the data, but
again it was difficult to interpret whether this was due to flaws
in methodology or omission of reporting.

Synthesis of Results

Content of Digital Health Interventions for LGBTIQ+
Young People
Of the 5 interventions targeting mental health difficulties, 2
focused on internalizing symptom reduction [93-95], 1 targeted
drug abuse prevention [92], and 2 focused on nonspecific aspects
of psychological well-being [65,97]. Although few in number,
existing digital mental health interventions targeted several
LGBTIQ+ subgroups, and there was relatively little conceptual
overlap between them. Four of these interventions were
theory-driven, and only one mental health intervention showed
noteworthy community involvement in the development of the
intervention. With one exception, mental health interventions
tended to rely on some form of skill-building or otherwise
didactic content delivery.

There were few interventions targeting physical health problems
or sexual health and well-being in LGBTIQ+ young people.
Only one digital intervention focused on smoking cessation and
targeted physical health in LGBTIQ+ young people [98,99].
This intervention showed aspects of both community-driven

and theoretical designs. One digital intervention targeting sexual
and reproductive well-being overall in LGBTIQ+ young people
was developed with a theoretical framework but no community
input [64]. Some aspects of this intervention overlapped with
interventions targeting the risk of STIs, such as increasing
condom use; however, other aspects diverged, such as including
content on healthy relationships more broadly.

The majority of the interventions identified in this review were
targeted toward risk reduction or the management of STIs. Of
the 17 interventions identified as having focused on risk
reduction and management of STIs, 1 focused on pre-exposure
prophylaxis adherence [66], 2 focused on reducing unprotected
sex [67-71], 7 targeted multiple aspects of HIV prevention
[72-83], 2 focused on HPV prevention [84,85,101], 3 focused
on increasing STI testing [86-89], and 2 focused on antiretroviral
medication adherence [90,91]. All 17 interventions were targeted
toward young men who are attracted to men, 2 of which were
specifically for adolescents. The majority of these interventions
included some aspect of community involvement in their design,
although the extent varied from iterations based on user feedback
to more central participatory design, which few interventions
involved. All but one intervention was theory-driven in nature,
with most interventions drawing from either the
Information-Motivation-Behavioral Skills Model or Social
Cognitive Theory in their design. Therefore, there was notable
conceptual overlap among these interventions, which largely
varied only in their delivery format and the breadth of their
focus (ie, targeting specific aspects of risk reduction, such as
condom use, versus a variety of such behaviors).

Delivery of Digital Health Interventions for LGBTIQ+
Young People
The most common platforms for digital health interventions
were websites and mobile apps that, combined, represented over
half of the interventions identified. A smaller number of
interventions were delivered via computer software. Many
interventions used gamification, or elements of game playing
such as point scoring, in their delivery; however, only 2
interventions were fully gamified in nature [90,95]. Few
interventions incorporated social interactivity and where present,
they were typically minimal [72,75,78,90,98]. Most
interventions were multimedia, incorporating a number of
different delivery formats and types of content.

The vast majority of interventions delivered information to
effect change either in terms of building awareness about the
health issue in question or teaching skills to enable behavior
change. This information is typically delivered via text or videos.
For some interventions, this was the entirety of their scope;
however, others included quizzes, games, or practice scenarios
to consolidate the knowledge being presented. Interventions
varied significantly in the extent of their personalization; some
interventions delivered the same content to all participants,
while others provided opportunities for personalized input and
then delivered information specific to the individual’s situation
or needs at the time.

Interventions varied in the duration and intensity of their
delivery. In total, 16 of the 24 interventions appeared to be
intended to be a perpetually available resource that could be
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accessed at any time and largely completed in a single instance
if desired. Intervention duration ranged from very brief
completion times, as low as 10 min [84], to up to 3.5 hours [95]
to complete. In total, 8 of the 24 interventions staggered their
delivery in some respect, such as presenting new content over
a certain period [66,90], or otherwise incentivizing users to
return to the intervention over a period of up to several months
[96]. Few interventions described periods of use over 2 months;
however, this may reflect the limitations of trial periods rather
than their ideal dissemination. Overall, a small minority of
interventions appear to be available for public use at present.

Effectiveness of Digital Health Interventions for
LGBTIQ+ Young People
With regard to the effectiveness of these interventions, there
was consistent evidence from a number of interventions that
digital health interventions could improve HIV testing rates in
young MSM [79,80,88,89]. Aside from this, STI-focused
interventions appeared to effect change more consistently in
cognitive or attitudinal outcomes, such as HIV awareness and
preparedness to use condoms, than in behavioral outcomes in
practice, such as condom use and unprotected anal sex. Some
studies observed changes in these outcomes [69,73,74,83], while
others did not [67,79,80]. There was insufficient evidence to
suggest that interventions targeting a specific risk-related
outcome were more effective at improving that outcome than
interventions that sought change in a variety of risk-related
outcomes.

Comparatively, few interventions were targeted toward
improvement of mental or physical health issues; however, the
interventions that did exist in this sphere were more targeted
and overlapped less in scope. With the exception of an
expressive writing intervention [97], digital health interventions
demonstrated preliminary effectiveness in reducing internalizing
symptoms such as depression and psychological distress [65,95].
Digital health interventions have also been reported to be
effective at reducing substance use, including cigarette use [99]
and peer drug use [92]. Owing to the limited number of
interventions targeting these difficulties, it is difficult to
determine any patterns regarding the factors predicting greater
effectiveness; however, the only intervention that did not show
notable effectiveness was also the only intervention to not
present any didactic or skill-building content to the user.

Given that the majority of the interventions included in the
review were multimedia in some form, it was not possible to
draw conclusions about the delivery aspects that would most
reliably effect change in outcomes. Furthermore, and
importantly, given that the overall quality of the interventions
included in this review was suboptimal, their effectiveness must
be viewed in light of limitations associated with methodology
and reporting.

Acceptability and Feasibility of Digital Health
Interventions for LGBTIQ+ Young People
Overall, digital health interventions were generally acceptable
to LGBTIQ+ young people, and there were some clear themes
in aspects of these interventions that determined users’ level of
interest. Gamification stood out as a component of interventions

that tended to be highly regarded by participants. Information
presented with brevity and in a relatable way tended to receive
greater ratings of acceptability from users and, although
infrequent, social aspects of interventions, such as the ability
to share experiences with others, were generally highly rated
as well. Common concerns raised about the interventions
included information being too text heavy, patronizing or
contrived, and tasks feeling too laborious or homework-like.
Importantly, users voiced concerns regarding the targeting of
the interventions to LGBTIQ+ people, for example, being
targeted at a superficial level, or coming across as stereotypical
and alienating in its presentation of LGBTIQ+ people.

Regarding the feasibility of the interventions, measures of
engagement and adherence were often not reported by the
included studies; however, those that did report levels of use
(eg, screen time, clicks, communication with other users)
appeared adequate, given the intended scope of the intervention.
One study that included an in-person component (collecting
rewards earned in the web-based component) reported low user
engagement with this feature (5%-27%). Overall, rates of
attrition among the included studies were low, with several
interventions reporting retention rates of 90% to 100% in their
trials [66,69,77]. Notably, however, a trial of one of these
interventions in a community setting reported a much lower
retention rate of 45.4% [67], indicating that engagement may
be lower in reality than controlled trials would suggest. Other
studies reported retention rates of 70% to 90%. Two other
studies reported notably higher rates of attrition than the others
[65,89]. These high rates of attrition did not appear linked to
acceptability, with both interventions reporting largely positive
responses from participants. There were no notable differences
in acceptability and feasibility based on the health outcome
interventions.

Discussion

LGBTIQ+ young people have a substantially higher risk of a
range of health difficulties than the general population [1], and
targeted digital health interventions have the potential to play
a crucial role in reducing these disparities [30,33]. The aims of
this review were to (1) synthesize the scope of evidence-based,
targeted digital health interventions that exist for this population,
(2) to identify the overall effectiveness, acceptability, and
feasibility of these interventions in this population, and (3) to
provide recommendations for their development. The review
identified many interventions designed to improve health in
LGBTIQ+ young people, and these interventions have shown
preliminary effectiveness in producing changes in some health
outcomes in this group. Particularly promising evidence was
found for the effectiveness of digital health interventions in
certain aspects of managing the risk of STIs, notably increasing
HIV testing rates, and emerging evidence was also found for
reductions in internalizing symptoms and substance use. The
review observed a trend that digital health interventions for
LGBTIQ+ young people may more consistently effect change
in cognitive and affective outcomes than behavioral outcomes,
though this was not prescriptive. All of these findings must be
considered in light of the preliminary nature of the majority of
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the studies included in this review and their resultant
methodological limitations.

In addition to showing potential for effectiveness, the
interventions were found to be generally acceptable and feasible
overall. Acceptability appeared closely linked to collaborative
intervention design development with LGBTIQ+ young people
and the digital modality of delivery. Notably, one study, which
had regular check-ins with a clinician, found that participants
were in fact deterred by this contact, citing difficulty scheduling
and desire to remain discreet [96]. There is currently insufficient
evidence to conclude that digital health interventions would be
more effective than untargeted or face-to-face interventions in
controlled conditions, as most of the studies outlined in this
review did not provide such comparisons. However, results
such as these suggest that digital health interventions may not
need to be more effective than other forms of intervention to
be valuable; these interventions would likely engage sections
of the LGBTIQ+ youth population who would otherwise be
deterred from seeking any support at all. In addition, rates of
attrition in the included interventions were lower than those
reported in similar interventions for other groups [37,39-41].
When combined with the innately greater potential for
dissemination and cost effectiveness that comes with the digital
medium, these findings support the premise that digital health
interventions may be an important avenue for reducing health
disparities in LGBTIQ+ young people in the future.

Future Directions
Overall, the results of this review are therefore promising for
the continued development of digital health interventions for
LGBTIQ+ young people, and there are some clear paths forward
for how this field of research could be developed further. Most
of the interventions included in this review have thus far only
been evaluated in terms of usability, acceptability, and
preliminary efficacy, and due to the preliminary nature of most
of these studies, when efficacy was evaluated, aspects of
methodology such as randomization and blinding were often
lacking in rigor. The findings of this review are therefore
consistent with others in the literature that frequently report low
quality of evidence associated with digital health interventions
[43,45,102,103]. In addition, only 1 study trialed a digital health
intervention in a community setting [61], and its rate of user
retention was approximately half that of its clinical trial,
consistent with previous studies that have found a similar pattern
[104]. The generalizability of the findings of these studies to
the wider population of LGBTIQ+ young people, therefore,
cannot be determined. There is a clear need to build on the
emerging evidence base through more rigorous randomized
controlled trials and trials in community settings, as this
evidence base is crucial for further funding and dissemination.
While the evidence thus far is promising, it needs significant
development.

Outside of these methodological concerns, there is also notable
progress in terms of expanding the scope of the digital health
interventions that exist for this population. Most of the
interventions identified in this review were directed toward
improving the health of young men who identify as gay,
bisexual, and queer and largely within the scope of improving

sexual health–related concerns alone. Given the high rates of
mental and physical health difficulties in LGBTIQ+ people,
resources should be directed toward the development of digital
health interventions targeting these issues, commensurate with
the attention being given to STI and other sexual health–related
concerns. The health concerns faced by LBTIQ+ women, trans
and gender-diverse people, and people with intersex variations
demand attention as well. Trans and gender-diverse people in
particular face increased and wide-ranging health difficulties
and barriers to health care access, even when compared with
other members of the LGBTIQ+ community [25,27,105], and
their marked underrepresentation in the interventions included
in this review reveals a significant missed opportunity to begin
to address these inequalities. While minority subpopulations
are typically numerically small, and some argue that developing
tailored interventions for such groups may be unnecessary [106],
there is also evidence to suggest that minority groups appreciate
tailoring of interventions. For example, in a recent study
examining the attitudes of transgender and gender-diverse young
people toward mental health gaming interventions, participants
noted that TGD representation and inclusion of meaningful,
specific tailored content was favorable [31].

Limitations
This review is the first to provide a wide overview of digital
health interventions for LGBTIQ+ young people, enabling gaps
such as these to be highlighted. However, the review is limited
in several ways. Owing to the restrictions placed on the degree
of human guidance permissible for inclusion in the review,
telehealth interventions are notably absent from those discussed
here. The review also did not cover interventions for which their
development has been documented but has not yet been
evaluated in some respects, and the review also did not include
studies documenting the effectiveness of nontargeted
interventions for LGBTIQ+ young people. Furthermore, the
requirement for included studies to be published in the English
language may have resulted in a biased sample, potentially
excluding reports on interventions published in other languages.
Finally, it is possible that limiting the search to studies published
after January 1, 2000, may have excluded relevant studies;
however, given that the earliest published study identified in
the review was not until 10 years later, this is unlikely to have
been the case. The review therefore largely covers the scope of
interventions that accumulate an evidence base but should not
be taken to cover any and all digital health interventions that
may benefit the health of LGBTIQ+ youth.

Conclusions
Although not sought out specifically in the process of conducting
this review, many protocols have been identified for continued
research into the development of digital health interventions
[107-112]. The development of digital health interventions for
LGBTIQ+ young people is a burgeoning field of study, and we
expect the evidence base to advance quickly. Going forward,
this advancement should ideally occur across the breadth of
health difficulties and inequalities that the entire LGBTIQ+
community faces and with appropriate methodological rigor.
Given the number of interventions already targeting risk
reduction or management of STIs, rather than developing more,
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future studies should ideally seek to refine and adapt those that
exist for public use, and explore implementation barriers and
facilitators to enhance translation. Given the lower scope and
evidence base for interventions targeting mental and physical
health difficulties, future studies should focus predominantly
on expanding the available interventions and evidence base in
these domains, particularly in terms of addressing difficulties

such as alcohol use and suicide for which no digital health
interventions were detected in this review at all. Digital health
interventions for LGBTIQ+ young people show the potential
to improve health disparities in this population, and the
expansion of research along these lines is crucial to realize this
potential.
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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine offers a unique opportunity to improve coordination and administration for urgent patient care
remotely. In an emergency setting, it has been used to support first responders by providing telephone or video consultation with
specialists at hospitals and through the exchange of prehospital patient information. This technological solution is evolving rapidly,
yet there is a concern that it is being implemented without a demonstrated clinical need and effectiveness as well as without a
thorough economic evaluation.

Objective: Our objective is to systematically review whether the clinical outcomes achieved, as reported in the literature, favor
telemedicine decision support for medical interventions during prehospital care.

Methods: This systematic review included peer-reviewed journal articles. Searches of 7 databases and relevant reviews were
conducted. Eligibility criteria consisted of studies that covered telemedicine as data- and information-sharing and two-way
teleconsultation platforms, with the objective of supporting medical decisions (eg, diagnosis, treatment, and receiving hospital
decision) in a prehospital emergency setting. Simulation studies and studies that included pediatric populations were excluded.
The procedures in this review followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
statement. The Risk Of Bias In Non-randomised Studies–of Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool was used for the assessment of risk
of bias. The results were synthesized based on predefined aspects of medical decisions that are made in a prehospital setting,
which include diagnostic decision support, receiving facility decisions, and medical directions for treatment. All data extractions
were done by at least two reviewers independently.

Results: Out of 42 full-text reviews, 7 were found eligible. Diagnostic support and medical direction and decision for treatments
were often reported. A key finding of this review was the high agreement between prehospital diagnoses via telemedicine and
final in-hospital diagnoses, as supported by quantitative evidence. However, a majority of the articles described the clinical value
of having access to remote experts without robust quantitative data. Most telemedicine solutions were evaluated within a feasibility
or short-term preliminary study. In general, the results were positive for telemedicine use; however, biases, due to preintervention
confounding factors and a lack of documentation on quality assurance and protocol for telemedicine activation, make it difficult
to determine the direct effect on patient outcomes.

Conclusions: The information-sharing capacity of telemedicine enables access to remote experts to support medical decision
making on scene or in prolonged field care. The influence of human and technology factors on patient care is poorly understood
and documented.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18959)   doi:10.2196/18959
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Introduction

Effective communication has a central role in emergency care
and trauma management [1-3]. Team coordination has been
enhanced by information technology, which influences the way
we work and interact. As an example, telephone consultation
requests for remote experts are often made for complex patient
scenarios between Level 1 trauma centers and rural hospitals
[4]. The advent of portable devices, allowing real-time data and
image transfer, has been shown to assist with making diagnoses
in stroke and burns [5,6]. Heads-up-display (HUD) devices are
being trialed in neurosurgical and orthopedic theaters for remote
surgical guidance and vital signs monitoring [7,8]. Similarly,
greater network coverage and processing and data speeds have
increased the utility of smartphones and wireless devices for
prehospital emergency medicine. In recent simulation and pilot
studies, remote experts were able to support paramedics, or
emergency medical technicians (EMTs), based on relayed data
via telemedicine [9-11]. In this review, the term EMT will be
used broadly to include all first responders providing medical
care for the injured and/or ill.

Telemedicine is defined by the World Health Organization as
the use of “Modern information and communication
technologies (ICTs), such as computers, the Internet, and cell
phones...to improve patient outcomes by increasing access to
care and medical information” [12].

For the purpose of this review, the term telemedicine will cover
ICT-facilitated two-way teleconsultation and data sharing
between prehospital and hospital virtual hubs. Although various
terms and methods define telemedicine, the overarching purpose
of facilitating prehospital patient care and communication to
the receiving hospital remains consistent across existing trials.

Prehospital resuscitation is delivered in a complex environment
where responders make decisions under short time frames and
with limited information. Factors such as a patient’s illness
severity, ambient noise levels, fatigue, and stress can hinder
decision making [13]. Various checklists and protocols have
been designed, targeting out-of-hospital decision making. Over
the years, computerized clinical decision support systems have
also been implemented for in-hospital critical care and for
disaster or combat and casualty decision making to provide
teams with safety alerts, protocols, and diagnostic support for
trauma management [14-17]. However, many fail to consider
unstructured situations, technology resistance, and logistical
support issues that may hinder reliable outcomes [18,19].

Research is limited on the decision-making mechanisms EMTs
use at individual and organizational levels. It is unknown
whether the currently available training programs and checklists
mitigate human factors or environmental stressors that impact
one’s decision-making processes [13]. A small number of studies
investigating the decision-making processes of first responders
show that they make use of intuitive reasoning, whereby their
past experiences and first impressions on scene make the most
impact, rather than an application of specific decision aids

[20,21]. Importantly, information that cannot be assessed rapidly
by visual or auditory scan (eg, blood pressure, heart rate,
respiratory rate, and nonobvious anatomic injuries) is generally
not part of a primary triage decision-making process [21]. For
complex scenarios, a more deductive analytic method is used,
with greater attention given to the available data [21].

In addition to the complexity of scenarios, prehospital care
providers are now faced with making decisions over different
patient care options. EMTs vary in the level of care they can
provide [22]. Around the world, many services focus on rapid
transport to hospital, thereby de-emphasizing interventions in
the field, whereas in certain locations, specialized medical teams
are able to undertake highly advanced interventions, such as
extracorporeal membrane oxygenation [23,24]. Therefore,
decisions over the course of prehospital care are made in the
context of organizational constraints, culture, patient acuity,
and evolving demands of EMTs.

In its simplest form, telephone consultation between EMTs and
remote experts has been recognized as a beneficial tool [25,26],
but the impact of telemedicine on clinical practice is poorly
described. Understanding the medical decisions that are
associated with telemedicine use as an intervention may have
meaningful implications for training, protocols, and operations.
As a first step, this systematic review aims to examine the
evidence for telemedicine use with medical decisions made
during prehospital care. Secondly, this review aims to examine
whether telemedicine use contributes to decisions being made
and whether it is associated with patient benefit.

Methods

The methods in this review followed the PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
statement [27].

Data Sources and Searches
The search strategy aimed to find published studies in 7
databases: MEDLINE, Embase, BIOSIS Previews, Emcare,
PsycINFO, Scopus, and Web of Science. After an initial search
for articles in MEDLINE and Embase, an analysis of the text
words contained in the titles, abstracts, and index terms used to
describe these articles was conducted. A second search using
all identified keyword terms was then undertaken from database
inception to March 29, 2019, across all 7 databases. Studies
published in English were considered for inclusion in this
review. The final searches were based on the MEDLINE search
strategy (see Multimedia Appendix 1). Searches were adapted
as appropriate to the specifications of all databases. Hand
searching and reference checking of citations and reference lists
were also undertaken. Authors of relevant studies were contacted
if insufficient data were published.

Study Selection
Articles on the implementation of telemedicine comprised of
bidirectional communication via any device, with or without
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image- or data-sharing capabilities, in a prehospital setting for
emergency and/or trauma cases were of interest. The following
selection criteria were applied: (1) Population: patients attended
by EMTs, (2) Intervention: telemedicine, (3) Outcomes: medical
decisions made (eg, diagnosis and treatment), receiving facility
decision, and any other clinical judgment, and (4) Setting:
prehospital emergency.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) the study included
a pediatric population, (2) the study included a nonemergency
setting, (3) the paper was only available as an abstract or poster,
(4) the study included simulated trials, (5) the paper was a case
study, editorial, dissertation, protocol, or review, and (6) the
study was conducted purely for evaluating the feasibility and
effectiveness of a technology. Studies including the pediatric
population were excluded from this systematic review due to
the incident rates associated with transportation via emergency
services. Emergency medical transport use for pediatric cases
has been reported at around 5%-10% [28,29]. Furthermore,
medical interventions on children may require consent from
their parents. Given the differences in incidence levels and
medical interventions, this study focused on the telemedicine
implementation for the adult population only.

Simulation trials have previously been included in systematic
reviews on telemedicine applications in a prehospital setting
[30-33]. This systematic review intended to examine
telemedicine use in real-life scenarios to better understand its
clinical value and limitations, as it is yet to be embedded into
widespread routine use. We included studies that did not have
a comparator or control group. Although this limited the
evidence examined, it provides a comprehensive overview of
telemedicine outcomes under actual emergency circumstances.

Data Extraction
First, one reviewer (YK) independently evaluated the titles and
abstracts of all records identified in the initial databases search.
Two reviewers (YK and CG) then assessed the eligible full-text
articles and, if necessary, discussed their suitability.
Additionally, references from reviews and journal articles were
screened by one of the reviewers. Disagreements on questions
of eligibility were resolved through discussion and none of the
articles required an escalation to a third reviewer (MF).

Once a decision was reached, in line with the inclusion criteria,
the selected full texts were reviewed by YK and CG. Data were
extracted regarding the medical emergency category, the
telemedicine platform, and each platform’s associated decision
outcomes. Any medical decisions or clinical judgments made
as an outcome of the telemedicine intervention by the journal
authors were considered. Technical performance, with regard
to device failure and network issues, was noted if it interfered
with the delivery of patient care. Study characteristics were also
obtained, including sample size, trial location, and study design.

Risk-of-Bias Assessment
After individual assessments, two reviewers discussed and
agreed upon the quality assessment of each article. In order to
cater to the heterogeneity in study design, the Risk Of Bias In
Non-randomised Studies–of Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool
[34] was used to evaluate the methodological rigor in 6 studies.

This risk assessment tool was deemed appropriate, as it is
particularly concerned with evaluating the effectiveness or safety
of an intervention from studies that did not use randomization
in allocation.

This tool covers 7 domains of bias that can be introduced from
using nonrandomization. Two preintervention biases are
particularly of concern in nonrandomized studies. Confounding
factors considered for telemedicine intervention were the
experience level of EMTs, injury severity for all emergencies,
and intervention awareness. Failing to control for such
confounders may reduce the comparability between the
intervention and control groups. Selection bias was considered
a risk whenever eligible participants were excluded in a way
that could lead to an association between telemedicine and
outcomes. An example of a confounder is if no explanation was
provided for how telemedicine was implemented for the study
group as compared to the controls during the trial period.
Classification bias of interventions at the time of the study was
related to the information about the delivery and structure of
telemedicine, patient medical records, and any organizational
records obtained. Problems of recall bias and subjective opinions
can be avoided if voice communication was recorded and
assessed by persons not involved in resuscitation and if the
medical records assessed were a part of routine care prior to the
commencement of the study.

Biases can also arise when there are differences in the care
provided, between the study and control groups, due to the
awareness of expectations or outcomes of the study; most studies
cannot be blinded when using telemedicine. Importantly for
telemedicine, performance bias and adherence may be factors
that were of interest under risk assessment. Biases during the
postintervention phase relate to data handling, particularly the
measurement of outcomes; how the results were reported; and
how missing data were handled. In particular, we noted whether
there was an outcome assessment measure that was applied
across cases and whether the outcome could easily be influenced
by the assessor being aware of telemedicine being implemented.

One of the included studies was a review of cases and did not
have enough information to be assessed by ROBINS-I. This
particular study was assessed based on confounders,
measurement of outcomes, missing data, and reporting biases.
The two investigators (YK and CG) discussed the possible
biases and the evidence in support of the decisions.

Data Analysis
Study characteristics were clinically heterogeneous. For
example, there was no consistent dependent variable that could
be aggregated. As previously mentioned, a standard method for
implementing telemedicine or measuring relevant outcomes is
yet to exist. Thus, it was not possible to aggregate the findings
in a quantitative meta-analysis. Instead, the results were
synthesized based on patterns and themes that were in line with
the aim of this systematic review. Decisions made using
telemedicine solutions—diagnostic decision support, receiving
facility decisions, and medical directions for treatment—were
examined for primary outcomes of interest. Lastly, mortality,
adverse events, and technical challenges were noted. The
challenges not only reflected device or network-related issues,
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but also the effect of telemedicine on individual workflow,
clinical governance, and overall organizational support.

Results

Overview
The initial search on 7 databases yielded 3291 records, where
1225 duplicates were identified. Based on the inclusion criteria,

2017 articles were excluded and the remaining 49 articles
proceeded to full-text examination. Of those, 42 studies were
excluded due to the setting and/or outcomes of interest. Figure
1 represents the search results as a PRISMA flowchart.

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart.

Study Characteristics
Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 2 shows the study
characteristics of 7 selected studies, including the details of
telemedicine technologies used. There were only a small number
of papers identified that examine telemedicine as an intervention
in the real-world setting. This suggests that despite the
increasing popularity of this tool, research has been limited to

simulated scenarios or halted at pilot phases. Furthermore, the
methodologies reflect the nascent nature of this research field,
where no framework or systematic approach exists for (1)
telemedicine implementation or (2) assessment measures to
evaluate its impact on clinical outcomes.

Surprisingly, none of the studies incorporated an HUD device
as a component of the telemedicine system. In most
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interventions, smartphones or accessory equipment (eg,
Bluetooth headset) enabled voice communication to a remote
expert. Three studies focused their findings on two-way
communication, via telephone, as the main method to deliver
expert guidance [35-37]. These studies often relayed patient
vital signs and other necessary information verbally, in turn
gaining medical direction. For projects hoping to expand the
use of telemedicine into routine use, ambulances were equipped
with built-in platforms for audio and video communication,
real-time vital sign transmission systems using portable devices
[35,38-40]. Details about the technology used for voice
communications were not provided in Dulou et al’s study [37];
the authors primarily based their findings on surveys and
transcribed data from after-action reviews (see Table S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 2).

Bias Assessment
The risk of bias was assessed as moderate in the majority of
studies, as they were nonrandomized and prospective in design
(see Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 2). Due to the type of
intervention and the pre-exposure and pretraining that may be
required, confounder bias was common among the studies.
Examples include severity of patient illness, knowledge of
intervention and performance assessment, and skill level of the
paramedic. As most studies aimed to correlate telemedicine use
with positive outcomes, we cannot exclude the possibility that
only the most capable EMTs, clinically and technologically,
were chosen for a preliminary feasibility phase, limiting the
study’s real-world applicability and validity. Information on
missing data was unclear or had moderate bias in 5 studies
[35,37-39,41]. Intervention bias was difficult to assess, as there
appeared to be no systematic way of implementing
teleconsultation and the medical direction given by a remote
expert. There were trials [35,38,40] where the outcome measure
was vulnerable to subjectivity, as the knowledge of telemedicine
intervention could influence the interpretation of its clinical
value (see Tables S2 and S3 in Multimedia Appendix 2).

Decisions Made From Using Telemedicine Solutions
Three categories under decision support were collated by the
authors: diagnostic decision support, receiving facility and
disposition decisions, and medical direction for prehospital
treatments.

Diagnostic Decision Support
Remote expert consultation, facilitated by patient vital signs
and image transfers, was useful in making accurate prehospital
diagnoses. For example, evidence of diagnostic decision support
was present for the majority of emergency cases where the
telemedicine system was available, of which about 23% were
trauma related [39]. Diagnoses were not only made using
telemedicine but were made accurately, indicated by a high
agreement between prehospital diagnoses via telemedicine and
final in-hospital diagnoses (see κ statistics in Table S3 in
Multimedia Appendix 2) [40].

Notably, usefulness of diagnostic support did not differ
significantly in relation to the method of communication used.
In a study comparing methods used for medical direction,
opinions of consulting physicians equally favored telephone

calls (mean score of 4 on a 5-point Likert scale; n=107) and full
telemedicine capability with real-time data transferring and
video-enabled communication (mean score of 3 on a 5-point
Likert scale; n=32) [35]. EMTs also found telephone calls
sufficient to relay patient status compared to using a real-time
data transfer option. These findings could be explained by the
introduction of added workload when using telemedicine in
comparison to the simplicity of requesting a telephone
consultation; however, neither a qualitative nor a quantitative
explanation was offered in the study. Nevertheless, other studies
[38] have reported the value of image transmission in providing
an accurate situational assessment for a case discussion with
remote experts.

Receiving Facility Decisions
The clinical significance of selecting an appropriate hospital
destination through remote expert support is highlighted by Kim
and colleagues’ [41] findings. In countries where the local
ambulance service is less integrated into a larger, state or
national, emergency medical system, such as Korea, the
receiving hospital is often determined by patients and/or their
family members. Consequently, patients with mild medical
conditions are often transferred to larger hospitals, overcrowding
their emergency rooms, intensive care units, and general wards
[41]. A real-time telemetry system (RTS) facilitated hospital
destination decisions by relaying more patient information to
the hospital and understanding their resource availability. Using
an RTS, the destination decisions were tailored to individual
patients based on medical indications [41].

Furthermore, early communication activated team responses,
treatment plan decisions, and preparation for patient arrival
[40]. Similarly, Bergrath et al [39] observed that in-hospital
treatments could be prearranged based on prehospital
notification, which ultimately reduced in-hospital time intervals
and improved patient outcomes. However, such secondary
outcomes were not recorded nor observed consistently across
different cohorts of emergencies, which included trauma;
therefore, it is difficult to assume generalizability for these
findings given that patients vary in mechanisms of injury and
severity.

Medical Direction for Prehospital Treatment Decisions
Medical direction for triage, treatment, and/or surgical guidance
was present in all of the selected studies. These findings,
however, should be interpreted in light of missing data, potential
confounders, and bias in measurement of outcomes. Decision
support for prehospital treatment was especially relevant for
EMTs with a limited scope of skills under a regional or
organizational jurisdiction. As evidenced in Germany,
telemedicine technology enabled EMTs to start intravenous
medication administration prior to hospital arrival with
tele-doctor presence [39].

Joint treatment decisions between an on-scene first responder
and remote experts were also enabled by in-built telemedicine
systems. For example, the transmission of prehospital
electrocardiograms and early involvement of the remote
specialist ultimately shortened the door-to-balloon time in
hospital [38]. The authors emphasized that such successes were
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made possible by an organizational approach to telemedicine
with a standardized process and protocols to follow. Bergrath
and colleagues [38] further found that voice communication,
vital signs, and image transmission facilitated remote experts
in better assessing the situation, which was important for
subsequent medical directions.

Kim et al [41] developed the RTS by which patients’ vital signs
are transmitted to an emergency medical information center.
The mean prehospital treatment time at the scene for the
telemedicine group was shorter than for the control group for
all patients, irrespective of the injury severity. Importantly, the
authors interpreted that telemedicine was useful for receiving
guidance not only on basic life support but also with advanced
life-support interventions.

In particular, when there may be an experience-acquisition gap,
for example, in an austere combat casualty setting, telemedicine
played an invaluable role. In 14.8% of cases, telemedicine was
necessary for patient management during prolonged field care.
Prolonged field care requires ongoing assessment, interpreting
vital trends over time, and identifying early decompensation,
all of which are infrequently encountered by many prehospital
providers in metropolitan areas. In such scenarios, guidance for
clinical decisions, including differential diagnoses and treatment
plans, were available from remote experts for frontline medics
[36]. In warzone areas—Africa, Central Europe, and
Afghanistan—surgical coaching and advice regarding further
patient management was also made possible by telemedicine
[37]. These findings are often descriptive and lack details on
specific clinical outcomes. Nevertheless, the authors highlight
that in its most basic form, a simple telephone consultation is
highly effective and easily adopted by first responders in the
military setting.

While telemedicine appears to facilitate prehospital treatment
decisions, confounders (eg, paramedic skill level and patient
severity) and an absence of randomized controls in many studies
may overestimate a true relationship. A recent feasibility study
conducted by Yperzeele and colleagues [40] reported that over
90% of teleconsultations were clinically useful, although the
study did not allow the interventions to be decided by remote
experts. It is difficult to understand how the remote experts were
able to influence treatment plans delivered by the EMTs. Cho
et al [35] used negative controls in order to demonstrate the
usability of an ambulance-embedded telemedicine solution over
routine use of telephone calls for making medical decisions.
When comparing a telemedicine system to telephone
consultation only, the authors concluded that there were no
advantages in incorporating a full telemedicine capability (eg,
real-time data transfer) in the ambulances. The introduction of
telemedicine significantly reduced consultations for on-scene
treatment, possibly due to the friction cost of using an unfamiliar
system. Importantly, the case load and patient presentations
were similar before and after telemedicine implementation,
suggesting that case load and patient acuity were not responsible
for hindering telemedicine adoption.

Overall, the results suggest that telemedicine is useful, especially
in challenging and unpredictable environments. However, the
methodologies used and the study characteristics make findings

inconclusive. Replication is required in larger clinical trials with
a randomized control group in order to better understand the
usability, adoption, and reliability of telemedicine.

Mortality, Hospital Stay, Adverse Events, and
Technical Challenges
No adverse events or safety concerns were raised during or after
telemedicine intervention [39,40]. Yperzeele and colleagues
[40] also reported no patient complaints or refusals for
telemedicine use. Kim et al’s [41] study was the only one to
compare mortality between the study group and controls. There
was no statistically significant difference between the RTS
group and the control group in mortality (P=.45) and length of
stay in the emergency department (P=.82). Overall mortality
was examined by DeSoucy et al [36]; however, the effects of
telemedicine were not considered for statistical analyses. Cho
et al [35] and Bergrath et al [38] did not report on adverse
events, safety, or mortality.

Telemedicine Technology Adoption and Challenges
In terms of perceived user satisfaction with telemedicine
solutions, Yperzeele et al [40] measured general acceptance of
the system, which was high for both teleconsultants and nurses
seeking advice. These findings were determined from high rates
of system activation (75.4%) and a Likert scale intended to rate
user friendliness. In another study, technology adoption was
measured against overall quality and clinical value, where 10
missions using video transmission were deemed to be of major
clinical value [38]. Nevertheless, photos appeared to be preferred
by remote experts when compared to videos, due to inconsistent
transmission quality. Similarly, no significant advantage was
found between telephones or video-streaming features to enable
two-way communication [35].

With regard to technical challenges observed, network failures
and limited processing power for video transmission and
streaming most frequently disrupted telemedicine use
[35,38-40]. Notably, technical issues were more difficult to
overcome without protocols and overall clinical governance in
place [35]. This meant that more effort was required of frontline
personnel to resolve technical issues, with a consequential
increase in cognitive load and a disruption of workflow.

Discussion

This systematic review examined whether clinical decisions are
associated with telemedicine use in a prehospital emergency
medical setting. To date, feasibility studies, simulated
randomized controlled trials [9,26], and systematic reviews
[30,32,42] on telemedicine fail to adequately address the role
of decision making in patient outcomes. It is difficult to access
information on (1) how telemedicine has been implemented and
if any protocols exist and (2) measurements of clinical outcomes
before versus after telemedicine implementation. Overall, studies
investigating the effectiveness of telemedicine are heterogeneous
and their findings cannot be aggregated quantitatively. The
authors’ interpretations of findings are typically based on
observations, descriptive statistics, and surveys collected from
the end users. Such methods contain inherent confounding bias,
and with a small sample, often without adequate comparators,
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they present unavoidable challenges in delivering translatable
outcomes.

Despite moderate biases present in most studies, the authors are
in agreement that if employed appropriately (eg, specific patient
cohort type and device and network reliability) and with
organizational support, telemedicine provides invaluable access
to decision support that is otherwise unobtainable. This includes
support for making prehospital diagnoses [38-40], support for
receiving facility decisions [38,39,41], and medical procedure
guidance [35,38,41]. Medical directions appear to have the most
impact in settings where EMTs require a doctor’s input for
medication administration and/or procedures [39,41]. The
enhanced communication between EMTs and hospital medical
staff, augmented by data and image transmission, all substantiate
the use of telemedicine to improve the quality of continuing
care.

Importantly, telemedicine may be most useful when there is an
experience-acquisition gap, as there will inevitably be complex
presentations or unanticipated complications. Furthermore, in
rural emergency settings, the duration of patient retrieval and
initial patient care can be longer [36,41]. Such scenarios may
benefit from teleconsultation for ongoing monitoring and
feedback on treatment plans based on real-time vital sign
updates. The association between prehospital vital signs, injury
severity, and in-hospital clinical outcomes highlight the

importance of making prehospital data available for the severely
injured [43-46]. In reality, a few vital sign data points are usually
transmitted via telephone before, during, or after ambulance
transfer, and whether this is adequate or not is yet to be
determined.

Unfortunately, the evidence for potential downstream effects
is anecdotal and not yet described in existing literature. Authors
[35,36,41] identified by this systematic review anticipate
downstream effects, discussed below in this section, with larger
trials and further research and development on telemedicine
implementation. Preliminarily, it appears that the vital sign
trends received by the hospital have implications for increased
readiness in patient reception, with appropriate equipment and
blood products and team formation [35]. Real-time data sharing
and remote expert consultation may allow for the preparation
of tailored treatments and interventions prior to the patient’s
arrival at hospital. Shortened on-scene times may also be
achieved with teleconsultation [39], with the possibility of
reduction in overall transfer time [41]. Finally, improved
disposition decisions were often reported, which may achieve
significant cost savings through better use of emergency
resources and a reduction in unnecessary secondary transfers.
Figure 2 summarizes the interplay between the tasks faced by
the paramedic, human factors, and telemedicine technology in
influencing in-hospital and potential long-term outcomes.

Figure 2. A network of factors influencing outcomes related to hospital operation and patient care.

Based on the findings of this systematic review, future research
should develop standardized clinical and technical protocols

for telemedicine implementation. Bergrath and colleagues [38]
highlighted the importance of an organizational approach in
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overcoming technical issues and achieving technology adoption.
A solution for connection issues may be easier to achieve than
developing clinical protocols and user case scenarios to ensure
safety and systematic implementation of the technology,
especially in the event of connection failure. At the very least,
these findings stress the need for technical issues to be resolved,
with prioritized connection to the hospital team for data and
image transfer for severely injured patients. Importantly, the
EMTs’workflow should be considered, such that real-time data
transmission and remote expert interaction requires minimal
cognitive load. To be effective, developed user case scenarios
will need to target various patient presentations and paramedic
experience levels and will need to account for human factors
that may hinder one’s decision-making processes under stress
[13]. With regard to decision support, the cooperation of
physicians in providing structured, measurable feedback is
useful in correlating specific clinical outcomes and audits.

This systematic review has potential limitations, mostly
stemming from the inclusion of nonrandomized studies.
Specifically, these include difficulties in assessing, as well as
having limited access to, a full data set and the risk of selective
reporting in nonrandomized studies. The theoretical foundation
for telemedicine solutions and the roles they play in decision
making that are relevant to the aims of this review are also

limited. In relation to the search strategy, the term telemedicine
may have missed other decision support technological tools (eg,
clinical decision support systems) with embedded remote expert
communication and data-sharing capacity. Lastly, publication
bias may exist for feasibility studies, as they are more likely to
report positive outcomes in order to conduct subsequent clinical
trials.

In conclusion, there is a role for telemedicine in supporting
prehospital decision making for diagnoses, lifesaving
interventions, and hospital destination. Although research in
this area is in its infancy, further research into telemedicine as
a tool for decision support, in real patient encounters, deserves
more attention. As one of the authors highlights, “clearly, not
all aspects of an emergency can be addressed by
teleconsultation, but in cases when a medical decision must be
made, it may provide a beneficial alternative” [39]. It is
conceivable that telemedicine instills decision-making
confidence in prehospital providers to commit to a treatment
plan. An important function of the remote expert is to provide
guidance when managing unanticipated events, such as during
times of disaster or unprecedented virus outbreak [47,48]. In
order to increase proficiency, accountability, and improved
patient care, prehospital providers should consider using
teleconsultations during training as well as in clinical practice.
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Abstract

Background: Smartphone overuse has been cited as a potentially modifiable risk factor that can result in visual impairment.
However, reported associations between smartphone overuse and visual impairment have been inconsistent.

Objective: The aim of this systematic review was to determine the association between smartphone overuse and visual impairment,
including myopia, blurred vision, and poor vision, in children and young adults.

Methods: We conducted a systematic search in the Cochrane Library, PubMed, EMBASE, Web of Science Core Collection,
and ScienceDirect databases since the beginning of the databases up to June 2020. Fourteen eligible studies (10 cross-sectional
studies and 4 controlled trials) were identified, which included a total of 27,110 subjects with a mean age ranging from 9.5 to
26.0 years. We used a random-effects model for meta-analysis of the 10 cross-sectional studies (26,962 subjects) and a fixed-effects

model for meta-analysis of the 4 controlled trials (148 subjects) to combine odds ratios (ORs) and effect sizes (ES). The I2 statistic
was used to assess heterogeneity.

Results: A pooled OR of 1.05 (95% CI 0.98-1.13, P=.16) was obtained from the cross-sectional studies, suggesting that
smartphone overuse is not significantly associated with myopia, poor vision, or blurred vision; however, these visual impairments
together were more apparent in children (OR 1.06, 95% CI 0.99-1.14, P=.09) than in young adults (OR 0.91, 95% CI
0.57-1.46,P=.71). For the 4 controlled trials, the smartphone overuse groups showed worse visual function scores compared with
the reduced-use groups. The pooled ES was 0.76 (95% CI 0.53-0.99), which was statistically significant (P<.001).

Conclusions: Longer smartphone use may increase the likelihood of ocular symptoms, including myopia, asthenopia, and ocular
surface disease, especially in children. Thus, regulating use time and restricting the prolonged use of smartphones may prevent
ocular and visual symptoms. Further research on the patterns of use, with longer follow up on the longitudinal associations, will
help to inform detailed guidelines and recommendations for smartphone use in children and young adults.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21923)   doi:10.2196/21923

KEYWORDS

visual impairment; smartphone; mobile phone; overuse; child; young adult; systematic review; meta-analysis

Introduction

The use of smartphones has been increasing rapidly since their
introduction in the late 2000s [1]. In 2019, the global smartphone
penetration had reached approximately 41.5% of the global

population [2]. Notably, the number of smartphone users in
China was around 700 million in 2018, accounting for half of
the Chinese population [3]. In addition, more than 80% of people
in the United Kingdom owned or had ready access to a
smartphone in 2019, representing a significant increase from
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50% in 2012 [4]. Furthermore, more than 90% of young people
between 16 and 34 years old in the United Kingdom owned a
smartphone in 2019 [4].

With the continuous rise in youth digital media consumption,
the incidence of ocular problems has also dramatically increased.
A large portion of the population currently suffers from visual
impairment, especially in Asian countries, with a rapidly
increasing prevalence and younger age of onset [5-8]. It has
been estimated that 49.8% (4.8 billion) and 9.8% (0.9 billion)
of the global population will have myopia or high myopia by
2050 [9]. A recent study indicated that about 60 years ago, only
10%-20% of the Chinese population was nearsighted, but the
percentage reached up to 90% of teenagers and young adults in
2015 [10]. Consistently, a school-based retrospective
longitudinal cohort study (N=37,424 participants) found that
the prevalence of myopia significantly increased from 56% in
2005 to 65% in 2015 [8].

Therefore, smartphone overuse among children and young adults
has become a matter of crucial concern [11-13]. Several studies
found increased use of digital devices in children aged 2-11
years old [14,15]. For example, a study including children aged
9-11 years from 12 countries showed that 54.2% of the children
exceeded proposed screen time guidelines (≤2 hours per day)
[15]. Compared with older people, children and young adults
have greater risks of the undesirable consequences of
smartphone overuse because they have less self-control in
smartphone use [11]. A cross-sectional study (N=2639
participants) indicated that 22.8% of teenagers were addicted
to smartphone use, which was related to hypertension [16].
Another study showed that users of mobile devices spent >20
hours weekly on email, text messages, and social networking
services, indicating the heavy reliance on smartphones in their
communication with other people [17]. Overall, smartphone
overuse may result in significant harmful physical,
psychological, and social consequences [18,19].

Some experimental studies have indicated that long-term use
of a smartphone plays a key role in visual impairment, increasing
the likelihood of poor vision [20-22]. For instance, a prospective
clinical study (N=50 participants) showed that smartphone use
for 4 hours resulted in a higher ocular surface disease index
than that measured at baseline [20]. Kim et al [23] found that
the increase of ocular symptoms extended to the general
population, especially in adolescents, after expansion of
smartphone use. However, other studies have reported the lack
of evidence for such an association [24]. For example, a
cross-sectional study (N=1153 participants) using stratified
random cluster samples did not find a statistically significant
association between smartphone use time and myopia [25].
Similarly, a study conducted in Ireland (N=418 participants)
indicated that smartphone use time was not a risk factor for
myopia [26]. Toh et al [27] found that smartphone use time was
associated with an increased risk of visual symptoms (ie,
blurring of vision, dry eye), but a decreased odds of myopia.

Despite increased concern about impaired vision due to
smartphone overuse, existing quantitative evidence about the
relationships between excessive smartphone use and visual
impairment remains equivocal. Therefore, it is essential to

confirm and quantify whether excessive smartphone use may
result in visual impairment, especially in children and young
adults.

The aim of this study was to conduct a systematic review and
meta-analysis to summarize the existing evidence on the
associations between smartphone overuse and visual impairment
in children and young adults, which may further guide potential
interventions to reduce the harmful impact of smartphone
overuse on vision in this susceptible subpopulation.

Methods

Data Sources and Search Strategy
This systematic review and meta-analysis was based on a
protocol designed in line with the standard Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA)
[28] and Meta-analysis of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology (MOOSE) [29] criteria.

A systematic search was carried out in PubMed (US National
Library of Medicine), Embase (Wolters Kluwer Ovid), Web of
Science Core Collection (Clarivate Analytics), ScienceDirect
(Elsevier), and Cochrane library (John Wiley & Sons, Ltd) for
observational and experimental studies that investigated
smartphone overuse or addiction in children (aged<18 years)
or young people (aged<40 years), and its associations with
impaired visual function such as myopia, poor vision, or blurred
vision. To minimize publication bias, we also searched for
additional studies in grey literature sources, including Virtual
Health Library [30], NARCIS [31], Grey literature report [32],
and Open grey EU [33]. The search was limited to publications
published in English.

Free text and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms were
used for the search, including phone, smartphone,
mobile/cell/cellular phone, electronic device, use, use time,
screen time, overuse, addiction, eye, visual acuity, vision, vision
screening, eyesight, myopia, myopic refraction,
shortsighted/nearsighted/short sight, near sight, refraction errors,
ocular/health effect, optic, blind, ophthalmology, optometry,
retina, ametropia/amblyopia symptom, visual assessment, and
visual problem (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the complete
search strategy). We included all observational studies and
controlled trials (randomized or nonrandomized) addressing
smartphone use and visual impairment in humans since the
beginning of the databases up to June 2020. Furthermore,
manual retrieval was performed following the initial database
search to ensure the inclusion of the latest literature.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
All observational and experimental studies were included if
they fulfilled the following criteria: (1) original studies
examining the use of a smartphone (or mobile phone) and
eyesight, including population-based longitudinal studies, cohort
studies, case-control studies, cross-sectional studies, and
controlled clinical trials; (2) participants are children aged ≤18
years or young people aged ≤40 years (a young adult was
defined as the developmental stage between 18 and 40 years
[34,35]); (3) reported frequency or time of smartphone use (in
minutes or hours, or per day or week); (4) the endpoint of
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interest is the incidence of visual impairment or decline,
including myopia, poor vision, blurred vision, various visual
function scores indicating impaired vision, or other unspecific
visual impairments; and (5) vision measurements of the groups
are provided to calculate the effect size (ES) of visual
impairment or odds ratio (OR) for the risk of visual impairment,
as well as the associated 95% CIs or other data to estimate the
variance or accuracy (eg, standard error).

Studies were excluded if they: (1) were narrative reviews,
editorial papers, commentaries, letters, or methodological
papers; (2) evaluated visual function with no reliable/relevant
estimates for smartphone use; (3) no reference or control group
was included in the analysis; and (4) animal studies.

Data Extraction
After the systematic search of the relevant articles in the
databases, two investigators (JW and ML) embarked on
screening and identification of potentially relevant abstracts
independently. For any disagreements that occurred between
the two investigators regarding the eligibility of a study, there
was a thorough discussion or advice from an academic expert
(YC). Subsequently, articles for selected abstracts were
downloaded, and data were extracted by JW and YC
independently using a standardized form in Microsoft Excel.
The extracted data were compared and summarized to obtain
one final document from which the analysis was conducted.
The information extracted included: name of first author, year
of publication, study design, duration of study, country that the
study was conducted in, eyesight measurement, smartphone use
time, smartphone use frequency, sample size, incidence of cases
with impaired vision, outcome ascertainment method, OR or
ES and the associated 95% CI, and statistical analysis method
used.

Study Quality Assessment
The Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) Critical Appraisal Checklist
for Analytical Cross Sectional Studies, JBI Appraisal Checklist
for Quasi-Experimental Studies, and JBI Critical Appraisal
Checklist for Randomized Controlled Trials were used to assess
the quality of the studies included in the meta-analysis [36]. JW
and YC assessed the quality of the articles independently and
the final assessment was achieved upon discussion (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Statistical Analysis
For studies that did not report the OR, it was calculated using
the numbers of cases with and without visual impairment of the
reference/control group and overuse group. For studies that
measured visual impairment using continuous variables, ES
was calculated as the difference between the means divided by
the pooled SD as follows [37]:

where n1 and n2, and S1 and S2 are the sample sizes and standard
deviations for group 1 and group 2, respectively.

A positive ES indicates a worse visual function. Heterogeneity

of the included studies was investigated using the I2 statistic

[38], in which I2>30% was considered to indicate moderate

heterogeneity and I2>50% was considered to indicate substantial
heterogeneity [39]. A P value <.05 from the noncentral
chi-squared test for heterogeneity was considered to indicate
statistically significant heterogeneity [40]. The contribution of
each study to the heterogeneity and their influence on the pooled
OR or ES were assessed using the Baujat plot [41]. The pooled
ORs with corresponding 95% CIs were calculated using
random-effects models owing to heterogeneity among the studies
and are presented using forest plots [42]. The possibility of
publication bias was assessed by the combination of the Egger
test and visual inspection of the funnel plot [43].

Subgroup analysis was performed for the cross-sectional studies
according to the outcome of visual impairment (myopia, poor
vision, or blurred vision) and mean age of the subjects (children,
≤18 years; young people, 18-40 years). Leave-one-out (LOO)
analysis was also performed to investigate the influence of a
single study on the pooled effect as an additional sensitivity
analysis [44].

A two-sided P value <.05 of the pooled estimates was considered
statistically significant unless otherwise specified. All analyses
were performed in R 4.0.0 (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing, Vienna, Austria) using the packages meta 4.12-0
[45] and dmetar 0.0.9000 [46].

Results

Characteristics of Included Studies
In total, 1961 articles were obtained from all of the databases.
After removing duplicates, 1796 articles remained, 121 of which
were considered to be relevant for the meta-analysis after
screening of titles and abstracts. After screening the full text of
the 121 articles downloaded, 14 articles met our inclusion
criteria, including 10 cross-sectional studies and 4 controlled
trials, comprising a total of 27,110 participants with mean ages
ranging from 9.5 to 26.0 years. The flowchart of article
searching and screening is shown in Figure 1. The 10
cross-sectional studies addressed incidents of myopia [24-27,47],
blurred vision [48-50], and poor vision and other unspecified
visual impairments [23,27,48,51]. In our analysis, the
unspecified visual impairments were treated as poor vision.
There were 2 studies [27,48] that addressed two visual
impairment outcomes, and each outcome was treated as a single
study in the meta-analysis. The 4 studies that used a controlled
trial design assessed the ocular surface disease index score [20],
asthenopia score [21], oculomotor function [52], and viewing
distance [22]. A more detailed summary of the characteristics
of the included studies and the main outcomes is provided in
Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram for screening and selection of articles on
smartphone overuse and visual impairment in children and young adults.
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Table 1. General characteristics of the included studies.

N participantsSampling methodAge of participants
(years), mean (SD) or
range

Study designCountryYearReference

229Convenience sampleUniversity students (age
not given)

Cross-sectionalTurkey2008Küçer et al [49]

1884Matrix-stratified sample13.3 (2.0)Cross-sectionalSingapore2019Toh et al [27]

601Multistage sampling13.1 (2.8)Cross-sectionalEthiopia2019Merrie et al [51]

19,934Randomly selected sample10.6 (1.15)Cross-sectionalChina2019Guan et al [47]

715Convenience sample15 (0.9)Cross-sectionalKorea2016Kim et al [23]

566Stratified

cluster sample

9.5 (2.1)Cross-sectionalChina2019Liu et al [24]

873Voluntary (response) sample26.0 (13.4)Cross-sectionalSaudi Arabia2005Meo et al [50]

605Random sample21.8 (2.4)Cross-sectionalSaudi Arabia2019Alharbi et al [48]

1153Stratified random cluster sam-
ple

19.6 (0.9)Cross-sectionalChina2019Huang et al [25]

402Voluntary sample16.8 (4.4)Cross-sectionalIreland2020McCrann et al [26]

54Random sample23.7 (2.6)RCTaSpain2018Antona et al [21]

50Nonrandomized sample26.0 (3.0)CTbSouth Korea2018Choi et al [20]

26Voluntary sample20-29CTKorea2019Lee et al [52]

18Voluntary sample21.5 (3.3)CTAustralia2017Long et al [22]

aRCT: randomized controlled trial.
bCT: controlled trial.
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Table 2. Outcomes and results of the included studies.

Main resultsOutcome; type of measureExposure; type of measureResponse rateReference

≤2 years: 8.8% (4/45)

>2 years: 27.2% (50/184)

Blurred vision; QTime of mobile phone posses-

sion; Qa
100%Küçer et al [49]

(1) ORb 0.97 (95% CI 0.94-0.99)

(2) OR 1.05 (95% CI 1.02-1.08)

(1) Myopia; Q

(2) Poor vision/visual impairment; Q

Time of smartphone use (per
hour); Q

93.78%
(1884/2009)

Toh et al [27]

>2 h/day: 6.6% (18/271)

≤ 2 h/day: 7.5% (20/265)

Poor vision/visual impairment; objec-
tive assessment

Duration of mobile exposure; Q95.09%
(601/632)

Merrie et al
[51]

1 h/day: 20% (117/584);

≤1 h/day: 18% (3492/19350)

Visual acuity; objective assessmentTime of smartphone use; QUKcGuan et al [47]

>2 h/day: 72% (260/360);

≤2 h/day: 52% (170/327)

Poor vision/ocular symptom score; QTime of smartphone use; Q97.41%
(715/734)

Kim et al [23]

OR 0.90 (95% CI 0.57-1.43)Myopia; objective assessmentTime of smartphone use (per
hour); Q

88.7% (566/638)Liu et al [24]

>0.5 h/day: 5% (5/100);

≤0.5 h/day:

5.23% (39/746)

Blurred vision; QUse of mobile phone (duration
of calls); Q

100%Meo et al [50]

(1) >3 h/day: 57.2% (270/472);

≤3 h/day: 45.9% (61/133）

(2) >3 h/day: 46.0% (217/472);

≤3 h/day: 57.1% (76/133）

(1) Poor vision; Q

(2) Blurred vision; Q

Duration of Smartphone use per
day; Q

93.1% (605/650)Alharbi et al
[48]

>3 h/day: 84.57% (296/350); ≤ 3
h/day: 88.03% (537/610)

Myopia; objective assessmentDuration of daily smartphone
use; Q

96.08%
(1153/1200)

Huang et al [25]

OR 1.026 (95% CI 1.001-1.051)Myopia; QTime on phone (minutes/day); Q96.17%
(402/418)

McCrann et al
[26]

27.96 (SD 20.11) vs 13.25 (SD 12.76)Asthenopia score; QSmartphone reading vs printed
hardcopy reading

100%Antona et al
[21]

25.03 (SD 10.61) vs 15.08 (SD 8.83)Ocular surface disease index scores;
Q

Smartphone use after 4 hours vs
baseline

100%Choi et al [20]

6.35 (SD 3.54) vs 3.73 (SD 4.09)Oculomotor function; QSmartphone use 20 minutes vs 5
minutes

86.67% (26/30)Lee et al [52]

27.8 (SD 7.7) cm vs 31 (SD 8.2) cmViewing distance; objective assess-
ment

Using smartphone after 1 hour
vs baseline

100%Long et al [22]

aQ: questionnaire.
bOR: odds ratio.
cUK: unknown.

Association Between Smartphone Overuse and
Incidence of Visual Impairment
The funnel plot of ORs for the included cross-sectional studies
appeared to be symmetric (Figure 2). Although ORs from two

studies [23,49] showed slight bias with other studies, no
statistically significant publication bias was found based on the
Egger test (P=.43).
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Figure 2. Funnel plot with pseudo 95% confidence limit for cross-sectional studies.

Statistically significant heterogeneity was present among the

ORs on visual impairment incidence (I2=84%, P<.001; Figure
3). The Baujat plot indicated that the study of Kim et al [23]
substantially contributed to the heterogeneity but had a minimal
influence on the pooled OR (Figure 4). Overall, although the
pooled OR showed that the odds of visual impairment was
higher for the smartphone overuse group compared to the
reduced-use group (OR 1.05, 95% CI 0.98-1.13), the result was

not statistically significant (P=.16; Figure 3). None of the pooled
ORs for specific visual impairment was significant in subgroup
analyses. The pooled ORs for myopia, poor vision, and blurred
vision were 1.00 (95% CI 0.95-1.05), 1.40 (95% CI 0.87-2.23),
and 1.21 (95% CI 0.44-3.28), respectively (Figure 3). The
pooled OR was not statistically significant in either of the age
subgroups, which was 1.06 (95% CI 0.99-1.14, P=.09) for
children and 0.91 (95% CI 0.57-1.46, P=.71) for young adults.
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Figure 3. Pooled odds ratios (ORs) of visual impairment in the smartphone overuse group compared to the reduced-use group.
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Figure 4. Baujat plot for cross-sectional studies.

The LOO sensitivity test indicated that ORs of visual impairment
in the smartphone overuse group compared to the reduced-use

group ranged from 1.02 to 1.09; however, none of the ORs was
statistically significant (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Pooled odds ratios (ORs) of visual impairment in the smartphone overuse group compared to the reduced-use group from leave-one-out
analysis.
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Smartphone Overuse Associated With Worse Visual
Function Scores
The funnel plot of ES for the included controlled trials appeared

to be symmetric (Figure 6), and no statistically significant
publication bias was found by the Egger test (P=.067). No
statistically significant heterogeneity was present among the

ESs on visual impairment incidence (I2=0%, P=.54; Figure 7).

Figure 6. Funnel plot with pseudo 95% confidence limit for controlled trials.

In all of the controlled trials, the smartphone overuse group
showed worse visual function scores than the reduced-use group,
with ESs ranging from 0.40 to 0.91 (Figure 7). The pooled ES
was 0.76 (95% CI 0.53-0.99), which was statistically significant

(P<.001), indicating that compared with the reduced-use group,
the visual function score in the smartphone overuse group was
0.76 SD worse (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Pooled effect size (ES) of visual function score in the smartphone overuse group compared to the reduced-use group.

The LOO sensitivity test indicated that the results are robust,
with the ESs ranging from 0.65 to 0.82, and all of the ESs were
statistically significant (Figure 8).
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Figure 8. Pooled effect sizes (ESs) of visual function score in the smartphone overuse group compared to the reduced-use group from leave-one-out
analysis.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this systematic review and meta-analysis was
to summarize currently available evidence with reference to the
relationship between smartphone overuse and visual impairment
in children and young adults. Among the 14 studies included
in the analysis, 9 found a significant association between
smartphone overuse and visual impairment. Our pooled results
showed negative but not statistically significant associations
(OR=1.05, 95% CI 0.98-1.13) between smartphone overuse and
myopia, blurred vision, or poor vision in the included
cross-sectional studies. However, the adverse effect was more
apparent in children (OR=1.06, 95% CI 0.99-1.14) than in young
adults (OR=0.91, 95% CI 0.57-1.46). We also found that
smartphone overuse may cause worse visual function than
reduced use in the included controlled trials (ES=0.76, 95% CI
0.53-0.99). As the results are mixed, further studies are
warranted. To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review
that comprehensively summarized existing data on smartphone
overuse and visual impairment in children and young adults.

There are several possible reasons for the lack of a statistically
significant association observed between smartphone overuse
and visual impairment when pooling cross-sectional studies.
First, most of the existing studies included in this systematic
review were from Asia, which has higher prevalence rates of
visual impairment. The myopia prevalence in East Asia was
already reported to be high before the introduction of digital
devices [53]. Previous studies indicated that myopia prevalence
increased more rapidly in people with more years of education
and intensive schooling without particular exposure to screen
devices [54-56]. For example, a study conducted in Singapore
found that myopia prevalence increased more rapidly among
individuals who started elementary school after the 1980s [57].
Consistently, a study in Israel found that teenage boys who
attended Orthodox schools had much higher rates of myopia
than students from other schools who spent less time reading
books in the 1990s [53]. Therefore, education and intensive
schooling may have a large contribution to the increase in
myopia prevalence [58]. Recent studies have also extensively
described the relationship between education and visual

impairment [59]. Furthermore, a high prevalence of myopia
from Taiwan was found in cohorts with low exposure to digital
devices [56]. Thus, it is still debatable whether smartphone
overuse would lead to a higher risk of myopia or other visual
problems.

Second, most of the studies included in this analysis divided
smartphone overuse as use time over 2 or 3 hours per day.
However, there is some evidence that the time people actually
spend engaged with a digital screen is far longer [60-62],
suggesting that people may use other electronic devices. Overuse
of other digital devices might also play an important role in
visual impairment. Some studies have explored the relationships
between digital screen time (eg, computer, tablet, smartphone,
or other handheld electronic screens) and visual impairment
[58,61,63-66]. For instance, a birth cohort study (N=5074
participants) showed that increased computer use was associated
with myopia development in children [65]. Yang et al [63] found
that screen exposure was significantly and positively associated
with preschool myopia, which is consistent with the results of
another cohort study [66]. However, the results of studies
assessing the impacts of screen time on visual impairment have
been mixed. A recent systematic review showed that screen
time was not significantly associated with the prevalence and
incidence of myopia [58], which may largely support our pooled
result of cross-sectional studies. Thus, the relationship needs to
be further validated. Moreover, given differences in the use of
various digital devices, some studies have compared the impacts
of smartphone use with other digital devices on visual
impairment [20,24,25,27]. These results are also inconsistent.
For instance, Guan et al [47] (N=19,934 participants) found that
prolonged (>60 minutes/day) computer usage and smartphone
usage were both significantly associated with greater refractive
error. Nevertheless, Liu et al [24] and Huang et al [25] found
that myopia in children was not associated with time spent using
various electronic devices, including smartphones, tablets, and
computers. By contrast, a study with a representative sample
of 1884 adolescents showed that smartphone use time was
associated with an increased risk of visual symptoms, but no
significant association was found for tablet use [27]. A
controlled trial (N=50 participants) indicated that the smartphone
use group had higher fatigue, burning, and dryness scores than
the computer use group [20]. Although the existing research
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supports that smartphone use might cause worse vision than
other digital devices, further convincing evidence is needed to
support this conclusion owing to the low number of studies.

Third, several studies have shown that technology use or screen
time alone is of minimal risk to visual impairment, whereas
more time spent outdoors is related to a reduced risk of myopia
and myopic progression [25,67,68]. However, there is also
evidence that the increased use of digital devices is associated
with more time at work and less time spent outdoors, resulting
in a substitution effect [58,69]. For example, Dirani et al [69]
reported that the lack of adequate outdoor activity might be
related to the rise in digital screen time. More specifically, recent
educational screen time might be a replacement for reading or
writing, in addition to recreational screen time (eg, computer
or video games) [69]. For instance, smartphones are used by
children mainly for playing games (29%) and watching videos
(20%) but also for learning (19%) [70]. Thus, digital screen
time might not be a causal factor, but may be a substitute for a
different types of work [58]. There is also some evidence that
children 9-11 years old who spent less than 2 hours playing on
a computer were 1.98 times more likely to spend more than 1
hour outside than those reporting 2 or more hours of computer
use [71]. Although these results might reflect a tradeoff between
outdoor time and digital screen time, with screen time being a
proxy for indoor time, there is no evidence to confirm this
substitution effect [58]. Thus, further studies in this field are
warranted.

Besides the findings in the cross-sectional studies, we also found
that the smartphone overuse group presented worse visual
function scores than the reduced-use group in each of the
included controlled trials and in the pooled result. Biologically,
the effects of smartphones on ocular symptoms can be explained
by two types of electromagnetic fields (EMFs): extremely
low-frequency EMFs and radiofrequency (RF) electromagnetic
radiation (EMR) [72,73]. The intensity of radiation from mobile
phones is relatively low with a specific absorption rate <4 W/kg
[72,74]. However, it has been reported that adverse effects such
as DNA damage and thickening of the cornea occur even at a
specific absorption rate lower than 4 W/kg [72,75,76]. The local
specific absorption rate has been shown to be higher in tissues
at a younger age, suggesting higher susceptibility of adolescents
to smartphones [77]. The EMFs generated by smartphones may
interact with the tissues of the eyes [73,78], which may cause
apoptosis, cataract formation, edema, endothelial cell loss,
inflammatory responses, and neurological effects [72,74,79,80].
The RF EMR may affect the body thermally and nonthermally
[81], which may result in oxidative stress in the cornea and the
lens [74]. These effects by EMFs and RF EMR on the eyes,
especially on the cornea and the lens, could suggest why ocular
symptoms such as blurring, redness, visual disturbance,
inflammation, and lacrimation increase with more exposure to
smartphones [23]. Although experimental studies may provide
causal inferences, our result needs to be further confirmed due
to the limited number of existing studies.

Regarding the association between smartphone overuse and
myopia examined in the cross-sectional studies, multiple ocular
symptoms found in the experimental studies do not necessarily
reflect pathological changes in the eyes, such as myopia. Few

longitudinal cohort studies have examined the impacts of screen
exposure on myopia, and the results are inconsistent [66,82].
To our knowledge, there have been no experimental or
longitudinal studies detecting the impacts of smartphone overuse
on myopia specifically. Thus, a longitudinal cohort study design
establishing the temporal sequence of prior exposure to
environmental factors would be useful to examine whether
smartphone overuse may increase the risk of developing myopia.

In addition, the heterogeneity was high in the meta-analysis of
included cross-sectional studies. First, a large number of studies
have identified potential risk factors that may result in visual
impairment, which included both genetic and environmental
factors [20,26,56,58] such as age [26], education and occupation
[58], outdoor activity [20,58], and parental myopia [20].
However, some studies did not include these variables in the
multivariate analysis, which might contribute to the inconsistent
findings, and might further affect the individual effect estimates
and the pooled OR. Second, some studies only used univariate
analysis to investigate the associations between smartphone use
time and visual impairment [47,69], which might hinder the
exploration of their interrelationships. Third, the assessment of
the outcome was inconsistent. For example, some studies used
a self-reported questionnaire to identify myopia [26,27], while
others used an objective assessment [24,25]. Furthermore, the
division of smartphone overuse was inconsistent, which may
have precluded us from determining their significant
relationships. A guideline advised limiting recreational screen
time to no more than 2 hours per day [83]. Therefore, further
studies in this field should use a broadly recognized standard
to define smartphone overuse.

There are also other limitations of this study that need to be
addressed. All of the included studies used a self-reported
questionnaire to evaluate smartphone use time. Participants in
the included experimental studies also mostly reported their
visual function using questionnaires. The questionnaires
themselves may be a potential source of error due to inaccurate
reporting or recall bias of the participants. Further research
should adopt objective instruments to measure smartphone use
time and visual acuity screening to examine visual function.
Furthermore, generalization of the results should be interpreted
with caution owing to the low number of studies included in
each meta-analysis. Limiting the review to studies reported in
English may have also resulted in nonreporting of studies
published in other languages. Nevertheless, our review involved
rigorous methodological procedures to obtain and pool data
from 27,110 children and young adults. We also adopted a wide
range of search terms to retrieve all potential articles published
in English, including the grey literature, which might have
helped to reduce the publication bias in the final combination.

Conclusions
Overall, current evidence suggests that the results of the
association between smartphone overuse and visual impairment
in children and young adults are mixed. Although the
statistically significantly negative association between
smartphone overuse and visual impairment in the meta-analysis
was only confirmed in controlled trials and not in cross-sectional
studies, the adverse effect of smartphone overuse on visual
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functions was more apparent in children. However, these
relationships need to be further verified. Further research on
the patterns of use, with longer follow-up periods to detect
longitudinal associations, and the exact mechanisms underlying
these associations will help inform detailed guidelines for

smartphone use in children and young adults. In addition,
understanding the factors of smartphone overuse that account
for the risk of ocular symptoms could help the growing
population of smartphone users, especially children and young
adults, to use smartphones in a healthier manner.
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Abstract

Background: Well-designed mobile health (mHealth) interventions support a positive user experience; however, a high rate of
disengagement has been reported as a common concern regarding mHealth interventions. To address this issue, it is necessary
to summarize the design features that improve user engagement based on research over the past 10 years, during which time the
popularity of mHealth interventions has rapidly increased due to the use of smartphones.

Objective: The aim of this review was to answer the question “Which design features improve user engagement with mHealth
interventions?” by summarizing published literature with the purpose of guiding the design of future mHealth interventions.

Methods: This review followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist.
Databases, namely, PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane Library, Ovid EMBASE, and Ovid PsycINFO, were searched for English
and Chinese language papers published from January 2009 to June 2019. Thematic analysis was undertaken to assess the design
features in eligible studies. The Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool was used to assess study quality.

Results: A total of 35 articles were included. The investigated mHealth interventions were mainly used in unhealthy lifestyle
(n=17) and chronic disease (n=10) prevention programs. Mobile phone apps (n=24) were the most common delivery method.
Qualitative (n=22) and mixed methods (n=9) designs were widely represented. We identified the following 7 themes that influenced
user engagement: personalization (n=29), reinforcement (n=23), communication (n=20), navigation (n=17), credibility (n=16),
message presentation (n=16), and interface aesthetics (n=7). A checklist was developed that contained these 7 design features
and 29 corresponding specific implementations derived from the studies.

Conclusions: This systematic review and thematic synthesis identified useful design features that make an mHealth intervention
more user friendly. We generated a checklist with evidence-based items to enable developers to use our findings easily. Future
evaluations should use more robust quantitative approaches to elucidate the relationships between design features and user
engagement.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21687)   doi:10.2196/21687

KEYWORDS

mHealth; design feature; user engagement; thematic synthesis analysis

Introduction

Mobile health (mHealth) is a means of providing medical and
public health support to health care consumers via mobile
devices, such as mobile phones, portable computers, and
personal digital assistants [1]. mHealth interventions involve
the adoption of mobile technologies to provide educational

information, help users manage their own conditions and
behaviors, and deliver health care to improve the health of users.
Compared to traditional delivery models, mobile interventions
can be more cost-effective [2,3]; help users overcome
demographic, socioeconomic, and geographic barriers to access
[4-6]; allow the privacy of users to be protected [7]; and allow
a high level of customization, self-management, and
communication [8-11]. With the popularity of smartphones,
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mHealth technology has grown rapidly in the past 10 years and
has been used in many health fields. Mobile interventions have
been shown to improve healthy behaviors (eg, weight loss [12],
balanced diet consumption [13], and smoking cessation [14])
and disease management [15] (eg, tuberculosis [16] and AIDS
[17]).

mHealth programs require autonomous use [5], which depends
on user involvement and self-management, and engagement is
related to behavior changes and health improvements [18]. User
engagement refers to high uptake, high-quality user experience,
and good adherence over long periods of time [19]. However,
a pressing concern regarding mHealth interventions is the high
reported rate of disengagement [4]. For example, in a web-based
weight loss study, respondents did not use the app as intended,
and only 64% of the intervention group actually used the
intervention at least once [20]. A mobile phone text message
smoking cessation program also suffered from a high attrition
rate: nearly half of the subscribers did not complete the entire
program in the real-world implementation phase, and the
majority of opt-outs occurred in the first 2 weeks [21]. With
regard to web-based physical activity interventions, reported
dropout attrition rates vary between 0% and 62% [22,23]. This
is a common issue related to mHealth interventions; poor user
engagement makes intervention effectiveness difficult because
the users are not exposed to enough of the intervention content
[24].

The development steps of an mHealth intervention tool can
influence user engagement. The first step is intervention content
development. User engagement will be low if the content does
not adhere to what has been shown to be effective [25,26], and
there are already well-established guidelines for health
intervention content development [25,27,28]. The second step
is design of the mode by which the intervention content is
delivered (eg, information architecture, screen appearance, and
interactive features). Poor design features, such as complicated
navigation and difficult-to-read screen presentations, are poorly
tolerated by users in real-world settings [29]. Good mHealth
design is readily distinguishable from its competitors, leading
users to feel more favorably disposed toward the product and
have a positive user experience [4,19,30,31]. Several studies
analyzed which design features should be included in mHealth
interventions [32-35]; however, they did not clearly describe
how to specifically deliver the interventions, and the
contributions of most of the design features mentioned have not
been tested in empirical studies. In addition, Morrison et al [28]
developed a hypothetical framework to define the design
features through a review, but the framework only focused on
4 interactive design features (social context and support, contact
with the intervention, tailoring, and self-management) and
provided simple definitions of the other 8 features that were
difficult to implement in subsequent studies. Webb et al [36]
developed a coding scheme for design features in a
meta-analysis; however, this scheme was proposed before a
review of the literature was performed rather than derived from
the literature reviewed, so it inevitably missed features that are
important but not reported.

While these studies have provided some important guidance
for the design features of mHealth interventions, none has

included comprehensive design features based on the literature
or experiences. Additionally, except for Crutzen et al [34], other
researchers did not focus on the relationships between the design
features mentioned and user engagement. Furthermore, the data
on which these studies were based were obtained more than 10
years ago, and in the past 10 years, the popularity of mHealth
interventions has rapidly expanded due to the use of
smartphones; data from more recent studies need to be
considered. The objectives of our study were to systematically
review studies published in the past 10 years regarding design
features that improve user engagement with mHealth
interventions and generate a checklist that can easily be used
during the design of future mHealth interventions.

Methods

Protocol
This systematic review followed the PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
checklist [37]. The protocol was registered in the International
Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews
(CRD42020140282).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Articles were selected if they met the following criteria: (1) The
study was empirical. The study population was composed of
users or potential users of mHealth. If a study focused on special
populations, such as children and older adults, it was excluded.
(2) The study focused on the mode of delivery of health
intervention content via mobile devices, for example, aesthetics,
message phrasing, and interactive features. Articles that
mentioned design features but did not explain them, making it
unclear which features were being referenced, were excluded.
Studies on the selection of intervention content or theory, and
those providing a general description of the process of designing
an mHealth intervention were excluded. (3) The study reported
quantitative and qualitative analyses of the effectiveness of the
design features with regard to increasing user engagement or
user acceptance of the design features. (4) The article was
published in a peer-reviewed journal from January 1, 2009 to
June 13, 2019. (5) The article was published in English or
Chinese.

Search and Screening Strategy
Five databases, namely, PubMed, Web of Science, Cochrane
Library, Ovid EMBASE, and Ovid PsycINFO, were searched
in June 2019. The search strategy was “mobile health” or
mHealth or m-health or eHealth or e-health combined with
design or feature* or principle* or “mode* of delivery” or
model and combined with engage* or adhere* or maintain* or
retention or sustain* or usage* or satisf* or prefer or
preference* or accept* or reliable.

The search results were uploaded to EndNote (Version X9;
Clarivate Analytics) for screening. Figure 1 shows the process
of identifying the eligible articles. Duplicates were identified
with the sorting function in EndNote. Peer-reviewed journal
articles were checked by searching Ulrich's Periodicals
Directory; some journals could not be found there, so we visited
the journal website to find evidence of the peer-review process.
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All remaining articles were assigned to 1 of 3 reviewers and
were screened by titles, abstracts, and then full texts according
to inclusion and exclusion criteria. YW screened all journal

articles independently again. Any disagreement was discussed
among the reviewers.

Figure 1. Screening flowchart.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
All selected articles were imported into NVivo (version 11;
QSR International). The following study characteristics were
extracted: (1) article characteristics, including country and year
of publication; (2) health topic; (3) participant characteristics,
including sampling methods, sample size, sex, and age; (4) data
collection method; and (5) mobile technology. Study
characteristics were analyzed using descriptive statistics.

The thematic synthesis analysis method developed by Thomas
and Harden [38] has 3 steps: (1) line-by-line coding of the
articles to record the components, (2) the development of
descriptive themes, and (3) the creation of analytical themes.
We performed the first 2 steps together. YW coded each line
of the records according to its meaning, translated the concepts
among the records, and developed the descriptive themes. HD
validated the results by comparing each assigned code to the
full texts of the articles. Then, analytical themes were developed
by answering the review question using the existing descriptive
themes. Each reviewer did this independently, and the results
were discussed among all authors. The coding process was
iterative.

Assessing Study Quality
The Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) [39] was used
to assess the methodological quality of the included studies,
including the data collection methods, participant sampling,
interpretation of results, consideration of confounders, and risk
of bias. In the MMAT, there are 5 criteria with responses “yes,”
“no,” and “cannot tell” for each research design. The retained

studies were assessed, and the results recorded by 2 authors
(YW and HD), independently.

Results

Study Characteristics
All 35 articles included in the analysis were published between
2011 and 2019. They were primarily from the United States
(n=14), the United Kingdom (n=9), and Australia (n=5). In
terms of the health topics discussed in these studies, 17 articles
focused on unhealthy lifestyles (eg, smoking, excessive alcohol
consumption, sleep disturbances, and poor sexual health), 10
studies focused on chronic diseases (eg, diabetes, breast cancer,
chronic arthritis, and asthma), 4 studies focused on mental health
problems, and 4 studies focused on other health issues.
Qualitative studies (n=22) and mixed methods (n=9) were the
most common data collection methods used, accounting for
89% (31/35) of all studies. The sample sizes ranged from 8 to
1865 in the 35 studies, and the age of the participants ranged
from 14 to 74 years old. The mobile technology used in the
majority of studies was a mobile phone app (n=24), followed
by a website platform (n=6), and text messages (n=5). More
detailed information is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Study Quality
A total of 3 articles meet the criteria of all 5 items, with the
remaining articles meeting 4 criteria (n=18), 3 criteria (n=13),
and 2 criteria (n=1). The most common reasons low scores in
each research design were a lack of coherence between the data
collection and analysis and the explanations in qualitative
studies; the quality of different components was low in the
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mixed methods studies; and there were poor sampling strategies
and a high risk of bias in the quantitative studies (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Themes of Design Features
In total, 7 analytical themes were generated to describe the
design features that can improve user engagement with mHealth
interventions, and each of these can be explained by several

descriptive themes. With regard to the 3 types of mobile
technology used in the studies, mobile phone apps and website
platforms share common design features, while text messages
lack 2 analytical themes: interface aesthetic and reinforcement
(Figure 2). For health topics, unhealthy lifestyles, chronic
diseases, and mental health problems share common design
features, and the topic of other health issues lacks interface
aesthetic and message presentation (Figure 3).

Figure 2. Comparison of analytical themes in different mobile technologies. TM: text message; WP: website platform; MPA: mobile phone app.

Figure 3. Comparison of analytical themes in different health topics. OHI: other health issues; UL: unhealthy lifestyle; MHP: mental health problem;
CD: chronic disease.
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Interface Aesthetic

Overview
The interface refers to the appearance of the screen, which was
reported to directly impact the user's impression of the
intervention and impact user engagement in 7 of the 35 studies
(20%). Two descriptive themes that could improve interface
aesthetics were identified: (1) attention-grabbing and (2) simple
and consistent style.

Attention Grabbing
An aesthetically appealing screen easily attracts user attention
[40]. Users preferred that the screen show graphics rather than
too much text because the latter can be overwhelming [41,42].
They also preferred a pleasing color scheme. Bright colors (eg,
light green, white) were considered attention grabbing, while
dark and neon colors discouraged further use [43,44].

Simple and Consistent Style
A simple and clean screen was praised most frequently in the
studies, while users disliked complex and overcrowded pages,
which rapidly made them lose interest [40,41,44,45]. Many
users appreciated the use of a consistent style, with a coherent
presentation in terms of colors, pictures, and themes throughout
an mHealth intervention [41,46].

Navigation

Overview
Navigation describes how users move to different areas of
content within mHealth intervention apps. There were 2
descriptive themes pertaining to navigation: (1) ease of use and
(2) automation; these themes were proposed by users in 17 of
the 35 studies (49%).

Easy to Use
The users highlighted the importance of minimum input and
efficient access to information, such as a simple log-in process,
fewer required tasks, or fewer buttons on the screen [43-53].
An interactive process that confused the users or that took them
many iterations to understand prevented them from continuing
to engage with the app. Explanation of how the mHealth
intervention worked (ie, clarifying what to do next) promoted
continued use [41,50,53,54].

Automation
Users did not want to spend much time scrolling to find the
information they wanted. The search bar and menu bar, which
provide options to the user, were thought to facilitate usage
[44,46,55-58].

Personalization

Overview
Personalization is a design feature that makes mobile technology
act in a particular way depending on user preferences.
Personalization was achieved by the following 3 elements
according to 29 of the 35 studies (83%): (1) assessment, (2)
feedback, and (3) manipulation.

Assessment
Users expected to be assessed with metrics pertaining to the
health problem that was the focus of the intervention in as much
detail as possible to create an accurate profile [49,59-61]. Some
parameters, such as sociodemographic characteristics, basic
health status, and individual preferences and habits, could be
measured with a quick survey within an app [54,55,57,62,63].
Users also liked continuous monitoring features that allowed
them to record their progress toward their goal on a daily basis
(eg, health and behavior changes and adherence to an
intervention) [40,42,43,45,58,64-67] or diary entries or notes
that helped them track their progress [40,45,60]. Moreover,
users also indicated a preference for sensor-based automated
tracking as opposed to self-reported data, which they often
forgot to input and found were not as convenient
[47,52,59,63,68].

Feedback
Studies indicated the importance of building an assessment on
the basis of feedback on the acquired data; users quickly lost
interest when they did not receive feedback that was customized
[41,69]. The preference was for the mobile device to provide
personalized information, including tailored intervention content
matched to  the i r  bas ic  character is t ics
[40,43,45,46,51,54,55,57-65,67,68,70,71] and feedback on
continuous monitoring data, for example, their health and
behavior progress over time, predicted possible causes and
consequences of a health problem and advice on the behavior
under investigation [41-43,47,49,52,53,58,59,63,68]. There was
a strong interest among users for visualization of continuous
monitoring data, for example, presenting data as graphs and
tables [47,49,53,58,63,67,69].

Manipulation
Users not only wanted to obtain automatically tailored
information but also wanted to be able to customize the mHealth
intervention themselves. Users highlighted the importance of
being able to choose when and how they receive reminders
[43,45,53,57,63-65,72], set goals for the future use of the tool
[43,47,49,53,54,58,63,65], and select preferred styles, such as
the color and font [46,54,59].

Reinforcement

Overview
Reinforcement is the provision of a stimulus to strengthen the
likelihood of a user continuing to exhibit a certain behavior in
the future. There were 2 descriptive themes extracted from 23
of the 35 studies (66%), namely, (1) rewards and (2) reminders,
that helped enhance reinforcement.

Rewards
The reward feature could increase user motivation to engage
with the intervention, and users expressed desire for
confirmation when they completed a task. The reward features
extracted from the studies included material incentives (eg, cash
or gifts), intangible rewards (eg, virtual badges, rankings,
certificates, and points), and messages of congratulations when
a task was completed [40,41,43,49,51-54,59-61,63].
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Reminders
Users wanted reminders to schedule a task, such as taking
medicine, making and keeping clinic appointments, and
continuing a health plan [49,55,58,60,63,66,68]; to return to
their mobile device [42,46,64,70]; and to motivate them with
information and advice [40,45,52,61,67,72]. The preferred forms
of reminders included email messages, text messages, words
of the day, and pop-ups [45,49,52,61,70].

Communication

Overview
Communication is a function that prompts users to consult and
communicate with other people regarding their health problems
via a mobile device. (1) Peer-to-peer communication and (2)
access to professionals were 2 aspects of communication
reported in 20 of the 35 studies (57%).

Peer-to-Peer Communication
The users expressed interest in communicating with other people
with similar experiences through online forums, communities,
by instant messages within an mHealth tool, or by connecting
via other types of social media; they wanted to be able to post
information, share their stories, ask and answer questions, and
f i n d  m u t u a l  a c c o u n t a b i l i t y  p a r t n e r s
[40,45,46,54-56,58-60,63,66,67,69,72].

Access to Professionals
Users wanted to be able to directly contact a health care provider
via email, text message, or live chat to ask them questions or
obtain advice based on their health data
[40,45,48,53-56,58-61,64,66,68,72].

Message Presentation

Overview
The presentation of information is an important factor that
impacts user engagement, and information that is presented well
is readily accepted by users. (1) Language, (2) tone of voice,
and (3) presentation design are points of consideration when
seeking to improve message presentation, according to the
results of 16 of the 35 studies (46%).

Language
The message needs to be clearly presented in the language used
by the audience. The users recommended using simple
nontechnical language that is straightforward and concise; they
were tired of patronizing and technical language
[48,55,62,69,73,74]. When providing an actionable message,
users preferred a specific description that made it clear what
they were supposed to do [70,71,73].

Tone of Voice
Users recommended using language that framed the information
positively rather than negatively, as the latter made them feel

discouraged and made them want to turn off the device
[43,51,54,62,71,73,74]. To increase user acceptance, it was
essential to make the user feel supported and relaxed by using
a nonauthoritarian, friendly, and nonjudgmental tone of voice
[41,45,69,71].

Presentation Design
The users were quickly bored with text-heavy presentations of
information; they wanted multimedia messages, for example,
text combined with relevant pictures or video [44,46,53,74].
Knowledge quizzes and games were also recommended as ways
to deliver information that prompted the user to engage and
learn the information [44,54]. The use of various font styles,
sizes, and colors to highlight key information was suggested,
as it allowed the user to skim quickly when they lacked the
patience to read the entire message [44,46]. Editing the text to
make it as concise as possible was also suggested by users, who
were not inclined to read lengthy messages [53,62,71].

Credibility

Overview
Credibility is an important feature that guarantees the level of
user comfort, enabling them to engage with the mobile
technology without experiencing concerns. (1) Trustworthiness
and (2) confidentiality were 2 descriptive themes related to
credibility derived from 16 of the 35 studies (46%).

Trustworthiness
Users trusted mHealth interventions from authoritative and
familiar organizations or developers that were free from
advertisements [41,43,48,54,61,63,68,74]. Users emphasized
the fact that the information provided needed to be
evidence-based and from credible sources to gain their trust
[50,57,61,62,65,69].

Confidentiality
Users highlighted the importance of having a privacy policy,
for example, a policy that allowed the users to decide whether
others could access their data [50,56], ensured that the users
remained anonymous when sharing their data with the health
care providers or for research [43,64], and allowed users to set
passwords for protection [45,61].

Checklist of Design Features to Enhance User
Engagement
Based on these themes, we produced a checklist that considers
7 aspects of design and the corresponding implementations
based on an exhaustive analysis of the 35 studies. In total, there
were 29 items reported that enhance user engagement, and we
provide here the descriptions and examples as a reference for
future studies (Table 1).
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Table 1. Checklist of design features that enhance user engagement.

CriteriaItems

Interface aesthetic

The screen shows a graphic presentation rather than too much information1

Pleasing color scheme with bright colors (eg, light green, white)2

Simple screen presentation that is not overcrowded3

Coherent scheme of colors, pictures, and themes throughout the intervention4

Navigation

Minimum user input needed; efficient access to the information provided, such as in a simple menu; and few buttons on the screen5

Guidance provided that explains how the mHealth intervention works6

Search bar or menu bar provided to accelerate the process of finding certain information7

Personalization

Assessment of the preferences, sociodemographic characteristics and health status of the user8

Continuous monitoring of health and behavior changes or adherence to an intervention9

Provision of a diary or note-taking function10

Provision of personalized information matched to the user's characteristics11

Provision of feedback on the continuously monitored data12

Visual presentation of feedback, such as in graphs and tables13

Provision of autonomy to customize the intervention, for example, allowing the users to choose when and how they receive reminders,
to set a goal about their future use of the intervention tool, and to select their preferred styles, such as their preferred colors and fonts

14

Reinforcement

Provision of material incentives (eg, cash or gifts), intangible rewards (eg, virtual badges, rankings, certificates, and points), or messages
of congratulations when a task is completed

15

Sending of reminders to facilitate the scheduling of tasks and to ensure continuous use16

Communication

Provision of access to other people with similar experiences through an online forum, community, or instant messages within the
mobile tool or by connection with other forms of social media

17

Provision of access to a health care provider through email, text message, or live chat18

Message presentation

Use of simple nontechnical language that can be readily understood19

Use of specific descriptions when providing actionable message20

Use of a positive, nonauthoritarian, and nonjudgmental tone of voice21

Provision of multimedia messages, for example, text combined with relevant pictures or videos22

Presentation of information in the form of knowledge quizzes and games, if possible23

Use of various font styles, sizes, and colors to highlight information24

Editing of the text to make it as concise as possible25

Credibility

Absence of advertisements26

Provision of evidence-based information from credible sources27

Provision of a privacy policy that gives users the right to decide whether others can access their data and ensures the users remain
anonymous when sharing their data with the health care providers or for research

28

Enabling users to set a password or code to protection their data29
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Discussion

Overall Findings
We used thematic synthesis to identify design features that
increased user engagement with mHealth interventions based
on user feedback. For each design feature, specific
implementations in mobile tools were also analyzed. This study
presented 7 analytical themes and 16 descriptive themes
pertaining to design features that can improve user engagement
with mHealth interventions. From most to least commonly
mentioned in the studies, the analytical themes were
personalization (29/35, 83%), reinforcement (23/35, 66%),
communication (20/35, 57%), navigation (17/35, 49%),
credibility (16/35, 46%), message presentation (16/35, 46%),
and interface aesthetic (7/35, 20%); each analytical theme
involves several descriptive subthemes that explain how to
implement them when designing mHealth interventions. Overall,
the 7 analytical themes were applicable to different mobile
technologies and health topics, indicating that the design features
identified by this study are universal across mobile apps, website
platforms, text messages, and different health themes.

To promote better application of the results of this study to
future mHealth intervention development, we developed a
checklist of the design features that enhance user engagement;
this tool has 29 evidence-based items that are clearly described
to make them easy to use by developers of mHealth
interventions.

Personalization, reinforcement, and communication were the
design features that were mentioned the most often. Compared
to other analytical themes, these 3 design features focused on
the interactivity of mHealth interventions, including
user-to-technology interactions and user-to-user interactions.
User-to-technology communication refers to having the user
input information about themselves to which the tool provides
a tailored response [75]. Two analytical themes, personalization
and reinforcement, pertain to the interaction between users and
technology. User-to-user interactions are represented by the
theme of communication in this article, including peer-to-peer
contact and consultation with professionals. Interactive features
give users a sense of ownership [76] and promote their
participation in the mHealth intervention. Compared with
traditional smoking cessation methods, a major value of mobile
health interventions is that they can provide better and faster
interactions [77] to meet the needs of users.

Personalization, reinforcement, and communication are design
features of mobile health interventions and behavior change
techniques [25] that can improve the effectiveness of the
interventions. Morrison et al [28] also showed that
personalization and communication are related to effective
intervention outcomes. Therefore, these interactive design
features can improve user participation and promote the
effectiveness of interventions, and special attention should be
given to them during the design of mobile health interventions.

In terms of presentation and navigation, users preferred a user
friendly design, specifically, one that was easy to use and
understand and was aesthetically pleasing, which was mainly

addressed by the design of the interface aesthetic, navigation,
and message presentation. A user friendly design is easy to use
and understand, with features such as simple and convenient
navigation, easy to understand language, and a supportive tone.
Users often experience difficulties when using new technology
[78], and an easy-to-use design can reduce that burden [79,80].
A study [41] showed the importance of a simple design when
engaging users who were resistant to change. Compared to users
who intend to change, those who were resistant to change were
harder to engage in an intervention; however, this issue was
alleviated with the help of a simple design [81].

Aesthetics also increases the friendliness of the design. A lack
of aesthetics and text-heavy presentations made users feel bored,
and users liked information presented with pictures and short
texts. Additionally, a beautiful interface more easily attracts the
user's attention. Studies have shown that a friendly mobile health
intervention design can win the trust of users [82] and that
credibility is a major concern for potential users [83]. Credibility
needs to be established for the user to trust and use a mobile
tool [84]. Tools that are developed in the future should provide
evidence-based information, privacy policies, and password
protection; they should also remove advertisements.

The 7 analytical themes from this study all appeared in different
health topics, indicating that the design features proposed in
this study were universal across the different health topics.
Mobile apps and the website platforms shared 7 analytical
themes, but text messages lacked reinforcement and interface
aesthetics. The reason for this may be that the small number of
articles involving text messages and the features designed to
improve user engagement were not comprehensive and that text
messages can be regarded as simple mobile apps, which cannot
realize all of the functions of mobile apps; for example, the
aesthetic interfaces design feature does not apply to text
messages.

Mobile phone apps and website platforms are currently the most
advanced mHealth technologies [85]. From this perspective,
the design features of this study are also universal across
different mobile technologies. Other simpler technologies can
select a part of the design features in the checklist as a reference
according to their own functions. Different mHealth
technologies have different capabilities for presentation,
navigation, and interaction, which may lead to different potential
for improving user engagement. In the future, the relationship
between different mHealth technologies and user engagement
needs to be studied.

One study [86] about the design features of 100 smoking
cessation apps on iTunes in 2016 showed that the existing
smoking cessation apps performed well in terms of language
but performed poorly in terms of presentation, navigation, and
interaction. Our design feature checklist can help solve this
problem. Researchers can use the checklist to guide the design
process of mHealth interventions. The checklist can also be
used to evaluate mHealth interventions that have been
developed.

There is no unified terminology for design features. The same
design feature has multiple different names in different studies.
For example, communication can also be called social support
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and social network. This study summarized and translated the
existing descriptions and described each design feature in a
unified term to promote a standardized description of the design
features.

Limitations
This study has the following limitations. First, we only selected
studies that explained how a design feature is implemented in
technology because some articles lacked detailed descriptions,
making them impossible to analyze. However, this may mean
that the design features we extracted do not comprehensively
represent all research that has been performed. Second, most
included articles were qualitative and mixed methods studies,
which have considerable advantages given the exploratory nature
of this research; however, compared with quantitative research,
these methods provide less convincing evidence of the
relationship between design features and user engagement.
There may be sufficient studies available to explore design
features that can improve engagement, and a more robust
quantitative study design is needed to verify the association.
Third, the mobile technology used in the studies in this review
were mobile phone apps, website platforms, and text messages,
which do not represent all technologies used in mHealth
interventions. Other mobile tools, such as remote measurement
technology and wearable devices, do not have as many functions
as the aforementioned technologies included in this study.
Subsets of the design features proposed in our research can also
be applied to other forms of mobile technology, and relevant
studies, especially regarding remote and wearable devices, are
needed, considering their differences compared with the mobile

phones, tablets and laptops used in this research. Fourth, the
MMAT is currently the most applicable appraisal tool for a
systematic mixed studies review, and it provides a detailed
assessment of the quality of the included studies. The quality
of the included studies varied, and 14 articles met 2 or 3 criteria
of all 5 items, which means bias is present. However, the 2018
version MMAT does not provide quantification of a study’s
quality, and due to the heterogeneity of the included studies and
the qualitative design of this systematic review, it is difficult to
assess the weight of the different included studies or to obtain
a more accurate understanding of the overall risk of bias.

Conclusions
This study summarized research results obtained in the past ten
years to identify design features in mHealth interventions that
improve user participation. We made a checklist that divided
the design features of mHealth interventions into 7 different
aspects with associated, clearly described implementations,
which can not only be used as a reference during the mHealth
development process but also as an evaluation tool for the design
features of newly developed mHealth interventions. This
checklist can be applied to mobile apps, website platforms, and
text messages and can be applied to health topics such as
unhealthy lifestyles, chronic diseases, and mental health
problems. The study of the relationships between these design
features and user engagement is in the exploratory stage but has
great potential. We synthesized the results of currently available
studies to promote better application of their results and to lay
a foundation for subsequent confirmatory research.
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Abstract

Background: Intimate partner violence (IPV) is a major public health concern. eHealth interventions may reduce exposure to
violence and health-related consequences as the technology provides a safe and flexible space for the target population. However,
the evidence is unclear.

Objective: The goal of the review is to examine the effect of eHealth interventions compared with standard care on reducing
IPV, depression, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among women exposed to IPV.

Methods: We searched EMBASE, MEDLINE, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, PsycInfo, Scopus, Global Health
Library, ClinicalTrials.gov, and International Clinical Trials Registry Platform for published and unpublished trials from inception
until April 2019. Trials with an eHealth intervention targeting women exposed to violence were included. We assessed risk of
bias using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool. Trials that reported effect estimates on overall IPV; physical, sexual, and psychological
violence; depression; or posttraumatic stress disorder were included in meta-analyses.

Results: A total of 14 trials were included in the review; 8 published trials, 3 unpublished trials and 3 ongoing trials. Of the 8
published trials, 2 were judged as overall low risk of bias trials. The trials reported 23 types of outcomes, and 7 of the trials had
outcomes that were eligible for meta-analyses. Our pooled analyses found no effect of eHealth interventions on any of our

prespecified outcomes: overall IPV (SMD –0.01; 95% CI –0.11 to 0.08; I2=0%; 5 trials, 1668 women); physical violence (SMD

0.01; 95% CI –0.22 to 0.24; I2=58%; 4 trials, 1128 women); psychological violence (SMD 0.07; 95% CI –0.12 to 0.25; I2=40%;

4 trials, 1129 women); sexual violence (MD 0.36; 95% CI –0.18 to 0.91; I2=0%; 2 trials, 1029 women); depression (SMD –0.13;

95% CI –0.37 to 0.11; I2=78%; 5 trials, 1600 women); and PTSD (MD –0.11; 95% CI –1.04 to 0.82; I2=0%; 5 trials, 1267
women).

Conclusions: There is no evidence from randomized trials of a beneficial effect of eHealth interventions on IPV. More high-quality
trials are needed, and we recommend harmonizing outcome reporting in IPV trials by establishing core outcome sets.

Trial Registration: PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews CRD42019130124;
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=130124

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22361)   doi:10.2196/22361
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Introduction

Background
Intimate partner violence (IPV) is defined as “a behavior by an
intimate partner or ex-partner that causes physical, sexual, or
psychological harm, including physical aggression, sexual
coercion, psychological abuse, and controlling behaviors” [1].
It is also known as domestic abuse, domestic violence, or
battering, and it is a major public health issue and a violation
of human rights [2,3]. IPV can affect both men and women, yet
most survivors are women [4,5]. Research on the prevalence of
male survivors of IPV is scarce, and to the best of our
knowledge, there is currently no global estimate on the
magnitude of problem. However, a 2015 national survey from
the United States reported that 11% of American men
experienced some form of IPV during their lifetime [6].
Globally, approximately 1 in 3 women will experience physical
or sexual violence from their partner during their lifetime.
However, there are regional differences with the highest
prevalence being found in Southeast Asia, the Eastern
Mediterranean region, and Africa (around 37%) while the lowest
prevalence is found in high-income countries (around 23%) [7].

IPV can have a number of immediate and long-term health
consequences including physical injury, depression, anxiety,
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), suicidality, and substance
abuse as well as gastrointestinal and gynecologic problems
[7,8]. The worst cases can lead to homicide [9]. Further, the
fetuses or children of the IPV survivors may be indirectly
exposed to IPV, which can result in induced abortion, preterm
birth, low birth weight, and infant mortality as well as
developmental and behavioral problems later in life [10]. Often
people experiencing IPV do not report the violence or delay
seeking counseling due to a number of barriers, including
stigma, embarrassment, and fear of the perpetrator [2].

eHealth is defined as the use of information and communication
technologies for health [11]. It is a diverse concept that
encompasses the subareas mobile health (mHealth) and
telehealth [12]. It has been hypothesized that eHealth
interventions have potential to reduce IPV exposure and its
health-related consequences as the technology provides a safe
and flexible space for the target population compared with
traditional face-to-face approaches [13]. However, evidence of
the effect of eHealth on IPV is unclear. Two Cochrane reviews
from 2014 and 2015 assessed interventions for prevention and
reduction of IPV among pregnant women [14] and women in
general [15]. Some eHealth interventions were included in these
reviews and showed mixed results [16-18]. New trials have
since been published, and to our knowledge there is no
systematic review specifically addressing eHealth interventions
and their effect on reducing IPV and IPV-related health
consequences.

Objectives
The goal of the review is to estimate the effect of eHealth
interventions compared with standard care on reducing overall
IPV (physical, sexual, or psychological violence), type-specific
IPV, depression, and PTSD among women exposed to IPV.

Methods

Protocol and Registration
The protocol was registered at the International Prospective
Register for Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO) prior to study
conduct [CRD42019130124] (registration date: April 15, 2019)
[19]. The review is reported according to the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA)
2009 checklist [20] (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Eligibility Criteria
We included published and unpublished randomized controlled
trials, including pilot trials, in any language and setting. Further,
we included trials of women exposed to any type of IPV by a
current or former partner at any point in life. All types of eHealth
interventions (eg, videos, text messages or social media
interventions) were included and eHealth interventions had to
be compared with standard of care, placebo-like interventions
(eg, online counseling on another health issue than IPV), other
eHealth interventions, or another type of interventions (eg,
face-to-face counseling). We excluded trials of survivors of
other forms of violence (eg, dating violence or gang violence),
trials restricted to survivors of IPV with substance problems or
sexual minorities, and trials targeting both men and women if
separate data for women were not available.

Information Sources and Search Strategy
We searched EMBASE, MEDLINE, PsycInfo, Scopus,
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, and Global
Health Library for trials from inception up to April 2019
(Multimedia Appendix 2). The search strategy was developed
in collaboration with an experienced research librarian. In
addition, we searched reference lists of included trials, the
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform, and
ClinicalTrials.gov in June 2019 for unpublished or ongoing
trials.

Outcomes
Our primary outcome was overall IPV (physical and/or sexual
and/or psychological violence). Our secondary outcomes were
type-specific IPV (ie, physical violence, psychological violence,
and sexual violence), depression, and PTSD.

Study Selection
After removing duplicates, two authors (AB, AKNN) screened
titles and abstracts for obvious exclusion and assessed full-text
papers using the web-based systematic review production tool
Covidence [21]. Disagreements were resolved through
discussion, and there was no need for involvement of an arbiter.
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Data Extraction
Two authors (AB, AKNN) identified relevant outcomes, and
one author (AB) extracted data verbatim into a standardized
Excel (Microsoft Corp) template. One author (DSL) extracted
outcome data for meta-analysis and verified the other data.
Extracted data included first author, publication year, title,
journal name, registry record ID, length of study, country,
setting, objective, eligibility criteria, number of participants,
number of males and females, mean age, description of
interventions, primary and secondary outcomes, and funding
source. Corresponding authors were contacted for unpublished
data.

Risk of Bias Assessment
Two authors (AB, AKNN) independently assessed published
trials for risk of bias using the Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool [22].
The following domains were assessed: sequence generation and
allocation concealment (selection bias), blinding of participants
and personnel (performance bias), blinding of outcome assessors
(detection bias), incomplete outcome data (attrition bias), and
selective outcome reporting (reporting bias). Domains were
assessed as having low risk, high risk, or unclear risk of bias.
Trials were judged as overall low risk of bias if they had low
risk of selection bias, detection bias, and reporting bias. All
other trials were judged as having high risk of bias.
Disagreements were resolved through discussion. In case of
disagreements, a third coauthor (DSL) made a final decision.

Data Analysis
For our descriptive analysis of study outcomes and outcome
measurements scales, we constructed a multiple outcome matrix
using the methodology developed by Mayo-Wilson and
colleagues [23]. Meta-analyses were conducted on reduction of
IPV (overall or physical, sexual, or psychological violence),
PTSD, and depression. Meta-analyses were done using RevMan
5.3 (Cochrane). We planned to use both continuous and
dichotomous outcome data, but no trials reported dichotomous
outcome data. As we expected trials to be heterogeneous in
terms of methodology, types of populations, and interventions,
we used random effects models and the inverse-variance method.
If trials reported continuous data using the same outcome
measure (ie, similar scale), we analyzed data using mean
difference, and if trials used different scales, we analyzed data
using standardized mean difference and calculated
corresponding 95% confidence intervals. We assessed statistical

heterogeneity by using I2. If trials had several time points for
follow-up, we used the latest time point in our analyses. We
conducted subgroup analyses comparing overall low risk of

bias trials with high risk of bias trials, type of eHealth
intervention, and type of scale for our primary outcome.

Results

Summary
We identified 1683 unique records, and excluded 1589 records
after screening titles and abstracts (Figure 1). Of the 94 records
reviewed in full text, 83 were excluded, leaving 11 trials for
inclusion [8,24-36]. Three additional trials were included from
searching other sources, leading to the inclusion of 14 trials in
the review. Of the 14 trials, 8 were finished and published
[8,24-31], 3 were finished but unpublished [32,35,37], and 3
were ongoing [33,34,36] (Table 1). Nine corresponding authors
were contacted for clarification of data or unpublished data
[8,28,29,32-35,37,38]. Seven authors replied [28,29,32-35,37],
and 2 provided unpublished data [29,35] in the form of a
different standard deviation, which was used in the meta-analysis
[29], and tabulated data for a finished trial in the form of a draft
manuscript [35]. However, as we were unable to resolve queries
concerning the data, we decided not to include the data in our
review.

The 8 trials were published from 2002 to 2019 enrolling 2147
women in total (median 202 participants per trial; Table 1). In
the 6 trials that were either unpublished or ongoing, 3966 women
were planned to be enrolled (median 450 participants per trial).
The published trials were conducted in the United States (n=6),
Australia (n=1), and New Zealand (n=1) and, except for 1 study
that targeted couples [31], solely included women. The mean
age of the participants ranged from 27.6 to 40.0 years, and
follow-up varied from 1.5 to 12 months. Recruitment strategies
varied across trials from general advertisements on television
or online spaces to more specific advertisement in family court
waiting areas and health clinics. All trials were 2-arm except
for one 3-arm trial [28]. Three trials compared an online safety
decision aid with a control website or standard safety planning
[8,24,25], 1 trial compared online education on IPV with online
popular TV shows [27], 2 trials assessed telephone support
compared with standard care [29,30], 1 trial compared email
modules to placebo email modules [31], and the 3-armed trial
compared email modules to standard care or face-to-face
modules [28]. Types of outcomes and how they were measured
differed greatly across the 14 trials; 23 (median 4; interquartile
range 3.75) types of outcomes and 49 outcome measurements
were reported (Figure 2). For example, 7 different scales were
used to measure self-efficacy, 5 different scales were used to
measure overall IPV, and 4 different scales were used to measure
depression.
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Figure 1. Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) flowchart.
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Table 1. Characteristics of trials included in the review.

Primary out-
come measure
(scale)

Compara-
tor

InterventionaRecruitmentFollow-
up
(months)

Age in
years,
mean

Women,
%

Trial
size (n)

CountryTrial type

Finished, published

Self-efficacy

(GSEb)

Control
website

Online safety
decision aid

Online adver-
tisement; com-
pensation for

1233.7100422Aus-
tralia

Hegarty [24]

time up to Aus
$150 (US $110)

Depression

(CES-Dc)

Control
website

Online safety
decision aid

TV advertise-
ments and fly-
ers at health
clinics

1229.0
(medi-
an)

100412New
Zealand

Koziol-McLain [25]

Satisfaction
with interven-

Online
popular TV
shows

Online educa-
tion on IPV

Pregnant wom-
en seeking men-
tal health care
who screened

327.610053USZlotnick [27]

tion (CSQ-8-

Re)
positive for

IPVd

IPV (SVAWSf,

WEBg)

Control
website

Online safety
decision aid

Online adver-
tisement, flyers
at health clinics

1233.4100721USGlass [8]

and public toi-
lets

Anxiety

(PROMISh)

Standard
care

email modules
with IPV sup-
port (arm 1) or

Family court
waiting areas,
legal services,

1.54010032USConstantino [28]

face-to-facewomen’s shel-
ters modules with

IPV support
(arm 2)

IPV (CASi;
WEB)

Standard
care

Telephone sup-
port

Women at pedi-
atric emergency
departments

629.2100253USStevens [29]

who screened
positive for IPV

Physical and
psychological

violence (CTSj)

Placebo
emails;
modules
with infor-

Emails, mod-
ules with rela-
tionship commu-
nication skills,

Online, posters,
and newspaper
advertisements

1232.450104USBraithwaite [31]

mationand problem-
solving training about de-

pression,
anxiety,
and healthy
relation-
ships

Safety behaviorStandard
care

Telephone sup-
port

Family violence
unit

630.3100150USMcFarlane [30]

Finished, unpublished

Physical and/or
sexual violence
(unspecified)

Weekly ra-
dio drama,
SMS

Weekly radio

drama, SMSl,
phone calls, and

Women partici-
pating in survey
at development
centers

18—501440k

(36 clus-
ters)

NepalClark [35]
(NCT02942433, retro-
spectively registered)

discussion
groups

Depression
(CES-D)

General on-
line safety
informa-
tion

Online safety
decision aid

Advertisements
in various on-
line spaces

12—100450CanadaFord-Gilboe [32]
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Primary out-
come measure
(scale)

Compara-
tor

InterventionaRecruitmentFollow-
up
(months)

Age in
years,
mean

Women,
%

Trial
size (n)

CountryTrial type

Sexual and re-
productive coer-
cion (unspeci-
fied)

Standard
care

App with safety
decision aid

Study centers in
Nairobi settle-
ment

3—100450KenyaPACTR201804003321122
[37]

Ongoing

Safety behavior
(McFarlane’s
list)

Control
video

Safety decision
aid video

Women attend-
ing antenatal
clinics who
screened posi-
tive for IPV

3—100525NorwayHenriksen [34]
(NCT03397277)

Physical vio-
lence (CTS-2)

Control
website

Online and app
safety decision
aid

Written/verbal
invitation to in-
digenous, immi-
grant, and
refugee women;
invitations sent
through list
servers, emails,
and snow-
balling

12—1001250USSabri [33]
(NCT03265847)

Self-efficacy
(GSE)

Not report-
ed

Online safety
decision aid

Women self-
identifying as
IPV survivors
through ques-
tions and regis-
tration online
for SAFE
(eHealth inter-
vention)

6—100198Nether-
lands

NTR7313 [36]

aStudy with 2 intervention arms is specified by arm 1 and arm 2. Other trials had 1 intervention arm that could consist of multiple elements.
bGSE: General Self-Efficacy Scale.
cCESD: Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale.
dIPV: intimate partner violence.
eCSQ-8-R: Client Satisfaction Questionnaire, Revised–8 item.
fSVAWS: Severity of Violence Against Women Scale.
gWEB: Women’s Experience With Battering Scale.
hPROMIS: Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System.
iCAS: Composite Abuse Scale.
jCTS: Conflict Tactics Scale.
kUnpublished data reported by corresponding author.
lSMS: short message service (text messaging).
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Figure 2. Outcomes and outcome measurement scales in trials with eHealth interventions and intimate partner violence.

Risk of Bias
Of the 8 published trials, 2 were assessed as overall in low risk
of bias [24,25]. In 5 trials, allocation concealment was judged
to be unclear, and lack of blinding or unclear description of
blinding of personnel resulted in only 2 of the 8 trials being

judged as in low risk of performance bias. Further, 4 trials did
not have a record in a trial registry, which led to a judgment of
unclear risk of reporting bias, and 1 trial had outcomes in the
registry not reported in the trial publication, which led to a
judgment of high risk of reporting bias (Figure 3, Multimedia
Appendix 3).
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Figure 3. Risk of bias assessment.

Meta-Analysis
Seven published trials were eligible for meta-analysis as they
had outcomes on either overall IPV, type-specific IPV,
depression, or PTSD [8,24,25,27-29,31]. Five trials (1668
participants) reported data on our primary outcome, overall IPV,
and we found no difference in effect of eHealth compared with
no eHealth interventions (standardized mean difference [SMD]

–0.01; 95% CI –0.11 to 0.08; I2=0% [Figure 4]). Four trials
reported data on physical violence (1128 participants) and

psychological violence (1129 participants) [8,25,27,31], and
we found no difference in effect of eHealth interventions
compared with no eHealth interventions (SMD [physical] 0.01;

95% CI –0.22 to 0.24; I2=58% [Figure 5]; SMD [psychological]

0.07; 95% CI –0.12 to 0.25; I2=40% [Figure 6]). Two trials
(1029 participants) reported data on sexual violence [8,25], and
we found no effect of eHealth interventions compared with no
eHealth interventions (mean difference [MD] 0.36; 95% CI

–0.18 to 0.91; I2=0% [Severity of Violence Against Women
Scale; Figure 7]).
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Figure 4. Effect of eHealth versus no eHealth on overall intimate partner violence.

Figure 5. Effect of eHealth versus no eHealth on physical violence.

Figure 6. Effect of eHealth versus no eHealth on psychological violence.

Figure 7. Effect of eHealth versus no eHealth on sexual violence.

Five trials reported data on the effect of eHealth on depression
(1600 participants) [8,24,25,28,29]. We found no difference in
effect of eHealth interventions compared with no eHealth

interventions (SMD –0.13; 95% CI –0.37 to 0.11; I2=78%
[Figure S1, Multimedia Appendix 4]). However, as our main
analysis showed high statistical heterogeneity, we decided to
explore this in a post hoc sensitivity analysis by excluding one
small trial with extreme results and a remarkably low standard
deviation that also measured depression on a different scale
(Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System)
[28] than the other 4 trials, which measured depression on the
same scale (Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale).
In our sensitivity analysis (1578 participants), we also found
no effect of eHealth interventions compared with no eHealth
interventions; however, the heterogeneity disappeared (MD

–0.73; 95% CI –2.61 to 1.16; I2: 0% [Figure S2, Multimedia
Appendix 4]). Three trials (1267 participants) reported data on
PTSD [8,25,29], and we found no effect of eHealth interventions
compared with no eHealth interventions (MD –0.11; 95% CI

–1.04 to 0.82; I2=0% [PTSD Checklist; Figure S3, Multimedia
Appendix 4]).

Subgroup Analyses
We conducted a number of prespecified subgroup analyses on
our primary outcome, overall IPV. Our subgroup analysis that
compared low risk with high risk of bias trials showed similar
results as our primary analysis on overall IPV (SMDlow risk bias

–0.03; 95% CI –0.15 to 0.10; I2=0% versus SMDhigh risk bias 0.01;

95% CI –0.15 to 0.16; I2=0%; interaction test P=.75 [Figure
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S4, Multimedia Appendix 4]). Similarly, our subgroup analyses
showed no effect of eHealth on reduction of IPV, if data was
stratified according to type of scale (SMD [Women’s Experience

With Battering Scale] –0.03; 95% CI –0.15 to 0.10; I2=0% vs
SMD [Composite Abuse Scale] 0.01; 95% CI –0.15 to 0.16;

I2=0%; interaction test P=.75 [Figure S5, Multimedia Appendix
4]), or if data were stratified according to type of eHealth
intervention (SMDtelephone support 0.06; 95% CI –0.19 to 0.31;

I2=NA vs SMDonline decision aid –0.02; 95% CI –0.12 to 0.09;

I2=0% vs SMDonline education –0.24; 95% CI –0.79 to 0.30; I2=NA;
interaction test P=.59 [Figure S6, Multimedia Appendix 4]).
One study of online education had a point estimate of relevant
effect size in the favorable direction [27]; however, the
confidence interval was wide and the study was judged as high
risk of bias.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this systematic review and meta-analysis, we found no
evidence that eHealth interventions reduced physical, sexual,
or psychological violence, depression, or PTSD compared with
no eHealth intervention. We explored if the effect of eHealth
interventions varied between type of intervention or the IPV
scale used in our subgroup analyses but found no differences.
A total of 14 trials set in the United States, Australia, and New
Zealand were included in our review. Of the 8 published trials,
2 were assessed as overall in low risk of bias, and 7 trials were
eligible to be included in one or more of our meta-analyses. The
included studies had considerable heterogeneity in terms of type
of eHealth interventions, recruitment strategies, reported
outcomes, and outcome measurement tools. While in most
analyses this did not result in considerable statistical
heterogeneity, this limited our ability to pool the results and
identify patterns across studies.

Comparison With Other Literature
Our findings are somewhat in line with other systematic reviews
within this field that partly include eHealth trials. A 2014
Cochrane review that included 13 trials with 3417 participants
on interventions to reduce or prevent IPV among pregnant
women found that there was lack of consistency in the reported
outcomes and therefore meta-analysis was not undertaken [14].
A 2015 Cochrane review that included 13 trials with 2141
participants on advocacy interventions to reduce IPV and
promote psychosocial well-being of women also found
considerable heterogeneity across trials with a wide range of
outcomes (n=25), measurement scales, types of interventions,
and time points of outcome measurements. As a result, most of
the trials could not be pooled. For the trials they did manage to
pool, the authors found no evidence of effect for the majority
of violence outcome. None of the studies included in the review
were judged to be of good quality, and the authors concluded
that it was uncertain how much advocacy interventions benefit
women exposed to violence [15].

Strengths and Limitations
This is the first systematic review focusing on the effect of
eHealth interventions on IPV. We conducted a comprehensive
literature search that involved both published and unpublished
trials. However, our study has some limitations. First, we were
unable to include data from unpublished trials and one published
trial in our meta-analysis. Nevertheless, our effect estimate was
precise for our primary analysis (ie, CI 95% –0.11 to 0.02);
hence, a clinically meaningful effect of eHealth interventions
on overall IPV appears to be minimal. Second, all the published
trials were conducted in high-income countries, which may
limit the generalizability. It is plausible that both the attitude
toward IPV and the adaptation to eHealth interventions may be
affected by local conditions [12]. Third, we chose to limit our
meta-analysis to the outcomes overall IPV; physical, sexual,
and psychological violence; depression; and PTSD as we saw
these outcomes as clinically most relevant. However, our results
show that these outcomes were not reported in all trials or
necessarily one of the primary outcomes selected by the trial
authors. Therefore, it might have been relevant to analyze other
proxy measures for IPV (eg, safety behavior or self–efficacy)
or other types of violence (eg, financial violence). However,
including additional outcomes would increase the risk of a type
I error. Fourth, outcome reporting was generally poor, and we
found that 4 of the 8 published trials did not have a trial registry
record; further, 1 trial did not report all prespecified outcomes.
This leaves a concern for selective reporting where outcomes
are selected based on the direction of findings. However, such
bias generally leads to overestimation of intervention effects
and therefore is unlikely to influence our conclusions. Finally,
a limited number of trials were eligible to be included in this
review. Hence, a future scoping review with broader eligibility
criteria may complement this review and provide a more
comprehensive understanding of the current state of the
literature.

Implications for Practice and Research
Based on this review, we recommend conducting more
high-quality trials within the field of IPV and eHealth to better
ascertain the effect of eHealth interventions on IPV and
IPV-related outcomes. While we found no effect of eHealth
interventions despite their potential to provide a safe space for
survivors, it is plausible that eHealth interventions cannot stand
alone as an intervention to overcome a complex issue such as
IPV. Future research may consider assessing the effect of
eHealth in combination with other interventions.

The serious issue of heterogeneity in relation to types of
outcomes and outcome measurements in IPV trials suggests
that there is currently no consensus on which outcomes are
important and how to measure them within in the field. This
problem appears to go beyond eHealth and be a general problem
within IPV intervention trials [14,15]. Other clinical areas have
had similar issues in relation to lack of uniform outcomes, and
this has led to initiatives that aim to establish core outcome sets
within the fields. The Core Outcomes in Women’s and Newborn
Health initiative is an international initiative led by journal
editors to harmonize outcome reporting in women’s health
research [38,39]. It is part of the Core Outcome Measures in
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Effectiveness Trials initiative that strives to develop core
outcome sets for clinical trials and other types of research [40].
Similarly, the Outcome Measures in Rheumatology initiative
has led to the development of core outcome sets in rheumatology
[41]. With inspiration from other clinical areas, we therefore
recommend establishing an initiative within IPV that strives to
develop core outcome sets that as a minimum should be
measured and reported within IPV research.

Conclusions
This systematic review and meta-analysis found no evidence
from randomized trials of a beneficial effect of eHealth
interventions on overall IPV; physical, sexual, or psychological
violence; or depression and PTSD. However, the types of
outcomes and how they were measured were very heterogenous
across trials, which limited the possibility of pooling results and
identifying patterns across studies. More high-quality trials are
needed, and we recommend harmonizing outcome reporting in
IPV trials by establishing core outcome sets.
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Abstract

Background: Chatbots are applications that can conduct natural language conversations with users. In the medical field, chatbots
have been developed and used to serve different purposes. They provide patients with timely information that can be critical in
some scenarios, such as access to mental health resources. Since the development of the first chatbot, ELIZA, in the late 1960s,
much effort has followed to produce chatbots for various health purposes developed in different ways.

Objective: This study aimed to explore the technical aspects and development methodologies associated with chatbots used in
the medical field to explain the best methods of development and support chatbot development researchers on their future work.

Methods: We searched for relevant articles in 8 literature databases (IEEE, ACM, Springer, ScienceDirect, Embase, MEDLINE,
PsycINFO, and Google Scholar). We also performed forward and backward reference checking of the selected articles. Study
selection was performed by one reviewer, and 50% of the selected studies were randomly checked by a second reviewer. A
narrative approach was used for result synthesis. Chatbots were classified based on the different technical aspects of their
development. The main chatbot components were identified in addition to the different techniques for implementing each module.

Results: The original search returned 2481 publications, of which we identified 45 studies that matched our inclusion and
exclusion criteria. The most common language of communication between users and chatbots was English (n=23). We identified
4 main modules: text understanding module, dialog management module, database layer, and text generation module. The most
common technique for developing text understanding and dialogue management is the pattern matching method (n=18 and n=25,
respectively). The most common text generation is fixed output (n=36). Very few studies relied on generating original output.
Most studies kept a medical knowledge base to be used by the chatbot for different purposes throughout the conversations. A
few studies kept conversation scripts and collected user data and previous conversations.

Conclusions: Many chatbots have been developed for medical use, at an increasing rate. There is a recent, apparent shift in
adopting machine learning–based approaches for developing chatbot systems. Further research can be conducted to link clinical
outcomes to different chatbot development techniques and technical characteristics.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19127)   doi:10.2196/19127
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Introduction

Chatbots are systems that are capable of conversing with users
in natural language in a way that simulates the interaction with
a real human. The development of chatbots has captured the
attention of researchers for a long time. Eliza [1] was one of the
earliest attempts at developing a conversational system. Since
then, chatbot development has evolved to be an integral part of
many application domains. The most prominent example is the
use of chatbots as personal assistants such as Apple’s Siri and
Google Assistant. Chatbots have also been developed and are
being used in different application areas, such as marketing and
to provide different types of services [2,3].

Since the early years of their development, people adopted
different techniques in designing and developing chatbots. In
recent years, with the increasing adoption of machine learning
and artificial intelligence methods in different application
domains, state-of-the-art methods in dialogue generation and
dialogue management are increasingly using machine learning
and deep learning methods [4-6].

The medical field is an application area where chatbots are
increasingly being adopted as a tool to facilitate access to
information from the patient side and reduce the load on the
clinician side. Many commercial chatbot applications that are
available as web or mobile applications have been developed
for interacting with patients. Some examples of health care
chatbots are OneRemission1, which was developed to help
cancer survivors; Babylon Health, which is a symptom checker;
and Wysa [7], which is a mental health chatbot that interacts
with user to help with signs of anxiety and depression.

It is important to know the current state of different methods
and techniques that are being employed in developing chatbots
in the medical domain for many reasons. Conducting such a
survey will help researchers in the future identify the different
methods that have been used and to build on the existing
approaches to develop more intelligent chatbots that provide a
more natural experience to the user. It is also important to see
where the current state of chatbot development stands with
respect to developing chatbots for other applications. Therefore,
in this work, we conducted a scoping review of the available
literature on chatbot development in the medical field and
constructed and identified the main components involved in
chatbot development, as well as a description of techniques
used in developing each of the identified components. The main
objective of this study was to explore technical aspects and
development methodologies associated with chatbots used in
the medical field to explain best methods of development and
support chatbot development researchers in their future work.

Methods

This study follows a scoping review methodology. Specifically,
it follows the PRISMA extension of scoping reviews [8]. In this
section, we explain the details of the adopted methodology to
conduct the review. The PRISMA extension for scoping reviews
is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Search Strategy

Search Sources
We searched 8 databases (IEEE, ACM, Springer, ScienceDirect,
Embase, MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and Google Scholar) to collect
studies relevant to the topic. For Google Scholar, we only used
the first 100 results from each search string, as Google Scholar
returns the most relevant results belonging to each search query
first. The search was conducted between September 9, 2019
and September 13, 2019. For the forward reference list checking,
we used the cited-by functionality of Google scholar. We also
checked the reference list of the included studies to review the
backward reference list.

Search Terms
We used 2 different sets of search terms to search the databases.
The search term set was decided based on the type of studies
indexed by the database. For databases that mainly indexed
studies in the medical field (Embase, MEDLINE, PsycINFO),
we relied on keywords that are strictly related to the intervention
(eg, chatbot, chatterbot, conversational agent, conversational
bot). For databases with no specific application domain, we
resorted to using keywords that are related to the medical
domain (eg, health, medical, illness, disease, disability) in
addition to the intervention-related words. The search strategy
used for searching the databases is presented in Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Study Eligibility Criteria
The purpose of this work was to review the technical aspects
of developing text-based chatbots in the medical field.
Therefore, for a study to be considered, it had to satisfy the
following criteria: describe a chatbot application, the chatbot
must be developed for a medical application (eg, management,
diagnosis, counseling), the input or output modality of the
chatbot must be text, and the technical details of how the input
is processed and output is produced must be mentioned. Studies
that used a Wizard of Oz experiment design were excluded. In
addition, some restrictions on the language of the study and
publication type were enforced. Only studies that were published
in English were included, and only peer-reviewed articles,
conference papers, thesis, dissertations, and industrial and
academic reports were considered.

Study Selection
The study selection was conducted in 2 stages. Title and abstract
screening was followed by a full-text screening stage. Both
stages were conducted by 2 reviewers. The first reviewer, ZS,
performed the screening of the full set of articles. Due to time
constraints, the second reviewer, AA, reviewed a randomly
selected set of 50% of the articles. Disagreements between the
reviewers were resolved by a third reviewer, MH. To evaluate
the interrater agreement, we used Cohen kappa [9]. The
reviewers had substantial agreement in both stages, with a kappa
measure of 0.74 and 0.67 in the first and second stages,
respectively.

Data Extraction
The data extraction was conducted by ZS following a preset
form. The data extracted pertained to the metadata of the
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included studies as well as the different technical modules of
interest in the study, such as the text understanding module,
text generation module, and method of linking these modules.
The data extraction form is shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Study Quality Assessment
As this is a scoping, not a systematic, review, no study quality
assessment was conducted for the purposes of this work.

Data Synthesis
We used a narrative approach to synthesize the different reported
results. We included a description of the included studies and
a description of the different techniques used for the
development of the chatbots.

Results

Search Results
Figure 1 summarizes the process that was followed to select the
studies. Of the 2481 total studies returned after searching the

databases, 1245 were duplicated. After removing the duplicates,
1236 studies remained and were screened based on title and
abstract. After the title and abstract–based screening, 1060
studies were removed for the following reasons: not describing
a chatbot (n=840), not containing technical details of the chatbot
implementation (n=4), not belonging to a medical application
(n=172), not containing text understanding or text generation
(n=5), not written in the English language (n=8), and
non-peer–reviewed publications (n=31). After the full-text
screening phase, 138 additional studies were removed for the
following reasons: not describing a chatbot (n=35), not
containing technical details of the chatbot implementation
(n=56), not belonging to a medical application (n=3), not
containing text understanding or text generation (n=27), not
written in the English language (n=1), and non-peer–reviewed
publications (n=16). After performing forward and backward
reference checking, 8 additional studies were included. The
total number of included studies was 45.

Figure 1. Study selection process.

Description of Included Studies
The included studies were published between the years 2009
and 2019, with 80% (36/45) of the studies published in the last
5 years, in the years 2015-2019. Conference papers were the
most common publication type (23/45, 51%), followed by
journal papers (19/45, 42%) in addition to 2 magazine articles
and 1 thesis. The most common country for publications was
the United States, with 8 studies, followed by Australia, India,

and Switzerland, with 4 studies each. Multimedia Appendix 4
shows the characteristics of each included study.

Description of Chatbots
The total number of chatbots assessed in this study was 45. The
chatbots were developed for different diseases and to fulfill
different purposes. Table 1 shows the different categories and
number of chatbots developed in each category. The most
common category was “General Health,” which includes
chatbots designed for health educational or counseling purposes
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for general health conditions. These chatbots can also provide
information on general medical services such as disease
diagnosis based on patient-given symptoms. Some provide
patients with discharge information before leaving the hospital.
The second most common type of chatbot is those developed
for mental health purposes, followed by those developed for
specific diseases, such as diabetes, cancer, autism, heart disease,
and asthma.

An important factor for the technical aspects of developing
chatbots is the language that the chatbot uses for communication.
The majority of chatbots communicate in English (23/45,
51.1%), 4 in German, 3 in Chinese, 2 in Arabic, 2 in Korean, 1
in Thai, 1 in Spanish, and 1 in Russian; 8 studies did not mention
the language. The chatbots operated as either standalone
applications (n=17) or web applications (n=20), while the
remaining studies did not mention the application type (n=8).

Table 1. Target diseases for chatbot development in the included studies (n=45).

StudiesPercentage (%)CountDisease/condition

[10-31]4721General health

[32-45]3315Mental health

[46,47]42Diabetes

[48,49]42Cancer

[50,51]42Autism

[52]21Heart disease

[53]21Asthma

[54]21HIV

Chatbot Implementation

Overview
The chatbots in the included studies consisted of 4 main
modules: text understanding module, dialog manager, text
generation module, and database layer that holds the various

types of information needed for chatbot training and function.
Figure 2 shows a high-level architecture of chatbot development
and the relationship between the different modules that
constitute it. The following subsections highlight the findings
in terms of how each of the previously mentioned components
is implemented.

Figure 2. High-level chatbot architecture.
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Text Understanding
The text understanding module is the module with which the
user directly interacts. The function of the text understanding
module is to extract meaning from the user input before a
specific answer is generated. In the included studies, 7 methods
were used for text understanding. Pattern matching methods
were the most common, used by 18 of the 45 chatbots (40%).
Many text understanding approaches can fall under pattern
matching. The different pattern matching methods reported in
the included studies are as follows: keyword matching or string
matching, where specific keywords or strings of the user input
are matched to scripts stored in the database, which was used
in 11 studies [10-15,32,33,46,48,50], or Extensible Markup
Language (XML) variants, such as Artificial Intelligence
Markup Language (AIML), which were used in 7 studies
[16,17,34-37,47]. The second most popular approach was the
use of machine learning methods for text understanding, which
was used in 6 studies. Most of these studies used supervised
machine learning algorithms, including decision trees and
random forests. These include groups of decision trees, where
each tree gives a classification to the text, in the form of voting,
while the forest chooses the classification having the most votes
over all the trees in the forest. Machine learning training
materials were sometimes based on real health data extracted

and anonymized from hospital information systems and
electronic health records. In other instances, chatbots were
trained on billions of words extracted from Google News
datasets [18,19,38,39,49,51]. Another 6 studies relied on web
services such as Dialogflow by Google. Web services are usually
provided through a computer server that responds to requests
through ports over a network, such as the internet, to solve
specific domain problems over the web. They can also use a
mixture of machine learning and rule-based methods to produce
a customizable chatbot implementation. Three studies used
natural language processing–based approaches, such as named
entity recognition, to extract meaning from user input. To
develop the chatbot, 2 of the studies used a rule-based approach,
where the chatbot is operated by either a set of IF-THEN rules
or a state-based system. A few of the studies relied on a fixed
input method, where the user selects the input from a list of
possible inputs. Fixed input chatbots do not technically need to
go through a text understanding module as the system does not
need to interpret the user input. The input needs only to be
directed to the dialogue manager. Some studies proposed a few
hybrid text understanding approaches. Hybrid approaches use
a combination of 2 or more of the previously mentioned methods
for text understanding. Table 2 summarizes the different text
understanding methods proposed and the studies that fall under
each method.

Table 2. Text understanding methods used in the studies (n=45).

StudiesText understanding method

[10-17,32-37,46-48,50]Pattern matching

[18,19,38,39,49,51]Machine learning

[20-22,40,53,54]Web services

[23-25,41,42]Fixed input

[26-28]Natural language processing

[43,44,52]Hybrid

[29,30]Rule-based

[31,45]Not mentioned

Dialogue Management
In the reported studies, the input to the dialog management
module is the processed user free-text input provided by the
text understanding module. The dialog management module
controls the different aspects of the conversation and links each
user input to an appropriate output. In the included studies, 2
main types of dialog management techniques were reported:
static dialog management and dynamic dialog management. In
the case of static dialog management, user input is matched

directly to the appropriate output using a pattern matching
algorithm (25/45) or using a set of rules (7/45). In the case of
dynamic dialogue management, the context of the conversation
changes based on specific user input characteristics. The context
switching can be done by training machine learning algorithms
to identify the context from the user input (5/45) or using a web
service for intent identification (4/45). Table 3 summarizes the
different dialogue management methods and the studies that
correspond to each method.

Table 3. Dialogue management methods in the included studies (n=45).

StudiesDialogue management method/platform

[10,12,14-19,22,25,28,32-38,42,45-50]Pattern matching algorithms

[11,26,27,29-31,52]Rule-based methods

[39,40,43,44,51]Machine learning

[20,21,53,54]Web-based

[13,23,24,41]Not mentioned
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Data Management
Most of the chatbots in the included studies contained one or
more of the 3 data repository types identified. Most of the
included studies kept a medical knowledge repository (28/45,
62%). The medical knowledge repository contains medical
information related to the application domain of the developed
chatbot. The medical knowledge source can be local, such as
obtaining it from medical personnel, or it can be collected from
online sources such as Wikipedia or other websites. The medical
knowledge can be presented to the user in the context of

educational chatbots (17/45) [12-14,19,23-25,27,32,34,
41,46,48-51,53], or it can be used to train machine learning
algorithms (5/45) [39,40,43,44,51]. Many of the developed
approaches store users’ data and use the data to customize the
chatbot response and improve its functionality (11/45).
Conversation scripts are the third-data repository type, and they
are usually kept by chatbots that use pattern matching as a text
understanding or text generation modality (5/45). A few studies
did not mention the type of data stored (9/45). Table 4
summarizes the different database types and studies that reported
keeping each database type.

Table 4. Database types in the included studies (n=45).

StudiesDatabase type

[10,11,13,15-17,20,22-24,26-28,31-33,36-42,47,48,50-53]Medical knowledge database

[11,13,18,21,25,39,40,45,46,50,53]User information database

[11,12,14,15,19]Conversation scripts

[21,29,30,34,35,43,44,49,54]Not mentioned

Text Generation
The text generation module provides output to the user. Text
generation in the included studies was done using one of 2
methods: fixed output or generated output. The fixed output
methods search the database for the most appropriate output to
a user input and present it to the user. The generated output
method relies on machine learning to generate original natural
language output that is produced by the machine learning
algorithm. Chatbots in most of the included studies provide
fixed output that is extracted from the database with the
exception of those in [25,39,51], which provide output that is
generated using machine learning and deep learning methods,
and [43], which proposes a hybrid approach that can provide
fixed and generated outputs. A few studies did not report the
output generation method, or it was not applicable as the output
modality was not text [23,24,41,42,45].

Discussion

Principal Findings
A general architecture was identified and reported to summarize
the technical aspects of chatbot development. The main
components of chatbots, as well as the way these components
are linked, are reported. Chatbots typically consist of 4 main
components: text understanding module, dialogue management
module, data management layer, and text generation module.

The most common design method employed in developing
chatbots is pattern matching for text understanding and response
generation. Machine learning and generative methods are among
the least commonly used methods for the development of
chatbots in the medical domain. This can be attributed to 2 main
reasons. The first reason for relying on pattern matching
approaches more than those based on machine learning is that
pattern matching methods are more reliable in practice because
they produce exact responses to well-defined queries, resulting
in fewer mistakes. Machine learning–based methods usually
produce different types of errors, which cannot be tolerated in

medical applications. The second reason for this trend is the
rapid development in the state of the machine learning field
over the past few years and the increase in the robustness of its
methods, especially with the emergence of deep learning. While
older methods relied on rule-based chatbots and pattern
matching algorithms, all the proposed methods that rely on
machine learning for text understanding and response generation
were proposed between the years 2017 and 2019. Another reason
for the possible lack of using machine learning methods could
be the fact that machine learning–based approaches need to be
trained using large amounts of domain-specific data, which
might be scarce and difficult to access in the medical field.
Overall, machine learning approaches and algorithms were
better suited for developing chatbots used for specific medical
conditions, such as mental health and autism, while the
rule-based approaches were better suited for developing chatbots
used for general medical purposes. On the other hand, pattern
matching methods and algorithms were more broadly used in
developing chatbots used for both special and general medical
conditions.

In terms of data management, the developed chatbots kept track
of 3 different types of databases: medical knowledgebase
including a library of medical facts, user information database
including details about users’ demographics and their
preferences, and dialogue script database including all possible
entries of conversational text responding to users. The type of
database kept depends on the chatbot type and target
functionality. Educational chatbots usually keep a medical
knowledgebase. Chatbots that use context switching based on
user emotions usually keep a user information database.

Most of the developed chatbots used English as the language
of communication with the users, while other languages such
as German, Chinese, and Arabic were less common. This is
consistent with the fact that most of the publications originated
in the United States, followed by Australia, where the first
language is English.
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Strengths and Limitations

Strengths
This review focused generally on chatbots in the medical field,
without specifying the field of application, which makes it more
comprehensive than previously conducted reviews [55]. Other
reviews that included different medical applications [56]
presented a general taxonomy of conversational agents, while
we presented a more granular description of the development
techniques of each component. Searching more libraries from
different application domains allowed us to include more
chatbots in our study than that of Montenegro et al [56]. This
is why we excluded Wizard of Oz studies, while they were used
in the previous reviews. Two similar systematic review studies
were conducted earlier in 2018 and 2019 [57,58]. The first study
reviewed the applications and evaluation measures of chatbots
and conversational agents, while the second paper provided a
critical review of the tasks involved in natural language
understanding and machine learning of chatbot systems used
in the medical domain. Neither of the 2 papers discussed the
technical aspects and development methodologies of the chatbots
used in the medical domain.

Limitations
This review only focused on text-based chatbot applications,
where either the input or output modality is written. This
excludes studies where the input or output modalities are spoken
or visual, as well as robotics and telephone-based methods. This
choice was made because we wanted to focus on text processing
techniques rather than image or voice processing, as
speech-to-text technologies can also introduce errors and another
layer of complexity to chatbot development.

We enforced some constraints on the type of publications that
were included in the current review. These constraints might
have led to missing a portion of developed chatbots that have
been published in other research venues, such as workshops,
book chapters, and conference abstracts. Furthermore, limiting
the search to papers published in English could also have led
to missing some chatbots that were developed for
communication in other languages and published in their own
language. For example, we did not include papers published in
Chinese or Arabic that discuss chatbots communicating in these
languages.

This review focused on the development process of chatbots
without considering the impact of these methods on patients.
For this reason, some of the implementations in some of the
included studies might be feasible from a technical point of
view, but this does not necessarily mean they are effective from
a medical point of view.

Practical and Research Implications

Practical Implications
This paper reports the technical aspects of developing chatbots
in the medical field. This review can be used to identify the
most common development approaches by specialists to help
them narrow down their options and make a decision on which
development approach is the most appropriate for their
applications.

The reported results show that most of the developed chatbots
communicate with users in the English language. While a few
attempts to design and develop chatbots in other languages exist,
more work needs to be done in this regard, especially for
languages that are spoken by a large portion of the world’s
population, such as Chinese and Arabic.

Even though dynamic dialogue management provides a more
natural user experience, most developed systems rely on static
dialogue management methods. Changing the dialogue context
based on user emotions or by detecting topic changes in user
input are important aspects to be considered in chatbot
development.

The use of machine learning and artificial intelligence methods
in the development of conversational agents in different
application areas has recently increased. The rate of adoption
of machine learning–based methods in developing chatbots is
still relatively low, even though it has been increasing in recent
years. Supervised machine learning algorithms seem to better
suit the development of chatbots for special medical conditions
and diseases, while rule-based methods are being used more for
developing chatbots used for general medical purposes. Machine
learning methods allow the development of more intelligent
agents that can provide a more realistic user experience, by
providing a better text understanding experience, including
more dynamic and flexible dialogue management, and
generating a wider range of responses.

Research Implications
As the purpose of this review was to survey the technical aspects
of chatbot development, the clinical results of performing
clinical trials were not considered. Further reviews linking the
different development techniques used to the clinical outcomes
of the chatbot developed are possible and recommended.

More openness and a wider adoption of state-of-the-art methods
in dialogue management [4], text understanding [5], and text
generation [6] methods in the literature can really benefit the
development of conversational agents in the medical field.

It is worth noting that the technical aspects of developing
chatbots were not always clearly mentioned in the studies. The
devised architecture is a general one that does not necessarily
apply to every developed chatbot. One or more component
might be omitted, and the chatbot might still function properly.

Conclusion
In the scope of this review, we analyzed the technical aspects
of developing 45 text-based chatbots for the purpose of
performing different medical interventions. The most common
language used for chatbot communication is English. Chatbots
typically contain 4 main components: text understanding
module, dialogue manager, database layer, and text generation
module. The most common technique for developing chatbots
is using a string matching algorithm and a set of scripts that
contain sample inputs and outputs. Judging from the publication
years of the different studies, we can conclude that chatbots are
becoming increasingly popular for medical application,
especially when it comes to mental health. The adoption of
machine learning and artificial intelligence–based techniques
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has recently increased. Some development approaches are better
suited than others for developing chatbots for specific medical
conditions rather than general medical conditions. Future studies
can be conducted to link the development techniques of chatbots
to their clinical outcomes. It is important to conduct more
in-depth systematic reviews on the effectiveness of chatbots in
supporting and enhancing positive clinical outcomes. We need

to understand and correlate different technical criteria and
development methodologies to different levels of chatbots
acceptance, utilization, and clinical effectiveness. Discussing
the pros and cons of each chatbot system has also been left to
future supplementary studies, to compare advantages and
disadvantages of each chatbot system and link these to their
postimplementation clinical outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Older people are at increased risk of adverse health events because of reduced physical activity. There is concern
that activity levels are further reduced in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, as many older people are practicing physical
and social distancing to minimize transmission. Mobile health (mHealth) and eHealth technologies may offer a means by which
older people can engage in physical activity while physically distancing.

Objective: The objective of this study was to assess the evidence for mHealth or eHealth technology in the promotion of physical
activity among older people aged 50 years or older.

Methods: We conducted a rapid review of reviews using PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses) guidelines. We searched for systematic reviews published in the English language in 3 electronic databases:
MEDLINE, CINAHL Plus, and Scopus. Two reviewers used predefined inclusion criteria to select relevant reviews and extracted
data on review characteristics and intervention effectiveness. Two independent raters assessed review quality using the AMSTAR-2
tool.

Results: Titles and abstracts (n=472) were screened, and 14 full-text reviews were assessed for eligibility. Initially, we included
5 reviews but excluded 1 from the narrative as it was judged to be of critically low quality. Three reviews concluded that mHealth
or eHealth interventions were effective in increasing physical activity. One review found that the evidence was inconclusive.

Conclusions: There is low to moderate evidence that interventions delivered via mHealth or eHealth approaches may be effective
in increasing physical activity in older adults in the short term. Components of successful interventions include self-monitoring,
incorporation of theory and behavior change techniques, and social and professional support.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22201)   doi:10.2196/22201
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Introduction

Older people engage in physical activity less regularly than
younger age groups, and participation progressively decreases
with age [1]. Inactivity is associated with frailty and adverse
health outcomes in middle-aged to older adults [2], with
sedentary people aged >50 years having twice the risk of death
compared to those with the highest levels of physical activity
[3]. The benefits of engagement in physical activity in older
age are vast. Regular activity of moderate intensity (150 minutes
per week) is consistently associated with reduced risk of chronic
diseases [4], cognitive decline [5], and mortality [6]. Exercise
programs that emphasize improving strength and balance reduce
falls in older people [7].

During 2020, as a result of lockdown and physical or social
distancing measures introduced in an effort to reduce
coronavirus (COVID-19) transmission, there is concern that
older people are at risk of further reduced activity levels and
consequently, at increased risk of adverse health events. One
approach to promoting activity that has gained particular traction
over recent years is the use of exercise and activity mobile apps,
tracking devices, and tablet or computer-based interventions.
Physical activity interventions delivered via apps on mobile or
wireless devices, such as smartphones or tablets, are collectively
referred to as mobile health (mHealth) interventions [8].
Interventions delivered or enhanced through the internet and
related technologies (eg, websites, wearable motion sensing
devices) are referred to as eHealth interventions [9]. These kinds
of interventions may offer a cost-effective and accessible way
to promote activity in older populations as an alternative to
face-to-face sessions. A recent review and meta-analysis of
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) across a range of age groups
found that mHealth interventions increased physical activity
levels and reduced sedentary behavior [10]. mHealth and
eHealth approaches may be feasible and acceptable in older
populations [11], with an increasing number of older adults
accessing the internet in recent years [12]. The effectiveness of
these kinds of interventions in older people has been widely
investigated, but a clear consensus on their usefulness in
increasing physical activity is lacking. The objective of this
review was to summarize the evidence from systematic reviews
of the effectiveness of mHealth and eHealth approaches on
physical activity in older people.

Methods

To provide an overview the evidence on the use of mHealth and
eHealth technologies in the promotion of physical activity in
older people, we undertook a rapid review of reviews [13,14]
and followed guidance for conducting overviews [15]. We
followed a standard protocol in accordance with the PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analysis) statement, adjusted for rapid review and “review
of reviews” methodologies.

Search Strategy
Database searches were conducted in MEDLINE (Ovid),
CINAHL Plus (EBSCO), and Scopus (Elsevier) for reviews
focusing on mHealth or eHealth technologies in the promotion

of physical activity in older people. All searches were conducted
in May 2020 (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the search
strategy).

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
As this was a rapid review, included papers were restricted to
full-text availability in the English language. No restrictions
were made for year of publication nor for study designs included
in the reviews in order to get a complete picture of the
effectiveness of the interventions.

Reviews were included if they used systematic review
techniques to review the use of mHealth or eHealth technologies
for the promotion of physical activity among older adults; the
mHealth or eHealth interventions targeted generally healthy
older people aged ≥50 years; and outcomes were related to
levels of physical activity, exercise, fitness, or reduction in
sedentary behavior, measured using self-report instruments,
measurement devices (eg, accelerometers, pedometers), or
energy expenditure (eg, metabolic equivalents of task [METs]).

Reviews were excluded if they did not use systematic review
techniques, did not focus on older populations aged ≥50 years,
focused on mHealth or eHealth interventions only in
disease-specific samples or in people with chronic conditions
(eg, Parkinson’s disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer, depression,
obesity), or focused solely on technology interventions that
required equipment other than body-worn sensors (eg,
smartwatches) or smartphone-type devices, which are costly
and unlikely to be easily accessible to older people (ie, we
excluded exergaming, virtual reality gaming, smart homes,
robotics).

Reviews in which only a minority of the included studies met
the described criteria (ie, only some of the included studies
focused on older adults, only some of the included studies
focused on generally healthy populations, the majority of
technologies were outside our inclusion criteria) were considered
for inclusion only if it was agreed between both authors
independently that they provided insight into the effectiveness
of mHealth or eHealth interventions. In order to be accepted
for inclusion, the review had to present analysis for the subset
of relevant studies included in the review that fulfilled our
inclusion criteria, or it had to be possible to derive estimates of
effect for the subset of relevant studies included in the review
from data presented.

Screening and Data Extraction
Following identification and removal of duplicates, we exported
all citations from Zotero (version 5.0.85) [16] into Rayyan [17],
a web application to expedite the blinded screening process.
Titles, abstracts, and potentially relevant full texts were screened
independently by both authors, and any disagreements were
resolved by discussion. Both authors independently used a
tailored, predefined, data extraction form to record relevant
review characteristics (Multimedia Appendix 2 for data
extracted). Descriptions of the included reviews were tabulated
for clarity.
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Data Analysis
Depending on heterogeneity of interventions and outcome
measurements and summary measures used across included
systematic reviews, we undertook a meta-analysis [18]. If the
meta-analysis was not possible, we present pooled summary
data without further analysis.

Quality Assessment
Included reviews were subjected to quality assessment using
AMSTAR-2 [19,20]. AMSTAR-2 is used to generate an overall
rating of “high,” “moderate,” “low,” or “critically low.” Both
authors conducted the assessments independently and then
discussed ratings to agree consensus. Assessments of study
quality or risk of bias reported in the included systematic
reviews are presented (Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of review characteristics and quality assessment.

Quality of

evidencea

AMSTAR-2
Rating

Population (n)AimNumber of included

studies and designs

Type of reviewAuthor

(year)

Cochrane Risk of
Bias Tool: high
risk (n=6), unclear
risk (n=2), low risk
(n=1)

ModerateOlder adults aged
≥65 years (939)

To investigate how different
wearable activity trackers

impact PAc levels

9 RCTsb (8 included
in meta-analysis)

Systematic review
and meta-analysis

Cooper et al
(2018) [21]

Not assessedCritically
low

Community-
dwelling adults
aged ≥55 years
(1208)

To provide an overview of
the effectiveness of eHealth
interventions in increasing
PA in older adults

12 RCTsNarrative review,
but systematic ap-
proach

Jonkman et al

(2018)d [22]

Cochrane Risk of
Bias Tool (v2.0):
high risk (n=6),
moderate risk
(n=10), low risk
(n=5)

HighAdults aged ≥65
years (2783)

To estimate the effect of

PAMe-based interventions
on PA behavior

21 studies: 20 RCTs,
1 RCT with crossover
design

Systematic review
and meta-analysis

Larsen et al
(2019) [23]

Cochrane Risk of
Bias Tool: high
risk (n=8), moder-
ate risk (n=11),
low risk (n=1)

ModerateAdults aged ≥55
years (6671)

To compare the effective-
ness of eHealth interven-
tions promoting PA in older
adults

20 studies: 18 RCTs,
2 quasiexperimental
designs

Systematic reviewMuellmann et al
(2018) [24]

GRADEh assess-
ment: moderate-
certainty evidence
for PA and seden-
tary time; low-cer-
tainty evidence for
fitness

HighCommunity-
dwelling adults
aged ≥55 years
(486)

To quantify the effect of

mHealthg app interventions
on sedentary time, PA, and
fitness

6 studies (5 included
in meta-analysis): 5

RCTs, 1 NRSIf

Systematic review
and meta-analysis

Yerrakalva et al
(2019) [25]

aQuality of the evidence as assessed by the systematic review authors.
bRCTs: randomized controlled trials.
cPA: physical activity.
dExcluded from this overview based on AMSTAR assessment.
ePAM: physical activity monitor.
fNRSI: nonrandomized study of interventions.
gmHealth: mobile health.
hGRADE: Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluations.

Results

The search process is illustrated in Figure 1. We identified 472
potentially relevant articles, after removal of duplicates.
Following title and abstract independent screening, 15 reviews
remained for full-text screening by both reviewers. Reasons for
exclusion are listed in Multimedia Appendix 3. Overall, 5
reviews were selected for inclusion. Of these, 3 were systematic
reviews with meta-analyses that provided pooled estimates of
the effect of the technologies reviewed, 1 was a systematic
review with a narrative synthesis, and 1 was a narrative review

that used systematic review methods (Cochrane guidelines) for
search selection and data extraction. Study characteristics and
quality assessments for each included review are presented in
Table 1. There was 100% agreement on AMSTAR-2 quality
ratings without need for consensus discussions. Two of the
reviews were rated as high quality and 2 as moderate quality.
The quality of 1 review [22] was assessed as critically low,
meaning that “the review should not be relied upon to provide
an accurate and comprehensive summary of the available
evidence” [19]. The review was not strictly a systematic review,
although it followed a systematic approach, and this may have
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contributed to the poor AMSTAR-2 rating. This review is not
discussed further. For completeness, details of this review are
presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Because of the heterogeneity of methods, interventions, and
outcomes, we were unable to undertake a meta-analysis of the
reviews included.

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of the inclusion process.
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Table 2. Summary of review interventions, comparators, outcomes, and conclusion regarding intervention effectiveness.

Effectiveness of interventionKey outcomesComparator or controlmHealtha or eHealth interventionAuthor (year)

Statistically significant effect of
using accelerometers

(SMDc=0.43 [95% CI 0.19 to

0.68, I2=1.6%d]), but not pedome-
ters (SMD=0.17 [95% CI −0.08

to 0.43, I2=37.7%]) for increas-
ing PA levels

Change in PA behavior (min-
utes walking per day, steps per
day, proportion of participants
at activity goal)

Usual care or standard care,
waitlist control, or other ac-
tive comparator focused on
enhancing PA (eg, education-
al or behavioral interven-
tions)

Wearable motion sensing technol-
ogy interventions (accelerometer
or pedometer)

designed to increase PAb; dura-
tion range ≥6 weeks, ≤52 weeks

Cooper et al
(2018) [21]

Positive short-term effect of in-
creased PA (ie, right after admin-
istering

the intervention), but lacking ev-
idence for long-term effects

Objective assessment of the
amount of PA (eg, daily step
counts, minutes spent on PA)

Usual practice, waitlist con-
trol, or other active compara-
tor (eg, pedometer, blinded
activity tracking)

Computer, tablet, smartphone, or
smartwatch technology to pro-
mote PA or reduce sedentary be-
havior; duration range ≥4 weeks,
≤6 months

Jonkman et al

(2018)e [22]

Statistically significant effect on
PA favoring the intervention
(SMD=0.54 [95% CI 0.34 to

0.73, I2=79.2%]); statistically
significant effect on MVPA favor-
ing the intervention (SMD=0.34

[95% CI 0.15 to 0.52, I2 =
65.8%]); inconclusive results for
effects on sedentary time; no ef-
fect on physical capacity, BMI,
or HRQoL

PA (steps per day) as primary
outcome;

secondary outcomes

included: MVPAg, sedentary
time, physical capacity,

HRQoLh

No feedback on PA level is
given from the PAMs

Any PAMf-based intervention
(ie, accelerometer or pedometer)
where the participants of the in-
tervention group received any
kind of feedback on their PA
level measured by PAMs; dura-
tion range ≥4 weeks, ≤52 weeks

Larsen et al
(2019) [23]

Overall, the 9 studies that used
web-based interventions appear
to have beneficial effects on in-
creasing PA compared to various
comparators (no intervention or
paper-based interventions) in the
short-term (1-6 months) with
small effect sizes in the range of
0.20-0.31.

PA assessed using objective
measures (eg, pedometer, ac-
celerometer), subjective mea-
sures (eg, PA diary, question-
naires), or a

combination of objective and
subjective methods

Non-eHealth intervention
(eg, paper-pencil interven-
tion without eHealth compo-
nent, face-to-face consulta-
tion such as prescription of
PA by a physician, or exer-
cise in groups or with a per-
sonal trainer) or no interven-
tion

The main intervention compo-
nent delivered via computer (ie,
website, PDA, virtual advisor),
phone, or text messaging; dura-
tion range ≥4 weeks, ≤24 months

Muellmann et al
(2018) [24]

Interventions may be associated
with increased PA (pooled mean
difference 506 steps/day [95%

CI −80 to 1092, I2=80.5%]), de-
creased sedentary time
(SMD=−0.49 [95% CI −1.02 to

0.03, I2=0%]), and increased fit-
ness (SMD=0.31 [95% CI −0.09

to 0.70, I2=0%]) in trials ≤3
months and with increased PA
(753 steps/day) in trials ≥6
months. Results for all individual
outcomes revealed trends in the
same direction, but all results
were inconclusive as the CIs in-
cluded zero.

PA (active minutes per day;
steps per day), physical fitness
(maximal oxygen uptake, 6-
minute timed walk, gait speed),
and sedentary time (% seden-
tary time per day, sitting time
per day)

Modified dose of interven-
tion

(modified volume of inter-
vention or modified version
of same app), different app,
non-app intervention, or no
intervention

mHealth app intervention deliv-
ered via smartphones or tablet
computers; in 5 of 6 studies, the
app synced with a wearable de-
vice (pedometers or wearable
smart device); duration range ≥3
months, ≤6 months

Yerrakalva et al
(2019) [25]

amHealth: mobile health.
bPA: physical activity.
cSMD: standardized mean difference.
dMeasure of heterogeneity.
eExcluded from this overview based on AMSTAR assessment.
fPAM: physical activity monitor.
gMVPA: moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.
hHRQoL: health-related quality of life.
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Types of mHealth and eHealth Interventions
An overview of the interventions, comparators, outcomes, and
effectiveness of the interventions described in the reviews are
presented in Table 2. In 2 reviews, interventions were delivered
via wearable motion sensing devices (eg, accelerometers or
pedometers) [21,23]. In 1 review, interventions were delivered
via apps on smartphones or tablets, and all but one of the
included studies involved syncing the app to wearable devices

[25]. One review [24] included a mix of interventions, including
computer-based (ie, websites, personal digital assistant, virtual
advisor; n=9), phone (n=7), and text messaging (n=4), with a
separate narrative synthesis provided for each mode of
intervention. The overall intervention duration for studies
included in reviews ranged from 4 weeks to 2 years. All reviews
reported on physical activity as a key outcome. Figure 2 presents
a summary of evidence from meta-analyses for each
intervention.

Figure 2. Summary of evidence from meta-analyses. Green indicates the intervention was effective, amber indicates there was no difference in the
investigated comparison, grey indicates the evidence was inconclusive, and no color (blank) indicates the outcome was not assessed.

Reviews Reporting Significant Effects of Interventions
Significant effects of mHealth or eHealth interventions on
physical activity outcomes were reported by 3 reviews.

Larsen et al [23] reviewed 21 studies on the effects of physical
activity monitors (PAM) on physical activity, sedentariness,
physical capacity, BMI, and self-reported health-related quality
of life (HRQoL) compared to control interventions. Of these
studies, 20 were RCTs with parallel group design, and 1 was a
crossover RCT. Although 6 studies included samples with
specific diagnoses, subgroup analysis revealed no significant
differences across any of the outcomes in relation to diagnoses.
Regarding the risk of bias, 5 studies were rated as having low
risk of bias, 10 studies as medium risk, and 6 studies as high
risk of bias. Results of a random effects meta-analysis on the
effect of PAM intervention on physical activity found a
moderate standardized mean difference (SMD) of 0.54 (95%
CI 0.34 to 0.73) in support of the PAM interventions, equivalent
to about 1300 more steps per day. Furthermore, there was a
small to moderate effect on moderate-to-vigorous physical
activity equivalent to 8 more minutes activity per day (SMD
0.35, 95% CI 0.15 to 0.52), favoring intervention. Heterogeneity
was high for both comparisons. The pooled effects for time
spent sedentary, physical capacity, BMI, and self-reported
HRQoL were not significant. Effects are not reported in relation
to length of the intervention, but sensitivity analysis found that
intervention length was not significantly correlated with the
effect size for any outcomes. Overall, the quality of the evidence
was judged as low to moderate due to unexplained
heterogeneity, publication bias, and imprecision. However, the

authors conclude that PAM-based interventions are safe and
feasible for use in older adult populations.

Cooper et al [21] reviewed 9 RCTs that investigated the effect
of accelerometer and pedometer use on physical activity in older
adults, 8 of which were included in the meta-analysis. Most
studies (n=6) were judged to be at high risk of bias, 2 were
unclear, and 1 was considered to be at low risk of bias. Pooled
results from 4 studies investigating the effect of accelerometers
revealed small to moderate positive effects on physical activity
(SMD 0.43, 95% CI 0.19 to 0.68). Pooled results from 4 studies
investigating pedometers revealed no statistically significant
effect on physical activity (SMD 0.22, 95% CI –0.08 to 0.51).
Overall, shorter duration accelerometer interventions appeared
to have a larger effect, but intervention duration and individual
study estimates were variable. Adherence to the intervention
was reported in 5 of the 9 included studies and was high on
average (≥80%). The authors concluded that higher step
detection accuracy in accelerometers may explain why feedback
from accelerometers was found to increase levels of physical
activity, whereas pedometers did not, but caution that the high
risk of bias found in most studies limits conclusions that can be
drawn from these findings.

Muellmann et al [24] reviewed 20 studies comparing the effects
of eHealth interventions on physical activity in older people
(≥55 years). Only 1 study was assessed as having low risk of
bias. Heterogeneity in intervention, mode of delivery, duration,
outcome assessments, and comparator groups precluded
meta-analysis. There were 18 RCTs and 2 quasiexperiments.
Website-based interventions were used in 9 studies. These
studies overall appear to have beneficial effects on increasing
physical activity compared to comparators (no intervention or
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paper-based interventions) in the short-term (1-6 months) with
small effect sizes in the range of 0.20-0.31. Of the 7 studies
using telephone-based interventions (health education, telephone
fitness sessions, and advice), 3 studies reported no effect, while
4 reported effects of improved activity. Observed effects were
most common over the shorter term. Of the 4 studies including
text-messaging interventions, 3 reported positive effects of text
messaging over periods up to 3 months but not beyond. The
authors conclude that “eHealth interventions can effectively
promote PA in older adults aged 55 years and above when
compared to no intervention control groups at least in the short
term.” Interventions that are theory-based were more effective
regardless of intervention mode, and greater engagement was
associated with effect, but participants seldom reached intended
exercise dose. The authors urge caution, as the risk of bias in
the studies reviewed was high to moderate and there was great
heterogeneity in intervention mode, content, and duration.

Reviews Reporting Inconclusive Effects of
Interventions
One of the reviews, by Yerrakalva et al [25], found no
significant effects of app-based interventions on physical activity
outcomes. The review included 6 studies (5 RCTs); studies
appear underpowered, with all but 1 having total sample sizes
<65 and intervention groups <25 participants. For the RCTs,
risk of bias was judged to be low. The pooled analyses reported
the following: for physical activity, average increases of 506
steps per day over 3 months and 753 steps per day over 6-12
months; for sedentary behavior, reductions in sedentary time at
3 months and 6 months; for physical fitness, small increases in
fitness up to 3 months expressed in a number of different ways
(gait speed, timed walk, VO2 max). Results reveal trends in the
same direction for an effect of the apps but have to be judged
as inconclusive as confidence intervals included zero. Features
that appeared to be common to apps demonstrating improvement
trends included syncing to smartwatches or activity monitors
and behavior change techniques including goal setting,
self-monitoring, instructions for use, social rewards, and
combining the app with professional support.

Discussion

We undertook a rapid review of systematic reviews to assess
the evidence for mHealth or eHealth interventions in the
promotion of physical activity among older people. We initially
included 5 reviews but excluded 1 (critically low quality) from
the overview. We were unable to undertake meta-analysis of
the reviews because of the heterogeneity of the methods,
interventions, and outcomes. Three reviews [21,23,24], 2 of
which included meta-analyses, found that eHealth approaches
(activity monitors, web-based interventions) improved physical
activity outcomes. One review and meta-analysis [25] reported
trends toward an intervention effect; however, results were
inconclusive. Although risk of bias was judged to be low in the
studies included in the review, they appeared underpowered,
with small total and group sample sizes, potentially explaining
why no significant effects were found. Overall, there is evidence
from 3 moderate- to high-quality systematic reviews to support
the effectiveness of mHealth or eHealth approaches in increasing

physical activity, at least over the short term. Due to reported
risk of bias in the studies included in the reviews, the overall
quality of this evidence is judged as low to moderate.

The reviews identified several components of successful
interventions that align with behavior change techniques known
to increase motivation and facilitate behavior modification [26].
Most of the studies involved elements of self-monitoring and
feedback, either in the form of apps or wearable devices. The
provision of real-time feedback on individuals’ levels of physical
activity was associated with significant increases in the behavior
[24], and the implementation of motivational tools such as
self-monitoring and feedback as a means of positively impacting
levels of physical activity, goal attainment, and adherence has
previously demonstrated success [21]. Interventions that were
theory-based were more effective, and effect was associated
with greater engagement regardless of the mode of intervention
[24]. Although Yerrakalva et al [25] determined the effect of
the intervention was inconclusive, they reported on the common
features of the studies that found app interventions to be
effective. These included self-monitoring, goal setting, clear
instruction on how to perform the behavior, and social and
professional support. Support from professionals may be
particularly important in encouraging engagement and adherence
to home exercise. A review on home-based, nontechnology
physical activity interventions in older adults [27] found that
contacting individuals by phone in order to provide support was
a good alternative to onsite supervision. They reported strong
evidence, based on 3 studies, indicating that direct remote
contact had positive effects on physical activity and capacity
measures, to a similar extent as supervised training.

An important consideration for mHealth or eHealth interventions
concerns the practicalities of implementing technological
solutions, especially when users have limited experience of
using such devices [28]. This is an important point to keep in
mind for the older and disadvantaged sectors of the population,
whom we already know are likely to have less experience of
technologies [29]. Consideration must be given to the “digital
divide” that may result from socioeconomic status, age,
geographic location, and cultural factors [28]. Technologies
need to provide activity interventions that fit in with older
peoples’ lifestyles and expectations and offer tailored
interventions taking account of individual preferences and
capabilities. A review of older adults’ perceptions of
technologies [30] found that one size does not fit all and
technologies need to be tailored to individual need. Intrinsic
factors related to older adults’ attitudes towards technologies
centered around control, independence, and perceived need or
requirement for safety are all important for motivation to use
the technologies. Extrinsic factors identified were related to
usability, feedback gained from technology, and costs. If older
people are to use technologies, the positive benefits need to be
emphasized and clearly recognizable, including how the
technology promotes independence. Technologies need to be
perceived as reliable and effective if they are to engender
long-term use. Acceptability of technology and adherence to
the interventions were not key outcomes in any of the reviews
included in our review. Even so, adherence was high on average
in 5 of the studies included in 1 review [21]. Wearable devices
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such as accelerometers and pedometers are feasible for use with
older adult populations, with devices attached to the wrist or
ankle being most commonly accepted in older groups [31].

This rapid review of reviews used rigorous systematic methods
in the search of the literature and the assessment of review
quality, and we excluded reviews of low methodological quality.
Nevertheless, reviews of reviews can be limited as they face
the challenge of synthesizing information in the presence of
inevitable heterogeneity. This had a clear effect in this review
resulting in our inability to meta-analyze results from previous
reviews. Even so, this type of review allows a greater scope for
generality in research findings and provides an accessible
summary of evidence to support decision making by health care
professionals or policy makers [14].

In conclusion, the use of mHealth or eHealth interventions with
older people may be effective in increasing physical activity
and physical fitness and decreasing sedentary time, over the
short term. However, the evidence is currently not conclusive.
These findings are in line with those relating to mHealth

interventions to increase activity and reduce sedentary behaviors
for all age groups [10]. Furthermore, our review suggests that
interventions that are theory-based and include behavior change
techniques, clear instructions, and social and professional
support may be more effective than those that do not. When
introducing new technologies such as apps to older people, the
steep learning curve older people may experience must be
recognized and support supplied to help them become familiar
with the technology. Given the ongoing crisis caused by
COVID-19 and the challenges we face as we reorganize services
in a post-COVID-19 world, there is clearly great potential for
digitalization of services for older people, although differences
in uptake could exacerbate health inequalities if access is not
made available to all groups. The evidence for the effectiveness
of mHealth or eHealth provision of interventions to support and
promote physical activity among older people is still in its
infancy, but nonetheless promising. Future research requires
high-quality RCTs comparing different modes of delivery, but
implementation may require faster turnaround and should
therefore be rigorously evaluated.
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Abstract

Background: Digitalization and the increasing availability of online information have changed the way in which information
is searched for and retrieved by the public and by health professionals. The technical developments in the last two decades have
transformed the methods of information retrieval. Although systematic evidence exists on the general information needs of
specialists, and in particular, family physicians (FPs), there have been no recent systematic reviews to specifically address the
needs of FPs and any barriers that may exist to accessing online health information.

Objective: This review aims to provide an up-to-date perspective on the needs of FPs in searching, retrieving, and using online
information.

Methods: This systematic review of qualitative and quantitative studies searched a multitude of databases spanning the years
2000 to 2020 (search date January 2020). Studies that analyzed the online information needs of FPs, any barriers to the accessibility
of information, and their information-seeking behaviors were included. Two researchers independently scrutinized titles and
abstracts, analyzing full-text papers for their eligibility, the studies therein, and the data obtained from them.

Results: The initial search yielded 4541 studies for initial title and abstract screening. Of the 144 studies that were found to be
eligible for full-text screening, 41 were finally included. A total of 20 themes were developed and summarized into 5 main
categories: individual needs of FPs before the search; access needs, including factors that would facilitate or hinder information
retrieval; quality needs of the information to hand; utilization needs of the information available; and implication needs for
everyday practice.

Conclusions: This review suggests that searching, accessing, and using online information, as well as any pre-existing needs,
barriers, or demands, should not be perceived as separate entities but rather be regarded as a sequential process. Apart from
accessing information and evaluating its quality, FPs expressed concerns regarding the applicability of this information to their
everyday practice and its subsequent relevance to patient care. Future online information resources should cater to the needs of
the primary care setting and seek to address the way in which such resources may be adapted to these specific requirements.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18816)   doi:10.2196/18816
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Introduction

Background
Digital transformation and the ubiquitous availability of online
information resources have diversified the process of obtaining
and evaluating information in general. Although information
availability has seen a transition from classical sources of
information to digital equivalents, it has brought with it new
barriers such as technical requirements, paying systems, or the
need for paid membership to access certain contents. Following
initial work on the information needs of doctors by Covell et al
[1], reviews have summarized the needs, information-seeking
behaviors, and resources used to answer clinical questions that
have arisen from everyday practice [2-12]. One reason for
clinicians to conduct an information search is to answer
questions arising from their daily practice and patient care [12].
Doctors therefore frequently use the internet for professional
purposes [13]. They encounter evermore internet-informed
patients, who bring information into the consultation [14] and
use the internet as their preferred source of health information
[15,16]. This inevitably affects the doctor-patient interaction
[17] and health-related decision making [18]. The variety and
abundance of online medical information may be overwhelming
when it comes to critically appraising and evaluating the quality
of these resources [19]. Doctors thus face new challenges when
it comes to the utilization and adoption emerging through digital
transformation in health care. The following questions should
be raised: What reasons, facilitators, and barriers exist for
doctors during online information searches? How are their
information needs and information-seeking behaviors may be
affected by digital transformation? Despite the body of available
literature, we identified 3 gaps in the literature on the
information needs among doctors, leading us to conduct this
systematic review:

1. Not family physician (FP)–specific: Half of the systematic
reviews examined were not specific to primary care or FP,
but on the information needs of doctors in general
[4,7,9,10,12], whereas reviews addressing the information
needs and information-seeking behaviors of FPs are
outdated [2,3,5,6,8]. The latest review by Clarke et al [11]
in 2013, analyzed the information-seeking behavior of FPs,
trainees, nurse practitioners, nurses, and nurse coordinators
in a combined review to better understand clinical decision
making. As the daily routines of medical specialties differ
greatly, so do the respective information needs of doctors
[9], which arise from tackling specific clinical tasks in
everyday practice [20]. FPs are confronted with diverse
clinical questions and therefore may have differing
information requirements than other specialist colleagues.
These requirements could be met with a multitude of
available online tools and software systems developed
within the recent decade. To the best of our knowledge, no
recent systematic review has exclusively examined the
information needs of FPs toward online health information.

2. Out of date: One review from 2011 studied information
needs and information-seeking behaviors of hospital-based
doctors compared with primary care physicians regarding
the access of electronic information [21]. However,
technological advancements as well as rapidly changing
information delivery systems over the last decade have
altered information retrieval in general and specifically in
the health care setting.

3. Contradictory evidence: It remains questionable whether
the perceived needs of doctors reflect their actual needs [9].
Existing, but not perceived, needs of physicians could
remain unexpressed. The analysis of barriers and facilitators
before, during, and after the information search itself may
give insights into existing but unperceived or unexpressed
needs [9].

Objectives
This systematic review asks “What needs, demands, barriers
and facilitators exist for FPs to search for online health
information?” We intend to fill these gaps in the literature and
aim to do the following:

1. Review studies that analyze the information needs and
information-seeking behaviors of FPs in the primary care
setting.

2. Focus on online information retrieval by considering the
technological advancements in health care and medical
information over the last 20 years.

3. Include factors that facilitate or hinder the need for and
retrieval of online information in the FP setting.

Therefore, this study intends to summarize the 3 elements of
information need, literature searches, and resources as they are
interlinked, as suggested by Davies [9].

Methods

Methodological Approach
We performed a systematic review.

Search Strategy
We searched for relevant studies using MEDLINE (via
PubMed), Web of Science Core Collection (SCI-Expanded),
and Scopus. Furthermore, the reference lists of identified
primary papers were screened to identify other potentially
relevant citations. The initial search in all databases was
performed on May 2, 2018, and updated on January 21, 2020.
We formed a search strategy in cooperation with Cochrane
Germany and a consulting medical colleague. We started an
explorative search term comprising “physician* AND health
information AND need.” For the specifications of the explorative
search strategy, we searched for relevant synonyms and
corresponding Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms to
extend the explorative terms. These were matched with MeSH
On Demand and with MeSH terms in similar papers, retrieved
by using the explorative search. We established generated blocks
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for each aspect of the review question, such as the participants
involved, the areas of interest, and the setting. Synonyms or
similar MeSH terms within each block were combined with the
OR operator. The blocks were then combined with the AND
operator. We limited our search to the years spanning 2000 to
2020 for the following reasons: global internet access was only
widely available from the year 2000 onwards. Subsequently,
increased use of the internet could be assumed. This period
covers milestone technical developments, such as broadband
and mobile internet access, smartphone development and the
accompanying hardware and software changes, and social media
utilization. Before 2000, only about 5% [22] of the world
population had internet access. Thus, it seems reasonable to
limit the timeframe accordingly. The final search terms and
search details used are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
We included original qualitative, quantitative, and mixed
methods studies, which assessed the needs of FPs and their
requirements for online health information, regardless of the
medical indication. These studies included those that assessed
these needs explicitly or more implicitly measured requirements,
barriers, and demands in asking clinical questions during an
FPs’ working day or during continuous medical education
(CME) programs. If studies addressed a variety of professions
or specialties, we only considered those that consisted of at least
50% FPs in the study population. We included studies retrieved
by the search in German and English only, regardless of the
impact factor, peer-review process, or publishing process (eg,
book, journal, and dissertation).

We excluded the following:

• Reviews, conference proceedings, evidence syntheses,
editorials, commentaries, study register entries, protocols,
or works that were unobtainable.

• Studies conducted in developing countries that had a very
different or underdeveloped health care system, if a
reasonable comparison with the primary care systems of
the included studies (eg, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and France) was not feasible.

• Double publications that only received minor edits or
updates to the initial study, by choosing those with the most
complete data set.

Furthermore, studies were deemed to be ineligible if:

• The wrong type of information was addressed: As this
review aimed at the needs of FPs in obtaining online health
information, we excluded:

• Studies that only analyzed health information in
exclusively printable (nononline) formats.

• Studies that focused on electronic health records or
systems aiming at patient information.

• The wrong population was addressed: patients, general
public, or nonmedical health professionals (eg, studies that
addressed evaluation or utilization of patient-centered
telephone or online counseling, interactive apps, online
forums, social media, or patient portals with protected
log-ins or personalized patient data).

• Only outcomes not connected to information-seeking
behavior or information needs toward online health
information were measured (eg, piloting and evaluation of
specific knowledge interventions or educational programs
for physicians).

Study Selection
All duplicates were removed automatically using Endnote
X9.3.3 (Clarivate) and subsequently by hand. Study selection
was performed with Covidence [23], which is specifically
designed for Cochrane reviews and frequently used for review
management [24,25]. Two researchers (LF and PK)
independently screened titles and abstracts and excluded studies
that were not eligible. LF and PK then independently screened
full-text copies of potentially relevant papers, excluding any
studies that were not eligible and documenting the reasons for
exclusion. Any disagreements in any phase were resolved
through discussion and consensus. Due to the broad themes of
independently screened papers, we did not measure inter-rater
reliability (kappa) because a quantitative measurement of
agreement would not have reflected the qualitative consensus
process.

Data Extraction
Two reviewers developed and piloted a data extraction form
independently and manually and obtained the following study
characteristics: authors, publication date, title, study type
(quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methods), type of data
collection (questionnaires, interviews, etc), recruitment of
participants (email, hospital, etc), number of FP participants,
indication for the health information addressed, the type of
health information (online, app, etc), and the outcome variables
(needs and requirements). The reviewers resolved any
disagreements in the extraction phase through discussion and
consensus. An overview of the data extraction phase, including
quality appraisal, results analysis, and synthesis, is displayed
in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Methods overview for study selection, quality appraisal, and results synthesis (for details see text). AXIS: appraisal tool for cross-sectional
studies; CASP: critical appraisal skills program.

Quality Appraisal of the Studies
The quality of the studies was assessed by using 2 instruments.
For qualitative studies, we applied the critical appraisal skills
program (CASP) checklist [26]. For quantitative studies, we
applied the appraisal tool for cross-sectional studies (AXIS)
tool [27]. For mixed methods studies, we applied the CASP
checklist and, if applicable, the AXIS tool. CASP offers distinct
and easy-to-use checklists for critically appraising different
forms of evidence and studies adapted from the JAMA Users
Guide to the Medical Literature [28] and is used in similar
reviews [29]. The AXIS tool is a new appraisal tool for
cross-sectional studies, currently cited in more than 60 reviews
as well as in a recent systematic review assessing the
effectiveness of apps [30]. As many of the included quantitative
studies had a cross-sectional design, it seemed suitable for this
review. AXIS offered no numerical scale to assess quality, but
instead aimed to assess the individual characteristics of a study
and therefore seemed suitable, as quantitative data were too
heterogeneous to perform meta-analyses. Critical appraisal also
served as an indicator of possible strengths and weaknesses of
the studies and any possible implications for thematic synthesis.
All quality aspects were extracted independently by 2 reviewers
(LF and PK) in a separate data sheet and were later combined
by discussion and consensus into the tables shown in Multimedia
Appendices 2 [31-46] and 3 [21,32,34,36,40,47-70].

Analysis and Synthesis of Results
A structured analysis of all included studies as well as thematic
synthesis was performed based on the method described by
Thomas and Harden [71] and according to a systematic review
by Möhler and Meyer [72]. All full texts, figures, tables, and
supplementary materials of the included studies were uploaded
to a qualitative content analysis software (QCAmap), according
to Mayring [73]. In studies where mixed populations were
addressed, but FPs made up at least 50% of the study population,
we only extracted qualitative and quantitative data if they were
represented separately. They were excluded from the study if
data regarding FPs were not separately extracted. Data synthesis
was performed in 7 stages (Figure 1):

1. The results of the qualitative and mixed methods studies
were coded line by line according to the meaning of the
content (free codes). The free codes were named as per the
description of the item, enabling the reader to identify the

way in which an item was defined in the text of the included
studies.

2. A superior item name was generated to summarize the
descriptions of similar items.

3. Item names were organized into related areas of descriptive
themes (main categories and subcategories) by inductive
category formation [73].

4. These categories were compared within the studies to
analyze similarities or differences, or create new categories,
if existing ones were insufficient. Stages 1 to 4 were
performed by both reviewers (LF and PK) independently,
thereby generating 2 separate code systems.

5. Both reviewers compared and discussed their respective
code systems to achieve consensus on a mutual code system.

6. With this mutual code system, the 2 reviewers together
again coded all full-text papers line by line, resulting in a
more general and objective coding system during text
interpretation. In mixed methods studies, where quantitative
content showed relevant connections to qualitative content,
this content was additionally marked with a quantitative
code to later allow linking to both qualitative and
quantitative data sets.

7. Purely quantitative studies were subsequently analyzed to
support the main categories and subcategories derived from
qualitative synthesis in a sequential synthesis design [74]
and without conducting meta-analyses.

During the collection of the main categories, this study observed
that needs could be expressed directly and explicitly (eg, need
for reduced information), or more indirectly (implicitly), by
naming distinct barriers (eg, the overabundance of information),
perceived lacks (eg, lack of reduced information), and possible
facilitators (eg, suggesting less information) during the
information search. Where those diverse expressions occurred,
they were summarized under the same category to enable the
compilation of different aspects of utterance meaning [75].
Furthermore, categories were summarized by acknowledging
information search and seeking behavior as a process [9],
beginning with a personal need, leading to the access of the
information, utilizing it, and the implications of the information
used. Inevitably, emerging categories can overlap in certain
aspects.
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Results

Flow Diagram
After deduplication, the search retrieved 3611 citations. A total

of 144 publications were screened in full text, and 103
publications were excluded. We included 41 studies in the
synthesis. The study flow is shown in the preferred reporting
items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses [76] (PRISMA)
diagram (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Flow diagram.

Characteristics of Included Studies

Type of Studies and Data Collection
Out of the 41 included studies, 25 were quantitative studies, 9
were qualitative, and 7 were mixed methods studies. Data were
collected through a survey (n=18); interview (n=5);
questionnaire or logbook (review of medical notes and

consultation records; n=5); collection of clinical questions by
interview or observation (n=4); combined survey, interview, or
focus groups (n=4); focus groups alone (n=3); or as a
prospective study with electronic data collection (n=2). For a
detailed overview of qualitative and mixed methods studies as
well as the aims of quantitative studies, their characteristics,
recruitment settings, and the outcomes formulated, see Tables
1 and 2.
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Table 1. Characteristics of qualitative and mixed methods studies.

Type of informa-
tion

Main results and themesSample sizeData analysisData collectionAimsAuthor (Ref-
erence)

Email or educa-
tional email
alerts

Advantages or disadvan-
tages of educational email
alerts; knowledge, attitude,
and behavior toward email

15 FPsThematic analysisInterviewExplore the viewpoint of

FPsa on advantages and dis-
advantages of educational
email alerts

Badran et al
2015 [31]

Information re-
garding the use
of PDAs

PDA usage by residents; ad-
vantages or disadvantages
of PDA use

88 GPsb

(survey); 15
GPs (inter-
view)

Descriptive designSurvey and inter-
view

No clear aim statedBarrett et al
2004 [32]

Internet informa-
tion

Computerization; opinions
about new technologies; the
GPs working environment;
information behavior

32 GPsN/AcInterviewConsider the use of comput-
ers by GPs, analyze the im-
pact of computerization on
information-seeking behav-
ior

Boissin 2005
[33]

MixedInformation needs and seek-
ing; preferences; attitudes

19 GPs (in-
terview); 39

N/ASurvey interview
and focus group

Explore factors that moti-
vate GPs to pursue informa-
tion

Bryant 2004
[34]

toward libraries; information
sources used

GPs (focus
group)

MixedBarriers and enabling factors
of point-of-care learning

50 PCPsdGrounded theoryFocus groupUnderstand barriers and en-
abling factors influencing
physician point-of-care

Cook et al
2013 [35]

learning and decisions
physicians are facing

Internet informa-
tion

Use of internet; information
sources; type of information
sought; search skills; use of

294 GPs
(survey); 20
GPs (inter-
view)

N/ASurvey and inter-
view

Determine the extent of use
of the internet for clinical
information among FPs

Cullen 2002
[36]

critical evaluation of infor-
mation and impact on deci-
sion

Clinical ques-
tions

Classify clinical questions103 FPsObservation and
text analysis

Collection of clini-
cal questions (inter-
view)

Develop a taxonomy of
doctors’questions about pa-
tient care

Ely et al
2000 [37]

Clinical ques-
tions

Obstacles encountered try-
ing to obtain evidence-based
answers to real clinical
questions

103 FPsObservation and
text analysis

Collection of clini-
cal questions (ob-
servation)

Describe obstacles encoun-
tered when attempting to
answer doctors’ questions
with evidence

Ely et al
2002 [38]

Internet informa-
tion

Preferences for disseminat-
ing preventative clinical
practice guidelines through
the internet

34 FPsThematic analysisFocus groupsExplore FPs’ perspectives
on how to provide evidence-
based preventive clinical
practice guidelines to physi-
cians on the internet

Feightner et
al 2001 [39]

MixedNumber of questions asked,
pursued, and answered; type

112 PCPs;
90 PCPs

Classification of
questions

Recording consulta-
tions and telephone
interview

Determine information
needs of PCPs and describe
their information-seeking
patterns

González-
González et
al 2007 [40] and topic of questions; time

spent pursuing answers; in-
formation resources used;
perceived barriers to search

Mixed (CME
aspect)

Perceptions of CME pro-
grams

30 GPsThematic synthesisInterviewsCapture the variety of per-
ceptions and intentions to
act and attitudes of GPs re-

Heintze et al
2005 [41]

garding their own CMEe

behavior

Internet informa-
tion

Barriers to use the internet175 GPs
(survey); 56
GPs (written
response)

Inductive approachCross-sectional
study and question-
naire

Investigate health profession-
als’ attitudes and perceived
barriers to using the internet
for ongoing professional
learning

Janes et al
2005 [42]
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Type of informa-
tion

Main results and themesSample sizeData analysisData collectionAimsAuthor (Ref-
erence)

Mobile informa-
tion

Effect of specialty on prefer-
ences toward handheld pre-
sentation of evidence

47 FPsVerbal protocol
analysis

InterviewsInvestigate differences that
impact physicians’ needs of
clinical evidence on mobile
devices

Lottridge et

al 2007 [43]f

Internet informa-
tion

Research topic in general
medicine; resource selec-
tion; seeking process; re-
search context

35 GPsDescriptive analy-
sis

Focus groupsExplore attitudes and behav-
ior of residents in general
medicine and GPs when
seeking medical information
online

Schuers et al
2016 [44]

MixedBarriers in knowledge transi-
tion and suggestions to im-
prove implementation

4 GPs (inter-
views); 25
GPs (focus
group); 587
GPs (survey)

Content analysis;
grounded theory

Interviews; focus
groups; online
questionnaire

Assess suggestions of prac-
ticing physicians for possi-
ble improvements of knowl-
edge transition effectiveness
into clinical practice

Vaucher et
al 2016 [45]

MixedReasons for difficulties and
coping strategies; informa-
tion sources used

47 GPsGrounded theoryQuestionnaire; in-
terview; review
medical notes

Better understand GPs’infor-
mation needs and prefer-
ences to provide basis for
developing better informa-
tion resources

Zack et al
2006 [46]

aFP: family physician.
bGP: general physician.
cN/A: not applicable.
dPCP: primary care physician or practitioner.
eCME: continuous medical education.
fIn this study, family physicians did not make up at least 50% of the population. However, the studies compared different groups of doctors and were
included in the analysis to evaluate the potential differences between family physicians and other specialties. There was heterogeneity in the studies
regarding the term family physician, general practitioner, or primary care practitioner. We decided to use the term of the original study rather than trying
to find a common definition of family physicians for different studies. Types of information grouping were performed by medium or source. Due to a
lack of one common definition for the information medium or sources among studies, we summarized those studies sharing a comparable or similar
definition. However, some studies needed to be grouped by the addressed content rather than the analyzed medium itself.
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Table 2. Characteristics of quantitative studies.

Type of in-
formation

Main outcomesRecruitment and

sample sizea
Data collectionAimsAuthor (Ref-

erence)

MixedUse of and barriers to information
resources

Network; PCPsb=41Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Assess information-seeking behav-
iors and preferences of clinicians

Andrews et
al 2005 [47]

Internet infor-
mation

Usefulness of internet as informa-
tion resource; search pattern com-
pared with other specialties

Fax database;
FPs=457

Fax surveyAssess the way FPsc use the internet
to look for clinical information and
how patterns vary from other special-
ists

Bennett et al
2005 [48]

Internet infor-
mation

Internet use for clinical information;
obstacles and facilitators for internet
use

Online question-
naire; FPs=721

Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Describe characteristics of GPsd

using the internet for clinical infor-
mation search to identify barriers
and facilitators to internet use

Bernard et al
2012 [49]

Clinical
questions

Description of type and frequency
questions asked (secondary analysis)

Adjacent study;
PCPs=82

Collection of clinical
questions (secondary
analysis)

Assess feasibility of using informa-
tion generated in the context of what
could become a “routine” clinical
information source

Bjerre et al
2013 [50]

CME media
and internet
information

Amount of GPs knowledge acquired
after studies. Requirements of GPs
toward CME. Sources of GPs’
CME. Efficacy of CME. Signifi-
cance of the internet.

Database; FPs=72SurveyDemands of GPs toward CMEe me-
dia, the used CME sources, and their
efficacy

Butzlaff et al
2002 [51]

MixedInformation sources; questions fre-
quently asked; dealing with uncer-

Database; GPs=147SurveyIdentify the specific needs of oncol-
ogists and GPs attending cancer pa-
tients

Ciarlo et al
2016 [52]

tainty; satisfaction with information;
information seeking and time spent;
information needs for specific topics

Clinical
questions

Frequencies and categories of ques-
tions generated during patient en-
counter

University;
PCPs=15

Interview with fol-
low-up

Investigate information needs and
information seeking in primary care
practices serving as educational sites

Cogdill et al
2000 [53]

Electronic
information

Information needs. Frequency of
formulated questions. Use of com-
puters. Preference in locating evi-

Professional bodies;
PCPs=256

SurveyDetermine information needs of
physicians

Davies 2011

[21]f

dence. Barriers in accessing electron-
ic information.

E-resourcesPersonal and professional character-
istics associated with use of e-re-

Organizations;
GPs=119

SurveyInvestigate the use of e-resources
within the GPs’ education and
training sector

Denny et al
2015 [54]

sources. Preferred sources. Frequen-
cy of use. Factors relevant in selec-
tion and use.

MixedTime spent on addressing search for
clinical information; preferred infor-
mation source; success in search

Within region;
GPs=115

Logbook and ques-
tionnaire

Explore optimal foraging theory to
understand information-seeking be-
havior of GPs, measure costs, and
benefits of information-seeking de-
cisions

Dwairy et al
2011 [55]

Clinical
questions

Description of type and frequency
questions asked

Personal contact and
academic; PCPs=25

Collection of clinical
questions (observa-
tion and survey)

Identify clinical questions health
care professionals have and explore
whether questions could be used to
drive needs assessment for clinical
education programs

Ebell et al
2011 [56]

Internet infor-
mation

Internet access and use; reasons for
not using

Database;
PCPs=1103

Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Clarify reasons for not consulting
the internet and identify alternative
sources of information for problem
solving during patient care

Koller et al
2001 [57]

MixedNumber of clinical queries and an-
swers pursued and retrieved; out-

University; GP
trainees=76

LogsDetermine how often and how GP
trainees search for answers to clini-
cal queries encountered in daily
clinical practice

Kortekaas et
al 2015 [58]

come on decision making; resources
used
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Type of in-
formation

Main outcomesRecruitment and

sample sizea
Data collectionAimsAuthor (Ref-

erence)

MixedInformation needs and sources; ob-
stacles when seeking information;
perception of participatory medicine

Organization;
GP=174

SurveyExplore the information-seeking
behavior of GPs and their attitudes
toward participatory medicine

Kostagiolas
et al 2015
[59]

MixedInformation sources used and found
to be most accessible and relevant
to needs

Database; FPs=331Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Determine information resources of
FPs to update general medical
knowledge and make clinical deci-
sions

Kosteniuk et
al 2013 [60]

Internet infor-
mation

Use of online resources; time spent
on searches; rate of success; barriers
of finding information; search tools

Mixed promotion;
GPs=89

SurveyProvide insight on the professional
internet use among different sub-
groups of physicians

Kritz et al

2013 [61]g

MixedFrequency of use; perceived impor-
tance; associations between GP
characteristics and use and impor-
tance

Organizations;
GPs=1580

Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Assess GPs’ information-seeking
behavior, perceived importance of
medical information sources and
associations with GPs characteristics

Le et al 2016
[62]

Internet infor-
mation

Internet usage and reasons for use;
intergroup comparisons

Via email; GPs=383Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Determine how GPs use online re-
sources in support of their continu-
ing professional development

MacWalter
et al 2016
[63]

MixedIn-consultation information seeking
from human or nonhuman source

Adjacent study; GP
trainees=654

Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Establish prevalence and associa-
tions of GP trainees in consultation
information seeking

Magin et al
2015 [64]

Clinical
questions

Generation of learning goalsAdjacent study; GP
trainees=1124

Cross-sectional sur-
vey

Establish prevalence and associa-
tions of GP trainees generation of
learning goals

Magin et al
2017 [65]

Online toolUsage pattern and user group analy-
sis

N/A; GPs=59Prospective study
(data collection via
computer log)

Determine long-term use of an on-
line evidence system in routine
clinical practice

Magrabi et
al 2008 [66]

Internet infor-
mation
(CME as-
pect)

Internet use and importance; frequen-
cy and effectiveness of CME

Adjacent study; ran-
dom sample
GPs=351

SurveyExamine GPs’ attitudes toward and
use of the internet and online CME

Ruf et al
2008 [67]

Internet infor-
mation

Characteristics of questions generat-
ed and answered; search time; re-
sources used; barriers to use

Practice center;
GPs=3

Prospective study
(data collection via
computer log)

Determine if FP faculty answer their
questions using online resources and
the proportions of answers that influ-
enced patient care

Schwartz et
al 2003 [68]

CME mediaResources used for CME and effec-
tiveness; demands toward CME
media

Postal; PCPs=57Survey with follow-
up

Gain understanding of PCPs’ learn-
ing media preferences

Vollmar et al
2008 [69]

CME mediaInternet access and utilization; re-
quirements toward CME media

Adjacent study;
PCPs=264

SurveyGain understanding of GPs’ prefer-
ences for different forms of educa-
tional media that will meet CME
needs

Vollmar et al
2009 [70]

aSample size describes family physician staff included. If mixed personnel were surveyed or addressed, nonphysicians were excluded from the description
and analysis.
bPCP: primary care physician or practitioner.
cFP: family physician.
dGP: general physician.
eCME: continuous medical education.
fThis survey also included a short literature review but was not excluded from the analysis.
gIn these studies, family physicians did not make up at least 50% of the population. However, the studies compared different groups of doctors and
were included in the analysis to evaluate the potential differences between family physicians and other specialties. There was heterogeneity in the studies
regarding the term family physician, general practitioner, or primary care practitioner. We decided to use the term of the original study rather than trying
to find a common definition of family physicians for different studies. Types of information grouping were performed by medium or source. Due to a
lack of one common definition for the information medium or sources among studies, we summarized those studies sharing a comparable or similar
definition. However, some studies needed to be grouped by the addressed content rather than the analyzed medium itself.
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Type of Information Addressed
Most studies addressed mixed online information sources (n=15)
or internet information sources (n=12). Few studies focused on
mobile information sources (n=2). One study focused on online
information delivered via email (n=1) or online information
delivered via an online tool or app (n=1). Some studies focused
on the process of generating clinical questions in practice (n=6)
or analyzed CME as an online health information resource (n=4).

Synthesis of Studies
A total of 20 subcategories emerged from the coding of the
included studies and were summarized into the following 5
main categories:

1. Individual needs: Formed to collect FPs’ expressed
individual personal needs, barriers, or demands toward
online information before initiating a search. This category

collected diverse statements from FPs when they directly
identified a personal need or more indirectly explained the
individual barriers met.

2. Access needs: Formed to collect aspects, needs, or barriers
expressed by FPs during the access of online information.

3. Quality needs: Formed to collect aspects, needs, or barriers
expressed by FPs toward the quality of online information
after being accessed.

4. Utilization needs: Formed to collect aspects, needs, or
barriers regarding the subsequent utilization of the retrieved
information.

5. Implementation needs: Formed to collect aspects, needs,
or barriers regarding consequences and effects that emerged
due to or after utilization of online information.

Meta-analyses of survey results were not possible due to the
heterogeneity of methods used in data collection. See Table 3
for details of the main categories, items, and item descriptions.
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Table 3. Main categories, themes, and theme descriptions.

Supporting survey resultsDescriptionMain category and subcate-
gory

Individual needs

89.7% ranked knowledge update as high level of importance as
information need or motive [59]; 5-point Likert scale (1-2=low,

There is a need for continuous medical education
in practice. There is a need for being kept up-to-
date [33-36,39,42,44,45].

CMEa

4-5=high importance), N=174; 80.4% of FPsb use the internet for
work-related continuing professional development [63]; survey,
N=383.

Lack of computer or digital literacy skills ranked low level of im-
portance as an obstacle to obtain information by 70.3% and 65.9%

There is a lack of internet, computer, or digital skills
[31,33,36,39,42,45].

Digital skill

of FPs [59]; 5-point Likert scale (1-2=low, 4-5=high importance),
N=174.

Colleagues as the preferred aid in clinical decision making among
FPs [21]; survey, N=256. Colleagues used as information source

Collaborations among colleagues or with other
clinical fields and experts are important
[33-36,38,41,42,44-46].

Collaboration

by 62.4% of the FPs in making clinical decisions [60]; survey;
N=330. For learning activities, German FPs use quality circles
(75.7%) and colleagues (58.5%) as preferred information source
with significant correlation between utilization and efficacy [70];
survey, N=264.

65.0% of FPs see websites with evidence-based summaries as the
leading facilitating factor to use the internet for information seeking

There is a lack of methodological and scientific
principles regarding the practice of EBM. Method-

EBMc skill

in clinical practice [49]; survey, N=721. 45.5% of FPs see difficul-ological and scientific skills regarding EBM are
needed [34-36,38,41,44,45]. ties in quality appraisal as a leading barrier to using the internet

for CME [67]; survey, N=349.

Medical textbooks (66.4%) or books or printed journals (86.3%)
used by FPs to make specific clinical decisions regarding patient
care [49,60]; surveys, N=721 and 330, respectively.

Analogue information may be preferred over elec-
tronic resources by FPs [35,39,42,45].

Prefer analogue

Access needs

Lack of time ranked as a leading important obstacle when seeking
information [59]; 65.3% high importance, 5-point Likert scale (1-

Time to look up or access information is missing.
Information access should be quick
[21,31,34,35,38-42,44,45].

Time

2=low, 4-5=high importance), N=174. 47.0% of FPs ranked lack
of time as second most important barrier when searching the inter-
net for clinical information [49]; survey, N=721. FPs spent least
amount of time in complex queries compared with other specialties
[61]; survey, N=500. Time to search was ranked as the most fre-
quent barrier to look for information [21]; survey, N=256.

FP registrars named ease of navigation as a factor relevant to use
of e-resources [54]; mean 4.32, SD 0.61, 5-point Likert scale (1=not

Online resources should facilitate easy access to
information. Navigational aspects are important for
access to information [32,36,39,42-46].

Simple

important, 5=very important), N=119. 61.3% of FPs ranked navi-
gation difficulties first as physician internet barrier [48]; survey,
N=457.

Cost was ranked as the second highest obstacle when seeking in-
formation [59]; 59.2% high importance, 5-point Likert scale (1-
2=low, 4-5=high importance), N=174.

Access to information is expensive. Access to infor-
mation should be free [32,41,42,44,45].

Cost

Language barrier was ranked third by 34.1% of FPs as an obstacle
when seeking information in clinical practice [49]; survey, N=721.

Foreign language can be a barrier in the informa-
tion-seeking process [44].

Language

Most reported difficulties when using online resources for profes-
sional development: 62.7% slow internet connection; 49.9% addi-

Hardware, software, or technical issues prevent
access to information [32,38,39,42].

Technical

tional software needed; 46.2% access to website restricted; 42.6%
problems logging into online resource; and 37.3% internet connec-
tion problems other than speed [63]; survey, N=383.

Quality needs

Reliability is the second most favored attribute regarding tools for
CME [70]; 89.8% very important, 3-point ordinal scale (0=unim-

Information and the institution offering it should
be credible, transparent, and trustworthy. Informa-

Credible

portant, 2=very important), survey N=264. Pharmaceutical salestion should be independent from pharmaceutical
firms or industry [32,34-36,38,39,41,44-46]. representatives are the least used information source by FPs [60];

4.2%, survey, N=330.
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Supporting survey resultsDescriptionMain category and subcate-
gory

“Too much information to scan” named as leading barrier (47.7%)
to internet use for information seeking and identified “evidence-
based summaries” and “selected documents” as leading facilitating
factors for information seeking (65.0% and 54.4%, respectively)
[49]; survey, N=721. “Content filters” perceived as an important
tool for information search, identified by 48.0% of FPs [61]; sur-
vey; N=89.

Overabundance of information can result in an in-
effective search of information. Information should
be preselected and comprehensive to FPs’ relevant
topics [31,34,35,38,39,41,42,44-46]. FPs need short
and concise summaries of information
[35,38,39,41,43-46].

Concise

“Creation date listed” was identified as an important factor relevant

to GPs’d use of e-resources [54]; mean 4.22, SD 0.72, 5-point
Likert scale (1=not important, 5=very important) survey, N=119.

Information should be recent and up-to-date
[35,38,39,42,45,46].

Up-to-date

66.7% of FPs search for specific patient information, 44.0% of
FPs identified the lack of availability of specific information as a
barrier to using the internet [48]; survey, N=457.

There is a need for specific and in-depth informa-
tion among FPs that is highly variable and depen-
dent on the situation (eg, rare diseases and pediatric
doses) [32,34-36,38,39,41,44,46].

Specific

Utilization needs

—eFPs identify easy navigation and organized content
as important for the daily usability of an electronic
resource [32,35,38,39,43,46].

Usability

—FPs note an existing gap between scientific litera-
ture and the questions arising from daily practice
[38,45].

Science-practice gap

71.0% of FPs name “disturbance of doctor-patient-communication”
as a leading reason for not using the internet [57]; survey, N=1103.

FPs see implications for the doctor-patient relation-
ship, when information search is done during the
patient encounter [33,35,44].

Doctor-patient-relation-
ship

Implication needs

“Relevant to practice” is rated as a very important requirement and
most favored attribute of educational media use by 93.3% of FPs
[70]; 3-point ordinal scale (0=unimportant, 2=very important),
survey N=264. 27.0% of FPs name “low relevance for clinical
practice” as a barrier to using the internet for information seeking,
and nearly half of the FPs see more relevancy for clinical practice
as a facilitating factor [49]; survey; N=721.

Electronic information should be useful or relevant
to daily practice and individual setting. Information
should aid or improve the process of clinical deci-
sion making [32,34,35,38,41,42,44-46].

Relevancy for daily
practice

93.5% of FPs use the internet for obtaining information to give to
a patient [63]; survey, N=383.

Information should be useful for patient education
[32,34-36,39,43,44,46].

Patient education

Improvement of clinical decision making and confirmation of de-
cision are among the most frequently named impacts of information
search among FP trainees [58]; 25.8% and 22.7% of clinical queries
in daily practice; survey; N=76.

FPs search for information to justify practice or
clinical decision [34-36,39,41,44,46].

Justification of practice

aCME: continuous medical education.
bFP: family physician.
cEBM: evidence-based medicine.
dGP: general physician.
eNo substantiating quantitative results are displayed.

Individual Needs

CME
FPs identified a need for CME in everyday practice
[33-36,39,42,44,45] but did not rank the internet as the most
preferred source [36,49] for obtaining CME-related information.
Although the work-related utilization of the internet for CME
is quite high [63], FPs appear to prefer personal medical
education such as colleagues and quality circles for updating
their knowledge [51,67,70].

Digital Skill
FPs mentioned a lack of digital, computer, or internet skills as
a potential barrier in obtaining online health information
[31,33,36,39,42,45]. However, the lack of digital or technical
skills was not mentioned as a leading obstacle to obtaining
online information [48,49,57,59,67]. A cross-sectional survey
made more precise distinctions in mentioning digital or technical
difficulties when using online resources, displaying the variety
of digital or technical barriers that can occur when using new
technologies (eg, log-in problems and need for additional
software) [63].
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Collaboration
FPs expressed the need for collaborations with colleagues or
experts throughout different disciplines and institutions (practice,
hospital, and universities) when seeking information
[33-36,38,41,42,44-46]. Quantitative data from surveys support
the utilization of colleagues and experts as an important
information resource for FPs [21,51,52,55,57-60,62,69,70].
Colleagues were the resource with the highest success rate when
obtaining information among FPs, being more efficient than
search engines or websites [55]. Young FP registrars named
face-to-face contact with educators or colleagues as the second
most preferred resource after using e-resources [54].

Evidence-Based Medicine Skill
FPs realized a lack of various skills and competences relating
to methods and principles of practicing evidence-based medicine
(EBM; eg, literature search and critical appraisal)
[34-36,38,41,44,45]. Surveys mentioned the difficulty in
obtaining quality appraisals as a hindrance to their use of the
internet for CME [67] and identified websites with
evidence-based summaries as facilitators of their use of the
internet for information seeking in clinical practice [49].

Prefer Analogue
In a few qualitative studies, analogue sources of information
were preferred by some FPs over electronic resources
[35,39,42,45]. Quantitative studies show varying and
inconclusive results concerning the FPs’most preferred sources
of information [21,47,51,52,55,58-60,62,67,69,70].

Access Needs

Time
Lack of time was frequently referred to as a barrier to accessing
information. Quick access to information was demanded by FPs
in both quali tat ive studies and surveys
[21,31,34,35,38-42,44,45,49,51,57,59,69,70]. FPs were reported
as devoting the least amount of time to complex queries, and
they are more likely to perceive a lack of time than other
specialists [61]. FPs spent 18 min on average on their searches
for clinical information [55]. FPs refer to the lack of time as a
leading barrier to obtaining information from the internet
[49,57,59]. FPs also ranked the attribute fast as a leading
criterion for the efficient utilization of information [51,69,70].

Simple
FPs mentioned easy access as an important requirement in the
process of seeking and obtaining information. Emphasis was
laid on simple technological aspects or technological tools that
enhanced information access [32,36,39,42-46]. Surveys
supported the fact that complex technological procedures appear
to be a hindrance to the access of online information [49,63,67].
User friendliness was mentioned as an important requirement
in obtaining electronic information [51,69,70]. Another aspect
was the identification of navigation difficulties as a barrier to
obtaining information from the internet [48] as well as
mentioning the ease of navigation as a factor that was highly
relevant to FPs when using e-resources [54].

Cost
FPs named costs as a barrier to accessing information. On the
one hand, they expressed the need for free access to information,
yet on the other hand, they mentioned costs of hardware and
software as a hindrance to obtaining information
[32,41,42,44,45]. Surveys supported cost and cost-effectiveness
as a factor for FPs when using CME [51,62,67,69,70], although
no obvious conclusion was drawn from the importance of this
factor as a barrier to accessing information in general [49,59].

Language
Qualitative studies rarely mentioned languages as an obstacle
for obtaining information [44]. However, surveys identified
foreign languages as a possible barrier in the process of seeking
information [49,59]. For German FPs, language is of medium
importance when using the internet [67,69,70].

Technical
The technical aspects identified as preventing the access of
information or displaying a barrier to the process of seeking
information were named in several studies covering a wide
variety of technical, hardware and software, or internet-related
problems [32,38,39,42]. A quantitative survey among Scottish
FPs identified several distinct issues, such as a slow connection
or incompatible software, when accessing information for CME
[63].

Quality Needs

Credible
FPs’needs regarding the quality of information, trustworthiness,
credibility, and transparency of information and the institution
generating this information were frequently named in qualitative
studies [34-36,38,39,44-46]. Transparency and credibility were
often linked to the need for information to be independent from
the pharmaceutical industry [32,38,41,44,45]. Quantitative
studies supported the need for trustworthy, credible, and
transparent information among FPs [48,51,57,60,63,67,69,70].

Concise
FPs cited an overabundance of information as a barrier to the
process of searching for specific or relevant information. The
internet and other electronic information resources were
perceived as containing an untamed information jungle,
hindering the effectiveness of researching FP-relevant
information [31,34,35,38,39,41,42,44-46]. This result was
supported by several surveys that addressed the need for concise
information or identified too much or confusing information as
an access barrier [49,51,54,57,59,61,67,69,70]. Another aspect
identified by several qualitative studies was the FPs’ need for
short and concise summaries of information [35,38,39,41,43-46].

Up-to-Date
Another need identified by FPs was the currency of information
available [35,38,39,42,45,46], which was chiefly cited by
qualitative analyses rather than quantitative studies [54,67].

Specific
FPs seemed to show differing needs for specific information
depending on the particular clinical question at hand and the
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individual patient situation. These needs could cover anything
from detailed pediatric drug dosing to diagnostic criteria for
rare diseases, but could not be narrowed down to any specific
or homogenous topic [32,34-36,38,39,41,44,46]. Therefore,
quantitative data were too heterogeneous to present a distinct
pattern of those specific needs emerging from surveys. However,
a survey listed the unavailability of specific information as a
barrier for FPs [48]. It was not an aim of this review to analyze
the distinct medical information FPs were searching for, but
some of the included studies identified these topics or developed
or used the taxonomy of clinically generated questions by FPs
[37,40,50,56,64,65,68]. This supported the highly heterogeneous
field of clinical questions that could arise from the FPs’ daily
routine. Cook et al [35] noted that the complexity of clinical
questions was an important aspect to consider among FPs.

Utilization Needs

Usability
The most prominent aspect retrieved was the need for easy
navigation and an organized display of structured content
[32,35,38,39,43,46]. Minor aspects retrieved from some studies
also mentioned the need for short and summarized information
[35,39] and aspects regarding mobile or tablet resources such
as physical size, screen requirements, or applications used
[32,43,45]. Quantitative evidence identifying needs as suitable
for daily practice utilization was sparse [70].

Science-Practice Gap
Few qualitative studies mentioned that scientific literature failed
to address and reflect on the relevant problems emerging from
daily practice, omitting the connection of academic centers to
daily practice [38,45]. None of the included surveys directly
measured this aspect. Few surveys report that FPs perceived a
lack of specific information [48] or the low relevance to clinical
practice [49] as a barrier to searching for information on the
internet.

Doctor-Patient Relationship
Qualitative studies suggested considering the setting of the FP
encounter with the patient, and possible positive and negative
implications on the doctor-patient relationship, as a
consideration when information searches were conducted during
the encounter [33,35,44]. One focus group study, in particular,
named the complexity of questions that arose in general practice
as a barrier to searching for information [35]. An older survey
of Swiss doctors identified the interruption of doctor-patient
communication as a reason for not using the internet [57].

Implication Needs

Relevance for Daily Practice
One important implication for the FPs’ everyday practice was
a reported lack of usefulness and relevance of electronic
resources in the daily clinical routine. FPs noted that information
should be applicable to their specific daily situations, rather
than general guidelines and recommendations
[32,34,35,38,41,42,44-46]. Surveys supported the need for
information relevance to daily practice [51,67,69,70] or
identified low relevance as a barrier to information seeking [49].

Furthermore, surveys reported the need for information to make
improved clinical decisions [58,63].

Patient Education
An important viewpoint of many FPs was the usefulness of
retrieved information for patient education or the need for
information supporting the patients’ involvement in the process
of explanation, identified by a number of qualitative studies
[32,34-36,39,43,44,46]. A survey of Scottish FPs reported that
over 90% of them used the internet to obtain information for
the patient [63] or advise patients on internet health resources
[47].

Justification of Practice
Qualitative studies also showed that general physicians (GPs)
searched and used information in everyday practice to reaffirm
preexisting knowledge or to justify their clinical decisions
[34-36,39,41,44,46]. The search strategies of FP trainees also
demonstrated the impact on clinical decision making or the
confirmation of a diagnosis [58]. Surveys that developed or
relied on the taxonomy arising from FPs’ daily practice also
supported this finding. The most common question types could
be classified according to the categories diagnosis and treatment
[37,40,50,56,64,65,68]. Surveys also show that the topics
diagnosis and treatment were important information-seeking
motives or information needs among FPs [52,53,59].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study presented 5 main aspects of FPs’needs toward online
health information:

1. Several individual needs exist for FPs before online
information is accessed, such as the need for digital and
EBM skills, preference for analogue information or a desire
for CME, and the need for interspecialist collaborations.

2. Needs that are connected with the access of online
information, such as simple access, technical barriers, a
good cost-benefit ratio, or suitable languages.

3. Needs that address aspects of quality itself, for instance,
credible and recent information. The most interesting
aspects of quality revealed a converse need for concise
information, on the one hand, as well as the need for specific
in-depth information, on the other hand.

4. Needs that are concerned with the feasible utilization of
obtained information, such as the suitability of information
to the distinct and unique situations in family practice.

5. Needs that reflect the subsequent implications of using
information that is tailored to FP practice, clinical judgment
and decision making, and patient education as well as
providing additional value to the FPs' future practice.

Comparison With Prior Work
The impact of the internet on the information needs of primary
care was reviewed in 1999 and identified FPs’ need to manage
information overload as well as the need for specific and simple
information [5]. This study confirms these findings within the
quality needs category and thus confirms prior work as still
valid. Rural health professionals have information needs directly
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relating to patient care and therapy, and they cited a lack of time
or technological literacy as barriers to obtaining information
[6]. Our study supports the relevance of patient-related needs
mainly in the utilization and implication needs category. It also
confirms time and technological aspects in the access needs
category.

Dawes and Sampson [7] noted heterogeneous
information-seeking behavior among doctors in 2003 and asked
for careful planning in delivering useful, relevant, and fast
information to physicians, supported by our findings within the
main categories of utilization and implication needs. A
noteworthy review from 2006 identified the information-seeking
obstacles to primary care physicians in the context of established
EBM processes [8]: (1) acknowledging an information gap, (2)
formulating a question, (3) seeking relevant information, (4)
formulating an answer, and (5) applying the answer to patient
care. Although our review is able to confirm most of the barriers
reported by Coumo and Meijman [8], it intends to present an
adapted classification of the steps necessary for FPs to obtain
such information.

The FPs’ information needs cannot be completely met by only
providing high-quality information through newly tailored online
sources. New content, new technologies, or new systems must
address seeking competencies, strategies of utilization, and the
implications generated in family practice, as our results revealed.
The internet’s role in needs, the information-seeking patterns,
and the sources utilized was partly reviewed by Davies [9]. In
agreement with some of our subcategories, prominent barriers
identified in information searches were lack of time, lack of
information technology skills, and lack of search skills, although
needs were often related to diagnosis and therapy. Physicians’
information needs are often related to diagnosis, therapy, and
patient care, as confirmed by literature reviews from 2010 and
2013 [10,11]. The most recent systematic review in this field
of work was conducted by Del Fiol et al [12] in 2014,
confirming that clinicians raise questions about patient care.
Although our study confirms the findings of these more recent
reviews, none of them have been exclusively focused on FPs.
Therefore, a substantiating comparison remains complex.

What Is New and Where to Go From Here?
Despite confirming prior work, this study seeks to highlight
possible future work emerging from the results presented. The
main categories and subcategories indicate that needs toward
online information by FPs seem to be closely associated with
CME and EBM. Evidence suggests that EBM interventions
improve short-term knowledge, but there is little evidence of a
change in long-term knowledge, attitudes, or clinical practice
[77]. Despite technological advancements, half of the clinical
questions still seem to be unanswered at the point of care [12].
No study has directly measured the effects of these interventions
on patients’ outcomes or FPs’ behavior [8]. The inability to
search for the literature and critically appraise the content—both
inevitable steps of EBM [78]—were identified as barriers to
obtaining information in the first place by this study. We suggest
that future work should focus on these intermingling aspects of
information need, CME, EBM, and daily routine in the primary
care setting. It should not abandon the implications and effects

on FPs’ behavior or patient outcomes that occur after an
information search or when a question is not pursued.

Searching for and critically appraising primary literature in a
short amount of time remains a major obstacle in primary care,
urging FPs to express needs for concise secondary, credible,
free, and simple information that also provides valuable and
specific medical information. This converse need for short and
concise, but also in-depth, information for an FP, in our opinion,
has neither been met by new online information platforms nor
by science contributing to the information translation with
relevant research into the FPs’ daily practice. An FP’s need for
information rarely starts with a scientific definition of an illness
or an update on epidemiology, but with a specific question on
individual patients and with direct impact on the situation
presented during the consultation. The vast amount of
information available across multiple platforms and sources
emerges as an obstacle to both initiating and pursuing a clinical
question in the FPs’ daily practice and consultation. Lack of
time remains a major obstacle to information retrieval among
FPs, despite the abundance of online information. This
emphasizes the fact that online information has not yet fully
evolved to satisfy the needs of FPs, explaining that FPs may
still prefer colleagues and analogue information in many
situations over digital solutions, as it is free, delivered by
specialist colleagues, fast, simple, and concise.

Methodological Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review that
analyses the available qualitative and quantitative evidence
focused solely on FPs using online health information. As our
search was not limited to a specific study design, we feel it is
unlikely, but not impossible, that further relevant publications
are available. However, the heterogeneity among countries and
their unique health care systems made it challenging to find a
common term for family physician, family practitioner, general
practitioner, and primary care physician among the studies
included. Both the differences in health care and educational
systems can result in a heterogeneous study population of family
physicians. As this study excluded works from countries with
a completely different primary care or health care system or far
less developed technological infrastructure than the majority of
those in the included studies, this review may display a bias in
this aspect of selection.

There is no established methodological approach for
synthesizing both qualitative and quantitative data [79], and a
variety of methods seems plausible [74]. We, therefore, used
specific steps for quality appraisal and synthesis of the studies
by following the thematic synthesis by Thomas and Harden
[71], referring to the study by Möhler and Meyer [72], and
applying the well-established (eg, [28-30]) critical appraisal
tools CASP [26] and AXIS [27]. Despite independent review
from 2 scientists, the critical appraisal and the reported items
cannot cover all aspects of the heterogeneous body of evidence.
We neither wanted to unduly appraise nor indecently criticize
the studies’ quality or the authors’ contribution to the scientific
community. The final critical appraisal must remain with the
scientist using the included original study. According to Hong
et al [74], when addressing one overall review question, as is
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the case with this review, a sequential study synthesis design
is applicable. Despite presenting qualitative and quantitative
results parallel to our results, we first synthesized qualitative
themes and then collected evidence from quantitative studies
to support and enrich these developed themes.

We tried to minimize an aspect we named technological bias
by limiting studies from the years spanning 2000 to 2020.
Through the chosen search terms as well as the established
exclusion criteria, we sought to ensure that only studies
regarding electronic information were included, when the
internet and computers were broadly available in most countries.
Still, the technical developments of the last 20 years have been
expeditious and have resulted in a rapidly developing
infrastructure, hardware, and software environment. We noticed
the resulting variety of electronic information, ranging from
CD-ROM to very recent online databases. Therefore, a small
technological bias remains, especially due to older studies that
analyzed technological information systems and corresponding
seeking behaviors, which are generally no longer used or even
obsolete in 2020 (eg, CD-ROM and Palm OS).

Conclusions: FPs’ View
Although technology and infrastructure, methods, and sources
of information retrieval have changed, the needs and barriers
of FPs to information seeking and retrieval have not. The
question arises, why do technological advancements not succeed
in fulfilling the information needs of FPs?

We propose the following two main answers to this question:

1. Human sources of information, such as colleagues, play an
important role. FPs are the center of an afferent information

flow, as they receive health information from hospitals and
other specialists. The FP provides primary care for patients
presenting with a variety of illnesses and questions. There
is a tension field for the FPs as information givers with an
efferent information flow toward the patient. FPs need to
develop coping strategies to tackle the demands met in this
center of bidirectional information flow by seeking CME
and EBM, both instruments to improve knowledge and
information retrieval.

2. FPs acknowledge their need for digital skills to search and
find the information needed in the online information jungle.
It is interesting to note that the methods used for providing
this information have come to signify the transition from
the analogue to the digital era, although the way of
presenting this information for the FPs’ daily work has not
yet kept up with this transition.

This review aims to contribute to a (1) FP-specific and (2) an
updated systematic body of research that also sought to analyze
(3) the influencing factors affecting needs and requirements for
online information in primary care. This study concludes that
FPs show specific needs for online information due to their
daily routine and broad working environment. Future
information resources, whether online or analogue, must address
the needs emerging from the primary care setting as well as
rethink the way in which information is adapted to the needs of
the digital age. This requires not only the development and
implementation of new information systems but also the
evaluation of their effects on both physicians and patients.
Finally, science should also rethink the way online medical
information is disseminated, adapted, and translated into daily
practice.
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Abstract

Apps that enable contact-tracing are instrumental in mitigating the transmission of COVID-19, but there have been concerns
among users about the data collected by these apps and their management. Contact tracing is of paramount importance when
dealing with a pandemic, as it allows for rapid identification of cases based on the information collected from infected individuals
about other individuals they may have had recent contact with. Advances in digital technology have enabled devices such as
mobile phones to be used in the contract-tracing process. However, there is a potential risk of users’ personal information and
sensitive data being stolen should hackers be in the near vicinity of these devices. Thus, there is a need to develop privacy-preserving
apps. Meanwhile, privacy policies that outline the risk associated with the use of contact-tracing apps are needed, in formats that
are easily readable and comprehensible by the public. To our knowledge, no previous study has examined the readability of
privacy policies of contact-tracings apps. Therefore, we performed a readability analysis to evaluate the comprehensibility of
privacy policies of 7 contact-tracing apps currently in use. The contents of the privacy policies of these apps were assessed for
readability using Readability Test Tool, a free web-based reliability calculator, which computes scores based on a number of
statistics (ie, word count and the number of complex words) and indices (ie, Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Reading Grade
Level, Gunning Fog Index, and Simplified Measure of Gobbledygook index). Our analysis revealed that explanations used in the
privacy policies of these apps require a reading grade between 7 and 14, which is considerably higher than the reading ability of
the average individual. We believe that improving the readability of privacy policies of apps could be potentially reassuring for
users and may help facilitate the increased use of such apps.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21572)   doi:10.2196/21572
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COVID-19; smartphone apps; contact tracing; privacy policy; readability; app; privacy; surveillance

Contact tracing is of paramount importance when dealing with
a pandemic such as COVID-19. It allows for the rapid
identification of cases based on the information collected from
infected individuals about their recent contact with other
individuals [1]. Additionally, contact-tracing systems allow for
the collection of further information about these contacts, in
order to help minimize the spread of the disease [2]. Different
contact tracing apps rely on different technologies, including
GPS, Bluetooth, and millimeter-wave communication
technologies. Conventionally, public health care workers can
assist an infected patient to map out individuals with whom

they might have been in close contact recently, and these
individuals are then informed of their susceptibility to the
infection. Thus, contact tracing enables the identification of
potential cases and allows for the follow-up and rapid
quarantining of susceptible individuals [1]. With advances in
digital technology, devices such as a mobile phone can now be
employed in the contact-tracing process. For instance, a recent
article in Nature discusses 3 apps developed to rapidly identify
contacts of patients with COVID-19, including an
Australia-based app called COVIDSafe and similar apps being
used in Germany and Egypt [3].
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Apps that enable contact tracing are instrumental in response
to a public health emergency, but there have been concerns
about the data they collect and how they are managed. Although
there are potential benefits of using these apps, there are also
ongoing concerns. For instance, in a recent commentary, Sharma
et al [4] outlined the existing apps for COVID-19 contact tracing
and concerns about data privacy. Another article in Nature
cautioned against the accuracy of such contact-tracing apps and
highlighted how these apps might render individuals susceptible
to security breaches, given that most of these apps tap on
Bluetooth functionality, potentially compromising the exchange
of information [5]. This is an inherent risk that personal
information and other sensitive personal data might be stolen
if hackers happen to be in the vicinity of these devices [5]. A
mixed-methods study in Norway analyzed the personal
dataflows and the contents of privacy policies of 21 popular,
free-to-use Android mobile apps [6]. Their results showed that
19 of the 21 apps studied transmitted personal data to about 600
different primary and third-party domains that were associated
with tech companies in the United States. They also found that
some apps tracked and shared data by default even when the
app was not in use. The terms of use of some of these apps did
not inform the users about the data sharing.

This study highlights critical ethical issues of data protection,
security, and privacy of data collated by smartphone apps [1]
and the consequent need to develop privacy-preserving
smartphone apps [7]. A scoping review of the privacy
assessments of mobile health apps reported that the evaluation
criteria used in studies have been heterogeneous and lacked
objectivity [8]. This further emphasizes the need for a common
evaluation tool to ensure that personal health data privacy is
safeguarded. It has also been suggested that a “healthcare
fiduciary” be developed to enhance international regulatory
frameworks to increase data protection security [9].

While we await the development of such privacy-preserving
apps, privacy policies outlining the risks associated with the
use of contact-tracing apps are needed, in a format that can be
easily read and comprehended by the public. Readability of
policy terms can be evaluated using validated tools that assess
the complexity of the vocabulary and syntax, as well as the
presentation of the content [10]. In other areas of health care,
researchers have started to critique the readability of privacy
policies. For instance, Robillard et al [10] focused on the
availability and readability of privacy-related content of mental
health apps and reported that most apps they studied did not
include terms of agreement or a privacy policy. On the other
hand, among the apps that had such policies in place, a reading
ability more advanced than secondary education was required
to comprehend the information. In relation to COVID-19, Basch
et al [11] examined the information available on the internet
and found that the readability levels required to comprehend
the information exceeded that of the average American. The
fact that higher-than-average readability levels are required to
comprehend web-based information implies that the available

information cannot be disambiguated, which might result in
increased panic among the app users [11].

Given this situation, we performed a readability analysis of the
privacy policies of 7 contact-tracing apps, namely COVIDSafe
(used in Australia) [12], BeAware (used in Bahrain) [13],
CoronApp (used in Colombia) [14], GH COVID-19 Tracker
(used in Ghana) [15], Rakning C-19 (used in Iceland) [16], NZ
COVID Tracer (used in New Zealand) [17], and TraceTogether
(used in Singapore) [18]. As previously highlighted by Basch
et al [11], the provision of timely information, in a format that
could be comprehended easily, would help individuals
understand important information relevant to the pandemic and,
in turn, allay any anxieties. A readability analysis of privacy
policies is timely and pertinent, given the considerable number
of contact-tracing apps now available and government agencies’
enforcement that individuals download and use these apps. As
a result, individuals are now more likely to examine the privacy
policies of the apps they use, to understand what data is being
shared and how their personal information is being protected.
Any difficulty in comprehending the information contained
within these privacy policies could result in a reluctance to
download and use such apps.

Readability statistics of the privacy policies of the identified
apps were computed using Readability Test Tool, a web-based
reliability calculator [19]. This free resource computes the word
count, Flesch Reading Ease, Flesch-Kincaid Reading Grade
Level, Gunning Fog Index, Simplified Measure of
Gobbledygook (SMOG) index, and the number of complex
words [20]. For this evaluation, we used well-validated methods,
based on previous studies that have examined readability
[21,22]. The Flesch Reading Ease test evaluates the length of
sentences and the number of polysyllabic words to determine
the overall readability score; the score ranges from 0 to 100,
with a higher score suggesting that the text is easy to read. The
Flesh-Kincaid Reading Grade Level test evaluates the mean
sentence and word length to compute reading complexity of the
text; the score ranges from 1 to 12, corresponding to the US
educational school grades, with scores higher than 12 indicative
of college-level education and domain-specific experts. The
Gunning Fog Index estimates the number of years of formal
education required for an individual to understand the text on
the first reading; the score ranges from 0 to 19+ and is
representative of the readability level of the document. A
Gunning Fog score of 0-6 is indicative of low literacy, a score
of 7 or 8 is indicative of junior high school–level literacy, a
score of 9-12 is indicative of high school–level literacy, a score
of 13-16 is indicative of college-level literacy, a score of 17 or
18 is indicative of graduate-level literacy, and a score ≥19
suggests higher professional–level qualifications [23]. The
SMOG index estimates the years of education needed to
understand a piece of writing, by evaluating 10 sentences from
the beginning, middle, and end of the document. The number
of syllables in each section is then totaled and converted to a
grade-level score [20]. Table 1 shows the readability scores for
each of the 7 apps studied.
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Table 1. Readability scores for the privacy policies of different COVID-19 contact-tracing apps analyzed in this study.

Readability scoresApp name and descriptiona

SMOG
index

Gunning
Fog Score

Flesch Kincaid
Grade Level

Flesch Kincaid
Reading Ease

Complex-
words, %

Total number
of words, n

7.78.98.153.318.81727COVIDSafe [12]

• Developed by the Australian Government Department
of health

• Uses Bluetooth technology to record any contact one
may have had with other users

• Close contact information is securely stored on the phone,
and it can be uploaded and used with the user’s consent

8.110.69.145.119.92893BeAware [13]

• Helps contain COVID-19 spread by advancing contact-
tracing efforts

• Uses location data shared by users to alert individuals if
they were in proximity with an active infected case

• Tracks the movement of quarantine cases
• Provides updates on COVID-19 developments and latest

recommendations issued by health authorities

1214.512.839.920.74119CoronApp [14]

• Official app by the Government of Chile to prevent
COVID-19 spread

• Allows self-assessment of symptoms
• Allows user to receive notifications from the Ministry of

Health and report high-risk behaviors

8.29.58.158.216.62110GH COVID-19 Tracker [15]

• Helps individuals assess & self-report symptoms and
check risk of infection for COVID-19

• Includes the following features: check risk of infection,
users near you, self-quarantine management, updates,
and event management

7.58.77.558.816.4736Rakning C-19 [16]

• Official app by the Icelandic Government to help mitigate
the COVID-19 pandemic in Iceland

• Collects location information via GPS from the phone
and stores data locally on the device

• Assists in contact tracing

10.3131150.916.31990NZ COVID Tracer [17]

• Official contact-tracing mobile app by the New Zealand
Ministry of Health

• Assists in contact tracing through the creation of a private
digital diary of places the user has visited

• Provides alerts if the user has checked into a place at the
same time as someone with COVID-19

7.89.3948.816.7645TraceTogether [18]

• Supports Singapore’s efforts to fight the spread of
COVID-19 through community-driven contact tracing

• Notifies individuals if they have been exposed to COVID-
19 through close contacts

• Provides the latest guidance from the Singapore Ministry
of Health

• Uses Bluetooth, with the data being stored securely on
the phone

aEach description of the apps have been summarized based on the original app descriptions listed on the app stores.
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Users of contact-tracing apps must be aware that the apps gather
a lot of their personal data, some from self-reporting and some
via sensors in their smartphone devices. Moreover, our findings
suggest that the existing explanations in the privacy policies of
these apps require a reading level between 7 and 14, which far
exceeds many people’s reading ability. Apps like CoronApp
[14] and NZ COVID Tracer [17] required the highest-grade
level of comprehension (Figure 1), followed by BeAware [13],
TraceTogether [18], GH COVID-19 Tracker [15], COVIDSafe
[12], and Rakning C-19 [16], listed in order of decreasing
readability ease. For example, in the United States, the average

reading level is between grades 7 and 8 [24]. For the information
to be accessible and achieve maximum impact among the
general population, it should be written at a level no higher than
grade 6 [22]. Hence, currently, the privacy policies of all the 7
apps analyzed in this study are considered “very difficult” to
read and comprehend for the majority of individuals. In their
analysis of the readability of online websites on COVID-19,
Basch at al [11] highlighted how heightened levels of anxiety
about the pandemic might further impair the understanding and
interpretation of information, thus exacerbating fear.

Figure 1. Overview of readability scores for each COVID-19 contact-tracing app evaluated.

With more countries now exiting lockdowns, the use of
contact-tracing apps will become more commonplace. While
we await improvements to existing apps through the use of more
secured technologies, the public must have access to readable
terms of agreement or privacy policies to be aware of how their
data are being collected, stored, and used. Improving the
readability of privacy policies could be reassuring and could
facilitate the adoption and eventual impact of these apps. Our
study has highlighted COVID-19 contact-tracing apps with
privacy policies that are readily understandable by the general
public. Government agencies need to recognize this and to adapt
their privacy policies accordingly, to ensure that every user can
readily understand how their data are being stored and shared
by the app. At a macro level, health care ministries and
organizations could consider enhancing current regulatory
frameworks to increase data protection security [9]. This may

cause a trickle-down effect to app developers and companies
and to the users, for safeguarding personal data.

Several research implications arise from our study findings. We
concur with the suggestions by Bahadori et al [23] that
researchers could undertake a number of measures to improve
app readability. Users are also occasionally involved in the
conceptualization of the app and in user testing. With the
increase in participatory research, potential users could perhaps
be involved in the cocreation and drafting of the privacy policies
for such apps. Academics and developers are encouraged to
consider the average reading level of the population when they
are drafting these policies. As highlighted by Bahadori et al
[23], an effective way to do so is to reduce the length of the
sentence and target towards a reading level of grade 6. For
continued monitoring of user experiences, they also recommend
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determining whether readability needs to be improved on an
ongoing basis. As these areas develop, an objective evaluation
tool should also be developed to assess whether sufficient
measures have been taken to safeguard the data of mobile app

users. By increasing the level of trust that users have in how an
app uses their data, more users will be confident of using these
apps. This will bode well as health care research drives into the
age of big data to improve health care services for everyone.
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Abstract

The 21st Century Cures Act and the recently published “final rule” define standardized methods for obtaining electronic copies
of electronic health record (EHR) data through application programming interfaces. The rule is meant to create an ecosystem of
reusable, substitutable apps that can be built once but run at any hospital system “without special effort.” Yet, despite numerous
provisions around information blocking in the final rule, there is concern that the business practices that govern EHR vendors
and health care organizations in the United States could still stifle innovation. We describe potential app ecosystems that may
form. We caution that misaligned incentives may result in anticompetitive behavior and purposefully limited functionality. Closed
proprietary ecosystems may result, limiting the value derived from interoperability. The 21st Century Cures Act and final rule
are an exciting step in the direction of improved interoperability. However, realizing the vision of a truly interoperable app
ecosystem is not predetermined.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24824)   doi:10.2196/24824
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Introduction

In May 2020, the Department of Health and Human Services
and the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology (ONC) published a final rule
implementing health information technology provisions of the
21st Century Cures Act [1]. The rule defines standardized
methods for obtaining computable, electronic copies of
electronic health record (EHR) data through an application
programming interface (API). APIs enable granular, computable,
immediate access to data and allow patients or provider
organizations to connect an app directly to the EHR that
exchanges data without an intermediary. The rule standardizes
the Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) data

model and the Substitutable Medical Applications, Reusable
Technologies (SMART) on FHIR standard [2,3], which specifies
how users are authorized and how apps launch. The rule restricts
providers and EHR vendors from “information blocking” —
preventing the exchange of electronic health information.

Intense lobbying against the rule, preceding its release, by EHR
vendors and hospital systems signals that control over data and
revenue are both at stake. The rule not only enables patient and
provider access to medical record data in computable formats
but also shifts how they interact with the health care system,
which entities control those interactions, and the underlying
business models that could either threaten or accelerate
interoperability’s potential to improve care delivery.
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Supporting an Interoperable App
Economy

The rule is designed to foster a competitive ecosystem of
substitutable (often third-party) apps that can be written once
and connect to standardized health system data anywhere. The
Cures Act requires an API that makes “all data elements” of a
patient’s record available “without special effort” [4]. Examples
of apps that leverage such an API include Apple’s Health
Records on iPhone product, which enables patients to download
computable copies of their medical records from hundreds of
health systems [5]; a neonatal bilirubin management app that
improves management [6]; and a commercially successful app,
sold through multiple app stores, that dynamically generates
patient-specific medication instructions [7]. Because apps access
data using the SMART on FHIR API, they can be installed or
deleted at any institution, independent of the underlying EHR,
akin to smartphone apps. The “without special effort” clause
should necessitate that the public API enable this capability
without purchasing paywalled features from an EHR vendor.
An interoperable apps–based economy could drive down costs,
support improved public health surveillance and response [8],
bring machine learning to the point of care [9], and accelerate
genome-informed medicine [10,11].

Smartphone apps are distributed through app stores. The Apple
App store and Google Play store, for example, are large
“one-stop shopping” markets, enable turnkey installation, and
offer customer review aggregation, technical and security
reviews, and payment processing. As such, they are a unique
and invaluable channel to deliver technology to an end user.
However, innovators are charged as much as 30% of revenue,
and Apple has found itself under intense scrutiny for controlling
both the platform (the iPhone) and the marketplace (the App
Store) [12]. Since EHR vendors have taken a similar tack [13],
the final ONC rule wisely prohibits anticompetitive behaviors,
including offering different service terms to similar apps,
noncompete and exclusivity clauses, and intellectual
property–transfer requirements. The major EHR vendors now
have app store equivalents, like the Epic App Orchard, Cerner
App Gallery, or AllScripts Application Store, as do new entrant
companies constructing proprietary health care app ecosystems
separate from the EHR vendors.

Risks of Misaligned Incentives and
Anticompetitive Behavior

Despite information blocking provisions, business practices
could stifle innovation and reduce choice. First of all, there is
an issue of pricing and fees. Under the HITECH Act, the United
States has already invested US $48 billion toward the promotion
of EHR adoption. Because most EHR products are based on
pre-internet software, the opportunity to layer on a modern
infrastructure is essential for progress. The final ONC rule does
not quantify permitted API fees, but allows for recouping fees
“reasonably incurred” by the EHR vendor. How costs will be
passed down is unclear. Health system leaders would be right
to ask how much they should be expected to pay to get their
own data out of EHR products they have already purchased.

Patients too have already effectively paid for their data, through
insurance premiums, taxes, or directly out of pocket. The Apple
and Google app stores are proven to inspire developers to
produce millions of apps. It is far from clear to us that the EHR
marketplaces would lead to similar much-needed innovation in
health care.

Secondly, we are concerned that EHR vendors may limit
functionality and data availability across the public APIs and
instead shift app connections to higher functioning proprietary
APIs. The rule would permit an EHR vendor to profit from
value-added services, as long as those services are not necessary
for developing and deploying software that uses the API. It is
extremely important that the public, regulated APIs give
patients, providers, and innovators robust functionality. One
issue is that the rule only requires a subset of data elements to
be exposed through public APIs — the US Core Data for
Interoperability (USCDI). Another is that the rule focuses on
reading data from the EHR, rather than writing data back to the
EHR. If the government does not expand the USCDI rapidly
enough, or stalls on advancing a write capability, the proprietary
APIs may outpace open, public, standardized APIs. An app
written once would require a different version and set of
agreements for each marketplace, analogous to a need to create
a different version of a web page for every different web
browser. Furthermore, EHR vendors may circumvent the spirit
of the Cures Act and ONC rule by levying prohibitive
revenue-sharing schemes for apps that access a modified version
of the public API, charge for favorable placement in
EHR-associated app stores, or limit important usability features,
for example, requiring nonpreferred apps to frequently “log
back in” to receive updated data. Health care organizations may
be unaware of these innovation-blocking behaviors and
powerless to stop them.

Thirdly, the ONC final rule applies to certified API developers
— for now, these are predominantly EHR vendors. However,
the rule may not apply to emerging secondary platforms that
use the public API to move data into a proprietary system with
a proprietary API, for example solutions built on iOS or
Android. We could end up exchanging one closed ecosystem
(EHRs) for another (secondary platforms), which will further
segment the market, block innovation, and limit physician and
patient choice.

Finally, assessing real-world implementation of the Cures Act
will be challenging. Infractions of the “without special effort”
provision could emerge through interpretations of the final rule,
be hidden behind business contracts and nondisclosure
agreements, or be promulgated through hesitancy to address
EHR vendor business practices. Initial API usage has not been
high [14,15], and much of it is attributable to Apple Health
Records on iPhone alone. The good news is that the slow pace
allows time to shape the unfolding ecosystem as the rule’s
provisions take effect over the next 2 years. Both manual and
automated processes are needed to measure key provisions of
the final rule [16] and assess whether the Cures Act has
produced a robust apps economy where an app written once can
run widely throughout health care.
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Conclusion

While the Cures Act and ONC final rule place guardrails around
information blocking, a truly interoperable plug-and-play app

ecosystem is far from predetermined. There is ample room for
“innovation blocking” even by vendors who are regulatorily
compliant. Measurement of progress toward an open app
ecosystem and additional regulation are needed to ensure return
on the massive investment in national digital infrastructure.
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Abstract

Neuropsychologists in the digital age have increasing access to emerging technologies. The National Institutes of Health (NIH)
initiatives for behavioral and social sciences have emphasized these developing scientific and technological potentials (eg, novel
sensors) for augmented characterization of neurocognitive, behavioral, affective, and social processes. Perhaps these innovative
technologies will lead to a paradigm shift from disintegrated and data-poor behavioral science to cohesive and data-rich science
that permits improved translation from bench to bedside. The 4 main advances influencing the scientific priorities of a recent
NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research strategic plan include the following: integration of neuroscience into
behavioral and social sciences, transformational advances in measurement science, digital intervention platforms, and large-scale
population cohorts and data integration. This paper reviews these opportunities for novel brain-behavior characterizations.
Emphasis is placed on the increasing concern of neuropsychology with these topics and the need for development in these areas
to maintain relevance as a scientific discipline and advance scientific developments. Furthermore, the effects of such advancements
necessitate discussion and modification of training as well as ethical and legal mandates for neuropsychological research and
praxes.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23777)   doi:10.2196/23777
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Introduction

Clinical neuropsychologists have traditionally developed and
validated parsimonious assessment tools using basic
technologies (ie, pencil and paper protocols, general linear
model). Advances have predominantly occurred in expanded
normative standards throughout the history of this profession
[1]. Although these low-dimensional tools are well-validated
assessments of basic cognitive constructs, they have limited
presentation (static 2D stimuli) and logging capabilities (which
require manual logging of responses). Moreover,
low-dimensional approaches limit their statistical modeling
(typically linear) to combinations of features relative to a set of
weights for predicting the value of criterion variables. Some

neuropsychologists may argue that the parsimony offered by
low-dimensional tools reflects the reality of a much
higher-dimensional deficit. However, low-dimensional tools
may offer diminished interpretations of complex phenomena.

The preference for low-dimensional tools is apparent in surveys
of assessments used by neuropsychologists [2,3]. This
conservativism has resulted in neuropsychological assessments
that have hardly changed since the original scales were
established in the early 1900s [4,5]. Low-dimensional
neuropsychological assessment tools place the neuropsychologist
on par with the 19th century literary work on the nature of
perception and dimensionality. Specifically, the narrator, A
Square, resides in Flatland with residents (Flatlanders) whose
perception is limited to 2 dimensions. After a discussion with
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a Stranger (a sphere), A Square comes to understand how
complex and high dimensional the world is. Unfortunately, A
Square is jailed for holding and communicating heretical beliefs
[6]. For neuropsychologists, low-dimensional technologies have
led us to search for simplified explanations of complex
phenomena, which limits our ability to develop, validate,

interpret, and communicate useful models of human
neuropsychology. Recently, cognitive psychologists have called
this the Flatland fallacy. They contend that the Flatland fallacy
can be surmounted by formalizing psychological theories as
computational models that have the capacity to make precise
predictions about cognition and/or behavior (Figure 1) [7].

Figure 1. A Square cannot perceive his world as anything other than 2-dimensional. Reprinted with permission.

These authors explain that in the limited perspective of the
Flatlanders’ view (bottom of the figure), a 3D object (sphere)
seems to be fluctuating magnitudes (an expanding and reducing
circle). However, the reality is that (top of the figure) this object
is merely progressing through a lower‐dimensional plane. The
low-dimensional perspective leads to a false understanding of
reality. Similarly, neuropsychologists may incorrectly determine
that the low level of dimensionality correctly describes
neuropsychological or psychological phenomena. In fact, they
may be missing the complexity and high dimensionality of
neuropsychological phenomena.

Cognitive psychologists also contend that unitary cognitive
constructs such as attention are limited and prevent
psychologists from deepening the understanding of complex,
or high-dimensional, phenomena. First, theories of unitary
cognitive constructs are based on circular reasoning. Complex
phenomena such as the conception of attention are explained
by presumptive attentional systems. Instead, psychologists
should model the parallel, reciprocal, and iterative interactions
between context and neural or functional processes. This would
enhance the characterization of physically executed actions [8].
Similarly, the analytical approach to psychology is problematic
because (1) an exhaustive definition is proposed (eg, attention),
(2) assumed subfunctions are identified (eg, selective, sustained,
or divided attention) with separable functional and neuronal
processes (or dedicated systems), and (3) research concentrates
on specific tasks that purport to measure the theoretical
subfunctions rather than underlying processes required to
execute an efficient behavior in a particular situation [9].
Commonalities between subfunctions and other constructs (eg,
working memory) are often not empirically distinguishable and
by no means imply that the underlying functional and neural

processes are different or separable. These authors propose that
rather than being rigidly adherent to prior cognitive conceptual
frameworks, psychologists should model mechanisms and
processes (sensory, motor, and cognitive) that are found in
several complex behaviors. These behaviors may run in parallel
or interact across stimulus properties, time, and goals to achieve
an outcome.

How do neuropsychologists move from low-dimensional
neuropsychology to high-dimensional neuropsychology? The
National Institutes of Health (NIH) offers initiatives for
neuropsychologists interested in higher-dimensional tools,
including (1) integrating neuroscience into behavioral and social
sciences, (2) transformative advances in measurement science,
(3) digital intervention platforms, and (4) large-scale population
cohorts and data integration [10]. Similarly, the NIH Brain
Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnologies
(BRAIN) initiative seeks high-dimensional approaches to
understand brain disorders (eg, Alzheimer disease, Parkinson
disease, depression, and traumatic brain injury) and accelerating
the technologies for high-dimensional modeling of how the
brain records, processes, uses, stores, and retrieves vast
quantities of information [11]. Neuropsychologists can enhance
work conducted in NIH initiatives by offering interpretations
of neuroscience findings based on clinical expertise.

After a brief consideration of the historic progression of
neuropsychological assessment technologies, there is an
elucidation of current NIH initiatives for the behavioral and
social sciences as well as evaluations of current
neuropsychological assessment technologies.
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A Very Brief History of
Neuropsychological Assessment
Technologies

Neuropsychology has experienced a number of advances as it
developed from a primarily qualitative practice to a more
objective and evidence-based approach [12], with expanded
normative standards [1], performance validity testing [13], and
cross-cultural considerations [14]. Although these improvements
have aided the investigation of neurocognitive functions, there
are increasing discussions on the need to enhance the
dimensionality of neuropsychological assessments and
computational modeling [1,4,5,15-22].

The technological and theoretical development of
neuropsychological assessment can be understood in terms of
dimensional waves of technological adoption [5]. In
Neuropsychology 1.0, neuropsychological assessments
accentuate the development of low-dimensional and
construct-driven (ie, simple stimulus presentations of stimuli
to test abstract concepts like working memory) paper-and-pencil
measures. In Neuropsychology 2.0, there is a technological
move to automated administration, scoring, and in some
instances the interpretation of low-dimensional stimulus
presentations using computerized approaches (eg, NIH Toolbox
and video teleconferencing) [23-26]. Concurrently, technological
developments in neuroimaging have changed the role of
neuropsychological assessments, from lesion localization to
predictions about a patient’s ability to perform activities of daily
living. Finally, Neuropsychology 3.0 reflects contemporary
advances in high-dimensional (dynamic and ecologically valid
simulation, logging, and modeling of everyday activities) tools.

Some neuropsychologists are hesitant to move from
low-dimensional to high-dimensional tools because
computerized assessments may introduce errors and/or decrease
the reliability of the assessment process by means of automation
[27]. Although there have been improvements in computational
power and security, developers of high-dimensional technologies
need to take appropriate actions to ensure proper implementation
[28]. Furthermore, normative efforts are ongoing for
high-dimensional assessments, and continued validation of
advanced platforms and novel data analytic approaches is
needed.

Three decades ago, clinical psychologists were urged to adopt
progressively available advanced technologies [29].
Concurrently, in the 1980s, neuropsychologists started
discussing the potential of computerized neuropsychological
assessments [30]. It was subsequently pointed out that when
compared with progress in our everyday technologies,
psychological assessments had barely progressed throughout
the 20th century (eg, Wechsler scales) [31]. Technologies found
in neuropsychological testing can be compared with now
obsolete black-and-white televisions, vinyl records, rotary-dial
telephones, and the first commercial computer made in the
United States (ie, Universal Automatic Computer I). Assessment
technologies need to progress in ideas, not just new measures
[31].

In the late 1990s, it was discussed how neuropsychology lagged
behind (in absolute terms and in comparison with) other clinical
neurosciences. Clinical neuropsychologists continued to use
many of the same tools that have been developed decades earlier.
Moreover, new tests that were coming out were not conceptually
or substantively better than the ones from decades earlier (eg,
Wechsler scales). Dodrill [32] pointed to the fact that in the
1970s, there was little difference in the technological progress
of neurology and neuropsychology. This changed with the
advent of computerized tomographic scanning, and
neuropsychologists were no longer consulted for lesion
localization. Neuroimaging advances allowed neurologists to
better understand and treat neurologic pathophysiology [33].
Dodrill [32] suggests that if technological developments in
neurology had been as slow as that found in neuropsychology,
then neurologists would be limited to pneumoencephalograms
and radioisotope scans. These procedures are deemed primeval
by current neuroradiological standards.

To get an idea of where neuropsychology is today, basic
searches were performed on July 29, 2020, to tally the number
of technology publications per discipline. The first search
included a PubMed search with the search terms “computer”
AND (“neuropsychology” OR “neurology” OR “neuroscience”)
from 1990 to 2019 (Figure 2). A second and third search using
the terms “technology” and “neuroimaging” instead of
“computer” revealed similar findings (Figures 3 and 4,
respectively). Figures 2-4 show the number of publications by
year that resulted from each of these 3 broad literature searches.

Figure 2. Proliferation of publications identified in the PubMed database over time. Search terms: “computer” by discipline (eg, “neuropsychology,”
“neurology,” “neuroscience”).
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Figure 3. Proliferation of publications identified in the PubMed database over time. Search terms: “technology” by discipline (eg, “neuropsychology,”
“neurology,” “neuroscience”).

Figure 4. Proliferation of publications identified in the PubMed database over time. Search terms: “neuroimaging” by discipline (eg, “neuropsychology,”
“neurology,” “neuroscience”).

Findings from these basic searches suggest that
high-dimensional technologies have vastly greater
representations in neurology and the neurosciences. The
inclusion of technologies is very recently increasing in
neuropsychology but is explicitly not keeping pace with other
neurosciences. Similarly, a survey of rates of neuropsychologists
using computerized instruments revealed that only 6% of the
693 neuropsychology assessments were computerized [3]. The
average respondent reported that they rarely used computerized
tests. An increased likelihood of computerized assessment use
was apparent for early career neuropsychologists.

NIH’s Transformative Opportunities for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Integrating Neuroscience Advances Into Clinical
Neuropsychology
High-dimensional technologies such as functional neuroimaging
provide real-time observations of brain function that challenge
the validity of some low-dimensional paper-and-pencil
technologies. Impairments following brain injury are rarely a
single type of processing, and there is no one-to-one relationship
between neuropsychological functions and brain structures and
systems. Similar symptoms can arise from various injury types,
and the same underlying injury can result in a variety of different
symptoms. Although the integration of neuroimaging and
neuropsychological methods has improved our understanding
of brain functions, specific neuropsychological functions are
typically associated with activation in multiple brain regions

(distributed processing). Advances in methods and
high-dimensional technologies offer promise for redefining
previous understandings of cognitive functions (eg, elucidation
of multiple types of processing speed) and introduction of novel
(and complex and dynamic) cognitive functions [34].

Neuropsychologists are increasingly arguing for
neuropsychological models established in terms of patients’
reciprocal relations with the environments in which they carry
out activities of daily living [35-37]. Understanding the complex
and dynamic interactions of persons involves the study of the
brain’s processes in environmental and social systems. The
increasing emphasis of clinical neuropsychology on ecological
validity [38,39] and integration with social neuroscience [40,41]
is limited by current low-dimensional paper-and-pencil
assessments [42]. There is growing attention to the development
of high-dimensional tools for assessing and modeling brain
functions that include dynamic presentations of environmentally
relevant stimuli [36,43,44]. Moving beyond the static or
low-dimensional stimuli found in most traditional
neuropsychological tests require neuropsychologists to find
ways to update their technologies to reflect high-dimensional
assessment approaches (eg, deep learning, mobile platforms,
wearables, extended reality [XR], and the Internet of Things
[IoT]).

Neuropsychologists have looked to factor analytic studies of
neuropsychological test results to enhance understanding of the
functional capacities of patients [45]. However, looking at the
relations among responses to low-dimensional tasks that use
static or 2D stimuli can constrain task performance and neural
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activity to abstract constructs (eg, working memory).
Low-dimensional assessments bind mean neural population
dynamics to a low-dimensional subspace and may limit the
neuropsychologist’s assessment of the patient’s ability to
perform everyday activities [46]. Furthermore, observation of
low-dimensional neural signals may be an artifact of simple
cognitive tasks. Standard paper-and-pencil (low-dimensional)
tasks often involve basic responses to static or low-dimensional
stimuli [47].

Computational neuroscience offers high-dimensional models
of cognition via neural network–motivated connectionist models.
This approach integrates neuroscience findings into
high-dimensional models of the ways in which our brains
execute cognitive functions. Leabra is a programing framework
that has been used to integrate connectionist models of cognitive
function. The result is a holistic architecture adept at producing
precise predictions of a broad array of cognitive processes
[48,49]. Computational models based on neuroscience findings
allow for assessing a model’s sensitivity for capturing a
neuropsychological construct and specificity of a given construct
to other neuropsychological states and processes. Finally,
computational models are shareable and extensible by other
neuroscientists who want to extend previous work via iterative
construct validation.

Adoption of Advances in Measurement Science to
Neuropsychological Assessment
The NIH Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research
(OBSSR) also emphasizes advances in measurement science
and the move from low-dimensional data analytical approaches
(typically linear combinations of features relative to a set of
weights for criterion value prediction) to higher-dimensional
data analytic approaches for evaluating change over time (eg,
deep learning neural networks, machine learning). Clinical
scientists are starting to adopt developments in deep learning
and other computational modeling approaches [50]. Machine
learning and deep learning have been applied successfully in
various areas of artificial intelligence research: natural language
processing, speech recognition, self-driving cars, and computer
vision. For example, natural language processing–oriented
computerized neuropsychological assessments have been
developed to extract key features of linguistic complexity
changes associated with progression in the Alzheimer disease
spectrum [51]. High-dimensional data analytics can be applied
to computerized adaptive testing (CAT) and computational
models derived from large collaborative databases.

High-dimensional measurement protocols offer a clinical
scientist with increased precision and granularity of data [10].
Technologically enhanced neuropsychological assessments
(including high-dimensional virtual environments [VEs] with
graphical models) surpass simple automations (computerized
neuropsychological assessments) of low-dimensional
paper-and-pencil tasks. Moreover, they allow neuropsychologists
to present scenarios that require patients to actively choose
among multiple subtasks. From higher-dimensional tasks,
context-dependent computational models can be established
that include latent context variables that can be extricated using
nonlinear modeling.

A framework has been proposed that aims to elucidate
probabilistic computations using graphical and statistical models
of naturalistic behaviors. The probability distribution for
high-dimensional (ecologically valid simulations of everyday
activities) tasks is complex. As a result, the brain likely
simplifies the high-dimensional stimuli by centering on
significant interactions [47]. Neuropsychologists can develop
probabilistic graphical models for proficient descriptions of
complex statistical distributions that relate several interactions
and/or conditional dependencies among neuropsychological
variables.

Deep Learning for Higher-Dimensional
Algorithms

Neuropsychologists can use deep learning algorithms that
simulate the hierarchical structure of a person’s brain (healthy
and damaged). Deep learning is a form of machine learning (ie,
algorithms that learn from data to automatically perform tasks
such as classification and prediction that can be nonlinear in
nature) that processes data from lower dimensionality to
increasingly higher dimensions. It is increasingly used to
develop novel technologies, big data, and artificial intelligence
[52]. Neuropsychologists can use deep learning to analyze
studies with both traditional (low-dimensional paper and pencil)
and high-dimensional simulation technologies (eg, virtual
reality–based neuropsychological assessments, mixed reality,
augmented reality). With deep learning, neuropsychologists
could process the lower-dimensional data (paper-and-pencil
tests). Next, they could move to increasingly higher-dimensional
data (eg, from simulation technologies) and develop increasingly
complex data-driven semantic concepts that are likely more
representative of brain functioning than historical, theoretically
based cognitive constructs (eg, working memory).

Probabilistic models and generative neural networks can be
used to develop a unified framework for modeling
neuropsychological functioning (nonclinical and clinical).
Connectionist models such as these are understood to be a
portion of the more general framework of probabilistic graphical
models. Neuropsychological performances have been modeled
as Bayesian computations (brain function expresses perceptions
and actions as inferential processes). In this approach,
neuropsychological deficits are false inferences arising from
aberrant previous beliefs. Bayesian approaches can be used for
computational phenotyping that uses graphical models
implemented as stochastic processes that involve a randomly
determined sequence of observations (each of which is
considered as a sample of one element from a probability
distribution) via generative neural networks [53]. Visual object
recognition (eg, facial processing) can be used as an example.
Selective lesions can be applied to computational models of
visual object recognition to assess the impact of damage to
various cortical regions (eg, early visual processing, extrastriate
areas, anterior associative areas). New high-dimensional
measures could be developed to assess visual agnosia and
examine the appearance of category-specific deficits.

Deep learning architectures can also be used for modeling
specific connection pathways in selective impairment. Stochastic
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decay (stochastic reduction of weight values that decreases
responsivity to afferent signals) can be applied to synaptic
strengths for examination of cognitive decline. Both global
degradation of all network synapses and local degradation of
inhibitory synapses from a given processing layer have been
investigated. The findings revealed that although older
participants accurately performed arithmetical tasks, they had
impaired numerosity discrimination on trials requiring the
inhibition of incongruent information. They also found that
these results were related to poor inhibitory processes measured
by standard neuropsychological assessments. The specific
degradation of inhibitory processes resulted in a pattern closely
resembling older participants’ performance [54]. The addition
of computational modeling for the development, validation, and
application of neuropsychological assessments represents a
high-dimensional approach for neuropsychologists.

CAT and Item Response Theory

The NIH Toolbox is a battery of computerized
neuropsychological assessments that uses item response theory
(IRT) and CAT. With IRT, the NIH Toolbox has an alternative
to classical test theory as it moves beyond group-specific norms
[55]. In IRT, the probability of an item response is modeled
according to the respondent’s position on the underlying
construct of interest. This approach can be useful for providing
item-level properties of each NIH Toolbox measure across the
full range of each construct. Although neuropsychological
measures tend to meet the reliability and validity requirements
of classical test theory, the equivalence of item properties (eg,
item difficulty and item discriminatory power) is often assumed
across items. Consideration of item difficulty tends to be
subsumed under independent variable manipulation (eg,
cognitive load) to modify the marginal likelihood of correct
responses in item subgroups. A limitation of this approach is
that it does not match well with current item-level analyses
found in neuroimaging assessments of brain activations
following stimulus probes. For neuropsychological assessments
to comport well with brain activation probes, item difficulty
needs to be considered to avoid ceiling and floor effects in
patient performances across clinical cohorts. IRT models offer
the neuropsychologist both individual patient parameters and
individual item characteristics that can be scaled along a shared
latent dimension. Neuropsychological assessments would benefit
from greater adoption of developments in IRT that emphasize
the accuracy of individual items. Various IRT approaches have
been applied as signal detection theory models that connect
corresponding but discrete methods [56]. Combining IRT and
signal detection delivers the measurement accuracy needed for
robust modeling of item difficulty and examinee ability.

The NIH Toolbox CAT approach shortens testing time (by about
half as long as low-dimensional paper-and-pencil measures).
Through avoidance of floor or ceiling effects and concise item
pools, CAT delivers equal (or greater) ability–level assessments
[57,58]. Moreover, CAT offers enhanced efficiency, flexibility,
and precision assessment of multiple domains of interest without
adversely affecting participant burden. The application of IRT
to CAT provides neuropsychologists with real-time assessment
of item-level performance.

Function-Led Assessments Using
High-Dimensional Simulations

Neuropsychologists are increasingly interested in developing
assessments that assess the patients’ real-world functions in a
manner that generalizes to functional performance in everyday
activities [38]. A function-led approach to neuropsychological
assessments involves starting with directly observable everyday
behaviors and proceeding backward to observe how a sequence
of actions leads to a given behavior. Furthermore, a function-led
approach examines how that behavior is disrupted. For example,
a patient may have difficulty multitasking while using a global
positioning system to navigate a simulated neighborhood in a
driving simulator. High-dimensional technologies can be used
to present dynamic and interactive stimuli in a 3D environment
that includes automatic logging and computational modeling
(eg, head movements, eye tracking, response latencies, patterns,
etc) of a patient’s performance in everyday activities.
High-dimensional neuropsychology tools are being developed
and validated to simulate everyday functions (rather than
abstract cognitive constructs) [5,41].

Given the drawbacks to experiments conducted in real-life
settings (time consuming, require transportation, involve consent
from local businesses, costly to use or build physical mock-ups,
and difficult to replicate or standardize across settings) and
difficulty in maintaining systematic control of real-world
stimulus challenges, high-dimensional and function-led XR
environments are being used by neuropsychologists.

Low-dimensional (paper-and-pencil and computer automated)
neuropsychological tools only indirectly assess the patient’s
ability to perform everyday activities [39,59]. VEs offer
potential aids in enhancing the dimensionality and ecological
validity of neuropsychological assessments through enhanced
computational capacities for administration efficiency, stimulus
presentation, automated logging of responses, and data analytic
processing. Given the precise stimulus presentation and control
of dynamic or high-dimensional perceptual stimuli, VEs offer
neuropsychological assessments with enhanced ecological
validity [5,60-62]. High-dimensional immersive VEs move
beyond low-dimensional paper-and-pencil tests with static
stimulus presentations in sterile testing rooms to simulated
environments that replicate the distractions, stressors, and/or
demands found in the real world.

Data Monitoring With High-Dimensional
Technologies

Using passive data monitoring from everyday technologies (eg,
smartphones, IoT), clinical scientists can collect real-time
cognitive performance throughout the course of a day [10]. Each
patient has a digital footprint that transpires from consistent use
of everyday technologies. Coupling technologies with
developments in measurement science allows for novel
approaches to capture cognitions, affects, and behaviors [63].
Rapid progress in sensor technologies has led to objective and
effective measures of behavioral performance,
psychophysiology, and environmental contexts [64]. For
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example, machine learning has been employed to extract features
from passive monitoring of mobile phone use. When comparing
these features with performance on the psychomotor vigilance
task, it was found that alertness deviations as small as 11%
could be detected [65].

Another example of enhanced data monitoring can be found in
the increased granularity in performance assessments and digital
logging tools used in the Framingham Heart Study [66]. New
developments in digital logging of verbal responses to cognitive
stimuli allow for automated algorithms that can extract new
language features (eg, speaker turn taking, speaking rate,
hesitations, pitch, number of words, vocabulary). These features
offer promise for predicting incident cognitive impairment [67].
Furthermore, low-dimensional pencils and pens can be upgraded
with high-dimensional digital pens with associated software
designed to measure pen positioning 75 times per second. Digital
pens have a spatial resolution of ±0.002 inches. For example,
digital pens are being used by neuropsychologists for assessing
clock drawing performance [68,69]. Minute drawing elements
such as pen strokes (eg, clock face, hand, digit) can be logged
with greater than 84% accuracy [70]. The sensitivity of these
high-dimensional technologies to minute drawing elements,
decision-making latencies, and graphomotor characteristics may
offer promise to greatly enhance lower-dimensional hand scoring
of the Boston Process Approach. A review of the Boston Process
Approach and neuropsychology-based technologies has been
available recently [71].

Digital Intervention Platforms

Another transformative opportunity from the NIH OBSSR is
the application of high-dimensional technologies to interventions
[10]. Progress in neurocognitive rehabilitation has been
enhanced by neuroimaging of plasticity of the brain. Similarly,
a notable increase can be found in the use of noninvasive brain
stimulation approaches that leverage neural plasticity for
rehabilitation [72]. Neuropsychologists interested in
rehabilitation emphasize the promotion of brain plasticity by
increasing a patient’s capacity for performing everyday
activities. The resource and labor intensiveness of interventions
and the resulting limitations (reach, scalability, and duration)
found in real-world assessment environments require
interventions to be personalized at the start, adapted throughout
treatment, and operationalized into coded databases for fidelity
[10].

Smart Environment Technologies
Smart environments integrate and incorporate several
high-dimensional capabilities (eg, function-led evaluation,
passive data monitoring, deep learning, etc) to provide both
assessment and intervention. Using smart environments,
neuropsychologists can discreetly monitor a patient’s everyday
activities for changes in clinical status (eg, mobility patterns
can predict neurocognitive status). Moreover, automatic
interventions can be provided in real-world settings [73-77].
Smart environments use machine learning algorithms (eg, naïve
Bayes, Markov, conditional random fields, and dynamic Bayes
networks) to model, recognize, and monitor large amounts of
labeled training data [78,79]. Activity aware prompting is used

to assist in the elevation of independent living. Results from
studies using prompting technologies reveal growth in
independent activity engagement by patients with neurocognitive
impairment [80,81].

VE Technologies
Smart virtual reality environments simulate real-world scenarios
and offer refined stimulus delivery for interventions [60,82,83].
Using VEs, neuropsychologists can present and control stimuli
across various sensory modalities (eg, visual, auditory, olfactory,
haptic, and kinesthetic). There is an increasing number of
validated VEs that can be used for assessment and intervention:
virtual apartments [84], grocery stores [85], libraries [86],
classrooms [87-90], driving [91], cities [92,93], and military
environments [94,95]. In addition to the use of novel
measurement science for more efficient assessments using
behavioral performances, real-time psychophysiological data
(eg, eye gaze) can also be used to adapt assessment and
intervention environments for a more individualized approach
using factors such as emotional reactivity and ongoing skill
development [5,64].

Smartphones and Other Digital Technologies
Current NIH initiatives for the behavioral and social sciences
contend that intervention technologies need to move from
short-term assessment and rehabilitation interventions
(low-dimensional assessments and treatments that may limit
maintenance of behavioral response and change) to
high-dimensional approaches that use novel technologies (eg,
smartphones) to extend treatment duration to improve behavioral
maintenance [10]. Mobile technologies offer neuropsychologists
higher-dimensional interventions that extend into patients’
everyday activities by logging, monitoring, prompting, and skill
building between treatment sessions. One version of this
involves ecological momentary assessments and interventions,
as patients perform activities of daily living [96-98]. Ecological
momentary assessments and interventions using digital devices
offer large streams of continuous data [99,100]. Advances in
computational modeling offer distinctive prospects for real-time
behavioral interventions in ecological contexts [101-104]. As
with any new tool, neuropsychologists need to develop and
validate measures and interventions.

Large-Scale Population Cohorts, Data
Integration, and Cognitive Ontologies

The NIH OBSSR strategic plan is also interested in big data,
data analytics, and data integration techniques for developing
collaborative knowledge bases [10]. Integrating
neuropsychological data into large collaborative knowledge
bases will allow neuropsychologists to either formalize cognitive
ontologies or abandon cognitive ontologies for phylogenetically
refined functional and neuronal processes that underlie all
complex behaviors or more simplistically traditional
neuropsychological tasks [8,32,38,105]. Formal designations
of distinct sensory, motor, and cognitive entities can be
established in terms of parallel, reciprocal, hierarchical, and/or
spatiotemporal relations [7,18].
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Consistent with critiques from cognitive psychology [8], a
limitation of neuropsychological data integration is that
low-dimensional neuropsychological assessments are made up
of hypothetical interdimensional constructs inferred from
research findings [19,38]. Evidence for poor test specificity is
apparent in median correlations for common neuropsychological
tests. It has been found that although the median correlation
within domain groupings on a neuropsychological test was 0.52,
the median correlation between groupings was 0.44 [32].
Therefore, the tests are not unambiguously domain specific.
The median correlations should be notably higher within
groupings and lower between groupings. A recent meta-analysis
of relationships between the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test
(WCST) and the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)
found a robust relationship between WCST performance and
WAIS indices [106]. This is interesting because the WAIS was
recently found to be the test most often administered by
neuropsychologists and the WCST was the fifth most often
administered [2]. Interestingly, the meta-analysis found that
WCST scores were associated in comparable strength with both
verbal and nonverbal domains from Wechsler Adult Intelligence
Scale tests. Another issue is that there is considerable variation
in some neuropsychological tests of the same domain (eg,
various measures of go or no-go performance) [107]. The shared
variance of tests of supposedly differing domains and the lack
of consistency in tests of the same domain may decrease the
capacity for accurate data integration.

Compounding this issue is the fact that current diagnostic
frameworks found in the American Psychiatric Association’s
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
and the World Health Organization’s International Classification
of Diseases (ICD) are dependent on presenting signs and
symptoms. Moreover, they do not align with findings from
genetics and clinical neuroscience [108,109].

Ontologies are formal specifications of entities found in a
domain and their relations. An ontology contains designations
of separate entities along with a specification of ontological
relations among entities with representations via spatiotemporal
(eg, preceded-by or contained-within) or hierarchical relations
(eg, is-a or part-of). This provision of an objective, concise,
common, and controlled vocabulary facilitates communication
among domains. Neuropsychological assessment lags behind
other clinical sciences in the development of formal ontologies
[18,19].

As such, neuropsychologists have moved beyond the diagnostic
taxonomies found in the DSM and ICD. These diagnostic
taxonomies are not sufficient for biomarker research because
they do not reflect relevant neurocognitive and behavioral
systems. Instead, neuropsychologists interested in developing
a common vocabulary for ontologies and collaborative
knowledge bases should adopt the US National Institute of
Mental Health’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) project.
The RDoC aims to establish a classification system for mental
disorders based on neuroscience and behavioral research
[108,110,111].

Conclusions

Neuropsychologists interested in high-dimensional technologies
have embraced the following NIH initiatives to advance
scientific developments: (1) integration of neuroscience into
behavioral and social sciences, (2) transformative advances in
measurement science, (3) digital intervention platforms, and
(4) large-scale population cohorts and data integration. Evidence
that progress is occurring in neuropsychology exists; however,
more work needs to be done. Much of this work involves
adoption, development, and validation of novel technologies.
Similarly, there is a need for a classification system (based on
neuroscience and psychology research) that moves beyond
low-dimensional emphases on unitary cognitive constructs
specific to a purported functional or neuronal system. A
high-dimensional classification instead embraces testable
hypotheses of how an observed phenomenon is produced from
fundamental underlying mechanisms or processes, the dynamics
of those processes (eg, reciprocal, hierarchal, iterative), and the
multiple functional or neuronal systems involved in several
complex behaviors [8,34]. In more basic terms,
neuropsychologists should theorize with verbs instead of nouns
to serve scientific progress. Only then can neuropsychologists
integrate data to develop meaningful ontologies and
collaborative knowledge bases of high-dimensional
neuropsychological phenomena. Computational modeling has
great promise for achieving this endeavor.

High-dimensional neuropsychology requires substantial reform
in the way the profession conducts training. High-dimensional
training should be added to current trainings that emphasize
primarily (in some programs it may be solely) low-dimensional
neuropsychological tests (eg, paper-and-pencil tests) and
methods (limited introduction to general linear modeling).
Increased emphasis should be placed on technical skill
development with high-dimensional technologies and
data-driven inferential reasoning. Curricula in neuropsychology
programs should be expanded to adapt to the recent
technological advances that have led to exponential growth in
the other sciences. This would require reimagining training in
clinical psychology programs. If neuropsychologists of the
future are to work with large collaborative knowledge bases
and perform complicated computational modeling of big data,
then they need at least basic training in areas traditionally
associated with computer science (eg, computer programing)
and informatics (algorithms and databases). As such, their basic
statistical training would need to be enhanced to include data
manipulation, predictive model generation, machine learning,
natural language processing, graph theory, and visualization.
Increased emphasis on training basic technical and
computational skills will improve the ability of future
neuropsychologists to participate in science.

A final note is the need for training in neuroethics. Neuroethics
has been distinguished into 2 branches: (1) ethics of
neuroscience—neuroethics as applied ethical reflection on the
practices and technologies found in the neurosciences—and (2)
neuroscience of ethics—what neuroscience can reveal about
the nature of morality and morally relevant topics [112].
Neuroethics are important for the NIH BRAIN initiative. The
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NIH BRAIN project aims to examine the ways in which
dynamic patterns of neural activity are transformed into
cognition, emotion, perception, and action in health and disease
[113]. The BRAIN initiative promotes the use of powerful new
tools and technologies: (1) technologies for monitoring neural
circuit activity and (2) technologies that enable the modulation
of neural circuits [114]. As expected, the ethical concerns related

to the medical and nonmedical use of neurotechnologies by
neuropsychologists are profound. Neuroethics for
neurotechnologies include a combination of principlist,
deontological, and consequential ethical approaches to answer
ethical quandaries [115,116]. Training in neuroethics and the
ethical use of high-dimensional technologies will allow
neuropsychologists to provide enhanced care for their patients.
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Abstract

Following the rapid spread of a new type of coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), nearly all countries have introduced temporary restrictions
affecting daily life, with “social distancing” as a key intervention for slowing the spread of the virus. Despite the pandemic, the
development or actualization of medical guidelines, especially in the rapidly changing field of oncology, needs to be continued
to provide up-to-date evidence- and consensus-based recommendations for shared decision making and maintaining the treatment
quality for patients. In this viewpoint, we describe the potential strengths and limitations of online conferences for medical
guideline development. This viewpoint will assist guideline developers in evaluating whether online conferences are an appropriate
tool for their guideline conference and audience.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20064)   doi:10.2196/20064

KEYWORDS

practice guideline; consensus development conference; guideline; videoconferencing; clinical practice; COVID-19; pandemic;
public health; policy; decision making; online conference

The world currently faces an outbreak of a new type of
coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), which began spreading in China
at the end of 2019 and has now led to a worldwide pandemic
[1]. The syndrome caused by SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19)
manifests clinically diversely, with some patients having an
asymptomatic disease course while others suffer from
pneumonia or life-threatening acute respiratory distress
syndrome, which may lead to multisystem organ failure or death
[2,3]. Since health care systems worldwide struggle with an
unexpected large number of cases that need to be hospitalized,
this pandemic represents a global public health threat of
international concern [4].

Following the rapid spread of the virus, nearly all countries
have introduced temporary restrictions affecting daily life, with
“social distancing” as a key intervention for slowing the spread
of the virus [5]. Besides these strategies, many companies have

introduced or expanded home office–based work, which lead
to a tremendous increase in the use of video web conference
platforms such as Skype for Business (Microsoft Corporation),
Zoom (Zoom Video Communications), Google Hangouts
(Google LLC), Adobe Connect (Adobe Systems), or
GoToMeeting (LogMeIn). A web conference or online meeting
is a “virtual” meeting organized and conducted over the internet
between participants in different locations. In a web conference,
the desktop of the meeting moderator replaces the real
conference table. All participants can follow what is happening
on the moderator’s desktop in a window on their screen, such
as holding a presentation or editing a text document. During
the web conference the moderator’s role can be flexibly switched
between the participants.

Until now, it remains unclear for how long temporary
restrictions will be sustained. Despite the pandemic, the
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development or actualization of medical guidelines especially
in the rapidly changing field of oncology needs to be continued
to provide up-to-date evidence- and consensus-based
recommendations for shared decision making and maintaining
the treatment quality for patients. Furthermore, the COVID-19
pandemic itself is likely to affect specific recommendations of
guidelines. This explains the urgent need to continue working
on current guidelines.

Online conferences may help to replace face-to-face consensus
meetings and ensure guideline development in real time while
the pandemic is still ongoing. Face-to-face conferences require
considerable personnel, financial, and time resources. In
contrast, web-based conferences have the potential to reduce
time efforts and cut costs, as business travels are unnecessary
(Figure 1). The reduction of business travels may also contribute
to a reduction in CO2 emissions, and therefore, online
conferences may contribute to climate protection. Besides,
collaboration is independent of location and, hence, strengthens
international and interdisciplinary guideline work. Web-based
conferences are easy to organize and may be scheduled
spontaneously. This makes working in teams particularly
efficient and may increase the productivity. Additionally,
previous surveys showed that online consensus conferences
combined with a telephone conference are a feasible and
acceptable approach among guideline developers and
participants, especially for participants with prior experience
with consensus conferences [6,7]. However, technical issues
like poor video quality, frozen screens, or choppy sound snippets
may hinder guideline developers from realizing online
conferences. In a survey among participants for the guideline

development of actinic keratosis, the majority reported no
technical problems with the participation in the online
conference, whereas the possibility for discussion was rated to
be possibly inferior to traditional face-to-face conferences [7].
Besides this, further limitations include miscommunication due
to poor video quality, sometimes complicated and unintuitive
operation of the software, and concerns regarding data security.
Another disadvantage includes the lack of social interaction in
online meetings as well as the lack of possibilities for
networking. A lot of contacts, ideas, and opportunities arise
from social interaction before and after meetings, particularly
in small group face-to-face communication. In addition, young
researchers could miss out on introducing themselves to
potential mentors. Furthermore, the communication is only
limited to one person at a time, and there is little room for
criticism. Besides, difficulties in capturing mood and dynamics
of the audience may remain elusive.

In summary, online conferences represent an important and
precious tool to advance guideline development, especially
during the COVID-19 pandemic but also for the future in the
era of digitization. Nevertheless, to counteract possible
disadvantages of web conferences, a moderator should be chosen
to guide through the meeting and to warrant formal consensus
finding processes. Besides, aims of the meeting, technical
requirements, and rules for discussion should be defined and
communicated in advance. Additionally, software of different
providers should be compared to find the most suitable one.
Future efforts should be undertaken to establish a framework
for successful online conferences for guideline development
[8].

Figure 1. Strengths and limitations of online conferences for medical guideline development.
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Abstract

Historically, medical trainees were educated in the hospital on real patients. Over the last decade, there has been a shift to practicing
skills through simulations with mannequins or patient actors. Virtual reality (VR), and in particular, the use of 360-degree video
and audio (cineVR), is the next-generation advancement in medical simulation that has novel applications to augment clinical
skill practice, empathy building, and team training. In this paper, we describe methods to design and develop a cineVR medical
education curriculum for trauma care training using real patient care scenarios at an urban, safety-net hospital and Level 1 trauma
center. The purpose of this publication is to detail the process of finding a cineVR production partner; choosing the camera
perspectives; maintaining patient, provider, and staff privacy; ensuring data security; executing the cineVR production process;
and building the curriculum.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22420)   doi:10.2196/22420

KEYWORDS

virtual reality; cineVR; 360-degree video; trauma training; medical education

Introduction

Virtual Reality in Medical Education
Emergency and inpatient medical training has historically
occurred in an apprentice style of teaching. The famous adage
“see one, do one, teach one” describes the process where trainees
would observe a procedure once, perform that procedure

themselves, and subsequently teach others how to perform it.
However, this learning process traditionally takes place in the
context of real patient care, which inevitably results in increased
medical errors as the learner practices their skills [1].

Fortunately, over the last 2 decades, medical education has
embraced the use of simulated environments as a way to
improve the competency of trainees while decreasing medical
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errors. This not only increases patient safety but also improves
the learner’s clinical skills by allowing for repetitive practice
of the intended skills coupled with specific and informative
feedback that results in better skills performance [1-3].

Simulation-based medical education uses actors, mannequins,
or trainers to create an artificial representation of a real-world
process to facilitate experiential learning [4]. Simulation has
been shown to improve teamwork and communication across
high-risk industries and a variety of medical disciplines
including anesthesiology, surgery, obstetrics, emergency
medicine, pediatrics, and critical care [5,6]. Although medical
simulation is an effective and well-established teaching tool,
most methods depend on expensive models, require specific
equipment and manpower, and are commonly considered to be
low-fidelity and artificial to allow suspension of disbelief and
immersion in the simulation [6-10].

Virtual reality (VR)–based medical education offers a potential
solution to these traditional simulation limitations. VR allows
learners to immerse themselves in an authentic and accessible
clinical scenario using 360-degree video VR and audio
technology (cineVR), without compromising patient safety
[11,12]. CineVR is a subset of VR that depicts a real (versus
computer-rendered) environment where the viewer can look
around the room and see in all directions but cannot interact
directly with the scene. Unlike traditional simulation-based
education, cineVR allows for flexibility, independent learning,
and unlimited number of opportunities to practice and hone
teamwork, communication, and patient management skills.
While in cineVR, the learner is not interacting with a virtual
environment, but with the authentic, real-world environment of
the 360-degree video. CineVR allows learners to gain familiarity
with the environment before being there in real life, and a
qualitative study has shown that the realism associated with
cineVR can elicit emotional responses [13].

A growing number of academic medical centers are using VR
to augment their training curricula [14,15]. VR technology is
being used widely in surgical education. Several randomized
controlled trials have found that practicing surgical skills in VR
improved technical performance in the operating room [16,17].
CineVR has been used in a variety of settings, including
naloxone administration training, where it was shown to improve
knowledge and perceptions about opioids and use of naloxone,
and in diabetes education, where it was shown to improve
cultural self-efficacy and diabetes attitudes among health care
providers and administrators [13,18]. These technologies are
also being applied with companies such as Embodied Labs,
exploring educational topics such as patient communication.
An early study suggests that participants that watched one of
the Embodied Labs simulations had positive learning
experiences, demonstrated empathy, and reported an increase
in their perceptions of using 360-degree VR as a learning tool
[19].

Virtual Reality in Trauma Care
Medical and surgical trainees have limited opportunities to
safely practice trauma response skills without compromising
patient safety. Trauma care is defined as care for critically
injured patients, where patient care scenarios can include major

traumatic injuries such as motor vehicle collisions or gunshot
wounds [20]. High-level trauma resuscitations require
coordination across multidisciplinary care teams in an
unpredictable and chaotic environment. For most medical
trainees, trauma care training occurs on the job, with the
exception of a 2-day Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS)
training course that is renewed every 2 years and includes 1 day
of simulation training with standard actors. The ATLS course
focuses on the process and necessary procedural skills to
evaluate and care for an injured trauma patient. While surgical
residency programs sometimes implement simulation-based
trauma care practice, these are limited by cost and duty-hour
regulations and not guided by standardized best practices or
strategies [21]. The majority of trauma instruction is therefore
variable, with trainees learning through experiential learning as
an observer or participant in live traumas.

This method of trauma training is suboptimal for 3 reasons.
First, it leads to a cohort of trainees with variable experience
and facility in managing trauma patients [21]. Second, it puts
learners in a highly stimulating and stressful environment
without experience or stress management techniques, which
can decrease clinical decision-making capacity [22,23]. Third,
learners often do not receive adequate training in leading,
managing, or coordinating the other medical providers in the
room [24].

Project Goal
The goal of this project was to develop a trauma training
curriculum, to be used as standalone or part of standard ATLS
training, for residents by using 360-degree videos of real trauma
care scenarios, to address the limitations of traditional trauma
care training. The curriculum focuses on skills such as
teamwork, the management of a trauma patient, understanding
and empathizing with the roles and priorities of different team
members, and anticipating next steps in care planning. This
article specifically discusses the process and challenges related
to (1) finding a production partner, (2) selecting recording
perspectives, (3) equipment selection, (4) setting up and filming
the 360-degree videos, (5) file management and video editing,
(6) data protection and privacy, and (7) curriculum development.

In this article, we describe our process for planning, filming,
and producing trauma care training videos. We hope that, in
doing so, we demonstrate the feasibility for a small group to
explore VR simulation and encourage other groups to undertake
more VR filming projects. To that end, we highlight both
challenges and lessons learned, as well as our recommendations
for future work, so that this paper might be used as an open
reference tool for future projects.

Methods

We filmed 20 live and simulated high-level trauma resuscitations
in one trauma bay at the Zuckerberg San Francisco General
hospital over 6 months. This project was a collaboration between
the departments of trauma surgery, anesthesia, emergency
medicine, nursing, and hospital facilities, and filming and editing
were performed by colleagues at the Game Research and
Immersive Design (GRID) Lab at Ohio University. Funding for
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this effort was obtained through the San Francisco General
Hospital Foundation. Human subjects protection was granted
through the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of University of
California, San Francisco. The resuscitations were filmed from
6 different perspectives to capture the experiences of 6 different
types of providers. The footage from 8 of these trauma scenarios
was used to produce cineVR videos, 4 of which were further
edited to include a trauma curriculum for trainees. In this
section, we describe our methodology for making these videos,
from planning to execution.

Choosing a Production Partner
Most health systems do not have the experience or skills to
record, edit, and produce 360-degree video and audio
simulations. Therefore, video production necessitated
collaboration with an outside partner. This required additional
funding, which our team was able to procure through grants.

Due to the highly sensitive nature of storing real patient
scenarios, a significant challenge required identifying a partner
institution with a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPAA)–compliant data security system.
To find a partner, we conducted an online search, asked experts
in the VR field, and reached out to both research centers and
production companies to understand their capabilities, data
security infrastructure, cost, health care experience, and timeline.
A search of local companies revealed that commercial VR
production entities rarely had HIPAA-compliant data editing
and storage systems. After an extensive search, we identified
the GRID Lab at Ohio University. The GRID Lab, created in
2005, focuses on the research and development of Virtual,

Augmented, and Mixed reality experiences; serious and
educational games; simulations; computer animation; and
motion capture [25]. As an academic institution, they possessed
extensive experience in working in the health care space
developing cineVR technology. Thus, their institution had
standardized infrastructure for being HIPAA-compliant.

Selecting the Recording Perspective
Our project aimed to increase teamwork and empathy by
allowing learners to experience the perspectives of their
colleagues through cineVR. Therefore, an essential component
to early stage planning was selecting the viewer perspectives
that might allow for this experience. To allow viewers to
experience their colleagues’ perspective, we identified the key
personnel to capture in the cineVR as (1) team “leader” (usually
a trauma surgery resident or emergency medicine resident), (2)
nurse, (3) airway provider (usually an anesthesia resident), (4)
attending physician, (5) charting nurse, and (6) patient. We
intended to capture the traumas from each of these perspectives,
generating 6 videos for every trauma event.

In the general practice of trauma care, specific providers often
stand at certain sides of the patient. For instance, airway
management will primarily be at the head of the bed. Therefore,
we chose our camera locations based on the providers we had
identified and mounted cameras not only to the left of the bed
and the head of the bed, but the right of bed (nurse perspective),
foot of bed (attending physician perspective), periphery of the
room (charting nurse perspective), and the patient gurney
(patient perspective; Figure 1).

Figure 1. Schematic of equipment set-up in the selected trauma resuscitation room. CT: computed tomography; ED: emergency department.
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Equipment Selection Considerations
There are many commercially available cameras with the ability
to film in 360 degrees. We considered the following when
evaluating potential equipment.

Image Quality
Quality varies greatly between cameras and at different price
points. To make our videos as immersive as possible, we chose
cameras that record video in 4k (a resolution of 3840 x 2160
pixels, compared to standard HD video of 1920 x 1080 pixels)
to ensure high-fidelity output.

Auto-Stitching
360-degree videos are created by “stitching” together 2 or more
separate video files. Manually stitching these files together is
resource-intensive and time-intensive; therefore, we chose a
camera with an “auto-stitch” feature, which allows for simple
and streamlined video processing.

Equipment Size
Cameras are not the only equipment needed for filming; clamps,
mounts, and booms are also a standard part of the unit. In an
already-cramped resuscitation room, extra equipment can easily
disrupt workflow. As we needed 6 equipment units in the room
at once, we selected cameras that were as small as possible.

Ease of Use
To expedite filming, we preferred equipment that was intuitive
to operate and required minimal additional training.

Equipment Selection
After considering these 4 features, we selected Yi Technology
360 VR cameras (Yi Technology, Shanghai, China). The
cameras produce high-quality images, have an “auto stitch”
ability, are small and lightweight, and are easy to use.
Additionally, the cameras allow for remote monitoring by
streaming to a smartphone. We paired each camera to a Samsung
Galaxy (Samsung C&T Corporation, Songpa-gu, Seoul, South
Korea) smartphone, which functioned as a monitor. These
smartphones were kept offline for data security.

We similarly selected Zoom H2N (Zoom Corporation, Chiyoda
City, Tokyo, Japan) microphones because of their high-quality
recording (96 kHz sample-rate/24-Bit resolution in 360 degrees),
small size, and intuitive design. These microphones recorded
audio in an “ambisonic,” or 360-degree pattern, as opposed to
“stereo,” which records in only 2 directions. When an ambisonic
audio recording is stitched to a 360-degree video, the audio and
video replicate a real-world experience. The audio is able to
rotate in relationship to the visual object that is creating the
sound. For example, if someone on one’s right is talking in the
video, one would hear a voice coming from their right-hand
side.

To ensure the audio and video matched, the audio recorders
were mounted in the same location as the cameras. All video
and audio were downloaded to a laptop purchased specifically
for this project. We chose an MSI laptop (Micro-Star
International Co. Ltd., New Taipei City, Taiwan), a popular
gaming laptop brand, for its high-speed performance and
reliability. The MSI laptop has an Intel Core i7-10750H 2.60
Ghz processor, 8GB of RAM, internal 256 GB M.2 2280 Plce
NVMe SSD storage, the GeGorce GTX 1650, and graphics
card.

Additional detailed descriptions of our decision-making process
on choosing the cameras and microphones are in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Setting Up and Filming the 360-Degree Videos
We selected a single resuscitation room for filming. This section
describes our considerations and approach to positioning and
mounting the equipment and to testing the room set-up to ensure
it did not interfere with provider workflow.

Room Set-Up
To set up the room, we had to consider camera positioning,
ceiling hanging equipment, and mounting to existing equipment.

It was necessary to ensure that the equipment would not interfere
with patient care. In selecting camera position, we primarily
considered provider workflow, selecting locations that would
not disrupt view of or access to the patient. However, we also
considered the potential for the camera to obstruct the path of
a large portable machine, such as an x-ray machine. As an
additional safety measure, we planned to mount our equipment
such that any camera could be rapidly pushed out of the way in
the case of an unexpected emergency.

Our production partner visited several months before filming
to select tentative camera positions and to prototype equipment
mounting systems. We selected 2 methods to mount equipment,
depending on the camera location: hanging equipment from the
ceiling or mounting on existing equipment in the room. To
ensure compliance with hospital policy, the director of facilities
met with our team to discuss rules and weight restrictions for
hanging camera equipment.

Cameras capturing the “head of bed,” “right of bed,” and “left
of bed” perspectives were hung from the ceiling. We obtained
approval from the hospital facilities department for our
ceiling-mounted cameras. We mounted the camera using an
Impact brand clamp (Gradus Group LLC, Secaucus, NJ), which
was attached to boom poles and hung from ceiling hatches using
wires (Figure 2). We weighed this setup to ensure it did not
surpass weight restrictions. The entire ceiling mount was then
covered with white gaffer’s tape in an attempt to make it less
distracting to providers. All clamps and all extension arms had
an additional safety tether for added security.
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Figure 2. Ceiling camera configuration.

The additional camera and microphone units were mounted to
existing equipment in the resuscitation room.

A camera was placed at the foot of the bed to capture the
perspective of an attending physician standing at the foot of the
bed; we mounted a camera to an overhead lamp just over the
attending physician’s head. To do this, we used a clamp to attach
the camera to a 4-inch long, 0.5-inch diameter metal rod; then,
we used white gaffer’s tape to attach this rod to the lamp. A
safety wire was added to attach the camera to the lamp arm.

To mount the camera at the charting nurse station, we used a
Sennheiser AMBEO microphone unit (Sennheiser electronic
GmbH & Co, Hanover, Germany) on a weighted base (7
pounds), which we placed on the floor next to the charting nurse
station. We affixed the camera to an extension arm, which we
then directed over the computer monitor to approximate the
point of view of the nurse (Figure 3).

Figure 3. From the charting nurse perspective, the equipment configuration using a mic stand and extension arm.

The camera angle from the patient gurney attempted to capture
the view of the patient looking up at the trauma care team. We
attached the camera and a complete Sennheiser AMBEO
microphone unit to a Manfrotto camera extension arm
(Manfrotto, Ramsey, NJ), which was affixed to the underside
of the gurney using an Impact Super Clamp.

Testing the Filming Set-Up
Prior to recording, with the approval of the emergency
department leadership, we closed the previously selected
resuscitation room for 2 hours to run trauma simulations with
emergency medicine, surgery, anesthesia, nursing, and radiology
teams to obtain feedback on the camera position. This feedback

was used to revise positioning of the equipment. We also
reviewed sample video from each camera position to ensure it
captured the appropriate perspective while remaining
nonobstructive to patient care.

Two unforeseen issues that were addressed during this testing
were provider height and obstruction of the airway-focused
provider’s workflow.

Regarding provider height, cameras were attached between a
5’11’’ to 6’2’’ height when possible (to approximate the view
from a someone of that height viewing the patient). Providers
at or above this height occasionally found ceiling-mounted
cameras interfered with their space. To address this, taller
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providers were briefed before they entered the trauma bay.
Overall, most providers and staff acclimated quickly.

Regarding airway-focused providers, capturing the
anesthesiologist perspective was difficult because the provider
contended both with the “head of bed” camera from the ceiling

and the “patient perspective” camera attached to the gurney. To
mitigate the equipment obstructing the anesthesiologist’s
workflows, the production team mounted the camera and
microphone unit to a wheeled IV stand, allowing the provider
to push the patient perspective camera out of the way when
necessary (Figure 4).

Figure 4. From the patient perspective, the equipment configuration using an IV stand on wheels.

Filming Process
We filmed over 2 periods in a single trauma resuscitation room,
first for 10 hours per day for 4 days and subsequently for 24
hours a day for 6 days. The 2 periods of filming were chosen
to maximize the potential number of potential resuscitation
events. Due to the unpredictable nature of trauma care, we were
unable to capture the desired library of trauma cases during this
initial filming period. We therefore planned a second, longer
film period. During the second period, we increased filming
efforts from 10 hours per day to 24 hours per day. While our
goal was to capture real patient-care scenarios, we had
anticipated not being able to capture our proposed set of videos
in real life and recorded simulated traumas with patient actors
using a real trauma team in the resuscitation room before each
of the 2 live filming periods began. By filming simulations prior
to capturing the live resuscitations, we were able to practice

what real filming would entail, allow for the production team
to have a dry run in the trauma bay to learn the workflows, and
allow for any last-minute issues to be resolved. It was necessary
to ensure that filming was not going to compromise real trauma
care.

The team was assigned to work on production in 10- to 12-hour
shifts. Each shift was composed of a 6-person team that included
3 production staff, 1 supervisor, and 2 research assistants. We
created a control center near the resuscitation room where the
3 production staff monitored the equipment during recording:
2 focused on video and 1 focused audio (Figure 5). The control
center also housed 1 extra set of equipment, kept fully charged
and with memory cards available, 1 cell phone to monitor each
camera, and a data log for all files and notes for each case. When
the team was alerted of a trauma, they would enter the room
and quickly turn on all 6 cameras and microphones.
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Figure 5. CineVR Control Station, where all equipment was placed during filming.

Equipment Redundancy
After each trauma, cameras and microphones needed to be
cleaned, batteries and memory cards replaced, and data uploaded
to the secure server. In order to be ready for filming whenever
a trauma entered the room, our team employed a strategy of
equipment redundancy. Six cameras with corresponding
microphones were positioned in the trauma bay, another full
set was on stand-by in the control center, and 3 extra camera
and microphone units were available as backup. Following each
trauma event, the production team swapped out the cameras
and microphones in the room to ensure new equipment was
ready to use in the case of another trauma.

File Management and Video Editing
Each filmed trauma event generated multiple files. Once videos
were appropriately named and catalogued on an encrypted
laptop, they were transferred to a secure, HIPAA-compliant,
cloud-based storage system. In this section, we detail our file
management system and review our brief video-editing process.

File Management
As described in earlier sections, the Yi camera automatically
stitches together 2 video inputs into a single 360-degree video
file. The maximum length of this video file is 4 minutes. After
4 minutes, the camera continues to record, but it generates a
new file. Therefore, during an 18-minute recording, the camera
creates 5 files: 4 files with 4-minute duration and 1 file with
2-minute duration. The Zoom microphone records audio as a
single 360-degree audio file with no maximum length.
Therefore, each camera and microphone unit recording an
18-minute trauma produced 6 total files: 5 video files and 1
audio file. For every trauma, we recorded from 6 camera and
microphone positions. Hence, an 18-minute trauma would
produce 36 separate files, 6 from each camera and microphone
unit. To organize these files, we created a systematic labelling
system, with patient number, recording device, location in room,
and file sequence (A, B, C, D, etc).

Video Editing
Our goal was to replicate the experience of being in a real
trauma room; therefore, we did not alter the video content to
preserve the authenticity of the experience. We used Adobe
Premiere Pro (Adobe Inc, San Jose, CA) to combine the
disparate video files and any other video editing. For each video,
the individual camera files were organized into the correct
chronological sequence, then synchronized with the microphone
audio file. Visible entryways were blurred to ensure unconsented
passersby would not be included in the final product. A title
card and countdown were added to the beginning of the video.
The files were then transferred to Oculus Go (Oculus, Menlo
Park, CA) VR headsets for testing, chosen for their portability
and low cost.

The production partner and research team must align and work
together to ensure that file management is well-understood and
data security guidelines are followed by both teams.

Data Protection and Privacy
It was essential to ensure patient privacy because patient care
was being captured on camera to create the curriculum. IRB
approval was obtained through the University of California,
San Francisco. The IRB addressed the following issues: consent,
data collection, storage of data, sharing of data, editing of data,
and study procedures.

Obtaining Consent
We needed to obtain consent from everyone who would be
captured on film. This included patients, providers, other
hospital staff, and emergency medical services (EMS) personnel.

Developing a process to consent all providers responding to the
trauma was a challenge and demanded proactive and retroactive
effort by research staff. We sent emails describing the study to
providers prior to their shifts. We also worked with the
administrator on duty and nursing managers to organize
in-person meetings during provider shifts about the filming
project. During these meetings, study coordinators described
the study, answered questions, and obtained signed consent.
Providers and staff who did not provide consent were reassigned
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to a different resuscitation room for the shift when filming was
occurring.

We were unable to get consent from some providers prior to
filming, such as EMS personnel. To obtain retroactive consent
in these cases, we stationed 1 research assistant at each of the
room’s 2 entrances to identify unconsented providers and obtain
informed consent.

The time-sensitive nature of trauma care prevented our team
from consenting the patient prior to filming. When possible, we
requested consent from the patient after filming. If the patient
was unable to provide consent due to severe disability, we
attempted to obtain consent from a surrogate. In these instances,
we referred to our institution’s hierarchy of surrogate consent.
In other cases, we would reassess patient status and seek to
obtain consent directly from the patient up to 3 weeks after
filming, described further in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Consenting structure for patients, detailing the hierarchy of surrogate consent.

Secure Data Collection and Storage
We consulted with data and security officers in the information
technology and compliance departments at our institution to
develop a secure data storage and transfer process.

After each filmed trauma event, captured media files were
uploaded from the devices’ SD memory cards to a laptop and
backed up to a hard drive. Files were then deleted from the SD
cards. At the end of each day, files were uploaded from the
encrypted laptop to a HIPAA-compliant, cloud storage system.
Once stored in the cloud, all files were deleted from the
hardware.

Video editing was performed at the GRID Lab at Ohio
University. The videos were downloaded from the cloud storage
onto an encrypted hard drive, which was used to transfer the
files over a secure network to a HIPAA-compliant computer in
a private editing room reserved specifically for this project. The
videos were edited on these secure computers, transferred back
to the cloud storage system, and then deleted from all hardware.

Access to the cloud storage system was limited to 3 personnel
at the GRID lab, and a maximum of 2 videos were downloaded

at a time. All data repositories, including laptops, hard drives,
and cloud-based storage, were encrypted in accordance with
institutional protocol.

To ensure data security and privacy, work closely with your
institutions’ IRB office, legal team, and data and security
officers in the information technology and compliance
departments of your institution to craft an IRB and appropriate
partnership agreement that complies with all data security
measures.

Curriculum Development
The videos were reviewed by the research team, and 8 videos
were selected to be further edited based on the visual quality
and educational potential or the applicability to various trauma
care providers of the video. A multidisciplinary team was
assembled that included the research team, a trauma surgeon,
an emergency medicine physician, an anesthesiologist, and a
Vice Dean of Medical Education to develop a curriculum to
overlay on the videos.
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Using Cognitive Load Theory to Inform the
Curriculum
Principles of Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) were used to build
the curriculum. CLT posits that learning happens best when
instructional materials direct cognitive resources towards
activities relevant to learning [26]. CLT describes 3 types of
cognitive load: intrinsic load (essential to the learning task),
extraneous load (nonessential to the learning task and often
caused by poor design), and germane load (work put in to
enhance schema formation). This framework was used to
augment the 360-degree videos with visual and auditory overlays
to train learners to focus on relevant inputs and to ignore the
irrelevant inputs. Relevant and irrelevant inputs were defined
through learner and expert interviews. To identify the irrelevant
stimuli that contribute most significantly to the extraneous load,
28 junior residents from surgery, emergency medicine, and
anesthesia were asked to view 2 trauma resuscitation videos in
a VR headset. Each resident was given 4 prompts to think about
and reflect on while watching the video, known as a “talk
aloud.” These prompts asked learners to explain what they are
seeing and thinking while watching the VR video, what they
believe to be their priorities in managing care for the patient,
what they find to be essential stimuli, and what they find to be
distracting stimuli. After each VR viewing session, residents
participated in a semistructured interview.

The 8 videos were also viewed by an expert physician within
each discipline in surgery, emergency medicine, and anesthesia.
These expert physicians also participated in “talk alouds” and
reflected on aspects of the videos they believed learners might
find challenging, stressful, distracting, and overwhelming. They
also identified key learning objectives for junior residents in
their respective specialties.

The residents and attending physician responses from their “talk
alouds” and semistructured interviews were analyzed by the
research team to identify thematic sources of cognitive load.

We identified 5 sources: (1) acclimating to the chaos of the
room and understanding the roles and priorities of the trauma
team, (2) understanding and applying the protocol for evaluating
and caring for a trauma patient per the ATLS guidelines, (3)
anticipating next steps in care to manage the patient, (4)
understanding clinical content, and (5) orienting to VR. Based
on their content, 2 videos were then assigned to each of the first
4 categories. One video was created to orient the learner to
experiencing the capabilities of cineVR.

Between 3 and 8 teaching points were created for each video
and synchronized to the appropriate time in the video. The
editing team created graphics using Adobe Photoshop software.
The graphics were then animated using Adobe After Effects
software before importing the animated graphics into the Adobe
Premiere Pro editing software. For 2 of the videos, a script was
written, and audio was recorded to be inserted as “voiceover.”
The augmented videos were reviewed by the attending
physicians, and further edits were made to improve timing and
content.

Lessons Learned
After going through the processes of preparation, set-up, filming,
editing, and curriculum development in creating the
trauma-training cineVR videos, our team has gathered a set of
recommendations to guide other medical institutions interested
in creating such a curriculum. Overall, our team learned the
importance of working collaboratively and closely with both
production partners and institutional partners, and testing
equipment and filming scenarios beforehand allow the entire
team and all stakeholders to be prepared and ready for filming
day. Thinking through the logistics and workflows for each
process, along with gaining appropriate approvals, can help
streamline your filming and production and yield valuable
cineVR videos. In Textbox 1, we summarize our
recommendations for readers looking to embark on a similar
process.
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Textbox 1. Planning recommendations for each of the steps to create a 360-degree video and audio (cineVR) curriculum.

Finding a production partner

• Conduct a broad search to identify a partner, including an online search, a literature search, and reaching out to virtual reality experts. Depending
on your specific needs, your partner might be an industry partner or an academic center.

• Prioritize production partners with experience in health care.

• Ensure that they have the necessary technical infrastructure to maintain data security and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) compliance.

• Seek partners who are open to collaboration.

Selecting recording perspectives

• Collaborate with a diverse cohort of physicians and staff to identify the perspectives that must be captured.

Equipment selection

• Evaluate the 360-degree video and audio recording technologies to optimize for audio and image quality, auto-stitching capability, size, and
weight, as well as ease of use. Additional features to consider include external or internal battery and cost.

Setting up and filming the 360-degree videos

• Iteratively test different camera configurations in the room with providers and staff to ensure that the equipment does not get in the way of patient
care. Run simulations of the patient care scenario to identify whether cameras have the potential to obstruct care or capture suboptimal video.

• Partner with the facilities team at your institution, as they can provide additional support, equipment, and advice to ensure that the equipment is
tethered safely and within institutional guidelines.

• Avoid technical complications by having 2 sets of all filming equipment.

File management and video editing

• Create a standard file management protocol, followed by both the research and filming team.

• Appoint a data security lead that can communicate with the filming team and ensure file organization throughout the process.

• Blur any parts of the video that involve information or an individual that was not consented for (eg, an individual, not part of the filming, who
walks past an open door).

Data protection and privacy

• Consult your institution’s data security, compliance, information technology, and legal teams early in the planning process to develop a data
security and monitoring plan that adheres to all necessary guidelines.

• Develop a patient consent plan that tracks each patient to every part of their hospital stay.

• Co-develop a surrogate consent protocol with your institution’s institutional review board.

• Obtain consent from providers, staff, and other participants before filming, when possible. Attend change of shift and staff meetings to present
the project, answer questions, and obtain consent.

• To capture any remaining providers, staff, police, emergency medical services, or any other individuals who might be filmed, station research
staff outside each door of the trauma bay to ensure that all participants are consented.

Curriculum development

• Collaborate with educators, learners, and other stakeholders to iteratively design the curriculum.

Discussion

This study demonstrates the feasibility of developing a
cineVR-based training curriculum using real patient-care
scenarios at an academic medical center. We illustrate important
lessons learned from our experience in the hope other institutions
may refer to this publication when planning similar projects.
Important considerations include finding a production partner,
choosing individual camera perspectives, setting up and filming
the 360-degree videos, video editing and file management, data
protection and privacy, and building the curriculum.

While this process requires significant time investment by
medical and research personnel and extensive coordination
across multiple stakeholders, these videos can be used for a
variety of curricular needs. In the long-term, such video libraries,
capturing a breadth of typical cases in trauma care, can be shared
or exported to other trauma centers and teaching hospitals
nationally.

The use of cineVR technology for medical simulation training
is unique and promising because it addresses a major critique
of traditional medical simulation: the lack of fidelity to real-life
situations [10]. Currently, no simulation realistically depicts all
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of the physiological, mental, and behavioral components of
patient care [27]. Poorly designed simulations can neglect
important components of patient scenarios, suggesting that those
missing components are unimportant or unintentionally
encouraging shortcuts [28].

In studying simulation training in other disciplines, it has been
shown that psychological fidelity is more important than
physical fidelity [10]. The videos described in this article
illustrate 2 separate but related psychological concepts in the
virtual reality literature: “presence” and “PREality.” “Presence”
is a person's subjective sensation of being in a (usually virtual)
scene, enabling them to interact with and feel connected to the
world outside their physical bodies via technology [29].
“PREality” is designed to prepare the viewer for an anticipated
experience by placing them in the actual environment where
they intend to work [30,31]. It forces a sense of déjà vu on the
viewer, allowing them to connect more closely to a specific
environment or activity. This is a different psychological
phenomenon than the idea of presence. Although 360-degree
videos do not have to be location-specific to create a sense of
presence, they do need to be location-specific to create a sense
of “PREality.” The methods to produce cineVR videos described
here use both presence and PREality to establish a high level
of psychological fidelity.

Until now, the extent to which cineVR has been used in medical
education has been limited, with videos focused primarily in
an operating room setting, using real or simulated patients
[11,32]. Educational research on the potential of cineVR to
augment trauma response training is extremely limited; to our
knowledge, only one other study has been published [33]. In
this study, nursing students viewed 360-degree video of trauma
teams in Sweden using a desktop computer, and the analysis
found that the tool can be a useful addition to existing methods
in nursing education.

Limitations
The video experiences produced at our institution may not be
as applicable to learners at other institutions because of differing
physical environments. Given the difference in environments,
learners from other institutions will retain the sense of presence
but will not obtain a sense of “PREality” when training through
our curriculum. To combine presence and “PREality” with
learning, institutions should develop their own training
curriculum that is based in their particular environments.

Next Steps
Our next steps are to test the feasibility, acceptability, and
implementation of the curriculum described here in a
proof-of-principle study among medical trainees. The specific
details of the curriculum will be outlined in future publications.
CineVR is a novel educational tool, and additional research can
address several unanswered questions. For instance, there is
limited research suggesting how to test the effectiveness of such
a curriculum, how this technology can be used in team training,
and the feasibility of incorporating additional capabilities such
as gaze-tracking.

Conclusion
It is feasible to develop a VR-based training curriculum using
video from real patient-care settings. To do so, it is integral to
partner with experienced organizations, plan and test filming
processes, ensure robust data and physical security of all video
and audio components, coordinate multistakeholder efforts, and
be agile in unpredictable and uncharted environments. Although
further research is required to understand the feasibility and
effectiveness of such a curriculum, we hope the learning we
gained from this process can guide other academic teaching
hospitals and trauma centers who aim to develop high-fidelity
training for their medical education programs.
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Abstract

Background: Schizophrenia is a severe and disabling condition that presents a dire health equity challenge. Our initial 6-month
trial (previously reported) using mobile texting and lay health supporters, called LEAN, significantly improved medication
adherence from 0.48 to 0.61 (adjusted mean 0.11, 95% CI 0.03 to 0.20, P=.007) for adults with schizophrenia living in a
resource-poor village in rural China.

Objective: We explored the effectiveness of our texting program in improving participants’ medication adherence, functioning,
and symptoms in an extended implementation of the intervention after its initial phase.

Methods: In an approximated stepped-wedge wait-list design randomized controlled trial, 277 community-dwelling villagers
with schizophrenia were assigned 1:1 in phase 1 into intervention and wait-list control groups. The intervention group received
(1) lay health supporters (medication or care supervisors), (2) e-platform (mobile-texting reminders and education message)
access, (3) a token gift for positive behavioral changes, and (4) integration with the existing government community-mental health
program (the 686 Program) while the wait-listed control group initially only received the 686 Program. Subsequently (in the
extended period), both groups received the LEAN intervention plus the 686 Program. The primary outcome was antipsychotic
medication adherence (percentage of dosages taken over the past month assessed by unannounced home-based pill counts). The
secondary outcomes were symptoms measured during visits to 686 Program psychiatrists using the Clinical Global Impression
scale for schizophrenia and functioning measured by trained student assessors using the World Health Organization Disability
Assessment Schedule 2.0. Other outcomes included data routinely collected in the 686 Program system (refill records,
rehospitalization due to schizophrenia, death for any reason, suicide, wandering, and violent behaviors). We used intention-to-treat
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analysis and missing data were imputed. A generalized estimating equation model was used to assess program effects on
antipsychotics medication adherence, symptoms, and functioning.

Results: Antipsychotics medication adherence improved from 0.48 in the control period to 0.58 in the extended intervention
period (adjusted mean difference 0.11, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.19; P=.004). We also noted an improvement in symptoms (adjusted
mean difference –0.26, 95% CI –0.50 to –0.02; P=.04; Cohen d effect size 0.20) and a reduction in rehospitalization (0.37, 95%
CI 0.18 to 0.76; P=.007; number-needed-to-treat 8.05, 95% CI 4.61 to 21.41). There was no improvement in functioning (adjusted
mean difference 0.02, 95% CI –0.01 to 0.06; P=.18; Cohen d effect size 0.04).

Conclusions: In an extended implementation, our intervention featuring mobile texting messages and lay health workers in a
resource-poor community setting was more effective than the 686 Program alone in improving medication adherence, improving
symptoms, and reducing rehospitalization.

Trial Registration: Chinese Clinical Trial Registry; ChiCTR-ICR-15006053 https://tinyurl.com/y5hk8vng

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22631)   doi:10.2196/22631

KEYWORDS

medication adherence; mobile texting; lay health worker; resource-poor community; primary health care; quality of care; mHealth;
schizophrenia

Introduction

Affecting 0.4% of the population [1], schizophrenia is a common
and disabling condition that presents a dire health equity
challenge. Schizophrenia can often be effectively controlled
with life-long antipsychotic medications [2]. No access or poor
adherence to treatment has serious consequences for the patient,
family, and society, leading to a higher risk of worsening
symptoms, repeated and prolonged hospitalizations, suicide,
aggressive conduct, poor quality of life, and reduced functioning
[3]. Nearly half of people with schizophrenia in low-
and-middle-income countries take less than 70% of prescribed
doses [4]. To address these challenges, the World Health
Organization Mental Health Gap Action Program recommended
a community-based approach whereby community health
workers play an active role in schizophrenia assessment,
treatment, rehabilitation, and follow-up [5]. Along the same
lines, China rolled out its National Continuing Management
and Intervention Program for Psychoses, known as the 686
Program, in 2005 [6,7]. The program covered 5,810,000 people
with psychoses across China in 2017 [8] and has become part
of China’s “integrated public mental health service [8,9].”
However, even though the program provides free medication
to individuals with low-incomes, less than 40% of program
enrollees routinely adhered to their antipsychotic dosage [7].

Mobile texting or SMS has been successfully used to improve
schizophrenia—particularly as a way to improve medication
adherence—however, evidence of effectiveness was based on
short-term interventions (mostly less than 6 months) or
short-term follow-ups and in high-income settings [10-14]. It
is important to explore the long-term effect of mobile health
interventions because, while longer implementations are able
to better shape new behavior and allow sufficient time for effects
on functioning and symptoms to occur [15], participants
eventually lose interest in program participation. For real-world
practicality and sustainability, it is thus critical to examine the

effects of the extended implementation of mobile texting
interventions.

Initially, we conducted a wait-list randomized controlled study
that tested the effectiveness of LEAN, a community-based
solution that consists of mobile-texting for medication
reminders, relapse monitoring, and education and also a lay
health supporter selected from the patient families to help with
patient care [16,17]. In this study, we hypothesized that the
extended implementation of LEAN (1) would maintain the
effects on medication adherence shown in the initial phase, and
(2) would begin to show effects on symptoms and functioning
that were initially absent.

Methods

Protocol
Details of the study design (including sample size calculation
and participant randomization), methods, and analysis plan have
previously been published as a study protocol [16].

Data
Data will be freely available upon request after the publication
of this manuscript.

Trial Design
Because of the initial study design [16], in which we employed
a wait-listed control group that would receive the intervention
once it was proven to be effective, it allowed a 2-period
intervention trial similar to a stepped-wedge design trial [18].
The project was executed in 3 phases (Figure 1): phase 1 was
from December 15, 2015 to June 15, 2016 during which only
the intervention group received LEAN for 6 months; phase 2
(blank phase) consisted of a data analysis period from July 15,
2016 to November 29, 2017 during which neither group received
LEAN; and phase 3 was the formal extended trial from April
1, 2018 to September 30, 2018 during which both of the original
groups received LEAN for 6 months. The results of phase 1
have been published [17].
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Figure 1. Trial design.

Setting and Participants
The trial was conducted in the communities of 9 rural townships
of Liuyang municipality (population 356,900) in the Hunan
province of China. The patient participants of the program were
required to (1) be community-dwelling, (2) be enrollees of the
686 Program, (3) have a primary diagnosis of schizophrenia
according to the International Statistical Classification of
Diseases, Tenth Revision [19] (diagnosis reconfirmed by the

686 Program psychiatrists while they were enrolled), (4) be on
oral psychotropic medication, and (5) be residents of 1 of the
9 rural townships. Patients were excluded if they (1) were
hospitalized due to schizophrenia at the time of recruitment (our
approach was community-based), or (2) had missed 3 immediate
consecutive past drug refills (in this case, they had de facto
dropped out of the 686 Program), or (3) were physically
incapable of using voice and text messaging (hearing or vision
impairment prevented the use of our intervention) [16]. The
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trial participants were selected by simple random sampling from
the 686 Program registry that included almost all known
residents of Liuyang diagnosed with schizophrenia.

Procedures
The development process of our intervention LEAN was
described in detail in our earlier paper with phase 1 results [17].
In summary, we used the Health Belief Theory [20-22] and
empirical evidence to guide the development of the prototype
LEAN intervention, which was refined and finalized through
trial and error in the pilot. LEAN includes 4 elements: (1) lay
health supporters (often a designated family member to monitor
patient medication, side effects, and relapses, and urgent care),
(2) e-platform (a texting system for medication reminders, health
education, and relapse monitoring), (3) token gifts to encourage
behavioral improvement, and (4) integration of the texting with
the existing health system to enable collaborative care.
Following the same procedure [16], 4 masters’students in public
health produced educational and reminder text messages, which
were reviewed by a senior psychiatrist. Frequency and timing
of the messages were determined after multiple rounds of
consultation with the patients and their families: medication
reminders at 7 PM daily, educational messages at 9 AM every
other day (these had been sent every day in phase 1), and
relapse-monitoring messages monthly. In phase 3, all patients
and their lay health supports received the message if they had
a cellphone; however, in phase 1, only patients and their lay
health supports in the intervention group received the message.

In phase 1, trainers had used one-on-one
demonstration-imitation to teach patients and lay health
supporters in the intervention arm how to use a cellphone to
read and reply to the texted messages [23]. Lay health supporters
were also trained how to read and reply to relapse-monitoring
messages in a group training session in each program township.
Lay health supporters were trained to remind the patient to take
their medication and report signs of relapse. For the extended
intervention, during phase 2, program staff performed the same
one-on-one training again during their visits to the patients’
homes. Before the extended intervention was formally
implemented, we conducted a 1-week pilot by sending messages
to guide participants to practice reading and replying.

Both the initial intervention and control groups received the
686 Program. In Liuyang, 2 internist-transformed psychiatrists
along with several staff members traveled with medication
supplies to each township’s health center at a fixed date every
2 months, providing patients with a brief consultation and
medication adjustment and refills. The township’s mental health
administrators (generally public health professionals) informed
the patients and their family by phone to meet the traveling
psychiatrists and worked with the village doctors (paramedics
with rudimentary medical training) to provide yearly physical
exams, assessment of risk level, ≥4 home visits throughout the
year, health education, and urgent care.

Outcomes
We continued to track the outcomes specified and detailed in
our published protocol [16]. We collected the primary and
secondary outcomes in 2 home visits conducted in phase 2 from

November 24 to 29, 2017, and from December 24 to 29, 2017,
respectively. We again conducted home-based visits from July
19 to 24 and August 19 to 24 in 2018 in phase 3. The primary
outcome was antipsychotic medication adherence using the
proportion of doses taken in the past month (number of the first
count – number of the second count + number of additional pills
obtained – number of pills discarded) / (number of pills
prescribed) assessed by unannounced home-based pill-counts.
If 2 or more kinds of antipsychotic medications were taken, we
used the combined total number of tablets of the medications
required by the prescription as the denominator and the actual
number of consumed pills as numerator to calculate adherence.
Two counts (30 days apart) were necessary to calculate the pills
taken over 1 month: the first at the beginning and the second at
the end of the last month of each phase. The numbers of pills
prescribed were extracted from the 686 Program system.
Assessors followed a standard protocol to ask family members
and patients about the number of pills additionally purchased
and deliverable discarded. The count was considered
unannounced since the participants consented to the count but
were unaware of the specific timing of the count. Besides,
medication refill adherence was assessed (number of refills
required / number of refills conducted over past 6 months), and
other self-reported adherence measures were assessed with the
Brief Adherence Rating Scale (BARS) [24] and the Drug
Attitude Inventory-10 (DAI-10) [25,26] during each home-based
interview. Secondary outcomes were patient functioning and
patient symptoms assessed with the World Health Organization
Disability Assessment Schedule 2.0 (WHO DAS) [27,28] and
the Clinical Global Impression in Schizophrenia measure (CGI)
[29], respectively.

Trained public health, nursing, and health management students
performed the home-based visits. If the patients could
communicate with the assessors, the results of BARS, DAI-10,
and WHO DAS were reported by the patients, otherwise, the
BARS and WHO DAS were reported by their lay health
supports. As part of the process evaluation, the students also
assessed user experience at the home visits with questionnaires.
When 686 Program psychiatrists conducted routine visits to
each town at the end of each phase, they performed symptom
evaluations using CGI.

We also collected baseline information on medication side
effects, substance use, and family supervision when taking
medicine since they are strong predictors of adherence that have
been empirically suggested by other studies [30]. Medication
side effects assessed with the self-reported Glasgow
Antipsychotic Side-effect Scale [31]; smoking and alcohol use
were also self-reported.

We also extracted routinely collected outcomes from the 686
Program system including rehospitalization due to
schizophrenia, death for any reason, suicide, wandering, and
violence for the second intervention period, which were verified
during the home-base interview. These outcomes are recorded
by mental health administrators when they routinely interviewed
participants at home or by phone every 3 months. We also
captured the frequency that text recipients responded through
the texting system log and obtained program-cost information
for various program operation channels.
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Statistical Methods
Analyses for phase 3 approximated those for a stepped-wedge
randomized controlled design. In a stepped-wedge design, all
groups received randomized orders to enter the intervention in
sequence. Thus, we no longer used the term intervention or
control groups but intervention and control periods instead [32].
The stepped-wedge design maintained the nature of
randomization and had the advantage of not only using 2 groups
for cross-sectional analysis but also before-and-after comparison
of the same group for longitudinal analysis.

We implemented a generalized estimating equation model
[33-36] (gee, version 4.8; R, version 3.5.3) in all analyses and
used link identity for continuous outcomes and logit for binary
outcomes and assumed an exchangeable correlation structure.
The main results of phase 3 were compared in 2 periods (ie, the
intervention and control periods). Statistical significance was
set at P＜.05.

The analysis of primary outcome (adherence) adjusted for the
empirically suggested and prespecified baseline predictors,
which were the same as those in phase 1 analysis included
baseline adherence, the overall severity of illness, negative
symptoms, functioning, substance use, medication side effects,
and family supervision. Analyses of the secondary outcomes
(WHO DAS and CGI severity of illness and CGI degree of
change) were adjusted by their baselines. We used the same
analysis models and the covariate adjustment for 2 prespecified
subgroups—a group demonstrating baseline nonadherence
(missing any of the previous 6 refills was considered
nonadherence) and a group with low baseline functioning
(cut-off ≤0.22). In extended analyses, we also explored whether
the phase 3 intervention led to additional improvement among
people who received the intervention in phase 1.

We performed several sensitivity analyses. We compared the
results of the program effects on adherence, functioning, and
symptoms with a raw analysis, the unadjusted analysis with
data imputation for the missing data, and adjusted analysis with

covariates and data imputation for the missing data. Meanwhile,
for phase 3 analysis, since no one received the intervention
during phase 2, we performed a sensitivity analysis by including
phase 2 data, coding the intervention group for this phase as 1
and the wait-listed control group as 0. We analyzed
antipsychotic medication adherence as a continuous variable,
and we also explored the sensitivity of dichotomizing adherence
cut-off points of 0.70, 0.80, and 0.90.

We used intention-to-treat analysis [37] for all participants for
primary and secondary outcomes. We also conducted a
per-protocol analysis. The fully conditional specification
multiple imputation method was used to impute missing data
[38]. To enable cross-study comparisons, we calculated the
program effect size using Cohen d [39].

Ethics and Dissemination
The study obtained institution review board approval from the
University of Washington (49464 G) and Central South
University (CTXY-150002-6). All patient participants and their
lay health supporters provided written informed consent.

Results

Participants
In phase 1, there were 277 patient participants (intervention,
n=139; wait-listed control group, n=138) (Figure 2). Due to the
closed-cohort design, participants assessed in different periods
remained the same. The baseline characteristics were well
balanced between the 2 groups [17]. There were 244 participates
successfully followed in phase 3. In phase 1, each patient
participant in the intervention group had a designated lay health
supporter, and in phase 3, the lay health supporters in the
original intervention group continued to take the same
responsibility. Each of the participants in the original control
group also received a lay health supporter. The supporters were
mainly family members (129/138), and the rest of the other
supporters were community volunteers or village doctors.
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Figure 2. Participant flowchart.

Retention and Outcomes
At the end of phase 3, we captured the information of 271/277
(97.8%) participants for medication refill adherence, 164/277
(59.2%) for pill-count adherence, 231/277 (83.4%) for
functioning (WHO DAS), and 247/277 (89.17%) for symptoms.
Analyses of patterns of missing data and the results of multiple
imputation are presented in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Adherence
In phase 3, adherence increased from 0.48 in the control period
(ie, control arm in phase 1) to 0.58 in the intervention periods
(ie, intervention arm in phase 1 and both arms in phase 3).
Model-based adjusted analysis showed the increase in
antipsychotic adherence remained statistically significant
(adjusted mean difference 0.11, 95% CI 0.04 to 0.19; P=.004;
Cohen d effect size 0.28; Table 1). Subgroup analyses suggested
that the participants with better adherence and poor functioning
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at baseline presented better adherence at the end of phase 3
(Figure 3). Distribution of adherence between the intervention
and the control period are shown in Multimedia Appendix 2,

and the reasons for zero adherence are explored in Multimedia
Appendix 3.

Table 1. Results.

P valueMean difference (95% CI)Control periods, mean
(SD)

Intervention periods,
mean (SD)

Measures

Adherence outcomes

.0040.11 (0.04, 0.19)0.48 (0.35)0.58 (0.38)Pill-count assessmenta

Other

.70–0.01 (–0.06, 0.04)0.76 (0.34)0.77 (0.35)Medication refill assessment

.730.01 (–0.04, 0.06)0.67 (0.22)0.67 (0.23)DAI-10b

.130.04 (–0.01, 0.08)0.68 (0.23)0.71 (0.20)BARSc

Secondary outcomes

.190.02 (–0.01, 0.06)0.15 (0.19)0.15 (0.19)WHOd DASa,e

.04–0.26 (–0.50, 0.02)2.76 (1.24)2.51 (1.23)CGIf severity of illnessa,g

.001–0.47 (–0.76, 0.19)2.98 (1.43)2.41 (1.17)Negative

.002–0.47 (–0.76, 0.17)2.67 (1.55)2.42 (1.19)Positive

.07–0.21 (–0.44, 0.01)2.11 (1.26)1.9 (1.01)Depression

<.001–0.50 (–0.79, 0.21)2.85 (1.44)2.44 (1.19)Cognition

.050.10 (0.00, 0.25)3.02 (1.08)3.12 (1.16)CGI degree of changea,h

686 Program

.020.58 (0.37, 0.91)25 (19.5)43 (11.1)Rehospitalization due to schizophrenia

N/AN/A3 (2.2)0 (1.0)Deathi

N/AN/A1 (0.0)0 (0.0)Suicidei

.980.98 (0.23, 4.13)2 (1.5)7 (1.7)Wandering

.0060.11 (0.02, 0.54)6 (4.5)2 (0.4)Hurting people or smashing objects

N/A0.11 (0.04, 0.19)0 (0.0)0 (0.0)Getting into trouble

N/A–0.01 (–0.06, 0.04)0 (0.0)0 (0.0)Self-harm

aAdjusted for baseline covariates with imputation for missing data.
bDAI: Drug Attitude Inventory. The score was rescaled as 0 to 1.
cBARS: Brief Adherence Rating Scale.
dWHO: World Health Organization.
eDAS: Disability Assessment Schedule (range 0 to 1).
fCGI: Clinical Global Impression.
gHigher scores indicate worse symptoms (range 1 to 7).
hHigher scores indicate less change (range 1 to 7).
iThe numbers are for phase 3 only.
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Figure 3. Subgroup analysis. CGI: Clinical Global Impression; WHODAS: World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule.

Functioning
There were 31.8% (75/236) WHO DAS questionnaires
completed by lay health supporters on behalf of patient
participants. Interviewees were the patient’s parents (31/75),
spouses (28/75), offspring (8/75), siblings (6/75), and others
(2/75) (Multimedia Appendix 4). At the end of phase 3, we
observed no improvement in functioning (Table 1). For the raw
analysis, the WHO DAS score changed from 0.14 under the
control period to 0.15 under the intervention periods; our
model-based analysis showed no difference (adjusted mean
difference 0.02, 95% CI –0.01 to 0.06; P=.18; Cohen d effect
size 0.04; Table 1). Neither did we note any improvement in
the severity of functioning for the prespecified subgroups
(Figure 3).

Symptoms
The severity of illness decreased (CGI score 2.76 in the control
period to 2.51 in the intervention periods (model-based adjusted
mean difference –0.26, 95% CI –0.50 to –0.02; P=.04; Cohen
d effect size 0.20). All domains of the CGI (negative: P=.001,
positive: P=.002, cognition: P<.001) except depression (P=.07)
showed significant improvements. Subgroup analyses suggested
that the baseline adherence group and poor functioning group
presented symptom improvement at the end of phase 3 as well
(Figure 3).

Other Outcomes
The incidence of rehospitalization due to schizophrenia was
19.5% (25/128) in the control period versus 11.1% (43/387) in
the intervention periods (relative risk 0.58, 95% CI 0.37 to 0.91,

P=.02, number-needed-to-treat 12.25 95%CI 6.36 to 166.49;
Table 1).

There was a significant difference in violence (hurting people
or smashing objects) (P=.006). However, there were no
significant differences in wandering (P=.98) and in other
outcomes captured in the 686 Program. Eight patients died
during the entire follow-up including 2 patients who committed
suicide (all-cause mortality 28.88/1000 person-year).

Extended Analyses and Sensitivity Analyses
Through our extended analyses, we found that the phase 3
intervention did not result in any additional improvement in
adherence (mean difference –0.034, 95% CI –0.141 to 0.073;
P=.531) and functioning (mean difference –0.84, 95% CI –0.626
to 0.458; P=.084) among participants who received the
intervention in phase 1. However, their symptoms were further
improved in phase 3 (mean difference –0.407, 95% CI –0.713
to –0.101; P=.009).

Sensitivity analyses (see Multimedia Appendix 5) showed that
the results were not sensitive to the different analytical methods
used. The effects of the alternative analytical approaches were
almost identical to that of our primary analysis, probably mainly
due to the possible reasons that (1) missing data were possibly
missing at random, and (2) few participant-lay health supporter
pairs did not receive the intervention (14/270, 5.2%), and the
exclusion of these samples had little effect on the results of the
analysis.
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Process Indicators
Process indicators including the process of texting, user
experiences, and cost information are presented in Multimedia
Appendix 6. We also present example text messages in
Multimedia Appendix 6.

Discussion

Principal Results
In this stepped wedge–like randomized controlled trial, we
found that a long-term intervention of texting for individuals
with schizophrenia and their lay health supporters improved
pill count–based adherence to antipsychotic medication from
0.48 during the control period to 0.58 during the intervention
period, reduced CGI severity of illness score from 2.76 to 2.51,
and reduced rehospitalization from 19.7% to 11.8%.

As of December 1, 2019, we identified 6 randomized controlled
trials of mobile texting to improve care for people with
schizophrenia [10-14,40]. The 4 trials that had less than 6
months of intervention all presented positive effects of the
intervention [10-14,40]. However, two 12-month interventions
showed no difference between the intervention and control
groups [13,40]. All of these previous trials were conducted in
high-income countries. In the LEAN trial, mobile texting
improved adherence with a Cohen d effect size of 0.28, smaller
than that of Montes et al’s study [12], which used patient
self-reported adherence measured with the Morisky Green
Adherence Questionnaire, but larger than that of Beebe et al’s
study [14], which also used in-home pill-count adherence
(Multimedia Appendix 7). We suspect our texting of both the
patients and their lay health supporters (mostly family members)
was a major contributor to LEAN’s relative superiority in the
long-term implementation. Our texted medication reminders,
health education, and relapse monitoring may have provided
tools and cues for the family to take more active and timely
action in supervising medications. Despite LEAN’s effect, we
should also note that there seemed to be a decline in improving
adherence in the long-term intervention (0.48 in control to 0.61
in phase 1 [17] versus 0.48 to 0.58 in phase 3). Our analyses
suggested two possible explanations. First, because these
individuals with schizophrenia lack awareness of the severity
of the disease, more patients stopped taking their medication in
phase 3. This may be caused by the intervention not helping
these participants to develop a belief and hence sustainable
behavior to keep taking medicine. Second, we observed a sign
of participants’ fatigue toward the program, as both participant's
satisfaction toward LEAN and the family response rates
decreased from phase 1 to phase 3, (Multimedia Appendix 6,
Table S2). Välimäki et al [40] also reported fatigue in their
study. Therefore, to sustain mobile health interventions for
people with schizophrenia, timely adjustments to the program
may be required to counter the possible decline in participants’
satisfaction.

We expected that increased antipsychotic medication adherence
would translate into improved symptoms and functioning in the
long-term. However, a possible ceiling effect may have
prevented further improvements in functioning. Likely due to
the 686 Program that both the intervention and control groups

received, LEAN participants at baseline had much better
functioning (WHO DAS score 0.18) than other groups of people
with schizophrenia of similar ethnicity and culture have shown
(WHO DAS score ranging from 0.29 [41] to 0.64 [42]).
However, despite the overall mild symptoms of LEAN
participants, an improvement in symptoms (reduction of CGI
severity of illness score from 2.76 to 2.51) was still observed
at the end of phase 3 but not in phase 1. This may suggest that
over an extended time the enhancement in medication adherence
may gradually result in symptom reduction. Furthermore,
LEAN’s effect on symptoms was in concordance with the
observed large reduction in rehospitalization due to
schizophrenia.

In extended analyses, we found that the phase 3 intervention
led to additional improvement in symptoms but not in adherence
and functioning among people with schizophrenia who received
the intervention in phase 1. We suspect that further
improvements in adherence and functioning were difficult due
to a ceiling effect. All participants had received the 686
Program, and thus a basic level of function had been maintained.
However, changes in symptoms may be more sensitive to
changes in adherence over a long time.

Limitations
We should note several limitations of the LEAN trial. First, we
did not take a systematic approach in assessing the reasons for
the participants discontinuing and continuing antipsychotic
medications. Future trials may consider using scales such as the
Antipsychotic Discontinuation Questionnaire [43-45]. Second,
we obtained the incidence of relapse (defined as the marked
occurrence of symptoms) by in-person interviewing of the
family carers in phase 1 and by self-reported relapse from people
with schizophrenia or their lay health supporters through their
response to our relapse monitoring messages in phase 3. We
felt more objective and defined measures for relapse should be
used for future studies. Third, the blank phase (phase 2) when
neither the intervention nor the control groups received LEAN
created an aberration to the standard stepped-wedge design,
although we included this phase as a covariate in the secondary
model. Fourth, in phase 3, 34.1% (92/270) patient participants
and 17.8% (48/270) lay health supporters were not equipped
with a phone; however, there were a total of 5.2% (14/270) pairs
(of patient participants and lay health supporters) not equipped
with a phone, either not having a phone or not having replaced
a damaged, malfunctioning, or lost phone in phase 1. Fifth, our
intervention was an integrated package that combined 4 program
elements, of which 2 critical components were the use of lay
health supporters and text messages. We are not able to
determine the individual contribution of either component to
the program’s effect. In our study, we did not systematically
collect information about the depth of the involvement of the
lay health supporters. We were unable to quantitatively isolate
the effect of the role played by the lay health supporters in the
overall intervention package. However, we did track the
satisfaction level of the supporters and found out that there was
a decreasing trend in overall satisfaction near the end of our
intervention. It showed that 80.0% (100/125) lay health
supporters surveyed were satisfied with the intervention, and
78.4% (98/125) expressed their willingness to remain in phase
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3 (see Multimedia Appendix 6, Table S2). Texting
system records showed that 47.3% (105/222) of family members
responded to the texted reminders. Future studies may consider
multiphase optimization strategy and sequential multiple
assignment randomized trial designs to fully address those issues
[46,47]. Besides, LEAN used daily text reminders but the
optimal frequency was not tested. The use of multiphase
optimization and sequential multiple assignment randomized
trial designs can also address this issue well. Finally, although
we used a rigorous method of adherence assessment through
unannounced home-based pill-counts, we could not completely
address the issue of participants deliberately discarding pills.
However, this should not affect our program impact evaluation
as the behavior may occur in both the control and intervention
periods. Also, we believe our method of assessing adherence is
best suited for this study—other methods, such as an electronic
cap, may remind people to take medications and thus interfere
in the unbiased assessment of adherence [48].

Due to the complexity of analysis and the different hypotheses
tested, we decided to cover the details of the results of phase 2
in a separate manuscript that will primarily explore the
maintenance of the effects after the withdrawal of the
intervention.

Comparison With Prior Work
Universal health coverage is not attainable without the coverage
for mental health. China’s 686 Program provides valuable
experiences for other low-resource settings to develop
community-based care at scale. LEAN further enabled and
motivated family carers and patients with an easy-to-implement
and low-cost texting system. The use of mobile texting for
mental health is perhaps no longer considered novel. However,
few trials have attempted to test its effectiveness in long-term
implementation. LEAN spanned over 2 years with 1 year of
dedicated texting and demonstrated overall effectiveness in
improving medication adherence, symptoms, and
rehospitalization. Although LEAN was built upon China’s 686
Program, many elements of LEAN should be useful for other
low-resource settings with or without an existing
community-based program. Implications of LEAN results to
other low-resources settings should note the following. First,
the overall adherence to antipsychotic medication at the endpoint

remained low at 0.57 (SD 0.40) despite free medication from
the 686 Program and the LEAN efforts. Long-acting injectable
antipsychotic medications, in treating schizophrenia, were
cost-effective [49] and reduced relapse [50] but have not been
widely accepted by clinicians and families with schizophrenia
in China [51]. Second, formal health workers in China and other
low-resource settings are often overextended, so task-shifting
is important such as engaging the self-motivated family
members in monitoring medication, side effects, and relapse.
LEAN provides a relatively low-cost approach to assist the
family carers in their roles. In our study, the majority of lay
health supporters were family members who lived with the
patient participants (258/277); they reminded them to take their
medication and monitored signs of side-effects and relapses.
Third, SMS played a very important role in connecting the
patient participants, their families, medical staff, and the health
care system. It created a way of communication and timely
exchange between the family members and the medical staff.
It may have also reduced the isolation of the patient participants
and their family members. Even though user satisfaction with
LEAN remained high throughout the program, it dropped
considerably from 98.4% (62/63) to 67.4% (66/98) for patients
and 100% (77/77) to 80.0% (100/125) for the lay health
supporters from phase 1 to phase 3 (Multimedia Appendix 6,
Table S2), In future studies, the frequency, content, and timing
of texting should be optimized for each set to reduce user fatigue
[52]. Finally, considering the reduced cognition of some people
with schizophrenia, we used the most rudimentary model of
text messaging without individual tailoring and
smartphone-based apps. Other settings should fully consider
the cost, feasibility, and acceptability in their community and
family context to determine the optimal program mode.

Conclusions
In our study, we found that our intervention featuring mobile
texting messages and lay health workers in a resource-poor
community setting was more effective in improving medication
adherence, symptoms, and rehospitalization than the 686
Program alone in long-term implementation. The experiences
of LEAN can potentially be widely applicable to improve
medication adherence of other chronic diseases in other
resource-poor settings.
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Abstract

Background: Medication management among older adults continues to be a challenge, and innovative electronic medication
adherence products have been developed to address this need.

Objective: The aim of this study is to examine user experience with electronic medication adherence products, with particular
emphasis on features, usefulness, and preferences.

Methods: Older adults, caregivers, and health care providers tested the usability of 22 electronic medication adherence products.
After testing 5 products, participants were invited to participate in a one-on-one interview to investigate their perceptions and
experiences with the features, usefulness, and preference for electronic medication adherence products tested. The interviews
were audio recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using exploratory inductive coding to generate themes. The first 13 interviews
were independently coded by 2 researchers. The percentage agreement and Cohen kappa after analyzing those interviews were
79% and 0.79, respectively. A single researcher analyzed the remaining interviews.

Results: Of the 37 participants, 21 (57%) were older adults, 5 (14%) were caregivers, and 11 (30%) were health care providers.
The themes and subthemes generated from the qualitative analysis included product factors (subthemes: simplicity and product
features, including availability and usability of alarms, portability, restricted access to medications, and storage capacity) and
user factors (subthemes: sentiment, affordability, physical and cognitive capability, and technology literacy and learnability).

Conclusions: Electronic medication adherence products have the potential to enable independent medication management in
older adults. The choice of a particular product should be made after considering individual preferences for product features,
affordability, and the sentiment of the users. Older adults, caregivers, and health care providers prefer electronic medication
adherence products that are simple to set up and use, are portable, have easy-to-access medication compartments, are secure, and
have adequate storage capacity.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18074)   doi:10.2196/18074

KEYWORDS

medication nonadherence; technology; aged; patient preferences; eHealth; qualitative research; adherence

Introduction

Background
The older adult population is increasing rapidly worldwide,
with a projection of approximately 1.5 billion individuals aged
65 years or older by 2050 [1]. In North America and Europe

alone, individuals aged 65 years or older will account for 19.1%
of the total population by 2050 [1]. In 2016, a Canadian study
showed that 65.7% of adults aged 65 years or older were
prescribed 5 or more medications, 26.5% were prescribed 10
or more medications, and 8.4% were prescribed 15 or more
medications [2]. Approximately 50% of older adults are
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nonadherent to their medications [3]. Poor medication adherence
leads to nonoptimal management of diseases; increased
emergency room visits; hospitalization; and, ultimately, poor
quality of life [4].

The incidence of nonadherence is highly prevalent in the
geriatric population because of multiple factors [5]. As people
age, they are diagnosed with multiple chronic health conditions
that often require complex medication regimens, with multiple
medications, various dosage forms, and complicated medication
schedules [6]. In addition, older adults face significant issues
with medication management because of impaired functional
capabilities, such as poor vision, hearing loss, dexterity issues,
or cognitive capabilities [6-8]. These functional and cognitive
capabilities are imperative for managing complex medication
regimens; therefore, older adults with such deficits are at higher
risk of medication mismanagement [9].

Numerous medication management strategies are being used
by older adults to improve adherence, such as pillboxes,
dosettes, blister packaging provided by pharmacies, reminders
or alarms, and automated pill dispensers [10]. Electronic
medication adherence products are electronic products that are
capable of dispensing medications in an attempt to address the
limitations related to medication management capacity. These
products have a multitude of features, including integrated
alarms, multiple compartments, automatic components, security
features, adherence report–generating features, and cloud
connectivity [11]. However, there is limited research
investigating the impact of electronic medication adherence
products on medication adherence and, in particular, their use
in older adults. In a previous qualitative study evaluating the
views of patients and health care professionals with regard to
electronic multicompartment medication devices, participants
were asked to interact with 8 devices for 5 to 10 min using the
think-aloud method to promote discussion in a focus group or
in one-on-one interviews [12]. However, this study did not test
whether participants were able to use the device for its intended
purpose, for example, whether the participant could accurately
fill the device, set the alarm, and access the medications from
the device. Without testing these particular features, users may
have difficulty fully establishing the usability and workload of
a device. Therefore, we designed a mixed methods study to
assess the usability, workload, and user experience of electronic
medication adherence products for 3 stakeholder groups: older
adults, caregivers, and health care providers. Caregivers and
health care providers were included in conjunction with older
adults to provide a holistic understanding of product use.
Caregivers play a significant role in medication management
of older adults and may at times be responsible for organizing
medication administration aids, helping to administer
medications, or many other medication management activities
[13]. Similarly, health care providers often recommend
medication adherence aids to patients experiencing
nonadherence. The results of the usability and workload analysis
from this mixed methods study have been published elsewhere
[14].

Objectives
The aim of this study is to explore the feedback and experience
of stakeholders with regard to electronic medication adherence
products, with particular emphasis on features, usefulness, and
preferences.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted an exploratory qualitative study using
semistructured interviews of stakeholders to assess the
usefulness of, preference for, and features of electronic
medication adherence products as part of a larger mixed methods
study.

Ethical Consideration
This study was reviewed by the Office of Research and Ethics
of the University of Waterloo, and the study received ethics
approval before recruitment and data collection. All participants
were informed of the study, and they provided written consent
before enrolling in the study.

Study Participants
Purposive sampling techniques were used to recruit 3 types of
stakeholders: older adults, caregivers, and health care providers.
Individuals were eligible to take part in the study if they were
(1) an adult aged 65 years or older who was taking one or more
medications regularly and living independently, known as an
older adult participant; (2) an adult who may or may not be
living with the older adult participant and was involved in their
medication management, known as a caregiver; or (3) health
care providers (eg, physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and/or
occupational therapists) who are involved in caring for the
geriatric patient population in their practice and who may or
may not have been involved in the direct care of an older adult
participant. In addition, eligible participants were required to
be able to speak English. Recruitment flyers and emails to
organizations were used to recruit older adults and caregivers.
In addition, a participant pool of older adults who indicated
interest in participating in this study was approached via
telephone. Health care providers were approached via email.

Study Procedure
A total of 23 electronic medication adherence products were
purchased; however, 1 was nonfunctional, and 1 was found to
be nonelectronic but was still tested. Thus, 22 electronic
medication adherence products were tested by participants
(Table 1 provides a list of the electronic medication adherence
products used). Products were chosen for purchase with the aim
of representing different features, such as the number and type
of compartments, audio and visual reminders, and medication
tracking. Participants were invited to attend a 3-hour testing
session at the School of Pharmacy Research Laboratory of the
University of Waterloo. At the start of product testing,
participants were introduced to a mock medication regimen
containing placebo tablets, candy (Tic Tac), and placebo
capsules and asked to familiarize themselves with the regimen
by reading the labels of the medications. The mock medication
regimen was designed by a pharmacist researcher and 2 research
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assistants after reviewing the literature on the most commonly
dispensed medications for older adults and by examining the
average number of medications taken by this population. Each
participant tested 5 randomly selected products sequentially.
At the start of each product test, participants were provided with
instruction manuals made by the manufacturer. If the
manufacturer’s instructions were not enclosed with the product,

researchers found and printed web-based instructions for the
participant. The testing tasks varied for each product but
included steps such as opening and filling the medication tray,
setting up the alarm, locking the device, and accessing the
placebo pills from the device. Participants were given as much
time as they needed to address all testing tasks and were not
provided assistance unless requested.

Table 1. Electronic medication adherence products used in this study.

Price, US $PortabilitycLocking featurebNumber of compartmentsaName

70-109NoYes28GMSd Med-e-lert automatic pill dispenser

70-109NoYes28LiveFine automatic pill dispenser and reminder

≥109NoYes28MedReady 1700 automated medication dispenser

≥109YesYes29MedSmart med-reminder and dispensing system

≥109NoYes28e-pill MedTime Station automatic pill dispenser with tipper

<30YesNo1eTimerCap travel size

<30YesNo1eTimerCap universal size

N/AfYesNo14Jones medication adherence system 14-unit card

<30YesNo5Reizen vibrating pill box

30-69YesNo7VitaCarry advanced pill case

<30YesNo7Nishiki round pill box with alarm

30-69YesNo4MedGlider system 1 with talking reminder

30-69YesNo8Patterson medical tabtime super 8

<30YesNo3100-Hour pill reminder

70-109YesNo14MedQ smart pill box

30-69YesNo7e-pill MedGlider home medication management system

30-69YesNo30MedCentre system

70-109YesNo14eNNOVEA Weekly Planner With Advanced Auto Reminder

30-69YesNo7e-pill Multi-alarm pocket XL

<30YesNo66 Grid pill storage case with alarm

<30YesNo0Itzbeen pocket doctor

30-69NoNo21e-pill Weekly Accutab pill box organizer systemg

aThe total number of compartments a product contains to store medications.
bIf the product has the ability to lock users from accessing their medications.
cIf the product can be carried outside of the house using a purse or small bag.
dGMS: Group Medical Supply.
eDevice has one compartment that can be accessed multiple times.
fN/A: not applicable.
gDevice was found to be nonelectronic.

Following this testing phase, participants were invited to an
optional one-on-one semistructured interview. The interview
questions were developed by the research team and finalized
through agreement. The research team consisted of 3
pharmacists and 1 occupational therapist who works closely
with the geriatric patient population, 1 PhD student with

extensive experience as a practicing pharmacist, 1 research
assistant with 2 years of research experience, and 1 co-operative
education student. All team members were female. Interview
questions were developed to elicit information and feedback
related to the experience of participants using the products
(Textbox 1 provides a complete interview guide).
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Textbox 1. Interview guide.

Question 1

• What was one feature of any of the product that you liked the most? Why did you like this feature?

• What was one feature of any of the product that you did not like or liked the least? Why did you not like this feature?

Question 2

• What feature on any product did you find was the most useful? Why did you find this the most useful?

• What feature on any product did you find was the least useful? Why did you find this the least useful?

Question 3

• Do you use a medication administration aid currently? What do you use, and why do you use it?

Question 4

• Which of the products that you tested would you use for your own medication regimen? Why or why not?

• OR, would you recommend any of these products to your patients or parents to use for their medication regimen? Why or why not?

Question 5

• If you use an aid to help with your own medications, please compare this with the ones you tested today. Which do you prefer and why?

Data Collection
A total of 2 research team members (AM and JI) conducted the
interviews. All interviews took place between August 2018 and
December 2018. If an older adult–caregiver dyad participated
in the study, each person was interviewed separately. Each
interview lasted for 15 to 30 min. All interviews were audio
recorded using a Sony IC recorder ICD-PX470 and transcribed
verbatim by 1 of 2 research team members (JI or AM), after
which the accuracy of the transcription was established by the
other research member. The interviews were transcribed using
Microsoft Office Word.

Data Analysis
The 6-phase framework by Braun et al [15] was used to perform
thematic analysis [16]. The first interview transcript was
individually coded by 2 research team members (JI and SF),
after which preliminary codes were identified and compared
with ensure coding consistency. The next 13 interviews were
independently coded by the 2 researchers. A codebook was
created to finalize the list of codes, and it contained the code
name, code description, and quotes from the interview data.

Percentage agreement and Cohen kappa were calculated between
coders to ensure consistency in the first 13 interviews and was
found to be 79% and 0.79, respectively. Any disagreement was
discussed between the 2 researchers and resolved. The plan to
bring any unresolved disagreements to a third researcher (TP)
was not required. The remaining interviews were then analyzed
by a single researcher (SF).

Results

Participant Demographics
A total of 39 participants were recruited for the larger study, of
which 2 (5%) participants refused to participate in the optional
one-on-one interview. Participants were not asked for a reason
as to why they chose not to participate in the interview. Of the
37 participants, 21 (57%) were older adults, 5 (14%) were
caregivers, and 11 (30%) were health care providers. There
were 3 older adult–caregiver dyads. These dyads did not test
the same products; they tested products independently and were
interviewed individually (Table 2 shows the study participant
characteristics).
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Table 2. Study participant characteristics (N=37).

ValuesParticipant characteristics

Older adults (n=21)

Gender, n (%)

10 (48)Male

11 (52)Female

Age (years)

75 (6.5)Mean (SD)

65-87Range

Total number of medications taken per participant

7.7 (3.3)Mean (SD)

1-13Range

Number of medications taken per participant by their type, n (%)

17 (81)≥5 Rxa, supplement, OTCb, and herbal

10 (48)≥5 Rx

6 (29)≥5 Supplement, OTC, and herbal

Medication schedule, n (%)

4 (19)Once daily

17 (81)More than once daily

Medication aids use, n (%)

15 (71)Yes

6 (29)No

Medication aids used in combination, n (%)

4 (19)Yes

Caregivers (n=5)

Gender reported by the caregiver for their patient, n (%)

4 (80)Male

1 (20)Female

Age reported by the caregiver for their patient (years)

73 (4.49)Mean (SD)

69-79Range

Caregiver’s relationship with the patient, n (%)

5 (100)Family member

0 (0)Friend

0 (0)Other

Health care providers (n=11)

Gender, n (%)

2 (18)Male

9 (82)Female

Occupation, n (%)

8 (73)Pharmacist

1 (9)Pharmacy student

2 (18)Occupational therapist

Years of practice
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ValuesParticipant characteristics

8.8 (10.5)Mean (SD)

0c-37Range

Number of older adults worked with in a typical week, n (%)

1 (9)<10

4 (36)10-20

1 (9)20-30

5 (45)>30

Medication aids recommendation, n (%)

11 (100)Yes

aRx: prescription medications.
bOTC: over the counter.
cOne health care provider was a pharmacy student and, thus, had 0 years of practice as a registered pharmacist.

A total of 39 codes were identified after the analysis. Codes
were grouped into sub-themes, from which 2 themes and 6

sub-themes emerged (Figure 1 shows the themes and
subthemes).

Figure 1. Themes and subthemes related to user experience with electronic adherence products.

Theme 1: Product Factors
Product factors was 1 of the 2 themes that emerged from our
interview analysis. Product factors are factors associated with
a product that can impact its use. The theme product factors
were further divided into 2 subthemes: simplicity and product
features.

Simplicity
Some electronic medication adherence products required
multiple steps to set up, and although detailed information was
provided by the manufacturer, it was not always perceived to
be helpful by stakeholders. Stakeholders found some products
easy to set up and simple to use, whereas they found other
products to be complex. In general, the initial impression of
complexity or simplicity impacted the overall impression and
projected use of the product. Stakeholders did not appreciate
products that required repetitive reviews of instructions to set
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up. One participant expressed their concerns through the
following quote:

[This product is] just fiddley and difficult. I had to
go over the instructions several times to understand
that you had to lock, it wasn’t simple. And people,
older people especially if they have a... long term
illness, [they] want things that are simple. They don't
want things that are going to be fiddley or [a] pain...
[or] annoying to operate. [Older adult 003]

Product Features
Product features are the characteristics, components, or
capabilities of an electronic medication adherence product. This
subtheme included the availability and usability of alarms,
portability, restricted access to medication, and storage capacity.

Availability and Usability of Alarms

Stakeholders enjoyed electronic medication adherence products
with audio or visual reminders, as they helped improve
adherence. One participant described the importance of having
the alarm as follows:

But no alarm, and that’s the downside to this
[electronic medication adherence product]. That
there’s no alarm on it. So, often I forget to take my
Levodopa that I should be taking. [Older adult 004]

However, the initial setup required for the alarm was considered
to be an integral factor when choosing a product. Some products
had small buttons or complex instructions that were not
appealing to stakeholders.

Portability

In general, study participants commented negatively on products
that were not portable, stating that products were too large, too
noticeable, or visible in their home environment. Having a
portable electronic medication adherence product was described
as an important feature to consider when choosing a product
for medication management, as a nonportable product may lead
to missing a dose:

Like I’m going out for lunch with my women’s group.
I can’t take this flying saucer with me. It’s not going
to fit in my...the purse that I want to bring. So, I’m
gonna miss... I’m probably gonna miss the dose by
being out. [Older adult 027]

Restricted Access to Medication

Another subtheme that emerged was the ability of a product to
provide restricted access to medications, in turn allowing for
secure medication administration and improved safety, that is,
decrease the risk of inadvertently taking the wrong medication
at the wrong time or double dosing. The ability to dispense the
right dose at the right time was mentioned and preferred by
most of our participants, as demonstrated by the following quote:

I liked that you couldn’t open it if you, like you...it’s
impossible to take a second dose at the wrong time.
It’s the only one of them that makes it so that you
can’t essentially overdose on something. [Older adult
028]

Storage Capacity

In this study, older adult participants took an average of 8
medications per day (range 1-13). Therefore, it is unsurprising
that one feature frequently mentioned by participants when
considering an electronic medication adherence product was its
storage capacity. Storage capacity includes the number of the
compartments and the number of days a product can store
medications for. One caregiver discussed how none of the 5
products they tested during the study were suitable for the
medication routine of their care recipient:

I couldn't use any of them for [my husband] because
nothing [allows for] pills 8 times during the day.
[For] the pillbox that we do use, I had to buy two sets.
I have two different sets at home [to] accommodate
all the pills [and] different times. [Caregiver 008]

Health care providers similarly viewed a product’s storage
capacity as important. One health care provider was quite
pleased with how accommodating a product was with regard
to its flexibility in compartments. This particular product had
28 compartments and allowed for 6 daily alarms:

Most of the patients who are senior, they are usually
on 3-6 medications. So, and on multiple dosing, so 2
times a day, 3 times a day, 4 times a day. So, this
[product] when you are [done with the] set up, it’s
very well laid out for them. [Pharmacist 023]

Overall, participants preferred electronic medication adherence
products that had the ability to store multiple medications for
several days or weeks. Users often found this feature very
convenient and preferable when choosing a medication
management aid.

Theme 2: User Factors
User factors are defined as factors or abilities that can impact
how a user uses the product effectively. User factors comprised
4 subthemes, including sentiment, affordability, physical and
cognitive capability, and technology literacy or learnability.

Sentiment
Our interview analysis identified that participants felt various
sentiments when using electronic medication adherence
products. Sentiments can be defined as “an attitude, thought or
judgment prompted by feeling” [17]. Some participants felt a
sense of safety or peace of mind, whereas others were worried
about the privacy of their medication intake process. A few
participants also felt frustrated because the product was very
complicated to set up and use, which impacted their overall
impression of the product. These feelings were grouped under
the following subthemes: sense of assurance, privacy, and
frustration.

Sense of Assurance

An important aspect mentioned by participants when choosing
an electronic medication adherence product was having a sense
of assurance, so users did not have to worry about missing their
medication dose. This assurance also provided participants with
a sense of safety. For instance, one participant stated:
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You don’t have to worry about “did I take my meds.”
[Older adult 001]

Health care providers shared the same feeling about having
peace of mind when recommending electronic medication
adherence products for their patients. One health care provider
stated:

[The product] lets you know when you last took [the
dose]... Even though you have an alarm telling you
to take it... some people might forget that they actually
took it and then might go to take... or check to see if
there is another dose. So, this helps to know that it’s
only been two or four or six hours since they last took
it. [Pharmacist 006]

This feeling of assurance was also associated with familiarity
of a certain feature within an electronic medication adherence
product. One participant preferred products that were similar
to the pillbox they used at home and felt very comfortable using
that particular product:

I like the pillbox [product name] because it’s huge
and I'm used to doing that. [Older adult 002]

Privacy

During this study, we tested products that ranged from small
pillboxes to large automated dispensers. Most of our study
participants disliked the idea of using large products and
preferred products that were less noticeable. Participants found
that large products brought attention to their medication regimen,
a process that they would like to keep private. An example of
a quote expressing concern about privacy is given below:

It was unobtrusive it wouldn't take up a lot of space
to put it on the counter and nobody would really
notice it. So, I like that about it. [Older adult 003]

User Frustration

Another subtheme that emerged during our interview analysis
was the feeling of frustration, particularly with the setup of the
device. Participants did not prefer products that left them feeling
frustrated. An older adult expressed their feelings when
comparing a few electronic medication adherence products in
terms of the complexity of the setup process:

This one [product] was fine too. I found it a little
frustrating, the mode and the hour getting it set in
holding it. A little bit frustrating. The container
holding the pills was there it was clear and easy to
see. And I liked that. Setting it was a little bit of
annoyance. [Older adult 003]

One of the health care providers also shared similar thoughts:

It was just difficult [and] confusing to set. And also,
it's a nightmare for the pharmacist. You'd have to
have perfect intervals which is annoying. And that
[electronic medication adherence product] then
requires whoever's using it to take a dose to then set
the right interval. What if, you know, they set 12-hour
intervals, but they don't want to wake up at 6am. It
could be very annoying. [Pharmacist 023]

Overall, the study participants preferred electronic medication
adherence products that provide them with a sense of assurance
and privacy and those that do not make them frustrated.

Affordability
Another subtheme that was identified during the interview
analysis was the affordability of a product, although this area
was not something that was probed for as part of our
semistructured interview guide. Many of the older adults
mentioned being on a fixed income and, as such, expressed
interest and concern regarding the cost of products. Health care
providers expressed similar concerns, as shown in the following
quote:

Cost may be a big issue because majority of my
patients are under government coverage and asking
them to pay a dollar is very, very difficult. And if you
ask them to pay for something, unless it’s sponsored
by the government or something, I don’t foresee us
getting a patient to buy this. They’ll say they can take
their medication in which we know they can’t. But
still they will not pay to buy this. [Pharmacist 020]

Physical and Cognitive Capability
Many participants mentioned that the physical and cognitive
ability to use electronic medication adherence products was a
crucial aspect when considering the use of a product. The use
of electronic medication adherence products can be impacted
by a user’s ability to access the medication from the device
without any difficulties. Some products required manual
dexterity to operate, including accessing medications from the
device and setting the alarm. For example, individuals are
required to press small buttons, flip switches, or rotate portions
of the device to operate the product optimally. Similarly, good
visual or hearing abilities are required to respond to audio-visual
reminders. Some of these products also necessitate the
significant cognitive capacity among users to understand how
to operate and respond to alarms and prompts. These concerns
were shared across all stakeholder groups. One older adult
expressed the following concerns:

Some of the buttons were very hard to manipulate.
They hurt your fingers or they're too small. [Older
adult 014]

Health care providers were also concerned about their patients
experiencing difficulty using electronic medication adherence
products, especially if they had an impairment or medical
condition that could affect their manual dexterity. As one of the
health care providers quoted:

The little one. It’s just so hard. It’s not hard for me
to open it, but it’s small. It [would be] hard for an
older adult that has some peripheral neuropathy or
arthritis or something that would make it difficult or
not useful to use this. [Occupational therapist 038]

Technology Literacy and Learnability
Stakeholders felt that they needed to acquire new information
related to technology to use some products adequately. This
was problematic for some stakeholders because of the
nonfamiliarity with technology and the technological complexity
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of the product. One health care provider expressed their concern
through the following quote:

I do like the fact that there is a phone reminder, but
then the person using it has to be tech-savvy as well.
I don't know...I mean there are more older adults now
who are able to use smart phones but the majority of
my patients over the age of 80, they can barely use
any smart device. [Pharmacist 020]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study highlights how the factors of an electronic medication
adherence product along with the user factors impact the
preference of a stakeholder to choose a product for medication
management. For daily use of a product, users must be able to
learn how to set up and regularly use the product appropriately.
If the process of learning how to use the product is complex, it
may impact the usability of the product, leading to improper
product use. Usability can be defined as the manner in which a
user interacts with a product and the ability of the user to
perform the required tasks to use the product [18]. In many
cases, electronic medication adherence products are advertised
by manufacturers as simple to use and generally do not indicate
whether the help of a health care provider or a caregiver is
required. The usability study conducted as part of this larger
mixed methods study showed that the usability and workload
of electronic medication adherence products vary greatly among
stakeholders and highlighted the need to assess these factors to
provide guidance to health care providers regarding product
recommendations to their patients [14].

Technology plays a significant role in every aspect of life
[19,20]. Electronic medication adherence products are
innovative products that may require some familiarity with
technology. Research has shown that the interaction of older
adults with technology is not similar to the interaction of
younger adults and children with technology because of
age-related cognitive and physical changes [21]. Individuals
who are facing challenges in these areas, lack familiarity with
technology, or feel uncomfortable relying on technology may
dislike or be anxious about adopting a technology-based solution
[21]. This uneasiness was expressed by older adults who
participated in this study. However, with the continued use of
a product, the technical aspects may become less challenging
and this uneasiness may decrease.

In addition to product usability, this study showed that
stakeholders prefer electronic medication adherence products
that accommodate complex medication regimens, incorporate
alarms, are secure and portable, require minimal technology
use, and are affordable. Older adults with multiple comorbidities
often take complex therapy regimens on a regular basis [8].
Managing multiple medications at variable times during the day
is a complex task and often leads to confusion and improper
medication use [8,12]. Many older adults in this study noted
how some products would not accommodate their daily
medication regimen and, therefore, indicated that the storage
capacity of a device would be an important factor when choosing
an electronic medication adherence product.

In addition, patients may forget to take their medications or take
them inappropriately because of age-related cognitive
impairment [22,23]. To address this factor, numerous
interventions have been developed, including alarms and
audio-visual reminders [24]. These reminders include auditory
sounds, vibrations, and/or flashing lights. Studies have reported
that electronic medication packaging devices with audio-visual
alarms or reminder systems can positively impact medication
adherence [23,25]. According to this study, although an alarm
or reminder function was considered to be important when
choosing an electronic medication adherence product, the effort
required to set up the alarm should also be considered.
Therefore, to integrate electronic medication adherence products
into daily use, electronic medication adherence products with
reminder or alarm functions should be user-friendly, simple to
set up, and easy to operate.

Studies have also shown that users prefer devices that are small
in size and those that do not attract attention when used in public
[24,25]. Previous studies have indicated that older adults prefer
medication management products that are portable and do not
interfere with their ability to leave the house [8]. Similar results
were shown by our study participants, as they preferred
electronic medication adherence products that could be easily
carried or were less disruptive when leaving the home as they
could bring their medications with them during day trips for
outings with family and friends.

In general, older adults live on fixed or low incomes and, thus,
may have difficulties affording an electronic medication
adherence product. Some electronic medication adherence
products have lower costs, whereas others range from a few
hundred to thousand dollars. Although these products are being
manufactured and marketed for improving medication
adherence, the lack of reimbursement by provincial or private
health care insurance plans prevents older adults from using
these products. Studies have shown that people who are unable
to afford costs for their medications are more likely to be
nonadherent to long-term therapies for chronic medical
conditions such as asthma, diabetes, heart failure, and depression
[26,27]. Similarly, individuals may be reluctant to pay out of
their pockets for a medication adherence aid that they may not
be able to afford. Therefore, the cost of the electronic medication
adherence product is another important feature to consider when
choosing these products.

It is likely that there is no one product that will meet the needs
of every older adult. Future iterations of and developments in
electronic medication adherence products should consider the
characteristics of patients when designing products. For
example, the features of an electronic medication adherence
product required to meet the needs of a 75-year-old patient with
a history of arthritis, hypertension, and stroke who has limited
vision and loss of function and is on a complex medication
regimen with multiple drugs are considerably different from
the needs of a highly functioning 65-year-old patient who is
forgetful about once daily dosing of their antihypertensive
medication. Caregivers may prefer a product that provides
restricted access to medications so that their care recipient is
not at risk of medication overdose, whereas another caregiver
may want a device that automatically dispenses the medication
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and has a loud audio-visual alarm for their care recipient.
Similarly, a 60-year-old person with Parkinson disease who is
taking medications 6 times per day will find the storage capacity
of an electronic medication adherence product to be a far more
important factor when it comes to selecting an electronic
medication adherence product. An individualized approach
should be used to select a particular electronic medication
adherence product, depending on the needs of the patient, to
gain its full benefit for medication management. Manufacturers
developing these products should collaborate with patient
partners to address the needs of the population.

Strengths and Limitations
A major strength of this study was the involvement of multiple
stakeholders in testing and providing feedback on electronic
medication adherence products. Another strength was the
inclusion of a wide range of electronic medication adherence
products, from simple alarm-based pillboxes to highly
sophisticated automated dispensers. As participants were
interviewed after testing 5 products, rather than after each
product, participants had the option of comparing all 5 electronic
medication adherence products in their interviews. As a result,
a limitation of this study was that participant responses may
have been driven by their experience with 1 or 2 products, rather
than discussing all products tested. To combat this, researchers
ensured all products were visible during the interview to allow

for better recall and prompted for additional details if no product
was mentioned during the interview. Another limitation of this
study was that interview data from stakeholder groups were not
analyzed separately and, therefore, do not provide a detailed
report of each group’s feedback for product preference.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that preference for a
particular electronic medication adherence product depends on
multiple factors, including, but not limited to, the storage
capacity, security, cost, and size of the device. Just one
electronic medication adherence product will not be suitable
for everyone. Therefore, health care providers should consider
patient-related factors such as cognitive and functional capability
to operate a device, medication regimens, and product features
to choose the right product for the right patient. The
manufacturers of these electronic medication adherence products
should also consider the involvement of users in the beginning
stages of product development for these technologies to ensure
high acceptability, user friendliness, and affordability for end
users. Policy makers should consider subsidizing the cost of
electronic medication adherence products to make them
affordable for people who are chronically ill and are on
long-term therapies, allowing for a reduction in costs related to
nonadherence in the health care system.
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Abstract

Background: In many countries, depressed individuals often first visit primary care settings for consultation, but a considerable
number of clinically depressed patients remain unidentified. Introducing additional screening tools may facilitate the diagnostic
process.

Objective: This study aimed to examine whether experience sampling method (ESM)-based measures of depressive affect and
behaviors can discriminate depressed from nondepressed individuals. In addition, the added value of actigraphy-based measures
was examined.

Methods: We used data from 2 samples to develop and validate prediction models. The development data set included 14 days
of ESM and continuous actigraphy of currently depressed (n=43) and nondepressed individuals (n=82). The validation data set
included 30 days of ESM and continuous actigraphy of currently depressed (n=27) and nondepressed individuals (n=27). Backward
stepwise logistic regression analysis was applied to build the prediction models. Performance of the models was assessed with
goodness-of-fit indices, calibration curves, and discriminative ability (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
[AUC]).

Results: In the development data set, the discriminative ability was good for the actigraphy model (AUC=0.790) and excellent
for both the ESM (AUC=0.991) and the combined-domains model (AUC=0.993). In the validation data set, the discriminative
ability was reasonable for the actigraphy model (AUC=0.648) and excellent for both the ESM (AUC=0.891) and the
combined-domains model (AUC=0.892).

Conclusions: ESM is a good diagnostic predictor and is easy to calculate, and it therefore holds promise for implementation in
clinical practice. Actigraphy shows no added value to ESM as a diagnostic predictor but might still be useful when ESM use is
restricted.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22634)   doi:10.2196/22634
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Introduction

Depressive disorders represent a major public health concern
as they are the most prevalent psychiatric disorders and a leading
cause of disability worldwide [1,2]. In many countries, depressed
individuals often first visit primary care settings when they seek
help [3]. Even though most nondepressed individuals can be
accurately excluded in primary care [4], a considerable number
of clinically depressed patients remains unidentified [5]. Thus,
general practitioners can correctly identify between 41.7% and
53.0% of cases of depression with a sensitivity between 41.3%
and 59.0% and a specificity between 74.5% and 87.3% [4]. An
additional challenge in the detection of depression arises because
patients often present with undefined or somatic illness [6],
resulting in depression going undetected and often untreated
for a longer time period [7].

According to a meta-analysis on the clinical diagnosis of
depression in primary care, the accuracy of identification of
depression can be improved by prospective examination over
an extended period [4]. Therefore, introducing additional
screening tools that allow continuous monitoring during daily
life may facilitate the diagnostic process and improve referral
of depressed individuals to the right care providers. A good
candidate for a screening tool that holds particular value for
studying mood disorders is the experience sampling method
(ESM) [8]. Most commonly delivered via a smartphone, ESM
involves repeated, intensive sampling of respondents' current
affect, experiences, and behaviors while they are engaged in
their daily activities, in their natural environments [9].
Hypothetically, this might be an optimal way of detecting
depression risk, as a person can repeatedly assess his/her affect
and behaviors in daily life with minimal retrospective recall
bias [8]. Previous studies have shown that higher levels of
negative affect, which is commonly assessed with ESM, are
strongly associated with depression [10]. Furthermore, this
method comes closest to the advised method to do longitudinal
assessments of depressive symptoms [11,12]. A problem with
ESM, however, may be that it places too high a burden on the
patient, leading to reduced compliance [9]. Hence, ESM as a
screening tool may not be suitable for everyone, warranting the
exploration of more passive ways of collecting data as well.

A potential candidate for depression screening that involves
passive data collection is ambulatory assessment of actigraphy
data from sensors, such as activity trackers. Such activity
trackers are now widely used, and they provide ecologically
valid data about behavior [13-16]. The data derived from activity
trackers include patterns of sleep, physical activity, and circadian
rest-activity rhythm (RAR). Alterations in these patterns have
been found in depression [17-22] and contributed to objective
differentiation of depression subtypes [23]. Further, these
behavioral parameters are easily and passively measurable by
actigraphy and do not require any invasive procedure or active
participation from individuals. Therefore, they do not create an
additional burden for an individual [15]. However, it is important
to note that the alterations in these actigraphy patterns are not

specific for depression, since altered sleep, physical activity,
and RAR are present in many other health conditions [24,25].
Therefore, most likely, actigraphy may only be used in addition
to other measures when screening for depression. However, the
predictive value of actigraphy-based measures, alone and in
combination with other measures, for depression remains to be
examined.

Sleep, physical activity, and RAR domains are associated with
each other [26,27]. However, previous researchers who found
associations between actigraphy data and depression included
measures from only 1 or 2 of these domains (ie, studying
physical activity only, sleep only, or circadian RAR and sleep)
[20,21,28-30], with a rare exception [31]. Therefore, probably
not all actigraphy-based measures that have been previously
associated with depression will have a unique predictive value
as part of a multidimensional screening tool. Thus, it is currently
still unclear which combination of actigraphy measures are most
strongly associated with depression risk.

Using both ESM and actigraphy approaches together for
continuous and everyday monitoring of behavioral and affective
aspects in depression could be a promising screening tool. While
it is assumed that self-reports of depression-related affect and
behaviors as assessed with ESM predict depression better than
behavioral sensor data, this assumption has never been tested
before. To our knowledge, there is only 1 recent study that
attempted to predict depression by using both ESM and
actigraphy data; however, it was focused on the elderly, had a
smaller sample size (N=47), and had no external validation [32].
Currently, it is not yet clear how these approaches perform and
if they can be used for screening purposes, both separately and
in combination.

In this study, we examined (1) whether ESM-assessed
depression-related affect and behavior could discriminate
between depressed and nondepressed individuals, (2) whether
actigraphy data could discriminate between depressed and
nondepressed individuals, and (3) whether actigraphy has added
value with respect to the use of ESM. Therefore, we compared
the performance of the prediction models with ESM only and
actigraphy only to assess the added benefit of the individual
domains and then evaluated the performance of the prediction
model with both domains included. First, we hypothesized that
ESM measures would have a better discriminating ability in
distinguishing individuals with and without a diagnosis of
depression than actigraphy measures. Second, adding actigraphy
measures to the ESM prediction model would improve the
discriminating ability. To test these hypotheses, we used 2 data
sets for development and validation of the prediction models.

Methods

Study Population
We used data from the Netherlands Study of Depression and
Anxiety (NESDA) [33] to develop prediction models, and data
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from the Mood and Movement in Daily Life (MOOVD) study
to validate them [34].

Development Data Set
In short, NESDA is an ongoing multisite longitudinal cohort
study among 2981 adults (aged 18 to 65 years) at baseline,
including individuals with depressive and/or anxiety disorders
and healthy control subjects, which were recruited from the
general population. Details about the total NESDA sample are
provided elsewhere [33]. In this study, we used a subsample
from the Ecological Momentary Assessment and Actigraphy
(EMAA) substudy, which combined 14 days of ESM (5 times
a day) with continuous actigraphy [31,35]. A flowchart of the
inclusion process for this study is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1. Individuals with a diagnosed episode of major
depressive disorder and/or dysthymia in the past month (n=43)
and individuals with no lifetime depressive or anxiety disorder
(control group, n=82) based on the Composite International
Diagnostic Interview (CIDI) [36] were included in the study.
Severity of depressive symptoms was assessed with the
self-reported Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology
(IDS-SR) [37]; the mean IDS-SR score represents moderate
depressive symptoms.

Validation Data Set
The MOOVD study is an ambulatory assessment study among
matched depressed and nondepressed individuals (n=54; aged
20 to 50 years) [34]. Depressed individuals were recruited from
3 psychiatric outpatient centers; nondepressed individuals were
recruited from the general population in the Netherlands. This
study combined 30 days of ESM (3 times a day) with continuous
actigraphy. Depressed individuals (n=27) with a major
depressive episode at the time of the interview or within two
months prior to the interview, according to the CIDI, were
included. Nondepressed individuals (n=27) were free of any
mood disorders at the moment of inclusion but were allowed
to have a history of depression (n=1, >7 years ago). Severity of
depressive symptoms was assessed with the Beck Depression
Inventory-II (BDI-II) [38]; the mean BDI-II score represents
severe depressive symptoms. Individual scores, however, range
from no/mild to severe depressive symptoms in both data sets
(IDS-SR score between 9 and 64; BDI-II score between 15 and
51).

Actigraphy Assessments
NESDA participants wore the wrist-worn GENEActiv
accelerometer (Activinsights Ltd) for 24 hours a day for 14
days. GENEActiv validity studies have demonstrated strong
correlations for criterion validity (Pearson r=0.79-0.98) [39]
and a good ability to determine sedentary behavior in adults
(aged 18 to 55 years) (Pearson r=0.81) [40]. Details of the
actigraphy measurements of the NESDA-EMAA substudy are
provided elsewhere [31]. MOOVD participants were assessed
with an Actical accelerometer (Respironics, Inc) for 24 hours
a day for 30 days. In the laboratory study, the Actical
demonstrated high reliability (intraclass correlation
coefficient=0.92) and validity (r=0.81) in adolescents [41].
More information about the actigraphy assessments of the
MOOVD study can be found elsewhere [42].

Experience Sampling Methodology (ESM)
In NESDA, participants took part in the ESM assessment for 2
weeks, during which they filled out questions on smartphones
5 times a day. The electronic diary had a fixed design with 3
hours between each beep, and the questionnaire included items
on current mood states, social interactions, daily experiences,
and behaviors [35]. Of all ESM assessments of all participants,
only 8.3% were missing and all included participants had enough
valid data points (>60 time points). In the MOOVD study,
participants completed questionnaires on an electronic diary,
the PsyMate (PsyMate BV) [43]. The electronic diary had a
fixed design with 3 beeps a day, 6 hours apart. The electronic
questionnaire contained items about mood, sleep, activities, as
well as social interactions, important events, rumination, and
self-esteem. Detailed information about the ambulatory
assessment procedure is provided elsewhere [34]. All included
participants had enough valid diary measurements (>60 time
points).

Outcome Variables
As the main outcome measure for both data sets, we used
presence or absence of a diagnosis of depression (major
depressive disorder and/or dysthymia) based on DSM-IV criteria
[44], assessed with the Composite International Diagnostic
Interview (CIDI), version 2.1. The CIDI is a fully structured
interview designed for assessing mental disorders according to
the diagnostic criteria of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, fourth edition (DSM-IV) [36]. All CIDIs
were performed by well-trained research assistants, mainly
psychologists, mental health care nurses, and residents in
psychiatry. In the development data set, participants were
diagnosed with the CIDI instrument during the regular NESDA
interview wave, which was a maximum of 31 days prior to the
actigraphy and ESM assessments. In the validation data set,
participants started the actigraphy and ESM assessments
immediately following the screening CIDI.

Predictor Variables
Objectively assessed sleep, physical activity, and computed
RAR variables, as calculated from the actigraphy data, and
ESM-assessed depression-related affect and behavior were used
as predictors in our models. Preprocessing of the raw actigraphy
data was done in R using GGIR package version 1.5-18
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/GGIR/) for the NESDA
data set and described elsewhere [31]. Almost all variables were
created similarly in the NESDA and the MOOVD data sets; any
exceptions are mentioned.

In the NESDA data set, physical activity was assessed as gross
motor activity per day and as minutes of moderate-to-vigorous
physical activity (MVPA) per day [45]. Objective gross motor
activity was estimated by calculating the Euclidian Norm Minus
One (ENMO) per individual per day [31]. Based on those
calculations, average estimates of gross motor activity were
estimated for each participant. To keep consistent with earlier
papers, MVPA was defined as ENMO values greater than 125
mg [31]. In the MOOVD data set, the Actical actigraphy device
did not allow the extraction of the raw actigraphy data (data in
SI units represented as acceleration in x, y, and z axes), and
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therefore the data were not processed with the GGIR package.
Instead, activity counts (AC) and activity intensity with 4
categories (sedentary, light, moderate, and vigorous) were
calculated as a measure of motor activity by an in-built
algorithm of the Actical software.

Sleep was assessed as total sleep time (TST) in hours and sleep
efficiency per night (%) [21,46]. In the NESDA data set, TST
was estimated with the GGIR package and equaled the
accumulated nocturnal sustained inactivity bouts. Sleep
efficiency was calculated as TST divided by time in bed
(estimated by the GGIR package). For the MOOVD data set,
TST was calculated as the sum of estimated sleep periods based
on the Sadeh algorithm [47]. Sleep efficiency was calculated
as a percentage of time scored as sleep during the time spent in
bed.

To characterize circadian RAR profiles, individual actigraphy
data sets were fitted to an extended cosinor model [48] using
nonlinear least-squares regression (RAR package version 1.0.0
for R). This allowed the estimation of 5 circadian curve
parameters for each participant, namely the midline estimating

statistic of rhythm (MESOR), amplitude, acrophase, α, and β,
as well as the circadian rhythmicity index (F statistic) (see
Figure 1 for more details).

To assess depression-related affect and behavior, we selected
ESM items that, in terms of content, matched DSM-V diagnostic
criteria for depression. For example, the symptom of “sad or
depressed mood” could be represented by the momentary affect
state, “I feel sad.” The following items that were present in both
data sets were included: sad or depressed mood, irritation,
appetite, energy, tiredness, loss of interest, enthusiasm, guilt,
concentration, and sleep disturbances. A complete list of
included ESM items from the NESDA and the MOOVD data
sets can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2. All items were
scored on 7-point Likert scales. The sum score of these items
calculated for each day and then averaged across 14 days
represented depression-related affect and behavior. The
person-level Cronbach α for depression-related affect and
behavior was .928 in the NESDA data set and .936 in the
MOOVD data set. Gender, age, and education level were
included in the analysis as covariates.

Figure 1. Example of rest-activity rhythm parameters derived from the extended cosinor model. The midline estimating statistic of rhythm (MESOR)
is a mean of the modeled activity curve; amplitude is the difference between the peak and trough of the fitted curve, herein estimating the range of
activity levels across the 24-hour period; acrophase is a phase marker indicating the time when the fitted curve reaches its peak (ie, time of maximal
activity levels across the 24-hour period); α is the relative width of the curve at the middle of the peak; β is an indicator of the steepness of the rise and
fall of the curve; and circadian rhythmicity index (F statistic) is an indicator of the strength of circadian rhythmicity (a goodness-of-fit measure for
which higher values indicate smaller discrepancies between actigraphy data and values predicted by the cosinor model).

Statistical Analysis
Multicollinearity for all predictor variables was checked by
calculating Spearman correlations and the variance inflation
factors (VIFs). Spearman correlations above 0.80 and VIFs
above 10 were considered to be indicative of severe collinearity
[49,50]. In this situation, 1 of the collinear variables that was
the least related to the outcome variable was removed from

further analysis. Fractional polynomials were used to check the
presence of nonlinear associations of the continuous predictors
to the outcome variable. Cubic association was found for sleep
duration (TST) and therefore was included as such in the
analysis.
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Building Single-Domain Models
The next step was to build single-domain models for actigraphy
and ESM measurements separately. For the ESM model (1),
we included the ESM “depression-related affect and behavior”
score and covariates (age, gender, and education), as their
association to depression has been consistently shown [51,52]
and this information can be easily added to a screening tool.
The sum score was chosen instead of including the ESM items
in the analysis separately, as it was meant to mimic depressive
symptoms.

Group status = a0 + a1sum score + a2age + a3gender
+ a4education (1)

where “a” represents the regression coefficients from the model:
a1-a4 are predictor coefficients and a0 is the intercept.

To build an actigraphy model, we used a multivariate backward
stepwise logistic regression approach [53]. A baseline actigraphy
model included all actigraphy predictors (amplitude, acrophase,
α, β, F statistic, ENMO, TST, and sleep efficiency) as well as
predefined covariates (age, gender, and education). The MESOR
was found to be collinear with ENMO and the least related to
the outcome variable; therefore, it was removed from the further
analysis. Since different physical activity metrics (ENMO and
AC) were available for the development and the validation data
sets, we standardized ENMO and AC to alleviate a comparison
of the actigraphy models in two data sets. In the following steps,
we removed the least significant actigraphy variable (with the
highest P value) and compared the Akaike information criterion
(AIC) value to the AIC from the previous model. A significantly
smaller AIC indicates a better model. The procedure was
repeated until we defined the optimal combination of actigraphy
predictors based on the AIC. The regression equation for the
final actigraphy model is included below (2):

Group status = a0 + a1standardized ENMO +
a2acrophase + a3age + a4gender + a5education (2)

Building a Combined-Domains Model
A multivariable backward stepwise logistic regression model
was performed to examine what combination of predictors (ie,
actigraphy, ESM) resulted in the optimal prediction model for
distinguishing between depressed and nondepressed individuals.
Since we used a backward approach, the baseline model
included all predictors with unique information based on the
single-domain models (the actigraphy and the ESM models).
In the following models, we used a procedure where we removed

variables one by one, based on the highest P value, and checked
every time whether AIC improved until we defined the final
prediction model based on the AIC [54]. The regression equation
for the final combined-domains model is included below (3):

Group status = a0 + a1sum score + a2standardized
ENMO + a3age + a4gender + a5education (3)

Evaluation and Validation of the Single-Domain and
the Combined-Domains Prediction Models
To evaluate the performance of the combined-domains model
and the single-domain models, we utilized goodness-of-fit
indices and calibration curves and assessed the discriminative
ability of the models (the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve [AUC]) [55]. The goodness-of-fit indices
and calibration curves evaluate how close the predicted and
observed estimates are. The AUC represents the ability of the
models to distinguish between patients with and without the
depression diagnosis and ranges from 0.5 (by chance) to 1.0
(perfect discrimination). These quality indicators of all 3 models
were compared with a basic model with only the covariates and
to each other. As suggested in the TRIPOD (Transparent
Reporting of a multivariable prediction model for Individual
Prognosis Or Diagnosis) statement [56], we performed
bootstrapping techniques for internal validation of the model
to simulate the performance of the prediction model in
comparable patient data sets.

As a next step, we performed an external validation by using
the developed single-domain and combined-domains models
from the NESDA data set to assess the predictive performance
of the models in the validation sample (ie, the MOOVD data
set), calculating the discriminative ability reflected by the AUC.
The NESDA data set was chosen to be a development data set
because it was larger than the MOOVD data set, to minimize
the possibility of overfitting while building the prediction model.
The MOOVD data set was suitable for the external validation
because inclusion criteria and measurements of depression were
similar. Again, we compared the final combined-domains
prediction model with the actigraphy and ESM models in the
MOOVD data set to check whether it still had a better fit than
the single-domain models. The results were reported according
to the TRIPOD statement [56].

Results

The characteristics of the development (NESDA) and validation
(MOOVD) data sets are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. Characteristics of development and validation data sets.

MOOVDb (n=54)NESDAa (n=125)

Control (n=27)Depressed (n=27)Control (n=82)Depressed (n=43)

Study characteristics

2012-20142014-2017Data collection period

General population, and outpatient centers for psychiatryGeneral population, primary health care, and mental health
care

Setting

Receiving a depression diagnosis 1 month before the
ESM/actigraphy assessment

Receiving a depression diagnosis 1 month before the

ESMc/actigraphy assessment

Inclusion criteria for
cases

Presence or absence of a depression diagnosis (MDD and/or
dysthymia) based on DSM-IV criteria

Presence or absence of a depression diagnosis (MDDd

and/or dysthymia) based on DSM-IVe criteria

Outcome

27 (50.0)43 (34.4)Prevalence of outcome,
n (%)

Sociodemographic characteristics

20 (74.1)20 (74.1)46 (56.1)29 (67.4)Female, n (%)

34.04 (8.96)34.70 (9.86)51.50 (12.70)52.14 (9.57)Age, mean (SD)

19 (70.4)17 (63.0)49 (59.8)13 (30.2)Education (high), n (%)

Psychopathology

BDI-IIgIDS-SRfDepression severity in-
strument

2.26 (0-10)31.33 (15-51)5.44 (0-25)34.53 (9-64)Depression severity,
mean (range)

1 (3.7)15 (55.6)4 (4.9)23 (53.5)ADh and/or BDi use, n
(%)

aNESDA: the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety.
bMOOVD: Mood and Movement in Daily Life.
cESM: experience sampling method.
dMDD: major depressive disorder.
eDSM-IV: Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, fourth edition.
fIDS-SR: Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (self-report).
gBDI-II: Beck Depression Inventory-II.
hAD: antidepressant.
iBD: benzodiazepine.

Predictors of depression in the final models were the
“depression-related affect and behavior” sum score for the ESM
model and gross motor activity (ENMO) and the time of
maximal activity levels across the 24-hour period (acrophase)
for the actigraphy model (Table 2). The combined-domains
prediction model included the “depression-related affect and
behavior” sum score and ENMO variables.

For the ESM model, the predictive capacity was 95.2%, which
is 29.6% higher than in the null (only intercept) model (65.6%).
Calibration of the ESM model was adequate with a Nagelkerke

R2 statistic of 0.904 and a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit
test of 0.960 (P=.998).

For the actigraphy model, the predictive capacity of the final
step of the backward selection model was 71.8% (6.2% higher
than the null model). Calibration of the actigraphy model was

adequate with a Nagelkerke R2 statistic of 0.357 and a
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test of 10.678 (P=.221).

The final (combined-domains) model had the same predictive
capacity as the ESM model (95.2%). Calibration of the final

model was adequate with a Nagelkerke R2 statistic of 0.913 and
a Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test of 1.786 (P=.987).
In all 3 calibration plots, the slope approached the diagonal (see
Multimedia Appendix 3).
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Table 2. Predictors of depression included in the experience sampling method (ESM) prediction model, the actigraphy prediction model, and the final
combined-domains model.

95% CI for Exp(B)Exp(B)bP valueSEBaPredictor

ESM prediction model

0.000.001c8.668–27.880Intercept

0.002-1.1910.052.061.597–2.955Gender

1.009-1.3191.154.03c0.0680.143Age

0.023-1.4520.182.111.058–1.701Education

1.513-3.9232.437<.001c0.2430.891Sum scored

Actigraphy prediction model

1.052.992.9540.050Intercept

0.132-0.9840.360.046c0.513–1.021Gender

0.950-1.0270.988.540.020–0.012Age

0.074-0.4410.181.001c0.456–1.711Education

0.211-0.6380.367<.001c0.283–1.004Z-score ENMOe

0.943-1.8881.335.100.1770.289Acrophase

Final combined-domains prediction model

0.000.01c9.314–25.841Intercept

0.001-0.7120.024.03c1.740–3.751Gender

0.953-1.2861.107.180.0760.102Age

0.014-1.3390.137.091.163–1.988Education

1.498-4.1972.508<.001c0.2630.919Sum score

0.073-1.4720.327.150.767–1.117Z-score ENMO

aB: regression coefficient.
bExp(B): exponentiation of the B coefficient (odds ratio).
cSignificant P value (P<.05).
dSum score: a person-level sum score of the ESM items that represent depression-related affect and behavior.
eENMO: Euclidian Norm Minus One.

In the development data set, the discriminative ability in
predicting depression was good in the actigraphy model
(AUC=0.790) and excellent in the ESM model (AUC=0.991)
and the combined-domains model (AUC=0.993) (Table 3, Figure
2). The estimations did not meaningfully change after internal
validation. The discriminative ability of the model in the external
validation sample was reasonable in the actigraphy model
(AUC=0.648) and very good in the ESM model (AUC=0.891)

and the combined-domains model (AUC=0.892) (Multimedia
Appendix 4). Calibration of all models was adequate, with the
slope approaching the diagonal in all 3 calibration plots
(Multimedia Appendix 5). Multimedia Appendices 6 and 7
provide an overview of di erent probability thresholds and their
respective classification measures (sensitivity, specificity, and
predictive values) for all 3 models of interest in the development
and validation data sets.
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Table 3. The discriminative ability of the final combined-domains model and the basic, actigraphy, and experience sampling method (ESM) models.

Validation data set (MOOVDb; n=54)Development data set (NESDAa; n=125)Models

95% CIAUC95% CIAUCc

0.304-0.6240.4640.610-0.7980.704Basic modeld

0.802-0.9790.8910.981-1.0000.991ESM model

0.492-0.8030.6480.713-0.8670.790Actigraphy model

0.800-0.9840.8920.983-1.0000.993Combined-domains model

aNESDA: the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety.
bMOOVD: Mood and Movement in Daily Life.
cAUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
dBasic model has covariates included only (gender, age, and education).

Figure 2. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of the basic model, the experience sampling method (ESM) model, the actigraphy model,
and the combined-domains model in the development data set (the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety).

Discussion

Principal Results
In this paper, we have developed 3 prediction models based on
ESM measures of depression-related affect and behaviors, on
actigraphy, and on their combination, for discriminating
currently depressed from nondepressed individuals. To our
knowledge, this is the first study that has created and compared
such models for their individual performance and for their
performance in combination, and using both internal and
external validation to test their discriminative abilities. The
ESM model had an excellent predictive potential in
discriminating depressed and nondepressed individuals in both
the development and the validation data sets. The actigraphy
model, in turn, had a reasonable predictive potential alone but
could not compete with the ESM model in predictive
performance. The combined-domains prediction model, which
included the ESM measure as well as the best combination of

actigraphy measures, was very similar to the ESM model in
performance in both the development and the validation data
sets. Hence, from the results we can conclude that the ESM and
actigraphy measures both have the potential to serve as an
additional screening tool; however, actigraphy does not have
added value when combined with ESM.

Comparison with Prior Work
The ESM sum score combined items about positive affect,
negative affect, sleep, and appetite. Measuring these
symptom-related items over a prolonged period of time resulted
in successful discrimination between depressed and
nondepressed individuals. The constructed prediction model
performed excellently, not only in the development but also in
the validation data set. In line with our findings, multiple
previous studies showed correlations between related measures,
mainly negative affect and positive affect (assessed with ESM),
and depression [10,12,57]. Another study attempted to estimate
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depressive symptoms based on the ESM items and found
significant correlations with depressive symptoms assessed with
symptom questionnaires [11]. Despite the strong correlation
between ESM-assessed depression-related affect and behavior
and depression, there have been no diagnostic prediction studies
using such ESM data. Existing literature, however, indicates
that both negative affect and positive affect play a role in
predicting relapse of depression [58,59] and future treatment
outcome [60,61]. Additionally, negative affect was found to be
predictive of depression onset in youth [62]. There are a very
limited number of prognostic studies available, focusing on
older adults [63]. Authors have identified the items “sad” and
“tired” as sensitive measures that have the potential to predict
future depression status in older adults. Although replication in
other types of samples is warranted, our results suggest that the
ESM measure has potential for screening purposes in clinical
practice.

Interestingly, self-report measures of depressive affect and
behavior largely overperformed objective measures of behavior
in distinguishing depressed from nondepressed individuals.
Researchers often make the implicit assumption that subjective
measures are inaccurate and cannot compete with objective
assessments. Self-reported affect and behavior, indeed, might
not align with actual observed affect or behavior due to a
difference between perceived and actual behavior [64].
Nevertheless, this bias in how a depressed person perceives
their own emotions and feelings might be highly useful for
predicting depression.

Although the actigraphy model showed good performance in
the development data set, its performance dropped in the
validation data set. While this discrepancy may be a signal of
worse performance in other samples, it could also partly be due
to differences in physical activity metrics in use. We found that
metrics from the GENEActiv and Actical accelerometers
(ENMO and AC, respectively) have never been directly
compared before, hence we could not apply any known formula
to transform data from one into the other. To overcome this
issue, we z-transformed ENMO and AC before the analysis to
adjust the variables to the same scale from –1 to 1. This step
improved the performance of the actigraphy model, although
it was still lower in the validation data set. Of note, it has
previously been shown that the placement of the accelerometer
device on the body influences its outcome measures in both the
level of and fluctuations in activities [65]. Wrist placement was
recommended as a basic technique to capture motor activity in
depressed patients because it records whole-body movement
and gestures [66]. In this study, the devices were worn on the
wrist, which implies that the model is only applicable to
actigraphy as measured using the wrist placement. Despite the
existing challenges and a lower predictive capacity compared
with ESM, actigraphy, being a passive data collection method,
might still be useful for screening purposes in some cases, for
example, in a situation where the use of ESM is not possible or
too bothersome for particular individuals.

In agreement with previous studies that used actigraphy data
[20-22,31,67], we have found strong associations between lower
levels of physical activity and depressive symptoms/depressive
disorders. Other RAR characteristics such as MESOR,

amplitude, α, β, and F statistic, calculated with the extended
cosinor analysis, were not sufficiently predictive when assessed
together with the overall activity level (ENMO) and therefore,
were eliminated from the model. Interestingly, the individual
associations between these parameters and depression were
significant; however, when these variables were combined, only
a few remained in the model (ENMO and acrophase). The fact
that only a few variables remained might be due to the potential
overlap of these parameters. Even though the association
between circadian rest-activity parameters and depression has
been shown previously [30,68-71], to our knowledge, there are
no studies that specifically compared the predictive ability of
various actigraphy-based parameters from different domains in
distinguishing depressed and non-depressed individuals. Hence,
future studies should further examine to what extent these
different variables are measuring partly the same concepts.

The combined-domains model had an excellent performance
that was highly similar to the performance of the ESM model.
Adding the actigraphy model component (ENMO or AC) did
not significantly improve the performance of the
combined-domains model. The explanation for this lack of
improvement might be that ESM captures part of actigraphy
variance. This overlap may be in part because both ESM and
actigraphy assess sleep; one assesses subjective sleep duration
and subjective sleep quality, while the other assesses the same
characteristics objectively. Another example of shared variance
might be that complaints like anhedonia could result in a patient
being less active and hence, the reduced physical activity may
be a result of the depressive symptoms. As in the previous
example, concentration problems could be associated with lower
sleep quality [72]. This makes questionable the hypothesis of
whether actigraphy has added value in its own right when
combined with ESM. To our knowledge, there is only 1 recent
study that attempted to predict depression by using both ESM
and actigraphy data; however, it was focused on
community-dwelling older adults, had a smaller sample size
(N=47), and had no external validation [32]. These researchers
used a wide range of various predictors based on actigraphy
and ESM in a machine learning approach to define the optimal
combination of the predictors and build a prediction model. As
in our study, these researchers developed their model on the
basis of daily mean ESM scores, and actigraphy-based daily
mean activity levels and daily sleep efficiency variables,
although the latter was removed from our prediction models.
Hence, the chosen variables showed predictive potential in
detecting depression even when different selection approaches
were applied. More details of the studies discussed in this
paragraph are provided in Multimedia Appendix 8.

Strengths and Limitations
The main strength of this study was the external validation of
the prediction models in a different and adequate data set that
prevented overstating the results [56,73]. The fact that there
were substantial differences between the 2 data sets and the
results were consistent in both data sets provides strong evidence
that the prediction models can be generalized to new patients
[73]. Finally, all constructed models include variables that are
ecologically valid and easy to measure in real life. There are
also some limitations of the study that need to be mentioned.
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First, different physical activity metrics (ENMO versus AC)
limited the ability to externally validate the actigraphy prediction
model in an optimal way. To avoid this problem in the future,
researchers should preferably use the accelerometers that allow
access to the raw data. In this case, the same output metric can
be chosen so that the algorithms for the computation will be the
same or at least comparable. Second, the development data set
had a small number of individuals in the depression groups who
reported no or mild depressive symptoms. This was most likely
due to logistic reasons typical of large cohort studies, as our
study was. Participants were diagnosed with the CIDI instrument
during the regular NESDA interview wave, which was a
maximum of 31 days prior to the actigraphy assessments,
whereas depression severity assessment with the IDS-SR
questionnaire was not necessarily done close to the actigraphy
assessment period (up to 72 days prior and two cases of 74 and
351 days after the CIDI). This situation, however, could possibly
deflate the association rather than inflate it, and the model would
have more predictive capacity in more acutely depressed
individuals. Third, the size of the validation data set was smaller
than suggested by some simulation studies, which required at
least 100 events for the validation sample. This suggestion,
however, was based on limited simulation studies and it lacks
the empirical evidence to guide research [56]. The sample size,
therefore, is often determined by the available data, as was the
case in our study [56]. Finally, both development and validation
samples were collected in the Netherlands, which limits
generalizability to countries with similar ethnicity profiles and
health care systems.

Concerning future research, the constructed ESM models
performed excellently with 14 and 30 days of continuous
measurements in the development and validation data sets,
respectively. However, if a shorter duration of ESM
measurements showed similar performance in the prediction of
depression, a shorter measurement period could potentially
reduce the burden on patients who struggle with longer ESM
regimes. Indeed, it has previously been shown that an association
between negative affect and depression can already be detected
using ESM for 6 to 7 days [60,74,75] or even 3 days [76].
Further, different accelerometer devices can differ substantially
in sampling frequency, data processing algorithms, and other
characteristics [77]. Therefore, examining various
accelerometers and possibly creating formulas for output

transformation might be valuable to facilitate the comparison
of outputs from different devices. In this study, we assessed 2
samples with currently depressed and nondepressed individuals
with moderate to severe levels of depressive symptoms.
Therefore, it remains to be seen whether the results of the
constructed models generalize to a population with more
ambiguous depressive symptoms or other psychiatric problems.
A large-scale study in the general population is needed before
recommendations can be made for the use of such prediction
models in clinical practice. If this is the case, implementation
of such a prediction tool in practice can be relatively
straightforward. First, ESM seems to be a feasible tool for
clinical practice and has the additional benefit that clients
become co-owners of the care process [78,79]. Second, the
developed algorithm for calculating “depression-related affect
and behavior” sum scores is easy to use. However, further
automation processes are needed to facilitate use of such a tool
in real-life settings, such as primary care. Finally, such studies,
including the current one, are necessary to build up empirical
evidence on mechanisms, which will be the basis for developing
medical devices in the future. Using strict regulations for such
kinds of basic research might strangle innovative studies rather
than pushing them forward.

Conclusions
To conclude, in this study we presented models to predict
depression based on ESM-assessed depression-related affect
and behavior as well as actigraphy data. The most potent
predictor was the “depression-related affect and behavior” sum
score constructed from the ESM data. The ESM model had an
excellent predictive capacity, is easy to calculate, and hence
might be feasible for future implementation in clinical practice.
The actigraphy model had reasonable performance, but there
was no added value of actigraphy in combination with ESM.
Despite the fact that the actigraphy model had a lower predictive
capacity than ESM, actigraphy could still be of value in
situations where ESM is too burdensome.
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Abstract

Background: People with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) often experience mental health symptoms that exacerbate illness
and increase mortality risk. Access to psychological support is low in people with T2DM. Detection of depression is variable in
primary care and can be further hampered by mental health stigma. Electronic mental health (eMH) programs may provide an
accessible, private, nonstigmatizing mental health solution for this group.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the efficacy over 12 months of follow-up of an eMH program (myCompass) for improving
social and occupational functioning in a community sample of people with T2DM and self-reported mild-to-moderate depressive
symptoms. myCompass is a fully automated and self-guided web-based public health program for people with depression or
anxiety. The effects of myCompass on depressive symptoms, diabetes-related distress, anxiety symptoms, and self-care behavior
were also examined.

Methods: Adults with T2DM and mild-to-moderate depressive symptoms (N=780) were recruited via online advertisements,
community organizations, and general practices. Screening, consent, and self-report questionnaires were administered online.
Eligible participants were randomized to receive either myCompass (n=391) or an attention control generic health literacy program
(Healthy Lifestyles; n=379) for 8 weeks. At baseline and at 3, 6, and 12 months postintervention, participants completed the
Work and Social Adjustment Scale, the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 item, the Diabetes Distress Scale, the Generalized Anxiety
Disorder Questionnaire-7 item, and items from the Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes. Glycosylated hemoglobin
measurements were obtained at baseline and 6 and 12 months postintervention.

Results: A total of 38.9% (304/780) of the trial participants completed all postintervention assessments. myCompass users
logged in on an average of 6 times and completed an average of 0.29 modules. Healthy Lifestyles users logged in on an average
of 4 times and completed an average of 1.37 modules. At baseline, the mean scores on several outcome measures, including the
primary outcome of work and social functioning, were close to the normal range, despite a varied and extensive recruitment
process. Intention-to-treat analyses revealed slightly greater improvement at 12 months in work and social functioning for the
Healthy Lifestyles group relative to the myCompass group. All participants reported equivalent improvements in depression
anxiety, diabetes distress, diabetes self-management, and glycemic control across the trial.
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Conclusions: The Healthy Lifestyles group reported higher ratings of social and occupational functioning than the myCompass
group, but no differences were observed for any secondary outcome. Although these findings should be interpreted in light of
the near-floor symptom scores at baseline, the trial yields important insights into how people with T2DM might be engaged in
eMH programs and the challenges of focusing specifically on mental health. Several avenues emerge for continued investigation
into how best to deal with the growing mental health burden in adults with T2DM.

Trial Registration: Australian New Zealand Clinical Trials Registry Number (ACTRN) 12615000931572;
https://www.anzctr.org.au/Trial/Registration/TrialReview.aspx?id=368109&isReview=true

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e16729)   doi:10.2196/16729
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Introduction

Background
Type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) affects over 1 million
Australians [1] and increases the risk of psychiatric and
neurodegenerative disorders [2,3]. Up to 40% of people with
T2DM experience depressive symptoms [4,5], which appear to
worsen the physical health via impaired psychosocial
functioning, poorer self-care, and increased need for outpatient
and inpatient health services [2,4,5]. The relationship between
T2DM and depressive symptoms seems to be bidirectional [6],
with one condition intensifying symptoms in the other [4].
Therefore, population-based mental health programs for
depression in people with T2DM have the potential to reduce
the substantial personal burden and public health impacts of
these comorbid conditions.

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the most established
psychological treatment for depression. In people with T2DM,
face-to-face CBT appears to be effective in improving not only
depressive symptoms but also fasting glucose levels [7],
self-care behaviors, and overall quality of life [8]. Although
most T2DM management takes place in primary care, detecting
depression in people with T2DM can be challenging, and it may
not be feasible for general practitioners (GPs) to deal adequately
with both mental health and diabetes care within a single
consultation. Concerns about mental health stigma, treatment
cost, and clinician fatigue can lead some patients to avoid
seeking help [8]. The high rates of comorbid T2DM and
depressive symptoms [9] also mean that already-stretched local
health systems may struggle to provide services to every person
needing help [10,11]. Scalable methods of delivering
evidence-based psychological therapies may provide an answer
to many of these challenges [7].

Electronic mental health (eMH) programs can be clinically
effective and cost-efficient tools for increasing the availability
of mental health services [12,13]. In previous trials, eMH
programs have been effective in addressing both depressive
symptoms and diabetes-related distress in people with T2DM,
using both diabetes-specific content [14] or existing depression
treatments that incorporate therapist assistance [15]. Importantly,
data suggest that eMH interventions are most effective in the
mild-to-moderate depressive symptom range [16] prevalent in
T2DM [17,18]. Therefore, low-intensity, population-based eMH

programs seem well suited to people with T2DM who are also
experiencing problems with low mood.

myCompass is an eMH program for depression and anxiety,
which, in contrast to the eMH programs described earlier,
operates as a self-help program without therapist assistance or
diabetes content. A large randomized controlled trial (RCT)
demonstrated that myCompass users with mild-to-moderate
depression and anxiety experienced a significant improvement
in symptoms and functioning, compared with placebo [19]. Data
from a feasibility study indicated that myCompass has the
potential to have a positive impact on the functioning and
depressive symptoms in people with diabetes [20]. Therefore,
the primary aim of the SpringboarD trial was to evaluate the
impact of myCompass on work and social functioning in adults
with T2DM and mild-to-moderate depressive symptoms relative
to a generic health literacy program. In our primary analysis at
3-month postintervention, both groups reported significant
improvements, but there was no specific benefit of myCompass
[21].

Objectives
Further to our analysis of 3-month outcomes [21], the aim of
this study was to establish if allocation to the myCompass
intervention resulted in improvement of daily functioning of
adults with T2DM and mild-to-moderate depressive symptoms
across a 12-month period. We hypothesized that the participants
using myCompass would report improvements in self-reported
work and social functioning relative to the participants using a
placebo health literacy program at the 6-month and 12-month
follow-up. In addition to examining long-term outcomes from
our trial (RCT), this study also explored long-term changes in
health and clinical outcomes across the 12-month period of the
trial and included a biological marker of glycemic control
(glycosylated hemoglobin, HbA1c). Inclusion of a wide range
of variables in this study enabled us to identify which
psychosocial factors most affected change in both physical and
mental health outcomes across the trial.

Methods

Design
This paper is a secondary analysis of a two-arm RCT called
SpringboarD. The full SpringboarD trial protocol is detailed
elsewhere [22]. Across the trial, outcomes were assessed at
baseline and at 3-, 6-, and 12-month postrandomization. All the
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participants had uninterrupted access to usual diabetes treatment
throughout the study. The study was approved by the Human
Research Ethics Committee (HREC) at UNSW Sydney (HREC
15090) and registered with the Australia and New Zealand
Clinical Trials Register (ACTRN12615000931572).

Participants and Setting
Full details of recruitment for the SpringboarD trial are detailed
in separate papers [21,23]. In summary, recruitment began in
September 2015 and continued until November 2017. The trial
was advertised via GPs in New South Wales and Victoria,
professional associations (eg, the Australian Association of
Practice Managers), print advertisements in national
diabetes-related publications, and online (via Google and
Facebook). Potential candidates were contacted via email
through Black Dog Institute’s Volunteer Research Register and
the Sax Institute’s 45 and Up Study, a large, longitudinal cohort
study of healthy aging described elsewhere [24]. All promotional
materials directed potential candidates to a secure study-specific
website, which guided interested participants through the
consent process and provided instructions regarding completion
of the screening questionnaires.

Eligibility Criteria
Australian residents were eligible for SpringboarD if they were
aged 18-75 years, diagnosed with T2DM by a medical doctor,
scored ≥2 on the 2-item Patient Health Questionnaire [25]
(indicating likely depression), and had access to an
internet-connected device. People who scored ≥2 on the 2-item
Patient Health Questionnaire proceeded to complete the Patient
Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [26] at screening to establish
depressive symptom levels. People were excluded if they
answered no to the question, Are you able to read and write
English easily?; had extremely severe depressive symptoms on
the full PHQ-9 (score > 19); had probable psychosis (measured
by the psychosis screener developed for the Australian National
Mental Health and Well-being Survey) [27]; were currently
receiving face-to-face therapy for depression; had a recent
(within 2 months) change in antidepressant medication; had an
elevated suicide risk (assessed by item 9 of the PHQ-9); or had

used the myCompass program previously. Participants ineligible
due to severe depressive symptoms, elevated suicide risk, or
probable psychosis were referred to professional mental health
services.

Randomization
Participants were allocated to the intervention and control
conditions using computerized block randomization at a 1:1
allocation ratio, which was initiated automatically by the Black
Dog Institute study management software after the completion
of the baseline questionnaires. Allocation was concealed from
participants and researchers.

Interventions

Active Intervention (myCompass)
myCompass (Figure 1) is a fully automated eMH program [19]
that contains 12 interactive mental health modules and allows
users to self-monitor 3 of the total of 20 cognitive behavioral
variables, such as eating, mood, or anxiety (Figure 2). Users
can freely select modules and self-monitoring variables or opt
for algorithm-based online guidance based on self-reported
mental health symptoms given at registration or during program
use. myCompass also provides SMS and/or email reminders,
home practice activities, mental health care tips, motivational
statements, and graphical reporting of self-monitoring data.

Participants randomized to the myCompass condition had full
program access for 8 weeks, followed by a 4-week tailing-off
period in which only the self-monitoring function was available.
The program recommended that users complete 3 mental health
modules and self-monitor up to 3 cognitive behavioral variables
daily. myCompass users also received automated feedback via
email about their program use in weeks 1, 3, 5, and 7.

myCompass user privacy is maintained via a password-protected
login. All data are encrypted during transmission and stored on
secure servers rather than on the user’s device. Participants’
myCompass user data were identified using the email address
provided during the study registration. Once extracted from the
myCompass server, data were de-identified and stored in a
password-protected file.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the myCompass landing page.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the myCompass self-monitoring page.

Attention Control Intervention (Healthy Lifestyles)
The attention control program, Healthy Lifestyles, was adapted
from a previous attention control program [28] to replicate the
online, module-based structure of myCompass, without
delivering any active CBT content. The 12 Healthy Lifestyles
modules provide lifestyle information and interactive activities
across 8 topics: (1) eye care, (2) skin care, (3) mental health,
(4) home safety and comfort, (5) healthy interactions with digital

devices, (6) safe driving, (7) travel planning, and (8) healthy
eating. Participants in the Healthy Lifestyles condition received
login reminders via email at weeks 1, 3, 5, and 7, but they did
not receive feedback regarding their program use. To reflect
the SMS functionality of myCompass, Healthy Lifestyles users
also received a weekly SMS containing general health and
well-being information for the first 4 weeks of the intervention
period. Participants had full access to the Healthy Lifestyles
program for 8 weeks.
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Outcome Measures
A summary of the measures obtained from participants at

baseline and at 3-, 6-, and 12-month postrandomization is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Measures obtained at each assessment phase.

12 months6 months3 monthsBaselineMeasures

Demographic and disease-related information

———b✓aDemographic data

✓✓✓✓Disease-relevant data

———✓Mental health history

Primary outcome

✓✓✓✓WSASc

Secondary outcomes

✓✓✓✓PHQ-9d

✓✓✓✓DDSe

✓✓✓✓GAD-7f

✓✓✓✓SMP-T2Dg

✓✓—✓HbA1c
h

✓✓✓✓Days out of role

✓✓✓✓Health service utilization

aMeasurement taken.
bMeasurement not taken.
cWSAS: Work and Social Adjustment Scale.
dPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
eDDS: Diabetes Distress Scale.
fGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale.
gSMP-T2D: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes.
hHbA1c: glycosylated hemoglobin.

Primary Outcome
The primary outcome for the trial was work and social
functioning, measured by the Work and Social Adjustment Scale
(WSAS). WSAS measures the daily functioning across 5 life
domains: work, socializing, leisure, home, and personal
relationships [29,30]. Scores range from 0 to 40, with higher
scores indicating poorer functioning.

Secondary Outcomes
Depressive symptoms were measured using the PHQ-9 scale
[20], and anxiety symptoms were measured using the 7-item
Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (GAD-7) [31]. Both scales
are well validated and commonly used as outcome measures in
chronically ill cohorts [32,33]. Each scale uses cutoff scores of
5, 10, and 15 to reflect mild, moderate, and moderately severe
symptoms, respectively.

Diabetes distress—a person’s emotional adjustment to
diabetes—was measured using the Diabetes Distress Scale
(DDS) [34]. DDS is a 17-item questionnaire that provides an
overall measure of diabetes distress along with 4 subscale scores
that index (1) regimen-related distress, (2) interpersonal distress,
(3) emotional burden of diabetes, and (4) distress related to

interacting with health care providers. DDS total and subscale
scores were calculated by averaging all items in the scale or
subscale and ranged from 1 to 6, with higher scores indicating
greater distress. A score of >3 indicates clinically significant
distress.

Diabetes management was measured using a subset of items
from the Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes
(SMP-T2D). The SMP-T2D was developed to measure the level
and perceived ease of engaging in common diabetes
management behaviors, along with perceived coping, confidence
dealing with diabetes, and ease of weight management [35]. As
DDS also asks about coping and confidence in diabetes self-care,
to reduce participant assessment burden, we administered only
the SMP-T2D items that assess diabetes management behaviors
across 4 domains: blood glucose monitoring, medication
adherence, healthy eating, and exercise. Scores in each behavior
domain are converted to a percentage of the previous week spent
engaging in a particular diabetes management behavior. Higher
scores indicate more time spent on diabetes management [35].

Additional Measurements
We also collected baseline data regarding each participant’s
diabetes history (eg, age of onset and treatment regimen),
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demographics (eg, age, gender, education, and occupation), and
mental health history (eg, service use and previous diagnoses).
With written consent, participants’ most recent HbA1c results
were provided by their GPs at baseline and 6- and 12-month
follow-up. Service utilization for physical and mental health
was captured at baseline and all follow-up points, as was days
out of role, defined as the number of days in the previous 30
that participants were unable to perform work or normal
activities because of problems with physical or mental health
[36].

Sample Size
Initial calculations identified that approximately 600 participants
were required to detect a between-group effect of 0.3 in scores
on the WSAS postintervention, with power of 80% and a
two-tailed alpha level of .05, and a prediction of approximately
40% total attrition. Due to unexpectedly high attrition early in
the trial, a further 180 participants were recruited to maintain
sufficient power.

Analyses
All mixed model repeated measure (MMRM) analyses were
computed in R [37] using the Linear Models module in Jamovi
v0.9 [38]. Model parameters were estimated using restricted
maximum likelihood estimation, and error degrees of freedom
were calculated using the Satterthwaite approximation. Repeated
measures (level 1) were nested within individual levels (level
2), and a random intercept was fitted at the individual level to
account for intra-individual correlations on repeated measures.

Results

Data Preparation
All data were inspected for outliers, skew, and kurtosis. Data
from the Medication Adherence and Exercise domains for the
SMP-T2D were highly left-skewed and kurtotic. Therefore,

these data were not included in subsequent analyses. All
regression coefficients were reported in unstandardized format
and, therefore, gave an estimate of the effect size in
dependent-variable units. For example, our estimate of the effect
of age on PHQ-9 scores over time was –0.089, indicating that
each year of increased age was associated with a reduction in
PHQ-9 of 0.089 points.

Sample Characteristics
Sample characteristics are presented in Table 2, and CONSORT
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) metrics are shown
in Figure 3. A total of 52.49% (3223/6145) of the individuals
who visited the study website consented to online screening,
and 27.55% (888/3223) of those participants were eligible to
proceed to the baseline assessment. The most common reasons
for ineligibility were the absence of depressive symptoms, that
is, a score of <2 on the PHQ-2 (1021/1961, 52.1%), current
face-to-face mental health treatment (516/1961, 26.31%), and
severe depressive symptoms (183/1961, 9.3%). In total, 87.8%
(780/888) of eligible individuals completed the baseline
measures and were randomized and 7.3% (57/780) subsequently
withdrew consent, leaving a final sample of 81.4% (723/888)
of the eligible participants.

Table 2 presents the intervention and control group participants’
characteristics at baseline. Participants were, on average, aged
58 years (SDs were 10.6 for intervention group participants and
10.0 for control group participants) and were mostly female
(437/723, 60.4%). Randomization successfully matched the
groups based on demographic characteristics as well as mental
health– and diabetes-related histories. Participants allocated to
the intervention group reported taking antidepressants for
slightly longer (mean 98 days, SD 95 days) than the control
group participants (mean 74 days, SD 56 days), and there were
slightly more intervention participants who managed their
diabetes with diet (230/368, 62.5%) than control group
participants (207/355, 58.3%).
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Table 2. Baseline means (SDs) for myCompass and Healthy Lifestyles Groups.

P valueHealthy lifestyles
(n=355), mean (SD)

myCompass (n=368),
mean (SD)

Percentage, n (%);
(N=723)

Characteristics

N/AaDemographics

57.7 (10.0)57.7 (10.6)N/AAge (years)

236 (66)229 (62)465 (64.3)Female

183 (52)204 (55)387 (53.5)Married

178 (50)173 (47)351 (48.5)Employed

N/AEducation level

108 (30)112 (30)220 (30.4)Secondary school or lower

137 (39)133 (36)270 (37.3)Trade certificate or diploma

110 (31)123 (33)233 (32.2)University undergraduate or more

N/AMental health

Lifetime history

275 (77)296 (80)571 (78.9)Sought professional support for mental health

145 (41)155 (42)300 (41.5)Received mental health diagnosis

136 (38)143 (38)279 (38.6)Diagnosed with depressive symptoms or major de-
pressive disorder

N/APast 6 weeks

48 (14)65 (18)113 (15.6)Sought professional support for mental health

Current

N/A116 (33)125 (34)241 (33.3)Taking antidepressant medication

.0473.67 (56.21)b97.70 (94.72)N/AMonths using antidepressant medication

Diabetes

N/A47.2 (10.9)46.6 (11.1)N/AAge at diagnosis (years)

Diabetes treatment

.04207 (58)b230 (63)437 (60.4)Healthy eating

N/A147 (41)176 (48)323 (44.7)Physical activity

N/A288 (81)295 (80)583 (80.6)Oral medication

N/A103 (29)113 (31)216 (29.9)Insulin

N/A11 (3)21 (6)32 (4.4)Exenatide

N/APast 6 weeks

201 (57)218 (59)419 (57.9)Visited general practitioner for diabetes

1.37 (.71)1.31 (.78)N/AFrequency of general practitioner visit

11 (3)13 (4)24 (3.3)Hospitalized for diabetes

1.36 (.9)1.46 (1.5)N/AFrequency of hospitalization for diabetes

aN/A: not applicable.
bMeans differ significantly at P<.05
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Figure 3. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) participant flow diagram through the SpringboarD trial. PHQ: Patient Health
Questionnaire-9.

Intention-to-Treat Analyses (MMRM)
The estimated marginal means for all study outcomes are
presented in Table 3, and the fixed effects from the MMRM
analyses are given in Table 4. WSAS showed a significant
improvement between pre- and postintervention, which was
maintained at both 6- and 12-month follow-up. The effects of
time differed significantly across the groups, with the Healthy

Lifestyles group unexpectedly showing a greater improvement
in work and social functioning across the trial than the
myCompass group.

No other between-group differences were observed. All
participants showed small but significant improvements on
PHQ-9, DDS, and GAD-7 between baseline and
postintervention, and these improvements were maintained
across both follow-up periods. Similarly, all participants
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maintained significant increases in the healthy eating and blood
glucose monitoring domains of the SMP-T2D across the trial,
irrespective of group. HbA1c decreased significantly between

baseline and 6 months for all participants, but the reduction
from baseline was no longer significant at 12 months.

Table 3. Estimated marginal means and SEs on key outcome variables for the myCompass and Healthy Lifestyle groups.

12 months, MC (n=148), HL
(n=156), mean (SE)

6 months, MC (n=216), HL
(n=221), mean (SE)

3 months, MC (n=232), HL
(n=241), mean (SE)

Baseline, MCa (n=368), HLb

(n=355), mean (SE)

Variables and groups

WSASc

11.214 (0.542)10.972 (0.538)10.827 (0.523)12.157 (0.456)HL

11.642 (0.558)11.926 (0.541)12.055 (0.530)13.440 (0.453)MC

PHQ-9d

8.017 (0.314)8.379 (0.311)8.411 (0.302)10.802 (0.260)HL

8.426 (0.325)8.269 (0.314)8.814 (0.307)11.199 (0.258)MC

GAD-7e

5.929 (0.306)6.322 (0.276)6.231 (0.267)7.236 (0.230)HL

5.949 (0.317)6.278 (0.277)6.755 (0.271)7.490 (0.228)MC

DDSf

2.203 (0.055)2.205 (0.055)2.237 (0.054)2.536 (0.048)HL

2.199 (0.057)2.146 (0.055)2.275 (0.054)2.498 (0.047)MC

SMP-HEg

55.550 (1.804)52.245 (1.788)54.411 (1.742)48.595 (1.522)HL

52.951 (1.854)55.053 (1.800)53.206 (1.761)50.909 (1.510)MC

SMP-BGh

50.991 (2.478)51.664 (2.451)53.760 (2.386)45.705 (2.075)HL

49.643 (2.545)51.761 (2.473)49.361 (2.425)50.083 (2.058)MC

HbA1c
i

7.256 (0.106)7.255 (0.100)N/Aj7.465 (0.089)HL

7.534 (0.109)7.400 (0.103)N/A7.527 (0.088)MC

aMC: myCompass.
bHL: Healthy Lifestyles.
cWSAS: Work and Social Adjustment Scale.
dPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
eGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale.
fDDS: Diabetes Distress Scale.
gSMP-HE: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Healthy Eating.
hSMP-BG: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Blood Glucose Monitoring.
iHbA1c: glycosylated hemoglobin (mmoL/L).
jN/A: not applicable.
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Table 4. Mixed model repeated measures fixed effects for time, group, and time×group on primary and secondary outcome variables.

P valuet testdf95% CISEβ aVariables and effects

WSASb

.042.039705.8550.045 to 2.2820.5711.163Group

<.001–3.9131452.986–2.113 to –0.7030.360–1.408T3c

<.001–3.7291458.523–2.100 to –0.6530.369–1.376T6d

<.001–3.6631459.629–2.118 to –0.6420.377–1.380T12e

PHQ-9f

.311.022716.640–0.295 to 0.9390.315.322Group

<.001–11.0091491.246–2.863 to –1.9980.221–2.430T3

<.001–11.9411498.607–3.147 to –2.2600.226–2.703T6

<.001–12.1571500.770–3.265 to –2.3580.231–2.811T12

GAD-7g

.430.793683.228–0.328 to 0.7730.281.223Group

<.001–4.7511365.156–1.309 to –0.5440.195–0.926T3

<.001–5.5131374.206–1.498 to –0.7120.200–1.105T6

<.001–6.5661386.943–1.912 to –1.0330.224–1.472T12

DDSh

.66–0.442692.095–0.157 to 0.0990.065–0.029Group

<.001–7.9531391.445–0.339 to –0.2050.034–0.272T3

<.001–9.9351394.559–0.418 to –0.2800.035–0.349T6

<.001–9.0461394.854–0.396 to –0.2550.036–0.325T12

SMP-HEi

.620.493683.100–2.806 to 4.6941.913.944Group

<.0013.6861419.6062.040 to 6.6731.1824.357T3

<.0013.3861424.9071.731 to 6.4891.2144.110T6

<.0013.8831425.9172.383 to 7.2401.2394.811T12

SMP-BGj

.700.387692.279–4.009 to 5.9842.549.988Group

.022.4221435.3280.762 to 7.2341.6513.998T3

.022.3891441.0010.726 to 7.3611.6934.043T6

.121.5531442.227–0.703 to 6.0701.7282.683T12

HbA1c
k

.241.176484.986–0.092 to 0.3700.118.139Group

.01–2.507627.037–0.302 to –0.0370.068–0.169T6

.12–1.561638.526–0.255 to 0.0290.072–0.113T12

aβ is the unstandardized regression coefficient for the effect holding constant age, sex, years since diabetes diagnosis, use of diabetes medication (yes/no),
and use of psychiatric medication (yes/no).
bWSAS: Work and Social Adjustment Scale.
cT3: 3-month follow-up.
dT6: 6-month follow-up.
eT12: 12-month follow-up.
fPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
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gGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale.
hDDS: Diabetes Distress Scale.
iSMP-HE: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Healthy Eating.
jSMP-BG: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Blood Glucose Monitoring.
kHbA1c: glycosylated hemoglobin (mmoL/L).

Change-Over-Time Analyses
Small but significant improvements in the functioning and
well-being of the participants were observed over the course of
the study. To explore the contribution of psychosocial factors
to these improvements, we reran the MMRM analyses without
the grouping factor (thereby estimating change over time for

the full cohort) for all variables that did not differ by group (ie,
all secondary outcomes). Each model contained all psychosocial
variables simultaneously, so each effect was estimated while
holding all other covariates constant. The unique effects of
psychosocial variables on improvements over time are presented
in Table 5.

Table 5. Mixed model repeated measure fixed effects of covariates on change over time in secondary outcome variables.

HbA1c
fSMP-BGeSMP-HEdDDScGAD-7bPHQ-9aCovariate

SEβSEβSEβSEβSEβSEβ g

0.006–0.044h0.1320.487h0.0980.579h0.003–0.035h0.014–0.101h0.016–0.089hAge

0.119–0.0262.683–6.145i1.989–3.421i0.0640.1610.2900.0630.3260.381hSex

0.1110.0532.514–0.4921.864–1.5840.0600.0110.2720.3260.3051.177Psychiatric meds

0.1420.498h3.198–6.488i2.368–1.1690.0760.0070.3460.0170.388–0.178T2DMj meds

0.0070.033h0.166–0.2200.123–0.1360.0040.012h0.0180.0170.0200.042iYears since diagnosis

aPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
bGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale.
cDDS: Diabetes Distress Scale.
dSMP-HE: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Healthy Eating.
eSMP-BG: Self-Management Profile for Type 2 Diabetes-Blood Glucose Monitoring.
fHbA1c: glycosylated hemoglobin (mmoL/L).
gβ is the unstandardized regression coefficient for the effect.
hP<.01
iP<.05
jT2DM: type 2 diabetes.

Several psychosocial factors have demonstrated significant
contributions to changes in the functioning and well-being over
time. Age was the most consistent contributor, with each
additional year of age associated with lower depression, anxiety,
and diabetes distress; better dietary control and blood glucose
level (BGL) monitoring; and better glycemic management.
Being female was associated with higher depression over time
and less time spent eating healthy food or BGL monitoring.
Being on medication for T2DM was associated with less
self-reported BGL monitoring but better glycemic management.
Each additional year of holding a diabetes diagnosis was
associated with higher depression and diabetes distress and
poorer glycemic management.

Study Attrition
Of the total trial participants, 37.3% (148/397) of the participants
from the myCompass program and 40.3% (156/387) of the
participants from the Healthy Lifestyles program provided at
least one measurement at the final time point (labeled full
completers). To explore factors that affected engagement with
the trial, we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance
comparing noncompleters (participants who did not provide

any postintervention measures) with full completers at baseline.
Differences in diabetes distress and glycemic management were
identified, with noncompleters reporting significantly more
severe diabetes distress (F1,783=6.784; P=.009; d=0.30) and
higher HbA1c (F1,783=4.368; P=.04; d=0.24). Although these
effects were small, it appears that diabetes distress and glycemic
control were the main differentiating factors between those who
completed the trial and those who did not.

Program Use and Feedback
myCompass participants logged in on an average of 6 times
(SD 9.01; range 1-71), started an average of 0.71 modules (SD
1.18; range 0-8), completed an average of 0.29 modules (SD
0.87; range 0-7), and monitored their symptoms an average of
2 times (SD 5.79; range 0-53). Healthy Lifestyles participants
logged in on an average of 4 times (SD 3.22; range 1-17), started
an average of 2.61 modules (SD 2.78; range 0-8), and completed
an average of 1.37 modules (SD 2.24; range 0-8). There were
no differences between participants who logged into their
assigned program and those who did not, apart from a slightly
higher GAD-7 score reported by myCompass users who logged
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in (F=10.76, P=.001; d=0.39). No measure of program
engagement correlated with any baseline measurement. With
respect to program acceptability, approximately 55% of
myCompass participants and 11% of Healthy Lifestyles
participants reported that their assigned program was convenient
and easy to use.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This trial examined the efficacy of an unguided eMH program
(myCompass) for improving work and social functioning in
people with T2DM and mild-to-moderate depressive symptoms,
relative to an attention control program (Healthy Lifestyles).
Contrary to our hypothesis, the Healthy Lifestyles group showed
significantly greater improvement in work and social functioning
than the myCompass group across the 12-month trial period.
Irrespective of the intervention, all study participants reported
significant improvements in their mental health and diabetes
management by the end of the trial.

In our primary analysis that examined differences at our first
(3-month) follow-up period [21], the Healthy Lifestyles group
also showed a slightly greater improvement in medication
adherence. Both these effects are surprising, given that the
Healthy Lifestyles program has been a reliably inert control in
previous trials [28]. Taken together, these effects suggest that
the Healthy Lifestyles control intervention comprised more
active ingredients than we had intended or was presented in a
way that was particularly engaging to our chronically ill sample.
Perhaps reflecting on general health prompted small behavioral
changes, which gradually improved the overall functioning.
Alternatively, a broad health literacy program may have been
less confronting than a mental health program, which may be
experienced as stigmatizing and adding greater health burden.
This was suggested in a small qualitative study we previously
conducted, in which young people with type I diabetes mellitus
and T2DM reported that a focus on mental health negatively
influenced their decision to take up and engage in eMH services
[39]. The findings of this study provide a useful starting point
for future research that should include further qualitative
investigations of how and why people with diabetes use online
mental health support.

All participants reported significant reductions in depression,
anxiety, and diabetes distress throughout the trial, regardless of
group. Participants also reported increases in the time spent
eating healthily and monitoring blood glucose, along with small
improvements in glycemic management, as measured by HbA1c.
These improvements over time did not meet the criteria for
clinical significance but were robust across the sample and
warrant consideration. It is an inescapable part of undertaking
RCTs that require self-reported baseline measures that
participants are assisted in reflecting on their own diabetes
management, which can lead to improvements in diabetes health
[38]. Being part of SpringboarD may have also created small
increases in participants’health literacy across the trial, leading
to commensurate changes in diabetes management. As
mentioned earlier, the effects were generally small and require
replication before any firm conclusions are drawn.

The relationship between self-reported diabetes management
behavior and glycemic management in our sample was
interesting. Both groups reported improvements in healthy eating
and blood glucose monitoring throughout the trial; however,
the total time spent on each remained at around 50% of the prior
week. Nonetheless, all participants maintained HbA1c levels
within the recommended range of 7%-8% [40] throughout the
trial. This finding was unexpected and suggested that some
self-management behaviors may be effective even when not
applied consistently throughout the week. Future research to
establish the levels of self-management that are both practicable
and effective may be fruitful, given the importance of lifestyle
management in diabetes care [40]. Of course, such research
should also consider other relevant factors not included in our
analyses, such as diabetes medication effectiveness and
adherence.

This study extended from our primary analyses [21] by
examining the contribution of psychosocial factors to changes
in the functioning and well-being over 12 months in adults with
T2DM and mild depressive symptoms. In line with recent
Australian data [41], age was a robust contributing factor, with
being older associated with lower anxiety, depression, and stress;
better self-management; and lower HbA1c. Being female was
associated with higher depression scores and poorer
self-management. As may be expected, being on diabetes
medication was associated with poorer BGL monitoring and
higher HbA1c likely related to longer duration and/or greater
severity of disease.

Interestingly, having held a T2DM diagnosis for longer was
associated with increased depression, diabetes distress, and
HbA1c levels, which may seem counterintuitive given that
increased age was negatively associated with these factors. This
also conflicts with previous data [42], indicating that both age
and years since diagnosis predict poor glycemic management.
Our findings suggest that although older people experience
better functioning and well-being possibly related to health
behaviors, living with T2DM longer is detrimental irrespective
of age, possibly due to the worsening of cerebrovascular
comorbidities over time [2]. Although recent data suggest that
diabetes management may improve with age [41], the time
postdiagnosis appears to be a separate and potentially
detrimental factor in diabetes health. It may, therefore, be useful
to consider these separately, both in future research and when
assessing risk at the patient level.

Our lack of a treatment effect was surprising, given that
myCompass showed promise as a treatment for depressive
symptoms in a pilot trial of adults with diabetes [20], and
myCompass has demonstrated efficacy in reducing depressive
symptoms in the general community [19]. As discussed in our
primary outcomes paper [21], this may be explained by
methodological or population differences between previous
work and this trial. Engagement in the myCompass program
was lower than that observed in an earlier trial [19], giving rise
to the possibility that people with diabetes may require or prefer
more tailored interventions that directly address the challenges
of diabetes management [41]. The lack of a treatment effect
also likely reflects the impact of systematic attrition that resulted
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in near-floor mean baseline scores. Attrition is a well-known
phenomenon in eMH research [43], and our data provide further
impetus for an ongoing discussion of methodology in this area.

Strengths and Limitations
Our challenges with recruitment and attrition, although not ideal,
were ultimately informative. Participants with the highest
symptoms of distress and impairment tended to leave the study.
As a result, near-normal scores on baseline variables weakened
tests of efficacy, and our results are largely indicative of people
with T2DM and mild distress or impairment. Nonetheless, the
inclusion of multiple follow-up assessments in this analyses
and large sample that our study comprised afforded us the
opportunity to extend the trial findings by analyzing recruitment
strategies [23] and examining study attrition in both short and
long terms.

At our first follow-up point, people who had left the study were
characterized by more severe depressive and anxiety symptoms,
greater diabetes-related distress, and poorer medication
adherence [21]. However, by the final follow-up point,
study-leavers were differentiated from study-completers by
increased diabetes distress and poorer glycemic management.
This suggests that in diabetes-related trials, short-term retention
may be impacted by psychiatric factors (such as depression or
anxiety), whereas diabetes-specific factors (such as emotional
adjustment to diabetes) may impact both short- and long-term
retention. This may reflect overall fatigue in chronic disease
management.

Our insights could be valuable for future research. Retention
strategies for future studies may need to vary across study
phases, and the impact of this apparently biphasic pattern of
attrition could be taken into account when analyzing results. In

addition, future studies could continue this contribution to
methodological improvements by further investigating factors
influencing recruitment and trial engagement. For example, the
association between age and improved functioning suggests
that future recruitment strategies should focus on younger
participants to ensure interventions are trialed with those who
most need support and, therefore, are most likely to derive
measurable benefits.

Conclusions
The SpringboarD trial aimed to determine if a public health
eMH program, myCompass, could improve the work and social
functioning in adults with T2DM and mild-to-moderate
depressive symptoms. The trial also sought to examine the
impact of myCompass on a range of physical and mental health
outcomes. There was a small, unexpected benefit to our control
group in terms of work and social functioning, which suggests
the need for future research to examine the value of generic
health literacy tools. Neither control nor intervention programs
were found to yield specific mental health benefits, but
systematic attrition likely hampered true tests of efficacy by
yielding only a mildly symptomatic sample.

Nonetheless, the trial itself revealed valuable insights into
studying mental health in the context of T2DM. Early-stage
attrition seems to be affected by mental health, whereas
late-stage attrition seems more impacted by diabetes health.
Increasing age appears to be associated with a gradual lift in
both mental and physical health in T2DM; thus, research may
show benefits from targeting younger cohorts. As mental health
continues to be a significant contributor to morbidity in diabetes,
increasingly refined approaches are required to meet the sizable
demand for mental health support in people with T2DM.
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Abstract

Background: Technology-assisted self-management programs are increasingly recommended to patients with long-term
conditions such as diabetes. However, there are a number of personal and external factors that affect patients’ abilities to engage
with and effectively utilize such programs. A randomized controlled trial of a multi-modal online program for diabetes
self-management (BetaMe/Melon) was conducted in a primary care setting, and a process evaluation was completed at the end
of the study period.

Objective: This process evaluation aimed to examine the utilization patterns of BetaMe/Melon, identify which components
participants found most (and least) useful, and identify areas of future improvement.

Methods: Process evaluation data were collected for intervention arm participants from 3 sources: (1) the mobile/web platform
(to identify key usage patterns over the 16-week core program), (2) an online questionnaire completed during the final study
assessment, and (3) interviews conducted with a subset of participants following the study period. Participants were classified as
“actively engaged” if any usage data was recorded for the participant (in any week), and patterns were reported by age, gender,
ethnicity, and diabetes/prediabetes status. The online questionnaire asked participants about the usefulness of the program and
whether they would recommend BetaMe/Melon to others according to a 5-point Likert Scale. Of 23 invited participants, 18
participated in a digitally recorded, semistructured telephone interview. Interview data were thematically analyzed.

Results: Out of the 215 participants, 198 (92%) received an initial health coaching session, and 160 (74%) were actively engaged
with the program at some point during the 16-week core program. Engagement varied by demographic, with women, younger
participants, and ethnic majority populations having higher rates of engagement. Usage steadily declined from 50% at Week 0
to 23% at Week 15. Participants ranked component usefulness as education resources (63.7%), health coaches (59.2%), goal
tracking (48.8%), and online peer support (42.1%). Although 53% agreed that the program was easy to use, 64% would recommend
the program to others. Interview participants found BetaMe/Melon useful overall, with most identifying beneficial outcomes such
as increased knowledge, behavioral changes, and weight loss. Barriers to engagement were program functionality, internet
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connectivity, incomplete delivery of all program components, and participant motivation. Participants suggested a range of
improvements to the BetaMe/Melon program.

Conclusions: The program was generally well received by participants; active engagement was initially high, although it declined
steadily. Maintaining participant engagement over time, individualizing programs, and addressing technical barriers are important
to maximize potential health benefits from online diabetes self-management programs.

Trial Registration: Australian New Zealand Clinical Trial Registry ACTRN12617000549325; https://tinyurl.com/y622b27q

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19150)   doi:10.2196/19150

KEYWORDS

diabetes mellitus; prediabetes; self-management; eHealth; mobile apps; evaluation; diabetes; digital health; app; utilization; user
perception; user

Introduction

Long-term conditions pose a great burden to patients and health
services [1,2]. Furthermore, the economic burden on health
systems is growing globally [3-6]. Self-management
interventions are a potential way to address this burden, with
evidence that such interventions can effectively improve users’
physical and mental health [7]. Digital health interventions are
increasingly available to support patient self-management [8-10].
However, there are personal and external factors that affect a
person’s ability to engage with and effectively utilize digital
health interventions. These include age, motivation, personal
values, lifestyle, digital literacy, and support from family and
peers [11,12]. Factors external to an individual that influence
engagement include the quality of the digital health intervention
itself, internet access, level of support provided to enroll and
participate, cost to the participant, clinical endorsement, and
participant perceptions of data safety [11,12]. The degree to
which programs have been designed using contextually relevant
models and theory that target the desired behavior (eg, the
Behaviour Change Wheel [13]) may be important to outcomes
[14].

The BetaMe/Melon digital health intervention is a
comprehensive mobile and web-based technology program for
people with type 2 diabetes or prediabetes that uses principles
of behavioral change theory to support and enhance users’
self-management techniques [15]. The program was developed
in partnership with primary care practitioners, Māori and Pacific
health providers, and psychologists, and piloted with people
with prediabetes [15]. The 12-month program has an initial
16-week active support phase comprising four intervention
components: (1) health coaching (during which the first session
with the health coach is the only compulsory component of the
program), (2) goal setting and tracking, (3) online peer support
in a secure forum, and (4) provision of evidence-based resources.
The remaining 36 weeks use online peer support and goal
tracking only.

Although multimodal digital health intervention programs such
as BetaMe/Melon have been shown to be effective in supporting
users’glycemic control [16-19], there are still many knowledge
gaps regarding the use and efficacy of digital health
interventions. For example, little is known about the mechanisms
that might enhance individual engagement and thus have the

greatest impact in terms of utilization and adherence
[11,12,20,21]. There is also a lack of high-quality empirical
evidence as to how individuals incorporate digital health
intervention programs into their daily lives, which program
components they find most helpful, and how they feel such
programs could be improved [9,21].

Process evaluation is an essential part of assessing complex
interventions [22,23] and can provide information about how
an intervention might work in a given context, factors that may
have impacted an intervention’s outcomes, and modifiable
factors that might improve an intervention’s success [22]. The
aims of our process evaluation were to assess how consistently
and in what ways participants used the BetaMe/Melon
mobile/web platform and to identify which program components
participants found to be the most (and least) useful so as to
identify future areas of improvement for this and other similar
digital health intervention programs.

Methods

Design
We undertook a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of the
BetaMe/Melon program with the design and methods described
elsewhere [15]. Briefly, the RCT was carried out from June
2016 to June 2018 and compared the outcomes for people aged
18-75 years with hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) of 41-70 mmol/mol
enrolled in the BetaMe/Melon program or receiving usual
primary health care. The RCT recruited 429 participants, with
half (n=215) randomly allocated to the intervention arm
(BetaMe/Melon) and half (n=214) allocated to the control arm
(usual primary health care) of the study. The primary outcomes
were mean changes in HbA1c and weight from baseline to 12
months. A number of secondary outcomes were also measured
[15].

Process evaluation data were collected for intervention arm
participants from three sources: (1) the mobile/web platform
(to identify key usage patterns during the 16-week active support
phase), (2) an online questionnaire completed during the final
study assessment, and (3) semistructured telephone interviews
conducted with a subset of participants at the end of the study
period. A study flow diagram highlighting when data were
collected and analyses conducted is provided (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study flow diagram. HbA1C: hemoglobin A1C; RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval was given by the New Zealand Health and
Disability Ethics Committee (approval reference: HDEC
17/CEN/49). The process evaluation was conducted by
researchers from the University of Otago. All design,
implementation, analytic, and dissemination aspects of the RCT
and this process evaluation were the sole responsibility of the
Otago research team. The research team had no financial
relationship with the company (Melon Health Ltd) who
developed the BetaMe/Melon program and delivered the
program for the study under contract to the University.

Participants gave written consent to participate in the RCT,
which included the use of information from the mobile/web
platform to evaluate the BetaMe/Melon program. Additional

verbal consent was gained from those participating in the
telephone interviews at the end of the study period.

Utilization Patterns
Online usage data were provided by Melon Health to the
University of Otago research team for analysis. The provided
dataset covered the program’s first 16 weeks (active support
phase) and included data on the first health coach session and
all events where participants made an online diary entry or
actively engaged with the peer support forum (posted, replied
to, or “liked” messages). No data were available on passive
interactions with the online program (eg, reading forum
messages without commenting or liking) or use of educational
resources.

For the utilization analysis, usage data were linked to
demographic data collected during the baseline study assessment
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of the RCT. Participants were classified as “actively engaged”
if any usage data was recorded for the participant (in any week),
while participants with no usage data recorded were classified
as “not engaged” during the active support phase. Proportions
engaged are reported with 95% CIs, with differences between
key demographic and clinical groups calculated as absolute
differences with 95% CIs (differences not adjusted for other
variables). Weekly engagement with the online program
components was assessed for the active support phase (Week
0-16 with Week 0 starting at the time of enrollment) using
descriptive statistics.

Utilization patterns are reported by demographic characteristics
of age group (35-45, 45-55, 65-75 years), gender (male, female),
self-identified ethnicity (using a prioritized order as follows:
Māori, Pacific, or non-Māori/non-Pacific), and study group
(diabetes/prediabetes). Diabetes/prediabetes status was defined
using HbA1c levels measured at the start of the study (diabetes
range: 50-70 mmol/mol; prediabetes range: 41-49 mmol/mol).
Utilization analyses were conducted and plotted in R3.5 (R
Institute, Vienna, Austria).

Participant Perceptions

Online Survey
An online questionnaire was completed within REDCap
(Research Electronic Data Capture, an electronic data capture
tool hosted at the University of Otago [24,25]) by intervention
arm participants during the RCT’s final study assessment at 12
months after enrollment. Participants were asked about the
usefulness of the full 12-month program and whether they would
recommend the BetaMe/Melon program to others. Responses
were collected using a 5-point Likert Scale (strongly disagree,
disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree). Data from the
questionnaire were extracted from REDCap, analyzed in
Microsoft Excel, and reported with descriptive statistics.

Participant Interviews
Interview participants were purposefully sampled to highlight
Māori and Pacific peoples’ views, with all Māori participants
(n=9) and all Pacific participants (n=5) who agreed to be
re-contacted invited to interview. The 18 interviews that were
completed included all Māori and all Pacific participants who
consented and a random sample of participants of other
ethnicities stratified by primary care practice. An information
sheet and consent form were emailed to all consenting
participants prior to the interview.

Telephone interviews were conducted by a researcher with
extensive experience in qualitative research (JSt). A
semistructured interview schedule (see Multimedia Appendix
1) was used to elicit in-depth participant perceptions about the
most and least useful components of the 12-month program,
any barriers to incorporating BetaMe/Melon into daily life, and
suggested changes to the program. All interviews were recorded
digitally.

Participant interview data were analyzed thematically using a
primarily inductive approach (led by JSt in close collaboration
with VS). First, all interviews were listened to several times so
as to familiarize analysists with the data. Second, a summary
of findings for each participant was entered into an Excel
spreadsheet by interview question. Third, interesting and
important data features were coded and a coding framework
developed. Fourth, initial themes were developed and reviewed
against the dataset. Finally, findings and issues were discussed
with other research team members and themes defined and
named.

Results

Utilization Patterns
Of the 215 intervention participants, 92% (n=198) received an
initial health coaching session. Active engagement (at any point
in the 16-week monitored period) is shown in Table 1. Of the
215 participants, 160 (74%, 95% CI 68.0-80.1) were actively
engaged with the online program components at some point
during the 16-week active support phase; the remaining 55
participants (26%) did not actively engage with the online
components at any time during the 16 weeks.

Patterns of any engagement in the 16-week period were broadly
similar across subgroups. Although there was some variation
between groups, much of this variation may be explained by
relatively small sample sizes in subgroups rather than
representing systematic tendencies for one type of participant
to engage more than others (as seen with the CIs for proportions
and their absolute differences in Table 1). The exception was
engagement by gender, where women were more likely to
actively engage at any time (82.4%, 89/108) than men (66.4%,
71/107). For other key comparisons, the differences were
inconclusive.
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Table 1. Patterns of any engagement (at any time in program) by key participant characteristics.

Absolute differenceb (95% CI)Any engagementa, n (%), 95% CITotal (N=215), nParticipant characteristics

Age (years)

9.3 (–6.6-25.3)34 (79.1), 64.0-90.04335-54

Reference53 (69.7), 58.1-79.87655-64

6.3 (–7.1-19.7)73 (76.0), 66.3-84.29665-74

Ethnicity

–10.1 (–27.7-7.5)21 (65.6), 46.8-81.432Māori

7.6 (–22.9-38.1)5 (83.3), 35.9-99.66Pacific

Reference5 (75.7), 68.7-81.8177Non-Māori / non-Pacific

Gender

16.0 (4.6-27.5)89 (82.4), 73.9-89.1108Male

Reference71 (66.4), 56.6-75.2107Female

Diabetes status

Reference82 (78.1), 9.0-85.6105Prediabetes

–7.2 (–18.8-4.4)78 (70.9), 61.5-79.2110Diabetes

aDefined as at least one active engagement on the online portal, at any time.
bAbsolute difference in proportion engaged relative to reference group

Overall, there was a steady decline in utilization rates
(proportion of enrolled individuals actively engaged with the
online program in each week) over the 16-week active support
phase, from 50% (108/215) of participants engaging at Week
0 down to 22.3% (48/215) at Week 15. Figure 2 shows usage
patterns over time by age group, gender, ethnicity, and diabetes
status, with all groups showing higher engagement at Week 0
with a steady decline during active program delivery (Weeks
0-15). Participants in the youngest age group (35-54 years) had
higher engagement than other age groups, but the trajectory for
this age group quickly (by around Week 6) converged with
engagement rates for other age groups. Female follow-up

engagement was higher, and the percentage of
non-Māori/non-Pacific participants engaged at any time point
was higher compared to Māori participants. Engagement by
participants identifying as Māori decreased the most rapidly to
only 3% (1/32) engaging at the end of the 16-week period
compared to 27% of non-Māori/non-Pacific participants
(47/177). Engagement trajectories were similar for participants
with initial HbA1c in the diabetes and prediabetes ranges,
following the overall pattern of results. Diary entries (eg,
tracking progress toward health goals or changes in weight)
were the most frequent form of engagement by all participants
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. Participant active engagement with BetaMe/Melon portal over time, according to key participant characteristics (age group, gender, ethnicity*,
and diabetes status group). *Results for Pacific participants are not presented due to small sample size (n=6).
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Figure 3. Trends in engagement by week according to type of activity (diary, online peer support forum). “Any” activity represents percentage with
any active engagement in that week.

Participant Perceptions

Online Survey
The online questionnaire on the usefulness of the entire
BetaMe/Melon program (Figure 4) was completed by 83.7%
(180/215) intervention arm participants during the final RCT
assessment at 12 months. However, not all participants
completed all items. Overall, participants rated the education
resources and health coaches as more useful components of the

program (63.7% [109/171] and 59.2% [103/174] “agreed” or
“strongly agreed” with these statements, respectively).
Participants considered goal tracking and the online peer support
less useful (48.8% [81/166] and 42.1% [72/171] “agreed” or
“strongly agreed” with these statements, respectively). About
half of respondents (53.0%, 86/162) “agreed” or “strongly
agreed” that the program was easy to use. The majority of
participants (63.9%, 115/180) indicated that they would
recommend the program to friends and family.
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Figure 4. Individual participant feedback from the online questionnaire (percent giving specific response to each item).

Participant Interviews
Of the 18 participants who participated in the telephone
interviews, 10 were female. Most participants were aged
between 45 and 74 years (n=1 aged 35-44, n=10 aged 45-64,
n=7 aged 65-74). The majority (n=10) were of
non-Pacific/non-Māori ethnicity, 5 were Māori, and 3 were

Pacific. Eleven of the 18 participants had HbA1c levels in the
diabetes range and 7 had HbA1c levels in the prediabetes range.
Interviews lasted 10 to 30 minutes (mean=18 minutes). Thematic
analysis of the interviews resulted in four themes about the
12-month program, each of which are described in the following
sections and exemplified in Table 2.

Table 2. Coding framework extract with example categories and codes.

Example codesTheme

Overall program utility

Good and helpful, helped establish change, improved coping with diabetes, liked being
monitored, disliked misinformation about program, lack of attention led to regression

Psychological experience

Program easy to access, trouble with video conferencing, easy, could not access componentTechnological experience

Reduced amount of food eaten, made small changesPhysical experience

Health coach

Bubbly, helpful, responsive, easy to understand, supportive, shared personal experiences,
motivating, related to coach of same ethnicity, good reinforcement.

Psychological experience

Coach continuity, increased coach contact, coaches that are role models (eg, same gender,
similar age), continuity of contact, improved follow-up

Suggested improvements

Least useful components

Did not use, did not interact, did not know about this component, read some, not needed,
could not access

Online peer support use

Not comfortable with medium, did not like, worked well, influential, could not relate to
others

Online peer support psychological experience

Did own tracking, set own goals, easy, did not know about it, did not use itGoal tracking use

Good, helpful, useful, loved it, unsure, unenthusiasticGoal tracking psychological experience
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Overall Program Utility
Interview participants found the BetaMe/Melon program to be
useful overall, with most indicating that they had a positive
experience and identifying beneficial outcomes from
participating. For example, a number reported that the program
increased their knowledge and led to behavioral changes that
helped them lose weight and better manage their diabetes or
prediabetes.

Being made more aware of my eating habits. Because
being Māori Chinese, when we were little kids we
were always told, don’t waste your food, don’t waste
your food, so therefore I kept on eating my food,
eating my food. And I had a whole sort of regime
where I would eat everything on my plate, don’t waste
the food. [Participant #10]

Most participants reported feeling motivated when they
commenced the program and were able to identify components
of the program that helped to maintain their motivation. These
components included regular contact with the health coach,
medication reminders, and the ability to track results relevant
to their goals (eg, blood sugar regulation, weight management,
and exercising).

The things I did find useful were the reminders to take
your medication, I found them very helpful especially
the night one cause I wasn’t used to taking that.
[Participant #13]

The majority of participants reported that they would
recommend the program to others.

Participant Feedback Regarding Health Coach Element
Connecting with the health coach was the most useful
component identified. Participants articulated that regular
contact with the online health coaches gave them someone to
be accountable to and helped them remain goal oriented. The
health coaches were reported as being good communicators,
encouraging, positive, and willing to connect with participants
on a personal level. One participant indicated that they were so
happy with their coach that they wanted to maintain contact
following the 16-week active support component of the program.

Very good, very helpful, always there if you needed
advice, they were always on the end of the email, so
from that point of view they were very, very effective.
[Participant #4]

However, a number of participants had difficulties connecting
or staying connected to their health coach, with one participant
explicitly stating they would have preferred a relatable health
coach, such as a coach who had been through a weight loss
journey and thus would be a role model to aspire to.

Well I’d prefer a female, and someone around my…
age I can relate to, or ish, who’s been there and done
that, that I can like sort of aspire to like, yay she’s
done it maybe I can do it to. [Participant #18]

Online Peer Support and Goal Tracking
Participants found the online peer support and goal tracking to
be the least useful components. Over half of interviewed

participants did not use the online peer support component, with
personal preference being the primary reason. One participant
had technical difficulties accessing the peer support and another
reported not knowing about the peer support component of
BetaMe/Melon. Three participants read forum posts from time
to time but interacted minimally online. Another stopped using
the peer support forum, stating that she was unable to relate to
other participants due to differences in affordable food options,
as what they talked about did not match her budget.

I did put in a comment, you know, has anybody got
ideas with pigs head, because that’s just the type of
meat I can afford….It wasn’t that beneficial for me,
because I was looking at cheap meats, and they were
looking at meats I don’t look at….I felt like I was the
poor one in the group because my questions were so
to the left of what everyone else was on. [Participant
#16]

The goal tracking component was used by 7 of the interviewed
participants, all of whom stated that they found it helpful.
Another 5 participants tracked progress against their goals but
did not use the BetaMe/Melon program to do so. Six participants
did not track their progress against goals at all, although this
group included 2 participants who were not aware of the goal
tracking component in the program.

I kept getting reminders saying would you input your
data, you know your blood sugars, but I didn’t know
how to do that or what to do so I never did it. But I
keep my own records you know. [Participant #13]

Barriers and Recommendations
Participants identified a range of problems with the program as
well as barriers to its use in daily life. These included problems
with the functionality of the program or with internet
connectivity; incomplete delivery of all program components
for some participants (eg, not setting goals with the health coach
or not being informed about all components); and barriers related
to the skills, knowledge, or motivation of participants.

Participants suggested a range of improvements to the
BetaMe/Melon Program. Suggestions included better support
and training regarding how to load and use each component of
the program, functionality improvements (such as enabling
participants to record specific types of exercise undertaken or
share goal tracking information with other willing participants),
more frequent and longer contact with the health coach,
face-to-face rather than online health coaching, keeping the
same coach throughout the program, and use of coaches who
are relatable role models. The need to recognize that each
participant was unique was commonly suggested. For example,
participants suggested efficacy would be improved if
BetaMe/Melon were to consider participants’prior experiences
and relative states of minds when commencing the program,
including participants’ experiences with goal tracking and
weight loss programs, their levels of motivation, and known
enablers and barriers to self-management of health conditions.
Other suggestions for individualization included increasing
program flexibility in order to adapt to participants’ changing
life circumstances (eg, being on holiday, unwell, or hospitalized)
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and tailoring program information and resources to individual
participants (eg, providing recipes to cater for those with limited
resources).

Suggestions regarding the online peer support included
considering other ways of providing this component such as
connecting participants so they could meet to share experiences,
motivate each other, and participate in group exercise or walks.
Participants also suggested that family be included in the
program and that a counselling feature be implemented. Finally,
participants recommended that the program provide advice on
where to go to for help upon completion of the program.

Discussion

Overview
This process evaluation was part of a wider study including an
RCT [15,26]. It utilized data from 3 sources to assess
engagement with and usefulness of a comprehensive digital
health intervention program. Overall, 92% (198/215) of
intervention participants completed the compulsory first health
coach session, although engagement with other components of
the program varied by age, ethnicity, and gender and fell over
time. Despite this, 64% of respondents (115/180) of participants
indicated that they would recommend the program to others,
and the majority of those taking part in qualitative interviews
following the study period indicated that they found the program
to be useful overall.

Principal Findings
Engagement with the health coach for the first nonoptional
coaching session was high at 92% (198/215). Active engagement
with other online components of the program peaked in Week
0 with 50% (108/215) of participants actively engaging online.
Similar to other programs, participant engagement with the
BetaMe/Melon digital health intervention program varied by
demographic, with women, younger participants, and ethnic
majority population groups demonstrating higher engagement
[27,28]. However, engagement dropped steadily over time
[28-30]. Reduced engagement over time is a consistent issue
with digital health intervention programs [28] and is likely to
relate to the attenuation of any health gains achieved by an
intervention over time [27,31]. Improving the design of digital
health intervention programs to maintain and increase
engagement (eg, offering regular rewards, introducing new
content to sustain interest, or emailing engagement reminders)
and involving specific groups for which the program is likely
to be less successful at engaging (either initially or over time)
in program development may improve engagement and
intervention success [12,28]. 

We found lower overall active engagement with the online
components of the program for Māori and Pacific participants.
The BetaMe/Melon program was developed using behavioral
change and cognitive behavioral theory [30] and included input
from Māori and Pacific health care providers. Given the higher
prevalence of diabetes and prediabetes in the Māori and Pacific
populations of New Zealand, it may be useful for the
BetaMe/Melon program (or other digital health intervention
programs in New Zealand) to consider using relevant models

and behavior change theory specific to Māori and Pacific
peoples [32,33]. Internationally, focusing on ethnically
appropriate theory when developing and refining digital health
interventions may improve engagement and impact for
indigenous and minority population groups [31,33,34].

Multimodal programs like BetaMe/Melon have been shown in
some studies to be more successful than those adopting a single
mode [9,21], with other studies showing that the success of
multimodal digital health intervention programs can be
moderated by the impact of diabetes self-management style on
engagement with and utilization of various components [35].
In general, the BetaMe/Melon program was well received, with
educational resources and health coaching seen as the most
useful components. However, there was a strong call by
participants to strengthen the human components of the program
or, in other words, to implement both longer or face-to-face
contact with the health coach as well as enhanced peer support
activities. Conversely, goal tracking was identified as the least
useful component of BetaMe/Melon by participants in both the
online survey and telephone interviews. However, diary entries
to track progress toward health goals were the most utilized
form of engagement irrespective of participant characteristics.
Additionally, it appears that some participants were unaware
of all components of the BetaMe/Melon program (goal tracking
and peer support forum). A few barriers to incorporating the
program in everyday life were identified, and several
improvements proposed. In particular, the need for increased
individualization of the program, a bigger role for the health
coaches, and technical improvements to the online components
of the program to improve usability were emphasized. Other
studies have also called for digital health intervention programs
to be tailored to individual participants’ needs [9,12,28,35], to
combine digital and human support in order to increase
engagement [12,36], and particularly to enable feedback loops
between the participant and their health care team in order to
improve diabetes control [1,9,12].

Strengths and Limitations
A key strength of this study is that it was conducted in the
context of an RCT of the comprehensive BetaMe/Melon digital
health intervention program. We have addressed knowledge
gaps around comprehensive self-management programs for
people with diabetes and prediabetes and for Māori and Pacific
peoples. Another strength is that we were able to describe
utilization over time and by type of activity and demographic
characteristics (age, ethnicity, gender, and diabetic status).

This study also has some limitations. First, in assessing online
engagement with the study, we were limited to the data released
by Melon Health Ltd to the Otago University study team. From
the data that were provided, we were able to identify the number
of completed first health coaching sessions and active
engagement with the online program (diary entries and use of
the peer support forum). Melon Health Ltd did not supply data
on the number or length of health coach sessions per participant
or other online activity such as login activity or passive
engagement with the program (eg, reading posts or accessing
educational material). Second, not all eligible participants
answered the online questionnaire, and the participants that
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agreed to talk with us following the completion of the program
may not be representative of the entire study population. Finally,
participants were asked 12 months after enrollment to recall
their perceptions of a program with a primary focus on the first
16 weeks of delivery. Thus, there is potential for inaccurate
recall by participants, and generalizing the findings beyond this
study may need careful consideration.

Conclusions
The BetaMe/Melon program was generally well received by
participants, and initial engagement with the health coach was

high, although engagement with other components varied by
participant demographic and dropped rapidly over the 16-week
active program period. Maintaining engagement of participants
over time, individualizing programs, and addressing technical
barriers to engagement are important to address in order to
maximize satisfaction, engagement, and potential health benefits
that may come from digital programs for self-management of
diabetes.
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Abstract

Background: The benefits of breastfeeding for both infants and mothers have been well recognized. However, the exclusive
breastfeeding rate in China is low and decreasing. Mobile technologies have rapidly developed; communication apps such as
WeChat (one of the largest social networking platforms in China) are widely used and have the potential to conveniently improve
health behaviors.

Objective: This study aimed to assess the effectiveness of using WeChat to improve breastfeeding practices.

Methods: This 2-arm randomized controlled trial was conducted among pregnant women from May 2019 to April 2020 in
Huzhu County, Qinghai Province, China. Pregnant women were eligible to participate if they were aged 18 years or older, were
11 to 37 weeks pregnant with a singleton fetus, had no known illness that could limit breastfeeding after childbirth, used WeChat
through their smartphone, and had access to the internet. A total of 344 pregnant women were recruited at baseline, with 170 in
the intervention group and 174 in the control group. Women in the intervention group received breastfeeding knowledge and
promotion information weekly through a WeChat official account from their third month of pregnancy to 6 months postpartum.
The primary outcome of exclusive and predominant breastfeeding rate was measured 0-1 month, 2-3 months, and 4-5 months
postpartum.

Results: At 0-1 month postpartum, the exclusive breastfeeding rate was significantly higher in the intervention group than that
in the control group (81.1% vs 63.3%; odds ratio [OR] 2.75, 95% CI 1.58-4.78; P<.001). Similarly, mothers in the intervention
group were more likely to provide predominantly breast milk (OR 2.77, 95% CI 1.55-4.96; P<.001) and less likely to give dairy
products to their children (OR 0.40, 95% CI 0.21-0.75; P=.005). There was no statistically significant difference for exclusive
breastfeeding rate 2-3 months (P=.09) and 4-5 months postpartum (P=.27), though more children in the intervention group were
exclusively breastfed than those in the control group 2-3 months postpartum (intervention: 111/152, 73.0%; control: 96/152,
63.2%) and 4-5 months postpartum(intervention: 50/108, 46.3%; control: 46/109, 42.2%).

Conclusions: This study is the first effort to promote exclusive breastfeeding through WeChat in China, which proved to be an
effective method of promoting exclusive breastfeeding in early life. WeChat health education can be used in addition to local
breastfeeding promotion programs.

Trial Registration: Chinese Clinical Trial Registry ChiCTR1800017364; http://www.chictr.org.cn/showproj.aspx?proj=29325

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1186/s12889-019-7676-2

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23273)   doi:10.2196/23273
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Introduction

Appropriate child feeding is the foundation for good nutritional
intake and healthy development and is a critical factor for health
in adults [1-3]. As a part of optimal feeding practices, exclusive
breastfeeding is recognized as a cornerstone of child survival
and health, by providing essential irreplaceable nutrition for a
child’s growth and development [4]. Therefore, the World
Health Organization (WHO) and United Nations Children’s
Fund (UNICEF) recommend that children should be exclusively
breastfed from birth to 6 months of age and continually breastfed
until they are 2 years old or older [5]. Moreover, one of the
WHO global nutrition targets for 2025 is increasing the
exclusive breastfeeding rate in the first 6 months of life to at
least 50% [4].

In China, the exclusive breastfeeding rate for under 6 months
of age is a concern and achieving the 2025 global target remains
an ongoing challenge. According to the Chinese national data,
the exclusive breastfeeding rate under 6 months was 27.6% in
2008 [6] and 20.7% in 2013 (the weighted exclusive
breastfeeding rate was 18.6%) [7], which showed a downward
trend. Therefore, much effort is required to explore effective
ways to control this downward trend, and hence, to promote
breastfeeding in China.

Positive breastfeeding outcomes are usually related to the
improvement of maternal breastfeeding knowledge and attitudes
[2,8]. Although interventions on breastfeeding promotion vary
worldwide, education and support are the 2 most common
approaches, and interventions on exclusive breastfeeding
containing these 2 elements have mixed success [9,10]. In China,
breastfeeding education is generally implemented through the
rural 3-tier health care system (county-township-village) at
antenatal and postnatal care [11]. Since 2009, China has been
implementing a national program called Basic Public Health
Service, in which health care workers are required to provide
face-to-face breastfeeding and complementary feeding
counseling to pregnant women and mothers throughout antenatal
and postnatal care [11]. However, research has indicated that
mothers in rural areas rarely receive feeding information from
health facilities; their main sources of information were family
members and friends, who were unlikely to have access to better
information and may have misinformed mothers [12-14].
Therefore, new channels are needed in rural China to deliver
effective infant feeding education.

With the widespread use of smartphones, using apps in the
health sector for delivering health care services and health
promotion is an increasing phenomenon [15-19]. In China, one
of the most popular smartphone apps is WeChat, which offers
services such as Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, and others, on
a single platform. More than 1.32 billion users were registered
with WeChat throughout the world by Q2 2019, and more than
1.15 billion people were monthly active users [20].
Approximately 45 billion messages are exchanged on the
platform every day [20]. Furthermore, there is an

app-within-an-app platform in WeChat called WeChat Official
Accounts, which can be used for individuals, governments,
media organizations, and business enterprises to communicate
and interact with their subscribers and provide them with
services through text, images, voice, videos, and rich-media
messages [21]. There were more than 20 million registered
WeChat official accounts at the end of 2018 [20]. WeChat is
gradually changing the channels through which people receive
information and has been used as a communication tool to
change health behaviors, showing potential positive impacts on
disease management of cancer [22], malaria [23], asthma [24],
chronic rhinosinusitis [25], diabetes [26], and weight loss [27].
However, no studies have focused on using WeChat to support
caregivers with infant and young child feeding. The objective
of this randomized controlled trial was to evaluate the
effectiveness of a WeChat breastfeeding intervention on
promoting exclusive breastfeeding in rural areas of China.

Methods

Study Design
A 2-arm randomized controlled trial (Chinese Clinical Trial
Registry ChiCTR1800017364) was conducted between May 9,
2019 and April 3, 2020. We aimed to evaluate the effectiveness
of using a WeChat account for improving exclusive
breastfeeding of children aged 0-5 months. The protocol for
this randomized controlled trial was previously published [28].
The sampling unit was individual pregnant women, who were
randomized to routine antenatal and postnatal care or routine
care plus the WeChat breastfeeding education.

Study Sites and Context
This trial was carried out in 13 townships in Huzhu County,
Qinghai Province, China. Qinghai Province is in northwest
China, with a total population of 6,078,200 in 2019. Huzhu
County lies in the northeast of Qinghai province and has a total
population of 401,540 [29]. There were 91,321 women of
reproductive age and 4325 pregnant women in Huzhu County
in 2017 (Huzhu County Maternal and Child Health Family
Planning Service Centre).

Huzhu County has 19 townships and 294 villages. We excluded
6 townships; 4 townships had already been selected by another
maternal and child health project, and the other 2 were remote
with a small number of pregnant women.

Participants and Recruitment
Pregnant women were eligible to participate in this trial if they
were aged at least 18 years, were 11-37 weeks pregnant with a
singleton fetus, had no known illness that limits breastfeeding
after childbirth, were able to read and communicate in Mandarin,
used WeChat through their smartphone, and had access to the
internet. The exclusion criteria were (1) pregnant women who
did not come to the township hospitals to participate in the trial;
(2) pregnant women with severe disease and complications of
pregnancy or HIV; (3) women who had a miscarriage or
stillbirth; (4) mothers with infants with a low birth weight
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(<2500 g) or who were born prematurely (<37 weeks of
gestation).

Before recruitment, we asked each township hospital to provide
a list of the names of all pregnant women between 11 to 37
weeks’ gestation, which included information on gestational
age, gravidity, and parity. A total of 444 women were listed.
Based on this list, participating pregnant women were invited
to come to their township hospitals and were given full
information about the study between May 9, 2019 and May 17,
2019. After agreeing to participate and signing the written
consent form, a researcher gave each eligible pregnant woman
an opaque sealed envelope, which included a random number
generated in advance and indicated the allocated group. After
completing baseline data collection, all the eligible participants
were randomized to either the WeChat intervention group or
the control group at a 1:1 ratio.

Sample Size Calculation
The sample size for this study was estimated using a 0-5 months
of age exclusive breastfeeding rate of 29.2% from a pilot
cross-sectional survey conducted by our team in Datong County
in Qinghai in September 2017. We expected to achieve a 20%
increase in the exclusive breastfeeding rate with the WeChat
intervention. Assuming a power of 80% and a 5% significance
level, we determined that a sample size of 93 pregnant women
for each (intervention and control) group was needed for this
study. To compensate for attrition and loss to follow-up, we
planned to enroll 200 pregnant women in each group.

Intervention Group
Women in both intervention and control groups were asked to
follow the WeChat account called Huzhu County Maternal and
Child Health Family Planning Service Centre on their
smartphone by scanning the 2D code at the back of random
number cards. There was a special module called Ke Xue Wei
Yang (Optimal Feeding) within the WeChat Official Account
which was developed by an information technology company,
ZYZY (Beijing) Pioneer of Cultural Essence Co Ltd and
pretested in Huzhu County in Aug 2018 [28]. Pregnant women
allocated to the intervention group were also asked to subscribe
to and register with the Ke Xue Wei Yang module by entering
information on their name, phone number, gestational age,
expected date of delivery, village and county of residence and

were provided a WeChat log-in and password. Pregnant women
in the control group were not able to register with the Ke Xue
Wei Yang module and did not have access to the information
in the module, to preclude contamination between groups
through direct sharing of messages sent via WeChat.

There were 4 components in the Ke Xue Wei Yang module:
feeding messages, a feeding knowledge competition, a baby
growth chart, and an online forum (Figure 1), which were
described in detail in our protocol [28].

The feeding messages, the most important component, were
designed for breastfeeding promotion education and provided
key breastfeeding knowledge and relevant infant feeding advice,
breastfeeding problems encountered for both mother and child,
and preparation for both breastfeeding and complementary
feeding. All messages were developed based on the WHO
breastfeeding recommendations, guidelines, or published
literature; messages were published before recruitment. Once
women in the intervention group subscribed to the Ke Xue Wei
Yang module, they could read all messages whenever they
wanted. Furthermore, we considered that late pregnancy (37
weeks or above), the first month postpartum, and 4 months
postpartum were 3 key stages for mothers and that breastfeeding
information needed to be strengthened during these stages, so
we sent an additional 3 sets of tailored messages to each
pregnant woman and mother at these stages via WeChat on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday every week. Specifically, we
sent information on getting ready for breastfeeding and key
breastfeeding recommendations to women who were at least
37 weeks pregnant. For new mothers 1 month postpartum, we
sent key breastfeeding recommendations and common
breastfeeding problems encountered for both mother and child.
We sent information on starting complementary feeding by 6
months of age to mothers whose children were 4 months or
older (to avoid having mothers introduce complementary food
too early or too late).

Women could participate in the feeding knowledge competition
component to test their breastfeeding knowledge. Moreover,
women could enter their children's weight and height in the
baby growth chart component whenever they want to monitor
their children’s growth and ask breastfeeding related questions
on the online forum component.
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Figure 1. The interface of the WeChat intervention: (a) log-in interface, (b) main interface, (c) feeding messages, (d) feeding competition, (e) baby
growth chart, and (f) online forum.

Data Collection
Data were collected by face-to-face at baseline and by telephone
during follow-up interviews. Baseline data collection was carried
out after the recruitment session. After receiving consent to
participate, we interviewed the pregnant women (baseline
questionnaire), which included information on demographic
characteristics, antenatal care, hemoglobin levels, as well as

breastfeeding knowledge. Baseline interviewers, who were from
a vocational-technical school in Huzhu County and trained on
interview methodology, used smartphones to collect the baseline
data.

Follow-up interviews were conducted by telephone at 0-1
months (mean 35.3 days, SD 10.5), 2-3 months (mean 102.7
days, SD 9.9), 4-5 months (mean 157.2 days, SD 17.8)
postpartum. Data from women in both the intervention group
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and the control group were collected on breastfeeding
knowledge, practices, reasons for weaning, and information
channels by health workers form Huzhu County Maternal and
Child Health Family Planning Service Centre, who were blinded
to intervention status and trained on interview methodology by
research staff from the Capital Institute of Pediatrics.

Outcome Measurement
The primary outcome measure was exclusive and predominant
breastfeeding rate at 0-1 month (0-60 days), 2-3 months (61-120
days), and 4-5 months (121-180 days) postpartum in both the
intervention group and the control group. Secondary outcomes
included the following: (1) the proportion of early initiation of
breastfeeding; (2) prelacteal feeding rate; (3) rate of any
breastfeeding; (4) mothers’ knowledge on breastfeeding
practices; (5) other infant feeding practices (such as giving dairy
or dairy products, water, semisolid, or solid foods at 3
follow-ups).

According to the WHO definition, exclusive breastfeeding is
defined as an infant receiving only breast milk, no other liquids
or solids, except oral rehydration solution, drops or syrups for
vitamins, minerals supplementation, or medicine [30];
predominant breastfeeding permits partial substitution with
water-based fluids; and early initiation of breastfeeding is when
an infant is put to the mother’s breast within 1 hour of birth
[30]. Prelacteal feeding was defined as the newborn being
provided any food except mother’s milk before initiating
breastfeeding; any breastfeeding included partial substitution
with infant formula, other fluids, or solid foods.

Data Management and Analysis
We performed statistical analysis with SAS (version 9.2 for
Windows; SAS Institute). We summarized baseline
characteristics, follow-up infant feeding practices, and mother’s
infant feeding knowledge, as median and interquartile range
(IQR) for continuous variables or as number and proportion for
categorical variables. We estimated the homogeneity in baseline
characteristics between groups using the Wilcoxon rank-sum
test for nonparametric continuous variables, and chi-square or
Fisher exact test for categorical variables. Multiple logistic

regression models were used to estimate the effects of the
intervention on breastfeeding rates between groups at the 3
follow-up points, controlling for parity at baseline, as the
distribution of parity was different between the 2 groups. We
also used chi-square tests to compare the differences in mother’s
infant feeding knowledge between groups at baseline and 3
follow-up points. Participants who dropped out or who were
lost to follow-up during the postpartum period were excluded
from analysis and are reported separately (Multimedia Appendix
1). A P value <.05 was considered statistically significant.

Ethics Statement
This study was approved by the ethical committee of the Capital
Institute of Pediatrics, Beijing, China. All women were given
an information sheet, and participating women provided both
verbal and written informed consent.

Results

General
We recruited 344 pregnant women. We randomized 170 to the
intervention group and 174 to the control group between May
9, 2019 and May 17, 2019; 25 were excluded due to miscarriage,
stillbirth, premature birth, or low birth weight, leaving 319
participants for analysis (161 in the intervention group and 158
in the control group). A total of 32, 15, and 8 participants could
not be contacted by phone for unknown reasons at the first,
second, and third follow-ups, respectively. Moreover, 94
mothers missed the follow-up deadline (children <180 days
age) at the 4-5 months postpartum follow-up because of the
long holiday of Chinese Lunar New Year and the coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak in January 2020 in China. The
CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) [31]
flow diagram is shown in Figure 2. Most demographic
characteristics were similar between the participants who
dropped out and participants who were followed up (Multimedia
Appendix 1). However, at the 0-1 month postpartum follow-up,
more mothers who only attended primary school dropped out;
at the 4-5 months postpartum follow-up, more mothers who had
a higher gestational age at enrollment dropped out.
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Figure 2. CONSORT flow diagram. CONSORT: Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials.

Characteristics of the Participants
The median age of enrolled participants was 28 years (IQR
25-31). There were no differences between the intervention and
control groups for most demographic characteristics, except for
gravidity and parity (Table 1). Compared with those in the
control group, more participants in the intervention group had

their first pregnancy (intervention: 46/161, 28.6%; control:
26/158, 16.5%; P=.01) or primipara (intervention: 48/161,
29.8%; control: 28/158, 17.7%; P=.01). The prevalence of
maternal anemia was lower in the intervention group (64/161,
40.0%) than that in the control group (72/158, 45.6%), but the
difference was not statistically significant (P=.32).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of participants by treatment groups.

P valueControl group (n=158), n (%)WeChat group (n=161), n (%)Total (N=319), n (%)Characteristics

.4528 (25-31)28 (24-31)28 (25-31)Age (years), median (IQR)

.27Gestational age (weeks)

97 (61.4)89 (55.3)186 (58.3)11-27

61 (38.6)72 (44.7)133 (41.7)28-42

.01Gravidity

26 (16.5)46 (28.6)72 (22.6)First pregnancy

132 (83.5)115 (71.4)247 (77.4)Second pregnancy or more

.01Parity

28 (17.7)48 (29.8)76 (23.8)Primipara

130 (82.3)113 (70.2)243 (76.2)Multipara

.62Education level

30 (19.0)24 (14.9)54 (16.9)Primary school or below

84 (53.2)89 (55.3)173 (54.2)Middle school

44 (27.8)48 (29.8)92 (28.9)High school or above

.75Occupation

140 (88.6)138 (85.7)278 (87.1)Stay-at-home

4 (2.5)5 (3.1)9 (2.8)Self-employed

3 (1.9)2 (1.3)5 (1.6)Farmer

11 (7.0)16 (9.9)27 (8.5)Others

.86Nationality

119 (75.3)125 (77.6)244 (76.5)Han

26 (16.5)23 (14.3)49 (15.4)Tu

13 (8.2)13 (8.1)13 (8.1)Others

.12131 (82.9)121 (75.2)252 (79.0)Ever received antenatal care

.3272 (45.6)64 (40.0)136 (42.8)Anemia

WeChat Activity
A total of 108 messages were published in the Ke Xue Wei Yang
module in the WeChat official account, which was read more
than 8892 times. The top 5 read messages were (1) benefits of
breastfeeding (393 times); (2) importance of the early initiation
(284 times); (3) breastfeeding positions and latching-on (242
times); (4) what is early initiation (214 times); (5) WHO
recommendation: children should be exclusively breastfed from
birth to 6 months (214 times).

Breastfeeding Practice and Knowledge
As illustrated in Table 2, nearly all children were breastfed in
both groups. The early initiation rate was low (intervention:
93/148, 62.8%; control: 101/139, 72.7%); however, the
difference was not statistically significant (P=.08). In addition,
approximately 40% of children were given prelacteal feeding
in both groups, with 25.8% (74/287) given infant formula and
16.7% (48/287) given water.
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Table 2. Comparison of infant feeding practices.

Adjusted odds ratio

(95% CI)b
Odds ratio (95% CI)P valueControl

groupa
Intervention

groupa
TotalaIndicators

139 (100)148 (100)287 (100)First follow-up (0-1 month)

0.66 (0.40-1.09)0.64 (0.39-1.05).11101 (72.7)93 (62.8)194 (67.6)Early initiation

3.42 (0.34-34.4)3.24 (0.33-31.54).30136 (97.8)147 (99.3)283 (98.6)Ever breastfeeding

0.77 (0.48-1.24)0.80 (0.50-1.28).2863 (45.3)59 (39.9)122 (42.5)Prelacteal feeding

N/AN/AN/Ac37 (26.6)37 (25.0)74 (25.8)Giving formula

N/AN/AN/A26 (18.7)22 (14.9)48 (16.7)Giving water

2.75 (1.58-4.78)2.49 (1.45-4.25)<.00188 (63.3)120 (81.1)208 (72.5)Exclusive breastfeeding

2.77 (1.55-4.96)2.47 (1.41-4.34)<.00194 (67.6)124 (83.8)218 (76.0)Predominant breastfeeding

3.09 (0.61-15.79)3.29 (0.65-16.59).18133 (95.7)146 (98.6)279 (97.2)Any breastfeeding

0.49 (0.17-1.35)0.49 (0.18-1.34).1711 (7.9)6 (4.1)17 (5.9)Giving water during the past 24 hours

0.40 (0.21-0.75)0.46 (0.25-0.85).00535 (25.2)20 (13.5)55 (19.2)Giving dairy or dairy products during
the past 24 hours

N/AN/A.1702 (1.4)2 (0.7)Giving semisolid or solid foods during
the past 24 hours

152 (100)152 (100)304 (100)Second follow-up (2-3 months)

1.53 (0.94, 2.49)1.47 (0.91, 2.38).0996 (63.2)111 (73.0)207 (68.1)Exclusive breastfeeding

1.60 (0.96, 2.64)1.55 (0.95, 2.54).0799 (65.1)113 (74.3)212 (69.7)Predominant breastfeeding

1.27 (0.47-3.46)1.13 (0.43-3.02).64143 (94.1)144 (94.7)287 (94.4)Any breastfeeding

0.40 (0.10-1.55)0.36 (0.09-1.39).188 (5.3)3 (2.0)11 (3.6)Giving water during the past 24 hours

0.66 (0.38-1.15)0.68 (0.39-1.18).1438 (25.0)28 (18.4)66 (21.7)Giving dairy or dairy products during
the past 24 hours

0.56 (0.09-3.56)0.66 (0.10-4.02).543 (2.0)2 (1.3)5 (1.6)Giving semisolid or solid foods during
the past 24 hours

109 (100)108 (100)217 (100)Third follow-up (4-5 months)

1.37 (0.78-2.39)1.18 (0.69-2.02).2746 (42.2)50 (46.3)96 (44.2)Exclusive breastfeeding

1.46 (0.82-2.51)1.23 (0.72-2.09).2053 (48.6)58 (53.7)111 (51.2)Predominant breastfeeding

2.34 (0.84-6.54)1.78 (0.68-4.72).1097 (89.0)101 (93.5)198 (91.2)Any breastfeeding

0.82 (0.36-1.87)0.78 (0.34-1.76).6315 (13.8)12 (11.1)27 (12.4)Giving water during the past 24 hours

0.61 (0.32-1.14)0.77 (0.43-1.39).1234 (31.2)28 (25.9)62 (28.6)Giving dairy or dairy products during
the past 24 hours

1.02 (0.53-1.96)1.07 (0.56-2.02).9424 (22.0)25 (23.2)49 (22.6)Giving semisolid or solid foods during
the past 24 hours

aThe number of participants varied because of loss to follow-up.
bMultiple logistic regression controlled for baseline parity.
cN/A: not applicable.

There was a downward trend for exclusive breastfeeding,
predominant feeding, and any breastfeeding across the 3
follow-ups. At the 0-1 month postpartum follow-up, the
exclusive breastfeeding rate was significantly higher in the
intervention group (120/148, 81.1%) than in the control group
(88/139, 63.3%), with an odds ratio (OR) of 2.75 (95% CI
1.58-4.78; P<.001). Similarly, mothers in the intervention group
were more likely to provide breast milk predominantly
(intervention: 124/148, 83.8%; control: 94/139, 67.6%; OR
2.77, 95% CI 1.55-4.96; P<.001), and less likely to give dairy

or dairy products to their children (intervention: 20/148, 13.5%;
control: 35/139, 25.2%; OR 0.40, 95% CI 0.21-0.75; P=.005).

At the 2-3 months postpartum follow-up, exclusive breastfeeding
(intervention: 111/152, 73.0%; control: 96/152, 63.2%) and
predominant feeding (intervention: 113/152, 74.3%; control:
99/152, 65.1%) in the intervention group were higher than in
the control group, and fewer children were given dairy or dairy
products in the intervention group (intervention: 28/152, 18.4%;
control: 38/152, 25.0%). However, the differences between the
2 groups were not statistically significant (P=.09 for exclusive
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breastfeeding, P=.07 for predominant feeding, and P=.14 for
giving dairy or dairy products).

At 4-5 months postpartum, both the rates of exclusive
breastfeeding and predominant feeding dropped to 44.2%
(96/217) and 51.2% (111/217), respectively, and the proportion
of children who were given dairy or dairy products increased
to 28.6% (62/217) for both groups; there were no significant
differences between the 2 groups (P=.27 for exclusive
breastfeeding, P=.20 for predominant feeding, and P=.12 for
giving dairy or dairy products).

At the first 2 follow-ups, the rate of any breastfeeding was quite
high, whereas very few children were given water and semisolid
or solid foods. However, any breastfeeding dropped to around
90% and the proportion of children who were given water and
semisolid or solid foods increased to 12.4% (27/217) and 22.6%
(49/217), respectively, 4-5 months postpartum. There were no
significant differences between the 2 groups (0-1 month
postpartum: P=.18 for any breastfeeding rate, P=.17 for giving
water, and P=0.17 for giving semisolid or solid foods; 2-3
months postpartum: P=.64 for any breastfeeding rate, P=.18 for
giving water, and P=.54 for giving semisolid or solid foods; 4-5

months postpartum: P=.10 for any breastfeeding rate, P=.63 for
giving water, and P=.94 for giving semisolid or solid foods).

Table 3 shows that all feeding knowledge indicators were low
at baseline, with 33.9% (108/319) knowing early initiation of
breastfeeding, 28.8% (92/319) knowing the duration of exclusive
breastfeeding, 1.3% (4/319) knowing continued breastfeeding
until 2 years of age, and 61.8% (197/319) knowing introduction
of complementary foods at 6-8 months in both groups. Mothers’
feeding knowledge was greatly improved at follow-ups
(P<.001). However, there were no differences between the
intervention group and the control group in baseline and each
follow-up. The proportion of pregnant women who ever received
breastfeeding information during pregnancy in both groups
increased dramatically from only 25.7% (82/319) at baseline
to more than 80%-90% of mothers who ever received
breastfeeding information during pregnancy or after delivery
(P<.001), however, there was also no difference between the
2 groups (0-1 month postpartum: P=.24, 2-3 months postpartum:
P=.63, 4-5 months postpartum: P=.09). In addition, 16.3%
(52/319) of pregnant women reported having ever received
infant formula information during their pregnancy.
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Table 3. Comparison of infant feeding knowledge between the intervention and control groups.

P valueGroupsOutcomes

Control,
baseline vs
follow-up

Intervention,
baseline vs
follow-up

Intervention
vs control

ControlInterventionAll

158 (100)161 (100)319 (100)Baseline

N/AN/Aa.4150 (31.6)58 (36.0)108 (33.9)Knowing early initiation of breastfeeding

N/AN/A.8945 (28.5)47 (29.2)92 (28.8)Knowing the duration of exclusive breastfeeding

N/AN/A.982 (1.3)2 (1.2)4 (1.3)Knowing continued breastfeeding until 2 years

N/AN/A.7296 (60.8)101 (62.7)197 (61.8)Knowing introduction of complementary foods at 6-8
months

N/AN/A.9241 (25.9)41 (25.5)82 (25.7)Women ever received breastfeeding information during
pregnancy

N/AN/A.4023 (14.6)29 (18.0)52 (16.3)Women ever received infant formula information
during pregnancy

139 (100)148 (100)287 (100)First follow-up (0-1 month)

<.001<.001.9995 (68.4)101 (68.2)196 (68.3)Knowing early initiation of breastfeeding

<.001<.001.2692 (66.2)107 (72.3)199 (69.3)Knowing the duration of exclusive breastfeeding

<.001<.001.9423 (16.6)24 (16.2)47 (16.4)Knowing continued breastfeeding until 2 years

<.001<.001.81117 (84.2)123 (83.1)240 (83.6)Knowing introduction of complementary foods at 6-8
months

<.001<.001.24112 (80.6)127 (85.8)239 (83.3)Women ever received breastfeeding information during
pregnancy or after delivery

.001.001.335 (3.6)9 (6.1)14 (4.9)Women ever received infant formula information
during pregnancy or after delivery

152 (100)152 (100)304 (100)Second follow-up (2-3 months)

<.001<.001.08101 (66.5)115 (75.7)216 (71.1)Knowing early initiation of breastfeeding

<.001<.001.57118 (77.6)122 (80.3)240 (78.9)Knowing the duration of exclusive breastfeeding

<.001<.001.8042 (27.6)44 (28.9)86 (28.3)Knowing continued breastfeeding until two years

<.001<.001.10126 (82.9)136 (89.5)262 (86.2)Knowing introduction of complementary foods at 6-8
months

<.001<.001.63142 (93.4)144 (94.7)286 (94.1)Women ever received breastfeeding information during
pregnancy or after delivery

.003<.001.207 (4.6)3 (2.0)10 (3.3)Women ever received infant formula information
during pregnancy or after delivery

109 (100)108 (100)217 (100)Third follow-up (4-5 months)

<.001<.001.7187 (79.8)84 (77.8)171 (78.8)Knowing early initiation of breastfeeding

<.001<.001.26100 (91.7)94 (87.0)194 (89.4)Knowing the duration of exclusive breastfeeding

<.001<.001.2436 (33.0)44 (40.7)80 (36.9)Knowing continued breastfeeding until 2 years

<.001<.001.99103 (94.5)102 (94.4)205 (94.5)Knowing introduction of complementary foods at 6-8
months

<.001<.001.09107 (98.2)101 (93.5)208 (95.9)Women ever received breastfeeding information during
pregnancy or after delivery

.004<.001.714 (3.7)3 (2.8)7 (3.2)Women ever received infant formula information
during pregnancy or after delivery

aN/A: not applicable.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This is the first randomized controlled trial using WeChat to
promote exclusive breastfeeding in rural China. This study
showed that antenatal plus postnatal WeChat breastfeeding
education was associated with higher rates of exclusive and
predominant breastfeeding in the early postnatal period. Mothers
in the WeChat group had 2.7 times the odds of exclusive and
predominant breastfeeding during the first 2 months postpartum.
We found that giving dairy or dairy products, water, and
semisolid or solid foods were common reasons for nonexclusive
breastfeeding and that giving dairy or dairy products was the
predominant reason, with 19.2% (55/287), 21.7% (66/304), and
28.6% (62/217) of all children being given dairy or dairy
products (0-1 months, 2-3 months, and 4-5 months postpartum,
respectively). In addition, 25.8% of newborns (74/287) were
given prelacteal infant formula, which can limit an infant's
frequency of suckling and expose them to increased risk of
infection [32]. Our study demonstrated that a WeChat
intervention could significantly reduce dairy or dairy product
supplementation in early life, and thus improve the exclusive
breastfeeding rate. The proportion in the WeChat group giving
dairy or dairy products 0-1 month postpartum was significantly
lower than those in the control group (P=.005). Although there
was no significant difference between the groups 2-3 months
(P=.14) or 4-5 months postpartum (P=.12), fewer children in
the WeChat group were given dairy or dairy products.

Proportions of children who were given water were 5.9%
(17/287), 3.6% (11/304), and 12.4% (27/217) (0-1 months, 2-3
months, and 4-5 months postpartum, respectively), and no
difference was found between the groups. Very few children
were given semisolid or solid foods in the first 2 follow-ups;
however, the proportion dramatically increased to 22.6%
(49/217) 4-5 months postpartum. Similarly, for children being
given water, we found no difference between groups at all 3
follow-ups. Therefore, the WeChat intervention in our study
could significantly reduce dairy or dairy product
supplementation.

Comparison With Prior Work
It has been demonstrated that information and communication
systems, such as web platform, mobile apps, and SMS can be
used to promote, educate, and support breastfeeding women,
and offer effective means of improving breastfeeding outcomes
[33,34]. From 2010 to 2012, a study in Shanghai using SMS to
promote breastfeeding found that weekly messages on infant
feeding from the third trimester to 12 months postpartum could
improve the exclusive breastfeeding rate at 6 months (OR 2.67)
but not at 4 months [35]. This explained that many mothers in
China were unaware the new concept of exclusive breastfeeding
to 6 months of age, and the SMS disseminated the information
to mothers [35]. In contrast, the WeChat intervention in our
study improved the exclusive breastfeeding rate during the first
2 months postpartum and mainly reduced infant formula instead
of water and semisolid or solid food. One reason might be that,
in the first 2 months of breastfeeding, mothers may encounter
more breastfeeding problems such as perceived insufficient

milk supply, breast engorgement, poor suckling technique (of
the infant), and sore nipples, which are well-known predictors
for early formula supplementation and breastfeeding cessation
[36-38]. Therefore, sufficient professional breastfeeding
information is needed to increase their breastfeeding confidence
during this period. However, 2 months postpartum, mothers
may face substantial pressure from family and social culture to
introduce formula or to wean [39], which may explain the
limited effect on breastfeeding behavior changes afterward.

Improvements in health outcomes rely on putting knowledge
into practice; however, population studies have documented
that there is a gap between expectations and the actual
performance of behaviors in health care and prevention [40].
Compared with the baseline, mothers’ feeding knowledge
improved at the 3 follow-ups for both intervention and control
groups in this study. Proportions of mothers knowing the
duration of exclusive breastfeeding dramatically increased from
28.8% (92/319) at baseline to 69.3% (199/287), 78.9%
(240/304), and 89.4% (194/217) (0-1 months, 2-3 months, and
4-5 months postpartum, respectively). In contrast, the exclusive
breastfeeding rate dropped from 72.5% (208/287, 0-1 month
postpartum) to 44.2% (96/217, 4-5 months postpartum). This
is in line with the findings of a previous study [41] that described
implementing their breastfeeding promotion interventions in
the face of “time and space burdens.” In addition, no differences
in mothers’ knowledge were found between the 2 groups, as
expected, throughout the study. The reason might be that
although mothers in the control group had no access to our
WeChat information, they still had various sources of feeding
information, including health facilities, mass media, books, and
the internet. Successful breastfeeding promotion needs not only
education but also support [9,10]. Therefore, multichannel
support, such as experts online, through mobilized community,
and by health facilities, should also be given to mothers.

With the widespread use of WeChat, it has become a potential
health promotion tool in China [22-27,42-44]. The WeChat
intervention in our study, providing mothers with information
on breastfeeding promotion, could improve breastfeeding
practices. The results were in accordance with those of previous
studies on weight loss [27] and malaria [23], both of which
showed that participants’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices
were greatly changed via WeChat official accounts. Information
on the benefits of breastfeeding, early initiation, breastfeeding
positions, and latching-on were read most during the intervention
period, which indicated that these themes were primarily
concerned among mothers. However, the effect is unsustainable
for a longer time. Therefore, future studies should focus on how
to improve the sustainability of the effect.

Limitations
Our study had several limitations. First, as the Chinese Lunar
Year and the COVID-19 outbreak occurred in January 2020 in
China, interviewers could not conduct follow-up data collection
during that time, which led to a total of 94 mother-child pairs
missing the 4-5 months postpartum follow-up deadline (180
days). However, we compared the baseline demographic
characteristics between the participants who dropped out and
those who were followed up and did not find differences
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between 2 groups, except for gestational age. Second, given the
popular use of WeChat, there are other WeChat official accounts
on breastfeeding promotion, and we cannot guarantee that each
participant in both groups did not receive breastfeeding
knowledge from other sources during the intervention period.
However, our randomized controlled trial design could limit
such bias. Third, as the randomization unit was individual
pregnant women, contamination may exist between intervention
and control groups within the same township.

Conclusions
This health education intervention for promoting breastfeeding
via WeChat official accounts was associated with the
improvement of exclusive breastfeeding rate in early life. This
health education intervention strategy can be used as a reference
for local breastfeeding promotion programs, especially, in rural
areas of western China where fewer high-quality health services
are provided than in urban areas.
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Abstract

Background: The Prevention With Mediterranean Diet (PREDIMED) trial supported the effectiveness of a nutritional intervention
conducted by a dietitian to prevent cardiovascular disease. However, the effect of a remote intervention to follow the Mediterranean
diet has been less explored.

Objective: This study aims to assess the effectiveness of a remotely provided Mediterranean diet–based nutritional intervention
in obtaining favorable dietary changes in the context of a secondary prevention trial of atrial fibrillation (AF).

Methods: The PREvention of recurrent arrhythmias with Mediterranean diet (PREDIMAR) study is a 2-year multicenter,
randomized, controlled, single-blinded trial to assess the effect of the Mediterranean diet enriched with extra virgin olive oil
(EVOO) on the prevention of atrial tachyarrhythmia recurrence after catheter ablation. Participants in sinus rhythm after ablation
were randomly assigned to an intervention group (Mediterranean diet enriched with EVOO) or a control group (usual clinical
care). The remote nutritional intervention included phone contacts (1 per 3 months) and web-based interventions with provision
of dietary recommendations, and participants had access to a web page, a mobile app, and printed resources. The information is
divided into 6 areas: Recommended foods, Menus, News and Online resources, Practical tips, Mediterranean diet classroom,
and Your personal experience. At baseline and at 1-year and 2-year follow-up, the 14-item Mediterranean Diet Adherence Screener
(MEDAS) questionnaire and a semiquantitative food frequency questionnaire were collected by a dietitian by phone.

Results: A total of 720 subjects were randomized (365 to the intervention group, 355 to the control group). Up to September
2020, 560 subjects completed the first year (560/574, retention rate 95.6%) and 304 completed the second year (304/322, retention
rate 94.4%) of the intervention. After 24 months of follow-up, increased adherence to the Mediterranean diet was observed in
both groups, but the improvement was significantly higher in the intervention group than in the control group (net between-group
difference: 1.8 points in the MEDAS questionnaire (95% CI 1.4-2.2; P<.001). Compared with the control group, the Mediterranean
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diet intervention group showed a significant increase in the consumption of fruits (P<.001), olive oil (P<.001), whole grain cereals
(P=.002), pulses (P<.001), nuts (P<.001), white fish (P<.001), fatty fish (P<.001), and white meat (P=.007), and a significant
reduction in refined cereals (P<.001), red and processed meat (P<.001), and sweets (P<.001) at 2 years of intervention. In terms
of nutrients, the intervention group significantly increased their intake of omega-3 (P<.001) and fiber (P<.001), and they decreased
their intake of carbohydrates (P=.02) and saturated fatty acids (P<.001) compared with the control group.

Conclusions: The remote nutritional intervention using a website and phone calls seems to be effective in increasing adherence
to the Mediterranean diet pattern among AF patients treated with catheter ablation.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03053843; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03053843

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21436)   doi:10.2196/21436
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Introduction

Atrial Fibrillation
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is currently the most common cardiac
arrhythmia. In 2010, AF affected more than 33.5 million persons
worldwide (20.9 million men and 12.6 million women) [1] and
by 2030, 14 to 17 million people in Europe, and 12.1 million
people in the United States will be diagnosed with AF [2,3].
This increased number of incident cases and age-adjusted
prevalence of AF over the last few decades has led to a
substantial disease and economic burden [1,4]. Currently, there
are effective rhythm control strategies, such as catheter ablation,
to recover sinus rhythm in patients with AF [5]. However,
relapses occur in approximately 30% of the patients 1 year after
the intervention [6]. A recent study showed that about 1 in 8
patients treated with catheter ablation needs to undergo a second
procedure [7]. Therefore, research is needed to identify
modifiable risk factors for the recurrence of AF to prevent
recurrence and to maximize the durability of the sinus rhythm
after ablation [8].

The Mediterranean Diet and AF
The Mediterranean diet is considered an ideal nutritional model
for cardiovascular health [9]. However, data on the relationship
between the Mediterranean diet and AF are limited. The
Prevention With Mediterranean Diet (PREDIMED) trial, in
primary prevention, showed a protective effect of a
Mediterranean diet enriched with extra virgin olive oil (EVOO)
on new-onset AF [10]. Previously, a short-term trial showed
that a supplement of omega-3 fatty acids and vitamin
antioxidants was associated with a lower probability of AF
occurring after on-pump cardiac surgery [11]. A case-control
study has also suggested that the Mediterranean diet and a high
intake of antioxidants increased the probability of spontaneous
conversion of AF [12]. Other cohort studies have analyzed the
effect of some components of the Mediterranean diet, such as
olive oil, red wine, fatty fish, and nuts, although with
inconclusive results [13-16]. A higher consumption of coffee
and chocolate is inversely associated with the risk of incident
AF [17,18]. In summary, the anti-inflammatory and
anti-oxidative effects of these foods seem to support the potential
preventive effect of the Mediterranean diet on the development
of AF [19].

As far as we know, no previous study has assessed the effect
of a Mediterranean diet intervention on preventing recurrences
of AF after ablation. The PREvention of recurrent arrhythmias
with Mediterranean diet (PREDIMAR) study is an ongoing
secondary prevention trial aimed at assessing the effect of a
Mediterranean diet enriched with EVOO [20]. The novelty of
this trial is that dietitians conduct the nutritional intervention
remotely in coordination with the face-to-face intervention
conducted by the cardiologists and health care team. Different
studies have demonstrated that remote nutritional interventions
(web page, mobile phone app, email, text messaging, and phone
calls) are at least as effective as face-to-face interventions in
terms of weight loss and in changing eating behaviors [21-23].
However, no previous study has assessed how a remote
intervention may change the adherence to the Mediterranean
diet in patients with AF after undergoing catheter ablation to
recover sinus rhythm.

The principal objective of this study is to assess the effect of a
web-based and telephone intervention in obtaining favorable
dietary changes in the context of a secondary prevention trial
of AF. In addition, we provide a detailed description of the
remote nutritional intervention conducted in the PREDIMAR
trial.

Methods

Overview of the PREDIMAR Study
The PREDIMAR study was a multicenter, randomized,
controlled, single-blind trial. The study protocol has been
described in detail elsewhere [20]. Briefly, the aim of the
PREDIMAR study was to analyze the effect of a Mediterranean
diet intervention enriched with EVOO on the prevention of
atrial tachyarrhythmia recurrence after catheter ablation.
Participants were recruited from 4 Spanish hospitals: Hospital
Montepríncipe (Madrid), Clínica Universidad de Navarra
(Pamplona), Hospital Virgen de las Nieves (Granada), and
Hospital General Universitario (Alicante).

Between March 2017 and January 2020, 1422 patients were
invited to participate in the study (Figure 1). Of them, although
734 patients were recruited and randomized, 720 started the
intervention. The PREDIMAR trial is an ongoing study that
will finish in January 2022. The flowchart shows participants
who have completed 1- or 2-year follow-up with data updated
to September 2020. Until this date, the number of dropouts was
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18, and the retention rate was 95.6% among participants with
follow-up over 12 months (560/574), and 94.4% with follow-up

over 24 months (304/322).

Figure 1. Flowchart of participant screening, recruitment, and randomization.

After catheter ablation for the treatment of AF, all participants
who gave their informed consent, and who fulfilled the inclusion
criteria were randomly assigned to the intervention
(Mediterranean diet enriched with EVOO) or the control group
(usual clinical care). The intervention period took 2 years
(Multimedia Appendix 1). During this time, clinical follow-up
visits took place at 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24 months after the ablation.
To determine possible atrial tachyarrhythmia recurrences, each
patient received a portable cardiac rhythm-monitoring device
on the third month visit, which was returned on the 18th-month
visit. This was because recurrences that occur during the first
3 months after the ablation were not considered clinically
relevant, as they could be due to the ablation and the healing
process (so called blanking period) [5-7]. At baseline and at 12-
and 24-month follow-up, information about lifestyle habits
(including food habits, physical activity, and life quality) was

recorded by a dietitian by phone. Blood and urine samples were
also collected at baseline and at 12 and 24 months of the
intervention period. Clinical care providers (cardiac
electrophysiologists) were blinded to the group assignment.

The trial was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03053843.
The Research Ethics Committees from each recruitment center
approved the protocol. All participants provided written
informed consent after they received the information sheet and
additional verbal explanation of the study characteristics.

Nutritional Intervention
The aim of the nutritional intervention of the PREDIMAR study
is to improve adherence to the Mediterranean diet. The
Mediterranean diet is characterized by the exclusive use of
EVOO for all culinary purposes and high consumption of
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vegetables, fruits, whole grains, legumes, and nuts; moderate
consumption of fish; and very low consumption of red and
processed meats, refined grains, sweet desserts, and whole-fat
dairy products (only fermented dairy products, cheese and
yogurt, are consumed in moderation) and ultraprocessed foods
[9]. Specifically, the dietary recommendations for the
intervention group were the use of 4 or more spoons of EVOO
for cooking and dressing of dishes; consumption of 2 or more
servings (200 g per serving) per day of vegetables (at least one
of them as salads); 3 or more servings (125 g per serving) per
day of fruits (including natural juices); 3 or more servings (60-80
g per serving) per week of legumes; 3 or more servings (150 g
per serving) per week of fish or seafood (at least one serving of
fatty fish); 3 or more servings (30 g per serving) per week of
nuts; selected white meats (ie, poultry without skin, rabbit)
instead of red meats (ie, beef, pork) or processed meats (ie,
sausages, burgers); regularly cooking (2 or more times per week)
with salsa made with minced tomato, garlic, and onion simmered
in olive oil (sofrito) for dressing different dishes; selected whole
grain cereals (ie, bread, pasta, rice) instead of refined cereals;
eliminate or limit the consumption of cream, butter, and
margarine, carbonated and/or sweetened beverages, commercial
bakery products (ie, sweet desserts, cakes, pastries, cookies),
and ultraprocessed foods. These recommendations were
discussed with participants during periodical phone interviews
with a dietitian, and personalized goals were set for the
participants according to their improvement needs. Nutritional
intervention was not based on a specific amount of calories or
a macronutrient distribution.

In the PREDIMAR study, we used a remote nutritional
intervention rather than an in-person approach. This remote
intervention was conducted by a team of registered dietitians
by phone and on the internet, and participants had access to
web-based information on a website, a mobile app, and printed
material. The intervention was conducted by the same group of
dietitians to all participants from the 4 centers. This
characteristic allowed a highly homogeneous intervention
according to the protocol of the study, but it also allowed for
tailored nutrition education through personal interviews
conducted by phone and web-based communication with the
dietitians.

Web Page
A multidisciplinary group of dietitians-nutritionists,
epidemiologists, medical doctors, and chefs developed the
content of the website for this study, and professional
multimedia programmers produced it (Nubba Group).

Once a participant was randomized, they received an automated
email with a username and password to access the PREDIMAR
website. Participants in the control group had access to general
information about AF only.

For participants in the intervention group, the content of the
website was divided into 6 areas: recommended foods, menus,
News and Online resources, practical tips, Mediterranean Diet
classroom, and Your personal experience. These resources were
mainly focused on the Mediterranean diet, based in most cases
on locally and seasonally available products, or looking for a
new combination of healthy foods to increase the interest of

participants in healthy food and cooking. This information was
based on 2 of the 3 essential phases of nutrition education: the
motivational phase, which aimed to increase awareness and
enhance motivation (why to make changes), and the action
phase, which aimed to facilitate the ability to take action (how
to make changes) [24]. Moreover, participants could self-assess
their level of adherence to the Mediterranean diet through the
14-item Mediterranean Diet Adherence Screener (MEDAS)
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 2) [25]. Multimedia
Appendix 3 provided screenshots of the web page.

The information of the different areas of the web page was
updated every week and was sequentially and automatically
activated according to the number of weeks that each participant
had been followed up in the study.

Recommended foods encompassed a total of 53 typical foods
from the Mediterranean diet. Each factsheet provided an
overview of the food, including the definition, the portion size,
the recommended frequency of consumption, the nutritional
value, health benefits, examples of how to include it in the diet,
and 2 simple and delicious recipes.

The first entry of the Menus area was a week eating plan adapted
to achieve the Mediterranean dietary pattern and a table that
specified the recommended frequency of consumption for each
group of food, which foods were included in the group, and the
portion size. The following entries, 26 menus, provided
examples to follow the eating guidelines outlined in the week
eating plan. In general, each menu comprised 8 recipes based
on crude and cooked vegetables, 3 recipes based on legumes,
3 recipes based on whole cereals, 3 recipes based on lean meats,
7 recipes based on fish, and 4 recipes based on eggs. Some
menus specifically focused on a Mediterranean breakfast,
healthy snacks, desserts based on fruit, and homemade healthy
takeaway, among others. Each menu focused on one objective
of the Mediterranean diet pattern and included a shopping list
for one person for a week.

The area News and Online resources included a total of 71 news
items and 7 web pages for the general public. In each news item,
we provided our opinion, based on scientific evidence, about
news regarding health and diet, taking into account that
sometimes the information is confusing for the general
population. The web pages were also related to diet and health
and included blogs and web-based tools to increase adherence
to the Mediterranean diet.

Practical tips were developed to facilitate the ability to dietary
change. The tips used graphic images to calculate the hand-based
portion size of different food groups, identify the seasonality
of fruits and vegetables, guide healthy food shopping, guide
how to eat healthy food in a restaurant, and identify the benefits
of eating in family, among others. Recommendations using
hand-based portion sizes were followed because they are
considered to be an easy and acceptably accurate method for
estimating portion sizes [26,27].

The Mediterranean diet classroom area consisted of videos
about the theoretical and practical aspects of healthy nutrients,
foods, and cooking. There were 24 videos related to theoretical
aspects of nutrition, including information about nutrients
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(definition, classification, function, food source of the nutrient,
and health effect) and food groups (definition, classification,
health properties, portion size, and recommended frequency
consumption). In addition, there were 12 videos with practical
tips aimed to increase the adherence to the Mediterranean diet
and 16 videos with novel but easily made recipes developed in
collaboration with chefs of the Basque Culinary Center.

Finally, testimonials from volunteers of the PREDIMAR study
were included in the Your personal experience area to motivate
other volunteers to follow the Mediterranean diet.

Mobile App
The intervention program also included an Android and iPhone
app that allowed participants to access the web page content in
an easier manner (Multimedia Appendix 4). The mobile and
tablet app was activated when 446 subjects (226 subjects in the
intervention group) had begun the trial. Its availability was
announced to all volunteers by email, and it included a pop-up
on the web page and a paper sheet with the announcement in
the print material modules.

Website and Mobile App Usage
Data on the frequency of access to the website and the mobile
app were provided by the same web page to the dietitians, and
this information was used to determine the level of engagement
of each participant and to orient the intervention of the dietitian
during the phone call with each participant during the follow-up.
In these phone calls, participants were informed about the tools
available on the web page and encouraged to use it every week.

Biweekly automated email notification was sent, announcing
the updated information of each area according to the number
of weeks that each participant had been followed up in the study.

Printed Material
Participants in the intervention group also received printed
material across the time of the study. Once participants were
assigned to the intervention group, they received a book about
the traditional Mediterranean diet [28]. This book explains the
main food habit objectives of the Mediterranean diet and
provides more than 50 recipes.

Later in the first follow-up clinical visit (third month),
participants in the intervention group received a binder with the
first print module, which corresponds to the information of the
first 8 weeks of the website. Subsequently, every 8 weeks,
participants were sent 10 print modules with the information of
the website.

A second book was provided to participants at the sixth month
of the intervention [29]. This book shows the beneficial effects
of healthy lifestyles, mainly focusing on the Mediterranean diet
and its components.

Finally, in the 12th month clinical visit, a magnetic board was
given to each volunteer of the intervention group. This board
was a helpful tool to improve weekly eating plans.

Human Support (Phone Calls and Email)
The intervention began with a phone call from the dietitian once
the patient had agreed to participate in the study and was

randomly assigned to the intervention or control group. During
this first phone call, the dietitian collected information about
lifestyle, nutrition, and quality of life from all participants
[25,30,31]. Those participants in the control group received
only general information about the study, and no nutritional
information was provided to them. Participants in the control
group were informed that they would receive a second phone
call after 1 year of follow-up to collect further information and
a third phone call at the end of the study after 2 years of
follow-up. They were informed that they would receive a gift
when they visited their cardiologist at the end of the study. This
gift was a book about the Mediterranean diet [28] and 3 L of
EVOO, but they were not told this to minimize any nutritional
intervention.

Every 3 months during the 2-year follow-up, participants in the
intervention group were contacted by the dietitian by phone to
complete the MEDAS questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 2)
and to conduct the nutritional education session [25]. The
nutritional information collected in the food frequency
questionnaire (FFQ) (Multimedia Appendix 5) and the updated
information obtained with the MEDAS questionnaire were used
by the dietitian to provide personalized nutritional information.
The MEDAS questionnaire was designed to assess the level of
compliance with the Mediterranean diet as well as to improve
adherence to the Mediterranean diet [25]. Moreover, in each
phone call, participants in the intervention group were asked
about their use of the web page or mobile app and the printed
material.

The aim of this tailored nutritional education was to increase
the quality of the participants’ diet according to the traditional
Mediterranean diet and to adapt these general recommendations
to the personal food preferences and lifestyles of each
participant. Thus, volunteers with excessive body weight, with
diabetes, or with any other disease related to nutrition, received
specific recommendations by the dietitian to avoid contradictory
information from other care professionals because in some cases,
the intake of some foods is limited.

On the basis of behavioral literature showing the importance of
continued contact during intervention [32], a specific section
was designed on the website in which participants could ask
during the study any questions regarding diet and health topics.
Later, participants’ questions were included anonymously in a
frequently asked questions area.

EVOO
Each participant in the intervention group received 0.5 L of
EVOO per week for free. The EVOO was provided at each
clinical visit, and the aim was to encourage participants to
consume at least four spoons of EVOO per day. As part of the
Mediterranean diet intervention, participants were encouraged
to use EVOO as the culinary fat in their homes.

Dietary Assessment
Trained registered dietitians collected data on food habits during
the phone calls at baseline and at years 1 and 2 of follow-up.
Adherence to the traditional Mediterranean diet was appraised
by a validated 14-item MEDAS questionnaire (Multimedia
Appendix 2) [25]. In the intervention group, this tool was used
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to assess the level of compliance with the intervention and as
a key element to guide the personalized motivational interviews
during the follow-up study every 3 months. Dietary intake was
analyzed by a 147-item semiquantitative FFQ validated for the
Spanish population (Multimedia Appendix 5) [30]. The FFQ
included 9 frequency options for a specified usual portion size
(never or less than once a month, 1-3 times a month, once a
week, 2-4 times a week, 5-6 times a week, once a day, 2-3 times
a day, 4-6 times a day, and more than 6 times a day). Energy
and nutrient intake were calculated from Spanish food
composition tables [33,34]. For the present analysis, changes
in food consumption were assessed for 20 food groups: fruits,
vegetables, refined olive oil, virgin olive oil (VOO), other fats
than olive oil, whole grain cereals, refined cereals, dairy
products, pulses, nuts, white fish, fatty fish, white meat, red
meat, eggs, sweets, red wine, other wines than red wine, beer,
and other alcoholic drinks (liquors, distilled beverages); and 9
nutrients, carbohydrates, protein, total fat, monounsaturated
fatty acids (MUFAs), polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs),
saturated fatty acids (SFAs), omega-3, dietary fiber, and sodium.

Information on the hydroxytyrosol content in foods was obtained
from the Phenol-Explorer database. When an item of the FFQ
included more than one food, we used a weighted average
according to the typical relative frequency of consumption in
the Spanish population [35]. If this information was not
available, the consumption of the foods included in the same
item was equally divided. For recipes, polyphenol content was
calculated according to the ingredients. The retention factors
from the Phenol-Explorer database were applied to consider
food cooking and processing to calculate the hydroxytyrosol
content.

Other Measurements
At baseline, registered dietitians also collected information
about sociodemographic characteristics (education level, civil
status, and working status), smoking habit, and anthropometric
measurements (self-reported weight and height). During this
phone call, information about the physical activity was also
collected with a physical activity questionnaire validated for
the Spanish population [31].

In clinical visits, the cardiologists collected AF-related variables,
complications related to catheter ablation, presence of

concomitant chronic diseases, and changes in medication related
to arrhythmia, among others. Electrocardiographic monitoring
was performed at each visit [20].

Statistical Analyses
For this study, we used the PREDIMAR database generated
until September 2020, including 1- and 2-year follow-up data.
Quantitative variables were expressed as means and SDs,
whereas categorical variables were described as number and
percentages (n [%]). The Student t test for continuous variables
and the chi-square test for categorical variables were applied to
test differences in baseline characteristics between the
intervention groups. Mixed effects linear models were used to
assess changes in nutritional variables from baseline to 12- and
24-month follow-up visits. A 2-level mixed linear model with
random intercepts at the recruitment center and participant was
fitted. The analyses were performed using STATA (v 12.0,
StataCorp LP). The significance level (2-tailed) was set at P
values lower than .05.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
Between March 2017 and January 2020, 720 patients started
the intervention (Figure 1). Among them, 549 were men (76%)
and 171 were women (24%), and the mean age was 59.7 years
(SD 10.7). Table 1 shows the demographic, anthropometric,
and lifestyle baseline characteristics of participants according
to the randomized groups (intervention or control). No
significant differences were found for age, sex, type of AF,
BMI, educational level, civil and working status, smoking habit,
physical activity, and protein intake between intervention
groups. Meanwhile, significant differences were observed in
dietary habits. Participants in the intervention group had a lower
intake of energy and carbohydrates and a higher intake of fat
than participants in the control group. Moreover, participants
in the intervention group had a higher adherence to the
Mediterranean diet. These differences could be because of social
desirability bias, although the magnitude of the differences
between groups was small, and they could be interpreted in the
light of the large power and sample size of the study.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the participants in the prevention of recurrent arrythmias with Mediterranean diet trial.

P valueControl (n=355)Intervention (n=365)Characteristics

.7759.6 (10.9)59.9 (10.5)Age, years, mean (SD)

.41Sex, n (%)

266 (74.9)283 (77.5)Men

89 (25.1)82 (22.5)Women

.94Type of AFa, n (%)

142 (40.0)147 (40.3)Persistent

213 (60.0)218 (59.7)Paroxysmal

.9227.8 (4.3)27.8 (4.0)BMI (kg/m2)

.47Education, n (%)

202 (56.9)198 (54.2)Secondary or less

153 (43.1)167 (45.7)University

.63Civil status, n (%)

27 (7.6)24 (6.6)Single

275 (77.5)278 (76.2)Married

53 (14.9)63 (17.3)Others

.80Working status, n (%)

191 (53.8)199 (54.5)Working

133 (37.5)139 (38.1)Retired

31 (8.7)27 (7.4)Others

.39Smoking status, n (%)

121 (34.1)139 (38.1)Never

208 (59.6)206 (56.4)Former

26 (7.3)20 (5.5)Current

.6734.1 (22.1)33.4 (20.7)Physical activity (METb-hours/week)

<.0017.2 (2.0)7.8 (2.0)MEDASc score (14 items)

.012527 (813)2396 (670)Energy intake (kcal/day)

.002275.7 (5.6)251.5 (5.2)Carbohydrate intake g/day)

.00299.9 (1.4)94.3 (1.3)Protein intake (g/day)

.21107.6 (2.0)104.8 (1.5)Fat intake (g/day)

aAF: atrial fibrillation.
bMET: metabolic equivalent.
cMEDAS: Mediterranean Diet Adherence Screener.

Mediterranean Diet Adherence
After 12 and 24 months of follow-up, an increase in the
adherence to the Mediterranean diet was observed in both groups
(Multimedia Appendix 6). The mean (95% CI) MEDAS score
was 7.8 (7.6-8.0) at baseline, 10.2 (10.0-10.4) at 12 months
(increase, 2.4 [2.2-2.6]) and 10.2 (10.0-10.4) at 24 months
(increase, 2.4 [2.1-2.6]) in the intervention group; and 7.2
(7.0-7.4) at baseline, 7.5 (7.2-7.7) at 12 months (increase, 0.3
[0.03-0.5]), and 7.9 (7.6-8.2) at 24 months (increase, 0.6
[0.4-0.9]) in the control group. Thus, the increase in

Mediterranean diet adherence was higher in the intervention
than in the control group at 12 months (between-group
difference 2.1, 95% CI 1.8-2.4, P<.001) and 24 months
(between-group difference 1.8, 95% CI 1.4-2.1; P<.001) of
follow-up. Figure 2 shows the adherence to the Mediterranean
diet for each 3-month follow-up visit among participants of the
intervention group. The median score of the adherence to the
Mediterranean diet increased gradually until the 6-month
follow-up visit. After that, the median adherence was maintained
until the 21-month follow-up phone call.
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Figure 2. Adherence to the Mediterranean diet among participants in the intervention group in each follow-up phone call.

Food Group Consumption
As intended, the Mediterranean diet intervention group showed
a significant improvement in the consumption of vegetables,
fruits, whole grain cereals, pulses, nuts, white fish, fatty fish,
white meat, and VOO compared with the control group at 1-year
follow-up (Table 2). Moreover, the intervention group reduced

the consumption of refined olive oil and unhealthy foods, refined
cereals, red and processed meat, and sweets compared with the
control group. No significant differences between groups were
observed for the change in the consumption of dairy products,
eggs, other fats than olive oil, wine, beer, and other alcoholic
drinks.
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Table 2. Baseline food groups consumption and changes by randomized treatment group at 12- and 24-month follow-up visits of participants in the
prevention of recurrent arrythmias with Mediterranean diet trial.

P valuebBetween group differencea, mean (95% CI)Group interventionFood groups

Control, mean (95% CI)Intervention, mean (95% CI)

Vegetables (g/day)

N/AN/Ac228.2 (217.3 to 239.1)217.3 (208.1 to 226.5)Baseline

N/AN/A251.6 (237.7 to 265.5)282.6 (269.2 to 295.9)1 year

<.00141.9 (23.0 to 60.8)23.4 (9.8 to 37.0)65.2 (52.1 to 78.4)1-year change

N/AN/A280.8 (265.0 to 296.7)250.4 (238.3 to 262.5)2 years

.06−19.5 (−40.3 to 1.2)52.6 (36.7 to 68.6)33.1 (19.8 to 46.3)2 years change

Fruits (g/day)

N/AN/A313.7 (291.6 to 335.9)313.7 (293.2 to 334.2)Baseline

N/AN/A327.6 (304.9 to 350.3)464.9 (441.4 to 488.4)1 year

<.001137.3 (105.9 to 168.7)13.9 (−6.8 to 34.6)151.2 (127.6 to 174.7)1-year change

N/AN/A304.3 (274.8 to 333.7)439.5 (414.6 to 464.3)2 years

<.001135.2 (94.9 to 175.5)−9.5 (−40.3 to 21.3)125.7 (99.8 to 151.7)2 years change

Refined cereals (g/day)

N/AN/A131.8 (119.8 to 143.9)122.8 (110.4 to 135.2)Baseline

N/AN/A111.4 (99.9 to 122.9)66.3 (57.8 to 74.8)1 year

<.001−36.1 (−52.3 to −19.9)−20.4 (−32.0 to −8.8)−56.5 (−67.8 to −45.2)1-year change

N/AN/A108.3 (94.8 to 121.8)56.2 (46.8 to 65.6)2 years

<.001−43.0 (−63.2 to −22.9)−23.5 (−38.1 to −9.0)−66.6 (−80.6 to −52.6)2 years change

Whole cereals (g/day)

N/AN/A36.2 (29.3 to 43.1)40.3 (33.5 to 47.2)Baseline

N/AN/A28.6 (22.7 to 34.4)50.5 (43.7 to 57.3)1 year

.00217.8 (6.5 to 29.1)−7.7 (−15.3 to 0.00)10.1 (1.9 to 18.4)1-year change

N/AN/A23.0 (15.0 to 31.0)47.5 (40.1 to 54.8)2 years

.00220.3 (7.8 to 32.9)−13.2 (−22.8 to −3.7)7.1 (−1.1 to 15.3)2 years change

Pulses (g/week)

N/AN/A131.5 (122.5 to 140.4)120.7 (112.9 to 128.4)Baseline

N/AN/A145.5 (133.8 to 157.2)186.3 (175.6 to 197.1)1 year

<.00151.6 (33.6 to 69.7)14.0 (0.4 to 27.7)65.6 (53.9 to 77.4)1-year change

N/AN/A133.5 (121.5 to 145.4)175.5 (168.4 to 182.6)2 years

<.00152.9 (35.3 to 70.4)2.0 (−12.3 to 16.2)54.9 (44.6 to 65.1)2 years change

Nuts (g/week)

N/AN/A88.9 (78.7 to 99.1)133.9 (119.7 to 148.0)Baseline

N/AN/A103.0 (87.0 to 119.1)200.4 (186.3 to 214.5)1 year

<.00152.4 (29.3 to 75.4)14.2 (−0.23 to 28.6)66.5 (48.5 to 84.5)1-year change

N/AN/A101.8 (87.1 to 116.5)193.8 (177.0 to 210.5)2 years

<.00147.0 (21.7 to 72.2)12.9 (−2.7 to 28.6)59.9 (40.1 to 79.7)2 years change

Dairy products (g/week)

N/AN/A333.1 (309.4 to 356.9)292.4 (272.5 to 312.3)Baseline

N/AN/A351.3 (324.5 to 378.1)301.5 (279.2 to 323.8)1 year

.59−9.1 (−42.0 to 23.8)18.2 (−7.7 to 44.0)9.1 (−11.3 to 29.5)1-year change
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P valuebBetween group differencea, mean (95% CI)Group interventionFood groups

Control, mean (95% CI)Intervention, mean (95% CI)

N/AN/A379.4 (349.7 to 409.1)308.1 (283.0 to 333.3)2 years

.10−30.5 (−66.6 to 5.5)46.3 (18.8 to 73.8)15.7 (−7.6 to 39.1)2 years change

White fish (g/week)

N/AN/A483.4 (453.9 to 513.0)443.1 (415.5 to 470.7)Baseline

N/AN/A482.1 (448.0 to 516.2)548.7 (521.6 to 575.8)1 year

<.001106.9 (62.3 to 151.6)−1.3 (−32.9 to 30.3)105.6 (74.1 to 137.1)1-year change

N/AN/A450.4 (414.3 to 486.6)528.0 (499.8 to 556.2)2 years

<.001117.9 (66.5 to 169.3)−33.0 (−70.4 to 4.4)84.9 (49.7 to 120.2)2 years change

Fatty fish (g/week)

N/AN/A222.0 (204.9 to 239.1)210.6 (195.4 to 225.9)Baseline

N/AN/A241.1 (222.2 to 260.1)315.3 (290.8 to 339.7)1 year

<.00185.5 (53.3 to 117.6)19.1 (−1.1 to 39.3)104.6 (79.6 to 129.6)1-year change

N/AN/A231.7 (206.4 to 257.0)280.6 (259.0 to 302.2)2 years

<.00160.3 (26.8 to 93.7)9.7 (−13.8 to 33.2)70.0 (46.1 to 93.8)2 years change

White meat (g/week)

N/AN/A392.3 (369.7 to 414.8)436.6 (414.5 to 458.7)Baseline

N/AN/A368.7 (345.6 to 391.7)458.8 (435.3 to 482.3)1 year

.00645.8 (13.3 to 78.3)−23.6 (−46.6 to −0.6)22.2 (−0.7 to 45.1)1-year change

N/AN/A363.0 (331.0 to 395.1)466.0 (440.1 to 491.9)2 years

.00758.6 (15.9 to 101.2)−29.2 (−62.3 to 3.9)29.4 (2.4 to 56.3)2 years change

Red and processed meat (g/week)

N/AN/A655.8 (618.1 to 693.5)580.6 (542.3 to 619.0)Baseline

N/AN/A634.4 (587.9 to 681.0)444.2 (412.0 to 476.4)1 year

<.001−115.1 (−171.8 to −58.4)−21.4 (−63.5 to 20.8)−136.4 (−174.3 to −98.6)1-year change

N/AN/A603.5 (559.8 to 647.2)408.4 (370.9 to 445.9)2 years

<.001−119.9 (−176.5 to −63.3)−52.3 (−90.9 to −13.7)−172.2 (−213.6 to −130.9)2 years change

Eggs (g/week)

N/AN/A28.3 (26.3 to 30.3)29.3 (27.1 to 31.5)Baseline

N/AN/A30.6 (27.8 to 33.3)29.8 (27.6 to 31.9)1 year

.27−1.8 (−5.0 to 1.4)2.2 (−0.3 to 4.8)0.4 (−1.5 to 2.4)1-year change

N/AN/A32.2 (29.0 to 35.3)30.0 (27.7 to 32.3)2 years

.07−3.2 (−6.7 to 0.2)3.9 (1.2 to 6.6)0.7 (−1.5 to 2.8)2 years change

Refined olive oil (g/day)

N/AN/A4.0 (2.9 to 5.2)2.9 (2.0 to 3.8)Baseline

N/AN/A3.9 (2.6 to 5.1)0.3 (0.1 to 0.6)1 year

.003−2.5 (−4.1 to −0.9)−0.2 (−1.5 to 1.1)−2.7 (−3.6 to −1.7)1-year change

N/AN/A5.2 (3.4 to 7.0)0.5 (0.07 to 1.0)2 years

.001−3.6 (−5.6 to −1.5)1.2 (−0.7 to 3.0)−2.4 (−3.3 to −1.5)2 years change

Virgin olive oil (g/day)

N/AN/A30.5 (28.7 to 32.3)34.5 (32.8 to 36.2)Baseline

N/AN/A28.3 (26.3 to 30.3)45.0 (43.5 to 46.5)1 year
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P valuebBetween group differencea, mean (95% CI)Group interventionFood groups

Control, mean (95% CI)Intervention, mean (95% CI)

<.00112.7 (9.7 to 15.7)−2.2 (−4.4 to −0.0)10.5 (8.5 to 12.4)1-year change

N/AN/A27.9 (25.3 to 30.5)43.3 (41.3 to 45.4)2 years

<.00111.4 (7.6 to 15.3)−2.6 (−5.5 to 0.3)8.8 (6.3 to 11.3)2 years change

Other fats than olive oil (g/day)

N/AN/A3.0 (2.2 to 3.7)2.0 (1.5 to 2.4)Baseline

N/AN/A2.2 (1.6 to 2.7)0.7 (0.4 to 1.0)1 year

.25−0.5 (−1.3 to 0.3)−0.8 (−1.5 to −0.04)−1.3 (−1.7 to −0.9)1-year change

N/AN/A2.9 (1.8 to 4.0)0.7 (0.4 to 1.1)2 years

.05−1.2 (−2.4 to 0.02)−0.02 (−1.1 to 1.1)−1.2 (−1.7 to −0.7)2 years change

Sweets (g/week)

N/AN/A392.9 (335.2 to 450.7)217.7 (188.7 to 246.6)Baseline

N/AN/A443.5 (384.7 to 502.3)174.6 (146.3 to 203.0)1 year

.03−93.5 (−177.6 to −9.5)50.5 (−25.3 to 126.4)−43.0 (−79.3 to −6.7)1-year change

N/AN/A487.8 (419.3 to 556.3)135.8 (115.7 to 155.9)2 years

<.001−176.8 (−260.0 to −93.6)94.9 (17.9 to 171.9)−81.9 (−113.4 to −50.4)2 years change

Red wine (g of alcohol/day)

N/AN/A4.4 (3.5 to 5.3)5.3 (4.3 to 6.2)Baseline

N/AN/A4.9 (3.9 to 6.0)6.3 (5.2 to 7.4)1 year

.420.5 (−0.7 to 1.7)0.5 (−0.2 to 1.3)1.0 (0.1 to 1.9)1-year change

N/AN/A4.7 (3.7 to 5.8)6.4 (5.1 to 7.6)2 years

.270.8 (−0.6 to 2.1)0.3 (−0.5 to 1.2)1.1 (0.04 to 2.2)2 years change

Other wines than red wine (g of alcohol/day)

N/AN/A0.4 (0.2 to 0.5)0.7 (0.2 to 1.1)Baseline

N/AN/A0.8 (0.4 to 1.2)0.9 (0.5 to 1.4)1 year

.33−0.2 (−0.7 to 0.2)0.5 (0.1 to 0.9)0.2 (−0.1 to 0.6)1-year change

N/AN/A0.8 (0.4 to 1.2)0.7 (0.1 to 1.2)2 years

.18−0.4 (−1.1 to 0.2)0.4 (0.07 to 0.8)−0.01 (−0.6 to 0.5)2 years change

Beer (g of alcohol/day)

N/AN/A2.7 (2.1 to 3.4)3.1 (2.5 to 3.8)Baseline

N/AN/A3.0 (2.3 to 3.6)2.4 (1.8 to 3.0)1 year

.06−0.9 (−1.9 to 0.04)0.2 (−0.5 to 1.0)−0.7 (−1.3 to −0.07)1-year change

N/AN/A3.3 (2.5 to 4.1)2.5 (1.9 to 3.1)2 years

.04−1.2 (−2.3 to −0.06)0.5 (−0.4 to 1.5)−0.6 (−1.2 to −0.03)2 years change

Other alcoholic drinks (g of alcohol/day)

N/AN/A0.5 (0.4 to 0.7)0.7 (0.4 to 1.0)Baseline

N/AN/A0.8 (0.6 to 1.1)0.6 (0.3 to 0.9)1 year

.11−0.4 (−0.9 to 0.09)0.3 (0.02 to 0.6)−0.09 (−0.5 to 0.3)1-year change

N/AN/A0.9 (0.4 to 1.4)0.4 (0.3 to 0.6)2 years

.03−0.6 (−1.2 to −0.07)0.4 (−0.09 to 0.8)−0.2 (−0.6 to 0.05)2 years change

aCalculated using mixed-effect models with center as random factor.
bP value between group intervention difference.
cN/A: not applicable.
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At 2 years of intervention, between-group differences were
sustained except for the consumption of vegetables, beer, and
other alcoholic drinks (liquors and distilled beverages). There
was a significant increase in the consumption of vegetables
within the intervention group, although the difference in changes
between the intervention groups was not statistically significant.
The intervention group reduced the consumption of beer and
other alcoholic drinks (liquors and distilled beverages) compared
with the control group after 2 years of follow-up, but not during
the first year of follow-up.

Energy and Nutrient Intake
Consistent with changes in consumption of food groups
associated with the Mediterranean diet, significant
between-group differences were observed for increased intake
of fat, MUFA, PUFA, omega-3, and fiber, for the intervention
group versus the control group at 1 year of the intervention
(Table 3). After a 2-year follow-up, there were no significant
differences between groups in the intake of fat, MUFA, and
PUFA. The intervention group showed a decrease in the intake
of sodium at 1 and 2 years of follow-up and SFA and
carbohydrates after 2 years when compared with the control
group.
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Table 3. Baseline nutrient intake and changes by randomized treatment group at 12- and 24-month follow-up visits of participants in the prevention
of recurrent arrythmias with Mediterranean diet trial.

P valuebBetween group differencea, mean (95% CI)Group interventionEnergy or nutrient

Control, mean (95% CI)Intervention, mean (95% CI)

Energy (kcal/day)

N/AN/Ac2527 (2443 to 2612)2396 (2328 to 2465)Baseline

N/AN/A2466 (2379 to 2552)2377 (2320 to 2435)1 year

.4742.5 (−71.2 to 157.2)−61.6 (−154.8 to 31.7)−9.1 (−85.9 to 47.7)1-year change

N/AN/A2496 (2388 to 2604)2250 (2191 to 2309)2 years

.08−114.6 (−243.0 to 13.7)−31.5 (−133.5 to 70.4)−1467 (−224 to -68.1)2 years change

Fat (g/day)

N/AN/A107.6 (103.7 to 111.5)104.8 (101.8 to 107.8)Baseline

N/AN/A106.0 (102.0 to 109.9)110.4 (107.6 to 113.3)1 year

.017.3 (1.7 to 12.8)−1.6 (−6.0 to 2.7)5.6 (2.2 to 9.1)1-year change

N/AN/A110.0 (105.0 to 115.0)106.0 (102.9 to 109.0)2 years

.70−1.3 (−7.6 to 5.1)2.4 (−2.6 to 7.5)1.2 (−2.6 to 4.9)2 years change

MUFAd (g/day)

N/AN/A54.6 (52.5 to 56.8)54.2 (52.6 to 55.9)Baseline

N/AN/A54.5 (52.2 to 56.9)59.9 (58.2 to 61.7)1 year

.0015.8 (2.5 to 9.1)−0.1 (−2.7 to 2.5)5.7 (3.5 to 7.8)1-year change

N/AN/A57.0 (54.1 to 59.9)57.3 (55.3 to 59.3)2 years

.720.7 (−3.2 to 4.6)2.3 (−0.8 to 5.4)3.0 (0.7 to 5.4)2 years change

PUFAe (g/day)

N/AN/A18.7 (17.9 to 19.5)18.7 (18.0 to 19.3)Baseline

N/AN/A18.3 (17.5 to 19.2)20.5 (19.7 to 21.2)1 year

.0012.2 (0.9 to 3.5)−0.4 (−1.3 to 0.6)1.8 (0.9 to 2.7)1-year change

N/AN/A18.6 (17.7 to 19.6)19.7 (18.8 to 20.5)2 years

.151.1 (−0.4 to 2.5)−0.06 (−1.1 to 1.0)1.0 (0.02 to 2.0)2 years change

SFAf (g/day)

N/AN/A27.8 (26.6 to 28.9)26.2 (25.3 to 27.2)Baseline

N/AN/A27.2 (26.0 to 28.3)24.6 (23.8 to 25.3)1 year

.14−1.1 (−2.5 to 0.3)−0.6 (−1.7 to 0.5)−1.7 (−2.5 to −0.8)1-year change

N/AN/A28.2 (26.8 to 29.7)23.7 (22.9 to 24.6)2 years

<.001−3.0 (−4.6 to −1.3)0.5 (−0.8 to 1.7)−2.5 (−3.5 to −1.5)2 years change

Omega 3 (mg/day)

N/AN/A0.9 (0.8 to 0.9)0.8 (0.8 to 0.8)Baseline

N/AN/A0.9 (0.9 to 1.0)1.1 (1.0 to 1.2)1 year

<.0010.3 (0.2 to 0.4)0.05 (−0.01 to 0.1)0.3 (0.2 to 0.4)1-year change

N/AN/A0.9 (0.8 to 1.0)1.0 (0.9 to 1.1)2 years

<.0010.2 (0.09 to 0.3)0.01 (−0.05 to 0.08)0.2 (0.1 to 0.3)2 years change

Protein (g/day)

N/AN/A99.9 (97.2 to 102.5)94.3 (91.8 to 96.8)Baseline

N/AN/A98.8 (95.8 to 101.8)96.3 (93.9 to 98.7)1 year
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P valuebBetween group differencea, mean (95% CI)Group interventionEnergy or nutrient

Control, mean (95% CI)Intervention, mean (95% CI)

.103.1 (−0.6 to 6.8)−1.1 (−3.9 to 1.8)2.0 (−0.4 to 4.4)1-year change

N/AN/A97.7 (94.0 to 101.4)91.3 (88.8 to 93.8)2 years

.70−0.8 (−5.0 to 3.4)-2.2 (−5.4 to 1.1)−3.0 (−5.6 to −0.3)2 years change

Carbohydrates (g/day)

N/AN/A275.7 (264.1 to 287.2)251.5 (241.4 to 261.6)Baseline

N/AN/A262.0 (250.5 to 273.5)231.3 (223.5 to 239.1)1 year

.43−6.6 (−22.7 to 9.6)−13.7 (−26.6 to −0.7)−20.2 (−29.9 to −10.5)1-year change

N/AN/A260.3 (246.1 to 274.5)215.1 (206.8 to 223.5)2 years

.02−21.0 (−39.1 to −3.0)−15.3 (−29.4 to −1.3)−36.4 (−47.7 to −25.1)2 years change

Fiber (g/day)

N/AN/A25.1 (24.1 to 26.2)24.1 (23.2 to 25.0)Baseline

N/AN/A25.7 (24.5 to 26.9)30.2 (29.2 to 31.2)1 year

<.0015.6 (3.8 to 7.3)0.5 (−0.8 to 1.9)6.1 (5.0 to 7.2)1-year change

N/AN/A25.1 (23.8 to 26.5)28.2 (27.1 to 29.3)2 years

<.0014.1 (2.2 to 6.0)−0.02 (−1.5 to 1.4)4.1 (2.9 to 5.2)2 years change

Sodium (mg/day)

N/AN/A3523 (3398 to 3648)3390 (3267 to 3512)Baseline

N/AN/A3254 (3119 to 3390)2831 (2719 to 2943)1 year

.002−289.5 (−474.1 to −105.0)−268.9 (−403.9 to −133.9)−558.4 (−684.3 to −432.6)1-year change

N/AN/A3214 (3048 to 3380)2586 (2464 to 2709)2 years

<.001−494.7 (−709.4 to −280.1)−308.9 (−472.0 to −145.7)−803.6 (-943.1 to −664.1)2 years change

aCalculated using mixed-effect models with center as random factor.
bP value between group intervention difference.
cN/A: not applicable.
dMUFA: monounsaturated fatty acid.
ePUFA: polyunsaturated fatty acid.
fSFA: saturated fatty acid.

Hydroxytyrosol Intake
Finally, regarding total hydroxytyrosol intake, no significant
differences between groups at the 1- and 2-year follow-up visits
were found. However, when we studied the intake of
hydroxytyrosol derived from olive oil (one of the two main
sources of this polyphenol in the diet), we observed that the
intervention group increased the intake of hydroxytyrosol from
olive oil after 1 and 2 years of follow-up, compared with the
control group. Meanwhile, the intake of hydroxytyrosol derived
from wine (the other main source of hydroxytyrosol of the diet)
did not change at 1- and 2-year follow-up visits between groups.

Discussion

Principal Findings
First, this work describes in detail the nutritional intervention
of the PREDIMAR trial, which is, to our knowledge, the first
remote dietary intervention based on the Mediterranean diet
specifically designed for patients with AF treated with catheter

ablation. Second, our results demonstrate that a remote
nutritional intervention is a useful tool kit to improve the quality
of the diet according to the goals of the Mediterranean diet.

Comparison With Prior Work
Although nutritional interventions are typically derived face to
face, at present, remote nutritional interventions (web page,
mobile phone app, email, text messaging, and phone calls) are
becoming more frequent. This could be in part because of the
increase in the use of the internet and other technological
resources as well as the high economic costs of traditional
interventions. As far as we know, our research is unique in that
it is a remote nutritional intervention using different behavioral
change strategies including a web page and mobile app, printed
material, and personalized advice by phone call and email.
Remotely, intervention permits overcoming the barriers of
in-person interventions such as lack of staff and institutional
resources to reach a large number of participants, and that the
participants have to attend to the onsite meetings (group or
individual meetings), which in turn require substantial
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organizational skills [36]. On the other hand, the provision of
personalized advice is associated with a greater change in dietary
habits [36]. However, Hutchesson et al [37] reported that a web
page–based intervention combined with comprehensive
personalized feedback reports conducted similar improvements
in dietary intake compared with the web-page-based intervention
group. Therefore, we hypothesized that combining different
nutritional intervention remotely tools could improve in a better
manner the impact of the intervention. In fact, a previous
systematic review concluded that using multiple modes of
communication increases the effectiveness of remote
intervention [22]. Moreover, it is widely acknowledged that
web-based interventions provide effective changes in physical
activity, eating behaviors, and weight loss [21-23]. To maintain
engagement with the nutritional intervention, biweekly
automated email notifications were sent to each participant.
Moreover, we also used printed material to overcome potential
barriers to internet access, especially among older participants
[38,39]. In this context, the ManUp study concluded that an
information technology-based (web and mobile) intervention
was as effective as a print-based intervention [38].

Participants’ baseline scores showed that they had a reasonably
good Mediterranean-style food pattern, according to previous
studies developed in the Mediterranean area with patients at
risk or with any cardiovascular disease [40-43]. The difference
between groups in the MEDAS score at baseline is consistent
with previous nutritional studies [40,41,43] and could be due
in part to social desirability bias, which means that participants
in the intervention group tended to report higher Mediterranean
diet adherence. After 2 years of follow-up, not only the
intervention group, but also the control group increased the
adherence to the Mediterranean diet. In this sense, it is possible
that participants in the control group were aware of the
relationship between food habits and cardiovascular health and
thus were motivated to change their dietary habits after catheter
ablation. However, the improvement in the adherence to the
Mediterranean diet was significantly higher in the intervention
group, and the magnitude of the observed changes was similar
to that in face-to-face intervention studies. As an example, in
the PREDIMED trial, participants randomized to the
Mediterranean diet group showed an increase of 2.3 points in
the MEDAS score after the 12-month intervention period [40].
A more recent example is the PREDIMED-plus trial, in which
the mean increase in adherence to the Mediterranean diet was
2.1 points in the Mediterranean diet group (control group) after
1 year of follow-up [42]. Moreover, our results are consistent
with those of previous online intervention studies.
Recio-Rodriguez et al [44] and Choi et al [45] demonstrated,
using the MEDAS questionnaire, the efficacy of a mobile
application intervention in promoting the Mediterranean diet.
Neither study found a significant difference with the
Mediterranean diet changes found in the face-to-face
intervention group.

We observed a higher increase in the consumption of plant-based
foods (fruits, vegetables, whole grain cereals, olive oil, pulses,
and nuts) and fish in the intervention group than in the control
group during the intervention period. Similar results were found
in the PREDIMED study after 1 year of face-to-face intervention

[40,41]. Moreover, previous online intervention studies found
an increase in the intake of fruit and vegetables [22,46]. Other
authors have reported a significant increase in the consumption
of total fat and different fatty acids after different online
interventions [47,48]. Finally, Hutchesson et al [37]
demonstrated that participants of a web-based weight loss
program significantly reduced energy-dense, nutrient-poor foods.

It is evident that the intervention group adopted healthier
behaviors during the first year of follow-up. However, in
general, dietary habits were sustained in the longer term, and
even a high decrease in the intake of red and processed meat,
refined cereals, and sweets was observed at 2 years of follow-up
among participants of the intervention group. These findings
are consistent with those reported in the literature [49,50].

In line with previous intervention studies, we found an increase
of 1 serving per day of VOO (including extra virgin) and a
reduction of refined olive oil in the intervention group compared
with the control group [42]. The magnitude of the change in the
consumption of VOO may reflect a small increase in the
individual effect, but a mean change of this magnitude may
have a great impact at the population level. In this sense, a recent
study demonstrated that, compared with nonconsumers or low
consumers (0-<4.5 g per day), those with a high consumption
of olive oil (>7 g per day) had 14% and 18% lower risk of
cardiovascular and coronary heart disease, respectively [51].
On the other hand, previous research suggests that free provision
of key food items is an effective strategy to increase adherence
to the prescribed interventions [40,42]. Therefore, we
hypothesized that the remote intervention combining general
nutritional information and personalized advice, together with
the free provision of EVOO, may be very effective in increasing
adherence to a Mediterranean dietary pattern.

Limitations
There are several strengths and limitations of this study that
should be considered when interpreting the results. First, these
findings are based on preliminary analyses within the context
of an ongoing randomized controlled trial, and it is unknown
whether and how these results may be related to beneficial health
outcomes. Second, the results of the nutritional intervention
may not be applicable to the general population for 2 main
reasons. On the one hand, the population of this study was
patients with AF, and therefore they could be worried about
their health. On the other hand, the free provision of EVOO,
which could be a strength of our study, can also represent a
barrier because of the high cost of this product. Third, although
the clinical providers were blinded to the allocation group, the
dietitians were not blinded. Fourth, we used a self-reported FFQ
instead of objective instruments, such as biomarkers. Recall
bias, social desirability bias, and other potential reporting biases
may have affected the results. However, the FFQ has been
previously validated and is suitable for repeatedly ranking
people according to their food and nutrient intake [30]. Fifth,
the FFQ did not differ between the consumption of VOO and
EVOO. However, in Spain, the consumption of EVOO
outweighs the consumption of VOO (39% vs 9%) [52] and both
have similar contents of MUFA and polyphenols [34,53,54]. A
higher content of MUFA and polyphenols explains the attributed
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health effects of olive oil; therefore, both VOO and EVOO could
have a similar beneficial effect on AF. Sixth, self-reported use
of nutritional intervention tools (website, app, and printed
materials) may not fully reflect the completion of health
education. However, periodical phone calls from the dietitian
were used as a monitor system to assess and meet the
educational needs of each participant in the intervention group.
Finally, we acknowledge that our results do not provide evidence
to indicate that a remote intervention is more effective than an

in-person intervention because this study did not use a control
group with face-to-face intervention.

Conclusions
We found that a multifaceted remote nutritional intervention
seems to be effective in increasing the knowledge and skills of
participants and improving their dietary intake in the direction
of the Mediterranean diet pattern. Moreover, our study suggests
that remote health promotion interventions could offer a
cost-effective community approach to address the increasing
health burden.
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Abstract

Background: A diagnosis of type 2 diabetes (T2D) results in widespread changes to a person’s life and can be experienced as
an assault on their sense of self. The resources available to an individual influence how the individual adapts to their diabetic
identity and subsequently engages in self-care. Digital interventions can be viewed as a resource that people can draw on to adapt
to the diagnosis. However, there is an indication that people from disadvantaged groups find digital health technologies more
challenging to access and use, which may increase health inequalities.

Objective: This study aims to gain insights into how and why people with T2D use digital self-care technology and how
experiences vary between individuals and social groups.

Methods: A purposive sample of people who had used a digital intervention to help them self-care for their T2D were recruited
for the study. Semistructured interviews were conducted, and data were analyzed thematically.

Results: A diverse sample of 21 participants were interviewed. Participants used digital interventions to help them to understand
and feel more in control of their bodies. Digital interventions were used by participants to project their chosen identity to others.
Participants selected technology that allowed them to confirm and enact their preferred positive identities, both by avoiding stigma
and by becoming experts in their disease or treatment. Participants preferred using digital interventions that helped them conceal
their diabetes, including by buying discrete blood glucose monitors. Some participants used technology to increase their sense
of power in their interaction with clinicians, whereas others used technology to demonstrate their goodness.

Conclusions: The technology that people with T2D have access to shapes the way they are able to understand and control their
bodies and support preferred social identities.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21328)   doi:10.2196/21328

KEYWORDS

social identity; diabetes mellitus; internet-based intervention; health care disparities; socioeconomic factors; self care

Introduction

Type 2 diabetes (T2D) is a chronic disease that affects a large
number of people and creates a significant burden for patients

and the health services that support them [1-5]. Worldwide,
there is a prevalence rate of 6059 per 100,000 people, and the
prevalence continues to rise [6]. In the United Kingdom, 1 in
10 people over the age of 40 years now has T2D [6]. Self-care
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is the dominant medical paradigm for managing chronic illnesses
in wealthy nations, such as the United Kingdom [7,8]. The
self-care model holds the individual responsible for managing
their chronic illness [9]. For example, in the case of T2D, people
are asked to change their diet; lose weight; administer their own
medications; and in some cases, monitor their own blood glucose
levels [5,10]. The self-care model presumes that an individual
has both power and accountability to change the factors that
affect their health and expects the person to take control of their
condition [11,12]. The focus of individual responsibility in the
self-care model neglects the real constraints on people’s lives
and the impact of social and economic circumstances on
people’s choices [12-13].

The self-care model demands that people consider themselves
to be ill and need to change as a result of their illness. Greater
engagement with management of diabetes has been shown to
be associated with incorporating disease diagnosis into one’s
social identity [13,14]. It is argued that becoming chronically
ill and the associated changes to lifestyle are a challenge to
self-identity [14,15]. A new social identity must be negotiated
and incorporated into their existing social identities [16]. If
successful, the illness is experienced as just a part of them
[16,17]. For those who are unable to reconcile the illness identity
with other social identities, the diagnosis may present a sense
of the diminished self [17,18]. Understanding how people
incorporate illness identities is, therefore, crucial to
understanding self-care.

However, another challenge of the self-care model is that it
assumes that everyone has the resources and capacity to
self-manage [19-21] and that managing oneself is desirable. In
terms of the former, there is established literature demonstrating
that people in more privileged social positions have greater
access to resources that can be used to avoid risk and to adopt
protective strategies [15,19-24]. Health literacy is a prime
example of this; where it is built on a foundation of early
advantage or disadvantage and mediates any benefit from health
education [25]. Furthermore, the promotion of self-control as
a desirable expression of agency and power is culturally specific
[18]. This Eurocentric interpretation sees loss of control as
indicative of chaos and moral failing [11,13,15,18]. Within this
individualistic framing, diagnosis is understood as a loss of
control. and the inability to manage the disease as an individual’s
moral failure [15]. Those who struggle to manage their illness
are stigmatized and may receive less support from professionals,
friends, family, and other people with diabetes [11,15]. This
means that some groups are (likely) served poorly by traditional
education campaigns that promote self-care: those with fewer
financial and social resources to enable change, those with
limited health literacy, those who struggle to assimilate their
illness into their social identity, and those for whom self-control
is not an inevitable and moral good.

Digital health interventions are an increasingly common tool
used for self-care for people living with T2D [26]. As Lupton
[27] puts it “digital health technologies are positioned as
contributing to lay people effectively becoming the ‘managers’
of their own health and health care.” One argument for this shift
is that digital health may reduce inequalities by increasing access
to health interventions and by providing interventions that are

tailored to the needs of the user [28-30]. The literature on how
digital technology may be useful in supporting identity shifts
is beginning to build [31], and one study that comments on the
identity work that happens in online diabetes support groups
[32]. This qualitative interview study was conducted to explore
the experiences of adults with T2D using digital self-care
technology. Our aim is to explore how adult users talk about
their use of digital interventions for self-management of T2D
by examining how they spoke about their identity in relation to
their technology use and their illness.

Methods

Overview
The methodological orientation used in this study was an
inductive approach drawing on the aspects of grounded theory
[33,34]. Data were gathered using semistructured one-to-one
interviews.

Ethical approval was granted by the University of Bristol,
Faculty of Health Sciences Research Ethics Committee (the
approval letter is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Participants
Participants were approached face to face and by email through
community and diabetes groups, with a focus on groups that
served lower-income neighborhoods and Black, Asian, and
Minority Ethnic groups. Adverts were also placed in the
Diabetes UK web-based and print magazines. We sought out
adults who had been diagnosed with T2D and had used a digital
intervention to support them to manage their condition at least
once and who spoke and understood English. Recruitment
materials sought out a range of experiences with digital
interventions, including those who did not like them. The
recruitment materials asked anyone interested the study to
complete a screening questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 2)
that enabled purposive sampling of participants to capture a
range of experiences across different social groups. A total of
27 potential participants completed the screening questionnaire,
and interviews continued until data saturation was reached for
the major themes.

Procedure
Theory and previous research on the lived experience of T2D,
self-care, and the digital divide were used to develop the topic
guide. The topic guide was also developed iteratively, with
revisions made to reflect themes emerging from the analysis.
The 3 iterations of the topic guide are available in Multimedia
Appendix 3.

Interviews were conducted in person or by telephone, according
to the preferences of the participants. In-person interviews were
conducted in Bristol and Leicester, and participants could choose
to be interviewed in their homes or in a hospital-based diabetes
unit. Written and verbal information about the research was
provided, and the participants provided consent ahead of taking
part in the interview. Interview duration ranged from 35 minutes
to 2 hours and 13 minutes, and they were audio recorded and
transcribed verbatim. All the interviews were conducted by 1
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researcher (ST). ST took field notes during and immediately
after the interviews.

Analysis
Analysis began soon after data collection was started and was
ongoing and iterative. Interviewing continued until data
saturation was reached, and no new data arose in relation to the
key themes. Encrypted audio recorders were used to record the
interviews. The audio was transcribed verbatim and anonymized,
and the script was checked for accuracy and imported into
NVivo 12 (qualitative data analysis software; QSR International)
for analysis. Both the audio and the transcripts were stored on
the secure servers at the University of Bristol and in accordance
with the Data Protection Act 2018. A thematic approach was
used to analyze the data [35]. Theoretical frameworks and
evidence from studies exploring the lived experience of chronic
illness, self-care and health inequalities was used to identify
some major themes before coding, and further themes emerged
from the data. The theoretical frameworks and evidence included
chronic illness as an assault on personal identities; stigma,
self-determination, and control in chronic illness; the moral
component of self-care; and the influence of the socioeconomic
context on how people adapt to a chronic illness and their ability
to self-care for their condition. The first 3 transcripts were
independently coded by 3 authors (ST, CC, and PL). This team
reviewed the coded transcripts in a meeting and developed a
coding structure by consensus. Regular meetings were held to
review subsequent coding, and the coding structure was adapted
to accommodate new themes. The full coding tree is available
in Multimedia Appendix 4. Participants were provided with a
summary of the main findings after the analysis was complete.

Research Team and Reflexivity

Personal Characteristics
This study was conducted as a component of ST’s PhD, during
which she received formal and informal training in qualitative
methods and was supervised by CC and PL, who are senior
academics specializing in qualitative research. ST’s previous
qualifications were a BSc degree in psychology and an MSc
degree in neuropsychology, and most of her training and
experience was in quantitative methods, which may have had
a bearing on the conduct and the interpretation of the interviews.

CC has a background in anthropology, and PL has a background
in psychology; however, both work on applied health topics
now, with a focus on inequalities in health.

Relationship With Participants
The study participants were unknown to the authors before the
commencement of this study. The participants would have
known that ST was a researcher at the University of Bristol.
The participants who were interviewed in person would be
aware that the interviewer (ST) was a White woman in her 30s,
who appears to be relatively affluent, at a healthy weight, and
with no visible disabilities. The participants were aware that
the aim of the study is to explore the use of technology to
support the self-management of T2D; however, they would not
have known that the authors were exploring accessibility and
identity. ST’s position while conducting the interviews was that
digital interventions have the potential to be beneficial for people
with chronic conditions and that there are likely to be differences
in the way people access and use technology, particularly
reflecting social and cultural differences.

Results

Sample Description
A total of 21 people were interviewed. One person initially
expressed an interest in the study and then refused participation
because they were uncomfortable with the university standard
procedures for the storage of interview data. The brief sample
overview is shown in Table 1 and the individual participant
profile is shown in Multimedia Appendix 5. The sample
achieved diversity in gender, household income, and
neighborhood deprivation. Most participants were White British
(White British, n=17; Asian or British Asian, n=3; other White
background, n=1) and Christian, and the majority of our sample
were older and well-educated individuals. Two-thirds of the
participants had a university degree or equivalent, and none of
the participants reported leaving school before the age of 16
years. There were 6 potential participants who were not
interviewed because their characteristics were similar to the
majority of the sample (White British, well educated, and from
more affluent neighborhoods) and, therefore, did not increase
the diversity of the purposive sample.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=21).

Female (n=10), n (%)Male (n=11), n (%)Participant characteristics

Education

0 (0)1 (9)Secondary school or equivalent (low education)

2 (20)5 (46)Intermediate between secondary level and university (eg, NVQ3-5a, diploma, and apprenticeship;
low education)

8 (80)5 (46)University degree or equivalent (high education)

Estimated household income in the last year (before tax and not including benefits), £ (US $)

0 (0)3 (27)Lowest income: <16,000 (<21,332) or eligible for means tested benefits

4 (40)1 (9)Low income: 16,000-24,999 (21,332-33,330)

0 (0)3 (27)Mid income: 25,000-34,999 (33,331-46,662)

2 (20)0 (0)High income: 35,000-44,999 (46,663-59,994)

2 (20)2 (18)Highest income: >45,000 (>59,995)

2 (20)2 (18)Prefer not to say

Use of digital interventions

5 (50)7 (64)Lighter (≤2 interventions)

5 (50)4 (36)Heavier (>2 interventions)

Home neighborhood deprivationb

2 (20)1 (9)1 Most deprived

1 (10)2 (18)2 Lower SESc

1 (10)3 (27)3 Mid SES

2 (20)1 (9)4 Higher SES

3 (30)4 (36)5 Highest SES

1 (10)0 (0)Not available

Age (years)

1 (10)1 (9)21-40

5 (50)4 (36)41-60

4 (40)6 (55)61-70

1 (10)2 (18)71-80

aNVQ3-5: National Vocational Qualification levels 3 to 5.
bIndices of multiple deprivation score derived from the participant's home post code were used to determine the participant's neighbourhood deprivation
within the United Kingdom, and the quintile is given.
cSES: socioeconomic status.

The sample was evenly divided between light and heavy users
of digital health interventions. Most participants did not use
interventions designed specifically for people with diabetes but
rather used technology designed to support healthy living and
social connectivity. Wearable fitness trackers were the most
commonly used intervention (16 participants) and apps that
tracked nutrition or fitness (11 participants). The
diabetes-specific interventions were the blood glucose monitors
(BGMs; Dario meter, Freestyle Libre, and Trueyou mini) used
by 10 participants (5 supplied by health care practitioners
[HCPs] and 5 purchased privately) and 3 different apps each
used by 1 participant (Diabetes diary, IBG star app, and Habits,
a South Asian–specific diabetes app). The median number of
different interventions trialed by the participants was 2 (range

1-7); 12 participants were lighter users (≤2 intervention) and 9
were heavier users (>2 interventions) of digital technology.

Findings
As our focus is on how participants interacted with digital health
interventions, we focused on the ways in which they were used
regardless of whether they were light or heavy users of this
technology. Most participants (both heavier and lighter users)
used fitness trackers. Users who had tried a greater number and
range of different types of technology were heavier users,
whereas the 3 users who used diabetes-specific self-care apps
(excluding BGMs) were lighter users.

Participants used technology to help them understand their body
and to feel like they had more control over their bodies and their
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diabetes. Digital interventions were used by participants to resist
stigmatizing illness identities and to project a positive identity.
Participants also used technology to increase their sense of
power or status in their interaction with HCPs.

Understanding Their Bodies and Making the Invisible,
Visible
Digital interventions were used as a tool to help participants
understand their bodies, to develop their expertise in self-care,
and to keep them engaged in the long-term management of their
condition. Participants talked about using feedback from BGMs
to monitor their bodies and establish how their “body works,
how it reacts” [Participant number 33], turning a relatively
hidden illness into something visible and tangible:

I put myself to test my own blood, finger prick
testing...because you have nowhere to hide from that
evidence. [Participant number 33, female, high
education, heavier user]

One woman described herself as an “inveterate
self-experimenter” [Participant number 41, female, high
education, heavier user], describing trial-and-error experiments,
in which she tested whether specific diets recommended on the
web worked for her, using the output from monitors as evidence.

Similarly, feedback from wearable fitness monitors was used
by participants to see changes in their own fitness or behaviors:

The heart rate monitor, it’s really good because...you
can get out of breath but your heart rate...can come
down very quickly. You realise that your fitness levels
are going up....I felt really excited by it; liberated
actually. [Participant number 37, female, high
education, heavier user]

I wouldn’t be without my Fitbit, it drives me. It
absolutely drives me, because I get panicky last week
when I couldn’t blooming recharge the thing...I have
to know what I’m doing. [Participant number 10,
female, low education, lighter user]

Wearable technology supported their self-care by providing
motivation to be more active and positive feedback on their
achievements:

The monitoring [with a Fitbit] gives me a reward.
(...)an aid to help me celebrate my achievement.
[Participant number 30, female, high education,
heavier user]

Feeling in Control
Through the use of digital interventions, participants felt like
they had more control over their diabetes and felt more in control
generally. Being “more informed” [Participant number 26, male,
low ed] about diabetes in general and having personalized
information created a feeling of greater agency to affect their
diabetic bodies, behavior, and health care:

I think the Garmin and the, erm, er, it, it is good
really...the more you start seeing what your body is
doing, the more fascinating it becomes, and you feel
more in control, really.“ [Participant number 37,
female, high education, heavier user]

One woman spoke about how having web-based access to her
medical records made her feel like she had more ownership
over her health care, feeling like she was “part of it, and it’s
not something the doctor owns,” which made her “a bit more
focused to try and get" her blood glucose levels “better, get
more under control” [Participant number 31, female, low
education, light user].

Digital interventions helped participants to feel more in control
of their diabetes in situations where they were out of their
normal routine. This included when people were in environments
where they could not control what happens, such as holidays,
and when they had changed their management strategies:

I- mainly [use the Freestyle Libre] when I’m at most
risk of going off, off, erm, the wagon. (...) if I have
any work trips and I’m staying in a hotel, I’ll slap
one on, because that way, as I say, it gives me more
self-control(...) without those two things [blood
glucose meter and Freestyle Libre], I wouldn’t be in
control of my blood glucose. I would, I would be
thinking, “Oh well, just one won’t hurt, will it? This
is a special dinner, I’ll have pudding.” [Participant
number 41, female, high education, heavier user]

Projecting Positive Identities
Participants used digital interventions to project, enact, and
confirm their preferred positive identities. Through their use of
technology, participants presented themselves as someone who
“got things under control” [Participant number 27, male, low
education, light user]. Participants often described the use of
digital technologies as being associated with being younger,
fitter, in control, and more skilled or educated; with higher
status; or with specialized knowledge:

It’s probably wrong to try and box people in, but I
don’t think it’s any point trying to tell an 85-year-old
about Fitbits. [Participant number 27, male, low
education, light user]

...we’ve always had Fitbits....from when they were
first introduced into the UK...we’ve just upgraded it
to a newer model...some mornings I’ll get up and...I’ll
just wear my Apple watch for the day just for
something different. [Participant number 34, male,
low education, light user]

Some described how the technology they used required a level
of understanding that not everyone had. One man talked about
how he could understand the information he got from the
Freestyle Libre because he had done a “mathematics Open
University, er, foundation course” and consequently could
“understand a bit about the statistics" [Participant number 42,
male, high education, heavier user]. A woman described how
she would look at the data from her Freestyle Libre each
morning because she was a “data master(...) someone who likes
data” [Participant number 33, female, high education, heavier
user]. These were reflections of personal attributes rather than
demographic differences in this sample; younger participants
[Participant numbers 23 and 31] were lighter users, whereas
others recognized that older people could acquire the right skills
and knowledge:
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...[for] the older generation apps it’s not really a
thing...unless you’re, silver surfers....they have to
understand what the app is doing or what is an app,
‘cause a lot of people don’t understand what an app
is. [Participant number 38, male, higher education,
heavier user]

Defending Against the Stigmatized Diabetic Identity
The stigma felt by participants in relation to their diabetes
diagnosis was apparent in interviews. Many of the participants
described experiencing stigma as a result of being diagnosed
with diabetes. There was a sense that family, friends, and the
media blamed them for getting diabetes because they were
overweight or (they presumed) they had an unhealthy lifestyle:

I remember somebody saying to me, “Well, do you
think it’s ‘cause you probably drank too much?”
[Participant number 11, female, high education,
heavier user]

...people think you’re a druggy....I remember doing
it [injecting insulin],... in a council office, I was doing
consultancy work and my director at the time said,
“You shouldn’t be dong that here...” [Participant
number 38, male, high education, heavier user]

Some talked about being given unsolicited advice on diet and
exercise from people in their social circle and HCPs:

...all the publicity around type 2 is entirely negative,
so people think A), that I must have brought it on
myself, (...) people assume that you’re not exercising
and they start lecturing you about that [Participant
number 30, female, high education, heavier user]

One participant talked about being stared at when she injected
insulin in a public place where a man “kept looking and looking
and despite how I kind of turned or, you know, tried to move
away” [Participant number 31, female, low education, and light
user].

In response to this stigma, some participants described not
disclosing their diabetes diagnosis in fear of being labeled with
the stigmatized diabetic identity. The 2 youngest (aged 29 and
31 years) participants who were both of British South Asian
ethnicity emphasized the challenges of being diagnosed young
and how that affected their wish to conceal their diagnosis
because they are “embarrassed or ashamed of it” and because
of the fear that people would “judge you” [Participant number
23, 31 years, male, light user]. One woman talked about not
wanting to be identified as “the diabetic lady,” as she felt it was
reductive and “inhumane” [Participant number 33, female, high
education, heavier user]. A man spoke about people in the South
Asian community concealing their diabetes diagnosis, for fear
of “their family members being tarnished,” and emphasized that
this was a problem particularly women in the community
because it “could be a barrier for her future kind of marriage
proposal" [Participant number 26, male, low education, light
user]. These experiences of stigma matter particularly here
because participants explicitly preferred digital health
innovations, as they helped them conceal their diabetes. For
example, the equipment used could aid concealment or risk
exposure. One woman talked about the blood glucose testing

kits supplied by the National Health Service (NHS) being
“bulky,” and the small monitor she purchased herself allowed
her to be more “discrete” conducting self-care activities
[Participant number 40, female, low income, light user]. In
contrast, a younger woman “didn’t tell anyone” about her
diagnosis; however, her condition was exposed to family
members because they “noticed” the blood glucose “machine,”
and she talked about how she wanted future technology to be
“a bit more discreet” [Participant number 24, female, low
income, light user]. Men also mentioned wishing to conceal, or
not “advertise” [Participant number 22 and light user], their
diagnosis, describing going to the “gents” or somewhere
“private” to inject insulin [Participant number 20, male, low
education, light user]. One man had stated he was happy to “tell
everyone” about his diagnosis, but he felt strongly that the
behavior of injecting insulin was “not normal” [Participant
number 28, male, low education, light user]. Although none of
the men in this sample mentioned the use of digital technology
in this regard.

A rejection of a diabetic identity could be seen in the views of
those who did not see diabetes as a progressive illness and
believed that it was possible to reverse or halt their diabetes.
They had not surrendered to their sick self and felt that their
illness was something that they were still able to master.
Participants described hearing stories where “people lost weight
and their diabetes actually went” [Participant number 22, male,
low education, and light user], which motivated them to go to
the gym or seek out technology that could help them in their
efforts “Trying to reverse” their diabetes [Participant number
23, 29 years, male, high education, light user], where medically
they were no longer considered to be diagnosed with the
condition. However, this also resulted in conflicting identities.
One man was positive about technology because it had worked
to reverse a diabetic diagnosis; however, he also acknowledged
that he would always have diabetes:

[using apps] seems, it seems to have worked...if I went
to the doctors now, I would no longer be diagnosed
as diabetic. But, erm, but, that I am diagnosed as
diabetic, means that, you know, in a sense, once
you’ve got it, you know, you’ve got it. [Participant
number 29, male, high education, heavier user]

Increasing Status With HCPs
One of the ways that digital technology was used by participants
to defend against an illness identity was as a tool to gain power
in their interaction with HCPs. Some participants talked about
using technology to resist treatment prescribed by clinicians or
to modify their treatment regime. For example, one man bought
his own blood pressure monitor to avoid taking medication:

obviously the GP didn’t like me not taking any blood
pressure tablets. Er, so I said, well, “Then, we’ll keep
an eye on it.” “If it starts going up, I’ll take the damn
things.” [Participant number 36, male, high education,
heavier user]

Others described how gaining knowledge of diabetes online
enabled them to negotiate care, as they knew more about their
condition and treatment choices:
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you’re slightly informed, so they can’t just treat you
as somebody who’s, you know, like a naughty boy.
[Participant number 26, male, low education, light
user]

One woman had received additional interest from her HCP and
had been spoken to by medical students because of her weight
loss, which she attributed to her Fitbit. She was treated as an
expert patient, and through this, she felt a positive and desirable
illness identity:

I said to him [GP], I braved him (...)when he asked
me to see these students (...) I said to him, “If I’m
doing all this for you...” Of course it’s helping me,
I’m enjoying telling people about my journey [losing
weight with the Fitbit]. And it is successful so far...So
don’t get rid of me yet. [Participant number 10,
female, low education, low income, light user]

In braving the general practitioner, she describes both the power
imbalance, her redress of this by providing a role as the expert
patient through describing her journey to his students, and a
demand she now felt able to make of him (that he does not get
rid of her).

Some participants described using the digital interventions to
provide proof of their management activities to their HCP, to
demonstrate their goodness, and to avoid chastisement:

My diabetes nurse here, she’s quite pleased with me.
And she said (...) “Oh, I wish everybody would have
one [Fitbit]” [Participant number 35, female, high
education, light user]

Discussion

Principal Findings
Participants in this study used technology to help them
understand their body, develop their expertise in self-care, and
keep them engaged in the management of their condition.
Through the use of digital interventions, participants could better
understand and control their bodies and their diabetes.

Digital interventions were used by participants to project their
chosen identity to others. Participants selected technology that
allowed them to confirm and enact their preferred positive
identities, both by avoiding stigma and by becoming experts in
their disease or treatment. Participants preferred using digital
health innovations that helped them conceal their diabetes,
including by buying discrete BGMs. Participants used
technology to increase their power or status in their interaction
with HCPs. Some participants used technology to resist
treatments prescribed by clinicians, to modify their treatment
regime, or to negotiate support received. Others used digital
interventions to provide proof of their management activities
to their HCP, to demonstrate their goodness, and to avoid
chastisement.

Strengths and Limitations
To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to explore why
and how people choose technology to support the self-care of
T2D (or any chronic illness). Complete audio data was recorded
for all interviews except one telephone interview for which the

first 10 minutes were lost due to equipment malfunction. In the
3 telephone interviews, children and partners were in the vicinity
of the participant during the interview, which could have
impacted the interview content. The participants were not asked
to comment on the transcripts. Double coding of a subset of
interviews by 2 members of the team and an ongoing discussion
about the coding structure ensured that the coding scheme was
robust. Multiple views of the data promote confidence in the
credibility of the findings [36]. A diverse range of experiences
and opposing arguments were identified and presented.

Some caution should be exercised in the transferability of the
findings. Although we sought out participants from
less-advantaged and more ethnically diverse neighborhoods,
our sample was predominantly White and well educated. Being
able to speak and understand English was used as a study entry
criterion, in response to the challenges of conducting
cross-language qualitative research [37] and because of the lack
of availability of resources to contract an interpreting service.
This may have created a barrier to study entry for some minority
ethnic groups. Although not all participants were technophiles,
the sample mostly included adults aged over 50 years with an
interest in technology. This sample may reflect historically
lower access to the internet among people from groups of lower
socioeconomic status and those living in remote geographical
regions [38,39].

Interpretations in the Context of Existing Literature
Most pertinent to the findings of this study is the literature on
illness identities, stigma, and control of their bodies and illness
[15,18,40-43]. The diagnosis of a chronic condition such as
T2D has been described as an assault on the identity [14,44].
Successful adaptation is dependent on acceptance of the change
to identity and associated lifestyle shifts and is mitigated by
available resources [13,14,41]. In this study, participants
described using digital interventions as a resource to support
them to make a largely invisible disease more tangible, to help
them understand their changed body, and to help them engage
in self-care activities. They were using technology in a way that
has been described as digitizing the body, providing a different
way of knowing and controlling the health status of a body when
physical sensations are an insufficient guide [27,32]. Digital
tools increased participants’ sense of control and agency,
implicitly reinforcing the idea of individual responsibility for
managing their illness.

The majority of participants used technology to express
preferred identities and to resist giving the master status to the
diabetic identity. Luttrell [45] and James [46] proposed that
people tell stories that allow them to present their more desirable
selves in challenging situations such as the diagnosis of a
stigmatizing disease. This was reflected in this study, where
participants used technology to present more desirable preferred
identities, such as data master, rather than the stigmatized
diabetic identity. Both in the interview and in their social
environments, they were able to demonstrate status by sharing
their superior knowledge of technology. They used this
knowledge to gain power and status in their interactions with
HCPs.
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The experience of enacted and felt stigma following a chronic
illness diagnosis has been well documented, and this study
demonstrated that stigma influenced the technology participants
selected [15,47]. According to the stigma theory by Goffman
[47], stigma occurs with chronic illness when people behave in
a way that deviates from expectations of what is normal. He
proposed that people conceal their true identities to fit in in the
world of normals [47]. As T2D is a relatively invisible illness,
people with the condition can choose to disclose their condition,
which might mean they get support but might experience stigma
[17,48]. Alternatively, they can conceal the condition to avoid
identifying or being identified with the stigmatized identity
[17,48]. In this study, some participants were able to replace
big, bulky NHS BGMs with small discrete alternatives, which
meant they were able to choose to not be socially identified or
defined by their condition [18]. Those with more money were
better able to buy technology that allowed them to pass as
normal. The desire to avoid a stigmatized diabetic identity may
also explain the widespread use of fitness trackers and the
limited use of diabetes-specific digital interventions.

Implications for Research and Future Intervention
Development
The projection of identities through technology may be a
promising route for the future development of technology to
support people self-care for their T2D. In this study, there was

a clear story being told by the participants with T2D about how
they used technology to express positive identities and selected
interventions because they supported their preferred identities.
Participants in the most part did not select diabetes-specific
technology and when they did, they talked about the importance
of it being discreet or framed its use in terms of expression of
positive identity. Some interventions have addressed identity
change by providing educational modules, for example, the
Drink Less app, which was designed to tackle excess alcohol
consumption [49], and the MoveDaily intervention, which tried
to link the formation of health habits to identity [31]. However,
very few interventions aimed at supporting self-care of chronic
conditions consider how using the interventions assists or
prevents people’s ability to enact positive identities, for example,
by designing diabetes-specific technology (such as a BGMs) to
be attractive or to appeal to other positive identities. Intervention
design that highlights people’s preferred identities may be more
likely to be used and, therefore, have more beneficial effects.

Conclusions
This study has shown that people with T2D used technology to
understand and control their body and support their preferred
social identity. Digital health technology was used to support
the expression of positive identities (a good patient, an expert,
or in control) or to avoid a stigmatized identity (by resisting the
diagnosis or hiding their condition).
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Abstract

Background: Diet and exercise may be associated with quality of life and survival in men with prostate cancer.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the feasibility and acceptability of a remotely delivered web-based behavioral
intervention among men with prostate cancer.

Methods: We conducted a multi-site 4-arm pilot randomized controlled trial of a 3-month intervention (TrueNTH Community
of Wellness). Eligibility included self-reported prostate cancer diagnosis, having a personal device that connected to the internet,
age ≥18 years, and ability to read English and receive text messages and emails. Men receiving chemotherapy or radiation, or
those who reported contraindications to exercise, could participate with physician clearance. Participants were randomized
(1:1:1:1) to additive intervention levels: website; website and personalized diet and exercise prescription; website, personalized
prescription, Fitbit, and text messages; and website, personalized prescription, Fitbit, text messages, and 2 30-minute phone
calls—one with an exercise trainer and one with a registered dietician. Primary outcomes were feasibility (accrual and attrition)
and acceptability (survey data and website use). We described self-reported diet and exercise behavior at the time of enrollment,
3 months, and 6 months as secondary outcomes.

Results: In total, 202 men consented and were randomized between August 2017 and September 2018 (level 1: 49, level 2: 51,
level 3: 50, level 4: 52). A total of 160 men completed the onboarding process and were exposed to their randomly assigned
intervention (38, 38, 42, and 42 in levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively). The follow-up rate was 82.7% (167/202) at 3 months and
77.2% (156/202) at 6 months. Participants had a median age of 70 years and were primarily White and college educated. Website
visit frequency over the 3-month intervention period increased across levels (median: 2, 9, 11, and 16 visits for levels 1, 2, 3, and
4, respectively). Most were satisfied or very satisfied with the intervention (20/39, 51%; 27/42, 64%; 23/44, 52%; and 27/42,
64% for levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively). The percentage of men who reported being very satisfied was highest among level 4
participants (10/42, 24% vs 4/39, 10%; 5/42, 12%; and 5/44, 11% for levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively). Dissatisfaction was highest
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in level 1 (5/39, 13% vs 1/42, 2%; 3/44, 7%; and 2/42, 5% for levels 2, 3, and 4, respectively). We observed small improvements
in diet and physical activity at 3 months among men in level 4 versus those in level 1.

Conclusions: A web-based, remotely delivered, tailored behavioral intervention for men with prostate cancer is feasible. Future
studies are warranted to increase the effect of the intervention on patient behavior while maintaining sustainability and scalability
as well as to design and implement interventions for more diverse populations.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03406013; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03406013

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19238)   doi:10.2196/19238
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Introduction

Background
Prostate cancer affects more than 3.6 million men in the United
States, making it the most prevalent cancer in American men
[1]. Prostate cancer is characterized by low age-adjusted death
rates and a relatively long median survival time of 16 years,
although this varies greatly by stage at diagnosis [2]. Over this
period, men with prostate cancer may experience significant
disease- or treatment-related decline in quality of life [3-6],
including incontinence, erectile dysfunction, fatigue, poor
metabolic functioning, reduced bone and muscle integrity, hot
flushes, sexual dysfunction, and low mood [7].

Prior Work
A growing number of studies have suggested the benefits of a
healthy diet and regular exercise for men with prostate cancer,
including lower risk of treatment-associated side effects [8-11],
cancer progression [12], and cancer-specific mortality [13-16].
Specific dietary factors that have been associated with improved
clinical outcomes in men with prostate cancer include higher
intake of cruciferous vegetables, vegetable fat, fish, and cooked
tomatoes and lower intake of processed meat, whole milk, and
poultry with skin [17-25]. Physical activity recommendations
of ≥150 minutes of moderate intensity or ≥75 minutes of
high-intensity aerobic exercise per week have also been
associated with a lower risk of mortality in men with prostate
cancer [26].

Translation of this growing evidence of possible benefits of a
healthy lifestyle for prostate cancer survivors into clinical
practice and survivorship programs has been slow. Although
physical activity and nutrition guidelines exist for cancer
survivors [27], lifestyle counseling and exercise programs are
not standard care practices for individuals with cancer in the
United States. Moreover, most prostate cancer survivors do not
follow the recommendations.

Previous studies on lifestyle interventions suggest that
center-based interventions are effective but require infrastructure
that may only be available in urban academic centers [28]. In
contrast, it is challenging to make home-based interventions
comprehensive or tailored to the individual needs and interests
of the participants [29]. The diverse attitudes and motivations
to change behavior among men with prostate cancer further
complicate matters. Previous studies suggest that although men
with prostate cancer appreciate the importance of exercise, most

do not feel that the information provided by their doctor is
specific enough to be actionable [30]; many also report low
motivation for physical activity [30].

Objectives
In this context, web-based interventions are emerging as
promising, scalable modalities for behavior change [31-36].
Prior literature suggests that tailoring of an intervention to
individual characteristics and goals and combining technology
with personal guidance (ie, blended intervention) may lead to
improved outcomes [37-39]. However, questions regarding the
feasibility and acceptability of remotely delivered web-based
interventions remain, particularly in older adult populations.
Thus, we designed the TrueNTH Community of Wellness study,
a 4-arm, multi-site, pilot randomized controlled trial to evaluate
the feasibility and acceptability of a 3-month web-based
intervention for men with prostate cancer with progressive levels
of behavioral support. In this study, we report our primary
results on the feasibility and acceptability of the intervention.
Second, we describe self-reported levels of physical activity
and diet at the time of enrollment and 3 and 6 months after the
enrollment and explore changes in lifestyle behaviors over the
study period.

Methods

Study Design, Population, and Recruitment
We conducted a 4-arm pilot randomized controlled trial of a
3-month intervention among men with prostate cancer
(ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03406013) to compare 3 levels of
increasing behavioral support (levels 2-4) with general
educational information on a website (level 1). The multicenter
trial was conducted at Oregon Health Sciences University
(OHSU), University of California San Francisco (UCSF), and
University of Colorado Denver (UCD).

The trial protocol has been reported [40]. Briefly, men were
recruited through hospital cancer registry databases, the Cancer
of the Prostate Strategic Urologic Research Endeavor registry
of men with prostate cancer, and in clinics. Men were eligible
to participate if they self-reported a prostate cancer diagnosis,
had a personal device with internet and text messaging
capabilities and a personal email address, were aged ≥18 years,
and were able to read English. Men currently receiving
chemotherapy or radiation therapy or those who had potential
contraindications to exercise identified on the basis of the
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American College of Sports Medicine exercise preparticipation
screening criteria could participate with physician clearance.

OHSU was the primary coordinating center for this trial. All
participants provided written consent, and all study-related
activities were performed in accordance with and under the
supervision of the institutional review board of each study site.

Randomization and Blinding
Consenting men were block randomized (1:1:1:1) by site (UCSF,
OHSU, or UCD) to increasing levels of web-based behavioral
support (level 1-4). The randomization scheme was computer
generated with block size 4 by SZ and stored at UCSF. When
a participant had completed consent and enrollment procedures,
research staff at OHSU requested the next assignment from
UCSF. Participants were told that they would be randomly
assigned to different tools and resources but were unaware of
which resources they received relative to other participants.

Intervention Description
Details on the intervention, including its theoretical basis, have
been previously reported [40]. Briefly, level 1 (reference group)
received general educational information about exercise and
diet, a resource directory, and study-specific guidelines delivered
through the website (information on the website was not changed
throughout the study period for level 1). Level 2 received the
information provided to level 1 along with a personalized diet
and exercise prescriptions delivered through the website,
including videos of recommended exercises and a weekly short
survey about their progress toward the diet and exercise
recommendations. Level 3 received information and resources
provided to level 2 along with a Fitbit Alta (Fitbit Inc) with
physical activity reports (Fitbit data integrated into the website),
supportive text messages (50 texts over 90 days: average 4 per
week, no response required, equally split and alternating
between diet and exercise topics), and weekly web-based short
surveys for participants to track their progress toward the diet
and exercise recommendations. Level 4 received information
and resources provided to level 3 as well as 2 optional 30-minute
calls: one with an exercise trainer (KD) and one with a registered
dietician (GM). Men accessed the study website with a username
and password and had to complete an onboarding process to
gain access to the intervention website. The study website home
page included a dashboard that summarized self-reported diet
and physical activity behavior using visuals and contained links
to other pages (eg, Report Progress, See Progress, Connect
Fitbit, etc), depending on the assigned level. All participants
from all levels received an instruction sheet (PDF) orienting
them to the website at enrollment and a weekly email reminder
to encourage them to use the website.

The intervention recommendations focused on diet and physical
activity. The dietary recommendations provided to all levels
were to consume one serving each of healthy vegetable fats and
cruciferous vegetables per day; 2 servings each of cooked
tomatoes and fish per week; and no whole milk, processed meat,
or poultry with skin. The individual dietary prescriptions
provided to levels 2 to 4 were focused on helping the participants
achieve these recommendations, considering what the
participants self-reported at baseline. The physical activity

recommendations, consistent with national guidelines, were to
engage in 150 minutes of aerobic exercise per week, 60 minutes
of strength training per week accumulated in ≥2 sessions, and
2 sessions of stretching per week. The individual exercise
prescriptions provided to levels 2 to 4 were based on the men’s
self-reported current physical activity levels, health goals for
exercise, health status, resources for exercise, and time available
for exercise. In addition, the exercise prescriptions were tailored
to participants’ self-reported current prostate cancer status. Men
with bone metastases or active cancer treatment other than
androgen deprivation therapy were prescribed low-intensity
programs.

Web-Based Survey Assessments
Participants were asked to complete surveys on the internet at
baseline, 3 months (immediately following the intervention),
and 6 months using the study website and Research Electronic
Data Capture [41]. Surveys included sociodemographics and
prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment (baseline only), the
Community Health Activities Model Program for Seniors
(CHAMPS) [42], and a validated food frequency questionnaire
(FFQ) [43]. Each month, the men also completed a web-based
survey about adverse events (AEs) and whether any reported
AE was related to a pre-existing condition present before
enrollment. After 3 months, men were asked to complete a
web-based acceptability survey specific to the level of
intervention received.

Primary Outcomes: Feasibility and Acceptability
The primary study outcomes were feasibility and acceptability
of the intervention. Feasibility was assessed based on the accrual
time and retention. Accrual was defined as the time between
enrollment of the first and last participant; our goal was to accrue
200 participants in 12 months. Retention was defined as the
proportion of participants who completed at least one of the
surveys at each follow-up time point (3 and 6 months). A priori,
we specified that we would consider the intervention to be
feasible if we retained at least 80% (160/200) of participants at
3 months and 64% (128/200) of participants at 6 months [40].

Acceptability was measured via an investigator-developed
web-based survey administered at 3 months and website use.
The level-specific survey asked men to assess their overall
satisfaction with the program as well as each of the resources
received (website, resource directory, exercise prescription, diet
prescription, weekly progress report, Fitbit, text messages, diet
coach, and exercise coach) as very satisfied, satisfied, neutral,
dissatisfied, very dissatisfied, or did not use. To assess overall
satisfaction, participants were asked “How satisfied were you
with your experience with the Community of Wellness
intervention and portal?” When assessing resources, participants
were only asked about resources they received based on their
assigned level of intervention. There was also an open text box
for additional comments and feedback. The frequency of visits
to the study portal was directly assessed using log-ins and web
analytic data. A priori, we expected all men to log onto the
website at least once and that the frequency of log-ins would
increase across levels from level 1 to 4 [40]. There was a delay
in activating the analytics function between August and
December 2017; therefore, there were no data for the first 7
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enrollees and partial data for those enrolled between October
and December 2017. Thus, summaries of web analytics data
reflect an underestimate of use.

Secondary Outcomes: Change and Maintenance of
Diet and Physical Activity
The intervention was designed to support the adoption or
maintenance of diet and physical activity habits previously
reported to be associated with reducing the risk of prostate
cancer recurrence or mortality. Thus, we estimated the effect
of the intervention levels on changes in self-reported diet and
physical activity as secondary outcomes.

Diet Assessment
We used a validated FFQ to assess the usual diet at the time of
enrollment and 3 and 6 months after the enrollment [43]. The
FFQ asked men to report their usual intake of approximately
140 foods and beverages over the past 3 months, with up to nine
frequency options ranging from never or <1 per month to ≥6
per day. Cruciferous vegetables included a half cup of broccoli,
cauliflower, cabbage, brussels sprouts, kale, mustard greens, or
chard. Vegetable fat included avocado (half cup), oil dressing
(1-2 tbs), peanut butter (1 tbs), peanuts (1 oz), walnuts (1 oz),
and other nuts (1 oz). Cooked tomatoes included intake of
tomato sauce (half cup), salsa (quarter cup), and pizza (2 slices).
Fish included tuna fish (3-4 oz), fish sticks (1 serving), dark
meat fish (eg, mackerel, salmon, sardines, bluefish, swordfish;
3-5 oz), and other fish (3-5 oz). Processed meat included intake
of beef or chicken hotdogs (1 hotdog), bacon (2 slices),
processed meat sandwiches (eg, salami, bologna), and other
processed meat (eg, sausage, kielbasa; 2 oz or 2 small links).
Consumption of whole milk was assessed by asking men how
frequently they consumed 1 glass (8 oz) of whole milk.
Consumption of poultry with skin was assessed by asking men
how frequently they consumed 3 to 4 oz of chicken or turkey
with skin. FFQs with >70 items blank were considered
incomplete (31 participants at 3 months and 36 participants at
6 months); these data were not included in secondary analyses
examining dietary change.

Physical Activity Assessment
We used the CHAMPS survey to quantify 3 types of physical
activities: aerobic, strength training, and stretching. Aerobic
activity included minutes per week (min/wk) of
moderate-to-vigorous aerobic activities, including tennis, skating
(ice, roller, or inline), jogging or running, walking or hiking
uphill, walking fast for exercise, riding bikes, aerobic machines
(eg, rowing, step), swimming, water exercises, aerobics or
dancing, and sports (eg, basketball, soccer, racquetball). We
calculated the number of sessions and total time per week spent
doing strengthening activities and the number of weekly
stretching sessions, as reported in the CHAMPS survey [42].
If a participant responded to at least one item on the CHAMPS
survey, items that were skipped were assumed to be zero. If a
participant did not respond to any question, his physical activity
was missing for that time point (3 men at baseline, 49 men at
3 months, and 57 men at 6 months).

Total Lifestyle Behavior Score
To combine diet and physical activity into one measure, we
developed a total lifestyle behavior score [40]. Multimedia
Appendix 1 lists the items and points assigned to calculate the
score. Men were given points for each component: 0 (not
meeting recommendation), 1 (almost meeting recommendation),
or 2 (meeting recommendation). Scores were summed across
components to develop a diet score ranging from 0 to 14, with
14 assigned to men fully meeting dietary recommendations; a
physical activity score ranging from 0 to 6, with 6 assigned to
men fully meeting the physical activity recommendations; and
an overall lifestyle score ranging from 0 to 20, with a score of
20 assigned to men fully meeting all lifestyle recommendations.
One recommendation (ie, only taking supplements that have
been reviewed with a health professional) was unable to be
included in the score [40], as the question was inadvertently
omitted from the 3-month survey following a switch in the
technology platform after the initial 20 participants.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics, including proportions for categorical
variables and median (IQR) for continuous variables, were used
to summarize the characteristics of the participants, overall and
by level of intervention received. We also used descriptive
statistics to describe responses to the acceptability survey. Two
participants originally randomized to level 1 and level 2 were
incorrectly provided access to the level 3 intervention. In our
primary acceptability and feasibility analyses, we analyzed these
individuals based on intervention received (level 3), as
acceptability surveys and web analytics were specific to level
received. To compute participation proportions and secondary
analyses of behavior change and AEs, the men were analyzed
using the original randomization level (level 1 and level 2).

To explore diet and physical activity behaviors, we calculated
the median (IQR) dietary score, physical activity score, and
total lifestyle behavior score at each time point. Summary
statistics for each component of diet and physical activity scores
per arm of the study at each time point were also reported. We
used t tests to calculate the mean change and 95% CI between
baseline and 3 months and baseline and 6 months for each of
the scores, within and between arms. As these were secondary
analyses, we used a complete case approach and described levels
of diet and physical activity at each time point among
participants with available data.

In a posthoc sensitivity analysis, we also examined aerobic
activity at each time point by level and aerobic physical activity
at enrollment. We hypothesized that men with low levels of
physical activity at enrollment would increase their activity at
3 months, whereas there would be no change among men who
were already performing the recommended 150 minutes per
week of physical activity.

Analyses were performed using Stata version 16.0 (StataCorp
LP). As specified in our protocol, we tested for differences in
change in the 3 behavior scores across arms using the standard
α level of .05 to assess statistical significance. For the rest of
our analyses, we adhered to the Consolidated Standards of
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Reporting Trials recommendation for pilot and feasibility studies
and report descriptive statistics only [44].

Results

Recruitment and Retention
A total of 6406 men received a letter, between July 2017 and
September 2018, detailing the study and providing contact
information for those who wanted to learn more (Figure 1). Of
these, 292 men expressed interest, 240 were screened for
eligibility, and 220 were interested and deemed eligible. The
main reason for ineligibility was not receiving medical clearance
(13 men). Furthermore, 1 man did not own a computer and 6
declined to participate after screening. Of the 220 interested
and eligible men, 202 were randomized and provided access to
the web-based consenting process and surveys. These 202 men
comprise the initial population for analysis.

The 202 men with prostate cancer were randomized (1:1:1:1)
to increasing levels of web-based behavioral support; 49 were
assigned to level 1, 51 were assigned to level 2, 50 were

assigned to level 3, and 52 were assigned to level 4 (Figure 1).
Of the 202 randomized men, 161 completed the onboarding
process and were exposed to the intervention. Of these men,
160 were exposed to their randomly assigned intervention (38
in level 1, 38 in level 2, 42 in level 3, and 42 in level 4). As
noted above, 2 men were incorrectly given access to level 3,
when originally assigned to levels 1 and 2; only one of these
men (originally assigned to level 2) initiated the intervention
by accessing the study website. Throughout the 6-month
follow-up, 11 men withdrew after randomization; the primary
reason for withdrawal was the time commitment. Withdrawal
was similar across groups; 2 men withdrew in level 1, 2 men
withdrew in level 2, 4 men withdrew in level 3, and 3 men
withdrew in level 4.

Overall, 82.7% (167/202) and 77.2% (156/202) of men
completed surveys after 3 and 6 months, respectively. By level,
the 3- and 6-month follow-up proportions were 80% (39/49)
and 78% (38/ 49) for level 1, 84% (43/ 51) and 78% (40/ 51)
for level 2, 86% (43/ 50) and 76% (38/50) for level 3, and 81%
(42/52) and 77% (40/52) for level 4 (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) diagram showing the flow of participants from screening through end of study.
MD: medical doctor; OHSU: Oregon Health and Sciences University; UC Denver: University of Colorado Denver; UCSF: University of California San
Francisco.

Characteristics of the Study Population
Of the 202 randomized participants, the men were predominantly
White (187/202, 92.6%), well-educated (167/202, 82.7%,
reported a 4-year college degree or more), and married or had
a partner (185/202, 91.6%; Table 1). The median (IQR) age at
enrollment was 70 years (65-75 years) and the median BMI was

27 kg/m2 (25-29 kg/m2). Participants self-reported a wide

spectrum of prostate cancer stages and grades. The median
(IQR) prostate-specific antigen at diagnosis was 6 ng/ml (5-10
ng/ml), 13.9% (28/202) reported T3 disease, and 5.9% (12/202)
reported T4 disease; 39.6% (80/202) had intermediate grade
(Gleason sum 7) and 22.8% (46/202) had high grade (Gleason
sum 8-10) cancer. Most participants reported that they had been
treated for localized disease at the time of enrollment or were
on active surveillance. The characteristics of the men assigned
to each of the 4 levels were similar.
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Table 1. Baseline self-reported sociodemographic and clinical characteristics of 202 men with prostate cancer participating in a technology-supported
physical activity and dietary intervention, overall and by level randomized.

TotalLevel 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Characteristicsa

202 (100.0)52 (25.7)50 (24.8)51 (25.2)49 (24.3)Number of men, n (%)

70 (65-75)70 (65-74)70 (64-75)70 (64-75)70 (64-76)Age (years), median (IQR)

27 (25-29)27 (25-29)26 (24-29)28 (26-30)25 (23-28)BMI (kg/m2), median (IQR)

Race, n (%)

187 (92.6)50 (96)48 (96)45 (88)44 (90)White

5 (2.5)0 (0)0 (0)3 (6)2 (4)Black

1 (0.5)0 (0)0 (0)1 (2)0 (0)Other

2 (1.0)1 (2)0 (0)0 (0)1 (2)Asian

5 (2.5)1 (2)0 (0)2 (4)2 (4)More than one race

2 (1.0)0 (0)2 (4)0 (0)0 (0)Decline to answer

Education, n (%)

1 (0.5)0 (0)0 (0)1 (2)0 (0)Grade school

14 (6.9)3 (6)1 (2)6 (12)4 (8)High school

20 (9.9)5 (10)2 (4)4 (8)9 (18)2-year college

58 (28.7)14 (27)20 (40)14 (27)10 (20)4-year college

109 (54.0)30 (58)27 (54)26 (51)26 (53)Graduate or professional degree

Employment, n (%)

1 (0.5)1 (2)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Decline to answer

50 (24.8)10 (19)17 (34)11 (22)12 (24)Full time

21 (10.4)8 (15)5 (10)2 (4)6 (12)Part time

126 (62.4)31 (60)27 (54)37 (73)31 (63)Retired

1 (0.5)1 (2)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Disabled

3 (1.5)1 (2)1 (2)1 (2)0 (0)Unemployed

Marital status, n (%)

185 (91.6)47 (90)46 (92)46 (90)46 (94)Married or partnered

6 (3.0)3 (6)1 (2)1 (2)1 (2)Divorced or separated

5 (2.5)0 (0)2 (4)2 (4)1 (2)Widowed

5 (2.5)2 (4)1 (2)2 (4)0 (0)Never married

1 (0.5)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)1 (2)Decline to answer

6 (5-10)6 (5-12)7 (5-10)7 (5-11)5 (4-10)PSAb at Dxc (ng/ml), median (IQR)

T-staged, n (%)

62 (30.7)19 (37)13 (26)15 (30)15 (31)T1

87 (43.1)14 (27)29 (58)19 (38)25 (51)T2

28 (13.9)6 (12)5 (10)12 (24)5 (10)T3

12 (5.9)6 (12)3 (6)2 (4)1 (2)T4

12 (5.9)7 (13)0 (0)2 (4)3 (6)Unknown

Gleason sum at Dx, n (%)

4 (2.0)3 (6)1 (2)0 (0)0 (0)5, low grade

34 (16.8)8 (15)13 (26)7 (14)6 (12)6, low grade

41 (20.3)10 (19)10 (20)5 (10)16 (33)3+4, intermediate grade
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TotalLevel 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Characteristicsa

39 (19.3)6 (12)11 (22)12 (24)10 (20)4+3, intermediate grade

46 (22.8)12 (23)12 (24)14 (28)8 (16)8-10, high grade

37 (18.3)13 (25)3 (6)12 (24)9 (18)Unknown or Do not know

Disease status at enrollmente, n (%)

19 (9.4)6 (12)3 (6)7 (14)3 (6)On active surveillance, PSA low or not-rising

12 (5.9)4 (8)5 (10)2 (4)1 (2)On active surveillance, PSA elevated or rising

107 (53.0)27 (52)26 (52)23 (45)31 (63)Completed treatment for localized disease, PSA low or
undetectable

10 (5.0)2 (4)4 (8)1 (2)3 (6)Completed treatment for localized disease, PSA elevated

7 (3.5)3 (6)1 (2)2 (4)1 (2)Cancer spread locally

14 (6.9)3 (6)4 (8)5 (10)2 (4)Metastatic disease

33 (16.3)7 (13)7 (14)11 (22)8 (16)Other or Do not know

4 (2-10)4 (2-9)3 (2-10)4 (2-7)9 (4-14)Time since Dx (years)f, median (IQR)

3 (1-9)3 (1-6)3 (1-11)4 (2-10)2 (1-9)Time since first treatment (years), median (IQR)

Enrollment site, n (%)

77 (38.1)18 (35)15 (30)23 (45)21 (43)Oregon (OHSUg)

68 (33.7)19 (37)19 (38)14 (27)16 (33)California (UCSFh)

57 (28.2)15 (29)16 (32)14 (27)12 (24)Colorado (UCDi)

aPercentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
bPSA: prostate-specific antigen.
cDx: diagnosis.
dT-Stage: Tumor (T) component of the TNM staging system developed by the American Joint Committee on Cancer.
eSelf-reported disease status.
fDiagnosis date was known for 127 men (31, 30, 32, 34 in levels 1-4), and the first treatment date was known for 135 men (26, 34, 39, 36 in levels 1-4).
gOHSU: Oregon Health Sciences University.
hUCSF: University of California San Francisco.
iUCD: University of Colorado Denver.

Acceptability of Intervention
As hypothesized, engagement and satisfaction with the
intervention increased across levels (Table 2). On the basis of
web analytics data on 154 of 161 men exposed to the
intervention, the median (IQR) number of days that participants
went to the study website over the 3-month intervention was 2
(IQR 1-3) in level 1, 9 (IQR 5-13) in level 2, 11 (IQR 8-16) in

level 3, and 16 (IQR 10-19) in level 4. The most commonly
visited pages for men in levels 2 to 4 were the main home
page/dashboard and the follow-up survey page where
participants could self-report progress toward their diet and
exercise goals. Although all other pages were visited at least
once, the median number of days that participants visited the
remaining pages was low (1-5 visits each).
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Table 2. Acceptability of a 3-month technology-supported behavioral intervention for men with prostate cancer by level of intervention received.

Level 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Characteristicsa

42444239Number of menb

16 (10-19)11 (8-16)9 (5-13)2 (1-3)Frequency of portal visits (days), median (IQR)b

Overall satisfaction with Community of Wellness intervention and portal, n (%)

10 (24)5 (11)5 (12)4 (10)Very satisfied

17 (40)18 (41)22 (52)16 (41)Satisfied

11 (26)15 (34)11 (26)10 (26)Neutral

1 (2)2 (5)1 (2)4 (10)Dissatisfied

1 (2)1 (2)0 (0)1 (3)Very dissatisfied

2 (5)3 (7)3 (7)4 (10)Did not report

Resource directory, n (%)

4 (10)0 (0)2 (5)1 (3)Excellent

6 (14)4 (9)9 (21)5 (13)Very good

8 (19)14 (32)9 (21)12 (31)Good

7 (17)5 (11)3 (7)3 (8)Average

3 (7)0 (0)2 (5)0 (0)Poor

10 (24)18 (41)12 (29)13 (33)Did not use

4 (10)3 (7)5 (12)5 (13)Did not report

Exercise prescription, n (%)

10 (24)3 (7)1 (2)—cExcellent

10 (24)6 (14)11 (26)—Very good

10 (24)19 (43)13 (31)—Good

5 (12)6 (14)5 (12)—Average

1 (2)0 (0)0 (0)—Poor

4 (10)6 (14)4 (10)—Did not use

2 (5)4 (9)8 (19)—Did not report

Diet prescription, n (%)

12 (29)6 (14)2 (5)—Excellent

12 (29)11 (25)11 (26)—Very good

4 (10)12 (27)12 (29)—Good

8 (19)3 (7)5 (12)—Average

0 (0)2 (5)0 (0)—Poor

3 (7)6 (14)4 (10)—Did not use

3 (7)4 (9)8 (19)—Did not report

Weekly progress report, n (%)

11 (26)3 (7)2 (5)—Excellent

13 (31)12 (27)15 (36)—Very good

6 (14)14 (32)6 (14)—Good

6 (14)7 (16)4 (10)—Average

1 (2)1 (2)1 (2)—Poor

2 (5)3 (7)6 (14)—Did not use

3 (7)4 (9)8 (19)—Did not report
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Level 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Characteristicsa

Fitbit, n (%)

6 (14)9 (20)——Excellent

8 (19)5 (11)——Very good

7 (17)7 (16)——Good

1 (2)3 (7)——Average

4 (10)8 (18)——Poor

12 (29)7 (16)——Did not use

4 (10)5 (11)——Did not report

Text messages, n (%)

4 (10)0 (0)——Excellent

8 (19)4 (9)——Very good

8 (19)14 (32)——Good

2 (5)10 (23)——Average

5 (12)1 (2)——Poor

11 (26)10 (23)——Did not use

4 (10)5 (11)——Did not report

Diet coach, n (%)

9 (21)———Excellent

9 (21)———Very good

6 (14)———Good

6 (14)———Average

1 (2)———Poor

7 (17)———Did not use

4 (10)———Did not report

Exercise coach, n (%)

8 (19)———Excellent

9 (21)———Very good

6 (14)———Good

7 (17)———Average

2 (5)———Poor

6 (14)———Did not use

4 (10)———Did not report

aPercentages may not sum to 100% due to rounding.
bWeb analytics data were available for 154 (33, 38, 41, and 42 for levels 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively) of 161 men exposed to the intervention. The
acceptability survey was sent after the 3-month intervention period; because of technical errors, 44 men received the acceptability survey late.
cEmpty cells denote intervention features that were not offered to a given level; participants were not asked to provide feedback on features they did
not receive.

A higher proportion of men (10/42, 24%) in level 4 reported
that they were very satisfied with the intervention than men in
levels 1, 2, and 3 (4/39, 10%; 5/42, 12%; and 5/44, 11%,
respectively). A total of 6 men in levels 1 to 3 (1 in level 1, 4
in level 2, and 1 in level 3) who completed surveys at 3 months
had not accessed the study website intervention (Figure 1),
which may in part reflect lower satisfaction scores for these
levels compared with level 4. In addition, a higher proportion

of men in level 1 reported that they were dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied with the intervention (5/39, 13%) compared with
levels 2, 3, and 4 (1/42, 2%; 3/44, 7%; and 2/42, 5%,
respectively). Men in level 4 (n=42) were also more likely to
rate the intervention features as excellent or very good: exercise
prescription (20/42, 48%), diet prescription (24/42, 57%), and
weekly progress report (24/42, 57%) compared with the 42 men
in level 2 (12/42, 29%; 13/42, 31%; 17/42, 40%, respectively),
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and 44 men in level 3 (9/44, 20%; 17/44, 39%; 15/44, 34%). In
contrast to our expectations, a large number of men in levels 3
and 4 reported that they did not like (8/44, 18% and 4/42, 10%,
respectively) or did not use (7/44, 16% and 12/42, 29%,
respectively) the Fitbit. Approximately one-fourth of the men
in levels 3 and 4 reported that they did not use the text messages
(10/44, 23% in level 3 and 11/42, 26% in level 4). Of the 42
men in level 4, 26 (62%) completed an exercise coaching call
(8 were unable to be contacted and 8 declined) and 35 (83%)
completed a diet coaching call (2 were unable to be contacted
and 5 declined). Of the men who received the calls, 88% (23/26)
rated the exercise call as good to excellent and 69% (24/35)
rated the diet call as good to excellent.

Participants’ open-ended feedback on the intervention is
provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. Participants noted
challenges with the onboarding process, insufficient
personalization of the study materials, and limited information
tailored to their level and readiness for change. Although the
intervention provided personalized diet and exercise
prescriptions based on baseline surveys (levels 2-4), feedback
from the open-ended comments indicated that several
participants desired more interactive feedback, direction, and
reminders. As noted above, many men indicated that they did
not like or use the Fitbit; some participants already owned other
devices and would have preferred to have the option to integrate
those into the study website.

Lifestyle Behavior
Figure 2 shows the between-group difference in mean change
(95% CI) from enrollment to 3 months comparing with the 4
levels for the overall lifestyle score. Changes between levels 2,

3, and 4 versus level 1 for the diet and physical activity scores
and their subcomponents are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
The between-group differences in mean change, comparing
each level to level 1, were as follows: 0.93 (95% CI 0.44-1.41)
points for level 2; 0.51 (95% CI 0.02-0.99) points for level 3;
and 1.11 (95% CI 0.65-1.57) points for level 4. The median
(IQR) values for the lifestyle score and its components, by study
arm and time point, are shown in Multimedia Appendix 3 and
the between-group differences in mean change from enrollment
to 6 months are shown in Multimedia Appendices 4-6. The
small improvement in score for level 4 was attenuated, but still
present, at 6 months (between-group difference in mean change
level 4 vs 1: 0.72; 95% CI 0.26-1.18 points).

Level 4 had a greater improvement in diet scores at 3 months
compared with level 1 (Figure 3). The between-group difference
in mean change from enrollment to month 3 in level 4 as
compared with level 1 was 0.49 (IQR 0.22-0.77) points. This
change seemed to be driven by an increased intake of cruciferous
vegetables and healthy vegetable fat and decreased intake of
processed meat. As with the overall lifestyle score, the
improvement was present, but attenuated, at 6 months
(between-group difference in mean change in level 4 vs level
1: 0.32 [IQR 0.09-0.54]; Multimedia Appendix 5).

Similarly, for physical activity, only level 4 appeared to have
a greater increase in physical activity at 3 months compared
with level 1 (between-group difference in mean: 0.39; 95% CI
0.08-0.69 points; Figure 4). The change appeared to be due to
small increases in aerobic exercise, strength training, and
stretching. However, the difference in mean change for the
overall score was not maintained at 6 months (Multimedia
Appendix 6).

Figure 2. Difference in mean change in an overall lifestyle score (range 0-20) from baseline to 3 months, comparing intervention levels 2 to 4 with
level 1. Higher scores indicate more healthy lifestyle behaviors. These secondary analyses included the 146 men with complete data on lifestyle behaviors
at 0 and 3 months.
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Figure 3. Differences in mean change in an overall diet score (range 0-14) and servings per day of diet items from baseline to 3 months, comparing
intervention levels 2 to 4 with level 1. A higher score for the overall diet score indicates healthier diet behaviors. The intervention aimed to increase
intake of cruciferous vegetables, fish, tomatoes, and vegetable fat and decrease intake of poultry with skin, processed meat, and whole milk. These
secondary analyses included the 146 men with complete data on diet behaviors at 0 and 3 months.
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Figure 4. Difference in mean change in an overall physical activity score (range 0-6) and types of physical activity (minutes per week of aerobic;
sessions per week of strength training and stretching) from baseline to 3 months, comparing intervention levels 2 to 4 with level 1. Higher scores indicate
more physical activity. These secondary analyses were performed among the 152 men with complete data on physical activity at 0 and 3 months.

In a posthoc sensitivity analysis, we stratified men according
to their self-reported aerobic activity level at the time of
enrollment. As shown in Table 3, in levels 3 and 4, men who
reported <90 min/wk of aerobic physical activity at enrollment
appeared to report more aerobic physical activity at 3 months
(median change from baseline to 3 months in level 3: 60 min/wk;

IQR 30-75; level 4: 75 min/wk; IQR 30-150). Although these
changes were not fully maintained, men in levels 3 and 4 who
started with <90 min/wk of aerobic activity reported a median
increase of 30 min/wk at 6 months compared with enrollment
(level 3 IQR 0-135; level 4 IQR 0-330).
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Table 3. Moderate-to-vigorous intensity aerobic physical activity minutes per week at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months among men with prostate
cancer participating in a technology-supported behavioral intervention, overall and by level randomized and baseline activity.

Level 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Time pointa

Median (IQR)nMedian (IQR)nMedian (IQR)nMedian (IQR)n

≥150 min/week at enrollment

398 (255 to 480)28345 (240 to 510)33405 (225 to 540)22345 (225 to 480)30Baseline

435 (330 to 540)21285 (105 to 450)28323 (173 to 495)16263 (210 to 495)223 months

338 (315 to 405)20383 (225 to 465)26345 (135 to 570)15398 (105 to 540)226 months

−75 (−195 to 180)21−53 (−360 to 75)2815 (−263 to 128)16−75 (−180 to 90)22Change, baseline to 3 months

−165 (−285 to 120)20−8 (−120 to 75)260 (−150 to 315)15−38 (−150 to 120)22Change, baseline to 6 months

90-<150 min/week at enrollment

105 (105 to 105)10120 (105 to 135)3105 (105 to 105)9105 (105 to 105)6Baseline

150 (83 to 233)8225 (105 to 330)3120 (68 to 188)8398 (203 to 570)43 months

173 (98 to 225)8105 (0 to 390)3180 (45 to 315)8180 (83 to 233)46 months

45 (−23 to 120)8105 (−30 to 225)315 (−38 to 90)8293 (98 to 465)4Change, baseline to 3 months

68 (0 to 120)80 (−135 to 270)375 (−60 to 210)875 (−23 to 128)4Change, baseline to 6 months

<90 min/week at enrollment

30 (0 to 30)130 (0 to 30)1415 (0 to 30)1830 (0 to 30)13Baseline

105 (30 to 210)9105 (30 to 105)930 (0 to 225)1445 (0 to 135)103 months

60 (0 to 360)930 (0 to 135)760 (0 to 105)1398 (0 to 105)106 months

75 (30 to 150)960 (30 to 75)930 (0 to 195)140 (0 to 105)10Change, baseline to 3 months

30 (0 to 330)930 (0 to 135)70 (0 to 105)1353 (0 to 75)10Change, baseline to 6 months

aTwo men in level 2 and 1 man in level 4 had unknown baseline physical activity.

Nonserious Adverse Events
No serious AEs occurred during the study. However, total
nonserious AEs (study related and unrelated) were common in
the older population of men with prostate cancer (Table 4). Most
of the AEs (246/356, 69.1%) were associated with a pre-existing
condition; only 15.4% (55/356) of the AEs were self-reported
by the participants to be related to the study and included
exacerbations of pre-existing problems. Muscle pain/injury,
fatigue, and joint or bone pain were the most frequently reported,
accounting for 82% (45/55) of study-related AEs. All

study-related AEs were mild to moderate in severity. Although
the number of study-related AEs was low, they did appear to
increase across levels, particularly going from level 1 (8
study-related AEs) to level 2 (14 study-related AEs). The
difference in study-related AEs across levels was driven by
higher reports of muscle pain/injury and fatigue in higher levels.
For example, there were 7 reports of muscle pain/injury that
were deemed study related by participants in levels 3 and 4, 6
in level 2, and 3 in level 1. Study-related fatigue was highest in
level 4, reported 6 times, compared with 2 reports of fatigue in
level 1 and 1 report of fatigue in levels 2 and 3 each.
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Table 4. Nonserious adverse events self-reported at 3 months among men with prostate cancer participating in a technology-supported behavioral
intervention by randomized level.

TotalLevel 4Level 3Level 2Level 1Nonserious AEsa

356677613380Total AE, n

24648549153AE related to pre-existing conditions, n

551815148Study-related AE, n

Specific AEs, n

Joint or bone pain.

10520244021Any

8215203116Pre-existing

121551Study related

Muscle pain or injury

8815242920Any

49914179Pre-existing

237763Study related

Gastrointestinal issues

481181514Any

37951211Pre-existing

83212Study related

Fatigue

6416102414Any

471110179Pre-existing

106112Study related

Dizziness or vertigo

3538159Any

202396Pre-existing

10010Study related

Shortness of breath

132281Any

92241Pre-existing

11000Study related

Cardiovascular event

30021Any

20011Pre-existing

00000Study related

aAE: adverse event.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The TrueNTH Community of Wellness study primarily sought
to evaluate whether persons living with a diagnosis of prostate
cancer would engage with a web-based intervention focused on
diet and physical activity and secondarily explored whether
such an intervention would help people adopt healthier habits.
This national, multi-site, pilot randomized controlled trial
demonstrated the feasibility of a technology-enhanced, remotely

delivered behavioral intervention and provides insights into the
acceptability of different intervention components. Overall, we
met our a priori goals to enroll 200 participants in 1 year (202
men were randomized in 13 months) and retain 80% of
participants at 3 months and 64% at 6 months (retention was
167/202, 82.7% and 156/202, 77.2% at 3 and 6 months,
respectively).

Key takeaways from this study include the importance of an
easy onboarding process and the value of at least some contact
from a person. A high proportion of men reported difficulty
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registering on the portal website, and a quarter of the men failed
to complete the process and did not end up receiving their
assigned intervention. This underscores the need for additional
orientation, email reminders, and/or follow-up calls to ensure
that participants have sufficient technical support to access
web-based resources. Future studies need to address how to
collect sufficient personal information to deliver a tailored
intervention without overburdening participants and preventing
them from continuing in the program. In addition, individuals
who received two 30-minute coach calls (level 4) were more
satisfied with the intervention compared with other groups and
appeared to be more successful in making small lifestyle
changes. These results suggest that some level of coaching or
human interaction is important for participant satisfaction with
remotely delivered lifestyle programs. This is in agreement with
previous findings [45-47]. Additional research is needed to
assess whether other technology-based interactions (eg, tailored
text messages or chatbots) or web-based peer-to-peer
interactions can facilitate similar satisfaction and improve
behavior change outcomes as coaching calls [47-50]. Overall,
future studies are challenged to identify the minimum dose of
health coaching needed for participant satisfaction and
meaningful behavior change while maintaining scalability.
These studies should consider innovative study designs that
efficiently support testing multiple intervention components
(eg, multiphase optimization strategy framework) [51,52].

In secondary analyses, it appeared that the intervention had
small effects on lifestyle behaviors. For example, we observed
a median increase of 0.5 servings per day (IQR 0.2-0.9) in
cruciferous vegetable consumption in level 4 at 3 months. The
changes we observed are of similar magnitude to those reported
by other studies with more intensive health coaching. The Reach
Out to Enhance Wellness trial conducted among long-term
breast, prostate, and colorectal cancer survivors included 15
health coaching sessions over 12 months and observed an
increase in fruit and vegetable intake of 1.1 servings per day
(95% CI 0.76-1.47) when comparing the intervention group
with the control group at 12 months [53]. Our results comparing
the different intervention levels add to the literature and suggest
that at least some higher touch coaching may be needed to
successfully modify dietary intake.

Most men in the study did not increase their physical activity
from the time of enrollment. Our study population, however,
reported high levels of physical activity at enrollment and thus
did not have much room for improvement. Indeed, when we
stratified men based on whether they met the recommended
amounts of physical activity at enrollment, we observed an
increase in aerobic physical activity at 3 months among men
not meeting the physical activity guidelines at baseline in levels
3 and 4. For example, the median (IQR) min/wk of
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity at enrollment and 3
months among inactive men in level 4 was 30 (IQR 0-30) and
105 (IQR 30-210). This change was not maintained at 6 months.
Among those who had already met the recommended 150
minutes of exercise per week at the time of enrollment, there
was no increase in exercise with increasing intervention levels,
and among those assigned to levels 3 and 4, there appeared to
be a decrease in total minutes of exercise. It is possible that very

active men altered their behavior once they realized that they
exceeded the guidelines. Future studies using adaptive trial
designs, such as sequential multiple assignment randomized
trials, to target intervention resources to participants who need
them most would be of interest.

This trial was designed to evaluate the feasibility of
direct-to-patient enrollment and acceptability of a remotely
delivered, web-based behavioral intervention in a study
population with a wide distribution of geography and clinical
disease features. Our team previously reported the results of the
Prostate 8-I (P8-I) pilot study conducted at UCSF. P8-I reported
a larger improvement in diet than that observed in the present
trial. One difference in study design that may have played a role
in the different results could be the in-clinic recruitment and
on-site study visits in P8-I. Given the difference in acceptability
reported by men in level 4 compared with levels 1 to 3 in this
study, it is possible that having a personal connection to the
study helped motivate participants in P8-I to make larger dietary
changes. In addition, P8-I excluded participants who had already
met 4 of 8 prespecified lifestyle recommendations, whereas this
pilot did not.

Limitations
There are several limitations of this study to consider and
improve upon in future trials. First, individuals who volunteered
for this study were predominantly White and highly educated;
thus, our results may not be generalizable to all men with
prostate cancer. Further work is warranted to assess whether a
remotely delivered, web-based intervention is acceptable or
beneficial for more diverse or underserved populations. Most
participants also had localized disease; the feasibility and
acceptability of lifestyle interventions in men with more
advanced disease remains to be determined. Second, diet and
physical activity were assessed using self-reporting, and the
instruments used may not have been sufficiently discriminative
to detect small changes in lifestyle behaviors. Third, we did not
include the participants’ caregivers or family/friends in the
intervention. In our past trial of a structured partnered exercise
program for prostate cancer patients and their spouses, retention
and adherence rates to exercise in patients exceeded that in our
other patient-only trials [9]. Therefore, partner support may be
a key facilitator for patient behavior change. Improving the
health of partners may also have a positive impact on patients’
health, a concept we are currently testing in a clinical exercise
trial for cancer survivors and their spouse (or partners;
NCT03630354). Fourth, we selected one type of physical
activity tracker for integration with the web portal, and several
comments made in the exit survey indicated that people would
prefer more options and to use the devices they already owned
(see Multimedia Appendix 2 for participant feedback).
Participant feedback also indicated that additional programming
to personalize and update the recommendations and messaging
over time was desired. Accordingly, our team is currently
enrolling individuals going to surgery for prostate cancer
(Prostate 8-II trial, NCT #03999151) to a longer intervention
(24 months) with more tailored feedback that adjusts to real-time
self-reported diet and exercise data. P8-II also provides quarterly
health coaching. Finally, it is worth noting that nonserious
study-related AEs increased across intervention levels. However,
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the AEs reported were consistent with expected side effects of
increased physical activity (eg, muscle pain, fatigue) and/or
dietary change (eg, fatigue) and all were mild to moderate.

Conclusions
The TrueNTH Community of Wellness trial demonstrated the
feasibility of a web-based, remotely delivered, tailored
behavioral intervention among individuals with all stages of
prostate cancer. Men in level 4 who received two 30-minute

phone calls reported higher satisfaction, engaged more
frequently with the intervention, and reported small
improvements in diet and physical activity compared with men
in level 1. Future studies are warranted to evaluate how to
increase the effect of the intervention on lifestyle behaviors,
while maintaining long-term sustainability and scalability, as
well as designing and implementing behavioral interventions
for more diverse populations.
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Abstract

Background: Individuals with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD) can
experience obstacles in traditional health care situations due to difficulties associated with their impairment.

Objective: This controlled study aims to investigate the feasibility of an internet-based support and coaching intervention
(IBSC), including 2 weekly chat sessions and 2 complementary clinic visits with coaches over the course of 8 weeks, for adolescents
and young adults with ADHD and/or ASD in 2 naturalistic routine care settings.

Methods: Individuals with ADHD and/or ASD aged 15-32 years were recruited in 2 clinical settings, where they received either
IBSC (n=24) or treatment as usual (TAU; n=20). Outcome measures included self-report questionnaires assessing quality of life
(Manchester Short Assessment for Quality of Life), sense of coherence (Sense Of Coherence 29), self-esteem (Rosenberg
Self-Esteem Scale), and anxiety and depressive symptoms (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale [HADS] and
Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale-Self-reported, respectively).

Results: Significant between-group effects were observed in measures of anxiety (HADS) at postintervention (P=.02) as well
as at the 6-month follow-up (P=.004). Significant between-group effects were also noted for depressive symptoms (HADS)
postintervention (P=.04). The between-group effects were partially explained by a deterioration in the TAU group. A significant
increase in self-esteem (P=.04) as well as a decrease in anxiety (P=.003) at the 6-month follow-up was observed in the intervention
group following IBSC. Findings from a qualitative study of the intervention are consistent with the results.

Conclusions: The findings from this study suggest that IBSC holds promise as a feasible complement or alternative to traditional
face-to-face health care meetings.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19658)   doi:10.2196/19658
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Introduction

Background
In the last two decades, neurodevelopmental disorders (NDDs),
such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and
autism spectrum disorder (ASD), have increasingly been
recognized and diagnosed [1-4]. ADHD is estimated to affect
5% of the child and adolescent population and approximately
2.5% of the adult population [5,6]. The prevalence rates for
ASD are estimated to be from 1% to 2.6% [1,7,8]. ADHD and
ASD are complex and disabling conditions, which often cooccur
with other NDDs [2,9]. If left unmanaged, they can lead to
negative consequences, including deterioration of school and
work performance, relationships, living situation, self-esteem,
and overall quality of life [10-12].

Increased assessment and diagnosis rates for individuals with
NDDs have several long-term benefits, including increased
access to early treatment for children, which could reduce the
effects of core deficits and lessen the occurrence of secondary
psychiatric conditions [13]. However, it also calls for efficient
treatment and support for adolescents and adults with these
conditions. The transition from adolescence into adulthood has
been acknowledged as particularly challenging for these
individuals [14,15]. This period in life often characterized by
a decrease in structure and support at home and in school and
increased demands to manage daily living independently.
Transitioning from child to adult health care services can also
result in a decrease in support for individuals with NDDs
[16,17].

Current recommendations for adolescents and adults with
ADHD comprise multimodal approaches, including
pharmacological interventions, psychoeducation, environmental
modifications, and behavioral interventions (eg, cognitive
behavioral therapy [CBT]) [10,18,19]. Psychostimulants are
often the first-line treatment and have been proven efficacious
for core symptoms [10,18], but in approximately 50%,
medication alone fails to manage the condition and/or comes
with impeding side effects [18,20]. Evidence for CBT remains
promising, yet preliminary [18]. Coaching is increasingly
recommended as a component of multimodal treatment for
adolescents and adults with ADHD [21,22]. Coaching includes
individual goal setting, psychoeducation, and a collaborative
approach to handle the individual’s main problems. ADHD
coaching also relies heavily upon the coach who should possess
significant experience and a thorough understanding of the
disorder [21,23,24].

Different supports have been developed and tested for ASD,
but there is still a great paucity of research within this area.
Guidelines promote interventions focusing on communication,
interaction, and management of concomitant mental health
problems through, for example, CBT [23,24]. In general,
guidelines for ASD stress the necessity of making adjustments
to the environment, not least to facilitate equal access to health
care services [23,24]. There is a lack of studies pertaining to
coaching for teens or young adults with ASD. However, a recent
review concluded that there is a need for personalized support

focusing on daily life problems (eg, mentoring) as opposed to
narrow skills training [25].

Internet-delivered treatments have been proven effective for a
number of psychiatric disorders [26]. The utilization of
chat-based communication in offering psychological support
has also increased over the years. A review revealed that
chat-based interventions had mostly better or equivalent
outcomes when compared with wait-list control and treatment
as usual (TAU) [27] and the actual acceptability of this support
has been shown to be high, even among people with severe
mental health problems [28]. Furthermore, text- and
internet-based communication is a familiar part of young
people’s everyday life [29].

Individuals with NDDs often struggle with traditional means
of support, for example, clinic visits. Nonverbal communication
such as eye gaze and gestures can be a challenge for people
with ASD, and internet-based support eliminates these issues.
Internet-based interventions are also flexible and accessible,
which is facilitating for individuals with ADHD who often have
trouble with time management and organization. Overall,
communication through the internet could prove to be beneficial
for individuals with NDDs [30-32]. However, very few
interventions exist targeting this specific population. Some data
have been published regarding internet-based CBT for ADHD
[33] and internet-delivered psychoeducation for adolescents
and adults with ASD [34].

Objectives
Individuals with NDDs comprise a largely heterogeneous group
that can experience obstacles in traditional health care. Hence,
it is of paramount importance to develop a more needs-based
approach to support, especially when transitioning into
adulthood. The main objective of this study is to investigate
whether an internet-based support and coaching model (IBSC)
can be feasible for these individuals. The intervention was first
attempted in a small validation study [35] and showed an
improved sense of coherence, self-esteem, and quality of life.
This study aims to replicate the results and assess the feasibility
of the model in 2 naturalistic clinical contexts using a larger
sample and a comparison group. Our main hypotheses, based
on the previous results, are that an increase in self-esteem, sense
of coherence, and subjective quality of life would be observed
immediately after the intervention. We also expected symptom
reduction for anxiety and depressive symptoms and increased
overall quality of life compared with the comparison group.

Methods

Study Design
This study (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT02300597) was
designed as a nonrandomized controlled feasibility study.
Participants were recruited to either the intervention (IBSC) or
the TAU. They were not randomized due to previous
experiences regarding recruitment, that is, individuals with ASD
have difficulties tolerating uncertainty and were reluctant to
participate without knowing the study conditions they were to
be allocated. Outcome data in the form of self-report scales
were completed before the start of the intervention, after the
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intervention (8 weeks after baseline for the control group), and
6 months later. Both the intervention and comparison groups
received TAU between the 8-week and 6-month follow-up.

Participants and Recruitment
Participants were consecutively recruited between autumn of
2010 and autumn of 2014 at 2 study centers in the southwest
of Sweden: a habilitation center providing assistance for
children, adolescents, and adults with NDDs including ASD
and an outpatient psychiatric clinic specialized in adults with
ASD and ADHD. Participants needed to fulfill the following
inclusion criteria: (1) being 15 to 32 years of age, (2) having
prior confirmed diagnosis of ADHD, ASD, or both according
to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders,
4th Edition (DSM-IV), (3) having access to a computer with
internet connection, and (4) no other ongoing support or
psychological treatment during the study period (only pertaining
to the intervention group). Exclusion criteria were ongoing
psychosis, serious and ongoing alcohol and/or substance misuse
disorder, major depressive disorder (if an obstacle to conform
with the intervention or in better need of other treatment),
conduct disorder/antisocial personality disorder, severe dyslexia,
and known intellectual disability.

Participants were asked to take part during regular visits at the
study sites and received a description of the study, including
internet security. Eligibility was confirmed through an interview
by a clinical psychologist or psychiatrist using the

alcohol/substance use and psychotic disorder modules of the
Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders
(SCID I) [36] and the antisocial personality disorder module of
the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Disorder
(SCID II) [37]. Participants completed all outcome measures
(see the Instruments section). The Montgomery Åsberg
Depression Scale (MADRS) [38] was used both as an outcome
measure and to screen for symptoms of depression at baseline.

A total of 31 individuals agreed to participate in the intervention.
They were assessed to be eligible for participation and included
in the intervention arm. Before the intervention, an individual
chose to refrain, leading to a total of 97% (30/31) of individuals
in the intervention group.

During the course of the study, comparison cases were recruited
at each study site. They were matched by age, gender, and NDD
diagnoses. In the latter part of the study, some exceptions in
terms of matching were made due to recruitment problems.
Comparison cases underwent the same procedure with regard
to eligibility with respect to inclusion and exclusion criteria. A
total of 21 comparison cases were recruited, and all but one
(20/21, 95%), who was deemed too depressed, were eligible
and included. Figure 1 shows the flow of participants in a
CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
flowchart. Table 1 provides demographic and clinical
characteristics of participants at baseline; only 80% (24/30)
completed IBSC; therefore, only 24 were presented.

Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flowchart of participants. Regarding TAU, after assessment for eligibility, one
individual was excluded due to major depression, leaving 20 to be allocated to TAU. IBSC: internet-based support and coaching; TAU: treatment as
usual.
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Table 1. Demographics and sample characteristics at baseline.

P valueTreatment as usual (n=20)Intervention (n=24a)Demographic

Age at inclusion (years)

.4822.1 (5.1)21.0 (5.1)Mean (SD)

.4822.0 (15.0-32.0)20 (15.0-32.0)Median (range)

Gender, n (%)

N/Ab10 (50)13 (54)Male

>.9910 (50)11 (46)Female

Diagnosis, n (%)

N/A7 (35)9 (38)ASDc

N/A5 (25)3 (13)ADHDd

.558 (40)12 (50)ASD+ADHD

GAFe score (10-point interval)

N/A3 (15)9 (38)31-40

N/A4 (20)9 (38)41-50

N/A8 (40)5 (21)51-60

.0065 (25)1 (4)61-70

Study center (1 and 2), n (%)

N/A11 (55)11 (46)1

.769 (45)13 (54)2

Geographical area, n (%)

N/A17 (85)13 (54)Urban

.063 (15)11 (46)Rural

Civil state, n (%)

N/A3 (15)2 (8)Married/living with partner

N/A6 (30)2 (8)In a relationship (not living together)

.1111 (55)20 (83)Single

Living situation, n (%)

N/A6 (30)8 (33)One-person household

N/A5 (25)2 (8)Living with partner and/or children

N/A8 (40)14 (58)Living with parents and/or siblings

.281 (5)0 (0)Living with friends and/or acquaintances

Level of education (completed or ongoing)

N/A0 (0)2 (8)Has not completed compulsory schoolf

N/A8 (42)7 (29)Compulsory school

N/A9 (47)11 (46)Upper secondary school

N/A1 (5)0 (0)Vocational education (after compulsory school)

.651 (5)4 (17)University

N/A1 (5)0 (0)Missing

Occupation, n (%)

N/A7 (35)0 (0)Employed

N/A3 (15)6 (25)Unemployed

N/A7 (35)13 (54)Studentg
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P valueTreatment as usual (n=20)Intervention (n=24a)Demographic

N/A1 (5)2 (8)Work experience placement

.042 (10)3 (13)Sick leave

Support from social servicesh, n (%)

N/A7 (37)7 (29)Yes

.8312 (63)17 (71)No

N/A1 (5)0 (0)Missing

ADHD medication at baselinei, n (%)

N/A11 (55)14 (58)No

>.999 (45)10 (42)Yes

aOnly 24 out of 30 in the intervention group completed an internet-based support and coaching intervention; therefore, only 24 are presented in the
table.
bN/A: not applicable.
cASD: autism spectrum disorder.
dADHD: attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
eGAF: Global Assessment of Functioning.
fNo formal education or terminated compulsory school without complete grades.
gAll levels of education (eg, compulsory school, secondary school, vocational education, and university studies).
hSupport can include assistance through the Swedish Act concerning Support and Service for Persons with Certain Functional Impairments (LSS) or
from Social Services, for example, so called contact person, relief service, or living support.
iIn all cases but two this was psychostimulant medication.

Overall, the recruitment period spanned over a relatively long
period because it took place in routine care settings where the
staff had restricted time for the study in relation to parallel
practice of routine psychiatric care and/or habilitating
interventions. In addition, the participating units were relatively
small and each recruitment was immediately followed by
coaches engaging in the subsequent intervention (as well as the
accompanying administration).

Intervention and TAU

Intervention
The model for IBSC was developed and validated in a study by
Wentz et al [35]. The model consists of 8 weeks of
internet-based support and coaching mediated through a chat
program. It includes 2 chat sessions in a week and 1 individual
face-to-face meeting in the clinical setting (replacing chat
sessions) during weeks 3 and 6 of the intervention. Each chat
session lasted between 30 min and 1 hour. Short communication
is also made possible through an email function (Figure 2
provides the IBSC flowchart). The intervention seeks to provide
individualized psychoeducation about ADHD and/or ASD as
well as support regarding aspects of daily life. The intervention
started with a meeting with an appointed coach, with the purpose
of becoming acquainted, to inform about the chat program and
to help set it up. The coach and participant discussed preliminary

areas of focus for the chat sessions as requested by the
participant (ie, social interaction, daily routines, stress, study
technique, time management). Support and coaching are highly
individualized, based on the participants’ expressed needs and
requests at each chat session but also continuously readdressing
the areas initially agreed on. Coaches validate and acknowledge
participants in their experienced difficulties, discuss possible
explanations (ie, psychoeducation), empower and encourage
participants to find coping strategies, and offer specific advice
on managing conveyed everyday life problems. Support and
coaching are firmly based on the knowledge and clinical
experience of NDDs and is intentionally more focused on
everyday support as opposed to highly structured and narrow
skill-specific interventions (eg, manualized treatments such as
CBT). Coaches were all educated health care professionals,
including occupational therapists, clinical psychologists, social
workers, and special education teachers, employed at the 2 study
sites. All coaches had extensive experience in ASD and ADHD.
Before the start of the chat project, coaches were thoroughly
informed about the aims and basis of the model, that is, support
and coaching in daily life problems as opposed to more serious
mental health matters that could require other kinds of help.
Every second week, supervision was offered to coaches and
research coordinators by the head of the project (the last author;
EW). Supervision served as an opportunity to discuss issues
concerning the support, model fidelity, and recruitment matters.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the internet-based support and coaching model. Assessment at 8 weeks (postassessment): assessment was carried out immediately
after the end of the 8-week intervention.

TAU
TAU comprised any typically occurring treatment, that is,
pharmacological treatment and/or psychological treatment,
psychosocial support, occupational therapy (interventions
pertaining to structure in daily living), and group
psychoeducation (with most individuals receiving mainly
pharmacological treatment including physical check-ups). Some

individuals did not receive any active treatment during the study
period (due to difficulties in complying with offered support).

Instruments
This study used the same instruments as those used in the
validation study [35]. All outcome measures were prespecified
according to the CONSORT protocol.
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Primary Outcome Measures
Quality of life (QoL), as assessed by the Manchester Short
Assessment for Quality of Life (MANSA), was used as a
primary outcome measure in accordance with the validation
study. The scale includes 4 objective QoL questions to be
answered with yes or no and 12 subjective questions concerning
job, economy, friendships, leisure activities, accommodation,
personal safety, living situation, sex life, relationship with
family, and physical and mental health [39]. As the study
included participants as young as 15 years of age, the scale was
modified to exclude the question about sex life. The remaining
11 items were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale (1=negative
extreme and 7=positive extreme) and summarized into a total
score. The Swedish version of MANSA has been proven to
have good reliability and validity in patients with mental illness
and has also shown satisfactory reliability in terms of internal
consistency [40]. In line with the findings of our validation
study, the effects on the first item of the MANSA assessing
subjective QoL were analyzed [35].

Secondary Outcome Measures
Symptoms of depression and anxiety were measured using the
Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) [41]. The
HADS consists of 14 questions, with 7 questions constituting
2 subscales: anxiety and depression. Each item is rated on a
4-point scale. The Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating
Scale-Self-reported (MADRS-S) was also used as a measure of
depressive symptoms. It consists of 9 questions that can be
scored from 0 to 6 points [38]. In both the HADS subscales as
well as in the MADRS-S, a higher score represents a higher
symptom burden.

The Sense of Coherence (SOC 29) scale is a life orientation
questionnaire built on the concept of salutogenesis and has 3
main components: comprehensibility, manageability, and
meaningfulness [42]. The SOC has 29 items, each rated on a
7-point scale where a higher total score represents a better ability
to cope with stress and to stay healthy [43]. The Rosenberg
Self-Esteem Scale (RSES) was used to measure self-esteem.
The questionnaire comprises 10 questions each rated on a
4-point scale. A higher total score reflects better self-esteem
[44,45]. Sociodemographic information was collected through
a self-report questionnaire (Table 1). Background information
on diagnosis, medication, and other received treatment and
support was collected through medical records.

Global Assessment of Functioning
To assess the participants’ general level of functioning at
baseline, all individuals were evaluated retrospectively using
the Global Assessment of Functioning (GAF) Scale from
DSM-IV- Text Revision [46]. The scale ranged from 0 (severe
impairment) to 100 (very high functioning) with descriptions
for every 10-point interval considering psychiatric symptoms
and social and occupational functioning. The assessment was
based on current diagnoses, available sociodemographic
information, level of anxiety and depression, and participant
responses on the item level for the MANSA. Although not
reported in this study, a questionnaire measuring perceived
caregiver burden and the individuals functioning in several areas

had been completed by next of kin for each participant before
the start of the intervention [47]. Information from this
questionnaire was similarly used at the item level to assess
global functioning. All information except for gender and study
arm was summarized into separate case presentations and
assessed for GAF score by the main author (HS). Cases were
individually and blindly assessed by the last author (EW). As
the assessment was conducted retrospectively, a 10-point
interval was used, which was deemed more accurate than an
exact rating. Interrater reliability was assessed using Cohen
kappa (k) and found to be very good (k=0.89). The GAF results
are shown in Table 1.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS Software
version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc). Differences in baseline
characteristics between the intervention and the TAU group
(Table 1), as well as between the intervention group and loss
to follow-up (an attrition bias analysis is available in Multimedia
Appendix 1), were examined using the Fisher exact test for
dichotomous variables. The Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test
was used for ordered categorical variables, chi-square test was
used for nonordered categorical variables, and Fisher
nonparametric permutation test was used for continuous
variables. For categorical variables, number (%) is presented.
For continuous variables, mean (SD)/median
(min-max)/numbers of individuals is presented.

For comparisons between groups and to assess the effect of the
intervention on primary and secondary outcome measures, the
Fisher nonparametric permutation test was used for continuous
variables. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models were
calculated to adjust for differences in baseline GAF scores,
yielding parameter estimates of between-group differences with
adjusted means with 95% CI and adjusted P values. The same
statistical procedure was used to adjust for GAF scores when
analyzing the first item of MANSA (overall subjective QoL),
which was based on the variable mean score. Primary and
secondary outcome measures were predefined before the start
of the study and were therefore not adjusted for multiple testing.
For comparison within groups on primary and secondary
outcome measures, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used.

Missing data amounted to at most n=1 for all measures at 8
weeks and n=1 for a single scale (HADS) at 6 months. Mean
substitution was used to account for missing values at
posttreatment and follow-up assessments.

Ethics Approval
The Regional Ethical Review Board at the University of
Gothenburg, Sweden, approved the study (Dnr: 013-08;
T364-10; T645-11). Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants during the intake interviews. All
participants were deemed to have a level of maturity required
to provide consent for themselves.
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Results

Baseline Characteristics
Baseline characteristics presented in Table 1 show that the
intervention group and the TAU group were equal in most

baseline characteristics. However, the intervention group had
a lower mean GAF score than the comparison group. This was
also reflected in employment status. Table 2 shows that the
intervention and TAU groups were also equal for all outcome
measures at baseline (Multimedia Appendix 2).
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Table 2. Adjusted primary and secondary variables at baseline, after 8 weeks, and 6 months by treatment group.

Mean difference between
groups (95% CI); effect
size

P value between

groups: adjustedb
Treatment as usual (n=20)Intervention (IBSCa; n=24)Variable

P value within
group

Adjusted meanb

(95% CI)

P value with-
in group

Adjusted meanb

(95% CI)

MANSAc

N/A.77N/A52.8 (48.5 to
57.1)

N/Ad53.7 (49.8 to
57.6)

MANSA total score
baseline

2.28 (−2.57 to 7.13); 0.397.35.06−1.99 (−5.39 to
1.41)

.580.294e (−2.86 to
3.45)

Change baseline to 8
weeks

2.08 (−3.27 to 7.44); 0.281.44.21−1.84 (−5.63 to
1.96)

.810.247 (−3.19 to
3.68)

Change baseline to 6
months

Subjective QoLf (MANSA)

N/A.94N/A4.58 (4.05 to
5.12)

N/A4.55 (4.07 to
5.04)

Subjective QoL baseline

−0.300 (−0.501 to 1.10);
0.279

.45.48−0.137 (−0.700
to 0.425)

.530.163e (−0.358 to
0.684)

Change QoL baseline to
8 weeks

0.321 (−0.554 to 1.20);
0.160

.46.89−0.062 (−0.682
to 0.558)

.500.268 (−0.301 to
0.821)

Change subjective QoL
baseline to 6 months

ROSENBERGg

N/A.90N/A17.1 (14.8 to
19.4)

N/A17.3 (15.2 to
19.4)

Rosenberg total score
baseline

1.53 (−0.98; 4.04); 0.332.23.790.043 (−1.72 to
1.81)

.061.57e (−0.06 to
3.20)

Change total score base-
line to 8 weeks

0.930 (−1.64 to 3.49);
0.388

.47.860.356 (−1.46 to
2.17)

.041.29 (−0.36 to
2.93)

Change total score base-
line to 6 months

HADS Anxh

N/A.95N/A7.93 (6.08 to
9.78)

N/A8.02 (6.34 to
9.69)

HADS Anx baseline

−2.23 (−4.15 to −0.31);
0.796

.02.011.80 (0.45 to
3.14)

.44−0.432e (−1.68 to
0.813)

Change HADS Anx
baseline to 8 weeks

−3.08 (−5.14 to −1.02);
1.24

.004.021.55 (0.12 to
2.99)

.003−1.52e (−2.85 to
–0.20)

Change HADS Anx
baseline to 6 months

HADS Depri

N/A.60N/A4.48 (2.98 to
5.99)

N/A3.93 (2.57 to
5.29)

HADS Depr baseline

−2.08 (−4.02; −0.14);
0.675

.04.061.58 (0.22 to
2.94)

.41−0.502e (−1.77 to
0.760)

Change HADS Depr
baseline to 8 weeks

−1.22 (−3.24; 0.79); 0.491.23.091.14 (−0.26 to
2.55)

.80−0.08e (−1.38 to
−1.22)

Change HADS Depr
baseline to 6 months

MADRS-Sj

N/A.94N/A12.2 (9.1 to
15.3)

N/A12.0 (9.2 to 14.8)MADRS-S total score
baseline

−1.86 (−5.79 to 2.07);
0.272

.34.231.76 (−1.00 to
4.51)

.96−0.103e (−2.66 to
2.45)

Change total score base-
line to 8 weeks

−1.28 (−5.86 to 3.30);
0.374

.57.331.04 (−2.20 to
4.29)

.62−0.243 (−3.18 to
2.70)

Change total score base-
line to 6 months

SOCk
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Mean difference between
groups (95% CI); effect
size

P value between

groups: adjustedb
Treatment as usual (n=20)Intervention (IBSCa; n=24)Variable

P value within
group

Adjusted meanb

(95% CI)

P value with-
in group

Adjusted meanb

(95% CI)

N/A.56N/A121 (112.1 to
130.4)

N/A125 (116.7 to
133.2)

SOC total baseline

4.78 (−4.96 to 14.5); 0.226.33.14−2.77 (−9.60 to
4.07)

.582.02e (−4.32 to
8.35)

Change SOC total base-
line to 8 weeks

9.19 (−0.83 to 19.2); 0.712.07.19−3.39 (−10.5 to
−3.71)

.105.81 (−0.62 to
12.2)

Change SOC total base-
line to 6 months

aIBSC: internet-based support and coaching intervention.
bAdjusting for Global Assessment of Functioning interval using analysis of covariance.
cMANSA: Manchester Short Assessment of Quality of Life.
dN/A: not applicable.
eBased on 23 individuals.
fQoL: quality of life.
gROSENBERG: Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale.
hHADS Anx: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
iHADS Depr: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
jMADRS-S: Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale-Self-reported.
kSOC: sense of coherence.

Dropouts
There were a total of 6 dropouts in the intervention group who
had completed at least 1 chat session but did not finalize the
full 8 weeks of participation, leaving 80% (24/30) of individuals
who completed the IBSC. The reasons stated by these
participants for dropping out were related to stress at school or
at work and/or difficulties in prioritizing and remembering
planned sessions. For one individual, reasons for dropping out
are not known. No demographic or outcome variables were
significantly associated with the probability of dropout
(Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the results of the attrition bias
analysis).

Effect of Intervention
Table 2 illustrates the adjusted primary and secondary outcome
measures at baseline, 8 weeks, and 6 months for the 2 groups
(Multimedia Appendix 2 provides further details including
unadjusted values and standard deviations).

Primary Outcome
No statistically significant between-group differences were
observed in quality of life (MANSA) from pre- to
postintervention (8 weeks; adjusted P=.35; adjusted mean
difference 2.28; 95% CI −2.57 to 7.13) or at the 6-month
follow-up (adjusted P=.44; adjusted mean difference 2.08; 95%
CI −3.27 to 7.44), and neither were there any significant
within-group changes in this measure.

Secondary Outcomes
Analyses with ANCOVA adjusted for differing baseline GAF
scores revealed a statistically significant between-group
difference from baseline to 8 weeks (postintervention) on the
HADS (adjusted P=.02; adjusted mean difference −2.23; 95%

CI −4.15 to −0.31) measuring anxiety symptoms. This difference
was explained by a small nonsignificant within-group decrease
in anxiety in the intervention group (adjusted mean change score
−0.432; 95% CI −1.68 to 0.813) and a significant increase in
anxiety in the comparison group (P=.01; adjusted mean change
score 1.80; 95% CI 0.45 to 3.14). The between-group effect
size was large (Cohen d=0.80). When comparing the results for
anxiety at baseline with those obtained at the 6-month follow-up,
there was similarly a statistically significant between-group
effect (adjusted P=.004; adjusted mean difference −3.08; 95%
CI −5.14 to −1.02) with a large between-group effect size
(Cohen d=1.24). This was explained by a significant decrease
in the intervention group (P=.003; adjusted mean –1.52; 95%
CI −2.85 to −0.20). There was a corresponding significant
increase in the comparison group (P=.02; adjusted mean 1.55;
95% CI 0.12 to 2.99). For depressive symptoms (according to
HADS), there was a significant between-group effect at 8 weeks
postintervention (adjusted P=.04; adjusted mean difference
−2.08; 95% CI −4.02 to −0.14) explained by a nonsignificant
decline in depressive symptoms in the intervention group
(adjusted mean −0.502; 95% CI −1.77 to 0.760) and a
nonsignificant increase in the comparison group (adjusted mean
1.58; 95% CI 0.22 to 2.94) producing a medium-sized
between-group effect size (Cohen d=0.68).

Finally, there was a significant increase in self-esteem (RSES)
for the intervention group at 6 months (P=.04; mean change
score 1.54, SD 3.59). MADRS-S, measuring depressive
symptoms, and MANSA item 1 (subjective QoL) did not
improve significantly over time.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to investigate whether IBSC, including 2 chat
sessions in a week and 2 complementary clinic visits over the
course of 8 weeks, could be a feasible support option for young
people with ADHD and/or ASD. We found that self-esteem
increased and symptoms of anxiety decreased in the intervention
group at follow-up. Anxiety and depression had improved
postintervention compared with TAU, but these findings were
partially due to a deterioration in the TAU group. The primary
outcome variable, QoL, did not improve over time compared
with the TAU group.

The analysis of intervention effects showed that the intervention
group experienced significantly increased self-esteem at
follow-up. Overall, it seems that living with ASD and ADHD
can lead to a number of adverse consequences that, especially
when left unmanaged, increase the risk of developing low
self-esteem [48-51]. It also appears that self-esteem in
individuals with ASD may be less susceptible to, or take longer
to change, following treatment interventions with this objective
[52,53]. In individuals with ADHD, some results have suggested
that psychoeducation might actually worsen self-esteem initially
[54,55], whereas a few later studies have been able to observe
preserved or even increased self-esteem following such
interventions [56,57]. The above results might be seen in the
light of individuals with NDDs having trouble producing
appropriate coping strategies [52] and the necessity of including
elements of strategy building in approaches with the intention
of increasing self-awareness [56,57]. The combination of
increased self-knowledge and the acquisition of strategies to
better handle the struggles of daily living was the main objective
of IBSC. In view of the previously outlined research, it seems
reasonable that an increase in self-esteem might occur from a
longer perspective rather than directly after the intervention.
This is supported by results from the validation study where
effects on self-esteem were first seen at the 6-month follow-up
[35] as well as from the qualitative study of this intervention,
in which participants stated improved self-confidence as an
experienced long-term effect [31].

Another observed effect in the intervention group was decreased
symptoms of anxiety at follow-up. Individuals with NDDs are
at great risk of developing anxiety disorders and have
exceedingly elevated rates of lifetime psychiatric comorbidity,
which adds to their challenges and may overshadow the NDD
[58-60]. In the qualitative study of IBSC, participants reported
at least short-term calming effects on emotions, in part related
to having someone to turn to with thoughts and questions [31].
There was a tendency for reduced anxiety directly following
the intervention, and it is possible that the increase in self-esteem
observed between the intervention and at the 6-month follow-up
for the intervention group was paralleled by a decrease in
anxiety at this measuring point. In this study, the comparison
group experienced a significant increase in anxiety both at the
8-week and 6-month measuring points. It is important to address
the common issue of comorbid anxiety in this population, and

it seems that IBSC might have had a positive effect on this
measure over time.

We did not, as hypothesized, observe an effect on our primary
outcome measure, quality of life (MANSA), nor did we see an
effect on sense of coherence (which relates to subjective QoL)
[12,61]. QoL was chosen as the primary outcome measure in
keeping with the validation study. No significant improvement
in the total score of this instrument was seen in the validation
study, but there was a significant increase in subjective QoL as
well as an increase in sense of coherence at the 6-month
follow-up [35]. There are very few studies of SOC or MANSA
in relation to ASD or ADHD, making it difficult to draw any
safe conclusions about the results. Another study examined
ASD traits and how they relate to daily functioning and specific
domains of QoL (as measured by MANSA) [62]. The results
of this study showed that even though total ASD symptom
severity may correlate (negatively) with overall QoL, there is
a complexity in that specific ASD traits and symptoms (eg,
degree of insistence on sameness) may have different impacts
on separate QoL domains. This suggests that it might be difficult
to predict if an intervention will have an impact on total QoL
scores, as it may also be funneled by secondary variables. In
this study, we did not have access to measures of severity
regarding specific ASD or ADHD traits; therefore, we cannot
rule out that the current sample may have differed from that of
the validation study in a way that might have affected the
outcome of these measures. In future studies, it might be wise
to consider an alternative primary outcome measure. There are
several options that could be considered, one being trying a
different QoL self-rating scale, for example, the Short Form
Health Survey 36 with specific subscales for mental health [63].
Another option could be to use the Clinical Global Impression
Scale, which measures the degree of symptom severity and
changes over time, as assessed by a blind assessor at baseline,
postintervention, and after 6 months [64].

With regard to SOC, there is only one other intervention study,
apart from the validation study, which has made use of this
instrument with individuals with NDDs [53]. In this study of a
randomized controlled trial comparing group CBT with group
recreational activity for adults with ASD, there were no observed
effects on the SOC directly after the intervention, even with an
increased quality of life. When comparing this study to the
validation study, total scores on SOC and MANSA at baseline
were more or less equivalent. The difference between our sample
and that of the validation study is, however, the age range, where
the current sample is older, including individuals up to 32 years.
It has been proposed that SOC stabilizes and thus fluctuates
less after early adulthood [65]. This might be one explanation
for the lack of, or unpredictable, effects on this measure
compared with the validation study. Moreover, several of the
questions in the SOC partially tap into areas that are associated
with core difficulties for individuals with ASD, such as the
ability to understand social contexts, perceived predictability,
and central coherence. This may also have contributed to a
certain degree of resilience in this measure.

In a qualitative study of this intervention [31], participants
mentioned several features that were experienced as positive
about receiving IBSC: an appreciation of the text-based format,
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always having someone to turn to when experiencing obstacles,
and that coaches had sufficient training and experience in the
field of NDDs. Participants also described the intervention as
easy-going, practical, and supportive in nature [31]. As
mentioned in the introduction, it has been suggested that there
is a need for support targeting various basic needs for individuals
with NDDs [25]. Such support is recommended in the policy
programs of several countries although there is a recognized
lack of research in this area [25]. In a multicenter, randomized
clinical trial by Philipsen et al [66], individual clinical
management (CM) was shown to be as effective as cognitive
behavioral group psychotherapy on primary outcome measures
(ADHD symptoms). CM consisted of nonspecific individual
counseling sessions held by a physician with competence within
the field of NDD, addressing themes and issues as requested
by the patient [66]. This is not unlike the individualized coaching
format of the IBSC. In a qualitative study by Giarelli et al [67],
perceived bridges and barriers to successful transitioning for
adolescents and young adults with ASD were examined.
Participants expressed that a supportive mentor was important
and helpful for them in a transitioning process. Overall, it seems
that individualized support focusing on aspects of daily living
offered by someone with sufficient knowledge might be equally
important to narrower skills-based approaches for individuals
with NDDs. Offering this kind of support through an
internet-based contact ameliorates problems related to sensory
difficulties, deciphering nonverbal cues and offering flexibility
that might be essential in making support accessible for this
group of patients.

All these results suggest that the intervention could be a feasible
option for young individuals with NDDs. However, 20% (6/30)
of the participants did not complete the IBSC and stated that
reasons for this were often stress (eg, due to obligations at work
or in studies) or trouble prioritizing sessions. It is possible that
the intervention could need further personalization, for example,
in relation to the contact frequency, to be able to accommodate
differential needs—a fact also indicated by the qualitative study
[31]. However, it cannot be ruled out that ADHD alone or in
combination with autism could be the reason for the majority
of the dropouts of the intervention group. Several previous
intervention studies on individuals with ADHD have reported
high dropout rates [68].

Strengths and Limitations
This study has limitations that need to be considered. First,
groups were not randomized due to expected recruitment
problems (ie, individuals with ASD have trouble tolerating
uncertainty about the arm they will be allocated to, which was
a problem in the undertaking of the validation study). It was
also deemed unethical to not provide the control group with
adequate support during the intervention period. However, this
was a controlled study, and the groups were matched as far as
possible by age, sex, and diagnosis. Problems with recruitment
at the end of the process meant that some exceptions were made
but the analysis of demographics and sample characteristics at
baseline showed that there were no differences between groups
on these parameters. A retrospective GAF assessment revealed
that the intervention group had a significantly lower mean GAF
score than the comparison group. In line with this, they were

less likely to be employed. To assess the feasibility of the
intervention, we tried to recruit a naturalistic sample. This meant
that recruitment and intervention took place in routine care
settings. Inclusion criteria were deliberately generous including
individuals with both ASD and ADHD and only excluding those
with serious psychiatric comorbidity (if in need of other
treatment). It cannot be entirely ruled out that the intervention
group was recruited based on perceived need for support to a
larger extent than the comparison group and could be a possible
explanation for the difference in GAF scores. The difference
was statistically adjusted for the analysis.

As the recruited sample was heterogeneous with regard to
diagnosis and age, it might limit the extent to which results are
applicable to subsamples such as individuals with exclusively
ADHD, ASD, or a certain age range. We suspect that some
aspects of the format, such as it being text based and delivered
in one’s own home, might have appealed more to individuals
with ASD. However, the heterogeneity of the sample is also
considered a strength of the study, as it is largely representative
of a clinical reality. In recent years, this particular topic has
been raised within the context of evidence-based medicine [69].
For example, it has been questioned to what extent results from
randomized controlled efficacy studies with narrow inclusion
criteria, and often high-functioning participants treated within
university settings, are generalizable to clinical contexts [69,70].
We seldom see clear-cut case presentations in clinical practice
due to the vast overlap among NDDs and their high frequency
of comorbidity [9]. Furthermore, it is important to address the
needs of individuals with complex case presentations. They
may be in particular need of attendance, but there is a deficiency
in research for this group [11,71]. It has also been proposed that
adding qualitative measures rather than exclusively relying on
quantitative self-report questionnaires could increase the clinical
relevance of conducted research and offer an important patient
perspective [69].

The results of this study were compiled after some time had
elapsed. The reason was partly related to practical circumstances
and partly due to the fact that a qualitative study pertaining to
the same project had been undertaken, analyzed, and published
before the quantitative results [31]. With regard to advances in
internet-delivered treatment during this intervening period, there
has been a surge of studies in this area of research, including
some papers covering synchronous text-based interventions
[27,72]. However, these have mainly pertained to interventions
such as guided or unguided internet-delivered cognitive
behavioral therapy for mental health disorders and to a lesser
amount interventions specifically targeting individuals with
NDDs. Relevant internet-delivered intervention studies
pertaining to this specific group are mentioned in the
introduction section. None of the interventions were chat based.

Conclusions
In this IBSC study, an increase in self-esteem and a decrease
in anxiety levels were observed 6 months after the intervention.
IBSC seems to have significance and is a feasible option for
young people with NDDs. There is a need to develop support
options that address the obstacles experienced by individuals
with NDDs in receiving health care. Future studies should
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determine in detail for whom and to what degree this kind of support will be regarded as helpful.
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HADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale
IBSC: internet-based support and coaching
MADRS-S: Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale-Self-reported
MANSA: Manchester Short Assessment for Quality of Life
NDD: neurodevelopmental disorder
QoL: quality of Life
RSES: Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale
SCID I: Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Axis I Disorder
SCID II: Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis II Disorder
SOC: Sense of Coherence
TAU: treatment as usual
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Abstract

Background: Hypertension (HTN) is a major modifiable risk factor and the leading cause of premature deaths globally. The
lack of awareness and knowledge have been identified as risk factors in low- and middle-income countries including Bangladesh.
Recently, the use of mobile phone SMS text messaging is found to have an important positive impact on HTN management.

Objective: The study aimed to develop awareness and knowledge in order to enhance lifestyle behavior changes among
individuals with HTN in a rural community of Bangladesh by using health education and mobile health (mHealth) technology
(SMS text messaging).

Methods: A prospective randomized 5-month intervention, open-label (1:1), parallel-group trial was implemented among the
individuals with HTN aged 35 years or older. Both men and women were included. Between August 2018 and July 2019, we
enrolled 420 participants, selected from a tertiary level health facility and through door-to-door visits by community health
workers. After block randomization, they were assigned to either the intervention group (received SMS text messaging and health
education; n=209) or the control group (received only health education; n=211). The primary outcome was the evaluation of
self-reported behavior changes (salt intake, fruits and vegetables intake, physical activity, and blood pressure [BP], and body
weight monitoring behaviors). The secondary outcomes were measurements of actual salt intake and dietary salt excretion, blood
glucose level, BP values, and quality of life (QOL).

Results: During the study period, a total of 8 participants were dropped, and the completion rate was 98.0% (412/420). The
adherence rates were significantly higher (9%) among the control group regarding salt intake (P=.04) and physical activity
behaviors (P<.03), and little differences were observed in other behaviors. In primary outcome, the focused behavior, salt intake
less than 6 g/day, showed significant chronological improvement in both groups (P<.001). The fruits intake behavior steadily
improved in both groups (P<.001). Participants in both groups had a custom of vegetables intake everyday/week. Physical activity
suddenly increased and continued until the study end (P<.001 in both groups). Both BP and body weight monitoring status
increased from baseline to 1 month but decreased afterward (P<.001). In case of secondary outcomes, significant chronological
changes were observed in food salt concentration and urinary salinity between the groups (P=.01). The mean systolic BP and
diastolic BP significantly chronologically decreased in both groups (systolic BP, P=.04; diastolic BP, P=.02.P<.05). All of these
supported self-reported behavior changes. For the QOL, both groups showed significant improvement over the study periods
(P<.001).
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Conclusions: Based on these results, we suggest that face-to-face health education requires integration of home health care
provision and more relevant and timely interactive SMS text messages to increase the effectiveness of the intervention. Besides,
community awareness can be created to encourage “low-salt culture” and educate family members.

Trial Registration: Bangladesh Medical Research Council (BMRC) 06025072017; ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03614104;
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03614104 and UMIN-CTR R000033736; https://tinyurl.com/y48yfcoo

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/15523

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19137)   doi:10.2196/19137

KEYWORDS

mobile health; hypertension; behavior changes; awareness development; lifestyle; Bangladesh

Introduction

Noncommunicable diseases (NCDs) are the leading cause of
death and disability globally. Each year an estimated 41 million
people die from NCDs, accounting for about 70% of total
mortality worldwide [1]. Among the NCDs, hypertension (HTN)
is a major modifiable risk factor and the leading cause of
premature death [2]. The global prevalence of HTN is projected
to increase up to 29.2% by 2025 (or >1.5 billion people) [3-5].
Currently, the prevalence of HTN [3] among adults is higher
in low- and middle-income countries (31.5% or 1.04 billion
people) than in high-income countries (28.5% or 349 million
people) [6]. A recent report suggested that 18% or 12 million
adults aged 25 years or older suffer from HTN in Bangladesh
[7].

The risk factors for developing HTN are more salt intake,
sedentary lifestyle, excess weight, unhealthy diet, tobacco
consumption, and chronic stress [8-10]. The World Health
Organization recommends salt intake of 5 g/day for adults in
order to reduce blood pressure (BP) and risk of cardiovascular
diseases [11], whereas Bangladeshi people consume more than
17 g salt/day [12].

According to the NCD risk factors survey, the prevalence of
self-reported HTN is 12.5% (men 10.9% and women 13.9%)
and one-third of the Bangladeshi population never measured
their BP due to lack of opportunity and accessibility to the health
care system [13]. Despite the increasing prevalence of HTN, a
substantial proportion of the population remains undiagnosed
due to lack of awareness to seek medical care and high treatment
costs [7,11,14]. Controlling BP at a population level may be
associated with a decrease in cardiovascular diseases regardless
of the increasing burden of chronic diseases such as kidney
disease and diabetes [15]. The comorbid conditions related to
HTN may cause the greatest morbidity burden if left untreated,
especially in low-resource settings [3,4]. Therefore, continuous
and long-term BP monitoring including medication adherence
is needed [16,17]. So far, different types of nonpharmacological
interventions have been developed and tested with aims to
improve BP control [18].

In this regard, the 2-way SMS text messaging communication
is a commonly used approach that can help develop awareness
and improve an individual’s self-management about HTN [19].
Nowadays, the mobile phone has become the favored device to
communicate and gather information together worldwide [19].
Mobile phone–based interventions could address individual-level

factors in health by facilitating timely patient access to relevant
health information and support, making patient–provider
communication easier, and providing context-specific support
that translates into action [19]. Moreover, SMS text messaging
is available on all mobile phone service providers that support
1- or 2-way communication [20]. As an example, some trials
suggested that SMS text messaging reminders may improve
behavior, clinic attendance, attention in care, and self-reported
medication adherence [21]. Studies have explored the efficacy
of SMS-based interventions for people with HTN to improve
treatment compliance and BP control [22,23]. Although the
results of trials suggested the potential for small to moderate
effect sizes in improving compliance and BP control, the effects
were not statistically significant [20]. Furthermore, systematic
reviews and meta-analysis on SMS text messaging–based
interventions provide researchers useful insight into the most
promising applications of SMS text messaging in supporting
health care, disease prevention, and case management. Despite
the general interest in mobile phone–based interventions related
to disease management and behavior change, the allied evidence
remains limited [20]. However, while a significant number of
studies focused on chronic disease prevention, particularly
cardiovascular disease prevention by utilization of SMS text
messaging, or on diabetes management [19], there are limited
studies on BP outcomes [24].

To fill the gap, in this study, we provided periodic reminders
via SMS text messaging along with in-person health education
aimed at increasing awareness about BP level and behavior
changes to positively influence patients’ perceptions of HTN
and their adherence to treatment remedies [25]. Participants
from the rural community were selected for the study based on
3 criteria: (1) have lack of awareness (understanding) about
HTN due to low health literacy, (2) do not have sufficient health
infrastructure, and (3) lower adherence rate compared to urban
community people [7,26]. Hence, to expand awareness of the
target population, 3 innovative techniques (Portable Health
Clinic, food and urine salinometer, and SMS text messaging)
were introduced in this study [27].

The purpose of the study was to develop awareness and
knowledge in order to enhance lifestyle behavior changes among
individuals with HTN in a rural community of Bangladesh by
using mobile health (mHealth) technology (SMS text messaging)
and in-person health education. Thus, this approach could
minimize the hypertensive status of the participants.
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Methods

Study Design
This was a single-center, prospective randomized (1:1),
open-label, parallel-group study conducted in a rural community
of Bangladesh involving people with HTN. The intervention
period was 5 months, and the total study duration was 12
months. The detailed study design has been previously reported
[27]. The study is reported according to the Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials of Electronic and Mobile HEalth
Applications and onLine TeleHealth V1.6.1 (Multimedia
Appendix 1) [28].

Study Population and Sampling
This study was conducted between August 2018 and July 2019,
and we enrolled a total of 420 participants aged between 35 and
71 years. Individuals with HTN were identified from a tertiary
level health facility by reviewing the registered clinician’s
prescriptions and from the hospital logbook. Further, community
health workers (CHWs) who received information from the
hospital did a door-to-door visit to select participants. The
female CHWs were selected from the study community and
trained for data collection, including providing in-person health
education and SMS text messaging. A purposive sampling
method was used for enrolling participants who met the
eligibility criteria and were approached to participate voluntarily
in the study. Participants (either sex) enrolled in this study who
were diagnosed with HTN were aged 35 years or older, had 1-5
years of schooling, resided within a radius of 3 miles from the
tertiary hospital, decided to stay in the community for at least
five months, had a personal cell phone or access to a shared
phone, could exchange views freely, and were willing to
participate in the study. Individuals with mental illnesses or
serious comorbidities such as malignancy or tuberculosis were
excluded from this study.

Sample Size
The sample size calculation was based on behavior changes of
the study participants and has been described previously [27].
The sample size was calculated with a 2-tailed 5% significance
level, 80% power with a CI of 95% (1–α), and to detect varying
differences in the effectiveness of the 2 intervention groups.
Adherence rates were assumed to be differing between 10%
and 12% with 90% in the study group with a presumption that
6% of the participants would be lost during follow-up. Thus,
considering the largest size of the calculated sample sizes, the
study finally had a sample size of 210 in each group.

Randomization
A randomization schedule was prepared following a permuted
block randomization technique using a block size of 4 based on
a computer-generated series of numbers. The serially numbered
sealed envelopes were used to allocate the participants to either
the intervention (n=209) or the control (n=211) group after
written informed consent was obtained.

Study Procedure
The study procedure is described in the following sections and
was also described in detail previously [27] (also see Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Intervention Group
The intervention group received 5 months’ in-person health
education along with a health education booklet and SMS text
messaging to develop awareness and knowledge, and motivate
them for behavior changes, with the content of both educational
materials and SMS text messaging being the same.

We developed health education materials, SMS text messaging,
and questionnaire according to the Dietary Approaches to Stop
Hypertensive (DASH) diet and the National Institutes of Health–
and the World Health Organization–recommended guidelines
[29]. All materials were translated to Bangla for the participants.
The SMS text messaging served as a reminder for behavior
changes based on the DASH diet. The contents of the SMS text
messages included physical activity, medication adherence, less
salt intake (ie, salt intake <6 g daily), eat more fruits and
vegetables and less beef and mutton, avoid junk foods, do
physical activity for 30 minutes at least five days a week, and
take antihypertensive medication regularly [27]. The contents
of SMS text messages are shown in Multimedia Appendix 3.

At the time of enrollment, CHWs visited the participant’s
household in the morning. The CHWs conducted interview and
performed physical examination (height, weight, and BP) and
blood test (random blood sugar [RBS]) of the study participants
at the same time. Furthermore, the CHWs checked food salinity
by measuring salt in liquid foods and urinary salinity (spot test
[only at baseline] and first-morning urine [overnight urine]).
They also checked the urinary protein levels. Afterward, the
CHWs provided in-person health education to change
participant’s behaviors. Participants of the intervention group
were followed up every month up to 5 months (two times in the
first month and one time for the rest). The SMS text messages
were sent 5 times for the first month and one time a week for
the remaining 4 months (a total of 21 SMS text messages).

Control Group
The control group received the same health education booklet
as the intervention group at the time of enrollment. They were
followed up similarly every consecutive month up to 5 months
(two times in the first month and one time for the rest).
However, they received only in-person health education identical
to that of intervention group and not the SMS text messages.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was the evaluation of self-reported
lifestyle behavior changes (salt intake, fruits intake, vegetables
intake, physical activity, BP monitoring, and body weight
monitoring). The measurement tool was a Likert-type response
scale and evaluated lifestyle behavior changes every month on
a scale from 1 to 5, where 1 demonstrates “0 days/week
(approximately 13-14 g daily salt intake)” in case of salt intake,
or “0 days/week” in case of fruits intake, vegetables intake,
physical activity, or “Never/month” (BP and body weight
monitoring)” and 5 implies the “Everyday/week (<6 g daily salt
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intake),” “Everyday/week” (fruits intake, vegetables intake,
physical activity), or “8 times/month” (BP and body weight
monitoring).

Regarding salt intake, CHWs asked participants to fill their
spoons with the salt they usually used and measured
approximately how many grams they were taking per day. In
case of fruits and vegetables intake, consuming a single piece
of fruit and at least one meal with vegetables everyday/week
corresponds to the Likert-type response scale score of 5.
However, the quantities of fruits and vegetables intake were not
measured. With regard to physical activity, participants
performing at least 30 minutes of physical activity
everyday/week were given a score of 5 on the Likert-type
response scale. The detailed content of the behavior change
questionnaire is presented in Multimedia Appendix 4. The
behavior change was measured by adherence rates of each
behavior which was operationally defined as the improvement
of behavior (ie, any shift to the higher score on the Likert-type
response scale in case of each behavior) at 5 months compared
with that at the baseline.

The secondary outcomes were (1) actual salt intake measured
by food salinity checker (TANITA electron salinometer SO-313)
and dietary salt excretion measured by urine (KME-03, KOUNO
ME Institute) [30]. We measured the salt concentration of food
using 3 different categories (yellow indicated moderate
[0.4%-0.7%], green indicated thick [0.8%-1.1%], and red
indicated very thick [1.2%–1.4%] considering 100 mL of food);
BP values; RBS level; urinary protein excretion measured by
urinalysis strip test for checking comorbidities (ie, kidney
diseases and diabetes). The strip analysis usually detects protein
concentration in urine. The results were graded as negative,
trace (10-20 mg/dL), 1+ (30 mg/dL), 2+ (100 mg/dL), 3+ (300
mg/dL), or 4+ (1000 mg/dL) [29]. The quality of life (QOL)
was measured using the standardized EuroQol-5
dimensions-5-level (EQ-5D-5L) questionnaire, which was
developed for measuring 5 dimensions (mobility, self-care,
usual activities, pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression) [31,32]
and each dimension has 5 levels: no problems, slight problems,
moderate problems, severe problems, and unable to/extreme
problems. A higher score indicated better QOL [33]. In this
study, we set the standard value (tariff) for EQ-5D-5L to
estimate the impact of health care interventions on QOL (used
Japanese region’s tariff) [34].

Ethical Consideration
This study was approved by the Bangladesh Medical Research
Council (BMRC; Approval No. 06025072017) and registered
with the Clinical Trial Registry (NCT03614104). The UMIN
Registration Number is R000033736. This study was conducted
in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the Ethical
Guidelines on Clinical Studies of the Ministry of Health, Labor
and Welfare of Japan.

All participants had been explicitly explained about the
objectives, importance, risks, and benefits of the research before
recruitment. Participation was completely voluntary and written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Quality Control
The data quality control has been explained in detail in our
previous work [27].

Statistical Analysis
In order to examine the effectiveness of the intervention,
baseline and end-line surveys were conducted in both study
groups. The intention-to-treat analysis was conducted to
compare the outcomes of the intervention and control groups.
To ensure the comparability of the randomized samples, all
baseline indicators at the time of registration were analyzed for
both groups. The data were expressed as the mean (SD) or
median (range) and cross-tabulation for the categorical variables
and as frequencies and percentages for the discrete variables.
The baseline differences in categorical variables between the

groups were examined using the chi-square (χ2) test and for
continuous variables using the t test or Mann–Whitney U test,
as appropriate.

For the primary outcome, we have tested the difference between
adherence rates of the intervention and control groups for each
behavior. The adherence rate (proportion) was calculated as
follows: dividing the number of individuals who adhered to the
intervention (or control) group by the number of participants
in the intervention (or control) group in the 5 months (ie,
participants who dropped out from the program were not
included in the denominator). Statistical differences were tested

by the χ2 test.

In addition, to evaluate the effect of SMS text messaging plus
in-person health education compared to only in-person health
education on the participant’s behavior, we employed 2 types
of statistical model: one assumed that there was no effect of the
intervention on the time-series change of the proportion of each
Likert-type response scale score, and the other assumed that the
intervention affected the time-series change of the proportion
of each Likert-type response scale score. In other words, we fit
a multinomial logit model to observe the proportional change
of each Likert-type response scale score (1) with only the time
(baseline, 0.5 months, 1 month, 2 months, 3 months, 4 months,
and 5 months) as an explanatory variable (time-only model,
which means the chronological effect of intervention did not
differ from that of control), and (2) with the time and the type
of group (intervention/control) as explanatory variables
(time–group model, which means the chronological effect of
the intervention was different from that of control). The detailed
information about the model structure is described in Multimedia
Appendix 5. In the time–group model, the control group was
used as the reference and the proportional effects of the
intervention were estimated. Except for vegetables intake
behavior, we fit the models for segmented times designed for
each behavior because the changes in each behavior were not
constant (Figure S2 and Tables S1 and S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 5). The segmentation was implemented by assuming
the constant trends (1) from baseline to 0.5 months, and 0.5
months to 5 months in salt intake and physical activity, and (2)
from baseline to 0.5 months, 0.5 month to 1 month, 1 month to
2 months, and 2 months to 5 months in BP and body weight
monitoring. We evaluated the goodness of fit for both models
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by the likelihood ratio test with a significance level (α=.05). In
that case, the result of the likelihood ratio test was not significant
when we selected the time-only model. In case the time–group
model was selected as the better fit model, the relative effects
of an intervention on the control group were calculated from
the estimated coefficients with 95% confidence intervals (CIs).
To obtain maximum likelihood estimates of parameters, we
used the statistical software R (R Foundation) [35] and
‘multinom’ function implemented in the package ‘nnet’ [36].
For data manipulation and graphical presentation, we used the
packages ‘dplyr’ [37] and ‘ggplot2’ [38]. The strength of
association was measured by calculating the risk ratios and their
95% CIs. The Friedman test was performed for the chronological
comparison of each behavior.

For secondary outcomes, to compare numeric outcome variables
between the 2 groups, 2-way repeated-measures ANOVA was
performed after verification of data normality. Moreover, the
number of participants for each salt concentration measurement
was counted at every month, and the Friedman test was
performed.

The wealth index was constructed using principal component
analysis of the household assets. The households were classified

into socioeconomic status quintiles based on the wealth index:
quintile (poor, lower middle, middle, upper middle, and rich).

Data were analyzed using the statistical software packages SPSS
for Windows version 25.0 (IBM) and Epi Info version 7.0
(CDC). Two-tailed P-values were used, and the level of
significance of association was considered at <.05.

Data Availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available from
the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Results

Study Population
Of the 450 individuals who met the eligible criteria, 420
consented to participate in the study (consent rate, 93.3%).
During the intervention period, 5 from the intervention group
and 3 from the control group dropped out due to the refusal to
continue. Therefore, 204/209 (97.6%) and 208/211 (98.6%)
completed the program in the intervention and control groups,
respectively, and their data were analyzed (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Flow chart of the study participants.

Demographic Characteristics
The demographic data and participant profiles of each group
are shown in Table 1. In total, the mean (SD) age was 47.1 (8.4)
years. As much as 361/420 (86.0%) of the participants were
female, and 346/361 (95.8%) were housewives. Most

participants had their spouses (378/420 [90.0%]), and 80/420
(19.0%) had an educational background of secondary schooling
completed or higher. Moreover, 287/420 (68.3%) of participants
were taking their antihypertensive medicine regularly. Regarding
tobacco use, 110/420 (26.2%) of the total study participants
smoked either smokeless tobacco or cigarettes or both, whereas
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only 17/420 (4.0%) smoked cigarettes every day. With regard
to RBS levels, the average (SD) value was calculated and
compared to the intervention group (9.3 [SD 5.5]) and the
control group (8.9 [SD 4.8]). As much as 113/204 (55.4%) of
participants from the intervention group and 117/208 (56.3%)

from the control group had normal or lesser values than those
recommend for RBS. Only 4 participants had 1+ (30 mg/dL)
and 2 participants had 2+ (100 mg/dL) urinary protein excretion
among the total study participants. No statistically significant
differences were observed between the 2 groups (Table 1).

Table 1. Demographic characteristics, behavior, and comorbidities of the study participants (N=420).

P valueControl group (N=211)Intervention group (N=209)Variables name

.10aAge (in years)

47.8 (8.6)46.4 (8.3)Mean (SD)

35-7135-70Range

.26bGender, n (%)

177 (83.9)184 (88.0)Female

Educational status, n (%)

.33b104 (49.3)97 (46.4)Primary complete

71 (33.6)68 (32.5)Secondary incomplete

36 (17.1)44 (21.1)Secondary complete or higher

Marital status, n (%)

.09b188 (89.1)190 (90.9)Married

Occupation, n (%)

.46b169 (80.1)177 (84.7)Housewife

Wealth index, n (%)

.56b59 (28.0)46 (22.0)Poor

53 (25.1)53 (25.4)Lower middle

46 (21.8)58 (27.8)Middle

45 (21.3)44 (21.1)Upper middle

8 (3.8)8 (3.8)Rich

Antihypertensive drug, n (%)

.09b136 (64.5)151 (72.2)Take regularly

Tobacco used (Everyday), n (%)

.08b12 (5.7)5 (2.4)Smoke cigarette

.23b57 (27.0)53 (25.4)Smokeless tobacco intake

Comorbidities

Random blood sugar (mmol/L)

.80c8.9 (4.8)9.3 (5.5)Mean (SD)

.77b117 (27.9)113 (26.9)Normal range (4.4-7.8) or below

Urinary protein (n)

.56b01Trace amount

131+

112+

at test.
bChi-square test.
cMann–Whitney U test.
dDuplicate answer.
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Primary Outcome (Behavior Change)

Adherence Rate
The adherence rates for the intervention and control groups are
presented in Table 2. The adherence rates were significantly

higher among the control group participants regarding salt intake
behavior (the difference was 9% between the 2 groups; P=.04)
and physical activity behavior (also 9%; P=.03); however, very
little differences were observed in other behaviors.

Table 2. Adherence rates in the intervention and the control groups.

χ2 testDifferencesAdherence rateaBehavior

P valueIntervention – ControlControl group, %Intervention group, %

.04–9.375.866.5Salt intake

.68–2.266.864.6Fruits intake

.251.00.01.0Vegetables intake

.03b–9.382.072.7Physical activity

.88–0.813.312.4Blood pressure monitoring

>.990.01.41.4Body weight monitoring

aProportion of behavior improved (number of participants who improved their behavior from baseline to 5 months).
bP value <.05.

Intervention Effects on Behavior Changes
Regarding behavior changes, the salt intake behavior which we
recommended (ie, <6 g daily intake) showed significant
improvement in both the intervention and control groups
(P<.001). The intervention group improved from “0 days/week”
(coded as 1) to “5-6 days/week” (coded as 4) from 96/209
(45.9%) at baseline to 6/209 (2.9%) at 5 months and 28/204
(13.4%) at baseline to 74/204 (36.3%) at 5 months, respectively,

over the study period. Besides, the control group extensively
improved from “0 days/week” to “5-6 days/week” from 107/211
(50.7%) at baseline to 5/208 (2.4%) at 5 months and 21/211
(10.0%) at baseline to 110/208 (52.9%) at 5 months, respectively
(Figure 2). The chronological changes in other lifestyle
behaviors (fruits intake, vegetables intake, physical activity, BP
monitoring, and body weight monitoring) are described in
Multimedia Appendix 5 and the respective figures are shown
in Multimedia Appendix 6 (Figures S3-S7).

Figure 2. Chronological salt intake behavior changes between the intervention and control group.

The fruits intake steadily improved in both groups, which was
statistically significant (P<.001 in each group). In both groups,
the percentages were increased by around 20% among those
participants who ate fruits everyday/week from baseline to the
end of the study. Participants in both groups had a custom of
vegetable intake everyday/week. There were no changes between
the 2 groups, and hence the differences were not significant.

The majority of the participants (140/209 [67.0%] in the
intervention and 163/211 [77.3%] in the control group) did not
indulge in physical activity at baseline. However, after the
intervention, most of them (195/204 [95.6%] in the intervention
and 197/208 [94.7%] in the control group) reached the scale
“Everyday/week” and continued to take part in some kind of

physical activity on a daily basis until the study end (P<.001,
both groups).

BP and body weight monitoring status per month were increased
from baseline to 1 month but decreased afterward. The
difference was statistically significant in both groups (P<.001).
Up to 1 month, CHWs measured BP and body weight two times
per month, but afterward one time a month for remaining 4
months (Multimedia Appendix 6).

In accordance with the results of likelihood ratio tests, we
selected the time–group model for estimating salt intake
(P<.001) and fruits intake behavior (P<.001; Table 3). Besides,
the time–group model was not selected for physical activity,
BP, and body weight monitoring as the changes in these
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behaviors were inconsistent. These results showed that the
difference between the effect of intervention on the 2 groups
was significant in salt intake and fruits intake than other
behaviors.

The intervention consistently contributed to the increase of the
Likert-type response scale scores 2 (1-2 days/week) and 5
(Everyday/week) in fruits intake. The relative effect of the
intervention ranged from 1.28 (95% CI 1.00-1.61) times increase

in score 2 (1-2 days/week) to 2.24 (95% CI 1.68-2.97) times
increase in score 5 (Everyday/week). By contrast, in case of salt
intake, the intervention resulted in a decrease of the Likert-type
response scale scores 3 (approximately 9-10 g daily intake) and
4 (approximately 7-8 g daily intake) in term 2. The relative
effects were estimated as 0.63 (95% CI 0.50-0.79) times
decrease in score 3 (approximately 9-10 g daily intake) and 0.29
(95% CI 0.22-0.39) times decrease in score 4 (approximately
7-8 g daily intake; Multimedia Appendix 5).

Table 3. Statistical significance in the likelihood ratio test and the selected model for each behavior among the study groups.

Selected modelP valueBehavior

Time–group<.001Salt intake

Time–group<.001Fruits intake

——Vegetables intake

Time only.36Physical activity

Time only.41Blood pressure monitoring

Time only.32Body weight monitoring

Secondary Outcomes
Our study findings showed significant chronological changes
in urinary salt concentration between the groups (P=.01; Table
4). In the case of food salinity, the salt concentration appeared
as thick (0.8%-1.1%) and very thick (1.2%-1.4%), and gradually
decreased from the baseline to the study end, with statistically
significant changes observed between the 2 groups. Especially,
the control group showed an ample drop (P<.001), compared
to the intervention group (P=.001; Figure 3). Conversely, the
evaluation of urinary salt excretion from the previous day’s salt
intake showed inconsistent changes which decreased at the study
end. However, mean value of urinary salt excretion did not
decrease from 10 g/day at any point.

Systolic BP (SBP) and diastolic BP (DBP) were significantly
chronologically decreased in both groups (P<.001) over the
study period. The mean SBP and DBP dropped between the
groups over the study period, more in the intervention group,
and the changes were statistically significant (P=.04 and P=.02,
respectively).

In the case of QOL, both groups showed significant
improvement at the end of the study (P<.001). The intervention
group improved more compared to the control group, and a
significant difference was observed (P<.001) between the
groups. However, we did not find any significant interaction
between the 2 groups (Table 4).
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Table 4. Chronological changes in the secondary outcomes between the 2 groups.

Measurement and group

Two-way repeated measures ANOVAValues

InteractionBetween groupsWithin groups5

months

4

months

3

months

2

months

1

month

0.5

months
Baselinea

P

value

F

value

P

value

F

value

P

value

F

value

Urine salinity (g)b, mean (SD)

.151.62.012.97.091.9110.18
(2.84)

10.59
(2.82)

10.75
(2.80)

10.85
(2.74)

10.71
(2.69)

10.36
(3.11)

8.04
(2.71)

Intervention group
(N=204)

10.30
(3.21)

10.58
(3.20)

10.75
(3.05)

10.78
(3.20)

10.58
(2.94)

10.93
(2.88)

8.23
(3.05)

Control group

Systolic blood pressure (mmHg), mean (SD)

.121.7.044.42<.0019.95125.7
(16.1)

127.2
(15.7)

127.9
(17.5)

127.6
(15.4)

128.4
(17.1)

130.0
(16.7)

136.9
(19.2)

Intervention group
(N=204)

128.3
(15.4)

131.6
(16.7)

132.1
(17.2)

131.7
(16.1)

132.3
(16.2)

132.4
(16.3)

136.9
(19.3)

Control group (N=208)

Diastolic blood pressure (mmHg), mean (SD)

.890.38.025.82<.0017.7184.4
(8.0)

85.1
(8.4)

85.3
(9.3)

84.9
(8.3)

84.6
(9.0)

86.3
(9.3)

89.4 (9.9)Intervention group
(N=204)

86.1
(9.3)

87.4
(10.0)

87.5
(10.3)

86.5
(9.5)

87.0
(9.7)

87.9
(9.6)

90.5
(10.4)

Control group (N=208)

Quality of life (EQ-5D-5L score), mean (SD)

.880.13<.00117.83<.00121.580.75
(0.09)

0.76
(0.11)

0.70
(0.10)

Intervention group
(N=204)

  0.75
(0.09)

0.76
(0.11)

0.71
(0.10)

Control group (N=208)

aBaseline comparison was tested in each item and no significant differences were observed.
bBaseline data of urinary salt excretion was excluded from analysis because it was collected from spot urine, whereas we have collected the overnight
urine from the rest of the months.

Figure 3. Food salt concentration changes among the intervention and control groups.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Among the study population, no significant differences were
found in baseline demographic characteristics, comorbidities,
and medication use as well as behavior as a primary endpoint
and BP values, salinity, and QOL as secondary endpoints.
Therefore, block randomization was successful. Completion

rates of both groups were high and the drop-out rate was only
2%, whereas in previous lifestyle behavior studies the drop-out
was 10%-20% [39,40].

In order to make this study more comprehensive, at baseline,
we incorporated the RBS and urinary protein investigations as
HTN’s comorbidities in the analysis. The baseline data estimated
the high prevalence of diabetes. Research revealed that more
than 80% of comorbidities are associated with HTN where
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controlling BP is difficult [41]. Therefore, not only behavior
change education, but also comprehensive disease management
strategies such as dietary change, medication adherence may
be required to control HTN. We thus suggest future research to
take these issues into consideration.

We expected that SMS text messaging could enhance the effects
of behavior changes more than in-person health education alone
(10%-12% difference). We thought periodic, weekly SMS text
messaging would act as a reminder to change, which can
improve self-reported behavior. Nevertheless, the results of this
study did not support the expected assumption. The reason for
this may perhaps be that relevant, timely, and convenient SMS
text messaging can be more effective [42]. As an example, a
timely, interactive telephonic behavior change intervention was
found to be significantly effective for heart failure patients to
prevent re-admission [23].

We supposed that SMS text messaging could be a useful tool
for inducing behavior changes in Bangladesh as well as in other
low- and middle-income countries due to their fragile health
infrastructure [43]. However, we were not able to show the
additional effect on in-person health education in the
intervention group. In fact, a better improvement was found in
the control group compared to the intervention group. The
possible reasons may be the following: (1) mHealth technology
needs prompt feedback and continued monitoring [44], but in
this study we only sent weekly SMS text messages; (2)
participants may not have had time to compose the response or
may not have had credit on their phones (SMS text messaging
needs a small amount of money [credit] to send messages) [33].
Some participants may have reacted as intended but thought
that it was not necessary to respond; (3) the conciseness of our
SMS text messages may have been difficult to understand (ie,
reduce salt intake to 1 teaspoon size); and (4) our SMS text
messages were generalized, and more tailored SMS text
messages for individuals may have improved the effectiveness
of the intervention.

Rather, in-person health education without SMS text messaging
was more effective. Our study results also showed that in-person
health education had a significant impact on behavior changes
among both intervention and control groups. The possible
reasons can be, firstly, this study created scopes for Bangladeshi
individuals as they have fewer opportunities to receive health
education. Health resources are very limited in this country and
people do not have a BP machine at home. Besides, they lack
opportunity to check BP regularly due to inadequate health
check-up systems. As we previously reported [45], people were
aware of HTN when they have symptoms. In this study, CHWs
have visited home to home and checked BP and food and urine
salinity, which was a momentous opportunity for them. Thus,
the home health care provided by CHWs is likely a major factor
responsible for the improvement of outcomes. Second, the
amount of salt intake on the previous day was measured at home
using food salinity and urinary salinity devices, which showed
the actual status of salt concentration, and participants could
connect these data to their BP value.

Our results from the primary outcome showed the significant
adherence differences only in salt intake and fruits intake

behaviors between the intervention and control groups. Even
though the differences were statistically significant, the salt
intake change rate was more in the control group from baseline
to program endpoint than in the intervention group. Compared
to the baseline, almost no participants followed the target goal
(<6 g daily salt intake) and this change was noteworthy.
Concerning fruits intake behavior, the participants of the
intervention group reached the target goal (fruits intake
everyday/week) compared with the control group. Moreover,
people ate vegetables every day in the rural community, but we
did not inquire about the serving amount per day.

Regarding self-reported physical activity behaviors, both groups
showed statistically significant differences. Physical activity is
beneficial in weight reduction and also improves cardiovascular
fitness [46]. Moderate to vigorous physical activity with a goal
of 120-150 minutes on at least 5 days in a week should be
encouraged [29].

Concerning self-reported BP and weight monitoring behaviors,
in the first month (0.5 months and 1 month), participants
answered “2 times/month,” because CHWs checked their BP
and weight during their follow up. Then they reported
“never/week” as none of the participants had facilities to
measure these at home. This is possibly due to the cost of BP
monitoring and weight-measuring devices, which is too
exorbitant for the poor in Bangladesh. Moreover, BP monitoring
requires the presence of a trained observer [47,48].

Supporting this self-report, the level of the salt concentration
(1.2%-1.4% very thick) in the daily food (liquid) was reduced
in both groups, more in the control group. With regard to urine
salinity, the urinary salt excretion was reduced at the end of the
study; however, it did not reach the recommended goal, and
this finding is similar to other studies [49,50]. Combining
primary and secondary outcomes, though the primary outcome
variables were self-reported, the evidence from secondary
outcome variables, which were quantifiable from the physical
data, supported the positive changes of primary outcomes. Both
SBP and DBP mean values were significantly decreased and
SD became narrower in both groups.

As a comprehensive evaluation of this study, QOL of the
participants was improved significantly after starting the
intervention. This can be attributed to the reception of
self-management health education, or the participants might
have developed a better understanding of their illness, its effects,
greater self-reported adherence, and a better relationship with
the CHWs [51]. Thus, the implementation of our intervention
created successfully more awareness among the participants.

Strengths and Limitations
In this study, most of the female participants were housewives
and thus available at home that allows them to play an influential
role than males on behavior changes among the family members
[52]. Females also seem to be more engaged, and apparently
better-informed decision makers and more familiar in preparing
foods, especially in rural areas [53]. This might be another
reason for the good results observed on behavior change.

There were some limitations to this study. First, the primary
outcome was self-reported by the participants. Second, we did
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not assess the household income impact as well as other
influencing factors that may have had effects on diet among the
participants. Third, this study was performed in the context of
a small-scale program, and we chose purposive sampling which
did not show the generalizability of our results. Fourth, most
of the participants were female, and so we cannot generalize
our study results to both genders. Fifth, data contamination was
highly likely; therefore, the CHWs received verbal consent from
the study participants not to disclose any study details with
neighbors or other family members.

Conclusions
The results of this study could not show the effectiveness of a
combination of SMS text messaging and in-person health

education; rather, in-person health education alone had a better
impact on behavior changes. Based on the results of study, we
suggest that in-person health education requires integration of
home health care provision as a major factor for the
improvement of outcomes as well as self-management behavior.
Besides, it can be recommended that the more relevant and
timely interactive SMS text messages can be sent to increase
the effectiveness. Finally, the study recommends organizing
community awareness meetings to create a “low-salt culture”
and educate the family members. Moreover, further research in
the diverse population living in different geographical areas is
imperative to consolidate or refute our observation.
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Abstract

Background: Smartphone apps, fitness trackers, and online social networks have shown promise in weight management and
physical activity interventions. However, there are knowledge gaps in identifying the most effective and engaging interventions
and intervention features preferred by their users.

Objective: This 6-month pilot study on a social networking mobile app connected to wireless weight and activity tracking
devices has 2 main aims: to evaluate changes in BMI, weight, and physical activity levels in users from different BMI categories
and to assess user perspectives on the intervention, particularly on social comparison and automated self-monitoring and feedback
features.

Methods: This was a mixed methods study involving a one-arm, pre-post quasi-experimental pilot with postintervention
interviews and focus groups. Healthy young adults used a social networking mobile app intervention integrated with wireless
tracking devices (a weight scale and a physical activity tracker) for 6 months. Quantitative results were analyzed separately for
2 groups—underweight-normal and overweight-obese BMI—using t tests and Wilcoxon sum rank, Wilcoxon signed rank, and
chi-square tests. Weekly BMI change in participants was explored using linear mixed effects analysis. Interviews and focus
groups were analyzed inductively using thematic analysis.

Results: In total, 55 participants were recruited (mean age of 23.6, SD 4.6 years; 28 women) and 45 returned for the final session
(n=45, 82% retention rate). There were no differences in BMI from baseline to postintervention (6 months) and between the 2

BMI groups. However, at 4 weeks, participants’ BMI decreased by 0.34 kg/m2 (P<.001), with a loss of 0.86 kg/m2 in the
overweight-obese group (P=.01). Participants in the overweight-obese group used the app significantly less compared with
individuals in the underweight-normal BMI group, as they mentioned negative feelings and demotivation from social comparison,
particularly from upward comparison with fitter people. Participants in the underweight-normal BMI group were avid users of
the app’s self-monitoring and feedback (P=.02) and social (P=.04) features compared with those in the overweight-obese group,
and they significantly increased their daily step count over the 6-month study duration by an average of 2292 steps (95% CI
898-3370; P<.001). Most participants mentioned a desire for a more personalized intervention.

Conclusions: This study shows the effects of different interventions on participants from higher and lower BMI groups and
different perspectives regarding the intervention, particularly with respect to its social features. Participants in the overweight-obese
group did not sustain a short-term decrease in their BMI and mentioned negative emotions from app use, while participants in
the underweight-normal BMI group used the app more frequently and significantly increased their daily step count. These
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differences highlight the importance of intervention personalization. Future research should explore the role of personalized
features to help overcome personal barriers and better match individual preferences and needs.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19991)   doi:10.2196/19991
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Introduction

Background
Obesity and physical inactivity are major societal challenges
and significant contributors to the global burden of disease and
health care costs [1-3]. Globally, excess body weight and obesity
account for approximately 4 million deaths in a year and 120
million disability-adjusted life years [1]. Effective weight
management interventions usually involve a combination of
behavioral strategies focusing on dietary changes and physical
activity [4]. Notably, physical activity is also independently
associated with better health outcomes in a dose-response
manner [5], however, more than one-fourth of adults globally
are insufficiently active [6]. Promoting physical activity and
weight management (ie, preventing weight gain to unhealthy
levels and promoting weight loss in individuals with excess
weight) are important behavioral strategies for better health
outcomes.

Addressing obesity and physical inactivity requires a
combination of environmental approaches and effective behavior
change interventions that can be easily disseminated. Apps and
fitness trackers are becoming pervasive in the daily lives of
people, with smartphone ownership surpassing three-fourth of
the population and activity trackers being used by one-third of
adults in the United States and United Kingdom [7,8]. These
mobile technologies enable the automation of effective behavior
change techniques—weight and physical activity self-monitoring
and feedback [9-12]—showing potential in weight management
and physical activity interventions [13,14].

Although mobile technologies can facilitate self-monitoring
and feedback, behavior change is also heavily regulated by
social processes. Online social networks—platforms that allow
individuals to create their own personal profile and build a
network of connections with other users—can facilitate behavior
change [15-18] and have shown potential in weight management
and physical activity interventions [19-22]. Online social
networks enable the delivery of several social functions,
including support and social comparison, which have been
associated with increased physical activity [23-25] and greater
weight loss in weight management interventions [26,27].
However, user preferences regarding social features seem to be
mixed: for some users, these features promote engagement with
the intervention, whereas for other users, they are less enjoyable
or even disliked [20,28]. Key questions remain as to which
intervention features and social network characteristics are more
effective and engaging for users in weight management and
physical activity promotion [15,18].

Aims
This 6-month pilot study of a social networking mobile app
connected to wireless weight and activity tracking devices has
2 main aims: (1) to evaluate changes in BMI, weight, and
physical activity levels in users from different BMI categories
and (2) to assess user perspectives on the intervention,
particularly its online social networking component and
automated self-monitoring and feedback features.

Methods

Study Design
This was a mixed methods study involving a pre-post
quasi-experimental pilot with one arm, where participants used
a social networking mobile app intervention integrated with
wireless tracking devices (a weight scale and a physical activity
tracker) for 6 months [29]. Ethics approval was granted by the
Human Research Ethics Committee for Medical Sciences of
Macquarie University. Reporting follows the mobile health
(mHealth) evidence reporting and assessment (mERA) checklist
[30], the transparent reporting of evaluations with
nonrandomized designs (TREND) statement for reporting of
nonrandomized evaluations of behavioral and public health
interventions [31], the COnsolidated Criteria for Reporting
Qualitative Research (COREQ) checklist [32], and guidelines
for good reporting of mixed methods studies [33] (Multimedia
Appendices 1-3).

Study Sample and Recruitment
Eligible study participants were consenting healthy adults who
were able to speak, write, and read English, were between 19
and 35 years of age, owned a mobile phone (iOS or Android)
with internet access, and had Wi-Fi connection at home.
Exclusion criteria were pregnancy or breastfeeding, BMI below

17 kg/m2, prior history of eating disorders, and having diabetes
or other comorbid conditions that could have impacted study
participation.

Students and staff from Macquarie University (Sydney,
Australia) were recruited via posters and flyers distributed
around campus as well as via a Facebook post on the university’s
page (Multimedia Appendix 4). Recruitment was completed in
April 2017 and followed a purposive convenience sampling
technique to test the intervention in a diverse BMI sample. To
enable a comparable number of individuals in lower and higher
BMI groups (at least 20 individuals in each of those 2 groups),
recruitment of individuals in the normal BMI range was stopped
earlier, whereas recruitment for the higher BMI groups
continued. A sample size of at least 40 individuals was
pragmatically chosen to enable pilot testing of the intervention
based on available funding. At baseline, participants were
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invited to attend the initial study session at a research center on
campus, where they signed the consent form and filled in a
questionnaire about their demographic characteristics. A
complete description of study procedures and interventions can
be found in published papers [29,34,35].

Intervention
The intervention consisted of a mobile app (fit.healthy.me)
[29,34,35] designed by the research team, which was integrated
with 2 wireless devices (Fitbit Aria weight scale and Fitbit Flex
2 physical activity tracker, connected via the Fitbit app). The
goal of the intervention was to promote physical activity and
support weight management in users of any physical activity
level or BMI group. In fit.healthy.me, the participants could
compare their step count and weight with other users, in table
and graphical formats (Multimedia Appendix 5). Furthermore,
users were able to interact and provide social support to each
other through the use of messaging and a social forum, as well
as follow particular buddies with whom they identified more
closely.

The intervention allowed for the delivery of several behavior
change techniques [11]: self-monitoring and feedback on
behavior (daily number of steps), self-monitoring and feedback
on weight and BMI, instructions on how to perform the
behavior, social support, and social comparison. Prompts and
cues (text messages and emails every 2 weeks) were used to
promote engagement with the intervention. Goal setting was
not incorporated in fit.healthy.me but it was a core component
of the Fitbit devices (eg, the activity tracker had a predefined
daily step goal of 10,000, which could be modified by users);
goal setting was neither promoted nor discouraged by
researchers.

Quantitative Data Collection and Analysis

Weight and BMI
The primary outcome was the difference in the average BMI
between 6 months and baseline. Body weight was measured
with a Fitbit Aria scale to the nearest 0.1 kg in light clothing
without shoes, before and after the intervention period. Height
was measured using a wall-mounted stadiometer to the nearest

0.1 cm. BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height2 (m2). Weight
and BMI were also measured by participants at several time
points throughout the 6 months (participants were asked to
weigh themselves daily using the Fitbit Aria scale provided for
research purposes, to enable the comprehensive testing of the
integration between the fit.healthy.me app and the wireless
scale, and early detection of potential problems).

Daily Step Count
The daily step count was measured using the Fitbit Flex 2. To
establish a baseline average daily step count, participants did
not have access to the intervention app for the first week after
enrollment. Participants were considered to have a valid step
count if they wore the Fitbit for at least 10 hours on any given
day. Wear time was calculated by subtracting nonwear time
from 24 hours; nonwear time was defined when step counts
over a period of at least 60 continuous minutes were zero

(allowing for counts of less than 100 for a maximum of 2 min
within that period) [35].

Engagement Measures
Retention was defined as attendance at the 6-month final session;
participants who attended the final sessions were considered
completers. For the fit.healthy.me app, engagement was
measured by number of app sessions and frequency of usage of
app features (ie, the number of times participants used each
feature). One app session was defined as any activity occurring
in the app until the user logged off or when 10 consecutive
minutes of inactivity were reached. A participant was considered
to have used a social feature if they clicked on any of My team,
Social forum, and Private messages features.

Data Analysis
Quantitative results were analyzed separately for 2 groups:

underweight-normal BMI (18-24.99 kg/m2) and

overweight-obese (≥25 kg/m2). Missing weight and step count
data were imputed using the last observation carried forward
(last measurement obtained from the Fitbit devices). Independent
two-sample t tests were used for normally distributed continuous
variables. For nonnormal data, the Wilcoxon sum rank test was
used (Wilcoxon signed rank test for paired within-group
comparisons). Chi-square tests were used for categorical data.

We performed an exploratory linear mixed effects analysis of
the weekly BMI change of each participant. The dependent
variable was BMI change. We used intercepts, sex, age, and
weight baseline as fixed effects. As random effects, we had
intercepts for subjects as well as by-subject random slopes for
the effect of time. We used 6 months of data, with the origin of
the time variable (week) set at week 4 (posthoc decision), for
2 main reasons: the likelihood of observing weight changes due
to the intervention would be higher at 4 weeks rather than before
(given that weight loss increases with intervention duration
[36]) and the amount of missing data was minimal during the
first month of the intervention, allowing for a more robust model
[37]. P values were obtained by using likelihood ratio tests of
the full model with the effect in question against the model
without it. Data were analyzed using R version 3.5.0 and Ime4
[38]. The significance level for all statistical tests was set at
P<.05, two tailed, and 95% CIs were calculated where
applicable.

Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis
An interview guide [34] was pilot tested before study
commencement. In the final 6-month session, 2 researchers with
expertise in qualitative methods conducted individual interviews
and focus groups with participants to understand their
perspectives on the advantages and disadvantages of the
intervention, until data saturation was reached. The interviews
allowed us to understand individual perspectives, and the focus
groups aimed to explore group differences and similarities. Field
notes were taken throughout the interviews and focus groups.
Interviews and focus groups were audio-recorded and
transcribed verbatim.

All data were imported and managed in Nvivo 11 (QSR
International). Data were analyzed using thematic analysis,
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where transcripts and field notes were read to identify and code
common ideas and patterns emerging from the data [39].
Through constant comparison, codes and concepts were
clustered together to form subthemes, and further abstracted to
originate themes, which were then reviewed and refined [40].
The integration of results was done after quantitative and
qualitative analyses were conducted through embedding of the
data. Integration is presented throughout the Discussion section.

Results

Sample Characteristics
A total of 55 participants were recruited, with a mean age of
23.6 (SD 4.6) years; 51% (n=28) were female (Table 1). Most
(n=24, 44%) participants had a normal BMI, 27% (n=15) were
overweight, 24% (n=13) were obese, and 5% (n=3) were
underweight. The mean step count per day at baseline was 9937
(SD 3527). Of the 55 recruited participants, 45 returned for the
final session (study completers)—the retention rate was 82%.
There were no statistically significant differences in baseline
characteristics between enrolled participants and study
completers.

Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study sample, according to BMI categories.

Study completers
(n=45)

Enrolled participants
(N=55)

BMI categories (kg/m2)aVariable

≥30 (n=13)25-29.99 (n=15)18.5-24.99
(n=24)

18-18.49
(n=3)

24.2 (4.7)23.58 (4.6)24.1 (4.8)25.6 (5.6)22.2 (3.6)22.2 (3.3)Age (years), mean (SD)

22 (49)28 (51)7(25)4 (25)15 (63)2 (67)Female, n (%)

77.8 (21.2)78.1 (22.3)107.1 (22.7)84.4 (8.0)65.6 (7.9)54.3 (5.0)Weight (kg), mean (SD)

26.7 (6.5)26.5 (6.8)36.9 (5.5)27.5 (1.6)22.6 (2.3)19.4 (1.3)BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD)

9946 (3656)9937 (3527)8912 (3345)12,128 (3820)9619 (1720)8203 (2824)Steps per dayb, mean (SD)

aAccording to the World Health Organization, a BMI of <18.5 is classified as underweight, 18.5-24.9 is normal, 25-29.9 is preobese, and ≥30 is obese.
bAnalysis of variance: P=.03.

Quantitative Findings

Weight and BMI
There were no statistically significant differences in BMI from
baseline to postintervention (6 months) and between the
underweight-normal and overweight-obese groups (Table 2;
Figure 1). Linear mixed effects analyses of the weekly BMI
change of each participant are shown in Table 3. Age, pre-post
step difference, and scale usage did not have an effect on BMI
difference in any of the 3 groups (all participants;
underweight-normal BMI; and overweight-obese; Multimedia
Appendix 6). A model with sex and baseline weight as fixed
effects was not statistically different from the model presented

in Table 3, with just sex as a fixed effect (parameters for the
model with sex and baseline weight as fixed effects are included
in Multimedia Appendix 7).

At 4 weeks of the intervention, participants’ BMI decreased by

0.34 kg/m2 (0.86 kg/m2 in the overweight-obese group). Over
the 6-month study, men showed a 0.32 increase in BMI relative
to women during the intervention (Table 3). The variability in
the rate of BMI change across all participants over the duration
of the intervention was low (≤0.004), but it was 4 times higher
in the overweight-obese group (BMI change variance of 0.004)
compared with the underweight-normal group (BMI change
variance of 0.001).
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Table 2. Differences in characteristics of underweight-normal BMI and overweight-obese participants.

P value (95% CI)bOverweight-obese (n=28), mean (SD)Underweight-normal BMIa (n=27), mean (SD)Variable

.10 (–3299 to 255)10,749 (3910.8)9094 (2916.2)Baseline steps per day

.049e (4.6 to 3891)–213.7 (4023.4)d2292 (3520.4)cPre-post step difference

.30 (–0.14 to 0.82)–0.23 (1.58)0.13 (0.68)Pre-post BMI difference

.60 (–36 to 60)119.4 (122)111.9 (65.4)Scale use

.08 (–1 to 13)15.8 (20)23.5 (23.8)App sessionsf

.30 (–313 to 1100)1384.3 (1192.2)1894 (1653.5)App use frequency

.02 (3 to 45)29.7 (35)59.2 (54.8)My measures use

.04 (0 to 167)110.1 (139)213.3 (208.5)Social features useg

.34 (–5 to 15)59.4 (18.1)60.8 (20.7)System usability scale

scoreh

aUsing baseline measurements; normal BMI: BMI 17-24.9 kg/m2, overweight-obese: BMI of ≥25.
bWilcoxon sum rank test.
cWithin-group (Wilcoxon sign rank test): P<.001; 95% CI 898 to 3370.5.
dWithin-group: P=.73; 95% CI 1365.7 to 1486.4.
eItalics denotes statistical significance.
fOne app session was defined as any activity occurring in the app until the user logs off or when 10 min of inactivity are reached.
gSocial features include My team, Social forum, Private messages.
hOnly study completers (ie, participants who returned to the final session) completed the system usability scale (n=45).

Figure 1. Box plots of pre-post BMI difference, pre-post step count difference, My measures use frequency, and social features use frequency.
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Table 3. Linear mixed effects analysis of the weekly BMI change of each participant.

BMIPredictorsa

Overweight-obeseUnderweight-normalAll participants

P value95% CISEEstimateP valueCISEEstimateP value95% CISEEstimate

.01(–1.5 to
–0.2)

0.33–0.86.41(–0.8 to
0.3)

0.28–0.23<.001 b(–0.5 to
–0.1)

0.10–0.34Intercept

.12(–0.1 to
0.8)

0.220.34.31(–0.2 to
0.5)

0.160.17.02(0.05 to
0.6)

0.140.32Sex

.06–0.05 to
0.0)

0.01–0.02.22(–0.01
to 0.02)

0.010.01.28(–0.02
to 0.01)

0.01–0.01Weekly BMI
change

aRandom effects: intercept variance 0.27 (all participants), 0.15 (underweight-normal), 0.34 (overweight-obese); weekly BMI change variance 0.002
(all participants), 0.001 (underweight-normal), 0.004 (overweight-obese); covariance intercept–weekly BMI change 0.37 (all participants), 0.06
(underweight-normal), 0.37 (overweight-obese).
bItalics denotes statistical significance.

Daily Step Count
The underweight-normal group increased their daily step count
over the 6-month study duration by an average of 2292 steps
(SD 3520.4; 95% CI 898-3370; P<.001), whereas the
overweight-obese group did not show statistically significant
changes (Table 2; Figure 1).

Engagement Measures
App usage frequency was significantly higher in the
underweight-normal BMI group: over half of the participants
in this BMI group used the My measures feature at least 50
times and used social features 150 times or more over the
6-month study duration (Table 2; Figure 1).

Qualitative Findings
We conducted 32 individual interviews and 5 focus groups with
13 participants (20-45 min for each interview or focus group).
Themes and subthemes did not differ between interviews and
focus groups and consisted of (1) social comparison and
networking (subthemes: social comparison, digital people
watching and data sharing, social interactions, and negative
aspects of social interactions), (2) self-monitoring (subthemes:
self-monitoring of weight and BMI, self-monitoring of steps,
and other fitness-related measures), and (3) Personalization and

gamification. Social comparison and self-monitoring were seen
as very distinct features by users, each with its positive and
negative aspects, which in turn influenced motivation to use the
app and engagement with the intervention. Personalization and
gamification were commonly mentioned as desirable features
to promote long-term engagement.

Social Comparison and Networking

Social Comparison

Most participants mentioned that social comparison of weight,
BMI, or step count can be pointless if participants’
characteristics, goals, and lifestyle are not known (Textbox 1,
quotes 1-3). However, most participants mentioned being
motivated by the competition aspects enabled by social
comparison, especially with regard to physical activity (Textbox
1, quote 4). The preferred type of comparison varied between
individuals. Several participants in the underweight-normal
category mentioned a preference for upward comparison in
terms of fitness level, where they enjoyed comparing themselves
with more active people in the lower BMI ranges (Textbox 1,
quotes 5 and 6), whereas some participants in the overweight
and obese categories indicated an inclination for comparison
with individuals in similar or higher BMI categories to avoid
feeling demotivated (Textbox 1, quotes 7-9).
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Textbox 1. Illustrative quotes for social aspects related to weight management and physical activity.

Social comparison:

• Common opinions

• 1. Comparison never helped me at all. It never motivated me to add them to my friend list or anything, or compare my data with them
regularly. Because I don't know them first of all, I don't know what their goal is, I don't know what their existing lifestyle is like or anything
of that sort. I didn't know how to compare myself with them. (Male, 27, normal BMI)

• 2. Feeling (...) disconnected from the numbers. (...) The numbers meant nothing really. [About the comparison of step counts and BMI with
other participants] (Male, 20, high BMI)

• 3. If everyone has the same goal (...) then it's beneficial, then the competitive aspect comes into play. (Male, 20, normal BMI)

• 4. There were a lot of challenges that my friends also kept adding, like in [Fitbit] (...) with their friends and with my friends combined. So,
it became like (...) 25, 30 people in one challenge. (...) Yeah, it was pretty good actually because it kept me motivated (...) the competition
thing. (Male, 27, normal BMI)

• Upward comparison

• 5. I prefer to just (...) compare myself with the more athletic people because I see myself as more of an athlete than not. (Male, 20, normal
BMI)

• 6. Somebody who you want to look up to and how they're using the device to get their goals—that will be a good value-add in my life.
(Male, 27, normal BMI)

• Downward comparison

• 7. I was looking at people who are similar and started off in a similar position, and then I just tried to keep track of who did - like how much
walking they did and how their weight was going and so on. (Male, 22, high BMI)

• 8. I reckon if you had groups, if you had all the fitness people together and then all of the average people together and then all the overweight
people, it would feel more - you wouldn't feel as bad because you're finding out there are other people like you. Even if all of your group
BMI is in the high range, you would - you'd feel like that there are other people like you who are trying. (Female, 20, high BMI)

• 9. I went through [all the participants] and got all the ones with similar BMIs and that way at least my buddies were what I would consider
similar, like (...) female and same BMI. (Female, 24, high BMI)

Digital people watching and data sharing

• 10. I like how we get to compare, and I like how other people don't get to see that I'm comparing against them. (...) So I don't look like a stalker.
(Female, 20, normal BMI)

• 11. I guess there's not enough information in the app itself to kind of identify that person. I'm more than happy for other people to find out (...)
how many steps I take and how much I weigh and how tall I am. Mainly because I don’t (...) have [a] close connection with them. If I did, I'd
probably (...) be reserved in exposing some of that information. (Male, 30, high BMI)

Social interactions

• 12. For me it's the face-to-face and seeing someone and having to be accountable like that. (Female, 25, high BMI)

• 13. If you see that someone may be exercising around the same time as you, it might be you could turn it into a social thing where maybe you
go to the gym or the park together. (Male, 22, high BMI)

Negative aspects of social interventions

• 14. When I realised I wasn't doing well against other people (...) I [wouldn’t] check it as much. (Female, 24, high BMI)

• 15. it can be a little bit demotivating when other people are not (...) taking this seriously (Female, 24, normal BMI)

Digital People Watching and Data Sharing

Several people mentioned that they enjoyed looking at other
peoples’ measures without them knowing, a digital form of
people watching enabled by the social network component of
the app (Textbox 1, quote 10). Interestingly, sharing their own
data, particularly weight and BMI, was disliked by some
participants in the higher BMI categories, who mentioned a
preference to remain anonymous in the network (Textbox 1,
quote 11).

Social Interactions

Most participants highlighted the need to have real-world social
connections for social support and accountability during the
intervention. The desire for face-to-face support was particularly
mentioned by people in the higher BMI categories, who
indicated a need to have people to exercise with or a personal
trainer to hold them accountable (Textbox 1, quotes 12 and 13).
Participants in the normal BMI category frequently mentioned
that they would have liked to have been able to invite their
friends and family to the intervention, with some of them having
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even bought Fitbit trackers for family members to encourage
their physical activity efforts (Textbox 1, quote 4).

Negative Aspects of Social Interventions

Two main negative aspects were mentioned with regard to social
interventions. First, social comparison was seen by many
participants as potentially leading to demotivation and negative
emotions such as frustration, especially in the case of upward
comparison in individuals with higher BMI, that is, comparison
with a higher standard (lower BMI or more active individuals;
Textbox 1, quote 14) [41]. Second, even highly motivated
individuals could be negatively impacted by the lack of
motivation or engagement from other individuals, such as
participants not showing steps or weight data for periods of time
(Textbox 1, quote 15). Both of these social causes for
demotivation and negative emotions (upward comparison and

lack of participation from other individuals) were mentioned
by participants as leading to their lower engagement with the
intervention.

Self-Monitoring

Self-Monitoring of Weight and BMI

Self-monitoring of weight and BMI was seen as pointless by
several people in the normal weight range, although a few
individuals mentioned liking the increased awareness of
variations in their weight, especially when trying to gain muscle
mass (Textbox 2, quotes 1 and 2). Some individuals in the higher
BMI group saw the importance of weight monitoring and the
benefits of using a wireless scale. However, individuals with
both normal and higher BMI indicated a potential for negative
emotions associated with self-monitoring, such as during periods
of weight gain (Textbox 2, quotes 3 and 4).

Textbox 2. Illustrative quotes for self-monitoring of weight, BMI, and physical activity.

Self-monitoring of weight and BMI:

• 1. the weight (...) doesn’t really matter to me that much. (Female, 24, normal BMI)

• 2. I think when I started, I was 58.8 and now I’m 59.8. (...) I didn’t want to lose weight (...). I wanted to gain muscle, so hopefully that one kilo
is muscle. (Female, 20, normal BMI)

• 3. I didn't like the weight [monitoring]. (...) I didn't like looking at it there every single day, but I would check it. (Female, 31, high BMI)

• 4. When I was weighing myself (...) [and I felt] like I was gaining weight (...) I felt a bit stressed. (...) I was aware that I was gaining weight and
then at times I was trying to eat less but then I ended up eating more chocolate, as in binge eating. (Female, 20, normal BMI)

Self-monitoring of steps and other fitness-related measures:

• 5. I would just open the app just to check (...) how many steps I [had] done. Because my step goal was about 10,000 steps and I would do that
almost every day. (Male, 27, normal BMI)

• 6. At first, I was motivated and I was going for exercises because of the Fitbit just to achieve the goals. Then afterwards I lost interest. (Female,
20, high BMI)

• 7. Definitely at the beginning I was doing more, but then - I don't know - halfway through I just [got] bored of it. I needed something else. (...)
I mean, life's busy, so you just forget about it. (Female, 22, high BMI)

• 8. In the beginning, yeah, I found it really cool. I could track my steps. I tried to complete my goal every day. (...) I was really, really motivated,
I was tracking everything. But then I got bored of it really quickly and that's how I started to lose interest. (Female, 20, normal BMI)

• 9. I didn't like to be reminded if I didn't achieve a goal. I feel like there's so much in our lives that we [have to] do that (...) getting a reminder
that you haven't achieved whatever your goal [was] I found that I didn't like that at all, to be honest. I found that to be demotivating. I just didn't
want to know about it. (Female, 31, high BMI)

• 10. When I got the highest [number of] steps, I was pretty impressed. I took a screenshot. I was bragging about it. (...) Because that wasn't to do
with weight or BMI or whatever, it was more of an equal playing field, I feel. (...) (Female, 20, high BMI)

• 11. I play basketball, so I [want to] compare myself to my rivals. Someone who plays in a similar position and skillset as me. But if it's just
number of steps, how much walking I did on the day, I don't really want to compare. (...) Step count is just walking. I don't find walking a
competitive thing. (Male, 31, high BMI)

• 12. [About the importance of measuring heart rate] Because with all the exercise, it changes up a lot - I wanted to see what my resting heart rate
was.

Self-Monitoring of Steps and Other Fitness-Related
Measures

Self-monitoring of steps was particularly useful for individuals
who had a specific daily step count goal, independent of BMI
group (Textbox 2, quote 5). Many participants mentioned that
having a goal was a necessary but not sufficient condition for
engagement. Specifically, while it was motivating in the
beginning to try to achieve new goals, the novelty effect often
wore off, with participants going back to previous patterns of

physical activity (Textbox 2, quotes 6-8). During periods of
decreased physical activity and lower step counts, several
individuals mentioned staying away from checking the mobile
app to avoid negative emotions and feelings of guilt (Textbox
2, quote 9).

Some participants in the higher BMI groups seemed to prefer
self-monitoring of steps to self-monitoring of weight or BMI,
owing to an increased sense of control over changes and a higher
ability to progress and achieve goals (Textbox 2, quote 10).
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Self-monitoring of steps was seen as meaningless by other
participants involved in types of physical activity where step
counts were either irrelevant or not a good reflection of the
effort or performance in the activity (eg, swimming, basketball;
Textbox 2, quote 11). In addition, for a few individuals, wearing
the Fitbit tracker was not possible while performing their sport
(eg, rugby), decreasing their interest in the self-monitoring of
steps. Users interested in increasing their fitness levels or muscle
mass indicated a preference for other measurements in terms
of self-monitoring (eg, heart rate, body fat percentage), instead
of weight, BMI, or step counts (Textbox 2, quote 12).

Personalization and Gamification
Most participants mentioned similar preferences and desires for
features, namely personalization and gamification. In particular,
most people indicated the desire to have a higher degree of
personalization in the app, in terms of the features, content, and
feedback provided (Textbox 3, quotes 1-4). In addition, several
participants highlighted the powerful role of gamification in
increasing and sustaining motivation and engagement with the
intervention (Textbox 3, quotes 5 and 6). Gamified features
were considered important in both individual aspects related to
weight management and physical activity (eg, badges for goal
achievements) and in social aspects such as social comparison
or competition (eg, leaderboards).

Textbox 3. Illustrative quotes for preferred and desired features—personalization and gamification.

Preferred and desired features:

• Personalization

• 1. You think about gym training sessions, you can have private sessions, you can have small group sessions or you can have a class session
and you choose which one is best for you. The same [should happen] with the app. (Female, 20, normal BMI)

• 2. I personally thought [the app] would give me recommendations on easier [exercises]. (...) Tailor it to me [according to the reaction to
previous exercises] (Female, 20, high BMI)

• 3. [Having health information] would be good, but it has to be personalized or customized to me, (...) my body type, (...) not like a general
advice like [what is] BMI etc. (...) A lot of people can read about general information; but if it's personalized to you or customized to your
needs, it's going to be more interesting and more reliable (...) (Male, 24, normal BMI)

• Gamification

• 4. Whether to have one or multiple buddies, the choice depends on what works for the person. Maybe you can personalize it in some way.
Maybe you can elect [to have] only one partner, or (...) to be put in a group. (Male, 20, normal BMI)

• 5. You earn badges, which are just like token little things, and for some reason they just hook me in. (Female, 25, higher BMI)

• 6. It loads your progress with a bar around the circle, then when it gets full it flashes. Like it's a celebration. (Female, 23, normal BMI)

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this mixed methods study, we found that participants in the
overweight-obese group significantly lowered their BMI by

almost 1 kg/m2 (3%) during the first month of the intervention,
showing no statistically significant difference at the end of the
intervention. Participants who were overweight-obese used the
app significantly less compared with individuals in the
underweight-normal BMI group, mentioning negative feelings
and demotivation arising from social comparison, particularly
upward comparison (with fitter people). Participants in the
underweight-normal BMI group were avid users of
self-monitoring, feedback, and social features within the app
and significantly increased their daily step count over the
6-month study duration (by more than 2000 steps). Most
participants mentioned the desire for a more personalized
intervention.

Social Comparison and Networking
In our study, social comparison and competition were preferred
by participants in the underweight-normal BMI group
(particularly upward comparison). Participants in the
overweight-obese group mentioned a sense of vulnerability in

sharing their data (eg, weight) in a social network and
highlighted negative feelings and demotivation from upward
comparison, similar to other studies [42], as well as a preference
for face-to-face connections for support and accountability.
These findings suggest that this group may benefit from being
in a network of people with similar characteristics and goals.
Previous research on weight and physical activity interventions
has revealed that people seem more willing to participate in an
online social network with others having common aspects (eg,
real-world connections, similar goals, or fitness levels) [43-48].

This study builds on previous literature showing that online
social networks can facilitate behavior change [15]. However,
we found that user preferences regarding social features seem
to be mixed, which indicates that such features should be
available but optional, allowing users to control what
information is shared and with whom [43,49,50]. Some people
reported that they enjoy sharing their fitness achievements to
receive praise and social support, in which case broadcasting
to larger social networks such as Facebook seems to be helpful
[51]. On the contrary, others did not like to share or participate
in a social network but enjoyed lurking, that is, passively looking
at content in social media without actively engaging [52]. This
digital people watching effect promulgated by social media
seemed to be enjoyed by some participants in our study.
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Self-Monitoring
Regular self-monitoring of weight and BMI was an activity that
most participants in our study were not particularly fond of.
Participants in the overweight-obese group recognized the
importance of weight monitoring but still preferred focusing on
steps, due to an increased sense of perceived control over
changes and the desire to avoid negative emotions. Other studies
have reported on users’concerns about the potential for negative
emotional and motivational impact when discrepancies between
reality and goals are revealed in health apps [43]. Despite these
concerns, regular self-monitoring of weight has been associated
with weight loss and weight maintenance in individuals who
are overweight and obese and is considered a healthy weight
control strategy in people with a normal weight, with little
evidence of adverse effects [53-58]. Given the importance of
self-monitoring in behavior change [10,12], new strategies
should be explored to promote engagement, such as decreasing
the frequency of weighing to a level that individuals are able
to maintain.

Personalization and Gamification
Personalization was a recurrent topic endorsed by participants
in our interviews and has been emphasized in other studies of
digital interventions as a critical aspect for weight management
and physical activity [49,50,59]. Nowadays, technology allows
for increasing levels of personalization, having the potential to
enhance engagement with digital health interventions [60] by
molding them to be more relevant to users based on their
personal characteristics or their motivation to change lifestyle
[43,61]. In our study, people within and between different BMI
groups showed different preferences regarding core features
such as self-monitoring and social comparison, which, in turn,
seemed to influence their engagement with the intervention. In
addition, there was higher variability in the rate of BMI change
across the overweight-obese group compared with the
underweight-normal group over the duration of the intervention,
suggesting that the overweight-obese group might benefit from
higher degrees of personalization to accommodate the greater
variability in this group. Currently, most commercial activity
trackers and mobile apps offer one-size-fits-all interventions
with minimal personalization, which may be a factor in their
high drop-off rates [62,63].

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study include the objective measurement
of outcomes using digital devices instead of self-reported data,
the use of exploratory linear mixed effects analysis to better
understand participants’ BMI changes weekly throughout the
intervention period and complement pre-post data, and the use
of postintervention interviews and focus groups to better
understand pilot test results and assess the advantages and
disadvantages of the intervention and its components. However,
the findings should be interpreted in the context of some
limitations. This was a quasi-experimental study with a
single-arm pre-post design, and causation cannot be inferred
from our results. Posthoc subgroup analyses and linear mixed
effects analysis were exploratory and might be subject to type
I error. As in other studies [15,18,64], engagement with the
intervention decreased over the 6-month period, and there was

a high degree of missing data over the duration of the study,
which affected the quality of the mixed effects analysis. Baseline
daily step count (average for the first week of the study before
being able to access the study app) was considerably high in
both BMI groups, which might reflect the novelty effect of
starting to use an activity tracker. There was a predominance
of men in the higher BMI categories at baseline, and a
predominance of women in the lower BMI categories, which
may explain the observed higher weight loss in men. We only
used step count as a measure of physical activity, and other
measures (eg, minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity)
might have shown different results. The results of our study
should be interpreted in the context of concomitant use of the
Fitbit app (which provided additional features such as goal
setting, not available in the fit.healthy.me app) and the different
goals participants may have had for joining the study (eg,
increase physical activity, lose weight).

Implications
Our study found different effects of the intervention in the
underweight-normal BMI group and in the overweight-obese
group, with participant perspectives also varying depending on
the BMI group. The increase in step counts in the
underweight-normal BMI group is promising given that any
intensity of physical activity, including light intensity, is
associated with a lower risk of premature mortality in a
dose-response manner [5,65]. The short-term BMI decrease
seen in the overweight-obese group may be due to the novelty
factor of the intervention. Future research should explore
whether it is possible to promote long-term physical activity
and BMI changes in individuals who are overweight and obese
with such an intervention and what types of interventions and
features are associated with higher effectiveness (eg,
interventions focusing on contextual and environmental factors,
in addition to individual and social aspects; interventions
offering personalization, such as the possibility to turn off social
features or only allow for social comparison with similar
individuals in terms of physical activity and BMI).

The importance of personalization was highlighted in this study
by the heterogeneity of participant perspectives regarding
intervention features. Smartphones and wireless trackers enable
the collection of large volumes of personal data that can be
leveraged to personalize interventions. Recent developments
in artificial intelligence have led to the common use of machine
learning models to optimize intervention content, timing, and
delivery, based on users’ preferences, habits, and other
individual and contextual data [66-68]. Future research should
explore the impact of personalized features to better match
individual preferences, barriers, and needs to promote higher
engagement and enhance the effectiveness of interventions.

Conclusions
A social networking mobile app connected to wireless tracking
devices had different effects on participants in higher and lower
BMI groups. Participants in the overweight-obese group showed
a short-term decrease in their BMI that was not sustained after
1 month, and they used the app significantly less than
participants in the underweight-normal BMI group, mentioning
negative feelings with app use. Participants in the
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underweight-normal BMI group significantly increased their
daily step count over the 6-month study duration. Most
participants mentioned the desire for a more personalized

intervention. Future research should explore the use of
personalized features to better match individual preferences,
barriers, and needs.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a global health burden. Self-management plays a key role in improving modifiable
risk factors.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of wearable devices, a health management platform, and
social media at improving the self-management of CKD, with the goal of establishing a new self-management intervention model.

Methods: In a 90-day prospective experimental study, a total of 60 people with CKD at stages 1-4 were enrolled in the intervention
group (n=30) and control group (n=30). All participants were provided with wearable devices that collected exercise-related data.
All participants maintained dietary diaries using a smartphone app. All dietary and exercise information was then uploaded to a
health management platform. Suggestions about diet and exercise were provided to the intervention group only, and a social
media group was created to inspire the participants in the intervention group. Participants’ self-efficacy and self-management
questionnaire scores, Kidney Disease Quality of Life scores, body composition, and laboratory examinations before and after the
intervention were compared between the intervention and control groups.

Results: A total of 49 participants completed the study (25 in the intervention group and 24 in the control group); 74% of the
participants were men and the mean age was 51.22 years. There were no differences in measured baseline characteristics between
the groups except for educational background. After the intervention, the intervention group showed significantly higher scores
for self-efficacy (mean 171.28, SD 22.92 vs mean 142.21, SD 26.36; P<.001) and self-management (mean 54.16, SD 6.71 vs
mean 47.58, SD 6.42; P=.001). Kidney Disease Quality of Life scores were also higher in the intervention group (mean 293.16,
SD 34.21 vs mean 276.37, SD 32.21; P=.02). The number of steps per day increased in the intervention group (9768.56 in week
1 and 11,389.12 in week 12). The estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) of the intervention group was higher than that of

the control group (mean 72.47, SD 24.28 vs mean 59.69, SD 22.25 mL/min/1.73m2; P=.03) and the decline in eGFR was

significantly slower in the intervention group (–0.56 vs –4.58 mL/min/1.73m2). There were no differences in body composition
between groups postintervention.
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Conclusions: The use of wearable devices, a health management platform, and social media support not only strengthened
self-efficacy and self-management but also improved quality of life and a slower eGFR decline in people with CKD at stages
1-4. These results outline a new self-management model to promote healthy lifestyle behaviors for patients with CKD.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04617431; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04617431

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19452)   doi:10.2196/19452

KEYWORDS

chronic kidney disease; self-management; self-efficacy; quality of life; health management platform; wearable device

Introduction

Chronic kidney disease (CKD) is a global public health issue.
CKD leads to end-stage renal disease (ESRD), and the dialysis
therapy associated with ESRD incurs a huge economic burden
for many countries. In Taiwan, the incidence and prevalence of
ESRD are among the highest in the world [1]. Taiwan’s national
prevalence of CKD is estimated at 11.93% [2], which is largely
due to low public awareness of the problem.

CKD is a lifelong health condition, and people with CKD often
have other comorbidities such as hypertension, diabetes, and
heart disease. Care for CKD involves a multidisciplinary team
of researchers, engineers, and clinicians. A Cochrane database
systematic review showed evidence for significant beneficial
effects of regular exercise on physical fitness, walking capacity,
cardiovascular dimensions (eg, blood pressure and heart rate),
health-related quality of life, and nutritional parameters in adults
with CKD [3]. Another systematic review showed that a
combined exercise and dietary intervention resulted in a slower
decline of the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) in
patients with diabetes and CKD stages 3-5 [4]. However, people
with CKD often feel constrained by the physical discomfort,
complex treatment regimes, side effects, and liquid and dietary
restrictions associated with the disease [5]. People at any stage
of the disease are recommended to maintain healthy regimes of
diet and exercise, along with good adherence to the medication.
The ability to monitor one’s lifestyle not only promotes health
but also reduces the cost of health care.

Self-management is an important factor for helping people cope
with chronic diseases [6]. The five fundamental
self-management skills include problem-solving,
decision-making, resource utilization, formation of client–health
care provider partnerships, and taking action [7]. Self-efficacy
is a crucial mediator between knowledge and self-care [8], and
providing effective self-management support is a key policy
that aims to improve the skills and confidence of patients in
managing their illness [9].

In 2008, Costantini et al [10] examined the self-management
experiences of people with mild to moderate CKD (stages 1-3).
They found that participants wanted to self-manage their illness
in collaboration with their health care providers; thus, people
with early CKD need guidance and support from health care
professionals to successfully self-manage their treatment [10].
In 2018, Wu et al [11] demonstrated that an innovative
self-management intervention effectively decreased the serum
creatinine levels and depression symptoms in people with CKD.
Strengthening self-management skills has been shown to lead

to a delay in the progression of CKD through improving
modifiable risk factors [12].

A health management platform uses information and big data
to provide the user with the ability to analyze, detect, monitor,
and control risk factors of a disease. Hardinge et al [13] used a
home-based mobile health (mHealth) platform for reporting
daily symptoms and medication use, and for measuring
physiological variables such as pulse rate and oxygen saturation
in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
providing evidence for integrating telehealth interventions with
clinical care pathways to support self-management.

The use of apps—software programs that run on mobile
devices—is a recent approach for delivering health information
and education to patients [14]. Studies have shown that a
diabetes-related smartphone app combined with weekly SMS
text messaging support from a health care professional could
significantly improve glycemic control in adults with type 1
diabetes [15]. In a prior study, we found potential of a primary
physician–led telehealth care model based on a social network
service in delaying dialysis initiation for patients with stage-5
CKD [16]. According to a survey from app platforms, 67 out
of 177 apps were recommended for CKD patients [17]. The
most common functionalities used were CKD information and
self-management (57%), e-consultation (25%), and CKD
nutrition education (24%). However, the continuity of
patient-centered care for CKD provided by mHealth apps is
currently inadequate [10].

According to 2017 data from the Institute for Information
Industry, in Taiwan, 60.2% of people older than 55 years owned
a smartphone [18]. LINE is the predominant text messaging
app, which is used by approximately 66.6% of people in Taiwan
in their daily lives. However, there have been few interventional
studies conducted to date involving the use of either wearable
devices to quantify motor performance or an app-based platform
to interact with CKD patients. Thus, we conducted this study
to evaluate the ability of a health management platform with a
wearable device and social media platform to improve
participants’self-management abilities and delay the progression
of CKD.

Methods

Study Design
This study was a two-arm randomized controlled trial with a
pretest-posttest design. The study protocol was approved by the
Research Ethics Committee of National Taiwan University
Hospital (No. 201808094RINB). The trial is registered at
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ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT04617431). Written informed consent
was obtained from all participants before starting the study. All
research procedures followed the directives of the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Study Population
CKD is defined based on abnormalities of kidney function or
structure for more than 3 months. The different stages of CKD
form a continuum as follows [19]: stage 1, kidney damage with

normal or increased eGFR (>90 mL/min/1.73 m2); stage 2, mild

reduction in eGFR (60-89 mL/min/1.73 m2); stage 3a, moderate

reduction in eGFR (45-59 mL/min/1.73 m2); stage 3b, moderate

reduction in eGFR (30-44 mL/min/1.73 m2); stage 4, severe

reduction in eGFR (15-29 mL/min/1.73 m2); and stage 5, kidney

failure (eGFR <15 mL/min/1.73 m2 or dialysis).

This study prospectively enrolled patients with CKD stages 1-4
from the nephrology outpatient clinic of National Taiwan
University Hospital Yunlin branch between January 2019 and
May 2019, which is a regional teaching hospital located in a
suburban area in central Taiwan. The patients were cared for
by their primary care nephrologists according to the Kidney
Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative guidelines [20]. Inclusion
criteria were aged ≥20 years and a diagnosis of CKD stage 1-4.
Those who agreed to participate in the study signed informed
consent forms. Exclusion criteria were an inability to use a
smartphone, impaired walking capacity, a psychiatric disorder,
or any hospitalization during the previous 3 months. Participants
were assigned randomly to the intervention group or the control
group. We performed stratified sampling according to CKD
stage and enrolled more participants at stages 2 and 3 than at
stage 4. The nephrologists were blind to group allocation,
whereas the investigators and participants were not.

Sample Size
G-Power 3.1.9.4 was used to calculate the sample size on the
basis of an effect size of 0.35 according to the related literature
[21]. To obtain a power of 0.80, α of .05, and effect size of 0.35,
according to a two-tailed test, the required sample size was
determined to be at least 44 (with 22 participants in each group).
We estimated a 20% attrition rate, and therefore the total sample
required at least 53 participants (27 in each group).

Data Collection
A brief interview was conducted with all participants, assisted
by an electronic medical record search, to document their
demographic profiles and comorbidities. The diagnosis of any
comorbidity was documented by clinically relevant history,
medical examinations, or pathological reports. Body
composition was assessed using a body composition analyzer

(Omron HBF-701), including body height, body weight, and
percentage body fat measurements. Participants completed
self-efficacy and self-management questionnaires and the
Kidney Disease Quality of Life survey (KDQOL-SF), which
includes the 36-item Short Form Health Survey. Laboratory
data, including hemogram, serum biochemistry, electrolyte
profile, and renal function assay, were measured as per routine
care for CKD patients according to the guidelines of the Taiwan
Society of Nephrology.

Outcome Measurement Instruments
The self-efficacy questionnaire [22] is composed of eight
subscales: blood sugar or blood pressure control, diet, exercise,
medication, lifestyle, infection prevention, problem-solving,
and partnership. The scale has 20 questions; scores range from
0 to 10 and reflect the level of confidence, where 0 is
“completely without confidence” and 10 is “completely
confident.” The total scores ranged between 0 and 200, and a
higher score indicates that the patient has greater confidence in
controlling their disease. The Cronbach α was .81.

The self-management questionnaire [22] is composed of four
subscales: partnership, compliance, self-care, and
problem-solving. There are 16 questions with 4-point Likert
items (1, “never”; 2, “sometimes”; 3, “usually”; and 4,
“always”). The total scores ranged between 16 and 64, and a
higher score indicates better self-management ability. The
Cronbach α was .81.

Quality of life was measured by the KDQOL-SF [23] (dialysis
version). This instrument was developed for patients with kidney
disease who are on dialysis and has been adapted for nondialysis
patients [24]. The KDQOL-SF includes the 36-item Short Form
Health Survey, supplemented with multi-item scales targeted
at particular concerns of individuals with kidney disease (eg,
symptoms/problems, effects of kidney disease on daily life,
burden of kidney disease, cognitive function, work status, sexual
function, quality of social interaction, and sleep). The total
scores ranged between 74 and 360, with a higher score indicates
a better quality of life. The Cronbach α was between .61 and
.90.

Intervention
Each participant was provided with a wearable device (Heart
Rate Smart Wristband, GSH405-B6, Golden Smart Home
Technology Corporation) (Figure 1). The wristband was
approved by the National Communications Commission of
Taiwan (NCC verification code: CCAB16LP1430T3). This
wristband can detect steps (0-120,000 steps, division 1 step),
calories, and sleep, and was validated in our previous study
[25].
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Figure 1. Heart Rate Smart Wristband, GSH405-B6, Golden Smart Home Technology Corporation.

Each participant downloaded the WowGoHealth app (Figure
2) to connect with the health management platform (GSH AI
health platform). Participants’ exercise-related data, including
the number of steps walked, distance, consumed calories, and
heart rate, were collected by the wearable devices. All

participants were taught how to record a dietary diary (taking
photos of meals) using a smartphone app. All collected
information was uploaded to the health management platform.
Only the researchers could access the data on the health
management platform.

Figure 2. User interface of the health management platform software (WowGoHealth app).

LINE is a mobile app operated by LINE Corporation. All users
can use texts, images, videos, and audio for contact at any time.
A LINE group was created to deliver medical knowledge of
diet and exercise. The messages were guided by a diet manual

for kidney disease (edited by the Department of Dietetics,
National Taiwan University Hospital Yunlin Branch) [26].
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The intervention involved diet, exercise, and self-management
education. The researchers, who had been trained by a dietitian,
reminded the intervention group to upload their dietary diary
every day and provided suggestions about diet and exercise. In
a recent systematic review and meta-analysis, covering 19
studies published from 2005 through 2017, the follow-up
duration of studies related to self-management ranged from 3
months (5 studies) to 60 months [27]. This study required daily
recommendations of diet and exercise; therefore, we performed
the intervention for 90 days. A daily target of 7500 steps was
set [28] and used to emphasize the correct concepts about
exercise. The LINE app was used to inspire the participants
when achieving the target number of steps. Participants in the
intervention group also had the opportunity to ask questions
about CKD management via the LINE app, and teleconsultations
of health information were provided.

Routine care was defined as health education provided by case
managers based on the national multidisciplinary pre-ESRD
care project and early CKD programs [29]. The case managers
offered health guidance during each outpatient visit according
to the patient’s renal function and blood test results. At the end
of study, we provided every participant with the diet manual
for kidney disease, but did not invite the control group to join
the LINE group established for the intervention or provide
individualized dietary suggestions.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
for Windows, version 22.0.0 (IBM Corporation), and a
two-sided P value <.05 was considered statistically significant.
The distributional properties of data are expressed as mean (SD)

for continuous variables with a normal distribution or as median
(IQR) for variables with a skewed distribution. For numerical
data, a Student t test was used for comparisons within groups
and between groups; for categorical variables with percentages,
the chi-square or Fisher exact test was used. Analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA), a generalized linear model, was used
to analyze the effectiveness of the intervention. The results were
analyzed according to the per-protocol principle.

Results

Baseline Participant Characteristics
Figure 3 shows the recruitment process for this randomized
controlled trial. A total of 60 participants completed the pretest,
with 30 participants in each group. Five patients in the
intervention group and six patients in the control group withdrew
from the study. A total of 49 participants completed the posttest,
including 25 in the intervention group and 24 in the control
group. The baseline characteristics of the 11 patients that
withdrew from the study did not differ from those of the
remaining 49 participants.

The mean age of all participants was 51.22 years (SD 10.98)
and 73.5% were men. The baseline characteristics of these
participants are presented in Table 1. The patients with stage-2
CKD outnumbered those with stages 3 and 4. There were no
differences in comorbidities between groups. The patients in
the intervention and control groups had similar levels of serum
creatinine. Most of the participants had a bachelor’s degree,
although more participants in the intervention group had a
university degree compared with the control group.
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Figure 3. Flow diagram of participant recruitment and randomization.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the intervention and control groups (N=49).

P valueControl group (n=24)Intervention group (n=25)All (N=49)Characteristic

.5219 (79)17 (68)36 (74)Men, n (%)

.6951.87 (10.20)50.60 (11.87)51.22 (10.98)Age (years), mean (SD)

.481 (4)3 (12)4 (8)Aged ≥65 years, n (%)

.02Education level, n (%)

2 (8)0 (0)2 (4)Elementary school

4 (17)1 (4)5 (10)Junior high school

9 (38)4 (16)13 (27)Senior high school

9 (38)20 (80)29 (59)College or university

Comorbidities, n (%)

.509 (38)8 (32)17 (35)Diabetes mellitus

.3912 (50)11 (44)23 (47)Hypertension

.5016 (67)16 (64)32 (65)Dyslipidemia

Body composition, mean (SD)

.8476.71 (13.19)75.84 (15.52)76.27 (14.29)Body weight (kg)

.5128.84 (5.11)29.90 (5.93)29.39 (5.51)Body fat percentage

.7327.05 (4.19)27.07 (4.46)27.28 (4.29)BMI

.591657.75 (221.61)1619.6 (271.51)1638.29 (246.50)Basal metabolic rate

Laboratory parameters, mean (SD)

.121.33 (0.44)1.15 (0.34)1.26 (0.40)Creatinine (mg/dL)

.2164.27 (22.72)73.03 (25.01)66.53 (23.61)eGFRa (mL/min/1.73 m2)

.46CKDb stage, n (%)

3 (13)5 (20)8 (16)1

11 (46)11 (44)22 (45)2

4 (17)7 (28)11 (22)3a

5 (21)2 (8)7 (14)3b

1 (4)0 (0)1 (2)4

aeGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
bCKD: chronic kidney disease.

Body Composition and Exercise
As shown in Table 2, there was no difference in baseline body
weight in the control and intervention groups (P=.84). The
baseline BMI and body fat percentage levels were similar

between the two groups (P=.73 and P=.51, respectively). At
the end of the study, both groups showed modest weight gains
with no differences between groups (P=.89). There were no
differences in body composition (body fat percentage, basal
metabolic rate) between the two groups at the end of the study.
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Table 2. Comparison of body composition between groups.

PowerR2 (adjusted

R2)

Partial ε2ANCOVAaControl group (n=24)Intervention group (n=25)Variable

P valueF value
(df=1)

Posttest, mean
(SD)

Pretest, mean
(SD)

Posttest,
mean (SD)

Pretest,
mean (SD)

0.0830.982 (0.981)0.006.590.29476.80 (13.27)76.71 (13.19)76.25
(15.52)

75.84
(15.52)

Body weight
(kg)

0.1610.858 (0.852)0.021.330.97029.02 (5.87)28.84 (5.11)29.44 (6.18)29.90
(5.93)

Body fat per-
centage

0.0700.918 (0.914)0.004.670.18127.73 (3.91)27.05 (4.19)27.19 (4.45)27.07
(4.46)

BMI (kg/m2)

0.0860.941 (0.938)0.007.570.3251648.12
(232.62)

1657.75
(221.61)

1620.08
(280.31)

1619.60
(271.51)

Basal metabolic

rate (kJ/m2·h)

aANCOVA: analysis of covariance.

After the 90-day intervention, the steps per day increased in the
intervention group (9768.56 in the 1st week and 11,389.12 in
the 12th week). Although this difference was not significant
(P=.10), it indicates a trend of increased physical activity in the
intervention group but not in the control group.

Physiological Indicators After the Intervention
We used ANCOVA to analyze the differences in serum
creatinine and eGFR levels between the intervention and control

groups after the intervention. As shown in Table 3, serum
creatinine levels were lower in the intervention group than in
the control group, although the difference was not significant.
The eGFR of the intervention group was significantly higher
than that of the control group. In other words, the decline in
eGFR was significantly slower in the intervention group (–0.56

vs –4.58 mL/min/1.73 m2). There were no significant differences
between groups in blood glucose levels or uric acid and lipid
profiles.

Table 3. Comparison of physiological indicators between groups.

PowerR2 (adjusted

R2)

Partial ε2ANCOVAaControl group (n=24)Intervention group (n=25)Variable

P valueF value
(df=1)

Posttest, mean
(SD)

Pretest, mean
(SD)

Posttest,
mean (SD)

Pretest,
mean (SD)

0.2000.810 (0.801)0.027.261.3001.51 (0.81)1.33 (0.44)1.16 (0.39)1.15 (0.34)Creatinine
(mg/dL)

0.6190.921 (0.918)0.104.035.34156.69 (22.25)64.27 (22.72)72.47
(24.28)

73.03
(25.01)

eGFRb

(mL/min/1.73

m2)

0.3140.575 (0.556)0.047.142.2716.70 (1.60)6.30 (1.63)6.28 (1.14)6.28 (1.29)Uric acid
(mg/dL)

0.1130.685 (0.672)0.012.460.553169.21 (39.54)174.42 (43.83)179.40
(35.20)

181.80
(37.57)

T-CHOc

(mg/dL)

0.0750.540 (0.520)0.005.640.225272.87 (380.67)257.37 (273.39)160.20
(85.29)

170.28
(77.99)

TGd (mg/dL)

0.1570.840 (0.833)0.020.340.93292.29 (31.90)95.62 (38.25)105.84
(27.86)

108.24
(29.78)

LDL-Ce

(mg/dL)

0.0510.396 (0.370)0.000.930.007116.25 (28.74)118.25 (39.13)112.76
(41.91)

111.04
(39.12)

GluACf

(mg/dL)

aANCOVA: analysis of covariance.
beGFR: estimated glomerular filtration rate.
cT-CHO: total cholesterol.
dTG: triglyceride.
eLDL-C: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol.
fGluAC: glucose ante cibum.
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Self-Efficacy and Self-Management
Before the intervention, there was no significant difference in
the mean self-efficacy scores between the intervention and
control groups; however, after the 90-day intervention,
self-efficacy scores were significantly higher in the intervention
group (Table 4). Among the self-efficacy subscales, only the
infection prevention subscale showed no significant difference
between groups. In the other 7 subscales, the intervention group

showed significant improvement, especially in blood sugar or
blood pressure control, partnership, and lifestyle (Table 4).

The baseline self-management scores also showed no significant
difference between the intervention and control groups.
However, after the 90-day intervention, self-management scores
were significantly higher in the intervention group, and this
difference was evident for all 4 subscales (Table 4).

Table 4. Comparison of self-efficacy and self-management scores between groups.

PowerR2 (adjusted

R2)

Partial ε2ANCOVAaControl group (n=24)Intervention group
(n=25)

Variable

P valueF value
(df=1)

Posttest, mean
(SD)

Pretest, mean
(SD)

Posttest,
mean (SD)

Pretest,
mean
(SD)

Self-efficacy scores

0.9520.388 (0.361)0.230.00113.728142.21 (26.36)154.29(29.04)171.28
(22.92)

167.36
(30.89)

Total self-efficacy of

CKDb

0.9700.534 (0.514)0.251<0.00115.39319.71 (5.49)20.58 (6.19)26.32 (4.49)24.36
(6.24)

Blood sugar or blood pres-
sure control

0.6950.175 (0.140)0.121.026.35825.62 (6.14)28.96 (7.42)31.08 (7.15)32.40
(7.37)

Diet

0.6360.308 (0.278)0.108.025.55519.29 (6.28)20.33 (7.91)24.28 (5.25)24.08
(6.05)

Exercise

0.6680.169 (0.133)0.115.025.97525.58 (4.22)27.29 (4.14)28.12 (3.00)27.48
(4.11)

Medical treatment

0.8300.569 (0.550)0.162.0058.86514.92 (4.61)16.37 (3.63)18.04 (2.21)17.60
(3.37)

Lifestyle

0.3070.119 (0.081)0.046.142.2066.96 (2.05)7.00 (2.13)7.80 (1.91)7.12
(3.24)

Infection prevention

0.7890.213 (0.179)0.147.0077.95914.46 (3.69)16.50 (3.13)17.08 (3.01)16.52
(4.71)

Problem-solving

0.9210.220 (0.187)0.205.00111.87215.67 (3.51)17.62 (2.90)18.56 (2.20)17.80
(4.09)

Partnership

Self-management scores

0.8330.477 (0.454)0.163.0048.92947.58 (6.42)49.20 (7.04)54.16 (6.71)52.88
(8.25)

Total self-management of
CKD

0.7850.308 (0.278)0.146.0077.8948.96 (1.71)9.79 (1.67)10.48 (1.58)10.52
(1.85)

Partnership

0.6060.298 (0.267)0.101.035.1826.17 (0.87)6.29 (1.04)6.88 (0.93)6.80
(1.29)

Compliance

0.6050.480 (0.458)0.101.035.17027.08 (3.82)27.00 (3.97)30.16 (3.80)28.96
(4.70)

Self-care

0.8580.355 (0.327)0.172.0039.5895.37 (1.34)6.12 (1.51)6.64 (1.29)6.60
(1.32)

Problem-solving

aANCOVA: analysis of covariance.
bCKD: chronic kidney disease.

Quality of Life
Before the intervention, the KDQOL-SF scores did not differ
significantly between the two groups (P=.64); however, after
the 90-day intervention, the KDQOL-SF scores were

significantly higher in the intervention group (Table 5). The
scores for the subscales of physical functioning and medical
staff encouragement were significantly higher in the intervention
group, with no differences found for the other subscales (Table
5).
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Table 5. Comparison of self-efficacy and self-management scores between groups.

PowerR2 (adjusted

R2)

Partial ε2ANCOVAaControl group (n=24)Intervention group (n=25)Variable

P valueF value
(df=1)

Posttest, mean
(SD)

Pretest,
mean (SD)

Posttest,
mean (SD)

Pretest,
mean (SD)

0.6480.695 (0.681)0.111.025.716276.37 (32.21)285.04
(31.61)

293.16
(34.21)

288.92
(26.19)

All quality of life scales

0.3750.574 (0.555)0.058.102.813107.63 (15.93)108.66
(14.28)

118.00
(15.64)

114.68
(13.35)

36-item health survey
scales

0.1060.175 (0.139)0.011.490.49517.75 (3.48)18.08 (3.42)19.52 (5.12)20.12
(3.92)

General health percep-
tions

0.6890.549 (0.530)0.120.026.27924.04 (4.67)24.17 (4.91)27.24 (3.18)25.88
(3.82)

Physical functioning

0.4800.543 (0.524)0.076.063.8076.50 (1.77)6.62 (1.69)7.40 (1.29)7.04 (1.15)Role-physical

0.0530.383 (0.356)0.001.860.0315.33 (1.09)4.92 (1.31)5.60 (0.96)5.36 (1.15)Role-emotional

0.1240.247 (0.214)0.014.420.6518.08 (1.69)8.08 (1.66)8.44 (1.63)8.12 (1.61)Social function

0.0760.483 (0.461)0.005.630.2348.75 (2.38)8.92 (1.95)9.40 (1.98)9.44 (1.73)Pain

0.2960.127 (0.089)0.044.152.11521.75 (3.35)22.25 (2.66)23.00 (3.38)22.00
(2.78)

Emotional well-being

0.3040.375 (0.348)0.045.152.18215.42 (3.62)15.62 (2.96)17.40 (3.40)16.72
(3.03)

Energy/fatigue

0.1180.712 (0.699)0.013.440.600168.75 (17.94)170.12
(16.81)

175.16
(19.73)

174.24
(15.04)

All kidney disease– tar-
geted scales

0.1550.401(0.375)0.019.350.91215.17 (3.42)15.33 (3.96)15.36 (3.68)14.36
(3.69)

Burden of kidney disease

0.0500.083 (0.044)0.000.950.00414.58 (2.50)13.62 (4.02)14.96 (2.65)15.48
(2.06)

Quality of social

interaction

0.0540.263 (0.231)0.001.850.03914.79 (2.19)14.71 (2.97)15.16 (2.28)15.28
(1.99)

Cognitive function

0.2510.509 (0.488)0.036.201.72646.29 (6.35)47.67 (5.05)48.40 (5.96)48.20
(5.31)

Symptom/problems

0.0800.564 (0.545)0.006.610.26435.21 (5.76)34.83 (5.85)35.72 (5.65)36.12
(4.30)

Effects of kidney disease

0.3550.305 (0.275)0.054.112.63218.79 (4.28)19.54 (3.20)20.28 (3.36)19.48
(2.86)

Sleep

0.0880.179 (0.144)0.007.560.3426.45 (0.88)6.62 (1.34)6.24 (1.69)6.60 (1.47)Social support

0.0940.387 (0.361)0.008.530.3933.37 (0.57)3.42 (0.65)3.60 (0.65)3.64 (0.57)Work status

0.0600.351 (0.323)0.002.770.0876.08 (1.14)6.01 (1.32)6.48 (1.71)6.68 (1.41)Patient satisfaction

0.8030.418 (0.393)0.152.0068.2638.00 (1.38)8.17 (1.31)8.96 (1.02)8.40 (1.19)Medical staff

encouragement

aANCOVA: analysis of covariance.

Dietary Suggestions and Participant Satisfaction
The investigators provided individualized dietary suggestions
online for intervention group participants. The most frequent
suggestions included increasing the amount and types of
vegetables and fruits, reducing protein intake, and adjusting
calories. Most of the participants in the intervention group
(19/25, 76%) gave positive feedback about the intervention,
and 88% (22/25) reported better changes in dietary and exercise

habits. Six of the 25 (24%) participants in the intervention group
felt that wearing the smart wristband was inconvenient.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study provides evidence that the use of wearable devices
with a health management platform and social media support
not only strengthened self-efficacy and self-management but
also improved quality of life and slowed the eGFR decline in
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patients with CKD stages 1-4. These results establish a new
self-management model for promoting healthy lifestyle
behaviors in patients with CKD. Although Taiwan has
implemented preventive programs and patient education for
people with CKD since 2006, these programs do not emphasize
self-management and are not individualized.

Self-Management in CKD
Long-term CKD management requires a high level of patient
involvement, both in terms of decision-making and in the
implementation of care. Patient self-management approaches
generally aim to increase self-sufficiency and reduce health care
costs.

In a 2019 systematic review and meta-analysis, 19 studies
published from 2005 through 2017 were identified, with a total
of 2540 CKD patients and a mean follow up of 13.44 months
[27]. Compared with usual care, self-management interventions
did not show a significant difference in the risk of all-cause
mortality or change in eGFR. However, self-management
interventions were associated with a lower 24-hour urinary
protein excretion level, lower blood pressure level, lower
C-reactive protein level, and longer distance on the 6-minute
walk when compared with those of controls. These four factors
are all known risk factors for cardiovascular disease. Among
the 19 studies, the most common intervention type was
face-to-face intervention; only 5 studies used a combination of
face-to-face and telehealth approaches [30-32]. No investigation
in the review used a combination of wearable devices, a health
management platform, and social media for an intervention
without any face-to-face education, which was adopted as the
intervention in our study.

We observed a slower deterioration of renal function following
the intervention, which was not consistent with the results of
the systematic review. However, several studies within the
review showed positive effects of self-management on renal
function. In a randomized controlled trial conducted in 2011,
Chen et al [32] addressed self-management support in CKD
stage 3-5 (mean age of participants 68.2, SD 12.1 years) with
an intervention that comprised health information, patient
education, weekly telephone-based support, and a support group.
After 12 months, the absolute eGFR was significantly higher
in the intervention group than that in the control group (29.11,

SD 20.61 vs 15.72, SD 10.67 mL/min/1.73 m2; P=.04), and
fewer hospitalization events were noted in participants who
received the intervention. In 2018, Wu et al [11] tested an
innovative self-management intervention in patients with CKD
stages 3b-5 (mean age 70.2, SD 11.6 years). The intervention
included a video, a group training manual about self-efficacy
and management of CKD, telephone interviews, and small-group
interventions (once per week for 1 month). After 3 months, the
intervention effectively decreased serum creatinine levels (2.96,
SD 2.14 vs 3.04, SD 2.17 mg/dL; P=.02) and levels of
depression (P=.02) in CKD patients [11]. The findings of our
study are consistent with those of the two studies summarized
above, possibly because of the similarities in the interventions,
which used convenient technology and nearly daily contact
between researchers and participants.

Our intervention group had better scores in self-efficacy of
blood sugar and blood pressure control, which reflects a belief
in their ability to take action for their chronic illness. Previous
investigations have also shown improvement of health-related
quality of life scores when tailored information was provided
[33]. This may be related to the sense of feeling supported and
empowered [10]. However, the higher self-efficacy scores in
this study were not reflected in actual blood glucose levels,
possibly because the study period of 90 days was too short.

Design of the Telehealth Intervention
This interventional study is unique in the combination of a
wearable device, a health management platform, and social
media in a population with CKD stages 1-4. Few studies have
adopted wearable devices, a health management platform, and
social media together to quantify motor performance with
immediate feedback to empower participants [17]. The use of
new technology offers another way to deliver health care.
However, it requires technological literacy among the patient
population.

Although there is a high prevalence of smartphone use in
Taiwan, this study was performed in a rural area, which likely
reduces motivation for smartphone use compared to use in an
urban area. In addition, the average age of patients with CKD
stages 1-4 in the hospital from which the participants were
recruited is 69.72 years, whereas the participants in this study
were predominantly younger (mean age 51.22 years); they were
also open-minded, eager to learn, and aggressive about keeping
healthy.

Our intervention type was a multifactorial behavior
modification, including exercise and diet. A previous study
showed that a 4-month dietary calorie restriction and aerobic
exercise intervention resulted in benefits in body weight, fat
mass, and markers of oxidative stress and inflammatory response
in patients with moderate to severe CKD [34]. Another study
found that a dietitian-provided telehealth-delivered regular
dietary intervention was well accepted by patients with CKD
stages 3-4 [35]; they were more aware of their dietary needs
and could prioritize dietary behavior changes. In our study,
dietary calorie restriction was not suggested, and body weight
change was insignificant. However, we did provide real-time
suggestions to the participants according to uploaded images
of their current diet, and they could adjust their dietary choices
day by day.

The 2015 Taiwan Chronic Kidney Disease Clinical Guidelines
[36] encourage physical activity compatible with cardiovascular
health and tolerance, aiming for at least 30 minutes of exercise
5 times per week. For CKD patients, there is no limitation on
the type of exercise, although strenuous exercise is not
recommended. A goal of 10,000 steps per day is commonly
believed to be necessary for maintaining good health, but the
evidence for this number is lacking. In a recent prospective
cohort study of 18,289 women in the United States (aged 72.0,
SD 5.7 years), as few as approximately 4400 steps per day was
significantly related to lower mortality rates as compared with
approximately 2700 steps per day. With more steps per day,
mortality rates progressively decreased before leveling off at
approximately 7500 steps per day [28]. For this reason, this
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study set a goal of 7500 steps per day for the participating CKD
patients. In our pedometer-guided exercise study, the steps per
day tracked by participants were better than our expectations.

During a global pandemic such as COVID-19, telemedicine is
a good method of clinical practice to limit travel and exposure,
and encourage social distancing while inspiring care from
medical staff. For example, chatbots are artificial intelligence
(AI) computer programs that simulate text-messaging dialogs
with users. The purpose is to help users solve trivial problems
in their daily lives, such as ordering food and calling a car. In
the near future, AI health advice robots will be widely used to
integrate services such as circuit training and diet programs
with healthy food, long-term tracking of health indices,
personalized AI advice, and social networking. More
investigation is needed into the potential effects of AI on CKD
management. Regardless of the stage of the disease, maintaining
healthy regimes of diet and exercise, and good adherence to
medication not only promotes health but also reduces the cost
of health care.

Limitations
Participants in this study were recruited from one teaching
hospital in central Taiwan. In addition, the sample was relatively
small because of the limited number of wearable devices
available. At baseline, we found a significant difference in
educational level between the intervention and control groups.
Education might thus be a major confounder for the results
obtained. In an 11-year follow-up study of the Dutch general
population, a low educational level was associated with an
elevated risk of CKD [37]. This association is suggested to be
driven by higher rates of diabetes and modifiable risk factors

such as abdominal obesity, smoking, low potassium intake, and
hypertension in those with lower education. In a US study (with
a median follow-up time of approximately 23 years),
socioeconomic status (annual household income, educational
attainment, or neighborhood deprivation) was associated not
only with ESRD risk but also with eGFR decline, although the
association with CKD appeared to be weaker [38]. This suggests
that observing the effects of educational level and
socioeconomic status takes time. In this study, given that the
follow-up period was only 3 months, the effect of the difference
in educational level is considered to be limited.

Although self-efficacy, self-management, and quality of life
outcomes improved after the 90-day intervention, the long-term
effect of the intervention should also be further evaluated. The
effectiveness of an intervention on body composition and renal
function cannot be well evaluated over a short period of time.
A follow-up period of at least 1 year would allow for better
evaluation of the long-term effectiveness of the intervention.

Finally, our study and intervention design made it impossible
to distinguish between the effects of exercise, dietary
intervention, or emotional support via social media.

Conclusion
A self-management intervention that combines wearable devices,
a health management platform, and social media could
strengthen self-efficacy and self-management, and lead to
improvements in quality of life for people with CKD stages 1-4.
The effects of this nonpharmacologic intervention were also
reflected in a slower decline in eGFR. These results outline a
self-management model that can promote healthy lifestyle
behaviors in patients with CKD.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile health apps have emerged as useful tools for patients and clinicians alike, sharing health information or
assisting in clinical decision-making. Prostate cancer (PCa) risk calculator mobile apps have been introduced to assess risks of
PCa and high-grade PCa (Gleason score ≥7). The Rotterdam Prostate Cancer Risk Calculator and Coral–Prostate Cancer Nomogram
Calculator apps were developed from the 2 most-studied PCa risk calculators, the European Randomized Study of Screening for
Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) and the North American Prostate Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) risk calculators, respectively. A
systematic review has indicated that the Rotterdam and Coral apps perform best during the prebiopsy stage. However, the
epidemiology of PCa varies among different populations, and therefore, the applicability of these apps in a Taiwanese population
needs to be evaluated. This study is the first to validate the PCa risk calculator apps with both biopsy and prostatectomy cohorts
in Taiwan.

Objective: The study’s objective is to validate the PCa risk calculator apps using a Taiwanese cohort of patients. Additionally,
we aim to utilize postprostatectomy pathology outcomes to assess the accuracy of both apps with regard to high-grade PCa.

Methods: All male patients who had undergone transrectal ultrasound prostate biopsies in a single Taiwanese tertiary medical
center from 2012 to 2018 were identified retrospectively. The probabilities of PCa and high-grade PCa were calculated utilizing
the Rotterdam and Coral apps, and compared with biopsy and prostatectomy results. Calibration was graphically evaluated with
the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test. Discrimination was analyzed utilizing the area under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUC). Decision curve analysis was performed for clinical utility.

Results: Of 1134 patients, 246 (21.7%) were diagnosed with PCa; of these 246 patients, 155 (63%) had high-grade PCa,
according to the biopsy results. After confirmation with prostatectomy pathological outcomes, 47.2% (25/53) of patients were
upgraded to high-grade PCa, and 1.2% (1/84) of patients were downgraded to low-grade PCa. Only the Rotterdam app demonstrated
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good calibration for detecting high-grade PCa in the biopsy cohort. The discriminative ability for both PCa (AUC: 0.779 vs 0.687;
DeLong’s method: P<.001) and high-grade PCa (AUC: 0.862 vs 0.758; P<.001) was significantly better for the Rotterdam app.
In the prostatectomy cohort, there was no significant difference between both apps (AUC: 0.857 vs 0.777; P=.128).

Conclusions: The Rotterdam and Coral apps can be applied to the Taiwanese cohort with accuracy. The Rotterdam app
outperformed the Coral app in the prediction of PCa and high-grade PCa. Despite the small size of the prostatectomy cohort, both
apps, to some extent, demonstrated the predictive capacity for true high-grade PCa, confirmed by the whole prostate specimen.
Following our external validation, the Rotterdam app might be a good alternative to help detect PCa and high-grade PCa for
Taiwanese men.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e16322)   doi:10.2196/16322

KEYWORDS

diagnosis; mHealth; mobile apps; prostate cancer; prostate-specific antigen; risk calculator

Introduction

The use of health-related apps is increasing within health care
systems. Prostate cancer (PCa) risk calculator mobile apps have
been introduced to assess risks of PCa and high-grade PCa
(Gleason score ≥7). The Rotterdam Prostate Cancer Risk
Calculator and Coral–Prostate Cancer Nomogram Calculator
apps were developed from the 2 most-studied PCa risk
calculators, the European Randomized Study of Screening for
Prostate Cancer (ERSPC) [1] and the North American Prostate
Cancer Prevention Trial (PCPT) [2] risk calculators,
respectively. Adam et al [3] performed a critical appraisal of 7
PCa risk calculator apps, indicating that the Rotterdam and
Coral apps performed best during the prebiopsy stage. According
to the currently available evidence, both apps have only been
externally validated by a 2-center European study. They have
demonstrated better predictive accuracy than prostate-specific
antigen (PSA) and digital rectal examination (DRE) [4].

In Taiwan, around 40% of new PCa cases are diagnosed as
locally advanced or metastatic diseases, which is less favorable
than the stage distribution of Western countries [5]. This has
not changed remarkably over the last two decades, albeit the
incidence of PCa has been increasing in Taiwan since 1979.
Metastatic PCa still made up almost 30% of newly-diagnosed
cases from 2004 to 2012 compared to a proportion of 32.7%
from 1977 to 1997 [6]. For early detection of PCa, risk calculator
apps may help assess the risk of PCa or high-grade PCa in the
Taiwanese population. Moreover, with the capacity to
differentiate high-grade PCa, active surveillance might be
supported by these apps during patient counseling.

The aim of this study is to evaluate the performance of PCa risk
calculator apps in a Taiwanese population. We performed
external validation using a Taiwanese cohort of patients who
had undergone transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) prostate biopsy.
Additionally, in previous validation studies for PCa risk
calculators or apps, risk stratification was based on biopsy
outcomes instead of postprostatectomy pathology results.
Accordingly, we aimed to utilize postprostatectomy pathology
outcomes to assess the accuracy of both apps with regard to
high-grade PCa.

Methods

Inclusion Criteria
Internal review board approval (IRB No.: VGHKS19-CT3-13)
was granted by a Taiwanese tertiary medical center, the
Kaohsiung Veterans General Hospital. All male patients
(N=1344) undergoing TRUS prostate biopsies with a 12-core
systematic biopsy strategy from 2012 to 2018 were enrolled.
The indication for prostate biopsy included an abnormal PSA
level (>4 ng/mL) or an abnormal DRE. Each patient would
receive DRE and TRUS before the biopsy was performed;
prostate volume (PV) was calculated by the ellipsoid formula
(length x width x height x π/6). Some patients (53/1344) had
multiparametric magnetic resonance imaging (mpMRI) scans
on a self-pay basis because the Taiwan National Health
Insurance system has not approved the reimbursement of pelvic
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) before prostate biopsy. All
prebiopsy mpMRI scans were reported by dedicated urologic
radiologists, in agreement with the Prostate Imaging Reporting
and Data System, version 2 (PI-RADS v2) [7]. The number of
patients who received radical prostatectomy was 137. Consultant
pathologists reviewed all biopsies and postprostatectomy
specimens.

According to the Rotterdam app, the definition of clinically
significant PCa is a tumor stage greater than T2b, or a Gleason
biopsy score of ≥7, which is identical to high-risk PCa in the
ERSPC risk calculator (ERSPC-RC) [8]. In comparison, the
Coral app defined a Gleason biopsy score of ≥7 as high-grade
PCa, which originated from the PCPT [2]. In order to use
consistent terminology, a Gleason score of ≥7 was defined as
high-grade PCa. PSA was designated as the latest total serum
PSA level before prostate biopsy.

Data Collection
All patient data were retrospectively collected via electronic
medical records. The Rotterdam app accepts input data on age,
DRE history and outcome, previous negative biopsy, PSA, PV,
volume measure method (TRUS or DRE), TRUS evaluation
(normal or abnormal), MRI history, and PI-RADS score. The
Coral app requires data on ethnicity (African American,
Caucasian, Hispanic, or Other), age, DRE, PSA, family history,
and prior biopsy results. Following input data collection, the
risks of PCa and high-grade PCa were calculated using the
Rotterdam and Coral apps.
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Exclusion Criteria
Each app customizes its parameters to impose controls or
constraints on accepted input values; that is, both the Rotterdam
and Coral apps have an input data range for some parameters.
For instance, the input PSA range is limited from 0.4-50 ng/mL
within the Rotterdam app and 0.3-100 ng/mL within the Coral
app. If the patients have prebiopsy MRI scans, there is an age
limit between 50 and 75 years. On the contrary, without
prebiopsy MRI, both the Rotterdam and Coral apps have no

limitation on the input age data. According to the accepted input
values from both apps, 197 patients were excluded, either
because their PV was <10 or >110 mL (68/197), or their PSA
level was <0.4 or >50 ng/mL (118/197), or they underwent
prebiopsy MRI at the age of <50 or >75 years (11/197). In
addition, 13 more patients with previous positive biopsies (8/13),
pathological diagnosis different from adenocarcinoma (3/13),
or incomplete data (2/13) were excluded. Details of the inclusion
and exclusion process are illustrated in the flow chart in Figure
1.

Figure 1. Flowchart of patient enrollment into the study. MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; PSA: prostate-specific antigen; TRUS: transrectal
ultrasound.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were performed utilizing SPSS (version 18;
IBM Corp) and R software packages (R Core Team). The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to examine the normality
of the distribution of variables. Categorical variables were
assessed with the chi-square test. Continuous variables were
described as medians and interquartile ranges or means and
standard deviations, and compared by the Mann-Whitney U test
or the Student independent t test based upon their nonnormal
or normal distributions, respectively. The applicability of each
PCa risk calculator app in the Taiwanese population cohort was
statistically analyzed on the basis of its discrimination,
calibration, and clinical utility [9]. Calibration relates to the
agreement between the observed and predicted proportion of
events; calibration was evaluated graphically utilizing a
calibration plot in which the observed probabilities were plotted
against the predicted probabilities, enabling assessment of the

extent of risk underestimation or overestimation [10]. The
statistical significance of miscalibration was examined by the
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test [11].

Discrimination reflects the capacity of a prediction model to
differentiate between those with and without an event (any-grade
or high-grade PCa) and is quantified utilizing the area under
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (AUC). The
AUCs of the Rotterdam and Coral apps were compared using
DeLong’s method [12]. As for clinical utility, decision curve
analysis was performed to analyze whether both apps were
beneficial for clinical decision-making or which app would lead
to better decisions. We calculated the net benefit to quantify
the clinical utility; different threshold probabilities mean
different harm-to-benefit ratios. Net benefit was formulated as
the number of true positives subtracted from the proportion of
false positives weighted by the odds of the risk threshold
probability, and the result was divided by the sample size. By
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measuring the proportions of net true positives in the models,
we could assess whether any model performed better than others
and the default strategies of biopsying all or no patients across
the reasonable range of risk threshold probabilities [13].

Results

Patient Demographics
Of 1344 patients undergoing biopsies, 246 (21.7%) patients
were diagnosed with PCa; of these 246 patients, 155 (63%) had
high-grade PCa, according to the biopsy results. Compared to

males with negative biopsies, patients with PCa were
significantly older, had higher PSA levels, smaller PVs, more
abnormal findings on TRUS and DRE, and higher PI-RADS
scores demonstrated on mpMRI (Table 1). Both in the biopsy
and prostatectomy cohorts, patients with high-grade PCa had
significantly higher PSA, lower PV, and more abnormal findings
on TRUS compared to those with low-grade PCa (Table 2).
Among 246 diagnoses of PCa, 137 patients underwent radical
prostatectomy; based on the postprostatectomy outcomes, 47.2%
(25/53) of patients were upgraded to high-grade PCa and 1.2%
(1/84) of patients were downgraded to low-grade PCa.

Table 1. Patient demographics (N=1344). Categorical variables were assessed with the chi-square test; continuous variables were compared by the
Mann-Whitney U test or the Student independent t test based on their nonnormal or normal distribution, respectively.

P valuePatients with cancer (n=246,
21.7%)

Patients with no cancer (n=888,
78.3%)

All patients (n=1134)Characteristics

<.00168.49 (8.25); 69 (63-74)66.31 (8.17); 66 (61-72)68.78 (8.23); 67 (61-73)Age in years, mean (SD); median (1st

quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00114.12 (10.53);

10.16 (6.64-17.51)

9.20 (5.90); 7.66 (5.57-10.44)10.27 (7.44); 8.08 (5.73-11.65)PSAa, mean (SD); median (1st quar-

tile-3rd quartile)

<.00143.25 (19.36),

37.82 (29.68-52.00)

55.35 (20.86); 51.52 (39.93-
68.88)

52.72 (21.13); 48.35 (37.08-
66.01)

PVb, mean (SD); median (1st quartile-

3rd quartile)

.36012 (4.9)32 (3.6)44 (3.9)Family history, n (%)

<.001102 (41.5)151 (17.0)253 (22.3)Suspicious TRUSc, n (%)

<.001103 (41.9)89 (10.0)192 (16.9)Suspicious DREd, n (%)

.03013 (92.9)14 (58.3)27 (71.1)MRIe (n=38) PI-RADSf 4,5, n (%)

<.00151.84 (30.20); 50 (24-84)23.92 (17.69); 18 (12-31)29.98 (23.98); 21 (13-39)Rotterdam PCag(%), mean (SD); me-

dian (1st quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00134.60 (31.98); 21 (6-65)8.66 (12.64); 4 (2-9)14.30 (21.47); 5 (2-14)Rotterdam high-grade PCa (%), mean

(SD); median (1st quartile-3rd quar-
tile)

<.00141.42 (14.63); 38 (31.00-51.25)32.42 (9.64); 31 (26-36)34.37 (11.53); 32 (26-39)Coral PCa (%), mean (SD); median

(1st quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00121.24 (14.38); 17 (10-30)12.74 (8.05);

11 (7-16)

14.59 (10.38); 11 (8-18)Coral high-grade PCa (%), mean

(SD); median (1st quartile-3rd quar-
tile)

aPSA: prostate-specific antigen.
bPV: prostate volume.
cTRUS: transrectal ultrasound.
dDRE: digital rectal examination.
eMRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
fPI-RADS: Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System.
gPCa: prostate cancer.
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Table 2. Demographics of patients with prostate cancer (PCa; n=383). Categorical variables were assessed with the chi-square test; continuous variables
were compared by the Mann-Whitney U test or the Student independent t test based on their nonnormal or normal distribution, respectively.

Prostatectomy cohort (n=137)Biopsy cohort (n=246)Characteristics

P valueHigh-grade PCa
(n=108, 79%)

Low-grade PCa
(n=29, 21%)

P valueHigh-grade PCa
(n=155, 63%)

Low-grade PCaa

(n=91, 37%)

.04765.79 (6.27)63.07 (7.21).06469.24 (8.33)67.22 (8.00)Age in years, mean (SD)

<.00114.33 (10.27);

11.1 (6.7-17.9)

6.68 (2.60);

7.1 (4.7-8.4)

<.00116.57 (11.33); 13.0
(8.1-23.2)

9.94 (7.36); 7.9
(5.1-12.2)

PSAb, mean (SD); median (1st quartile-

3rd quartile)

.00439.80 (17.26); 34.2
(28.6-46.3)

51.53 (22.13); 46.6
(32.5-61.0)

.03940.71(16.97); 36.4
(28.9-48.9)

47.56 (22.30); 42.4
(30.4-59.7)

PVc, mean (SD); median (1st quartile-

3rd quartile)

>.997 (6.5)1 (3.4)>.998 (5.2)4 (4.4)Family history, n (%)

<.00141 (38.0)1 (3.4)<.00184 (54.2)18 (19.8)Suspicious TRUSd, n (%)

.08445 (41.7)7 (24.1).00376 (49.0)27 (29.7)Suspicious DREe, n (%)

-10 (90.9)->.9911 (91.7)2 (100.0)MRIf (n=14) PI-RADSg 4,5, n (%)

<.00154.32 (27.91);

52.0 (28.3-84.0)

21.72 (14.70);

18.0 (12.5-25.0)

<.00161.65 (27.96);

66.0 (36.0-88.0)

35.13 (26.39); 25.0
(15.0-54.0)

Rotterdam PCa (%), mean (SD); medi-

an (1st quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00134.39 (28.93);

23.5 (10.0-60.3)

7.14 (8.50);

4.0 (3.0-7.0)

<.00143.92 (31.69);

36.0 (15.0-75.0)

18.74 (25.72);

7.0 (3.0-21.0)

Rotterdam high-grade PCa (%), mean

(SD); median (1st quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00139.43 (12.29);

37.0 (30.0-48.0)

28.34 (6.14);

27.0 (24.0-34.0)

<.00145.13 (14.86);

42.0 (34.0-55.0)

35.11 (11.86);

31.0 (26.0-41.0)
Coral PCa (%), mean (SD); median (1st

quartile-3rd quartile)

<.00118.92 (11.55);

15.0 (10.0-25.0)

9.48 (4.99);

8.0 (6.0-13.5)

<.00124.68 (15.16);

20.0 (13.0-34.0)

15.37 (10.71);

12.0 (8.0-19.0)

Coral high-grade PCa (%), mean (SD);

median (1st quartile-3rd quartile)

aPCa: prostate cancer.
bPSA: prostate-specific antigen.
cPV: prostate volume.
dTRUS: transrectal ultrasound.
eDRE: digital rectal examination.
fMRI: magnetic resonance imaging.
gPI-RADS: Prostate Imaging Reporting and Data System.

Calibration
The calibration of both apps was tested with the
Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-fit test (Figure 2). Comparing

both apps, only the Rotterdam app demonstrated a good
calibration (P=.619) for detecting high-grade PCa in the biopsy
cohort. Other models were miscalibrated, including all models
created from the Coral app.
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Figure 2. Calibration plots comparing (a) the Rotterdam app and (b) Coral app showing the agreement between (i) predicted and observed probabilities
for diagnosing prostate cancer (PCa) and (ii) high-grade PCa in the biopsy cohort, and (iii) high-grade PCa in the prostatectomy cohort. Each circle in
the plots represents a group of patients with an observed probability of PCa or high-grade PCa on the x-axis, corresponding to an average calculated
risk of PCa or high-grade PCa by the apps on the y-axis. Figures (ia) and (ib) demonstrated overestimation, whereas Figures (iiia) and (iiib) illustrated
underestimation. Only Figure (iia) showed a good calibration; in Figure (iib), overestimation was revealed among the lower observed proportions and
underestimation among the higher observed proportions.

Discrimination
Both the Rotterdam and Coral apps could significantly predict
PCa and high-grade PCa in the biopsy cohort on ROC analysis
(Figure 3, a and b). The discriminative capacity for detection
of both PCa (AUC: 0.779 vs 0.687; DeLong’s method: P<.001)

and high-grade PCa (AUC: 0.862 vs 0.758; P<.001) was
significantly better for the Rotterdam app compared to the Coral
app. In the prostatectomy cohort, the Rotterdam and Coral apps
were not significantly different for predicting high-grade PCa
(AUC: 0.857 vs 0.777; P=.128; Figure 3c).
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Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves and areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves (AUCs) for the discriminative
ability of the Rotterdam and Coral apps. (a) Prostate cancer (PCa) vs no PCa in the biopsy cohort; (b) high-grade PCa vs low-grade PCa plus no PCa
in the biopsy cohort; (c) high-grade PCa vs low-grade PCa in the prostatectomy cohort.

Clinical Utility
In the decision curve analysis for the biopsy cohort of patients,
both apps demonstrated clinical net benefits in the threshold
probability range of 10% to 85% for the detection of any PCa.
In the detection of high-grade PCa, the Rotterdam and Coral
apps provided net benefits in the threshold probability range of
5%-70% and 10%-80%, respectively. In comparing both apps,
the net benefit was greater for the Rotterdam app in the
prediction of both PCa and high-grade PCa across the range of

threshold probabilities from 5%-70% (Figure 4). It seemed that
both apps provided net benefits for the detection of high-grade
PCa in the prostatectomy cohort (Figure 5). Nevertheless, the
prevalence of high-grade PCa in the prostatectomy cohort was
very high (79%). With baseline risk being very high, it would
be difficult for both apps to push the risk to a level low enough
for advice against biopsy. Both apps had higher net benefits
when the curves diverged at the threshold probability of about
50%, and therefore, both apps lacked value for the prediction
of high-grade PCa in the prostatectomy cohort.
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Figure 4. Decision curve analyses quantifying clinical utility by showing the net benefits associated with the use of the Rotterdam app (blue line) and
the Coral app (red line) in (a) the detection of prostate cancer (PCa) and (b) high-grade PCa. Decision curves investigate the theoretical net benefit at
various threshold probabilities. The oblique gray line assumes that all persons will undergo prostate biopsy, whereas the horizontal black line along the
x-axis assumes that no one will receive biopsy. The threshold probability may correspond to the calculated prostate cancer risk. The area under the
curve between these 2 lines illustrates net benefits. In the same range of threshold probability, higher net benefits represent better clinical utility.
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Figure 5. Decision curve analysis showing the net benefits of utilizing the Rotterdam app (blue line) and the Coral app (red line) to detect high-grade
prostate cancer (PCa) in the prostatectomy cohort. The curves are skewed because the incidence of high-grade PCa in the prostatectomy cohort is
relatively high and the sample size is small. No net benefit could be demonstrated below the risk threshold of 50%.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we found that the Rotterdam and Coral apps were
both applicable to the Taiwanese cohort of patients who had
undergone TRUS prostate biopsy, even though these apps were
built based on Western populations. In order to externally
validate these 2 apps, 3 key statistical measures were used in
the assessment of predictive performance. Firstly, most models
revealed miscalibration, but the Rotterdam app demonstrated
good calibration for the prediction of high-grade PCa in the
biopsy cohort. Secondly, the Rotterdam app outperformed the
Coral app in its discriminative ability for predicting PCa and
high-grade PCa in the biopsy cohort. Thirdly, the Rotterdam
app provided greater net benefits than the Coral app to assist in
biopsy decision-making. In brief, the Rotterdam app delivered
better predictive performance than the Coral app for PCa and
high-grade PCa in our Taiwanese population cohort.

To the best of our knowledge, at the stage before PCa is
diagnosed, no risk prediction model has ever been validated by
the whole prostate specimen. Data from the 137 patients who
had undergone radical prostatectomy for any-grade PCa were
utilized to evaluate the Rotterdam and Coral apps' predictive
capacity for high-grade PCa. Both apps demonstrated fairly
good discrimination for predicting high-grade PCa in the
prostatectomy cohort and the biopsy cohort. It was implied that
after confirmation with postprostatectomy pathology outcomes,
both apps still delivered a comparable discriminative ability for
predicting high-grade PCa in the present Taiwanese cohort.
However, during calibration and decision curve analysis in the
prostatectomy cohort, both apps were miscalibrated and revealed
few net benefits. This might be explained by the small sample
size and different pathology distribution, as there was a higher
prevalence of high-grade PCa (79%). Moreover, these apps

were built on biopsy cohorts, which are different from the
prostatectomy cohort. More patients with radical prostatectomy
might need to be enrolled to validate app predictability of
high-grade PCa, which would be validated by the whole prostate
specimen.

In current clinical practice, most patients with an abnormal PSA
level of >4 ng/mL or an abnormal DRE are put forward for
biopsy. However, such indications lead to a myriad of
unnecessary biopsies and associated complications, such as
hematuria, hematospermia, rectal bleeding, acute urinary
retention, urinary tract infection, or even sepsis. To increase the
accuracy of cancer detection and reduce unnecessary postbiopsy
morbidities, several biomarker tests have been developed,
including the Prostate Health Index (PHI), percent-free PSA,
PCA3, 4K-score, etc [14]. The European Association of Urology
(EAU) guidelines suggest an individualized evaluation of PCa
risk. Age, family history of PCa, DRE, serum or urine markers,
and mpMRI are validated parameters in combination with PSA
levels to help predict the risk of PCa [15]. Recently,
professionals have formulated a number of PCa risk calculators
using some of these useful predictors to improve predictive
accuracy, and such multivariable risk approaches have
performed better than PSA or DRE alone [10]. Nonetheless,
most of them have only been validated in independent cohorts;
neither superiority nor global applicability has been shown [16].
De Nunzio et al [4] had validated the Rotterdam and Coral apps'
discriminative abilities utilizing a southern European cohort as
providing better predictive performance than PSA or DRE;
however, the predictability of PCa or high-grade PCa in the
Taiwanese population stills needs to be addressed.

It is well known that Gleason upgrading occurs in 32%-49% of
patients with initial biopsy of low-grade (Gleason 3+3) PCa at
the time of pathological assessment of the whole prostate
specimen [14]. Verep et al [17] reviewed 137 patients who were
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eligible for active surveillance but underwent radical
prostatectomy at their institution. The criteria of active
surveillance included Gleason 3+3 adenocarcinoma, maximum
2 positive biopsy cores, PSA <10ng/mL, and clinical T-stage
equal or less than 2a. Following pathological confirmation,
Gleason upgrading was noted in almost half of the patients
(49.3%), and upstaging to pT3a occurred in 17 patients (12.5%)
[17]. Due to the risks of over-diagnosis and over-treatment for
clinically insignificant PCa, active surveillance has become
increasingly adopted as a preferred treatment option for patients
with low-grade PCa. However, without precise risk stratification,
active surveillance might delay the timing of curative treatment
for localized PCa, or even increase the risks of lymph node
involvement and distant metastasis. Consequently, the accuracy
of risk prediction tools has become of paramount importance.

Mobile health (mHealth) is regarded as a valuable tool to
implement patient-centered care, which is in accordance with
the individualized risk assessment of PCa recommended by the
EAU guidelines. mHealth can provide access to health
information, skills, and services, and can also promote positive
health behavioral changes to prevent acute and chronic diseases.
Real-time monitoring can obtain live data from patients and
transmit inputs to a network or a medical app on a smartphone
to assist clinical decision-making. Regardless of the
environmental circumstances, geographical barriers, and
conventional infrastructures, it can share timely information
between patients and health personnel, replacing the traditional
face-to-face platform of medical care. Nevertheless, to not harm
patients, it is pivotal that scientific accuracy, patient safety, and
user privacy of mHealth apps be assured [18].

One systematic review that critically appraised PCa risk
calculator apps maintained that the Rotterdam Prostate Cancer
Risk Calculator and Coral–Prostate Cancer Nomogram
Calculator outperformed other apps [3]. The authors utilized
the validated user version of the Mobile Application Rating
Scale to individually assess and rate 7 apps, including 3
categories of app quality ratings, subjective quality, and
perceived impact [19]. Objective characteristics were thoroughly
documented and assessed. None of these apps allowed
confidentiality, data storage developing trends, or customization.
Both the Rotterdam and Coral apps were found to help
differentiate low-grade from high-grade PCa, a noteworthy
characteristic of patient counseling in active surveillance
compared to other curative alternatives.

Mobile technology enables clinicians and patients to download
the Rotterdam and Coral apps readily, and the owners can utilize
these apps without an internet connection. They both have the
advantages of being less time-consuming and more
cost-effective, delivering better immediacy, upgradability, and
shareability than the original risk calculators. In addition, they
are globally available and recommended by the American

Urological Association and EAU guidelines to improve
prediction and help determine the risk of PCa stratification.
Compared with the Coral app, the conspicuous disadvantage of
the Rotterdam app is its cost ($1.99 USD). However, it has been
proven to reach a wider audience, with availability on both
Apple and Android platforms. While the Coral app has merely
1 language choice, the Rotterdam app has 7 different language
options, including Chinese, Dutch, English, Estonian, German,
Portuguese, and Spanish.

Limitations
This study was a single-institution retrospective study, and more
cohorts from other Taiwanese hospitals are required to confirm
the results. Also, the sample size in the prostatectomy cohort
was rather small (n= 137). Notwithstanding that, this is the first
study validating PCa risk calculators with postprostatectomy
pathological outcomes, although the predictive accuracy of both
apps for true high-grade PCa could not be completely
determined. Further, no PHI data are available in our institution.
The PHI is a combination of 3 blood tests measuring different
forms of the PSA protein (total PSA, free PSA, and p2PSA)
and calculated as (p2PSA/fPSA) × √tPSA. It is one of the
predictors listed in the Rotterdam app, although the risks of PCa
can still be calculated without PHI data. Few patients underwent
mpMRI before biopsy in our cohort; however, mpMRI has
emerged as an important prediction tool to identify clinically
significant PCa, especially before a repeated biopsy, which has
been recommended by the guidelines [14,15]. The Rotterdam
app and web-based ERSPC-RC is one of the PCa risk prediction
models incorporating mpMRI (PI-RADS 1-5) [20]; nevertheless,
the predictor of the PI-RADS used in the Rotterdam app was
the first version, and most of our MRI images were graded
according to the PI-RADS v2 guidelines. Moreover, the issues
of interobserver variability and heterogeneous definitions of
abnormality in mpMRI interpretation remain to be explored,
and these MRI risk prediction models need to be validated
further.

Conclusions
In our external validation study, the Rotterdam and Coral
mHealth apps could be applied to the Taiwanese cohort of
patients. Following an assessment of calibration, discrimination,
and clinical utility, the Rotterdam app outperformed the Coral
app for predicting both any-grade PCa and high-grade PCa. The
size of the prostatectomy cohort was small; however, both
mobile phone apps, to some extent, demonstrated a predictive
capacity for true high-grade PCa, confirmed by the whole
prostate specimen. As of yet, there is no PCa risk calculator app
developed specifically for the Taiwanese population; however,
the Rotterdam app might be a good alternative to enhance the
predictive accuracy of current methods for detecting PCa and
high-grade PCa.
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Abstract

Background: The use of mobile devices in hospital care constantly increases. However, smartphones and tablets have not yet
widely become official working equipment in medical care. Meanwhile, the parallel use of private and official devices in hospitals
is common. Medical staff use smartphones and tablets in a growing number of ways. This mixture of devices and how they can
be used is a challenge to persons in charge of defining strategies and rules for the usage of mobile devices in hospital care.

Objective: Therefore, we aimed to examine the status quo of physicians’ mobile device usage and concrete requirements and
their future expectations of how mobile devices can be used.

Methods: We performed a web-based survey among physicians in 8 German university hospitals from June to October 2019.
The online survey was forwarded by hospital management personnel to physicians from all departments involved in patient care
at the local sites.

Results: A total of 303 physicians from almost all medical fields and work experience levels completed the web-based survey.
The majority regarded a tablet (211/303, 69.6%) and a smartphone (177/303, 58.4%) as the ideal devices for their operational
area. In practice, physicians are still predominantly using desktop computers during their worktime (mean percentage of worktime
spent on a desktop computer: 56.8%; smartphone: 12.8%; tablet: 3.6%). Today, physicians use mobile devices for basic tasks
such as oral (171/303, 56.4%) and written (118/303, 38.9%) communication and to look up dosages, diagnoses, and guidelines
(194/303, 64.0%). Respondents are also willing to use mobile devices for more advanced applications such as an early warning
system (224/303, 73.9%) and mobile electronic health records (211/303, 69.6%). We found a significant association between the
technical affinity and the preference of device in medical care (χs2=53.84, P<.001) showing that with increasing self-reported
technical affinity, the preference for smartphones and tablets increases compared to desktop computers.

Conclusions: Physicians in German university hospitals have a high technical affinity and positive attitude toward the widespread
implementation of mobile devices in clinical care. They are willing to use official mobile devices in clinical practice for basic
and advanced mobile health uses. Thus, the reason for the low usage is not a lack of willingness of the potential users. Challenges
that hinder the wider adoption of mobile devices might be regulatory, financial and organizational issues, and missing
interoperability standards of clinical information systems, but also a shortage of areas of application in which workflows are
adapted for (small) mobile devices.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23955)   doi:10.2196/23955
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mobile devices; mobile applications; apps; mHealth; smartphones; tablets; device usage; requirements; expectations; hospital;
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Introduction

The usage of mobile devices, especially smartphones, has
substantially increased, up to 95% in nearly all age groups in
Germany [1]. With amazing advancement in mobile computer
technology and connectivity, mobile devices have already
revolutionized communication [2] as well as social media,
mobility, fitness tracking, and further mobile health (mHealth)
technologies, thus offering the potential to innovate health care
inside and outside of clinical settings. The improvement of
self-management as well as the effectiveness of the use of
mHealth in professional medicine has been proven for several
medical conditions, for example, the management of different
chronic diseases such as arterial hypertension, diabetes or
coronary heart disease, but also the management of acute
diseases such as cardiac arrest and stroke [2-5]. Some authors
even see smartphones as portable, multifunctional tools with
the potential to become “the new stethoscope for physicians
[6].” Increasingly, patients and the general population are being
encouraged to take responsibility for their own health by actively
monitoring their physiological parameters with smartphones,
apps, and fitness trackers [7-10].

A fundamental component of the operationalization of mHealth
is the usage of mobile devices, especially smartphones and
tablets, by patients or health care professionals. The central
areas of utilization of mobile devices in hospitals are (1) oral
and written communication [11-15]; (2) documentation,
organization, and information [16-19]; (3) decision support,
notifications, and alarms [20-23], (4) education and professional
training [24-28]; and (5) self-monitoring by physicians [29].
Taken together, physicians use mobile devices to assure their
own decisions in a clinical environment and to increase
efficiency in their workplaces [30].

The benefits of the usage of mobile devices in health care is
counterbalanced by problems such as the colonization of
surfaces with harmful pathogens or the distraction of medical
staff [31,32]. Even more relevant are regulatory and
organizational barriers for the implementation of mHealth apps
on mobile devices in hospitals, missing standards for the
development of health apps, information safety issues, and
privacy concerns [12,33,34]. Furthermore, the parallel use of
private devices for professional and private purposes is common
[6], and thus further impacts data protection and patients’
privacy.

Both the combination use of mobile devices privately and on
duty, and the physician’s attitude toward its deployment for so
many different areas of utilization, make a structured systematic
overview of actual needs difficult. There are hardly any data on
the use of mobile devices in hospitals for clinical applications.
Therefore, we aim to evaluate the current usage of mobile
devices of physicians in German university medical centers and
to explore their opinion and perceived needs regarding mobile
devices.

Methods

Study Design, Data Collection, and Recruitment
For the preparation of the survey questions, an unstructured
exploratory interview was conducted with 3 junior and 3 senior
physicians focusing on their requirements and perceptions
toward mobile devices. The results were used to construct the
questionnaire for the actual study.

The study was designed as an open web-based survey in 8
German university hospitals and conducted among physicians
of all medical disciplines (Limesurvey). To prove the
functionality of the survey and the clarity of the questions, a
test run was sent to a small group of 25 anesthesiologists and
critical care physicians in June 2019. Minor remarks and
improvement recommendations were made and integrated in
the final version of the online survey which was sent via email
with a link to the survey that was valid for 19 weeks.
Responsible contact persons in the respective hospitals
forwarded the link to physicians in their hospitals. During the
period of data collection, no bug fixes and content changes were
made, and no unexpected events such as system failures or
server downtime were observed. The local data protection officer
and the local ethics committee were consulted and had no
concerns regarding the study. The title page of the survey
contained information regarding the length, the foreseen time
for completion, and the purpose the questionnaire. Completion
of the survey was taken as consent for scientific usage of the
collected data.

The survey was divided into sections, one of which contained
questions about mobile devices usage. Biographical questions
were included in another section (see Multimedia Appendix 1
for the English version of the survey).

Different types of survey questions were prepared: closed-ended
questions, open-ended questions, rating questions, Likert scale
questions (4-point scale), multiple choice questions, and
demographic questions. Most questions allowed the participants
to give multiple answers. Answering questions was not
compulsory, as we expected that mandatory answers increases
the risk that participants do not complete the web-based survey.
Only fully completed questionnaires were included in the
analysis. It was taken into account that some items were not
answered by all participants (indicated as no response) resulting
in a variation in the total number of answers. The survey
instructions stated that cordless telephones (such as digital
enhanced cordless telecommunications known as DECT)
without additional functions and digital message receivers are
not included in the survey to keep a narrower definition of a
mobile device.

Statistical Analysis
As this study aimed to provide a general overview over
physicians' attitudes and expectations toward mobile devices,
data were predominantly analyzed with descriptive counts and
proportions, applying significance tests only in a few selected
cases. For nominal variables with a particularly large number
of values (eg, medical discipline), values were summarized into
broad categories, if possible. Data are given as absolute numbers
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or their percentages; summaries are given as median and as
interquartile range for ordinal data and mean and standard
deviation for continuous variables. Some of the survey items
allowed for multiple responses (eg, choose all that apply), thus
invalidating the use of classical chi-square testing to check for
associations between those items. For significance testing of
multiple response item associations, the nonparametric bootstrap
variant of the simultaneous pairwise marginal independence
test proposed by Bilder and Loughin [35] was used, which was
implemented in the MRCV package (version 0.3-3) [36] in R
(version 4.0.1). To test for associations of score variables with
single-response items, the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test was
used.

The 33 medical disciplines of the participants were classified
into 6 categories (see Multimedia Appendix 2, Table S1) to
identify dependencies between the discipline categories and the
survey answers. Furthermore, the mobile devices question group,
which investigates the current usage, the needs, and
requirements of physicians, was simplified. For the analysis,
the tasks conducted with mobile devices in 5 fields of
application in stationary hospital care (defined as all fields of
inpatient care) were categorized as follows: (1) oral and written
communication; (2) documentation, organization, and
information desk; (3) decision support, notifications, and alarms;
(4) Education and professional training; and (5) self-monitoring
by physicians (see Table 1).

Table 1. Fields of application of mobile devices in stationary hospital care.

FunctionsCategories

1. Oral/written communication • Official phone calls
• Official text messages (eg, SMS, messenger)
• Web conferences (eg, tumor conferences)

2. Documentation, organization, and information desk • Time scheduling and workflow support
• Mobile EHRa to look up patient information and for medical documentation
• Written instruction and recording procedures and examinations
• Written inter/intraprofessional communication (doctors, nurses, therapists, consult re-

quests)
• To look up dosages, diagnoses and guidelines (online/offline)

3. Decision support, notifications, and alarms • Alarming while monitoring of vital signs
• (Early) warning system to prevent adverse effects (eg, pharmacological interaction)
• Decision support and definition of therapies

4. Education and professional training • Education system for job training, education and professional training

5. Self-monitoring by physicians • Monitoring of own vital signs/motion analysis (eg, pedometer, energy consumption)

aEHR: electronic health record.

We developed a scoring system to analyze the participants’
attitude toward mobile devices by assigning positive values to
answers indicating a positive attitude toward mobile devices
(fully disagree=0; fully agree=3) and negative values to EHR
answers indicating a negative attitude (fully disagree=0; fully
agree=–3). These values were summed for each participant and
stratified by age groups, by medical disciplines, and by technical
affinity.

Results

Demographic and Professional Characteristics
In total, 303 physicians with a mean clinical work experience
of 12.7 years completed the survey. The full demographic and
professional characteristics are given in Table 2. The
participating physicians displayed a wide range of medical
disciplines and the full range of discipline categories. The study
population worked in all operational areas of the hospital, and
physicians from all professional levels completed the web-based
survey.
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Table 2. Demographic and professional characteristics.

Value (n=303), n (%)Characteristic

Age range (years)

1 (0.3)18-24

98 (32.3)25-34

103 (34.0)35-44

69 (22.8)45-54

21 (6.9)55-65

3 (1.0)>65

8 (2.6)No response

Gender

121 (39.9)Female

173 (57.1)Male

9 (3.0)No response

Current occupation

101 (33.3)Assistant physician

49 (16.2)Medical specialist

108 (35.6)Senior physician

28 (9.2)Clinic director

6 (2.0)Others

11 (3.6)No response

Medical field/discipline

75 (24.8)Anesthesiology/intensive care medicine

53 (17.5)Internal medicine

25 (8.3)Pediatrics

22 (7.3)Surgery

14 (4.6)Neurology

12 (4.0)Dermatology

10 (3.3)Microbiology, virology, infectiology

10 (3.3)Psychiatry and psychotherapy

8 (2.6)Psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy

8 (2.6)Neurosurgery

7 (2.3)Ophthalmology

7 (2.3)Pathology

5 (1.7)Otorhinolaryngology

5 (1.7)Child and adolescent psychiatry and psychotherapy

5 (1.7)Laboratory medicine

5 (1.7)Radiology

5 (1.7)Urology

43 (14.2)Other disciplines/specialization

Predominant workplace

123 (40.6)Hospital ward

106 (35.0)Operating theatre

100 (33.0)Outpatient clinic
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Value (n=303), n (%)Characteristic

89 (29.4)Intensive care unit

50 (16.5)Office

33 (10.9)Laboratory

30 (9.9)Functional area

15 (5.0)Others

12.7 (9.3)Clinical professional experience (years), mean (SD)

Mobile Device Usage: Devices and Operation Purposes
Almost all respondents had smartphones (294/303, 97.0%) and
laptops or desktops (280/303, 92.4%) for private use outside
the working environment, 61.7% (187/303) of the respondents
used tablets, and 20.8% (63/303) used wearables such as
smartwatches and fitness trackers privately.

In clinical daily routine, 71.0% of physicians (215/303) used
mobile devices. The operational purposes of mobile devices in
clinical practice are widespread (Table 3). Predominantly,
mobile devices are used for basic functions such as looking up
information, oral and written communication (text messages,
emails), and time scheduling.

Table 3. For which operation purposes do you use mobile devices in your clinical routine?

Value (n=303), n (%)Operation purposes

154 (50.8)Phone calls

130 (42.9)Text messages (eg, SMS, messenger)

157 (51.8)Email communication

190 (62.7)Look up of information

57 (18.8)Mobile access to hospital information systems

141 (46.5)Time scheduling

107 (35.3)Private communication

18 (5.9)Dictation of texts

79 (26.1)Scientific work

14 (4.6)Other

Almost 79% of all respondents (238/303, 78.6%) stated that
they used private devices for official uses in daily clinical
routine. The majority of the respondents stated that they used
their private mobile device because they are not provided with
an official mobile device in hospital care (146/303, 48.2%).
Other reasons were the ability to work at home (137/303, 45.2%)
and the fact that mobile work is only possible with their private
mobile devices (105/303, 34.7%). Some respondents also stated
that their private devices are better than the official device
(85/303, 28.1%) and that private communication is only possible
with their private mobile device (65/303, 21.5%).

Perceived Ideal Device Versus Actual Time of Usage
The vast majority of participating physicians rated tablets
(211/303, 69.6%) and smartphones (177/303, 58.4%) as the
most appropriate device for their area of application (Figure 1).
A smaller group of respondents (93/303, 30.7%) ranked desktop
computers as most appropriate, and a group of respondents
(89/303, 29.4%) regarded laptops as the most suitable device
for their work area. Still 23 respondents (23/303, 7.6%) rated
paper as most suitable for their professional work. Respondents
could choose more than one answer for this question, and the
simultaneous pairwise marginal independence test revealed no
significant differences in answers between the different age

groups (χs
2=34.19, P=.052).
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Figure 1. Percentage of respondents rating device as ideal device versus mean percentage of daily worktime used.

Contrasting their conception of ideal device usage, the
physicians were asked to rate their actual time of usage of the
devices during their daily total worktime. While most physicians
rated smartphones and tablets as the perceived ideal device, in
today’s clinical practice, desktop computers and paper are
predominantly used (Figure 1).

Personal Opinion About Mobile Devices
In another survey section, we asked about the personal opinion
of physicians toward mobile devices in stationary hospital care.
We inquired whether mobile devices are supportive tools,
whether they should be implemented in stationary hospital care
and whether they increase patient safety. Furthermore, we asked
for data security and information safety concerns regarding

mobile devices and whether respondents fear an increasing
workload or increasing operational supervision. For analysis,
the statements “rather applies” and “fully applies” were taken
as agreement. Most respondents (276/303, 91.1%) agreed with
the statement “A mobile device would support me in my work.”
Moreover, most physicians wish for the area-wide
implementation of mobile devices in stationary patient care
(259/303, 85.5%).

Regarding data security and information safety, a slight majority
of 56.4% (171/303) of respondents expressed concerns.
However, the large majority of 79.2% (240/303) of respondents
agreed that the usage of mobile devices could increase patient
safety (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Personal opinion about mobile devices.

In sum, most physicians rated mobile devices as useful and
supportive tools that should be implemented in stationary
hospital care.

In general, a Kruskal-Wallis test did not show significant
differences in the attitude toward mobile devices between age
groups (H5=7.29, P=.20; Figure 3).

Figure 3. Attitude toward mobile devices stratified by age groups.
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Self-Reported Technical Affinity
Overall, the study population reported a high technical affinity
level (mean 4 out of 5).

There was a significant association between technical affinity

and the preference of device in medical care (χs
2=53.84, P<.001)

showing that with increasing self-reported technical affinity the

preference for smartphones and tablets increases compared to
desktop computers (Figure 4).

The most optimistic respondents toward mobile devices were
those who also had the highest self-reported technical affinity
(Figure 5). With increasing technical affinity, the score for the
attitude toward mobile devices increased (H4=17.31, P=.002).

Figure 4. Device preference stratified by (self-reported) technical affinity level.

Figure 5. Attitude toward mobile devices stratified by (self-reported) technical affinity level.
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Fields of Application and Desired Uses of Mobile
Devices in Medicine
Finally, we examined the actual use of mobile devices and which
functions the participants desired to use in stationary hospital
care, if available. Five major fields of application of mobile
devices could be identified (Table 1). Within these fields, the
following 4 functions were the most commonly used mobile
device apps by physicians: official phone calls (171/303,
56.4%); official text messages (118/303, 38.9%); looking up

dosages, diagnoses, and guidelines (194/303, 64.0%); and time
scheduling and workflow support (135/303, 44.6%). The most
desired mobile device uses were for (early) warning systems to
prevent adverse effects in hospital care (eg, pharmacological
interactions; 224/303, 73.9%), for mobile EHR to look up patient
information and for medical documentation (211/303, 69.6%),
and for written instructions and recording procedures and
examinations (206/303, 68.0%). The results can be found in
Figure 6.

Figure 6. Fields of application and desired functions. EHR: electronic health record.

Discussion

Current Situation and Physicians’ Requirements
In today’s clinical practice, physicians are confronted with
increasing amounts of patient information, information overload
and information inaccessibility, endangering patient safety and
potentially leading to fatal errors [37]. A substantial proportion
of physicians use their private mobile devices for professional
purposes, especially because they are not provided with official
mobile devices for their work. Our survey results show that
physicians expect that an official mobile device would support
them in their work and increase patient safety. Most participants
used mobile devices in hospitals for communication and
organization (phone calls, text messages, time scheduling, and
information), and thus, to increase the efficiency in their
workplaces [30]. Among our study population, most physicians
would prefer to use official devices but accept using their private
mobile devices for professional purposes in stationary hospital
care if there is no alternative.

Potential Benefits for Physicians and Patient Care
Currently, physicians in hospital care spend a large amount of
their worktime performing documentation in clinical information
systems [38,39]. Therefore, physicians want to use mobile
devices for documentation and recording procedures in these
systems. Today, the tasks of documentation and recording
procedures are most commonly performed with a desktop
computer and cannot be performed in equal quality on a smaller
mobile device. Thus, not every task in clinical care can be
transferred from a desktop computer to a smartphone or a tablet
without changing the process. Drews et al [16] examined the
impact of the form factor of various mobile devices and desktop
computers on the usability of EHRs; the authors concluded that
even the largest form of a mobile device does not perform as
well as a desktop computer for the usage of EHR. Consequently,
the processes of documentation and recording procedures need
to be changed before they can be performed in equal quality on
a tablet or a smartphone in hospital care.
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Smartphones and tablets at the point of care could support
in-hospital physicians (eg, with functionalities such as taking
notes via voice recognition for clinical documentation instead
of keyboard-and-mouse interface) [40,41]. Payne et al [42]
described the implementation of a smartphone-based system as
a supporting system with automated speech recognition
integrated in a commercial EHR; the mobile supporting system
that was described has the potential to reduce the documentation
burden of doctors and nurses, which is perceived as one of the
big problems in today's health care [38,39]. We assume that
physicians would benefit from mobile devices with automated
speech recognition for documentation in and access to clinical
information systems. Nevertheless, 48.2% (146/303) of all
respondents are not provided with official mobile devices for
these uses in hospital care and, as shown in Figure 6, less than
11% are already using a mobile EHR in our study population.
As a precondition of continual documentation of patient
information, mobile apps need to be integrated in central
information systems in hospitals by using technical and semantic
interoperability standards.

German hospitals are no exception in the rare use of mobile
devices even for basic tasks, such as documentation in clinical
information systems. However, physicians are open to an
increasing use of more advanced mobile uses such as decision
support systems on mobile devices in their clinical practice.
Large proportions of physicians stated the wish to be able to
use (early) warning systems for prevention of adverse effects,
possibly harmful pharmacological interactions, smart monitoring
of vital signs and decision support, and definition of therapies
in clinical practice.

Regulatory Challenges
The development of medical software such as mobile apps,
especially those subject to new European Medical Device
Regulation 2017/745, is a complex process including many
obligations and requirements for manufacturers [43]. In addition
to the regulatory legal requirements of the European Medical
Device Regulation, health care professionals ask for the
certification of health care apps [44].

The majority of physicians are aware that mobile devices may
have implications on data security and information safety, while
at the same time increasing patient safety. To ensure data
security and information safety in hospitals, we suggest that
apps that support health care professionals in performing
complex and critical tasks should be installed and operated on
official smartphones and tablets. For fulfilling information
security standards, the devices should be provided and
administrated through the hospital information technology
departments. This could also help to reduce the potential legal
grey area of using private mobile devices in the clinical
environments for official purposes. Therefore, hospitals should
implement a mobile device management process to safeguard
the secure operation of mobile devices. Due to the increasing
complexity of mobile device uses and increasing competencies
of physicians in using mHealth apps, there is a need for a process
to implement, teach, supervise, and evaluate clinical mHealth
as well as mobile device and app competencies [24,45]. Finally,

the added value of apps on mobile devices for physicians should
be scientifically proven before being implemented in hospital
care.

Strengths and Limitations
This web-based survey covered the use of mobile devices for
physicians in stationary hospital care in 8 university hospitals
in different regions in Germany. As far as we know, it is the
first survey covering this study population and evaluating the
usage of, requirements for, and expectations toward mobile
devices. University hospitals accommodate all medical
disciplines and physicians involved in patient care, research,
teaching, and training. Thus, a wide range of medical disciplines
was covered by the respondents.

Usage of and requirements for mobile devices such as mobile
(telemonitoring) apps for patients (self-monitoring and mobile
self-reporting [46]) or diagnostic instruments connected to a
mobile device (eg, iECG or handheld ultrasound [3]) are not
the subject matter of this study. We also did not distinguish
between official mobile devices as personalized or shared mobile
devices.

A limitation of the recruitment method of the web-based survey
is potential volunteer bias. The mean self-reported technical
affinity of the study population was 4 out of 5, suggesting that
most participating physicians had a relatively high affinity for
technology, in general and in medical practice. Consequently,
further research, using paper-based and personal-oral survey
methods, is needed to reach physicians with a lower technical
affinity.

Conclusions
So far, the widespread use of official mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets has not become reality in stationary
hospital care in German (university) hospitals. As long as
physicians are predominantly using their private devices in
clinical care, the usage of advanced apps with a deeper
integration into the clinical information system infrastructure
to support physicians remains uncertain.

Nevertheless, among the participating physicians of German
university hospitals, technical affinity is high, and they have a
very positive attitude toward mobile devices for clinical care.
With our results, we demonstrated that the majority of the
participating physicians used mobile devices for basic
functionalities in hospital care. Although most physicians would
prefer to work with mobile devices for documentation, writing
instructions, and recording procedures in clinical information
systems, a desktop computer is generally used for these tasks.
Furthermore, physicians are willing to use their mobile devices
for more progressive uses such as decision support systems or
early warning systems. Thus, reasons for the low usage of
official mobile devices in German hospitals are not the potential
users, but rather regulatory, financial and organizational
challenges, and missing interoperability standards.

While most physicians think that mobile devices would support
their work and increase patient safety, they also mentioned
concerns regarding data security and information safety.
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Abstract

Background: The New South Wales Police Force (NSWPF) records details of significant numbers of domestic violence (DV)
events they attend each year as both structured quantitative data and unstructured free text. Accessing information contained in
the free text such as the victim’s and persons of interest (POI's) mental health status could be useful in the better management of
DV events attended by the police and thus improve health, justice, and social outcomes.

Objective: The aim of this study is to present the prevalence of extracted mental illness mentions for POIs and victims in
police-recorded DV events.

Methods: We applied a knowledge-driven text mining method to recognize mental illness mentions for victims and POIs from
police-recorded DV events.

Results: In 416,441 police-recorded DV events with single POIs and single victims, we identified 64,587 events (15.51%) with
at least one mental illness mention versus 4295 (1.03%) recorded in the structured fixed fields. Two-thirds (67,582/85,880,
78.69%) of mental illnesses were associated with POIs versus 21.30% (18,298/85,880) with victims; depression was the most
common condition in both victims (2822/12,589, 22.42%) and POIs (7496/39,269, 19.01%). Mental illnesses were most common
among POIs aged 0-14 years (623/1612, 38.65%) and in victims aged over 65 years (1227/22,873, 5.36%).

Conclusions: A wealth of mental illness information exists within police-recorded DV events that can be extracted using text
mining. The results showed mood-related illnesses were the most common in both victims and POIs. Further investigation is
required to determine the reliability of the mental illness mentions against sources of diagnostic information.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23725)   doi:10.2196/23725
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Introduction

Domestic violence (DV) is defined as “any incident of
threatening behavior, violence or (psychological, physical,
sexual, financial, emotional) abuse between adults who are or
have been an intimate partner or family member, regardless of
gender or sexuality” [1]. It can also occur in other relationships
such as between caregivers and a dependent person (and vice
versa) or those living together in a household [2]. According to
the World Health Organization’s multicountry study of violence,
the prevalence of physical and sexual partner violence toward
women ranges from 15% to 71% globally [3,4]. In Australia,
in 2018, 1 out of 6 women and 1 out of 16 men experienced
physical or sexual violence or both by a current or previous
partner [5] and on average, 1 woman a week is murdered by
her current/former partner [6]. In addition, research has shown
that children exposed to DV experience long-term effects on
their development with increased risk of mental health issues,
learning difficulties, and behavioral problems [7]. DV puts
significant economic and health burden on the community and
its prevention should be a public health priority [8]. Estimates
have suggested that the annual financial burden in Australia
arising from DV against women and their children is over AUD
22 billion (~US $16.3 billion), £66 billion (~US $89 billion) in
the United Kingdom, and US $55 billion in the United States
[9-11].

DV has been linked to significant comorbidity and mortality
with both short- and long-term health consequences, particularly
among women [3,8,12]. Evidence has shown that any immediate
injury or trauma suffered in a DV setting has longer-term
negative effects on the survivor’s well-being, contributing to
poor health outcomes including post-traumatic stress disorder,
chronic substance use, risky sexual behaviors, eating disorders,
suicidal tendencies and attempts, as well as exacerbation of
psychotic symptoms [3,4,12].

Associations have been found between mental health conditions
(eg, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia) and the perpetration of
violence toward others fueling perceptions that label these
individuals as dangerous, leading to the stigmatization of this
group [13-19]. Increasing evidence suggests that people with
mental illness and psychiatric symptoms, however, are at a
greater risk of victimization when compared to those without
such symptoms [3,8,12,13,20-22]. Women with disabilities,
including those with chronic mental or emotional conditions,
experience higher rates of violent victimization than men with
disabilities and women in the general population [23]. Men and
women with severe mental illness (such as psychotic disorders)
are two to eight times more likely to experience any form of
DV abuse and to suffer poor health outcomes (eg, suicide
attempt, substance abuse) than the general population [20,24].
This suggests the potential importance of knowing whether an
individual has a pre-existing mental illness at the time of a DV
event to enable prevention and intervention measures to be
enacted.

The New South Wales Police Force (NSWPF) attends and
subsequently records thousands of DV events each
year—123,330 such events were recorded in 2017—in free text

in their WebCOPS database, an online interface for the
Computerized Operational Policing System (COPS) that enables
the police to capture and analyze crime information on an
organization-wide basis (NSWPF, personal communication).
These police-recorded DV events contain a wealth of unutilized
mental illness information for persons of interest
(POIs)—individuals involved in a DV event that have been
accused or charged for perpetrating DV related crimes—and
victims that could be used to identify trends in those involved
in DV and assist in shaping early DV intervention and
prevention policies. However, the vast number of such events
make the manual extraction of potentially useful information
with traditional ethnographic/qualitative approaches impractical.
Indeed, one recent research paper commented that “…there is
no systematic way to extract information from these [police]
narratives other than by manual review” [25].

Automated methods for large-scale processing of free text
known as text mining have been used for over 30 years to
harvest information from unstructured text in many domains,
including medicine [26,27]. Several attempts have been made
to extract mental health–related information from various
free-text resources [28-33] including identification of drug side
effects from psychiatric narratives by applying rule- and
dictionary-based methods and machine learning approaches
[28,30,31]. There have been efforts to extract treatment
outcomes for major depressive disorders from electronic medical
records with a supervised approach combined with logistic
regression [29], whereas Jackson et al [33] and Karystianis et
al [32] identified psychiatric symptoms from clinical discharge
summaries and psychiatric records using regular expression
pattern matching and a rule-based approach, respectively. Most
recently, Wu et al [34] applied dictionary and machine learning
methods to extract depressive symptoms in order to validate
the diagnosis of major depressive disorders from electronic
health records.

Because of the rapid implementation of automated technologies
in various fields, text mining has been identified as a potential
tool of interest in the analysis of police data. However, there
are relatively few text mining methods that have been developed
to analyze police narratives. Recent work has been conducted
in automatically processing police reports to identify information
of interest [35-38]. Attempts have been made to automatically
identify offenders’ names, illicit drugs, and weapons with
various degrees of success from police narrative reports through
named entity extractors [35,36], while others aimed to classify
police reports as DV or non-DV related using an unsupervised
clustering method [37]. Most recently, deep learning methods
have been used to extract mental health–related incidents from
police narratives with an 89% accuracy [38].

This study builds on our previously published work that focused
solely on the design, description, and evaluation of the text
mining methodology [39]. We present the extracted mental
illness mentions from 416,441 police-recorded DV events that
involve single POIs and victims by age groups and sex, and
compare the prevalence of the identified information with a
fixed field mental illness flag also recorded in the WebCOPS
system for the same cohort, as well as with the national
estimated prevalence of mental illness in Australia. To the best
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of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to report automatically
extracted mental health information from a large cohort of
police-recorded DV events.

Methods

Data
Information relating to DV events that the police attend is
recorded in their WebCOPS database as both structured data
(fixed fields) covering demographic information (eg, name, date
of birth, Aboriginal status, whether weapons were used) and
free-text event narratives. Each police-recorded DV event
contains at least one event narrative which details the incident(s)
between the POI and victim, covering the circumstances of the
event, whether alcohol, drugs, or both were involved, and any
action(s) taken by the police. The text narratives can contain
misspellings and typographical errors, often with informal
acronyms, jargon, and abbreviations, that may bear ambiguous
meanings depending on the context. Typically, they are used
as an aide-memoire for the police and lawyers should the case
proceed to court and by lawyers in court proceedings, but they
have not been utilized in a substantive manner for research
purposes.

We obtained 492,393 police-recorded DV events from the
NSWPF from January 2005 to December 2016 that were flagged
in the fixed fields with one of the following tags: “domestic”
as the type of offence, “domestic violence related” as the
associated factor of the police event, or the relationship status
between the victim and the POI being described as
spouse/partner (including ex-spouse/ex-partner), boy/girlfriend
(including ex-boy/ex-girlfriend), parent/guardian (including
step/foster), child (including step/foster), sibling, other member
of family (including kin), or carer. These police-recorded DV
events covered the following incident categories: assaults,
breaches of Apprehended Violence Orders, homicides, malicious
damage to property, and offences against another person such
as intimidation, kidnapping, abduction, or harassment. The
police-recorded DV events also contained incidents where no
crime was committed but the police did attend and record the
event. A hypothetical deidentified police-recorded DV event is
shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Ethics
Permission to access the police-recorded DV events was granted
by the NSWPF following ethics approval from the University
of NSW Human Research Ethics Committee (HC16558).

Extraction and Normalization of Mental Illness
Mentions
We designed and applied a text mining methodology that was
implemented through the General Architecture for Text
Engineering (GATE; 8.4.1 version) [40], a text mining
framework to capture mental illness mentions (including
traumatic brain injury and dementia) for POIs and victims.
GATE was selected because it supports the development of
rule-based approaches as it can easily manipulate unstructured
data. We developed 2 sets of rules: based on common lexical
patterns observed in the text of 200 police-recorded DV events
that indicate the presence of a specific mental health mention

for a POI (eg, “POI is suffering from dementia”) or for a victim
(eg, “the victim was diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia”)
and based on related semantic anchors (eg, “POI,” “defendant”
for POIs and “victim,” and “vic” for victim) including cases
where:

• unspecified mental disorders were recorded simply as “the
defendant has mental health issues,” “victim is suffering
from a severe mental disorder”;

• psychotropic drugs were used by the POI or victim (eg,
“the victim takes Valium,” “accused takes a number of
antidepressants”) that might indicate a mental illness
categorized in 4 groups (antianxiety, antidepressants,
neuroleptics, antipsychotics);

• individual had traumatic brain injury, drug prescription
abuse (unspecified in the text regarding the medication),
substance abuse (unspecified in the text regarding the
substance), and drug-induced disorders (unspecified in the
text regarding the drug; see Multimedia Appendix 2 for the
full reference list including our own 8 categories).

These rules were combined with dictionaries of terms for mental
illness including common abbreviations and synonyms. The
methodology was fully evaluated against the manual annotations
of mental illness mentions for POIs and victims by 2 experts
(in DV and neuropsychiatry, respectively) in a random sample
of 100 police-recorded DV events, and returned an average 92%
precision (ie, the percentage of correctly identified mental illness
mentions against the total number of identified mental illness
mentions, a denominator that includes both true-positive and
false-positive mentions of mental illness by text mining) for the
extracted mental illness mentions for both POIs (97.5%
precision) and victims (87.1% precision); a detailed description
has been published elsewhere [39].

The extracted mental illness mentions based on the description
provided in the police records ranged from general descriptions
(eg, “mood disorder,” “behavioral problems”) to very specific
mentions (eg, “oppositional defiance disorder,” “paranoid
schizophrenia”). To impose a suitable structure for further
analysis of the mental health data, we mapped the mental illness
mentions to the World Health Organization’s International
Classification of Diseases (ICD-10) Mental and Behavioural
Disorders categories using 4 levels (Multimedia Appendix 3)
[41]. We utilized the expertise of the fourth author (PS) in the
field of neuropsychiatry in cases where the mapping was
ambiguous. The first level of mapping included 18 categories
based on the ICD-10 with 8 additional customized categories;
4 categories where no specific disorder was mentioned but
mental illness was implied by mention of a particular medication
(see 22-25, Multimedia Appendix 2). This included specific
drug classes such as antidepressants or specific brand names
such as Zoloft. Four additional categories were added covering
“drug prescription abuse,” “substance abuse (unspecified),”
“traumatic brain injury,” and “unspecified drug induced
disorders.” Cases in which we recognized that either the victim
or the POI had an unknown mental illness, or an unknown
drug-induced mental disorder, were assigned into the categories
of “unspecified mental disorder” and “unspecified drug induced
disorder,” respectively.
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Cases in which mental illness mentions were more specific were
mapped to lower-level ICD-10 categories. For example, the
mention of “acute stress reaction” was classified at the third
level according to the ICD-10 schema. Because the mention
had a third-level mapping, this indicates that it can also be
mapped upward to the second ICD-10 level (Reaction to severe
stress and adjustment disorders) and first ICD-10 level,
respectively (Anxiety, dissociative, stress-related, somatoform,
and other nonpsychotic mental disorders).

In some narratives, a fourth level of detail based on the ICD-10
classification containing 27 categories was recorded by the
police. However, for the purpose of reporting in this paper, we
combined the fourth and third levels, for example, instead of
reporting “other impulse disorders” (third level), we included
“intermittent explosive disorder” (fourth level) in the third
classification level (Multimedia Appendix 3 shows some
mapped examples of extracted mental illness to ICD-10). For
reporting purposes, we show only police-recorded DV events
that involved POIs and victims with mental illness at the second
level of ICD-10 because the first-level ICD-10 descriptors are
too broad (eg, mood [affective] disorders).

Despite utilizing 2 sets of rules that correctly identified whether
a mental illness mention was linked to a POI or a victim within
a DV event, this text mining methodology was unable to
associate the extracted mental illness “mention” with a specific
POI or victim, if more than 2 individual POIs or victims were

present. Thus, we focused only on those DV events that included
a single POI and a single victim which included a total of
416,441 DV events out of 492,393. In this analysis results are
presented for 416,441 police-recorded DV events. Seven age
groups were defined (0-14 years, 15-24 years, 25-34 years,
35-44 years, 45-54 years, 55-64 years, and 65 years and over)
to align with the national reporting practices of the Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare’s Family, Domestic and Sexual
Violence in Australia [42].

Results

Study Analysis
Overall, 15.51% of police-recorded DV events (64,587/416,441)
had at least one mention of a mental illness for either the POI,
victim, or both. In almost three-quarters (49,154/64,587,
76.11%) of these events, there was only a mental illness mention
for the POI, 17.29% (11,167/64,587) for the victim, and 6.61%
(4266/64,587) for both the victim and POI (Table 1). The total
number of mental illness mentions classified at level 1 was
85,880 (100%); level 2, 51,858/85,880 (60.38%); and level 3,
26,704/85,880 (31.09%; Table 1). It should be noted that 1
police-recorded DV event can have more than 1 (different)
mental illness mentions associated with a POI or victim. This
can be seen in Table 1, where the total number of mental illness
mentions is greater than the number of police-recorded DV
events with a mental illness for a POI or a victim.

Table 1. Numbers of police-recorded DV events with mental illness mentions for POIs and victims (first column), and numbers of the mental illness
for POIs and victims at various levels of the International Classification of Diseases-10 groupings.

Mental illness mentions (first
level), n

Mental illness mentions (sec-
ond level), n

Mental illness mentions (third
level), n

Police-recorded DVa

events, n

Individual type

67,58239,26920,45249,154POIb only

18,29812,589625211,167Victim only

N/AN/AN/Ac4266POI and victim

85,88051,85826,70464,587Total

aDV: domestic violence.
bPOI: persons of interest.
cN/A: not applicable.

As police data are collected at the police-recorded DV event
level, a single victim or POI may have multiple events over
time. Of the 416,441 police-recorded events, the total number
of unique POIs with a recorded mental illness was 18.53%
(39,688/214,185) with 5.61% (13,709/244,219) for unique
victims. This was lower than the current estimated prevalence
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics for 2017-18, which
revealed that 20.1% of the Australian population had a current
mental or behavioral condition [43].

The percentage of police-recorded DV events in which victims
had a mention of mental illness was lower than for POIs for
both women and men (3.70% [11,523/311,210] and 3.86%
[3718/96,228] vs 16.21% [12,048/74,323] and 12.30%
[40,514/329,306]; Figure 1). Interestingly, 16.21%
(12,048/74,323) of police-recorded DV events with female POIs
had a recorded mental illness compared with 12.30% for men
(40,514/329,306; Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Proportion of police-recorded DV events with mental illness by sex of victims and POIs.

It is important to present “sampling errors” associated with the
point estimates using confidence intervals. However, in our
study 95% CIs were extremely narrow due to the large sample
sizes. For example, the point estimate for the proportion of
mental illness among female victims was 3.70%
(11,523/311,210) with 95% CI of 3.6%-3.8%, indicating that
3.70% (11,523/311,210) was estimated with less than ±0.1%
precision. Similarly, the proportion of mental illness among
male victims was 3.86% (3718/96,228) with 95% CI of 3.7-4.0
(ie, 3.86% [3718/96,228] was estimated with less than ±0.1%
precision). Extremely narrow intervals were also observed for
the POIs—proportion of mental illness for females: 16.21%

(12,048/74,323) with 95% CI of 15.9%-16.5%; proportion of
mental illness for males: 12.30% (40,514/329,306) with 95%
CI of 12.2-12.4.

When looking at the proportion of police-recorded DV events
with mental illness by age group, the highest proportion of
police-recorded DV events with a mental illness among victims
was for the 65 years and over age group (1227/22,873, 5.36%;
Figure 2). However, for POIs, the youngest age group showed
the highest proportion of police-recorded DV events with a
mental illness (623/1612, 38.64%, for POIs aged 0-14 years;
Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Percentage of police-recorded DV events with POIs and victims with or without a mental illness by age group.

Mental Illness Reported in ICD Levels 1 and 2
At the first ICD classification level (Table 2), almost one-third
of the mentions of mental illness (22,172/67,582, 32.81%) for
POIs and one-fifth (4208/18,298, 23.00%) for victims were
classified as “unspecified mental illness,” meaning the type of
mental illness was not explicitly recorded in the narratives by
the attending police officer(s). “Mood [affective] disorders”
(eg, bipolar disorder, depression) had the highest number of
mentions among POIs (12,753/67,582, 18.87%) and victims
(4288/18,298, 23.43%), with “mental and behavioral disorders
due to psychoactive substance use” (including alcohol abuse)
ranking fourth and fifth for POIs (5642/67,582, 8.35%) and
victims (1098/18,298, 6.00%), respectively. For POIs, 11.45%
(7735/67,582) had mentions of “behavioral and emotional
disorders with their onset usually occurring in childhood and
adolescence” (eg, “attention deficit hyperactivity disorders,”
“conduct disorders”), whereas for victims this was 9.77%
(1787/18,298). Although mentions of intellectual disabilities
among POIs (n=1276) were higher than in the victims (n=813),
as a percentage (of police-recorded DV events among POIs and
among victims separately) this proportion was higher in victims

(813/18,298, 4.44%) than POIs (1276/67,582, 1.89%). Mentions
of traumatic brain injury (eg, “the victim has suffered a brain
injury due to a car accident”) were reported for 0.84% of POIs
and 1.10% victims (568/67,582 and 201/18,298 mentions,
respectively).

In the second-level categories (Table 3), “major depressive
disorder, single episode” was the most commonly reported
mental illness for both victims (2822/12,589, 22.42%) and POIs
(7496/39,269, 19.01%), while alcohol abuse was the second
highest mental illness among POIs (4867/39,269, 12.39%) and
the fifth highest reported among victims (1033/12,589, 8.21%),
further supporting the association between DV and alcohol use
[44]. Additionally, there were 576 police-recorded DV events
with victims (576/12,589, 4.58%) and 486 police-recorded DV
events with POIs (486/39,269, 1.24%) with dementia. At the
third level, “bipolar disorder, unspecified” was the most
prevalent for both POIs (4462/20,452, 22.82%) and victims
(1362/6252, 21.79%) with similar rates, followed by
“unspecified behavioral and emotional disorders” (3930/20,452,
19.22%) for POIs and “anxiety disorder, unspecified”
(1274/6252, 20.38%) for victims.
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Table 2. Number of police-recorded DV events (%) with a mental illness mention grouped by the first ICD-10 level for POIs and victims from 416,441
DV events recorded by the New South Wales Police Force in Australia between 2005 and 2016.

Prevalence, %dPolice-recorded DV event
frequency (victim), n (%)

(N=18,298)

Prevalence, %dPolice-recorded DVb event

frequency (POIc), n (%)

(N=67,582)

Mental illness (ICD-10a code)

1.014208 (23.00)5.3222,172 (32.81)Unspecified mental disorder (F99)

1.024288 (23.43)3.0.612,753 (18.87)Mood (affective) disorders (F30-39)

0.421787 (9.77)1.857735 (11.45)Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually
occurring in childhood and adolescence (F90-99)

0.2.61098 (6.00)1.355642 (8.35)Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive
substance use (F10-19)

0.21893 (4.88)1.144751 (7.03)Schizophrenia, schizotypal, delusional, and other non-
mood psychotic disorders (F20-29)

0.471961 (10.72)0.723034 (4.49)Anxiety, dissociative, stress related, somatoform, and
other nonpsychotic mental disorders (F40-49)

0.19821 (4.49)0.642702 (4.00)Intentional self-harm (X71-83)

<0.1314 (1.72)0.552310 (3.42)Substance abuse

0.10417 (2.28)0.351492 (2.21)Pervasive and specific developmental disorders (F80-
89)

0.19813 (4.44)0.301276 (1.89)Intellectual disability (F70-79)

<0.1369 (2.02)0.261096 (1.62)Disorders of adult personality and behavior (F60-69)

<0.1221 (1.21)0.16687 (1.02)Injury of unspecified body region (T14)

<0.1201 (1.10)0.13568 (0.84)Traumatic brain injury

0.13580 (3.17)0.11498 (0.74)Mental disorders due to known physiological conditions
(F01-09)

<0.1114 (0.62)<0.1326 (0.48)Medication—antidepressants

<0.174 (0.40)<0.1168 (0.25)Symptoms and signs involving cognition, perception,
emotional state, and behavior (R40-46)

<0.113 (0.07)<0.1108 (0.16)Medications—antipsychotics

<0.120 (0.11)<0.177 (0.11)Medications—antianxiety

<0.147 (0.26)<0.154 (0.08)Other degenerative diseases of the nervous system (G30-
32)

<0.132 (0.17)<0.148 (0.07)Chromosomal abnormalities, not elsewhere classified
(Q90-99)

<0.10 (0.00)<0.143 (0.06)Unspecified drug-induced disorders

<0.118 (0.10)<0.124 (0.04)Behavioral syndromes associated with physiological
disturbances and physical factors (F50-59)

<0.16 (<0.03)<0.111 (0.02)Systematic atrophies primarily affecting the central
nervous system (G10-14)

<0.13 (<0.01)<0.13 (<0.01)Diseases of the nervous system

<0.10 (<0.01)<0.13 (<0.01)Drug prescription abuse

<0.10 (<0.01)<0.11 (<0.01)Medication—neuroleptics

aICD: International Classification of Diseases.
bDV: domestic violence.
cPOI: persons of interest.
dPrevalence was calculated by dividing the number of police-recorded DV events with an ICD level 1 mention with the total number of police-recorded
DV events.
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Table 3. The 20 most commonly reported mental illnesses for both POIs and victims (at the second and third level of the ICD-10 categories) in 416,441
DV events recorded by the New South Wales Police Force in Australia between 2005 and 2016.

ICD-10 level 3ICD-10a level 2

Police-recorded DV
events (victim), n

Police-recorded DV
events (POI), n

Mental illness (ICD-10
code)

Police-recorded DV
events (victim), n

Police-recorded DVb

events (POIc), n

Mental illness (ICD-10
code)

13624462Bipolar disorder, unspeci-
fied (F31.9)

28227496Major depressive disorder,
single episode (F32)

6363930Unspecified behavioral and
emotional disorders with

10334867Alcohol abuse (F10)

onset usually occurring in
childhood and adolescence
(F98)

7113762Schizophrenia, unspecified
(F20.9)

13614487Bipolar disorder (F31)

12741910Anxiety disorder, unspeci-
fied (F41.9)

7324032Schizophrenia (F20)

277768Autism (F84.0)6363939Other behavioral and emo-
tional disorders with onset
usually occurring in child-
hood and adolescence (F98)

221686Suicide attempt (T14.91)10413045Attention deficit hyperactiv-
ity disorder (F90)

71633Cyclothymic disorder
(F34.0)

14942001Other anxiety disorders
(F41)

327619Post-traumatic stress disor-
der (F43.1)

3941444Pervasive developmental
disorder (F84)

92614Oppositional defiant disor-
der (F91.3)

3291074Specific personality disor-
ders (F60)

117588Asperger syndrome (F84.5)6691023Intellectual disability, un-
specified (F79)

137538Paranoid personality disor-
der (F60.0)

99687Conduct disorders (F91)

88236Personality disorder, unspec-
ified (F60.9)

221687Injury of unspecified body
region (T14)

66234Obsessive compulsive disor-
der, unspecified (F42.9)

71641Persistent mood disorder
(F34)

233227Postpartum depression
(F32.9)

335638Reaction to severe stress,
and adjustment disorders
(F43)

87219Borderline personality disor-
der (F0.3)

104512Unspecified psychosis not
due to a substance or known
physiological condition
(F29)

23207Paranoid schizophreniad

(F20.0)

576486Dementia, unspecified (F03)

74161Suicidal ideations (R45.85)19291Other psychoactive sub-

stance-related disordersd

(F19)

38114Dissociative identity disor-
der (F44.81)

66234Obsessive-compulsive disor-
der (F42)

21885Panic disorder (F41.0)16213Other stimulant related disor-

dersd (F15)

772Conduct disorder, unspeci-

fiedd (F91.9)

12174Cannabis abused (FF12)
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ICD-10 level 3ICD-10a level 2

Police-recorded DV
events (victim), n

Police-recorded DV
events (POI), n

Mental illness (ICD-10
code)

Police-recorded DV
events (victim), n

Police-recorded DVb

events (POIc), n

Mental illness (ICD-10
code)

4646Alzheimer disease, unspeci-

fiede (G30.9)

73133Intellectual disability, milde

(F70)

3248Down syndrome, unspeci-

fiede (Q90.9)

72168Symptoms and signs involv-

ing emotional statee (R45)

aICD: International Classification of Diseases.
bDV: domestic violence.
cPOI: persons of interest.
dTop 20 common mental illnesses—POIs only.
eTop 20 common mental illnesses—victims only.

Mental Illness by Age

Persons of Interest
The proportion of police-recorded DV events for POIs, “alcohol
abuse” showed an increase from 15-24 years across all older

age groups with the highest proportion in the 55-64 years group
(695/2340, 29.70%; Figure 3). The most commonly reported
mental illness for those who were 65 years and over was
“dementia, unspecified” (320/1235, 25.91%).

Figure 3. Police-recorded DV event percentages for the top ten commonly reported mental illnesses across age groups for POIs.

By contrast, “attention deficit hyperactivity disorder” was the
most prevalent mental illness among the younger age groups
making up 28.1% (230/818) and 19.60% (1657/8454) of
police-recorded DV events for the 0-14 years and 15-24 years
age groups, respectively. Mental illness associated with younger

populations such as “pervasive development disorder” and
“conduct disorders” made up a relatively high proportion of
police-recorded DV events for their age groups (116/816
[14.2%] and 97/822 [11.8%], respectively). Mental illness in
the younger age groups showed a decline with increasing age
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(eg, “pervasive developmental disorders,” “conduct disorders,”
“attention deficit hyperactivity disorder,” “other behavioral and
emotional disorders with onset during childhood,” “other anxiety
disorders,” and “intellectual disability, unspecified”).

“Major depressive disorder, single episode” was the most
common mental illness in police-recorded DV events involving
those aged 25-34 years and 35-44 years (1927/9492 [20.30%]
and 1880/9126 [20.60%], respectively). “Bipolar disorder” and
“schizophrenia” showed a similar trend, increasing as a
proportion of their age group, until the 35-44 years age group,
and then gradually decreasing for the older age groups.

Victims
Excluding the youngest and oldest age groups (ie, 0-14 and 65
years and over), “major depressive disorder, single episode”
made up the greatest proportion of recorded mental illness across
all other age groups ranging from 19.51% (224/1148; 55-64
years) to 26.30% (748/2844; 35-44 years). “Attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder” made up 29.1% (70/240) of recorded
mental illnesses for those aged 0-14 years and for victims aged
65 years and over, “dementia, unspecified” was recorded for
almost half (515/1088, 47.33%) of police-recorded DV events
with a reported mental illness (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Police-recorded DV event percentages for the top ten commonly reported mental illnesses across age groups for victims.

Conditions in the younger groups (0-14 and 15-24) such as
“pervasive developmental disorder” and “conduct disorders”
gradually decreased across older age groups. As a proportion
of recorded mental illnesses, “major depressive disorder, single
episode” and “bipolar disorder” increased from the younger age
groups to their highest in the 35-44 year group (748/2844
[26.30%] and 374/2854 [13.10%], respectively), and then
steadily decreased in the older age groups (95/1091 [8.71%] for
“major depressive disorder, single episode” and 50/1111 [4.50%]
for “bipolar disorder” in the 65 years and over old group).
Additionally, “alcohol abuse” showed a steady increase across
the age groups reaching a peak in the 55-64 years age group
(210/1147, 18.31%). A similar trend was observed for
“schizophrenia,” increasing to 8.71% (99/1137) of
police-recorded DV events with a mental illness mention for

the 55-64-year group. For the exact percentages for Figures 3
and 4, see Multimedia Appendices 4 and 5.

Discussion

Principal Findings
By text mining a large, population-based data set of DV events
recorded by the NSWPF, our findings indicate that a large
number of those events (64,587/416,441, 15.51%) involve
individuals (victims and POIs) who may have a mental illness.
The findings are important in raising awareness about the
significance of mental illness in the context of DV and have
implications for the training of front-line police officers in
managing those with mental illness attending DV events. While
there is a growing literature concerned with the association
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between mental illness and DV, no other published study, as
far as we are aware, has reported on the real-time capture of
mental illness data by front-line police officers attending and
recording DV events.

These findings complement previously published research
indicating that mental illness can increase the risk of being in
an abusive relationship, as either a POI or victim (or both)
[3,14,20,45]. Further research is required to explore the unique
context in which this arm (the police) of the justice system
interacts with individuals with mental illness and how this can
be optimized to improve outcomes in these situations. Police
officer detection of possibly relevant mental illnesses that are
virtually contemporaneous when attending to a DV event can
lead to the identification of potential new strategies and
interventions to tackle this issue. An example could be the
development of a mobile app utilized by the police who by
recording a mental health diagnosis can receive guidelines to
de-escalate the DV situation or improve their decision making.

Our results showed that the prevalence of mental illness for
unique victims (13,709/244,219, 5.61%) and POIs
(39,688/214,185, 18.53%), respectively, was lower than that of
the estimated national prevalence of mental illness reported in
the 2017-18 National Health Survey (20.1%, 4.8 million) [43].
There are several possible reasons as to why our estimated
prevalence was lower. Our data were from 2005 to 2016, and
rates of mental illness may have increased over time. The
National Health Survey sets out to systematically capture
prevalent mental illness. By contrast, underreporting of mental
illness to the police in these events is to be anticipated given
that the detection and recording of mental health status are not
the focus of the police’s work since their role is not to diagnose
or inquire about mental illness but to prioritize victim safety
and diffuse the situation. Most likely, mental illness is reported
in a very ad hoc manner and only if the POI, victim, or other
person divulges this information.

Our estimates of mental illness were derived from unique
persons from single victim to single POI police-recorded DV
event data, while police-recorded DV events with multiple POIs
or victims were excluded (and therefore some mental
illness-related information was lost). The National Health
Survey’s self-reported mental and behavioral conditions
information may encompass a broader definition of mental
health and well-being than what was captured in the police
narratives [43]. It is noteworthy that the difference in the overall
rates of mental illness mentions found in this study—lower in
victims than in POIs—does not seem to be reflected in the
existing literature. It is possible that a bias exists in the context
of police questioning on the mental health status of the POIs
such that relatively more mental illnesses are reported for this
group. Such a bias, if confirmed, would have potentially
important implications, particularly if the detection of mental
illness by police were to influence the provision of immediate
support. Finally, false negatives (correct mentions of mental
illness for POIs and victims ignored by the rules) generated by
the application of text mining could potentially have contributed
to this low prevalence, prompting to cast a wider net of rules
that could capture more generic mentions and avoid the reliance
on semantic anchors.

We found differences in the top 10 most commonly reported
mental illnesses across age groups for POIs and victims. While
the top 10 most reported mental illnesses among POIs remained
consistent across age groups, this did not occur for victims. For
example, “obsessive compulsive disorder” and “intellectual
disability, mild” were only reported once among younger age
groups. “Alzheimer disease, unspecified” was one of the most
commonly reported illnesses for the 65 years and over age group
for victims.

Given the low representation of personality disorder in our data,
while this being a common diagnosis for DV perpetrators in
published studies, it is plausible that personality disorder might
account for a significant proportion of unspecified mental illness,
and more so in perpetrators than victims [46].

Studies have consistently found heavy alcohol use to be
associated with DV in both men and women [47,48]. In NSW,
the Australian Institute of Criminology has shown evidence for
alcohol misuse as an important risk factor for DV [49]. Our
results indicated that the number of police-recorded DV events
among POIs involving “alcohol abuse” increased with increasing
age, with the highest number of police-recorded DV events
shown to be among POIs of 55-64 years old. These findings, at
population-level sample, support the link between alcohol abuse
and DV.

Conditions that (usually) occur in childhood such as “attention
deficit hyperactivity disorder” or “conduct disorders” were
understandably most prevalent in the younger age groups.
Individuals with these conditions are potentially vulnerable to
domestic abuse [50] as well as at risk of committing violence
toward parents, peers, or carers, likely reflecting the fact that
impaired behavioral self-regulation implied by these diagnoses
serves as a risk factor for both aggressive acts and reaction from
others in response to what might be perceived as provocation
[51].

We observed an increase in police-recorded DV events with
dementia among the older age groups for both POIs and victims.
The plethora of evidence suggests that older individuals with
dementia are at a high risk of abuse, especially in a carer setting
[52,53]. Our findings add to this evidence base, showing that
among victims aged 65 years and over, dementia was implicated
in 47.33% (515/1088) of police-recorded DV events.

DV has been directly linked to severe mental illnesses including
mood disorders [3]. Depression, in particular, has been
associated with both victimization and perpetration of DV, with
the extent of abuse corresponding with the severity of depression
[54,55], something that has been reflected in our findings in the
early and mid-adulthood groups [54].

Schizophrenia was proportionally higher among younger POIs
(25-44 years old) and older victims (55-64 years old;
12.50%-14.70% [1188/9504-1346/9156] and 8.60% [99/1151],
respectively). Our findings concur with previous studies
suggesting that those with schizophrenia have a higher risk of
perpetrating violence [56] and DV toward family members [57].
Previous studies also suggest that individuals with schizophrenia
can be vulnerable in a domestic setting and open to experience
more types of victimization [58,59].
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In contrast to the police-recorded DV events with mental illness
mentions identified using text mining, the structured data in the
WebCOPS system contained a field entitled “mental illness
related.” The total number of police-recorded DV events flagged
as “mental illness related” was 1.03% (n=4295) of the total
number of police-recorded DV events (N=416,441). This is in
contrast to the number of police-recorded DV events that had
extracted mental illness mentions from the narratives for the
same events amounting to a total of 64,587 (15.51%). This
discrepancy is likely explained by the police making a judgment
call that mental illness was not considered as a factor for the
cause of a DV event. However, through the application of text
mining, we identified almost 16 times more police-recorded
DV events with mental illness implicated than the police had
classified in the fixed field as “mental illness related.” Further
investigation to determine how these judgment calls are made
by the police and the benefit of making this determination is
required.

Automatically extracting mental illness mentions can add to
existing data regarding POIs and victims involved in DV events
and potentially in future events altering the police’s response
toward a person with a known mental illness. One practical
application of extracting this type of information can be its use
in models along with other identified features (eg, abuse types,
victim injuries) that could predict future offences within the
area of DV and utilizing machine learning approaches, which
could enable improved allocation of police sources for DV
management. The successful implementation of text mining in
police-recorded DV events may encourage greater use of
unstructured data within law enforcement agencies that can be
processed by such automated methodologies to extract important
information regarding DV and other types of recorded offences
(eg, sexual abuse, child neglect) with the police. The study has
demonstrated that the trove of information contained in these
events can be used to raise awareness among police officers
regarding mental illness and, alongside better training, can
improve the management of DV cases involving individuals
with mental illness. With improved identification and awareness,
it provides options for the police to divert individuals to hospital
or community mental health services as appropriate. We believe
this long-term preventative jurisprudence approach may provide
opportunities to respond appropriately to mental illness in
police-recorded DV events.

Limitations
We cannot be certain that any individual extracted mention of
a mental illness from police-recorded DV events is accurate.
Police officers do undergo mental health training in 1- to 4-day
courses (NSWPF, personal communication) so they can be
aware if a POI or a victim may have a mental illness in addition

to being informed by the victims and the POIs themselves, or
potential witnesses of the event, and based on the evidence in
the scene (eg, presence of medication prescriptions, drug and
alcohol use). However, no literature exists on the validity of
self-reported psychiatric status when shared with health
professionals, or in other contexts where the data may be sought
for administrative reasons, let alone with the police officers
attending a home following a highly charged DV event. Studies
reflecting self-diagnosed mental health conditions have
demonstrated low validity with a substantial underreporting of
mental health issues, which could be a reflected effort to avoid
stigma [60,61].

Future work should examine the veracity of the police mentions
of mental illness by using formal diagnostic information
available from administrative data collections in hospital
admissions, GP presentations, and community mental health
services. It would be particularly interesting to see if mentions
of diagnoses with high implied precision (ie, second- and
particularly third-level diagnostic categories) are more likely
to be validated by existing records than the more generic
diagnoses. Such a study would allow a determination as to
whether there is a bias in respect of greater police mentions of
mental illness for POIs instead for the victims. In addition,
further exploration will be conducted to investigate the observed
differences between most commonly reported mental illnesses
across the age groups of POIs and victims as well as to
investigate whether the extracted information can be used as
input toward predictive models for DV.

Conclusions
This novel study involving the automated extraction of mental
illness mentions through text mining from a large-scale data set
of 416,441 police-recorded DV events provides potentially
important information for mental health professionals and
criminal justice policy makers to help address mental illness in
police-recorded DV events. A trove of DV data are captured by
the police as unstructured text that text mining can unearth. The
information extracted from a large-scale set of police-recorded
DV events suggests there may be more in-depth information
related to trends in mental illness for victims and POIs. While
this information can be seen as police insights in recorded DV
events, it can provide the basis for examining the concordance
of the extracted mental illness mentions with official diagnosis
from health records and research that aims to assess the
characteristics and features of victims and POIs involved in
police-recorded DV events. This work will also explore whether
extracted information can be used to design predictive models
for those at risk of further victimization, to inform prevention
strategies that could be implemented at the early stages of police
involvement in a DV event.
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Abstract

Background: The traditional model of promotion and tenure in the health professions relies heavily on formal scholarship
through teaching, research, and service. Institutions consider how much weight to give activities in each of these areas and
determine a threshold for advancement. With the emergence of social media, scholars can engage wider audiences in creative
ways and have a broader impact. Conventional metrics like the h-index do not account for social media impact. Social media
engagement is poorly represented in most curricula vitae (CV) and therefore is undervalued in promotion and tenure reviews.

Objective: The objective was to develop crowdsourced guidelines for documenting social media scholarship. These guidelines
aimed to provide a structure for documenting a scholar’s general impact on social media, as well as methods of documenting
individual social media contributions exemplifying innovation, education, mentorship, advocacy, and dissemination.

Methods: To create unifying guidelines, we created a crowdsourced process that capitalized on the strengths of social media
and generated a case example of successful use of the medium for academic collaboration. The primary author created a draft of
the guidelines and then sought input from users on Twitter via a publicly accessible Google Document. There was no limitation
on who could provide input and the work was done in a democratic, collaborative fashion. Contributors edited the draft over a
period of 1 week (September 12-18, 2020). The primary and secondary authors then revised the draft to make it more concise.
The guidelines and manuscript were then distributed to the contributors for edits and adopted by the group. All contributors were
given the opportunity to serve as coauthors on the publication and were told upfront that authorship would depend on whether
they were able to document the ways in which they met the 4 International Committee of Medical Journal Editors authorship
criteria.

Results: We developed 2 sets of guidelines: Guidelines for Listing All Social Media Scholarship Under Public Scholarship (in
Research/Scholarship Section of CV) and Guidelines for Listing Social Media Scholarship Under Research, Teaching, and Service
Sections of CV. Institutions can choose which set fits their existing CV format.

Conclusions: With more uniformity, scholars can better represent the full scope and impact of their work. These guidelines are
not intended to dictate how individual institutions should weigh social media contributions within promotion and tenure cases.
Instead, by providing an initial set of guidelines, we hope to provide scholars and their institutions with a common format and
language to document social media scholarship.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e25070)   doi:10.2196/25070

KEYWORDS

social media; promotion; tenure; health professions; scholarship; medicine; research; accomplishment; crowdsource; contribution;
innovation; education; dissemination
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Introduction

Background
Traditionally, promotion and tenure committees have focused
on evaluating a candidate scholar’s curriculum vitae (CV),
educational dossier, or portfolio to determine their academic
productivity and impact. When a scholar is thought to have
reached a certain threshold of productivity and impact, they are
rewarded with promotion from Assistant to Associate Professor,
or from Associate to full Professor. Individual institutions have
always had leeway in determining thresholds for advancement,
and there is wide interinstitutional variability in this
determination [1]. Informally, candidates are considered ready
for advancement to Associate Professor when they develop a
national reputation and advancement to full Professor when
they develop an international reputation. Within health
professions schools (schools of medicine, nursing, public health,
etc), scholarly accomplishment for the sake of promotion and
tenure has typically been divided into 3 categories: teaching
(eg, traditional classroom teaching, teaching lectures, invited
lectures); research (eg, bench research, clinical trials, surveys,
case series); and service (eg, committees, professional
organization leadership, community advocacy, journal reviews).
Traditionally, an individual scholar has documented productivity
in research, teaching, and service by listing lectures given in
certain venues, abstracts accepted at conferences, committees
served on, or papers published in scientific journals. Activities
within each category might have different levels of impact (ie,
different weightings for the promotion and tenure committee).
For example, a teaching lecture is usually considered less
impactful than an invited lecture, and a grand rounds lecture at
a local hospital is generally considered to be less impactful than
a lecture at a national convention.

A new model of evaluating and documenting academic
accomplishments was last introduced into promotion and tenure
criteria at health professions schools in the United States in
1990, when Boyer [2] argued that scholarship should be
reconceptualized from encompassing task-based silos to
categories of discovery, integration, application, and teaching.
Some schools integrated the Boyer model into their promotion
and tenure review criteria, whereas others retained the traditional
research, teaching, and service model. However, Boyer’s
categories remained closely aligned with the task-based silos
the model sought to reject, rebranding the task-based silos rather
than transcending them. In this paper we refer to the categories
of research, teaching, and service with the understanding that
some institutions may use Boyer’s terminology instead.

Social media platforms (eg, Twitter, Facebook, Reddit,
Instagram, and TikTok) now provide scholars with a significant
platform for engaging in and disseminating scholarship. For
example, Twitter, a social media platform with robust health
researcher engagement [3,4], has over 186 million active daily
users [5]. Instagram has over 1 billion active daily users [6],
and TikTok has 800 million active users [7]. Each of these social
media platforms has greater academic and nonacademic reach
than all of the medical and nursing journals in the world
combined, but none of the health professions has a widely

accepted model for scholars to document their social media
engagement on CVs or in promotion dossiers.

While academic engagement on social media is not free from
entanglement—including lack of traditional peer review,
potential for disinformation, and intermixing of nonacademic
content—there remains a tremendous potential for teaching,
dissemination of research, and service. Conventional metrics
of academic productivity, including bibliometric indices, such
as the h-index, which are now used by some institutions in
promotions decisions [8-10], do not account for these new
modes of scholarly engagement and dissemination. Over the
past three decades, as academic engagement has become
increasingly virtual, institutions have struggled to determine
how to recognize and measure academic impact. How does
hosting a podcast compare to teaching a semester-long course?
How does publishing a page (eg, a blog post) on a highly visited
website compare to publishing in an academic journal? How
does advocacy on a social media site compare to advocacy
within a hospital committee? Do newer metrics, such as
altmetrics, that incorporate social media engagement for
academic content predict future research productivity [11,12]?

Existing Guidelines for Including Social Media in the
Promotion and Tenure Process
Some institutions such as the Mayo Clinic in the United States
have led the effort to recognize the scholarly impact of social
media engagement and are already considering these
contributions in the promotion and tenure process [13].
Similarly, the US Council of Emergency Medicine Residency
Directors proposed a formal set of guidelines for including
digital scholarship in this process [14]. O’Glasser et al [15]
called for the recognition of social media engagement earlier
in health professional careers, and provided guidance for
scholars-in-training on how best to include creative and social
media work in standardized applications such as the Electronic
Residency Application Service for medical residencies and
fellowships. Cabrera et al [12,16] and Gruzd et al [17] outlined
potential categories for documentation of social media activities
in the CV. Sherbino et al [18] described a consensus process
for determining criteria for social media–based scholarship to
inform which activities can and may be listed on a CV. Their
consensus was that scholarship should be based on 4 criteria.
First, the topic must be original, stemming from the authors
themselves. Second, the topic should advance the field of health
education through innovative theories, research, or best
practices. Third, scholarship should be able to be saved,
archived, and easily disseminated to the masses. Fourth,
scholarship should provide an avenue for the public to comment
and provide feedback in a way that elicits further discussion.
Additionally, using a modified Delphi methodology to survey
experts among the scientific community, Lin et al [19] identified,
via an at least 90% consensus, 13 quality indicators classified
into 3 domains, credibility (n=8), content (n=4), and design
(n=1), that provide the groundwork to judge future social media
scholarship. With a continued rise in social media use, future
research should develop a method for stakeholders to structure
and stratify criteria for their individual purpose. These guidelines
were echoed by Shapiro et al [20], who also included
recommendations related to formatting, such as including
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hyperlinks when relevant. Finally, Cabrera et al [16] suggested
the creation of a social media portfolio similar to an education
portfolio to enhance the material included in the CV.

Thus, various and sometimes divergent guidelines exist for
including social media in the promotion and tenure process, but
there is currently no unifying structure.

Objective
Guidelines that are followed across institutions and are able to
capture social media engagement in a meaningful way would
simplify and unify communication of academic social media
engagement. While there is a great deal of interinstitutional
variability in how individual activities are valued, there is a
pressing need for the widespread adoption of a method for
documenting social media engagement in the academic CVs
and dossiers of scholars in the health professions. We propose
and describe a method for scholars in the health professions to
cite social media activities and impact.

Before we provide these guidelines, however, we wish to issue
one important caveat: scholars should neither be expected nor
required to be active on social media in order to earn promotion
or tenure. There are numerous reasons why someone may choose
not to have a social media presence, and no scholar should be
expected to disclose their reasons for making that decision. The
guidelines provided in this paper should be adopted by
institutions as an option for scholars to incorporate into their
CV, not as a required section that must be included.

Methods

Framework for Open Collaboration
To create a set of unifying guidelines, we created a
crowdsourced process that capitalized on the strengths of social
media and generated a case example of successful use of such
a medium for productive academic collaboration. In constructing
a model for describing academic social media impact on a CV
and in a dossier, we considered the following topics: (1) how
to represent overall social media impact, (2) how to represent
specific social media contributions, (3) where on the CV or
dossier to list social media contributions, (4) the appropriate
format for listing these contributions, and (5) how to
demonstrate the reach or impact of a specific contribution.

The first author (KDA)—a tenured professor who has substantial
experience writing, revising, and applying promotion and tenure
criteria over the course of her career—created an initial draft
of the guidelines after conducting a brief search of the literature
to identify previous work describing how to cite social media
impact on a CV or in the context of a promotion and tenure
committee review. She then sought input from users on Twitter
via a publicly accessible Google Document. There was no
screening process for who could or could not join in the
collaboration. Anyone who wanted to collaborate was welcome,
regardless of discipline, specialty, title, country of residence,
or degree completion. All contributors were given the
opportunity to serve as coauthors on the publication and were
told upfront that authorship would depend on whether they were
able to document the ways in which they met the 4 International

Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) authorship
criteria [21].

Crowdsourced Collaboration and Consensus
Contributors edited the draft over a period of 1 week (September
12-18, 2020). The primary and secondary authors then revised
the draft to make it more concise. The guidelines and manuscript
were then distributed to the list of contributors for edits and
adopted by the group. When including specific examples or in
discussing formatting, we used Twitter as the representative
social media platform because of its heavy academic health
presence, and also because it was the medium used to create
these recommendations. These Twitter examples should be
generally applicable to other social media platforms. Content
not used in the primary article was extracted and used to form
the basis of a second article (unpublished data) on the benefits
of social media engagement for health professionals in academia.
The second article went through a similar process for editing
and shared authorship.

Results

Proposed Model for Tracking Social Media Impact

Impact of Social Media
One of the primary difficulties in describing the scholarly impact
of social media is that social media users and accounts do not
exist in a purely academic or scholarly space, but rather
encompass a spectrum between the academy, the personal, and
the wider society. A social media account that highlights the
latest medical studies and attempts to provide educational
content, for example, may also comment on current events or
post personal pictures of family or pets. Simply describing an
individual’s overall social media impact may place too much
impact on popularity and broad appeal rather than true scholarly
impact. On the other hand, focusing on individual and specific
posts ignores the impact of being able to disseminate scholarly
content to a wider audience through a broad social media
following [22]. That being said, public scholars benefit from
building a relationship with the general public through their
posts, including those that are unrelated to scholarly work.
Isaacson and Looman [22] noted that social media offers a
unique opportunity to provide a bridge between and across
multiple networks of both laypeople and professionals, which
ultimately builds social capital. It is important that promotion
and tenure reviewers do not devalue a scholar’s seemingly casual
interactions on social media. Establishing an authentic social
media presence (“branding”) serves to further one’s reach and
the subsequent engagement and dissemination of ideas.

Therefore, we propose the following guidelines for documenting
scholarly impact through social media in the CV and dossier
for the sake of promotion and tenure, and which attempt to
incorporate the importance of overall impact and popularity, as
well as the impact of individual social media posts.

Documenting Overall Social Media Impact on the CV
If an institution has a CV section for public scholarship (or
similar), a section for social media scholarship should be
inserted here. If no institutional section requirement exists, then
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social media scholarship may be included as a separate
high-level section within the research or scholarship section.
For each social media platform on which an individual is active,
they should create a separate entry that includes the following:
username, dates active, number of followers, and
platform-specific metrics regarding overall reach (eg, total
impressions on Twitter, engagement rate for YouTube channel).
Scholars may choose to list whether their social media account
is “verified” but, given the nontransparency of the verification
process, institutions should not give significant weight to
verification status.

Documenting Specific Social Media Contributions on
the CV
High-quality and high-impact contributions that are scholarly
in nature or that promote the individual scholar’s academic
mission should be cited in a CV similar to citing individual
publications, abstracts, lectures, or courses taught. The location
for citing social media contributions will depend on the
requirements of the individual institution. Some institutions
require scholarly output to be divided into the traditional
research, teaching, and service categories. Other institutions
might divide categories into the Boyer categories or have other
categories such as advocacy, dissemination, or mentorship. In
this article we provide 2 different sets of guidelines that can be
inserted into an institution’s dossier and CV format depending
on institutional preferences.

No set threshold exists for when a scholar should include an
individual social media contribution on their CV and when to
exclude it. In other words, when is a social media post impactful
enough to be included on one’s CV? Since scholars move
between institutions over time, institutions should not attempt
to define what an appropriate threshold is for listing an
individual social media contribution on a scholar’s CV. Instead,
the onus should be on scholars to provide a brief explanation
of why they chose to include a particular social media
contribution on their CV.

Documenting Social Media Impact in an Academic
Dossier
The purpose of the academic dossier is to provide a promotion
and tenure review committee with representative examples of
an individual’s scholarly output and to discuss the impact of

this output and how it supports their academic mission. For
example, a dossier might include representative slides from a
scholar’s national presentation with a discussion of why it was
impactful, how many times it has been given in various venues,
and how many times it has been cited by other presentations.
Or a dossier might include a written curriculum for a course
that a scholar taught, including a discussion about course
logistics, why the approach to the material was innovative or
impactful, and how many learners the course impacted. Or, as
a last example, a dossier might include an example of an
individual scholar’s important publications, including the
number of downloads or views of that publication, awards it
won, or number of times it was cited in other publications.

Similarly, scholars in the health professions should include
highly impactful and representative social media contributions
in their dossier. These could include contributions from any of
the categories described above but should be particularly
meaningful or impactful. When including social media
contributions in a dossier, the scholar should include links to
each contribution, screenshots, advanced metrics indicating
impact (number of likes, replies, retweets, and views), and an
explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight each of these
contributions. In the narrative section of the dossier, the scholar
should consider including a discussion of the impact of the
selected social media contributions, including impact on the
scholar’s future scholarly output, how the post impacted other
scholars or learners, and how and when the post was cited by
other posts or in other media.

To standardize the way that scholars document and present
social media contributions in their CVs and dossiers, we
developed 2 sets of guidelines: Guidelines for Listing All Social
Media Scholarship Under Public Scholarship (in
Research/Scholarship Section of CV) and Guidelines for Listing
Social Media Scholarship Under Research, Teaching, and
Service Sections of CV. The content of both sets of guidelines
is identical, and institutions can choose which set fits their
existing CV format.

Guidelines for Listing All Social Media Scholarship
Under Public Scholarship (in Research/Scholarship
Section of CV)
Textbox 1 shows the first set of guidelines.
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Textbox 1. Guidelines for Listing All Social Media Scholarship Under Public Scholarship (in Research/Scholarship Section of the Curriculum Vitae).

Public Scholarship - Social Media Scholarship

Overall Reach (Time Period: x/x/xx to y/y/xx)

[Platform]: [username]

Number of Followers/Subscribers/Connections:

Number of [Tweets, Posts, Videos, etc]:

Total Impressions and/or Other Platform-Specific Metrics:

Select Social Media Contributions

Innovation (contributions that propose new ideas)

     Link to contributions:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Dissemination (contributions that share resources and/or findings)

     Link to contributions:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Education (contributions that teach people something)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Advocacy (contributions about changing laws, policies, practices, and/or systems)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Mentorship (contributions about mentees achievements)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

     Presentations/Chats/Blogs/Podcasts Delivered Via Social Media

[Platform] Chats

     Name of [Platform] Chat:

     Role: [host, cohost, etc]

     If longitudinal, list time period and cite metrics. If discrete, list dates and topics:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Live Video

     Host or cohost(s) of live feed:

     Individual sessions [Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach]:

     Permanent Link:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Recorded Video

     Host or cohost(s) of recorded video:

     Title of Video:

     Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach:

     Permanent Link:
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     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Blog Posts

     Author:

     Title of Blog:

     Organization/Entity Publishing the Blog:

     Date Published:

     Link to Blog:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Podcasts

     Role: [Host or Guest]

     Name of Podcast:

     Date Released:

     Link to Podcast Episode:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

     Infographics/Other Visuals

Infographic

     Title of Infographic:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Infographic:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Other Visuals

     Author/Creator:

     Title of Visual:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Visual:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Guidelines for Listing Social Media Scholarship Under
Research, Teaching, and Service Sections of CV
Textbox 2 shows the second set of guidelines.
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Textbox 2. Guidelines for Listing Social Media Scholarship Under Research, Teaching, and Service Sections of the Curriculum Vitae.

RESEARCH - Social Media Scholarship

Overall Reach (Time Period: x/x/xx to y/y/xx)

[Platform]: [username]

Number of Followers/Subscribers/Connections:

Number of [Tweets, Posts, Videos, etc]:

Total Impressions and/or Other Platform-Specific Metrics:

Select Social Media Contributions

Innovation (contributions that propose new ideas)

     Link to contributions:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Dissemination (contributions that share resources and/or findings)

     Link to contributions:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this

     Scholarly Presentations/Chats/Blogs/Podcasts Delivered Via Social Media

[Platform] Chats

     Name of [Platform] Chat:

     Role: [host, cohost, etc]

     If longitudinal, list time period and cite metrics:

     If discrete, list dates and topics:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Live Video

     Host or cohost(s) of live feed:

     Individual sessions [Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach]:

     Permanent Link:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Recorded Video

     Host or cohost(s) of recorded video:

     Title of Video:

     Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach:

     Permanent Link:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Blog Posts

     Author:

     Title of Blog:

     Organization/Entity Publishing the Blog:

     Date Published:

     Link to Blog:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Podcasts

     Role: [Host or Guest]

     Name of Podcast:
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     Date Released:

     Link to Podcast Episode:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

     Scholarly Infographics/Other Visuals

Infographic

     Title of Infographic:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Infographic:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Other Visuals

     Author/Creator:

     Title of Visual:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Visual:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

TEACHING

Select Social Media Contributions

Education (contributions that teach people something)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

     Educational Presentations/Chats/Blogs/Podcasts Delivered Via Social Media

[Platform] Chats

     Name of [Platform] Chat:

     Role: [host, cohost, etc]

     If longitudinal, list time period and cite metrics. If discrete, list dates and topics:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Live Video

     Host or cohost(s) of live feed:

     Individual sessions [Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach]:

     Permanent Link:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

[Platform] Recorded Video

     Host or cohost(s) of recorded video:

     Title of Video:

     Date(s), Topic(s), Engagement/Reach:

     Permanent Link:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Blog Posts

     Author:

     Title of Blog:

     Organization/Entity Publishing the Blog:

     Date Published:

     Link to Blog:
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     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Podcasts

     Role: [Host or Guest]

     Name of Podcast:

     Date Released:

     Link to Podcast Episode:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

     Educational Infographics/Other Visuals

Infographic

     Title of Infographic:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Infographic:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

Other Visuals

     Author/Creator:

     Title of Visual:

     Date Posted/Published:

     Link to Visual:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution:

SERVICE

Select Social Media Contributions

Advocacy (contributions about changing laws, policies, practices, and/or systems)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this:

Mentorship (contributions about mentees achievements)

     Link to contribution:

     Number of impressions:

     Explanation of why the scholar chose to highlight this contribution.

Discussion

Limitations of the Guidelines
In developing these guidelines, we attempted to account for the
breadth of social media platforms, as well the variability in
institutional guidelines and expectations for promotion and
tenure. Given the growing list of social media platforms and
the wide variety of ways in which users can engage with them,
developing a set of immutable guidelines was neither possible
nor practical. Social media platforms will continue to evolve,
and new platforms will continue to be introduced that provide
novel ways for health scholars to interact with each other and
the public, but will continue to raise new challenges about the
scope and nature of academic impact on these platforms.

Current metrics for measuring the impact of social media use,
whether an individual’s overall social media impact or the
impact of a specific contribution or facet of a scholar’s social
media presence, rely on blunt and nonspecific markers of impact,

including numbers of followers, numbers of likes and shares,
and other social media users’ amount of engagement. Our hope
is that as research continues to show the general impact of social
media on health scholarship, more refined metrics for measuring
individual impacts will become apparent.

We recognize that some institutions remain unsure of the relative
impact of social media scholarship in the academic realm. For
the purpose of developing these guidelines, we specifically
chose not to discuss the merits of social media in this paper, but
rather to assume that scholarly impact within social media is
worthwhile and worthy of inclusion in the promotion and tenure
process.

Conclusion
This paper presents crowdsourced guidelines on how to cite
scholarly productivity on social media, while recognizing the
limitations inherent in measuring social media impact across a
variety of academic institutions. These guidelines describe a
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process and structure for documenting and describing a scholar’s
general impact on a social media platform, as well as methods
of documenting individual social media contributions such as
teaching posts, mentorship, and ongoing advocacy.

Since promotion and tenure is decided by individual academic
institutions based on the criteria developed and adopted by their
faculty, these guidelines are not intended to dictate how
individual institutions should weigh social media contributions
within promotion and tenure cases. Instead, by providing an
initial set of guidelines, we hope to provide scholars and their

institutions with a common format and language to describe
what is becoming more and more ubiquitous among academics.

We expect that as social media adoption and use continues to
grow among academics, and as new social media platforms
arise and new methods of applying social media to health
education and scholarly distribution become apparent, research
will continue to demonstrate the impact of social media on
education, potentially affecting the scope of distribution, health
care advocacy and equity in traditionally inequitable fields (such
as gender and race), and scholarly innovation.
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Abstract

Background: In recent years, public health incidents that pose a serious threat to public life have occurred frequently in China.
The use of social media by public health authorities has helped to reduce these threats by increasing effective risk communication
between the government and the public.

Objective: The aim of this study is to reveal how China’s Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) uses social media
to improve three aspects of health communication between the government and the public: adoption, operation, and interaction.

Methods: To analyze the 134 CDC government Weibo accounts at the provincial- and prefecture-level administration regions
in mainland China, we collected their account data and extracted 1215 Weibo tweets. We also supplemented the data to reveal
the overall performance of the CDC’s government Weibo use during the COVID-19 crisis.

Results: The registration rate of the CDC’s government Weibo accounts increased year by year, and the local authorities
registered Weibo accounts before the central government authorities. In total, 29.8% (n=134) of the 450 CDC facilities have
registered an account. Among the 134 CDC facilities that have registered Weibo accounts, the registration rate in the eastern
region (n=68, 50.7%) was higher than those in the central region (n=30, 22.4%) and the western region (n=36, 26.9%). Nearly
90.0% of these Weibo accounts had official certification, but there were dropouts in the specific operating process. One-third of
the accounts have not been updated for more than 1 year, and the number of Weibo followers was polarized, with a maximum
and minimum difference of 1 million. The response rate to users’comments was less than 1%. Emergency information, multimedia
content, and original content were more helpful in promoting communication between the government and the public. Such
interaction was partially improved during the COVID-19 pandemic. The CDC updated the daily epidemic situation and provided
popular science information for epidemic prevention and control for the public in a timely manner.

Conclusions: China’s CDC is using more social media to popularize daily health information and has taken the first step to
improve communication between the government and the public. However, equal dialogue, two-way interactions, and effective
communication with the public still need improvement.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19470)   doi:10.2196/19470

KEYWORDS

social media; public health agencies; Center for Disease Control and Prevention; China; government Weibo; COVID-19

Introduction

One of the keys to dealing with public health emergencies is
timely and effective risk communication. Through a dialogue
between the government and the public, we can minimize the

information asymmetry between the government and the public,
and help the public to take preventive measures quickly [1].
With the development of information and communication
technology, social media, with the characteristics of
participation, openness, dialogue, and other tools, has brought
unprecedented opportunities for improving communication
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between the government and the public [2,3]. Thus, social media
can improve the ability of government management to
strengthen communication between the government and the
public, and to realize an open government [4]. For example,
previous studies have shown that the use of social media by the
government can promote cross-sectoral information sharing [5],
increase government transparency [6], promote public political
participation [7], and help the public to respond to disasters [8].

Public health authorities are also increasingly using social media
for information disclosure and risk communication. Previous
studies have analyzed the main factors of public health
authorities’ willingness to adopt social media, such as
organizational size and geographical location [9,10]. Studies
have also shown that traditional media is used by public health
authorities to respond to general health problems, while social
media is used to respond to public health emergencies [11], and
this role of responding to public health emergencies has been
confirmed by other studies [12-14]. For example, analyzing the
number of tweets and the degree of public participation can
effectively predict the actual dynamics of an epidemic [15]. In
addition, existing research also discusses the role of social media
use by public health authorities in advancing health reform and
building an open government [16,17]. In general, existing studies
have explored the influencing factors, preferences, and
significance of social media use, but they have paid less attention
to how public health authorities use social media to
communicate with the public. In particular, these studies have
rarely investigated and evaluated the effects of communication
[18].

Moreover, in the Western context, China is regarded as an
authoritarian country that differs from the Western-style
democratic system. Sudden public health incidents occur
frequently in China and have an impact on China’s economic
development and social stability. Previous studies have
attributed these effects to China’s administrative system. These
studies have noted that China’s emergency decision making is
often guided by a top-down command and control system, and
that information transmission follows a layer-by-layer linear
model. As a result, the public feedback channel is not smooth,
and the interaction between the government and the public is
limited [19,20]. For example, during the severe acute respiratory
syndrome incident, there were delays in decision making caused
by poor communication, which led to the spread of public panic
and threatened public health and safety [19]. This situation has
also occurred in the fight against COVID-19. Therefore,
identifying ways to improve communication between the
government and the public, and promoting timely and effective
risk communication is key for China to deal with sudden public
health incidents. However, there are few studies that have
examined the current situation and the interaction of social
media use by Chinese public health authorities from an empirical
perspective.

The purpose of this study is to examine how Chinese public
health authorities use social media to improve communication
between the government and the public. This study analyzes
the government affairs Weibo information of the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) at the provincial and
prefectural levels in mainland China; describes the current

situation of the adoption, operation, and communication of
government Weibo accounts; discusses whether the use of social
media by Chinese public health authorities has improved health
communication between the government and the public; and
discusses what factors help to promote communication between
the government and the public. Specifically, this study aims to
answer the following questions:

1. Is it common for the CDC at the provincial and prefectural
levels in mainland China to use government Weibo
accounts?

2. What is the current status of government Weibo use by the
CDC at the provincial and prefectural levels in mainland
China?

3. How does the CDC at the provincial and prefectural levels
in mainland China communicate with the public on
government Weibo accounts?

Methods

Study Sample
The CDC is a state-funded bureau under the leadership of the
National Health Commission of China that specializes in disease
control and prevention, and public health. According to the
official website, its mission is to create a safe and healthy
environment, maintain social stability, ensure national security
and promote the health of people through the prevention and
control of diseases, injuries, and disabilities. There are
corresponding institutions from the central government to the
local government. Sina Weibo is one of the most popular social
media sites in China and is similar to Twitter. As of December
2019, there were 139,000 government agencies with registered
Weibo accounts on the platform, according to the China Internet
Network Information Center 45th Statistical Report on the
Development of the Internet in China [21]. Because Weibo is
highly influential, government agencies set up government
Weibo accounts on the Sina Weibo platform.

A total of 134 sample accounts were collected. The sample
collection process was as follows. First, through the
“find-search-user” function on the Sina Weibo client, we
conducted searches with “xx province + CDC” (“xx省+疾病预
防控制中心”), “xx City + CDC” (“xx市+疾病预防控制中心”),
“Centers for Disease Control and Prevention” (“疾控中心”),
and “disease control and prevention” (“疾控”) as the keywords
for the search. For example, “Jiangsu Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention” (“江苏省疾病预防控制中心”),
“Nanjing Centers for Disease Control and Prevention” (“南京
市疾病预防控制中心”), and “Chongqing Disease Control and
Prevention” (“重庆疾控”) are Weibo accounts that meet the
requirements. Second, we visited the CDC’s official website
and used the Weibo account announced by the CDC on its
official website as a sample. The samples were collected from
March 21, 2019, to March 30, 2019. To understand the use of
the CDC’s government Weibo accounts during COVID-19, this
study also observed the data for these 134 sample accounts from
January 1 to June 30, 2020. To ensure that there were no
omissions, the collection process was jointly undertaken by a
teacher and two trained master’s degree students, and the
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collection results of the three were found to be completely
consistent.

Data Collection
Data collection for this study was mainly done using the Sina
Weibo webpage. Figure 1 shows the Sina Weibo webpage of a
CDC facility in China. We collected the latest 10 Weibo tweets
posted by these 134 CDC government Weibo accounts before
midnight on March 30, 2019. Considering that some Weibo

accounts had posted less than 10 tweets or no tweets since their
registration, we could not collect all 1340 tweets. Therefore,
this study collected a total of 1215 Weibo tweets. The data
collected mainly included topic type, content form, degree of
originality, reply rate of comments, and reply time of comments.
In addition, this study collected supplemental relevant data on
the overall performances of the CDC’s government Weibo
accounts in the pandemic from January 1 to June 30, 2020.

Figure 1. Sina Weibo webpage of a Center for Disease Control and Prevention facility in China.
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In this study, the adoption and operation of the CDC’s
government Weibo accounts were also included in the survey.
In the survey on the adoption of government Weibo accounts,
the account registration time was collected. In the survey on
the operation of government Weibo accounts, the data collected
included the following: whether they received official
certification from Sina Weibo, the update time for the most
recent Weibo post, and the number of followers.

Data Analysis
As China’s regional economy has shown uneven development
in the eastern, central, and western regions [22], which may
have an impact on the development of the CDC’s government
Weibo accounts, this study is based on the division of the
eastern, central, and western regions of mainland China by the
National Bureau of Statistics. The CDC was divided into the

“Eastern CDC,” “Central CDC,” and “Western CDC” for
observation. In terms of data coding, first, whether the Weibo
account passed the official certification of Sina Weibo was
coded as passed or failed. Second, the year of registration of
the CDC’s government Weibo accounts was coded as follows:
2009-2011, 2012-2014, 2015-2017, or 2018-2019. Third, the
update time of the most recent Weibo post was coded as follows:
within 30 days, 31-90 days, 91-365 days, more than 365 days,
or no content. In the analysis of the government Weibo accounts’
interactions, this study used the content analysis method to code
and analyze Weibo materials, as shown in Textbox 1. Before
the formal coding, we analyzed the reliability of the three coders.
The overall reliability was 0.97, and the lowest item reliability
was 0.93, which met the reliability requirements of content
analysis.

Textbox 1. Dimensions and indicators of 1215 Center for Disease Control and Prevention government Weibo tweets.

Topic type

• Disease control information

• Emergency information

• Popularization of health knowledge

• Popularization of disease knowledge

• Radiation hygiene/school hygiene

• Government affairs trends

• Policy interpretation

• Weibo help/citizen consultation

• Other

Content form

• Only original text

• Posts with “pictures/videos/hyperlinks”

Degree of originality

• Original posts

• Retweeted posts

Reply rate of comments

• Reply only once

• Interactive reply

Reply time of comments

• Between 0 hours and 1 hour

• Between 1 hour and 8 hours

• Between 8 and 12 hours

• More than 12 hours

Availability of Data and Materials
All the data are publicly available on the internet via the search
strategy indicated in the Study Sample section. The original
data are in Chinese and can be provided upon request.

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
The study was reviewed and approved by the Academic
Committee of the School of Journalism and Communication at
Chongqing University, which acts as an ethics committee.
According to the committee’s review report, the sample of this
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study are nonparticipants. Therefore, this study does not violate
research ethics.

Results

Popularization of the CDC’s Government Weibo
Accounts

Geographical Distribution of the CDC’s Government
Weibo Adoption
There are a total of 450 CDC facilities in 31 provincial- and
prefecture-level administrative regions in mainland China, as

shown in Figure 2. In total, 31 provincial-level CDC government
Weibo accounts should be registered, but only 8 have been
registered, with a registration rate of 25.8%. Additionally, 419
prefectural-level CDC government Weibo accounts should be
registered but only 126 have been registered, with a registration
rate of 30.1%.

Figure 2. Distribution of the Center for Disease Control and Prevention facilities in mainland China.

There are regional differences in the adoption of the CDC’s
government Weibo accounts, and the registration rate shows a
decreasing trend in the eastern region, the central region, and
the western region. Table 1 provides the distribution of CDC
facilities and the CDC’s government Weibo accounts in
mainland China. Of the total 134 accounts, the number of Weibo
accounts in the eastern region (n=68, 50.7%) is higher than
those in the central region (n=30, 22.4%) and the western region
(n=36, 26.9%). There are a total of 158 CDC facilities in the
eastern region, and 68 of these have registered government
Weibo accounts, with a registration rate of 43.0%. The highest

registration rate is in the capital, Beijing (17/17, 100.0%), and
the lowest is in Hainan (0/5, 0%). There are 112 CDC facilities
in the central region, and 30 of them have registered Weibo
accounts, with a registration rate of 26.8%. Henan Province
(10/18, 55.6%) has the highest rate, and Heilongjiang Province
(0/14, 0%) has the lowest rate. The number of CDC facilities
in the western region is 180, of which 36 have registered Weibo
accounts, with a registration rate of 20.0%. In the western
region, Ningxia (3/6, 50.0%) has the highest registration rate,
while Tibet (0/8, 0%) and Qinghai (0/9, 0%) have the lowest
rate.
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Table 1. Distribution of CDC facilities and the CDC’s government Weibo accounts in mainland China.

Registration rate for each location (%)Government Weibo accounts, n (%)CDCa, nProvince

29.8134 (100)450Total

43.068 (50.7)158Eastern region

100.017 (12.7)17Beijing

41.27 (5.2)17Tianjin

25.03 (2.2)12Hebei

73.311 (8.2)15Liaoning

29.45 (3.7)17Shanghai

42.96 (4.5)14Jiangsu

66.78 (6.0)12Zhejiang

35.36 (4.5)17Shandong

18.24 (3.0)22Guangdong

10.01 (0.7)10Fujian

00 (0)5Hainan

26.830 (22.4)112Central region

28.64 (3.0)14Hubei

33.35 (3.7)15Hunan

55.610 (7.6)18Henan

29.45 (3.7)17Anhui

8.31 (0.7)12Jiangxi

33.34 (3.0)12Shanxi

10.01 (0.7)10Jilin

00 (0)14Heilongjiang

20.036 (26.9)180Western region

13.32 (1.5)15Guangxi

7.73 (2.2)39Chongqing

36.48 (6.0)22Sichuan

20.02 (1.5)10Guizhou

38.55 (3.8)13Inner Mongolia

17.63 (2.2)17Yunnan

00 (0)8Tibet

18.22 (1.5)11Shaanxi

33.35 (3.8)15Gansu

00 (0)9Qinghai

50.03 (2.2)6Ningxia

20.03 (2.2)15Xinjiang

aCDC: Center for Disease Control and Prevention.

Time Distribution of the CDC’s Government Weibo
Account Adoption
The CDC’s government Weibo account adoption has a trend of
increasing year by year, but there are still some provinces that
have not registered government Weibo accounts. The first CDC
facility to register a Weibo account in mainland China was the

CDC in Lianyungang, Jiangsu Province, which registered on
January 17, 2011. Since then, the registration rate of government
Weibo accounts has increased year by year. In 2011, of the total
450 CDC facilities, 22 CDC facilities in 14 administrative
regions registered government Weibo accounts, with a
registration rate of 4.9% (Figure 3). From 2012 to 2014, there
were 80 additional CDC facilities with registered government
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Weibo accounts, increasing the registration rate to 22.7%
(102/450), and overall, the accounts were distributed in 26
provincial administrative regions (Figure 4). From 2015 to 2017,
there were 24 additional CDC facilities with registered
government Weibo accounts, with a registration rate of 28.0%
(126/450), and overall, the accounts were distributed in 26
provincial administrative regions (Figure 5). From 2018 to

March 2019, there were 8 new CDC facilities with registered
government Weibo accounts, increasing the registration rate to
29.8% (134/450), and overall, the accounts were distributed in
29 provincial administrative regions (Figure 6). Currently, the
3 provincial administrative regions of Heilongjiang, Qinghai,
and Hainan have not registered government Weibo accounts.

Figure 3. Diffusion of government Weibo accounts (2009-2011).
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Figure 4. Diffusion of government Weibo accounts (2012-2014).

Figure 5. Diffusion of government Weibo accounts (2015-2017).
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Figure 6. Diffusion of government Weibo accounts (2018-2019).

Hierarchical Distribution of the CDC’s Government
Weibo Adoption
The central-level CDC registered a government Weibo account
later than the provincial-level CDC, and the provincial-level
CDC registered later than the prefecture-level CDC, showing
a “bottom-up” policy learning process. A total of 450 CDC
facilities at the provincial and prefectural levels in China have
registered Weibo accounts, of which the earliest one is the CDC
in Lianyungang, Jiangsu Province, which is at the prefectural
level. The registration time was January 17, 2011. On March
31, 2011, the first provincial CDC (Hunan CDC) registered a
government Weibo account, which was later than the account
registration time of the prefecture-level administrative district.
The registration time of the official Weibo, “Science
Popularization of Disease Control and Prevention,” of the
Chinese Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (as a central
institution) was August 23, 2019, which was more than 9 years
later than the prefecture-level CDC and provincial administrative
regions where Weibo accounts were first registered. In addition,
during this period, more than 100 CDC facilities at the provincial
and prefectural levels in mainland China registered government
Weibo accounts.

Operation of the CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts

The CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts Operating
Certification
The Blue V certification is how Sina Weibo authenticates
government, media, institutional, and other official accounts,
as shown in the bottom right of the Weibo profile photo in

Figure 1. This logo shows that Sina Weibo has verified that an
account is an organization’s official account, and the main body
of the account is more authoritative and authentic, which can
help the public to accurately identify official accounts. Of the
134 CDC facilities that have registered Sina Weibo accounts,
88.1% (n=118) of the accounts have been certified with Blue
Vs, and the average number of Weibo followers with V-certified
accounts is 18,753. There are 16 CDC accounts without
certification, and followers do not pay attention to the
non–V-certified accounts. One exception is an account that has
12,514 followers; the other Weibo accounts have less than 500
followers.

Dropout in the Use of the CDC’s Government Weibo
Accounts
The 134 CDC Weibo accounts have different degrees of use
and dropout (Table 2). A few of them are “zombie microblogs,”
that is, 3.7% (n=5) of the accounts have not posted any content
since registering their Weibo account. Some of the accounts are
inactive. Only 37.3% (n=50) of the accounts had posted tweets
in the past 30 days, 7.5% (n=10) of the accounts had posted
tweets in the last 31-90 days, 16.4% (n=22) of the accounts had
posted tweets in the last 91-365 days, and 35.1% (n=47) of the
accounts had not posted tweets in more than 1 year. Among the
latter, most accounts are in the eastern region, accounting for
15.7% (n=21), which is higher than those from the western
region at 11.2% (n=15) and those from the central region at
8.2% (n=11). It can be seen that, although the registration rate
in the eastern region is relatively high, the dropout rate of more
than 1 year is also relatively high.
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Table 2. The update time of the most recent Weibo tweets from the Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s government accounts (n=134).

Total, n (%)Western region, n (%)Central region, n (%)Eastern region, n (%)Last update time (days)

50 (37.3)11 (8.2)12 (9.0)27 (20.1)≤30

10 (7.5)3 (2.2)1 (0.7)6 (4.5)31-90

22 (16.4)4 (3.0)5 (3.7)13 (9.7)91-365

47 (35.1)15 (11.2)11 (8.2)21 (15.7)>365

5 (3.7)3 (2.2)1 (0.7)1 (0.7)No content

Followers of the CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts
Were Polarized
The total number of followers on the CDC’s government Weibo
accounts was 3,588,544, the average was 26,780 (SD 165,506),
and the median was 496. Among the accounts, the Changsha
CDC had the largest number of followers, with a total of
1,357,440 followers. The one with the least number of followers
was the Zhangye CDC, with a total of 2 followers. The total
number of followers for 7 of the CDC’s government Weibo
accounts was less than ten; 17 of the CDC’s government Weibo
accounts had more than 10,000 followers; and 3 of the CDC’s
government Weibo accounts had more than 100,000 followers.
These 3 accounts were the Hebei CDC (n=151,289), the Hunan
CDC (n=1,331,173), and the Changsha CDC (n=1,357,440).

Interaction of the CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts

Reply Rate to Comments on the CDC’s Government
Weibo Accounts
Among the 1215 tweets selected for content analysis in this
study, only 12 of the public comments received replies from
the government, accounting for less than 1.0%. Statistical
analysis of the reply rate and the reply time of the 12 replies
found that 50.0% (n=6) of the replies to the comments on Weibo

were in the form of “reply only once” and that the remaining
50.0% (n=6) were in the form of “interactive reply.” The
response time of 66.7% (n=8) of the Weibo comments was
between 0 hours and 1 hour, 8.3% (n=1) of the response times
to Weibo comments were between 1 hour and 8 hours, and
25.0% (n=3) of the response times to Weibo comments were
more than 12 hours.

Influence of the Topic Type on the Interaction
Among the 1215 tweets across all topics, popularizing health
knowledge had the most, reaching 606 (49.9%) tweets (Table
3). Disease control information and popularization of disease
knowledge both accounted for more than 10.0%. The number
of tweets about policy interpretation, emergency response, and
Weibo help and citizen consultation had the least, with the
number of posts accounting for 0.6% (n=7), 1.2% (n=15), and
1.2% (n=14), respectively. In terms of the number of Weibo
retweets, comments, and likes, emergency information posts
ranked first, with each post being retweeted 4.1 times,
commented on 2.9 times, and liked 4.0 times on average. Policy
interpretation received the least number of comments, all of
which were 0. This shows that communication effect is better
here than for other topic types in dealing with public health
emergencies, and it has become the platform for interaction
between the government and the public.

Table 3. Descriptive statistical analysis results based on the topic type of tweets.

OtherWeibo
help/citizen
consulta-
tion

Policy in-
terpreta-
tion

Govern-
ment af-
fairs
trends

Radiation
hy-
giene/school
hygiene

Populariza-
tion of dis-
ease
knowledge

Populariza-
tion of
health
knowledge

Emergen-
cy infor-
mation

Disease
control in-
formation

Topic type

130 (10.7)14 (1.2)7 (0.6)95 (7.8)24 (2.0)137 (11.3)606 (49.9)15 (1.2)187 (15.4)Tweets (n=1215), n (%)

0.31.200.21.30.70.64.10.4Number of retweets, average

0.31.600.40.30.30.42.91.0Number of comments, average

0.60.40.90.60.90.50.34.00.7Number of likes, average

Influence of the Content Form on the Interactive Effect
Among the 1215 tweets, the number of posts with “only original
text” was 222 (18.3%). The average numbers of retweets,
comments, and likes with “only original text” posts were 0.3,
0.3, and 0.3, respectively. On the other hand, there were 993
(81.7%) posts with “pictures/videos/hyperlinks.” The average
numbers of retweets, comments, and likes with
“pictures/videos/hyperlinks” posts were 0.6, 0.6, and 0.5,
respectively. It can be seen that the average numbers of retweets,
comments, and likes of microblogs with
“pictures/videos/hyperlinks” were higher than those of

microblogs with original text, and the interactive effect was
better.

Influence of the Original Post on the Interactive Effect
Among the 1215 tweets, the number of “original posts” was
703 (57.9%), and the average numbers of retweets, comments,
and likes for “original posts” were 0.6, 0.6, and 0.7, respectively.
Additionally, the average number of “retweet posts” was 512
(42.1%), and the average numbers of retweets, comments, and
likes for “retweeted posts” were 0.5, 0.4, and 0.2, respectively.
It can be seen that the average number of retweets, comments,
and likes for original posts were higher than those of retweeted
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posts, indicating that the original content was more in line with
the public’s preference.

Performances of the CDC’s Government Weibo
Accounts During COVID-19

Activity Rate of the CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts
Of the 134 Weibo accounts, 15.7% (n=21) had a high level of
activity, posting more than 5 tweets per day, and 11.2% (n=15)
were moderately active, with 1-2 tweets per day. In addition,
23.1% (n=31) posted 1-10 tweets per month. These three
categories add up to exactly 50%. However, 46.3% (n=62) of
the CDC’s government Weibo accounts have not been updated
for more than 1 year, an increase of 11.2% (n=15) over the
number of accounts before the epidemic.

Main Content of the CDC’s Government Weibo
Accounts: COVID-19
Compared with the pre-epidemic statistics, there were
approximately 60,000 new tweets and 1.4 million new followers
on the 134 CDC accounts. Of the tweets, 90% were about public
health emergencies related to COVID-19. These tweets can be
divided into four categories. The first is updating the daily
epidemic situation including new confirmed cases, new deaths,
new suspected cases, new asymptomatic infected people,
cumulative cured and discharged cases, life and medical tracking
of confirmed cases, etc. The second was announcing the CDC’s
work such as the details of procurement announcements. The
third was educating the public about the epidemic, including
the issuance of protection guidelines for specific places such as
schools, companies, shopping malls, and subways; protection
guidelines for specific groups such as pregnant women, couriers,
taxi drivers, and sanitation workers; nutritional dietary
guidelines during the epidemic; and the popularization of
disinfectants and protective products. The fourth was publicizing
the typical deeds and dedication of the antiepidemic pioneers,
especially the CDC.

Interaction of the CDC’s Government Weibo Accounts:
Decreased Month by Month
At the beginning of the pandemic, the number of posts,
comments, and likes was the highest. For example, on January
24, 2020, the tweet “A Letter from Beijing CDC to friends from
all over the country who come (return) to Beijing” was released
by the Beijing CDC, and the total number of posts, comments,
and likes was more than 2000. With the normalization of
epidemic prevention and control, the amount of interaction is
decreasing. During the epidemic, the questions that the public
responded to in the comment area were broadly divided into
the following three categories: epidemic prevention and control
policies, specific information about new cases, and praising the
CDC for its efforts. However, the CDC’s government Weibo
accounts still rarely respond to public comments, and only a
few of the CDC’s government Weibo accounts provide an office
phone number, which is similar to the results of previous studies.

Discussion

Principal Findings
An increasing number of public health authorities in China have
actively adopted new information platforms and tools for
information disclosure and communication, which is the first
step in improving communication between the government and
the public.

First, the registration rates of the Chinese CDC’s government
Weibo accounts in the central and western regions are lower
than that in the eastern region. This may be influenced by the
government’s motivation and ability to adopt new technologies.
According to the “motivation-capability” framework, whether
the government adopts new technology or not mainly depends
on the motivation and ability of the government; only when that
motivation and innovation ability are strong will the new
technology be used [23]. Many studies have shown that there
is a positive correlation between the level of economic
development and the level of government information
development [24,25]. Compared with the eastern region, the
central and western regions of China are at a geographical
disadvantage in terms of economic development, openness, and
financial resources [22], so their ability to use government
Weibo accounts is also relatively low.

Second, the diffusion process of social media adoption among
China’s public health authorities presents two characteristics:
one is preferential diffusion among neighboring provinces, that
is, horizontal learning and imitation, and the second is the
vertical diffusion of local policies from the bottom to the top.
Previous studies have shown that due to the influence of the
“neighborhood effect,” it is easier for a government to follow
the examples of the neighboring leading regions’ governments
[26] and learn from the similar experiences of neighboring
governments, which helps to improve the success rate of
innovation and effectively avoid risks [27]. Previous studies
have also confirmed the positive role of the policy learning
process [27]. The central government also takes the policy
innovation of the local government as the source of policy
learning, and once the local policy is successful, it will revise
the corresponding policy in time [28].

Third, the social media operations of Chinese public health
authorities are still in a passive state. Although nearly 90% of
the accounts have official authentication, which can help the
public to quickly identify official accounts, and some accounts
have a strong ability to reach followers, the overall activity of
the accounts was low. Previous studies have shown that the
more government is involved in social media operations, the
higher the public’s expectation of government interaction [4].
A negative operational status is likely to dampen the public’s
enthusiasm for online participation and may not even live up
to the public’s relationship expectations [29]. Only by
continuously and actively operating social media can we better
maintain a normal relationship between public health authorities
and the public. Therefore, once the government registers a social
media account, it must maintain their social media activity and
update daily information frequently.
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Fourth, the use of social media by Chinese public health
authorities is more inclined to be one-way information
dissemination such as popularizing health knowledge, while
two-way communication with the public is still limited. For
China, where scientific literacy is generally low, the
popularization of basic health knowledge is important, but what
is more important is how the government mobilizes and
communicates using social media to encourage the public to
participate in dialogue and cooperation. Especially in the case
of limited traditional communication channels, the role of social
media is more prominent. Previous studies have indicated that
the new dimension that social media brings to the field of public
health is that it can change the nature and speed of the
interaction between the public and public health authorities [30].
Therefore, governments should use social media not only as a
channel to release public health information and transmit health
information to the public promptly but also to have two-way
dialogues with the public to increase public participation in all
stages. This will allow social media to become the best practice
for improving communication between the government and the
public.

Fifth, the use of social media by Chinese public health
authorities provided an important channel of information
disclosure and communication for the public during COVID-19,
and it generally performed better than before the epidemic,
although it still fell short of the Chinese government and public’s
requirements. The State Council of China requires that “public
messages on the government Weibo should be carefully
reviewed, released and processed” [31], but the CDC’s
government Weibo accounts tend to be “one-way” by informing
the public of the latest developments of the epidemic, and they
fail to respond to public inquiries and the large amount of
misinformation during the epidemic in a timely manner. In
addition, this study shows that the social media interaction effect
during the period from January to June 2020 showed a declining
trend. This is also consistent with previous research that the
government and the public discussion trends in social media
can predict the evolution of an epidemic’s dynamics [15]. As
the epidemic becomes normalized, the public interest in the
dynamics of the epidemic, control policies, and guidelines for
prevention and control is waning [32].

Moreover, whether we can maximize the function of social
media for public health authorities also depends on the changes
of the administrative system and political culture. In China’s
centralized political system, the government is dominant in the
relationship between the government and the public, and China’s
current top-down decision-making and execution mechanism
has many bureaucratic levels, which are not conducive to the
effective transmission of information. In addition, the common
people usually hold the idea of it being “difficult to deal with
the government” and are reluctant to communicate with the
government; therefore, there is a large psychological distance
between the government and the public [20]. Social media
provides an opportunity to improve the interaction between the

government and the public. Chinese public health authorities
must break the thinking mode of the “official standard,” rethink
the boundary between the government and the public, and
promote the harmonious development of relations between the
government and the public.

Limitations
There are some limitations in this study. First, the survey
samples of this study did not include samples of county-level
administrative regions (county-level administration regions are
governed by prefecture-level administrative regions). Future
research can study samples of the county-level administration
regions and expand the research results. Second, this study only
evaluates the government Weibo accounts; however, government
Wechat accounts, as an emerging government social media
platform, also have research value. Third, this study only uses
descriptive statistics and content analysis, and did not investigate
the psychology and behavior of the audience. Future research
can use questionnaires, interviews, and other methods to further
explore government Weibo use by the audience.

Conclusions
This study examines the current situation and interaction of
social media use by public health authorities in China, a
non-Western democratic country. This study analyzes the CDC’s
government Weibo accounts for the provincial- and
prefecture-level administrative regions in mainland China, and
explores how the public health authorities in China improve
communication between the government and the public through
social media. The results show that the adoption of government
Weibo accounts has an uneven regional geographical
distribution, steady diffusion year by year over time, and
hierarchical bottom-up diffusion. Regarding the operations of
government Weibo accounts, nearly 90.0% of government
Weibo accounts have official certification, but there are dropouts
in the specific operating process. One-third of the accounts have
not provided updates for more than 1 year, and the number of
microblog followers is polarized, with a maximum and minimum
difference of 1 million. Regarding the interaction of government
Weibo accounts, although the government Weibo accounts have
changed the original layer-by-layer communication mode
making communication between the government and the public
more convenient, the Chinese government currently is more
inclined to release one-way information, and the interaction
with the public is limited. The response rate to comments was
less than 1%. In terms of the influencing factors, emergency
information, multimedia content, and original content are more
helpful to promote communication between the government
and the public. In the event of a public health emergency such
as COVID-19, these accounts can function by updating epidemic
information and protection information for the public, although
there is still a gap in the two-way interaction. In general,
government Weibo use is the first step in improving
communication between the government and the public, but the
effect is limited and needs to be improved.
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Abstract

Background: Analysis of posts on social media is effective in investigating health information needs for disease management
and identifying people’s emotional status related to disease. An ontology is needed for semantic analysis of social media data.

Objective: This study was performed to develop a cancer ontology with terminology containing consumer terms and to analyze
social media data to identify health information needs and emotions related to cancer.

Methods: A cancer ontology was developed using social media data, collected with a crawler, from online communities and
blogs between January 1, 2014 and June 30, 2017 in South Korea. The relative frequencies of posts containing ontology concepts
were counted and compared by cancer type.

Results: The ontology had 9 superclasses, 213 class concepts, and 4061 synonyms. Ontology-driven natural language processing
was performed on the text from 754,744 cancer-related posts. Colon, breast, stomach, cervical, lung, liver, pancreatic, and prostate
cancer; brain tumors; and leukemia appeared most in these posts. At the superclass level, risk factor was the most frequent,
followed by emotions, symptoms, treatments, and dealing with cancer.

Conclusions: Information needs and emotions differed according to cancer type. The observations of this study could be used
to provide tailored information to consumers according to cancer type and care process. Attention should be paid to provision of
cancer-related information to not only patients but also their families and the general public seeking information on cancer.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18767)   doi:10.2196/18767

KEYWORDS

social media; ontology; cancer; health information needs; cancer information; emotion

Introduction

Dealing with cancer is both physically and mentally difficult,
and patients require information on not only cancer itself but
also on how to live with cancer [1-3]. There are time and
situation constraints [3] that can hinder fulfillment of these
requirements by health care providers such as physicians and

nurses. Moreover, such information needs cannot be met by
family members owing to their lack of expertise [2].

Health care consumers often use social media to exchange
information, share experiences, and seek emotional support.
They seek information from social media about diseases,
treatments, and statistics to understand the disease and for help
in making decisions. They also use social media to relieve
anxiety and promote comfort by sharing their experiences and
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feelings, arising with cancer [1,4,5]. High-quality information
is provided by cancer information portals, most of which are
operated by government or professional societies. However,
these portals are not designed to support sharing of experiences
and feelings among patients. Therefore, consumers use social
media to interact with each other by writing and reading about
their shared experiences and feelings.

People use social media to share opinions, perceptions, concerns,
and worries about health conditions [6]. Such posts have proven
to be effective in identifying the interests and concerns of health
care consumers related to the prevention, diagnosis, treatment,
and management of diseases and the emotions related to diseases
[7-10]. In recent years, there have been many studies [8,11,12]
that extract health-related topics from social media data. The
premise of these studies is that the topics posted on social media
and their frequencies reflect the extent of consumers’ health
information needs [8]. A thorough understanding of these needs
would be helpful in providing tailored information to consumers.

Text clustering [8] and machine learning [11,12] have been
widely used to extract health-related topics from social media
data. Lu et al [7] integrated medical terminology using the
Unified Medical Language System to reflect the structure of
medical knowledge in text clustering of messages posted by
patients with lung cancer, breast cancer, and diabetes on online
health communities. They were able to detect health-related
topics effectively using this approach. The use of specific
ontology for the domain of interest is helpful in the effective
identification of relevant topics from social media data.

Although certain cancer-related ontologies, such as those for
liver, breast, and gastric cancer, are available, they were
developed with professional medical terms for data extraction
from or integration with clinical databases [13-15] and are not
suitable for analyzing social media data posted in consumer
terms. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an ontology with
terminology containing consumer terms to analyze social media
data posted by consumers.

This study was conducted to develop a cancer ontology with
terminology containing consumer terms and to analyze social
media data to identify health information needs and emotions
related to cancer.

Methods

The study consisted of 2 stages: (1) development and evaluation
of a cancer ontology, and (2) analysis of social media data using
the ontology.

Development and Evaluation of a Cancer Ontology
Ontology development was performed based on previous reports
by Noy and McGuinness [16] and Jung et al [17].

First, the domain and scope of the ontology were determined
using the following competency questions: (1) What types of
cancer are mentioned in posts on social media? (2) Which care
delivery processes (eg, prevention, diagnosis, treatment) of
cancer in general and specific cancer types are mentioned in
social media posts? (3) What cancer-related topics are mentioned
in posts for cancer in general and specific cancer types? (4)

What emotions, which mean a range of feelings a patient with
cancer can experience when dealing with cancer, are mentioned
in posts for cancer in general and specific cancer types?

The purpose of the ontology was determined as collecting and
analyzing social media data to identify cancer information needs
and emotions related to cancer.

Second, existing ontologies on cancer were identified: the Liver
Cancer Ontology [13], Breast Cancer Ontology [14], and Gastric
Cancer Ontology [15]. Each is limited to a specific type of
cancer, and none includes consumer terms. Therefore, a new
ontology was developed to include various types of cancer and
consumer terms.

An existing ontology on emotion was also identified—the
Sentiment Ontology for Social Web [18]. This ontology has
top-level classes of emotion as positive, neutral, or negative.
These top-level classes were too broad, and the second-level
class was too detailed to describe a range of feelings a patient
with cancer can experience when dealing with cancer. Therefore,
a new ontology reflecting emotions accompanying cancer was
deemed necessary.

Third, terms extracted from the 3 existing cancer-related
ontologies, the Sentiment Ontology for Social Web, cancer
information portals, and social media posts related to cancer
were enumerated.

The cancer information portals that were reviewed to extract
terms were 2 US websites (the National Cancer Institute [19]
and American Cancer Society [20]), 1 UK website (Cancer
Research UK [21]), and 2 Korean websites (the National Cancer
Information Center [22] and National Health Information Portal
by Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [23]).

These portals included information on emotions accompanying
cancer and how to manage them. Emotions included across
portals were anger, guilt, and depression [19-22]. In addition,
the Cancer Research UK website [21] included overwhelmed,
denial, anxiety, fear, and sadness; the National Cancer Institute
[19] included overwhelmed, denial, anxiety, fear, and sadness,
loneliness, hope, and gratitude; and the Korean National Cancer
Information Center [22] included overwhelmed, denial, anxiety,
hope, and gratitude.

Natural language processing (NLP) was used to extract
consumer terms from social media data on cancer. Terms with
the same meaning as those extracted from existing cancer-related
ontologies and cancer information portals or terms with a new
meaning related to cancer were collected as consumer terms.
These included (1) heteronyms such as “jol-eob” (graduation
in English, meaning complete cure); (2) abbreviations such as
“jaegeom” (an abbreviation of jaegeomsa, meaning re-test in
English), “chompa” (an abbreviation of cho-eumpa, meaning
ultrasound in English), “holmon” (an abbreviation of holeumon,
meaning hormone in English); and (3) terms used for herbal
medicine and complementary therapies.

Fourth, the classes and their hierarchy and relationships were
defined. The collected terms were grouped according to semantic
meaning and determined concepts as classes with an independent
existence. Hierarchies of the classes were designed based on
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the relationships of the concepts. The superclass and subclass
concepts of the ontology were determined by analyzing the
structures of the ontology. A list of synonyms was compiled
for each class concept as a terminology presenting the
relationship between the concept and synonyms in the ontology.

Nine domains of cancer-related emotions were identified:
overwhelmed, denial, anger, fear and anxiety, sadness and
depression, guilt, loneliness, hope, and gratitude. Each domain
was defined as a class concept, and a list of synonyms of the
class concepts was mapped as a terminology.

Fifth, the structure, correctness, and quality of the ontology
were evaluated using the evaluation tool described below and
by interviewing 3 domain experts: 2 professors of family
medicine and 1 professor of bioinformatics.

The tool consisted of 13 items selected from the studies of
Hlomani and Stacey [24] and Kehagias et al [25]. The items
were scored on a 5-point scale for structure (size, depth of
hierarchy, breadth of hierarchy, balance, overall complexity,
and connectivity between concepts), correctness (accuracy,
completeness, conciseness, and consistency), and quality
(computational efficiency, adaptability, and clarity). Interviews
included open-ended questions that allowed experts to
recommend revisions of the ontology. The ontology was revised
based on the results of the evaluation.

Analysis of Social Media Data

Data Collection and Preparation
The social media data for this study were posts on cancer
collected using a crawler from online communities and blogs
of 4 social media platforms in South Korea, namely Naver,
Daum, Tistory, and Egloos, between January 1, 2014 and June
30, 2017.

A total of 302 concepts and synonyms of the cancer type
superclass were used as keywords for post extraction, and 418
concepts were used as stop keywords. For example, when certain
Korean words or morphemes, such as “agseong” (meaning
malignant in English) or “am” (meaning cancer in English) are
combined with other words, the phrase could become a word
or morpheme with a completely different meaning, such as
“agseong virus” (meaning computer virus) or “an-am” (name
of a district in Seoul). Posts containing 59 advertising keywords
(eg, detoxification, antioxidant therapy, and enzyme therapy),
suggesting an advertising post were removed.

A total of 754,744 posts were extracted from online communities
and blog sites. When categorized by source into blogs and online
communities, 442,669 (58.7%) were blog posts. Of the 754,744
posts, 234,118 were from 2014; 235,509 were from 2015;
200,553 were from 2016; and 84,564 were from the first half
of 2017. Most of the posts (737,575; 97.7%) were from Naver
and Daum, the 2 major social media platforms in South Korea.

Next, ontology-based NLP was performed on the posts to extract
class concepts.

The data collection and NLP were carried out in collaboration
with a Korean telecommunications company (Smart Insight).
During NLP, identifying information (such as name, phone
number, and account) was removed, and masked data were
delivered to the research team.

Frequency Analysis of Posts
The unit of analysis was the post, and the frequencies of posts
containing single specific class concepts were counted.

First, the relative frequencies of posts containing specific cancer
types were counted and compared with the national cancer
statistics of Korea. Top-ranked cancer types in social media
posts were selected for further analyses. Second, the relative
frequencies of posts containing superclass concepts were
counted and compared by cancer type. Finally, the frequencies
of posts containing end-node class concepts were counted and
organized by cancer type.

None of the posts used in this study had any identifying
information. The study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Seoul National University (No. 1802/001-006).

Results

Development and Evaluation of the Ontology
Based on the existing cancer-related ontologies and cancer
information portals, 10 superclasses were identified: cancer
type, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis (including
recurrence and cure), risk factor, symptom, side effect, dealing
with cancer, and emotion. The ontology consisted of concepts
that represented care delivery processes and patient outcomes,
such as prevention, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis, and
another set of concepts that represented how consumers
managed, felt, perceived, and acted in their personal lives, such
as risk factor, symptom, side effect, dealing with cancer, and
emotion.

The average scores by the 3 experts of 13 items designed to
evaluate the structure, correctness, and quality of the ontology
ranged from 4.33 to 5 on the 5-point scale. The score for
correctness was the highest (mean 4.83), followed by structure
(mean 4.67) and quality (mean 4.67). A suggestion made by
one of the experts was to combine the superclass of side effect
with that of symptom, moving cancer symptoms and treatment
side effects into subclasses of the symptom superclass, because
it is difficult to distinguish side effects from symptoms without
context. Another suggestion was to add the national cancer
support system as a subclass of the dealing with cancer
superclass. The ontology was revised to reflect the comments
made by the experts.

The revised ontology had 9 superclasses, 213 class concepts,
and 4061 synonyms. It had 3 to 4 levels of hierarchy, with 36
first-level subclasses and 41 second-level subclasses (Figure
1).
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Figure 1. Cancer-related ontology superclasses.

Analysis of Social Media Data

Comparison of Top-Ranked Cancer Types
Figure 2 presents the top-ranked cancer types mentioned on
social media compared with national cancer statistics. Colon
cancer (47,940/754,744, 6.4%) was the most frequently
mentioned on social media, followed by breast cancer
(47,235/754,744, 6.3%) and stomach cancer (37,378/754,744,
5.0%). The 4 highest-ranked cancers according to the national
cancer statistics were stomach, colon, thyroid, and lung cancer.

Colon, breast, stomach, lung, liver, prostate, and pancreatic
cancer were within the top 10 rankings in both social media
data and the national cancer statistics. Cervical cancer, leukemia,
and brain tumors, which ranked within the top 10 cancer types
in the social media data, were not included in the top 10 cancer
types in the national cancer statistics. Thyroid cancer ranked
within top 3 in the national cancer statistics but was not included
in the top-ranked cancer types on social media.

Figure 2. Comparison of top-ranked cancer types in social media posts and national cancer statistics.
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Frequency of Posts Containing Superclass-Level
Concepts
In terms of the frequency of posts at the superclass level, risk
factor was the most frequent, appearing in 42.5%
(320,568/754,744) of the posts, followed by emotion in 33.8%
(254,920/754,744), symptom in 32.2% (243,010/754,744),
treatment in 30.2% (227,942/754,744), dealing with cancer in
29.4% (221,996/754,744), diagnosis in 23.7%
(178,498/754,744), prevention in 14.4% (108,408/754,744),
and prognosis in 9.4% of the posts (70,583/754,744).

Risk Factor Superclass

Figure 3 shows the relative frequencies of posts containing risk
factor superclass concepts for 10 specific cancer types. Health

condition-related risk factor class concepts (such as related
disease and health status) were the most common in most cancer
types, followed by demographic, lifestyle (such as diet and
exercise), environmental, and hereditary risk factor concepts.

Demographic risk factor class concepts appeared more
frequently in posts on breast cancer, cervical cancer, leukemia,
and prostate cancer than in those on other types of cancer.
Lifestyle-related risk factor class concepts were more frequent
in posts on colon, stomach, and lung cancer than in those on
other cancer types. Environmental risk factor class concepts
were more frequent in posts mentioning lung, liver, and prostate
cancer than in those on other cancer types.

Figure 3. Relative frequencies of the risk factor superclass by top 10 cancer types in social media posts.

Care Process of Cancer: Prevention, Diagnosis, Treatment,
Recurrence, and Cure Superclasses

Figure 4 shows the relative frequencies of posts containing
superclass concepts related to the cancer care process by 10
specific cancer types. Posts containing treatment class concepts
were the most common, followed by those related to diagnosis,
prevention, recurrence, and cure class concepts for most cancer
types, except for cervical cancer.

Prevention class concepts were more frequent in posts on
cervical, stomach, colon, and prostate cancer and less frequent
in posts on brain tumors and leukemia. The diagnosis class was
dominant in cervical cancer posts, appearing more frequently
than the treatment class. The recurrence class was the least
frequently mentioned in leukemia posts, in which the cure class
was common.
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Figure 4. Relative frequencies of superclass concepts related to the care process of cancer by top 10 cancer types in social media posts.

Symptom Superclass

Figure 5 shows the relative frequencies of posts containing
symptom superclass concepts by 10 specific cancer types.
Digestive symptom class concepts were the most common in
posts on all cancer types, followed by psychological symptom
concepts.

Digestive symptom class concepts were predominant in posts
related to cancers of the digestive system, such as colon,
stomach, and pancreatic cancer. Psychological and neurological
symptom class concepts appeared more frequently in posts on
brain tumors than in those on other cancers. Metabolic symptom
class concepts were frequent in posts on pancreatic cancer, and
sexual and reproductive symptom class concepts were frequent
in posts on cervical and prostate cancer.

Figure 5. Relative frequencies of the symptom superclass by top 10 cancer types in social media posts.

Dealing With Cancer Superclass

Figure 6 shows the relative frequencies of posts containing
dealing with cancer superclass concepts by 10 specific cancer
types.

Daily life class (involving diet and exercise) concepts were
predominant in posts on the 10 cancer types. The most
noticeable class concept in posts on daily life was diet. Leisure
class concepts (involving sex life, travel, and driving) were
more common in posts on liver and breast cancer.
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Figure 6. Relative frequencies of the dealing with cancer superclass by top 10 cancer types in social media posts.

Emotion Superclass

Figure 7 shows the relative frequencies of posts containing
emotion superclass concepts by 10 specific cancer types.
Fear/anxiety class concepts were the most common, followed
by hope and sadness/depression concepts, in posts on all cancer
types except for liver cancer and brain tumors.

Hope class concepts were more frequently mentioned than
fear/anxiety class concepts in posts on liver cancer.
Overwhelmed class concepts were more frequent in posts on
brain tumors and pancreatic cancer than in those on other
cancers. Gratitude and guilt class concepts were more frequently
mentioned in posts on leukemia than in those on other cancers.

Figure 7. Relative frequencies of the emotion superclass by top 10 cancer types in social media posts.

Frequencies of Posts Containing Class-Level Concepts
by Cancer Type
Figure 8 shows the top-ranked end-node class concepts in order
of relative frequency by cancer type.

The dealing with diet class was ranked first in posts related to
8 cancer types. The dominant concepts and terms appearing in
posts about dealing with diet were food, protein, fruit, vitamin,
meal, vegetable, and nutrition.
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Figure 8. Top ranked end-node class concepts by cancer type.

Class concepts related to the care process of cancer were
frequently highly ranked; the unspecified treatment class was
highly ranked for all types of cancer. The surgery class was
ranked within the top 10 class concepts in posts on colon, breast,
stomach, and liver cancer, and brain tumors. The chemotherapy
class was ranked within the top 10 class concepts in posts on
breast, stomach, lung, liver, and pancreatic cancer, and leukemia.

Several risk factor–related class concepts ranked in the top 10
class concepts, but the order differed by cancer type. Gender
and age classes frequently appeared in posts on breast, cervical,
prostate cancer, and leukemia. The dietary risk factor class
frequently appeared in posts on colon, stomach, and prostate
cancer, and obesity class frequently appeared in posts on colon
cancer. The chemical risk factor class frequently appeared in
posts on lung, liver, and prostate cancer, and leukemia. The
infectious agent class (such as viruses) frequently appeared in
posts on cervical cancer.

There were no posts containing support group/support
community class concepts in posts on thyroid cancer, but these
concepts appeared in posts on all of the other top 10 cancers.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, an ontology containing consumer terms was
developed to collect and analyze social media data to identify

health information needs and emotions related to cancer. The
ontology has the following characteristics.

First, compared to other cancer ontologies, this ontology covers
more cancer types and comprehensive topics, including the care
process describing the interactions of health care providers and
patients, risk factors that consumers have, emotions that
consumers feel related to cancer, symptoms that consumers
perceive, and the lifestyles that consumers lead.

Second, the ontology has a terminology component that presents
consumer terms to analyze social media posts about cancer,
including synonyms, heteronyms, and abbreviated expressions.

A total of 754,744 cancer-related posts on social media were
collected. The 6-month collection of 2017 posts was less than
half that of the full-year collection of the previous year. Monthly
analysis showed cancer-related social media posts were more
frequent in the second half of the year than in the first half of
the year. In particular, the number of posts in February 2014
was almost twice the monthly average, which was the same as
the search results of Google Trends. According to Google
Trends, the cancer diagnosis and death from cancer of 2 Korean
celebrities had been announced at this time.

Social media data were analyzed using NLP with ontology
concepts and terms to identify consumers’ information needs.
The frequencies of topics in social media data may indirectly
reflect consumers’ information needs, as they frequently post
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on topics in which they are interested or about which they have
concerns [8].

Thyroid cancer, which ranked in the top 3 in the national cancer
statistics, was not included in the top-ranked cancer types on
social media. This finding is similar to that of Buis and Whitten
[26], showing that the information needs related to cancers with
a low survival rate are higher than those for cancers with a high
survival rate. The 5-year survival rate for thyroid cancer in
Korea was about 100% in 2013-2017, compared to 70.4% for
all types of cancer [22].

Frequency analysis by superclass revealed the highest frequency
of posts on social media related to risk factor (320,568/754,744,
42.47%), followed by emotion (254,920/754,744, 33.78%),
symptom (243,010/754,744, 32.20%), and treatment
(227,942/754,744, 30.20%). These findings can be compared
to those of 2 previous studies: Lu et al [7] clustered posts of
patients with lung and breast cancer and extracted symptoms,
examinations, and treatments (drugs, procedures) as dominant
topics. Cho et al [1] performed a qualitative content analysis of
Q & A posts of patients with breast cancer, and extracted
treatment, physical condition, and lifestyle/self-care as dominant
topics. They also found that 75% of the information requests
included expressions of emotion [1]. Although these previous
studies [1,7] focused mainly on the stages after diagnosis, such
as treatment, examinations, and physical condition, our results
revealed that the majority of consumers’ information needs
involved risk factors. Also, previous studies [1,7] used data
collected from cancer community posts by patients with specific
cancer types, whereas this study used data collected from social
media posts by the general public. Social media data may
include concerns of the public about cancer risk factors. In
addition, as the ontology developed in this study covered
comprehensive topics, including risk factors and emotions, this
study had a more diverse focus than those of previous studies
[1,7].

Consistent with the findings of the 2 previous studies [1,9], the
most common emotions related to the top 10 cancers in this
study were fear/anxiety, hope, and sadness/depression. Cho et
al [1] reported that anxiety/worry, gratitude, fear, and sadness
were frequent in posts by Korean women with breast cancer,
and Freedman et al [9] reported that fears, anxiety, denial, and
depression were frequent emotions cited on treatment in posts
by patients with breast cancer. However, among positive
emotions, gratitude was included in the top 3 in the study by
Cho et al [1], whereas hope was ranked in the top 3 in our study.
The question and answer board in Cho et al's study [1] included
more posts on gratitude toward health care providers, in contrast
to social media posts in this study that often included posts on
hope for a cure by patients and their families.

Frequency analysis by the end-node class level indicated that
dealing with diet ranked among the top-class concepts for most
types of cancer. This finding was consistent with those of
previous information-need studies [1,27] in Korean patients
with breast cancer. Cho et al [1] reported that patients asked
many questions related to diet, and Kim and Hur [27] reported
high information-need scores for diet. These findings reflect
the importance of diet in disease management that is perceived

by the Korean population. Concepts and terms such as food,
protein, fruit, vitamin, meal, vegetable, and nutrition were top
ranked in the posts collected in this study, demonstrating
consumers’ information needs related to a healthy diet.

This study also compared the frequencies of superclass concepts
and end-node class concepts by 10 types of cancer.

Regarding the care process of cancer, treatment was the most
frequently mentioned for all types of cancer, except cervical
cancer. Diagnosis and prevention appeared more frequently in
posts on cervical cancer. In Korea, the national cancer screening
program for cervical cancer is recommended from 20 years of
age. Whereas breast and gastric cancer screenings are
recommended from 40 years of age, and colorectal cancer
screening is recommended from 50 years of age. As the
opportunity to become interested in screening for cervical cancer
comes earlier than for other cancers, the active use of social
media by young women may have resulted in greater numbers
of posts related to diagnosis and prevention.

The frequencies of risk factor–related class concepts, especially
diet, chemical, tobacco, obesity, and infectious agent, differed
between cancer types. Previous research findings have indicated
that differences in post frequency on cancer topics reflect the
different information needs for each cancer type [7,8]. Therefore,
tailored information on risk factors should be provided according
to consumers’ needs by cancer type. In addition, tailored
information on cancer can be provided according to the
consumers’ specific risk factors.

Posts on leukemia contained a higher rate of feelings of guilt.
According to the National Cancer Information Center [22] data,
leukemia has a higher incidence in children than those of other
types of cancer. In many cases, posts related to leukemia were
likely written by the parents of patients rather than by the
patients themselves. This finding suggests that emotional
management is necessary for not only patients with cancer but
also their family members and friends.

Based on these findings, we suggest what information should
be provided and how it can be provided. These suggestions
would aid information providers, namely clinicians and portals
operated by government or professional societies, to improve
care for patients with cancer by providing relevant information
based on consumers’ information needs.

First, it is necessary to ensure that sufficient information on risk
factors is provided to the public. Not only do information needs
increase after cancer is diagnosed, but they are also high for
risk factor management. Thus, information on risk factors should
be provided depending on the concerns of consumers.

Second, the high consumers’ information needs on healthy diets
were noteworthy. Qualified information on diet should be
provided to patients with cancer. Collaboration with a
nutritionist would be effective in providing tailored nutritional
information for each cancer type according to the needs of
patients.

Third, in general, most information portals provide information
through the same organization and the same flow of information
for all types of cancer. Tailored information can be provided
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according to cancer type and the characteristics of the consumer,
such as age, gender, and risk exposure. It is possible to make it
easier to access the information that consumers want using
keyword visualization or navigation. Different navigation routes
could be applied according to cancer type. In addition, applying
different types of visualization could improve the convenience
of consumers before or after the cancer diagnosis.

Finally, providing information and emotional support are not
separate but, instead, coexist. It is necessary to provide reliable
information and management for emotional care so that people
do not rely on only family and caregivers for emotional support.
One possible approach is to combine the functions of online
support groups with information portals to provide emotional
support.

Limitations
This study had some limitations. Only the top 10 cancer types
were analyzed. Future studies should analyze data on other types
of cancer. The social media posts were made by not only patients
with cancer but also caregivers and the general public. However,
these populations could not be distinguished because identifying
information of the consumers was not collected. Further research
is needed to collect social media data with an identification

algorithm to distinguish the status of the authors of the posts
and to provide tailored information.

Conclusion
This study was performed to develop a cancer ontology with
terminology containing consumer terms to collect and analyze
social media data. The ontology consisted of 9 superclasses
(cancer type, prevention, diagnosis, treatment, prognosis, risk
factor, symptom, dealing with cancer, and emotion), 213 classes,
and 4061 synonyms with consumer-generated terms. It used 9
emotional classes (overwhelmed, denial, anger, fear and anxiety,
sadness and depression, guilt, loneliness, hope, and gratitude)
to investigate emotional status in the social media data on
cancer.

This ontology, containing comprehensive cancer-related topics,
enabled identification and comparison of consumer interests
and concerns about risk factors, dealing with cancer, and
emotions as well as the care process in social media data. The
results of this study showed that information needs and emotions
differ according to cancer type. These observations could be
used to provide tailored information to consumers according to
the cancer type and care process. Care for patients with cancer
can be improved by providing relevant information based on
consumers' information needs.
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Abstract

Background: Facebook is widely used by Australia’s First Nations people and has significant potential to promote health.
However, evidence-based guidelines for its use in health promotion are lacking. Smoking prevalence among Australia’s First
Nations people is nearly 3 times higher than other Australians. Locally designed programs in Aboriginal Community Controlled
Health Services (ACCHOs) to reduce smoking often use Facebook.

Objective: This study reports on an analysis of the reach and engagement of Facebook posts with smoking prevention and
cessation messages posted by ACCHOs in the Northern Territory, Australia.

Methods: Each service posted tobacco control content at least weekly for approximately 6 months. Posts were coded for the
following variables: service posted, tailored First Nations Australian content, local or nonlocally produced content, video or
nonvideo, communication technique, and emotional appeal. The overall reach, shares, and reactions were calculated.

Results: Compared with posts developed by the health services, posts with content created by other sources had greater reach
(adjusted incident rate ratio [IRR] 1.92, 95% CI 1.03-3.59). Similarly, reactions to posts (IRR 1.89, 95% CI 1.40-2.56) and shared
posts (IRR 2.17, 95% CI 1.31-3.61) with content created by other sources also had more reactions, after controlling for reach, as
did posts with local First Nations content compared with posts with no First Nations content (IRR 1.71, 95% CI 1.21-2.34).

Conclusions: Facebook posts with nonlocally produced content can be an important component of a social media campaign
run by local health organizations. With the exception of nonlocally produced content, we did not find a definitive set of
characteristics that were clearly associated with reach, shares, and reactions. Beyond reach, shares, and likes, further research is
needed to understand the extent that social media content can influence health behavior.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e16927)   doi:10.2196/16927

KEYWORDS

social media; tobacco; Australia; indigenous peoples; smoking; health promotion

Introduction

Social Media and Health
Social media are an essential component of public health, as a
tool for health communication, an avenue for consumers seeking

information, and an environment that shapes health, analogous
to the influence of the built environment [1]. Although social
media have fundamentally altered health promotion [2],
considerable uncertainty remains regarding how health services
can use them effectively [3,4]. The rapid change in the social
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media landscape challenges the capacity of health promoters to
develop a robust evidence base for what works; as a result, there
are no clear guidelines for population-based social media
strategies to promote health. Numerous reviews have concluded
that social media have the potential to positively affect health
but have found either mixed [5,6] or no definitive evidence
[7-11] of their impact on health behavior, even as research in
the field has significantly increased in recent years.

Consumer benefits of using social media for health information
include social and emotional support and connectedness from
peer-to-peer interactions [12-14]. Similarly, social media are
an opportunity for health services to engage in building social
capital within their communities [15] and a potentially
cost-effective way to achieve significant reach for social
marketing and health promotion [3]. Social media may also be
effective for engaging specific groups who experience
disadvantage and, therefore, contribute to reducing health
inequity, although more research is needed [10].

Social marketing and mass media are an important and
cost-effective strategy for reducing smoking [16-19]. Social
media are an increasingly integral component of mass media
strategies, and Australian research suggests that social media
alone are more cost-effective than television advertising for
tobacco control social marketing [20]. Social media also
complement strategies such as smoking cessation services [21].
Facebook can also be effective for connecting with otherwise
hard-to-reach smokers [22], including with people who are not
social media users when people show content that appears on
their Facebook feed to people who do not have an account [15].

Worldwide, Facebook is the largest social media platform, with
nearly 2.8 billion active users [23]. In Australia, it is the most
widely and frequently used platform, with 15 million active
users (equivalent to 60% of the population) and 50% of the
population using it daily [24]. Facebook is a comparatively
inexpensive way for health services to communicate with the
public [25], allowing for a spectrum of engagement from low
to high [26]. Unlike many other platforms, Facebook is used
by all ages, including older adults, for whom it can have both
social and health benefits [13,14,27]. Studies examining the
characteristics of posts that generate engagement have found
diverse results; some have found videos to be effective [28],
others have found photos to be effective [29], and some have
identified that paid boosts and page promotions stimulate
engagement [26,30] and that the time of day or day of week and
organic versus paid posts are also factors that determine both
reach and engagement [30]. The Facebook algorithm appears
to increasingly prioritize posts from personal contacts rather
than unpaid posts from organizational or business pages [31].
In this context, health services need to understand how they can
use Facebook to reach key target groups and track both reach
and engagement.

Social Media and Australia’s First Nations People
Although data are limited, social media—and specifically
Facebook—use appears to be higher among Australia’s First
Nations people than other Australians [32-34]. Facebook has
been found to be a supportive environment which is used by
Australia’s First Nations people to share health information

[35,36]. The high use of social media by Australia’s First
Nations peoples is not limited to urban areas; particularly in
remote communities, Australia’s First Nations people are likely
to be mobile only users in relation to communication, with social
media access often occurring through shared devices [37].

Unsurprisingly, the lack of clear evidence about how to use
social media effectively to improve health is reflected in reviews
about how social media can be used to improve the health of
Australia’s First Nations people [36,38]. However, research is
promising that social media can help with promoting healthy
behaviors [39]. In Australia, the use of social media by First
Nations people has some specific characteristics, including
engagement between youth and older adults, which promotes
intergenerational connection [33]. Social media is therefore an
appropriate channel for communicating messages to Australia’s
First Nations people as part of social marketing and mass media
campaigns.

Australia’s First Nations People and Smoking
Nationally, smoking prevalence among Australia’s First Nations
people is nearly 3 times higher than that among non-Indigenous
Australians [40]. To address this, the national Tackling
Indigenous Smoking Program is funded by the Australian
government till June 30, 2022. It is implemented through 37
Aboriginal Community Controlled Health Services (ACCHOs)
to deliver locally designed programs to reduce smoking in their
communities [41] and includes the use of mass media, both
legacy (television, radio, and newspaper) and social media.
These local health services therefore play an essential role in
disseminating information to localize and make relevant key
tobacco control messages and generate awareness of cessation
support for smokers.

Study Objective
This study reports on an analysis of Facebook post reach and
engagement with smoking prevention and cessation messages
posted by ACCHOs in the Northern Territory, Australia.

A note regarding terminology: the original inhabitants of what
is now known as Australia have diverse cultures, languages,
and kinship structures. Throughout this paper, the term
Australia’s First Nations is used, unless referring specifically
to service or program names that use Indigenous or Aboriginal
in the title.

Methods

Setting
In 2016, the Northern Territory had an estimated population of
245,048 people [42]. The Northern Territory has both the highest
proportion of First Nations people (23.8%) [42] and the highest
smoking prevalence compared with any other Australian
jurisdiction. Among people aged 18 years or older, the daily
smoking prevalence in the Northern Territory in 2017 to 2018
was 19.6%, compared with 13.8% of all Australians [43]. In
2014, the daily smoking prevalence among First Nations people
in the Northern Territory was 45% [44].

This study was undertaken with 3 ACCHOs in the Northern
Territory, located in a mix of urban and remote locations. It was
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designed to meet an identified need for services to have a better,
context-specific understanding of what content works well with
their communities. Implementation was participatory, flexible,
and pragmatic, based on real-world circumstances for, and
decision making by, each service (rather than imposing a set
approach to selecting and posting content). All the services
received funding from the Tackling Indigenous Smoking
Program. The approach and factors explored in this study were
based on guidance from the services that were partners in this
project and feedback from other services that receive Tackling
Indigenous Smoking Program funding. One participating service
(hereafter referred to as service 3) had an organizational
Facebook page before the commencement of the study; the other
2 started their Facebook pages during the study. Data were
collected from the time of the first tobacco-related post during
the study period. Each service posted a mix of tobacco control
content, other health information, and general information during
the study period. Data collected and analyzed for this study only
included tobacco-related posts. One health service paid to boost
the reach of 2 posts. With only 2 posts, it was not possible to
assess the impact of these posts on reach.

One health service that started its Facebook page during the
study had an in-house specialist communications manager who
was responsible for coordinating and managing posts for this
study, as part of managing social media communications for
the service. The other 2 services received support and mentoring
from VK (project manager with the research institute)
throughout the study period, including technical assistance to
develop content, support for crafting messages, and risk
management for negative public comments. This technical
support was part of the overall project design, as requested by
the partner services. VK has 2 decades of experience as a
journalist, including administration of local Facebook accounts
for a national media outlet. The support provided by VK was
part of capacity building and reciprocity, which was embedded
in the project approach, in line with Australian national
guidelines for ethical conduct in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander health research [45]. The project was approved by the
Northern Territory Department of Health and Menzies School
of Health Research Human Research Ethics Committee and the
Central Australian Human Research Ethics Committee, although
ethics approval was not required for this component.

Data Collection
Facebook analytic data (available to page administrators) were
collected for the duration of each health service’s participation

in the project. Data were collected 7 to 14 days after each post.
The difference in time between posting and data collection is
unlikely to have affected the overall reach, as most reach and
interactions with Facebook posts are known to be achieved
within 24 hours of posting [46]. The study period and timeframe
were different for each service to take into account operational
priorities, staff capacity, and holiday close down periods.

Outcome Variables
We collected the following outcome measures for each post:

• Overall reach: the total number of unique users exposed to
the original post and shares, as defined by Facebook.
Facebook insights do not provide a breakdown of exposure
to the original post and shares.

• Total shares: includes shares of the original post and
on-shares (shares of the shared post). This category also
includes shares of posts that the health service posted on
its own page and then shared to the page of another
organization.

• Reactions to original post: all reactions (like, love, laugh,
angry, sad, and wow) and comments on a post by the health
service. Does not include shares of the post or reactions to
on-shares.

• Reactions to shared posts: all reactions (like, love, laugh,
angry, sad, and wow) and comments to posts from the health
service that were shared by others.

Reactions to original posts and shared posts were analyzed
separately to provide insight into differences in the magnitude
of reactions to original posts compared with shared posts.
Furthermore, it was not always possible to determine what was
included in shared posts—for example, comments by the health
services on the original post may not have been included or
people may have added their own comments when sharing posts
that were not visible to the research team.

Independent Variables
We adapted previous coding frames [28,47] for post content to
take into account the smaller volume of posts analyzed in this
study and ensure that codes were locally relevant. Coding
criteria were determined by agreement between 3 authors (VK,
MH, and DT), with potential discrepancies resolved at this stage.
Codes were then assigned by 1 author (VK; Textbox 1), except
for emotional appeal (see definition in Textbox 1).
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Textbox 1. Coding frame for post content (item and definition).

• Who posted: Health service 1, 2, or 3

• First Nations (Australia) tailoring:

• Non–First Nations: General tobacco control messages, whether Australian or international, not featuring any First Nations people, words
or images

• First Nations Australia—general: Australian content, tailored to First Nations people, but not specific to the health service location. Includes
content from locations in the Northern Territory, but outside the catchment area or footprint of the health service, and content developed by
other services in the project

• First Nations Australia—local: Content which has features that are localized to health service area. Includes First Nations Australia general
content with local branding features such as local health service logo or translated into language

• Content origin:

• Original: Content developed by the health service which posted the content

• Other sources: Content created by a source other than the health service, even if localized to the health service (eg, Australian Government
Department of Health “Don’t make smokes your story” campaign images translated into the local language and/or with a logo of a local
health service added)

• Post type: Includes or does not include video

• Communication techniques:

• Other orgs tagged—no or yes

• Hashtags used—yes or no

• Emotional appeal: As this is influenced by cultural background, posts from each health service were coded by 2 community members living in
the catchment area of each service. Coders were requested to code each post as negative, positive, or neutral. Coding was based on their perceptions
of the post; the intended emotional appeal of the content was not known by the researchers or coders. If coders perceived the post as having no
emotional elements or both positive and negative elements, they were asked to code it as neutral. Posts that were coded differently by each
community member were combined with those that were coded as neutral by both. As no posts were coded as negative by the coders, 2 final
categories were used for analysis: (1) positive and (2) neutral or disagreement (contested) between coders

First, we calculated the number of posts, shares, reactions, and
median reach per post over the independent variables. Second,
we conducted a series of (separate) bivariate negative binomial
regressions (the data were overdispersed) for each outcome
(reach, shares, reactions to original post, and reaction to shared
posts) over each of the 6 explanatory variables, and then
multivariate regressions including all of the explanatory
variables. The reference category for health service was health
service 1. For First Nations tailoring, it was non–First Nations
content; for content origin, it was original content; for post type,
it was nonvideo; and for whether other organizations were
tagged or hashtags were used, the reference categories were not
tagged and no hashtags, respectively, and neutral or mixed was
the reference category for emotional appeal.

Estimated coefficients for multicategory variables (health service
and First Nations tailoring) were tested jointly postestimation
for statistical significance of the variable using Wald tests. The

analyses were initially conducted without an offset and then
controlling for users’ exposure to the post by including reach
as an offset variable to estimate engagement while accounting
for the number of people to whom each post was delivered [48].
For the unadjusted analyses, the outcome (incident rate ratio
[IRR]) indicates the multiplicative change in outcome compared
with the reference category for that explanatory variable. For
the adjusted analyses, the relationship between explanatory
variables and engagement becomes the change in the outcome
per person. The threshold for statistical significance was set at
P=.05.

Results

Service 1 participated for 23 weeks from August 2017, service
2 for 19 weeks from July 2017 to March 2018, and service 3
for 19 weeks from May to December 2017. We coded 92 posts
from the study period (Table 1).
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Table 1. Overall reach of each type of post (both of the original post and when shared).

Overall reachPosts,
n

Variable

P valueb95% CIAdjusted IRRcP valueb95% CIIRRaReach per post,
median

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad24892Total

<.001<.001Health service

N/A1N/A1177331

0.61-2.041.110.56-1.590.94114252

3.33-11.476.183.22-8.395.201432343

.20.11First Nations (Australia) content

N/A1N/A144820No

0.46-1.960.940.17-0.910.4018914Yes, not local

0.33-1.110.610.37-1.280.6924858Yes, local

.04.008Content source

N/A1N/A119267Original content

1.03-3.591.921.21-3.602.10101425Other sources

.72.02Video

N/A1N/A124470No

0.49-1.640.901.10-3.461.9576222Yes

.34.25Other organizations tagged

N/A1N/A124783No

0.66-3.331.480.71-3.781.634889Yes

.39.33Hashtagged

N/A1N/A131214No

0.67-2.801.370.71-2.841.4224878Yes

.02.19Tone of content

N/A1N/A124448Neutral or disagreement between

coderse

0.29-0.900.510.85-2.291.3929444Positive

aIRR: incident rate ratio.
bP value calculated for whole variable using chi-square test.
cAdjusted IRR for all other variables describing types of posts using multiple negative binomial regression.
dN/A: not applicable.
eIncludes posts where all coded as neutral content and posts where coders could not agree on them being positive, neutral, or negative. No posts were
coded as negative in tone or content by all coders.

Most posts (58/92, 63%) featured local First Nations content
(rather than either no Australian First Nations content or content
that was not local) and original content created by the health
service (67/92, 73% posts; rather than content from other
sources). There were no posts that featured content that was
perceived as negative by all coders, such as intended negative
emotional arousal featured in fear appeal TV campaigns; there
was disagreement between coders on 37 posts, and the remainder
were coded by all coders as either positive (44 posts) or neutral
(11 posts). As noted in Textbox 1, neutral and posts with coder
disagreement were treated as 1 category. Only 22 of 92 posts
(24%) included videos, and although most (78/92, 85%)
included hashtags, fewer than 10% tagged other organizations.

One service paid to boost reach for 2 posts; all other posts
(90/92, 97%) were organic (nonpaid page posts).

The median overall reach of each post was 248 unique users.
Posts reached more people if they were from health service 3,
which had an established Facebook page preproject, if the
featured content was from other sources (rather than original
content created by the health service) or if the posts contained
videos. Although there was no association with reach in the
bivariate analysis, once adjusted for other post features, having
positive content was associated with less reach (compared with
neutral or contested content). In relation to the service that
boosted the reach of 2 posts, we conducted a sensitivity analysis
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of our results by removing the 2 paid posts; the same variables
had significant associations in all tables.

The 92 posts were shared 352 times (median 1 share per post;
IQR 0-4; range 0-45; Table 2). Posts from health services 2 and

3 were shared more than those from health service 1. Other
characteristics were not associated with the sharing of posts
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Table 2. Total shares of each type of post, with and without controlling for reach.

P valueb95% CIIRR (controlling

for reach)c
P valueb95% CIIRRaShares, Medi-

an
Shares,
n

Variable

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad1352Total

.005<.001Health service

N/A1N/A10411

1.43-5.882.900.85-4.561.961612

1.47-5.212.772.76-
12.67

5.9262503

.45.22First Nations (Australia) content

N/A1N/A12127No

0.33-1.940.800.17-1.740.54048Yes, not local

0.34-1.270.660.20-1.140.481177Yes, local

.95.37Content source

N/A1N/A11229Original content

0.56-1.881.020.65-3.201.444123Other sources

.23.20Video

N/A1N/A11229No

0.78-2.751.470.75-3.901.714123Yes

.87.82Other organizations tagged

N/A1N/A11313No

0.44-2.651.080.34-3.831.15439Yes

.58.26Hashtagged

N/A1N/A1132No

0.56-2.781.250.65-4.961.791320Yes

.37.12Tone of content

N/A1N/A11135Neutral or disagreement between
coders

0.74-2.241.290.86-3.561.751217Positive

aIRR: incident rate ratio.
bP values calculated for whole variables using chi-square test. We controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the reach
of the original posts.
cWe controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the reach of the original posts.
dN/A: not applicable.

There were 1099 reactions to the original posts (median 7
reactions per post; IQR 3-13; range 0-94; Table 3). In the
bivariate analyses, posts from health service 3 (compared with
health service 1) with content from other sources (rather than
original content created by the health service) featuring video
and with other organizations tagged attracted more reactions
(likes or comments). After controlling for the reach of the posts,
however, the differences between health services became
insignificant, and posts with local Australian First Nations

content attracted more reactions per person reached (compared
with posts with no Australian First Nations content).

After adjusting for all variables, posts with content from other
sources (compared with posts with original content) attracted
significantly more reactions (IRR 1.57, 95% CI 1.08-2.27;
P=.02; Multimedia Appendix 2).

There were 990 reactions to the shared posts (median zero
reactions per shared post; IQR 0-10; range 0-97; Table 4).
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Table 3. Reactions to each type of original post, before and after controlling for reach.

P valueb95% CIIRR (controlling for

reach)c
P valueb95% CIIRRaReactions,

Median
Reactions, nVariable

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad71099Total

.25<.001Health service

N/A1N/A143341

0.88-1.941.300.38-1.080.6451622

0.67-1.350.951.09-2.811.75106033

.003.03First Nations (Australia) content

N/A1N/A19182No

0.59-1.580.960.35-1.480.72592Yes, not local

1.19-2.461.710.93-2.641.566825Yes, local

<.001<.001Content source

N/A1N/A14517Original content

1.40-2.561.891.98-4.603.0219582Other sources

.002.002Video

N/A1N/A16661No

1.21-2.341.681.31-3.402.1111438Yes

.02.03Other organizations tagged

N/A1N/A16890No

1.09-2.781.741.08-4.342.1719209Yes

.31.83Hashtagged

N/A1N/A17158No

0.53-1.230.800.59-1.951.078941Yes

.25.97Tone of content

N/A1N/A16571Neutral or disagreement between
coders

0.62-1.130.840.65-1.551.018528Positive

aIRR: incident rate ratio.
bP values calculated for whole variables using the chi-square test. We controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the
reach of the original posts.
cWe controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the reach of the original posts.
dN/A: not applicable.
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Table 4. Reactions to shared posts from each type of original post, before and after controlling for reach of shared posts.

P valueb95% CIIRR (controlling for

reach)c
P valueb95% CIIRRaReactions,

median
Reactions, nVariable

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/Ad0990Total

.02.003Health service

N/A1N/A10741

0.99-3.981.991.13-
13.02

3.8402152

0.47-1.610.872.98-
28.33

9.19107013

.29.78First Nations (Australia) content

N/A1N/A11231No

0.62-3.841.540.10-3.250.57092Yes—not local

0.90-3.181.690.27-3.621.000667Yes—local

.003.02Content source

N/A1N/A10399Original content

1.31-3.612.171.31-
12.05

3.9710591Other sources

.57.21Video

N/A1N/A10589No

0.67-2.101.180.65-7.222.178401Yes

.11.29Other organizations tagged

N/A1N/A10777No

0.87-3.951.860.45-
14.27

2.5334213Yes

.002.58Hashtagged

N/A1N/A11211No

0.19-0.680.360.16-2.810.660779Yes

.27.52Tone of content

N/A1N/A10433Neutral or disagreement between
coders

0.44-1.260.750.50-3.981.401557Positive

aIRR: incident rate ratio.
bP values calculated for whole variables using the chi-square test. We controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the
reach of the shared posts.
cWe controlled for reach by offsetting the negative binomial regression model by the reach of the original posts.
dN/A: not applicable.

Shared posts from original posts with content from nonlocal
sources (rather than original content created by the health
service) attracted more reactions, which persisted after
controlling for reach and other post characteristics (IRR 1.57,
95% CI 1.08-2.27; P=.02; Multimedia Appendix 3). Shared
posts from health services 2 and 3 (compared with health service
1) had more reactions, but the magnitude of this association
decreased after adjusting for reach and became nonsignificant
once other characteristics were included in the model
(Multimedia Appendix 3).

Discussion

We found that reach and sharing of posts was largely associated
with the health service posting the content. This is unsurprising,
given that only 1 service had an established Facebook presence
before the study started. Otherwise, we found mixed evidence
about other factors, including the use of First Nations–specific
content, positive emotional content, video, tagging, and use of
hashtags.

A counter-intuitive finding was that reactions to both original
and shared posts were associated with content from other
sources, not original content. A potential explanation for this
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could be the lower production quality of locally generated
content. However, in this study, many of the posts with locally
produced content were of high production quality, including
being designed to be of appropriate length and tone for use on
social media. Much of the locally generated content was
developed and produced with the assistance of a former
journalist and author VK, who has extensive professional
experience in this area. Given that production quality is unlikely
to be an issue, the results could be explained by 2 main factors:
novelty and relevance.

Content from other sources may have had a higher novelty value
than the local content; other research has shown that novelty
can be an important factor in generating engagement [49]. This
result may also reflect an effort to be particularly selective about
choosing content from other sources, particularly when it
contained nonlocal content, which is perceived to be specifically
relevant to the local community. Our previous research [15,50]
and research by others [44] has found that sharing posts with
content obtained from other sources but with a personalized
message and posted by a close and trusted family member or
friend can be perceived as localized, particularly if the content
is highly resonant for the local context (for example, a post that
conveys a commonly encountered scenario). Together, these
factors may explain why content from other sources generated
greater engagement. Further research is required to determine
which of these factors explains our results and whether content
creators can leverage them to boost engagement with their
content.

The more mixed results for First Nations–specific content, both
local and nonlocal, may be due to less selectivity being applied
when choosing which content to post. It is also possible that,
despite local branding and language, and high production values,
the generic nature of the Australian government posts had a
lower novelty value than other posts. It may also have been
perceived as government content, which we have previously
found is less trusted than content that is genuinely local [15].

Another unexpected finding was that positive content was
associated with lower reach than posts that were coded as neutral
and/or contested. Australia’s First Nations people have called
for change from deficit discourse to strengths-based messages
and research approaches [51]. In our previous research,
participants selected positive content for sharing, and the
importance of contributing to a supportive environment was
highlighted [15,34,50]. However, those studies explored decision
making for sharing posts on personal pages, which may differ
from the perceptions of posts by organizations. An evaluation
of an Australian state government health promotion campaign’s
Facebook page found that users expressed a preference for
positive content [49], but such content was not associated with
higher engagement [30]. The lower reach achieved by positive
content in our study may reflect the fact that the coding of most
of the remaining posts was contested between the 2 coders or
was coded as neutral because it included both positive and
negative elements. It may be that unambiguously positive posts
were perceived as less interesting or noteworthy than the posts
with more ambiguous emotional content. Neutral and contested
posts may have contained elements more likely to challenge
and stimulate interpersonal discussion. This is important, as

interpersonal communication stimulated by exposure to mass
media antismoking campaigns is a factor in quitting intentions
and behavior [52,53]. In previous research, we have also found
evidence that this occurs in response to Facebook posts from
friends and family about smoking [15]. We would not
recommend avoiding posts with a positive tone based on these
new data. Given that people tend to state a preference for
positive content, it is likely that this is important for generating
a positive connection to a page and receptiveness to messages
posted. Therefore, positive content is likely to be complementary
to a negative tone or mixed posts that may generate greater
engagement.

Although our results were inconclusive, we were able to identify
some areas for further research. First, as only 2 posts in our
study received paid boosts, we did not perform a separate
analysis of these factors. Previous research has found that the
use of paid posts can significantly boost reach; however, it has
also shown that organic (nonpaid) reach is associated with
generating greater page engagement per person reached [30],
suggesting that high quality, relevant, and appealing content is
still essential if a Facebook campaign is to be successful. Other
research has found that page administrators can leverage
contextual factors that promote user engagement with pages
(eg, the perceived trustworthiness of page, user patterns of use),
but these factors cannot be controlled by page administrators
[49]. Given the unique role of ACCHOs in delivering health
services to First Nations Australians [54,55], posts by ACCHOs
may generate engagement because they are seen as a worthy
initiative.

The strengths of this study include that the content posted was
selected and posted by the partner ACCHOs, based on what
they perceived as relevant for their communities. Posting was
integrated into routine work, ensuring that the approach was
pragmatic and sustainable beyond this study. There were also
a number of notable limitations. These included the fact that
we did not perform separate analyses for different types of
reactions, such as likes and comments, due to the small number
of posts and that we were unable to extend our analysis beyond
metrics of lower-level engagement, according to a spectrum of
engagement outcomes as has been performed in other research
[26]. Furthermore, we examined only postlevel data, not the
impact of posts on page-level data. In addition, the sparsely
populated geographical area, sample size (number of posts),
and short duration limit the generalizability of our results.
Finally, data from end users, which could have provided insights
into the types of content that would be most likely to generate
engagement, are not included in this paper.

Conclusions
Overall, we did not find a definitive set of characteristics that
were clearly associated with reach and engagement. The
exception was that content from other sources was associated
with higher engagement than original content, which was an
unexpected finding. However, it is important to note that our
results do not suggest that community-based, localized content
should be avoided. Similarly, although posts perceived by
community members to have a positive tone generated less
engagement, we do not suggest that these should be avoided.
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Rather, positive tone posts could be complementary to posts
with characteristics that are likely to generate greater interaction.
One of the key appeals of social media, specifically Facebook,
is its ability to reach relatively small populations and to tailor
content accordingly. For Australia’s First Nations people, it can
help with building social capital and connection. This study

contributes to an understanding of the role of localized,
community-based social media efforts and how these can be
implemented. However, additional research is needed to
understand the extent to which social media content can
influence behavior.
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Abstract

Background: The human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine is a major advancement in cancer prevention and this primary prevention
tool has the potential to reduce and eliminate HPV-associated cancers; however, the safety and efficacy of vaccines in general
and the HPV vaccine specifically have come under attack, particularly through the spread of misinformation on social media.
The popular social media platform Instagram represents a significant source of exposure to health (mis)information; 1 in 3 US
adults use Instagram.

Objective: The objective of this analysis was to characterize pro- and anti-HPV vaccine networks on Instagram, and to describe
misinformation within the anti-HPV vaccine network.

Methods: From April 2018 to December 2018, we collected publicly available English-language Instagram posts containing
hashtags #HPV, #HPVVaccine, or #Gardasil using Netlytic software (n=16,607). We randomly selected 10% of the sample and
content analyzed relevant posts (n=580) for text, image, and social media features as well as holistic attributes (eg, sentiments,
personal stories). Among antivaccine posts, we organized elements of misinformation within four broad dimensions: 1)
misinformation theoretical domains, 2) vaccine debate topics, 3) evidence base, and 4) health beliefs. We conducted univariate,
bivariate, and network analyses on the subsample of posts to quantify the role and position of individual posts in the network.

Results: Compared to provaccine posts (324/580, 55.9%), antivaccine posts (256/580, 44.1%) were more likely to originate
from individuals (64.1% antivaccine vs 25.0% provaccine; P<.001) and include personal narratives (37.1% vs 25.6%; P=.003).
In the antivaccine network, core misinformation characteristics included mentioning #Gardasil, purporting to reveal a lie (ie,
concealment), conspiracy theories, unsubstantiated claims, and risk of vaccine injury. Information/resource posts clustered around
misinformation domains including falsification, nanopublications, and vaccine-preventable disease, whereas personal narrative
posts clustered around different domains of misinformation, including concealment, injury, and conspiracy theories. The most
liked post (6634 likes) in our full subsample was a positive personal narrative post, created by a non-health individual; the most
liked post (5604 likes) in our antivaccine subsample was an informational post created by a health individual.

Conclusions: Identifying characteristics of misinformation related to HPV vaccine on social media will inform targeted
interventions (eg, network opinion leaders) and help sow corrective information and stories tailored to different falsehoods.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21451)   doi:10.2196/21451
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Introduction

Approximately 80 million people in the United States, or about
1 in 4, are infected with human papillomavirus (HPV), and 14
million new cases of HPV will occur each year [1]. Certain
strains of HPV are responsible for over 90% of anal and cervical
cancers, 70% of vaginal and vulvar cancers, and 60% of penile
and oropharynx cancers [1]. The HPV vaccine is a major
advancement in cancer prevention, and this primary prevention
tool has the potential to reduce and eliminate HPV-associated
cancers.

In 2016, the National HPV Vaccination Roundtable identified
social media as the top priority to strengthen vaccine confidence
and increase HPV vaccination rates [2], and, more recently, the
National Institutes of Health underscored its support for digital
health behavior research [3]. Research on the HPV vaccine and
social media has emerged across various platforms including
Twitter [4-7], YouTube [8], Facebook [9], Instagram [10,11],
and online media more broadly [12]. Studies show that
provaccine content on social media is sizeable [5,6]; however,
exposure to negative vaccine content may lead to the formation
of negative opinions and subsequent sharing of antivaccine
content [4], thus contributing to and perpetuating antivaccine
content on social media. The HPV vaccine has come under
attack, particularly through the spread of misinformation, as
falsehoods and unsubstantiated claims attempt to discredit the
science behind the safety and efficacy of the vaccine [13]. Social
media is an important resource for health information, and, at
the same time, represents a significant source of exposure to
health misinformation [14].

The popular social media platform Instagram represents a
significant source of exposure to health information and
misinformation [14]; 1 in 3 US adults use Instagram [15]. Nearly
50% of adults ages 30-49 years use Instagram [16],
corresponding to a key demographic of parents who likely have
age-eligible children (9-14 years old) for the HPV vaccine and
may be looking for information on social media. However,
research examining Instagram data has been slower to emerge
compared with other platforms, in part due to limited data access
and the platform culture of posting only to closed networks of
friends. To date, health-related research on Instagram has
focused on characterizing images for content and theme [17]
and geo-spatial analysis [18]. To our knowledge, only 2 studies
have examined the HPV vaccine on Instagram [10,11], and both
characterized pro- and antivaccine content. Our study extends
this work by characterizing domains of misinformation among
anti-HPV vaccine posts on Instagram and also by conducting
a network analysis of post characteristics based on image and
text features. While social network analysis has been used to
better understand interactions on other social media platforms
such as Facebook [19] and Twitter [20], few have studies used
it to understand Instagram [21].

Misinformation, specifically spread through social media and
other online platforms, is a major threat to public health and

medicine [13]. Addressing misinformation on social media
requires a proactive approach. To be proactive, we must first
understand what types of misinformation are present. However,
developing strategies to address misinformation requires more
effort, including cultivating an understanding of the following:
what types of messages are being shared and by whom; how
the relationship between posts, hashtags, and various text/image
characteristics reflect pro- and anti-HPV vaccine domains; and
how to leverage these network relationships to address
misinformation. To address these goals, this study uses mixed
methods (qualitative and quantitative social network analysis)
to examine four research questions:

1. How do Instagram post characteristics (such as format,
source, and content) differ by HPV vaccine sentiment?

2. What are the salient dimensions of misinformation among
anti-HPV vaccine Instagram posts?

3. What is the network structure of pro- and anti-HPV vaccine
Instagram post characteristics?

4. How do position (centrality) and popularity (number of
likes) of posts vary by post characteristics and domains of
misinformation?

Methods

Study Design and Sampling
Between April 2018 and December of 2018, we used Netlytic
[22] software to collect public Instagram posts. We collected
data by accessing Instagram’s public application programming
interface, meeting the company’s terms of service for public
data, and collected up to 100 new posts per hour. If more than
100 posts with a particular hashtag/keyword were posted per
hour, only the most recent were retrieved. In December 2018,
Instagram closed its application programming interface and
data collection through Netlytic was no longer possible [23].
As such, all data for this study were collected prior to the
application programming interface closure. The data collection
method in this study is similar to that used in prior Instagram
research [10,18,24].

Drawing from prior social media studies on this topic [4-6] and
working to maximize the number of relevant of posts (ie, signal)
while limiting irrelevant posts (ie, noise), we used the hashtag
search criteria “#HPV,” “#HPVVaccine,” and “#Gardasil”.
These 3 hashtags created 3 separate datasets totaling 126,327
posts. We created a merged dataset (n=48,921) after removing
duplicate posts. In this merged dataset, we excluded
non-English-language posts (two-thirds of the sample) using
Google’s translation application programming interface [25] to
create a final sample of 16,607 posts. No private Instagram
posts were included in our sample. All study procedures were
approved by the institutional review board at Drexel University.

Content Analysis
We randomly selected 1660 of the 16,607 posts (approximately
10% of the final sample) to create a subsample for content
analysis. Posts in the subsample that were not relevant to the
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HPV vaccine (eg, about HPV more generally or another vaccine)
were not analyzed (n=757). Additionally, posts in the subsample
were not analyzed if we could not access the image through the
hyperlink in our dataset (n=298). Working hyperlinks were
unavailable if the post had been deleted since data collection,
or if the user had changed the account privacy settings. Our
content analyzed subsample included 605 posts. Manifest
characteristics of posts’ imagery, caption texts, and holistic post
attributes (ie, source, context/style, and sentiment) were coded
using a modified version of a codebook (see Multimedia
Appendix 1) previously tested for reliability in analyzing
HPV-related Instagram posts [10].

We organized elements of misinformation within four broad
dimensions based on a review of the literature: 1)
misinformation theoretical domains, 2) vaccine debate topics,
3) evidence base, and 4) health beliefs. Misinformation
theoretical domains drew from Information Manipulation Theory
as adapted and defined by Zhou and Zhang [26], and included
concealment (ie, purporting to reveal a lie), ambivalence (ie,
raising questions), distortion (ie, misrepresenting original
information), and falsification (ie, fabricating information).
Vaccine debate topics included common themes and ideas that
are shared in antivaccine communities, including vaccine
inefficacy, civil liberties, alternative medicine, ideology, and
conspiracy theories [27]. Evidence base was defined as the type
of information cited as the basis for assertions about the HPV
vaccine, including nanopublications (eg, academic manuscripts),
vaccine injury stories, and unsubstantiated claims (ie, no
scientific evidence provided). Finally, we included constructs
from the Health Belief Model [28] that captured risk (ie, severity
and susceptibility) of vaccine-related injury and
vaccine-preventable diseases, barriers and benefits of not
vaccinating, and self-efficacy to not vaccinate (ie, cues to action,
perceived behavioral control). All misinformation elements
were coded independently and were not mutually exclusive.

Content analysis of the subsample was completed by four
members of the study team who had previously analyzed HPV
vaccine posts on Instagram [10]. The study team classified
multiple samples of posts and resolved coding discrepancies
through iterative review and refinement of the codebook. This
coding method has been used widely in social media content
analysis [4,5]. Our full codebook is provided as supplemental
material, defining each subdomain (Multimedia Appendix 1).

To identify the presence of keywords in the caption text of posts,
we searched for characters in a string that represented topics
relevant to HPV vaccine characteristics (eg, “cancer,” “CDC”).
We also searched post metadata to identify hashtags; mentions;
reposts; and, if a location was included, relevant social media
characteristics. The caption text and social media characteristics
were then examined vis-à-vis vaccine sentiment.

Network Analysis of Posts and Hashtags
We constructed a 2-mode affiliation network of the relationship
between Instagram posts and coded HPV vaccine terms and
characteristics. We constructed two networks: (a) 580 x 14
“general” network comprising 580 pro- and antivaccine posts
and the 14 terms mentioned, and (b) a 256 x 23 subnetwork of
256 antivaccine posts and the 23 misinformation
dimensions/domains/themes and hashtags. The cells Xij in each
of the networks’ rectangular matrices take the value “1” if a
post mentions a specific term (or in the case of the antivaccine
network, if a post is associated with a specific
domain/dimension/theme), and “0”, if otherwise. We also
captured pertinent post characteristics (“attributes”); these
include the presence of text/images in posts, social media
features such as links, and other holistic features such as post
sentiment, source, and context (for both the “general” and
antivaccine networks). The resultant visualization of these
networks, produced by UCINET/Netdraw [26] software’s graph
theoretic spring-embedding algorithm, are shown in Figures 1
and 2.

We used UCINET software [29] to compute degree centrality,
an indicator of how connected or popular a single node is and
how likely such a node is in transmission of information through
a network. Degree centrality measures the absolute number of
other nodes that each node is connected to. Additionally,
UCINET’s core-periphery procedures determined the presence
of key content clusters, distinguishing between “core” and
“peripheral” characteristics in the general- and antivaccine
networks. Core-periphery analysis allows for the examination
of the extent to which groups are clustered and communicate
about issues of mutual interest, as well as how content clusters
are grouped around diverse and loosely connected sets of topics,
posts, or issues [30].
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Figure 1. Two-mode visualization (n=580 posts; neutral posts excluded). Includes image, caption, and social media characteristics. Variables colored
by type of characteristic. Sized by likes (mean=145.8; median=21; maximum=6634). Top two posts with the most likes are indicated. Symbol shapes
represent post source. Color represents node type. Rim color indicates post context. Yellow = social media features. Light blue = image characteristics.
Dark blue = caption text characteristics. Red = antivaccine. Green = provaccine. Black rim = personal narrative. White rim = information/resource.
Circle = general group. Square = general individual. Triangle = health group. Diamond = health individual.

Figure 2. Antivaccine network visualization (n=256 posts). Variables colored by type of characteristic. Sized by likes (mean=220.9; median=27;
maximum=5604). Top three posts with the most likes are indicated. Includes image, type of misinformation, and social media characteristics. Symbol
shapes represent post source. Color represents node type. Yellow = social media features. Light blue = image characteristics. Dark blue = type of
misinformation. Black = personal narrative. White = information/resource. Circle = general group. Square = general individual. Triangle = health group.
Diamond = health individual.
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Quantitative Analysis
Statistical analyses included both univariate and bivariate
analyses and were conducted in STATA/IC Version 15 software
[31]. Simple descriptive statistics were generated for pro- and
antivaccine posts separately and in aggregate. Among both pro-
and antivaccine posts, t tests and analysis of variance (ANOVA)
assessed differences in ‘like’ count by post characteristics.
chi-squared tests assessed differences in the distribution of
characteristics between pro- and antivaccine posts.

Results

Inclusion and Exclusion
Of the relevant and working 605 posts in our subsample, a small
proportion (n=25, 4.1% coded posts) were determined to be
neutral (ie, neither pro- nor antivaccine), and were therefore
excluded from subsequent analyses. Thus, the final analytic
sample included 256 antivaccine posts and 324 provaccine posts
(n=580 total).

Content Analysis
Intercoder reliability was assessed using percentage agreement
throughout the codebook development process (mean
agreement=0.87, SD=0.09). Following codebook development,
members of the study were randomly assigned unique samples
of posts to code, as well as an additional sample of shared posts
to again evaluate intercoder reliability (mean agreement=0.85,
SD=0.09), ensuring our coding process was rigorous and
replicable. Agreement for individual codes ranged from 0.67
(susceptibility of vaccine-related injury) to 1.0 (barriers to not
vaccinating).

Table 1 summarizes coded post characteristics and social media
features, stratified by vaccine sentiment. The majority of posts
were provaccine (324/580, 55.9%). Individuals were the most
frequent type of post source (245/580, 42.2%), followed by
health non-individuals (151/580, 26.0%, general non-individuals
(102/580, 17.6%), and health individuals (82/580, 14.1%).
Nearly 7 in 10 posts contained information or resources
(402/580, 69.3%) compared to personal narratives (178/580,
30.7%). Many post visuals were either imagery-only (187/580,
32.2%) or noninfographic combinations of text and imagery
(173/580, 29.8%). Most posts included at least one person
(329/580, 56.7%), such as a vaccine-eligible child (269/580,
46.4%), a health professional (91/580, 15.7%), or
parent/caregiver (30/580, 5.2%). Females were depicted more

than twice as frequently as males (females=134/580, 23.1%;
males=58/580, 10.0%). Antivaccine posts received significantly
more likes compared to provaccine posts (220.9 mean likes vs
86.3 mean likes, respectively; P=.003). Posts containing personal
narratives received significantly more likes compared to posts
containing information/resources (217.5 mean likes vs 114.0
mean likes, respectively; P=.033).

Significant differences were found between characteristics of
pro- and antivaccine posts (see Table 1). Compared to
provaccine posts, antivaccine posts were more likely to originate
from non-health individuals (164/256, 64.1% antivaccine vs
81/324, 25.0% provaccine; P<.001), include personal narrative
(95/256, 37.1% vs 83/324, 25.6%; P=.003), or show a
parent/caregiver (21/256, 8.2% vs 9/324, 2.8%; P=.003).
Antivaccine posts were also more likely to mention another
Instagram user (115/256, 44.9% antivaccine vs 87/324, 26.9%
provaccine; P<.001), include a link (75/256, 29.3% vs 51/324,
15.7%; P<.001), or be a repost of another post (79/256, 30.9%
vs 23/324, 7.1%; P<.001). Provaccine posts were more likely
than antivaccine posts to include location information (80/324,
24.7% vs 9/256, 3.5%; P<.001). Finally, vaccine sentiment was
a significant determinant of which hashtags were included, with
antivaccine posts using #Gardasil significantly more often than
provaccine posts (P<.001), and provaccine posts using #HPV
(P<.001) and #HPVvaccine (P<.001) more than antivaccine
posts.

Table 2 presents coding results and mean like counts for
misinformation elements from antivaccine posts only (n=256).
Concealment and distortion were the most frequent
misinformation theoretical domains (135/256, 52.7% and
84/256, 32.8%, respectively). The most common vaccine debate
topics were conspiracy theories (144/256, 56.3%) and vaccine
inefficacy (72/256, 28.1%). Nearly three quarters of antivaccine
posts offered unsubstantiated claims (185/256, 72.3%). The
majority of posts highlighted the risk of vaccine-related injury:
approximately 8 in 10 (205/256, 80.1%) discussed severity and
approximately 6 in 10 (163/256, 63.7%) discussed susceptibility.
One fifth of posts discussed the risks of vaccine-preventable
diseases, primarily by downplaying susceptibility (41/256,
16.0%) of vaccine-preventable diseases. Building self-efficacy
to not vaccinate was another key component of posts: 40.2%
(103/256) of posts promoted one’s behavioral control over not
vaccinating, and 39.8% (102/256) mentioned tangible cues to
action such as links to vaccine exemption forms.
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Table 1. Frequency and proportion of Instagram post characteristics (ie, image, text, and social media features) for pro- and antivaccine posts. Results
ordered descending by total frequency. Mean like counts and SDs are provided for all posts. Chi-squared tests assessed significant differences in
distribution of post characteristics between pro- and antivaccine posts (alpha=.05).

P valueAntivaccine (n=256), %Provaccine (n=324), %Mean likes, n
(SD)

Value (N=580), n
(%)

Post Characteristics

Whole-post attributes

N/AN/AN/AaVaccine sentiment

86.3 (484.6)324 (55.9)Provaccine

220.9 (591.0)256 (44.1)Antivaccine

29.4 (67.8)25 (4.1)Neutralb

<.001Post source

64.125132.2 (539.8)245 (42.2)General individual

741.1109.2 (464.8)151 (26.0)Health non-individual

17.617.6174.8 (418.5)102 (17.6)General non-individual

11.316.4217.5 (749.9)82 (14.1)Health individual

0.003Post content

37.125.6217.5 (673.7)178 (30.7)Personal narrative

62.974.4114 (462.7)402 (69.3)Information/resource

Image characteristics

<.001Visualization

18.443.2135.4 (578.4)187 (32.2)Imagery-only

44.118.5181.8 (459.2)173 (29.8)Text + imagery: noninfographic

12.513207.9 (891.6)74 (12.8)Text-only

2.317.375.7 (268.6)62 (10.7)Text + imagery: infographic

13.77.193.7 (296.3)58 (10.0)Video

90.986.8 (141.0)26 (4.5)Other

0.393Total person(s) shown

39.546.3136.1 (558.5)251 (43.3)None

37.531.8184.5 (615.4)199 (34.3)1 person

20.719.8100.7 (330.4)117 (20.2)2-9 persons

2.32.2143.3 (332.0)13 (2.2)10+ persons

0.02Vaccine-eligible person shown

5254.9146.4 (545.4)311 (53.6)None

26.620.4166.2 (671.1)134 (23.1)Female(s) only

11.39172.2 (398.8)58 (10.0)Male(s) only

4.311.1108.8 (329.9)47 (8.1)Both male(s) and female(s)

5.94.654.8 (177.3)30 (5.2)Unable to determine

Other image elements

0.1528.122.8158.7 (472.0)146 (25.2)Vaccine shown

0.00510.919.4110.4 (347.7)91 (15.7)Health professional shown

0.0038.22.8177.3 (489.6)30 (5.2)Parent/caregiver shown

Hashtag(s) mentioned

<.00135.274.197.6 (374.9)330 (56.9)#HPV

<.00129.360.5133.1 (643.3)271 (46.7)#HPVVaccine

<.00175.423.2179.2 (475.9)268 (46.2)#Gardasil
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P valueAntivaccine (n=256), %Provaccine (n=324), %Mean likes, n
(SD)

Value (N=580), n
(%)

Post Characteristics

<.0012.7335.1990.1 (450.9)121 (20.9)#HPV + #HPVVaccine

<.00122.711.7148.4 (379.6)96 (16.6)#HPV + #Gardasil

<.00112.11.897.1 (368.3)37 (6.4)#HPVVaccine + #Gardasil

0.163.15.6151.1 (486.3)26 (4.5)#HPV + #HPVVaccine + #Gardasil

Social media characteristics

<.00144.926.9123.5 (362.3)202 (34.8)Other user mentioned

<.00129.315.7142.4 (446.5)126 (21.7)Link included

<.00130.97.1110 (336)102 (17.6)Post is a repost

<.0013.524.778.6 (312.1)89 (15.3)Location included

aN/A: Not applicable.
bNeutral posts excluded from subsequent analyses.

Table 2. Frequency and proportion of misinformation characteristics of antivaccine Instagram posts (n=256). Results ordered descending by frequency.
All characteristics were coded independently and were not mutually exclusive. Not shown (<10%): severity of vaccine-preventable diseases, benefits
of not vaccinating, barriers to not vaccinating.

Degree centralityaMean likes, n (SD)Value, nCategory, characteristic

Misinformation domains

0.527238.3 (677.7)135Concealment

0.328167.4 (391.1)84Distortion 

0.285155.1 (391.3)73Ambivalence

0.156267.6 (525.0)40Falsification

Vaccine debate topics

0.563152.8 (378.7)144Conspiracy theories

0.281254.3 (632.0)72Vaccine inefficacy

0.191193 (491.5)49Civil liberties

0.133257 (573.8)34Alternative medicine

0.102243 (548.2)26Ideological

Evidence base

0.723156.8 (416.1)185Unsubstantiated claim

0.453209.4 (482.4)116Vaccine-injury stories

0.277254.5 (789.6)71Nanopublication

Health beliefs

0.801214.9 (599.8)205Severity of vaccine-related injury

0.637192.5 (464.8)163Susceptibility of vaccine-related injury

0.402306.8 (772.9)103Perceived behavioral control

0.398286.9 (771.1)102Cues to action

0.16253 (594.2)41Susceptibility to vaccine-preventable diseases

aDegree centrality an indicator of how connected a single characteristic is and how likely such a characteristic is in transmission of information and
resources through a network; the higher the measure the more common or frequently occurring the feature is in the network. Average degree centrality
in antivaccine network was 0.336 (SD=0.219).

Network Analysis
Figure 1 presents the 2-mode network visualization of the coded
subsample (n=580 posts). Different hashtags were used
preferentially depending on a post’s vaccine sentiment.

#Gardasil was core to the antivaccine network, whereas
#HPVvaccine and #HPV were both core to the provaccine
network. Text including risk, study, and educate all gravitated
towards #Gardasil and were central to the antivaccine network,
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whereas text including prevention and cancer both gravitated
towards #HPV and were central to the provaccine network.
Although provaccine posts were more common, antivaccine
posts included many more nodes with black rims, indicating
that the post was personal narrative as opposed to
information/resource (displayed with a white rim). The post
nodes were sized proportionate to the number of likes received
– the most liked post (n=6634 likes) in our subsample was a
positive personal narrative post, created by a non-health
individual (located in the upper left quadrant of the network
diagram).

Figure 2 presents only the antivaccine network (n=256 posts)
with additional characteristics of misinformation. The position
of theoretical dimensions of misinformation varied. Concealment
was located in the core of the network, whereas distortion,
falsification, and ambivalence were more peripheral. In addition,
unsubstantiated claims and vaccine injury stories were core
pieces of evidence to the network. With respect to health belief
model constructs, risk of vaccine injury and self-efficacy to not
vaccinate were located in the core of the antivaccine network.
Finally, posts that tap on conspiracy theories and vaccine
inefficacy were central and located in the core of the network,
whereas those tapping on vaccine debate topics, ideology,
alternative medicine, and civil liberties were in the periphery.
As shown in Figure 2, social media features (colored in yellow)
such as use of hashtags, links, and mentioning other users were
also located in the center of the network. Information/resource
posts (colored in white) clustered around misinformation
domains including falsification, nanopublications, and
vaccine-preventable disease; whereas personal narrative posts
(colored in black) clustered around different domains of
misinformation, including concealment (ie, revealing lies),
injury, and conspiracy theories. Finally, post nodes were sized
proportionate to the number of likes received – the most liked
post (n=5604 likes) in our antivaccine subsample was an
informational post created by a health individual (a white
diamond located in the lower left quadrant of the network
diagram).

On average, degree centrality in the antivaccine network was
0.336 (SD=0.219). As shown in Table 2, degree centrality for
posts ranged from 0.102 (ideological) to 0.801 (vaccine injury
severity). Common misinformation elements of the antivaccine
network with degree centrality scores greater than 0.5 included
concealment (0.527), conspiracy theories (0.563),
unsubstantiated claim (0.723), severity of vaccine-related injury
(0.801), and susceptibility of vaccine-related injury (0.637).
Instagram posts that exemplify the common misinformation
elements are included as Multimedia Appendix 2.

Discussion

Instagram Post Characteristics by HPV Vaccine
Sentiment
The majority of Instagram posts in our HPV vaccine sample
were provaccine and used hashtags #HPV and #HPVvaccine.
Antivaccine posts received on average more likes than
provaccine and were more likely to use #Gardasil. Use of social
media features also varied by post sentiment. Antivaccine posts

were more likely to mention another Instagram user (ie, direct
communication), and provaccine posts were more likely to
include location information – suggesting differences in how
the two groups connect with others and share information. For
example, antivaccine posts included location information
significantly less often than provaccine posts, and the presence
or absence of geotagging may be an important marker for the
transparency and credibility of content creators [32]. Finally,
in our sample, more posts contained information/resources
compared to personal narratives, and the latter received more
likes on average, demonstrating the power and popularity of a
story. These results confirm and extend findings from a study
that used a more limited dataset [10].

Our findings examining Instagram data support research
conducted on other social media platforms related to the HPV
vaccine. Similar to our findings, Twitter studies have found the
majority of content to be provaccine [5,6]. On YouTube,
pro-HPV vaccine content relied heavily on information and
evidence (as compared to personal stories), and antivaccine
content on YouTube focused on side effects and conspiracy
theories [8]. While our findings support prior work on other
social media platforms, it also extends this knowledge base by
examining misinformation domains.

Dimensions of Misinformation Among Anti-HPV
Vaccine Posts
Our network diagram related to misinformation among
antivaccine posts (Figure 2) not only highlights domains and
topics that cluster together (eg, conspiracy, injury, and
concealment vs behavioral control, vaccine inefficacy, and
distortion) but also the post characteristics that group around
each cluster (eg, personal narrative vs information/resources).
This may inform public health messaging to better pair with
existing content. For instance, personal narrative posts may be
better suited to address conspiracy than information/resource
posts. In our antivaccine sample, misinformation was
represented through core elements, including posts using
concealment strategies, posts highlighting conspiracy theories,
posts basing claims on unsubstantiated evidence and personal
anecdotes (eg, injury), and posts raising awareness of
vaccine-related injury severity and susceptibility. Multimedia
Appendix 2 provides three sample posts that exemplify each of
the core misinformation elements.

Concealment was the core misinformation theoretical domain
in our subsample’s network. Posts that used concealment as the
vehicle for misinformation purported to reveal a lie or expose
previously unknown facts. An example provided from our data
demonstrated that a “new study” helped to reveal previously
“unknown facts” about the HPV vaccine trials. While not a core
component of the network, distortion also demonstrated high
degree centrality. Whereas concealment posts shined a light on
information, distortion posts created false light, presenting one
or more potentially true pieces of evidence to imply correlation,
causation, or comparison between them. Distortion was
particularly salient among injury stories that drew links between
receiving a vaccine and injury. The concealment and distortion
misinformation domains warrant unique strategies to address
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hesitancy, fear, or doubt that may arise from exposure to such
information.

Conspiracy theories were also core to the antivaccine network
and included posts that claimed various actors (eg, government,
nonprofit, or industry) wanted to promote HPV vaccination for
nefarious reasons. Conspiracy is not a new topic among vaccines
or health more broadly, and strategies to address this type of
misinformation may seek to identify hidden agendas or groups
with self-serving interests, including but not limited to financial
interests. Other strategies to address conspiracy may be to
identify groups that feel alienated and create opportunities for
dialogue [33].

A third core component of misinformation posts was the use of
unsubstantiated or anecdotal evidence (eg, personal experiences)
to corroborate falsehoods. Posts that claimed vaccines cause
autism or SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome), for instance,
are examples of unsubstantiated evidence as there is scientific
evidence to support the contrary [34]. On the other hand, many
posts focused on injury as evidence for antivaccine sentiment
based on personal or anecdotal experiences. Public health
professionals have better developed tools to address
misinformation that is “evidence based” or falsehoods that are
based on shaky science. However, the tools or resources needed
to address an antivaccine story about a personal experience may
need to better incorporate emotional evidence, acknowledging
the struggle or emotions elicited by the story and using these
same emotions to redirect the narrative. Medical professionals
are taught to show empathy towards a patient; public health
professionals can draw from this to build additional tools to
combat misinformation on social media.

Finally, as related to health beliefs, misinformation posts focused
on severity and susceptibly of vaccine-related injury. Severity
posts fixated on harmful side effects, illnesses, and even death
– not to mention possible unknown long-term effects.
Susceptibly, on the other hand, included arguments about the
commonality of side effects and the number of vaccines on the
childhood schedule, therefore overloading the immune system.
This last sentiment may be particularly salient to parents who
are concerned with the HPV vaccine being routinely given with
the meningococcal and Tdap vaccines.

Limitations
Our study has limitations worth noting. First, our sample was
created using three hashtags, limiting the generalizability of our
findings. We mitigated this potential bias by using three
common hashtags that have been used in other studies and have
been shown to include both pro- and antivaccine content [4,5].
Second, we examined misinformation domains only among
antivaccine posts. While provaccine posts may contain false
information, we focused on antivaccine posts. Third, our
unobtrusive methodology is unable to measure actual exposure
to posts or determine if exposure was associated with health
knowledge, attitudes, or practices. Additionally, Instagram’s
application programming interface did not generate user
information beyond the user’s account name, so follower counts
were not available during our analysis as a measure of potential
exposure. Future research may consider examining differences
in posts from users with larger versus smaller followings.

Fourth, we included mean and not median like count in our
analysis. The median number of likes for antivaccine posts was
27 (mean=220.9), and for provaccine posts was 18 (mean=86.3),
confirming prior reporting that engagement measures such as
likes are right-skewed because a minority of posts receive a
disproportionate share of likes [35];this is a typical phenomenon
in social media research and practice. Although the mean and
median like counts differ in terms of magnitude, they do not
differ directionally. Moreover, posts were created at different
times and therefore had varying amounts of time to accumulate
likes. However, because most social media engagement occurs
within a short amount of time immediately following the
creation of a post, the impact on our findings was likely minimal.
Furthermore, in our analytic sample, like count was not
associated with the number of posts created by a given user
(P=.909; results not presented), suggesting that no one user
dominated or influenced the number of likes. Additionally, our
decision to randomly sample posts did not allow for us to
examine temporal trends and future studies may consider a
stratified sampling approach by week or another unit of time.
Finally, we did not identify bot activity nor attempt to identify
automation or nonhuman interactions. This activity could lead
to artificially high engagement with specific types of content
and warrants additional investigation to determine the presence
and proliferation of misinformation resulting from automated
activity. Despite these limitations, our findings help characterize
misinformation about the HPV vaccine on Instagram and
provide a footing for future research in this field.

Conclusion
Health misinformation on social media is diverse, tapping into
states of reason to emotion. Identifying characteristics of health
misinformation on social media will help inform targeted
interventions and tailored messages to sow corrective
information and stories [36]. The American Heart Association’s
ReSS (Resuscitation Science Symposium) social media
campaign [37] used a small group of resuscitation science
professionals to create (corrective) content in online social media
platforms, leading to significant end user engagement with the
content. Similar interventions have been documented in other
settings [38]. If the public health and medical community wants
to be at the center of the social media network and discussion
about the HPV vaccine, it must understand and consider similar
strategies. Misinformation characteristics can be identified and
segmented for focused interventions through opinion-leader or
peer outreach education programs.

Communication strategies that only leverage conventional health
experts and authorities are ill-equipped to address
misinformation on social media. The rise of “expert patients”
and “expert parents” has been in part due to their proficient use
of social media network features, along with the saliency and
relatedness of their stories. Addressing misinformation on social
media will require resource development and enthusiasm across
multiple industries and health consumer types, including tech
and health insurance companies, hospital and physician groups,
and parent and cancer survivor advocates.
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Abstract

Background: Depressive disorders are the most common mental illnesses, and they constitute the leading cause of disability
worldwide. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are the most commonly prescribed drugs for the treatment of depressive
disorders. Some people share information about their experiences with antidepressants on social media platforms such as Twitter.
Analysis of the messages posted by Twitter users under SSRI treatment can yield useful information on how these antidepressants
affect users’ behavior.

Objective: This study aims to compare the behavioral and linguistic characteristics of the tweets posted while users were likely
to be under SSRI treatment, in comparison to the tweets posted by the same users when they were less likely to be taking this
medication.

Methods: In the first step, the timelines of Twitter users mentioning SSRI antidepressants in their tweets were selected using
a list of 128 generic and brand names of SSRIs. In the second step, two datasets of tweets were created, the in-treatment dataset
(made up of the tweets posted throughout the 30 days after mentioning an SSRI) and the unknown-treatment dataset (made up
of tweets posted more than 90 days before or more than 90 days after any tweet mentioning an SSRI). For each user, the changes
in behavioral and linguistic features between the tweets classified in these two datasets were analyzed. 186 users and their timelines
with 668,842 tweets were finally included in the study.

Results: The number of tweets generated per day by the users when they were in treatment was higher than it was when they
were in the unknown-treatment period (P=.001). When the users were in treatment, the mean percentage of tweets posted during
the daytime (from 8 AM to midnight) increased in comparison to the unknown-treatment period (P=.002). The number of characters
and words per tweet was higher when the users were in treatment (P=.03 and P=.02, respectively). Regarding linguistic features,
the percentage of pronouns that were first-person singular was higher when users were in treatment (P=.008).

Conclusions: Behavioral and linguistic changes have been detected when users with depression are taking antidepressant
medication. These features can provide interesting insights for monitoring the evolution of this disease, as well as offering
additional information related to treatment adherence. This information may be especially useful in patients who are receiving
long-term treatments such as people suffering from depression.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20920)   doi:10.2196/20920
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Introduction

Background
Depression is one of the most common mental disorders [1].
According to the World Health Organization, depression affects
more than 322 million people of all ages globally, being a
leading cause of disability worldwide [2]. The proportion of
people with depression went up by around 18% between 2005
and 2015 [3]. This mental disorder constitutes a challenge for
society and health care systems due to devastating personal and
social consequences and the associated economic costs [4-13].
In spite of the high prevalence of depression and the efforts of
health care services to improve its management, this health
condition remains underdiagnosed and undertreated [14].

In the case of moderate and severe forms of depression,
pharmacological treatment can improve the quality of life of
these patients [4]. There are several types of antidepressant
drugs, and among them, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors
(SSRIs) are currently the most prescribed antidepressants around
the world. For instance, according to the Spanish Agency for
Medicines and Health Products [15], SSRIs constitute more
than 70% of all antidepressants prescribed in Spain. They have
fewer side effects than other antidepressants [16], show a good
risk-benefit ratio [17,18], are safer and better tolerated [19], and
exhibit a reduced risk of toxicity in overdose in comparison to
tricyclic antidepressants [20]. They are commonly used as
first-line treatment for depression [21-23] and are usually
prescribed as maintenance therapy to prevent relapse [4,23-26].
SSRIs include the following drugs: fluvoxamine, fluoxetine,
paroxetine, sertraline, citalopram, and escitalopram [17].

Furthermore, although social media platforms have typically
not been created with health-related purposes in mind [27,28],
millions of people publicly share personal health information
on social media platforms every day [29,30]. For this reason,
these platforms represent an important source of health
information that is faster and more broadly available than other
sources of health information, being unsolicited, spontaneous,
and up to date. Infodemiology approaches have been developed
and applied to better understand the dynamics of these platforms
when used as a health information source [31-33]. In this
context, social media users share health-related information,
such as experiences with prescribed drugs [34], cancer patients’
sentiments [35], opinions on vaccines [36], or online
conversations on epidemic outbreaks [37]. The massive data
from social media can be monitored and analyzed by using
natural language processing and machine learning technologies,
providing new possibilities to better understand users’behavior
[30], including automatic identification of early signs of mental
disorders [38-40]. In particular, it is typical for people suffering
from depression to talk about their illness and the drugs they
are taking [41-43].

Twitter is a very popular microblogging platform with more
than 330 million active users worldwide [44]. Tweets, freely
available in almost 90% of users’ accounts, provide a huge

amount of data that can collected in real time [28,30,33,45-48].
Twitter users post short messages about facts, feelings, and
opinions, including about health conditions [49].

Mining of drug-related information from Twitter has been
applied in the pharmacovigilance field [27,50]. Some
pharmacovigilance studies carried out on Twitter studied specific
cohorts by identifying users’mentions of drug intake [37,51-53].
Other studies focused on adverse drug reactions, analyzing
users’ tweets regarding adverse events and side effects
associated with drug use, which were identified by means of
generic or brand names [29,47,54,55]. In our previous study
[49], we observed that Twitter users who are potentially
suffering from depression show particular behavioral and
linguistic features in their tweets. These features were related
to an increase in their activity during the night, a different style
of writing with increased use of the first-person singular
pronoun, fewer characters in their tweets, an increase in the
frequency of words related to sadness and disgust emotions,
and more frequent presence of negation words and negative
polarity. This information can be used as a complementary tool
to detect signals of depression and for monitoring and supporting
patients using Twitter.

Objectives
In this paper, we aim to enrich our previous study [49] by
focusing on analysis of the changes in behavioral and linguistic
features of Twitter users in Spanish language, which may be
associated with the antidepressant medication these users are
taking. It is worth mentioning that users from Spanish-speaking
countries are among the most active on Twitter in the world
[56]. The study is focused on Twitter users who mention
treatment with SSRIs, which are the most frequently prescribed
antidepressants [15]. In particular, this study compares the
characteristics of the tweets posted while users were probably
taking SSRIs versus the tweets posted by the same users when
they have a lower probability of taking this antidepressant
medication. This analysis can contribute to better understanding
how these drugs affect users’ mood. Although we found two
additional studies describing changes in Twitter users’ language
in some mental disorders [57,58], to the best of our knowledge,
there are no other studies that analyze Twitter posts in Spanish
language to detect behavioral and linguistic changes when the
users are taking antidepressant medication.

Methods

Study Design
This study was designed with the aim of analyzing the
behavioral patterns and linguistic features of users who mention
SSRIs in their Twitter timeline. The study was developed in
several steps and focused on tweets written in Spanish. The
flow diagram of the study is depicted in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 1, two nonoverlapping datasets of tweets
from users mentioning treatment with SSRIs were obtained: (1)
The in-treatment tweets dataset was made up of the tweets
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posted throughout the 30 days after the publication date of any
tweet mentioning SSRI intake. We assumed that these tweets
were posted while the users had a high probability of being in
treatment with an SSRI. (2) The unknown-treatment tweets
dataset was made up of the tweets that were posted more than
90 days before or more than 90 days after the publication date
of any tweet mentioning SSRI intake. We assumed that these
tweets were posted while users had a lower probability of being
in treatment with an SSRI than in the previous dataset.

These datasets were designed in a way that made it possible to
carry out intrasubject comparisons, since the in-treatment tweets
and unknown-treatment tweets datasets were obtained from the
same Twitter users.

The strategy for the selection of the tweets included in the two
datasets is depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the study process. SSRI: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
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Figure 2. The in-treatment and unknown-treatment dataset selection strategy. SSRI: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.

Data Collection and User Selection
The selection of the tweets and their users was based on the
filtered real-time streaming support provided by the Twitter
application programming interface [59]. In the first step, we
selected tweets in Spanish that mention any of the SSRI generic
and brand names used around the world. To obtain the generic

and brand names, we performed searches on the following
databases and resources: DrugBank [60], the Anatomical
Therapeutic Chemical Classification System and the Defined
Daily Dose of the World Health Organization [61], Wikipedia
[62], and the Database for Pharmacoepidemiological Research
in Primary Care [63]. The list of 135 generic and brand names
obtained is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) used in the study.

Brand namesGeneric name

Dumirox, Faverin, Floxyfral, Fluvoxin, Luvox, UvoxFluvoxamina (fluvoxamine)

Prozac, Reneuron, Adofen, Luramon, SarafemFluoxetina (fluoxetine)

Seroxat, Motivan, Frosinor, Praxil, Daparox, Xetin,

Apo-oxpar, Appoxar, Aropax, Aroxat, Aroxat CR, Bectam, Benepax, Casbol, Cebrilin, Deroxat,
Hemtrixil, Ixicrol, Loxamine, Meplar, Olane, Optipar, Oxetine, Pamax, ParadiseCR, Paradox,
Paraxyle, Parexis, Paroxat, Paroxet, Paxan, Paxera, Paxil, Paxil CR, Pexot, Plasare, Pondera,
Posivyl, Psicoasten, Rexetin, Seretran, Sereupin, Tiarix, Tamcere, Traviata, Xerenex, Xetroran

Paroxetina (paroxetine)

Aremis, Besitran, Zoloft, Altisben, Aserin, Altruline, Ariale, Asertral, Atenix, Eleval, Emergen,
Dominium, Inosert, Irradial, Sedora, Serolux, Sertex

Sertralina (sertraline)

Seropram, Celexa, Akarin, C Pram S, Celapram, Celica, Ciazil, Cilate, Cilift, Cimal, Cipralex,
Cipram, Cipramil, Cipraned, Cinapen, Ciprapine, Ciprotan, Citabax, Citaxin, Citalec, Citalex,
Citalo, Citalopram, Citol, Citox, Citrol, Citta, Dalsan, Denyl, Elopram, Estar, Humorup, Humorap,
Oropram, Opra, Pram, Pramcit, Procimax, Recital, Sepram, Szetalo, Talam, Temperax, Vodelax,
Zentius, Zetalo, Cipratal, Zylotex

Citalopram (citalopram)

Cipralex, Diprex, Esertia, Essential, Heipram, LexaproEscitalopram (escitalopram)

The following 7 brand names of medicines have been excluded
due to their semantic ambiguity: Essential, Motivan, Estar,
Traviata, Pondera, Recital, and Emergen. These commercial
names are, at the same time, very common words used with
different meanings in Spanish, as we verified after reviewing a
random sample of 200 tweets with mentions of these words.
The number of tweets excluded because of their semantic
ambiguity was 21,104. In the manual check of a random sample
of 200 tweets, the mentions of SSRIs when using these words

were 0% (0/200) in some cases, such as for Motivan and Estar,
and 0.5% (1/200) for Recital. The final list of words included
128 generic and brand names of SSRIs.

Using the aforementioned 128 SSRI names, we collected 3651
tweets in Spanish posted during November 2019 with
occurrences of the words listed in Table 1. These tweets were
posted by 3138 different Twitter users and mentioned 33
different words from the list. The frequencies of these 32 words
are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Frequencies of SSRI names mentioned in Spanish tweets during November 2019.

FrequencySSRI mentions

998Prozac

756Fluoxetina

542Sertralina

248Escitalopram

210Citta

109Citalo

69Paroxetina

49Pram

40Fluvoxamina

33Citalopram

22Seroxat

21Eleval

20Lexapro

18Opra

14Casbol

11Ariale

9Zoloft

9Altruline

7Paxil

7Akarin

4Heipram

4Aremis

3Cimal

2Tiarix

2Seretran

2Dominium

2Citox

2Atenix

2Aserin

1Talam

1Dalsan

1Celexa

In a second step, we crawled the public Twitter timelines of the
3138 users (until the 3200 most recent tweets for each user were
retrieved). Given that retweets are not useful for analyzing the
linguistic behavior of a particular user, the third step consisted
of excluding the retweets and checking if the remaining tweets
from each timeline included the mention of at least one SSRI.
1800 users were excluded by this filter, leaving a total of 1338
Twitter users. We obtained 3,791,609 tweets after compiling

the timelines from these 1338 users. From these timelines, 4872
tweets mentioning at least one of the SSRIs from the list were
automatically detected. These 4872 tweets were independently
reviewed by two experts, a psychologist and a family physician,
both with clinical experience. These experts manually selected
the tweets that suggested that the user who posted the tweet was
taking an SSRI on the date of posting. Examples of these tweets
are shown in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Examples of tweets that positively or negatively suggest whether the user is taking an SSRI.

Positive examples:

• “Eso de tener sueños raros debido a la fluoxetina se está saliendo de control.” (“Having odd dreams due to fluoxetine is getting out of control.”)

• “Yo tomo sertralina, como me lo receta el doctor y aún así a veces siento que el mundo donde estoy no es para mi. Ese susto esa angustia esas
ganas de correr es algo que sólo el que lo padece lo entiende” (“I take sertraline as my doctor prescribes it to me and, even so, sometimes I feel
that the world I’m living in is not for me. This fear this anxiety this desire to run out is something that only one who suffers from it can understand”)

Negative examples:

• “Ella debería tomar prozac, como Tic Tac” (“She should take prozac, like Tic Tac” [a candy brand])

• “La Paroxetina es un medicamento que pertenece a la familia de los antidepresivos inhibidores de la recaptación de la serotonina ¡Conoce más
sobre él!” (“Paroxetine is a drug that belongs to the antidepressant family of serotonin reuptake inhibitors. Find out more about it!”)

The agreement between reviewers was 93.1% (4537/4872) with
a Cohen kappa score of 0.68, indicating that there was
substantial agreement between raters. The reviewers discussed
and reached a consensus on the classification of the 335 tweets
they classified differently. Finally, we obtained a total number
of 518 tweets with one or more SSRI mentions, suggesting that
the users who posted these tweets were taking an SSRI at the
moment of posting. These tweets corresponded to 279 different
users. Therefore, these users had two characteristics: first, the
tweets on their timeline included at least one mention of SSRIs,
and second, the text of tweets mentioning SSRIs suggested that
the user was taking the antidepressant. In addition, we analyzed
the tweets posted by each user that belonged to the two datasets
(in-treatment and unknown-treatment; see Figure 1) by trying
different minimum numbers of tweets per dataset (10, 30, 60,
and 100 tweets) in order to include a user in the study. 10 tweets
contained little information in terms of number of words or
posting characteristics. In the cases of 60 and 100 tweets, the
number of users included dropped dramatically. For this reason,

we applied a requirement of a minimum of 30 tweets in both
in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets to keep the balance
between the number of tweets and the number of users to be
included in the study. After applying this requirement, 187 users
were finally included in the study. The complete timelines of
these users were compiled, totaling 668,842 tweets, which were
reduced to 482,338 once retweets were removed. Out of these,
168,369 more tweets were excluded because they were posted
on dates located outside the periods that qualified a tweet for
being included in the in-treatment or the unknown-treatment
datasets. Finally, 57,525 tweets were included in the in-treatment
dataset and 256,444 in the unknown-treatment dataset.

Data Analysis
The two datasets of tweets, in-treatment and unknown-treatment,
were compared in order to determine the existence of behavioral
and linguistic differences between the tweets generated by the
users in each period. The features that were analyzed are listed
in Table 3.

Table 3. Features of the tweets analyzed.

Analyses performedFeatures

Tweets per hour, tweets during daytime vs night, tweets per day, tweets during weekdays vs weekendDistribution over time

Number of characters, number of wordsLength

Number of words by grammatical categories (part-of-speech tags)Part-of-speech (POS)

Frequencies of emotion typesEmotion analysis

Frequencies of negation wordsNegations

Polarity of tweets on the basis of Spanish Sentiment LexiconPolarity

Paired data statistical significance tests (paired t tests) were
carried out whenever possible. The Benjamini-Hochberg false
discovery rate was applied for multiple testing correction
analysis [64]. The P values provided incorporate it.

The textual content of each tweet was analyzed using the same
methodology and tools used in our previous study [49]. The
textual content of each tweet was analyzed by means of the
following steps: tokenization performed based on a customized
Twitter tokenizer included in the Natural Language Toolkit
[65]; part-of-speech (POS) tagging performed by means of the
FreeLing Natural Language Processing tool in order to analyze
the usage patterns of grammatical categories, such as verbs,
nouns, pronouns, adverbs, and adjectives, in the text of tweets

[66]; identification of negations performed by building upon a
customized list of Spanish negation expressions, such as nada
(nothing), nadie (nobody), no (no), nunca (never), and similar;
identification of positive and negative words inside the text of
each tweet using the Spanish Sentiment Lexicon [67]; and
identification of words and expressions associated with emotions
such as happiness, anger, fear, disgust, surprise, and sadness
[68] by using the Spanish Emotion Lexicon [69].

The statistical analyses were carried out using Python 3.7, the
Tweepy, SciPy, and Natural Language Toolkit libraries, and R
version 3.6.2 (R Development Core Team), including the R
“psych” package 1.9.12.31. All the aforementioned software
tools are publicly available.
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Ethical Approval
The protocol used in this study was reviewed and approved by
the Ethics Committee of Parc Salut Mar (approval number
2017/7234/1).

Results

Distribution Over Time
Several types of distribution-over-time analysis were performed
in order to study the potential influence of being in in-treatment
periods in comparison to unknown-treatment ones. The tweet
hours were adjusted by the users’ time zone.

The mean duration of the time period analyzed of all the users
was 28.2 months (SD 24.7); the mean of the total number of
tweets analyzed was 307.6 (SD 336.0) for in-treatment periods
and 1371.4 (SD 748.2) in the case of unknown-treatment
periods. The mean number of tweets per day generated by users
during in-treatment periods was 11.44 (SD 10.05); this number
dropped to 9.07 (SD 7.21) in the unknown-treatment dataset
with a mean difference of 2.37 (SD 9.72) between periods,
which shows statistically significant differences between the
two datasets (t186=3.33; P<.001).

The mean percentage of tweets posted during daytime (between
8 AM and midnight) was 64.30% (SD 14.83) when the users
were in-treatment periods; this percentage fell to 61.78% (SD
13.69) during the unknown-treatment periods, with a mean
percentage difference of 2.52% (SD 11.81), which implies
statistically significant differences (t186=3.07; P=.004).

The mean number of tweets generated during the weekdays
(from Monday to Friday) was 12.28 (SD 11.05) during
in-treatment periods and 9.33 (SD 6.70) in the
unknown-treatment periods, with a mean difference of 2.95 (SD
10.23) and statistically significant differences between the
datasets (t186=3.93; P<.001). For the mean number of tweets
generated during the weekends (Saturday and Sunday), it was
9.35 (SD 9.31) in the in-treatment period and 8.41 (SD 9.82)
in the unknown-treatment period, with a mean difference of
0.94 (SD 10.92) that implies statistically significant differences
between the datasets (t186=1.18; P=.23). The mean percentage
of tweets posted on weekdays was 75.95% (SD 9.17) during

in-treatment periods; the percentage went down to 74.40% (SD
5.31) in unknown-treatment periods, with a mean percentage
difference of 1.56% (SD 8.9) that implies statistically significant
differences between the two periods (t186=2.39; P=.02).

Length
The average number of characters per tweet was 88.03 (SD
30.74) and 85.19 (SD 28.82) in the in-treatment and
unknown-treatment datasets, respectively, with a mean
difference of 2.84 (SD 17.70) and statistically significant
differences between the periods (t186=2.19; P=.03). As for the
number of words per tweet, the mean was 15.68 (SD 5.75) in
the in-treatment dataset and 15.09 (SD 5.20) in the
unknown-treatment dataset, with a mean difference of 0.59 (SD
3.54) and statistically significant differences (t186=2.28; P=.02).

Links and Mentions to Other Users
The mean percentages of tweets that include at least one link
were 23.10% (SD 16.16) and 23.27% (SD 15.29) in the
in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets, respectively, with
a mean difference of −0.17 (SD 10.94), which is not statistically
significant (t186=−0.23; P=.82).The mean percentages of tweets
that include at least one mention of another Twitter user were
45.79% (SD 24.77) and 43.52% (SD 24.71) in the in-treatment
and unknown-treatment datasets, respectively, with a mean
difference of 2.27% (SD 12.13), which is statistically significant
(t186=2.56; P=.01).

Part-of-Speech
As for the analysis of the number of words by grammatical
category (ie, part-of-speech) in each tweet, we also compared
the in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets. The mean
percentage of words per grammatical category over the total
number of words in each dataset is shown in Table 4. We
considered the most relevant lexical POS such as verbs, nouns,
pronouns, adverbs, and adjectives, excluding conjunctions,
interjections, punctuations, determiners, adpositions, numbers,
and dates.

Regarding the different types of pronouns, the mean percentages
of personal pronouns in each dataset are shown and compared
in Table 5.

Table 4. Percentages of part-of-speech words compared between in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets.

P valuePaired t testDifference (%), mean (SD)unknown-treatment (%), meanin-treatment (%), meanPOSa

.0023.150.3 (1.28)18.2018.50Verbs

.02−2.35−0.44 (2.57)19.9419.50Nouns

.012.610.26 (1.33)8.939.19Pronouns

.340.970.06 (0.84)6.366.42Adverbs

.02−2.34−0.16 (0.95)6.216.05Adjectives

aPOS: part-of-speech.
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Table 5. Mean percentages of personal pronouns compared between in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets.

P valuePaired t testDifference (%), mean (SD)unknown-treatment (%), meanin-treatment (%), meanPersonal pronouns

.0082.671.7 (8.68)47.8049.501st person singular

.004−2.88−1.3 (6.17)16.0714.772nd person singular

.08−1.72−0.73 (5.79)22.8622.133rd person singular

.960.040.01 (3.43)3.433.441st person plural

.98−0.010 (1.22)1.001.002nd person plural

.440.770.21 (3.68)5.395.603rd person plural

Emotion Analysis
The mean percentages of the different emotions, obtained using
the Spanish Sentiment Lexicon on the tweets posted in the two
periods, are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Mean percentages of different emotions compared between in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets.

P valuePaired t testDifference (%), mean (SD)unknown-treatment (%), meanin-treatment (%), meanEmotion

.022.320.99 (5.82)25.9426.93Happiness

.410.810.25 (4.20)9.7610.01Sadness

.211.230.18 (1.94)3.023.20Fear

.111.620.32 (2.71)5.205.52Anger

.690.380.05 (1.97)3.063.11Disgust

.0032.980.53 (2.42)5.065.59Surprise

Negation Analysis
The mean percentages of tweets, among all users, that included
one or more negation words were 27.66% (SD 10.54) and
26.59% (SD 9.87) for the in-treatment and unknown-treatment
datasets, respectively, with a mean difference of 1.07% (SD
6.99), which is statistically significant (t186=2.10; P=.04).

Polarity Analysis
As for the polarity of tweets, the percentage of tweets, among
all users, with one or more positive words inside the text was
15.13% (SD 6.56) in the in-treatment dataset and 14.50% (SD
5.43) in the unknown-treatment dataset, with a mean percentage
difference of 0.63% (SD 5.22; t186=1.66; P=.09). The percentage
of tweets with one or more negative words was 7.97% (SD 4.40)
in the in-treatment dataset and 7.54% (SD 3.52) in the
unknown-treatment dataset, with a mean percentage difference
of 0.43% (SD 3.58) (t186=1.64; P=.10). No statistically
significant differences were detected in this analysis.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Social media platforms in general, and Twitter in particular,
may provide useful information on how patients respond when
they receive a pharmacological treatment, as has been shown
in several studies in which social media has been used as a
complementary source of pharmacovigilance and monitoring
[34,70]. In this study, we analyzed the tweets of users who
mentioned they were taking antidepressant drugs, in particular

SSRIs, with the aim of detecting behavioral changes when they
are more likely to be in treatment in comparison to periods in
which they are less likely to be in treatment (“in-treatment” vs
“unknown-treatment” periods).

The results of this study show that, in general, Twitter users
significantly increased their activity of posting tweets during
the in-treatment periods. This increase was more pronounced
during weekdays than during weekends. We also observed a
significantly greater proportion of tweets posted during the
daytime during the in-treatment periods. These results are
consistent with the results of our previous paper [49], in which
we observed that the control group without signs of depression
showed more tweet posting activity than the group of users with
signs of depression, especially during the daytime and the
weekdays. These results are also consistent with another paper
that described the behavior in social media of people with
self-reported depression [41], as well as with a study on the
diurnal mood variation of patients suffering from major
depressive disorder [71]. In summary, we can state that when
considering tweet posting activity, the behavior of individuals
suffering from depression becomes more similar to that of the
general population when they are in treatment with SSRIs.

Likewise, the average number of characters and words per tweet
were significantly higher when the Twitter users were in
treatment with SSRIs, a finding that again points toward an
increase in the activity of these treated users. In addition, the
increase in the number of mentions per tweet can reflect a
greater interest in interacting with other people. All these
changes may be due to some improvement in their anhedonic
symptoms because of the medication.
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Regarding the linguistic analysis, we observed quantitatively
slight changes between the in-treatment and the
unknown-treatment periods, although in some cases they are
statistically significant. These slight findings are not easily
interpretable. In general, given that the style of writing of people
suffering from depression is characterized by self-focus
attention, which is associated with negative emotional states
and psychological distancing in order to connect with others
[72], we can conclude that when the studied subjects were in
treatment, they improved some traits related to their posting
activity as previously mentioned, but at the same time, their
language maintained the features of people suffering from
depression without a clear influence of the medication.

Emotion is another important aspect that characterizes people
suffering from depression, and it was consequently analyzed.
When the users were in treatment, they showed small but
statistically significant increases in the happiness and surprise
emotions, but not in sadness or other emotions (ie, anger, fear
and disgust). As for the number of negations, the users slightly
increased their use of these types of words during the
in-treatment period. However, the polarity analysis did not show
differences between the periods.

The increased activity observed on Twitter when the users were
likely to be in treatment with SSRIs can be linked to improved
emotional status in their happiness and surprise emotions. These
changes are consistent with our previous observations on mood
states of Twitter users without depression compared to those
with depression [49]. However, the traits that are related to
language, as indicated by the POS analysis and the use of
negations, maintained a similar profile to that of subjects with
depression, independently of the pharmacological treatment
detected. These results denote that users with depression who
are taking SSRIs show some mood improvements while
receiving antidepressant treatment, but at the same time maintain
an altered language pattern, which may be indicative of
incomplete recovery.

On the basis of our statistically significant results, we may state
that Twitter timelines can be used as a complementary tool to
monitor subjects in order to detect adherence to treatment, which
is an important problem in this kind of patient. Adherence to
treatment is essential for disease remission [73-76]. According
to some studies, it is common for patients suffering from
depression to not maintain the duration of antidepressant
treatment that is clinically recommended [4,18,77]. In summary,
the follow-up of behavioral and language changes in users’
Twitter timelines can be useful for monitoring the evolution of
depressive symptoms and the effect of treatments.

Limitations and Future Directions
This type of study in general, and this one in particular, presents
some limitations. For instance, we considered tweets written in
Spanish and from public Twitter users’ timelines, and these
users may be not representative of the general population or
people suffering from depression [33,49,78,79]. Some studies
have shown that Twitter users are often urban people with high
levels of education, and they are generally younger than the
general population [33,49,78,80,81]. We should also take into
account that SSRIs are used in different types of depressive

disorders and in other mental conditions. Moreover, we have
no information about whether these drugs were taken in the
context of a prescribed medical treatment or as a result of an
inappropriate self-medication decision.

Another limitation may be the fact that Twitter users who share
their personal drug intake may use words or expressions not
included in the list of drug names employed in this study for
streaming tweets, even though we tried to be exhaustive in the
list of names used. Twitter texts are informal and limited by the
number of characters, and they commonly include abbreviations,
errors, or slang language [33,45]. All these issues can make it
difficult to automatically extract drug mentions and link them
to a formal lexicon [28,30,50,53,55]. Unlike clinical records
that could be linked to domain resources, the lack of lay
vocabularies related to health concepts and terminologies hinders
the processing of social media texts [55]. In addition, the results
obtained may depend on the particular drugs selected for the
study [33], as well as on the periods of time set up for classifying
the tweets into the in-treatment and unknown-treatment datasets.
On the basis of the strategy applied for defining the groups of
tweets to be compared (tweets generated just after mentions to
SSRI intake vs tweets generated in periods far from any mention
to the SSRI intake), there is some chance of misclassification;
it is likely that not all the tweets in the first group were generated
by users under actual SSRI treatment, and it is probable that
some tweets of the second group have been generated by users
under SSRI treatment.

Furthermore, we must take into account that data from social
media posts contain irrelevant information. Although the
proportion of useful information for the specific research
purpose can be quite limited, it constitutes a useful starting point
[28,30,51,53]. In this scenario, the human curation of tweets is
a necessary step in this kind of analysis [34]. Even so, due to
the different nuances that a tweet can involve, it is not easy to
detect real drug intakes or firsthand experiences [24,46,52].

Conclusions
Social media can be used to monitor the health status of people
and, in particular, to detect symptoms or features related to
diseases or health conditions by means of analysis of the users’
behavior and language on social media platforms. Moreover,
the detection of changes in symptoms or other features when
patients are taking medications can provide interesting insights
for monitoring pharmacological treatments, as well as for
following up on the evolution of the disease, detecting side
effects, or providing information related to treatment adherence.
Changes in some features, such as a decrease in activity on
Twitter or of the length of tweets, an increase of self-focus
through the use of the first-person singular pronoun, and changes
in the happiness and surprise emotions could be used as
complementary tools to detect the worsening of the
psychological status of users suffering from depression, as well
as to perceive lack of adherence to treatment. This information
may be especially useful in patients suffering from chronic
diseases who are receiving long-term treatments, as is the case
for mental disorders in general and depression in particular.
However, it is not possible to determine the specific reasons
why individuals change their behavior and language on social
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media platforms in the framework of a disease and its treatment
without performing a clinical assessment. Overall, this study
shows the relevance of monitoring behavioral and linguistic
changes in the tweets of persons taking antidepressants. These
changes are likely to be influenced by the diverse stages of the

disease and the therapeutic effects of the treatment that these
Twitter users are receiving, opening a new line of research to
better understand and follow up on depression through social
media.
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Abstract

Background: Improving persuasion in response to vaccine skepticism is a long-standing problem. Elective nonvaccination
emerging from skepticism about vaccine safety and efficacy jeopardizes herd immunity, exposing those who are most vulnerable
to the risk of serious diseases.

Objective: This article analyzes vaccine sentiments in the New York Times as a way of improving understanding of why existing
persuasive approaches may be ineffective and offers insight into how existing methods might be improved. We categorize
pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine arguments, offering an in-depth analysis of pro-vaccine appeals and tactics in particular to enhance
current understanding of arguments that support vaccines.

Methods: Qualitative thematic analyses were used to analyze themes in rhetorical appeals across 808 vaccine-specific comments.
Pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine comments were categorized to provide a broad analysis of the overall context of vaccine comments
across viewpoints, with in-depth rhetorical analysis of pro-vaccine comments to address current gaps in understanding of
pro-vaccine arguments in particular.

Results: Appeals across 808 anti-vaccine and pro-vaccine comments were similar, though these appeals diverged in tactics and
conclusions. Anti-vaccine arguments were more heterogeneous, deploying a wide range of arguments against vaccines. Additional
analysis of pro-vaccine comments reveals that these comments use rhetorical strategies that could be counterproductive to
producing persuasion. Pro-vaccine comments more frequently used tactics such as ad hominem arguments levied at those who
refuse vaccines or used appeals to science to correct beliefs in vaccine skepticism, both of which can be ineffective when attempting
to persuade a skeptical audience.

Conclusions: Further study of pro-vaccine argumentation appeals and tactics could illuminate how persuasiveness could be
improved in online forums.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19504)   doi:10.2196/19504

KEYWORDS

vaccination; qualitative research; quantitative research; rhetoric; online comments; anti-vaccination; pro-vaccination

Introduction

Background
Improving persuasive techniques when communicating with
the public about vaccines is a long-standing concern. Although
vaccination rates across the United States remain high, pockets
of elective nonvaccination remain, which facilitate dangerous
outbreaks [1,2]. Although newer movements that expand

mandates appear to be successful in some locales [3], there is
a continued need for persuasion in communities that resist such
mandates and in cases where mandates are less viable, such as
in the case of adult vaccinations.

This article asks specific questions related to online
communication and vaccines: How do commenters, as readers
of online newspaper articles, argue about vaccines? How might
those arguments be better attuned to opportunities for
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persuasion? Finally, how can we better understand pro-vaccine
arguments within a subset of both supportive and skeptical
comments about vaccines? The study presented here analyzes
808 vaccine-specific comments posted on the New York Times
(NYT) website’s online comment section. This analysis reveals
two primary findings: (1) Both pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine
comments rely on a thematically similar range of tactics,
including appeals to children, science, and risks, though often
drawing opposing conclusions. (2) Pro-vaccine comments rely
on a set of appeals that offer uneven opportunities for audiences
to be engaged and persuaded by pro-vaccine arguments.

As a space where people have active and agonistic arguments,
online newspaper comment sections offer important insight into
the persuasive contexts of vaccination discourses in real-world
settings. Developing knowledge about persuasive tactics online
can help researchers develop categories for persuasive appeals
that users deploy when they discuss vaccines from pro-vaccine
and anti-vaccine perspectives. In this study, vaccine comments
were categorized according to pro-vaccine or anti-vaccine
sentiments expressed, with common strategies and tactics used
across comments identified. Critically, this work also addresses
an important gap in online health communication by further
documenting and analyzing the rhetorical appeals and tactics
of pro-vaccination argumentation. While pro-vaccine websites
[4], anti-vaccine websites [5,6], and anti-vaccination discussion
forums [7-9] have been studied, to date no extensive studies
have been conducted about the rhetorical appeals and
argumentation strategies of pro-vaccination comments within
a context of both pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine comments.

Literature Review
What is known about vaccination sentiments and how they are
communicated across a variety of spaces, including on the
internet, is largely confined to understanding those who express
skepticism about vaccines (eg, anti-vaxxers, vaccine refusers,
or elective nonvaccinators). Existing studies locate sources of
skepticism about vaccines in a broad range of concerns; the
well-known yet refuted concern about the
measles-mumps-rubella (MMR) vaccine and autism, “toxic
overload” caused by vaccination, appeals to “natural” immunity
and forms of disease protection, and personal choice/freedom
are some of the primary reasons that parents refuse vaccines
[8,10-17]. Other bodies of literature focus on the reasons for
low uptake of flu vaccine and the rationales that adult patients
have for not accepting the vaccine, including perceived
constraints, concerns about a range of side effects, and lack of
efficacy [18-20].

Still more articles focus on the deficits of those who refuse or
question vaccines, examining “reasoning flaws” associated with
vaccine concern [21], arguing for the ethical grounds for
mandating vaccines [22,23], and counseling physicians and
other healthcare providers on how to respond to vaccine
concerns [24,25]. These studies frequently use analyses of
hesitancy as a basis for these findings. These studies exist
alongside popular press publications articulating the scientific
and ethical problems associated with vaccine refusal or an
“anti-vaccine movement” [26-28]. Another body of literature
has studied specifically how these “anti-vaccination” beliefs

are articulated online: typologizing skeptical sentiments that
are popularly expressed online [5,6]; examining how risks are
weighed and articulated in online chat forums [29]; and looking
at ways skeptics use differing media platforms to spread
anti-vaccination beliefs [7,30]. These studies offer a broad sense
of the arguments and beliefs that parents present as rationales
for not vaccinating or at least harboring concerns and skepticism
about vaccination.

Newer research in this area has addressed differing tactics for
online engagement [4-6,31-33], thereby widening the scope of
analysis to both “pro” and “anti” sides of the issue on social
media platforms. These studies demonstrate how online
communication affords researchers new opportunities for:
understanding how people communicate about vaccines;
understanding a wider range of vaccine sentiments (outside of
negative or skeptical ones only); and identifying new
opportunities for persuasion or education about vaccines in
online sites for public communication and interaction.

The work reported here contributes to this body of research by
examining vaccine sentiments in online spaces, first categorizing
pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine arguments and then discussing the
ways in which their appeals and tactics interact to offer an
understanding of the argumentative context in comments. This
research also adds in-depth analyses of appeals and tactics in
support of vaccines. Such understanding is important for gaining
a broader sense of what the public thinks about the issue of
vaccines in formats of online newspaper comments and how
persuasive discourse works in online spaces. This article offers
possible alternate sources of persuasion when those who support
vaccines interact with those who are skeptical.

Methods

Design
The NYT was chosen for its established presence in the United
States as a space of debate (it is a “paper of record”). The
newspaper has a fourteen-person moderating team as well as
machine learning technology from Google called Jigsaw. These
tools work to keep comments relatively civil insofar as they
filter out explicit language, egregious name-calling, and
solicitation posts. We hypothesized that commenters from this
newspaper would have a pro-vaccine inclination, a hypothesis
that was borne out in our qualitative coding (see Qualitative
Analysis Methods section).

In order to develop a targeted data set, we used a larger data set
of comments (445,441) made on the NYT from May 1, 2015,
to August 31, 2015. Comments were web-scraped using the
newspaper’s application programming interface directions [34].
Comments were collected during the month of September 2015.
Our rationale for this time period was to collect all comments
for 4 months, which we believed to be a large enough sample
to be representative of larger trends in commenting behavior.
We then searched for the words “vaccine” and “vaxx” using a
wildcard operator: vaccin*, vaxx*, vax*. This process yielded
a final data set of 1101 comments about vaccines from the
original 445,441 comments gathered. We have placed these
comments into a publicly accessible database [35]. In 2 cases,
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a pro-vaccine comment was repeated, but as the repeated
comments were on different threads, we included them in the
data set. To develop a deeper analysis of this data, we conducted
a qualitative analysis on the data. We note that these comments,
whether pro-vaccine or anti-vaccine, are generally civil, meaning
they avoid name-calling and offensive language and are
articulated in ways that do not employ heated exchange
(capitalizations, use of multiple exclamation points, etc). This
civility is likely a product of the NYT’s moderation of the forum
but could also be indicative of civility concerning this topic in
this space during this timeframe.

Qualitative Analysis Methods
We coded the comments as pro-vaccine, anti-vaccine, or not
applicable. To classify anti-vaccine comments, we decided
comments needed to be against vaccines or demonstrate some
skepticism toward them. To classify pro-vaccine comments, we
looked for comments that advocated the use of vaccines, broadly
conceived. The two authors of this paper initially coded the first
100 comments separately and then met to discuss whether we
thought this was a productive schema. We confirmed that we
were in general agreement about the schema and then proceeded
to code the remaining comments. All coding was done
separately. We then compared the coding. We disagreed on
21.80% (240/1101) of comments. We did not code these
comments thematically due to rater disagreement. The remainder
of the comments, which had been agreed upon, broke down as
follows: 602 (54.68%) were pro-vaccine, 206 (18.71%) were
anti-vaccine, and 53 (4.81%) were neither pro-vaccine nor
anti-vaccine and were not coded thematically.

This process yielded 808 comments that we categorized
thematically. After the previous categorization schema, we then
coded for themes, appeals, and tactics, drawing on a version of
guided grounded theory and specifically looking for rhetorical
appeals or arguments that speakers used in their posts. We
separately coded the initial 100 comments according to appeals
and argumentation. Comments could be coded multiple times
to account for multiple appeals. We then met to discuss this
coding. We eventually settled on three primary appeals as
emerging from the data: dissoi logoi, appeals to science, and
appeals to the “public good”; these appeals were shared by
pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine comments yet were obviously
used to achieve different ends or conclusions about vaccines.
We subsequently proceeded to thematically code the remaining
data set, assigning individual themes for the authors to code.
We also made notes of less frequent appeals and tactics as they
emerged in the data. Within this context of understanding the
appeals and tactics used across vaccine comments, we pursued
additional, in-depth analysis of pro-vaccine comments because
of their novel abundance in this data set.

Results

Below are the pro-vaccine (Textbox 1) and anti-vaccine
(Textbox 2) appeals and tactics. The numbers in parentheses
are the numbers of comments expressing each appeal or tactic.
The appeals and tactics were not mutually exclusive, and many
comments contained multiple appeals and tactics. We do not
list appeals or tactics that occurred fewer than 5 times.

Textbox 1. Appeals and tactics of pro-vaccine comments (n=602).

Appeals

• The public good (234)

• Science and expertise advocacy (166)

• Dissoi logoi (constructing opposing viewpoints) (102)

• Personal experience or personal ethos (79)

• The social good (68)

• Accepting small risks (50)

• Attributing vaccine denial to the other political spectrum (31)

Tactics

• Direct (use of username or name) or indirect (use of second person) address of vaccine refusers (129)

• Ad hominem (name-calling) (79)

• Debunking autism-vaccine connections (48)

• Referring to evidence (use of hyperlink, typically to government websites) (39)

• Asking anti-vaccine proponents to conduct research (17)

• Debunking mercury-vaccine connections (6)

• Debunking thimerosal connection (6)
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Textbox 2. Appeals and tactics of anti-vaccine comments (n=206).

Appeals

• Skepticism: toward institutions (56); toward science (22); toward vaccination rates (14); toward herd immunity (8)

• Concern over money in “big pharma” or “big money” (the money in the pharmacy industry; used either phrase) (33)

• Risk to pregnant individuals (31)

• Personal freedom (29)

• Concern over number of vaccines administered (28)

• Appealing to “complex issues” (some form of the word “complex” without a specific issue mentioned) (22)

• Concern over thimerosal, mercury, and additives in vaccines (17)

• Criticism that vaccines are often for preventable diseases (14)

• Concern over thimerosal in general (12)

• There needs to be more market competition for testing and developing vaccines (11)

• Attempts to connect vaccines to non-autism diseases (7)

• Risk is logical (6)

• Children at risk of vaccines (5)

Tactics

• Claiming not to be 100% against vaccines (31)

• Referring to evidence (use of hyperlink, typically to commercial websites) (20)

• Scientific terminology used incorrectly (17)

• Direct or indirect address to pro-vaccine commenter (use of username or second person) (16)

• Asking other commenters to conduct research (11)

• Against ad hominem (8)

• Ad hominem (7)

• Criticism of “other side” (7)

• Direct address to author of article (use of author’s first name, last name, or both) (5)

Discussion

Qualitative analyses demonstrate that there were common
appeals and tactics used across pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine
discourses, but also some notable differences in the arguments
and argumentative patterns of different positions. This analysis
focuses in particular on a number of trends in pro-vaccine
argumentation that make opportunities for persuasion
problematic and that, if addressed, could help improve the
persuasive quality of pro-vaccine discourse online.

Overview
Pro-vaccine comments drew on a narrower range of appeals,
tactics, and themes whereas anti-vaccine comments had a
broader range of appeals, tactics, and themes. We attribute this
difference to at least two causes. First, our binary coding schema
of pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine led us to categorize many
comments that expressed skepticism over some vaccines or
approaches to vaccination as “anti-vaccine.” Comments that
were vehemently, completely anti-vaccine were lumped into
the same category as comments that were pro-vaccine for
childhood vaccinations (eg, MMR, chicken pox) while being
anti-vaccine for newer vaccinations (eg, human papillomavirus

[HPV]). Moreover, we found many comments that expressed
hesitation over vaccination scheduling. Second, being
pro-vaccine involves advocating for something. Conversely,
anti-vaccine comments simply need to cast skepticism on that
something. Therefore, the wider set of appeals, tactics, and
themes used by anti-vaccination comments makes sense:
skepticism involves creating some level of doubt, even if minor.
Anti-vaccine comments thus need only discuss a concerning
issue, no matter how small or insignificant it is.

In broad strokes, anti-vaccine comment strategies are more
diverse and heterogeneous than pro-vaccine comment strategies.
Anti-vaccine commenters appealed to science’s fallibility, the
minute presence of risk, and freedom of choice. Anti-vaccine
commenters appealed to the debunked research conducted by
Andrew Wakefield and others. Anti-vaccine commenters used
hyperbole frequently, notably in increasing the number and
frequency of vaccine shots. The concept of risk is particularly
illustrative. On the one hand, pro-vaccine comments discuss
risk in a relatively homogeneous way: it is something to be
minimized, and comments recognize the low level of risk. On
the other hand, anti-vaccine comments were concerned over
realistic types of risk and radically untrue types of risk, including
overstatement and hyperbole, which was dramatically uneven
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in the data set. Some anti-vaccine commenters argued that
physicians wanted to give babies dozens of vaccines and argued
that all vaccines had high risks. Other commenters expressed
less hyperbolic concerns, such as worries about spacing of the
MMR vaccine and a desire to discuss risk with a practitioner
before accepting a vaccine.

Pro-Vaccine Comments
We noted early in our analysis that the data set included a novel
quantity of pro-vaccine comments. We suspect this number of
pro-vaccine comments is a product of the NYT’s typical
readership as well as the effect of comment moderation.
However, as noted in the literature review above, with the
typical focus on anti-vaccine comments and deficit approaches
to correcting this stance, less information is established in the
literature on the argumentative patterns of pro-vaccine
advocates. We report on these trends below to add novel findings
to the literature, but also to point to spaces where pro-vaccine
advocates could improve the persuasiveness of their
commentary.

Overall, we found that pro-vaccine comments included three
dominant appeals and tactics. The first category was appeals to
science and expertise. Science and expertise advocacy includes
appeals to science as a black box (eg, advocating for trusting
“the science”, as in the words themselves). These appeals also
include trusting scientists and experts in general (most frequently
the “medical community”) as well as specifically by a proper
name. These appeals included advocating for rationality and
logic and attacking anti-science viewpoints (eg,
“science-deniers”, lack of “scientific links”, “anti-science
ignorance”). Less frequently, commenters in this category
mentioned scientific concepts such as controlled studies,
falsifiability, and hypothesis testing. Comments that used this
appeal were heavily anti-anecdote and requested evidence. They
corrected scientific inaccuracies (such as the number of required
vaccines, side effects of vaccines, and use of mercury). We note
that this operates in opposition to skeptical comments about
trusting individual forms of knowledge, such as personal
experience. This creates a clash between these two perspectives,
wherein the concept of science becomes a stand-in for
trustworthy forms of expertise, and skeptical perspectives
denounce or diminish that perspective through—often
incorrect—critiques of science. Although such corrective forms
of communication might seem like a helpful, even persuasive,
intervention, previous studies of vaccine sentiment have
indicated that such measures can have a “backfire effect,”
causing people to more firmly believe incorrect beliefs upon
having them corrected [36].

Second, for vaccine proponents, vaccination is associated with
the common good or what is generally perceived to be good for
the public. A remarkable number of pro-vaccine comments
focused on appealing to the public and social good of vaccines.
Public good took multiple forms, including herd immunity, the
safety of children and older adults, and the sickness and deaths
of young children from vaccine-preventable diseases. These
comments often mentioned legal liability for those who do not
vaccinate; the extension of this logic implies a prevention of
epidemics and increase in herd immunity. Comments that

appealed to the public good of vaccines frequently made other
non–vaccine-related claims about the public good, including
climate change and economic equality.

Comments that focused on what we label the social good, while
related to the public good, made use of historical statistics and
information to discuss the quality of life that vaccines brought
about. We note that this appeal is often used in conjunction with
personal experience and ethos. Commenters frequently recall
their childhoods, often detailing the suffering of other children
from vaccine-preventable diseases. They do so in order to
discuss the social good (and social progress) that vaccines have
society. These appeals, though they offer the potential for
persuasion through their use of anecdote and narrative—devices
that can be more persuasive for a skeptical public—also operate
in direct opposition to skeptical appeals to individualism rather
than collective good. Thus, the ideological gap between the
“good story” these conflicting narratives tell (one of protecting
individual rights versus achieving collective good) lessens their
potential to operate persuasively for skeptical readers.

Third, vaccine proponents construct opponents’ arguments as
a way of establishing their position and amplifying their support
of vaccines, an appeal called dissoi logoi, or construction of
oppositional or contrasting arguments [37]. Dissoi logoi in
classical argumentation originated as a mechanism for
understanding and examining opposing sides. In its best form,
dissoi logoi allows the speaker to see and articulate an issue
from someone else’s perspective, but it can lead to specious
arguments as well when oppositional arguments are
misunderstood, weakly constructed, or incorporate their own
fallacies. When pro-vaccine arguments employed dissoi logoi,
they used it to approximate or describe vaccine skepticism from
within their own position of support, leading to reductive and
ad hominem attacks associated with their estimation of the
“opposing side.” These appeals are particularly potent sources
of creating opposition, rather than opportunities for persuasion,
since restated arguments frequently create opposing arguments
not worthy of refutation.

For example, the following comment conflates concern about
HPV vaccine with laziness or ignorance:

[Rick Perry, Governor of Texas who endorsed an
unpopular mandate for HPV vaccine,] should have
gone through with it for their own good. This vaccine,
if taken early enough, will prevent cancer. The people
in Texas who are opposed are a bunch of religious
bozos who think that getting this vaccine will make
it more likely that their children will have premarital
sex. That is sheer ignorance.

This comment engages in dissoi logoi through constructing the
argument of vaccine skeptics, invoking “the people in Texas
who are opposed” to the policy. This comment features multiple
ad hominem tactics insulting anti-vaccine perspectives or
anti-vaccine commenters, including calling skeptics “bozos”
and citing them as a danger to efforts to prevent cancer. Ad
hominem was significantly more prevalent in pro-vaccine
comments than in anti-vaccine comments and is classically
problematic as a persuasive act, since personal attacks can cause
defensiveness, thus diminishing persuasive appeal.
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Finally, it is worth noting that there also appear to be ideological
components to both the pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine comments.
The ideology that undergirds pro-vaccine comments includes
concern for public welfare and society as a functioning whole,
whereas the anti-vaccine comments have an ideology of concern
for individual welfare and autonomy. From our reading of the
comments, these ideologies operate independently of typical
US politics (conservative vs liberal) because many comments
attribute the anti-vaccine perspective to the “other side.” Often,
if a comment appears to have a traditionally conservative
leaning, then it will attribute the anti-vaccine movement to
liberals, noting that liberal places in California or Oregon have
outbreaks of preventable diseases. Anti-vaccine perspectives
were also attributed by pro-vaccine commenters to people who
are anti-science, anti–genetically modified organisms (GMOs),
and anti–nuclear power, and climate change deniers. For
instance, one emblematic comment reads as follows:

I find it very hard to respect the resistance to
empiricism common to the anti-GMO crowd,
anti-vaccine fanatics and climate change deniers. The
widespread popular refusal to come to conclusions
based on evidence suggests a dim future for us all.
We will need science, we will need technology, and
GMOs will have to be one of the tools available to us
if we hope to feed the nine billion people expected to
share a warming and highly stressed planet at
mid-century.

On the other hand, if a comment appears to have a liberal
leaning, it will attribute the anti-vaccine movement to
conservatives. These comments often noted that the concept of
“personal choice” undermines herd immunity and the health of
the public. As an emblematic example, one commenter writes
the following:

Well, in large part because of the policies--family
planning, vaccination, the Peace Corps, the green
semi-revolution and so on--that the Right foight [sic]
tooth and nail against spending any money on? By
the way: that progress, and in many ways it IS [sic]
progress, did come at a price, you know. Take a look
at the bill, which includes warmong [sic] up the planet
and polluting a fair old chunk of it.

We make this observation as a way of noting that, although
varying ideologies are operating within each perspective, a clear
political alignment cannot be discerned.

Limitations and Future Research
While there are several limitations of this study, we first address
a strength of this study: the agreement between the two authors.
We had not worked together before but came to surprising
agreement (861/1101 comments, 78.20%) about whether to
categorize comments as pro-vaccine or anti-vaccine (or not
applicable). Following this degree of agreement, we believe
that most vaccine-related comments in our data set ascribe to
either advocacy of vaccines or skepticism of vaccines.

We urge caution with our findings due to the limited size of the
data set (808 comments), the venue in which the comments
were made (the NYT), and our own coding schema that did not

analyze comments that we disagreed upon or comments that
we categorized as neither pro-vaccine nor anti-vaccine. The
greater number of pro-vaccine comments may be the result of
the screening process by the moderating team at the NYT, the
Jigsaw machine learning technology, or both. More
conceptually, however, our method has not addressed the many
other issues present in these comments, including US politics,
local discussions, reader-to-reader relationships, and so forth.
In this sense, we have focused our analysis to a particular theme
at the detriment of examining how those themes intersect with
other rhetorical moves made.

A more conceptual limitation is that, because the data we used
were public comments, the commenters may not see themselves
as attempting to be truly rhetorical (eg, persuasive). In this sense,
these findings have qualifications, the most relevant being that
the appeals and tactics are not necessarily geared at being highly
persuasive. Nevertheless, the detail offered in these comments
adds information to the online conversation around vaccination,
notably the finding that the pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine
comments deploy several similar strategies while providing
foils to one another.

A major challenge about this project has to do with the
heterogeneous debates under the broad term of vaccine. Within
our data set, vaccines were discussed, many of which were
childhood vaccinations (MMR, chickenpox, etc). However,
other types of vaccines were discussed, such as the Ebola
vaccine (the NYT ran an article about this in 2015). Further,
vaccines were mentioned in tandem topics that were not directly
related (for instance, vaccines were frequently discussed
alongside genetically modified food topics). In our methodology,
we have flattened the discussion focus in order to analyze the
appeals and tactics surrounding vaccine debate.

As a result of these limitations, we have several suggestions for
future research. These include increasing the number of
comments analyzed, examining other venues, and running more
advanced computer analysis (corpus linguistics and natural
language processing). Analyzing vaccine-related comments
outside the binary of pro-vaccine and anti-vaccine may be useful
for future research. In this article, we have also not analyzed
the comments about which we disagreed in our coding schema
or the comments that we agreed were neither pro-vaccine nor
anti-vaccine. Analyzing these types of comments may reveal
additional rhetorical appeals or analytical tactics as well as
nuanced relationships between the binary of pro-vaccine and
anti-vaccine perspectives. Finally, because comments are an
informal place where persuasion might happen, researchers
could insert different comments that deploy varying levels of
persuasive appeals in order to determine which appeals work
more effectively than others. Research could then document
reactions to these comments as well as survey and interview
commenters to evaluate the effectiveness of specific appeals.

Conclusion
When it comes to vaccination, the stakes are high. With the
urgent public health need to achieve high rates of universal
vaccination, each encounter with a person about vaccines can
be an opportunity to strengthen public trust in and acceptance
of vaccines. We offer the previous analyses as a way for
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pro-vaccine commenters across public and professional spaces
to consider how their tactics can be more persuasive to skeptics.
Simply dismissing skeptics will not change their minds, and
appealing to vaccine supporters does not actively engage with

changing the status quo. Our analyses of the pro-vaccine
comments may help to guide future studies attempting to identify
how and why vaccine skeptics are persuaded in online,
participatory environments.
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Abstract

Background: The epidemic of misinformation about COVID-19 transmission, prevention, and treatment has been going on
since the start of the pandemic. However, data on the exposure and impact of misinformation is not readily available.

Objective: We aim to characterize and compare the start, peak, and doubling time of COVID-19 misinformation topics across
8 countries using an exponential growth model usually employed to study infectious disease epidemics.

Methods: COVID-19 misinformation topics were selected from the World Health Organization Mythbusters website. Data
representing exposure was obtained from the Google Trends application programming interface for 8 English-speaking countries.
Exponential growth models were used in modeling trends for each country.

Results: Searches for “coronavirus AND 5G” started at different times but peaked in the same week for 6 countries. Searches
for 5G also had the shortest doubling time across all misinformation topics, with the shortest time in Nigeria and South Africa
(approximately 4-5 days). Searches for “coronavirus AND ginger” started at the same time (the week of January 19, 2020) for
several countries, but peaks were incongruent, and searches did not always grow exponentially after the initial week. Searches
for “coronavirus AND sun” had different start times across countries but peaked at the same time for multiple countries.

Conclusions: Patterns in the start, peak, and doubling time for “coronavirus AND 5G” were different from the other
misinformation topics and were mostly consistent across countries assessed, which might be attributable to a lack of public
understanding of 5G technology. Understanding the spread of misinformation, similarities and differences across different contexts
can help in the development of appropriate interventions for limiting its impact similar to how we address infectious disease
epidemics. Furthermore, the rapid proliferation of misinformation that discourages adherence to public health interventions could
be predictive of future increases in disease cases.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24425)   doi:10.2196/24425

KEYWORDS

misinformation; internet; COVID-19; social media; rumors

Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 has infected more than 18.4 million people
worldwide and has resulted in approximately 692,000 deaths

[1]. Fast-paced research intended to understand the disease
biology and dynamics, the novelty of the pandemic experience,
and the quickly evolving physical distancing protocols have
meant rapid changes in the public’s understanding of the disease,
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which has created an environment primed for the spread of
misinformation. These include unsubstantiated or false claims
that typically relate to one of four topics: transmission,
prevention, vaccination, and treatment [2]. For example, there
have been claims that COVID-19 was originally developed as
a bioweapon [3] and false information about preventive
substances or remedies including vitamin C and D, zinc,
elderberry, chlorine dioxide, silver, and essential oils [4,5]. The
need for information; anxiety about physical, social, and
economic impacts of the virus; and a lack of a centralized
authority available to detect and combat misinformation created
an environment in which false assertions about COVID-19 could
spread unchecked [6,7]. Although institutional efforts have been
made to combat false claims about COVID-19 through channels
such as the World Health Organization (WHO) Mythbusters
website [8] and the Food and Drug Administration’s Health
Fraud Press Announcements [5], the control of misinformation
remains a challenge [2].

Although tracking the origins and spread of false beliefs
surrounding COVID-19 remains difficult, infodemiology [9,10]
may provide a framework for tracking and analyzing social
determinants of COVID-19 misinformation spread [11-13].
Moreover, there is evidence that trends in how misinformation
spreads online parallels the spread of epidemics [14,15]. We
therefore aim to understand how misinformation exposure differs
across countries, what similarities and differences exist, and
what types of misinformation spread fastest. We used epidemic
modeling techniques to characterize misinformation about
COVID-19 in 8 countries, focusing on the start, peak, and the
doubling time of searches. Characterizing how misinformation-
seeking trends develop online can be useful in the design of
appropriate interventions that aid in the control of epidemics.

Methods

Data
We constructed a term list consisting of a combination of
“Coronavirus,” “COVID-19,” “COVID19,” and “COVID” with
misinformation terms obtained from the WHO Mythbusters
website [8]: wine, hot weather, antibiotics, chlorine, garlic,
ginger, sun, 5G, hydroxychloroquine, pepper, houseflies,
mosquito, hand dryer, supplement, and saline. We selected
topics that were clearly defined and for which there was
available data. For example, someone searching for “COVID
AND Alcohol” might be interested in the amount of alcohol
needed to make hand sanitizers at home and not necessarily
trying to verify the claim that drinking alcohol might cure or
prevent COVID-19. Topics such as 5G are reported to have
spread quickly through social networks on Twitter [16].
Additionally, searches for terms such as mosquito and hand
dryers were prevalent in some countries and completely absent
in others.

After assessing the quality of search data across the countries,
we focused on four misinformation topics: claims that (1)
drinking alcohol (specifically, wine) increases immunity to
COVID-19; (2) sun exposure prevents spread or that COVID-19
is less likely to spread in hot, sunny areas; (3) home remedies
may prevent or cure COVID-19; and (4) COVID-19 is spread

via 5G cellular networks. We also discussed searches for
hydroxychloroquine separately because, unlike the other
misinformation terms, it did not appear on the WHO website
until July 31, 2020. There was also much confusion about its
potential benefit while it was being evaluated by clinicians,
unlike the other misinformation topics.

We focused on 8 English-speaking countries from five
continents: Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, the United States, the
United Kingdom, India, Australia, and Canada. Weekly search
data was obtained from the Google Trends application
programming interface from December 2019 to October 2020.

Analysis
We assumed the search data represented trends in exposure to
misinformation. This implies that if someone is seeking
information on a particular misinformation topic, they have
been exposed to it. However, we cannot deduce a person’s intent
or whether or not they believe the misinformation. Additional
data is needed to deduce the personal motives of individuals
engaging in searches (see Discussion section). We inferred the
week of the first peak and then fitted an exponential growth
model to both sides of the time series curve: before and after
the peak. The exponential regression model is defined as
follows: log(y) = r × t × b, where y represents searches (or
postings) for the misinformed phrase, and r, t, and b represent
the growth rate, number of days since Google reported a search
volume greater than one, and the intercept, respectively. This
approach was implemented in the Incidence package in the R
software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing) and used for
analyzing incidence data for epidemics [17,18]. We compared
the start week, doubling time, and first peak across the 8
countries and four topics. We referred to the peak of the search
data as the initial peak, since similar to an epidemic, there can
be multiple peaks. New searches might be initiated at a later
time during the pandemic.

Results

Start and Peak Weeks
Searches for “coronavirus AND 5G” started at different times
but peaked in the same week for 6 of the countries (Figure 1).
For example, searches for 5G in Australia, the United Kingdom,
and Canada were first reported during the week of January 19,
2020, while searches in South Africa, India, and the United
States started the following week. In contrast, searches were
recorded from Kenya and Nigeria a month later, during the
weeks of February 16 and 23, respectively. Despite the different
start dates, India, Australia, Canada, Kenya, Nigeria, and the
United States observed the first search peak during the week of
April 5, 2020. The United Kingdom and South Africa observed
a peak during the same week: March 29, 2020.

Similarly, searches for “coronavirus AND ginger” started in the
same week in several countries. The United States, the United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, and India noted initial searches
during the week of January 19, 2020. However, initial searches
in South Africa, Nigeria, and Kenya occurred several weeks
later, during the weeks of February 9, February 23, and March
8, respectively. The peak week was earliest for the United
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Kingdom (March 22), followed by Canada (March 29) and the
United States and Australia (April 5). South Africa, Nigeria,
India, and Kenya peaked during the weeks of April 12, April
12, April 19, and April 26, respectively. Searches did not always
grow exponentially after the initial week. For some countries
such as Nigeria, zeros were noted during 1 or 2 consecutive
weeks after the initial search. This might be due to Google’s
scaling algorithm and might not represent no searches during
those weeks.

Furthermore, searches for “coronavirus AND sun” started in
the United States, Canada, Australia, India, and the United
Kingdom during the week of January 19, 2020, in Nigeria and
South Africa during the week of January 26, and a month later
in Kenya (February 23). Multiple countries noted a peak during

the same week: the week of March 15 for the United States,
South Africa, and Canada; March 22 for Australia, the United
Kingdom, and Nigeria; and April 12 for India and Kenya.

Lastly, search trends for “coronavirus AND wine” were
inconsistent across the 8 countries. Nigeria and Kenya had low
search volume and were therefore excluded. The United States
noted the earliest searches during the week of January 12, 2020.
Other countries noted initial search during the weeks of January
19 (Canada, India, the United Kingdom), January 26 (Australia),
and February 9 (South Africa). The peak weeks also differed
across the countries with no obvious groupings across regions.
The peak weeks were March 15 (Canada and South Africa),
March 22 (the United Kingdom), April 5 (Australia and the
United States), and April 12 (India).

Figure 1. Trends in searches for coronavirus and 5G across 8 countries from December 2019 to October 2020. The black vertical line indicates the
time the World Health Organization included the topic on the Mythbusters website.

Doubling Time
Searches for 5G had the shortest doubling time across all
misinformation topics (Figure 2). Nigeria and South Africa
noted the shortest doubling time: between 4 and 5 days. Searches
for ginger doubled at approximately the same rate for the United
Kingdom and the United States. Searches for sun doubled much

more slowly in Canada compared to the other countries. The
confidence interval was also wider, suggesting sparse searches
in these contexts and less confidence in the estimates. Similar
observations were noted for searches of ginger in Australia.
Searches for wine were more prevalent in the United Kingdom,
the United States, India, and Australia. The data for Kenya,
Nigeria, Canada, and South Africa were sparse.
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Figure 2. The estimated doubling time for searches on four misinformation topics: 5G, wine, ginger, and sun.

Discussion

Despite access to the same social media and search platforms,
exposure to misinformation appeared different across the 8
countries included in our study. Searches for the majority of
misinformation topics varied in start and peak time, and did not
necessarily grow exponentially.

These differences in the timing of initial searches could be due
to disparities in access, culture, and how internet platforms are
used in different parts of the world. Moreover, the sparseness
of searches for topics such as ginger in some contexts indicates
contextual differences in the concerns and interests.

Searches for 5G and hydroxychloroquine displayed unique
patterns that cut across contexts. Not only did searches for 5G
have the fastest doubling time, but they also started and peaked
around the same time for most of the countries. Searches for
hydroxychloroquine had a distinct trend when compared to the
other topics (Figure 3), owing to the public and medical
discussion of its potential benefits over several months. The
WHO listed hydroxychloroquine on their website on July 31,
2020, during what appears to be the second or third wave of
searches.

Misinformation about COVID-19 transmission, prevention, and
treatment can impact how the public reacts to public health
interventions such as wearing a mask and social distancing,
which can lead to an uptick in reported cases. Although it is
beyond the scope of this paper to link specific misinformation
topics to the spread of COVID-19 in different countries, we
observed that, for some misinformation topics such as 5G, the
official date of the WHO’s response noted on the Mythbusters
website appeared after the first peak in searches for some
countries (Figure 1). This was similar for the other
misinformation topics. In addition, we did not observe a
resurgence in 5G searches after the first peak. This observation
supports the idea that timely response from trusted public health

sources are needed to counter the spread of misinformation and
that digital platforms may be useful tools that the WHO and
other organizations may combat such falsehoods.

Research that combines data from multiple digital platforms is
needed to comprehensively study the emergence of various
misinformation topics and their association with reports of
increased COVID-19 activity in various regions. These studies
must be mindful of context, however, given differences in testing
capacity, case, and mortality reporting across countries.
Nonetheless, such studies could improve our understanding of
the potential impact of misinformation on the transmission of
SARS-CoV-2. Additionally, future studies may gather
behavioral data to assess how the rapid proliferation of
misinformation discourages adherence to public health
interventions related to COVID-19. These studies must also
take into account the culture, policies, and regional variation of
each country analyzed.

We acknowledge limitations in our data. First, only people who
have access and can afford using the internet are likely to spend
time investigating these misinformation topics. This therefore
leaves out a large percentage of the population. The percentage
of the population within each country that used the internet in
2017 varied significantly among study contexts, ranging from
more than 90% in the United Kingdom to less than 10% in
Nigeria [19]. Second, the keyword selection and phrases that
characterized our data collection may have unintentionally
omitted relevant content or included noise. Third, an analysis
of the network characteristics of individuals involved in
spreading misinformation would better inform intervention
strategies.

Identifying where misinformation trends emerge and how
quickly they spread can be used to direct crisis communication
and provide more effective health care [10]. This study
illustrates that neighboring countries can have different
misinformation experiences related to similar topics, which can
impact control of COVID-19 in these countries. Although
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monitoring misinformation-seeking behavior via Google Trends
is one pathway for identifying belief prevalence and trends, we
should monitor information flow across multiple platforms

including social media sites such as Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, and messaging apps such as WhatsApp.

Figure 3. Trends in searches for hydroxychloroquine across 8 countries from December 2019 to October 2020. The black vertical line indicates the
time the World Health Organization included the topic on the Mythbusters website.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 is one of the biggest pandemics in human history, along with other disease pandemics, such as the
H1N1 influenza A, bubonic plague, and smallpox pandemics. This study is a small contribution that tries to find contrasted
formulas to alleviate global suffering and guarantee a more manageable future.

Objective: In this study, a statistical approach was proposed to study the correlation between the incidence of COVID-19 in
Spain and search data provided by Google Trends.

Methods: We assessed the linear correlation between Google Trends search data and the data provided by the National Center
of Epidemiology in Spain—which is dependent on the Instituto de Salud Carlos III—regarding the number of COVID-19 cases
reported with a certain time lag. These data enabled the identification of anticipatory patterns.

Results: In response to the ongoing outbreak, our results demonstrate that by using our correlation test, the evolution of the
COVID-19 pandemic can be predicted in Spain up to 11 days in advance.

Conclusions: During the epidemic, Google Trends offers the possibility to preempt health care decisions in real time by tracking
people's concerns through their search patterns. This can be of great help given the critical, if not dramatic need for complementary
monitoring approaches that work on a population level and inform public health decisions in real time. This study of Google
search patterns, which was motivated by the fears of individuals in the face of a pandemic, can be useful in anticipating the
development of the pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23518)   doi:10.2196/23518

KEYWORDS

behavioral epidemiology; big data; smart data; tracking; nowcasting; forecast; predict; infosurveillance; infodemiology; COVID-19

Introduction

Background
During the 2020 Chinese Lunar New Year, massive measures
for reducing the spread of the new COVID-19 disease were first
enacted by authorities in China [1]. The first reported case of a
SARS-CoV-2 infection appeared in late 2019 [2]. Subsequently,
the World Health Organization declared the COVID-19 outbreak

as a pandemic on March 11, 2020 [3]. The epidemiological
characteristics of COVID-19, such as its high transmissibility
capacity, virulence, and presence in asymptomatic carriers or
those showing only mild symptoms, have yet to be fully
understood. At 7 months after the epidemic outbreak in March
2020, we are close to reaching 1 million deaths worldwide [4].

Spain has the fifth highest number of detected COVID-19 cases
in the world, behind the United States, Brazil, Russia, and the
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United Kingdom [4]. As a consequence, developing a
forecasting tool to predict the spread of the epidemic has become
critical. This information can help us understand the evolution
of COVID-19 and how it affects our health. Furthermore, such
information can even be useful in preparing for possible future
COVID-19 waves and other pandemics.

Outbreak Detection 
In a study by Chu and Qureshi [5], they state the following:

Predicting the potential spread of a pandemic like
COVID-19 is difficult because we do not have many
epidemiological data, such as the transmission
mechanism, the contagiousness of the virus, or its
mutation patterns, as well as other complex human
factors, such as the level of compliance with social
distancing measures. Many models recently developed
by infectious disease scientists [e.g., the Imperial
College model [6]…and The Reich Lab [7]…] can
produce vastly different predictions as they are
constructed based on various assumptions that may
not be close to reality (such as the actual level of
compliance with social distancing may be much
higher than what is assumed in the model, or the
infection rates can vary across different regions and
groups of people, which cannot be easily captured by
any model).

Google Trends offers a new approach for potentially predicting
changes in the pandemic by tracking individuals' concerns
through their searches. Gunther Eysenbach [8] is a pioneer in
terms of conducting studies on the use of Google Trends in
health approaches. Furthermore, Ginsberg et al [9] found a high
correlation between the pattern of web search queries and the
percentage of patients with influenza-like symptoms, thereby
confirming that at specific points in time, Google Trends can
detect influenza expansion 1 or 2 weeks earlier than the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Within the discipline of behavioral epidemiology, there are
articles that study fear in the development of epidemics (eg,
Epstein et al study [10]). In our study, behavioral factors were
summarized through Google searches and then used as a
correlation variable to identify patterns in the evolution of
epidemics.

In recent years, the number of different search engines that deal
with infodemiology—“which studies the determinants and
distribution of health information for public health purposes”
[8]—are increasing, and Google Trends is being tested as a
useful tool for tracking social trends [11]. During the COVID-19
pandemic, we found 7 articles published from up to May 2020
that raised the possibility of predicting the development of the
disease (Table 1).

Table 1. Articles that raised the possibility of predicting the development of COVID-19.

Time lagTerms of interestTerritorySearch engineStudy (Author)

6-8 days“Coronavirus” and “Pneumonia”ChinaGoogle Trends, Baidu
Index, and Sina Weibo
Index

Li et al [12]

1-3 days“Handwashing” and “Mask Related Infor-
mation”

TaiwanGoogle TrendsHusnayain et al [13]

11.5 days“Coronavirus (Virus)”China, Republic of Korea,
Japan, Iran, Italy, Austria,
Germany, United Kingdom,
United States, Egypt, Aus-
tralia, and Brazil

Google TrendsEffenberger et al
[14]

1-2 weeks“Sore Throat,” “Fever,” and CoughUnited StatesGoogle TrendsPekoz et al [15]

Approximately 12 days“COVID Pneumonia” and “COVID Heart”United StatesGoogle TrendsYuan et al [16]

12 days“Shortness of Breath,” “Anosmia,” “Dys-
geusia,” “Ageusia,” “Headache,” “Chest
Pain,” “Sneezing,” “Diarrhea,” “Fever,”
“Cough,” “Nasal Obstruction,” and “Rhi-
norrhea”

China, worldwide data, Italy
and Spain, and the US states
of New York and Washing-
ton

Google Trends and Baidu
Index

Higgins et al [17]

18-22 days“Coronavirus Symptoms,” “Coronavirus
Test,” “Fever,” “Cough,” “Coronavirus,”
“Runny Nose,” “Dry Cough,” “Sore
Throat,” “Chills,” and “Shortness of
Breath”

32 countriesGoogle TrendsLu and Reis [18]

Objectives
In this study, a statistical approach was proposed in order to
assess the correlation between the incidence of COVID-19 in
Spain and search data provided by Google Trends. We aimed
to determine whether Google Trends data that are collected for

searches using many different keywords that the public has
entered into Google's internet search engine during the
COVID-19 outbreak period can predict the number of cases
reported by the National Center of Epidemiology in Spain
(Centro Nacional de Epidemiología [CNE]).
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Methods

Study Design
Our null hypothesis, H0, was as follows: there is no statistically
significant relationship between the variables. The proposed
alternative hypothesis, H1, was as follows: the obtained
correlation coefficient comes from a population whose
correlation coefficient is significant.

To achieve the aforementioned objective, we analyzed search
data obtained from Google Trends and the official data for the
number of daily cases registered by the CNE during the period
between February 20, 2020 and May 20, 2020. The rationale
behind choosing this time frame for data analysis was that the
CNE kept track of the daily cases using a different method until
May 20, 2020. The current counting system was implemented
on May 11, 2020. The CNE is the government body responsible
for collecting and standardizing the data of the 17 autonomous
communities that make up the Spanish state. The further analysis
of this second dataset has been planned to extend this study.

Variables for Google Trends Search Terms
We were unable to obtain data for sex and gender from the 2
groups of variables used in this study. These 2 datasets were
assessed for any correlations. Our methodology did not include
data from explicit participants. Although this may have limited
our study results, it allowed for the timely interpretation of data.

Google Trends searches were carried out by looking up terms
related to COVID-19 symptoms and synonyms for the term
“COVID-19.” Google Trends provides an index of time series
data for the volume of queries users have entered into Google
within a given geographic area. Google calculates the number
of searches for a given term as a proportion of the total number
of searches in each location at any given time. These calculations
are normalized with a Google Trends relative search volume
(RSV) index, which ranges from 0 to 100. An RSV of 100
designates the date with the highest amount of search activity
for a given term [19]. In our previous study [20], we established
the mathematical formulation of how Google Trends calculates
its monthly RSV index for a particular search term.

The following terms were searched on Google Trends:
“cansancio,” which translates as “fatigue”; “coronavirus,”
“COVID 19,” “covid 19,” and “COVID19”; “diarrea,” which
translates as “diarrhea”; “dolor de garganta,” which translates
as “sore throat”; “fiebre,” which translates as “fever”;
“neumonia,” which translates as “pneumonia” and was searched
without an accent due to being more relevant; “perdida de
olfato,” which translates as “lost sense of smell” and was also
searched without an accent; and “tos,” which translates as
“cough.”

Possible spurious terms that Google Trends pointed out in its
related queries were eliminated in the search strings by putting
the negation operator “-” before the spurious term. The full
terms searched, along with links to the original Google Trends
search pages and negative queries, were as follows: “cansancio
-sociedad” [21]; “coronavirus,” “COVID 19,” “covid 19,” and
“covid19” [22]; “diarrea” [23]; “dolor de garganta” [24];
“fiebre” [25]; “neumonia” [26]; “perdita olfato” [27]; and “tos

-opensigma -rap” [28]. The full original Google Trends search
results for terms related to symptoms of COVID-19 were
specific to Spain and the period from February 20 to May 20,
2020.

Information Provided by the CNE
The CNE is the official Spanish center that collects and
centralizes all the epidemiological information in the country.
The accuracy of these data mainly depends on the agencies that
supply it. In this study, the data mainly come from the
autonomous communities that occupy the second administrative
level within the Spanish public administration system.

The CNE itself has given warnings about a certain lack of
homogenization in the data coming from the sources of origin
(ie, the autonomous communities) during the initial period of
the pandemic. This has given rise to certain inconsistencies in
the data received, which is a problem that we were able to verify
ourselves when transforming the aggregate data from the CNE
into daily values. Although we obtained 1 negative value, we
did not normalize these data, since we believed that they are
indeed representative of the state of emergency we have
experienced. In addition, even with this evidently erroneous
data, the correlations obtained were very good.

The original initial data for the COVID-19 outbreak in Spain
were found on the CNE webpage on May 24, 2020, under the
tab “Documentación y Datos” [29]. The official COVID-19
data that the CNE offered at that time were aggregate numbers
for the following: polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-positive
results, the number of people hospitalized, the number of
admissions into intensive care units, and the number of deceased
persons. This dataset is no longer available, and the dataset in
its place presents the results of the second data collection
method, which was implemented on May 11, 2020. Our
intention is to do research on this dataset in a future study that
uses the same methodology as this study.

In the first part of our analysis, we used PCR-confirmed
COVID-19 case data, and for the second part of our analysis,
we used 4 separate datasets in order to create daily delay graphs
for each symptom or searched term.

Bias, Study Size, and Participants
A potential source of bias may be the choice of Google Trends
search terms, as terms for COVID-19 symptoms differ slightly
in the Spanish vocabulary. The study sample is representative
of the population of Spain, as we restricted the Google Trends
data to searches conducted in Spain and the CNE monitors all
COVID-19 cases that occur in Spain.

Statistical Analysis
The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to study the linear
relationship between 2 continuous variables (ie, each of the
symptoms searched in Google Trends vs the number of daily
PCR-positive cases). This is a parametric test that infers its
results to be representative of the real population, which makes
it necessary for the distribution of the sample to resemble that
of the real world to ensure the normality of the data. Therefore,
the data, which was drawn randomly from a population whose
correlated variables are normally distributed, must be validated.
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Given that the sample size was <50, the appropriate test for
contrasting the goodness of fit to a normal distribution is the
Shapiro-Wilk test, in which the null hypothesis implies that the
data are normally distributed.

The Pearson correlation coefficient enabled us to understand
the intensity and direction of the relationship between variables.
It is a symmetric measure; the correlation between xi and yi is
the same as the correlation between yi and xi.

Time lag correlations were measured to assess whether increases
in Google Trends data had a correlation with the evolution of

the pandemic. A threshold of P<.05 was used to determine
statistical significance.

Results

Pearson Correlation Analysis and Shapiro-Wilk Test
Tables 2 and 3 present the Pearson correlation coefficients for
each of the symptoms categorized in the searches, from the day
of the initial search until 21 days later. For each symptom, the
day with the highest correlation was noted.

Table 4 shows whether the variables followed a normal
distribution.

Table 2. Pearson correlation coefficients and P values for each of the symptom-related search terms, excluding fatigue. Time lags with respect to

COVID-19 incidence data are also presenteda.

Lost sense of
smell

PneumoniaDiarrheaCoughFeverCoronaviruscSore throatLag, daysb

P val-
ue

rP val-
ue

rP val-
ue

rP val-
ue

rP val-
ue

rP val-
ue

rP val-
ue

r

<.0010.6770<.0010.6551<.0010.5870<.0010.4149<.0010.4009<.0010.5090<.0010.48481

<.0010.7151<.0010.7163<.0010.6446<.0010.4964<.0010.4770<.0010.5730<.0010.55492

<.0010.7489<.0010.7654<.0010.6815<.0010.5741<.0010.5437<.0010.6273<.0010.61213

<.0010.7489<.0010.7654<.0010.6815<.0010.5741<.0010.5437<.0010.6273<.0010.67084

<.0010.7847d<.0010.8544<.0010.7743<.0010.6991<.0010.6771<.0010.7256<.0010.73695

<.0010.7806<.0010.8639<.0010.7782<.0010.7439<.0010.7238<.0010.7521<.0010.76796

<.0010.7726<.0010.8756d<.0010.7780<.0010.7794<.0010.7656<.0010.7740<.0010.80557

<.0010.7319<.0010.8593<.0010.7922<.0010.8201<.0010.8100<.0010.8118<.0010.83588

<.0010.6814<.0010.8604<.0010.7907<.0010.8584<.0010.8434<.0010.8507<.0010.86089

<.0010.6356<.0010.8501<.0010.8031<.0010.8822<.0010.8751<.0010.8766<.0010.874310

<.0010.6111<.0010.8585<.0010.8117d<.0010.9015d<.0010.9086d<.0010.8999d<.0010.879911

<.0010.5592<.0010.8484<.0010.7858<.0010.8965<.0010.9039<.0010.8944<.0010.8924d12

<.0010.4968<.0010.8127<.0010.7001<.0010.8681<.0010.8788<.0010.8468<.0010.867213

<.0010.4419<.0010.7668<.0010.6326<.0010.8296<.0010.8319<.0010.8065<.0010.827914

<.0010.3803<.0010.7099<.0010.5913<.0010.7839<.0010.7743<.0010.7443<.0010.766415

.0040.3259<.0010.6415<.0010.5192<.0010.7448<.0010.7234<.0010.6811<.0010.721416

.030.2524<.0010.5844<.0010.4733<.0010.7030<.0010.6827<.0010.6214<.0010.672017

.080.2053<.0010.5467<.0010.4271<.0010.6654<.0010.6330<.0010.5517<.0010.609318

.160.1690<.0010.5142<.0010.3607<.0010.6161<.0010.5810<.0010.4838<.0010.578819

.340.1140<.0010.4694.0080.2845<.0010.5598<.0010.5164<.0010.4083<.0010.519220

.600.0630<.0010.3812.0510.1975<.0010.4921<.0010.4349.0030.3208<.0010.431421

aPearson correlation coefficients and P values for each of the symptoms are based on the comparison between Google Trends searches for the term and
daily polymerase chain reaction-positive cases.
bThis column refers to the days of lag between the 2 variables being compared.
c“Coronavirus” refers to searches for the following terms: “coronavirus,” “COVID 19,” “covid 19,” and “COVID19”.
dThese are the highest correlations for each symptom.
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Table 3. Pearson correlation coefficients and P values for the search term “fatigue.” Time lags with respect to COVID-19 incidence data are also

presenteda.

FatiguecLag, daysb

P valuer

<.0010.392622

<.0010.378223

.0010.363224

<.0010.494725

<.0010.529626

<.0010.517127

<.0010.548028

<.0010.525329

<.0010.472030

<.0010.534231

<.0010.501632

<.0010.542733

<.0010.552134

<.0010.566435

<.0010.6350d36

<.0010.498137

<.0010.471138

<.0010.438839

<.0010.463140

<.0010.491541

<.0010.532542

aPearson correlation coefficients and P values for fatigue are based on the comparison between Google Trends searches for the term and daily polymerase
chain reaction-positive cases.
bThis column refers to the days of lag between the two variables being compared.
cThe searches for “fatigue” correlated less strongly than the searches for the symptoms in Table 1, but they do show stronger correlations after 36 days.
Therefore, we presented these results in a separate table with a different scale of days.
dThis is the highest correlation with regard to searches for “fatigue.”

Table 4. Shapiro-Wilk test for normality. The critical region (.908) for a sample size of 21 and significance level of α=.05 was obtained from the critical
values of Wn,a for the Shapiro-Wilk test.

P valueStatistic Variable

.28.945Coronavirus

.007.861Pneumonia

.29.946Fever

.26.944Cough

.02.885Lost sense of smell

.13.929Sore throat

.01.877Diarrhea

.36.952Fatigue

According to Table 4, the variables follow a normal distribution.
Based on our results regarding searches for the terms
“pneumonia”, “loss of smell,” and “diarrhea,” which have a

value lower than the critical region (.908) for the 95%
confidence level and a P value of <.05, the null hypothesis of
normality could be rejected. However, these symptoms do
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follow a linear trend, as can be in Figure 1. Since these values
are close to the critical region, they could also be considered to

follow a normal distribution, as seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Scatter graphs depicting the linear trend in the relationships between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT searches for
COVID-19–related keywords in Spain from February to May, 2020. (A) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and
GT search term Coronavirus. (B) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT search term Pneumonia. (C) Scatter
graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT search term Fever. (D) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed
COVID-19 cases and GT search term Cough. (E) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT search term Loss of
smell. (F) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT search term Sore throat. (G) Scatter graph between daily
PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases and GT search term Diarrhea. (H) Scatter graph between daily PCR-positive confirmed COVID-19 cases
and GT search term Fatigue. GT: Google Trends; PCR: polymerase chain reaction.
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Figure 2. Graphs that show the day with the best correlation between daily PCR-positive COVID-19 cases and GT searches for COVID-19–related
keywords. (A) Graph for the comparison between GT search terms and the number of PCR-positive COVID-19 cases, with different day ranges for
delay. (B) Graph for the comparison between GT search terms and the number of people hospitalized due to COVID-19, with different day ranges for
delay. (C) Graph for the comparison between GT search terms and the number of admissions to the ICU due to COVID-19, with different day ranges
for delay. (D) Graph for the comparison between GT search terms and the number of people deceased due to COVID-19, with different day ranges for
delay. GT: Google Trends; ICU: intensive care unit; PCR: polymerase chain reaction.

Outbreak Control Measures
Since the first day of the study period, the number of daily cases
began to correlate with searches for all evaluated terms. Since
the P values for the correlations between daily cases and

symptom searches were below the .05 level of significance, it
can be stated that the correlation coefficients are significant,
which justifies rejecting the null hypothesis. For the majority
of the terms that were searched (ie, “coronavirus,” “COVID
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19,” “covid 19,” “COVID19”, “fever,” “cough,” and “diarrhea”),
day 11 had the highest correlation with the number of new cases.

With regard to searches for “fatigue,” the data began to correlate
starting on the third week (ie, day 22). The measures from the
previous weeks were eliminated based on the Chauvenet
criterion, which states that coefficients outside the confidence
interval of 0.3565 and 1.000 can be discarded.

Table 5 shows the coefficients of determination between the
number of new cases per day and the rest of the search variables
in Google Trends. These coefficients had a critical level of
significance (P<.001) lower than the established level of
significance, which is generally P<.05.

Table 5. Coefficients of determination between the number of new polymerase chain reaction-confirmed COVID-19 cases per day and the search
variables in Google Trends with a critical level of significance (P<.001).

P valueR2Variable

<.0010.8098Coronavirus

<.0010.7666Pneumonia

<.0010.8256Fever

<.0010.8128Cough

<.0010.6157Loss of smell

<.0010.7964Sore throat

<.0010.6588Diarrhea

<.0010.4032Fatigue

Table 5 shows that the coefficients of determination were
significantly different from 0. Therefore, in this case the null
hypothesis is false, as per the Popper methodology [30], and
we can affirm that there was a significant positive linear
relationship between daily COVID-19 cases and the searches
for terms related to COVID-19 and its symptoms on Google
Trends. This suggests that the incidence of COVID-19 could
be predicted 11 days in advance.

We used graphic procedures to verify the linearity of our results.
The graphical representation of the relationship between each
term searched and the number of daily cases (Figure 1) shows
that there is a linear trend for each relationship. By using the
regression lines that were generated, follow-up data can be
calculated, including the number of positive cases, thus verifying
the correlation between Google Trends searches and the
incidence of COVID-19 in Spain.

The graphs in Figure 2 represent the day with the best correlation
between both variables (ie, symptom keywords and
COVID-19–positive cases). They show the positive relationship
between daily cases and the Google Trends searches for terms
related to COVID-19 and its symptoms.

Discussion 

Study Implications
Much like the influenza virus, SARS-CoV-2 causes ailments
with certain flu-like symptoms, such as cough, fever, and
fatigue, and in some cases, these symptoms can complicate
differential diagnoses. Examining research that uses
nontraditional data sources has several implications. We
examined the use of search engines for mitigating the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Our results demonstrated that
Google can potentially be used as a complementary tool to aid
in understanding online search behavior, which could help

mitigate the adverse effects of the pandemic and expedite the
recovery process.

We found that internet search patterns reveal a robust temporal
pattern of disease progression for COVID-19. This study shows
that internet search patterns can be used to reveal the detailed
clinical course of a disease. These data can be used to track and
predict the local spread of COVID-19 before widespread
laboratory testing becomes available, and help guide current
public health responses.

While laboratory testing serves as an important gauge of
epidemic spread, it suffers from a number of important
limitations. Alternative surveillance approaches are needed to
overcome these limitations and serve as a complement to
laboratory testing, especially during the critical early stages of
a pandemic. Aggregated deidentified internet search patterns
have been used to track a wide range of health phenomena and
are a potential alternative source of information for surveilling
pandemic spread.

When harnessed appropriately, internet search patterns possess
a number of powerful advantages over laboratory testing, such
as the following: (1) surveillance data are available immediately
when a new pandemic emerges, (2) data are available at a
population scale in countries with sufficient internet access, (3)
delays are minimal, as search data are available the same day,
(4) there is no need for individuals to travel to a testing location;
people can stay at home, thereby avoiding increased exposure
to other people and health care workers, (5) no physical
intervention is required, and (6) the data are available for free,
independent of the scale of surveillance.

Future research can be focused on checking the progression of
symptom-related search terms over time in order to characterize
the clinical course of COVID-19 by means of examining a range
of possible search term–based definitions for initial symptom
onset. This should be based on various combinations of the
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earliest peaking search terms and a detailed understanding of
the stage of illness and the manifestations of COVID-19 in the
local environment and over time. Studies have indicated that
the spread and severity of COVID-19 can be affected by local
conditions, and search volume data can be a valuable
complementary tool for studying potential local variations in
disease presentation. Given the numerous limitations of
laboratory testing, search data are a valuable complementary
tool for the population-scale tracking of pandemics in real time.

Principal Results
This study showed that the data obtained from Google Trends
searches for Spanish keywords related to COVID-19 (ie,
“coronavirus,” “neumonía,” “fiebre,” “tos,” “pérdida de olfato,”
“dolor de garganta,” and “diarrea”) correlated with data
published by the CNE on the daily incidence of laboratory
PCR-confirmed COVID-19 cases, hospitalization, intensive
care unit admissions, and deaths from COVID-19, going from
R=0.635 for “fatigue” to a maximum of R=0.908 for “fever”.
We also found that the Google Trends data correlated with the
daily incidence of COVID-19 with an 11-day time lag.

It should be noted that for “fatigue,” the day with the highest
correlation was day 36 (ie, the sixth week after the search).
Statistically, this is moderately relevant, but considering the
high variability in the number of days in incubation,
pathogenesis, and generation of an immune response for
COVID-19, this relevance may not be so evident when
evaluating future COVID-19–positive cases. Consequently, it
is possible that fatigue should not be considered as a symptom
for assessing and predicting a positive case using Google Trends.

Although we used correlations to examine the possible linear
association between search queries and daily COVID-19
incidence, it should be noted that the use of a search engine is
voluntary, and self-initiated search queries represent the users
who are truly curious or worried about a situation. Thus, we
believe that the unobtrusive search behavior of netizens may
have resulted in an increase in search volume. The analysis and
methods used in this study could aid public health and
communication agencies. It is crucial to study this association
for the rest of Europe, since other countries, such as Italy, Great
Britain, and France, have been affected by the COVID-19
pandemic, and new waves of COVID-19 are foreseeable as long
as social distancing measures are relaxed and the winter cold
reenters.

This study presents the need for a detailed survey that provides
data on the clinical features of COVID-19, prevention strategies,
and technological solutions, including search engine data that
have been at the forefront of health research. Findings from this
study validate and extend previously published works that used
Google keywords [5,6,8], and we demonstrate the potential of
using Google for monitoring and predicting the evolution of
the COVID-19 pandemic. By using Google Trends, this study
identified that there is growing interest in COVID-19 worldwide
and in countries with a high incidence of SARS-CoV-2 virus
infection.

Limitations
Our study used Google Trends, which only provides the search
behavior of people using the Google search engine. Future
studies should consider studying the same topic, but with other
search engine platforms to capture a more diverse population
of users. The use of an automated program [31] can improve
the accuracy of the data collected and analyzed in countries
with a high incidence of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection.
Furthermore, the selection of keywords plays a very important
role in ensuring the validity of our results. Taking into account
that this field of research is relatively new, there is no standard
method for reporting, resulting in the same meaning of different
terms, different meanings of the same term, and different
abbreviations. In addition, search data may be subject to
socioeconomic, geographic, or other biases inherent in the local
digital divide. Lastly, Google Trends does not provide
information about the methods used to generate search data and
its algorithms. Therefore, other search engines should be
investigated. The transfer of conclusions to countries with a
low level of internet access should be done with caution.

Comparison With Prior Work
By using Google Trends, this study identified that there is
growing interest in COVID-19 worldwide, as well as in
countries with a high incidence of SARS-CoV-2 virus infection.
This study is consistent with previous studies, such as those
listed in Table 1, since all of those studies found a positive
correlation between searches related to COVID-19 and the
evolution of the pandemic. Furthermore, the correlation lag
model of these studies’ data series is within the range of our
findings.

Conclusions
Further research is necessary to determine if the lag detected in
our study is related to the results of clinical studies that postulate
97.5% of symptomatic COVID-19 cases develop within 11.5
days after exposure [32]. This 11.5-day adjustment is an
improvement over the initial case adjustment date of 15 days.
In fact, during the second wave of the pandemic, a 10-day
quarantine has been considered sufficient in many places. For
visualization purposes, a 10-day moving average would provide
slightly clearer plots.

Another priority in the early stages of an emergent pandemic,
such as the COVID-19 pandemic, is to characterize the clinical
course of symptoms in affected individuals. If population-scale
clinical patterns could be ascertained early, it would be
beneficial to pandemic tracking, case diagnosis, and treatment.
Therefore, we investigated whether internet search data could
be used to characterize the clinical course of COVID-19
symptoms over time and provided a search data–based view of
the clinical course of the illness.

With regard to future studies, it could be useful to use Pytrends
[31], a simple interface for automatically downloading reports
from Google Trends. Furthermore, methodologies beyond those
first developed [11] must be advanced to approach studies on
internet search patterns in a systematic way. For countries where
the inflection curve has not yet occurred, a systematic approach
can be the most useful if governments monitor the evolution of
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Google queries in their country to foresee the best use of their hospital systems.
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Abstract

Background: Although the use of patient-generated data (PGD) in the optimization of patient care shows great promise, little
is known about whether patients who track their PGD necessarily share the data with their clinicians. Meanwhile, health literacy—an
important construct that captures an individual’s ability to manage their health and to engage with their health care providers—has
often been neglected in prior studies focused on PGD tracking and sharing. To leverage the full potential of PGD, it is necessary
to bridge the gap between patients’ data tracking and data sharing practices by first understanding the interrelationships between
these practices and the factors contributing to these practices.

Objective: This study aims to systematically examine the interrelationships between PGD tracking practices, data sharing
practices, and health literacy among individual patients.

Methods: We surveyed 109 patients at the time they met with a clinician at a university health center, unlike prior research that
often examined patients’ retrospective experience after some time had passed since their clinic visit. The survey consisted of 39
questions asking patients about their PGD tracking and sharing practices based on their current clinical encounter. The survey
also contained questions related to the participants’ health literacy. All the participants completed the survey on a tablet device.
The onsite survey study enabled us to collect ecologically valid data based on patients’ immediate experiences situated within
their clinic visit.

Results: We found no evidence that tracking PGD was related to self-reports of having sufficient information to manage one’s
health; however, the number of data types participants tracked positively related to their self-assessed ability to actively engage
with health care providers. Participants’data tracking practices and their health literacy did not relate to their data sharing practices;
however, their ability to engage with health care providers positively related to their willingness to share their data with clinicians
in the future. Participants reported several benefits of, and barriers to, sharing their PGD with clinicians.

Conclusions: Although tracking PGD could help patients better engage with health care providers, it may not provide patients
with sufficient information to manage their health. The gaps between tracking and sharing PGD with health care providers call
for efforts to inform patients of how their data relate to their health and to facilitate efficient clinician-patient communication.
To realize the full potential of PGD and to promote individuals’ health literacy, empowering patients to effectively track and
share their PGD is important—both technologies and health care providers can play important roles.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18937)   doi:10.2196/18937

KEYWORDS

consumer health informatics; patient-generated health data; self-tracking; doctor-patient data sharing; health literacy; surveys
and questionnaires
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Introduction

Background
The prevalence of mobile health apps and wearable devices has
enabled patients to track a variety of patient-generated data
(PGD) outside the clinic, ranging from biometrics (eg, blood
pressure, heart rate) to their everyday activities (eg, exercise,
sleep) [1]. Researchers have found that PGD are a valuable
source of information for clinicians because they can use the
data for diagnosis and treatment [2-6]. Data-driven consultation
has the potential to optimize patient care by leveraging effective
PGD sharing [7,8]. However, little is known about whether and
to what extent patients who track their PGD actually share their
data with clinicians in the clinic, which is critical to fully
leveraging the potential of PGD to improve health outcomes.

In prior studies that have examined how patients leverage PGD,
a key related concept that has often been neglected is health
literacy—the cognitive and social skills to gain access to,
understand, and use health information in ways that maintain
good health [9]. As a multidimensional concept, health literacy
characterizes not only an individual’s ability to read and
understand health information but also the ability to manage
one’s health and engage with health care providers [9-11].
Although health literacy has been studied in public health for
decades, this concept has rarely been examined within the
context of studies focusing on PGD tracking and sharing.

Previous studies have found that through self-tracking of their
PGD, patients can develop the skills necessary to interpret health
information [12] and to communicate with clinicians [13]. In
this light, we aim to understand whether patients’ self-tracking
practices, as a way to help them gain knowledge about their
health [14-18], relate to their health literacy and whether
patients’ health literacy, as an important skill to fully engage
with health care providers [10,11,19], relates to patients’practice
of sharing their PGD with clinicians.

Related Work

PGD Tracking
According to previous research, PGD is defined as
“health-related data created, recorded, or gathered by patients
(or by family members or other caregivers) to help address their
health concerns” [1,15]. These data can be collected through
automated tracking devices (eg, mobile phones, wearable
devices), manual journaling, questionnaires, clinic tests (eg,
laboratory results), and tests ordered by patients (eg, 23andMe
[20]). Researchers have found that tracking PGD is an effective
means for personal health management [12,21,22]. For example,
people with diabetes who monitor their glucose levels go
through several learning phases to develop an understanding of
how their daily activities affect their health [12]. Similarly,
people with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), who track their
food and symptom data, conduct self-experiments to identify
the types of food that trigger their IBS symptoms [22].

Despite its benefits, PGD tracking can be detrimental under
some circumstances. For example, tracking calorie intake can
exacerbate negative thoughts and behaviors of patients with

eating disorders [23]. In this case, clinicians often recommend
to such patients that they manage their eating practices by
tracking their feelings and reflections about food and by focusing
on the positive sides [3,24]. Therefore, when encouraging
patients to track and share their PGD, it is important to tailor
the tracking plans of individuals to their tracking needs and
their specific health conditions.

PGD Sharing
This study was conducted in the clinic where patients were
likely to share their PGD with clinicians in person [1]. From
the perspective of clinicians, PGD can support in the diagnosis
and delivery of personalized treatment [4,6,13]. For example,
sleep data are used by clinicians conducting cognitive behavioral
therapy for insomnia to inform sleep prescriptions [4]. Similarly,
food intake data are an important source for diagnosing and
treating dietary problems [3]. Although many clinicians
acknowledge that having patients share their PGD can improve
the quality of care that they can provide [4,6,15,25-27], their
views on sharing PGD are not always positive because of their
increased liability, lack of time, doubts regarding data accuracy,
integration difficulties, and security concerns [6,28-31].

Patients’ preferences for sharing PGD also vary: some patients
consistently share their data to keep their clinicians informed
[1], some resist sharing their data because of privacy concerns
or fear of being judged [3], and others share their PGD, but only
to the extent to which they trust their clinicians [4,32]. Although
researchers have examined patients’ data tracking and sharing
practices, we lack empirical data on whether and to what extent
patients actually share their self-tracking data during clinical
visits and the factors influencing their data sharing practices.

Health Literacy
Health literacy has been declared a national priority in the
United States [33]. Previous studies have found that patients
with higher health literacy are more likely to be informed about
their health [34], to engage in healthy behaviors [35,36], and
to feel comfortable while communicating with health care
professionals [37,38]. Therefore, health literacy has been used
as a critical measure for evaluating the effectiveness of health
care technologies [18,39].

To assess patient health literacy, researchers have developed
various instruments. The most widely used measures include
the Test of Functional Health Literacy in Adults (TOFHLA)
[40], the eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) [41], and the Health
Literacy Questionnaire (HLQ) [11]. The TOFHLA captures the
reading comprehension and numeracy of patients within health
care contexts [40], whereas the eHEALS measures the skills of
patients related to finding, evaluating, and applying electronic
health information to health problems [41]. We chose the HLQ
because it captures multiple independent constructs regarding
different aspects of health literacy that can yield actionable
insights [42,43]. According to the grounded psychometric
development and validation of the HLQ [11], each of the 9
metrics in HLQ provides unique insights into 9 areas of health
literacy and therefore can be used separately when all the
questions in 1 metric are asked (each metric has 4-5 questions).
To keep the survey to a reasonable length, we included 2 of the
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9 constructs included in the HLQ—having sufficient information
to manage one’s health (HSI) and the ability to actively engage
with health care providers (AE)—that are particularly relevant
to PGD tracking and sharing [11]. Individuals with higher levels
of HSI feel confident that they have information they need to
live with and manage their health; those with lower levels of
HSI feel they lack knowledge in managing their health.
Individuals with higher levels of AE are proactive about their
health and feel in control in relationships with health care
providers; those with lower levels of AE are passive in their
approach to health care and do not have a sense of agency in
interactions with clinicians [11].

Research Questions
Although health literacy has not yet been explicitly considered
in studies related to PGD, researchers have found that tracking
PGD can increase people’s awareness of their health [14] and
enable them to better answer their clinicians’ questions
[15,44,45]. Therefore, we speculate that tracking PGD may
relate to one’s perception regarding HSI and AE. In addition,
we assume that patients who shared their PGD in the clinic had
tracked their PGD before and were equipped with sufficient
HSI and AE. For example, a high level of HSI could enable
patients to share their health data with clinicians by equipping
patients with sufficient knowledge about their health and a high
level of AE could facilitate patients’ data sharing as a way of
engaging with clinicians. Thus, we investigate the following
research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: Do patients’ self-tracking practices relate to their HSI
and AE?

• RQ2: Do patients’ self-tracking practices, along with their
HSI and AE, relate to their practices of sharing their PGD
with their clinicians?

• RQ3: What benefits and barriers do patients encounter with
regard to sharing their PGD with their clinicians?

Although most PGD-related studies have examined patients’
experiences retrospectively after some time had passed since
their clinic visit [1,13], we sought to gather the immediate
perceptions of patients regarding their experiences of meeting
with a clinician. We surveyed 109 patients who had just met
with a clinician at a university health center (UHC), asking them
about their practices of tracking and sharing PGD and assessing
their health literacy (ie, HSI and AE). Conducting the survey
onsite at the UHC enabled us to collect the experiences of
participants from their current clinic visit, which helped reduce
recall bias and enabled us to gather ecologically valid data.

Methods

Survey Design and Measures
Throughout the survey, we used the term personal health data
instead of PGD to aid participants’ understanding. At the
beginning of the survey, we defined personal health data as
health-related data that people keep track of about themselves,
such as exercise (eg, step count, miles run), sleep, diet, heart
rate, and blood pressure. Table 1 and Textbox 1 describe our
survey measures, including how we defined and assessed each
construct.

Table 1. Quantitative survey measures.

Scale or categoriesQuantitative measures and descriptions

Health status

1: very poor to 5: excellentSelf-reported health status of participants

Tracking practices

0: track nothing to 9: track 9 types of PGDaNumber of data types: the total number of different types of health
data participants reported being tracked

Tracking group: how participants kept track of their PGD • Nontrackers: tracked nothing
• Memory trackers: tracked PGD relying solely on their memory
• Tool trackers: tracked PGD using at least one type of tool (eg, paper,

mobile app)

Sharing practices

Yes or noData sharing: whether participants had shared their health data with
clinicians during their clinic visit

1: very unlikely to 5: very likelyWillingness to share: how likely participants said they would be
willing to share their data with clinicians in the future

Health literacy

Averaged score from 4 measures on a scale of 1: strongly disagree to 4:
strongly agree (Multimedia Appendix 1: questions 16-19) [11]

Having sufficient information to manage one’s health

Averaged score from 5 measures on a scale of 1: cannot do to 5: very easy
(Multimedia Appendix 1: questions 20-24) [11]

The ability to actively engage with health care providers

aPGD: patient-generated data.
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Textbox 1. Qualitative survey measures.

• Data tracked:

The types of patient-generated data (PGD) that participants reported tracking (multiple-choice question with an option to write in additional data
types)

• Data shared:

The types of PGD that participants reported sharing during the particular appointment with the clinician (multiple-choice question with an option
to write in additional data types)

• Data wished to track and be shared:

The types of PGD that participants thought would have been helpful if they had tracked and shared them (open-ended question: “List up to 3
types of personal health data that you think it would have been helpful if you had tracked them and shared them with your doctor today”)

• Sharing benefits:

Benefits that patients perceived they would have had by sharing their PGD during the particular encounter (an open-ended question asking
participants to explain how sharing particular types of PGD would have been helpful)

• Sharing barriers:

Barriers that patients encountered in sharing their PGD during their visit to the clinic (multiple-choice question: “what barriers (if any) did you
have when sharing your PGD with your doctor?” and a follow-up question asking for further explanation)

In addition, we collected participants’ (1) demographic
information (eg, age, gender, occupation, educational attainment,
household income, first language), (2) access to technology (eg,
internet, mobile phone), and (3) details of their meeting with
the clinician (eg, reasons for visit, satisfaction). The survey
consisted of 39 questions (Multimedia Appendix 1) and was
administered using Qualtrics [46] on a tablet device we
provided.

Data Collection
Data collection for this study was part of a larger project that
involved onsite surveys and follow-up interviews at a UHC.
This paper focuses on the survey results. Following the UHC’s
guidance, 3 researchers set up a study space next to several
clinics, including primary care, women’ s health, behavioral
health, immunization or allergy, and alternative medicine. We
approached patients as they exited clinic offices and asked
whether they had just met with a clinician. If the patient
answered yes, we invited them to participate in the survey. If
they expressed an interest, we then led them to the study space,
secured their informed consent, and instructed them to take the
survey using a tablet paired with a keyboard. As we had 2 tablets
set up in the study space, we were able to host 2 participants at
the same time. During the study, 2 to 3 researchers were sitting
behind the tablets, and each participant was sitting in front of
each tablet to complete the survey. Participants would inform
the researchers when they completed the survey. We did not
recruit any patients who had visited the UHC for mental health
reasons, as per the UHC’s request.

The survey took participants about 4 to 16 minutes to complete
(mean 7.60, SD 2.62). Each participant received a US $5 campus
dining gift card after completing the survey. The study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board at the researchers’
university.

Data Analysis
To answer RQ1 (“Do patients’ self-tracking practices relate to
their HSI and AE?”), we used multivariate multiple regression

to examine whether the number of data types participants tracked
and their tracking group (ie, nontracker, memory tracker, or
tool tracker) were related to their HSI and AE levels. As
patients’ health status has been found to highly correlate with
their health literacy [34], we controlled their health status as a
covariate. In addition, we dummy coded the tracking group
using nontrackers as the reference group.

To answer RQ2 (“Do patients’ self-tracking practices, along
with their HSI and AE, relate to their practices of sharing data
with doctors?”), we used multiple logistic regression to predict
whether participants had shared their PGD during a particular
visit based on their HSI, AE, the number of data types they
tracked, and their tracking group. Using this same set of
predictors in addition to whether participants had shared their
data, we used multiple linear regression to predict participants’
willingness to share their data with clinicians in the future.

To answer RQ3 (“What benefits and barriers do patients
encounter with regard to sharing PGD with doctors?”), we first
analyzed participants’ responses to the questions regarding their
perceived benefits and barriers of sharing PGD with clinicians,
and then categorized these responses using a bottom-up
(inductive) approach. In this manner, we developed a coding
dictionary that reflected different sharing-related benefits and
barriers. We later reorganized the initial codes into potential
themes, which complemented our findings for RQ2 by
explaining why participants had or had not shared their health
data with their clinician during the particular clinic visit.

Results

Participants
In total, 112 patients participated in our study; however, 3
patients were subsequently excluded from our analysis as they
had visited the UHC simply to receive a flu shot, fill out a form,
or get a massage. Among the remaining 109 patients, 86 (78.9%)
were female and 73 (67.0%) were native English speakers, and
their ages ranged from 18 to 37 years (mean 21.0, SD 3.82).
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Most of the participants were college students (77/109, 70.6%),
some (18/109, 16.5%) were full-time employees, and the rest
(14/109, 12.8%) were unemployed. Except for 2, all participants
(107/109, 98.2%) had access to the internet and a mobile phone.
Participants reported visiting the clinic for an inquiry or
examination for a specific injury, illness, or condition (65/109,
59.6%), a follow-up visit (22/109, 20.2%), a regular checkup
(18/109, 16.5%), or something else (4/109, 3.7%).

Of the total, 87.2% (95/109) of participants reported tracking
at least one type of PGD. Of these 95 participants, 38 (35%)
were memory trackers who tracked their health data relying on
their memory only and 57 (52%) were tool trackers who tracked
their data using at least one tool (eg, paper journal, mobile app,
website). The remaining 12.8% (14/109) of participants were
nontrackers, who did not track any PGD. Table 2 provides
descriptive statistics for each of the 3 tracking groups.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for the 3 tracking groups: nontrackers, memory trackers, and tool trackers (the scale of having sufficient information to
manage one’s health ranges from 1 (strongly disagree that one has sufficient information to manage their health) to 4 (strongly agree that one has
sufficient information to manage their health) and the score of one’s ability to actively engage with health care providers ranges from 1 (cannot actively
engage with health care providers) to 5 (very easy to actively engage with health care providers), with higher scores indicating greater health literacy;
N=109).

Tool trackers (n=57;
52.3%)

Memory trackers
(n=38; 34.9%)

Nontrackers (n=14;
12.8%)

Total or overall
mean values

Participants’ information

21.0 (4.70)20.5 (3.92)20.0 (2.70)21.0 (3.82)Age, years; mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

48 (84.2)27 (71.1)11 (78.6)86 (78.9)Female

9 (15.8)11 (28.95)3 (21.4)23 (21.1)Male

Health status, n (%)

4 (7.0)7 (18.4)2 (14.3)13 (11.9)Excellent

18 (31.6)7 (18.4)2 (14.3)27 (24.8)Very good

26 (45.6)17 (44.7)7 (50.0)50 (45.9)Good

9 (15.8)6 (15.8)3 (21.4)18 (16.5)Fair

0 (0.0)1 (2.6)0 (0.0)1 (0.9)Poor

Reason for visit, n (%)

32 (56.1)25 (65.8)8 (57.1)65 (59.6)Inquiry or examination

13 (22.8)7 (18.4)2 (14.3)22 (20.2)Follow-up visit

10 (17.5)5 (13.2)3 (21.4)18 (16.5)Regular checkup

2 (3.5)1 (2.6)1 (7.1)4 (3.7)Other

4.26 (2.1)3.53 (2.0)0 (0)3.46 (2.3)Number of data types tracked, mean (SD)

Was data shared during the appointment? n (%)

8 (14.0)5 (13.2)3 (21.4)16 (14.7)No

49 (85.96)33 (86.8)11 (78.6)93 (85.3)Yes

2.67 (1.95)2.21 (1.38)2.64 (2.47)2.50 (2.01)Number of data types shared, mean (SD)

Likely to share data with clinician in the future? n (%)

28 (49.1)22 (57.9)11 (78.6)61 (56.0)Very likely

18 (31.6)13 (34.2)0 (0.0)31 (28.4)Somewhat likely

8 (14.0)1 (2.6)2 (14.3)11 (10.1)Neutral

2 (3.5)1 (2.6)0 (0.0)3 (2.8)Somewhat unlikely

1 (1.8)1 (2.6)1 (7.1)3 (2.8)Very unlikely

Health literacy scores, mean (SD)

2.97 (0.58)2.97 (0.57)3.11 (0.43)3.08 (0.53)HSIa (Cronbach α=.86)

4.15 (0.61)4.16 (0.53)4.20 (0.54)4.16 (0.55)AEb (Cronbach α=.88)

aHSI: having sufficient information to manage one’s health.
bAE: the ability to actively engage with health care providers.
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RQ1: Relationship Between Self-Tracking Practices
and Health Literacy of Participants (HSI and AE
Scores)
The regression model that predicted HSI based on the
participants’health status, the number of data types they tracked,
and their tracking group was significant. However, there were
no significant effects of the number of data types tracked or the

participant tracking group (Table 3). Using the same independent
variables, the regression model that predicted AE was found to
be significant, and there was a significant main effect of the
number of data types participants tracked. This result indicates
that when controlling for participants’ health status and their
tracking group, those who tracked more data types tended to
have higher AE.

Table 3. The multivariate linear regression models predicting having sufficient information to manage one’s health and one’s ability to actively engage
with health care providers (the tracking group was dummy coded using nontrackers as the reference group). The model that predicts HSI achieved a
power of >0.90, and the other model that predicts AE achieved a power of >0.80. Both models have been tested to ensure the absence of multicollinearity
(Variance Inflation Factor <3.69).

AEbHSIaOutcome variable

0.1060.146Adjusted R2

0.1190.171Effect size

4.205d5.618cF ratio

.002<.001P value

0.200c0.225cHealth rating

<.001<.001P value

0.056e−0.004Number of data types

.04.87P value

−0.279−0.154Memory trackers

.16.38P value

–0.3230.032Tool trackers

.11.86P value

aHSI: having sufficient information to manage one’s health.
bAE: the ability to actively engage with health care providers.
cP<.001.
dP<.01.
eP<.05.

RQ2: Relationships Between PGD Tracking, Health
Literacy (HSI and AE Scores), and PGD Sharing in
the Clinic

Tracking Does Not Always Lead to Sharing
A total of 85.3% (93/109) of our participants, including 11
nontrackers, reported that they had shared their PGD with their

clinicians during the particular visit. The logistic regression
predicting whether participants had shared their data during the
particular visit was not significant (Table 4). This result indicates
that whether participants shared their PGD during the visit was
unrelated to the number of data types they tracked, their tracking
group, and their HSI and AE levels.
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Table 4. The multiple logistic regression model predicting whether a participant had shared their patient-generated data during the particular clinic
visit. The model achieved a power of >0.75 and has been tested to ensure the absence of multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor <3.79).

Data sharingOutcome variable

0.105Nagelkerke R2

1.277F ratio

.24P value

0.089HSIa

.88P value

−1.175AEb

.06P value

0.264Number of data types

.12P value

−0.263Memory trackers

.78P value

−0.608Tool trackers

.55P value

aHSI: having sufficient information to manage one’s health.
bAE: the ability to actively engage with health care providers.

Health Literacy and Willingness to Share One’s PGD
With Clinicians in the Future
The regression model predicting participants’ willingness to
share their PGD with clinicians in the future was significant,
and there were significant effects of whether participants had

shared their PGD during the particular visit and their AE level
(Table 5). This indicates that, when controlling for other
variables, participants who shared their data during the visit and
those with a higher level of AE were more likely to be willing
to share their PGD with clinicians in the future.
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Table 5. The multiple linear regression model predicting a participant’s willingness to share their patient-generated data in the future. The model
achieves a power of >0.95 and has been tested to ensure the absence of multicollinearity (Variance Inflation Factor <3.80).

Sharing willingnessOutcome variable

0.178Adjusted R2

0.217Effect size

4.888aF ratio

<.001P value

0.812bData sharing

.001P value

0.277HSIc

.14P value

0.482bAEd

.009P value

0.046Number of data types

.31P value

−0.182Memory trackers

.57P value

−0.442Tool trackers

.19P value

aP<.001.
bP<.01.
cHSI: having sufficient information to manage one’s health.
dAE: the ability to actively engage with health care providers.

RQ3: Benefits of, and Barriers to, Sharing One’s PGD
With Clinicians
When asked to list up to 3 types of PGD that the participants
felt would have been helpful if they had tracked and shared with
their clinicians, 72.5% (79/109) of our participants provided
valid responses. These responses included body measures (eg,
blood pressure, glucose level, heart rate, body temperature;
47/79, 60%), food (36/79, 46%), sleep (27/79, 34%), water

(25/79, 32%), exercise (19/79, 24%), stress (7/79, 9%),
menstrual cycle (6/79, 8%), symptoms (6/79, 8%), mood (3/79,
4%), and others (5/79, 6%). In the subsequent open-ended
question, participants explained why these data would have
been helpful if they had tracked and shared them: (1) to better
inform clinicians in detail about their health condition; (2) to
receive more personalized care; and (3) to better articulate their
illness and health concerns (Textboxes 2 and 3).
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Textbox 2. Benefits of sharing one’s patient-generated data with clinicians.

• Better inform clinicians of their health condition: Participants felt that sharing their patient-generated data (PGD) is generally helpful for clinicians
to understand their health condition and identify any abnormality

• “More info, better diagnosis” (P29)

• “Sharing my body temperature might have helped doctors identify abnormality.” (P48)

• “Mood, sleep, and stress could have been helpful because [the doctor] would understand my illness severity.” (P103)

• Enable clinicians to deliver more personalized care: Participants stated that clinicians could provide better advice or treatments that are more
relevant to them

• “If I had tracked and shared my skincare routine, the doctor can offer more personalized advices for me.” (P15)

• “The doctor could have told me if my current numbers [food, water, sleep] were healthy so [I] could adjust [them] accordingly.” (P23)

• Help patients to better articulate their illness and health concerns: Participants who experienced difficulties communicating with their clinicians
believed that sharing concrete health data could help them better articulate their symptoms and concerns with evidence

• “I could have proved that I’ve been having fevers for the past couple of days, in addition to not eating, drinking, and sleeping as much as
usual.” (P46)

• “Instead of saying ‘I have trouble sleeping until 4am and barely sleep,’ I could have said ‘in the past month I have gotten an average of X
hours of sleep per night.’” (P66)

Textbox 3. Barriers to sharing one’s patient-generated data with clinicians.

• Uncertainty regarding the relevance and usefulness of their data: Participants were not sure if the data they had tracked was relevant, important,
and useful in relation to their current health issues

• “I am not sure if some symptoms are relevant to my headache and I don’t want to waste time.” (P82)

• “Sometimes I don't know what aspects of my health are important to share with my doctor in regards to the health issue I'm having at the
moment.” (P102)

• Perceived irrelevance of one’s data: Participants considered that their patient-generated data (PGD) was not relevant to their current health
concerns

• “My problem is women health problem; therefore, the data is not very relevant and she did not ask either.” (P22)

• “Some data, such as my exercise and sleep schedule, is not relevant.” (P64)

• Not having enough data: Participants were unable to share their PGD because they had not sufficiently tracked their data

• “My blood pressure and heart rate vary quite a bit. I would love to be able to track this but I don’t have a good device to do so.” (P65)

• “I am somewhat not precise with what I tell them, so that could mess with the data they need to help me.” (P106)

• Limited time to spend with their clinician: Participants expressed concerns regarding the limited time they got to spend with their clinicians

• “The time I spend with the doctor is so limited and it doesn’t seem like the doctor found it necessary to ask any more additional information.”
(P46)

• “I feel like doctors never have enough time. They’re always in a rush.” (P65)

• Privacy concerns: Participants were concerned about talking to clinicians they were not familiar with and about the privacy of their health data

• “I feel uncomfortable sharing personal info with people I just met.” (P95)

• “Hacking of computer systems makes me very concerned about my privacy.” (P34)

• Fear of being judged: Participants worried about doctors judging them because of unhealthy behaviors

• “I say less than what I have been doing so that I am not get frowned upon.” (P45)

• “I am afraid of sharing my smoking habits with doctors.” (P52)

When asked about the barriers they had encountered with regard
to sharing their PGD with the clinician, 42.2% (46/109) of our
participants reported that they did not experience any barriers,

whereas the other 57.8% (63/109) of our participants described
specific barriers. Their barriers included uncertainty about the
relevance and usefulness of their data (18/63, 29%), feeling
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their data were irrelevant (14/63, 22%), lack of adequate data
(12/63, 19%), having limited time to spend with the clinician
(11/63, 18%), privacy concerns (7/63, 11%), fear of being
judged (4/63, 6%), and others (5/63, 8%). In Textboxes 2 and
3, we list and provide descriptions and sample quotes for each
of these barriers.

Discussion

Reflecting on the Relationships Between PGD Tracking
and Health Literacy
Our results show that neither the number of data types that
participants tracked nor how they tracked their data relates to
their HSI; however, when more types of PGD participants were
tracked, their AE tended to be higher. We suspect that as
participants tracked more types of PGD, they had more
information about their health in mind. Armed with this
information, participants could more actively engage with their
clinicians, articulate their health concerns, and ask and answer
questions regarding their health. However, tracking more types
of data did not necessarily transfer to useful knowledge that
participants felt helped them to manage their health. Many
participants mentioned that they were not sure about the
relevance and usefulness of their data.

Although relatively rare, some researchers have examined the
role of health literacy in the ability of individuals to track and
monitor their health behaviors [47,48]. For example, Porter et
al [47] conducted a diary study focused on people’s recording
of their daily physical activities and found that highly health
literate individuals were able to achieve a higher accuracy in
their diaries. Zoellner et al [48] significantly reduced the
sugar-sweetened beverage intake of the participants using a
health literacy–centric intervention. Therefore, health literacy
is seen as an essential human tool to support individuals in
taking advantage of self-tracking technologies [49]. Although
these studies did not examine how to improve the health literacy
of individuals, we see opportunities to improve health literacy
in people through their engagement in the very act of
self-tracking itself and through feedback generated based on
one’s personal health data. One opportunity is to deliver health
knowledge relevant to individuals’ PGD. For example, food
tracking apps, such as MyFitnessPal [50], suggest whether one’s
food intake meets their nutritional needs when they record an
entry and provide recommended dietary guidelines with
feedback on one’s food consumption. Unlike traditional health
literacy programs that focus on delivering general health
knowledge [39,51], specific information related to an
individual’s own health data can be easier to understand because
it is tied to their own health concerns. However, we must keep
in mind that interpretation of automatically tracked data is
sometimes unreliable or may even cause misunderstandings
[52,53]. For example, sleep tracking apps using pressure sensors
to estimate sleep hours can cause false-positive detections when
people are performing other activities in bed [53]. Therefore,
in delivering health information based on an individual’s data
to promote health literacy, it is important to ensure the accuracy
of the data and to provide relevant and actionable advice.

The Gaps Between Tracking and Sharing PGD
Our results show that patients who track their data do not always
share those data with clinicians. Patients who shared their data
during their clinic visits and those with a higher level of AE
reported greater willingness to share their PGD with clinicians
in the future. Although participants acknowledged several
benefits of sharing their data with clinicians, over half of the
participants reported one or more barriers to data sharing. First,
participants were uncertain about the relevance of the data to
their health or felt that their data were not relevant. Although
not all types of PGD are necessarily related to patients’
immediate health concerns, these data can be important health
indicators for preventative care [54-56]. For example, an
individual’s activity level and caffeine consumption can affect
their sleep quality [54]; similarly, changes in one’s heart rate
may indicate a risk of cardiovascular disease [56]. To optimize
the value of PGD, it is important to empower patients to share
their data with clinicians when necessary. We believe that both
people and technology play important roles in this process:
clinicians can point out specific types of PGD that may be
helpful for diagnosis and decision making; tracking tools can
be designed to inform patients of how their PGD may or may
not be relevant to their present health concerns. For example,
by supporting self-experimentation, tracking tools can draw
potential correlations between patients’ health indicators (eg,
symptoms) and their daily behaviors [22]. These tools can also
provide feedback based on the data and other contextual
information of individuals to help them reflect on their behaviors
and better assess the relevance of their data to their health [16].

Second, participants reported that sharing their PGD with
clinicians was sometimes difficult because they did not have
enough data. Some participants worried that their data were
imprecise, whereas others lacked access to professional devices
to measure important body metrics, such as heart rate and blood
pressure. To encourage patients to share their PGD with
clinicians, we argue that there is a need to better support
people’s ability to capture sufficient and accurate PGD over
time. Due to the high data capture burden [14] and lack of
flexibility in existing tracking tools [13,14], many people cannot
adhere to the tracking plans, and may even abandon tracking.
To address these challenges, we call for flexible and low-burden
tracking tools to better support the ability of patients to collect
their health data over a long period, which can help both patients
and clinicians. For example, semiautomated tracking tools can
be used to lower data capturing burden by leveraging automatic
tracking (eg, sleep data from Fitbit [57]) and enable flexible
data capture through manual tracking (eg, mood) [58,59]. In
addition, efforts need to be made to lower the barriers to tracking
devices and to make them more accessible to the public (eg,
setting up blood pressure kiosks).

Third, participants were reluctant to share their data because of
the limited time they had to meet with their clinician.
Participants explained that to make the best use of the time,
they did not want to waste the time on sharing their PGD,
especially when they considered that their data would not help
clinicians. However, because patients are not medical experts,
they could not always tell which data are relevant to their health,
especially if they kept track of various types of data. Although
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our work did not examine clinicians’ perspectives on PGD
sharing, previous work has found that clinicians are also
concerned about the time they need to review PGD in the clinic
[6,60] and may even consider these data to be distracting [52].
To resolve the dilemma of clinicians having limited time and
patients feeling uncertain about whether their personal health
data can be helpful, an approach should be developed to help
patients share their data efficiently. For example, Fitbit recently
rolled out a health and wellness report [61] that includes a visual
or textual summary of a user’s data, which the individual can
print out and take to the clinician’s office [4]. Although the
relevance of these data to one’s health may be unclear to the
patient, we believe that this is a promising step to support
patients in sharing their data with their clinicians, leveraging
consumer health technologies.

Finally, some participants reported that they were reluctant to
share their PGD because of privacy concerns and fear of being
judged, especially when asked to share data relating to unhealthy
behaviors, such as smoking. This fear may stem from how
tracking tools often pass judgment on people’s data, as
researchers have noticed many self-tracking tools (eg,
MyFitnessPal [50], Lose It! [62]) posit weight gain and extra
calorie intake as negative outcomes (eg, using red to highlight
these data points). Although such designs serve as an alert for
individuals to maintain a healthy lifestyle, they can increase the
anxiety of those who have weight concerns or dietary problems
[63]. To help patients overcome their fear of being judged,
tracking tools should avoid creating an environment that
perpetuates stigma and that passes explicit or implicit judgments
on users.

Limitations and Future Work
This study has limitations that should be considered when
interpreting the results and implications. First, although
significant, the adjusted R-square statistics in our regression
models were relatively low, with a medium effect size (Table
3), indicating that the models explained only a small proportion
of the variances in our outcome variables (ie, HSI, AE,
willingness to share one’s data with clinicians in the future).
This could be partly because of either (1) omitting other
confounding factors that could influence the health literacy of
participants (eg, socioeconomic status, health insurance) [64,65]
and data sharing practices (eg, the questions clinicians asked)
or (2) sampling bias resulting from recruiting mostly young,
healthy, and tech-savvy college students with adequate
technology access and higher HSI and AE than patients in
general [66,67]. Second, we characterized the tracking practices

of participants based on the number of data types they tracked
and how they tracked their data, which did not capture all
dimensions related to self-tracking. Third, some participants
reported sharing PGD they had not tracked (eg, blood pressure
taken in the clinic), possibly because (1) they interpreted PGD
as encompassing health-related data captured in the clinic,
despite our best efforts to define and communicate its meaning
or (2) they were able to retrospectively recall or estimate some
forms of PGD, even if they had not explicitly tracked the data
(eg, weight). Fourth, to make the survey easy and quick to
respond to, we omitted questions inquiring about how the PGD
sharing happened during the clinic visit. For example, we did
not specifically ask participants what triggered their data sharing
(eg, whether participants were asked by the clinician, had
proactively shared their data themselves, or had their body
metrics assessed in the clinic). In addition, we did not ask
participants how they shared their data (eg, verbal
communication, screen sharing). Finally, we conducted the
survey at a UHC, where the clinicians might not be the primary
physicians of the participants, which may limit the
generalizability of our findings.

Despite these limitations, we believe that, in optimizing health
care for the next generation, investigating the interrelationships
between PGD tracking and sharing practices, health literacy,
and clinic experiences of tech-savvy college students is an
important starting point. Going forward, we aim to further
examine whether and how health literacy relates to different
PGD tracking and sharing contexts—for example, replicating
the study with different patient populations, such as those with
more severe health conditions and those with low health literacy.
Other dimensions of patients’ self-tracking practices, such as
the frequency with which they track their data (eg, routine vs
casual trackers), and triggers and methods of data sharing in the
clinic warrant future research [68]. In addition, our study focused
only on 2 health literacy constructs (HSI and AE). It is worth
investigating how patients’ data tracking and sharing practices
may relate to other health literacy constructs, such as one’s
ability to navigate the health care system [11]. Finally, by
surveying patients immediately after they met with a clinician,
our study demonstrates the value of gathering immediate
perspectives of patients on their experiences with PGD sharing,
which allowed us to quantitatively explore the interrelationships
between patients’data tracking practices, data sharing practices,
and their health literacy (Figure 1). In the future, similar
approaches can be used to examine the immediate perspectives
of clinicians on their experiences in responding to and using
PGD shared by their patients.
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Figure 1. Interrelationships of PGD tracking, PGD sharing, and health literacy (HSI and AE). AE: the ability to actively engage with health care
providers; HSI: having sufficient information to manage one’s health; PGD: patient-generated data; RQs: research questions.

Conclusions
We presented an onsite survey study of 109 patients who had
just met with a clinician at a UHC. Our aim was to investigate
the potential relationships between patients’ PGD tracking
practice, sharing practices, and their health literacy. We found
that neither the number of data types the participants tracked
nor how they tracked their data related to participants’
perceptions that they had sufficient information to manage their
health (HSI). However, participants who reported tracking more
types of PGD provided higher ratings when asked about their

ability to actively engage with their health care providers. Our
results also highlighted that tracking PGD does not always lead
to sharing these data with clinicians, as exemplified by the many
barriers participants reported regarding data sharing. Reflecting
on our findings, we discussed ways to close the gaps between
patient tracking and sharing of their PGD. We also suggested
design opportunities to improve patient health literacy by
leveraging the value of PGD to support patients in assessing
the relevance of their PGD to their health and to facilitate patient
data sharing with their clinicians.
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Abstract

Background: MonashWatch is a telehealth public hospital outreach pilot service as a component of the Government of Victoria’s
statewide redesign initiative called HealthLinks: Chronic Care. Rather than only paying for hospitalizations, projected funding
is released earlier to hospitals to allow them to reduce hospitalization costs. MonashWatch introduced a web-based app, Patient
Journey Record System, to assess the risk of the journeys of a cohort of patients identified as frequent admitters. Telecare guides
call patients using the Patient Journey Record System to flag potential deterioration. Health coaches (nursing and allied health
staff) triage risk and adapt care for individuals.

Objective: The aim was a pragmatic controlled evaluation of the impact of MonashWatch on the primary outcome of bed days
for acute nonsurgical admissions in the intention-to-treat group versus the usual care group. The secondary outcome was hospital
admission rates. The net promoter score was used to gauge satisfaction.

Methods: Patients were recruited into an intention-to-treat group, which included active telehealth and declined/lost/died groups,
versus a systematically sampled (4:1) usual care group. A rolling sample of 250-300 active telehealth patients was maintained
from December 23, 2016 to June 23, 2019. The outcome—mean bed days in intervention versus control—was adjusted using
analysis of covariance for age, gender, admission type, and effective days active in MonashWatch. Time-series analysis tested
for trends in change patterns.

Results: MonashWatch recruited 1373 suitable patients who were allocated into the groups: usual care (n=293) and
intention-to-treat (n=1080; active telehealth: 471/1080, 43.6%; declined: 485, 44.9%; lost to follow-up: 178 /1080, 10.7%; died:
8/1080, 0.7%). Admission frequency of intention-to-treat compared to that of the usual care group did not significantly improve
(P=.05), with a small number of very frequent admitters in the intention-to-treat group. Age, MonashWatch effective days active,
and treatment group independently predicted bed days. The analysis of covariance demonstrated a reduction in bed days of 1.14
(P<.001) in the intention-to-treat group compared with that in the usual care group, with 1236 bed days estimated savings. Both
groups demonstrated regression-to-the-mean. The downward trend in improved bed days was significantly greater (P<.001) in
the intention-to-treat group (Sen slope –406) than in the usual care group (Sen slope –104). The net promoter score was 95% in
the active telehealth group compared with typical hospital scores of 77%.

Conclusions: Clinically and statistically meaningful reductions in acute hospital bed days in the intention-to-treat group when
compared to that of the usual care group were demonstrated (P<.001), although admission frequency was unchanged with more
short stay admissions in the intention-to-treat group. Nonrandomized control selection was a limitation. Nonetheless, MonashWatch
was successful in the context of the HealthLinks: Chronic Care capitation initiative and is expanding.
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Introduction

Overview
Potentially preventable hospitalizations or potentially avoidable
admission costs are of significant interest, not only to
governments and hospitals, but to individuals, their families,
the community, and general practice [1]. A pragmatic study
evaluated the impact of MonashWatch, a telehealth coaching
capitated pilot service in Victoria, Australia, on bed days in the
context of a statewide rollout of a new funding model. Rather
than only paying for hospitalizations, projected admission
funding is released in advance to hospitals to allow them to
develop systems that will reduce preventable hospitalizations.

HealthLinks: Chronic Care (HLCC) is a voluntary,
funding-neutral reform that aims to support the Australian State
of Victoria’s public health services in adopting outcome-based,
rather than activity-based, funding [2]. An algorithm running
on hospital data identifies patients at-risk of potentially
preventable hospitalizations and informs participating hospitals
who can use financing from anticipated admissions to address
care needs better and earlier.

The MonashWatch telehealth and coaching model used design
principles to establish a collaborative patient-journey approach
responding to broad social determinants beyond disease
management and the boundaries of hospital, primary, home,
and social care.

Laypersons called telecare guides track risk and identify issues
in biopsychosocial and environmental domains using frequent
telephone calls and the Patient Journey Record System, which
uses a client-server architecture with a browser-based user
interface. A rule-based algorithm provides a real-time risk
assessment of calls based on data entry and telecare guide
opinion. Health coaches triage calls and support participants to
optimize their health journeys.

This paper reports a pragmatic summative evaluation of the
MonashWatch service. We compared bed days for an
intention-to-treat group versus a usual care control group for
30 months from the MonashWatch service commencement. The
intention-to-treat group included a MonashWatch active
telehealth group consisting of those who used the telehealth
service.

Background
The Australia-wide universal free public health system has both
federal and state/territorial governance. Parallel private health
systems exist. Medicare is the Australian federal government’s
scheme to give universal public access to health care (funded
by taxation—the Medicare levy) through (1) direct clinical
service funding to general practitioners and specialists in all
states and territories and (2) indirect financing, with the states
and territories administering public hospital and most
community services.

Most services, including social services and welfare, aged care,
education, and employment, have split funding and
administration across federal and state/territory systems.

There have been multiple initiatives to address avoidable
admission costs across the jurisdictions for more than 20 years.
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW) annually
reports on 18 International Statistical Classification of Diseases,
Tenth Revision (ICD-10) diagnostic codes of chronic, acute,
and vaccination-preventable admissions for national
performance monitoring by local area [1]. Since 2000, there
have been two significant waves of coordinated care trials which
pooled federal and state resources (and sometimes private health
resources) in several local trials to improve potentially
preventable hospitalizations costs and health outcomes [3].
Significantly higher health service use and costs were incurred
in the absence of clear evidence of improved health outcomes.
Many clients did not require care coordination. Funds pooling
arrangements contributed to limited possibilities for service
substitution, and training of general practitioner care
coordinators was inadequate [3]. Ambitious large-scale
randomized controlled methods in health service transformation
trials, which have failed due to the poor implementation of live
services, have been part of the problem [3]. Ongoing and
continually changing federal and state/territory integrated care
initiatives have similarly failed to document improvements for
care costs and outcomes [4]. Nevertheless, the Australian health
system is high performing. In 2016, health expenditure as the
proportion of gross domestic product was 9.6% for Australia,
9.0% for all Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development countries, 9.7% for the United Kingdom, and
10.6% for Canada; and Australia’s healthy life expectancy is
73 years, around 10 years higher than the global average life
expectancy [5].

Victorian Government Funding Reform Initiative in
Acute Hospital Use
Victoria is the second most populous state of Australia with a
population of 6.25 million. The Victorian Department of Health
and Human Services (DHHS) funds and administers 85 public
health service organizations. It has had activity-based funding
(fee-for-service) for all acute admissions with accelerating
demand growth in hospital separations per 1000 individuals.
Victoria has deployed hospital readmission prevention programs
since 1996, which have improved satisfaction with care but
have had little impact on cost containment [6].

The HLCC initiative began in 2016, identifying patients at-risk
of ≥3 repeat hospitalizations and their admission costs in the
subsequent 12 months [7]. The DHHS incentivizes participating
hospital systems to improve admission bed days, costs, and care
quality within projected costs (HLCC-identified patients).
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Monash Health
Monash Health is the most extensive public hospital and
community care system in Victoria. Its 15,000 staff (with a large
hospital readmission prevention program base) work at more
than 40 sites, providing more than 3 million occasions of service,
admitting more than 238,000 hospital patients, and handling
more than 206,000 emergency presentations per year. HLCC
data indicated that in 2017 and 2018, Monash Health had more
than 3000 patients with >4 acute medical admissions and more
than 12,000 with >3 acute medical admissions (30% of which
were potentially preventable hospitalizations). It was an early
adopter of the HLCC service initiative MonashWatch in 2016.

Rather than adding a new layer, the MonashWatch model was
intended to be a catalyst within a working health system, to
begin a transition of acute services to outcome-based funding.

MonashWatch Model of Care
Patient journeys involve physiological, psychological, social,
and environmental issues. Disturbances in any or combinations
of domains including housing, food security, support with daily
living, access issues, as well as biology, medication issues, or
clinical deterioration may lead to tipping points into acute
admissions [8,9]. Therefore, MonashWatch focused on a journey
model to enable individuals to optimize their health trajectory
with their caregivers and essential people, rather than focus
mainly on their selected diseases and treatment adherence [10].
The Patient Journey Record System was designed to monitor
health journeys and was initially developed in Ireland and
validated in an Irish primary care cohort [11,12]. A key feature
is that telecare guides, who are nonprofessionals, engage with
people from their community to monitor and support their care.
The structure of the Patient Journey Record online system and
the supervision of coaches ensure the quality and safety of
telecare guide work.

Clinicians—nursing or allied health—enable others in the goals
and health journeys which they chose to follow [13]. Coaching,
in the MonashWatch context, is an innovative flexible
transdisciplinary role. The MonashWatch coaching role,
incorporating the Patient Journey Record System journey model,
empowers clinicians from multiple disciplines to bring their
specific expertise and collaborate across disciplinary boundaries
to enable person-centered rather than professional-centered
siloed care. The role was developed through extensive
consultation with patients and advocacy groups, service
providers, and the DHHS. The role of the coach providing
oversight and support for telecare guides, as well as individual
patient coaching, is essential. The advantage of a
multidisciplinary team role is the very broad scope of integrated

practice—nursing, physiotherapy, social work, occupational
therapy, and medicine. A coaching framework was constructed
to address health, resilience, and need perceptions rather than
protocol-driven care and to guide people through a health and
welfare maze. Coaches use HLCC-capitated funds for food,
transport to outpatients, or general practitioners, or a second
opinion in the private sector as needed.

Active Telehealth Service
Following HLCC algorithm identification and allocation, the
intention-to-treat group were invited to initially consent and
agree to a home visit for enrollment, formal consent, baseline
assessment, and induction. Telecare guides, then made
conversational phone calls to enrolled people to track their
health and needs, in accordance with personal preference and
previous Patient Journey Record System flags.

Regular audiotaped calls between 1 to 5 times per week (median
1), depending on risk level, were conducted by telecare guides.
They used the Patient Journey Record System semistructured
monitoring app, which began with open-ended narratives and
included directed questions [11] in a branching format (Figure
1) Patient Journey Record System flags were traffic-light
indicators of physical and psychosocial resilience and
symptomatology generated from the conversations in real time
using an internal algorithm [11,12]. Flags implicated risk
fluctuations in short-term intervals (hours to days) in individual
journeys that may foreshadow potentially preventable
hospitalizations admissions. Patient Journey Record System
risk analysis guided telecare guide decision making on the
timeframe (eg, immediately, tomorrow, etc) of the need to
involve their health coaches. Telecare guides and coaches called
the same individuals and got to know them over time, forming
relationships. Coaches triaged calls and intervened to address
urgent or nonurgent and high, medium, and lower risk issues
promptly, including the needs of carers. Coaches worked directly
with the general practitioner who was the primary medical
provider. Coaches also worked directly with emergency
departments; inpatients; outpatients; and drug, alcohol, and
social services on an as-needed basis. Coaches triaged and
anticipated risk of health deterioration using the PaJR predictive
algorithm and human sensemaking [14]. They, then, identified
and intervened in the root causes of readmissions, where
possible [14] (see also Figure 2). Coaches triaged, navigated,
and supported MonashWatch participants in a reactive and
anticipatory manner bridging the gaps with general practitioner,
hospital, pharmacy, social welfare, housing, legal, and other
support services. Coaches made telephone contact, home visits,
and accompanied participants to general practitioners, clinics,
and other facilities, where appropriate.
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Figure 1. Patient Journey Record semistructured monitoring app that begins with open-ended narratives and includes direct questions.

Figure 2. The MonashWatch model (reproduced from Martin et al [14]). PaJR: Patient Journey Record.

Methods

Implementation of the MonashWatch Model
The health coaches were all recruited from within the Monash
Health community and acute services to develop the new
service. Telecare guides were recruited from the local or adjacent
community. Care pathways to existing services were mapped
and tested before the service commenced. The pathways were
to the general practitioners, hospitals’ emergency, inpatient and
outpatients, hospital readmission prevention programs, and
other community health, social, and welfare services including
housing, legal, financial, employment, education, and voluntary
organizations.

Participants
MonashWatch participants were selected in a highly
disadvantaged catchment area adjacent to the Dandenong

hospital. Keeping the MonashWatch team local to patients was
a concept borrowed from Buurtzorg: the Dutch neighborhood
care model [15]. Targeted patients resided within a short car
trip from the MonashWatch team location to minimize clinician
travel time and hence maximize responsiveness and clinical
time. Most admissions for patients in the cohort occurred at the
local public secondary care hospital in Dandenong. However,
some took place in other more distant Monash Health hospitals,
subject primarily to demand and clinical needs.

Potentially Preventable Hospitalizations
The HLCC web-based algorithm incorporated a wide range of
conditions in adults >18 years old [2]. The HLCC algorithm
incorporated the following: (1) service parameters including
rates of recent acute admissions and emergency department
visits; (2) patient parameters including age, residence status,
smoking; (3) chronic conditions such as gastrointestinal
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disorders, renal disease, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, diabetes, pancreatic conditions,
cirrhosis/alcoholic hepatitis; but excluded serious mental and
psychotic illnesses, dialysis, and cancer treatments because there
are other initiatives for these groups.

AIHW potentially preventable hospitalizations diagnostic codes
only accounted for 18% of HLCC admissions. Only
approximately 20% of HLCC-identified hospitalizations in
Monash Health, and other Victorian health services had ever
accessed hospital readmission prevention programs or other
hospital admission prevention services.

Participant Enrollment Allocation
The DHHS provides continuously updated HLCC-eligible cohort
lists to hospital groups and funds care improvement initiatives
based on projected reductions in admission costs. Once the
patient was deemed eligible, when they had their next acute
admission, they could be enrolled. Enrollment commenced with
a gradual ramp-up from December 2016 and continued beyond
the evaluation cutoff point. Pragmatic screening by health
coaches excluded those who were not suited to a self-rated
phone-based health model (eg, nursing home, necessitated use
of an interpreter, and patients who would pose a high risk to
staff visiting at home). Patients were considered candidates to
be entered into the MonashWatch evaluation pool before
allocation, based on a ratio of 4:1. There was minimal chance
of bias because the health coaches and team performing the
assignment had no idea who would benefit in advance in this
pilot service, and the allocation was conducted using hospital
unit numbers from a list without patient details.

Outcomes
The primary outcome metric was bed days (ie, length of stay
related to emergency nonsurgical admissions) derived from the
Victorian Admitted Episode Data from the Victorian Emergency
Minimum Dataset [16] between December 23, 2016 and June
23, 2019.

A secondary outcome metric was rate of emergency nonsurgical
admissions. This was initially considered as the primary
outcome; however, capitation costs being the biggest driver of
the HLCC program led to bed days being more critical. Net
promoter score was also a secondary outcome.

Statistical and Other Methods
Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) is a statistical technique
that adjusts for covariates in determining the outcomes of an
intervention. Least square means are an acceptable method to
calculate the means adjusted for covariates [17]. In ANCOVA,
least square means are group-mean adjusted for covariates (ie,
holding constant at some typical value of the covariate, such as
its mean value). Effective days active describes the duration in
days post assignment to intention-to-treat or usual care. The
outcome was least square of effective days active of control
versus intervention, mean-adjusted for the quantitative variables
above. Two-tailed Mann-Kendall trend test and Sen slope were
used for the significance of the time series trend and to calculate
an estimate of the trend. The net promoter score survey was

anonymously administered (as a postal survey) with open-ended
comments. The score was calculated following the Australian
National Safety and Quality Health Service Standard [18]. The
net promoter score is an index ranging from –100 to 100 that
measures the willingness of customers to recommend a
company's products or services to others. It is calculated as the
difference between the percentage of promoters and detractors
and is used as a proxy for gauging the patient’s overall
satisfaction with a hospital’s product or service and the patient’s
loyalty to the service [18]. Other secondary outcomes measures
including baseline and sequential measures have previously
been described [14]. A significance level of P<.05 was used.
Analysis of bed days was conducted using least square
ANCOVA, in accordance with acceptable practice [19]. Mean
bed day values were adjusted for age, gender, time in the
MonashWatch intervention (effective days active), and the
presence of potentially preventable hospitalization—18 selected
ICD-10 diagnostic codes—covariates [1].

Quality assurance of the data analysis was performed in several
ways. One author conducted the ANCOVA using XLSTAT
software (version 2020:4.1; Addinsoft). Two other authors
independently analyzed the same dataset, after rechecking the
download from Victorian Admitted Episode Data/Victorian
Emergency Minimum Dataset [16], using R (version 3.5.2; R
Studio). External evaluation was carried out on bed days and
satisfaction with external controls using propensity-scoring
rather than contemporaneous local controls and has not yet been
formally reported.

Ethics approval for low-risk clinical research was obtained from
the Monash Health's Health Research Ethics Committee. The
Australian government’s main research and development
agency, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
Organisation, is conducting an external evaluation of the diverse
state-wide HLCC initiatives in Victoria, and this also has ethics
approval.

Results

Implementation of the MonashWatch Model
The HLCC clinical algorithm identified 2502 patients as having
a high risk of repeat admissions within the period of December
23, 2016 to June 23, 2019.

Participants
MonashWatch identified 1373 suitable HLCC patients: usual
care (n=293) and intention-to-treat (all: n=1080; active
telehealth: 471/1080, 43.6%; declined: 485/1080, 44.9%; lost
to follow-up: 116/1080, 10.7%; died: 8/1080, 0.7%; Figure 3).
The intention-to-treat active telehealth group provided consent
to being recruited, and general practitioners, health, and social
services were aware of their pilot service status—blinding was
not possible. Controls had no contact with the MonashWatch
team, and general practitioners, health, and social services were
unaware that they were controls. Once allocated to the
intention-to-treat and the active telehealth groups, patients
remained in that group for the duration.
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Figure 3. MonashWatch pragmatic clinical evaluation participants. Intention-to-treat, including active telehealth, and usual care cohort allocation in
the MonashWatch pragmatic evaluation. MW: MonashWatch.

Mean participant age for usual care was 64.3 (SD 17.6; median
71, IQR 19) years, and mean participant age for intention-to-treat
was 68.3 (SD 16.8; median 71, IQR 19) years. The number of
effective days active for usual care was 756.2 (SD 180.5; median
1003, IQR 44), and the number of effective days active for
intention-to-treat was 624.2 (SD 269.2; median 908, IQR 278).

Admissions
In the usual care group, 293 patients had 639 admissions, and
in the intention-to-treat group, 1080 had 934 admissions from
the time they joined the MonashWatch program (effective days

active) until June 23, 2019 (Table 1). Usual care had 163/293
(55.6%) patients admitted at least once; a median of 3
admissions/person who was admitted (third quartile 5); a mean
of 3.9 admissions/person who was admitted (SD 4.3, skewness
3.1). Intention-to-treat had 549 (50%) of patients admitted at
least once; a median of 2 admissions/person who was admitted
(third quartile 4); a mean of 3.6 admissions/person who was
admitted (SD 4.3, skewness 6.8). Men were 44.2% (72/163)
and women were 55.8% (91/163) of admissions in usual care.
Men were 55.9% (307/549) and women were 44.1% (242/549)
of admissions in intention-to-treat.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics on admission rates in MonashWatch intention-to-treat and usual care.

P valueInterventionUsual careStatistic

.054549 (50.8)163 (55.6)Admitted at least once, n (%)

Description of profiles of those admitted in each group

.052 (4)3 (5)Median (third quartile)

.0563.6 (4.6)3.9 (4.3)Mean (sample SD)

<.0016.83.1Pearson skewness

Admissions were highly skewed in the intervention group with
several outliers with frequent short admissions to the emergency
department for chest pain and abdominal symptoms which may
account for the highly skewed profile of the intention-to-treat
group. The raw median and mean number of admissions per
person were higher in the control group (P=.05 and P=.056,
respectively; see Table 1).

Potentially Preventable Hospital Admissions
AIHW potentially preventable hospital admission codes were
present in 18.3 % (117/639) of all acute admissions in usual
care and 16.4% (153/ 934) of all acute admissions in
intention-to-treat (P=.34), that is, 0.05% (8/1573) of all
admissions were coded vaccine preventable. The most frequent
AIHW potentially preventable hospitalizations conditions were
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or bronchiectasis (usual

care: 30/641, 4.7%; intention-to-treat: 49/934, 5.2%; P=.19);
heart failure or angina (usual care 17/641, 2.7%;
intention-to-treat 24/934, 2.6%), urinary tract infection or
cellulitis (usual care 32/642, 5.6%; intention-to-treat 30/934,
3.2%; P=.04). Chest pain (of minor complexity) was the most
frequent admission description in all groups (Table 2). Two
individuals, who called an ambulance for chest pain (of minor
complexity) at least weekly and had frequent <1-day overnight
stay admissions to the emergency department, were outliers in
the MonashWatch active telehealth group. The nonactive
telehealth group had fewer diagnoses of chest pain (of minor
complexity), abdominal pain and mesenteric adenitis, minor
complexity and other digestive system disorders, and minor
complexity diagnoses than the intention-to-treat group. Low
complexity conditions including chest pain and gastrointestinal
conditions were coded (usual care: 86/641, 20.4%;
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intention-to-treat: 219/1784, 12.2%). The usual care group had
significantly more minor complex conditions diagnoses than
the intention-to-treat group (P=.03). Diagnoses using AIHW
potentially preventable hospitalization ICD codes that were
designated as major complexity (high cost and high comorbidity)
[20] are indicated. In the top 10 most frequent potentially
preventable hospitalizations (Table 2), the usual care group had

3.0% (19/641) of admissions designated as major complexity,
MonashWatch intention-to-treat active telehealth participants
had 5.1% (48/934) of diagnoses identified as major
complexity—significantly more than usual care (P=.02), and
intention-to-treat nontelehealth participants had 1.1% (9/852)
(P<.001).

Table 2. Most common diagnoses for potentially preventable hospitalizations as defined by the AIHW within each group of MonashWatch patients.

Admission, n (%)Group and diagnosis

Control (usual care, n=641)

46 (7.2)Chest pain, minor complexity

20 (3.1)Abdominal pain and mesenteric adenitis, minor complexity

19 (3.0)Other digestive system disorders, major complexity

18 (2.8)Bronchitis and asthma, minor complexity

18 (2.8)Esophagitis and gastroenteritis, minor complexity

16 (2.5)Arrhythmia, cardiac arrest and conduction disorders, minor complexity

16 (2.5)Other digestive system disorders, minor complexity

15 (2.3)Kidney and urinary tract infections, minor complexity

15 (2.3)Syncope and collapse, minor complexity

14 (2.2)Chronic obstructive airways disease, minor complexity

Intention-to-treat including active telehealth (n=934)

110 (11.8)Chest pain, minor complexity

41 (4.4)Abdominal pain and mesenteric adenitis, minor complexity

29 (3.1)Respiratory infections and inflammations (major complexity

25 (2.7)Chronic obstructive airways disease, minor complexity

22 (2.4)Syncope and collapse, minor complexity

21 (2.2)Other digestive system disorders, minor complexity

19 (2.0)Other digestive system disorders, major complexity

18 (1.9)Headaches, minor complexity

18 (1.9)Esophagitis and gastroenteritis, minor complexity

16 (1.7)Arrhythmia, cardiac arrest and conduction disorders, minor complexity

Intervention (intention-to-treat) nontelehealth (n=390)

41 (10.5)Chest pain, minor complexity

10 (2.6)Diabetes, minor complexity

9 (2.3)Arrhythmia, cardiac arrest and conduction disorders, minor complexity

6 (1.5)Abdominal pain and mesenteric adenitis, minor complexity

6 (1.5)Chronic obstructive airways disease, minor complexity

6 (1.5)Coronary atherosclerosis, minor complexity

6 (1.5)Poisoning/toxic effects of drugs and other substances, minor complexity

5 (1.3)Chronic obstructive airways disease, major complexity

5 (1.3)Syncope and collapse, minor complexity

4 (1.0)Heart failure and shock, major complexity

Primary Outcome
ANCOVA was conducted on bed days with admission age,
gender, the presence or absence of a potentially preventable

hospitalizations ICD-10 code, and effective days active as
quantitative variables and with intervention versus control as
qualitative variables
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Table 3 and Figure 4 demonstrate the factors which significantly
impacted on bed days in the sample: age (P<.001), effective
days active from allocation until June 23, 2019 (P<.001), and
whether they were in the intervention (intention-to-treat) or

control (usual care) group (P<.001). Gender (P=.98) and having
a designated AIHW potentially preventable hospitalizations
admission ICD code (P=.82) were not significant predictors of
bed days.

Table 3. ANCOVA summary statistics of the impact of key variables on bed days of MonashWatch patients: standardized coefficients predicting length
of stay.

95% CIP valuet valueSEValueSource

(0.072, 0.148)<.0015.6730.0190.110Admission age

(–0.038, 0.037).98–0.0310.019–0.001Gender

(–0.042, 0.033).82–0.2350.019–0.005AIHWa potentially preventable hospitalizations (0, no; 1, yes)

(–0.129, –0.051)<.001–4.5660.020–0.090Effective days active

(0.047, 0.125)<.0014.3480.0200.086Control (usual care) vs intervention (intention-to-treat)

aAIHW: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare.

Figure 4. Bed days standardized coefficients based upon ANCOVA.

Age, MonashWatch effective days active, and intention-to-treat
group status predicted bed days. The usual care least square
mean was 4.5 (SD 0.2, 95% CI 4.1-4.9) bed days while the
intention-to-treat least square mean was 3.4 (SD 0.1, 95% CI

3.1-3.6) bed days. A statistically significant (P<.001) bed days
saving of 1.14 bed days per 1080 intention-to-treat patients
(1236 days) was estimated (Table 4).
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Table 4. ANCOVA least square mean bed days comparison for usual care versus intention-to-treat groups.

P value95% CISEMean bed daysCategory

<.001(4.1, 4.9)0.24.5Usual care

(3.1, 3.6)0.13.4Intention-to-treat

Usual Care Versus Intention-to-Treat
Longitudinal tracking of average bed days per person per month
nonsurgical acute admissions was conducted for 12 months
before enrollment until the evaluation cutoff date (Figure 5).
The Mann-Kendall trend and Sen slope for intention-to-treat
versus usual care demonstrated a significantly different trend
in the intention-to-treat versus usual care time series. Rates of
bed days per person per month in the 12 months before
MonashWatch were higher in the intention-to-treat (1.77 bed
days per person per month) versus usual care (1.44 bed days
per person per month). Overall, intention-to-treat demonstrated
statistically significant greater improvement (P<.001) in bed

days per person per month (Kendall tau 0, sample variance
8483) compared with usual care (Kendall tau 0, sample variance
8458). The bed days per person per month time series
demonstrated regression to the mean in both intention-to-treat
and usual care groups. The intention-to-treat group demonstrated
a statistically significant greater (P<.001) downward trend in
bed days compared with the usual care group using
Mann-Kendall trend test, and the Sen slope was –406 for
intention-to-treat and the slope was –104 for usual care.

A high net-promoter rate (satisfaction scores) of 95% was
demonstrated, with common findings of about 77% in hospital
evaluations [18].

Figure 5. Rate of mean bed days per person per month in the usual care group (black) and intention-to-treat (red) 12 months prior to MonashWatch
enrolment (indicated by the blue arrow) and for the subsequent 30 months. (Total admissions adjusted for numbers in each group.).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This evaluation demonstrates that the MonashWatch service
intervention achieved its objectives by reducing bed days and,
by implication, worked within the capitated budget consistently
over time.

The percentage of patients admitted at least once was very
similar (usual care: 55.6%; intention-to-treat: 50.8%).
Admissions per person were nearly statistically significantly
different (median, P=.05; mean, P=.056) with a frequent
admitter intention-to-treat subgroup. The number of low
complexity conditions, including chest pain and gastrointestinal
conditions, was higher in the usual care group than it was in the
intention-to-treat group. The intention-to-treat group had
nonsignificantly more potentially preventable hospitalizations

admissions, perhaps suggesting an optimization of hospital bed
use, reducing admissions that were not related to clinical need
alone. Analysis of covariance, controlling for age, effective
days active, gender, and AIHW potentially preventable
hospitalizations diagnoses demonstrated that bed days were
statistically improved by 1.14 bed days per 1080
intention-to-treat patients (P<.001) and an estimated 1236 bed
days. Improved bed days were consistent over the evaluation
period. The intention-to-treat group demonstrated a consistent
improvement in bed days per person per month (P<.001).

Challenges to constrain costs while improving care are
prominent in the fragmented governance and funding system
of Australia. Macrolevel federal and state reforms with pooled
funding have not previously proven successful. Victoria has
deployed state-based local initiatives to improve hospital
readmissions since before 1996 but had identified the need to
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further “shift the dial [3,5,6].” A capitated funding model for
hospital services to use projected admission costs earlier in a
high admitting cohort was introduced in 2016 [2]. Monash
Health took up this opportunity with unique internet-enabled
telehealth (telephone) and coaching approach with real-time
data usage. Using principles of disruptive innovation [21],
MonashWatch formed an innovation hub within existing services
and is becoming increasingly embedded in routine service
delivery through its expansion and integration within other
community services. Ongoing data-driven continuous
improvement based on frequent audits and adaptation in the
complex changing world of patient profiles and service changes
will be a crucial feature [2].

Did the Study Findings Demonstrate Causal
Associations?
The tracking of bed days and triangulation with other findings
indicated a causal association between MonashWatch and the
improvement of bed day utilization using Bradford Hills criteria
[22]. The effect size was 1.14 bed days saved per person, yet
only 43.6% of the intention-to-treat group (471/1080)
participated in the intervention suggesting a strong effect of the
intervention. Positive effects using the Patient Journey Record
System component of the MonashWatch model were
demonstrated in 3 Irish cohorts [11] and another Victorian
location [23]. MonashWatch has been judged by the Victorian
DHHS to have improved efficiencies, with better care and
external evaluation supporting a significant improvement in
bed days of around 0.8 days per person [20]. Other evidence of
a causal relationship is that a more significant reduction in bed
days occurred immediately after entry into MonashWatch by
the intention-to-treat group and persisted throughout the
evaluation.

Why Did the Intervention Appear to Work?
A plausible mechanism for the intervention working is
addressing resilience and frailty through anticipatory care and
coaching enabling stronger health networks and connections
with vulnerable people. The results support a continuous
adaptation to complex unstable health journey model for
individuals [24]. Many hospital admissions, even very short
stays in the emergency department (which are included in this
study as an admission if there is an overnight stay) may be
related to a wide range of indirect influences [25]. Underlying
issues could include personality types, mood, anxiety or
demoralization, drug and alcohol or medication management
problems, service access issues and convenience, as well as the
likelihood of benefit from hospital-level care [26,27]. A sense
of discrimination has been described in emergency department
frequent users [27]. Many of these factors (but not all) can be
addressed through closer monitoring in a prehospital phase [28].
It is worth noting that a high net-promoter rate (satisfaction
scores) of 95% was consistently reported by patients
participating in MonashWatch at 6-month intervals and on exit.
The accompanying narrative commentary was very positive
about feeling “accepted” and “supported.” This commentary
will be reported elsewhere and makes frequent mention of
improved health experience and a sense that the hospital “cares.”
This also suggests we are heading in the right direction.

The capitated structure provided very adaptable funding as
needed for many issues such as transport, outpatient attendances,
and home factors which underpin admissions. It provided
coaches with the flexibility to go outside of health siloes
working with general practitioners, hospital, alcohol, and mental
health services.

Finally, this DHHS approach that is outcome and data-driven
with continuous performance and costing review for teams and
local initiatives keeps services from falling into complacency.

Limitations
There is a range of limitations. The intention-to-treat group
included 44.9% (485/1080) who declined. This arduous process
may have diluted the uptake rate and thus had an impact on bed
days but reflects real-world clinical service evaluations. It would
be worth other methods of recruitment in the future to see if
there would be increased recruitment with a more significant
impact.

Pragmatic clinical evaluations in live health systems outside of
research study are challenging, particularly in MonashWatch
due to long-term unpredictable, complex dynamics in unstable
patient journeys [14]. There are practical difficulties in finding
true controls beyond the HLCC scoring algorithm. Systematic
contemporaneous and ecological selection within a local
geographical zone, as in this case, was the option judged to be
most reliable. Retrospective propensity scoring based on HLCC,
further stratified by diagnoses, age, and socioeconomic (postal
code) status with randomly selected multiple controls in different
hospitals, was employed by the external evaluation [20].
However, the findings of the MonashWatch approach were
mirrored with a significant 0.8 bed day saving per person in the
external evaluation [20]. Resource utilization outcome measures
and the actual rate of savings will be the subject of further
evaluation.

This summative evaluation was conducted in a living health
system as the first phase of a government funding initiative to
move from activity to value-based funding when Monash Health
services were under significant funding constraints. Success
was achieved in the real world without going through the
traditional research route with a trial before rolling out an
implementation. The positive feature of this approach is that
(to date) it has not gone the way of many beautifully designed
and executed pilots that never achieved implementation. In the
first phase, the successful delivery of care was within existing
funding. The MonashWatch-type model deployment in other
health services in the second and third phases has the
opportunity to improve on trial methodology. The addition of
more research resources, given the current successful proof of
concept, would enable the conduct of a more sophisticated
randomized propensity-matched trial.

Ongoing study of the data is needed to identify who benefits
from which components and how the intervention can be
improved for different groups. There is a need to continue to
shift current care pathways and health systems to adapt care to
the needs of vulnerable MonashWatch-type patients. A whole
of systems transformation is needed to respond to the dynamics
of unstable health journeys, beyond the current single disease
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or condition siloed care. Outcome-based funding has the
potential to make major inroads into fragmented care.
Macrolevel health service funding changes in the Australian
Health System such as in northern Spain [29] would be a great
advantage to improve integrated care but is unlikely due to
political barriers.

Conclusion
The MonashWatch telehealth and coaching intervention using
the HLCC innovative funding model was effective in a local

catchment area of a hospital in a highly disadvantaged
community and achieved its health service funding model
objectives. It requires ongoing and broader implementation and
evaluation. In the future, evaluation of additional teams is
needed to confirm these findings in different populations and
settings. Two additional teams are now in place. Ultimately,
the progressive scaling up to a multisite intervention will require
ongoing tailoring and evaluation with feedback for
improvement.
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Abstract

Background: In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, telehealth has rapidly been adopted to deliver health care services around
the world. To date, studies have not compared people’s experiences with telehealth services during the pandemic in Australia to
their experiences with traditional in-person visits.

Objective: This study aimed to compare participants’ perceptions of telehealth consults to their perceptions of traditional
in-person visits and investigate whether people believe that telehealth services would be useful after the pandemic.

Methods: A national, cross-sectional, community survey was conducted between June 5 and June 12, 2020 in Australia. In
total, 1369 participants who were aged ≥18 years and lived in Australia were recruited via targeted advertisements on social
media (ie, Facebook and Instagram). Participants responded to survey questions about their telehealth experience, which included
a free-text response option. A generalized linear model was used to estimate the adjusted relative risks of having a poorer telehealth
experience than a traditional in-person visit experience. Content analysis was performed to determine the reasons why telehealth
experiences were worse than traditional in-person visit experiences.

Results: Of the 596 telehealth users, the majority of respondents (n=369, 61.9%) stated that their telehealth experience was
“just as good as” or “better than” their traditional in-person medical appointment experience. On average, respondents perceived
that telehealth would be moderately useful to very useful for medical appointments after the COVID-19 pandemic ends (mean
3.67, SD 1.1). Being male (P=.007), having a history of both depression and anxiety (P=.016), and lower patient activation scores
(ie, individuals’ willingness to take on the role of managing their health/health care) (P=.036) were significantly associated with
a poor telehealth experience. In total, 6 overarching themes were identified from free-text responses for why participants’ telehealth
experiences were poorer than their traditional in-person medical appointment experiences, as follows: communication is not as
effective, limitations with technology, issues with obtaining prescriptions and pathology results, reduced confidence in their
doctor, additional burden for complex care, and inability to be physically examined.

Conclusions: Based on our sample’s responses, telehealth appointment experiences were comparable to traditional in-person
medical appointment experiences. Telehealth may be worthwhile as a mode of health care delivery while the pandemic continues,
and it may continue to be worthwhile after the pandemic.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 outbreak was officially declared a pandemic
by the World Health Organization on March 11, 2020. To help
minimize the spread of COVID-19, health care systems have
rapidly adopted alternative models for health care delivery,
including telehealth services [1]. This type of health care
delivery minimizes the spread of the virus by providing health
care services without the need for close contact, thereby
reducing the risk of exposure to COVID-19 for both patients
and clinicians.

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Australian
Government introduced a temporary telehealth scheme on March
30, 2020 to enable subsidized access to health care services that
are provided via telephone or videoconferencing [2]. Prior to
the pandemic, telehealth consultations were restricted to rural
and remote communities. This new scheme has allowed all
medical appointments with a variety of health professionals to
be conducted via telehealth, regardless of rurality. As a result
of this scheme, telehealth consults have accounted for 36% of
all services provided in April 2020, whereas telehealth consults
conducted before the pandemic only accounted for 1.3% [3,4].
At the end of April 2020, a nationally representative survey of
1022 people conducted by the Australian Bureau of Statistics
reported that 1 in 6 people (17%) used a telehealth service,
women were almost twice as likely as men to use telehealth
services (22% vs 12%), and persons with a chronic or mental
health condition were twice as likely to have used a telehealth
service compared to those without such conditions (25% vs
13%). However, 1 in 10 people (10%) reported to have a general
practitioner or health professional appointment cancelled or
postponed in the last 4 weeks because of the COVID-19
pandemic [5].

Cancelling or postponing appointments is concerning because
reduced health care during pandemics has been associated with
poor health outcomes, as observed during the Ebola virus
outbreak and Severe acute respiratory syndrome epidemic [6,7].
The increased uptake of telehealth services and increased
number of people cancelling or postponing medical
appointments warrants further investigation to better understand
people’s experiences and satisfaction with accessing telehealth
services during the COVID-19 pandemic. This is particularly
necessary, given the long-term outlook of the COVID-19
pandemic; although several health services have returned to
normal, continuing outbreaks may deter patients from accessing
in-person care for some time [8].

Despite the growth of telehealth, no studies have compared
people’s experiences with telehealth services during the

COVID-19 pandemic in Australia to people’s experiences with
traditional in-person visits. We investigated a sample of
Australians and their experiences with telehealth during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Our aims were to compare participants’
perceptions of telehealth consults to their perceptions of
traditional in-person visits and investigate whether people
believe that telehealth services would be useful after the
pandemic. Furthermore, we investigated the sociodemographic
and health-related factors associated with negative telehealth
experiences.

Methods

Recruitment
The data used in this study are from a prospective, longitudinal,
national survey that launched in April 2020 and explored
variations in people’s understanding of, attitude toward, and
uptake of COVID-19 health advice during the 2020 pandemic
[9]. Herein, we report on data from a survey wave conducted
over a 1-week period (ie, June 5 to June 12, 2020) in Australia.
Data were obtained using the Qualtrics online platform.
Participants who were aged ≥18 years, could read and
understand English, and resided in Australia were recruited via
paid targeted advertisements on social media (ie, Facebook and
Instagram). More details on recruitment are provided in the
McCaffery et al study [9]. Participants were given the
opportunity to enter a prize draw for the chance to win 1 of 10
Aus $20 (US $14.62) gift cards upon completion of the survey.
This study was approved by The University of Sydney Human
Research Ethics Committee (2020/212).

Measures
Sociodemographic variables, including age, gender, and
educational status, were collected, along with data on
self-reported chronic diseases and overall health. We assessed
health literacy using the Newest Vital Sign [10] and digital
health literacy using the eHealth Literacy Scale [11]. The
Consumer Health Activation Index [12] was used to determine
patient activation (ie, individuals’ willingness to take on the
role of managing their health and health care). The remoteness
and socioeconomic status of participants’ places of residence
were derived from participants’ postcodes [13]. Participants
were asked to indicate whether they had used telehealth services.
If so, they were then asked how telehealth services compared
to traditional in-person visits, whether they experienced any
barriers to using telehealth services, and whether they cancelled
or postponed an appointment with a health professional (Textbox
1).
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Textbox 1. Survey items and scoring scale on telehealth.

Telehealth usage

• Since the COVID-19 restrictions started, have you had a telemedicine/telehealth appointment (appointment with your health provider by video
or phone instead of an in-person appointment)? (Response options: Yes/No)

• How many telehealth appointments have you had? (Response: Numerical [free-text])

• Was/were your telemedicine/telehealth visit(s) done by: (Response options: Telephone/Videoconference/Both)

Comparison between telehealth and traditional in-person visits

• How did your telemedicine/telehealth visit compare to a traditional in-person medical visit? (Response options: Better than a traditional visit/Just
as good as a traditional visit/Worse than a traditional visit/Not sure)

• If, telemedicine/telehealth was worse, please tell us why. (Response: Free text)

Interest in telehealth after COVID-19

• How useful do you think it will be to have medical appointments with telemedicine/telehealth after the COVID-19 emergency is over? (Response
scale: 1-5, indicating not at all to extremely)

Cancellation of in-person appointments

• Have you cancelled or postponed an appointment with a health professional in the last 4 weeks because of COVID-19? (Response options:
Yes/No)

• Why? (Response options: Concerned about the cost/I am isolating due to COVID-19 symptoms or risk/I was worried about travelling on public
transport because of the COVID-19 risk/I did not want to go to a health or hospital clinic because of concerns about catching COVID-19 there/Too
busy Other [please tell us])

• Did you feel you needed to see a health professional in person in the last 4 weeks but chose not to go? (Response options: Yes/No)

• Why? (Response options: Concerned about the cost/I am isolating due to COVID-19 symptoms or risk/I was worried about travelling on public
transport because of the COVID-19 risk/I did not want to go to a health or hospital clinic because of concerns about catching COVID-19 there/Too
busy/Other [please tell us])

Barriers to telehealth

• Have you needed to access a telehealth service in the last 4 weeks but could not? (Response options: Yes/No)

• What was the main reason that you could not access a telehealth service in the last 4 weeks? (Response options: Telehealth not available from
general practitioner or other health professional/Do not have internet/I am not able to use the internet/Dislike or fear of the service/Appointment
not available when required/Other [please detail])

Statistical Analysis
Quantitative data were analyzed using Stata/IC v16 (StataCorp
LLC). Descriptive statistics were analyzed to obtain sample
characteristics and summarize participants’ telehealth
experiences since COVID-19 restrictions commenced. A
generalized linear model using a modified Poisson approach
(ie, log link function with robust standard errors) was used to
estimate adjusted relative risks with 95% confidence intervals
for having a poorer telehealth experience than a traditional
in-person medical visit experience based on various
sociodemographic and health-related factors. A 2-tailed
independent samples t test was used to compare the perceived
usefulness of telehealth medical appointments once the
COVID-19 emergency ends between participants who rated
their telehealth experience as worse than their in-person medical
visit experience and those who rated their telehealth experience
as the same as or better than their in-person medical visit
experience. The statistical significance for these exploratory
analyses was set at P<.05 (2-tailed).

Qualitative data were analyzed using content analysis [14],
which combines both qualitative and quantitative methods and

allows for both the frequency of categories and the content to
be reported. JI and TC familiarized themselves with the content
and generated a list of recurring themes; these were discussed
with and checked by an additional researcher (JA). JI and TC
then applied the final coding framework to all the data. The
level of agreement was tested using the Cohen kappa, which
indicated substantial agreement (κ=0.76) [15]. Discrepancies
were discussed until a consensus was obtained. Descriptive
statistics were provided to summarize the frequency of each
code.

Results

Of the 1369 respondents who completed the June survey, 596
(43.5%) reported using telehealth services since the start of the
pandemic. Respondents who used telehealth services were
slightly older; more likely to be female; had higher levels of
education; had a greater prevalence of chronic health conditions,
including a history of mental health conditions; and had poorer
self-reported general health compared to those who did not use
telehealth services. Sample characteristics are summarized in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of our sample sorted by participants’ use of telehealth services during the COVID-19 lockdown period.

Overall (N=1369)Did not access telehealth services
(n=773)

Accessed telehealth services
(n=596)

Variable

44.7 (16.7)43.6 (17.0)46.2 (16.1)Age in years, mean (SD)

Age group (years), n (%)

232 (16.9)156 (20.2)76 (12.8)18-25

372 (27.2)206 (26.6)166 (27.9)26-40

344 (25.1)192 (24.8)152 (25.5)41-55

421 (30.8)219 (28.3)202 (33.9)56-90

Gender, n (%)

433 (31.6)287 (37.1)146 (24.5)Male

911 (66.5)478 (61.8)433 (72.7)Female

25 (1.8)8 (1)17 (2.9)Other/prefer not to say

Highest level of education completed, n (%)

198 (14.5)130 (16.8)68 (11.4)High school or less

140 (10.2)73 (9.4)67 (11.2)Certificate I-IV

1031 (75.3)570 (73.7)461 (77.3)University education

Number of chronic health conditionsa, n (%)

675 (49.3)436 (56.4)239 (40.1)0

408 (29.8)220 (28.5)188 (31.5)1

286 (20.9)117 (15.1)169 (28.4)≥2

Mental health history, n (%)

471 (34.4)193 (25.0)278 (46.6)Depression

534 (39)232 (30)302 (50.7)Anxiety

Self-reported general health, n (%)

46 (3.4)9 (1.2)37 (6.2)Poor

187 (13.7)76 (9.8)111 (18.6)Fair

463 (33.8)237 (30.7)226 (37.9)Good

493 (36)321 (41.5)172 (28.9)Very Good

180 (13.1)130 (16.8)50 (8.4)Excellent

3.7 (1.4)3.7 (1.4)3.7 (1.4)Socioeconomic status, mean IRSADb quintile
(SD)

Remoteness, n (%)

1027 (75)589 (76.2)438 (73.5)Major cities

342 (25)184 (23.8)158 (26.5)Other

1170 (91.1)665 (91.7)505 (90.3)Adequate health literacyc, n (%)

4.2 (0.7)4.1 (0.7)4.2 (0.7)eHealth literacyd, mean (SD)

74.9 (13.3)75.0 (13.4)74.7 (13.2)Patient activatione, mean (SD)

272 (19.9)125 (16.2)147 (24.7)Cancelled/postponed an appointmentf, n (%)

219 (16)104 (13.5)115 (19.3)Chose not to see a health professionalg, n (%)

19 (1.4)7 (0.9)12 (2)Could not access telehealth servicesh, n (%)

aChronic health conditions included respiratory disease, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, hypertension, cancer, heart disease, stroke, and
diabetes.
bIRSAD: Index of Relative Socio-Economic Advantage and Disadvantage. In the IRSAD quintile [13], a score of 1 represents most disadvantaged and
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a score of 5 represents most advantaged.
cHealth literacy was assessed using the Newest Vital Sign [10]. Data were missing for 85 (6.2%) participants percent due to technical errors with the
Qualtrics online platform.
deHealth [11] literacy was measured on a 5-point Likert scale. A higher score reflects a higher level of eHealth literacy.
eResults are based on the Consumer Health Activation Index [12]. A score of 0-79 indicates low activation, 80-94 indicates moderate activation, and
95-100 indicates high activation.
fRespondents who cancelled/postponed an appointment in the last 4 weeks because of COVID-19.
gRespondents who felt the need to see a health professional in the last 4 weeks, but chose not to.
hRespondents who needed access to a telehealth service in the last 4 weeks, but could not.

Cancellation of In-Person Appointments
Of the 1369 total respondents, 272 (19.9%) cancelled or
postponed an in-person appointment with a health professional.
The reasons for cancelling appointments were as following:
concerns about catching COVID-19 at a clinic or hospital (n=85,
31.3%), isolating due to COVID-19 symptoms or risks (n=31,
11.4%), concerns about travelling via public transport (n=21,
7.7%), feeling too busy (n=20, 7.4%), cost (n=9, 3.3%), and
other reasons (n=106, 39%). Less common reasons for
cancelling or postponing an in-person appointment included
the following: border closures, postponed elective surgery, and
the appointment seemed nonessential. Furthermore, 219 (16%)
respondents felt that they needed to see a health professional
in-person in the last 4 weeks, but chose not to go due to the
following reasons: concerns about catching COVID-19 at a
clinic or hospital (n=72, 32.9%), feeling too busy (n=37, 16.9%),
isolating due to COVID-19 symptoms or risks (n=18, 8.2%),
concerns about travelling via public transport (n=13, 5.9%),
other reasons (n=67, 30.6%). Less common reasons listed for
choosing not to see a health professional included the following:
only telehealth services were available, limited in-person

appointment availability, and felt that seeing a health
professional was too complicated.

Telehealth Experiences
The characteristics of telehealth users’ experiences are shown
in Table 2. Of the 596 respondents who used telehealth services,
over half (n=326, 54.7%) reported having more than 1 telehealth
appointment, of which most were conducted by telephone
(n=427, 71.6%). The majority of respondents (n=369, 61.9%)
stated that their telehealth experience was “just as good as” or
“better than” their traditional in-person medical visit experience.
On average, respondents perceived telehealth as moderately
useful to very useful for medical appointments after the
COVID-19 pandemic ends (mean 3.67, SD 1.1). Individuals
who responded that their telehealth experience was worse than
their traditional in-person medical visit experience (n=205,
34.4%) also rated the usefulness of telehealth after the
COVID-19 emergency ends significantly lower than those whose
telehealth experience was “just as good as” or “better than” their
in-person visit experience (mean 2.86 vs mean 4.17; difference:
mean 1.31; 95% CI 1.14-1.47; t572=15.62; P<.001).

Table 2. Characteristics of telehealth users’ experience (n=596).

Summary value, n (%)Variable

Number of telehealth appointments

270 (45.3)1

157 (26.3)2

169 (28.4)≥3

Mode of telehealth delivery

427 (71.6)Telephone

84 (14.1)Videoconference

85 (14.3)Both

Telehealth visit compared to traditional in-person medical visit

49 (8.2)Better

320 (53.7)Just as good

205 (34.4)Worse

22 (3.7)Unsure

Factors Associated With a Poor Telehealth Experience
The results of the multivariable analysis that explored factors
associated with a poorer telehealth experience than an in-person
appointment experience are displayed in Table 3. Being male

(P=.007), having a history of both depression and anxiety
(P=.04), and having a low patient activation score (P=.04) were
associated with a poorer telehealth experience, after controlling
for all other variables in the model.
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Table 3. Multivariablea analysis of factors associated with a poorerb telehealth experience than an in-person appointment experience (n=574). Adjusted
relative risks of <1 indicate a reduced risk of reporting a poorer telehealth experience relative to the reference group.

P valueAdjusted relative risk (95% CI)Variable

.27Age (years)c

.940.98 (0.66-1.47)18-25

.571.09 (0.80-1.49)26-40

.081.32 (0.97-1.80)56-90

.01Genderd

.0070.73 (0.58-0.92)Female

.110.52 (0.24-1.14)Other/prefer not to say

.96Highest level of education completede

.801.06 (0.67-1.67)Certificate I-IV

.961.01 (0.69-1.48)University education

.26Number of chronic health conditionsf

.350.88 (0.68-1.15)1

.110.78 (0.58-1.05)≥2

.054Mental health historyg

.141.27 (0.92-1.75)Either depression or anxiety

.0161.42 (1.07-1.89)Both depression and anxiety

.201.06 (0.97-1.16)Socioeconomic status (per IRSADh quintile)

.841.02 (0.84-1.23)eHealth literacy (per unit)

.0360.91 (0.82-0.99)Patient activation (per 10-unit increase)

.23Telehealth delivery modei

.091.28 (0.96-1.70)Videoconference

.601.09 (0.79-1.51)Both telephone and videoconference

aThe analysis also controlled for the number of telehealth visits since lockdown.
bA poorer outcome was defined as respondents rating their telehealth experience as worse (compared to “just as good as” or “better than”) than their
traditional in-person medical visit experience. Individuals who responded with “unsure” (22/596, 3.7%) were excluded from the analysis.
cRespondents aged 41-55 years were used as a reference.
dMale respondents were used as a reference.
eRespondents who completed a high school education or less were used as a reference.
fRespondents who did not have a chronic health condition were used as a reference.
gRespondents who did not have a history of mental health conditions were used as a reference.
hIRSAD: Index of Relative Socio-Economic Advantage and Disadvantage.
iRespondents who had telehealth visits via telephone were used as a reference.

Reasons Provided for Why Telehealth Experiences
Were Worse Than Traditional In-Person Visit
Experiences
In total, the following 6 overarching themes regarding telehealth
services (Table 4) emerged from the free-text data: (1)
communication is not as effective as face-to-face visits, (2)
limitations with technology, (3) issues with obtaining
prescriptions and pathology results, (4) reduced confidence in
the doctor, (5) additional burden for complex care, and (6)
inability to be physically examined. Of the 221 respondents

who provided a free-text response for why their telehealth
experiences were worse than their traditional in-person visit
experiences, the majority received telehealth services via
telephone (n=149, 67.4%), whereas comparatively fewer
respondents received telehealth services via videoconference
(n=37, 16.7%) or a combination of both (n=35, 15.8%).
However, no substantial differences in the overarching themes
were observed between these groups. Overall, the most recurrent
theme was that communication was not as effective as traditional
in-person visits due to the lack of visual cues, eye contact, and
body language.
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Table 4. Reasons provided by 221 respondents for telehealth visits being worse than traditional in-person medical visits, along with the frequency of

overarching themes and subthemes with example quotesa.

Value, n (%)ExampleCode description

Communication is not as effective as face-to-face visits

54 (24.4)“The subtle facial expressions eye contact and body
language are not the same”

Lacks visual cues, eye contact, body language, and visual feed-
back; face-to-face visits are preferred

46 (20.8)“Difficult to establish rapport”Less personal, less natural/comfortable, more awkward

45 (20.4)“Communication on the phone is less effective”Less effective; communication is not as good, less helpful, and
harder/more difficult

19 (8.6)“I feel a big part of effective mental health care involves
face-to-face conversation”

Face-to-face interaction is needed for mental health appointments

5 (2.3)“Phone call and videos make me extremely anxious”More anxiety provoking for some

3 (1.4)“Lack of privacy”Less privacy

The inability to be physically examined

60 (27.1)“Could not have a physical exam done”Physical exam is not possible

17 (7.7)“Blood pressure not taken”Tests could not be performed

Limitations with technology

20 (9)“Due to audio quality I was not able to get names of
chemotherapy drugs correctly - so when I tried to look
up info later I couldn’t until I was able to get info from
Breast care nurse so this added to days of anxiety due
to lack of info over weekend and when that staff member
on leave.”

Technology issues, including poor connection, bad reception,
poor audio quality, and Zoom calls dropping out

6 (2.7)“Harder to communicate due to tech difficulties, lag is-
sues”

Poor quality connection led to poor quality conversation

Issues with obtaining prescriptions and pathology results

10 (4.5)“I had to wait for scripts to be emailed to the pharmacy,
then one was missing, which I could have seen at the
time had I received them in person.”

Harder to obtain prescriptions

7 (3.2)“If you need a script or referral, you have to make a
separate trip to go get the paper”

Increased wait time/delayed access

2 (0.9)“Getting blood tests has become more difficult.”Unable to access pathology results

Reduced confidence in doctor/health professional

25 (11.3)“Not as comprehensive and thorough”Not as comprehensive or thorough

18 (8.1)“Felt rushed”Time pressure

11 (5)“Less trust that the diagnosis is accurate”Lack of confidence in assessment/ diagnosis

Additional burden for complex care

15 (6.8)“I had to go in for a face-face consult because the med-
ical issues could not be diagnosed”

Face-to-face visit required due to complex issues

5 (2.3)“More complex issues have been delayed until we can
do face-to-face”

Delays due to complex issues

4 (1.8)“In both instances after having the Telehealth calls, I
had to go in for a face to face consults because the issues
could not be diagnosed over the phone”

Added burden of having 2 consults

aFull text could have more than 1 theme applied.

Barriers to Telehealth
Of the 1369 total respondents, 19 (1.4%) reported that they were
not able to access a telehealth service. The barriers reported by
these 19 respondents were as follows: telehealth services were

not available from their general practitioner or health
professional (n=4, 21.1%), they did not have internet (n=2,
10.5%), the appointment was not available when required (n=8,
42.1%), and using telehealth services felt too complicated (n=5,
26.3%).
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Discussion

Principal Results
Our findings showed that more than half of the respondents
(n=369, 61.9%) stated that their telehealth experience was “just
as good as” or “better than” their traditional in-person medical
care experience. This is encouraging, considering that the
community transmission of COVID-19 across Australia may
continue to persist for some time. On average, respondents
perceived that telehealth would be moderately useful to very
useful for medical appointments after the COVID-19 pandemic.
This suggests that telehealth may be a viable long-term option
for health care delivery. Our findings are consistent with another
survey, which reported that 85% of older Australians found
their telehealth experiences to be similar or better than their
experiences with face-to-face consults [16]. Furthermore, we
found that telehealth delivery modality (ie, telephone and video)
was not associated with having a poorer telehealth experience
than an in-person appointment experience (P=.23). This is
consistent with other studies that showed telephone and
videoconferencing were comparable in terms of patient
satisfaction [17]. It is perhaps unsurprising that respondents
who rated their telehealth experiences as worse than their
traditional in-person visit experiences were less likely to
perceive that telehealth would be useful after the COVID-19
pandemic. Such respondents were more likely to be male, have
lower patient activation scores (ie, individuals’ willingness to
take on the role of managing their health and health care), and
have a history of both depression and anxiety (Table 3). This
last observation is also supported by the content analysis, which
highlighted that several participants preferred in-person to
telehealth visits for mental health appointments.

Limitations
While the study sample was large and diverse, it was not
statistically representative of the Australian population. Our
sample was recruited via social media, which was likely the
reason why our sample consisted of a higher proportion of
females, higher level of education, and potentially higher levels
of digital literacy than the general population [18]. A further
limitation of this study was that we did not know the percentage
of people who attended in-person consults during the study
period, nor did we know whether those who did not access
telehealth services required a health appointment or attended
an in-person consult instead. In addition, our survey did not
collect any information on the type of telehealth services that
participants attended (eg, allied health and specialist health
services). Future studies should investigate whether the factors
associated with a poorer telehealth experience are similar across
the models of health care delivery. Furthermore, future surveys
should compare people’s experiences with telehealth to people’s
experiences with traditional in-person visits based on the type
of health service provided (eg, general practitioner, specialist,
and allied health services) and determine the impact of different
health service modalities and types on health outcomes.

Comparison With Prior Work
Our findings suggest that for some, telehealth was perceived as
less effective for delivering mental health services. This is

concerning, as mental health problems, such as depression and
anxiety, were at least twice as prevalent during the first month
of the COVID-19 pandemic in Australia compared to before
the pandemic [19], and this problem is only expected to grow
[20]. Our findings are also similar to previous research on
telehealth and mental health [21], which is concerning, as
negative experiences with telehealth may result in no mental
health care for patients if face-to-face services are unavailable.

The most common theme for why respondents perceived
telehealth to be worse than in-person medical care was less
effective communication. This issue can be addressed by
encouraging the use of established strategies for improving
communication between health professionals and patients. For
example, the teach-back method, which is also known as the
show-me method or closing-the-loop method, has been shown
to increase people’s understanding of health information by
asking patients to repeat health information in their own words
[22]. In addition, providing a written lay summary of the visit
via a patient letter or patient portal may improve patients’
telehealth experiences. Patients have reported improved
patient-provider communication as a result of using a patient
portal [23]. Other approaches for addressing this issue may
include online education or mobile apps, which have both been
used to enhance patients’understanding of content and improve
health care services [24-27]. However, it should be noted that
the Australian government is currently fast-tracking electronic
prescribing, which may improve communication between
general practitioners, patients, and pharmacists [28]. Electronic
prescribing allows for the easy electronic sharing of
prescriptions, thereby eliminating issues related to the challenge
of obtaining prescriptions from telehealth appointments.

The following issues regarding access to telehealth services
were also identified in our study: physical examination was not
possible, people were less confident in their doctor or health
care professional during telehealth visits, and additional burden
was experienced for complex health conditions. These issues
can be addressed by setting clear expectations for telehealth
when scheduling appointments and explaining which types of
appointments are suitable for telehealth. For example, when
appointments are scheduled, patients should be notified that
additional in-person consults may be required depending on the
complexity of their medical appointment and that telehealth
services may not be appropriate for mental health issues. In
addition, videoconferencing could be offered, as it may allow
for more reliable visual assessments and more accurate
diagnoses [17]. Overall, in order to improve patients’
experiences with telehealth, strategies should be implemented
to ensure that patients are aware of what to expect from
telehealth appointments.

It is important to note that, in our study, 19.9% (272/1369) of
respondents cancelled or postponed an in-person health
appointment. The main reason for cancelling appointments was
concern about catching COVID-19 at health or hospital clinics.
Our study found a higher proportion of people who cancelled
or postponed a health appointment than a survey conducted by
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (11%) [5]. Similarly, a study
of 151 women with breast cancer conducted in Israel found that
31% of people cancelled a health appointment, with the most
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common reason being the fear of contracting COVID-19 [29].
This is worrying, as continuing outbreaks may deter patients
from accessing essential in-person medical care for some time.
Therefore, our results suggest that telehealth services should
continue to be offered while the community transmission of
COVID-19 persists. Future studies should investigate whether
patients who cancel or postpone health appointments are seeking
telehealth services and monitor the long-term impact of the use
of health services on health outcomes.

Future Directions and Considerations of Telehealth
It is worth noting that the temporary telehealth scheme is
scheduled to end on March 31, 2021 [30]. It is unclear as to
what degree and for whom telehealth services will be subsidized
after this date. Telehealth has the potential to reduce inequality
by making health care services more accessible. However, in
order for telehealth to be an effective public health service, it
should be widely available and affordable. Our findings showed
participants’ willingness to use telehealth services after the
pandemic. However, we did not investigate whether people
would engage with telehealth services if these services were no
longer subsidized. It is reasonable to expect that people’s
willingness to use telehealth services may change, depending

on funding reforms. Future research should continue to
investigate patients’ attitudes toward telehealth as policies
change over time.

Our study provides insight into patients’ perceptions of
telehealth services. However, we did not investigate health
professionals’ perspectives and perceptions, including their
experiences with telehealth, confidence to deliver telehealth,
and willingness to continue to provide telehealth services beyond
the pandemic. Further studies should investigate both patients’
and health professionals’ attitudes toward and experiences with
telehealth, as they are both important voices in discussions about
the future of telehealth in Australia.

Conclusions
Overall, we found that respondents’ telehealth experiences were
comparable to their experiences with traditional in-person visits.
We identified the most common reasons for a poor experience
with telehealth and provided strategies for improving the
experience of telehealth users. In light of our results, telehealth
may be worthwhile as a mode of health care delivery while the
pandemic continues, and it may be worthwhile beyond the
pandemic. However, studies on a broader, more representative
sample of the Australian population are warranted.
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Abstract

Background: Older, chronically ill individuals in independent living communities are frequently transferred to the emergency
department (ED) for acute issues that could be managed in lower-acuity settings. Triage via telemedicine could deter unnecessary
ED transfers.

Objective: We examined the effectiveness of a telemedicine intervention for emergency triage in an independent living
community.

Methods: In the intervention community, a 950-resident independent senior living community, when a resident called for help,
emergency medical technician–trained staff could engage an emergency medicine physician via telemedicine to assist with
management and triage. We compared trends in the proportion of calls resulting in transport to the ED (ie, primary outcome) in
the intervention community to two control communities. Secondary outcomes were telemedicine use and posttransport disposition.
Semistructured focus groups of residents and staff were conducted to examine attitudes toward the intervention. Qualitative data
analysis used thematic analysis.

Results: Although the service was offered at no cost to residents, use was low and we found no evidence of fewer ED transfers.
The key barrier to program use was resistance from frontline staff members, who did not view telemedicine triage as a valuable
tool for emergency response, instead perceiving it as time-consuming and as undermining their independent judgment.

Conclusions: Engagement of, and acceptance by, frontline providers is a key consideration in using telemedicine triage to
reduce unnecessary ED transfers.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23014)   doi:10.2196/23014

KEYWORDS

telemedicine; telehealth; independent senior living communities; emergency care; first responders

Introduction

Nationwide, roughly one million people live in independent
senior living communities [1], and residents often receive
fragmented medical services. Senior living communities provide
many amenities, but residents typically receive medical care
from off-site physicians. When residents of senior living
communities experience a new medical issue, the lack of an
on-site physician may lead to unnecessary transfers to the
emergency department (ED). Introducing on-site medical

services within independent living communities may safely
prevent unnecessary transfers [2,3] but may also be
cost-prohibitive.

Telemedicine is a promising, less costly alternative for acute
care in community settings [4]. In a randomized study in
Massachusetts, United States, the introduction of off-hour
telemedicine coverage in nursing homes decreased the hospital
transfers by 11% [5]. However, the effectiveness of telemedicine
for triage in independent senior living communities has never
been evaluated. We studied the introduction of telemedicine for
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emergency triage at one such community. The goal of the
program was to reduce the number of medical calls that resulted
in transfers to the ED.

Methods

Overview
Telemedicine was introduced at one of three independent senior
living communities in California, United States, managed by a
single company. The intervention community was home to 950
residents. The remaining two communities, with similar staff
models and residents, did not implement the program and served
as comparators.

Clinical Services at Three Senior Living Communities
Safety staff in all three communities provided 24-hour response
to resident calls for assistance, typically via a call pendant.
Nearly all safety staff were certified as emergency medical
technicians (EMTs). Residents of the communities were aware
that the safety staff were trained for emergency medicine, as
this was one of the selling points of living in such a community.
As such, resident calls directly to the emergency telephone
number 911 were rare. Upon arrival at a call, safety staff
completed an initial assessment and made a triage decision
between a life-threatening issue (ie, advanced life support [ALS]
transport to the ED), an urgent issue (ie, basic life support [BLS]
transport to the ED), less urgent care that still required same-day
assessment (ie, transport to the ED via personal vehicle), or
treat and release. Treat and release could involve follow-up in
the following days with a personal physician. Obviously,
residents indicated their wishes and in some cases decided
against transfer to the ED against medical advice. For ED
transfers, the safety staff member met the ambulance and
facilitated the transfer. Following the call, staff documented the
call in an electronic call log. Resident calls directly to 911 were
not included in this study.

The three communities each had an on-site clinic staffed by
nurses and nurses’ aides during weekday hours. The on-site
clinic focused primarily on medication delivery or minor issues
such as a rash. These staff did not typically become involved
in acute complaints.

Telemedicine Triage Intervention
After the introduction of telemedicine in May 2017, safety staff
at the intervention community completed the same initial
assessment; they then had the option of offering the resident a
telemedicine consult. Safety staff were asked to utilize
telemedicine for cases that were not clearly urgent and/or if
there was uncertainty as to whether transport was warranted. If
the safety staff felt the call was a life-threatening emergency,
the telemedicine intervention was not utilized. If telemedicine
was offered and the resident accepted, safety staff initialized a
videoconference call on a tablet that they brought to all calls.

The telemedicine visits were provided by an emergency
medicine physician who worked for a large national emergency
medicine staffing company that had introduced the telemedicine
service as a new care option. The visits were provided for free
as part of this pilot project. There were a number of

presentations about the service at regular facility meetings,
including one where senior leadership from the telemedicine
company attended a town hall meeting to promote awareness
of the service and answer questions.

The responding emergency medicine physician worked remotely
with the safety staff member to conduct an exam, using
observations aided by stethoscope, blood pressure cuff, and
pulse oximetry. The safety staff member, physician, and resident
decided whether an ED transfer was warranted. The remaining
response and follow-up procedures were the same.

Quantitative Analysis
Our quantitative analysis used deidentified medical call logs
from the three communities. Variables included date; chief
complaint; whether telemedicine was offered and accepted, if
applicable; the outcome; and whether transported residents were
admitted to the hospital. We excluded accidental activations
and nonmedical calls. The format of the call logs differed among
the three communities, requiring some reconciliation (see
Multimedia Appendix 1). Our primary outcome was the
proportion of calls resulting in residents being transported to
the ED. Secondary outcomes were telemedicine use (ie, offers
and acceptance) and disposition after transfer to the ED (ie,
admitted to hospital or not).

Call log data were available from January 2017 to August 2018.
In May 2017, telemedicine was introduced; in December 2017,
a new policy required safety staff to offer telemedicine on all
calls for which BLS transport would otherwise be called.
Previously, this was at the discretion of the staff. Thus, we
divided the data into three periods: the Pre period was from
January to April 2017, the Early period was from May to
November 2017, and the Late period was from December 2017
to August 2018. Quantitative analyses were performed in R
v3.5.1 (The R Foundation).

Qualitative Analysis

Overview
Qualitative data can provide key insights into the
decision-making processes of subjects [6], rendering it
particularly useful for investigating facilitating factors and
barriers in the adoption of novel medical interventions. Toward
this aim, the authors conducted four semistructured focus group
interviews in June 2018.

Participant Recruitment and Data Collection
Resident focus groups were advertised during the intervention
facility’s regularly held, facility-wide resident town halls and
were further advertised through flyers posted throughout the
facility. Two resident focus groups were conducted by the
authors and included 19 residents with and without personal
experience of telemedicine calls (see interview guides in
Multimedia Appendix 2). Participating residents were asked to
fill out anonymous demographic forms, but very few did so,
rendering the demographic information collected insufficiently
representative of the sample to report. Staff were recruited
through the facility’s resident director, who asked staff both on
and off shift to consider participating and compensated staff for
their time spent in a focus group. The two staff focus groups
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included 4 safety staff and 3 nurses’aides from the on-site clinic.
Informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to
commencing the focus group interviews and recording. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
Longwood Medical Area in Boston, Massachusetts, United
States.

Data Analysis
Interviews were recorded and professionally transcribed. The
first author led qualitative data analysis, using a thematic
analysis approach and NVivo 12 software (QSR International)
to organize resulting themes. Employing a thematic analysis
approach to analyzing the data allowed for the identification of
themes, both within each unit of data analysis (ie, each
transcribed focus group) and across the data set [7]. Thematic
analysis is a six-step qualitative method of finding and
interpreting patterns in the data: familiarization with the data,
generating initial codes, searching for themes, reviewing themes,
defining and naming themes, and producing a report [7]. The
authors utilized a theory-driven approach to thematic analysis,
which involves focusing on a previously identified research
objective [7]; in the case of this study, the objective was to
identify factors that facilitated or acted as barriers to resident
participation in the intervention.

The first step of thematic analysis, familiarization with the data,
began during data collection and preparation, with the authors
discussing and taking notes between focus groups on initial
ideas and potential patterns. This process continued through the
first author’s verification of the transcripts for accuracy, which
involved multiple close readings of each transcript to confirm
alignment with the audio recordings. The second step of
thematic analysis, initial coding, involves beginning to identify
and group data into relevant categories [7]. The first author
looked for manifest and latent data, coding for content explicitly
stated in the data, as well as attending to statements that
highlighted a participant’s attitude or assumptions [7].

After completing initial coding, the first author organized initial
codes into related groups and began to search for preliminary
themes within each of these lists of codes organized by topic
[7]. At this juncture, the first author presented organized initial
codes and resulting preliminary themes to the senior author for
feedback, with the two authors discussing these preliminary
results until a consensus on preliminary themes was reached.
Next, qualitative transcripts were loaded into NVivo 12, and
the first author utilized NVivo 12 to organize and review the
initial themes identified through this consensus process. This
review involved reconsidering both the relevance and
importance of each initial theme as it related to the research
objective and the congruence of identified themes across the

data set as a whole, resulting in a further refined set of themes
that were then named and defined [7]. The analysis process
concluded with the first author presenting identified themes to
all four authors, engaging in additional discussion and
refinement of themes until consensus was reached. As all four
authors participated in the data collection via co-leading focus
groups, engaging in this final step supported the trustworthiness
of findings by creating an opportunity to re-examine the extent
to which the presented themes sufficiently represented the data
and to build consensus on the salience of finalized themes.

Results

Quantitative Results
Average monthly call volumes rose over time in all three
communities: from 67 (SD 6) to 80 (SD 11) in the intervention
community, and from 42 (SD 11) to 46 (SD 13) and from 21
(SD 5) to 23 (SD 10) in the two comparison communities,
respectively (see Figure 1). The average number of telemedicine
calls per month was 4.2 (SD 1.9) in the Early period (5.5% of
all calls, 25/456) and 5.3 (SD 3.5) in the Late period (6.6% of
all calls, 53/805) (see Figure 2). The policy to mandate use of
telemedicine for BLS calls increased the rate of refusals from
2.9% (13/456) to 16.0% (129/805) of calls.

At the intervention community, the fraction of calls resulting
in ED transfer decreased from 52.4% (140/267) in the Pre period
to 33.5% (270/805) in the Late period (ie, 18% decrease) (see
Figure 3). At the comparison communities, calls decreased by
8% in one and increased by 8% in the other. To assess whether
the change observed in the intervention community could be
driven by growth of telemedicine, we compared the observed
change in the ED transport rate at the intervention community
to the theoretical change, in which every telemedicine call that
did not result in ED transport had instead resulted in transport.
This yields an upper bound on the possible impact of
telemedicine. Of the 53 total telemedicine calls in the Late
period, 37 (70%) were not transported. If, in the absence of
telemedicine, all of these had been transported, the maximum
possible effect of telemedicine would have been to decrease the
transport rate by 5% versus by the observed rate of 18%.

If telemedicine prevents unnecessary ED transfers, the remaining
transfers likely would be higher acuity and more likely to result
in hospital admissions; however, we saw the opposite (see
Figure 4). Over time, the percentage of transported calls that
were admitted decreased from 42.1% (59/140) in the Pre period
and 42.2% (86/204) in the Early period to 35.2% (95/270) in
the Late period. Therefore, our evidence is insufficient to
attribute the decrease in the transport rate at the intervention
community to telemedicine.
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Figure 1. Number of medical calls at the intervention and the two comparison communities. Dashed vertical lines indicate the demarcations between
Pre and Early periods (ie, the start of telemedicine in May 2017) and between Early and Late periods (ie, the start of the new telemedicine use policy
in December 2017).

Figure 2. Number of telemedicine calls and refusals at the intervention community. Dashed vertical lines indicate the demarcations between Pre and
Early (ie, the start of telemedicine in May 2017) and between Early and Late periods (ie, the start of the new telemedicine use policy in December
2017).
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Figure 3. Percentage of calls resulting in transport to the emergency department by ambulance at the intervention and two comparison communities.
Dashed vertical lines indicate the demarcations between Pre and Early (ie, the start of telemedicine in May 2017) and between Early and Late (ie, the
start of the new telemedicine use policy in December 2017).

Figure 4. Percentage of transported calls from the intervention community that resulted in a hospital admission. Dashed vertical lines indicate the
demarcations between Pre and Early (ie, the start of telemedicine in May 2017) and between Early and Late periods (ie, the start of the new telemedicine
use policy in December 2017).

Qualitative Results: Staff Perspectives

Overview
EMT-trained safety staff did not perceive telemedicine as a
valuable tool, viewing it as undermining their autonomy in
decision making and increasing their workload. Reducing
resident transports to the ED was not a goal embraced by safety
staff, who described approaching all calls with the assumption
that transport would likely be necessary.

Telemedicine: “Delaying the Inevitable”
Safety staff approached calls with the perspective that resident
transport to the ED was likely: “We normally respond to all
emergencies like probably they are going to consist of
transports.” Another safety staff participant reiterated, “...the
majority of the calls that I get, they usually warrant transport
anyway, so I just go, ‘There’s no point [in a telemedicine
consult].’ That’s kind of where I’m at with it.” If the medical
need for transport appeared uncertain, staff preferred to call an
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ambulance: “If there is a borderline [case]...maybe you err on
the side of just calling EMS [emergency medical services] out
to handle that assessment.” Operating from the perspective that
transport was likely necessary and/or best in the case of
uncertainty, staff viewed telemedicine as an unnecessary
obstacle, delaying the resident’s needed emergency transport:
“...we have to wait for the telemedicine conference, it still ends
up in transport anyway, so it’s just delaying the inevitable.”
Thus, safety staff also perceived telemedicine as undermining
their professional judgment:

That was my first [time using telemedicine] and she
ended up going out anyway. The resident
was...complaining of dizziness, couldn’t make it back
to her unit from outside. The [telemedicine] doc was
basically like, “Oh, just go rest. Check on her every
20 minutes.” Went and checked on her 20 minutes
later. She had nausea and vomiting and was passed
out on the floor, couldn’t keep herself up, so she still
went out on ALS transport. That was one of them
that...I was definitely frustrated, because I already
thought she should go out ALS...That was, for me, I
never really used it after that. I used it a couple of
times, and each time it still ended up in the transport,
too.

This safety staff participant independently determined that
transport was necessary, and regarded this decision as
undermined by the telemedicine physician. When transport did
end up being necessary in this case, the safety staff participant’s
view of telemedicine consult as an obstacle rather than an aide
was cemented.

Telemedicine Is Not a Good “Fit”
Staff expressed that telemedicine was of limited use for the
community’s residents: “...the majority of stuff we deal with
here, it doesn’t fit the bill. Old people don’t bounce. They fall
and break.” Another participant described common conditions
for which residents call safety staff: “...shortness of breath, and
fevers...but most of the time, they’re 102, they’re septic, they’re
coughing up phlegm, their lungs are nasty. You’re like, ‘They
need to go.’” One participant indicated that falls with pain are
frequent: “I always tell them, ‘I can’t see through you, so you’re
going to have to go get an x-ray or an MRI [magnetic resonance
imaging] or whatever it needs to be.’” Staff highlighted that
they were accustomed to making independent triage decisions
and that the telemedicine physician “asking the same questions”
was not helpful.

Telemedicine for Nonemergency Use
Safety staff felt that the program’s goal to deter ED visits was
the wrong goal and that telemedicine would better address minor
medical concerns at the on-site clinic. Safety staff indicated that
“the resistance you have from our department is we’re
emergency response,” whose “primary goal is security, medical
response.” The nursing staff at the on-site clinic “deal with the
nonemergency, ‘Hey, I don’t feel well,’ and they walk into their
office looking for the Tylenol.” Safety staff indicated more
willingness to utilize the telemedicine consult if the safety staff
called to the case had already determined for themselves that
transport was not necessary. A participant indicated that

telemedicine could be beneficial if and when “I don’t think it
warrants going to the hospital. It may be an alternative to going
to their own doctor or to an urgent care. If I don’t see emergency
treatment as really necessary.” The safety staff’s self-description
of their role as emergency responders and the emphasis on
telemedicine as potentially more suitable for nonemergency
cases highlights their perception of telemedicine intervention
as inappropriate for emergency use.

Perceived Burden Without Perceived Benefit
Safety staff indicated that telemedicine increased their workload,
describing the software as difficult to navigate: “Just the sheer
amount of time that it takes...typically there’s three [safety staff
on duty]. We have well over 900 residents we’re checking on.
Sometimes the telemedicine can take a little longer than I think
is warranted.” This was echoed by another staff member who
described telemedicine as increasing the difficulty of juggling
multiple demands: “It can be time-consuming. We have a lot
of things going on, more than one medical going on...it can be
very time-consuming.” Safety staff participants also described
a number of technical issues that acted as a barrier to use, such
as inconsistent wireless internet connectivity throughout the
facility: “...that’s come up in certain parts of the campus...We
just try and make do and move around if possible.” In
combination with the safety staff’s perception of telemedicine
as inappropriate for emergency situations, the staff’s experience
of telemedicine as additional work led to the perception of
telemedicine as adding burden without adding value.

Residents Are Reluctant
Safety staff also reported that residents were reluctant to use
telemedicine. One safety staff member said, “Honestly, they
don’t directly request it, and I think a lot of that has to do with
they don’t want to change from the old-school days of actually
seeing a doctor. A lot of them, they go, ‘No, they can’t do
anything for me over the phone or over the tablet. I actually
need to go in.’” Another staff member agreed, saying, “...when
I do offer it to residents, they only want to see their doctor and
then they want to be in person...to talk to someone who knows
them personally.” One participant described this perceived
reluctance as a lack of comfort with receiving medical care
through an unfamiliar medium:

I think it’s a generational thing. I think once all of us
are old, you hand me a tablet and go “Here’s the
doctor,” I’m going to go, “Alright, let’s do it,” but...It
was different back when they saw a doctor, they had
that personal care, so a lot of them, I think that’s part
of the problem. They’re like, “I just want to see my
doctor.”

Qualitative Results: Residents

Overview
In contrast to staff perceptions, resident focus group participants
described multiple benefits of using telemedicine. Residents
emphasized that avoiding an ambulance transport and having
their concerns successfully resolved by the telemedicine
physician were the most significant benefits of a telemedicine
consult.
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Avoiding the ED
Residents expressed a strong interest in avoiding trips to the
ED whenever possible, mentioning the long wait times, financial
costs, and potential health risks of ED visits. Residents
interviewed identified avoiding an ED visit as a primary benefit
of using the telemedicine intervention. A resident described
satisfaction with the quality of the telemedicine consults she
received, emphasizing that an unnecessary transfer to the ED
was prevented in both of her experiences with the telemedicine
intervention:

The doctor I spoke with was very understanding and
he went through all the questions he should pertaining
to my problem, and I was very reassured...he had my
medical record right in front of him, and so he knew
all of my problems and that also enlightened him as
to how to treat me. The second time it was the same
experience and the same thing. I had another doctor,
and I was very pleased. In both instances it did save
a trip going to the ER.

Another resident emphasized the value of telemedicine in
preventing emergency transport:

Well, I had this situation before, so I thought, “Okay,
if this keeps me out of the hospital, good.” And he
did. He stayed on with me for a long time and after
he left, everything was fine and I didn’t need to go to
the hospital...I think that’s where telemedicine is a
good thing, saving people going to the emergency
room.

Other residents who had not yet tried telemedicine indicated a
willingness to do so if the opportunity arose. A resident
expressed the following:

I think it’s a fine service that would be very beneficial
and, in many cases, prevent someone from going to
an emergency room if they didn’t need to. I’d rather
have a medical opinion available to me on the spot
to make that determination... I would not have the
EMTs say, “Well, we’re going to take you...” So I
think it’s a good deal.

Reinforcing the Need for Emergency Transport
Residents also described an unanticipated benefit of
telemedicine: encouraging hesitant residents to go to the
emergency room when necessary. A resident described his
experience as follows:

The skeptical patient is the one that this is directed
to. I passed out after walking up a hill, and when I
woke up I felt good...So I just thought, “Well, it’s just
passing out. I’m going to go ahead...” And then the
telemedicine person said, “Well, assuming your recent
history in hospitals, we would recommend that you
go to the emergency room.”

The participant described how he agreed to the transport and
was diagnosed with a “fatal heart condition” in the ED. He
concluded, “Everybody I’ve talked to about telemedicine, I just
tell them they saved my life...convincing me that it was
necessary to go. I wouldn’t have gone.”

Resident Concerns: Delaying Treatment
Resident focus group data indicated that residents were satisfied
with the results of telemedicine use and/or expressed a
willingness to try it. A few residents did indicate concern that
telemedicine would delay treatment:

My concern is it delays my journey to a physician.
And sometimes you need a CT [computed
tomography] scan, sometimes you need some really
heavy meds, and if I have to spend 40 minutes at home
going through telemed...that just slows the whole
process down. So, to me, it’s a negative...If you’re in
a lot of pain, you don’t want to mess with
telemedicine. You want to get somewhere where you
can be treated right away.

However, the majority of residents expressed confidence in
their ability to determine when telemedicine might be useful.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Unnecessary ED visits are a major source of excess morbidity
and spending [8] and are common in independent senior living
communities. Telemedicine has the potential to help deter
unnecessary ED visits [4]. In our evaluation of a telemedicine
option in a senior living community, we did not observe a clear
decrease in ED transfers due to the telemedicine intervention.
The use of the tool was low, which appeared to be driven by
staff opposition to the model. Residents viewed the service more
favorably, with several asserting it prevented an unnecessary
transfer.

Our findings echo other studies in this area where securing
provider buy-in is an ongoing challenge for many organizations
implementing telemedicine interventions [9]. In a study of a
telemedicine intervention in several skilled nursing facilities,
some nurses refused to use the service [5]. In evaluations of
heart failure telemedicine interventions, medical personnel felt
it reduced autonomy and increased workload [10]. The views
of frontline providers are key to successful implementation of
telemedicine interventions.

Minimal research has explored the feasibility and acceptability
of telemedicine interventions involving first responders as
frontline providers [11]. The intervention facility’s senior
management considered EMT-trained safety staff as an
advantage, as staff would be able to effectively assist the remote
physician. However, the safety staff viewed the intervention as
undermining their autonomy. Traditionally, prehospital first
responders are trained to provide minimal treatment to stabilize
patients for emergency transport, with successful transfer to the
ED as the goal [12]. EMTs embracing reduced ED transport as
a goal would require a significant shift in professional mentality
and culture.

Staff may have benefitted from further education on identifying
potentially avoidable transfers, the harm to residents of
unnecessary transfers, and the opportunity to work and learn in
cooperation with remote physicians. Designating an individual
frontline provider as a champion for the program may help to
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encourage telemedicine adoption by other frontline staff [9,13].
In this case, the champion was the director of the safety staff,
who was not a frontline provider. Having a frontline provider
as champion may have helped communicate staff concerns and
helped educate the safety staff about the program.

Financing of telemedicine interventions in independent living
settings presents an additional key challenge. This program was
offered free of charge to residents living in the independent
living community because the services were donated in kind
by the telemedicine provider as part of the demonstration
project. For telemedicine programs to be more widely adopted,
they will need to be financed by residents or third-party payers.
Payers like Medicare Advantage or accountable care
organizations that are at risk for transfers to the ED appear
willing to invest in these programs. There have already been
clinical investments in nursing homes [14] and assisted living
facilities [3,15] by Medicare Advantage plans. The Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services recently released a new
payment model reimbursing emergency ambulance service
providers for telemedicine interventions provided to Medicare
beneficiaries [16]. This may incentivize the increased use of
telemedicine by ambulance service providers and increase
interest in the adoption of telemedicine services in long-term
care settings.

Limitations
Our study has several key limitations. It is based on the adoption
of telemedicine at one senior living community, which may not
generalize to other communities. The focus groups were
convenience samples that may not be representative of the entire
population of residents and staff. Residents of these
communities, on average, were from high socioeconomic strata
and are not representative of the general population of older
adults in independent senior living communities. The two
comparison communities used slightly different staffing models
and call log data formats, limiting the comparability of the data.
The number of telemedicine calls each month was very low,
limiting statistical power. This study was conducted prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic, during which the use of telemedicine has
grown rapidly. A telemedicine triage intervention may now be
more attractive to both frontline providers and residents.

Conclusions
We found that the introduction of telemedicine in an independent
living community did not clearly reduce transfers to the ED.
The intervention had low uptake due to limited buy-in by
frontline staff. Future interventions involving telemedicine use
in independent living communities should carefully consider
how best to prepare and engage frontline providers.
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Abstract

Background: Telehealth, the delivery of health care through telecommunication technology, has potential to address multiple
health system concerns. Despite this potential, only 15% of pediatric primary care clinicians reported using telemedicine as of
2016, with the majority identifying inadequate payment for these services as the largest barrier to their adoption. The COVID-19
pandemic led to rapid changes in payment and regulations surrounding telehealth, enabling its integration into primary care
pediatrics.

Objective: Due to limited use of telemedicine in primary care pediatrics prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, much is unknown
about the role of telemedicine in pediatric primary care. To address this gap in knowledge, we examined the association between
practice-level telemedicine use within a large pediatric primary care network and practice characteristics, telemedicine visit
diagnoses, in-person visit volumes, child-level variations in telemedicine use, and clinician attitudes toward telemedicine.

Methods: We analyzed electronic health record data from 45 primary care practices and administered a clinician survey to
practice clinicians. Practices were stratified into tertiles based on rates of telemedicine use (low, intermediate, high) per 1000
patients per week during a two-week period (April 19 to May 2, 2020). By practice tertile, we compared (1) practice characteristics,
(2) telemedicine visit diagnoses, (3) rates of in-person visits to the office, urgent care, and the emergency department, (4) child-level
variation in telemedicine use, and (5) clinician attitudes toward telemedicine across these practices.

Results: Across pediatric primary care practices, telemedicine visit rates ranged from 5 to 23 telemedicine visits per 1000
patients per week. Across all tertiles, the most frequent telemedicine visit diagnoses were mental health (28%-36% of visits) and
dermatologic (15%-28%). Compared to low telemedicine use practices, high telemedicine use practices had fewer in-person
office visits (10 vs 16 visits per 1000 patients per week, P=.005) but more total encounters overall (in-office and telemedicine:
28 vs 22 visits per 1000 patients per week, P=.006). Telemedicine use varied with child age, race and ethnicity, and recent
preventive care; however, no significant interactions existed between these characteristics and practice-level telemedicine use.
Finally, clinician attitudes regarding the usability and impact of telemedicine did not vary significantly across tertiles.

Conclusions: Across a network of pediatric practices, we identified significant practice-level variation in telemedicine use, with
increased use associated with more varied telemedicine diagnoses, fewer in-person office visits, and increased overall primary
care encounter volume. Thus, in the context of the pandemic, when underutilization of primary care was prevalent, higher
practice-level telemedicine use supported pediatric primary care encounter volume closer to usual rates. Child-level telemedicine
use differed by child age, race and ethnicity, and recent preventive care, building upon prior concerns about differences in access
to telemedicine. However, increased practice-level use of telemedicine services was not associated with reduced or increased
differences in use, suggesting that further work is needed to promote equitable access to primary care telemedicine.
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Introduction

Telehealth, the delivery of health care through
telecommunication technology, has potential to address multiple
health system concerns; it can alleviate physician workforce
shortages, improve access to care, mitigate disparities in health
care, control costs, and enhance communication between
clinicians [1-3]. Despite this potential, the uptake of telehealth
among pediatric clinicians has largely remained outside of
primary care pediatrics, with growth instead observed in mental
health, subspecialty care, and direct-to-consumer telemedicine
provided by clinicians outside of the medical home [4,5]. The
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) cautions against
pediatric telemedicine provided outside of the primary care
office due to concerns about fragmentation of care, suboptimal
care quality, and lack of integrated follow-up; however, the
AAP supports integration of telehealth into primary care
pediatrics within the patient-centered medical home [1,6].

Despite the AAP endorsement of telehealth within primary care,
only 15% of pediatric primary care clinicians reported using
telemedicine as of 2016, with the majority identifying inadequate
payment for these services as the largest barrier [7]. As of
February 2020, all state Medicaid programs had payment
provisions for live video telehealth services; however, only 19
states paid for telehealth services when the patient was located
in their home, and only 5 states mandated payment parity with
in-person visits [8]. This situation was reflected in similar
stipulations by commercial payers. With limited payment
options for telehealth services, especially for patients located
at home, the adoption of telemedicine was not financially viable
for most pediatric primary care offices outside of integrated
care delivery systems before March 2020 [7,9].

In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic precipitated a rapid
need for increased telehealth services to safely deliver care while
limiting the risk of exposure to contagion that is inherent in an
in-person setting [10]. The nationwide need for telehealth
services led to rapid changes in payment and regulations
surrounding telehealth delivery. Specifically, updated policies
allowed patients to be located in their homes during a
telemedicine visit and allowed use of widely available
technology platforms to deliver telehealth by waiving penalties
for Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) violations [11,12]. These policy changes, and the
shifting perceptions of risk versus benefit of in-person and
virtual care, enabled the sudden adoption of telemedicine within
primary care practices across the country [13-16].

Thus, we are witnessing an acute surge in telemedicine use
within pediatric primary care; however, much is unknown about
the potential uses and impact of telehealth in pediatric primary
care, given the prior rarity of this model of care. In this paper,
we describe the experience of a large pediatric primary care
network within the first two months of telemedicine use during

the COVID-19 pandemic. Specifically, we aimed to identify
high versus low telemedicine-using primary care practices and
compare (1) practice characteristics, (2) telemedicine visit
diagnoses, (3) rates of in-person visits to the office, urgent care,
and the emergency department (ED), (4) child-level variation
in telemedicine use, and (5) clinician attitudes toward
telemedicine across these practices.

Methods

Context and Study Population
We performed a retrospective analysis of electronic health
record (EHR) data from 45 practices within a large pediatric
primary care network. These practices are certified as
patient-centered medical homes by The Joint Commission;
together, they provide care for approximately 315,000 children
throughout Western Pennsylvania across 13 counties. All the
practices shared one EHR, which offered embedded video visits
through a patient portal. Some of these practices had briefly
trialed a model of acute care telemedicine in 2015; however,
none of the practices were offering telemedicine services at the
start of the pandemic.

Telemedicine Implementation
Local payers began to offer payment for telemedicine when the
patient is at home on March 17, 2020 [17]. On March 23, 2020,
the first county-specific stay-at-home order was issued in
Pennsylvania [17,18]. Several practice leads trialed multiple
telemedicine platforms and workflows from March 18-20, 2020,
with implementation strategies shared with all practices via
videoconference on March 23, 2020. The network quality and
safety leaders led collaborative learning videoconferences two
to three times per week for the next two months with all
physicians, advanced practice providers (APPs), and practice
managers, sharing telemedicine best practices and discussing
other COVID-19–related topics. Initial relaxation of the
stay-at-home order for the largest metropolitan county occurred
on May 15, 2020, with transition of the state to its “yellow
phase.”

Data Source
We obtained encounter data for all telemedicine and in-person
visits between March 18 and May 2, 2020, from the EHR, and
we identified patient panels for each practice, defined as all
patients with one or more encounters at the practice in the prior
two years. For each practice’s patient panel, patient
demographics, date of last preventive visit, and counts of
telemedicine, office, ED, and urgent care visits were obtained
from the EHR. To complement this EHR-based evaluation, we
also surveyed the primary care clinicians across the practice
network regarding the usability, usefulness, and perception of
patient and clinician experience of telemedicine.
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EHR Data and Variables
For each practice in the network, the number of practice
clinicians (doctors and APPs) and practice site locations were
obtained from network records. Practice site counties were
classified as rural or urban using the 2013 rural-urban continuum
codes [19].

Telemedicine visits were identified using EHR encounter type
codes. All completed telemedicine visits from March 18 to May
2, 2020, were included. For each telemedicine visit, we extracted
the practice site, age of the child on the date of visit, and primary
visit diagnosis.

Telemedicine visit primary diagnoses were categorized based
on International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision,
Clinical Modification (ICD-10-CM) diagnosis codes into 22
broad ICD-10-CM diagnostic categories corresponding to organ
systems [20]. For nonspecific categories (eg, “symptoms, signs,
and abnormal clinical and laboratory findings, not elsewhere
classified” (R00-R99)), we reviewed the subcategories and
recategorized them into the relevant organ system. For example,
the subcategory of “symptoms and signs involving the skin and
subcutaneous tissue” (R20-R23) was grouped with “diseases
of the skin and subcutaneous tissues” (L00-L99) into “skin and
subcutaneous tissue diagnoses.”

To compare the volumes of telemedicine visits with other modes
of care delivery, we extracted each practice’s volumes from the
EHR, including in-person office, urgent care, and ED visits, as
well as telephone encounters (excluding those with a
telemedicine or in-person visit on the same day) during a 2-week
window during the pandemic (April 19 to May 2, 2020).

Finally, for each child identified as part of a practice’s panel,
we extracted age, race and ethnicity, health insurance (Medicaid
vs commercial), and whether the child had a preventive visit
within the prior 12 months. The child’s race and ethnicity were
originally recorded in the EHR based on parent response during
the child’s first visit with the practice. Across all practices, 82%
of patients were identified as White non-Hispanic; therefore,
analyses by patient race and ethnicity were limited to comparing
children identified as White non-Hispanic to children identified
as any other racial or ethnic identity, of which the majority
identified as “other” (9%), non-Hispanic Black (8%), or
Hispanic (1%).

Clinician Survey
To complement this primarily EHR-based analysis, clinicians
in the primary care network were invited to participate in a
web-based survey. The survey items examined the usability and
usefulness of telemedicine through items modified from the
Technology Usability Questionnaire, which is a validated survey
incorporating questions from the Technology Acceptance Model,
Telemedicine Satisfaction Questionnaire, and Post-Study System
Usability Questionnaire and encompasses five subscales:
usefulness, ease of use, effectiveness, reliability, and
satisfaction, with all items using Likert scales [21]. We added
questions pertaining to the physician experience of telemedicine,
including perceived impact on quality of care (informed by the
Institute of Medicine’s six domains of quality), impact on job
satisfaction (informed by self-determination theory), and

perceived usefulness of telemedicine for different visit reasons
[22,23]. The survey included 37 questions, and it is available
in Multimedia Appendix 1. Participants had the option to
identify their practice or leave this item blank.

Clinicians were invited to participate in the anonymous
web-based survey from April 28 to May 14, 2020, through a
series of 4 emails. The timeframe was chosen to capture
summative attitudes and experiences of clinicians coinciding
with the end of the EHR-based analysis.

Identification of Low, Intermediate, and High
Telemedicine Use Practices
For each practice, to account for variation in practice size, we
determined the total number of telemedicine visits completed
per week and divided the number of visits by the number of
active patients in that practice to provide a standardized rate of
telemedicine visits per 1000 patients. To categorize high versus
low telemedicine use practices, the rate of telemedicine visits
per 1000 patients per week was averaged for the 2-week period
(April 19 to May 2, 2020) occurring after the first month of
telemedicine implementation. This time frame was chosen to
categorize practices at a time where telemedicine visit volume
had stabilized so that the analysis could focus on practices with
high versus low use (as opposed to early vs late adopters). The
45 practices were categorized into tertiles based on their
telemedicine visit rates, which we labeled as low, intermediate,
or high telemedicine use practices.

Statistical Analysis
The analyses compared practice-level characteristics,
telemedicine visit diagnoses, in-person visit volumes, variation
in volume by patient characteristics, and clinician attitudes
across telemedicine use tertiles. Across practice-level
telemedicine use tertiles, we compared practice-level
characteristics and in-person visits per 1000 patients per week
using Kruskal-Wallis tests. We compared the percentage of
telemedicine visits within each individual diagnosis category
across tertiles using logistic regression.

For patients in each practice’s panel, we determined the
percentage of children who had one or more telemedicine visits
during the 2-week period of the focused analysis (April 19 to
May 2, 2020) by specific child characteristics (age, race and
ethnicity, insurance type, and receipt of a preventive visit in the
prior year). First, to assess whether there was a significant
difference in telemedicine use by child characteristics across
all practices (regardless of practice-level telemedicine use), we
used a child-level logistic regression model clustered by practice
but with no tertile variable. To determine whether increased
practice-level use of telemedicine altered the differences in
telemedicine use by child characteristics, we assessed the
significance of an interaction term between each child
characteristic category and practice tertile within a series of
child-level logistic regression models clustered by practice
across all tertiles. We tested the significance of the interaction
terms using Wald tests, and we present the results as adjusted
percentages determined through these models.

Clinician survey responses were compared across tertiles using
linear regression clustered by practice, excluding respondents
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who did not identify their practice. We also compared responses
for respondents who did not identify their practice versus those
who did, again using linear regression, and found no significant
differences.

All analyses were conducted in Stata version 16.1 (StataCorp)
with significance assessed using an alpha level of .05.

Approval and Ethical Considerations
This analysis was part of a quality improvement project aimed
at improving pediatric primary care telemedicine delivery and
was approved by the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center’s

Quality Review Committee. Projects approved by this committee
do not meet the definition of human subjects research and
therefore do not require formal approval by an institutional
review board.

Results

Starting on March 23, 2020, the network underwent a rapid
reduction of in-person office visit volumes and a simultaneous
increase in telemedicine visit volumes (Figure 1). Telemedicine
visit volume reached a steady state three to four weeks after
implementation.

Figure 1. Encounters by telemedicine, in-person office, and care via telephone across 45 practices within a pediatric primary care network, March
through May 2020. Telemedicine use tertiles were defined based on visit volume from April 19 to May 2, 2020 (indicated by brackets), as this period
represented steady-state telemedicine use. Yellow phase indicates the first relaxation of the stay-at-home order, indicating the first phase of reopening
in Pennsylvania.

Practice-Level Characteristics
High telemedicine use practices had more physicians in the
practice (median 4) than low telemedicine use practices (median

3, P=.04); however, all other practice-level characteristics were
similar (Table 1).
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Table 1. Practice characteristics by low, intermediate, or high telemedicine use (N=45).

P valueTelemedicine useVariable

HighIntermediateLow

N/Aa15 (33)15 (33)15 (33)Practices, n (%)

N/A15-239.7-145-9.6Telemedicine visits per 1000 patients per week, range

Practice characteristics

.082000-104002600-78001200-8300Active patients in practice, range

Practice clinicians

.046 (4-10)5 (2-10)2 (1-6)Physicians, median (IQR)

.702 (1-5)2 (2-6)2 (1-3)APPsb, median (IQR)

.0779 (62-82)62 (53-73)61 (50-77)Percent of patient population insured by Medicaid, median
(IQR)

Practice site (rural/urban)c

.903 (20)4 (27)4 (27)Rural county, n (%)

aN/A: not applicable.
bAPPs: advanced practice providers.
cBased on US Department of Agriculture rural-urban continuum codes.

Telemedicine Visit Diagnoses
Across all tertiles, telemedicine visits were most common for
mental health and skin/soft tissue–related diagnoses (Table 2).
However, the percentage of visits in each of these diagnostic
categories varied with practice-level telemedicine use. Visits
with skin-related diagnoses, for example, comprised 17.5% of
telemedicine visits (467/2661) at low telemedicine use practices,
and 15.0% of visits (1435/9587) at high telemedicine use
practices (P=.006). Although visits for skin-related diagnoses

represented a smaller percentage of telemedicine visits at high
telemedicine use practices, the number of skin-related visits per
1000 patients per week was higher at high telemedicine use
practices compared to low telemedicine use practices (median
14 vs 7 telemedicine skin related visits per 1000 patients per
week at high and low telemedicine use practices, respectively;
P<.001). High telemedicine use practices had larger percentages
of telemedicine visits devoted to respiratory (P<.001),
ear/mastoid (P<.001), and genitourinary (P=.02) diagnoses than
low telemedicine use practices (Table 2).
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Table 2. Telemedicine visit diagnoses in practices (N=45) with low, intermediate, and high telemedicine use from March 18 to May 2, 2020.

P valueaTelemedicine useVariable

HighIntermediateLow

N/Ab15-239.7-145-9.6Telemedicine visits per 1000 patients per week, range

N/A15 (33.3)15 (33.3)15 (33.3)Number of practices, n (%)

Visit diagnosis categoryc (total visits), n (%)

<.0012724 (28.4)1704 (31.9)969 (36.4)Mental, behavioral, and neurodevelopmental diagnoses

.0061435 (15.0)801 (15.0)467 (17.5)Skin and subcutaneous tissue diagnoses

<.0011395 (14.6)684 (12.8)297 (11.2)Respiratory system diagnoses

.60697 (7.3)396 (7.4)182 (6.8)Digestive system diagnoses

.04746 (7.8)390 (7.3)176 (6.6)Infectious and parasitic diagnoses

.001437 (4.6)184 (3.4)92 (4)Injury/poisoning

.01416 (4.3)241 (4.5)77 (3.5)General symptoms and signs

.50255 (2.7)147 (2.8)77 (3.5)Eye diagnoses

<.001395 (4.1)230 (4.3)45 (1.7)Ear and mastoid process diagnoses

.02240 (2.5)123 (2.3)45 (1.7)Genitourinary system diagnoses

.60847 (8.8)435 (8.2)234 (8.8)Otherd

aP values indicate significance of proportion of telemedicine visits within each individual diagnosis category compared across practice-level telemedicine
use tertiles using logistic regression.
bN/A: not applicable.
cCategories based on codes in the International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification.
dDiagnostic categories with less than 2% of visits are represented in this “other” category; these included neoplasms and hematologic diagnoses,
endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases, nervous system diagnoses, circulatory system diagnoses, musculoskeletal diagnoses , peripartum and
perinatal diagnoses, congenital anomalies, and symptoms and signs not otherwise classified, as well as codes for special purposes, injuries, and contact
with health services.

In-Person Visit Volume
Compared to low telemedicine use practices, practices with
high telemedicine use had fewer in-person office visits (median
10 vs 16 in-person office visits per 1000 patients per week at
high vs low telemedicine use practices, respectively; P=.005;
Table 3). Practices with high telemedicine use also had slightly
more ED visits (median 2 vs 1 ED visits per 1000 patients per
week at high and low telemedicine use practices, respectively;
P=.02) but similar urgent care visits. When accounting for both

in-person and telemedicine office visits, high telemedicine use
practices had more total primary care encounters per 1000
patients per week (median 28 vs 22 encounters, P=.006). Of
note, among high telemedicine use practices, total primary care
encounters (in-person and telemedicine) represented a median
of 53% of the weekly volume in 2019. In contrast, among low
telemedicine use practices, total primary care encounters
represented a median of 46% of the 2019 weekly volume.
Telephone encounters occurring separate from a visit were
similar across tertiles.
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Table 3. In-person visits by patients in practices with low, intermediate, or high telemedicine use (April 19 to May 2, 2020).

P valueaTelemedicine use

HighIntermediateLow

N/Ab15 (33)15 (33)15 (33)Practices, n (%)

Primary care patient visits

N/A15-239.7-145-9.6Telemedicine visits per 1000 patients per week, range

.00510 (8-12)11 (7-14)16 (12-18)In-person office visits per 1000 patients per week, median (IQR)

.00628 (25-30)23 (19-26)22 (19-26)All primary care encounters per 1000 patients per week, median
(IQR)

In-person patient visits outside of primary care, median (IQR)

.101 (0.8-2)1 (0.5-2)0.4 (0-1)Urgent care visits per 1000 patients per week

.022 (1-2)2 (1-2)1 (0.8-1)Emergency department visits per 1000 patients per week

.0083 (2-4)3 (2-4)2 (1-3)Total encounters per 1000 patients per week outside of primary
care

.00330 (28-33)25 (24-29)25 (20-28)Total encounters per 1000 patients per week

Patient telephone calls to practice not associated with a visit, median (IQR)

.8015 (7-20)14 (10-16)17 (8-22)Telephone management without a visit per 1000 patients per
week

aP values indicate practice-level in-person visits per 1000 patients per week compared across practice-level telemedicine use tertiles using Kruskal-Wallis
tests.
bN/A: not applicable.

Patient Characteristics Associated With Telemedicine
Use
In logistic regression models without practice-level tertile
designation, use of telemedicine varied significantly by child
race and ethnicity (P<.001), child age (P<.001), and receipt of
preventive care in the prior 12 months (P<.001) but did not vary
by child insurance category (P=.40). However, the interaction

terms between the practice tertile and each of these
characteristics were not significant (Table 4). This indicates
that although differences exist in the full sample for telemedicine
use by child race and ethnicity, child age, and recency of a
preventive visit, increasing practice-level use of telemedicine
did not change the relationship between these patient
characteristics and the likelihood of a telemedicine visit.
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Table 4. Variation in telemedicine visits by child characteristic across practices with low, intermediate, and high telemedicine use. Adjusted percentages
of children in patient panels who had one or more telemedicine visits during the study period using logistic regression clustered by practice. Italicized
variables are significant in the entire population. P values indicate the significance of the interaction term between the specified characteristic and
practice tertile.

Model with tertile and telemedicine use interaction termModel with no interaction term

P for interac-
tion term

High telemedicine

use practices

Intermediate
telemedicine use
practices

Low telemedicine
use practices

All practices

N/Aa15 (33.3)15 (33.3)15 (33.3)45 (100)Practices, n (%)

N/A15-239.7-145-9.65-23Telemedicine visits per 1000 patients per
week, range

N/A94,085 (38.5)84,093 (34.4)66,295 (27.1)244,473 (100)Children, n (%)

Adjusted percentage of children with one or more telemedicine visit, % (95% CI)

.25By child age (years)b

3.1 (2.6-3.5)2.2 (1.9-2.6)1.6 (0.8-2.3)2.3 (2-2.7)0-2

1.7 (1.4-2)1 (0.9-1.2)1 (0.7-1.4)1.3 (1.1-1.5)3-5

2 (1.8-2.2)1.6 (1.5-1.8)1.2 (0.9-1.4)1.6 (1.5-1.8)6-11

1.9 (1.7-2)1.6 (1.3-1.9)1.1 (0.9-1.3)1.6 (1.4-1.7)12-17

.10By race/ethnicity

1.8 (1.6-2.1)1.3 (1.2-1.5)0.7 (0.3-1.1)1.4 (1.2-1.6)Non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic,
and other race and ethnicity cate-
gories

2.1 (2-2.3)1.7 (1.5-1.8)1.2(1-1.5)1.7 (1.6-1.9)Non-Hispanic White

.26By receipt of preventive care within the last year

2.3 (2.1-2.5)1.7 (1.6-1.9)1.3 (1-1.6)1.8 (1.7-2)Received preventive care in the
last year

1.3 (1.1-1.5)1.1 (1-1.2)0.7 (0.6-0.8)1.1 (0.9-1.2)Did not receive preventive care in
the last year

.2By insurance typec

2.3 (2-2.6)1.6 (1.4-1.8)1.2 (0.9-1.6)1.7 (1.5-1.9)Medicaid-insured children

2 (1.8-2.2)1.6 (1.5-1.7)1.1 (0.8-1.4)1.6 (1.5-1.8)Commercially insured children

aN/A: not applicable.
bPatients over 18 years of age were excluded (n=20,424).
cChildren whose insurance type was identified as self-pay were excluded (n=9258).

Attitudes of Clinicians Toward Telemedicine
The survey was completed by 121 clinicians, including 88 who
identified their practice and 33 who did not (34% response rate).

Clinician attitudes regarding the usability, usefulness for child
health, usefulness for clinician experience, or impact of
telemedicine did not vary significantly across tertiles (Table 5).
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Table 5. Clinician perceptions of usability and usefulness of telemedicine.

P valueaClinicians at high
telemedicine use practices

Clinicians at intermediate
telemedicine use practices

Clinicians at low
telemedicine use practices

Variable

N/Ab15-239.7-145-9.6Telemedicine visits per 1000 patients per week,
range

N/A32 (36)35 (40)21 (24)Clinicians, n (%)

N/A131412Practices represented

Usability, mean (SD)c

.505.9 (0.9)5.4 (1.2)5.8 (0.8)Ease of use and learnability

.304.5 (1.3)4.4 (1.4)4.9 (0.8)Effectiveness

.802.2 (1.3)2.5 (1.6)2.3 (1.4)Reliability

.704.8 (1.3)4.8 (1.7)5 (1.1)Satisfaction and future use

Usefulness—child and population health, mean (SD)d

.983.8 (0.9)3.7 (1)3.8 (0.7)Timeliness of care

.503.8 (1.1)3.9 (1)4 (0.8)Equity in access to care

.303.1 (1.1)3 (1)3.4 (0.7)Family-centeredness of care

.902.9 (0.9)3 (0.9)2.8 (0.7)Health of my patients

.803.1 (1)3.1 (1.2)3 (0.9)Continuity of care

.203 (1)3.1 (1.1)2.6 (0.7)Safety of my patients

Usefulness—clinician experience, mean (SD)d

.302.6 (1.1)2.8 (1)2.8 (0.9)Financial health of my practice

.072.2 (1)2.6 (1)2.7 (0.8)Sense of accomplishment from my work

.202.2 (1)2.5 (1.1)2.6 (1.1)Satisfaction with how I spend my time

.802.3 (1.2)2.6 (1.2)2.3 (0.9)Sense of connectedness with patients

Suitability of telemedicine for specific reasons, mean (SD)e

.702.3 (0.5)2.3 (0.5)2.2 (0.5)Acute care

.702.5 (0.7)2.6 (0.7)2.6 (0.7)Chronic disease management

.801.8 (0.8)1.8 (0.8)1.9 (0.9)Preventive care

.802.3 (0.6)2.3 (0.7)2.4 (0.5)Follow-up care

.302.8 (0.7)3 (0.7)3.1 (0.8)Care coordination

.303 (0.7)3 (0.5)3.2 (0.7)Mental health

aP values reported from clinician survey responses compared across tertiles using linear regression clustered by practice.
bN/A: not applicable.
cSurvey questions answered using a 7-point Likert scale, where 1 indicates “strongly disagree” and 7 indicates “strongly agree.”
dSurvey questions answered using a 5-point Likert scale, where 1 indicates “much worse,” 3 indicates “about the same,” and 5 indicates “much better.”
eSurvey questions answered using a 4-point Likert scale, where 1 indicates “never” and 4 indicates “always.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
Among a network of pediatric practices, we examined
practice-level variation in use of telemedicine during the
COVID-19 pandemic, allowing us to explore ongoing questions
about the relationship between telemedicine use, receipt of care,
and equity in receipt of care. We found that increased
practice-level telemedicine use was associated with more
physicians in the practice, more varied telemedicine encounter

diagnoses, and fewer in-person office visits per 1000 patients
per week.

While concerns exist that telemedicine may promote
overutilization, we found that in the context of the pandemic,
greater pediatric primary care practice-level telemedicine use
did not result in overutilization but rather supported primary
care encounter volume slightly closer to usual rates during a
time when underutilization of primary care and other health
care settings was prevalent [24-28]. We also found that high
telemedicine use practices had slightly more ED visits than low
telemedicine use practices during the study period. Again, this
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finding must be interpreted in the setting of overall decreased
health care encounters during this time, such that this slight
increase could represent either a greater ability of telemedicine
to triage children to emergent care during the COVID-19
pandemic or, alternatively, a slightly greater need for emergent
care for patients in these practices. Another possibility is that
high telemedicine use practices may have adhered more strictly
to guidelines to reduce in-person office visits; that goal, rather
than telemedicine itself, may have led to the slight increase in
ED visits.

In addition to concerns about overutilization, concerns have
been raised about whether increased telemedicine use will
improve equity of access to care or exacerbate disparities in
access due to the digital divide [2,29,30]. In our sample, children
without a preventive visit in the past year and children who
identified as races or ethnicities other than White non-Hispanic
were less likely to have had a telemedicine visit, while
telemedicine use did not vary by child insurance type. These
differences in the overall population use of telemedicine build
upon prior concerns about differences in access to broadband
internet, patient portals, and telemedicine [29,31-34]. However,
the nonsignificant interaction terms indicate that increased
practice-level use of telemedicine services during this specific
period neither reduced nor increased these differences. In cases
where telemedicine is intended to be a tool to improve equity
in access to care, these results indicate that simply increasing
the use of telemedicine may not be sufficient to ensure more
equitable access. Indeed, telemedicine has the potential to
exchange one set of barriers to care (transportation issues, time
constraints, hidden costs of missing work) for another (need for
internet access, device capability, computer literacy). For
telemedicine to more effectively reduce disparities in access, it
will be necessary to implement telemedicine in ways that more
intentionally overcome barriers.

While increased use of telemedicine by practices did not
translate into greater equity in telemedicine use for patients, it
did translate into more varied telemedicine use based on visit
diagnoses. Additionally, we observed an increase in the
proportion of visits related to respiratory and ear, nose, and
throat (ENT) symptoms. Concerns have been raised about
assessments of ears in the absence of tele-otoscopy, which was
not available for the studied visits [35]. Given that clinicians in
low versus high telemedicine use tertiles reported similar views
about the suitability of telemedicine for acute care, increased
respiratory and ENT diagnoses at high telemedicine use
practices may reflect a stronger practice-wide commitment to
reducing in-person visits due to the COVID-19 pandemic as

opposed to increased comfort with caring for these diagnoses
via telemedicine. For all practices, regardless of their use tertile,
the most common telemedicine visit diagnosis categories were
mental health and skin-related diagnoses. This differs from the
most common diagnoses for visits by children to commercial
direct-to-consumer telemedicine, where the most common visit
diagnosis category was nose/sinus infections [4]. In contrast,
the most common diagnosis group among these primary care
telemedicine visits was mental health, which accounted for
approximately 30% of telemedicine visits across the full set of
practices.

Limitations
One key limitation of this EHR analysis is we cannot account
for patient or parent preferences for or satisfaction with
telemedicine use. Additionally, the racial and ethnic diversity
within our sample was minimal, limiting analyses by race and
ethnicity to a comparison of White non-Hispanic children and
children identified as any other race or ethnicity. We also sought
to compare visit volume by parental language; however, limited
numbers of children with parental preference for non-English
languages were identified in the relevant EHR field (0.5%).
Although systems are in place to integrate ED and urgent care
visit information into the EHR, ED and urgent care visits outside
of our health system may still have been missed. However, we
do not anticipate that this would result in any systematic bias
across the practice tertiles given the large number of integrated
ED and urgent care centers across the region. We also note that
we focused this analysis on telemedicine visit diagnoses and
volumes and did not examine quality of care or clinical
outcomes. Finally, this analysis focused on telemedicine use
within a specific context; therefore, the generalizability of the
findings will need to be examined through other sources.

Conclusion
This study demonstrates that a large pediatric primary care
network rapidly integrated use of telemedicine when given a
favorable payment environment and public health mandates.
The integration of telemedicine allowed continued contact with
patients during the pandemic, largely for mental health care,
with high practice-level telemedicine use allowing for more
encounters with patients per week during a time where
underutilization of primary care was common. Further work is
needed to understand the sustainability of the pandemic-related
surge in primary care telemedicine use and to identify ways to
enhance the ability of telemedicine to improve access for those
with access barriers.
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Abstract

Background: Automated texting platforms have emerged as a tool to facilitate communication between patients and health
care providers with variable effects on achieving target blood pressure (BP). Understanding differences in the way patients interact
with these communication platforms can inform their use and design for hypertension management.

Objective: Our primary aim was to explore the unique phenotypes of patient interactions with an automated text messaging
platform for BP monitoring. Our secondary aim was to estimate associations between interaction phenotypes and BP control.

Methods: This study was a secondary analysis of data from a randomized controlled trial for adults with poorly controlled
hypertension. A total of 201 patients with established primary care were assigned to the automated texting platform; messages
exchanged throughout the 4-month program were analyzed. We used the k-means clustering algorithm to characterize two different
interaction phenotypes: program conformity and engagement style. First, we identified unique clusters signifying differences in
program conformity based on the frequency over time of error alerts, which were generated to patients when they deviated from
the requested text message format (eg, ###/## for BP). Second, we explored overall engagement styles, defined by error alerts
and responsiveness to text prompts, unprompted messages, and word count averages. Finally, we applied the chi-square test to
identify associations between each interaction phenotype and achieving the target BP.

Results: We observed 3 categories of program conformity based on their frequency of error alerts: those who immediately and
consistently submitted texts without system errors (perfect users, 51/201), those who did so after an initial learning period (adaptive
users, 66/201), and those who consistently submitted messages generating errors to the platform (nonadaptive users, 38/201).
Next, we observed 3 categories of engagement style: the enthusiast, who tended to submit unprompted messages with high word
counts (17/155); the student, who inconsistently engaged (35/155); and the minimalist, who engaged only when prompted
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(103/155). Of all 6 phenotypes, we observed a statistically significant association between patients demonstrating the minimalist
communication style (high adherence, few unprompted messages, limited information sharing) and achieving target BP (P<.001).

Conclusions: We identified unique interaction phenotypes among patients engaging with an automated text message platform
for remote BP monitoring. Only the minimalist communication style was associated with achieving target BP. Identifying and
understanding interaction phenotypes may be useful for tailoring future automated texting interactions and designing future
interventions to achieve better BP control.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22493)   doi:10.2196/22493

KEYWORDS

text messaging; hypertension; telemedicine; cluster analysis

Introduction

Hypertension is a salient risk factor for heart disease and stroke
[1]. Home blood pressure (BP) monitoring has long been
accepted as a valid strategy for effective hypertension
management [2]. Patients adhere to telemonitoring programs
and use this technology for chronic conditions such as
hypertension regardless of their nationality, socioeconomic
status, or age [3]. In light of recent Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services codes that reimburse remote monitoring of
physiologic parameters such as BP and a shift toward greater
remote monitoring because of the COVID-19 pandemic, remote
BP monitoring is poised to become an increasingly common
strategy for hypertension management.

An estimated 96% of Americans own mobile phones with text
messaging capabilities [4], and mobile phone-based
interventions are increasingly popular for remote disease
management. Texting might be the best phone-based modality
for disease management, as general patient populations are less
likely to use smartphones, tablets, and health-related apps
relative to texting [5]. Text messaging is an appealing platform
for remote management given its accessibility and low costs,
which may help reduce disparities in health care [6].

Automated texting in particular has been leveraged nationally
and globally for remote hypertension management, with high
patient engagement and satisfaction among low-income and
underserved populations [7,8]. Automated texting interventions
can double the odds of medication adherence for chronic
conditions, regardless of whether texts are unidirectional or
interactive [9]. Automated interactive texting may be an
especially effective method of engaging patients in BP
self-monitoring [10,11]. However, the impact of automated
texting on BP targets is less clear, with mixed evidence about
its effectiveness. Randomized trials suggest no effect of
automated texting on achieving target BP [12,13], while other
evidence suggests varying degrees of benefit [14,15].

These heterogeneous findings may be explained by different
ways patients engage with texting platforms (behavioral
phenotypes) [16]. Outside of changing the frequency of
reminders or word choices, automated interventions using
texting platforms have generally taken a one-size-fits-all
approach to how patients should engage with the platform.
However, patients likely differ in their interactions with and
responses to automated texts. These variations are reflective of
how individuals converse via text messaging (eg, quantity and

quality of texting) and may correlate with how they engage in
treatment, ultimately affecting clinical outcomes from automated
texting interventions. We hypothesized that discrete behavioral
phenotypes existed among patients engaging with clinical
automated texting programs and that some phenotypes were
likely to achieve targeted clinical outcomes (eg, controlled BP).
Identifying and understanding the various ways patients engage
with automated texting (phenotypes) would provide greater
insights for targeting specific behaviors and tailoring
interventions to improve hypertension control. For example,
phenotypes associated with poor BP control may require more
intensive texting approaches or more in-person care.

The purpose of this study was to identify and describe unique
phenotypes of patient interactions with automated texting for
remote BP management and estimate associations between
interaction phenotypes and achieving a target BP.

Methods

Original Randomized Trial Description
In this University of Pennsylvania institute review
board–approved study (828417, 834667), we retrospectively
studied text messages and clinical data from adult patients in a
randomized controlled trial (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03416283)
who were receiving automated text-based reminders for
hypertension management. This trial’s primary aim was to
leverage automated text messaging for remote BP monitoring
with or without social support to improve hypertension control
over a 4-month program. Our study is a posttrial analysis that
was independent of the study aims. Eligible participants were
aged 18 to 75 years and had had at least 2 office visits at the
Penn Family Care practice in Philadelphia, PA, with at least 2
office visit BP readings above goal (140/90 mm Hg) within 24
months prior to enrolling in the trial.

Study Context: Remote Monitoring With and Without
Social Support Groups Trial
In the original study, scheduled automated text messages were
used to (1) monitor each patient’s BP measurements over time,
(2) provide intermittent encouragement for engaging behavior,
and (3) monitor BP medication adherence. Texts were sent
through Way to Health, a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant, bidirectional, automated text
communication platform used to engage with patients for
research studies and clinical care delivery [17,18]. Patients in
the original study received a variety of outbound texts including
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information about the study and upcoming in-person study visits.
The three most frequent outbound messages include:

• Blood pressure prompts: “What is your blood pressure today
(Ex. 120/80)?”

• Feedback: “You submitted X out of 3 BP measurements
this week, great job!”

• Medication adherence: “How many days did you take your
blood pressure medication(s) in the past 7 days? (Please
input a single number: 0-7)”

The software was programmed to receive responses in a
prespecified, structured format. For example, the reminder
“What is your blood pressure today?” accepted a text response
formatted as ###/## with few allowable variations, and the
medication adherence prompt required a single number between
0 and 7. When patients submitted a correctly formatted text in
response to these prompts, they received an automated
confirmation text. However, as this was a text-based program,
patients were not prevented from submitting text messages of
any length in any form, at any time. Those message that did not
conform to the requested text format triggered automated error
messages. For example, when the text was not submitted in the

expected format, patients received an automated error message
with instructions to resubmit a response in the correct format.
Not all formatting errors triggered an alert. For example, text
messages sent immediately following an error message or
messages that were not in direct response to an automated
prompt (ie, were unprompted) did not generate these alerts.
Examples of the reminder-specific error messages are shown
in Figure 1.

There were two intervention arms. The first arm received
automated text messages as described above. The second
received the same automated text messages and identified a
person in their social support network (eg, a family member or
friend) who also received text-based reports about the study
participant’s performance in the program. The control arm
received no text messages. Randomization was in a 2:2:1 ratio
for the two intervention arms and a control group, with 201
patients randomized to the two text intervention arms. In the
original trial, 101 patients were enrolled in the remote
monitoring only group (RM) and 100 in the remote monitoring
+ social support group (RM+SS). BP readings that were
consistently out of range were escalated to the clinical care team
via the electronic health record.

Figure 1. Error messages: (a) blood pressure and (b) medication adherence.

Characterizing Interaction Phenotypes
For our posttrial analysis, we focused on the 201 patients in the
intervention arms to identify phenotypes of patient interactions
with the automated text messaging system. We prespecified
two categories of interaction phenotypes, program conformity
and engagement style.

Program Conformity
Program conformity refers to the ways that users complied with
the platform’s requirements for text message communication.
We used k-means clustering, an unsupervised learning method
and data-driven approach to classify subgroups of observations
within a dataset into k clusters based on each observation’s
proximity to a cluster mean or centroid [19]. Clusters were
formed based on variations in error messages over time
signifying program conformity. To capture the temporal
variation of the error messages, we tallied the number of error
messages at 20-day intervals and divided each 20-day total by
the total number of messages by the patient in that time frame.
Each patient must have submitted at least 1 message to be
counted within a time frame and consistently engaged by
submitting messages throughout all time frames to be included
in the analysis. These features were fed into the k-means
clustering algorithm to draw 3 clusters from the data signifying
different program conformity user categories.

Engagement Style
Engagement style is characterized by observable patterns of
engagement with the overall BP monitoring program.
Engagement style patterns were based on a broader family of
variables that were prespecified, including the following:

• Proportion of responses to 48 total BP prompts signifying
program compliance (BP reporting adherence)

• Average word count per message signifying verbosity (word
average), excluding numbers like BP measurements

• Proportion of inbound messages that were not in response
to an automated text message prompt (unprompted
messages)

• Proportion of patient-submitted messages that triggered an
error alert (error rate)

All proportions and word count averages were standardized to
a scale between 0 and 1 for the analysis. Again, using the
k-means clustering algorithm, we identified 3 distinct clusters
of engagement styles. To further establish a qualitative
understanding of each cluster, we identified the intents—the
intended subject of communication (eg, greetings, pleasantry,
medication, question, etc)—of all inbound messages from
patients that were exceptions to the expected structured text
response. Each message was annotated by two members of the
research team, applying a common annotation codebook for
intents and allowing for multiple intents per message.
Discrepancies between the two reviewers were resolved through
consensus review. We also described each cluster according to
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participant age, sex, and race and intervention study arm. Only
patients who completed the intervention and had their data
entered into the Research Electronic Data Capture database
were included in the analysis.

Identifying Associations Between Interaction
Phenotypes With Blood Pressure Outcomes
In the original study, final BP was measured at an end-of-study
visit. Three BP measurements were taken, and the average of
the last 2 measurements represented the final reading. Cutoffs

for goal BPs (uncontrolled BP) were in accordance with the
American Heart Association/American Stroke Association
Eighth Report of the Joint National Committee [20,21]. To
identify associations between the interaction phenotypes and
target BP, we applied the chi-square test for each cluster and
dichotomous BP outcome (controlled vs uncontrolled). Only
patients who had all 3 BPs successfully measured and entered
into the database were included in the analysis. An overview
of participant data subsets from the original study data included
for each analysis is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of participants included in each analysis.

Results

Study Population and Data Characteristics
Of the patients who received automated text message reminders,
the average age was 50.9 (SD 11.4) years and most were female
(142/201, 70.6%; Table 1). From this cohort, we observed
42,263 text message interactions between patients and the
automated text messaging platform. Of these interactions, 70.5%

(29,791/42,263) of text messages were sent by the automated
text messaging platform and 29.5% (12,472/42,263) of text
messages were sent by patients. The most messages sent by a
single patient was 347 messages. A total of 3.9% (491/12,472)
of inbound text messages triggered an error message, and 23.2%
(2899/12,472) of all inbound messages were unprompted. A
total of 13.9% (1734/12,472) of all messages contained
supplemental textual information submitted to the automated
text messaging platform.
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Table 1. Patient baseline characteristics by intervention group for original randomized control trial sans the control group (n=201).

P valueRMb (n=101)RM+SSa (n=100)Characteristics

.0775 (37.3)67 (33.3)Gender, female, n (%)

.4550.7 (10.1)51.9 (12.5)Age in years, mean (SD)

<.001——cRace, n (%)

—95 (47.3)86 (42.8)Black

—3 (1.5)9 (4.5)White

—5 (2.5)1 (0.5)Other

—0 (0)4 (2.0)Unknown

.96——Ethnicity, n (%)

—1 (0.5)0 (0)Hispanic or Latino

—100 (49.8)99 (49.3)non-Hispanic or Latino

—0 (0)1 (0.5)Unknown

<.001——Insurance, n (%)

—56 (27.9)42 (20.9)Private

—28 (13.9)23 (11.4)Medicaid

—15 (7.5)33 (16.4)Medicare

—2 (1.0)1 (0.5)None

—0 (0)1 (0.5)Unknown

.00557.3 (23.3)66.9 (27.3)Texts per patient user, m (SD)

.54138.3 (15.8)139.5 (20.0)Active rate (patient sent at least one message), m (SD) days

.1432.3 (13.0)34.4 (11.4)Processed responses–correctly formatted (BPd), mean (SD)

.020.5 (0.7)0.8 (1.3)Unprocessed responses–error message triggered (BP), mean (SD)

.1812.2 (4.9)13.0 (4.6)Processed messages–medication adherence, mean (SD)

.120.8 (1.3)0.9 (1.7)Unprocessed messages–medication adherence, mean (SD)

Textual patterns for unprocessed messages, mean (SD)

.655.8 (7.0)6.7 (10.2)Character count (per message)

.921.4 (1.9)1.7 (2.7)Token count (per message)

.751.3 (1.7)1.6 (2.5)Word count (per message)

.833.7 (2.1)3.7 (3.7)Number count (per message)

Temporal pattern (time of day), mean (SD)

.0242.3 (24.0)50.7 (27.4)Morning, per user

.338.7 (7.3)9.8 (8.1)Afternoon, per user

.736.8 (5.6)7.2 (7.6)Night, per user

.924.1 (3.6)4.1 (3.9)Late night, per user

Frequency over time, mean (SD)

<.00114.1 (9.9)16.9 (11.1)Per day

.0887.6 (65.9)109.7 (73.6)Per week

.62361.4 (291.7)418.1 (338.6)Per month

Frequency each month, mean (SD)

.0217.5 (5.5)19.7 (7.1)First month, per user

.0215.2 (6.3)17.7 (7.8)Second month, per user

.0314.5 (5.5)16.5 (6.8)Third month, per user
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P valueRMb (n=101)RM+SSa (n=100)Characteristics

.0812.6 (5.3)14.2 (7.0)Fourth month, per user

aRM+SS: remote text messaging with social support.
bRM: remote text messaging without social support.
cNot applicable.
dBP: blood pressure.

Characterizing Interaction Phenotypes

Program Conformity
For the 177 patients whose data were analyzed for program
conformity, we observed a progressive decline in the number
of errors generated by users over the 4 months of their study
(Figure 3a). Most errors occurred within the first month overall.
Using the k-means clustering algorithm, we identified 3

categories of patient program conformity with the text
messaging platform defined by the frequency of error messages
sent to the patient (Figure 3b). Almost 40% (69/177, 39.0%) of
users did not receive any error messages (perfect users); 21.5%
(38/177) received error messages within the first month and
corrected their submissions for the remainder of the program
(adaptive users); and 39.5% (70/177) consistently made errors
over the course of all 4 study months (nonadaptive users).

Figure 3. Program conformity clusters: (a) number of unprocessed responses (errors) throughout the 4-month period and (b) frequency of the conformer
patterns and trends of errors over time based on program conformity user category.

Engagement Style
For the 174 users whose data were analyzed for engagement
style, when we applied the k-means clustering method to
engagement variables (scaled proportions of messages), we
identified 3 notable categories of user engagement styles
(Figures 4-6). For each cluster, we present the variables in a
radial histogram accompanied by word lists where the size of
the intent is associated with its use (Multimedia Appendices
1-3; larger = more frequent use of intent type by users in the
cluster). The enthusiast (Figure 4) was characterized by high
proportion of BP reporting adherence (range 0.50-1.0), low
proportions of errors (range 0.0-0.5), higher proportions of
unprompted messages (range 0.25-1.0), and mostly low but

dispersed word averages (range 0.0-1.0). Most texts
communicated pleasantries (“thank you”), BP with additional
text (eg, “today it was,” “my bp”), and yes responses (eg, “ok”
or “yes, I took it”). Notably absent intents included reports of
feeling sick and appointment requests. The student (Figure 5)
was characterized by low proportions and high dispersion of
BP adherence (range 0.0-0.75), mostly low proportion but
dispersed error rates (range 0.0-1.0), low proportion of
unprompted messages (range 0.0-0.5), and low proportion but
dispersed word averages. Most texts communicated BP,
confirmation responses (eg, “yes” or “correct” from users), and
communications about their medication(s). Reports about
challenging life events were uniquely observed among this
cluster (eg, “I’m having financial problems”). The minimalist
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(Figure 6) was characterized by higher proportions of BP
adherence (range 0.5-1.0), low proportion of errors (range
0.0-0.25), low proportion of unprompted messages (range
0.0-0.25), and low and dispersed word averages. Like the

enthusiast, the minimalist texts communicated mostly
pleasantries, BP with additional text, and yes responses.
Additional unique intents observed include compensation and
requests to adjust reminders.

Figure 4. Engagement style: enthusiast—radial distribution of feature values.
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Figure 5. Engagement style: student—radial distribution of feature values.
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Figure 6. Engagement style: minimalist—radial distribution of feature values.

Table 2 further describes engagement style clusters by patient
characteristics (race, sex, age) and study arm. For all
engagement styles, we observed similar distributions of sex and
age. Black was the majority race across all clusters. Most

enthusiasts were assigned to the arm with social support.
Although most messages conveyed one intent, a notable
proportion of messages conveyed two intents across all clusters.
More complex messages with multiple intents were infrequent.

Table 2. Distribution of participant characteristics by engagement style.

Minimalist (n=112)Student (n=45)Enthusiast (n=17)Characteristic

82 (73)25 (56)12 (71)Gender, female, n (%)

52.4 (11.1)47.3 (11.8)57.9 (7.3)Age in years, mean (SD)

Race, n (%)

99 (88)40 (89)17 (100)Black

8 (7)1 (2)0 (0)White

2 (2)3 (7)0 (0)Other

3 (3)1 (2)0 (0)Unknown

Study arm, n (%)

57 (51)26 (58)4 (24)Remote monitoring

55 (49)19 (42)13 (77)Remote monitoring + social support

Total messages submitted, n (%)

694 (86)345 (87)586 (83)1 intent (%)

103 (13)43 (11)114 (16)2 intents (%)

8 (1)5 (1)5 (1)3 intents (%)

1 (1)2 (1)2 (1)4+ intents (%)
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Identifying Associations Between Interaction
Phenotypes With Blood Pressure Outcomes
We characterized the relationship between the 6 phenotypes
and BP outcome, controlled versus uncontrolled, for the patients
who completed the program and had all 3 end of study visit BPs

successfully measured (Table 3). We observed no statistically
significant differences among the program conformity clusters.
However, among engagement style clusters, a greater proportion
of patients in the minimalist cluster achieved controlled BP
phenotype (P<.001).

Table 3. Association between interaction phenotypes, program conformity, and engagement style, with BP outcomes (n=155).

P valueUsers achieving target BPa, n (%)Total, n (%)Interaction phenotype type

Program conformity

.1231 (60.7)51 (32.9)Perfect user

.1439 (59.1)66 (42.6)Adaptive user

.1923 (60.5)38 (24.5)Nonadaptive user

Engagement style

.477 (41.2)17 (11.0)Enthusiast

.6119 (54.3)35 (22.6)Student

<.00167 (65.0)103 (66.5)Minimalist

aBP: blood pressure.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We identified distinct patterns of patient interaction phenotypes
with automated text messages for hypertension management
including program conformity and engagement style. We
assessed whether these distinct patterns of interaction
phenotypes were associated with achieved BP control.

Program Conformity
We first explored heterogeneity in adhering to the structured
interactions requested by the automated text messaging platform,
using the system’s rate of error messages returned to the patient
submission as a proxy for program conformity. Perfect users
adopted the rules at the beginning of the trial, while adaptive
users did so within a month. Nonadaptive users continued to
generate error messages throughout the course of the 4-month
program.

Our analysis suggests that many patients do not change behavior
despite repeated reminders, as the rate of error messages did
not change throughout the study’s 4-month duration for
nonadaptive users. This observation is significant because
automated text interventions for hypertension and many other
clinical applications predominantly use restricted and structured
interactions by limiting patient communication to discrete
submissions in a prespecified, standardized format. In our case,
there were also time windows for submission so that only a
single piece of information (ie, BP or medication adherence)
was being collected at a time. This simplified approach makes
automated texting technically feasible and approachable across
many clinical settings [17,22-24]. Because texting is a largely
unrestricted platform, automating a response to correct
unstandardized submissions is a way to train users to conform
with the program.

However, for even trained users, less restrictive texting or
additional means for communication might be desired. A total

of 13.9% of messages contained additional text data submitted
to the automated texting platform. These messages could have
prompted additional engagement between the text messaging
platform and the patient or stimulated a conversation between
a health care provider and patient. Those implementing
automated text systems through structured interactions should
bear in mind that a portion of users may never completely adapt
to a limited, structured format of response and reply
communication. Accounting for heterogeneity in engagement
patterns may be one important way to acknowledge the
complexity of health-related behaviors [25]. It is likely also the
starting point for an equitable approach to automated
communication, as those with disabilities or low or limited
literacy are more likely to report difficulty texting or following
instructions [26]. Automated texting that leads to conversation
may result in better data collection, patient engagement, and
clinical outcomes.

Engagement Style
Heterogeneity in mobile health engagement styles may explain
why such interventions have only demonstrated modest to
equivocal clinical impact [27]. In our evaluation, only the
minimalist engagement phenotype was associated with
significantly better BP control. The patients in this cluster
seemed to have a straightforward, business-like relationship
with the program, with tight adherence to the original design
of the platform. This suggests that for some patients, automated
texting with limited structured interaction is sufficient to achieve
target BP. The implication is that, while evidence generally
suggests text-based interventions should be supplemented by
additional care components [28,29], some patients will do just
fine with the minimal version. Alternatively, these patients may
have achieved target even without any intervention, although
all patients were above target at enrollment.

Identifying strategies tailored to other phenotypes may result
in better clinical outcomes. The enthusiast demonstrated high
levels of engagement, regularly sending BP readings in the
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appropriate format, as suggested by their low error rates. They
also tended to submit more unprompted messages, and compared
with other clusters, were hyperverbal, often relaying
pleasantries. Despite their high engagement, this phenotype was
not associated with significantly improved target BP, although
the calculation may have been underpowered. This discrepancy
merits further evaluations, and future interventions might
consider conversational approaches for this phenotype to
improve clinical outcomes.

The student cluster demonstrated more variable BP reporting
adherence and error rates, suggesting they faced some challenges
in abiding by the rules of the program. Based on their message
intents, the students sought more guidance, asked more
questions, and had more complex needs. For this group of
patients, structured automated programs for BP monitoring may
be insufficient to meet all their needs. Importantly, they also
relayed clinically significant and meaningful information that
was lost and unrecognized by a structured, automated platform.
It is possible that the structured format even deterred
engagement. In a study of text message communication for
mental health among black women, participants commonly
cited an impersonal feel and inadequate communication as
barriers to adoption [30], and restrictive automated
communication may contribute to similar sentiments in this
cohort. In comparison with other communication style clusters,
the student group tended to skew older and were randomized
more frequently without the social support group, which may
have affected their behavior. We observed that patients in the
RM+SS arm submitted more messages and were more verbose,
which could suggest that social support influenced the degree
of patient engagement with the platform.

Implications for Next Steps
Our observations have important implications for designing
future text messaging and hypertension interventions. Evidence
suggests that the most effective interventions have multiple
strategies for addressing the informational, behavioral, and
social barriers to health and are more effective in larger doses
(eg, more time) over a longer period of time [31]. Examples of
such strategies include patient education sessions, case
management, group support meetings, rewards for meeting BP
goals, and pillboxes or medication reminders. However, such
complex interventions may also be more resource intensive,
and our results suggest that for some, the marginal cost may be
unnecessary. Rather than use one universally complex and
potentially costly approach, more sustainable interventions
might start with automated text support for hypertension
management. Additional resources could then be targeted toward
those who remain difficult to engage or whose BPs remain
uncontrolled; some may require intensive in-person care.

Further, our results suggest that identifying patients who send
texts outside of the structured format or time windows may
present opportunities to engage with patients and identify
additional resources to support their care.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several strengths. To our knowledge, this is the
first study to examine variations in the way patients engage with
automated text. We leveraged data from a randomized trial and
therefore were able to access a large text data file. This analysis
included both quantitative and qualitative components, which
was possible because we qualitatively coded all text messages.

There are some limitations. This was an exploratory analysis
of data from a single center study. No conclusions can be drawn
about the specific makeup of clusters in other settings. Clusters
defined using another k could identify other phenotype patterns
and correlate with BP outcomes, although our sample size
limited exploration of greater numbers of k clusters.

Another limitation is that due to incomplete datasets, each of
the 3 analyses presented here were conducted in different
samples of the study population (n=177, n=174, and n=155,
respectively). The sample size was smallest for the analysis of
association between text phenotype and BP outcomes because
we conducted a complete case analysis. Due to the large number
of missing end-of-study BP measurements, imputation of
missing values was not justified. Analysis of associations
between BP outcomes with behavioral phenotypes was therefore
likely limited by small sample size. However, we had a large
volume of text messages for our analytic datafile. Also, although
the program was designed to be completely automated, on rare
occasions it was used to communicate with patients in real time
via text regarding study-specific logistics such as study
follow-up appointments and reimbursement. This likely altered
engagement dynamics for a small number of patients. In
addition, the phenotypes described are only pertinent for a short
period, as the study was 16 weeks in duration.

Conclusion
Automated texting using a limited, structured interaction format
is likely effective in improving BP control for a unique patient
phenotype. For others, this format is likely inadequate, and more
comprehensive communication and needs assessment may be
required. How quickly patients adapt to automation may be less
important than how they engage. In particular, patient
engagement outside of structured text interactions may signal
the need for additional intervention. Future research should
identify unique patient phenotypes so that interventions can be
tailored accordingly. More research is needed to understand,
design, and enhance automated texting platforms so all patients,
regardless of phenotype, can reach their BP goals.
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Abstract

Background: Use of real-time continuous glucose monitoring (rtCGM) systems has been shown to be a low-pain, safe, and
effective method of preventing hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia in people with diabetes of various age groups. Evidence on
rtCGM use in infants and in patients with conditions other than diabetes remains limited.

Objective: This case study describes the off-label use of rtCGM and the use of an open-source app for glucose monitoring in
a newborn with prolonged hypoglycemia secondary to transient congenital hyperinsulinism during the perinatal period.

Methods: The Dexcom G6 rtCGM system (Dexcom, Inc) was introduced at 39 hours of age. Capillary blood glucose checks
were performed regularly. In order to benefit from customizable alert settings and detect hypoglycemic episodes, the open-source
rtCGM app xDrip+ was introduced at 9 days of age.

Results: Time in range (45-180 mg/dL) for interstitial glucose remained consistently above 90%, whereas time in hypoglycemia
(<45 mg/dL) decreased. Mean glucose was maintained above 70 mg/dL at 72 hours of life and thereafter. Daily sensor glucose
profiles showed cyclic fluctuations that were less pronounced over time.

Conclusions: While off-label use of medication is both common practice and a necessity in newborn infants, there are few
examples of off-label uses of medical devices, rtCGM being a notable exception. Real-time information allowed us to better
understand glycemic patterns and to improve the quality of glycemic control accordingly. Severe hypoglycemia was prevented,
and measurement of serum levels of insulin and further lab diagnostics were performed much faster, while the patient’s individual
burden caused by invasive procedures was reduced. Greater customizability of threshold and alert settings would be beneficial
for user groups with glycemic instability other than people with diabetes, and for hospitalized newborn infants in particular.
Further research in the field of personal and off-label rtCGM use, efficacy studies evaluating the accuracy of low glucose readings,
and studies on the differences between algorithms in translating raw sensor data, as well as customization of commercially
available rtCGM systems, is needed.
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Introduction

Transient and persistent congenital hyperinsulinism (CHI) are
rare diseases affecting 1 to 2 in 50,000 newborns. At least 12
genetic defects have been identified that result in dysregulated
and increased insulin secretion and subsequently severe
hypoglycemia, which may be transient or persistent [1,2].
Frequent hypoglycemia is a potentially life-threatening
complication of CHI and may lead to permanent brain damage,
which may present in developmental delay and mild to severe
neurocognitive difficulties such as deficits in attention, memory,
and visual and sensorimotor functions in children with CHI
[3,4]. Furthermore, prolonged hospitalizations and intense
medical regimes pose a constant psychological burden to infants
and children with CHI and their caregivers, limiting their
participation in social life, kindergarten, and school [2,5].
Therefore, prevention of hypoglycemia is the main treatment
goal in patients with CHI [5,6]. Therapeutic regimens are
complex and depend on the underlying genotype and phenotype.
Treatment options today include regular feeding,
pharmacotherapy with diazoxide, somatostatin analogues and
glucagon for diffuse forms, and surgery for focal variants of
CHI [6].

Real-time continuous glucose monitoring (rtCGM) and
intermittently scanned continuous glucose monitoring (isCGM),
as designed for and commonly used by people with diabetes,
provide information on current interstitial glucose levels and
trends, and alert the user of current or predicted hypoglycemia
and hyperglycemia as well as rapid changes in glucose levels.
With regular measurements up to every 5 minutes, they also
provide statistics on time spent in hypoglycemia, in
hyperglycemia, and within range.

Evidence on rtCGM use for glycemic management in neonates
is limited, and there is no evidence of calibration-free rtCGM
systems in infants so far. Benefits with respect to glycemic
control [7] and less procedural pain [8] have been previously
described for very low-birth-weight preterm infants in a
feasibility study. Furthermore, a study found continuous tissue
glucose monitoring to be helpful to identify infants at risk for
metabolic instabilities [9]. However, knowledge remains limited
for infants and other patient groups at risk of hypoglycemia so
far [10,11].

The off-label use of rtCGM in children with CHI was first
described in 2004 [12]. Further studies describe rtCGM and
isCGM as safe, effective, convenient, and less painful methods
of glucose monitoring in CHI patients that provide helpful
information for therapeutic decisions [13,14]. Caregivers found
the indication of glucose trends to be helpful, felt more confident
in everyday management of the condition, and felt less worried
about the occurrence of asymptomatic hypoglycemia [12,14].
However, older rtCGM/isCGM systems were reported to have

limited accuracy, especially for hypoglycemic levels, and
therefore not recommended to completely replace capillary
blood glucose (CBG) testing, but rather seen as an adjunctive,
beneficial therapy [13,15].

To our knowledge, this case study describes the first use of the
rtCGM app xDrip+ in a hospital and intensive care unit (ICU)
setting and the first off-label use of rtCGM in a newborn with
severe hypoglycemia secondary to transient CHI soon after
birth.

Methods

Clinical Case
A male infant was delivered full term with a birth weight of
3575 g. An emergency cesarean delivery was performed in
response to fetal heart rate monitoring indicating fetal distress.
The infant presented with bradypnea, floppiness, and sporadic
myoclonic jerks and was transiently treated with noninvasive
positive pressure resuscitation. A CBG level of 12 mg/dL was
detected at 60 minutes of life. Despite feeding attempts and
buccal administration of 40% dextrose gel, the blood glucose
level decreased further to 1 mg/dL at 120 minutes of life. The
patient was started on continuous intravenous glucose and
admitted to the neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) for further
diagnostics and treatment. The continuous intravenous glucose
administration required to maintain blood glucose levels above
50 mg/dL was incrementally increased from 8 mg/kg/min to
over 18 mg/kg/min. This required placement of a central venous
line at 37 hours of age to allow for administration of hypertonic
glucose solutions. In addition, the infant received copious enteral
feedings.

The child’s father and the paternal uncle were both reported to
have experienced transient postnatal hypoglycemia, requiring
hospitalization for 3 weeks after birth. The child’s father
reported having often experienced mild hypoglycemia symptoms
such as hunger and craving for sweets when fasting. However,
blood glucose levels were reported to be within normal range
during routine checkups as an adult. There was no history of
diabetes in either of the parents, and screening for gestational
diabetes during pregnancy was reported to be negative.
However, the paternal grandmother was reported to have been
diagnosed with type 1 diabetes at 7 years of age.

Genetic Testing
Next-generation sequencing (quality level type A; SureSelect
XT, Custom Constitutional Panel 17 Mb; Agilent Technologies,
Inc) of a CHI panel, including ABCC8 (GenBank
NM_000352.4), HADH (GenBank NM_005327.4), HNF4A
(GenBank NM_175914.4), KCNJ11 (GenBank NM_000525.3),
KMT2D (GenBank NM_003482), and UCP2 (GenBank
NM_003355.2), was performed by Labor Berlin, Germany.
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Real-Time Glucose Monitoring
To reduce the frequency of capillary blood samples and estimate
the right moment for further lab diagnostics, the Dexcom G6
rtCGM system (Dexcom, Inc) was introduced for off-label use
at 39 hours of age. In addition, CBG checks were performed
regularly, at least 3 times per day (Multimedia Appendix 1).
All decisions concerning the therapeutic regimen were based
on confirmatory CBG tests. Sensors were placed at the lateral
sides of thighs or upper arms (Figures 1 and 2) where enough
fat and muscle tissue were present. Sensors were replaced every
7 days.

During the first week, the sensor was paired with a Dexcom G6
handheld device with customizable alert settings; however, the
urgent low glucose alarm threshold at a glucose level of 55
mg/dL, which was frequently passed in this neonate but does
not meet the requirements in neonates within the first week of
life, could not be further reduced. Furthermore, glucose levels
below 40 mg/dL could not be further differentiated. In order to
benefit from customizable alert settings and include potential
hypoglycemic levels below 40 mg/dL, the informed decision
was made to pair the sensors with the caregivers’ personal
Android phone using the app xDrip+.

Figure 1. Upper thigh as a suitable rtCGM application site in neonates.

Figure 2. Upper arm as a suitable rtCGM application site in neonates.

Specifics of the xDrip+ Algorithm
xDrip+ [16] is an open-source product with no regulatory
approval that allows the user to choose between the approved
native algorithm, which runs on the Dexcom G6 transmitter for
translating uncalibrated transmitter data into interstitial glucose
level estimations, and its own algorithm, which approximates

a linear function using the method of weighted least squares
regression by weighting calibration points based on their value,
sensor and calibration age, the current glucose trend, a variability
heuristic, and other factors. Furthermore, low glucose alarm
settings are fully customizable. In this case study, the xDrip+
algorithm was used with a minor modification that allowed
sensor glucose levels below 40 mg/dL to be received, although
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accuracy was expected to be limited in this range. Alerts were
set at 45 mg/dL for low sensor glucose levels and at 140 mg/dL
for high sensor glucose levels.

Data Analysis
For the first 7 days of sensor data, rtCGM readings were
exported from the Dexcom handheld device using the Dexcom
Clarity software. For the following days when xDrip+ was used,
sensor data was exported through the built-in data export
function in the xDrip+ app. For the analysis of sensor data, we
computed statistical properties (arithmetic mean and standard
deviation) in the programming language Python 3.7.
Furthermore, time in hypoglycemia and time in range were
calculated as follows:

As there is currently no standardized definition for treatment
consequences in response to low and high glucose levels in
neonates, but their physiological range tends to be lower than
in older individuals [9], sensor glucose in range was defined by
a lower threshold of 45 mg/dL (2.5 mmol/L) and an upper
threshold of 180 mg/dL (10 mmol/L). Therefore, time in
hypoglycemia was calculated based on sensor readings under
45 mg/dL (2.5 mmol/L).

Results

Diagnostic Workup
The infant responded well to a single subcutaneous injection of
30 µg/kg of glucagon (GlucaGen Hypokit; Novo Nordisk A/S).
Therefore, a glycogen storage disease was unlikely to be the
underlying condition and congenital hyperinsulinism was
suspected. According to CHI treatment guidelines [6], a
continuous subcutaneous glucagon infusion was initiated at 64
hours of age and gradually increased (up to 27.2 µg/kg/h)
(Multimedia Appendix 1). Glucagon dosage was adjusted
(increased or lowered) according to rtCGM glucose using
defined thresholds for each action; thus, the continuous glucose
infusion could be gradually reduced and completely terminated
by 13 days of age. In the following days, glucagon
administration was gradually decreased and completely
terminated 17 days of age. That treatment algorithm successfully
prevented occurrence of any symptomatic hypoglycemia (eg,

seizures, hypothermia, hypotonia, bradypnea). No other drugs
such as diazoxide or lanreotide were administered.

Initial hypoglycemia screening revealed hyperinsulinemia with
no ketonemia present (blood glucose 29 mg/dL, insulin 9.03
mU/L, C-peptide 2.34 µg/L). After terminating the intravenous
glucose and the subcutaneous glucagon infusion and with
increasing improvement of oral feeding and hence regular and
reliable enteral glucose uptake, no new hypoglycemic episodes
occurred between days 17 and 20. Consequently, we suspected
normalization of insulin secretion, which was substantiated by
an analysis after a strict fasting period of 6.5 hours (blood
glucose 86 mg/dL, insulin 1.5 mU/L, C peptide 0.54 µg/L,
ketone bodies 0.4 mmol/L) on day 20. With these results, we
were able to terminate rtCGM use and discharge the infant on
the same day in good health.

Genetic testing did not reveal any disease-relevant pathologic
variation in genes that are most frequently associated with CHI:
ABCC8 (GenBank NM_000352.4), HADH (GenBank
NM_005327.4), HNF4A (GenBank NM_175914.4), KCNJ11
(GenBank NM_000525.3), and UCP2 (NM_003355.2).
However, we detected a novel, highly conserved, and
heterozygous missense variant in the KMT2D gene (c.3976C>T,
R1326W), which was interpreted as a pathogenic variant within
this analysis and might be causative in this particular case of a
Kabuki syndrome with predominantly transient, congenital
hyperinsulinism [17,18].

Glycemic Outcomes
Time in range (sensor glucose readings between 45 and 180
mg/dL or 2.5 and 10 mmol/L) remained consistent above 90%,
whereas time in hypoglycemia (<45 mg/dL or <2.5 mmol/L)
decreased, and mean glucose was maintained above 70 mg/dL
or 3.8 mmol/L at 72 hours of life and after (Table 1). Daily
sensor glucose profiles (Multimedia Appendix 1) show cyclic
fluctuations exceeding 45 mg/dL (2.5 mmol/L) on most days
and occasionally 180 mg/dL (10 mmol/L). These cyclic
fluctuations were found to be less pronounced over time.

rtCGM readings were found to be mostly accurate compared to
CBG (Multimedia Appendix 1). Significant deviations (>15%)
occurred within the first 24 hours after a new sensor was placed.
After recalibration of the rtCGM, accuracy of rtCGM readings
was satisfactory (<15% deviations).
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Table 1. Analysis of rtCGM readings within the first 16 days of life in a neonate with transient CHI, including mean sensor glucose (SD), time in
hypoglycemia (defined as the percentage of sensor readings below 45 mg/dL), and time in range (defined as the percentage of sensor readings between
45 mg/dL and 180 mg/dL).

TIHb, %Readings in hypoglycemia, nTIRa, %Readings in range, nGlucose, mg/dL, mean (SD)Sensor readings, nPatient age, d (h)

4.1395.97168 (16)742 (39-48)

17.55182.524069 (29)2913 (49-72)

0.00100.028898 (34)2884 (73-96)

1.4498.628679 (16)2905 (97-120)

3.81196.228082 (17)2916 (121-144)

2.8897.227494 (36)2827 (145-168)

5.91794.127077 (21)2878 (169-192)

6.41393.619085 (29)2039 (193-216)

7.51692.519781 (22)21310 (217-240)

8.12391.926181 (25)28411 (241-264)

2.5797.527486 (24)28112 (265-288)

4.11295.928481 (19)29613 (289-312)

8.02392.026573 (20)28814 (313-336)

5.21394.823572 (18)24815 (337-360)

0.00100.013883 (17)13816 (361-372)

aTIR: time in range.
bTIH: time in hypoglycemia.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This case study describes the use of a Dexcom G6 rtCGM
system in a neonate with transient CHI during the perinatal
period, using two different algorithms. The real-time information
provided by the rtCGM system allowed us to better understand
glycemic patterns of the underlying condition and to improve
the quality of glycemic control of our patient accordingly.
Severe hypoglycemia was successfully prevented and
measurement of serum levels of insulin and further lab
diagnostics were performed much faster, while the patient’s
individual burden caused by invasive procedures could be
reduced.

To our knowledge, this is the first report on the use of
open-source apps for glucose monitoring such as xDrip+ in a
hospital and ICU setting, as well as the first study reporting an
off-label use of a precalibrated rtCGM system in a neonate.
Furthermore, we described the first use of rtCGM in an infant
with transient CHI in the most critical phase during the first
days of life.

While off-label use of medication is both common practice and
a necessity in newborn infants, there are few examples of
off-label uses of medical devices, rtCGM being a notable
exception [7,8,19-24]. CBG tests are the current standard of
care in the management of neonatal hypoglycemia. However,
CBG has notable limitations. Heel pricks, associated with pain,
are required every time a blood sample is taken. Furthermore,
it provides only single point measurements without a continuous
profile on glucose trends, dynamics, and interactions with drugs

and meals. Conversely, rtCGM records any hypoglycemic
episode in a quantitative fashion, displays detailed
pharmacodynamics of single drugs, and consequently can help
to determine a drug’s long-term requirement. We assume that
rtCGM use could be extremely helpful in any hospital or home
setting and in this case, could help reduce the child’s risk for
neurological long-term complications [3,4,25]. Our experiences
with the presented case indicate that greater customizability of
threshold and alert settings would be beneficial for user groups
with glycemic instability other than people with diabetes, and
for hospitalized infants in particular. Further potential use cases
may include children of mothers with gestational diabetes,
children with metabolic disorders, children with neonatal
diabetes mellitus, preterm infants, and infants with difficulties
in enteral feeding.

Strengths and Limitations
It is important to note that although rtCGM provides information
about glucose dynamics and variability, these systems might
be less accurate when it comes to direct comparison with
point-of-care testing of blood glucose levels. In order to keep
invasive diagnostics for the patient reduced to a minimum, there
were not enough CBG data points available to allow for a robust
calculation of the mean absolute relative difference. This limits
our ability to evaluate the accuracy of rtCGM readings,
particularly of glucose levels <40 mg/dL. As rtCGM systems
correlate the electric signal of the sensor with interstitial glucose
concentrations in a linear fashion, they are not designed to detect
the low glucose levels that occur in newborn infants after birth.
Moreover, alert settings are not fully customizable to threshold
values that seem reasonable to use in infants, who have a much
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lower physiological glucose range compared to older children
and adults [9].

The app xDrip+, which was used in this case study, originates
from an online community of people living with type 1 diabetes.
The Android application package needed for setup, the app’s
source code, and instructions on how to install and use the app
are openly available on the internet. Recently, open-source
rtCGM apps such as xDrip+ for Android phones [16] and Spike
for Apple iOS [26] have become increasingly popular and are
used by thousands of people in the worldwide type 1 diabetes
community [27], especially by those living in countries where
commercial rtCGM systems are not accessible or not reimbursed
by the healthcare system [28]. Despite their popularity, so far
neither of the aforementioned open-source rtCGM apps have
been tested in clinical trials or been approved by a regulatory
body. The creators of these apps and the online community
around them publicly disclose that they should be used with
caution at all times and at one’s own risk. The controlled
environment of a NICU was an ideal setting to observe outcomes
and potential benefits of the off-label use while ensuring
minimal risk for the patient at the same time. We found that the
app was also a more suitable solution that best met the child’s
medical needs as well as healthcare professionals’ and the
caregivers’ expectations on relevant alarms in case of glucose

excursions. However, the safety and accuracy of xDrip+ as such
has not been systematically investigated so far, and its use has
only been described in conjunction with observational and
self-reported data from open-source automated insulin delivery
system users [29,30]. Further research on personal and off-label
rtCGM use and differences between native and alternative
algorithms in translating raw sensor data is needed, as well as
customization of commercially available rtCGM systems.

Conclusions
The use of rtCGM can be considered in neonatal patients at risk
of hypoglycemia, such as infants with transient or permanent
CHI, to reduce the frequency of blood glucose measurements
and focus them on potential decision-making points. However,
these devices have been designed to be used by people with
diabetes and are currently not approved for use in children
younger than 2 years of age. Other use cases, such as infants
with glycemic instability and other patients with rare conditions
that might benefit from continuous glucose monitoring, are
currently not being addressed sufficiently by the medical device
market. Further investigation on the use and accuracy of rtCGM
in wider patient groups, as well as further customization of
rtCGM systems, is needed to address unmet needs of wider
population groups.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
Daily profiles of sensor glucose and therapeutic management of a newborn with transient CHI. Sensor glucose readings [mg/dL]
are shown in blue, i.v. glucose distribution in green [mg/kg/min) and s.c. glucagon infusion in orange [µg/kg/h]. Low sensor
glucose threshold (45 mg/dL) is shown in red. Capillary blood glucose (CBG) measurements are marked in magenta.
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Abstract

Background: National Health Service (NHS) England supports social prescribing in order to address social determinants of
health, which account for approximately 80% of all health outcomes. Nevertheless, data on ongoing social prescribing activities
are lacking. Although NHS England has attempted to overcome this problem by recommending 3 standardized primary care
codes, these codes do not capture the social prescribing activity to a level of granularity that would allow for fair attribution of
outcomes to social prescribing.

Objective: In this study, we explored whether an alternative approach to coding social prescribing activity, specifically through
a social prescribing ontology, can be used to capture the social prescriptions used in primary care in greater detail.

Methods: The social prescribing ontology, implemented according to the Web Ontology Language, was designed to cover
several key concepts encompassing social determinants of health. Readv2 and Clinical Terms Version 3 codes were identified
using the NHS Terms Browser. The Royal College of General Practitioners Research Surveillance Centre, a sentinel network of
over 1000 primary care practices across England covering a population of more than 4,000,000 registered patients, was used for
data analyses for a defined period (ie, January 2011 to December 2019).

Results: In all, 668 codes capturing social prescriptions addressing different social determinants of health were identified for
the social prescribing ontology. For the study period, social prescribing ontology codes were used 5,504,037 times by primary
care practices of the Royal College of General Practitioners Research Surveillance Centre as compared to 29,606 instances of
use of social prescribing codes, including NHS England’s recommended codes.

Conclusions: A social prescribing ontology provides a powerful alternative to the codes currently recommended by NHS
England to capture detailed social prescribing activity in England. The more detailed information thus obtained will allow for
explorations about whether outputs or outcomes of care delivery can be attributed to social prescriptions, which is essential for
demonstrating the overall value that social prescribing can deliver to the NHS and health care systems.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23721)   doi:10.2196/23721
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Introduction

Approximately 80% of health outcomes are linked to social
determinants of health, which include health-related behaviors
as well as socioeconomic and environmental factors [1,2]. Social
prescribing is a relatively recent initiative that has been
developed to address the social determinants of health. National
Health Service (NHS) England defines social prescribing as “a
way of linking patients in primary care with sources of support
within the community to help improve their health and
wellbeing” [3]. Social prescriptions are varied and are mostly
delivered by voluntary, community, and social enterprise
(VCSE) organizations. The activities delivered by VCSEs range
from health (eg, local walking groups), education (eg, dietary
classes), skills development (eg, to facilitate employment),
sports (eg, parkrun), and leisure or art (eg, singing groups)
activities [4].

Despite its promise, a major barrier to the evaluation of social
prescribing is the lack of data on what social prescribing activity
is taking place and the outcomes delivered for people
participating in these activities. This stems from the lack of
information on the prescribed social prescriptions as well as
variation in the quality of data recorded by clinicians [5].

In an attempt to address these gaps, NHS England worked with
commissioners, practitioners, providers, evaluators, and other
stakeholder groups to create a consensus Common Outcomes
Framework (COF) on the outcomes and outputs that should be
measured to demonstrate the impact of social prescribing. NHS
England published the COF in 2019 [3] and recommended the
use of 3 primary care codes to standardize the recording of social
prescribing activity in primary care: “social prescribing offered,”
“social prescribing declined,” and “referral to social prescribing
service,” which are characterized as “finding’,” “situation,” and
”procedure,” respectively, in the Systematized Nomenclature
of Medicine–Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT) concept top-level
hierarchy [6].

A standardization of how social prescriptions are recorded in
primary care is essential to improve data quality so the general
approach advocated by NHS England with the COF is sound.
However, the codes recommended by NHS England have several

limitations, which stem from their very general nature. For
instance, the corresponding equivalent codes for pharmaceutical
prescriptions would be “pharmaceutical prescription offered,”
”pharmaceutical prescription declined,” and ”pharmaceutical
prescription given.” The general nature of these codes means
that they do not capture the actual intervention delivered, which
means that we cannot extrapolate which outcomes could
realistically have been delivered by the social prescription;
therefore, we cannot accurately attribute any outcomes to the
actual social prescription. These limitations imply that if we
only rely on these codes, it would be impossible to know
whether social prescriptions deliver any benefit.

In this study, we explored whether an alternative approach to
coding social prescribing activity can be used to capture more
detail on the actual social prescriptions used. Specifically, we
used well-established ontological approaches, which are used
for modeling the semantics of medical concepts [7], to explore
whether:

• a social prescribing ontology can be created with existing
primary care codes to capture more detail on which social
prescriptions are prescribed by primary care professionals

• the ontological codes are actually used by primary care
professionals in practice

• a social prescribing ontology can serve as a viable
alternative to capture more detailed information on social
prescriptions in England

Methods

The study methods were essentially the same as previously
reported [8] but are discussed briefly below.

Designing and Compiling the Ontology
An ontology is defined as a set of concepts and categories in a
subject area or domain that describes their properties and the
relations between them. The social prescribing ontology covers
several key concepts derived from the “Five Ways to Wellbeing”
model proposed by the New Economics Foundation [9] as well
as Wilkinson and Marmot’s work [2] on social determinants of
health (Figure 1 and Table 1).
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Figure 1. Design of the social prescribing ontology.

Table 1. Social prescribing ontological categories and unique primary codes (N=668) for each category.

Unique primary care codes, nSocial prescribing ontological category

35Addictions support services

10Benefits signposting services

20Bereavement support services

13Dementia support services

11Diabetes management support services

185Dietary support services

2Domestic violence support services

1Education support services

20employment support services

4finance support services

15General lifestyle support services

27General social support services

19Home-based support services

25Housing support services

17Mental health services

21Support services for other conditions

139Parental support services

89Physical activity management services

6Respiratory support services

9Stress reduction support services

The Readv2 and Clinical Terms Version 3 (CTV3) codes that
comprise the social prescribing ontology were identified through
2 NHS Digital resources: (1) the NHS Term Browser, which is
hosted by NHS Digital to provide a means to browse and search
the SNOMED CT UK Edition, and (2) the Readv2 CTV3 to
SNOMED CT Mapping Lookup, which maps SNOMED CT
to the Readv2 and CTV3 terminologies. The social prescribing
ontology has been implemented according to the Web Ontology
Language (OWL) within the Protégé ontology development

environment and hosted on the BioPortal ontology repository
[10].

Data Analysis
We utilized the Royal College of General Practitioners Research
Surveillance Centre (RCGP RSC) sentinel network as previously
described [8]. The RCGP RSC was established in 1967 and
comprises computerized medical record (CMRs) of
pseudonymized data received from over 1000 primary care
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practices across England, covering a population of more than
4,000,000 currently registered patients [11,12].

CMR data in UK primary care centers are captured primarily
within 2 electronic health record (EHR) systems that utilize
Readv2 and CTV3 codes. Both these systems will be
transitioning to SNOMED CT, but the analyses in this study
relied on historical data from 2011 to 2019 so we did not use
SNOMED CT codes in the data extracts. Readv2 and CTV3
codes are used to collate data for primary care, including
diagnoses, processes of care, prescriptions, and results from
laboratory-based data.

We extracted and analyzed coded, pseudonymized data from
the RCGP RSC sentinel network primary care practices from
January 1, 2011, to December 31, 2019. The data extracts
included all instances of use of the codes highlighted in
Supplementary Table S1 (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Ethical Approval
Consent was not required for the RCGP RSC data. Furthermore,
data were not processed for individuals who had active opt-out
codes present (which comprises 2.74% of registered patients as
of March 7, 2019) [13]. The data were pseudonymized and
encrypted before they were uploaded to the Clinical Informatics
Research Group secure server. Personal data was not
identifiable. This study was considered to be an “audit of current
practice” when tested against the Health Research
Authority/Medical Research Council “Is my study research”
tool [14] and, therefore, did not require specific ethical approval.
The RCGP RSC Study Approval Committee approved the use
of data.

Data extractions were conducted in accordance with the Clinical
Informatics and Health Outcomes Research Group’s standard
operating procedures for data extraction, pseudonymization,
and transfer, as described previously [15].

Results

Social Prescribing Ontology
Twenty ontological categories were identified with a total of
668 codes heterogeneously distributed across all ontological
categories, ranging from 185 codes for “Dietary support
services” to only 1 code for “Education support services” (see
Table 1 and Supplementary Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix
1).

Determining the Utilization of Social Prescribing
Ontological Codes
The RCGP RSC dataset was searched from January 01, 2011
to December 31, 2019, to determine the extent to which codes
within the social prescribing ontology were used by RCGP RSC
primary care practices in England. Codes for “social
prescribing,” including the 3 codes recommended in the NHS
England COF, were also investigated (for the full code list, see
Supplementary Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

In all, 29,606 instances of use of “social prescribing” codes
were found during the search period, compared to 5,504,037
instances of use of social prescribing ontology codes by RCGP
RSC primary care practices (Table 2).
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Table 2. Number of instances of use of social prescribing and social prescribing ontology codes within the Royal College of General Practitioners
Research Surveillance Centre from January 01, 2011, to Dec 31, 2019 (N=5,533,643).

Instances of code use recorded during the study period, nCategory

29,606Social prescribing codes

5,504,037Social prescribing ontology code

2,087,171Dietary support services

1,782,267Physical activity management services

769,860Addictions support services

552,677General lifestyle support services

94,766Parental support services

75,321General social support services

73,404Diabetes management support services

22,198Homebased support services

16,212Bereavement support services

9699Respiratory support services

7400Support services for other conditions

4868Mental health services

3710Dementia support services

2169Benefits signposting services

1012Stress reduction support services

743Employment support services

554Housing support services

6Finances support services

0Domestic violence support services

0Education support services

Discussion

In this study, we found that a social prescribing ontology could
be used to provide more details about the type of social
prescription utilized by primary care practices in England. We
identified 668 existing codes within Readv2 and CTV3 code
sets that captured social prescriptions to a greater level of detail
than those captured by the recommended NHS England codes
of “social prescribing offered,” “social prescribing declined,”
and “referral to social prescribing service.” We also found that
the ontology codes were regularly used by primary care
professionals across the nationally representative RCGP RSC
sentinel network with over 5 million instances of use recorded
between January 2011 and December 2019.

Our study demonstrates that primary care professionals have
been regularly using the codes identified within our social
prescribing ontology since 2011. This finding indicates these
professionals were already aware of these codes and were using
nonmedical interventions to address the social needs of patients
through their existing primary care workforce, that is, before
the establishment of link workers. With support from NHS
England and key stakeholders, a social prescribing ontology
could be recommended from a policy perspective, and it could
be used nationally to improve data quality on social prescribing.

Creating a national social prescribing ontology will be an
iterative process that will require engagement with key
stakeholders and consensus building—similar to the process
used to create the COF. This process will also help clarify what
can be truly characterized as a social prescription because some
interventions such as education are not limited to only social
prescribing, and this can ultimately inform the creation of new
codes within SNOMED CT. Furthermore, given that the codes
used for the ontology already exist in primary care code sets,
templates could be created in primary care EHRs to facilitate
access and utilization of these codes to more accurately capture
social prescribing activity while also creating the digital
infrastructure needed to create a social prescribing formulary
[16].

Our study findings demonstrate that a social prescribing
ontology, if appropriately designed, provides a powerful
alternative to the codes currently recommended by NHS England
to capture social prescribing activity. This is because such an
ontology provides more granular information on the actual social
prescription used, which will allow for explorations about
whether outputs or outcomes of care delivery can be attributed
to social prescriptions. These are essential steps for
demonstrating the overall value that social prescribing can
deliver to the NHS and health care systems.
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Abstract

Background: The status of the data-driven management of cancer care as well as the challenges, opportunities, and
recommendations aimed at accelerating the rate of progress in this field are topics of great interest. Two international workshops,
one conducted in June 2019 in Cordoba, Spain, and one in October 2019 in Athens, Greece, were organized by four Horizon
2020 (H2020) European Union (EU)–funded projects: BOUNCE, CATCH ITN, DESIREE, and MyPal. The issues covered
included patient engagement, knowledge and data-driven decision support systems, patient journey, rehabilitation, personalized
diagnosis, trust, assessment of guidelines, and interoperability of information and communication technology (ICT) platforms.
A series of recommendations was provided as the complex landscape of data-driven technical innovation in cancer care was
portrayed.

Objective: This study aims to provide information on the current state of the art of technology and data-driven innovations for
the management of cancer care through the work of four EU H2020–funded projects.

Methods: Two international workshops on ICT in the management of cancer care were held, and several topics were identified
through discussion among the participants. A focus group was formulated after the second workshop, in which the status of
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technological and data-driven cancer management as well as the challenges, opportunities, and recommendations in this area
were collected and analyzed.

Results: Technical and data-driven innovations provide promising tools for the management of cancer care. However, several
challenges must be successfully addressed, such as patient engagement, interoperability of ICT-based systems, knowledge
management, and trust. This paper analyzes these challenges, which can be opportunities for further research and practical
implementation and can provide practical recommendations for future work.

Conclusions: Technology and data-driven innovations are becoming an integral part of cancer care management. In this process,
specific challenges need to be addressed, such as increasing trust and engaging the whole stakeholder ecosystem, to fully benefit
from these innovations.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22034)   doi:10.2196/22034

KEYWORDS

neoplasms; inventions; data-driven science

Introduction

Background
The morbidity and mortality associated with cancer are rapidly
increasing globally because of population growth and aging,
reflecting the changes in the prevalence and distribution of major
risk factors of cancer [1]. These global trends have resulted in
more people living with or beyond cancer. As such, there is a
greater need to improve and optimize cancer care services
throughout diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation, and end-of-life
care. Modern technologies, often enabled by the availability of
big data and advanced analytics, have demonstrated the potential
to enhance the current level of quality of cancer care, for
example by improving information access, informing and
sharing clinical decision making with patients, and facilitating
communication and support for coliving with the illness.

Pioneering research is now being conducted in the field of
cancer care technology, resulting in the development of novel
solutions to a diverse spectrum of problems in this area.
However, the process of evaluating these innovations and their
operation within a real-world context is at a less advanced stage.
The clinical assessment of technology poses many challenges
and is influenced by numerous variables. As a result, there is
an emphasis on the early evaluation of technology by including
key stakeholders throughout the design and development phases
(sometimes referred to as a cocreation process).

Objectives
Evidently, as researchers involved in the creation of novel
technologies for cancer care, we must consider and share both
the innovative concepts being developed as well as how they
are being assessed and accepted in real-world or clinical settings.

To this end, an international workshop was convened to consider
the current status of technological and data-driven innovations
in cancer care, to identify key challenges and opportunities, and
to formulate recommendations aimed at accelerating the rate of
progress in the data-driven management of cancer. The two
workshop instances led to a series of publications. This paper
discusses key topics arising from the workshops and subsequent
discussions among their participants.

Methods

An international expert consensus-building workshop named
Tech4Cancer [2] was held in two instances; the first was held
in June 2019 in Cordoba, Spain, along with the computer-based
medical systems [3] international conference, and the second
was held in October 2019 in Athens, Greece, along with the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
Bioinformatics and Bioengineering [4] international conference.
The workshops attracted significant international participation;
more than 40 participants attended these events, where they
focused on discussing global trends for technological and
data-driven innovations in cancer care.

The workshop was supported by four European Union (EU)
projects, namely BOUNCE, CATCH ITN, DESIREE, and
MyPal, funded by Horizon 2020 (H2020). The BOUNCE project
[5,6] considers clinical, cancer-related biological, lifestyle, and
psychosocial parameters to predict individual resilience
trajectories throughout the cancer continuum. Eventually, the
target is to increase resilience in breast cancer survivors and
help them remain in the workforce and have a better quality of
life. DESIREE [7], on the other hand, aims to provide a
web-based software ecosystem for personalized, collaborative,
and multidisciplinary management of primary breast cancer by
specialized breast units, from diagnosis to therapy and
follow-up.

MyPal [8] aims to foster palliative care for people with cancer
by leveraging patient-reported outcome (PROM) systems
through their adaptation to the personal needs of the person with
cancer and his or her caregivers [9]. In this regard, MyPal
designed two novel eHealth interventions based on electronic
PROMs to offer advanced palliative care services to adult
patients with cancer and children with cancer. MyPal
interventions are delivered via a sophisticated eHealth platform
developed by the project. The interventions and the platform
itself will be assessed through two multicenter clinical studies
(one for the case of adults and one for the case of children),
which will take place throughout Europe. CATCH ITN [10] is
a PhD training network, with academic and industry partners
across Ireland, Spain, and Denmark. Research within CATCH
ITN focuses on the development and use of technology to
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improve the quality of life of individuals living with and beyond
cancer.

The primary deliverable from this workshop was a set of articles
that summarize key issues already published by IEEE. During
the paper presentation, several topics were identified through
discussion among the participants. After the second instance of
the workshop, participants were invited to participate in a focus
group discussing status, challenges, opportunities, and
recommendations in the area of technological and data-driven
cancer management; the outcome is reported in this study.

The writing group met by teleconference, and participants were
asked to propose topics according to their interest and expertise
and to select topics that they could actively contribute to. Several
topics depicting challenges, opportunities, and recommendations
were selected. Subsequently, leaders for each topic were
identified and a structure was proposed. A formal consensus
process was not used; however, the structured and open
discussions did not reveal any fundamental disagreements about
the nature of the topics, although the discussions supported the
refinement and specificity of topics. Once all contributions were
collected, a homogenization and integration process led to a
final draft, where all participants commented and discussed,
leading to the final submitted version.

Results

Patient Engagement and Participatory Design
A fundamental requirement for the effectiveness of any eHealth
intervention, including interventions addressed to patients with
cancer and survivors, is a certain level of engagement by the
patient [11], who is the main beneficiary of the intervention
[12]. The lack of engagement of patients with eHealth
interventions is linked to low motivation and adherence to the
intervention, leading to high dropout rates and eventually
affecting treatment outcomes and effectiveness [13]. The issue
of patient engagement has cast a shadow over the enthusiasm
for the potential of eHealth [14].

Formulating a concrete definition of patient engagement in the
context of eHealth is a challenge by itself [14], as there is a lack
of consensus on what the term engagement entails and because
different fields (eg, computer science, psychology, and
behavioral health) conceptualize it differently. A working
definition comes from the Canadian Institutes for Health
Research in the framework of the Strategy for Patient-Oriented
Research: patient engagement is the meaningful and active
collaboration of the patient in governance, priority setting,
research, and knowledge translation [15]. Some researchers
have defined engagement in terms of the level of activation of
the patient in the management of their own health [16]. Certain
definitions rely on psychological processes related to user
perceptions and experience, whereas others consider engagement
as a purely behavioral construct, synonymous with intervention
usage [17]. Consequently, engagement is often used
interchangeably with adherence, which refers to whether the
intervention is used as intended by its developers [18,19]. This
is the definition of patient engagement that is primarily
considered in the context of this study.

The situation is not significantly better when it comes to the
assessment of patient engagement. The lack of consensus in the
conceptualization of user engagement makes the design of
appropriate universal or even widely applicable assessment
instruments difficult. Instead, most research efforts propose
solutions for assessing user engagement for very specific
purposes, modalities, and contexts pertaining to eHealth
[11,20,21]. Focusing on mobile health (mHealth), a prominent
subfield of eHealth, a recent scoping review analyzed 41 studies
and developed a library of 7 analytic indicators to evaluate
effective engagement with consumer mHealth apps for chronic
conditions, namely the (1) number of measures recorded, (2)
frequency of interactions logged, (3) number of features
accessed, (4) number of log-ins or sessions logged, (5) number
of modules or lessons started or completed, (6) time spent
engaging with the app, and (7) number or content of pages
accessed [22]; this work is of particular relevance to care for
cancer, which currently tends to be considered a chronic disease
[23].

The scientific literature sheds some light on the techniques that
have been employed to achieve, maintain, and improve patient
engagement. According to a psychology study [24], patient
engagement techniques are categorized as follows:

1. Behavioral techniques, such as motivational interviewing,
goal setting, and planning, which are related to patient
actions when managing their health condition.

2. Cognitive techniques, such as question-asking tasks and
psychoeducation sessions, which are related to patient
thoughts and received information concerning their health
condition.

3. Emotional techniques, such as positive psychology exercises
and expressive writing tasks, which are related to
experienced patient feelings and emotions when adjusting
to their new health condition.

Most interventions developed for older adults employ patient
engagement techniques from behavioral and/or cognitive
categories, but not all categories [24]. The latter is also the
conclusion of a systematic review of eHealth for patient
engagement [25]. Moving beyond the psychology-oriented
categorization, other patient engagement techniques, such as
shared decision making and brief negotiated interviewing, have
also been employed; in fact, interventions have been designed
to integrate both techniques for engagement optimization [26].
Personalization has also been adopted in some studies as a
patient engagement technique [16,27].

However, the main barrier in building a critical mass of literature
on patient engagement with eHealth systems is the fact that very
few studies address or report the topic. For instance, a systematic
review on published trials discovered that only 23 of 2777
reviewed trials reported any patient engagement activities [28].
The literature review that was conducted in the framework of
a different study focusing on older patients concluded that
interventions to engage patients are generally scant and often
poorly described [24]. In addition, in a recent systematic and
mapping review on eHealth interventions employing electronic
patient-reported outcomes (ePROs) for palliative cancer care
conducted in the framework of the MyPal project [29], 17 of
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24 eligible ePRO-based palliative care interventions for patients
with cancer did not take patient engagement into account in the
development or evaluation of the proposed digital health
intervention. This may have been one of the reasons for the high
attrition rates reported by the studies. Furthermore, four other
studies recognized—mostly retrospectively—the need for patient
engagement, and some attempted to measure it. Only 3
remaining studies actively attempted to optimize patient
engagement during the design of the eHealth intervention or
system.

Opportunities
In contrast to the other challenges discussed in this work, the
solution to patient engagement may not be rooted in technology
itself but rather related to the way technology is designed. To
this end, there is a growing body of research demonstrating the
value of cocreation and participatory design in the development
of novel digital health services, including services for cancer
care. Participatory design is one of the pillars of the
revolutionary predictive, personalized, preventive, and
participatory (P4) cancer medicine [30,31], and it requires the
active involvement of users in the design or development phase
of an eHealth system. Participatory design can provide a unique
perspective on user acceptability, system usability, and the
feasibility of the overall effort [32]. By involving a
representative sample of a population of patients with cancer
in the design or development of an eHealth system or service,
one can eventually build an innovative solution that is expected
to have good engagement with the target population.

The main barrier is a lack of research culture for considering
the involvement of the end user (ie, in our case, the patient with
cancer) in the design process. Despite this barrier, participatory
design is expected to become the norm in eHealth technology
development in the upcoming years.

Recommendations
The MyPal project (see the Methods section) is an example of
a research effort that has committed to a participatory design
approach, implemented primarily via a series of focus group
discussions on eHealth interventions to be developed with the
participation of all the involved stakeholders (patients as well
as their informal carers and treating health care professionals)
[33].

The use of the participatory approach as early as possible in the
design of innovative technological solutions for patients with
cancer presents a good opportunity to improve patient
engagement [34]. The methodological tools, coming mostly
from the field of qualitative research (eg, semistructured focus
group discussions), are mature enough to support this design
paradigm in eHealth, as these have been extensively validated
in more generic software engineering environments. The
employed participatory design process has driven the
development of the MyPal platform for palliative cancer care
and has provided a series of generalizable guidelines or
recommendations for the successful application of participatory
design processes for patients with cancer engagement, which
are as follows:

1. Participatory design should start as early as possible in the
development lifecycle of an eHealth system or service, and
it should rely on established methodological tools.

2. Representative samples of the intended patient populations
need to be selected for participation in the co-design and
cocreation activities. This is especially important for
heterogeneous patient populations.

3. Participatory design findings should be fused with other
sources of knowledge (eg, a screening of unmet patient
needs from cancer care in the scientific literature).

These recommendations can complement pre-existing published
efforts to deliver more generic guidelines for developing
engaging eHealth technologies. For example, the work presented
in Karekla et al [14] specified 10 recommendations for
researchers and clinicians interested in developing an engaging
eHealth system. These recommendations are organized around
4 dimensions, namely a priori theoretical planning,
human-computer interaction, tailoring and targeting to user
groups, and active assessment of use. The eHealth technology
development framework presented in Gemert-Pijnen et al [35]
can also serve as a source of akin recommendations. Although
the main goal of the framework is to improve eHealth
technology uptake, some of the 6 working principles it
introduces are applicable to the pursuit of patient engagement,
especially the principle advocating for persuasive design
techniques.

Small Data Analytics
Data are fuel for any machine learning (ML) project [36]. It is
well known that deep supervised learning algorithms are
particularly data hungry—not only do they need a lot of data
samples but the data also have to be manually annotated
beforehand. However, big data sets with annotations (labeling,
structuring, etc) are very rare, as proper annotations must be
done by experts, and this is very expensive. Therefore, annotated
data sets are mostly small data. Annotating data in a less costly
manner remains to be a key challenge. A related challenge is
to reduce the dependence of ML on annotation.

ML, especially deep learning, can effectively learn with big
data. However, it cannot effectively learn with small data
because of various issues, for example, overfitting, noise,
outliers, and sampling bias, which can render the learned model
effectively useless. Effective learning with small data is a
challenge.

Opportunities
The annotation problem can be addressed via the use of
annotation tools or services in many ways, such as (1) providing
annotation tools so that annotation can be performed more
effectively and easily, existing tools include Lionbridge artificial
intelligence (AI) [37] and Computer Vision Annotation Tool
[38]; (2) outsourcing the annotation task to an annotation service
provider such as Amazon Mechanical Turk [39]; and (3)
enabling an expert to teach their ML model while building and
annotating their data set. However, none of these approaches
solve the annotation problem scientifically. There are ways to
deal with learning with small data problems, such as data
augmentation, transfer learning, regularization, and visualization.
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However, these methods require skilled people, and their
effectiveness is limited.

Another research question is regarding the procedure to add the
value of ML results under the constraint of the available
knowledge. Moreover, as knowledge and the latest clinical
evidence, such as clinical practice guidelines (CPGs), are usually
in paper-based formats and written in natural language, another
research question arises regarding the procedure to automatically
represent knowledge in a structured and computerized manner.

Recommendations
To solve the annotation problem scientifically, a desirable
approach is to design a new ML algorithm that requires minimal
feedback from human experts. This will only be possible if
domain-specific constraints can be imposed on the learning
process. This will reduce the model space as well as the variance
in learning. Thus, one research question is on the procedure to
reduce model space by domain-specific constraints.

An interesting approach to solve the learning with small data
problem is to use domain knowledge in the learning process or
knowledge-based learning. ML requires data as well as
knowledge (common sense and domain-specific knowledge)
implicitly or explicitly. When there are a lot of data, ML requires
a small amount of knowledge; when there is not much data, ML
requires a large amount of knowledge to reduce the model search
space. Model-based ML can be seen as an example of
knowledge-based learning, where knowledge can be specified
by experts in the form of variables and their dependencies. This
approach has been successfully demonstrated in various case
studies. One weakness, however, is that formalizing knowledge
is not a straightforward task, and it requires capturing experience
from clinicians through inverse engineering and making clinical
statements as explicit as possible for a computerized system. A
desirable approach is a knowledge-based learning algorithm
that (1) can be easily extended by data-driven findings and (2)
uses standardized terminologies to provide interoperability and
eases the updating and maintenance of the latest evidence. For
example, within the DESIREE project, a digital breast cancer
patient was formalized as a knowledge model ontology. The
ontology employed standardized terminologies to identify
univocally all identified clinical terms and procedures, which
included the knowledge reported in standardized guidelines
such as the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN)
[40] or the European Society for Medical Oncology [41]
guidelines in a computerized format, to be provided as
recommendations through a decision support system (DSS) for
multidisciplinary tumor boards during the decision-making
process. Although formalization of knowledge through a model
is almost a mandatory task in the very first steps of technical
developments, it is a very time-consuming and costly task.

Integration and Data Management
The multitude of successful instantiations of digital interventions
has opened exciting new directions for acquiring, delivering,
and sharing data, and has already proven the potential to
leverage cost-effective, patient-centered cancer care applications
[42-44]. Embedding patients into the iterative design process
of digital intervention has been shown to enable developers to

increase the relevance and effectiveness of the intervention [42].
Such treatments should be created with the acknowledgment
of patients’ knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, preferences, and
expectations of therapeutic outcome [45,46]. Thus, systems that
support clinicians would benefit from a redesign that aligns
cancer care more completely with patients’ needs and interests
[47,48]. ML, through its pervasive impact [49], has the potential
to provide a supportive tool for such a redesign task, given the
powerful data understanding, generalization capabilities, and
robustness [50].

Opportunities
Guided by the current state of the art, we identified a set of
opportunities for digital interventions related to patient-centered
cancer care. We have considered the most cited systematic
reviews in the last 3 years (ie, to extract the innovation
opportunities and technological limitations) and older systematic
reviews (ie, studies from 2011 to tackle the initial adoption and
strategies). These opportunities tackle the inherent challenges
that we identified in practice. The first challenge is data
collection and integration. Here, the core opportunity relates to
exploring and exploiting the aggregation of heterogeneous and
distributed data, including personal, professional, and
health-related information [51]. Such systems are typically
deployed as a platform to integrate retrospective, prospective,
and day-to-day care data. However, data interpretation and
translation remain to be an open challenge, whereas there is
also a constant need for standard data formats such as Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine and other standards
applicable to electronic patient record or electronic health record
(EHR) data. To address this, there is a clear opportunity to
interpret patient information for the patient themselves by
translating the clinical findings into an intuitive representation.
This would ensure that the delivery of health information is
done via a user-friendly interface.

When considering clinical data heterogeneity and the specificity
of patient data, data projection is another challenge that is
present in any technological intervention. We delineate a good
opportunity to build individualized clinical recommendations
based on the data interpretation projected in actions upon the
patient. This initiative will be based on the patient’s risk profile
and evidence-based guidelines (see the Extracting Patient
Portraits section).

Finally, with regard to data sparsity, such clinical setups face
the challenge of data completeness and augmentation. In contrast
to clinical trial experience, data completeness improves with
longitudinal care. This approach may be a solution to
minimizing missing data of PROMs in research or clinical care
settings in support of learning health care systems capable of
augmenting the data [52]. To maintain the validity of the
intervention, we believe that there is a good opportunity to
consider and consolidate clinical data with the comprehension
of lived experiences of patients, centered on patients [53].

Recommendations
On the basis of the identified challenges and opportunities, we
established a set of recommendations for the systematic
development of appropriate patient-centered digital interventions
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that ensure usefulness, adoption, and sustainability in cancer
care [54,55]. This process can be extended with learning and
generalization capabilities. ML algorithms excel at such tasks
and constitute invaluable tools for any digital intervention.

Next, we map the challenges that we identified before practical
recommendations. These recommendations can serve as a
reference design for technological interventions when looking
at integration and data management.

When addressing data collection and integration, we recommend
embedding continuous user feedback and iterative prototyping
in the intervention. This can be achieved by exploiting the
multimodal nature of patient data (ie, personal, behavioral,
professional, and health-related). ML techniques (ie, deep
learning and hybrid neural networks) can fuse heterogeneous
data in a common representation (ie, efficiently using very large
data sets containing health care use data, clinical data, and data
from personal devices and many other sources), as demonstrated
by the recent deep learning systems used on multi-omics data
sets to drive precision oncology care [56].

In terms of data interpretation and translation, we recommend
the use of tools to extract and represent the medical substrate
by synthesizing only relevant aspects in a declarative way. ML
techniques (ie, deep learning—recurrent networks with word
embeddings and distributed representations) can handle very
large and sparse data (eg, device data may only be available for
a small subset of individuals) to capture the sequential character
of the data and are suitable for modeling context dependencies
in inputs [57]. Such systems, which incorporate word
embeddings encoding syntactic and polarity information in the
language followed by deep neural network architectures, are
already used to extract and normalize parameters within
oncology care data.

To address the challenges in the area, we recommend the
development of clinical projections (ie, mappings) from
individualized patient recommendations to therapy plans that
embed temporal, procedural, and reasoning processes. ML
techniques, such as temporal hierarchical task networks, can
dynamically generate personalized therapy plans for oncology
patients [58], following a deliberative hierarchical planning
process driven by the procedural knowledge described in
oncology protocols [59]. Such instantiations use mappings to
attach reasoning and procedural knowledge representation as
well as their interpretation in a temporal planning process. The
planning process allows us to obtain temporally annotated
therapy plans that support decisions of oncologists. Moreover,
such an ML technique offers the ability to deal with complex
temporal and resource constraints, typical in cancer care.

Finally, tackling data augmentation, we recommend
incorporating the lived experiences of the patients [60]. ML
techniques, such as contextualized word embeddings, are
suitable for improved text augmentation independent of any
task-specific knowledge or rules and can process structured
questionnaires for patients who, for instance, developed
chemotherapy-induced peripheral neuropathy [61].

Extracting Patient Portraits
Individual biomedical and nonbiomedical patient characteristics
should guide any provided chronic care—digital or not. These
insights are used to develop and validate patient portraits that
can be employed in practice to determine optimal treatment
strategies for subgroups of patients with similar cancer care
needs and preferences. Building a patient portrait is hence an
endeavor that follows a bottom-up approach that includes patient
profiling based on patient phenotype algorithms [62-64];
intelligent patient profiling for the decision support of cancer
treatment by exploiting clinical and genomic data [65];
personalized predictive modeling and risk factor identification
using patient similarity [66]; and individualization beyond
biomedical factors to also include demographic, socioeconomic,
and psychological aspects [67]. To build a complete description
of the multiple dimensions describing each patient, we identified
a series of opportunities that describe all previously reviewed
work.

Opportunities
The series of opportunities we identified target the selection of
relevant heterogeneous and multimodal data correlated with the
diagnosis. To extract the opportunities and frame our
recommendations, we systematically analyzed a series of studies
ranging from genomic data and phenotypes to demographics
and psychological data. This methodology allowed us to capture
the most relevant dimensions for extracting a patient profile.
More precisely, the focus was on exploiting the correlations
among multiple data sources to build a digital patient portrait
consistent along all dimensions.

Such an initiative requires powerful data mining and ML
algorithms, which can provide an efficient and compressed
representation of a patient's digital profile, subsequently guiding
therapeutic schemes.

One challenge identified relates to data relevance. Here, there
is an opportunity to identify relevant genetic, phenotypical,
physiological, lifestyle, and medical data correlated with the
diagnosis. Exploiting such an opportunity can improve a patient's
profile and the overall effect of the intervention, especially in
progression-free survival [68]. Such studies demonstrate the
feasibility of intelligent patient profiling that can select, within
a clinically relevant time frame, a beneficial treatment for
patients with no other treatment options.

Given the data deluge describing each patient, exploring and
exploiting data correlations is another challenge we identified
in the context of extracting a patient’s profile. This challenge
provides a clear opportunity to exploit the correlations among
the multiple identified modalities toward building an individual
or personalized patient digital portrait that consistently captures
all dimensions of the patient’s disease evolution.

Such an exploration unveils another challenge, namely
multimodal data fusion [69], and the opportunity and potential
that fusing extracted knowledge have toward a personalized
therapeutic scheme [70]. Such systems, by combining data
describing complementary perspectives on the same biological
phenomena, can (1) separate correlated from discordant data,
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(2) extract the most informative features, and (3) estimate
disease progression.

The last challenge we identified as being crucial in any effort
to extract a patient’s profile is the possibility of embedding
individualized data (eg, age, gender, ethnicity, health conditions,
and social position) in patient cohorts [71]. Initial efforts were
made to include family history for risk assessment and early
detection of cancer; however, adherence to the study was low
because of the limited technological support. This challenge
brings along the opportunity to determine the population of
interest and use this information in the process of portrayal.

Recommendations
On the basis of the identified opportunities and related
challenges, we established a set of recommendations supporting
a digital intervention design that (1) exploits available data, (2)
extracts underlying correlations, and (3) integrates the multitude
of representations in a structured object guiding therapeutic
interventions in cancer care.

When addressing the challenge of identifying data relevance,
we recommend selecting the data or feature subset that best
characterizes the statistical property of a certain variable (ie, a
certain patient) subject to the constraint that these data or
features are as mutually dissimilar to each other as possible but
as marginally similar to a certain class of patients as possible.
For this task, ML tools such as minimum redundancy feature
selection (ie, Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance)
[72]) can be used to accurately identify the characteristics of
patient features or data and narrow down their relevance. Such
techniques provide an integrative approach to patient-centered
data and demonstrate the potential of feature selection in data
analysis and predictive patient-specific outcomes [73].

To address data correlations, we recommend the use of ML
models, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [74] networks,
which can be used for their ability to effectively model varying
length time series data and capture long-term dependencies and
correlations. From modeling the patient life expectancy from
medical records [75] to complete patient trajectories [76],
modeling the disease trajectory and care processes, assumes
mining electronic medical records that are episodic and irregular
in time. Such models capture long-term temporal dependencies
and are well suited to modeling clinical data because the
evidence of certain conditions may be spread apart over several
hours or days, and important symptoms may present early on
in a patient’s trajectory.

The next challenge identified is the fusion of the available
multimodal data. Our recommendation is to use a data-driven
feature learning class of approaches. Typically, they are based
on deep networks that can directly learn the hidden
characteristics of the data from different sources. As such, we
recommend, for instance, the use of deep neural networks to
extract features from genomic and clinical data [77],
convolutional neural networks to extract features from pathology
images [78], and recurrent neural networks for text and medical
records data [79].

Finally, the last identified challenge is the possibility of
embedding individualization data in the patient profile. We

recommend performing individual cognitive interviews and
focus groups with patients to learn about their relevant needs,
experiences, fears, aspirations, and expectations.

From the ML point of view, a solution for developing
personalized patient embeddings that is capable of processing
such data is a combination of well-proven autoencoder methods
with extensions to some of the metrics to account for data
sparsity and multimodality [80]. Such studies also provide a
methodology describing how these networks can be designed,
built, and applied to tasks of integrative analyses of
heterogeneous cancer data.

A patient portrait that can capture complex relationships in
physiological signals, nonbiomedical data, and personal data
embedding is key to accurately predict the stages of
interventions for different patients and is necessary for
successful personalized therapy.

Learning Patient Disease Trajectory for Personalized
Diagnosis
Cancer is remarkably heterogeneous across individuals. This
heterogeneity makes treatment difficult for caregivers because
they cannot accurately predict how the disease will progress to
guide treatment decisions. Therefore, tools that help to predict
the individualized trajectory of cancer can help improve the
quality of health care [81,82]. Given the assessment of the
current state of the patient (ie, patient profile, physiology,
neuroimaging, blood biomarkers, and physiologic testing) along
with the therapeutic scheme, a digital intervention would use
ML or predictive systems to infer disease evolution or remission
to be able to guide subsequent therapy scheme planning [83].
Such a trajectory can also support the detection of behavior
change in patients [84].

Opportunities
A significant need relates to making disease predictions by
leveraging baseline information and additional time-dependent
clinical markers as they are collected. Such an approach is the
focal challenge of personalized medicine: integrative analysis
of heterogeneous data from an individual’s medical history to
improve cancer care. We identified several key challenges and
associated opportunities linked to this.

The first challenge relates to the fact that markers in clinical
data are irregularly and sparsely sampled. Here, we identified
a valuable opportunity for handling data and choosing specific
latent variable models to summarize and extract information
from the irregularly sampled and sparse data. This should
simultaneously ensure sidestepping the issue of jointly modeling
the data-generating processes [85]. Such systems should build
a temporal representation of care trajectories in the form of a
time-ordered state sequence. Moreover, in addition to the routine
identification of key dates and events in patients’ care
trajectories, such systems should identify initially fragmented
data across numerous sources.

Another challenge identified relates to the learning of a disease
trajectory and is linked to the inherent computational
complexity. Imposed by the clinical setup, we identified an
opportunity to predict the entire disease progression trajectory
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from the observed patient records without many training labels
on the ground-truth stages that a patient acquired, in mechanistic
models of disease progression. A joint approach is prone to
alleviate the inherent variability in prediction.

This challenge opens the stage for the next challenging point,
namely continuous adaptation and updates in the face of disease
progression heterogeneity. In handling such a challenge, there
is a clear opportunity for continuous-time adaptation and updates
to new observations and new data (markers). This provides
novel computational methods for predicting, for instance, disease
phenotype from molecular and genetic profiling [86].

Finally, another challenge we identified refers to the observed
versus latent data artifacts. Addressing such a challenge demands
tools for capturing latent factors in disease expression and not
only observed features as a crucial aspect for patient-tailored
cancer therapies. We further elaborate this in the following
Recommendations section.

Recommendations
In this section, we match the challenges to practical
recommendations in designing digital interventions when
predicting disease trajectories for patients with cancer.

To handle irregularly and sparsely sampled markers in clinical
data, we recommend, from the ML perspective, the use of
discriminative models that condition on marker histories instead
of jointly modeling them. Such an approach will not be sensitive
to miss-specified dependencies across marker types and inherent
irregularities and sparsity. For example, functional data analysis
[87] can be employed for sequences of measurements that are
assumed to be samples from an underlying continuous function.
However, coefficient estimates can have a high variance in time
series.

However, the task of predicting the disease trajectory comes
with its inherent computational complexity. To address this
challenge, we believe that an ideal candidate would be a machine
model that grows linearly in the number of marker types
included in the model. This makes such a task applicable to
cancer prognosis, where many different markers are recorded
over time. Generative models can account for disease trajectory
shapes using components at the population, subpopulation, and
individual levels, which simultaneously allows for heterogeneity
across and within individuals and enables statistical strength to
be shared across observations at different resolutions of the data
[88]. Moreover, such systems can learn accurate and
interpretable structured representations for disease trajectories
by adapting their attention weights that determine the
dependence of future disease states on past medical history.

Independent of the prediction model, the challenge is to
continuously adapt and update in the face of progression
heterogeneity. From the ML point of view, we recommend the
use of a model capable of being applied dynamically in
continuous time and updated as soon as any new data are
available (eg, hidden Markov models). Such approaches can
model the transition of disease stages or states, which implies
that the progression is continuous, and the transition probability
to the future state relies only on the current state and the time
span. Instantiation of such causality-based ML was used to infer

the underlying somatic staging of tumors from next-generation
sequencing data [89].

Moving away from the modeling decision, the last challenge
lies in the observed versus latent data artifacts. We believe that
a powerful tool is an ML model that accounts for latent factors
and covariates influencing disease expression, as standard
regression models rely on observed features alone to explain
variability [90]. For example, LSTM models over physiological
word inputs from health records significantly improve
performance as their representation encodes important
information about what is normal for each physiological value
or is more robust to sparseness in the physiological data.

Technological Interventions in Cancer Rehabilitation
Over the past decades, early diagnosis, new drugs, and more
personalized treatment have led to impressive increases in
survival rates of patients with cancer. However, the most
mitigating side effects of commonly used therapies are a severe
problem in oncology, leading to dose reduction, treatment delay,
or discontinuation [91,92].

Opportunities
With the increasing number of cancer survivors, more attention
is being paid to persistent sequelae of tumor treatment and
supportive measures [93-95] used as adjuncts to mainstream
cancer care to control symptoms and enhance well-being
[96-100]. The broad literature overview allowed us to identify
a series of challenges and the associated opportunities that digital
interventions could offer in supportive care.

The first challenge we identified is the identification of
therapeutic sequelae. This challenge offers the opportunity to
develop interventions capable of assessing what deficits
(sensory, motor, and/or cognitive) a specific patient has as a
consequence of cancer therapy.

The next challenge arises when the intervention needs to
quantify the magnitude of therapy sequelae. Here, we identify
a clear opportunity to measure the level of deficit or dysfunction
induced by the therapy. This is crucial in (1) designing the
follow-up therapy scheme, (2) choosing a rehabilitation strategy,
and (3) determining the therapy trajectory and dosage.

The last challenge we identified is the adaptive parametrization
of rehabilitation. This challenge brings a valuable opportunity
to take steps toward personalized treatment, namely, to
parameterize the rehabilitation scheme according to the specific
deficit type and level to drive rehabilitation.

Recommendations
To cope with patient sensory, motor, and cognitive deficit
variability, it is necessary to perform a precise assessment of
the 3 different dimensions. We believe that the 3 main
challenges we identified as high-potential opportunities for
digital interventions are also good candidates for ML algorithms.
This technology can learn underlying correlations in patient
data and generalize for robust prediction [101]. The mapping
from the challenge to the recommendation is provided in the
remainder of this section.
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When tackling the identification of therapy sequelae, we
recommend exploiting and mining large sets of structured and
unstructured data describing a patient to identify correlations
among various data types and how they map to a certain type
of dysfunction. We propose the use of semisupervised
techniques (eg, transductive support-vector machines [102])
that will only require a limited number of labels to generalize
well.

Moreover, to address the magnitude of the therapy sequelae,
we recommend the use of deep learning models, especially
convolutional neural networks. This is because such networks
are capable of learning relevant feature representation from
unstructured data, such as pathological images or medical
records. This, subsequently, allows deep learning methods to
achieve good results in tasks such as regression, detection, and
segmentation, which underlie the magnitude estimation.

Finally, addressing the challenge of adaptive parametrization
of rehabilitation, we recommend using methods that combine
learning capabilities for regressing arbitrary nonlinear functions
(ie, deep learning—encoding the type of deficit covariance with
the magnitude) and adaptation through guided searches in
parameter spaces (ie, reinforcement learning—finding the best
parameters of the rehabilitation scheme—dosage, type, and
length that best fit the regressed function).

Addressing Current Interoperability Challenges
Patient data needed for the provision of the best treatment are
often scattered across different systems rather than stored in a
single location. Technologies that facilitate care coordination
through interoperability are improving, but a seamless flow of
information from one care setting to another still requires more
progress. Without having a full picture, it is difficult to provide
the best care in an era where cancer is considered to be a chronic
disease, and there is an increased demand for consistent
follow-up in terms of monitoring and early management of
symptoms that indicate that cancer might have returned.

Interoperability is a primary consideration to achieve
communication among applications, medical devices, and health
care providers [103], although the growing demand for
secondary use of clinical and administrative data increases the
pressure to solve relevant challenges [104].

The currently popular use of EHRs has alleviated some of the
barriers in using data from medical records for research,
although fully interoperable electronic medical record systems
are not yet a reality. Several efforts to develop and apply
standards in the collection, extraction, and integration of data
by standardization bodies, governments, the research
community, and industry are in progress [105] with the aim to
establish and adopt clinically relevant, integrated standards
covering the entire oncology sector. Organizations such as
Health Level Seven International [106] and Personal Connected
Health Alliance Continua [107] help to deliver standards-based,
open specifications that can support the flow of data from the
point of capture into EHRs in the same format and coded
content. Cancer-specific apps that exploit platforms and
interoperability standards, such as SMART [108] and Fast

Healthcare Interoperability Resources [109], are emerging
[110-112].

Standards, such as those developed in the United States and
Canada, to guide EHR vendors and public health central cancer
registries in the implementation of standardized electronic
reporting [113-115] can be used with third-party terminologies.

It is a fact that some data resolution may be lost during the
process of mapping EHR fields to a formally described
abstraction layer, which may be alleviated by the use of
knowledge models such as ontologies as a knowledge
background mapper; however, these common interfaces support
queries across EHRs or the extraction of patient data in the same
format to allow the merging of patient sets between numerous
institutions.

Opportunities
Health information technology (IT) brings clinical data and
patient information together and guides oncologists in making
evidence-based care decisions that lead to improved outcomes.
The potential benefits of interoperable interconnected tools and
health systems are particularly important for oncology [116],
as providing cancer-wide care depends on access to accurate
and complete information as well as extensive coordination
among patients, caregivers, and diverse provider groups through
treatment and survivorship. Connecting the EHR has the
potential to support diagnosis assistance for complex patients
[117].

Data must be able to provide a complete look at the patient’s
medical history so that physicians can see what cancer medicines
and treatments did or did not work. Clinicians also need to be
able to avoid recommending the same procedure twice,
prescribing a medicine the patient already tried, or missing
results from a diagnostic test.

The need for consolidation and standardization efforts to create
interoperable solutions [105] and the need for the cancer
informatics community for national initiatives for data
standardization and large-scale multidisciplinary research
collaborations are timely and critical. In addition to supporting
cancer care, cancer-related standards will help improve
surveillance and research. Similar to migration from paper to
electronic records, the shift toward data interoperability between
EHR vendors may require policy changes [118,119].

Recommendations
As already proposed by [120], enabling interoperability among
institutions and individuals that support care delivery across the
cancer continuum is considered essential. Doing so requires
developing, testing, disseminating, and adopting technical
standards for information related to cancer care across the
continuum to optimize the flow of information to serve the
needs of caregivers, patients, and providers. To achieve this,
standard open application programming interface platforms
should be developed and used to facilitate the development of
cancer-related apps.

As mentioned in [121], standards and protocols that aim to
enhance the interoperability of different data sets are a highly
relevant field for policy action. Incentives for the promotion of
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standards for the interoperability of clinical data, such as EHR
or genome experiment data, should be developed, promoted,
and incentivized to allow for the pooling of data, and comparison
of system-level research should be provided for the comparison
of research outcomes.

The open use and sharing of big data, without compromising
patients’ rights to privacy and confidentiality, should be
promoted.

Patient-Clinician Shared Decision-Making Processes
Current clinical care is gradually moving toward
patient-clinician shared decision making, as patient involvement
can provide insights into best health states or outcomes in each
case, apart from establishing a partnership that will help
clinicians understand their patients’ preferences [122]. In a
complex disease, such as cancer, making a clinical decision is
a difficult task because of the trade-off between the level of
treatment benefits and the impact that adverse events or
symptoms could have on the patient’s life. This is especially
crucial in cases where the expected medical outcomes are similar
for different clinical procedures (ie, also referred to as
equipoise), requiring an individualized and personalized health
care process involving the clinician and the patient in a close
interaction for the best decision making [123]. Nevertheless,
actual CPGs still do not include or barely mention the impact
of patient preferences along with clinical evidence.

Opportunities
It is necessary to overcome many barriers to ensure success in
the inclusion of patient preferences during the decision-making
process and to track their impact in the care services provided
[124]. First, patient preferences should be considered as
population knowledge that follows some general trends and not
just as individual one-off cases or subjective and variable
factors. This would allow including them along with the clinical
evidence reported in the studies to identify preference-sensitive
decisions (eg, decisions having lifelong implications or an
uncertain benefit to the patient, unclear or conflicting evidence,
risk of having side effects that negatively affect the patient’s
quality of life) of high levels of uncertainty about the best
clinical procedure to follow [125].

Recommendations
As a complex disease, cancer involves many clinical specialties,
with the need of creating a clear taxonomy (ie, systematic
categorization) for patients’ preferences that will serve as a
standardization over all involved disciplines (eg, analysts,
clinical psychologists). This kind of approach would help in the
harmonization of the different points of view on the
measurement of patients’preferences by labeling and extracting
this information in a processable and understandable way
[126,127]. Finally, with regard to the previous points, building
a methodology to synthesize the current knowledge on
preference trends to be able to describe preference-based
decisions along with clinical-based evidence would have a great
impact on health care performance, as it has been proven that
preferences strongly influence the decision-making process
[128,129].

Assessment of Clinical Evidence-Based
Recommendations, Including PROMs
As presented in the previous sections, the evidence used in
medical practice is based on clinical guidelines, which are often
used as the evidence basis for the clinical DSS (CDSS) [130].
These guidelines are developed by multidisciplinary groups and
are based on a systematic review of the scientific evidence,
and their recommendations are explicitly linked to the
supporting evidence and graded according to the strength of
that evidence [131]. As reported by Harbor et al [131], the levels
of evidence of the recommendations are based on study design
and the methodological quality of individual studies, which is
called the quality of evidence. Therefore, the latest approach
also considers the strength of the recommendations, which is a
trade-off between benefits and harms of a treatment, considering
the quality of evidence [131,132]. Several oncology guidelines,
such as the NCCN CPGs in Oncology [133] applied in
DESIREE, provide quality of evidence measure, and it is up to
the clinician to consider the strength of the recommendation
depending on the specific patient situation. However, the
subjective measures of patients with cancer, such as fatigue
affected by oncological treatments, have not been systematically
considered during the decision-making process. Making this
information available during the decision-making process also
provides other relevant and real-world quality measures to the
treatment recommendation to best support clinicians and patients
in their treatment decisions.

Opportunities
CDSSs provide the opportunity not only to quickly access the
latest available evidence but also to incorporate new sources of
information that can support the decision-making process. At
the same time, the new IT era enables the acquisition of PROMs
using questionnaires or even more sophisticated wearables that
can measure activity, sleep, or other vital signs that can be
translated to patient outcomes. These automatic ubiquitous
technologies increase the knowledge required by patients.
Processing these data and deducing the desired results will be
very helpful. For example, tracking the daily activities of a user
provides estimates of how active a patient is, which can be
correlated with their depression and/or fatigue levels (variables
that are gathered using questionnaires such as the European
Platform for Cancer Research—Quality of Life Questionnaire
with 30 items). Other techniques could also aid the acquisition
of patient outcome information, such as the Ecological
Momentary Assessment tests (short questionnaires that are sent
to the patient frequently to obtain updates on their status). Thus,
the collected data could be used to assess how good the
treatment given was for each patient, not in the scope of a
randomized control trial but in the real-world environment,
without having a specific patient population, but the whole
population.

Recommendations
In this context, in the DESIREE project focusing on primary
breast cancer, new ways of including PROMs to assess guideline
recommendations were explored. The aim of including PROMs
does not conflict with the quality of evidence and strength of
recommendation measurements but provides other quality
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attributes that contribute to the decision-making process,
considering the patient status reported by the patients
themselves.

There are some specifications that should be considered for this
quality assessment, which could be named questionnaire
based–patient-reported outcome measures, and they include (1)
consideration of standard questionnaires for each medical case,
such as the International Consortium for Health Outcomes
Measurement questionnaires [134], (2) definition of specific
protocols to assess the results of the questionnaires, and (3)
determination of how these results should be used during the
decision-making process.

Ambiguity on Clinical Guidelines Used for Clinical
Decision Support
When implementing CPGs, several characteristics must be
considered to ensure both good health care quality levels and
clinicians’ satisfaction. They must assure the validity and
reliability of their clinical content, along with their clinical
applicability in real clinical settings, and must be clear when
defining the procedures to be followed in the current clinical
performance procedures within a health care system [135,136].
Nevertheless, several barriers cause the dissemination of the
guidelines to be tedious and difficult, mainly because of the
ambiguity of the knowledge defined in them. The lack of
awareness and familiarity with the recommendations provided
in the guideline, a lack of agreement due to different clinical
interpretations and simplification of the clinical knowledge
reported in the guidelines, and the lack of outcome expectancy
are some of the reported barriers that cause a lower adherence
of clinicians to guidelines and have an effect on their
implementation, compliance, and adherence in real clinical
settings [137,138].

Opportunities
Actual trends move toward highly interactive computerized
systems focusing on intuitively presenting complex clinical
cases, where clinicians may access and check computerized
clinical data and take away insights from all of this information
in a more natural and intuitive way, alleviating the ambiguities
of the guidelines through a data-driven approach guided by
previous practice [139]. The digital implementation of the CPGs
provides evidence-based decision support (ie,
computer-interpretable guidelines [CIGs]) [140]. To achieve
this, the knowledge available has to be formalized in a manner
that is correct and of good quality, by following a consistent
and adequate methodological workflow of the clinical processes
and objectives, trying to reduce or provide some solutions to
the paper-based guidelines ambiguities [141].

Recommendations
The proposed directions for realizing these needs include the
promotion of standardized clinical terminology that facilitates
the understanding and univocal interpretation of the clinical
data to be analyzed and the clinical knowledge formalized in
the CIGs (eg, the Breast Imaging Reporting and Database
System standard for breast anomalies [142]); to be effective,
clinical guidelines need to be integrated with the care flow and
should provide patient-specific advice when and where needed.

Hence, their formalization as CIGs should make it possible to
develop CIG-based DSSs, which have a better chance of
affecting clinician behavior than narrative guidelines. This will
help in providing optimal personalized guideline-based
recommendations, avoiding ambiguities, and at a reasonable
cost and implementation effort [143].

Up-to-Date Clinical Evidence Guidelines for CDSS
Clinical guidelines are tedious to develop, and it is even more
difficult to interpret and put them into a computer-interpretable
way. This usually requires the close collaboration of knowledge
engineers and medical experts. A closely related and important
issue is the guideline development process or how CPG
development working groups are composed. Usually, these
teams comprise quality auditors or managers who are guided
by their opinions, interests, and experience and intend to
formalize evidence, seeking appropriateness of the provided
recommendations but ignore the iterative and causal reasoning
of clinicians [144]. Depending on the clinical context and
according to the approaches followed for developing,
disseminating, and implementing them in practice, CPGs can
be more or less successful when reporting the latest clinical
evidence [145]. Thus, the rapid advances in clinical practice
have made the task of updating the guidelines used for the CDSS
more challenging. In particular, in oncology, the number of
discoveries is increasing rapidly. As reported by Beatty [146],
drug label information and indications do not always keep up
with meaningful advances in oncology resources. However,
clinicians may be aware of the potential benefits of a particular
therapy. Hence, Beatty [146] reports that continuous vigilance
(in the form of continuing medical education and literature
review) is a survival attribute for medical oncologists.
Consequently, there is also a challenge to update the CIGs and
have up-to-date guideline-based CDSS.

Opportunities
In this context, it is crucial to have tools supporting the easy
updating of CIGs used for CDSS by clinicians themselves or
knowledge engineers who do not necessarily have to understand
the technology and/or the programming language used. Thus,
interfaces that are easy to use and easy to understand are
required for this purpose. This limitation was highlighted in the
DESIREE project; however, this is an issue not only for cancer
care but also for other clinical specialties.

Recommendations
Therefore, we propose an authoring tool for CPG formalization
[147] that should at least fulfill the following requirements: (1)
enable the input of guidelines’ information in an easy and visual
manner, such as the form of rules or flowcharts, and (2) enable
the modification of CIGs previously formalized in the system.
In addition, future work should focus on providing a tool for
detecting modifications in guidelines as well as semiautomate
the formalization of guidelines, using natural language
processing.

Trust and Reliance on Cancer Care
The change in both hardware and software over the past decade
has been remarkable. Equally noteworthy has been the
ever-increasing internet speed and the accompanying growth
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in the demand for connectivity. This growth and development
have increased our ability to take on challenging projects to
improve early diagnosis and improve the quality of cancer care.
However, most discussions relating to health data and associated
analytical tools often emphasize data privacy and security at
the expense of other topics. These talks often overlook the
dynamic nature of both health data and the software used in the
analysis of those data. In addition, the popularity of
internet-based apps and the use of such tools by patients for
self-diagnosis necessitate a call to action. There is a need to
examine the reliability and trustworthiness of health-related
computational tools used in diagnosis and DSS by health care
providers. Here, we will focus on the reliance and reliability of
computational tools with an emphasis on cancer care and
diagnosis.

Opportunities
Reliance and reliability of information in health care are
incredibly important. These attributes are particular when it
comes to genetic information associated with cancer, which is
highly critical in the development of optimal clinical
intervention strategies. With an increasing number of people
falling victims to medical misinformation and propaganda on
the internet [148], advocacy to develop reporting and assessment
standards has been long overdue. The internet undoubtedly
provides patients with countless sources of health information
related to cancer diagnosis and care, some of which represent
the gold standard, whereas other sources remain to be of ill
repute. The internet promotes decentralization and web
democratization of access. Having an open-source or access
model certainly helps to promote this agenda. These models
provide help and are available to many without the control of
smaller powerful broker or agents. However, it challenges the
core process of software development, which includes
specification, design, development, verification, validation, and
management. Although inspection or peer review is the method
of choice to check for static processes and software testing a
true validation and verification method to check the system, the
former fails to check emergent properties such as reliability and
performance.

There is no turning back from this path of dependence on the
tools and information available via the internet. People have a
reasonable expectation of establishing trust and validation of
these tools. Initiatives such as the Secure Socket Layer
certification system, implemented for encrypting sensitive
information sent across the internet or the use of digital badge
to indicate or attest to adhere to an acceptable standard and/or
individual skill competency (seal of approval from prominent
institutions) or the use of the message-digest algorithm 5 (MD5)
hash to ensure data integrity work to build and maintain that
trust. Health IT requires a method to assure the credibility of
the results generated by various computational tools available
on the web. Unfortunately, none of the previously listed
solutions are applicable to health software because of the
dynamic nature of data as well as the software (as many deviate
from the original specifications for which acceptable test and
peer review of the result exist).

Recommendations
Having reliable information alone is not sufficient for people
to construct their foundation of trust. People may have a distrust
on the reliability of official information on certain topics because
of previous unpleasant experiences. One conclusion that can be
drawn from our experience in developing relevant computational
tools over the past decade is the questionable credibility of the
results obtained from such tools. A review of the literature shows
a great deal of volatility in the availability of health IT resources
and shows that providing explanations for software errors is an
acceptable approach. Building on this notion, a certificate that
discloses who is responsible and what tests are done or can be
done to validate or test the trustworthiness of the output,
something along the line of the MD5 checksum, could be
envisioned as an acceptable solution to address this issue. Such
a certificate could include the versions of the data and the
software in a report to help explain the deviation from the
previous version. This could be seen as a reasonable step in the
right direction before the availability of peer-approved
permanent solutions.

Trust in Computer-Aided Diagnosis Systems
An important issue emerging for decision support in medical
diagnosis is the trust that clinicians might have in the outputs
generated by a computer-aided diagnostic system. This is a
highly relevant issue for tissue characterization in general and
image-based tumor classification in particular. Hence, it should
be considered whether the metrics such as accuracy (ACC) and
area under the curve (AUC) correlate well with confidence in
the algorithms used in computer-aided design (CAD) systems.
If the CAD system provides a recommendation with moderate
or low confidence, then a radiologist may deem the
recommendation to be useless, even if the classifier being used
has a high overall value for ACC and/or AUC. However, if the
confidence is much higher, the clinician may deem the
recommendation more useful in supporting their decision
making. Therefore, building CAD systems in which clinicians
have confidence is essential if those CAD systems are to be
adopted and are to play a role in fully exploiting the range of
digital information available for assisting diagnosis.

Recent studies discuss the failure of CAD systems in terms of
a lack of trust by clinicians in the outputs that the CAD systems
generate [149-151]. When designing and evaluating an algorithm
within a CAD system, technical developers tend to report
metrics such as ACC and AUC to demonstrate the performance
of a classification method. However, such metrics do not
measure the degree of confidence in individual recommendations
made by the CAD system. For example, a CAD system may
produce a high AUC value very close to the optimal value of
1, but most of the cases might be classified with low confidence
(as measured by the likelihood or probability value associated
with the recommended class). Indeed, studies have shown that
the use of CAD systems that incorporate inadequate metrics
can be detrimental to diagnosis [152].

Opportunities
Exploratory studies for breast mass classification [153] and
classification of microcalcifications in mammograms [154]
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using data sets taken from the Curated Breast Imaging Subset
of DDSM [155] showed that although most classifiers produce
similar overall ACC and AUC values, their performances differ
significantly in terms of confidence measure. High ACC or
AUC does not provide a full indication of the confidence level
of a CAD system. This aspect of the usability of CAD methods
is a key but overlooked challenge. Most cancer CAD systems
have used ACC and AUC as the main evaluation metrics;
however, the probability outputs of the classifier must also be
considered and harnessed to measure the degree of certainty of
the system in its decision making. Hence, if clinicians are to
have confidence in the support provided by a CAD system, the
classifier that is chosen to be implemented as part of the system
should not necessarily be the one that performs best overall
using the standard metrics. CAD support systems must embody
reliable confidence measures as one of their key elements [156].
It is therefore essential that the domain of trust in CAD systems
should be explored to incorporate trust into the initial classifier
design when such algorithms are to be embedded into a cancer
CAD system.

Recommendations
To fully exploit the range of digital information available for
assisting diagnosis, it is important to identify and implement
specific actions to increase the trust of physicians in cancer
CAD systems and overcome the barriers to adoption of such
systems. Most cancer CAD systems have used ACC and AUC
as the main performance evaluation metrics; however,
confidence measures must also be considered, as the traditionally
used metrics are inadequate for informing clinicians in terms
of the confidence that they might place on the recommendations
provided. Besides, research in the design of classifiers that are
incorporated into CAD systems is essential if future CAD
systems are to be trusted by clinicians and adopted as a valued
and reliable, and indeed routine, element of the cancer diagnosis
process.

Regulatory Roadmap for Validating the Effectiveness
of AI–Based Models for Clinical Decision Making
Data and image analysis algorithms usually require regulatory
approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the
United States and conformity assessment leading to a
Conformité Européenne mark in the EU [157], under the new
Medical Device Regulation. Both EU and US regulations
classify medical devices according to risk classes, and those
that fall under certain risk classes are required to undergo
clinical trials to be marketed [158]. To date, these guidelines
target systems with so called locked algorithms, that is,
algorithms whose functions do not change, rather than adaptive
ones, that is, whose behavior can change over time based on
new data [159]. Adaptive AI–based tools have the potential to
autonomously “adapt and optimize device performance in
real-time to continuously improve healthcare for patients.” The
FDA has already approved several AI- or ML-based software

as a medical device (SaMD), but these have only included
algorithms that are locked before marketing [160].

Opportunities
Regulations that aim to validate AI in a safe and transparent
way must consider doing so without compromising the potential
of AI. Moreover, characteristics of AI that may be seen as risks
such as biases in data, its blackbox nature, and model
degradation, among others, have to be included in the validation
process to better ensure safety and build public trust [161]. The
FDA recently proposed an approach that aimed to “have tailored,
pragmatic, and least burdensome regulatory oversight” while
validating the continued safety, effectiveness, and performance
of SaMDs. The framework recommends (1) establishing clear
expectations of quality systems and good ML practices, for
example, demonstrating analytical and clinical validation, (2)
creating SaMD prespecification sheets and algorithm change
protocols to qualify for a premarket review on the safety and
effectiveness of the AI-based tool, (3) preparing an approach
for AI- or ML-based software modifications (eg, data for
retraining), and (4) implementing mechanisms that support
transparency and real-world performance monitoring.

In the EU, there are no regulatory guidelines that specifically
cover AI in health care. Nevertheless, draft ethics guidelines
have been published by the High-Level Expert Group on AI in
April 2019, proposing 7 key requirements that AI systems
should meet to be realized as trustworthy AI: human agency
and oversight, including fundamental rights; technical robustness
and safety; privacy and data governance; transparency, diversity,
nondiscrimination, and fairness [162,163]; societal and
environmental well-being; and accountability. The guidelines
also propose technical and nontechnical methods to implement
the 7 key requirements and recommend that these should be
continuously evaluated and addressed throughout the AI
system’s life cycle.

Recommendations
The frameworks enumerated above are, however, still being
piloted or discussed. To properly define a regulatory framework
for users, stakeholders and use cases (data flows) should be
identified and defined. New regulatory frameworks should be
built to provide guidance for the validation or qualification of
AI tools within different scenarios and pathways (for nonclinical
or preclinical use or clinical use), taking into consideration the
adaptive nature of AI-based tools. The framework should
consolidate input from scientific experts and health authorities
and should take into consideration published relevant guidelines,
for example, from the High-Level Expert Group on AI, the
Medical Device Coordination Group and relevant implementing
EU legislation, and international regulations (eg, from the FDA).

Table 1 summarizes the various topics discussed, the related
works for each topic, the opportunities, and the
recommendations from the workshops.
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Table 1. Topics, opportunities, and recommendation in cancer care.

RecommendationsOpportunitiesTopic or section (references)

Patient engagement and
participatory design [11-29]

• Participatory design approach early and throughout
the design process

• Involvement of real users
• Identification of user needs

• Focus groups with stakeholder representatives• Unique perspective on user acceptability, usability,
and feasibility • Fuse findings with those from other sources

Small data analytics [36] • Design new machine learning algorithms that needs
minimal feedback from human experts

• Address the annotation problem via appropriate tools
• Enable experts to teach MLa models that automatically

• Use knowledge-based learning that can be extended
by data-driven findings easily and that uses standard-

build and annotate their data sets
• Automatically represent knowledge in a structured

and computerized way ized terminologies to provide interoperability and ease
the updating and maintenance of the latest evidence

Integration and data manage-
ment [42-50]

• Embed continuous user feedback and iterative proto-
typing in the intervention

• Exploiting aggregated, heterogeneous, and distributed
data

• Translating the clinical findings into an intuitive rep-
resentation for the patient

• Usage of tools to extract and represent the medical
substrate by synthesizing only relevant aspects in a
declarative way• Building individualized clinical recommendations

based on the data interpretation projected in actions • Development of clinical projections from individual-
ized patient recommendations to therapy plans thatupon the patient
embed temporal, procedural, and reasoning processes• Data completeness and augmentation

• Incorporation of lived experiences of the patients

Extracting patient’s portrait
[62-67]

• Exploit available data• Exploit correlations among multiple data sources to
extract patient profile • Extract underlying correlations

• Use data mining and machine learning to guide thera-
peutic schemes

• Integrate the multitude of representations in a struc-
tured object guiding therapeutic interventions in cancer

• Identify relevant genetic, phenotypical, physiological,
lifestyle, and medical data correlations with diagnosis

care

• Provide an integrative approach to patient-centered
data and demonstrate the potential of feature selection
in data analysis and predictive patient-specific out-
comes

Learning patient disease tra-
jectory for personalized diag-
nosis [81-84]

• Use of discriminative models that exploit conditions
on marker histories instead of jointly modeling them

• Handling data and choosing specific latent variable
models to summarize and extract information from
the irregularly sampled and sparse data • Focus on machine models which grow linearly in the

number of marker types included in those models• Learning of a disease trajectory is linked to the inher-
ent computational complexity • Use of a model capable of being applied dynamically

in continuous time and updated• Continuous adaptation and update in face of disease
progression heterogeneity • Exploit models that account for latent factors and co-

variates influencing disease expression• Observed versus latent data artifacts

Technological interventions
in cancer rehabilitation
[91-102]

• Perform a precise assessment of patient’s sensory or
motor or cognitive deficit variability

• Cope with patient sensory, motor, and cognitive deficit
variability

• •Identify therapy sequelae Use machine learning algorithms to identify underly-
ing correlations in patient data and generalize for ro-
bust prediction

• Exploit and mine large sets of structured and unstruc-
tured data to identify correlations and map to a certain
type of dysfunction

Addressing current interop-
erability challenges
[103-111,113-115]

• Develop, test, disseminate, and adopt technical stan-
dards for information related to cancer care across the
continuum

• Provide cancer-wide care
• Support diagnosis assistance for complex patients
• Provide a complete look at the patient’s medical his-

tory so physicians can see ineffective treatments • Optimize the flow of information to serve the needs
of caregivers, patients, and providers• Improve surveillance and research

• Develop and use standard, open application program-
ming interfaces

• Promote incentives for the pooling of data and com-
parison of system-level research

• Support open use and sharing of big data, without
compromising patients’ rights to privacy and confiden-
tiality
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RecommendationsOpportunitiesTopic or section (references)

• Create a clear taxonomy (ie, systematic categorization)
for patients’ preferences to serve as a standardization

• Harmonize different points of view to facilitate label-
ing and extraction of information in a processable and
understandable way

• Build a methodology to synthesize knowledge

• Inclusion of patient preferences during the decision
making and tracking of their impact in the provided
care services

• Identification of preference-sensitive decisions

Patient-clinician shared deci-
sion-making processes
[122-129]

• Explore new ways of including PROMs to assess
guideline recommendations

• Exploit PROMs in the decision-making process, con-
sidering patient status reported by the patients them-
selves

• Consider and use existing quality assessment specifi-
cations for PROMs

• Quick access to latest available evidence
• Incorporate new sources of information that can sup-

port the decision-making process
• Increase the knowledge required by patients
• Effectively assess how good the treatment given was

for each patient, not in the scope of a randomized
control trial, but in the real-world environment

Assessment of clinical evi-
dence-based recommenda-

tions, including PROMsb

[130-133]

• Promotion of standardized clinical terminology
• Integration of clinical guidelines with care flow

• Insight from complex clinical cases in a natural and
intuitive way

• Patient-specific advice when and where needed

Ambiguity on clinical
guidelines used for clinical
decision support [135-138]

• Generate tools that enable the input of guideline infor-
mation in an easy and visual manner and enable the
modification of CIGs previously formalized in the
system

• Provide a tool for detecting modifications on guide-
lines

• Semiautomate the formalization of guidelines using
natural language processing

• Create tools that support the easy updating of CIGsd

for clinicians
• Interfaces that are easy to use and understand are re-

quired for this purpose for CIGs

Up-to-date clinical evidence

guidelines for CDSSc

[144-146]

• Provision of a certificate that discloses who is respon-
sible and what tests are done or can be done to validate
or test the trustworthiness of the output

• Include the versions of the data and the software in a
report to help explain the deviation from the previous
version

• Assurance of the credibility of results generated by
various computational tools available on the web

Trust and reliance on cancer
care [148]

• CAD support systems must embody reliable confi-
dence measures as one of their key elements

• Incorporate trust into the initial classifier design when
such algorithms are to be embedded into a cancer
CAD system

• Increase confidence in the support provided by a

CADe system

Trust in computer-aided di-
agnosis systems [149-152]

• Identify and define users, stakeholders, and use cases
(data flows)

• Build regulatory frameworks aiming to provide guid-
ance toward the validation or qualification of AI tools
within different scenarios and pathways

• Consolidate input from scientific experts, health au-
thorities, and published guidelines

• Validation of AI in a safe and transparent way without
compromising the potential of AI

Regulatory roadmap for
validating the effectiveness

of AIf-based models for
clinical decision making
[157-160]

aML: machine learning.
bPROM: patient-reported outcome.
cCDSS: clinical decision support system.
dCIG: computer-interpretable guideline.
eCAD: computer-aided design.
fAI: artificial intelligence.

Discussion

This paper presents the key topics that were discussed as part
of two international workshops on the current status of
technological and data-driven innovations in cancer care. Key
challenges and opportunities have been identified, and several
recommendations have been made to facilitate the acceleration

of progress in the data-driven management of cancer. The
workshops presented the work that was being conducted in four
Horizon 2020 EU–funded projects, namely BOUNCE, CATCH
ITN, DESIREE, and MyPal. These projects provide a rich
landscape of the challenges and opportunities of the current
state of the art of new technologies in cancer care. The authors
have presented these issues and discussed recommendations
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that can be used for further research as well as practical implementation of such tools in cancer.
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Abstract

Background: Use of wearable sensor technology for studying human teamwork behavior is expected to generate a better
understanding of the interprofessional interactions between health care professionals.

Objective: We used wearable sociometric sensor badges to study how intensive care unit (ICU) health care professionals interact
and are socially connected.

Methods: We studied the face-to-face interaction data of 76 healthcare professionals in the ICU at Mie University Hospital
collected over 4 weeks via wearable sensors.

Results: We detail the spatiotemporal distributions of staff members’ inter- and intraprofessional active face-to-face interactions,
thereby generating a comprehensive visualization of who met whom, when, where, and for how long in the ICU. Social network
analysis of these active interactions, concomitant with centrality measurements, revealed that nurses constitute the core members
of the network, while doctors remain in the periphery.

Conclusions: Our social network analysis using the comprehensive ICU interaction data obtained by wearable sensors has
revealed the leading roles played by nurses within the professional communication network.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23184)   doi:10.2196/23184

KEYWORDS

wearable; interprofessional communication; clinician interaction; social network analysis

Introduction

Knowing how people interact in the workplace is an important
basis for understanding how effective collaborative behavior
develops. Social network analysis can be a potentially powerful
tool for systematically assessing the nature of human interactions
in the workplace, thereby elucidating the overall structure of
organizational behavior. This can be depicted as a sociogram,

which visualizes how interactions take place, how people are
connected, how relationships are formed, and how information
is transferred [1]. Social network analysis has been used to study
human interactions in health care settings; however, its utility
in promoting communication and collaboration between health
care professionals remains to be demonstrated [2]. One of the
factors potentially undermining social network analysis in health
care and other relevant settings is the lack of an effective
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technology for objectively and comprehensively acquiring data
[2]. Currently, datasets for social network analysis are usually
acquired manually via questionnaires, observations, and manual
retrieval of electronic medical and administrative records [3,4].
These manual data acquisition methods make it difficult to carry
out objective and comprehensive/continuous measurements of
social network connections among medical staff. The
development of novel enabling technologies designed to address
this problem has long been desired. Such technologies could
improve the quality of social network analysis research by
identifying the targets of interventions vis-à-vis collaborative
behaviors.

Wearable sociometric sensor badges have emerged as a robust
enabling technology to monitor such interactions objectively
and comprehensively [5]. This study used wearable sensors,
which have previously been used in both health care [6] and
corporate [7] settings. They are embedded with 6 infrared data
association transceivers on the front of the badge that detect
interpersonal interactions. These wearable sensors also contain
a built-in acceleration detector, thereby enabling the
measurements of bodily motions associated with verbal
communication. In addition, location information is obtained
by using infrared beacons set at specific locations throughout
the workplace. In this way, the wearable sensors are able to
collect the data on who meets whom, when, where, and for how
long, gathering objective and comprehensive datasets for social
network analysis.

Effective interprofessional interactions are critical to the
complex clinical environments involving multidisciplinary
collaborations typical of intensive care units (ICUs) [8-10]. We
recently performed a feasibility study [6] using wearable
sociometric sensor badges in a health care setting to collect
human behavioral interaction datasets. The design of our
feasibility study involved the monitoring of face-to-face
interactions among 76 health care professionals in the ICU at
a university hospital in a comprehensive and objective manner.
We demonstrated that the wearable sensor badges were able to
objectively capture the temporal dynamics of the interactions
between health care professionals at work. The intensities of
the interactions peaked 3 times per day, exhibiting 8-hour
interval periodic changes, which mirrored the reality of the ICU
(ie, 3 shift changeovers spanning the day, evening, and night
shifts). However, how the health care staff interacted
interprofessionally in the ICU remains to be elucidated. Thus,
building on our previous feasibility study, we carried out social
network analysis to investigate the nature of the interprofessional
interactions conducted in the ICU.

Methods

Participants
This study was approved by the Mie University Human Research
Ethics Committee (approval no. 2978) as previously described
in our feasibility study [6]. Briefly, a clinical investigation
involving 76 ICU health care professionals was carried out in
the ICU at Mie University Hospital. The ICU functions as a
referral center for critical patients with such conditions as
high-degree burns, post–cardiac arrest, septic shock, and other

life-threatening traumas. Staff members working within the
ICU (physicians, nurses, nursing assistants, pharmacists, medical
technicians, desk clerks, and secretaries) were included in the
study. Written consent was obtained from all participants. A
few staff members who preferred not to participate wore mock
badges that tuned off all sensor functions in order to maintain
anonymity. A total of 76 medical professionals participated in
the research project: 15 attending physicians, 39 nurses, 4 senior
residents, 1 resident, 4 nursing assistants, 8 medical technicians,
2 receptionists, 1 pharmacist, and 2 secretaries. All participants
wore the badges on the front of their clothing for 4 weeks during
their working hours, including breaks.

Wearable Sensors and Data Acquisition
Wearable sociometric sensor badges (Business Microscope,
Hitachi, Ltd, Tokyo) were used as previously described in our
feasibility study of the ICU [6] and in another study of the
corporate call center [7]. Briefly, the badges attached to the
participants’ front pockets enable automatic and comprehensive
collection of the datasets required for the social network analysis
of ICU health care professionals. These badges captured the
wearer’s physical movements via a 3-axis micro
electro-mechanical acceleration sensor, which is used to detect
individual activities. The badges also detect interpersonal
interactions via 6 infrared data association transceivers on the
front of the badge, as previously described [7]. Data on who
met whom, when, and for how long can be collected. Location
information is obtained by using infrared beacons set at specific
locations within the ICU. Four infrared data association
transceivers on the front of the beacon, facing at slightly
different angles, create a detection range encompassing 60°
horizontally and 30° vertically. The use of infrared beacons
stationed in the ICU accords a 2-dimensional view of the
location of the participants. With the use of these badges and
the infrared beacons, the researchers were able to measure the
duration and location of face-to-face communication among the
study’s participants. Two individuals were considered to have
“actively communicated” with each other if there was a
face-to-face event between them that exceeded a predefined
threshold (ie, 2 Hz) of more than 1 minute. Active face-to-face
interactions were previously classified as comprising
gesture-aided conversation [6,7,11,12]. To locate the position
of these human interactions within the ICU, a total of 249
infrared beacons were widely placed throughout the ICU as
previously described [6] in 42 functional areas in which
work-related interactions occurred, including 14 beds, a central
nurses’ station, conference room, consultation room, computed
tomography scan control room, 4 examination-and-procedure
rooms, family room, 3 laboratories, nurses’ lounge, physicians’
lounge, 2 physician stations, reception, satellite pharmacy,
shower room, 4 utility rooms, and 5 storage rooms, but
excluding corridors. As the infrared beacon beams, which are
subject to interference by any concrete objects, travel up to 2
meters, multiple beacons were installed in each area to detect
any interactions. Beacons between the nurses’ station, bedsides,
and other areas were far enough apart (ie, >4 m) to prevent any
overlapping measurements.
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Social Network Analysis
Using the datasets acquired by the wearable sensors, social
network analysis was performed as previously described [5,7].
Social network connections are defined as face-to-face
interactions between specific subjects (nodes) and are depicted
as nodes connected with lines. The distances between nodes are
inversely proportional to the total lengths of the face-to-face
interactions between specific subjects. Centrality measurements
were carried out as previously described [13,14].

Results

Spatiotemporal Distribution of the Active Face-to-Face
Interactions
We analyzed a large data set previously collected in our earlier
feasibility study that involved 76 ICU staff, each of whom
worked for 160 hours on average during the 4-week period of
data collection, totaling 729,600 minutes of active,
person-to-person interaction. To determine exactly where the
staff actively interacted with each other in the ICU ward each
day, we mapped the daily-accumulated active interactions to
the floor layout of the ICU during each day (from Days 1 to 30)

(See Multimedia Appendix 1). The majority of the active
interactions occurred in the patient area, in which several active
interaction “hot spots” were identified at patient bedsides and
the central nursing station. Outside of the patient area, hot spots
were also observed in the nurses' lounge, the conference room,
and the staff office (See Multimedia Appendix 2 and Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Profession-Specific Active Communication
Next, we compared the total lengths of daily active
communication per profession. The lengths of active daily
interactions involving either nurses or nursing assistants were
significantly greater than those of other professions (Figure 1).
Nurses most often actively interacted with other nurses, and the
length of their active interactions were greater than all of the
other inter- and intraprofessional active interactions. Nurses
also actively interacted well with many other professions (Figure
1). By contrast, nursing assistants actively interacted with each
other and with nurses to a significant degree, but not with
doctors. Attending physicians actively interacted mostly with
nurses, followed by other attending physicians and residents.
These data suggested the pivotal roles played by nurses and
their interprofessional communication in the ICU.

Figure 1. Pair preferences for active face-to-face interactions among the ICU staff. A heat map representation showing the cumulative lengths of the
active face-to-face interactions (min x person) between specific pairs of professions. The data are displayed via a logarithmic scale that reflects the
length of the interactions multiplied by the number of people. *Not applicable.

Communication Network Analysis
To better understand the roles played by nurses in
interprofessional communication in the ICU, we carried out a
social network analysis. We focused our analysis on
nurse-physician interactions, as nurses actively interacted not
only with each other, but also with physicians (Figure 2).

Moreover, nurses and physicians represent the two major groups
in the ICU medical team [15]. The network connectivity between
ICU staff was determined by the cumulative total lengths of
active face-to-face interactions. By gradually changing the
threshold from 1 to 180 min in order to determine the degree
of connectivity (Figures 2A to 2F), different layers of the
communication network in the ICU emerged. The
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communication network sociograms created using a threshold
of 30 min (Figure 2D) demonstrated the core/periphery network
structure [16], in which nurses were centrally positioned at the
core, whereas physicians and other professions were at the
periphery. The sociograms of the core group members contain

many highly cohesive nodes and support the leadership roles
played by nurses and their communication activity in the ICU,
as previously shown by the social network analysis that mapped
operating rooms [16].

Figure 2. Social network analysis of active face-to-face interactions. Nodes represent individual ICU staff: blue and red, doctors; yellow and orange,
nurses; black, other professions. The top 3 doctors and nurses who actively interacted the most are denoted by red and orange nodes, respectively. The
following threshold values were used to define those links connecting the nodes: (A) 1, (B) 3, (C) 4, (D) 30, (E) 150, and (F) 180 minutes during the
4-week measurement period.

As the connectivity threshold rose to 150 and 180 min, focusing
on highly communicative individuals in the ICU, a few
non-nursing professions emerged at the periphery of the
communication structure, whereas the core group remained a
single cluster consisting of nurses (Figure 2E and Figure 2F).
This suggests that high-volume communication in the ICU
occurs predominantly as intraprofessional interactions among
nurses.

To further substantiate our finding about the roles played by
ICU nurses, we performed centrality measurements of the social

network (Figure 3). We employed multiple centrality
measurements such as the degree of centrality, eigenvector
centrality, and betweenness centrality, in an attempt to identify
the most prominent people in the network from different angles.
By gradually changing the threshold from 1 to 180 min, different
layers of the network in the ICU emerged, thereby demonstrating
that nurses were centrally positioned at the core in all 3 centrality
measurements (Figure 3), which confirmed the prominent roles
of nurses in the communication network in the ICU.
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Figure 3. Centrality measurements of the social network in the active face-to-face interactions between ICU healthcare professionals. Three different
centrality measures (degree of centrality, eigenvector centrality, and betweenness centrality) were used. Nodes represent individual ICU staff: blue and
red, doctors; yellow and orange, nurses; black, other professions. The top 3 doctors and nurses who actively interacted the most are denoted by red and
orange nodes, respectively as shown in Figure 2. Threshold values used to define those links connecting the nodes are 1, 3, 4, 30, 150, and 180 minutes.

Discussion

By utilizing wearable sociometric sensor badges, the present
study visualized the spatiotemporal distributions of the
face-to-face interactions between health care professionals in
the ICU. The social network analysis performed on the datasets
collected by the wearable sensors also visualized the structures
of the interprofessional interactions in the ICU, revealing the
pivotal role played by nurses in the interaction network. The
present study has extended our previous feasibility study of
wearable sensors, which demonstrated not only that the
interaction intensities changed periodically at 8-hour intervals,

thereby reflecting the 3-shift changeover schedule of ICU
workers (day, evening, and night shifts) [6], but also that the
intensities of the interactions positively correlated with patient
severity as measured by the APACHE II scores [6]. Similar
sociometric wearable sensor technologies have been used to
study the interactions between health care professionals, patients,
and caregivers in a general pediatric hospital ward in Italy [17];
interactions between nurses at a surgical ICU at a university
hospital in the US [18]; and interactions between doctors and
nurses in the emergency department at university hospital in
Italy [19]. In this way, the feasibility of the wearable sensors
in monitoring human interactions in health care settings has
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been supported by multiple independent studies including ours
[6].

Social network analysis has been used to study the relationships
between individuals and the structures of teams in hospitals and
other organizations [20]. Previous social network analysis
studies performed in the field of multidisciplinary medical care
have shown the important roles played by nurses. One study on
operating room staffing identified a core/periphery network
structure, in which nurses not only constituted the majority of
the core members, but also led the multidisciplinary operating
teams [16]. Another study on small ICU medical teams
examined the formation of multidisciplinary communication
networks, in which a doctor was at the center of one team
network, while a nurse was at the center of another [21]. Yet
another study on ICUs demonstrated that nurses represent an
important group of influential individuals who create the central
workplace culture [22]. The majority of previous social network
analysis studies [16,20,21] used manual methods, such as
surveys and observations, to collect connectivity data. The
present study, which uses wearable sensors to continuously
collect objective data, has substantiated the findings of previous
social network analysis reports [16,20,21], namely that nurses
play the leading role in such interprofessional communication
networks. This conjuncture has been further corroborated by a
series of centrality measurements of the network, including
degree of centrality to describe the number of connections to a
node; betweenness centrality to evaluate a node’s ability to
connect others to one another; and eigenvector centrality to
assess a node’s importance while simultaneously considering
the importance of its neighboring nodes [13,14].

The nurse-to-physician ratio in ICUs might affect the patterns
of social communication networks as more nurses could lead
to their domination of communications. In the present study,
the nurse-to-physician ratio in our ICU was 2.6, which appears
to be higher than the estimated national average value of
approximately 2 that we calculated from the publicly available
data regarding ICUs in university hospitals in Japan. A previous
study that examined 8 ICUs in university hospitals in France

showed the nurse-to-physician ratio ranging from 1.8 to 5.6
[23]. How the patient-to-nurse and patient-to-physician ratios
affect patient outcomes in ICUs has been well studied [23,24].
It is of continuing interest to study how the different
nurse-to-physician ratios in ICUs facilitate such interprofessional
collaborations, which can impact patient outcome.

Interprofessional communication and interactions are believed
to play the pivotal role in facilitating the multidisciplinary
collaborative work carried out in hospitals [25,26]. Effective
collaborations between health care professionals may improve
health care outcomes [25,26]. However, clinical evidence
supporting the hypothesis that clinical and social interventions
designed to promote interprofessional communication and
collaboration do impact health care outcomes remains scarce
[3]. One systematic review that examined 9 randomized clinical
trials only found weak evidence supporting the claim that health
care outcomes are improved by interventions to facilitate
interprofessional collaborations [3]. It has been suggested that
implementing robust analytic methods to examine human
interactions is necessary if strong evidence in clinical trials is
to be obtained [3]. Social network analysis might offer one such
analytic method for studying the interprofessional interactions
between health care professionals.

Social network analysis helps us better understand and
objectively evaluate the structures of communication networks
in ICUs, identifying targets of intervention that facilitate
interprofessional communication. Some of our social network
analysis results show that a few individuals play key roles in
connecting the core members (nurses) to peripheral non-nursing
professions, thereby acting as communication network hubs
from which the flow of information is centered. By promoting
such leading roles, highly effective interventions for facilitating
wider interprofessional communication and collaboration can
be developed and implemented. Alternatively, social network
analysis could be used to objectively evaluate how interventions
aimed at promoting interprofessional communication might
actually improve these social communication networks.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
The spatial distribution of active face-to-face interactions in the ICU. The daily sum of the lengths of the active interactions
(persons X mins) was mapped to the floor layout of the ICU from days 1 to 30. Both inter- and intraprofessional interactions are
included.
[MOV File , 871 KB - jmir_v22i12e23184_app1.mov ]
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The spatial distribution of active face-to-face interactions involving nurses in the ICU. The daily sum of the lengths of the active
interactions (persons X mins) was mapped to the floor layout of the ICU from days 1 to 30. The nurse-to-nurse and nurse-to-other
profession interactions are both included.
[MOV File , 871 KB - jmir_v22i12e23184_app2.mov ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
The spatial distribution of active face-to-face interactions involving doctors in the ICU. The daily sum of the lengths of the active
interactions (persons X mins) was mapped to the floor layout of the ICU from days 1 to 30. The doctor-to-doctor and doctor-to-other
profession interactions are both included.
[MOV File , 870 KB - jmir_v22i12e23184_app3.mov ]
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Abstract

Background: In recent years, there have been many suggestions to use multimedia as a strategy to fully meet the educational
needs of patients with peripherally inserted central catheters. However, the potential benefits remain unreliable in the literature.

Objective: In this study, we identified the potential benefits of multimedia-based home catheter management education in
patients with peripherally inserted central catheters and discussed the clinical implications.

Methods: We performed systematic searches of the PubMed, Cochrane Library, Embase Ovid, Medline, BioMed Central-cancer
(BMC-cancer), ScienceDirect, and Google Scholar databases without date constraints until November 30, 2019. The methodological
quality of the eligible studies was appraised using the Cochrane risk of bias tool. Narrative synthesis of the study findings was
conducted.

Results: A total of 6 intervention studies met the inclusion criteria, including 3 randomized controlled trials and 3 case-control
studies/quasi-experimental studies. The studies included a total of 355 subjects, including a total of 175 in the multimedia groups
and 180 in the control groups. We identified 4 potential benefits to patients: (1) improved knowledge, (2) increased satisfaction,
(3) reduced incidence of catheter-related complications, and (4) reduced number of cases of delayed care after complications.

Conclusions: The current systematic review highlights the potential benefits of multimedia-based home catheter management
education for patients with peripherally inserted central catheters.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e17899)   doi:10.2196/17899
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home catheter management; multimedia-based education; peripherally inserted central catheter
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Introduction

Background
With the innovation of vascular access, the application of
peripherally inserted central catheters is transforming care for
patients treated with long-term infusion therapy in home care
[1-3]. A peripherally inserted central catheter is a vascular access
device that is inserted into the superficial or deep veins of the
upper or lower extremities and advances the distal third of the
superior vena cava or the proximal third of the inferior vena
cava [1,2]. These catheters are often used in cancer patients,
especially those requiring long-term infusion therapy [2].
Compared to the use of central venous catheters, infusion of
vesicant/irritants and hypertonic solutions using peripherally
inserted central catheters is safer, less costly, and more reliable
[1]. During treatment, patients can live at home with a catheter
for weeks to months [4,5].

Previous studies have shown that home catheter management
education before catheterization plays an important role not
only in preventing catheter-related complications, but also in
improving catheter retention [6-9]. In order to maximize the
clinical benefits of peripherally inserted central catheter services,
home catheter management education is provided to each patient
prior to catheterization. The information provided includes how
to flush the catheter, when to change the dressing, when to clean
the catheter, how to identify signs and symptoms of
catheter-related complications, how to identify high-risk
behaviors, and how to check if the catheter is inserted correctly
[10,11]. However, the main challenge remaining is the lack of
educational approaches that could effectively meet the
educational needs of patients. The traditional didactic approach,
commonly used in clinical settings around the world, is
considered ineffective [1,3,12-16]. Patients complain that they
get too little or too much information, which can be unhelpful,
scary, technical, and hard to understand [12-14,16,17]. Patients
whose educational needs are not met can become distressed,
dissatisfied with the care provided, and have a diminished
quality of life [18-22]. Sometimes they demand the catheter to
be removed immediately after insertion [15]. In addition, other
studies have found an increased incidence of catheter-related
complications, including infection, catheter obstruction,
thrombosis, and catheter displacement [23]. These hurdles stress
the need for a new approach to effectively meet the educational
needs of patients.

Technological innovation is not lagging in responding to the
education challenges of patients, especially patients with
peripherally inserted central catheters [3,6,9,10,23]. Patients
benefit from the adaptability of technology and can use it to
start, stop, and resume learning at their own pace. In recent
years, some centers have experimented with technological
innovations in the form of multimedia (eg, text, audio, images,
animation, video, and voiceover interactive PowerPoint) to
educate patients [9-11,24]. However, the potential benefits of
multimedia-based education remain unclear. To our
understanding, the existing literature is conflicting, which can
confuse clinicians when choosing effective approaches to meet
patients' educational needs [9-11,25]. Moreover, during our

literature search, we found no systematic review or
meta-analysis study that could synthesize the existing evidence.

Objective
The main objective of this review was to determine the potential
benefits of multimedia-based home catheter management
education in patients with peripherally inserted central catheters
and to discuss the clinical implications.

Methods

Design
The review was conducted in accordance with the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses
(PRISMA) guidelines [26]. A detailed protocol for the study
was formulated prior to data collection.

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
The search strategy was conducted using MeSH key terms and
their respective original words. We searched for the following:
“Patient Education as Topic“ [Majr] OR “Patient Education”
OR “Health Education” [Majr] OR “Health Education” AND
“Catheterization, Peripheral” [Majr] OR “Peripherally Inserted
Central Catheter” OR “PICC”. Electronic databases such as
PubMed, Cochrane Library, Embase Ovid, Medline, BioMed
Central-cancer (BMC-cancer), ScienceDirect, and Google
Scholar were searched without date constraints until November
30, 2019. The review was limited to published articles written
in English. Additional sources were identified by hand-searching
reference lists of relevant study using Google search. Two
independent researchers conducted the search in accordance
with the set criteria.

Studies were included based on the following set of inclusion
criteria: (1) an interventional study with two or more
comparative groups; (2) involved subjects who had been
prescribed or had already been installed with a peripherally
inserted central catheter; (3) the educational approaches
(interventions) employed were either didactic sessions (orally
presented) as a standard (control) or were supplemented with
multimedia (text, audio, image, animation, video, or voiceover
interactive PowerPoint) for the test group; (4) the study reported
one or more outcomes. Studies were excluded if (1) they
included subjects aged <18 years (children); (2) they had unclear
educational interventions; (3) subjects received interventions
of a similar kind prior the study or different interventions during
the follow-up period; or (4) they included critically ill patients
(See Multimedia Appendix 1: PubMed search results summary).

Quality Appraisal
We used the Cochrane risk assessment tool [27] to assess the
risk of bias in randomized controlled trials and the ROBIN-1
tool [28] to assess the risk of bias in nonrandomized studies. In
randomized controlled trials, the risk of bias was judged to be
low risk, high risk, or unclear risk in each of these 6 aspects:
(1) random sequence generation (selection bias), (2) allocation
concealment (selection bias), (3) blinding of participants and
personnel (performance bias), (4) blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias), (5) risk of attrition and reporting
bias, and (6) any other sources of bias. In the nonrandomized
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studies, the risk of bias in each study was judged to be low risk,
moderate risk, serious risk, critical risk, or no information in
each of these seven aspects: (1) bias due to confounding, (2)
bias in selection of participants into the study, (3) bias in
classification of interventions, (4) bias due to deviations from
intended interventions, (5) bias due to missing data, (6) bias in
measurement of outcomes, and (7) bias in selection of the
reported results. Two independent evaluators assessed the
methodological quality of each study. If their results were in
conflict, a third evaluator was included. The strength of evidence
per outcome was rated using the Grading of Recommendations
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) software
[29].

Data Abstraction and Synthesis
Data were extracted by 2 independent data collectors following
a discussion of any conflicting results. Information pertaining
to author name(s), year, country, study aim/outcomes, design,
intervention type, sample size, and key findings in each study
were extracted. Methodological quality of the included studies

was uneven, which limited the meta-analysis. We chose to report
the findings across the studies using a narrative synthesis format.

Results

Search Results
A search produced 2923 studies: PubMed (222), Cochrane
Library (10), Embase Ovid (23), Medline (10), BMC-Cancer
(1), ScienceDirect (281), and Google Scholar (2374). The other
2 studies come from the Google search engine. After removing
duplicates and screening, 9 studies were considered potentially
eligible [6-11,24,25,30]. After further evaluation, 6 studies met
our inclusion criteria [8-11,24,25]. Two studies were excluded
because of unclear educational interventions [6,7], and the other
because of unrelated design [30].Three studies came from the
United States [9,10,25], 1 from Canada [24], 1 from France [8],
and 1 from Italy [11]. In addition, 3 studies were randomized
controlled tr ials  [9,11,24],  and 3 were
quasi-experimental/case-control studies [8,10,25]. Figure 1
shows the PRISMA flow chart for screening and selecting
studies.

Figure 1. PRISMA flow chart for screening and selecting studies.

Study Characteristics
The main characteristics of the 6 eligible studies are shown in
Table 1. These studies included a total of 355 subjects, including
175 (49%) in the multimedia-based education group. The
number of subjects in each study ranged from 11 [10] to 130
[25]. Follow-up for each study ranged from 1 day to 10 months.
Different studies use different multimedia formats. Of the 6
studies, 4 used multimedia in the form of video [10,11,24,25],
1 used voiceover interactive PowerPoint [9], and 1 used pictures
[8]. Eligible studies reported various outcomes, including patient
understanding [24], patient comprehension [8], patient
knowledge [9,11,25], patient satisfaction [8,10,24,25],

catheter-related complications [8-10], and seeking medical care
after complications occurred [8,9]. For the purposes of the
current review, the terms “patient understanding,” “patient
knowledge,” and “patient understanding” are merged into
“patient knowledge.” Of the 5 studies that reported on patient
knowledge, 4 used questionnaires [9,11,24,25], and 1 used the
repeat-back method [8]. In the studies, patient satisfaction was
evaluated by either questionnaire [10,24], the Likert-scale [8,25],
or observation [11]. Catheter-related complications and seeking
medical care after complications occurred were assessed by
counting the number of cases of complications and the number
of calls to health care providers/the number cases of delayed
medical care after complications occurred.
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Table 1. Eligible study characteristics.

InterventionsSample size, n (con-
trol sample size)

DesignOutcome(s)Authors, country

OPa plus cartoon and card game
versus OP alone (control)

30 (17)Prospective case-controlComprehension, satisfaction,
occurrence of adverse events,
and seeking medical care after
adverse events

Veyrier et al [8], France

OP plus video presentation ver-
sus OP alone (control)

40 (27)Randomized controlled trialKnowledgeFusco et al [11], Italy

OP plus VOIPPb versus OP alone
(control)

51 (27)Randomized controlled trialKnowledge, catheter-related
complications, and seeking
medical care

Emery et al [9], USA

OP plus video presentation ver-
sus OP alone (control)

93 (44)Randomized controlled trialUnderstanding and satisfactionBowers et al [24], Canada

OP plus video presentation ver-
sus OP alone (control)

11 (national data)Quasi-experimental studySatisfaction and catheter-relat-
ed complications

Petroulias [10], USA

OP plus multimedia patient deci-
sion aids versus OP alone (con-
trol)

130 (65)Quasi-experimental studyKnowledge recall, retention,
satisfaction with the consent
process, and multimedia patient
decision aids

Sowan et al [25], USA

aOP: oral presentation.
bVOIPP: voiceover interactive PowerPoint.

Methodological Quality of Eligible Studies

Randomized Controlled Trials
Of the 3 randomized controlled trials, the risk of random
sequence generation (selection bias) was considered low in 2
studies [11,24] and unclear in 1 [9]. Only 1 study [24] involved
allocation concealment (selection bias). The risk of bias due to

the blinding of participants and personnel (performance bias)
was unknown for all of the studies. Blinding of outcome
assessment (detection bias) was considered high-risk in 2 studies
[9,11] and unclear in 1 study [24]. All studies had a low risk of
attrition and reporting bias. The other sources of bias were also
considered low-risk in all studies. Table 2 shows risk of bias
summary for randomized controlled trials.

Table 2. Risk of bias summary for randomized controlled trials.

Other biasSelective report-
ing (reporting
bias)

Incomplete out-
come data (attri-
tion bias)

Blinding of out-
come assess-
ment (detection
bias)

Blinding of par-
ticipants and
personnel (per-
formance bias)

Allocation con-
cealment (selec-
tion bias)

Random se-
quence genera-
tion (selection
bias)

Author

✓✓✓✓Bowers et al [24]

✓✓×Emery et al [9]

✓✓×✓Fusco et al [11]

Nonrandomized Controlled Trials
Of the nonrandomized studies, 2 of the 3 [8,10] were identified
as having serious confounding-bias, and 1 as having moderate
confounding bias [25]. Two of the studies [8,25] had a moderate
selection bias risk, and 1 [10] had a critical risk of bias. In 2
studies [8,10], the risk of bias in the intervention classification
was considered moderate, while in the other study [25] it was

considered low. The risk of bias due to missing data was
considered low in 2 studies [10,25] and critical in the third study
[8]. The risk of bias in outcome measures was considered low
in 2 studies [10,25] and critical in the other. In addition, bias in
selection of the reported results was considered low risk in all
3 studies. The overall risk of bias was considered critical in 2
studies [8,10] and moderate in the other study [25]. Table 3
shows risk of bias summary for nonrandomized controlled trials.

Table 3. Risk of bias summary for nonrandomized controlled trials.

Overall resultsBias in selec-
tion of the re-
ported results

Bias in measure-
ment of outcome

Bias due to
missing data

Bias in classifi-
cation of inter-
vention

Bias in selec-
tion of partici-
pant

Bias due to con-
founding

Authors

CriticalLowLowlowModerateCriticalSeriousPetroulias [10]

CriticalLowModerateCriticalModerateModerateSeriousVeyrier et al [8]

moderateLowLowLowLowModerateModerateSowan et al [25]
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Synthesis

Overview
After a comprehensive narrative synthesis of the eligible key
findings, 4 key aspects were identified as potential benefits of
multimedia-based home catheter management education for
patients with peripherally inserted central catheters. Key aspects
identified include (1) knowledge improvement; (2) satisfaction
with the information and services provided; (3) incidence of
catheter-related complications; and (4) improved seeking of
medical care after complications occur. The strength of evidence
for each principal outcome was also measured (see Multimedia
Appendix 2: Principal findings summary and evidence strength
of each outcome).

Patient Knowledge Improvement
Five studies evaluated the knowledge of patients after
intervention [8,9,11,24,25]. However, due to the different
assessment tools and educational contents across studies,
meta-analysis could not be conducted. Emery and colleagues
[9] used a self-administered questionnaire containing 6 items.
Items included (1) proper length of time to clean the end
connector, (2) proper length of time to wash hands before
initiating parenteral nutrition procedure, (3) preferred solution

to clean work surfaces, (4) the first step to take when a crack
or hole is found in a catheter, (5) steps that do not require
notification of the Home Parenteral Nutrition service, and (6)
important steps in preventing accidental removal of the catheter.
Bowers and colleagues [24] used a self-administered
questionnaire containing 5 true or false questions based on a
particular procedure as well as the nature, risks, benefits, and
procedures of catheter installation. Fusco [11] and colleagues
used a self-administered questionnaire consisted of a series of
questions, including closed, dichotomous, multiple choice, and
open questions[11]. Veyrier and colleagues [8] used a
repeat-back technique to assess how well patients understood
what they had learned in previous discussions. Sowan and
colleagues [25] used a structured questionnaire with 19 multiple
choice and true or false questions covering the procedure
indications, benefits, contraindications, insertion site,
complications, and patient and health care team roles in the care
and safety of a peripherally inserted central catheter. Despite
differences in research methods, patient knowledge improved
in all studies regardless of the educational intervention.
Nevertheless, the improvement of knowledge in the multimedia
groups was better than that in the control groups [8,11,24,25].
Table 4 summarizes the effects of multimedia-based education
on patient knowledge improvement.

Table 4. Effect of multimedia-based education on patient knowledge improvement.

Narrative summary of resultsAssessment toolFollow-up
(days)

InterventionsDesignAuthor, country

The overall adverse events comprehension
score of the test group was higher than that
of the control group.

Repeat-back1-2OPa plus cartoon
and card game ver-
sus OP alone (con-
trol)

Prospective case-
control

Veyrier et al [8],
France

Compared with the OP group, the overall
peripherally inserted central catheter man-
agement knowledge score of the test group
improved more.

Questionnaire1OP plus video pre-
sentation versus OP
alone (control)

Randomized con-
trolled trial

Fusco et al [11],
Italy

Catheter care knowledge scores increased
in similar ways in each group immediately
after the intervention and 7-10 days after
the intervention.

Questionnaire1-10OP plus VOIPPb

versus OP alone
(control)

Randomized con-
trolled trial

Emery et al [9],

USA

The test group was significantly better than
the control group in peripherally inserted
central catheter insertion procedure compre-
hension score.

Questionnaire1OP plus video pre-
sentation versus OP
alone (control)

Randomized con-
trolled trial

Bowers et al [24],
Canada

Compared with the control group, the mul-
timedia group scored 2 points higher in
knowledge recall and retention with the
consent process.

Questionnaire1-2OP plus multimedia
patient decision aids
versus OP alone
(control)

Quasi-experimental
study

Sowan et al [25],

USA

aOP: oral presentation.
bVOIPP: voiceover interactive PowerPoint.

Patient Satisfaction With the Information and Services
Provided
Four studies assessed patient satisfaction with the information
and services provided [8,10,24,25], but meta-analysis was not
possible due to the use of different tools for evaluation. Veyrier
and colleagues [8] used a 4-point Likert-type scale that ranged
from 4 (very satisfied) to 1 (dissatisfied). Sowan and colleagues

[25] used a 5-point Likert-type scale that ranged from 5 (very
satisfied) to 1 (very unsatisfied). Both Petroulias [10] and
Bowers and colleagues [24] used anecdotes and questionnaires
to assess patient satisfaction with the information provided,
respectively. The results of all studies indicated that patients
were satisfied or very satisfied with the information and
multimedia devices. However, some patients in the multimedia
group showed increased anxiety, especially those with a history
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of complications [8]. Table 5 summarizes effect of multimedia-based education on patient satisfaction.

Table 5. Effect of multimedia-based education on patient satisfaction improvement.

Results summaryAssessment toolFollow-up
(days)

InterventionsDesignAuthor, country

Patients in the test group were satisfied or
very satisfied with the intervention and the
quality of the documents provided.

Likert-scale1-2OPa plus cartoon
and card game ver-
sus OP alone (con-
trol)

Prospective case-
control

Veyrier et al [8],
France

The overall satisfaction of patients in the
test group was significantly higher than that
in the control group.

Questionnaire1OP plus video pre-
sentation versus OP
alone (control)

Quasi-experimental
study

Bowers et al [24],
Canada

Overall satisfaction with learning how to
maintain the peripherally inserted central
catheter at home improved after the video
presentation.

Questionnaire42OP plus video pre-
sentation versus OP
alone (national data)

Quasi-experimental
study

Petroulias [10], USA

Overall patient satisfaction scores improved
in a similar way between groups.

Questionnaire1-2OP plus multimedia
patient decision aids
versus OP alone
(control)

Quasi-experimental
study

Sowan et al [25],
USA

aOP: oral presentation.

Incidence of Catheter-Related Complications
Three studies assessed the incidence of catheter-related
complications [8-10], but meta-analysis was not possible due
to the different study designs used. There was a randomized
controlled trial [9], a case-control study [8] and a
quasi-experimental study [10]. In addition, the follow-up period
varied across studies (42 days [10], 90 days [9], 10 months [8]).

However, in all the studies, the incidence of catheter-related
complications was slightly lower in the multimedia group than
in the control group. The common complications observed in
the multimedia group were infection, thrombosis, and
displacement. Table 6 summarizes the effect of
multimedia-based education on incidence of catheter-related
complications.

Table 6. Effect of multimedia-based education on incidence of catheter-related complications.

Results summaryAssessment toolFollow-up
(days)

InterventionsDesignAuthor, country

The risk of adverse events in the multimedia
group was 38.5% lower than that in the
control group.

Medical records305OPa plus cartoon
and card game ver-
sus OP alone (con-
trol)

Prospective case-
control

Veyrier et al [8],

France

All-cause readmissions in the VOIPP group
was 14.4% lower than that in control group.
The incidence of catheter-related blood
stream infections in the VOIPP group was
10.6% lower than that in control group.

Questionnaire90OP plus VOIPPb

versus OP alone
(control)

Randomized con-
trolled trial

Emery et al [9],

USA

The incidence of catheter occlusion was 0%
in the video group and 14%-36% nationally
(national data).

Medical records42OP plus video pre-
sentation versus OP
alone (national data)

Quasi-experimental
study

Petroulias [10],

USA

aOP: oral presentation.
bVOIPP: voiceover interactive PowerPoint.

Seeking Medical Care After the Occurrence of
Complications
Two studies evaluated the effect of intervention on seeking
medical care after the occurrence of complications [8,9], but
meta-analysis was not possible due to different reporting
methods. Emery and colleagues [9] used the number of calls
received by health care providers, while Veyrier and colleagues
[8] used the number of delayed visits after complications
occurred. Communication between patients and medical staff

in the multimedia group was improved, and there were fewer
cases of delayed treatment after complications. The number of
calls to health care providers in the multimedia group increased
significantly compared to the control group. Patients in the
multimedia group were more likely than those in the control
group to report or seek clarification from their healthcare
provider if problems arose [9]. Likewise, the number of cases
of delayed medical treatment after complications decreased
significantly in the multimedia group compared with the control
group [8]. Table 7 summarizes the effect of multimedia-based
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education on seeking medical care after the occurrence of complications.

Table 7. Effect of multimedia-based education on seeking medical care after the occurrence of complications.

Results summaryAssessment toolFollow-up
(days)

InterventionsDesignAuthor, country

Risk of delay to sick medical care after ad-
verse event occur was lower in the test
group compared to the control group (0%
versus 100%).

Medical records305OPa plus cartoon
and card game ver-
sus OP alone (con-
trol)

Prospective case-
control

Veyrier et al [8],
France

Patients in the test group were more likely
than those in the control group to report or
seek clarification from their healthcare
provider if problems arose.

Medical records90OP plus VOIPPb

versus OP alone
(control)

Randomized con-
trolled trial

Emery et al [9],

USA

aOP: oral presentation.
bVOIPP: voiceover interactive PowerPoint.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In recent years, there have been many suggestions to provide
multimedia-based home catheter management education for
patients with peripherally inserted central catheters [9,11,24].Our
study determined the potential benefits of multimedia-based
home catheter management education for patients with
peripherally inserted central catheters and discusses the clinical
implications. We identified 4 major potential benefits for
patients: (1) improved knowledge, (2) increased satisfaction,
(3) reduced incidence of catheter-related complications, and (4)
reduced number of cases of delayed medical care after
complications. The generalizability of the findings is limited
due to the low methodological quality, small number of studies,
and the use of multiple forms of multimedia across studies.

Multimedia-based education approach can improve home
catheter management knowledge of patients living with
peripherally inserted central catheter. In this review, 4 out of 5
studies reported that multimedia-based education had a
beneficial impact on patients by improving their knowledge of
peripherally inserted central catheter management [8,11,24,25].
Bowers and colleagues [24] found that patients in the multimedia
presentation group scored significantly better on comprehension
than those in the control group. Fusco and colleagues [11] found
that the overall knowledge score of the video supplement group
was significantly higher than that of the interview group or the
interview plus brochure group. Veyrier and colleagues [8] found
that patients' comprehension improved significantly when they
were given two pharmaceutical consultations using cartoons
and a card game demonstration, compared with a control group.
Furthermore, Sowan and colleagues [25] found that patients in
the multimedia patient decision aids group had higher levels of
knowledge recall and retention than patients in the control group
who were given information orally. This is likely because
traditional peripherally inserted central catheter management
education relies on patients passively acquiring knowledge
through didactic sessions and instructional manuals, whereas
most patients actively request to learn at their own pace and
view pictures related to the information presented. Patients,
especially those diagnosed with cancer, are often intellectually
challenged by the diagnosis of the disease and pay little attention

to the verbal information provided by medical staff. Therefore,
adopting flexible learning approaches, such as multimedia-based
education, can help patients to resume learning more frequently
when they are in a good mood. However, Emery and colleagues
[9] found no statistically significant difference in overall
knowledge scores between the voiceover interactive PowerPoint
supplement group and the control group immediately after the
intervention or 7 to 10 days later. The variability of the results
of later studies may be due to the mix of educational content
without considering the impact on the outcome of the
intervention. In the study by Emery and colleagues, participants
were given information about the tunneled catheter and
peripherally inserted central catheter, but the authors did not
explain how this confounding factor was considered in the
questionnaire and data analysis [9].

Multimedia-based education can improve patients' satisfaction
with information and services provided. In the current review,
4 studies evaluated patient satisfaction with information and
services provided [8,10,24,25], but meta-analysis was excluded
due to the use of different assessment tools. Nevertheless, all
studies showed that patients were satisfied with the peripherally
inserted central catheter information and services. Bowers and
colleagues [24] found that satisfaction with peripherally inserted
central catheter information and services during the informed
consent process was significantly higher in the multimedia
presentation group than in the control group. Similarly, patients
in the multimedia groups were more satisfied with peripherally
inserted central catheter information and devices [8,10,25].
These improvements may be related to multimedia technology,
which allows patients to access more dynamic and easily
understood information at their fingertips, rather than the
traditional didactically taught approach, which requires patients
to see a health care provider. However, continued access to
some information about peripherally inserted central catheter,
such as images depicting the location of the catheter in the heart,
has been reported to increase anxiety, especially in patients with
a history of complications [8]. The results further emphasize
the need to customize peripherally inserted central catheter
management information based on patient preferences and
needs, which is of great value in improving patient satisfaction
with the information and services provided.
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Multimedia-based education can moderately reduce the
incidence of catheter-related complications. Three studies
evaluated the effect of multimedia-based education on
catheter-related complications [8-10], but meta-analysis was
not possible due to different study designs. All studies reported
a slight decrease in catheter-related complications incidence in
the multimedia-based peripherally inserted central catheter
management education group compared to the control group.
This may be because in order for patients to be able to make
decisions for the peripherally inserted central catheter and to
accurately implement the recommendations of their healthcare
provider, they need to be fully aware of catheter management
skills. Compared with the traditional didactic education
approach, the peripherally inserted central catheter management
education based on multimedia not only improves the knowledge
level of patients, but also improves their satisfaction with
information and services provided. Petroulias [10] successfully
reduced the occlusion rate of patients by using electronic tablets
loaded with video to educate patients on how to flush
peripherally inserted central catheter line. Patients received
FaceTime training and watched videos showing the 10 steps of
flushing. The results showed that the occlusion rate of
peripherally inserted central catheters was significantly lower
than when traditional teaching methods were used. Likewise,
Emery and colleagues [9] found that the voiceover interactive
PowerPoint group had a 10.6% lower incidence of
catheter-related blood stream infections than the control group.

Multimedia-based education can reduce medical care delays
when complications occur. Two studies assessed the risk of
delay in seeking medical care when complications occurred
[8,9], but due to different reporting methods, meta-analysis was
not possible. Emery and colleagues [9] found that patients in
the voiceover interactive PowerPoint group communicated with
their health care provider more frequently than patients in the
control group. Most calls were for information about the catheter
itself, including its site problem, occlusion or rupture, and
dressing problem. Similarly, Veyrier and colleagues [8] found
that the strip cartoon and card game group had a lower risk of

delayed medical care after an adverse event than the control
group. This is likely because better communication between
patients and healthcare providers not only makes it easier for
patients to follow-up, but also clarifies problems they still do
not understand. In addition, the improvement of patients’
knowledge of peripherally inserted central catheter management
is also considered to enable patients to pay more attention to or
observe the changes in the catheter or themselves and report to
the medical staff in a timely manner.

Strengths and Limitations
Our study has its strengths and limitations. The main strengths
of our study include the use of a systematic approach to search
for studies, the use of well-known electronic databases,
comprehensive analysis of eligible study results, and extensive
discussion of current study findings. However, the
generalizability of current study findings is limited by several
factors, including the small number of eligible studies, small
sample size in some of the eligible studies, the low
methodological quality of studies, the unreliable tools used to
measure outcomes, the lack of long-term follow-up studies in
particular to knowledge, and studies using different types of
multimedia.

Conclusions
In this study, the potential benefits of multimedia-based home
catheter management education for patients with peripherally
inserted central catheter were highlighted, and the clinical
implications were discussed. The findings revealed that
peripherally inserted central catheter management education
through multimedia-based presentation not only improved the
knowledge level and satisfaction of patients, but also reduced
the incidence of catheter-related complications and reduced the
medical care delay when complications occurred. Due to the
low methodological quality and number of included studies and
the use of multiple multimedia formats, the generalizability of
the findings is limited. Further review, including original studies
of high methodological quality, is needed to confirm the current
findings.
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Abstract

Background: Patients are increasingly able to access their laboratory test results via patient portals. However, merely providing
access does not guarantee comprehension. Patients could experience confusion when reviewing their test results.

Objective: The aim of this study is to examine the challenges and needs of patients when comprehending laboratory test results.

Methods: We conducted a web-based survey with 203 participants and a set of semistructured interviews with 13 participants.
We assessed patients’ perceived challenges and needs (both informational and technological needs) when they attempted to
comprehend test results, factors associated with patients’ perceptions, and strategies for improving the design of patient portals
to communicate laboratory test results more effectively. Descriptive and correlation analysis and thematic analysis were used to
analyze the survey and interview data, respectively.

Results: Patients face a variety of challenges and confusion when reviewing laboratory test results. To better comprehend
laboratory results, patients need different types of information, which are grouped into 2 categories—generic information (eg,
reference range) and personalized or contextual information (eg, treatment options, prognosis, what to do or ask next). We also
found that several intrinsic factors (eg, laboratory result normality, health literacy, and technology proficiency) significantly
impact people’s perceptions of using portals to view and interpret laboratory results. The desired enhancements of patient portals
include providing timely explanations and educational resources (eg, a health encyclopedia), increasing usability and accessibility,
and incorporating artificial intelligence–based technology to provide personalized recommendations.

Conclusions: Patients face significant challenges in interpreting the meaning of laboratory test results. Designers and developers
of patient portals should employ user-centered approaches to improve the design of patient portals to present information in a
more meaningful way.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18725)   doi:10.2196/18725

KEYWORDS

consumer health information; health information technology; patient portal; clinical laboratory test

Introduction

Motivation
Rapid and accurate communication of laboratory test results to
patients is critical [1]. Growing evidence suggests that patients

are increasingly interested in direct access to their test results,
regardless of the indication of the results [2,3]. Policies,
guidelines, and initiatives have been implemented to encourage
health care organizations to provide patients with easy access
to their test results through patient-facing technologies [4,5],
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such as patient portals, which are often linked to electronic
health record systems [6,7]. It is well recognized by the health
informatics community that increasing patients’ access to their
data can lead to better patient-centered medical care [8], greater
patient engagement in medical decision making [3,4,9], and
enhanced patient-clinician relationship [10,11]. Despite the
potential benefits of such direct access, there are long-standing
yet unresolved concerns that many patients may not be able to
fully understand their laboratory test results and evaluate the
indications for their health [12,13].

Why does merely providing access to laboratory test results not
guarantee comprehension? First, laboratory tests are complex.
Even medical professionals cannot efficiently and accurately
interpret them [14], let alone patients. Second, many patients
have limited health literacy and numeracy, thereby making it
difficult to interpret the test results and decide corresponding
actions (eg, call their doctor for an urgent appointment vs regular
follow-up visits) [15,16]. Finally, the current interface of patient
portals also poses significant challenges in viewing and
comprehending test results [15,17,18]. Many portals only
provide test results to patients in a tabular format with standard
reference ranges, similar to the format received by clinicians.
As such, these portals could be of little use to those who are
supposed to benefit from them most [15,19]. Although some
visual aids, such as color, have been used in patient portals to
help patients identify out-of-range values [20], test results are
often presented with unfamiliar abbreviations and units, lacking
guidance on whether the results are concerning [21]. Therefore,
lay individuals have difficulty identifying meaningful
information out of their test results and making informed
decisions [22].

Despite the urgent need to address these issues, only a few
studies have looked into how to better deliver test results along
with the support of people with specific needs [23,24]. There
is a lack of in-depth, empirical understanding of patients’
experiences, challenges, and needs related to comprehending
laboratory test results via patient portals. To that end, we
conducted a mixed methods study to address this research gap
by examining the 3 following research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: What are patients’ perceived challenges and needs
when they attempt to comprehend test results?

• RQ2: What factors are associated with patients’
perceptions?

• RQ3: How can we improve the design of patient portals to
communicate laboratory test results to patients in a more
meaningful and understandable manner?

Related Work
The literature on supporting patients’ comprehension of test
results is sparse but growing. A few studies attempted to
understand patients’confusion about their laboratory test results
by examining online posts. For example, Reynolds et al [25]
examined patient question posts in an online health forum and
found that patients asked questions about diagnosis, treatment,
laboratory report, risk, and prognosis. In a similar vein, Zhang
et al [26] examined question posts in a social question and
answer site and found that patients’ confusions primarily
centered on understanding the meaning of laboratory values,

specific terminology, and the causes of abnormal or inconsistent
results. However, one major limitation of these studies is the
lack of direct patient input; as indicated by previous work,
failing to involve patients in the process of developing
patient-facing applications could lead to limited uptake of these
systems [27]. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of
patients’needs is of utmost importance for designing supportive
technologies.

A few studies addressed this limitation by eliciting patient
opinions and insights through user studies, such as surveys and
interviews. For example, Giardina et al [23] examined patient
perceptions of receiving test results via online portals and found
that most patients did not receive any explanatory information
at the time they received the result. They also stated that current
online portals are not designed to present test results to patients
in a meaningful way. In another study, Reiff et al [28] conducted
semistructured interviews with parents of pediatric outpatients
to identify the needs of families undergoing chromosomal
microarray (CMA) testing. They found that incomplete
comprehension of test results and scientific uncertainty were
prominent challenges faced by families. Receiving results from
nongeneticists and misleading internet searches, among others,
was found to contribute to the misunderstanding of CMA testing
results. Building upon their work, we conducted a mixed
methods study to gain further insight into patients’ challenges
and needs when comprehending laboratory test results.

Gaining an in-depth and thorough understanding of patients’
information needs, faced challenges, and preferences when
comprehending laboratory test results is vital to inform the
design of patient portals and other patient-facing informatics
tools [21]. However, only a few studies explored patients’
information needs and challenges when interpreting their test
results and how to improve the design of patient portals for
better support. For example, Nystrom et al [29] designed and
evaluated a patient-centered test result interface that consists of
visual ranges of laboratory values, nontechnical descriptions of
the test and the result, and links to reputable internet resources
where patients could learn more about their result. User testing
indicates that these features were perceived as usable because
they account for patients’ needs and preferences for
understanding laboratory test results. Zikmund-Fisher et al [21]
tested the effect of presenting patients with an additional
reference point in visual displays of laboratory test results
regarding when test results become clinically concerning. They
found that providing patients with such evaluative cues can
substantially reduce the perceived urgency of out-of-range
results that normally do not require immediate action. These
studies, however, did not have a user study component;
therefore, patients were left out of the system design process.
This study contributes to this line of research by examining
patients’ needs through holistic user studies and leveraging the
findings to suggest design implications for patient portals to
promote patients’ comprehension of test results.

Aim of This Study
The ultimate goal of this study is to understand the design
requirements and specific strategies for improving patient portals
to communicate laboratory test results to patients in a way that
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is more meaningful and understandable. The development of
these requirements and strategies requires an empirical
understanding of patients’perceived challenges and needs when
attempting to comprehend test results.

Methods

Design
We used a mixed methods approach [30], combining a
web-based survey, and semistructured interviews, to gain an
empirical and thorough understanding of patients’ experiences,
challenges, and needs in comprehending laboratory test results.
The reason for using both survey and interview methodologies
is that they are suitable for creative knowledge generation of a
multilayered issue [31], such as our research context, which
encompasses many interdependent factors (eg, people,
technology, data, and knowledge). In addition, these 2 methods
are complementary to each other, allowing us to compare and
triangulate the findings from each study [32]. For example, the
survey study allowed us to broadly understand our research
questions, whereas the interview study helped us obtain more
in-depth insights. Both methods were used jointly to ensure a
mix of both broad and deep understanding of the 3 research
questions. The survey (Multimedia Appendix 1) was developed
in an iterative manner by the researchers and pilot-tested with
a small group of people (n=10) to ensure the clarity,
appropriateness, and relevance of the questions. The interviews

(Multimedia Appendix 2) were informed by the exploratory
survey. This study was approved by the Pace University
Institutional Review Board (IRB# 19-08).

Data Collection
Data collection occurred between July and September 2019.
We recruited 203 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) to participate in our survey. Using MTurk to study
patients’ perceptions has been proven reliable and effective
[33]. To determine their eligibility, we first asked potential
respondents whether they had recently taken any laboratory test
and whether they had used patient portals to view the results.
If they responded with yes to both questions, we asked them to
read and electronically sign the informed consent form and
complete the survey. Toward the end of the survey, we invited
them to participate in a follow-up interview study. Potential
participants were instructed to email researchers to arrange a
suitable time for the interview.

Online Survey
Table 1 shows survey participant characteristics, including an
almost equal number of male and female participants (104/203,
51.2% and 98/203, 48.3%, respectively). Most of the participants
were White (141/203, 69.5%), aged between 26 and 49 years
(129/203, 63.5%), had a bachelor’s or higher degree (134/203,
66.1%), had a full-time job (157/203, 77.3%), and self-reported
having above medium health literacy (111/203, 54.7%) and
technology proficiency (148/203, 72.9%).
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Table 1. Characteristics of survey participants (N=203).

Participants, n (%)Participant characteristics

Age (years)

38 (18.7)18-25

129 (63.5)26-49

32 (15.8)50-64

4 (2.0)65 and older

Gender

104 (51.2)Male

98 (48.3)Female

1 (0.5)Other

Race or ethnicity

9 (4.4)Asian or Pacific Islander

34 (16.7)African American

12 (5.9)Hispanic/Latino

4 (2.0)American Indian

141 (69.5)White

3 (1.5)Other

Education

6 (3.0)Doctorate degree

32 (15.8)Master’s degree

96 (47.3)Bachelor’s degree

28 (13.8)Associate degree

40 (19.7)High school degree

1 (0.4)Other

Employment status

17 (8.4)Unemployed

23 (11.3)Part time

157 (77.3)Full time

6 (3.0)Other

Employment industry

16 (7.9)Government

23 (11.3)Health care

32 (15.8)Education

22 (10.8)Finance

44 (21.7)Information technology

66 (32.5)Other

Health literacy

44 (21.7)High

67 (33.0)Medium-high

81 (39.9)Medium

10 (5.0)Low-medium

1 (0.4)Low

Technology proficiency
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Participants, n (%)Participant characteristics

67 (33.0)High

81 (39.9)Medium-high

52 (25.6)Medium

2 (1.0)Low-medium

1 (0.5)Low

The survey assessed 3 domain areas: (1) participants’
sociodemographic characteristics, (2) participants’ experiences
and information needs about understanding laboratory results,
and (3) participants’perceptions of reviewing results via patient
portals. Participants’ characteristics collected included age,
gender, race/ethnicity, education, and occupation. As health
literacy and technology proficiency may affect patient use of
the patient portal to view test results [15,19,34], we also asked
them to rate their technology proficiency and health literacy on
a scale of 1 to 5 (1 denotes low literacy, whereas 5 denotes high
literacy). Patients’experiences include whether they understand
the results, what actions have been taken to make sense of the
test results, if they have confusion regarding the result, and what
types of information or advice are needed. Patients’perceptions
of the patient portal include the usability of patient portals,
challenges or concerns (if any) with using patient portals, and
tailoring the patient portal to their needs.

We directed participants to answer survey questions based on
their most recent experience of reviewing laboratory test results
in a patient portal. However, respondents may have difficulty
recalling such an experience, and thus, we provided a commonly
seen laboratory test—the lipid profile (eg, total cholesterol,
low-density cholesterol, and high-density cholesterol)—to help
participants situate themselves in the context (Table 2). The test
results were presented following the format currently
implemented in many patient portals, that is, using tables to
show test values and units. The reason for choosing this
laboratory test is that it is routinely performed among adults for
screening and diagnostic purposes; therefore, many adults are
likely familiar with the test [35]. The survey took about 10-15
min to complete, and the respondents received US $2 after they
completed the survey.

Table 2. Lipid profile.

ResultsReference rangeType

52 mg/dL>39 mg/DlHDLa cholesterol

115 mg/dL0-99 mg/dLLDLb cholesterol

185 mg/dL100-199 mg/dLTotal cholesterol

164 mg/dL0-149 mg/dLTriglycerides

aHDL: high-density lipoprotein.
bLDL: low-density lipoprotein.

Semistructured Interview
To further understand patients’ information needs and challenges
related to understanding laboratory test results, we conducted
semistructured interviews with 13 people who had participated
in the previous survey (Table 3). The interviews were conducted
via Skype by 2 trained researchers and lasted from 30 min to 1
hour. During the interview, we asked participants to walk

through the process of receiving a test result and probed them
with questions about their understanding of the results,
information needs, challenges faced, perceptions of
patient-provider communication, and facilitators and barriers
to using the patient portal. All the interviews were audio
recorded with the participants’ permission and transcribed
verbatim. All the participants received a US $20 Amazon gift
card as compensation for their time.
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Table 3. Characteristics of interview participants.

Health literacy levelTechnology proficiency levelOccupationEthnicityAge (years)GenderID

54UnemployedWhite50-64FemalePatient 1

45RetiredAfrican American50-64MalePatient 2

55RetiredWhite50-64FemalePatient 3

55Technical analystWhite50-64MalePatient 4

35IT clerkWhite26-49MalePatient 5

34Dog trainerWhite26-49MalePatient 6

43LandscaperWhite50-64FemalePatient 7

55Executive assistantWhite50-64FemalePatient 8

44Medical assistantAsian18-25MalePatient 9

55Visual artistAsian26-49MalePatient 10

42Office assistantWhite26-49FemalePatient 11

55SalesWhite26-49FemalePatient 12

44UnemployedWhite26-49FemalePatient 13

Data Analysis
We used descriptive statistics to analyze the survey data.
Correlations between the variables were evaluated using the
chi-square test or Fisher exact test where appropriate. In
particular, we tested the association between several intrinsic
factors (eg, age, gender, educational background, technology

proficiency, health literacy, and normality of results) and
participants’ perceptions of using patient portals to review
laboratory results. All the tests were 2-sided, and the level of
significance was set at 0.05. Statistical analysis was conducted
using IBM SPSS 25.0. Detailed quantitative results are provided
in Tables 4 and 5 and in the tables in Multimedia Appendix 3.
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Table 4. Patient perceptions of interpreting test results and the association to normality of laboratory test results and health literacy (n=199).

Health literacy (P value)Normality of results (P value)Totala, n (%)Patient perception

Did your physician communicate with you about the test results before you viewed the results?

.18.001b112 (56.3)Yes

.18.001b87 (43.7)No

Did you understand the result?

.03c.12120 (60.3)Yes

.03c.129 (4.52)No

.03c.1270 (35.2)Not sure

How did you know the test result was abnormal or normal?d

.02c.9886 (43.2)Visual cue on patient portals

.21.60104 (52.3)Clinician’s explanation

.50.9070 (35.2)Personal knowledge

.18.5911 (5.5)Other

What kinds of confusion did you have?d (n=136)

.64.8443 (31.6)Normal versus abnormal laboratory result

.01c.3783 (61.0)Medical terminology

.10.6654 (39.7)Meaning of the results

.61.8047 (34.6)Effects on my future health

.68.6927 (19.9)Treatment option

.16.873 (2.2)Other

How did you feel when you saw the result?

.001b<.001e29 (14.6)Negative

.001b<.001e144 (72.4)Positive

.001b<.001e26 (13.1)Indifferent

What actions have you taken after viewing your test results?d

.45.86101 (50.8)Spoke with family and/or friends

.60.79123 (61.8)Looked up information on the web

.89<.001e22 (11.1)Posted questions in online health forums

.41.309 (4.5)Created graph of results

.27.1919 (9.6)Emailed doctor

.88.7722 (11.1)Called doctor

.09.0934 (17.1)Made doctor’s appointment

.27.8911 (5.5)Other

Do you need more information to interpret test results?

.01c.005b118 (59.3)Agree

.01c.005b58 (29.2)Neither agree nor disagree

.01c.005b23 (11.6)Disagree

What types of information do you need?d (n=119)

.68.007b55 (46.2)Prognosis
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Health literacy (P value)Normality of results (P value)Totala, n (%)Patient perception

.11.8679 (66.4)Treatment options

.74.5057 (47.9)What to do or ask

.72.5042 (35.3)Lifestyle changes

.48.574 (3.4)Connecting with local support group

.27.451 (0.8)Other

aIn total, 4 participants could not remember the normality of their test results. These 4 participants were excluded from this analysis; therefore, the total
number of cases was 199.
bResults with P value<.01.
cResults with P value<.05.
dParticipants can select more than one option for those questions.
eResults with P value<.001.
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Table 5. The association between 2 factors (health literacy and technology proficiency) and patient perceptions of using patient portals to understand
and review laboratory test results (N=203).

Technology proficiency (P value)Health literacy (P value)Participants, n (%)Patient perceptions

I am comfortable with using patient portals to review my laboratory results

.09.06185 (91.1)Agree

.09.0618 (8.9)Neither agree nor disagree

.09.060 (0.0)Disagree

I never had any trouble checking my test results on the patient portal

.002a.38161 (79.3)Agree

.002a.3825 (12.3)Neither agree nor disagree

.002a.3817 (8.4)Disagree

I find the patient portal can make me review my tests quickly

<.001b.53187 (91.6)Agree

<.001b.5315 (7.4)Neither agree nor disagree

<.001b.531 (1.0)Disagree

I find the patient portal is useful to understand my laboratory results

.02c.15166 (81.3)Agree

.02c.1530 (14.8)Neither agree nor disagree

.02c.157 (3.9)Disagree

I have used the resources provided by patient portals to understand my results

.22.03c131 (64.0)Agree

.22.03c40 (19.7)Neither agree nor disagree

.22.03c32 (16.3)Disagree

Is there anything that would make the portal better for you?d

.82.7061 (29.1)Make it more user-friendly

.009a.04c83 (40.0)Allow me to send a message to my physician

.32.4899 (47.3)Include a health encyclopedia that contains more
information about the test

.07.007a108 (52.7)Provide timely test result explanation and follow-
up instructions

.53.03c2 (1.0)Other

aResults with P value P<.01.
bResults with P value P<.001.
cResults with P value P<.05.
dParticipants can select more than one option for those questions.

We used thematic analysis [36] to analyze the interview data.
We first reviewed the interview transcripts to obtain an overview
of the context. In the subsequent stage, we transferred data into
NVivo (QSR International), a program for organizing, storing,
and manipulating qualitative data. Two authors conducted open
coding over the interview data and met regularly to discuss
codes and code definitions, consolidate and refine codes until
they reached consensus. In the second round of analysis, coded
data were grouped under themes using affinity diagrams [37].
Themes describing the challenges and information needs of

interpreting laboratory results and perceptions of receiving and
reviewing results via current delivery mechanisms emerged
after the second round of coding.

Results

Challenges in Comprehending Laboratory Test Results
The results showed that only 55.2% (112/203) of participants
reported that they were contacted by their physician before
reviewing the results in the patient portal, suggesting that it is
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not always the case for patients to receive timely notification
and explanation of the results from their physician. One
participant explained: “I didn’t actually talk to the doctor until
probably like a week after that, because I wasn't able to get a
hold of them” (P10). This finding is consistent with previous
work stating that patients usually did not receive any explanatory
information from their physician when they received the result
[38]. Compared with patients who received normal results, those
with abnormal results were more likely to be contacted (P=.001).
When the physician explanations were absent, it is surprising
to see that some participants chose not to bother their physician:

We have these mega practices, they’re incredibly
busy, and I think if I did, I’d probably be afraid of
being labeled as a trouble patient, and you don't want
to be a trouble patient. I want to reserve those chips
for when I really need them. [P3]

We also found that participants with relatively high technology
proficiency were more likely to possess positive opinions
regarding the usefulness of patient portals (eg, the patient portal
was useful in reviewing the test quickly [187/203, 91.1%;
P<.001] and understanding their laboratory results [166/203,
81.3%; P=.02]). In a similar vein, participants with relatively
high health literacy would be more likely to use resources
provided by patient portals to make sense of the laboratory
results (131/203, 64%; P=.03). These findings align with
previous research showing that there is a digital divide in the
use and adoption of health technologies—people with higher
literacy and numeracy can benefit more from using health
technologies to manage their health [19].

Finally, our participants indicated that existing patient portals
lack sufficient and useful information for patients to understand
their results: “In my particular case, I am trying to understand
the meaning of the various test results. I didn't see anything on
the patient portal that helped me with that at all” (P4). The lack
of timely explanation from a primary care physician exacerbates
this challenge, leaving patients entangled with how to interpret
the meaning of their results accurately.

Patients’ Confusion About Laboratory Test Results
Given these challenges, it is not surprising that many participants
have difficulties understanding their laboratory results. We
found that 70 survey participants (70/199, 35.2%) were unsure
whether they understood their laboratory results. We believe
this is because making sense of laboratory test results is a
multilayered issue. Patients need to not only know whether they
received a normal or abnormal result but also understand the
meaning and indications of the test results. Despite participants
reporting using different mechanisms to interpret the normality
of test results (eg, visual cues on patient portals and personal
knowledge), we found that 136 out of 203 participants (136/203,
67.0%) still reported having confusion about different aspects
of their laboratory results, including medical terminology,
reference range, the meaning of laboratory value, and the effects
on their health care.

Participants deemed technical jargons, such as medical
terminology and abbreviations, to be most confusing (83/136,
61.0%):

Just some of the specifics to the result. Like in the
blood tests, words like neutrophils, or CBC, or
bilirubin, however you pronounce that. Those very
specific things that as a person who is not trained in
medicine, I didn't understand without having to
consult the internet. [P4]

Although some patient portals have started implementing
consumer-friendly vocabularies [39], this challenge
persists—those explanations of medical terms may use
additional medical jargon, which further confuses the patients.
This perception was echoed by other participants who stated
that patient portals overly use professional medical terms that
are not easy to understand for lay individuals.

Our participants also had trouble differentiating between normal
and abnormal laboratory results (43/136, 31.6%), in particular,
whether a specific laboratory value falls into the normal range:
“Some of the numbers don't even have a point of reference for
me, so I don't understand that” (P12). In addition, some
participants also reported confusion about some test results that
are not in a numerical format, such as false positive and
nonreactive. One participant explained:

I get what the HIV means. And then like you actually
even click further to details and it didn't even say
“Negative”, it is actually “Reactive”. That’s what I
didn't understand. I didn't know what non-reactive
meant. [P6]

For those who received out-of-range test results, they reported
that they struggled to understand how bad their abnormal results
were and how alarmed they should feel.

Finally, participants expressed that they lacked an understanding
of the meaning of the results (54/136, 39.7%) and the effects
on their overall health care (47/136, 35.6%):

I don't know exactly what it (test result) meant
clinically and for my overall health. I just kind of had
a general idea. So I’m undergoing cancer treatment
and so they’re checking my white blood cell counts.
Those were low, but I don't really understand are they
too low? I don't know necessarily what all of the
things are. Like the neutrophils and I don't know what
all of that means if it’s out of range. [P13]

Unmet Information Needs
A considerable number of participants (119/203, 58.6%)
expressed an interest in obtaining more pertinent information
in addition to that provided by patient portals to interpret their
test results. In particular, both normality of the laboratory test
(P=.005) and health literacy (P=.01) were significantly
associated with this requestparticipants with abnormal results
(43/58, 74.1%) and relatively high health literacy were more
interested in receiving additional information (116/192, 60.4%).
Some participants would like to know more generic information,
such as reference range and diagnostic abilities of a specific test
(eg, “I guess I liked to know an explanation of what the normal
levels should be [...] and what each of the tests was testing”
[P9]). In contrast, others preferred personalized and contextual
information (eg, “If it was more personalized based on a
patient’s history, that would definitely be more helpful because
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then it would be something you could really know [if you] need
to act on this or not” [P12]). The types of most needed
personalized information include treatment options, what to do
or ask, prognosis, and lifestyle changes.

More specifically, many of the participants (79/119, 66.4%)
would like to know more information about treatment options,
including medication and medical procedures: “I want to know
something like treatment options or medications” (P8). Of
particular interest here is that 35.5% (50/119) of the participants
whose results were normal also expressed an interest in knowing
the treatment options. One possible explanation is that the
participants were asked to report the normality of their most
recent laboratory test result. Therefore, some participants may
receive normal results for the latest test, but they may have
received an abnormal result before. We speculate that these
participants expressed their general preferences and information
needs not only based on the most recent result but also on their
overall experience.

Our participants also needed assistance in deciphering the
meaning of the results and understanding the potential prognosis
(56/119, 47.1%):

I would like to see a little more information as far as
what might be causing it if there is a result that’s not
normal. I would like to see a little more as far as what
possibly could be there. [P12]

Interestingly, laboratory test normality was strongly associated
with whether participants would like to know prognosis
information (P=.007).

There was also a demand to be informed about what they could
do to cope with the bothersome symptoms they were
experiencing or what they should ask the doctor during the next
clinic visit (58/119, 48.7%): “I liked to know suggestions of
what I should do. […] If I get an abnormal result, I would be
wondering what I could be doing to improve” [P9]. In particular,
people also wanted to know whether changing their lifestyle
(eg, diet and exercise) could be of any help (42/119, 35.3%).
Knowing such information could help them better manage their
health care (eg, take actions to address elevated creatinine levels)
and make informed decisions (eg, whether and when to see a
doctor).

Emotional Aspect of Viewing Laboratory Results
Despite only 29 out of 203 participants (29/203, 14.3%)
reporting the experience of negative emotions (eg, concerns,
anxiety, and frustration) while viewing the results, we noticed
that laboratory result normality was strongly associated with
feelings (P<.001). This is consistent with previous work
[23]—participants with abnormal results were more likely to
experience negative emotions (25/58, 43.1%). One participant
shared her story and expressed the necessity of getting emotional
support when the result is abnormal:

I was diagnosed having cancer. So I need to do a
bunch of lab tests regularly to keep track of
everything. I was kind of scared every single time
when I was checking the test results online. I hoped
to see improved numbers. But they were not always

good and when that happened, my level of anxiety
skyrocketed in a second. It can be very tough. [P10]

Actions Taken
To fulfill their knowledge gap and emotional needs, participants
took several actions, including speaking with family and/or
friends (101/203, 49.6%), looking up information online
(124/203, 61.1%), posting questions in online health care forums
(23/203, 11.3%), emailing and/or calling a doctor (42/203,
20.7%), and making a doctor’s appointment (35/203, 17.2%).
These findings show that many people sought information about
their results from sources other than their physician [23].

In particular, laboratory test normality was significantly
associated with posting questions online (P<.001)—participants
with abnormal results would be more likely to post questions
in online health care forums compared with those receiving
normal results (14/58, 24% vs 8/141, 5.7%). By doing so, they
were able to prepare questions or sought relevant information
before their next clinic visit. However, several participants
reported finding misleading and/or disturbing information on
the internet (eg, “once you hit the forums, you often get crazy
time”). A few participants also mentioned that online searches
helped clarify medical terms but did not yield much useful
information for comprehending specific results (eg, “It’s too
general. It’s not helpful”).

Strategies to Improve Patient Portals
When asked how to make the patient portal better and useful
for the comprehension of laboratory results, participants ranked
“provide timely test result explanation and follow-up
instructions” (108/203, 52.7%), “include a health encyclopedia
that contains more information about the test” (99/203, 47.3%),
and “allow me to send a message to my physician” (83/203,
40.8%) as the top 3 needed features.

Our participants also emphasized the importance of making the
patient portals “more user-friendly” (61/203, 29.1%). For
instance, patient portals should be designed with patients in
mind rather than for clinician interpretation only, as one
participant stated:

So maybe making it less like I’m looking at the system
that the doctor would be using and more something
that’s designed with the patient in mind and
understanding who the patient is and not somebody
who’s going to use like the very specific language.
[P6]

They further suggested that visualizing historical results (“What
I really, really think needs to be done is the ability to track your
abnormal results over time”) and using lay terms to explain the
result (“make it like a 10-year-old would understand”) could
be very useful in improving the user experience of patient
portals.

The design of patient portals should also take into consideration
marginalized user groups, including patients with disability and
older adult patients, to minimize the disparities in the use of
patient portals [40]. One participant explained why this issue
is important to address:
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I noticed with patient portals is they’re not very
accessible to people with vision issues. It doesn't have
to be fancy, but a little button that says “please push
F to read this for them”, and then they could hear it.
[...] or maybe the doctor gives a specialized URL and
he like “hey, go to this URL, and it will be for blind
assist” [...] I would say it needs to be a little bit more
use-friendly as far as older folks go. [...] So since the
world is having a national aging problem, it should
be geared more for grandma to understand it. [P5]

Finally, it is interesting to see that several participants described
the potential of incorporating artificial intelligence (AI)
technology into patient portals so that their data can be used to
generate more personalized medical information:

I know right now a big part of medicine is going to
be AI where you actually interact with artificial
intelligent agents. They’ll probably have your
information right there and it’ll probably make it a
lot easier for you to get a lot of your answers because
they’ll be accessing your information right there and
giving you the answers to your questions. [P2]

Discussion

Principal Findings
Although health care providers are expanding patients’ access
to laboratory test results through patient portals, less than
one-third of Americans had accessed this information online
[7,23]. We conducted this study to better understand lay people’s
perceptions about reviewing and comprehending laboratory test
results through patient portals, including their perceived
challenges and confusions as well as informational, emotional,
and technological needs. The challenges faced by patients when
reviewing laboratory test results (eg, lack of explanatory
information from physicians and lack of useful information on
patient portals) inevitably caused confusion about different
aspects of their laboratory report, such as the meaning of
laboratory values and the indications on their health care. To
cope with these challenges and confusion, our participants
expressed the urgent need to obtain a variety of information to
comprehend laboratory results, including treatment options,
what to do or ask, prognosis, and lifestyle changes. The desired
enhancements of patient portals include providing timely
explanations and educational resources (eg, a health
encyclopedia), increasing usability and accessibility, and
incorporating AI-based technology to provide personalized
recommendations. Finally, we found that several intrinsic factors
(eg, laboratory result normality, health literacy, and technology
proficiency) had significant impacts on people’s perceptions of
using portals to view and interpret laboratory results. For
example, participants with relatively high health literacy were
more likely to understand the meaning of test results and use
resources provided by patient portals to make sense of their
data, while people with relatively high technology proficiency
tended to agree that the patient portal was easy to use and very
helpful in reviewing and understanding their laboratory values.
These findings highlight significant disparities in laboratory

result comprehension and patient portal use among certain
groups of the population.

Design Implications
At present, the design of test results in patient portals seems to
assume that patients have sufficient medical knowledge about
their test results. In addition, patients often did not receive
explanatory information at the time they received the result.
One primary reason is that many physicians would prefer
explaining results during a face-to-face clinical encounter to
avoid any potential miscommunications [41]. However, on the
other hand, patients are increasingly interested in accessing and
interpreting their results. Many of them would search online to
conduct their research [23,25,26,28]. Our participants articulated
that internet searches were helpful in clarifying medical terms;
however, the online information was not always reliable, and
they even found contradicting or disturbing information on the
internet, which caused further confusion and anxiety [28]. It is
therefore crucial to provide more useful, credible, and actionable
information to aid patient understanding, something current
patient portals do not provide [23].

With regard to the types of information to provide, our results
indicate that people have different information needs, including
generic information (eg, reference range and diagnostic abilities
of a specific test) and personalized or contextual information
(eg, treatment options, prognosis, and what to do or ask next).
This variety of information needs may be due to different levels
of health literacy and numeracy that people have and whether
patients receive normal or abnormal results [19]. For example,
some patients may not be literate enough to understand the
medical terminologies or normal ranges of a test, whereas others
need help with more complicated issues, such as interpreting
the laboratory results in the context of their medical history. It
is, therefore, important to assess the patient’s knowledge level
and provide corresponding support based on patients’
characteristics [42,43]. One way to accomplish this is to allow
patients to add their own notes about their background (eg,
health literacy, medical condition, etc) to a specific section in
their patient portals to enable automatic assessment and
customized support. It may also be useful to provide links to
consumer-friendly and trusted information sources (eg, entries
in MedlinePlus) to assist those who do not have high levels of
health literacy and numeracy to read and interpret laboratory
content [42]. We also noticed that people with abnormal results
were more likely to ask for prognosis information. This indicates
that providing interpretation and other advanced information
(eg, prognosis, treatment options) to patients who received
abnormal results at the time of portal release should be
considered a best practice [15], as it can support patients’
information needs and reduce any anxiety they may experience.

We are not arguing that we should provide all kinds of
information and support to patients at one time because they
may overwhelm patients and create even more confusion.
Instead, we believe that the delivery of additional information
should be tailored to patients’ individual preferences, that is,
patients should have options to decide whether they want to
receive additional information in patient portals and what the
information is at the time of ordering the test. Those who do
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not want to receive additional information can opt out and wait
until their physician to provide explanations. This practice aligns
with the SPIKES guideline (S: setting, P: perception, I:
invitation, K: knowledge, E: empathy, S: summarize) of
delivering health information to patients [44]. We also see
design examples where patients can click buttons or hyperlinked
texts to see additional information [29]. Presenting additional
information in pop-ups is expected to not only ease the
navigation of the interface but also empower patients to decide
whether they would like to see further details.

A lot of the challenges in result comprehension faced by patients
can, in part, be attributed to the interface design of patient
portals. We examined how patient portals can be improved to
support understanding. In line with previous work [29], we
conclude that merely providing access to abundant data is
insufficient; instead, the patient portal should employ
user-centered design strategies to help patients better interpret
and manage their test results. For example, the test results should
be displayed to patients in ways they can comprehend and grasp
the meaning of each test result to inform their decision making
and subsequent actions. For example, it would be much easier
for patients to interpret their results by delivering intuitive gist
messages (eg, “your result was normal,” “your cholesterol levels
were optimal”) when presenting numerical values [15,35].
Furthermore, as our participants described, they struggled to
map a particular abnormal test result to its clinical meaning.
Although most patient portals provide patients with a standard
reference range to discriminate between normal and abnormal
test results, patients cannot necessarily understand how bad the
result is and if any urgent action is needed. The literature has
suggested that it might be useful to provide an additional
reference point to indicate how far outside the standard range
that values become clinically concerning [21]. By doing so, it
will help patients better distinguish different types of abnormal
test results, that is, slightly out-of-range results versus extreme
values, and in turn reduce the perceived urgency of abnormal
results that do not require immediate clinical action [21].

Furthermore, our participants discussed the possibility of
incorporating AI technology into patient portals to make use of
their clinical data to generate more personalized medical
information. Indeed, with the recent rise in the capabilities of
AI, it is expected that AI-empowered health care systems can
intelligently search, retrieve, and present pertinent information
to patients within the context of their medical history [45]. For
example, although many hospitals and physicians are still using
the 2.5 or 3.0 mU/L cutoff (2.5 mU/L in the first trimester and
3.0 mU/L in the second and third trimesters) for the
thyroid-stimulating hormone during pregnancy, a recent study
pointed out that these cutoffs are too low and may lead to
overdiagnosis or even overtreatment [46]. The AI-driven patient
portals should be able to recommend such relevant and
up-to-date medical evidence to patients based on their test
results. Patient portals may embody AI technology to change
the landscape of how people receive laboratory results and seek
medical advice.

Finally, although our participants wanted to be informed about
the meaning of diagnostic results, needless anxiety and negative
emotions may arise when communicating abnormal diagnostic

results without the presence of a medical professional. In
particular, we found that patients with abnormal results were
more likely to experience negative emotions. Therefore, it is
necessary to provide additional support or resources for patients
to mitigate emotional stress when communicating sensitive
results through patient portals. For example, patients should
have options to determine whether they want to receive
concerning results via the portal. This could ensure that patient
portals deliver potentially stressful health information in a more
empathic manner [47]. In addition, previous work has shown
that patient navigators can reduce negative emotions, such as,
anxiety, for patients who receive abnormal mammography while
waiting for follow-up testing [48].

However, implementing these design suggestions is challenging.
This is because current patient portals lack consistency in the
design for communicating laboratory test results across different
portal vendors, which not only frustrates patients but also creates
barriers for incorporating best practices and new features to
different portals [23,49]. Therefore, an urgent research agenda
is determining how to develop standards and guidelines and
encourage portal providers to incorporate them to enhance
patients’ understanding of their test results.

In brief, when communicating test results via portals, it is
necessary to include information about the test itself (eg, test
capability, the purpose of test), easy-to-understand explanations
of medical jargon, the results in the context of the patient’s
health, directions for next steps, and specific educational
resources [35,50,51]. Furthermore, designers and developers of
patient portals should embody user-centered approaches to
significantly improve the design of patient portals to present
information in a more meaningful way [29,52]. Finally, national
test result notification and interface design standards for patient
portals should be developed to ensure interoperability and
consistency in features across portal vendors. Health policies
should be enacted to support these strategies [23].

Limitations and Future Research
A few limitations should be noted. First, our survey and
interview participants self-reported their experiences with using
patient portals to view laboratory results. Some of our
respondents may have difficulties recalling such experiences.
As described in the Methods section, we provided a commonly
seen laboratory test to participants to cope with this issue.
Second, our results may not generalize to all types of patients
because we recruited our participants online and our sample
inevitably consisted of a large majority of participants who
self-reported to have medium to high levels of technology
proficiency and health literacy. This limitation of participant
recruitment could affect the generalizability of the results
because there is a lack of a great representative of marginalized
populations who can benefit most from this research. In our
future work, we will include more marginalized populations
(eg, less literate people, older adults) and examine how to
improve their understanding of laboratory results. Third, this
study did not investigate which patient portal our participants
used. However, we believe it has a limited impact on our results
as many patient portals share similar characteristics, such as
displaying results in a tabular format with a reference range.
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Finally, we will design and prototype a new interface of patient
portals for test results based on our findings. We will involve
different types of patients with various characteristics and use
a multiphased, user-centered approach combined with rapid
prototyping and formative evaluation.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our findings suggest that there are challenges for
patients to comprehend their laboratory test results through the
patient portal. This is mainly because of the lack of
communication with physicians and the lack of support and
useful information in current patient portals. Several factors,
including participants’ health literacy and technology

proficiency as well as laboratory result normality, have impacts
on people’s perceptions of using patient portals to understand
the laboratory results. Our participants have a variety of
information needs, ranging from general information (eg,
reference range and diagnostic abilities of a specific test) to
personalized information (eg, treatment options, prognosis, and
what to do or ask next). Participants also emphasized the
importance of improving patient portals to better meet their
needs. This study contributes to an empirical, in-depth
understanding of the challenges and needs of patients in
comprehending laboratory test results and informs strategies
and design implications for informatics tools to promote
patients’ comprehension of test results.
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Abstract

Background: The popularity of web-based patient-professional communication over patient portals is constantly increasing.
Good patient-professional communication is a prerequisite for high-quality care and patient centeredness. Understanding health
care professionals’ experiences of web-based patient-professional communication is important as they play a key role in engaging
patients to use portals. More information is needed on how patient-professional communication could be supported by patient
portals in health care.

Objective: This systematic review of qualitative studies aims to identify how health care professionals experience web-based
patient-professional communication over the patient portals.

Methods: Abstract and full-text reviews were conducted by 2 reviewers independently. A total of 4 databases were used for
the study: CINAHL (EBSCO), ProQuest (ABI/INFORM), Scopus, and PubMed. The inclusion criteria for the reviewed studies
were as follows: the examination of health care professionals’experiences, reciprocal communication between patients and health
care professionals, peer-reviewed scientific articles, and studies published between 2010 and 2019. The Joanna Briggs Institute’s
quality assessment criteria were used in the review process. A total of 13 included studies were analyzed using a thematic synthesis,
which was conducted by 3 reviewers.

Results: A total of 6 analytical themes concerning health care professionals’ experiences of web-based patient-professional
communication were identified. The themes were related to health care professionals’ work, change in communication over
patient portals, patients’ use of patient portals, the suitability of patient portals for communication, the convenience of patient
portals for communication, and change in roles.

Conclusions: Health care professionals’experiences contain both positive and negative insights into web-based patient-professional
communication over patient portals. Most commonly, the positive experiences seem to be related to the patients and patient
outcomes, such as having better patient engagement. Health care professionals also have negative experiences, for example,
web-based patient-professional communication sometimes has deficiencies and has a negative impact on their workload. These
negative experiences may be explained by the poor functionality of the patient portals and insufficient training and resources. To
reduce health care professionals’negative experiences of web-based patient-professional communication, their experiences should
be taken into account by policy makers, health care organizations, and information technology enterprises when developing
patient portals. In addition, more training regarding web-based patient-professional communication and patient portals should be
provided to health care professionals.
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Introduction

Background
Due to the World Health Organization’s aims for health care
digitalization and due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the
importance of eHealth has increased considerably [1,2].
Internet-based interactive health services such as patient portals
represent one form of eHealth [3]. Patient portals are secure
websites that offer patients access to a variety of functions, such
as viewing laboratory results and secure messaging; these portals
are administrated and owned by health care organizations [4,5].
Patient portals provide patients with remote web-based access
to their personal health information, services, and clinical care
[3], and occasionally patient portals are synchronized with
electronic health records (EHRs) [4]; however, they may also
be individual web pages with no connection to EHRs.
Occasionally, portals enable reciprocal communication between
patients and health care professionals [6,7], for example, via
secure electronic messaging [8].

Good patient-professional communication is a prerequisite for
high-quality care and a key element of patient centeredness [9].
Traditionally, patient-professional communication happened
face-to-face during clinical consultations [8]; however, in recent
years, communication through patient portals has also become
common [10]. Patient portals enable reciprocal communication
and interactive guidance and coaching of patients, which may
be more effective than just providing patients with clinical
information, such as doctors’ notes, without any further advice
[4]. Some patients even prefer to use web-based communication,
for example, because it can be seen as less intimidating than
face-to-face encounters [11,12]. Patients have reported several
benefits related to the use of patient portals. For example,
patients with diabetes were significantly more likely to believe
that reading their doctor’s notes would improve their self-care
and adherence to medication [13]. In addition, web-based
communication with patients with cancer may have just as big
of an impact on their care as face-to-face communication [14].
The portals not only helped patients to better manage their
diseases but also conferred psychological benefits, such as
increasing trust and collaboration with health care providers
[15].

Patient portals provide several benefits for service providers,
such as reduced amounts of hospital-based care [16] and
cost-effectiveness [17]. However, many physicians have
expressed concerns that the use of patient portals could change
the patient-professional relationship [18]. In a study by Daniel
et al [19], the majority of physicians showed reluctance to use
web-based apps and social media to communicate with patients.
In addition, some health care professionals have been unwilling
to inform patients about patient portals and have expressed
concern that patient portals may reduce their professional
autonomy [20]. Despite concerns and reluctance of health care
professionals, digitalization and web-based communication

have already become a part of health care professionals’
expected competency [21].

Traditional face-to-face patient-professional communication
has been widely examined [9,22,23], but less attention has been
paid to web-based patient-professional communication that
occurs over patient portals [24]. Previous studies have shown
conflicting results related to web-based patient-professional
communication. In a systematic review, Kruse et al [25] found
that several positive and negative attributes of web-based
patient-professional communication overlapped within the same
study. For example, although some patients and professionals
perceived an element of a patient portal to be beneficial, other
respondents had negative experiences related to the same
element in their portal [25]. Another systematic review supports
the nature of bifurcation; Ferreira et al [26] found that some
studies enhanced patient-professional communication but also
showed patients’ concerns about confidentiality and
understanding of the content.

Web-based patient-professional communication has been
synthesized in a scoping review by Voruganti et al [27], who
aimed to map, describe, and understand web-based tools for
communication between patients and physicians. They found
that web-based tools for patient-professional communication
were most prevalent in contexts where the intended use was the
patients’ self-management [27]. In this review, the experiences
of health care professionals will be scrutinized to gain broader
knowledge about web-based patient-professional
communication. This review focuses on patient portals, as they
seem to be the most commonly used web-based tools for
patient-professional communication [27].

Understanding the experiences of health care professionals with
patient portals is important because health care professionals
play a key role when supporting and engaging patients in their
use of these portals [20]. Endorsement of patient portals by
health care professionals is one of the most influential factors
impacting patients’ use of patient portals as well as their use as
tools for collaborative communication [28]. Aligning patient
portals with health care professionals’ workflow and care
delivery priorities is difficult, and this might impact the
professionals’ experiences of the patient-professional
communication over patient portals [29]. According to Irizarry
et al [29], greater understanding is needed of how
patient-professional communication could be supported by
patient portals in practical care work.

Objectives
As previous reviews have found conflicting results [25] and
concentrated on web-based tools instead of communication
[27], a more detailed understanding is needed on
patient-professional communication from a professional
perspective. Adding this information may support the use of
patient portals in practical care work. In light of these gaps in
the research, a systematic literature review was conducted to
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identify the experiences of health care professionals with
web-based patient-professional communication over patient
portals. In this study, we define communication as reciprocal
web-based communication or interaction between health care
professionals and patients. With reciprocal, we mean that
patients can answer their health care professional directly using,
for example, secure messaging. The following research question
was addressed: What kind of experiences do health care
professionals have of web-based patient-professional
communication over patient portals?

Methods

Information Sources and Search Strategy
A systematic review of qualitative studies was conducted
following the Joanna Briggs Institute’s (JBI) Reviewer’s Manual

[30], including the application of a PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses)
checklist [31]. A systematic review method was chosen for this
review because it is applicable in areas where there is only a
little preexisting knowledge and where complex issues require
more detailed exploration [32]. With the assistance of an
experienced information specialist, the searches were conducted
in the CINAHL (EBSCO), ProQuest (ABI/INFORM), Scopus,
and PubMed databases using search terms related to portals and
patient-professional communication (Table 1). A total of 1038
articles were found, which were reduced to 597 after duplicates
were removed using the RefWorks Legacy reference
management software package.

Table 1. Databases, search strategy, and results identifying the studies.

Results, nSearch strategyDatabase

183ALLa(portal OR portals) AND ALL(patient* N5 (professional* OR provider*
OR physician* OR doctor* OR nurse*) ) AND ALL(communicat* OR inter-
act*)

Cumulative index to nursing and allied health
literature (CINAHL [EBSCO])

12ALL(portal OR portals) AND ALL(patient* N/5 (professional* OR provider*
OR physician* OR doctor* OR nurse*)) AND ALL(communicat* OR inter-
act*)

ProQuest (ABI/INFORM)

382ALL(portal OR portals) AND ALL(patient* W/5 (professional* OR provider*
OR physician* OR doctor* OR nurse*) ) AND ALL(communicat* OR inter-
act*)

Scopus

461TEXT WORDb(portal OR portals) AND TEXT WORD(communicat* OR
interact*) AND TEXT WORD(patient* AND (professional OR provider OR
physician OR doctor* OR nurse*)

PubMed

aALL: Everywhere but the whole text, that is, including the title, abstracts, and keywords.
bTEXT WORD: Terms that are qualified with the Text Word field tag will be searched in the following fields: title, abstract, medical subject headings
(MeSH) heading and subheadings, other terms field, secondary source identifier, and personal name as subject.

Study Selection Process
The study selection process is presented in the PRISMA flow
diagram shown in Figure 1. The studies were screened by title
and abstract (n=597) and the full text (n=53) independently by
2 researchers (EL and MH). The inclusion was based on
eligibility criteria that were defined according to the participants,
phenomenon of Interest, context, study type method: (1) the
Participants were health care professionals; (2) the phenomenon
of Interest was communication; (3) the Context referred to
patient portals; and (4) as a Study type, only studies including
qualitative data were included because they better examined
experiences (Table 2). All the studies were published between
2010 and 2019. This time span is relevant for researching patient
portals, which are a relatively new phenomenon and are
constantly developing. The 2 reviewers discussed and agreed
on which studies should be included according to the inclusion
criteria. A total of 41 articles were excluded because they did

not meet the eligibility criteria. Moreover, 12 of the excluded
articles were from the patient, manager, or caregiver perspective.
In 19 articles, the phenomenon of interest was not in
patient-professional communication, but was focused, for
example, on scrutinizing the communication between
professionals or the communication was not reciprocal. In
addition, 3 articles scrutinized web-based patient-professional
communication in emails and open notes instead of patient
portals. Finally, 8 studies represented the wrong study type or
the full text was not available. The reasons for exclusions are
presented in Figure 1. The reference lists of all the included
studies (N=13) were manually searched for additional studies
(n=1). If any disagreements occurred at any point in the article
selection process, they were resolved by consulting the last
author of this paper (OK). A kappa value of 0.72 in the
title-abstract screening and 0.95 in full-text screening showed
a substantial and almost perfect level of agreement [33].
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Figure 1. A Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses flow diagram of the systematic review carried out in this study.

Table 2. Eligibility criteria according to the PICoS protocol.

Exclusion criteriaInclusion criteriaPICoSa

Other than health care professionals (eg, managers or patients)Health care professionalsParticipants

Communication occurs between health care professionals and communi-
cation occurs between health care professional and family member or
caregiver

Reciprocal web-based communication or interaction
between health care professionals and patients

Phenomenon of inter-
est

Other than patient portal (eg, email, video consultations, and open notes)Patient portalContext

Quantitative studies, gray literature, literature reviews, systematic re-
views, study protocols, and intervention studies

Peer-reviewed scientific studies containing qualita-
tive data, published between 2010 and 2019, full
text available

Types and quality of
studies

aPICoS: participants, phenomenon of interest, context, study.
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Quality Assessment
The quality of the studies (N=13) chosen for the review was
assessed by 2 independent reviewers (EL and MH) using the
JBI checklist for qualitative research [34]. To achieve consensus
between the reviewers, the selected studies had to achieve at
least a score of 5 out of 10 across the quality criteria [35]. All
13 studies were considered suitable for the review.

Data Extraction and Synthesis
The data were extracted by the authors, year of publication,
country of origin, purpose, participants, methods (data collection

and analysis), relevant findings, and quality assessment (Table
3). The thematic synthesis presented by Thomas and Harden
[36] was used to synthesize the results. The synthesis included
line-by-line coding of the findings, organizing initial codes
(n=162) to construct descriptive themes (n=48), the use of
subthemes when necessary to clarify the reporting of the results
(n=11), and finally the development of analytical themes (n=6)
[36,37]. An example of coding and theme building is presented
in Table 4.
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Table 3. Data extraction of the included studies.

Quality as-
sessment
points

Relevant findingsMethods (data collec-
tion and analysis)

Participants (relevant par-
ticipants for the review)

PurposeReference,
country of
origin

7/10Clinicians believed that the portal
was not well equipped to handle

Interviews of pa-
tients, focus groups

Clinicians (n=13), patients
(n=31).

To evaluate how well portals
convey information to pa-
tients. To demonstrate how

Alpert et al
[38], United
States complex communication. They

found it complicated that there was
for clinicians (n=2).
Thematic analysis.methodologies could be used

to evaluate and improve the
design of portals.

no confirmation that the patients
viewed the messages. Asynchronous
communication patterns disrupted
care.

6/10Providers limited their responses
strictly to the requested information,

A total of 193 mes-
sages from 58 mes-

N/AaTo describe the types of mes-
sages initiated by patients

Alpert et al
[39], United
States and the majority of their responses

lacked empathy. Occasionally,
sage threads. Con-
tent analysis.

communicating via patient
portals and to assess whether
providers employed patient- providers adopted a “customer ser-
centered strategies in their re-
sponses.

vice-oriented” approach. Some of
the providers’ messages reinforced
positive patient behavior.

7/10Oncologists believed that advanced
access may improve engagement

In-depth semistruc-
tured interviews.

Oncologists (n=13), medi-
cal informaticists (n=12),
and patients (n=35).

To understand attitudes of the
portal’s adoption for oncology
and to identify the advantages
and disadvantages of using

Alpert et al
[40], United
States during consultations and also assist

patients after appointments.
Thematic text analy-
sis.

the portal to communicate and
view medical information.

8/10Oncologists agreed that patient ac-
cess to their records was beneficial,

In-depth, semistruc-
tured interviews.
Thematic analysis.

13 oncologists and 35 pa-
tients.

To understand the perceptions
of oncologists and cancer pa-
tients about the potential im-
pact of portals on such com-
munication.

Alpert et al
[41], United
States but they were also concerned about

the workload and portal not being
suitable for complex information.
Oncologists were also concerned
that patients would anticipate rapid
communication and that they would
learn about a new diagnosis before
meeting the oncologist.

6/10Frontline physicians agreed that
electronic communication improved

Interviews analyzed
using a constant
comparative method.

Leaders of 21 medical
groups and also staff in 6
of these groups.

To answer the following re-
search questions: (1) how can
primary care practices use
electronic communication to

Bishop et al
[42], United
States access to care for patients, saved

patients’ time, and improved patient
satisfaction. They also cited efficien-manage clinical issues; (2)
cy as an advantage of patient por-what are the perceived advan-
tals. Physicians were able to contacttages and disadvantages of
patients before the consultations,these programs for patients,
which improved the efficiency ofphysicians, and practices; and
office visits. Increased workload and(3) what are the barriers to
patient and physician resistance
were identified as disadvantages.

and facilitators of implemen-
tation of electronic communi-
cation programs?

7/10By following the patients’ writing,
the professionals learned more about

Semistructured in-
depth interviews that

Health care professionals
(n=3).

To characterize and assess the
impact of an eHealth portal
on health care professionals’

Das et al
[43], Nor-
way their patients than during time-limit-

ed face-to-face consultations. The
were thematically
analyzed.interaction with patients in

bariatric surgery. portal became an important way to
reach out for the patients. Yet, pro-
fessionals reported uncertainty about
how to deal with new kinds of inter-
action, and they were not able to
ensure that patients understood the
given information. The portals also
increased the workload, interfered
with the workflow, and were not
suitable for complex cases.
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Quality as-
sessment
points

Relevant findingsMethods (data collec-
tion and analysis)

Participants (relevant par-
ticipants for the review)

PurposeReference,
country of
origin

7/10General practitioners expressed that
the internet was just another way to
interact with the patients.

Semistructured inter-
views that were the-
matically analyzed.

General practitioners
(n=9).

To identify how general prac-
titioners perceive patient por-
tals to influence the delivery
of primary health care.

Elers and
Nelson [44],
New
Zealand

8/10Nurses were concerned about the
increase in the volume of electronic
communications and that patients
expected immediate responses.

Focus groups (n=2).
Theoretical thematic
content analysis.

Outpatient nurses (n=13).To identify nursing staff reac-
tions to and perceptions of
electronic portal use in a can-
cer setting.

Gerber et al
[45], United
States

8/10Doctors reported that the web portal
would improve their communication
with patients, but should not create
any additional work.

Semistructured inter-
views. Grounded
theory and thematic
analysis.

General practitioners
(n=10), phthisiatricians
(n=8), and patients (n=30).

To analyze the attitudes of
patients with tuberculosis and
doctors and identify perceived
opportunities and barriers to
operate a web portal.

Kopanitsa
[46], Russia

7/10Nurses, physicians, and clinic per-
sonnel agreed that electronic messag-
ing was quicker and more efficient.
Several nurses and physicians were
worried that some patients would
inappropriately send repeated mes-
sages and may expect immediate
responses to their electronic re-
quests. Health care professionals
were aware that patients saw all the
posts.

In-depth interviews.
Data analysis was
based on a systemat-
ic, computer-assisted
approach.

Clinical personnel (n=20).To determine how administra-
tors, clinic staff, and health
care providers at a practice
serving a lower-income adult
population viewed patient
portals in terms of their poten-
tial benefit, areas of concerns,
and hopes for the future.

Miller et al
[47], United
States

7/10Secure messaging enabled better
connectivity between patients and
their health care teams. Asynchrony
was seen as a benefit that allowed
health care professionals to send and
respond to messages when it was
convenient for them. Secure messag-
ing enabled health care profession-
als to better know their patients and
enhanced the quality of visits.

In-depth interviews.
Utilized modern
techniques of qualita-
tive analysis.

Health care professionals
(n=30).

To examine the experiences
of physicians, nurses, and
pharmacists at the Department
of Veterans Affairs using an
organizationally sponsored
personal health records to de-
velop insights into the interac-
tion of technology and pro-
cesses of health care delivery.

Nazi [48],
United
States

8/10Providers noted increased efficiency
in communications, but some of the
problems were too complex to han-
dle via secure messaging. Some-
times the providers noted that pa-
tient messages did not contain
enough information, and hence, they
were worried about the quality of
the provided information.

Semistructured inter-
views. Both induc-
tive and deductive
methods, using a
constant compara-
tive analytic ap-
proach.

Primary care physicians
(n=13) and patients
(n=29).

Within primary care offices
with high rates of patient por-
tal use, the study examined
how experienced physicians
and patient users of the ambu-
latory portal perceived the
benefits and challenges of
portal use in general and se-
cure messaging in particular.

Sieck et al
[49], United
States

7/10Not all the health care professionals
agreed on how the messaging func-
tionality should be used. Some doc-
tors preferred not to use messaging
functionality to answer questions,
especially when it concerned com-
plex problems. Health care profes-
sionals felt they lost some control
because of the portal.

Focus groups (n = 4)
and think-aloud ob-
servations for pa-
tients. Thematic
content analysis.

Medical specialists (n=3),
medical specialists in
training (n=4), nurses
(n=4), administrative assis-
tants (n=3), doctor’s assis-
tant (n=1), managers
(n=2), and patients (focus
group n=7, think-aloud
observation n=8).

To explore the adoption, use,
usability, and usefulness of a
recently introduced patient
portal in an academic hospital
to learn lessons for the imple-
mentation of patient portals
in fragmented health care
systems.

Vreugdenhil
et al [50],
Netherlands

aN/A: not applicable.
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Table 4. An example of coding in thematic synthesis.

Analytical

themee
SubthemedDescriptive

themec
Initial codebLine-by-line codinga

Health care pro-
fessionals’
work

Lack of time and exper-
tise for portal communi-
cation

Not enough
time resources

No time organized for
portal communication

“It is just that the days are filled with patient lists, and suddenly
it is 4 o’clock, and then you are off to home. We haven’t orga-
nized the time for it...” [43]

———fNo time to respond“The way my day is set up right now, I am scheduled to see
patients; I really have no time to respond...” [42]

———Need for extra time“You need to plan extra time to process these messages.” [50]

———Time effort“’Linda’ explained that the activities triggered by this one
question required considerable effort: the process required re-
sources in regards to expertise in knowing the right addressee,
time and effort to contact them...” [43]

———Time constraints“...time constraints, and prioritizations became evident in the
daily clinical practice...” [43]

——Lack of exper-
tise

Challenges due to the
level of expertise re-
quired

“This represented a challenge for the level of expertise re-
quired...” [43]

———Professionals could
not answer themselves

“In cases when the personnel with portal access could not re-
spond themselves, they made contact with other professionals
at the clinic...” [43]

aFree line-by-line coding of the findings of primary studies.
bInitial codes based on line-by-line coding and formed into a bank of codes.
cInitial codes categorized as descriptive themes.
dDescriptive themes were grouped under a subtheme.
eSufficiently abstract analytical themes were created to describe all the descriptive themes. This table does not contain all the descriptive themes that
were categorized under Health care professionals’ work.
fThe empty cells are not supposed to contain text.

First, free line-by-line coding was performed for the findings
of the primary studies. Second, initial codes were created using
line-by-line coding. Every sentence had at least one initial code,
but using several codes for a sentence was also possible, albeit
rare, in this review. The use of line-by-line coding enabled the
translation of concepts from one study to another. Initial codes
formed a bank of codes, and new codes were developed when
necessary, and the synthesis began at this point. Third, codes

were grouped into descriptive themes based on their similarity.
Heretofore, the synthesis was kept very close to the original
findings of the included studies. Fourth, some of the descriptive
themes were grouped under subthemes. Finally, analytical
themes were formed. After this phase, the analytical themes
were sufficiently abstract to describe all the initial descriptive
themes (Table 5) [36].
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Table 5. An overview of analytical themes, subthemes, and descriptive themes (number of studies out of the included 13).

Descriptive themes (n=48)Subthemes (11)Analytical themes (n=6)

Increased workloadHealth care professionals’ work (13) • Increases workload (8)
• Causes more steps in the care process (6)
• Causes additional tasks (1)

More efficient work • Increases efficiency of work (6)
• Saves time (2)
• Reduces telephone communication (2)

Experiences of fear and discomfort • Causes fear (3)
• Confusion in professional activities (2)
• Uncertainty about portal communication (1)
• Increases pressure to contact patients faster

who actively use the portal (1)

Increased awareness of the patients’situations • Provides more information about the patients
(3)

• Enables better overall impression of the pa-
tients’ situations (2)

Lack of time and expertise for engaging in
portal communication

• Not enough time or resources (3)

Enhanced communicationChange in communication over the patient portals
(12)

• Enables more direct communication (6)
• Enhances connectivity (2)
• Promotes more frequent communication (2)
• More focused attention (2)
• Easy way to communicate (2)
• Safe means of communication (2)
• Improves communication and relationship (1)

Change in the means of communication • Transforms the means of communication (5)
• Variable nature of communication (1)

Deficiencies in communication • Inability to communicate appropriately (4)
• Insensitive communication (2)
• General nature of information, not detailed (2)

Interpretation and communicationPatients’ use of patient portals (12) • Uncertainty about whether patients understand
the information (8)

• Patients communicating inappropriately (3)
• Patients providing insufficient information (1)

Positive consequences for patients • Enables patient outcomes and experiences (6)
• Promotes patients’ involvement (4)
• Lowers threshold of communication (2)
• Nonstigmatic way to communicate (1)
• Patients ask more specific questions (1)

Patients’ high expectations of professionals • Patients’expectations for rapid communication
(3)

• Patients’ expectations for use of data (1)

N/AaSuitability of the patient portals for communica-
tion (7)

• Not suitable for complex communication (3)
• Not suitable for complex cases (3)
• Useful in remotely managing patients’ condi-

tions (2)
• Not suitable for complex communication (1)
• Uniqueness of patient cases (1)

N/AConvenience of the patient portals for communi-
cation (7)

• Flexibility to answer when convenient (4)
• Possibility to asynchronous communication

(3)
• Portal seen as a nuisance (3)
• Uncertainty if patients receive the information

(1)
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Descriptive themes (n=48)Subthemes (11)Analytical themes (n=6)

• Changes patients’ roles (2)
• Maintains health care professionals’ responsi-

bility for the patients (2)
• Transforms health care professionals’ roles

(1)

N/AChange in roles (4)

aN/A: not applicable.

The synthesis was conducted independently by 3 reviewers (EL,
MH, and OK) at all stages. After each stage, the reviewers
looked for similarities and differences in their codes and themes
and agreed on the final versions.

Results

Study Characteristics
The included studies (N=13) originated from the United States
(n=9, 69%), Norway (n=1, 8%), the Netherlands (n=1, 8%),
New Zealand (n=1, 8%), and Russia (n=1, 8%). The informants
in the included studies were reported to be physicians (n=82),
health care professionals or clinical personnel (n=63), nurses
(n=17), and medical specialists in training (n=4). The number
of informants was not reported in 2 studies, but it was reported
that they were health care professionals. The data were most
commonly collected using individual interviews (n=10), but
focus groups (n=2), message threads (n=1), and observation
(n=1) were also used for collecting data.

Health Care Professionals’Experiences of Web-Based
Patient-Professional Communication Over Patient
Portals
When analyzing the included studies (N=13), 6 analytical themes
were identified that were experiences related to (1) the health
care professionals’ work (13/13, 100%), (2) changes in
communication over the patient portals (12/13, 92%), (3) the
patients’ use of patient portals (12/13, 92%), (4) the suitability
of patient portals for communication (7/13, 54%), (5) the
convenience of the patient portals for communication (7/13,
54%), and (6) the change in roles (4/13, 8%; Table 5).

Experiences Related to Health Care Professionals’Work
Experiences related to health care professionals’ work were
divided into 5 subthemes, which related to the increased
workload [39,41,42,44-48,50], more efficient work
[42,44,47,48,50,51], experiences of fear and discomfort
[41,43,46,49,50], increased awareness of patients’ situations
[41,43,48], and lack of time and expertise required for portal
communication [42,43,50].

Increased Workload

The health care professionals in the studies were concerned
about the patient-professional communication increasing their
workload [41,42,44,46,48,50]. Although they saw patient
participation as a positive outcome of portal communication,
having greater patient participation increased the workload [41].
Sometimes health care professionals received messages from
patients who did not actually need their help [46], and some of
the patients overwhelmed the health care professionals by

inappropriately sending them repeated messages [47]. There
were organizations where answering the portal messages was
not formally incorporated into the daily work process of the
professionals, and thus, some of the health care professionals
had multiple portal messages waiting for responses, causing
them an additional workload [43,50].

Web-based patient-professional communication also increased
the steps in the care process [38-40,43,45,47]. For example,
web-based communication sometimes triggered more phone
calls and several follow-up questions [38,47]. Thus, health care
professionals occasionally found it easier to just recommend
that the patients scheduled an appointment instead of
communicating on the internet [39]. Health care professionals
could not always trust that the patient had truly received the
information over the patient portal [38]. Thus, the professionals
had to ensure by phone that patients really had received the
information [38]. When answering the patients, health care
professionals also felt a need to ensure that the content of their
message was correct and that the patient would not
misunderstand the core message [43]. This led to another extra
step in the process.

More Efficient Work

Some health care professionals reported that web-based
patient-professional communication increased the efficiency of
their work [42,44,47,48,50,51]. Not only was the web-based
communication itself more effective but it also improved the
efficiency and quality of face-to-face office visits because
patients were able to communicate with professionals before
the visits [42,47,48,50]. Face-to-face visits were improved
because communicating with the patients on the internet before
the visits helped the professionals to be more prepared for the
consultation [42]. According to some health care professionals,
communicating over the portal also saves time because sending
electronic messages is faster than making phone calls [47]. Due
to the web-based patient-professional communication, health
care professionals were able to reduce the volume of incoming
phone calls [47], thus avoiding some challenges encountered
with them [48].

Experiences of Fear and Discomfort

In some cases, communicating over the patient portals caused
a degree of fear and concern among health care professionals.
Health care professionals feared that patients may discover a
significant change in their well-being, diagnosis, or prognosis
in the doctors’ notes without first communicating with health
care professionals [41,46]. Due to this fear, the professionals
felt pressure to contact patients who actively used portals faster
to prevent them from discovering any changes by themselves
[41].
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In some cases, health care professionals were afraid of
communicating on the internet [43]. Patient portals caused some
confusion in the professionals’ activities [49,50] by making
health care professionals feel slightly uncomfortable [50] or
getting lost in their professional activities [49]. In addition,
health care professionals felt uncertain about how to deal with
portal communication, and they felt that they had to focus on
the articulation and content of their messaging, which again
required considerable effort [43].

Increased Awareness of Patients’ Situations

Web-based patient-professional communication increased the
health care professionals’ knowledge of their patients [41] and
resulted in receiving more detailed patient information [43]. On
patient portals, health care professionals could better capture
things that did not come up during face-to-face consultations
[43], and patients were more inclined to share sensitive
information [48]. Due to web-based patient-professional
communication, health care professionals gained a better overall
impression of their patients’ situations [43,48]. Due to the more
frequent communication, health care professionals knew their
patients better [48] and learned more about their patients’needs
[43].

Lack of Time and Expertise for Engaging in Portal
Communication

Sometimes, health care professionals reported that they did not
have enough time for portal communication [42,43,50], and
they needed extra time to process the portal messages [50]. For
example, some health care professionals answered messages in
their spare time [50]. The professionals were also challenged
by the level of expertise required for portal communication, as
they were not always able to answer portal messages by
themselves and needed support from other professionals [43].

Experiences Related to Changes in Communication Over
Patient Portals
The health care professionals’ experiences were also related to
changes in communication over the patient portals. According
to professionals, web-based patient-professional communication
enhanced communication [39,42,43,46,48,49], but also changed
the way of communicating [38,43,44,50], and sometimes led
to deficiencies in communication [38,39,45,49].

Enhanced Communication

Several descriptive themes showed that web-based patient
portals enhanced communication. When communicating on the
internet, health care professionals provided patients with more
direct answers [39,42,46,48,49] by keeping their writing short
and concise [43,48]. Communicating on the internet also
increased connectivity [48] and gave health care professionals
an additional way to reach out to the patients [43].
Communication over the portal was more frequent, and
occasionally [48], the patients’ postings acted as triggers for
further communication [43]. Sometimes, due to web-based
communication, health care professionals were able to pay more
focused attention to their patients’ needs [48]. Communicating
on the internet was perceived as easy because it enabled the
professions to give direct answers to their patients without using
intermediates, while also improving some patients’ access to

health services [43,48]. In addition, web-based communication
was perceived to be safer than traditional face-to-face
communication because portal communication allowed the
patients to consider issues that had been discussed earlier [40,42]
and it left a trail concerning the issues that had been discussed
[42].

Change in the Means of Communication

Web-based patient-professional communication meant that
health care professionals learned to communicate with patients
in a new way [43,44]. When communicating on the internet,
the dynamics of communication changed [50]. For example,
there were no nonverbal clues [43]. Some health care
professionals learned to communicate over the portal in a casual
way, as they did on the internet in their personal lives [43], and
they learned when to use web-based communication instead of
other means of communication [38].

Deficiencies in Communication

Sometimes health care professionals were unable to
communicate appropriately over the portal [38,39,45,49], and
in the worst cases, the communication was insensitive [38],
lacking in empathy, and overlooked the patients’cues of distress
[39,40]. Insensitive communication did not encourage patients
to attempt further communication [39], and in some cases, health
care professionals mentioned that they selected a portal function
to prevent patients from replying to message threads over the
patient portal [45].

Sometimes communication was poor because health care
professionals only had limited information available about the
patients. For this reason, health care professionals were not
always able to respond in a detailed manner, providing less
specific advice to the patient [43]. In addition, health care
professionals had variations in their expectations and attitudes
toward portal communication. For example, although some
professionals offered clear guidance over the portals, others
were more equivocal [49].

Experiences Related to the Patients’ Use of Patient
Portals
Health care professionals also had experiences related to the
patients’ use of patient portals. Health care professionals were
worried about the patients’ interpretations and communication
over the portal [39-41,43,44,46,47,49,50], but they also saw
that web-based patient-professional communication had positive
consequences for patients [39-43,46,48,50]. Furthermore, the
possibility of communicating on the internet made health care
professionals feel that the patients had high expectations from
them [41,45,47,48].

Interpretation and Communication

Health care professionals were uncertain whether the patients
understood the information that was communicated over the
patient portals [43,46,50]. Some health care professionals
reported that some of the patients were not able to understand
the given information [41,44,47,50] and that the patients made
their own interpretations [40]. Not understanding the given
information left patients unsure about what to do next [39].
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In some cases, patients used the portal inappropriately [49] and
sent unsuitable messages to health care professionals [43,47,49].
For example, one patient sent a health care professional a picture
from his vacation, which had nothing to do with the patient’s
health status [49]. In addition, some patients provided
insufficient [49] and poor-quality information [49,50]. For
example, patients occasionally write lengthy descriptions devoid
of clarity and clear questions [49].

Positive Consequences for Patients

From the viewpoint of health care professionals, web-based
patient-professional communication had positive consequences
for patients, such as better patient engagement [40,41,48],
positive patient behavior [39], increased health status [46], and
increased trust and satisfaction [48]. In addition, patients were
better informed about their diseases and treatments [50] and
started to follow the health care professionals’ recommendations
more carefully [46]. As the patients had better knowledge, they
were able to present more specific questions to health care
professionals [43]. Occasionally, the level of their questions
was so advanced that the health care professionals felt
unprepared for them [43]. Portal communication also promoted
patients’ involvement and participation, and the health care
professionals asked for their patients’ opinions and concerns
over the portal [39,42]. The threshold to discussing fearful or
shameful topics was lowered as the negative feelings associated
with these topics did not influence communication as much as
they would in face-to-face settings [43,48].

Patients’ High Expectations of Professionals

When communicating over the portal, health care professionals
reported that their patients expected rapid communication [41]
and immediate responses to their electronic requests or status
updates [45,47]. In addition, the professionals expressed
concerns that patients often expected that professionals could
view data, for example, on blood glucose levels, they entered,
further influencing health care professionals’ endorsement of
use [48].

Experiences Related to the Suitability of Patient Portals
for Communication
The suitability of web-based patient-professional communication
varied between patient cases. Patient portals were perceived as
useful in some patients’ cases, such as for managing chronic
conditions remotely [49] and learning about acute changes in
their conditions [46]. However, as each patient’s case was
unique [40], communicating over the portal was not the right
choice for all cases. Health care professionals experienced
difficulties with complex issues [38,50], complex patient cases
[49,50], and complex information [41]. According to health
care professionals, patient portals were not suitable for
communication of complex issues [38,50], and occasionally,
they felt that a richer communication platform was needed for
more meaningful conversations [38], such as treatment and
prognosis discussions [41]. Health care professionals prefer not
to use patient portals for complex patient cases [49,50] due to
limitations of the portals to convey deeper knowledge [43]. The
professionals were also concerned about sharing complex
information over the portal and agreed that sharing certain
information, such as treatment discussions, was acceptable over

the portal, whereas other types of information, such as
prognoses, were not suitable for portal communication [41].

Experiences Related to the Convenience of Patient
Portals for Communication
Some health care professionals appreciated the flexibility to
answer portal messages when convenient [43,48,49] and saw
asynchronous communication to be beneficial [43,46,48].
Sometimes, the professionals preferred the slower time line of
web-based communication, as it allowed them to discuss and
research their responses before sending an answer to the
patients’ questions [45].

Not all health care professionals preferred web-based
patient-professional communication. Some of the health care
professionals saw portal communication as a nuisance [42] and
felt that asynchrony disrupted care [38]. Poor convenience was
also related to communication in those cases when health care
professionals did not receive a confirmation that the patient had
viewed a message [38]. This left the health care professionals
unsure about whether the patients had read their instructions.
Health care professionals also had differing views on the
messaging functionality of patient portals [50]. For instance,
nurses reported that they advised patients to ask questions over
the portal, whereas some doctors preferred not to use the portal’s
messaging function to answer questions [50].

Experiences Related to Changes in Roles
Web-based patient-professional communication has changed
the roles of patients and health care professionals [50]. Some
professionals reported that communicating with patients on the
internet gave the patients more ownership and made them
partners of the health care professionals [41,50], which again
transformed the professionals’ roles [50]. However, despite the
change in their role, the core element of the patient-professional
relationship remained the same because after all, the health care
professionals were still responsible for their patients [40,42].

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic review identified how health care professionals
experienced web-based patient-professional communication via
patient portals. A thematic synthesis produced 6 analytical
themes that described health care professionals’ experiences
concerning (1) health care professionals’ work, (2) changes in
communication over the patient portal, (3) patients’ use of the
patient portals, (4) the suitability of the patient portals, (5) the
convenience of patient portals, and (6) changes in roles. The
descriptive themes described in the analytical themes can be
divided into positive and negative experiences, and some of the
experiences seem to overlap so that even within the same study,
some health care professionals seemed to experience the same
feature positively, whereas others experienced it negatively.

Overall, health care professionals experienced web-based
patient-professional communication positively, as it made their
work more efficient, increased their knowledge about their
patients’ situations, enhanced communication, had positive
consequences for patients, and changed health care
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professionals’ and patients’ roles in a positive way. In addition,
the findings of prior studies support some of the positive
experiences found in this review [6,14,48]. In the review by
Otte-Trojel et al [8], several studies mentioned how patient
portals enabled building an ongoing, personal relationship that
included mutual trust and responsibility. In this review, it
seemed that web-based patient-professional communication is
especially beneficial in that it produces positive consequences
for patients, such as better patient engagement [35-39,42,44,46].
The findings of this review are in agreement with those of the
earlier studies, which indicated that web-based communication
may drive patient engagement to a new improved level
[14,48,49].

In this review, health care professionals also reported that
web-based patient-professional communication had a positive
impact on health care professionals’ and patients’ roles [37,46]
and that the patient-professional relationship remained the same
as when having face-to-face contacts [40,42]. Prior studies have
shown that health care professionals were worried that
web-based communication may change patient-professional
relationships [14,50]. In the study by Geerts et al [18], health
care professionals expressed concerns that if they did not
respond to a digital conversation quickly enough, the
patient-professional relationship may change.

In this review, health care professionals’ negative experiences
were related to increased workload, time pressure, lack of
expertise, communication problems, and the patients’
interpretations and high expectations. In prior studies, the daily
workload of health care professionals has also been reported to
have a negative impact on web-based patient-professional
communication [5,14,51]. In this review, health care
professionals were worried about their patients’ ability to
understand information given over the patient portals. In the
study by Baudendistel et al [52], health care professionals were
likewise concerned about patients autonomously handling the
information.

The analytical themes of (1) experiences of convenience and
(2) changes in the means of communication included both
positive and negative aspects. For example, some health care
professionals appreciated the flexibility to communicate over
the patient portal asynchronously [39,44,45], whereas some saw
asynchronous web-based patient-professional communication
as a nuisance [42]. In addition, some health care professionals
felt that it was because of the portals that they had learned to
communicate in a modern way, and they saw this as a positive
thing [39,40]. However, some health care professionals also
reported that the lack of nonverbal cues, such as body language,
tone of voice, and gaze, made it difficult for them to assess
whether the patient actually understood the information that
they were providing [43].

Some of the included studies seemed to suggest an overall more
positive insight into web-based patient-professional
communication than other studies. Moreover, in some studies,
health care professionals had overlapping positive and negative
experiences about patient-professional communication. These
kinds of overlapping experiences have also been detected in
earlier studies [9,21]. There are a number of possible

explanations as to why health care professionals in some studies
have more positive experiences with web-based
patient-professional communication than the others. First, within
the same study, the differences might be explained by variations
in the level of digital competence between health care
professionals [53]. Those professionals who are more
experienced in information technology usage might experience
web-based patient-professional communication more positively
because they know how to use patient portals and understand
when to use them instead of other means of communication
[38]. Then, professionals who are not very experienced users
of patient portals might struggle with web-based communication
and communicate in an inappropriate manner [34,35,41,45].

Second, differences in the experiences of health care
professionals in different studies might be attributed to the
differences in patient portals. Some of the portals might be less
user-friendly than others. According to Kruse et al [25], patient
portals obtain a higher level of acceptance if they are
user-friendly. Alpert et al [38] noted that health care
professionals were concerned about not receiving confirmations
or notifications of whether their patients had checked their
secure messages; thus, they had to contact patients by phone to
ensure that the patients had received their messages. This
indicates that the patient portal used in the study was not very
user-friendly, as it eventually increased the health care
professionals’ workload and required an extra step in the care
process [38].

Third, different health care organizations seem to have different
practices in providing time and other resources for portal
communication. In the study by Das et al [43], there was no
time scheduled for web-based patient-professional
communication; however, Nazi et al [48] noted that although
health care professionals were worried about an increase in their
workloads, it had been manageable because the use of the patient
portal had grown in an organized way.

This systematic review showed that some health care
professionals had learned how to deal with portal
communications and identify when web-based
patient-professional communication was appropriate [38].
However, some health care professionals seemed to struggle
with web-based patient-professional communication, and this
may even lead to feelings of fear and discomfort. In addition,
a prior study reported that health care professionals found it
difficult to learn new ways to communicate with patients over
the patient portals [54], and it has also been reported that new
skills are required to meet the new demands in the era of eHealth
[55].

Health care professionals’ web-based communication skills
should be enforced by training because it has been proven to
be effective in changing their behavior [14], such as improving
the use of core communication skills [7,52] and enhancing
empathic expression [56]. In addition, providing health care
professionals with more training and technical support on patient
portals might be beneficial to ensure positive staff attitudes [57].
More training for health care professionals on this topic might
reduce their fear and discomfort concerning communicating
over patient portals and assist them in communicating in an
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appropriate manner. In addition, training could possibly help
health care professionals learn about new ways to counsel
patients. In the study by Björk et al [58], physicians became
more aware of how to communicate with their patients on the
internet, how to simplify medical terms, and how to provide
extensive medical information after using an Ask the Doctor
service.

It appears that web-based patient-professional communication
is not suitable for all kinds of communication, such as
communicating about complex issues [34,46], complex patient
cases [45,46], and complex information [41]. This kind of
communication still requires face-to-face consultation or at least
contact over the phone. However, in some cases, portal
communication may be useful, and sometimes patients are even
willing to pay for the possibility of contacting their health care
professionals on the internet [59]. For example, web-based
patient-professional communication has been seen to be useful
in acutely changing conditions [46] and in cases where it is less
fearful and shameful to discuss matters on the internet [39,44].
Currently, in the era of the COVID-19 pandemic, some patients
display valiant acts of benevolence by preferring remote
communication over face-to-face consultations to protect health
care professionals from the virus [60]. Using telemedicine, such
as patient portals, enables health care organizations to provide
care and support for those who require it by minimizing the risk
of exposure to patients and health care workers [60]. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the use of web-based patient-professional
communication may increase considerably and quite rapidly.

Practical Implications and Further Research
As web-based patient-professional communication is becoming
more common [14], more attention should be paid to it by policy
makers, health care organizations, and educational institutions.
Policy makers aiming for more patient-centered care should
understand that developing health care professionals’web-based
communication skills is essential for developing patient-centered
health services, and attention should be paid to this issue in
health programs and eHealth strategies. Health care
organizations should invest in patient portals that are easy to
use and functional. For example, they should provide
notifications when patients read a message and ensure successful
teamwork between professionals. In addition, having multimodal
training materials available at sign-up and first portal log-in
might be beneficial [61]. Moreover, organizations should
schedule enough time for portal communication and arrange
training on their use for health care professionals. According
to a recent study by Hefner et al [61], training professionals
could help them to communicate more efficiently on patient
portals, for example, using secure messaging. Health care
organizations and enterprises responsible for developing patient
portals should also take into consideration the observations of
health care professionals about the problems and benefits of

patient portals. Health care professionals should also be included
in the development of patient portals. Finally, educational
institutes should take into account the increase in web-based
patient-professional communication in their curricula.

As this review has shown, health care professionals have
concerns over their patients’ ability to understand the
information provided over patient portals. In future research, it
would also be interesting to examine whether patients agree
with this concern. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the use of
patient portals might increase, further transforming the nature
of communication and making it an even more essential part of
health care. Examining whether a change occurs in attitudes
and experiences after the pandemic would also be interesting
to provide some very current and up-to-date information on
web-based patient-professional communication.

Limitations
The limitations of this review concern the search strategy,
eligibility criteria, and heterogeneity of the selected studies. An
electronic search of databases is effective, but it may not identify
all eligible studies [62]. For example, only peer-reviewed studies
were included in this review, and thus, relevant studies classified
as gray literature might have been excluded [30]. This review
only included studies that solely considered patient portals.
Health care professionals also use other communication forms,
such as video consultations [63], which were not considered in
this review. Including studies examining video consultations
might have provided more detailed information about remote
communication; however, communication via video or text
might also differ.

The studies included in this review originated from several
different countries in which the level of digital health solutions
usage varies. Most of the studies were conducted in the United
States. Thus, the scope of the studies might not have provided
generalized results about web-based patient-professional
communication because health care systems and digital solutions
vary between different countries.

Conclusions
Health care professionals had both positive and negative
experiences related to web-based patient-professional
communication. The positive experiences were most commonly
related to the patients and patient outcomes, such as learning
more about patients’ situations and having better patient
engagement. The negative experiences were related to aspects
such as the additional workload on health care professionals,
deficiencies in communication, patients’ false interpretations,
and the suitability of patient portals for communication.
Negative experiences of health care professionals related to the
use of patient portals seemed to be associated to the poor
functionality of the portals and insufficient training and
resourcing.
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Abstract

Background: Despite extensive and continuing research in the area of patient portals, measuring the impact of patient portals
remains a convoluted process.

Objective: This study aims to explore what is known about patient portal evaluations and to provide recommendations for future
endeavors. The focus is on mapping the measures used to assess the impact of patient portals on the dimensions of the Quadruple
Aim (QA) framework and the Canada Health Infoway’s Benefits Evaluation (BE) framework.

Methods: A scoping review was conducted using the methodological framework of Arksey and O’Malley. Reporting was
guided by the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) extension for scoping reviews.
A systematic and comprehensive search was conducted using the Ovid platform, and the following databases were searched:
Ovid MEDLINE (R) ALL (including epub ahead of print, in-process, and other nonindexed citations), EMBASE, and PsycINFO.
CINAHL on the EBSCO platform and Web of Science were searched for studies published between March 2015 and June 2020.
A systematic gray literature search was conducted using the Google search engine. Extracted data were tabulated based on a
coding template developed to categorize the literature into themes and areas of interest.

Results: A total of 96 studies were included for data extraction. The studies were categorized based on the QA dimensions,
with strict adherence to the definitions for each dimension. From the patients’perspective, it was determined that most evaluations
focused on benefits and barriers to access, access to test results, medication adherence, condition management, medical notes,
and secure messaging. From the population perspective, the evaluations focused on the increase in population outreach, decrease
in disparities related to access to care services, and improvement in quality of care. From the health care workforce perspective,
the evaluations focused on the impact of patients accessing medical records, impact on workflow, impact of bidirectional secure
messaging, and virtual care. From the health system perspective, the evaluations focused on decreases in no-show appointments,
impact on office visits and telephone calls, impact on admission and readmission rates and emergency department visits, and
impact on health care use. Overall, 77 peer-reviewed studies were mapped on the expanded version of the BE framework. The
mapping was performed using subdimensions to create a more precise representation of the areas that are currently explored when
studying patient portals. Most of the studies evaluated more than one subdimension.

Conclusions: The QA and BE frameworks provide guidance in identifying gaps in the current literature by providing a way to
show how an impact was assessed. This study highlights the need to appropriately plan how the impact will be assessed and how
the findings will be translated into effective adaptations.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24568)   doi:10.2196/24568
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Introduction

Background
Electronic patient portals are secure websites tied to an
institutional electronic health record (EHR) system from which
patients can view their medical information. These types of
records are populated with a person’s lifetime health history.
The information comes from various sources, including
community clinics, hospitals, physicians, pharmacies, and
laboratories. Many allow patients to view appointments, medical
test results, and medication therapies and communicate with
their health care providers through a secure platform [1,2].
Although evidence suggests that the implementation of patient
portals can have a positive impact on patient care and patient
outcomes, many health systems have been slow to adopt them
because of various concerns [3-6].

Patients have expressed concerns about accessing and
maintaining health information in a private and secure manner
[2,7,8]. As these portals are web-based tools, some worry that
their data could be seen by other individuals and by insurance
companies [9]. Others have expressed concerns around optimal
design and functionality [2]. Furthermore, not all patients have
access to a computer, smartphone, or tablet to access their record
[10].

Health care providers have conveyed concerns about the
implementation, availability, and impact of portals on the
patient-provider relationship. Physicians continue to be
concerned that portals will increase their workload, without a
mechanism for remuneration in fee-for-service models [11]. In
addition, there are some uncertainties around physician
obligations with respect to portal use [9,11-14]. Providers are
concerned that this type of health technology will start replacing
office visits and thus have an impact on the way care is provided
[15]. Another practice-related concern is the absence of
transparency surrounding the provider’s role and accountability
with respect to patient portals and protection of patient data [3].

For governments, the challenge of implementing portals has
been the upfront cost of establishing an effective and efficient
system [14,16,17]. Furthermore, studies show that the majority
of health information technology investments are struggling to
achieve the anticipated benefits [18-21].

Despite continuing extensive research in this area, the
implementation and adoption of these systems remains a
convoluted process. First, although various reviews [22-31]
have been conducted in this area recently, none have focused
on the impact of patient portals within the context of the 4
specific dimensions of the Quadruple Aim (QA) framework
[32]. Second, the majority of published reviews have examined
one characteristic, such as engagement, barriers and facilitators,
outcomes, or communication, and these reviews usually
emphasize patients or health care providers. Third, no reviews
have looked at which patient portal functions are most
commonly used to evaluate impact based on the Canada Health
Infoway’s Benefits Evaluation (BE) framework [33].

Two frameworks for analysis were incorporated: the QA and
BE frameworks. The QA framework is a modification of the

established Triple Aim Framework [34] of health care
improvement, which focuses on evaluating 3 dimensions of
care: improving the health of populations, improving the patient
and caregiver experience, and reducing the per capita cost of
health care. The QA framework [32] focuses on improving the
work life of providers as the fourth dimension, providing a more
comprehensive approach to the evaluation of health technology.
Definitions for each of the QA dimensions were used to identify
measures as they related to what is considered significant to the
patient (ie, preferences, satisfaction, communication, access,
engagement, use, etc), population (ie, equity, access, disparities,
etc), health system (ie, costs, utilization, etc), and health
workforce (ie, satisfaction, workload, preferences, etc).

The BE framework [33] as described and expanded by Lau et
al [35] was used to organize measures from peer-reviewed
studies. The BE framework was introduced in 2006 by Canada
Health Infoway to determine how evaluations might be
conducted to capture and measure relevant indicators. The
indicators are divided into 8 categories (system quality,
information quality, service quality, quality, access, productivity,
use, and use satisfaction) and 20 subcategories. Lau et al [35],
in their review of systematic reviews, added patient and
provider, implementation, and change/improvement as additional
categories, which were incorporated in this study.

Objectives
The purpose of this study is to explore what is known about
patient portal evaluations and provide recommendations for
future endeavors. It specifically addresses the following research
questions:

1. How is the impact of patient portals measured from the
standpoint of the 4 specific dimensions (patients, population,
health care workforce, and health system) of the QA
framework?

2. What components from the BE framework (as expanded
by Lau et al [35]) are most commonly evaluated to measure
impact?

Methods

Methodology
A scoping review was conducted following the 5 steps identified
by Arksey and O’Malley [36]: identifying the relevant research
question; identifying the various relevant studies in this field;
selecting studies; charting the data; and collating, summarizing,
and reporting the results. This type of review is recognized as
particularly useful for exploring topics with inconsistencies in
the current evidence, as it appropriately captures broad and
ambiguous topics and approaches.

In this study, impact is defined as the overall effects, direct or
indirect, of a policy, strategy, program or project (in this case,
patient portals) [37].

No ethics approval was sought or required for this study, as it
did not involve any human subject because it was only focused
on reviewing the literature.
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Data Sources and Searches
To capture the wide array of studies that may be relevant to this
topic, all study designs were included. A gray literature search
was developed to capture all relevant publications, such as
government and evaluation reports. Publications that study the

same intervention in the same set of patients were matched and
classified as a single study.

The inclusion and the exclusion criteria are described in Textbox
1.

Textbox 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion criteria

• Studies with any defined impact and outcomes of tethered patient portals or personal health records

• Studies with relevant impact and outcomes of tethered patient portals or personal health records

Exclusion criteria

• Studies without any defined impact and outcomes of tethered patient portals or personal health records

• Studies with no relevant impact and outcomes of tethered patient portals or personal health records

• Studies describing impact and outcomes of untethered patient portals or personal health records

• Non-English language

• Documents published before 2015

• Abstracts

• Commentaries

• Opinions

• Articles summarizing study findings

• Clinical trials and clinical trial recruitment

With support from an experienced medical information
specialist, a search strategy for peer-reviewed papers was
developed and tested through an iterative process. Another
senior information specialist peer reviewed the strategies before
execution using the peer review of electronic search strategies
(PRESS) checklist [38]. The following databases were searched
using the OVID platform: Ovid MEDLINE, including epub
ahead of print, in-process, and other nonindexed citations,
EMBASE, and PsycINFO. CINAHL (Cumulative Index of
Nursing and Allied Health Literature) on the EBSCO platform
and Web of Science were also searched. All searches were
performed on June 8, 2020. Strategies used a combination of
controlled vocabulary (eg, Patient Portals, Electronic Health
Records, Patient Access to Records) and keywords (eg, health
portal, EHR portal, ehealth patient access). Vocabulary and
syntax were adjusted across databases. Specific details regarding
the strategies appear in Multimedia Appendix 1. After removal
of all duplicates, the total number of articles remaining was
34,128. Citations retrieved via the searches of electronic
databases were imported to Covidence, a Cochrane-supported
software designed for conducting reviews.

A systematic gray literature search was conducted using the
Google search engine in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, between
February 13 and 25, 2020. The search term patient portal was
combined with the terms impact or outcome. The first 100 hits
were considered from each combination. In addition,
organizational websites of Canada Health Infoway, Canadian
Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health, the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence, the International
Network of Agencies for Health Technology Assessment, and

the World Health Organization were scanned. Finally, the
reference lists of the included articles were searched manually.

Study Selection
The relevance of the retrieved studies was assessed using the
inclusion criteria to ensure that they were related to the topic
of this study. All citations were reviewed by titles and abstracts.
All articles that focused on topics other than patient portals or
personal health records were eliminated. Thus, 2259 articles
remained, the titles and abstracts of which were screened
independently by 3 researchers (MA, TS, and DM) who applied
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. For quality assurance, 9.96%
(225/2259) of the articles were reviewed by more than one
researcher. No significant discrepancies were noted.

Potentially relevant citations were then retrieved and divided
among the 3 researchers for screening using the same inclusion
and exclusion criteria. For quality assurance, 10% (9/96) of the
papers were reviewed by more than one researcher. No
significant discrepancies were noted.

Studies that focused on untethered patient portals or personal
health records, which were not available in English or were
conference abstracts, unpublished dissertations, opinions, or
editorials, were excluded.

A total of 10 reviews [22-31] that fit the inclusion criteria were
identified. References from each of the reviews were scanned,
and 58 articles that met the inclusion criteria were identified.
Of these, 7 were reviewed and determined to be captured in the
studies already included.
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Data Extraction
As is customary in scoping reviews, an iterative approach was
used to extract data from the selected studies. A data extraction
form was developed and reviewed to categorize the literature
into themes and areas of interest, which varied by study type.
The following elements were considered, discussed, and
incorporated in the data extraction form (tabular format):
authors, title, publication date, country, type of source, study
setting, research questions, aims, data collection methods,
vendor, patient portal name, patient portal functions, deployment
date, end date of the project, type of evaluation, number of
patients impacted, number of staff impacted, intervention,
control, length of follow-up, benefit area, net benefit indicators,
measures, definition of measures, tools used to measure, results
and key themes identified in the study, identified success factors,
identified challenge factors, identified recommendations, and
other considerations, thoughts, and notes.

The extraction form was piloted with several sources and any
identified issues were corrected.

Quality Assessment
As scoping reviews include a broad range of information sources
and topics, no critical appraisal of the quality of the included
papers was conducted. Although there are various suggested

[39] approaches for accomplishing this, there is no consensus
among experts in the field on this matter.

Data Analysis and Synthesis
Extracted data were tabulated based on a coding template
developed to categorize the literature into themes and areas of
interest, which varied by study type and QA perspective. The
studies were categorized based on the QA dimensions, with
strict adherence to the definitions for each dimension [32,34].
Furthermore, the evaluated patient portal functions were mapped
onto the BE framework [33,35]. A descriptive, analytical
approach was used to summarize the outcomes of the studies.
In addition, a list of the various terms/outcomes/variables that
were used to describe impact was compiled.

Results

Results of the Literature Search
A total of 34,371 citations were identified through the
peer-reviewed and gray literature searches. From these, 241
citations were considered for a full-text review. In total, 96
studies were included for data extraction. The search strategy
results are described using the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram,
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram. EHR: electronic health record; PHR: personal
health record.
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Overall Description of Included Studies
The 96 included studies employed a variety of methods (mixed,
n=21; prospective, n=8; qualitative, n=12; randomized controlled
trial [RCT], n=3; retrospective, n=25; and survey, n=27). They
were conducted between 2015 and 2020 (2015, n=21; 2016,
n=25; 2017, n=14; 2018, n=15; 2019, n=13; and 2020, n=8) in
Australia (n=2), Canada (n=21), China (n=1), Finland (n=1),
the Netherlands (n=2), Norway (n=1), Spain (n=1), Sweden
(n=6), the United Kingdom (n=1), and the United States (n=60).
Although not all studies specified a clinical problem, most were
related to cardiology procedures and conditions, depression,
posttraumatic stress disorder, HIV, substance use disorder,
anxiety, schizophrenia, neurological issues, pregnancy, and
diabetes. A summary of the included studies is captured in
Multimedia Appendix 2 [27,40-136].

Overall, 32 peer-reviewed studies [40-71] evaluated the patient
portal in general, with all available functions. Secure messaging
and medical notes (OpenNotes) were the most commonly
evaluated individual portal functions (11 studies each). Five
studies assessed multiple functions, such as secure messaging
and refills or secure messaging and medication reminders. Gray
literature studies evaluated the patient portal, in general, as their
focus was on appraising various identified net benefit areas (ie,
quality, access, system use, etc), and patient and provider
satisfaction with the available functions.

QA Dimensions
The following sections summarize the studies according to the
QA dimensions (Multimedia Appendices 3-6) [27,43,44,46-48,
53,55-58,60-63,65,67,68,72-103,105-114,119,126,127,129].

Patient Perspective
The patient perspective was explored in 44 peer-reviewed
[43,44,46-48,53,55,56,58,60-63,65,67,68,72-99] and 15 gray
literature [100-114] studies. Several methods (mixed, n=12;
observational, n=5; qualitative, n=5; RCT, n=1; retrospective,
n=14; and survey, n=22) were applied to gain insights from
patients through surveys, interviews, focus groups, and
administrative data. Of the 59 studies, 35 were from the United
States, 17 from Canada, 2 from the Netherlands, and 1 each
from Australia, China, Norway, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom. The studies usually explored the impact of the patient
portal in general, with only a few focusing on various portal
functions, such as test results, medical notes (OpenNotes), secure
messaging, or prescription refills.

Benefits of Access

Many of the studies [47,68,77,80,82,100,101,109-112,114] have
explored patient experiences with access to patient portals and
subsequently access to their own medical information. All of
the studies reported that users were highly satisfied with the
access, and in one study, 97% of survey respondents stated that
they would definitely or probably recommend the portal to other
clients and families [110].

Moll et al [58] observed that patients considered access to
information as a means of patient empowerment and
involvement. This was also observed by Crouch et al [43], who
found that the use of the portal was associated with significantly

higher levels of patient activation and levels of patient
satisfaction around timely appointments, care, and information.
In addition, studies found that if the health care provider
encouraged access, the likelihood of patient enrollment and use
of the service was much greater [47,62,73].

Reed et al [60] found that 9 of 10 patients believed the portal
improved their health care convenience. In addition, access to
the information allowed for better engagement of patients with
providers, as they had more knowledge about their health [61].
Furthermore, the information eliminated the time pressure felt
during short appointments [60]. A different study reported that
28% of patients/families avoided making a telephone call to a
health care provider because they could access health
information electronically [111]. Convenience was also noted
in the findings of another study, in which 27.2% of patients
reported savings in terms of time to travel, time off work, gas,
and parking [63]. In a study by Graham et al [48], 48% of users
reported avoiding a clinic visit and 2.7% avoided an emergency
department visit. Convenience was also described because of
the ability to make web-based appointments rather than by
calling the office [106]. In another study, 27.4% of patients
indicated that they had used the patient portal at least once to
request an appointment with a primary care provider rather than
making a telephone call [114].

Access to patient portal information decreased stress levels
because of appointment preparedness [114]. One study reported
that 40% of respondents found the portal useful, as it allowed
them to plan and follow up on upcoming appointments [67]. In
another study, 60% of respondents felt the portal had resulted
in an increased sense of partnership with their health care
provider, compared with 50% of respondents who felt the portal
had positively impacted their relationship with their health care
provider [109].

Although most of the studies reported a positive impact because
of portal access, one study found little evidence that the portal
led to feelings of greater involvement in the care process,
improved ability to express concerns to providers or enhanced
relationships with providers, or reduced number of in-person
visits [55].

Barriers to Access

Several studies described patient-reported barriers to access to
patient portals [67,73,108]. These barriers were related to
privacy, security, and technical difficulties when patients
attempted to enroll or use the patient portal. Giardina et al [73]
found that 52.6% of the participants wanted portal improvements
in terms of display, usability, and notifications. Approximately
24% of patients had higher expectations based on their idea of
what functionalities a patient portal should provide, whereas
22% experienced usability problems [67]. Another study [108]
found that low user adoption was because of technical issues
experienced by patients during enrollment. Patients were
unwilling to spend extra time to find solutions and eventually
abandoned the creation of an account [108].

Access to Test Results

The most commonly used portal function was the access to
laboratory or diagnostic test results. The studies assessing this
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function concluded that the impact was multifaceted, providing
patients with convenience, knowledge, tracking of information,
decreased anxiety, and the need for fewer appointments
[58,61,68,73,77,83,97,103,106,113]. Visual indications were
used to determine whether the test results were normal or
abnormal (ie, green or red color). Patients described laboratory
results as the most important information for them to access.
Getting real-time information of laboratory tests before
appointments led to increased awareness about personal health.
A study found that the availability of web-based radiology
reports was associated with increased patient use of the system,
with a likelihood ratio of 2.63 [97]. The rates of laboratory
test–related anxiety were low. Another study found that 68.41%
wanted access to new information on the same day or after a
day, whereas the remaining patients were willing to wait anytime
between 2 weeks and 1 month, depending on the type of test
[58].

Although access to test results was described as the most
appreciated function, several studies found that it led to
concerns. Two studies [73,77] addressed the concern of the
inability of patients to completely understand the laboratory or
diagnostic test results in their medical records. Both studies
found that patients did not feel that health care providers gave
sufficient information when commenting on results. The study
by Giardina et al [73] showed that 63.2% of the participants
reported that their physician did not include a note explaining
the result. Most often, the medical terminology used to describe
the test results led to the inability to interpret if they were normal
or abnormal. The problem of not understanding results led to
apprehension and anxiety until the patient was able to connect
with their provider and obtain clarification [73,77]. A study
found that one of every 6 patients who underwent magnetic
resonance imaging or computerized tomography scans reported
a clear understanding of their results when first receiving them
through the portal [83]. Patients wanted to receive all their
results, even the abnormal ones, but they needed more timely
notifications and guidance by their provider in interpreting them
[90]. However, some patients preferred to have the potentially
concerning test results verbally communicated by a health care
professional [90].

Medication Adherence

Several studies have explored the correlation between patient
portal use and medication adherence because of web-based
reminders for refills and requests for prescription renewals
[44,81,85,86,89,94,106,109,112]. A study found that once new
users were given mobile access to the portal, there was a
statistically significant improvement in adherence to oral
diabetes drugs and lower glycemic levels [81]. These
improvements were greater among patients with a higher clinical
need at baseline (glycated hemoglobin [HbA1c] level >8%) and
more modest but still statistically significantly better among
patients with lower initial glycemic levels [81]. Wright et al
[86] found that adherence to antihypertensive medications
increased if patients had access to their progress notes. The
secure messaging function had a similar effect on the likelihood
of achieving HbA1c control, as patients who only read email
also had significantly lower mean HbA1c values than that of

nonusers [44]. Similarly, another study observed that secure
messages had the greatest impact on diabetes medical
management considerations in terms of HbA1c test completed
or missed therapy intervention [96].

One study found small, statistically significant, meaningful
improvements in physiological measures among patients with
diabetes who initiated and sustained the use of refills through
the patient portal [94]. The refill function, in combination with
secure messaging, had a greater impact on HbA1c levels. Another
study observed stable refill adherence over time among portal
users compared with small declines among nonusers [85].
Satisfaction with the refill portal function was high, as 69%
would recommend e-refill requests to other patients, family, or
friends, and 63% would request all or most of their prescription
refills electronically [112]. Furthermore, a nation-wide survey
in Canada found that when prescriptions were lost or damaged,
17% of patients decided to go without the medication [106].
Consequently, portals were determined to be effective as a tool
to update medication lists and had the potential to augment the
existing phone-based medication update process [89].

Condition Management

Patients described portal access as a way to monitor their
conditions and be more proactive in their care. The severity of
the disease predisposed the level of use [62]. A study that
measured the acceptability and clinical outcomes of the portal
in parents of children with moderate or severe asthma observed
that parents used the portal as a decision-support tool that
allowed for improved knowledge about the condition [46]. The
more severe the child’s condition, the higher the acceptance
and use of the portal [46]. Crouch et al [43] concluded that
higher portal use was associated with positive clinical and
behavioral characteristics related to the management of chronic
conditions. A study found that access to the portal added value
in the received care during pregnancies [47]. Broman et al [87]
found that portal use was effective in postoperative care and
follow-up. Another study reported that 88% of survey
respondents reported that portal access allowed for better health
management [109].

However, a few studies found that portal use did not enhance
patients’ experiences. Two-thirds of persistent users responded
that they did not feel that the portal supports them in most
lifestyle choices [62]. A study observed that portal use among
patients with chronic conditions enrolled in a care coordination
program did not demonstrate a statistically significant
improvement in self-efficacy and perception of health status
[65].

Medical Notes

Access to medical notes (usually referred to as OpenNotes in
the literature) through patient portals was another component
of several studies. A study found that almost all patients
described enhanced comprehension about their disease and care
because of access to clinicians’ notes, as the notes refreshed
their memory and clarified their understanding of visits [74].
Patients reported that the medical notes eased their uncertainty,
relieved anxiety, and facilitated control [74]. Denneson et al
[75] found that reading OpenNotes helped 49% of patients have
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feelings ranging from very to extremely in control of their health
care. Another study observed that access to notes increased
patient trust toward their health care providers [92]. Notes not
only provided a way for patients to learn about their condition
but also checked for any inaccuracies and made face-to-face
time more effective [72].

Higher levels of reading notes were associated with higher
shared decision-making levels [78]. A study observed that
patients who read >4 notes were 15% more likely to have high
scores for clinician effort in helping them understand health
issues and 16% more likely for clinician efforts to include them
in the plan of care [78]. The study concluded that there was a
strong correlation between shared decision making and the
transparency provided by OpenNotes. A similar finding was
observed by Walker et al [79], who found that transparency
through notes helped patients feel more engaged in their care.

Caregivers found access to clinicians’ notes valuable. A study
found that 55% of caregivers reported reading notes helped
them remember to get the patient’s tests done, and 92.3%
reported reading notes helped them understand the reason for
the patient’s referral to a specialist [76]. The same study found
that caregiver access to notes had little to no negative impact
on caregiver-provider relationships [76]. Wolff et al [98] found
that 35.5% of caregivers viewed doctor notes because they were
unable to visit.

For subsets of patients, access to medical notes increased their
anxiety levels [74]. One study found that 26% of the patents
experienced stress or worry sometimes, whereas 8% reported
often or always [75]. The study also reported that 18% of
patients felt upset sometimes after reading their notes, compared
with 8% who reported often or always. Furthermore, race and
ethnicity affected the levels of access to the notes. Minorities
and patients with a lower socioeconomic status accessed notes
at lower rates than patients who were White and had a high
socioeconomic status [93].

Secure Messaging

The secure messaging function was most commonly used to
request clarification, ask condition-related questions, or inform
providers or patients about any health changes [99]. Secure
messages were described as a tool to recognize and decrease
any gaps in care [96]. A study found that secure messaging
allowed for efficient bidirectional radiologist-patient
communication [97]. Haun et al [88] noted that the majority of
the respondents used secure messaging at least once a year, and
less than 15% reported never using secure messaging. The same
study observed that patients were satisfied with secure
messaging, as it provided a safe and secure communication tool
that was easy to use and saved time [88]. Another study found
that patients reliably read messages sent by their physicians,
and the rate of unread messages was 3.1% at 21 days [84].
Furthermore, secure messaging improved the management of
clinical outcomes. Petullo et al [95] found that active secure
messaging use was associated with a 0.156% lower HbA1c

compared with inactive patients (P<.001) and a 0.263% lower
HbA1c compared with active nonusers (P<.001). Similar rates
were observed by Devkota et al [44], in which patients who

read and wrote emails had significantly (P<.001) lower average
HbA1c values compared with nonusers. A study observed that
patients who used the portal, compared with nonusers, were
24% more likely to achieve blood pressure control; however,
after adjusting for sociodemographic factors, this association
was no longer present because of low rates of portal use among
minorities and disadvantaged patients [56].

The main barrier to the use of secure messaging was the
unresponsiveness of health care providers to the messages sent
by patients, which led to increased rates of telephone calls [67].

Population Perspective
Enhancing population health through decreasing disparities and
elevating access to needed health services was explored in 5
peer-reviewed [52,115-118] and 8 gray literature
[100,103,106,109,112-114,119] studies. The outcomes were
evaluated through various methods, including RCTs (n=2),
retrospective observational studies (n=2), qualitative studies
(n=1), mixed studies (n=6), and cross-sectional surveys (n=2).
One study was from Australia, 5 were from the United States,
and 7 were from Canada. In addition to EHR and portal data,
surveys, interviews, and focus groups were the most common
sources of data. The studies analyzed the capacity of patient
portals to increase vaccination rates, equity in access to timely
care, and population empowerment.

Increase in Population Outreach

The RCTs examined the effectiveness of patient portals in
improving influenza vaccination rates [115,117]. Although
influenza infections have the potential to lead to serious health
issues and increased access to health care services, vaccination
rates continue to be low, necessitating the need for innovative
outreach interventions to remind and encourage citizens to get
the shot. As EHRs deliver real-time data identification, tethered
patient portals were seen to have the potential to identify
unvaccinated populations and enable implementation of
portal-based cost-effective interventions. Cutrona et al [115]
found a small but statistically significant improvement in the
completion of influenza vaccination among portal users,
especially by patients who opened reminder messages sent
through the portal. Although a very small proportion (0.3%) of
patients accessed the various influenza educational materials,
Szilagyi et al [117] established a correlation between the higher
numbers of reminders that led to higher vaccination rates by
portal users. The portal reminders had a small, statistically
significant effect on increasing rates among adults aged from
18 to 64 years, male patients, non-Hispanic patients, and those
not vaccinated in the previous 2 years.

Decrease in Disparities Related to Access of Care Services

Foster et al [118] found that there were existing disparities
between patient groups related to health care information access
in emergency departments. African Americans and Hispanics
had the lowest portal use rates, which led to disparities in
medical information access. In their retrospective study, Lyles
et al [116] reported a significant improvement in statin
adherence regardless of race and ethnicity once patients
increased portal use. The authors concluded that portal use could
improve various health behaviors. Similarly, another study
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found that because of the ability to request and receive
prescription renewals through a portal, patients did not need to
travel, arrange care, or take time off work, which increased
medication adherence and decreased wait time (74%) [112].
Another study concluded that if only affluent, well-educated
patients can access portals and understand them, then these
technologies could potentially worsen health disparities as one
of the factors contributing to disparities in access were the
decisions by providers to selectively offer access [100].

Improvement in Quality of Care

Two studies captured experiences of users who acknowledged
that portals improved their quality of care and the ability to
manage care because of information access [52,109]. However,
because of low uptake by health care providers, they were
uninformed about the portal. Two additional studies reported
that Canadians felt more engaged and active, as the portal
allowed them to have more informed discussions with their
doctor [106,119]. Two evaluations found that access to health
information contributed to easier access to services and acted
as an expansion of the standard 15 min consultation appointment
[113,114]. These studies demonstrated the readiness and
willingness of patients to be more engaged in their health care.
However, some apprehension was experienced, which could be
elucidated by the empowerment effect related to web-based
access to results and related information [103].

Health Care Workforce
In total, 18 studies [40-42,50,51,54,55,57,64,66,82,87,120-125]
and 3 reports [114,126,127] addressed the health care workforce
perspective through various methods (mixed methods, n=7;
prospective observational, n=2; qualitative, n=6; and surveys,
n=6), with a focus on conducting formative and process
evaluations. A total of 11 studies were conducted in the United
States, 5 in Sweden, 4 in Canada, and 1 in China. They explored
health care provider experience with patient access to medical
records, laboratory and diagnostic results, secure messaging,
and uploading of images and symptoms. To gather data, focus
groups, semistructured interviews, and surveys were used. Many
of the studies used a combination of different data collection
methods.

Impact of Patients Accessing Medical Records

Although health care providers generally agreed with the idea
of patients having access to their information, they expressed
concerns around patients’ understanding of the information
contained in the medical record, especially access to laboratory
or diagnostic test results [50,51,57,64,121,125]. One study
reported an increase in the volume of inquiries and appointments
due to patients not understanding the information. Another study
found that providers had to spend more time reassuring patients
after they read their records and medical notes [54]. A different
study found that the majority of both physicians and nurses
believed medical notes were confusing for patients, which had
led to worry and increased contact between providers and
patients [57]. With the intent to decrease patient confusion, few
studies reflected on the aspect that portals had shifted how
charting was done within the settings that offered access
[42,54,66].

Many studies concluded that the health care workforce had a
direct impact on portal adoption and utilization by patients
[55,66,82,126]. Although paper access to medical records had
always been obtainable and not seen as contentious, real-time
access had been associated with concerns about privacy and
security and led to discontent and low uptake by providers
[120,123,124].

Only one study documented increased levels of threats and
violence reported by staff from patients with access to their
health records [40]. Staff reported that this was due to
disagreement with the information in the medical record;
however, the authors did not find increased incidents [40].

Impact on Workflow

Another concern was the workflow impact due to portal
implementation. In one study, participating providers indicated
that the portal implementation did not have a negative impact
on their salary; however, 43% of the same participants believed
that the portal increased their workload [41]. Similar findings
were presented by Cajander et al [42], as the nurses in the study
described how patients called and sent messages for the same
question, which led to increased workload because of duplication
of services. Furthermore, patients came prepared with more
informed questions which led to more in-depth discussions that
took additional unplanned appointment time [42].

Another study captured the experiences of providers who
described cases in which patients contacted them for
abnormalities that were clinically insignificant, thereby
increasing the workload [125]. Vydra et al [66] compared
provider reported time dedicated to portal-related duties with
the administrative data captured by the system, as providers in
their study reported spending an average of 12.5 hours per week
logged into the portal; however, institutional records indicated
an average of 8.2 hours per week.

Impact of Bidirectional Secure Messaging

Several studies captured the apprehensions of providers due to
secure messaging [122,124]. In these studies, health care
providers articulated the lack of clarity around appropriate ways
to communicate via a portal as patients had expectations to
receive immediate responses to their inquires [124]. Lieu et al
[122] reported provider anxiety because of the lack of volume
restrictions on electronic messages and their coping strategies
to timing their responses to patient messages. Another study
found that messaging increased work outside normal work hours
[114].

A Canadian study found that providers considered to be early
adopters indicated that secure messaging improved
communication and interactions between themselves and their
patients [114].

Virtual Care

One study reported that patient portals were effective for
postoperative care, as patients uploaded images instead of
scheduling face-to-face visits [87]. In this study, surgeons
reported that web-based and clinic visits were equally effective
for 68% (34/50) of patients.
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Health System Perspective (Reduced Per Capita Cost of
Health Care)
The health system perspective was explored by 15 peer-reviewed
[45,48,49,59,65,69-71,128-134] and 3 gray literature
[106,109,135] studies, which focused on the impact of patient
portals on the potential for reducing costs. The studies varied
in data collection approaches (prospective observational, n=4;
retrospective observational, n=9; survey methods, n=2; and
mixed methods, n=3), and the evaluated portal components
(portal in general, n=11; viewing laboratory results, n=1;
OpenNotes, n=1; secure messaging, n=4; appointments, n=2;
and care plan, n=1). A total of 14 studies were from the United
States, and there was 1 from Spain, Finland, and Canada. In all
studies, EHR administrative data were used to compare pre-
and postintervention inputs and outputs. In addition to the EHR,
portal administrative data, workbench, interviews, charts, and
tools that measured patient activation, quality of life,
self-efficacy, and experience were applied. The studies explored
whether implementation and subsequent adoption of a patient
portal reduced costs in the evaluated areas. The included studies
also explored whether patient portal use led to a decrease in
30-day all-cause readmission rates, clinical services utilization,
no-show appointments, and the number of traditional encounters
(office visits and telephone calls).

Decrease in No-Show Appointments

Studies evaluating the possible impact of patient portals on
no-show appointments compared the pre-post no-show
appointment rates and established that portal users had a lower
rate of no-show appointments compared with nonusers;
however, there was no difference in appointment cancellation
rates [48,69,70,129,130]. Mendel et al [130] found portal
enrollment increased once the clinic staff promoted the portal
as a tool for appointment reminders, which was also associated
with increased patient satisfaction [130]. However, once the
portal started experiencing technical glitches, the decrease was
maintained for only a short period of time. Zhong et al [69]
found that no-show rates for portal users were 30% less than
for nonusers and that frequent users of secure messaging and
viewing laboratory test functions had the largest reduction in
no-show rates. Similar findings were captured by Graham et al
[48], who found a 53% relative reduction in no-show
appointments in the clinics that piloted a patient portal, and the
Ontario Shores Centre for Mental Health Sciences showed that
portal users missed 18% of total appointments compared with
nonportal users, who missed 20% of total appointments [135].

Impact on Office Visits and Telephone Calls

Several studies [128,132-134] evaluated the impact of secure
messaging on office visits, telephone rates, and hospital
readmissions. These studies had similar findings regardless of
the applied methodology. Dexter et al [132] hypothesized that
an increase in secure messaging use would decrease telephone
call rates; however, the authors found that as messages
increased, so did the number of telephone calls to the clinics.
Similarly, Bryan et al [133] found that patients who sent more
messages had higher clinical and phone encounters than those
who did not send any. This impacted the workflow and the
ability of care settings to handle the influx of visits and calls.

Plate et al [128] demonstrated that if patients sent >2 messages
and the clinic response rate was <75%, this significantly
increased 90-day readmissions and 90-day emergency
department visits.

Impact on Admission and Readmission Rates and
Emergency Department Visits

Four studies [45,49,59,65] evaluated whether patient portals
had the capacity to decrease readmission rates, emergency
department visits, and hospital admissions. Nicolas et al [59]
found a decrease in the rate of hospital admissions (5.28/10,000
per year) and 30-day all-cause readmissions (5.20/10,000 per
year), whereas no increase in outpatient visit rates in the
postintervention period of the portal implementation [59].
Similarly, Sorondo et al [65] concluded that there was a decrease
in emergency department visits by at least 21% per 1000 and
hospital admission rates by at least 38% per 1000. Although
Nicolas et al [59] and Sorondo et al [65] found a decrease,
Dumitrascu et al [45] and Griffin et al [49] concluded that
portals users were associated with higher use of medical services
and higher hospital readmissions.

Impact on Health Care Utilization

Four studies examined whether increased portal use decreased
care utilization. Leveille et al [131] could not find any
correlation between viewing medical notes and the number of
appointments, whereas Zhou et al [71] concluded that viewing
laboratory test results led to increased clinic visits and telephone
calls. In their study, eHealth Saskatchewan reported that the
number of primary care visits decreased because of patients
using the portal [109]. This was also found in patient
self-reported surveys. In their report, Canada Health Infoway
reported an increase in e-visits because of patients having access
to technologies providing e-service opportunities [106].

Mapping According to the BE Framework
Altogether, 77 peer-reviewed studies were mapped on the
expanded version of the BE framework. The mapping was done
by subdimension to create a more precise representation about
the areas that are currently explored when studying patient
portals. Most of the studies evaluated more than one
subdimension. An overview of the number of studies per
subdimension is shown in Multimedia Appendix 7. The numbers
for each subdimension represent the number of studies that
addressed a particular component.

The authors of 48 out of the 77 studies explored the ability of
patient and providers to access services, followed by use
behavior/pattern (n=48), user satisfaction (n=34), self-reported
use (n=31), patient/caregiver participation (n=30), knowledge,
attitude, perception, decision confidence, compliance (n=29),
and ease of use (n=26).

The least measured changes related to security (n=1); data
quality improvement, reduced loss/paper, and transcription
errors (n=2); responsiveness (n=3), barriers, training,
organizational support, time-to-evaluation, lessons, success
factors, project management, leadership, and costs (n=4);
functionality (n=5); and performance (n=6).
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Detailed mapping of each study per BE framework
subdimension is presented in Multimedia Appendix 7
[27,40-99,115-118,120-125,128-134].

Discussion

Principal Findings
The implementation of technologies such as patient portals is
a convoluted process with ambiguous returns on investment.
Frequently, implementation planning is intertwined with
optimism related to if we offer it, they will come. However, the
current realities show that the planning and implementation
stages are based on very little preparation related to visualizing
the identified need for the technology and the issues that it is
trying to amend. On the basis of the results from this scoping
review, several gaps in the literature were identified. For each
documented gap, summary recommendations are provided on
how to improve the measuring impact of patient portals based
on the QA and BE frameworks.

Lack of Studies With Multidimensional Impact
Evaluation Strategies
Although this study was based on comprehensive inclusion
criteria, there were no peer-reviewed or non–peer-reviewed
studies that measured impact based on all dimensions from the
QA or BE frameworks. Although several reports describing the
use of the BE framework were included, indicators and
outcomes measured still focused on certain dimensions of the
frameworks rather than most or all dimensions. From the 96
included studies, the most evaluated number of dimensions was
2. In the gray literature, however, studies often evaluated 3 of
the 4 dimensions. When applying the same mapping process to
included studies through the extended version of the BE
framework [35], the greatest number of evaluated dimensions
was 9 [123,125].

Multidimensional evaluation strategies require that research
studies capture the patient experience (ie, patient satisfaction,
patient engagement, convenience of care, care plan compliance,
patient to care team ratio, and access to care), which is related
to the population experience (ie, improved health outcomes,
compliance with standards of care, insight about population
health, and quality of life while reducing complications,
mortality rate, hospital admissions, and emergency department
visits). As patient and population experiences are interconnected
with the health care provider experience (ie, reduced redundant
tasks, burnout, and turnover rate while improving resource
utilization, satisfaction, and provider-patient relationship), they
need to be measured along with the health system experience
(ie, reduced cancellations, staff costs, cost per patient, costs
because of readmission and emergency department visits, length
of hospital stay while developing improved opportunities for
reimbursements). These outcomes also fit within the BE
framework; however, measures of the impact in terms of system
quality (ie, functionality, performance, and security),
information quality (ie, content and availability), and service
quality (ie, responsiveness) need to be developed and added.

Lack of Studies Based on Suitable Methodology and
Sample Size to Evaluate Patient Portal Technology
A substantial gap in the literature was the lack of prospective
longitudinal studies with large samples. There were a few
prospective studies [55,65,85] that followed patients between
7 and 12 months; however, the sample sizes were small (between
20 and 94 participants). Nearly all studies that evaluated the
patient perspective acknowledged that the study samples were
made up of early adopters and individuals from the higher
socioeconomic spectrum. Study limitations were the low study
response and participation rates, the lack of ethically and racially
diverse participants, and the lack of nonusers (patients and
providers) perspectives.

Surveys used to measure satisfaction were newly developed or
developed based on previous studies, and thus, there was little
evidence of reliability and validity. The Canada Health Infoway
System and Use Survey [136] was used by all BE studies;
however, their reliability and validity were unclear.

In addition, during the review of the included studies, there
were inconsistencies between terms such as indicators,
outcomes, measures, tools, and net benefits as they relate to
measuring patient portal impact. Although many studies used
BE framework terminology, the concepts were applied in
different ways.

Longitudinal studies of the impact of patient portals on patients
would provide more real-world data about how users of portals
interact and what potentially meaningful changes are needed.
These types of studies could provide evidence about
cause-and-effect relationships, which remain minimally explored
from the standpoint of portal use and quality of care, satisfaction,
communication, and health outcomes. Size and diversity in the
patient and provider samples are key to envisaging solutions
that would lead to use and eventually improve value-based care.
In addition, using validated surveys would ensure that the right
things are measured correctly. Measuring satisfaction with
technology needs to encompass elements such as preference,
proficiency, and performance.

Lack of Recognition and Evidence Utilization From
Organizational and Health System–Level Internal Impact
Evaluations of Patient Portals
During the gray literature search, many organizational and health
system patient portal evaluation reports were identified.
However, when efforts were made to find the corresponding
peer-reviewed publications, none were found. As these BE
reports (all from Canadian jurisdictions) measured the impact
in several BE framework dimensions, it would be helpful for
these studies and their findings to be acquired through
peer-reviewed journals. Such publications would provide
evidence on how to evaluate patient portal impact and would
be shared more extensively. Furthermore, real-world impact
evaluations would guide investigators in directing research that
is deemed important by organizations and systems that
implement health information technologies.
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Lack of Operative Recommendations Based on Study
Findings
Frequently, findings were not followed up by concrete
recommendations as to what was needed to rectify the
documented obstacles. For example, patient and provider
satisfaction were considered important outcomes and measured
through interviews or surveys; however, by stating that patients
reported high satisfaction or providers reported low satisfaction,
the studies did not elaborate on what the satisfaction levels
meant in terms of changes or modifications. Are measures such
as medium-to-high or high satisfaction enough to conclude that
the evaluated patient portal was effective and should be
maintained? Through this scoping review, the evidence showed
that suggestions for change were based on technical or user
change (ie, accessibility or increased provider use). The current
evidence warrants recommendations for changes that can be
effectively implemented and evaluated but require system
change.

Lack of Use of Patient Self-Reported Health Outcomes
Only one study [65] reported using a patient self-reported health
outcome tool (EuroQol-visual analogue scales [EQ-VAS]).
Despite studies [43,44,46,53,96] showing correlations between
chronic conditions, medication adherence, and use of patient
portals, there is a lack of application and use of patient
self-reported health outcome tools in patient portal studies that
measure impact [137]. Patient self-reported outcomes have the
capacity to improve the quality of patient care; however, they
are very difficult to measure or capture through interviews.
These types of outcome tools are cost-effective and can easily
be integrated within the patient’s portal structure. As patient
portals are implemented in diverse settings, the use of these
types of tools would provide the ability to determine the unique
threshold levels and plan for patient portal intervention strategies

that would be more effective and appropriate for each setting.
Measuring patient portal impact by incorporating patient
self-reported health outcome tools would allow for
condition-specific portal enhancements with the possibility of
increased adoption and use.

Limitations
This scoping review included some literature that was not peer
reviewed, and the strength of the evidence in these studies was
not evaluated. First, the authors did not contact any research
experts to help identify other gray literature. Second, only
English language articles were included, which limited the
databases and search terms used. For this reason, although a
large number of citations were included, some relevant articles
may have been missed. Third, as customary, scoping reviews
do not quantitatively synthesize the findings; therefore, statistical
conclusions may be drawn from the results regarding effects,
statistical significance, or bias evaluation. Finally, study
screening and selection are subjective processes. Although a
high level of agreement was achieved, there was a reliance on
judgment to include and exclude studies.

Conclusions
Despite extensive and existing research in the area of patient
portals, the evidence from this scoping review suggests that
impact research is available; however, it lacks
multidimensionality. The QA and BE frameworks provided
guidance in identifying the gaps in the current literature by
providing a way to show how impact was assessed. This study
highlights the need to appropriately plan how impact will be
assessed and how the findings will be translated into effective
adaptations. If the how and what are not properly planned, the
generalizability of patient portal studies will continue to elude
researchers and implementation teams.
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Abstract

Background: A digital cognitive test can be a useful and quick tool for the screening of cognitive impairment. Previous studies
have shown that the diagnostic performance of digital cognitive tests is comparable with that of conventional paper-and-pencil
tests. However, the use of commercially available digital cognitive tests is not common in Hong Kong, which may be due to the
high cost of the tests and the language barrier. Thus, we developed a brief and user-friendly digital cognitive test called the
Electronic Cognitive Screen (EC-Screen) for the detection of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and dementia of older adults.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the performance of the EC-Screen for the detection of MCI and dementia in
older adults.

Methods: The EC-Screen is a brief digital cognitive test that has been adapted from the Rapid Cognitive Screen test. The
EC-Screen uses a cloud-based platform and runs on a tablet. Participants with MCI, dementia, and cognitively healthy controls
were recruited from research clinics and the community. The outcomes were the performance of the EC-Screen in distinguishing
participants with MCI and dementia from controls, and in distinguishing participants with dementia from those with MCI and
controls. The cohort was randomly split into derivation and validation cohorts based on the participants’ disease group. In the
derivation cohort, the regression-derived score of the EC-Screen was calculated using binomial logistic regression. Two predictive
models were produced. The first model was used to distinguish participants with MCI and dementia from controls, and the second
model was used to distinguish participants with dementia from those with MCI and controls. Receiver operating characteristic
curves were constructed and the areas under the curves (AUCs) were calculated. The performances of the two predictive models
were tested using the validation cohorts. The relationship between the EC-Screen and paper-and-pencil Montreal Cognitive
Assessment-Hong Kong version (HK-MoCA) was evaluated by the Pearson correlation coefficient.
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Results: A total of 126 controls, 54 participants with MCI, and 63 participants with dementia were included in the study. In
differentiating participants with MCI and dementia from controls, the AUC of the EC-Screen in the derivation and validation
cohorts was 0.87 and 0.84, respectively. The optimal sensitivity and specificity in the derivation cohorts were 0.81 and 0.80,
respectively. In differentiating participants with dementia from those with MCI and controls, the AUC of the derivation and
validation cohorts was 0.90 and 0.88, respectively. The optimal sensitivity and specificity in the derivation cohort were 0.83 and
0.83, respectively. There was a significant correlation between the EC-Screen and HK-MoCA (r=–0.67, P<.001).

Conclusions: The EC-Screen is suggested to be a promising tool for the detection of MCI and dementia. This test can be
self-administered or assisted by a nonprofessional staff or family member. Therefore, the EC-Screen can be a useful tool for case
finding in primary health care and community settings.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e17332)   doi:10.2196/17332

KEYWORDS

EC-Screen; cognitive screening; dementia; mild cognitive impairment

Introduction

Dementia is a global challenge due to the aging population. The
prevalence of dementia in older adults ranges from 5% to 7%,
and the prevalence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) ranges
from 10% to 20% [1-3]. There are almost 10 million new cases
of dementia diagnosed every year worldwide [4]. Studies have
shown that early treatment and intervention can help to slow
down cognitive decline in older adults [5-7]. The use of a
cognitive screening test can facilitate early diagnosis, which in
turn helps older adults with dementia and their families to work
out a short-term coping and long-term care plan so that they
can receive proper dementia-related care, advice, and support
in a timely manner, and can live in the community. Improved
community support can help to delay or reduce reliance on
high-cost residential care services [8].

Paper-and-pencil cognitive screening tests such as the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) are commonly used for the
detection of cognitive impairment [9]. Although the utility of
paper-and-pencil cognitive tests is generally good [10,11], most
of these tests must be administered by professional staff, which
increases the waiting time for patients and also risks introducing
rater biases in test administration and scoring. Moreover, the
calculation of the cutoff scores in paper-and-pencil cognitive
tests cannot take behavioral data such as response time into
account. Furthermore, “practice effects” occur with repeated
applications, which could undermine the usefulness of the tests
for measuring either the treatment response or the monitoring
of disease progression [12,13]. In addition, older adults may
not be motivated to seek out or undergo cognitive assessment
with health care professionals, or they may have difficulties in
accessing health care services. Indeed, a meta-analysis reported
a high rate of undetected dementia, especially in China and
India [14]. Therefore, it is important to find a way to help family
members and health care professionals decide whether it is
necessary to seek professional assessment by detecting early
signs of cognitive impairment in the older people in their lives
or in their care.

Recent studies have proposed the use of digital cognitive tests
to overcome some of the above-mentioned barriers, as digital
cognitive tests provide automatic, standardized administration
procedures, including presentation of the stimulus, scoring, and
performance classification [15-18]. Digital cognitive tests can

be self-administered or used with minimal assistance by family
members or nonprofessional staff, which can significantly
increase access to cognitive screening in the general community.
Furthermore, digital cognitive tests allow for accurate
measurement of participants’ response time, which is known
to be affected at an early stage in cognitive disorders [19]. A
previous study showed that the diagnostic performance of digital
cognitive tests is comparable with that of traditional
paper-and-pencil tests [20]. Therefore, digital cognitive tests
may play a helpful role as a preliminary screen in the workflow
of cognitive assessment; those who show deficits may then
undergo further assessment by professionals, thus facilitating
better health care resource utilization. However, despite the
availability of some commercial digital cognitive tests, their
use is not common in Hong Kong, which may be due to the
high cost of the tests and language barrier. Therefore, there is
a need to develop a brief, user-friendly, and inexpensive digital
cognitive test.

To fill this gap, we developed a brief digital cognitive test called
the Electronic Cognitive Screen (EC-Screen) using a
cloud-based platform that runs on a tablet. The EC-Screen is
adapted from the Rapid Cognitive Screen (RCS), which is a
short and well-validated paper-and-pencil cognitive test [21].
We aim to promote the use of the EC-Screen in primary health
care and community settings in Hong Kong, such as in general
practitioner clinics and community elder centers. The objective
of this study was to evaluate the validity and performance of
the EC-Screen for the detection of MCI and dementia in older
adults.

Methods

Recruitment of Participants
This study was approved by the clinical research ethics
committee of the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK).
Participants were recruited from research clinics of the Geriatrics
and Neurology divisions of the CUHK, and from a community
elderly center, namely the Jockey Club Center for Positive
Aging in Hong Kong. The recruitment period was from March
to November 2019. The inclusion criteria of the participants
were aged ≥55 years, able to communicate in the Chinese
language, and adequate perceptual-motor ability so as to be able
to participate in cognitive testing. The exclusion criteria were
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people with uncontrolled psychiatric illnesses and participants
who selected the illiterate version. This is because the answer
time in the illiterate version is longer than that of the standard
version, and therefore we excluded this version for the analysis
to enable effective comparison.

Participants with MCI and dementia were consecutive patients
from the Geriatrics and Neurology divisions of the CUHK. All
of the participants with a diagnosis of MCI and dementia were
assessed by a geriatrician. The diagnostic criterion of MCI was
based on the Petersen criterion [22], and the diagnostic criterion
of dementia was based on the International Classification of
Diseases version 10 [23]. The healthy controls were recruited
from the Jockey Club Center for Positive Aging and the Division
of Neurology of the CUHK. The controls underwent
neuropsychological assessment and the Hong Kong version of
the MoCA (HK-MoCA) [9,24], and were assessed as cognitively
healthy. A purposive sampling method was used [25]. All of
the participants provided informed consent through the
EC-Screen platform on a designated page that was designed to
obtain consent, and the participants also signed a written consent
form agreeing to participate in the research.

EC-Screen
The EC-Screen was developed by the Department of Medicine
and Therapeutics and the Division of Neurology of the CUHK.
A local software company assisted with software development.
The platform reads out all of the questions and then prompts
the participant to select the answer on the touchscreen.
Modifications of the test instructions were made for any illiterate
participant by providing the option for the questions and possible
responses to be read out by the software. For participants who
are able to read, the platform only reads out the questions and
the response choices are shown on the screen. The
administration time of the EC-Screen is approximately 5
minutes.

The EC-Screen is composed of two parts. The first part collects
the participant’s personal information and the second part is the
digital cognitive test. In the personal information part,
participants are required to enter their year of birth, gender,

education level, and area of residence. In the digital cognitive
test part, the participants are required to answer three subtests,
including a clock-setting test, story test, and 5-word delayed
recognition test. The clock-setting test assesses executive
functions and visuospatial abilities, the story test assesses mental
flexibility, and the 5-word delayed recognition test assesses
memory function. The digital cognitive test part of the
EC-Screen was adapted from the RCS [21]. The Chinese
Cantonese translation of the RCS was provided by Saint Louis
University (St. Louis, MO, USA). The Chinese translation of
the test items and the content validity were reviewed by a team
of experienced experts, including a geriatrician (TK) and a
clinical psychologist (AW). A comparison between RCS and
EC-Screen is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

In brief, the flow of the digital cognitive test part of the
EC-Screen is as follows: At the beginning of the test, the
participant is required to learn 5 two-syllable words that are
read out by the platform. The participant is then required to
answer the clock-setting test in which a clock is presented on
the screen and the participant is required to set the clock hands
to a specified time. After the clock-setting test, the participant
is required to answer the story test, which is a story-based fact
conversion test. The platform reads a short story and the
participant is required to remember the details of the story and
appropriately identify the fact that a well-known landmark
belongs to a certain region in Hong Kong. After the story test,
the participant is required to answer the 5-word delayed
recognition test. A total of 12 two-syllable words containing 5
target words and 7 distractors are presented on the screen, and
the participant is asked to indicate which 5 words are the target
word that he/she learned at the beginning of the test.

The flow of the EC-Screen is shown in Multimedia Appendix
2 and associated screenshots are shown in Figure 1. The total
score of the delayed recognition test is 5, and the scoring of the
clock-setting test and story test is simply dichotomized as correct
or incorrect. The measurement of the time score in each subtest
is focused on the interval between the end of the presentation
of the instructions and the completion of the task.
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Figure 1. Screenshots of EC-Screen.

Comparison Test
The HK-MoCA was used as a comparison test. The HK-MoCA
is a well-validated multidomain paper-and-pencil cognitive test
that assesses visuospatial and executive functions, naming,
memory, attention, abstraction, and orientation [9,24]. The
maximum total score of the HK-MoCA is 30 and the
administration time is approximately 10 to 15 minutes. The
EC-Screen and HK-MoCA were administrated by trained
research assistants. Both tests were conducted on the same day
in the research clinic or elderly center. The assessors were not
blind to the participants’ clinical diagnosis during the
implementation of the tests because the participants were
patients in the clinics. However, since the administration of the
EC-Screen is given automatically by the system, the results
obtained with the EC-Screen are not affected by this lack of
blinding.

Outcomes
The outcomes were the performance of the EC-Screen in
distinguishing the participants with MCI and dementia from
controls and in distinguishing the participants with dementia
from those with MCI and controls.

Sample Size Calculation
Based on the estimated prevalence rates of dementia and MCI
at 8.9% and 8.5%, respectively [26], with a power of 0.8, a type
I error of 0.05, and an expected sensitivity and specificity of
0.80 each, it was determined that a minimal overall sample size
of 108 was required in the derivation cohort [27].

Statistical Analysis
The cohort was randomly split into derivation and validation
cohorts (6:4) according to the participants’ disease group (ie,
control, MCI, and dementia). In the derivation cohort,
multivariable binary logistic regression analysis was performed
to test the association between the individual scores and the
time spent on each subtest. A list of variables was identified

and preliminarily tested using the general linear model. Raw
scores and the time spent on each subtest were selected for
further testing in the regression model. The scores and time
spent on the subtests were standardized to a z-score for analysis.
Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed
to examine the ability of the predicted probability derived from
the optimal logistic regression model with the scores and time
spent on the subtests of the EC-Screen used as the explanatory
variables. Two predictive models were produced. The first
predictive model was used to distinguish participants with MCI
and dementia from controls, and the second predictive model
was used to distinguish participants with dementia from those
with MCI and controls. The areas under the ROC curves (AUCs)
were calculated with a 95% CI. A cut-off point was derived at
an optimal balance of sensitivity and specificity. The
performances of the two predictive models were then tested
using the validation cohort. Concurrent validity was evaluated
based on the Pearson correlation coefficient between the
predicted probability score of the EC-Screen and the total score
of the HK-MoCA. A P value ≤.05 was regarded as statistically
significant. Statistical analyses were conducted using R with
the readxl, pROC, and ggpubr packages.

Results

Characteristics of Participants
A total of 283 participants were recruited for this study.
However, data of 18 participants, including 6 controls, 5 with
MCI, and 7 with dementia, failed to upload to the database
platform due to technical problems. In addition, 22 participants,
including 1 control, 9 with MCI, and 12 with dementia, used
the illiterate version, and were therefore excluded from the
analysis. As a result, the screening results of 243 participants,
including 126 controls, 54 participants with MCI, and 63
participants with dementia, were analyzed (Figure 2). The
participants were randomly split into the derivation cohort and
validation cohort. The characteristics of the participants are
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shown in Table 1. There were no significant differences in age,
gender, educational level, and HK-MoCA score between the

derivation and validation cohorts.

Figure 2. Flow diagram of participants.

Table 1. Characteristics of the participants.

Validation cohortDerivation cohortCharacteristic

Dementia (n=30)MCI (n=17)Control (n=51)Dementia (n=33)MCIa (n=37)Control (n=75)

79.8 (7.5)78.4 (7.6)70.0 (9.3)78.6 (7.1)76.1 (6.3)70.2 (8.1)Mean age (years), mean (SD)

20 (67)12 (71)40 (78)26 (79)19 (51)60 (80)Females, n (%)

Education level, n (%)

23 (77)12 (71)13 (25)18 (55)18 (49)29 (39)Primary level or below

7 (23)5 (29)38 (75)15 (45)19 (51)46 (61)Secondary level or above

13.8 (5.1)19.7 (4.4)23.9 (3.9)12.2 (6.4)20.1 (3.7)24.4 (3.3)HK-MoCAb score, mean (SD)

Z-score of EC-Screenc subtests,
mean (SD)

1.40 (1.5)0.88 (1.4)1.41 (1.5)0.73 (1.3)1.22 (1.5)1.24 (1.5)Clock-setting test

1.43 (1.5)2.59 (1.5)3.67 (1.4)1.45 (1.2)2.97 (1.3)3.52 (1.4)Delayed recognition test

0.90 (1.4)1.59 (1.5)1.18 (1.5)0.55 (1.2)0.81 (1.4)1.08 (1.5)Story test

Time spent on EC-Screen sub-
tests (seconds), mean (SD)

67.5 (42.0)49.4 (27.6)31.6 (12.4)68.4 (51.3)39.6 (16.8)31.7 (13.9)Clock-setting test

55.6 (34.0)48.2 (26.2)30.3 (14.9)43.8 (24.2)36.3 (15.7)28.0 (12.4)Delayed recognition test

87.6 (24.3)84.7 (13.7)73.7 (10.2)89.1 (23.4)75.8 (18.3)75.3 (11.9)Story test

aMCI: mild cognitive impairment.
bHK-MoCA: Hong Kong version of Montreal Cognitive Assessment.
cEC-Screen: Electronic Cognitive Screen.

Validation Results

Predictive Model for Distinguishing Participants With
MCI and Dementia From Controls
A predicted probability score for having MCI and dementia
derived from the EC-Screen was obtained by taking the raw
score of the 5-word delayed recognition test and the
clock-setting test, as well as the time spent in the 5-word delayed

recognition test and clock-setting test into the following
regression formula (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for the
regression coefficients):

logit (p) = –1.015 – 0.08 (clock score) – 0.68 (delayed
recognition score) + 0.03 (clock time) + 0.05 (delayed
recognition time)

In differentiating participants with MCI and dementia from
controls, the AUCs of the EC-Screen in the derivation and
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validation cohort were high (Table 2). The optimal sensitivity
and specificity in derivation cohort were 0.81 and 0.80,
respectively, with the cut-off point of the predicted probability
score identified as ≥0.43. The sensitivity and specificity in the

validation cohort were equivalent but slightly lower. The ROC
curves in the derivation cohort and the validation cohort did not
show overfitting of the model (Figure 3).

Table 2. Results of diagnostic performance of the EC-Screen–derived regression.

SpecificitySensitivityCut-off valueAUCa (95% CI)Regression model

Detect MCIb + dementia from controls

0.800.810.430.87 (0.81-0.93)Derivation cohort

0.780.790.430.84 (0.76-0.92)Validation cohort

Detect dementia from MCI + controls

0.830.830.220.90 (0.84-0.95)Derivation cohort

0.760.820.220.88 (0.81-0.96)Validation cohort

aAUC: area under the curve.
bMCI: mild cognitive impairment.

Figure 3. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of EC-Screen for discriminating among participants with mild cognitive impairment and
dementia.

Predictive Model for Distinguishing Dementia
Participants from MCI Participants and Controls
A predicted probability score for having dementia derived from
the EC-Screen was obtained by taking the raw score of the
5-word delayed recognition test, the clock-setting test, and the
story test, as well as the time spent in the 5-word delayed
recognition test and clock-setting test into the following
regression formula (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for regression
coefficients):

logit (p) = –1.05 – 0.26 (clock score) – 0.15 (story score) – 0.87
(delayed recognition score) + 0.02 (clock time) + 0.03 (delayed
recognition time)

In differentiating dementia participants from MCI participants
and controls, the AUCs of the EC-Screen of the derivation and
validation cohorts were high (Table 2). The optimal sensitivity
and specificity in the derivation cohort were 0.83 and 0.83,
respectively, with the cut-off point of the predicted probability
score identified as ≥0.22. The sensitivity and specificity of the
validation cohort were equivalent, but slightly lower (Table 2).
The ROC curves in the derivation cohort and the validation
cohort did not show overfitting of the model (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves of EC-Screen for discriminating among participants with dementia from those with mild
cognitive impairment and controls in the derivation and validation cohorts.

Concurrent Validity
There was a significant correlation between the predicted
probability score of the EC-Screen–derived regression and the
total score of the HK-MoCA (r=–0.67, P<.001) (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the predicted probability of EC-Screen–derived regression and the Hong Kong version of the
Montreal Cognitive Assessment (HK-MoCA).

Administration Process
The average administration time of the EC-Screen was 4.5
minutes. In the qualitative report from users, some of the
participants could complete the test by themselves and some of
them required assistance from a helper to use the tablet.

Therefore, the EC-Screen can be self-administered or assisted
by a nonprofessional staff or family member.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This study shows that the EC-Screen has good criteria and
concurrent validity to identify older adults with MCI and
dementia. It is brief and only requires 5 minutes to administer.
The automatic administration and scoring algorithm can ease
the workload of professional and health care staff. The
EC-Screen is a promising tool to use in community centers and
primary health care clinics, and thus older adults at risk can
receive cognitive screening promptly in the community.

Digital methods allow for capturing response times accurately,
which are not easy to capture with paper-and-pencil tests.
Participants with MCI and dementia require a longer time in
the clock-setting test, which might reflect problems in processing
speed and executive functions. The traditional method of the
clock-drawing test requires more precise fine motor control,
especially when drawing on a tablet. In contrast, the
clock-setting test requires less fine motor control and is thus
easier for older adults, which minimizes the confounding effects
of physical constraints and poor motor dexterity. The diagnostic
performance of the clock-setting test was slightly better than
that determined for the clock-drawing test in a pilot study [28].
Therefore, the digital clock-setting test was used in the
EC-Screen. We used a digital delayed recognition test instead
of a traditional method of the delayed free recall test because
current voice recognition technology is not yet able to
automatically understand a stranger’s voice correctly. Therefore,
the digital version of the delayed recognition test was considered
to be more practical for use in community settings than the
digital version of the delayed free recall test. Delayed
recognition tests are commonly used for cognitive screening.
Previous studies have shown that the diagnostic performance
of the digital version of delayed recognition tests effectively
detected both MCI and dementia [20,29]. Both the raw score
and time spent in the 5-word delayed recognition test were
statistically significant in the regression model, indicating that
problems in memory retrieval and processing efficiency are
important markers of cognitive disorders. Impairment of delayed
memory recognition could reflect problems in encoding,
consolidation, or storage, which together comprise a cardinal
feature of Alzheimer disease. Therefore, performance on delayed
recognition may serve as a more sensitive marker than delayed
free recall for identifying patients with early cognitive decline
at risk for progression to Alzheimer disease [30]. The question
of the story test is not the exact content of the story and requires
the participant to convert a fact that a landmark belongs to a
given district. Therefore, the story test can assess the mental
ability to switch between two concepts.

Some older adults may be aware of their memory decline, and
some family members may worry about their parents or
grandparents with potential signs of cognitive decline; thus, the

EC-Screen can help them to decide whether it is necessary to
seek medical and professional advice. Older adults can obtain
the cognitive screening assessment from community centers or
elderly centers. Therefore, the EC-Screen can promote timely
assessment for older adults at risk in the community.

A digital cognitive test can capture behavioral data accurately.
Some studies found that drawing time or drawing process can
be a predictive factor for cognitive impairment [31,32]. In the
last decade, some multidomain digital cognitive tests have been
investigated, including Brain on Track [13] and Computerized
Cognitive Screen [33]. These digital cognitive tests assess
memory, attention, processing speed, and executive functions,
and the administration time is around 20 to 25 minutes. The
AUC of Brain on Track for the detection of MCI was 0.86 and
the AUC of the Computerized Cognitive Screen for the detection
of MCI and dementia was 0.78. There are some commercially
available computerized cognitive test batteries such as the
Computer assessment for Mild Cognitive Impairment (CAMCI)
[34] and CNS Vital Signs [35]. However, the administration
time of these tests is longer (>20 minutes) and the costs are
rather high. The EC-Screen showed comparable diagnostic
performance with a simpler design. Further evaluation of the
EC-Screen in a larger cohort of older people recruited from
various sources in the community is ongoing.

Previous studies have reported that the performance on cognitive
tests such as the MoCA is affected by education [36-38]. Such
education effects are more obvious in Asian countries, as elderly
people in these countries are generally less educated [36,38].
The EC-Screen has an adapted version with illiterate options
for administration of the test. Twenty-two participants chose
the illiterate version in this study. The design of the illiterate
version is tailor-made for participants with a very low education
level. However, the administration time of this version is longer
than that of the standard version, and therefore we excluded the
participants who used the illiterate version from this analysis.
We are currently planning to separately analyze the participants
who took the illiterate version when a larger sample is obtained.

Limitations
There were some limitations to this study. First, the sample size
was small, and therefore EC-Screen results showing that it can
discriminate among dementia, MCI, and controls need to be
confirmed in a larger study. Second, the test/retest reliability
was not investigated in this study and needs to be examined in
the future.

Conclusions
The EC-Screen is suggested to be a promising tool for the
detection of MCI and dementia. The EC-Screen is brief and can
be self-administered or assisted by a nonprofessional staff or
family member. Therefore, it can be a useful tool for case
finding in primary health care and community settings.
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Abstract

Background: The use of simulation games (SG) to assess the clinical competence of medical students has been poorly studied.

Objective: The objective of this study was to assess whether an SG better reflects the clinical competence of medical students
than a multiple choice questionnaire (MCQ).

Methods: Fifth-year medical students in Paris (France) were included and individually evaluated on a case of pediatric asthma
exacerbation using three successive modalities: high-fidelity simulation (HFS), considered the gold standard for the evaluation
of clinical competence, the SG Effic’Asthme, and an MCQ designed for the study. The primary endpoint was the median kappa
coefficient evaluating the correlation of the actions performed by the students between the SG and HFS modalities and the MCQ
and HFS modalities. Student satisfaction was also evaluated.

Results: Forty-two students were included. The actions performed by the students were more reproducible between the SG and
HFS modalities than between the MCQ and HFS modalities (P=.04). Students reported significantly higher satisfaction with the
SG (P<.01) than with the MCQ modality.

Conclusions: The SG Effic’Asthme better reflected the actions performed by medical students during an HFS session than an
MCQ on the same asthma exacerbation case. Because SGs allow the assessment of more dimensions of clinical competence than
MCQs, they are particularly appropriate for the assessment of medical students on situations involving symptom recognition,
prioritization of decisions, and technical skills.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03884114; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03884114

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23254)   doi:10.2196/23254
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Introduction

An essential mission of medical schools is to regularly assess
the clinical competence of their medical students. These
assessments are made difficult by the multidimensional aspects

of medical competence, and different methods have been
developed [1]. High-fidelity simulation (HFS) and objective
structured clinical examination (OSCE) are currently considered
the best modalities to assess the clinical competence of medical
students because they represent reliable, valid, and acceptable
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assessment methods without any risk for patients [2-4]. In
addition, they allow several dimensions of medical competence
to be assessed at the same time, such as knowledge, clinical
reasoning, technical skills, and teamwork. However, HFS and
OSCE are difficult to implement on a large scale because they
require a lot of human resources and faculty time is a scarce
resource [5]. In addition, summative assessments with these
techniques are suboptimal because of the subjectivity of the
evaluators even when a standardized checklist is used and
because of the difficulty of proposing the same situations to all
medical students, who cannot be evaluated at the same time.
Alternatively, multiple choice questionnaires (MCQ) represent
a reliable, acceptable, and inexpensive method of assessment
that can be widely deployed and offer automated correction.
However, MCQs have several drawbacks: they only test
knowledge and clinical reasoning, they create situations in which
a student can answer a question by recognizing the correct
option but would not have been able to answer it in the absence
of options (cueing effect), and they limit choices to 4 or 5
proposals when there are many more in real life [4]. There is,
therefore, a need for an interim evaluation method, bringing
together most of the strengths of the HFS/OSCE and MCQ
modalities.

Simulation games (SGs) may represent this solution. SGs
combine the features of serious games and simulation. Serious
games are defined as games specifically designed for a serious
purpose, such as providing health professions education [6]. As
serious games, SGs incorporate rules and predefined educational
objectives to win the game. This is different from virtual
simulators, which can be used without predefined objectives.
For example, in Microsoft Flight Simulator, the simulator
reproduces the conditions of a real environment but no objective
is provided to the player, who can choose the airport they want
to fly to [7]. SGs can be defined as a type of serious games
designed to closely simulate real-world activities [8]. They
belong to the broader group of serious games in that they include
preestablished objectives (eg, the patient’s recovery). They share
with virtual simulators their realistic, artificial environment in
which learners can apprehend the consequences of their
decisions.

As serious games, SGs promote attention, active learning,
feedback, and consolidation, which have been identified as the
four main pillars of learning by cognitive scientists [9].
Moreover, the objective of winning incorporated in SGs
enhances learners’ motivation and engagement [7,10]. As
simulations, SGs allow users to acquire complex behavioral
and technical skills that cannot be entirely acquired through
knowledge-based training methods alone and also have the
advantage of being risk free for patients and learners [11,12].

SGs have become increasingly popular in the training of health
professionals in recent years, and their educational effectiveness
has been confirmed by several studies [8,13,14]. However, they
have been poorly evaluated as an assessment tool for medical
students [15]. Similar to MCQs, SGs offer a standardized
assessment that can be given simultaneously on a large scale
and inexpensive, automated, and objective correction. They go
beyond MCQs by allowing a larger degree of freedom in the

options that can be chosen by students and assessment of certain
characteristics of the physical examination (inspection,
auscultation) and technical skills such as the use of a pressurized
metered-dose inhaler with a spacer. However, it is unclear
whether an SG is a better method of assessment than a
conventional MCQ for evaluating the clinical competence of
medical students.

The objective of this study was to compare the performance of
an SG and an MCQ to assess the clinical competence of medical
students in a scenario of pediatric asthma exacerbation. The
gold standard chosen was HFS, and the actions performed on
the SG and the responses provided on the MCQ were compared
with the actions performed by students during the HFS session
to analyze the degree of concordance between the SG and HFS
modalities on the one hand and the MCQ and HFS modalities
on the other hand.

Methods

Ethics
A prospective, simulation-based trial was conducted in the
department of simulation in health care iLumens (a
multidisciplinary university medical laboratory focused on
digital health education) in Paris Descartes University (France).
The study was approved by the ethics committee of our
institution (CENEM 2019-15-DD) and registered in
ClinicalTrials.gov [NCT03884114].

Participants
Participants were fifth-year medical students from the French
faculty of medicine Paris Descartes who participated voluntarily.
They were part of two classes and went to the department of
simulation in March and June 2019 after their 3-month pediatrics
courses which included a 2-hour course on pediatric asthma
exacerbation management and within 15 days after their
pediatrics exams. Recruitment was done by emails and during
their pediatric exams. Written consent was obtained, and
demographic data were collected from participants.

Study Design
The study design is presented in Figure 1. Participants were
successively evaluated on the same scenario of a moderate
asthma exacerbation occurring in a private medical practice
using three different modalities (HFS, SG, and MCQ) for a
maximum duration of 12 minutes for each modality. Participants
started by watching a 5-minutes tutorial video on the features
of the high-fidelity manikin SimBaby (Laerdal Medical AS)
used and its environment. They were then individually evaluated
on the management of a moderate asthma exacerbation scenario
on HFS. No debriefing was provided, and participants were
invited to watch a 3-minute video on the features of the SG
(Effic’Asthme, iLumens, and Dowino). The second evaluation
was conducted on the same scenario using the SG. Again, no
debriefing was provided, and the third evaluation was conducted
on the same scenario using an MCQ. Finally, participants
completed a questionnaire on their characteristics, followed by
a second questionnaire about their satisfaction with each
evaluation modality and ending with an oral debriefing.
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Figure 1. Study design. HFS: high fidelity simulation; SG: simulation game; MCQ: multiple choice questionnaire; *: tutorial video.

Scenario and Evaluation Modalities
A single scenario was used for all three modalities. It
corresponded to a moderate exacerbation of asthma in a child
aged 12-months who did not respond to short-acting
beta-agonists (SABAs). A full description of the scenario is
presented in Multimedia Appendix 1 (Table S1). Participants
were expected to administer the emergency treatment
(salbutamol, SABAs) to the child with the correct inhalation
technique and dose, repeat this administration after no
improvement was noted, repeat this administration again adding
oral corticosteroids, and finally refer the child to the nearest
pediatric emergency department.

The first evaluation modality studied was HFS. As it was
impossible to assess the students on their ability to manage an
asthma exacerbation with a real patient, we considered HFS the
gold standard assessment method that would best reflect
students’ clinical competence. The Simbaby manikin used can
reproduce many signs of an asthma exacerbation. In the
simulation room, participants could use the same items as in
the SG (Figure 2): an emergency treatment (salbutamol,
SABAs), a controller treatment (fluticasone), an asthma spacer
with a facial mask, oral steroids in tablets (prednisone), a glass
of water, paracetamol, saline nose drops for nasal airway
clearance, and a phone. All actions performed by the participants
were video recorded.

Figure 2. Simulation room with the Simbaby manikin and equipment available to the student: (1) paracetamol, (2) emergency treatment (salbutamol
inhaler), (3) controller treatment (fluticasone inhaler), (4) water, (5) telephone to call 911 or pediatric emergencies, (6) oral corticosteroids (prednisolone
20 mg tablets), (7) otoscope, (8) thermometer, (9) stethoscope, (10) inhalation chamber with face mask, (11) saline pipettes, and (12) paper tissue.

The second modality used was the SG Effic’Asthme, a mobile
app displayed on a tablet. This SG was developed by iLumens
at Paris Descartes University and Dowino to train parents to
recognize and manage different scenarios of asthma exacerbation

in their children [16]. When connecting to Effic’Asthme for the
first time, the user is asked to enter information to create a child
avatar. The home screen then proposes the following sections:
asthma action plan, asthma attack log, training, documents, and
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doctor (Figure 3). The training section corresponds to the SG.
After completing a tutorial, the player can choose among 6
scenarios of asthma exacerbations with varying levels of
severity, all taking place in the virtual bedroom of the child. A
video presenting the main features of Effic’Asthme is available
(Multimedia Appendix 2). Each scenario starts with a short
briefing of the situation. A message then invites the user to
carefully observe the child’s avatar with the possibility of
zooming and rotating the child in 3D to detect any sign of
respiratory distress and to listen for a cough or wheezing.
Depending on the child’s condition, the user needs to choose
the actions to be performed to manage the asthma exacerbation

appropriately among different panels (Figure 4 left). One of the
main outcomes is to check the administration technique of the
emergency treatment (salbutamol/albuterol) to the child (Figure
4 right). The user can use his/her fingers to remove the cap of
the spray, shake it, insert it into the spacer, place the spacer on
the child’s face, press the spray to administer one puff, and wait
for the number of breaths they deem necessary between each
puff. Once the scenario is completed, an automated,
point-by-point debriefing is provided. Points are awarded for
actions performed correctly, and an overall success rate of the
mission out of 100% is given.

Figure 3. Effic’Asthme home screen: (A) “asthma action plan” automatically created by the app based on data (age, weight) entered by parent, (B)
“asthma attack log” for monitoring, (C) “training” section, which allows the player to access different scenarios of simulated asthma exacerbation (only
this section was used in this study), (D) “my performances,” providing scores on the scenarios already done, (E) “documents,” with access to detailed
information on the different asthma symptoms and several questions/answers about the child's asthma, and (F) “physician” section, which helps the
treating physician to know which parts of the action plan or inhalation technique should be reviewed with the family.

Figure 4. Effic’Asthme menu and inhalation technique page: (left) drop-down menu “emergency treatment kit” with several options (take temperature,
clean nasal airway, administer paracetamol, administer emergency treatment, administer controller treatment, administer oral corticosteroids) and (right)
administration of the inhaler treatment.

For the study, Effic’Asthme was diverted from its initial use to
assess students’ clinical competence. This SG was chosen
because it allowed the evaluation of several dimensions of
clinical competence such as knowledge and clinical reasoning

and technical skills such as the administration technique of the
inhaled emergency treatment.

The third assessment modality was an MCQ designed for the
study (Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). As with the HFS
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and SG, the MCQ started with a short briefing followed by 15
questions on the management of the same scenario of moderate
asthma exacerbation.

Data Collection and Outcomes
For each evaluation modality, the investigators completed a
standardized checklist (common for the three modalities, Table
S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1). This checklist had been
previously validated [16,17]. The checklist included 19 items.
Each item was rated 0 or 1, depending on whether or not the
student had performed the correct action when evaluated on the
HFS or SG or provided the correct answer on the MCQ, with
a maximum score of 19.

The main outcome was the degree of correlation between the
actions performed for each item between the SG and HFS on
the one hand and the concordance of the answers on the MCQ
and the actions performed on the HFS on the other hand. For
each item rated 0 or 1 for the modalities SG and HFS or MCQ
and HFS, the Cohen kappa coefficient was calculated to estimate
the concordance of the actions performed and answers provided
at the level of the population studied. The median kappa
coefficients on the 19 items were calculated and compared
between the SG/HFS group and the MCQ/HFS group.

Secondary outcomes included the comparison between the
median checklist scores for the HFS, SG, and MCQ modalities;
comparison of the dispersion of the checklist scores for each
modality; and participant satisfaction with the three assessment
modalities.

Statistical Analysis
The sample size calculation was based on the following
assumptions: 2-tailed alpha of .05, power of 80%, a median
kappa coefficient estimated at 0.4 for the MCQ/HFS
comparisons, and an expected median kappa coefficient of 0.7
for the SG/HFS comparisons. The calculation suggested that at
least 39 participants should be enrolled [18].

Data were collected in Excel (Microsoft Corp) and analyzed
with Prism software version 5.03 (GraphPad). Median values
and interquartile ranges were reported. Cohen kappa coefficients
for each item of the checklist between the HFS/SG and
HFS/MCQ groups were calculated. The median kappa
coefficients for each group were compared using a
Mann-Whitney U test to compare the correlation of actions and
answers between these two groups. The Spearman rank
correlation coefficient was used to compare the median checklist
scores between the three modalities. Finally, the dispersion of
scores between the SG and MCQ modalities was studied by
comparing variances using a modified Levene test, and
participant satisfaction for each modality was compared using
a student t test.

Results

A total of 42 students were included in the study in March and
June 2019. Their characteristics are presented in Table 1. No
participant was lost to follow-up.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics.

Value (n=42)Characteristics

General

28 (67)Female, n (%)

24 (23-24)Age in years, median (interquartiles 1,3)

Asthma experience

Personal history of asthma, n (%)

1 (2)Current asthma

4 (10)Asthma during childhood

37 (88)No history of asthma

14 (33)Internship in general pediatrics, pediatric emergency, and/or pediatric pneumology over the past 24 months, n
(%)

7 (17)Ever witnessed an asthma attack, n (%)

Simulation experience, n (%)

41 (98)High-fidelity simulation experience

11 (26)Experience with the Simbaby high-fidelity manikin

Video games experience, n (%)

37 (88)Ever played video games

15 (36)Played video games in the past 6 months

Frequency of play, n (%)

11 (26)Never

24 (57)Less than once a month

6 (14)Several times a month

0 (0)Several times a week

1 (3)Every day or almost every day

Equipment owned, n (%)

42 (100)Smartphone

42 (100)Computer

16 (38)Digital tablet

18 (43)Game console

The concordance of the actions performed during the SG session
and the HFS session was moderate [19], with a median Cohen
kappa coefficient (interquartile [IQ] 1-3) of 0.59 (IQ 0.45-0.69;
Figure 5). The concordance of the answers provided in the MCQ
and the actions performed during the HFS session was weak,
with a median Cohen kappa coefficient of 0.37 (IQ 0.20-0.56).
The SG offered a higher level of concordance with the actions

performed during the HFS session than the MCQ as attested by
the comparison of the median Cohen kappa coefficient (P=.04).

The median checklist scores were 9 (IQ 6-12), 8.5 (IQ 6-12),
and 11 (IQ 9-14) for the HFS, SG, and MCQ modalities,
respectively (Figure 6). These scores were significantly different
(P=.01), and multiple comparisons found a significantly higher
score in the MCQ group than in the HFS (P<.05) and SG
(P<.05) groups.
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Figure 5. Concordance of actions between the modalities assessed by Cohen kappa coefficient. Each point represents the median degree of agreement
(Cohen kappa coefficient) of all students for one of the 19 items on the checklist. The horizontal bar corresponds to the median kappa coefficient for
all items. HFS: high-fidelity simulation; SG: simulation game; MCQ: multiple choice questionnaire; *P=.04.

Figure 6. Median checklist scores for the modalities. HFS: high-fidelity simulation; SG: simulation game; MCQ: multiple choice questionnaire; *P=.04.

The correlations between the SG and HFS modalities and the
MCQ and HFS modalities were studied using their total checklist
scores: the Spearman coefficient was 0.79 (95% CI 0.63-0.88)
between the SG/HFS modalities and 0.70 (95% CI 0.50-0.83)
between the MCQ/HFS modalities. This was not significantly
different (P=.11).

The dispersion of the scores measured by the variance (σ2) of
the checklist scores (17.1 and 10.9 for SG and MCQ,
respectively) was not statistically significant.

Students preferred the SG modality over the MCQ (Table 2).
In their opinion, the SG was more effective for progressing in
the management of a clinical situation, more representative of
their clinical skills, closer to real life, and more fun than MCQ
(Table 2). Two-thirds of the students stated that they would
prefer to be assessed in the future using SG rather than MCQ.
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Table 2. Students’ views of the simulation game as an educational tool in medical school.

P valueValue, mean (SD)Value, n (%)Questions

<.001——bI liked this evaluation modalitya

—4.5 (0.6)—SGc

—3.7 (1.1)—MCQd

.26——I felt stress during the evaluationa

—2.6 (1.4)—SG

—2.2 (1.6)—MCQ

<.001——I had fun during the evaluationa

—3.9 (0.8)—SG

—1.9 (1.5)—MCQ

I would say that the most effective modality to progress in the management of a clinical situation such as a child asthma exacerbation is...

——28 (67)SG

——14 (33)MCQ

I would say that the modality most representative of reality is...

——41 (98)SG

——1 (2)MCQ

I would say that the modality most representative of my skills is...

——38 (90)SG

——4 (10)MCQ

I would personally prefer to be evaluated in the future by...

——27 (64)SG

——15 (36)MCQ

aResults are expressed as a mean (SD) between 1 (strongly disagree) and 5 (strongly agree).
bNot applicable.
cSG: simulation game.
dMCQ: multiple choice questionnaire.

Discussion

Principal Findings
HFS and OSCE, the best available modalities for assessing the
clinical competence of medical students without any risk to the
patient, are almost impossible to implement on a large scale
due to their high consumption of time and human resources.
Thus, many faculties use MCQ as a default solution for
large-scale examinations, with the risk of favoring students who
are highly competent to respond to MCQs but unable to manage

real-life emergency situations. This study demonstrates that
Effic’Asthme, an SG created to teach about the management of
pediatric asthma exacerbations, better reflects the actions of
fifth-year medical students on HFS than an MCQ on the same
clinical case. We propose in Table 3 a summary of the domains
of clinical competence that can be assessed through an SG such
as Effic’Asthme, in comparison with MCQ and HFS. As
illustrated, if further studies confirm these findings, SG may
become an intermediate solution between HFS and MCQ,
evaluating students’ clinical competence further than MCQ
while remaining widely deployable, unlike HFS.
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Table 3. Modalities of assessment and domains covered.

High-fidelity simulationSimulation gameMultiple choice questionnairesDomain

++++++

Possible with Effic’Asthme
+++aKnowledge (eg, corticosteroids dose)

++++++

Possible with Effic’Asthme

++Clinical reasoning (eg, choosing between repeating
salbutamol or calling emergency medical services after
20 minutes)

++++

Possible with Effic’Asthme
–bTechnical skills (eg, inhalation technique when using a

spacer)

++++++

Possible with Effic’Asthme

–Recognition of symptoms (eg, chest-indrawing, audible
wheezing)

++–

Not possible with Effic’Asthme

–Communication skills (eg, reassuring the parent)

+++++ (multiplayer)

Not possible with Effic’Asthme

–Teamwork (eg, coordinating with a nurse)

aAppropriate to evaluate the domain.
bNot appropriate to evaluate the domain.

Contextualizing our results within the medical literature is
limited by the paucity of data on the comparison of SG with
other assessment modalities. To our knowledge, only the study
by Adjedj et al [15] compared the SG and MCQ modalities for
the evaluation of medical students, on a clinical case of
cardiology. They found greater variability in the scores obtained
on the SG than in the scores obtained on the MCQ and
concluded that SG had the potential to better rank students [15].
However, because their study did not use a gold standard as
ours did, they were unable to determine which of the two
assessment modalities was more relevant for evaluating students.
Therefore, our study goes further in showing that SG is indeed
a more relevant assessment modality than MCQ for the
evaluation of the management of a child’s asthma exacerbation,
as it better reflects the actions performed on HFS. Surprisingly,
whereas the analysis, item by item, of the actions
performed/answers provided revealed a higher level of
concordance between the SG/HFS modalities than between the
MCQ/HFS modalities, this difference was no longer statistically
significant when the total checklist scores were compared
(P=.11). The most likely explanation is a lack of power because
our sample size was not calculated on this outcome.

After considering the SG Effic’Asthme as a new evaluation
modality, its acceptability and cost should be scrutinized. The
results of the survey conducted with the medical students who
participated in this study indicate that students support the use
of this evaluation modality for their exams, as reported in other
studies [20,21]. It would be interesting to collect the opinions
of the members of the faculty to see if they are consistent with
those of students. Clearly, faculty members will need to estimate
the costs of this new assessment modality. Developing SG is
costly: their development is costly. For example, the
development of Effic’Asthme cost €135,000 (US $160,000)
[22]. This cost could be reduced in the future by using an
interuniversity platform integrating all the necessary elements
to create a multitude of scenarios in the same way that
high-fidelity simulators are provided with a software allowing
to design hundreds of different situations.

A limitation of the SG revealed by this study was the need to
integrate a tutorial. Indeed, in our study, many participants did
not perform actions such as shaking the inhaler or removing its
cap, although they had performed these actions on the HFS and
the MCQ. This suggests that they thought it was impossible to
perform these actions on the SG. Thus, based on the results of
this study, a key recommendation for future developers of SGs
is to develop a neutral tutorial before the assessment part of
their SG.

Limitations
The study has several limitations. First, it can be argued that
the order of assessments (HFS then SG then MCQ) may have
favored higher scores on the MCQ modality. Initially, we
considered a crossover trial: after their evaluation with the HFS
modality, students would have been randomized into two groups,
one group starting by the SG session and ending with the MCQ
modality as in this study, and the other starting by the MCQ
modality and ending with the SG session. However, the MCQ
required students to be provided several cues (eg, when asking
for the dose of SABAs or oral corticosteroids, it was implied
that SABAs and oral corticosteroids should be administered).
This would have strongly biased the next evaluation on SG. By
contrast, the HFS and SG modalities did not influence the
student on specific actions to be taken because no indication
was provided during or after the sessions, and we judged that
there was no reason for students to perform better over the
course of the different assessments without being provided any
indication between them. Indeed, it was demonstrated that no
gain in knowledge can be achieved when no debriefing is
provided following a simulation session [23]. The use of HFS
as a gold standard for assessing medical students’ competence
is also debatable. HFS is probably not a modality that is
perfectly representative of the care that would have been
provided by the students under real-world conditions, but it
corresponded to the only option that we have found to be both
feasible and ethical. Finally, the fact that the study was
monocentric and evaluated only volunteer students on a single
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scenario limits the generalizability of the results. Despite these
limitations, this trial is the first to compare SG and MCQ as
assessment methods for medical students.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the SG used in this study better reflected the
clinical competence of students on HFS than an MCQ on the

same clinical case of pediatric asthma exacerbation. Its use as
an assessment method was appreciated by the students. If further
studies confirm these results, SG could become an interesting
compromise for the evaluation of medical students between the
cheap but limited assessment allowed by MCQs and the
comprehensive but highly expensive assessment allowed by
HFS.
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Abstract

Background: In a changing ageing society wherein older adults are increasingly expected to take care of themselves instead
of relying on health care services, online community care platforms can help older adults to meet these expectations. A considerable
number of these online community care platforms have been introduced in several European countries based on their potential.
However, their actual impact is unclear.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the self-reported use, expectations, and perceived impact of a Dutch online
community care platform called Grubbenvorst-Online among Dutch older adults. The following 2 questions were studied: (1)
What is the self-reported use of Grubbenvorst-Online among older adults? (2) What are their expectations and perceived impact
of Grubbenvorst-Online regarding local participation, their social network, mutual informal caregiving, and feelings of
connectedness?

Methods: An observational pretest-posttest study was conducted. Participants were recruited via a web-based message on the
Grubbenvorst-Online platform and data were collected via postal questionnaires among older users at the start of the study and
4 months later. Data regarding the expectations and the perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online were compared and tested.

Results: Forty-seven Grubbenvorst-Online users with an average age of 74 years participated in this study. They were healthy,
predominantly “internet-skilled,” and they found the internet important for maintaining social contacts. In general, the use of the
online community care platform decreased during the 4-month follow-up period. The perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online
was significantly lower than that expected regarding information provision (P=.003), seeking help from fellow villagers (P<.001),
giving help to fellow villagers (P<.001), and consulting care or welfare services (P<.001).

Conclusions: The findings of this study indicate that online community care platforms perhaps do not provide enough “added
value” in their current form. We suggest a new direction in which online community care platforms primarily support existing
offline initiatives aimed at stimulating local participation, informal caregiving, and feelings of connectedness.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20304)   doi:10.2196/20304
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Introduction

In a changing ageing society wherein older adults are
increasingly expected to take care of themselves instead of
relying on health care services [1,2], online community care
platforms can help older adults to meet these expectations. A
considerable number of web-based platforms for older adults
has been introduced in several European countries, for example,
Germany [3], the United Kingdom [4], Belgium, and the
Netherlands [5-8]. All these platforms target older adults and
their care networks to facilitate and support aging-in-place.

In our scoping review, a typology of online care platforms for
community-dwelling older adults was developed. This review
was performed because little research had been conducted on
the availability of web-based platforms for older adults and their
characteristics, functionalities, and usability in order to guide
older adults in choosing a suitable platform. The review resulted
in an overview of 21 care platforms, which can be classified
into the following 3 types: (1) Online Community Care
Platforms, which attempt to enhance social cohesion by
interlinking community-dwelling older adults with neighboring
informal caregivers and by promoting local activities at the
neighborhood level; (2) Online Care Network Platforms, which
provide older adults and professional and informal caregivers
tools to coordinate, plan, and communicate about (health) care;
and (3) System Integrator Platforms, which interconnect a
variety of functionalities. The latter platform type has the
capability of integrating existing services and apps into its own
software, that is, it operates as an “empty” information
communication technology framework, which can be filled with
any content [9]. This study focuses on a System Integrator
Platform that was deployed as an online community care
platform. In other words, all functionalities in this information
communication technology framework were aimed at enhancing
social cohesion or at promoting local activities at the
neighborhood level. Thus, we choose to use the term “online
community care platform” when referring to the platform in
this study.

Online community care platforms offer older adults various
apps aimed at supporting their independent living (eg, products
and services) and civic and social participation (eg, contacts,
messages, a matching tool for informal care). Studies have
shown that more common web-based communities for older
adults, which are known under different names such as “social
networking sites” (eg, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn), “online
social networks,” or “online social communities” can potentially
have a positive impact on civic participation and help to develop
and maintain social relationships and social support [10-13].

It seems that online community care platforms are implemented
in several European countries based on the assumption that they
can support older adults to age-in-place, to participate locally,

and that they can help to develop and maintain social
relationships and to arrange social support. As governments
call for increased autonomy at local levels [1], these platforms
seem perfectly suited tools for older adults to actually remain
or even become more autonomous. However, their actual
(perceived) impact is unclear [9]. The majority of previous
research has focused on the usability and acceptability of these
web-based communities or platforms and thus on the
preimplementation phase. Hardly any studies report the factors
that contribute to the continued use or to the desertion of
web-based communities once they have been implemented [14].
It is important for both users and policy makers to discover to
what extent these platforms actually help older adults to
participate locally and socially.

This study therefore primarily focusses on the perceived impact
in the postimplementation phase of an online community care
platform that was implemented in 2015, called as
“Grubbenvorst-Online” (abbreviated as GO, Grubbenvorst refers
to the town in which the platform was implemented).
Grubbenvorst-Online was the initiative of an active group of
local older citizens (“the initiators”) who, through the platform,
aimed to help both older adults and vulnerable inhabitants of
Grubbenvorst to socially participate locally. Grubbenvorst-
Online was founded by the initiators in close collaboration with
local entrepreneurs, associations, and social and health care
organizations. Arestoco, a Belgian enterprise, provided the
information communication technology framework for the
Grubbenvorst-Online platform. Their platform entitled “Cubigo”
was selected, as its software could be modified based on the
wishes and needs of potential users [15]. The content of
Grubbenvorst-Online (Figure 1) was determined and kept
up-to-date by the initiators.

A few examples of the platform’s apps are (1) a matching tool
for informal care, called as “Help each other,” in which users
can exchange informal help (Figure 2), (2) a local calendar
where information can be found on local events and activities
(Figure 3), and (c) social services in which users can find
information about available care services and organizations.

The following 2 questions were studied.

1. What is the self-reported use of Grubbenvorst-Online among
older adults?

2. What are the expectations and perceived impact of
Grubbenvorst-Online among older adults regarding local
participation, their social network, mutual informal
caregiving, and feelings of connectedness?

We wanted to determine what users expected from
Grubbenvorst-Online when they started using it, what did they
think the platform was intended for and had to offer in general,
and then to investigate to what extent the platform met these
expectations.
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Figure 1. Screenshot of the online community care platform Grubbenvorst-Online.

Figure 2. Screenshot of the functionality "Help each other".
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Figure 3. Screenshot of the functionality "Calendar".

Methods

Design
This study had an observational pretest-posttest design. Data
on the use, expectations, and perceived impact regarding the
online community care platform Grubbenvorst-Online was
collected via 2 postal questionnaires completed by older users.
Our aim was to perform an exploratory study among
approximately 50 participants.

Setting
Grubbenvorst is a sparsely populated village in Limburg, which
is the southernmost province of the Netherlands. Approximately
1200 of the 4800 inhabitants (25.0%) are 65 years or older [16].
Grubbenvorst-Online was made available for all inhabitants of
Grubbenvorst in August 2015. Several activities were
undertaken to communicate and promote the existence and
availability of the platform, such as (1) public launch of
Grubbenvorst-Online in the central square in Grubbenvorst in
the presence of the alderman; (2) publication of advertisements
in “Announcements” (a local newspaper); (3) distribution of
flyers, brochures, and other public relations material; (4)
placement of a large billboard at the main entrance of the village;
(5) various informative presentations for organizations such as
associations for older adults, care organizations, and an
elementary school; and (6) taking part in a TV interview at the
local broadcaster (TV Reindonk). At the start of the study in
early 2018, Grubbenvorst-Online had approximately 725 users.

Participants
Participants were recruited among the users in January 2018
via a web-based message on the Grubbenvorst-Online platform.
This message described the purpose of the study, that is, to
gather information regarding the way in which older adults used
the platform and how they perceived its impact. Older adults
were asked, if interested, to register within 1 month by leaving
their contact details with the initiators. Applicants were suitable
for inclusion if they were 65 years or older and if they were a
user of the online community care platform. This means that
every potential participant was an existing user, had already
registered on the online community care platform, and was

therefore more or less familiar with the functionalities and
operation of the platform. Furthermore, the length of time that
the participants used the platform was not an inclusion criterion;
hence, both “old” and “new” users were suitable for inclusion.
Recruitment stopped by the time 51 participants had registered.

Statement of Ethical Approval
The ethical principles that are outlined in the Dutch “Medical
Research Involving Human Subjects Act” were followed
throughout the entire study. The ethical approval for this study
was given by METC-Z (16-N-213).

Data Collection
Two postal questionnaires were used to collect reports of older
adults regarding the use, expectations, and perceived impact of
the Grubbenvorst-Online platform. Potential participants
received an invitation letter, informed consent form, and the
first (baseline) postal questionnaire (T0) in March 2018. Four
months later, in July 2018, they received the second postal
questionnaire (T1). Table 1 illustrates the themes and topics of
the questionnaire and their operationalization. The baseline
questionnaire (T0) was primarily designed to collect information
on the expectations of older adults regarding the online
community care platform: did participants expect the platform
to have positive effects on local participation, informal
caregiving, their social network, and feelings of connectedness?
The follow-up questionnaire (T1) aimed to discover to what
extent the expectations as formulated in T0 were met (ie,
perceived impact). As there were no validated scales available
to measure the expectations and perceived impact of online
community care platforms, the scale was developed by us.

General characteristics of the participants were collected as well
as details of their use of the internet and technology and use of
informal care and their community involvement and related
needs. Regarding the aforementioned characteristics, validated
scales or parts of existing questionnaires were used. For topics
2-4 (Table 1), parts of the validated questionnaire “Senior
Monitor Heerlen” [17] were used, that is, “Civic participation
and social network” and “Living and environment.”
Additionally, for topic 4, the validated scale “Involvement with
neighbors” [18] was adopted. This scale incorporates 3 domains
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of social cohesion: (1) collaboration to stimulate local
well-being; (2) solidarity: the extent to which neighbors help
each other, and (3) feelings of connectedness: the extent to
which neighbors feel connected to each other.

Concerning the topic of informal care, participants could answer
yes or no to whether they gave help, whether they were willing
to give help, whether they already received help, and finally,
whether they would accept help from someone living in their

close vicinity. If participants indicated that they helped someone,
they did not have to answer the question whether they were
prepared to offer help. The topic was introduced as follows:
“the following questions are about your ability to help others
or to receive help yourself. This “help” can, for example, consist
of doing chores around the house or doing groceries together
with family, friends, neighbors, or acquaintances. Thus, the
questions were not related to physical care tasks.

Table 1. Questionnaire themes and their operationalization.

Adopted propositions and questionsTopicsItems (n)T0/T1aTheme

Examples of questions for topics 2-4: (2) How impor-
tant is the internet for you to keep in touch with other
people? (nominal 5-point scale from “very important”
to “unimportant”), (3) Would you accept help from
a neighbor? (Yes/No), (4) Do you feel involved with
the people living in your immediate vicinity? (nomi-
nal 5-point scale: “With almost none,” “With most
not,” “With some,” “With most,” “With almost ev-
eryone”).

(1) General characteristics (eg, gen-
der, date of birth), (2) Use of internet
and technology, (3) Informal care, (4)
Community involvement and related
needs

27T0Participant characteristics

Examples of questions (nominal 4-point scale:
“Never,” “Occasionally,” “Regularly,” and “Daily”):
(1) How often do you currently use the Grubbenvorst-
Online platform? (T0 + T1); (2) How often do you
currently use the “Grubbenvorst Village Calendar”?
(T0+T1); (3) Have you used Grubbenvorst-Online
less, more often, or to the same extent compared to
4 months ago? (T1)

Use of platform in general and of

specific functionalitiesc
14-17bT0-T1Self-reported use of

Grubbenvorst-Online

Examples of propositions (3-point scale: “[Strongly]
Agree,” “Neither agree nor disagree,” “[Strongly]
Disagree”): (1) I expect I will partake more in village
activities because of Grubbenvorst-Online, (2) I ex-
pect that I will use Grubbenvorst-Online to ask my
fellow villagers for help (eg, with a job around the
house or grocery shopping)

Expectations regarding the platform’s
added value regarding local participa-
tion, informal caregiving, social net-
working, and feelings of connected-
ness

7T0Expectations of Grubben-
vorst-Online

Examples of propositions (3-point scale: “[Strongly]
Agree,” “Neither agree nor disagree,” “[Strongly]
Disagree”): (1) Because of Grubbenvorst-Online, I
partake more often in village activities. (2) I asked
for the help of a fellow villagers via Grubbenvorst-
Online (eg, for a job in the house or grocery shop-
ping)

Perceived impact of the platform re-
garding local participation, informal
caregiving, social network, and feel-
ings of connectedness

7T1Perceived impact of
Grubbenvorst-Online

aT0: baseline questionnaire, T1: questionnaire after 4 months of the study.
bApart from a few additional questions in T1 (such as example 3), the questions were identical in T0 and T1.
cNot all functionalities of Grubbenvorst-Online (see Figure 1) were assessed. Only functionalities identified by the initiators as most important were
included in the questionnaire.

Data Analysis
The baseline characteristics of the participants who filled out
both questionnaires (T0 and T1) were expressed in mean (SD)
or n (% of the participants). The comparison of the expectations
and perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online was tested with
the McNemar test. All P values were two-sided and were
considered to be statistically significant if less than .05. SPSS
25 (IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, IBM Corp) was used
for data entry and statistical analysis.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Of the 51 initial participants, 47 were included in the data
analysis as they filled out both questionnaires (T0 and T1). This
group consisted of 25 men and 22 women with a mean (SD)
age of 74 (6.2) years. All participants were of Dutch nationality
and had a relatively high level of education: 18 out of 47 (38%)
had a university degree or a higher professional education
qualification and 19 participants (40%) had a secondary
vocational education qualification. The majority of the
participants (32/47, 68%) lived with a partner, either married
or unmarried. The average grade that participants gave for their
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own health was 7.6 (range 0-10, higher scores indicating better
health). Only 14 participants (30%) indicated that they felt
slightly hindered in their daily activities due to a long-term
illness or disability.

Use of Technology and Internet
All 47 participants were asked to indicate the extent to which
they adopted certain devices. A smartphone was used “regularly”
by 11 participants (23%) and “daily” by 18 participants (38%).
An iPad or tablet was used “regularly” or “daily” by 26
participants (55%), and a laptop was used “daily” by 26
participants (55%). All participants indicated that they used the
internet. Furthermore, 31 out of the 47 participants (66%)

considered its use to be “(very) easy,” 12 (25%) participants
found the easiness of internet use as neutral, and only 4
participants (9%) found the use of internet “difficult.” In
addition, 30 participants (65%) considered the internet to be
“(very) important for keeping in touch with others.”

Informal Care
Out of the 47 participants, 13 (28%) indicated that they helped
someone living in their immediate vicinity. A considerably
larger proportion (31/47) was prepared to offer help and the
majority (43/47) was willing to accept help. However, 39 (83%)
participants indicated that they did not need any help from
people living in their immediate vicinity (see Table 2).

Table 2. Participants’ views on informal care (n=47).

ValueVariables

Gave help to someone, n (%)

13 (28)Yes

33 (70)No

1 (2)Missing (no answer)

Prepared to offer help, n (%)

31 (66)Yes

6 (13)No

10 (21)Missing (no answer)

Willing to accept help, n (%)

43 (92)Yes

3 (6)No

1 (2)Missing (no answer)

Need help, n (%)

7 (15)Yes

39 (83)No

1 (2)Missing (no answer)

Community Involvement and Related Needs
The extent to which participants felt connected to people in
their immediate vicinity was high; 20 out of 47 participants
(43%) felt connected with most people and 13 participants (28%)
with almost everyone. Only 5 participants (11%) indicated a
need for more contact with people from their immediate vicinity.
The vast majority, that is, 33 out of 47 participants (70%)
specified that they felt no need for more contacts as they were
satisfied with the number of contacts they already had. These
results show that, in general, the participants already had a
relatively large social network and felt no need to expand it
further.

Use of the Grubbenvorst-Online Community Care
Platform
The mean (SD) score (range 0-10, higher scores indicating
greater valuation) that the participants gave to the online

community care platform as a whole was 7.3 (1.0) at T0 and
7.1 (1.3) at T1. Table 3 gives an overview of the use of the
Grubbenvorst-Online platform as a whole (see row and per
functionality at baseline, T0, and at follow-up, T1). The
functionalities “Grubbenvorst-Online,” “Columns and
interviews,” “Photo and Video,” and “Messages” were the most
frequently used at both T0 and T1. However, only a minority
of the participants indicated that they used the aforementioned
functionalities on a regular or daily basis. The functionalities
“Dialect Dictionary,” “Social Services,” “Local entrepreneurs,”
“Local associations,” “Health care services,” and “Contacts”
were the least used.

In general, a minor decrease was reported in the use at the level
of specific functionalities: at T1, the “regular” use of
functionalities decreased or remained stable while the “daily”
use of functionalities did not occur (with the exception of 2
participants who consulted the Grubbenvorst-Online feature).
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Table 3. Self-reported use of the online community care platform Grubbenvorst-Online as a whole and per functionality (n=47).

Daily useRegular useOnline community care platform/functionality

Grubbenvorst-Online (platform), n (%)

4 (9)17 (36)T0a

3 (6)11 (23)T1b

Grubbenvorst-Online (functionality), n (%)

1 (2)14 (30)T0

2 (4)12 (26)T1

Columns and interviews, n (%)

0 (0)12 (26)T0

0 (0)7 (15)T1

Calendar Grubbenvorst, n (%)

0 (0)8 (17)T0

0 (0)8 (17)T1

Photo and video, n (%)

0 (0)11 (23)T0

0 (0)11 (23)T1

Dialect dictionary, n (%)

0 (0)3 (6)T0

0 (0)2 (4)T1

Social services, n (%)

0 (0)2 (4)T0

0 (0)2 (4)T1

Local entrepreneurs, n (%)

0 (0)2 (4)T0

0 (0)0 (0)T1

Local associations, n (%)

0 (0)4 (9)T0

0 (0)4 (9)T1

Health care services, n (%)

0 (0)4 (9)T0

0 (0)2 (4)T1

Contacts, n (%)

0 (0)6 (13)T0

0 (0)2 (4)T1

Messages, n (%)

2 (4)15 (33)T0

0 (0)12 (26)T1

Help each other, n (%)

0 (0)6 (13)T0

0 (0)6 (13)T1

aT0: baseline questionnaire.
bT1: questionnaire after 4 months of the study.
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Impact of the Grubbenvorst-Online Platform:
Expectations and Experiences
Table 4 shows the number of participants who (fully) agreed at
T0 with propositions about various potential effects of their use
of Grubbenvorst-Online; in other words, these correspond to
the participants’expectations of the platform. Table 4 also shows
the number of participants who (fully) agreed with the same
propositions about Grubbenvorst-Online at T1: this is the
participants’ perception of the impact of the platform after
having used it. In general, the participants’ expectations of
Grubbenvorst-Online were not fully met. At T1, the participants’

overall perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online was
significantly lower than they had expected with respect to
“information provision about Grubbenvorst” (P=.003), “seeking
help from fellow villagers” (P<.001), “giving help to fellow
villagers” (P<.001), and “consulting care or welfare services”
(P<.001). Their expectations of Grubbenvorst-Online and its
perceived impact differed least regarding “participating in local
activities,” “feeling connected to Grubbenvorst,” and “expansion
of social network.” Overall, participants perceived the highest
impact of Grubbenvorst-Online regarding “information provision
about Grubbenvorst,” “feeling connected to Grubbenvorst,” and
“participating in local activities.”

Table 4. Expectations of Grubbenvorst-Online (T0) and the perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online (T1) regarding various indicators.

P valueValue (n=47)Variables

.003bInformation provision about Grubbenvorst, n (%a)

36 (77)Expectation

24 (51)Perceived impact

.23Participating in local activities, n (%)

14 (30)Expectation

9 (19)Perceived impact

.18Feeling connected to Grubbenvorst, n (%)

19 (40)Expectation

14 (30)Perceived impact

.11Expansion of social network, n (%)

13 (28)Expectation

6 (13)Perceived impact

<.001bSeeking help from fellow villagers, n (%)

17 (36)Expectation

2 (4)Perceived impact

<.001bGiving help to fellow villagers, n (%)

17 (36)Expectation

3 (6)Perceived impact

<.001bConsulting care or welfare services, n (%)

22 (47)Expectation

1 (2)Perceived impact

aStrongly agree with proposition.
bThis value was significant at P<.05 in the McNemar test (two-sided).

Discussion

Major Findings
We explored the self-reported use, expectations, and perceived
impact among older adults of a Dutch online community care
platform. The study involved 47 healthy and predominantly
“internet-skilled” older users (average age, 74 years). The vast
majority of these users indicated that they were willing to help
people living in their immediate vicinity; however, they did not
necessarily feel a “help need” themselves. Furthermore, only a
small proportion indicated a need for more social contact. The

online community care platform was graded by the participants
with an overall “more than sufficient” grade of 7.2. In general,
the use of the online community care platform decreased during
the 4-month follow-up period. The functionalities
“Grubbenvorst-Online,” “Messages,” “Photo and Video,” and
“Columns and interviews” were the most frequently used. At
follow-up, participants’ perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-
Online was significantly lower than their initial expectations of
the impact the platform would provide regarding “information
provision about Grubbenvorst,” “seeking help from fellow
villagers,” “giving help to fellow villagers,” and “consulting
care or welfare services.”
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When the participants’perceived impact of Grubbenvorst-Online
is viewed in isolation (ie, without comparing it to their
expectations), it can be ascertained that participants perceived
the highest impact with respect to “information provision about
Grubbenvorst,” “feeling connected to Grubbenvorst,” and
“participating in local activities.” This indicates that an online
community care platform can play a role in stimulating positive
feelings toward communities and encouraging its members to
undertake activities locally.

It is noteworthy that participants perceived little-to-no impact
regarding (mutual) informal caregiving (ie, asking for or giving
help to fellow villagers), although there was a high degree of
willingness on the part of these participants to care for or accept
help from people living in their vicinity. However, the
participating older adults did indicate that they felt no need to
expand their networks and did not express any great need for
care from people living in their vicinity. Therefore, perhaps this
limited perceived impact regarding (mutual) informal caregiving
is related to the limited need for support or network expansion.
This finding is remarkable as these web-based communities or
platforms aim to support (and stimulate) older adults to exchange
various forms of social support as it is increasingly expected
that they must rely on their social network. This finding implies
that online community care platforms are not suited for every
older adult as such platforms have goals that not every older
adult will share; not all older adults need web-based support or
require help to find offline support or to request the assistance
of others.

Based on our findings, we can conclude that older adults who
are still healthy, self-reliant, and internet-skilled seem to be able
to find their own means of solving problems and arranging
informal care. This is not new because if governments or other
organizations that bear responsibility for the welfare of citizens
fail to provide people with a sense of security (eg, when state
provision is reduced and as a result, older adults are increasingly
expected to take care of themselves instead of relying on health
care services), people will feel compelled to organize this
security themselves. In this scenario, they will look for and find
solidarity in small-scale physical groups [19]. It may therefore
not be desirable at all to “formally” stimulate or organize local
participation or mutual informal care; perhaps, platforms should
merely try to provide another means by which citizens
themselves can organize local participation and informal care.

Strengths and Limitations of This Study
The strength of this study is that it contributes to knowledge
about the (perceived) impact of a web-based community and
about its actual use after the implementation. However, we did
not intend to demonstrate actual causality between the
functionalities of the web-based platform and their intended
outcomes (eg, an increase in local participation or feelings of
local connectedness) but instead aimed to illustrate how older
users perceive the use and impact of an online community care
platform. Furthermore, the results should be interpreted with
some caution considering the modest sample size and the
possible “biased sample:” participants were mainly healthy,
highly educated, and internet-skilled. Since the primary target
groups of the platform were older adults and vulnerable

inhabitants of Grubbenvorst, we did not include the target group
of the platform in its entirety, as vulnerable people were not
included in the sample. Moreover, as the purpose of this study
was to understand the expectations and perceived impact of a
relatively small group of users regarding a web-based platform,
it might have been of added value to additionally adopt
qualitative methods to answer our research questions.

Additionally, it is possible that the “first-come-first-served
principle” as adopted in the recruitment process resulted in a
biased sample in which users who used Grubbenvorst-Online
more than others registered to participate in the study. Perhaps,
because of this, the depiction we now have of the use of
Grubbenvorst-Online is more positive than actually is the case.
Furthermore, the strength of our study would have been
improved if we had asked participants the length of time they
had been using Grubbenvorst-Online since expectations of new
users would possibly be different from the expectations of a
long-term user. Finally, in the questionnaire, we did not ask the
types of help participants were willing to offer or accept. Thus,
we cannot be certain whether older adults do not need support
or informal care or whether they have simply already arranged
it themselves without the help of a web-based platform or other
tool.

Implications for Practice and Research
Previous research demonstrates that various organizations and
governments implement online community care platforms with
the aim of supporting (vulnerable) citizens [3,5-9]. Based on
our findings, we must ask ourselves whether such platforms
provide enough “added value” in their current form. Perhaps
another direction is desirable, one in which online community
care platforms primarily support existing offline initiatives to
stimulate local participation, informal caregiving, and feelings
of connectedness. An online community care platform would
thus never be considered an end in itself, but as a means to
achieve certain goals. We believe that online community care
platforms can add value when they encompass the following
characteristics: (1) the platform’s primary objective is to provide
access to offline services in a neighborhood, (2) the platform
mainly has a facilitating and intermediary role and, for example,
connects “help requests” of older adults or (vulnerable) citizens
with available local resources (eg, other citizens, volunteers,
and professionals from health care organizations), and (3) human
representatives of the platform are physically present in the
neighborhood during set times, and offline communication (eg,
by telephone or face-to-face interactions) is the primary form
by which older adults may voice their help requests. In this
model, the idea of a “one-stop shop” becomes the guiding
principle underlying an online community care platform, that
is, all local help requests and local resources from a
neighborhood come together in one place.

Additionally, previous research indicates that many (eHealth)
apps (such as certain functionalities of the online community
care platform) lack a clear theoretical basis and do not provide
any evidence concerning their effectiveness and usability [20].
In the further development of online community care platforms,
it is advisable to pay more attention to the theoretical “rationale”
of the platform and its functionalities. Another important
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recommendation regarding the future development and
implementation of online community care platforms is to involve
potential end users. Previous research stresses the importance
of including users to constitute web-based communities that
will be functional, usable, and accessible [11,21,22]. Finally,
regarding the future development of online community care
platforms, it is advisable that developers continually rethink the
platforms’ features, make adjustments, and evaluate whether
the functionalities are actually effective.

Further research is required to establish if online community
care platforms have an impact on older adults’ local
participation, informal caregiving, and feelings of
connectedness, and if so, the ways in which this impact is felt.
Research should focus on the impact of different online
community care platforms and on their impact on the group of

older adults in all its variety: youngest-old, middle-old, and
oldest-old; frail and healthy; highly and poorly educated; and
internet-skilled and unskilled. Finally, since platforms often
focus on all inhabitants of a neighborhood to create an
interdependent support system where old and young people are
facilitated to help each other, further work should also focus on
researching the impact of these platforms on user groups other
than older adults.

Finally, it would be interesting to study the impact of the current
coronavirus pandemic on the adoption and use of web-based
platforms. Perhaps the pandemic may lead to an increased use
of these platforms, as it has led to a striking adaptation of various
eHealth services in community care (which used to have a
history of strenuous and slow adoption and implementation).
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Abstract

Background: Two-year longevity is a crucial consideration in revascularization strategies for patients with symptomatic lower
extremity arterial disease (LEAD). However, factors associated with 2-year longevity and risk stratification in octogenarians or
nonagenarians have been underreported.

Objective: This paper aims to investigate the associated variables and stratify the 2-year prognosis in older patients with LEAD.

Methods: We performed logistic regression and association rule mining based on the Apriori algorithm to discover independent
variables and validate their associations with 2-year longevity. Malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors were identified. C
statistics and Kaplan-Meier analysis were used to assess the impact of different numbers of malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke
factors on 2-year longevity.

Results: We recruited a total of 232 octogenarians or nonagenarians (mean age 85 years, SD 4.2 years) treated with endovascular
therapy. During the study period, 81 patients died, and 27 of those (33%) died from a cardiac origin within 2 years. Association
rules analysis showed the interrelationships between 2-year longevity and the neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) and nutritional
status as determined by the Controlling Nutritional Status (CONUT) score or Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index (GNRI). The cut-off
values of NLR, GNRI, and CONUT were ≥3.89, ≤90.3, and >3, respectively. The C statistics for the predictive power for 2-year
longevity were similar between the CONUT score and the GNRI-based models (0.773 vs 0.760; P=.57). The Kaplan-Meier
analysis showed that 2-year longevity was worse as the number of malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors increased from
0 to 3 in both the GNRI-based model (92% vs 68% vs 46% vs 12%, respectively; P<.001) and the CONUT score model (87%
vs 75% vs 49% vs 10%, respectively; P<.001). The hazard ratio between those with 3 factors and those without was 18.2 (95%
CI 7.0-47.2; P<.001) in the GNRI and 13.6 (95% CI 5.9-31.5; P<.001) in the CONUT score model.

Conclusions: This study demonstrated the association and crucial role of malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors in
assessing 2-year longevity in older patients with LEAD. Using this simple risk score might assist clinicians in selecting the
appropriate treatment.
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Introduction

With the aging of the population and improvements in the
quality of medical care, physicians encounter an ever-increasing
number of older patients with advanced forms of lower extremity
arterial disease (LEAD) [1,2]. The results of the Bypass Versus
Angioplasty in Severe Ischaemia of the Leg (BASIL) study [3]
and the American Heart Association and American College of
Cardiology guidelines [4] suggested bypass surgery as an
appropriate first-line revascularization procedure for chronic
limb-threatening ischemia (CLTI) in patients with a life
expectancy of more than 2 years. However, advanced age is
associated with increased perioperative and postoperative
mortality after vascular operations because of the presence of
multiple comorbidities [5-7]. Some studies have reported that
endovascular therapy (EVT) in older patients is safe and
effective for lifestyle-limiting intermittent claudication and
could be an effective alternative treatment for CLTI [1,6,8,9].

Although 2-year longevity is a crucial consideration in
revascularization strategies in patients with symptomatic LEAD,
this measure should be used with caution in older people with
an inherently shorter life expectancy, and the factors associated
with 2-year longevity and the prognostic stratification in these
patients are unclear.

Apriori algorithm–based association rules analysis (ARA) is
widely used to analyze interesting statistical correlations hidden
in sets of multidimensional data and might facilitate the process
of disease management [10-12].

The aim of this study was to investigate the factors predicting
2-year life expectancy in octogenarians or nonagenarians with
LEAD in order to help clinicians care for these patients.

Methods

Study Design
This was a single-center observational cohort study and was
approved by the institutional review board (approval No.
06-X18-098) of Taipei Tzu-Chi Hospital, New Taipei City,
Taiwan. We obtained informed consent from all participants.

Study Population
Data were extracted from the Tzuchi Registry of Endovascular
Intervention for Peripheral Artery Disease, which is a
single-center observational registry of patients who have
undergone EVT for LEAD starting from July 2005. This
retrospective investigation included patients older than 80 years
with symptomatic LEAD who were treated between July 2005
and June 2017.

Patients were considered eligible for enrollment if they were
candidates for EVT for atherosclerotic LEAD and had given
their consent to participate in the study. Excluded from the study
were patients with nonatherosclerotic LEAD, acute limb
ischemia, overwhelming foot infection, and a follow-up duration
of less than 2 years. Figure 1 depicts patients’enrollment in this
study. All study procedures were in line with the principles
outlined in the Helsinki Declaration.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the inclusion of the study participants. CONUT: Controlling Nutritional Status; GNRI: Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index.

The detailed definitions of demographic variables and the
pre-EVT assessments, including clinical examination,
hemodynamic evaluation, and anatomical assessment of the
target limb, have been described previously [8,13].

Interventions
Endovascular therapy was performed by experienced
interventional cardiologists according to the Trans-Atlantic
Inter-Society Consensus II guideline recommendations [14].

The detailed procedures of EVT have also been described
previously [8,13]. Most of the study participants underwent
plain balloon angioplasty alone or bare-metal nitinol stent
implantation. With the advancement in technology and the
invention of new devices, atherectomy and drug-eluting devices
have been introduced to optimize the angiographic results and
improve vessel patency. Antiplatelet therapy, anticoagulant
regimens, and other medications after EVT depended on the
physician’s discretion and the patient’s condition.
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Biochemical Markers
Blood samples were obtained at admission or before EVT for
the measurement of serum albumin, fasting blood sugar,
glycohemoglobin, C-reactive protein (CRP), complete blood
count (CBC), and differential counts for the determination of
immune-inflammatory variables; this included the
neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio (NLR), the platelet-lymphocyte
ratio (PLR), and the systemic immune-inflammation index (SII),
defined as (platelet count × neutrophil count)/lymphocyte count.
The total cholesterol, triglyceride, and high- and low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol levels were measured at admission, and
the most recent values obtained within 2 months before the
procedure were also examined.

Nutritional Status
The Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index (GNRI) and the Controlling
Nutritional Status (CONUT) score are widely used in various
clinical settings in the field of malnutrition [15,16]. They have
been reported as prognostic predictors in patients with LEAD
[17]. The CONUT score includes serum albumin, total
cholesterol levels, and total lymphocyte count. CONUT scores
of 0 to 1 indicate a normal nutritional status, scores of 2 to 4
indicate mild risk, scores of 5 to 8 indicate moderate risk, and
scores of 9 to 12 indicate severe risk of malnutrition. GNRI was
also calculated using the following equation: GNRI = (14.89
serum albumin [g/dL]) + (41.7 × [body weight/ideal body
weight]) [18].

Association Rule Analysis and Grouped Matrix Method
ARA was initially designed to detect and extract useful
information from large-scale business databases [10,11].
Recently, this method has been widely applied in clinical
medicine to facilitate disease diagnosis and prevention and
improve the survival rate [19,20]. The fundamental concept of
ARA usually takes the form of A → B, which means A implies
B for any set of variables A and B. Briefly, the implication of
ARA is co-occurrence and not causality. For clinical
applications, the frequent association between combinations of
variables is used to determine the expected prevalence (or
occurrence) of disease over random chance. Three core values
are used to determine interesting or useful rules: support,
confidence, and lift.

Support is defined as P(A,B) (ie, the joint probability of A and
B), that is, the prevalence of both A and B co-occurring.
Confidence is the conditional probability that B occurs, given
that A is already present. The lift (presented as the observed to
expected ratio) is expressed as P(A,B) to P(A) P(B), which is
a measure of the level of dependence between A and B. A lift
of 1 indicates that A and B are independent without any
association with each other. In ARA, the sets of A and B are
restricted to a single variable because many possible
combinations of associations exist between variables (122 in
this study). The grouped matrix method creates nested groups
of rules via clustering. The nested groups form a hierarchy,
which can interactively explore multiple variables of rules that
precede the following variable.

Definitions and Outcome End Points
We defined procedural success as the successful restoration of
blood flow, with evidence of at least one preexisting or
reestablished crural vessel to the foot. The lesion score is the
sum of the scores of the diseased lower-extremity blood vessels.
A score of 1 point each was given for the iliac, femoropopliteal,
anterior tibial, posterior tibial, and peroneal arteries [21].

Nonambulatory patients were defined as patients who used
wheelchairs or patients with a bedridden status. Cardiovascular
death included sudden cardiac arrest or death caused by
myocardial infarction, stroke, lethal arrhythmia, decompensated
heart failure, valvular heart disease, and aortic or other vascular
diseases.

The outcome end point was 2-year survival with risk
stratification according to the determining factors of 2-year
longevity.

Follow-up
After EVT, we performed scheduled follow-ups at 1 month and
every 3 months with clinical assessment and duplex ultrasound
evaluations. Repeat EVT was performed if symptoms recurred.
Major events (death, amputation, and all vascular events) were
documented at the follow-up visits. If data of office follow-up
visits were not available, alternate data sources included
telephone interviews, medical records, and the referring
physician. The follow-up closing date was December 31, 2018.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics (version
22.0; IBM Corp) and MedCalc statistical software (version
18.11.3; MedCalc Software). Descriptive statistics were
presented as frequency (percent) for categorical variables and
mean (standard deviation) for continuous variables. Discrete
and categorical data were analyzed using the Pearson chi-square
test. The parametric continuous variables were statistically
analyzed and compared between groups using an independent
t test, whereas the Mann-Whitney U test was used to analyze
nonparametric continuous and ordinal data. CBC, NLR, PLR,
SII, and CRP levels were presented as medians and interquartile
ranges and were logarithmically transformed before statistical
analysis. A receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was
used to determine the cut-off values of the NLR, GNRI, and
CONUT score for 2-year longevity prediction. The area under
the curve (AUC) of these variables was compared using the
DeLong method. Cox proportional hazard model analysis was
performed to identify the independent predictors associated
with 2-year longevity. The predictive performance levels of the
combination model for 2-year longevity in C statistics were also
compared using the DeLong method. A Kaplan-Meier analysis
was conducted to compare 2-year longevity using the number
of malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors. P values of
<.05 were considered statistically significant.

We validated the associations of malnutrition and inflammation
with 2-year longevity using ARA [10,11,22] and by visualizing
associations using R software (version 3.4.3; The R Foundation
for Statistical Computing). The procedure can be conveniently
fitted using the R package “arules.” The visualizing association
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rules can be directly applied using the R package “arulesViz.”
A total of 15 potential variables were investigated for association
rules, as determined by the minimum requirements of a support
degree of ≥20% and confidence of ≥80% in this study.

Results

We treated 262 older patients with EVT from July 2005 to June
2017. Of these, 30 were not eligible for analysis, 16 were lost
to follow-up or had a follow-up duration of less than 2 years, 4
had incomplete data, and 10 had failed EVT. The remaining
232 patients were divided into 2 groups based on whether they
had a survival duration of ≥2 years. Group A included 81
patients who died (27/81, 33% died from cardiac origin) within
2 years after the index EVT, while group B was made up of 151
patients who survived for more than 2 years.

Table 1 summarizes the baseline demographics of the 2 groups.
Patients in group A had a significantly higher incidence of
congestive heart failure (CHF), cerebrovascular accident (CVA),
dialysis, CLTI, and nonambulatory status than those in group
B. BMI, serum albumin level, cholesterol level, and GNRI were
significantly higher in group B patients. Higher levels of
inflammatory markers (white blood cell [WBC] count, NLR,
PLR, SII, and CRP level) and CONUT scores were more
frequently observed in group A than in group B.

Table 2 shows the lesion characteristics of the treated limbs in
the 2 groups. Group A patients had a lower ankle-brachial
pressure index and a higher incidence of CLTI than group B
patients. There were no differences between the 2 groups in
lesion distribution, complexity, isolated or multilevel EVTs,
and stenting rate.
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Table 1. Patient demographics.

P valueGroup B

(2-year survival)

Group A

(2-year death)

All patientsFactors

N/Aa15181232Patients, N

.4185.3 (4.3)85.8 (4.0)85.4 (4.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

.5773 (48)36 (44)109 (47)Sex (male), n (%)

.1279 (52)51 (62)130 (56)Diabetes mellitus, n (%)

.46129 (85)72 (89)201 (87)Hypertension, n (%)

.9061 (40)32 (40)93 (40)Coronary artery disease, n (%)

.04720 (13)19 (24)39 (17)Congestive heart failure, n (%)

<.00122 (15)29 (36)52 (22)Cerebrovascular accident, n (%)

.0230 (20)27 (33)57 (25)Dialysis dependence, n (%)

.6939 (26)19 (24)58 (25)Smoking history, n (%)

.3329 (19)20 (25)49 (21)Atrial fibrillation, n (%)

.5964 (42)31 (39)95 (41)Hyperlipidemia, n (%)

<.00167 (44)16 (20)83 (36)Ambulatory status, n (%)

<.001114 (76)78 (96)192 (83)CLTIb, n (%)

.00623.6 (3.4)22.3 (3.5)23.1 (3.5)Body mass index (kg/m2), mean (SD)

.01163 (39)150 (39)159 (39)Cholesterol (mg/dL), mean (SD)

.46119 (73)111 (63)117 (70)Triglyceride (mg/dL), mean (SD)

.216.42 (1.41)6.70 (1.68)6.51 (1.50)Glycohemoglobin (%), mean (SD)

.1033.9 (29.8-38.1)33.5 (29.9-36.5)33.7 (29.8-37.2)Hematocrit (%), median (IQR)

.0016.850 (5.120-8.200)7.970 (6.720-9.965)7.230 (5.673-9.080)White blood cell count (109/L), median (IQR)

.07205 (156-245)217 (169-278)208 (164-255)Platelet count (103/μL), median (IQR)

<.0013.03 (2.04-4.64)5.03 (3.31-7.02)3.62 (2.34-5.62)Neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio, median (IQR)

.002135 (107-195)173 (120-243)145 (114-219)Platelet-lymphocyte ratio, median (IQR)

<.001598 (383-972)1083 (568-1835)716 (461-1272)Systemic immune-inflammation indexc, median (IQR)

<.0010.90 (0.19-2.92)3.08 (0.77-8.20)1.25 (0.31-4.40)C-reactive protein (mg/dL), median (IQR)

<.0013.26 (0.59)2.78 (0.63)3.10 (0.65)Albumin (g/dL), mean (SD)

<.0013.93 (2.72)6.26 (2.81)4.74 (2.97)CONUTd score, mean (SD)

<.00192.6 (11.3)83.1 (12.3)89.3 (12.5)Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index, mean (SD)

<.0011360 (1008-1942)229 (79-438)971 (389-1575)Follow-up time (days), median (IQR)

aN/A: not applicable.
bCLTI: chronic limb-threatening ischemia.
cSystemic immune-inflammation index was defined as (platelet count × neutrophil count)/lymphocyte count.
dCONUT: Controlling Nutritional Status.
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Table 2. Lesion and interventional procedure characteristics.

P valueGroup B

(2-year survival)

Group A

(2-year death)

All limbsFactors

N/Aa15181232Limbs, n

.00137 (25)3 (4)40 (17)Claudication, n (%)

N/A32 (21)19 (23)51 (22)Resting pain, n (%)

N/A65 (43)44 (54)109 (47)Unhealing ulcer, n (%)

N/A17 (11)15 (19)32 (14)Gangrene, n (%)

.400.55 (0.31)0.51 (0.37)0.54 (0.33)ABIb of affected limbs, mean (SD)

.020.47 (0.19)0.41 (0.18)0.45 (0.19)ABI of affected limbs excluding ≥1.4, mean (SD)

.9821 (14)9 (11)30 (13)Iliac lesions, n (%)

.35106 (70)61 (75)167 (72)Femoropopliteal lesions , n (%)

.63109 (73)61 (75)170 (73)Below-the-knee lesions, n (%)

.77125 (83)67 (85)192 (84)Poor runoff, n (%)

.5375 (50)37 (46)112 (48)Stenting, n (%)

.163.11 (0.98)3.30 (0.97)3.18 (0.98)Lesion score, mean (SD)

aN/A: not applicable.
bABI: ankle-brachial index.

Compared with WBCs, SII, and PLR, NLR had the largest AUC
(0.648, 0.692, 0.621, and 0.703, respectively) (Multimedia
Appendix 1) and was the only significant inflammatory variable
for 2-year longevity estimation after multivariate analysis. The
cut-off value of NLR for 2-year longevity was 3.89. The AUCs
for 2-year longevity estimation by the CONUT score or GNRI
were statistically significant (P<.001); however, there was no
difference between the 2 measures (0.725 vs 0.722; P=.90). The
cut-off values for the GNRI and the CONUT score for 2-year
longevity were 90.3 and >3, respectively. Detailed patient

demographics and lesion characteristics are provided in
Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3.

Table 3 shows the results of 2 separate multivariate analyses
examining the predictors of 2-year longevity (model 1 was
adjusted for ambulatory status, CHF, CVA, CLTI, dialysis,
NLR, and total cholesterol; model 2 was adjusted for the
covariates, except that BMI was used to replace total
cholesterol). CVA, NLR, GNRI, and the CONUT score were
independent factors of 2-year longevity.
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Table 3. Results of multivariate logistic regression analysis.

Model 2 (CONUTc + NLR)Model 1 (GNRIa + NLRb)Variables

P valueHR (95% CI)P valueHRd (95% CI)

.580.776 (0.320-1.884).470.718 (0.291-1.773)Ambulatory status

.131.932 (0.827-4.513).072.167 (0.950-4.945)Congestive heart failure

.022.577 (1.169-5.678).012.763 (1.231-6.202)Cerebrovascular accident

.161.193 (0.933-1.527).311.135 (0.890-1.149)C-reactive protein

.252.439 (0.535-11.110).391.961 (0.425-9.043)CLTIe

.161.711 (0.807-3.626).151.774 (0.816-3.855)Dialysis

N/AN/Af.161.007 (0.998-1.016)Cholesterol

.121.087 (0.979-1.206)N/AN/ABody mass index

.022.718 (1.217-6.073)N/AN/ACONUT score >3

.012.532 (1.236-5.187).0072.679 (1.312-5.470)NLR >3.89

N/AN/A.0033.071 (1.447-6.516)GNRI <90.3

aGNRI: Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index.
bNLR: neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio.
cCONUT: Controlling Nutritional Status.
dHR: hazard ratio.
eCLTI: chronic limb-threatening ischemia.
fN/A: not applicable.

Table 4 shows the C statistics indicating the predictive
performance level for 2-year longevity. The C statistic was
0.685 for the GNRI and 0.666 for the CONUT score initially.
When CVA and NLR >3.89 were added to the regression model,
it resulted in significant stepwise improvements of the C statistic

from 0.685 to 0.773 in model 1 (P=.006) and 0.666 to 0.760 in
model 2 (P=.004). However, adding CHF did not further
improve the predictive value for 2-year longevity. The predictive
performance levels for 2-year longevity was similar between
the 2 models (0.773 vs 0.760; P=.57) (Figure 2).

Table 4. C statistics for the prediction of 2-year longevity.

Model 2Model 1Variable

P valueaC statistic (95% CI)P valueaC statistic (95% CI)

N/AN/AN/Ac0.685 (0.621-0.744)GNRIb <90.3

N/A0.666 (0.601-0.726)N/AN/ACONUTd score >3

<.0010.723 (0.660-0.779)<.0010.736 (0.675-0.792)Addition of CVAa,e

.0040.760 (0.699-0.813).0060.773 (0.713-0.825)Further addition of NLRa,f >3.89

.860.758 (0.698-0.812).910.774 (0.714-0.826)Further addition of CHFa,g

aCompared with the previous model.
bGNRI: Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index.
cN/A: not applicable.
dCONUT: Controlling Nutritional Status.
eCVA: cerebrovascular accident.
fNLR: neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio.
gCHF: congestive heart failure.
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Figure 2. Receiver operating characteristic curves of the malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke model for 2-year survival prediction. AUC: area under
the curve.

We investigated 122 association rules based on 2-year longevity
data. The top 10 association rules (Multimedia Appendix 4) are
visually presented on a scatter plot (Figure 3). All rules with a
high lift can be easily identified. Rules with a high lift typically
have low support. The most interesting rules (support-confidence
optimal rules) reside on the support-confidence border, which
can be clearly seen in this plot. The association rules between
15 potential variables are ordered by support. Figure 4 shows

the presented features on a grouped matrix of 10 associations.
The following sets of items were interactively selected to reveal
the preceding variables of rules and the following variable based
on a grouped matrix for 10 rules: {GNRI, 2-year longevity} →
{CONUT} and {NLR, 2-year longevity} → {lnWBC}. These
data sets illustrated the close associations of malnutrition (GNRI,
CONUT) and inflammation (NLR) factors with 2-year longevity
in older patients.
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Figure 3. Top 10 association rules. The figure shows the plot with lift on the y-axis.

Figure 4. Grouped matrix for 10 rules. The graph-based visualization uses color or size to represent the set of items and rules. This graph offers a
representation of rules and enables a small set of rules to avoid a cluttered presentation. The left-hand side shows the antecedents and the right-hand
side shows the consequents. 2YL: 2-year longevity; CLTI: chronic limb-threatening ischemia; CONUT: Controlling Nutritional Status; CRP: C-reactive
protein; GNRI: Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index; LHS: left-hand side; NLR: neutrophil-lymphocyte ratio; RHS: right-hand side; WBC: white blood
cell.

Kaplan-Meier analysis demonstrated a significant decrease in
2-year survival as the number of malnutrition, inflammation,
and stroke factors increased from 0 to 3 in both the GNRI-based
model (92% vs 68% vs 46% vs 12%, respectively; P<.001) and
the CONUT score model (87% vs 75% vs 49% vs 10%,

respectively; P<0.001) (Figures 5 and 6), which was in line with
the hazard ratio (HR) between patients with 3 factors and those
without (HR 18.2, 95% CI 7.0-47.2; P<.001 in the GNRI model
and HR 13.6, 95% CI 5.9-31.5; P<.001 in the CONUT model).
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Figure 5. Kaplan-Meier analysis of 2-year survival in model 1.
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Figure 6. Kaplan-Meier analysis of 2-year survival in model 2.

Discussion

Summary
This study demonstrated the association and predictive value
of malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors in the 2-year
survival of octogenarians or nonagenarians after treatment with
EVT for LEAD. Simple prognostic stratification using

malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors will help
clinicians in deciding the appropriate treatment.

For symptomatic LEAD necessitating revascularization, 2-year
longevity is a fundamental consideration in deciding the
treatment option. Surgical bypass, recommended by the recent
guidelines for patients surviving for more than 2 years [3,4],
was underused in older patients [23,24] because of the high
perioperative morbidity, complications, and poor long-term
outcomes in these patients [5-7]. Although EVT was reported
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to be a safe procedure for older patients with LEAD [5,6,13]
and older patients may benefit from endovascular
revascularization, the factors affecting 2-year longevity remain
uncertain.

Association and Determining Variables for 2-Year
Longevity
The ARA and grouped matrix method revealed that malnutrition
and inflammation have meaningful roles in the 2-year longevity
of octogenarians with atherosclerotic LEAD. The univariates
affecting 2-year longevity were CHF, prior stroke, dialysis,
ambulatory status, CLTI, BMI, total cholesterol, NLR, PLR,
SII, CRP level, albumin, CONUT score, and GNRI. Those
factors are clinically meaningful and consistent with prior
reports by domain experts [25-28]. After adjusting for the
covariates, NLR, prior stroke, and malnutrition (GNRI or
CONUT score) remained independent predictors of 2-year
longevity.

Impact of Immune-Inflammation Factors on Survival
Several immune-inflammatory factors (NLR, PLR, and SII)
have been reported as prognostic markers in patients with LEAD
in various clinical settings [29-31]. Previous studies have
reported that an NLR >5 increases 1- and 2-year mortality rates,
and it has been used as a major component of the Valladolid
Critical Limb Ischaemia Risk Scale (ERICVA) model to predict
1-year amputation-free survival after revascularization for CLTI
[32-34]. In patients with claudication, the cut-off value for major
adverse cardiac events and disease severity was around 3.05 to
3.3 [35,36]. Our cohort study of 232 patients incorporated 40
(17.2%) patients with claudication, and the cut-off value for
NLR was 3.89.

Elevated NLR reflects both the neutrophilia of inflammation
(mediated by arachidonic acid metabolites and
platelet-aggregating factors, cytotoxic oxygen-derived free
radicals, and hydrolytic enzymes) [37] and relative lymphopenia,
suggesting a deeper imbalance in the immunologic response,
an increased expression of T helper 17 over regulatory T cells,
and the activation of the interleukin-17 axis, which in turn is
associated with vascular dysfunction, the progression of
atherosclerosis, and vascular events [38,39]. In our study, we
found that NLR had a higher predictive performance level than
PLR and SII. Although a previous report showed that NLR
increases with age [40], a high NLR played an additional role
in assessing 2-year longevity in older patients with LEAD.

Nutrition
Impaired nutritional status, a functional disorder of frailty,
increases the morbidity and mortality rates in older people [41].
Two objective indices of nutritional status, the GNRI and the

CONUT score, have been reported as prognostic factors in
patients with CLTI after EVT treatment [17,42]. It was found
that patients with moderate to severe malnutrition (GNRI of
<91-92 or CONUT of ≥4) had significantly higher
cardiovascular and limb events compared with patients with
normal nutritional status. The GNRI cut-off value of 90.3 was
slightly lower in our study, which reflects a lower BMI in older
patients with malnutrition.

Chronic limb ischemia increases cytokine release, oxidative
stress, and inflammatory cell accumulation, leading to
malnutrition by affecting appetite, wasting resting energy, and
increasing muscle protein breakdown [43,44]. Furthermore,
malnutrition aggravates the progression of atherosclerosis. This
cycle is called malnutrition-inflammation-atherosclerosis
syndrome [44]. In this study, C statistics further validated the
prognostic implication of these factors for 2-year survival,
indicating the crucial role of malnutrition and impaired immune
defenses in older people with preexisting atherosclerotic disease.

Comparisons With Prior Work
Moxey et al [25] compared the BASIL survival prediction model
to the Finland National Vascular registry and Prevention of
Infrainguinal Vein Graft Failure III (PREVENT III) models.
The power of each model to predict mortality was evaluated by
comparing the AUC for each ROC curve. The AUCs for 2-year
mortality ranged from 0.533 to 0.664 in those models, which
indicates weak to good prediction. In our study, the combination
of independent covariates using C statistics further increased
the AUC and determined the predictive value for 2-year
longevity estimation.

Effective revascularization is the cornerstone treatment for
patients with symptomatic LEAD, and EVT is the first-line
treatment strategy in older people due to lower procedural risk.
To aid the clinical decision making in daily practice, we used
the malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke scores for risk
stratification. Anatomical complexity and wound status, which
are limb outcome predictors, help health care professionals
select appropriate devices to treat limb ischemia and optimize
the EVT results. Figure 7 illustrates the framework of the
treatment decision. For patients without any or with only 1
malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factor, 2-year longevity
is around 70% to 90%. Thus, EVT should be performed and
durable drug-coated devices should be applied to treat limb
ischemia because of the longer life expectancy. For patients
with 2 malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors, 2-year
longevity is around 50%. EVT using standard balloon
angioplasty or bare-metal stents might be cost-effective, as
long-term vascular patency is not the focus for patients with an
average life expectancy.
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Figure 7. Treatment framework using the malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke score for older patients with symptomatic lower extremity arterial
disease. 2YL: 2-year longevity; BMS: bare-metal stent; DCB: drug-coated balloon; DES: drug-eluting stent; EVT: endovascular therapy; LEAD: lower
extremity arterial disease; POBA: plain old balloon angioplasty; SDM: shared decision making.

In contrast, 2-year longevity is only 10% in patients with 3
malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors. These patients
may be appropriately treated with primary amputation or
non-EVT treatment, such as spinal cord stimulation, lumbar
sympathectomy, or intermittent pneumatic compression. Health
care professionals can share their decision making with patients,
families, and caregivers, who should have access to appropriate

expertise when dealing with these challenging scenarios. This
approach balances life expectancy, invasiveness, and benefits,
which is consistent with the PLAN (patient risk estimation, limb
staging, and anatomic pattern of arterial disease) concept
recommended by current practical guidelines [45].
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Study Limitations
This study had several limitations. First, this was an
observational cohort study using a prospective database and all
patients were treated in a single institution, indicating a potential
selection bias. Second, the patient enrollment period spanned
more than 10 years, and the outcomes and risk models may have
changed over time due to new techniques, management, or
reimbursement policies. Third, this study lacks data on
subsequent changes in nutritional status. Therefore, we cannot
determine whether nutrition status change had any effect on the
clinical outcome of patients with peripheral arterial disease.
Fourth, patients with poor cognitive function and uncooperative
patients with dementia were not enrolled, which might have
affected the results. We also did not enroll patients undergoing
surgical revascularization, and outcome differences could not
be determined between EVT and bypass surgery using the same
scoring techniques. Despite the useful information regarding
malnutrition, inflammation, and stoke scores in clinical practice,

global assessment and shared decision making plays a crucial
role in judging the balance between risk and effectiveness when
dealing with challenging scenarios. Large-scale trials to prove
the benefit of malnutrition, information, and stroke scores are
warranted. Finally, ARA data mining techniques cannot rank
association rules or determine their weight, and no measures of
the importance of items in a rule or rule set have been proposed
thus far [46].

Conclusions
Malnutrition, inflammation, and stroke factors are associated
with 2-year longevity and play a crucial role in assessing older
patients with LEAD. The presence of each malnutrition,
inflammation, and stroke factor or their combination worsens
the survival potential of these patients. Awareness of the
likelihood of intermediate-term survival better informs the
discussion with patients about the benefits of EVT, its attendant
risks, and intermediate-term outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic health record (EHR) usability and physician task load both contribute to physician professional burnout.
The association between perceived EHR usability and workload has not previously been studied at a national level. Better
understanding these interactions could give further information as to the drivers of extraneous task load.

Objective: This study aimed to determine the relationship between physician-perceived EHR usability and workload by specialty
and evaluate for associations with professional burnout.

Methods: A secondary analysis of a cross-sectional survey of US physicians from all specialties was conducted from October
2017 to March 2018. Among the 1250 physicians invited to respond to the subsurvey analyzed here, 848 (67.8%) completed it.
EHR usability was assessed with the System Usability Scale (SUS; range: 0-100). Provider task load (PTL) was assessed using
the mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, and effort required subscales of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Task Load Index (range: 0-400). Burnout was measured using the Maslach Burnout Inventory.

Results: The mean scores were 46.1 (SD 22.1) for SUS and 262.5 (SD 71.7) for PTL. On multivariable analysis adjusting for
age, gender, relationship status, medical specialty, practice setting, hours worked per week, and number of nights on call per
week, physician-rated EHR usability was associated with PTL, with each 1-point increase in SUS score (indicating more favorable)
associated with a 0.57-point decrease in PTL score (P<.001). On mediation analysis, higher SUS score was associated with lower
PTL score, which was associated with lower odds of burnout.

Conclusions: A strong association was observed between EHR usability and workload among US physicians, with more
favorable usability associated with less workload. Both outcomes were associated with the odds of burnout, with task load acting
as a mediator between EHR usability and burnout. Improving EHR usability while decreasing task load has the potential to allow
practicing physicians more working memory for medical decision making and patient communication.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23382)   doi:10.2196/23382
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Introduction

Occupational burnout in physicians is a complex phenomenon
with multiple interdependent drivers related to practice
efficiency, organizational culture, and personal resilience [1].
In the domain of practice efficiency, there is growing evidence
supporting an association between electronic health record
(EHR) usability and physician burnout [2-7]. Usability is the
extent to which technology can be used effectively, efficiently,
and satisfactorily based on its design and integration into a
specific context of use [8]. Although the EHR has been lauded
as a solution to improve health care quality and safety, there is
increasing evidence that EHR usability can cause harm [9-12].
Current EHR usability challenges have resulted in systems that
many find unnecessarily complex and prone to error, thereby
increasing physician cognitive load and resulting in
technological errors that can sometimes reach the patient
[10-13]. Partially due to excessive time spent on EHR activities,
EHR usability is a specific source of physician dissatisfaction
and stress [7,14-16]. The topic has received increasing attention
since a 2017 systematic review demonstrated a paucity of
published studies and standardized reporting on EHR usability
evaluation [17-20]. A recently published cross-sectional national
survey of physicians from all specialty disciplines identified a
strong association between higher physician-perceived EHR
usability (assessed by the industry standard, the System Usability
Scale [SUS]) and lower odds of physician burnout [7].

In addition to usability, the clerical burden associated with
documentation, order entry, inbox management, and other EHR
administrative tasks (eg, prior authorizations, documentation
of care consistent with quality measures) that are not necessarily

intrinsic to the practice of medicine also contributes to excessive
time spent on the EHR, as well as unnecessary cognitive burden
[16,21,22]. Administrative tasks such as these are independent
of EHR design—indeed, the EHR may offer advantages by
providing a systematic structure and record to such tasks [21].
According to cognitive load theory, tasks like these can
overwhelm limited working memory, the process our minds
use to input and respond to all information [23]. Cognitive load
refers to the amount of working memory used and comprises
three components: intrinsic (complexity of the task itself),
extraneous (how the task is presented), and germane (the
workload of learning the task or content) load [24,25]. When
users are overloaded, data is “shed” or lost, which puts users at
risk of committing an error [26]. Using the mental demand,
physical demand, temporal demand, and effort required
subscales of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Task Load Index (NASA-TLX), a national survey of 4622
physicians conducted by our team identified a strong association
between provider task load (PTL) and burnout but did not assess
EHR usability [27,28]. Two studies found enhanced EHR
usability is associated with reduced physician cognitive load in
simulated EHR environments [29,30].

We propose a conceptual framework in which task load acts as
a mediator between EHR usability and professional burnout
(Figure 1). For example, a poor EHR interface with patient lab
values may present redundant data on the screen, creating
unnecessary extraneous load that increases the mental demand
of a physician’s task. Ongoing exposure to this interface could
contribute to burnout for some physicians. Independent of this
task, the poor usability could impede patient communication,
thereby diminishing the physician’s sense of purpose in their
work, thus leading to burnout [10,31].

Figure 1. Conceptual framework with provider task load (PTL) as a mediator between electronic health record (EHR) usability and professional burnout.
MBI: Maslach Burnout Inventory; SUS: System Usability Scale.
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To our knowledge, the association between perceived EHR
usability and workload has not previously been studied at a
national level. We conducted a cross-sectional analysis of a
national survey to determine the association between
physician-perceived EHR usability (using the SUS) and the
workload of a clinical workday stratified by specialty and
practice setting (using the mental demand, physical demand,
temporal demand, and effort required subscales of the
NASA-TLX, henceforth referred to as PTL). We hypothesized
that greater EHR usability scores (as measured by the SUS)
would correlate with lower PTL scores. Also, given that both
the SUS and PTL have been shown to relate to physician
burnout, we hypothesized that they would both remain
associated with burnout after adjusting for personal and
professional characteristics. Better understanding these
interactions could give further information as to the drivers of
extraneous task load.

Methods

Study Design, Setting, Participants, and Data
Collection
A secondary analysis of a cross-sectional wellness study of US
physicians from all subspecialties was performed. The original

survey collected data between October 12, 2017, and March
15, 2018. The sample was assembled using the American
Medical Association Physician Masterfile, a nearly complete
record of all US physicians, independent of American Medical
Association membership. Participation involved voluntary
completion of an anonymous electronic survey. Full details of
the sampling strategy, recruitment, data collection, and
assessment for response bias have previously been reported
[32]. Briefly, 30,456 physicians from the Masterfile were invited
to participate (Figure 2). Of these, 5197 (17.1%) physicians
participated in the study [32]. A random group of 1250 of the
participants was invited to complete a subsurvey evaluating
their EHR’s usability. Responders who were retired from clinical
practice were excluded from the analysis. To evaluate for
response bias, an intensive follow-up survey was conducted in
a sample of nonresponders. There were 248 (52.1% of 476
invited) participants in the follow-up survey. The Stanford
University and Mayo Clinic institutional review boards reviewed
and approved the study protocol.

Figure 2. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) diagram of subject enrollment, inclusion criteria, and exclusion criteria. EHR:
electronic health record; SUS-TLX: System Usability Scale-Task Load Index.
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Study Measures
Study measures included items pertaining to participants’
demographic characteristics (age, gender, relationship status),
medical specialty, hours worked per week, number of nights
on call per week, practice setting, symptoms of burnout, and
perception of their EHR’s usability and daily clinical workload.

EHR Usability
Physician-perceived EHR usability was measured using the
SUS, an industry standard for a quick, reliable measurement of
technology usability [33-35]. The SUS includes 10 items, each
on a 5-point Likert scale from Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree that is scored from 0 to 4, with each even-numbered
question reverse coded. The items are summed and then
multiplied by 2.5 to normalize scores from 0 to 100, with higher
scores indicating higher usability. Consistent with convention
[34,36], the language of the SUS was modified such that
references to “the system” being evaluated were changed to
“my EHR.”

Provider Task Load
Provider task load was measured using 4 items (the mental
demand, physical demand, temporal demand, and effort required
subscales) from the NASA-TLX [28]. The rationale for
exclusion of the frustration and performance NASA-TLX items
from our measurement of PTL is that on principal component
analysis with oblimin rotation and Kaiser normalization to
determine underlying patterns between the 6 items of the
NASA-TLX and the emotional exhaustion and depersonalization
scales of the Maslach Burnout Inventory, frustration and
performance clustered as one component along with emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization scores, suggesting that these
domains of the NASA-TLX are measures of work-related
distress and would be expected to be collinear with burnout
measures. Inclusion of the mental demand, physical demand,
temporal demand, and effort required NASA-TLX items is
consistent with previous reports assessing workload of
physicians and nurses [27,37]. Respondents were prompted to
“reflect on a day [they] performed clinical work during the last
1-2 weeks that is representative of a typical current clinical work
day” and rate their perception of each subscale demand type on
a scale of 0 to 100 (with 100 being the highest level of demand)
[38,39]. The 4 scores were summed for a composite score
ranging from 0 to 400 [40].

Burnout
Burnout was measured using the validated criterion standard,
the Maslach Burnout Inventory [41-44]. Respondents with a

high score on the emotional exhaustion (≥27) or
depersonalization subscale (≥10) were considered to have at
least 1 symptom of burnout [41,45-47].

Statistical Analysis
Standard descriptive statistics were used to characterize the
physician sample that responded to the EHR usability subsurvey
and the PTL items of the survey. Associations between variables
were evaluated using the Wilcoxon rank sum test (continuous

variables) or χ2 test (categorical variables), as appropriate.
Univariable linear regression was used to examine the
association between EHR usability and PTL. On preliminary
analysis controlling for medical specialty, specialties with
smaller numbers of participants in the subsurvey had
considerable variability. To control for this variation, specialties
with fewer than 20 participants were grouped together in a
pooled category of “Other” specialties. The Other category
included these specialties (number of respondents in
parentheses): neurosurgery (9), ophthalmology (8),
otolaryngology (10), other (18), physical medicine and
rehabilitation (15), preventive medicine & occupational
medicine (4), radiation oncology (5), and urology (7). Two
multivariable linear regression analyses were performed to
investigate whether the relationship between SUS score and
burnout is mediated by PTL. Demographic and professional
factors included in the multivariable regression analyses were
age, gender, relationship status, hours worked per week, medical
specialty, nights on call, and practice setting. All tests were
2-sided, with a type I error level of .05. Analyses were
completed using R statistical software (R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, Version 3.6.0) with the
exception of the mediation analyses, which were conducted
using the PROCESS version 3 macro for SPSS (IBM
Corporation) [48].

Results

Participants
There were 5197 responders to the full survey. A randomly
selected group of 1250 of these responders received the EHR
usability subsurvey. Among these responders, the 848
individuals (67.8%) who responded to all SUS and PTL items
were included in the present analysis. The demographic
characteristics (age, gender, and medical specialty) of the
respondents included in this analysis were generally similar to
the full survey respondents and US physicians (Table 1).
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of survey responders.

EHR usability subsurvey responders (N=848)Characteristic

Gender, n (%)

493 (58.1)Male

348 (41.0)Female

1 (0.1)Other

6 (0.7)Missing

53.0 (42.0, 61.0)Age (years), median (IQR)

Age (years), n (%)

61 (7.2)<35

200 (23.6)35-44

183 (21.6)45-54

259 (30.5)55-64

123 (14.5)>/=65

22 (2.6)Missing

Specialty, n (%)

36 (4.2)Anesthesiology

23 (2.7)Dermatology

54 (6.4)Emergency medicine

55 (6.5)Family medicine

37 (4.4)Radiology

32 (3.8)Neurology

42 (5.0)Obstetrics and gynecology

25 (2.9)Pathology

51 (6.0)Psychiatry

76 (9.0)Other

77 (9.1)General internal medicine

113 (13.3)Internal medicine subspecialty

46 (5.4)General pediatrics

53 (6.2)Pediatric subspecialty

33 (3.9)General surgery

58 (6.8)General surgery subspecialty

35 (4.1)Orthopedic surgery

2 (0.2)Missing

50.0 (40.0, 60.0)Hours worked per week, median (IQR)

Hours worked per week, n (%)

126 (14.9)<40 h

171 (20.2)40-49 h

215 (25.4)50-59 h

187 (22.1)60-69 h

76 (9.0)70-79 h

70 (8.3)>80 h

3 (0.4)Missing

1.0 (0.0, 2.0)Nights on call per week, median (IQR)
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EHR usability subsurvey responders (N=848)Characteristic

Primary practice setting, n (%)

388 (45.8)Private practice

274 (32.3)Academic medical center

16 (1.9)Veterans hospital

9 (1.1)Active military practice

160 (18.9)Other

1 (0.1)Missing

Relationship status, n (%)

105 (12.4)Single

687 (81.0)Married

39 (4.6)Partnered

8 (0.9)Widowed/widower

9 (1.1)Missing

SUS and PTL Scores
Physician-perceived EHR usability and PTL scores were similar
to those previously reported in the primary analyses of this
survey [7,27]. For this analysis, the mean SUS score was 46.1
(SD 22.1; range: 0-100; IQR 30-62.5), and the mean composite
PTL score was 262.5 (SD 71.7; range: 0-400; IQR 215-315)
with mean subscale scores of 70.9 (SD 20.8) for mental demand,

47.8 (SD 27.3) for physical demand, 68.3 (SD 24.9) for time
demand, and 75.6 (SD 21.1) for effort required. On univariate
analysis, each 1-point increase in SUS score (indicating greater
EHR usability) was associated with a 0.55-point decrease in
PTL score (P<.001; Figure 3). The relationship between
perceived EHR usability and composite PTL scores is shown
for the 17 specialty discipline categories in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Scatter plot of provider task load (PTL) sum scores (range: 0-400) by System Usability Scale (SUS) scores (range: 0-100) with regression
line.
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of provider task load (PTL) as assessed by the modified NASA-TLX and electronic health record usability as assessed by the
System Usability Scale (SUS) by specialty with regression line. Note that higher SUS indicates more favorable usability, whereas higher PTL indicates
increased task load (less favorable).

Multivariable and Mediation Analyses
On multivariable analysis adjusting for age, gender, relationship
status, medical specialty, practice setting, hours worked per
week, and number of nights on call per week, EHR SUS scores
were associated with PTL. Each 1-point increase in SUS score
was associated with a 0.57-point decrease in composite PTL
score (P<.001; Table 2). Gender; age; practicing emergency

medicine, anesthesiology, or psychiatry; hours worked per week;
and number of nights on call per week were also associated with
composite PTL scores in this model. Being female, practicing
emergency medicine or anesthesiology, more hours worked per
week, and more nights on call per week were all associated with
higher PTL as a measure of workload, whereas being older and
practicing psychiatry were both associated with lower workload.
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Table 2. Predictors of provider task load in multivariable linear regression models among practicing physicians in 2017.

P valueCoefficient (SE)Predictor

.001−0.57 (0.03)SUSa score

Gender (reference: male)

.0312.59 (1.68)Female

.5819.26 (10.24)Missing/other

.048−0.45 (0.07)Age, for each year older

Specialty (reference: general internal medicine)

.0330.6 (4.18)Anesthesiology

.4213.68 (5.03)Dermatology

<.00147.04 (3.83)Emergency medicine

.82−2.87 (3.71)Family medicine

.3613.33 (4.25)Radiology

.94−1.18 (4.4)Neurology

.59.1 (4)Obstetrics and gynecology

.8−4.13 (4.83)Pathology

.03−29.11 (3.84)Psychiatry

.4−9.66 (3.42)Other

.418.83 (3.13)Internal medicine subspecialty

.96−0.76 (3.99)General pediatrics

.28−14.01 (3.84)Pediatric subspecialty

.93−1.23 (4.4)General surgery

.59−6.76 (3.71)General surgery subspecialty

.51−9.47 (4.24)Orthopedic surgery

<.0010.98 (0.05)Hours worked per week, for each additional hour

.013.26 (0.37)Nights on call per week, for each additional call

Primary practice setting (reference: private practice)

.92−0.62 (1.77)Academic medical center

.92.22 (5.22)Veterans hospital

.18−31.44 (6.9)Active military practice

.524.5 (2.07)Other

Relationship status (reference: single)

.0614.12 (2.24)Married

.1319.95 (3.93)Partnered

.1146.33 (8.61)Widowed/widower

aSUS: System Usability Scale.

In the first ordinary least squares regression model of the
mediation analysis (Figure 5), higher SUS was significantly
related to lower PTL scores (β=−.537, 95% CI −0.755 to −0.319;
SE 0.111; P<.001). In the second logistic regression model,
which included SUS and PTL as predictor variables of burnout,
both SUS and PTL were significantly associated with burnout
(OR 0.978, 95% CI 0.972 to 0.985 and OR 1.009, 95% CI 1.007

to 1.011, respectively). The bootstrap confidence intervals
derived from 5000 samples indicated that the indirect effect of
PTL on the association between SUS and burnout was
significant (effect=−0.005, 95% CI −0.007 to −0.003). From
this result, higher SUS was associated with lower PTL, which
was associated with lower odds of burnout.
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Figure 5. Mediation analysis results showing the quantitative relationships between provider task load (PTL) as a mediator between electronic health
record (EHR) usability and professional burnout. The values for EHR usability to professional burnout display the association between the System
Usability Scale (SUS) and Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) after controlling for PTL and, parenthetically, the association between SUS and MBI
when PTL is not statistically controlled for. *log-odds, since this is a logistic regression.

Discussion

Principal Results
The findings of this national study indicate that
physician-perceived EHR usability scores are strongly associated
with physician daily task load. After adjusting for multiple
personal and professional characteristics, individual physicians’
composite PTL scores were 0.55 points lower for each 1 point
more favorable EHR usability, as measured by the SUS. The
mediation analysis supports the proposed conceptual framework
in which task load acts as a mediator between EHR usability
and professional burnout. Despite the strong statistically
significant associations found, the amount of variability in PTL
as a measure of workload explained by EHR usability was small

(R2=0.03). This finding indicates that factors other than EHR
usability appear to be the primary drivers of physician workload
as assessed by the mental demand, physical demand, temporal
demand, and effort required subscales of the NASA-TLX. In
the primary analysis of this survey, age, gender, medical
specialty, hours worked per week, number of nights on call per
week, and practice setting were all associated with PTL as a
measure of workload [27]. To put these findings in context, a
10-point lower PTL was associated with 30% lower odds of
burnout in the primary analysis [27]. An 18-point higher average
SUS score (associated with a 10-point lower PTL in this
analysis) would give the EHR a grade of D (instead of F) and
be above the score of Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation,
2009) [7].

Exploring this relationship and variation in EHR usability and
PTL as a measure of workload by specialty reveals that some
specialties with higher task load rated their EHRs more
favorably (eg, anesthesiology and dermatology) while other
specialties associated with lower task load (eg, orthopedic
surgery and family medicine) rated their EHRs less favorably.
This finding suggests the relationship between EHR usability
and task load may not be due to physicians in specialties with
higher task load rating their EHR less favorably. For example,

anesthesiologists may benefit from the EHR’s ability to provide
certain information rapidly in the operating room, yet still have
higher task load due to factors in the anesthesiology clinical
context that are not EHR-related. However, only three specialties
(emergency medicine, anesthesiology, and psychiatry) remained
predictive of task load after controlling for EHR usability,
gender, age, hours worked per week, and number of nights on
call per week. The analysis is likely underpowered to explain
specific differences between individual specialties. On balance,
SUS appears to have only a small influence on task load,
although the effect of SUS on PTL varies by specialty.

Comparison With Prior Work
It is also notable that in this analysis, lower EHR usability and
higher workload were both associated with the odds of burnout
after controlling for multiple personal and professional
characteristics, suggesting that these are distinct domains that
both represent potential improvement targets to reduce physician
burnout. A study of 46 participants’ perception of the usability
and task load of three popular websites found no association
between usability and task load as assessed by the SUS and
NASA-TLX [49]. Important differences between that study and
the present study were that SUS scores were only in the high
range (compared to the EHR) and that they measured both
domains for individual tasks as opposed to in aggregate as we
have here. The primary analysis of this national survey of 5197
physicians found that age, gender, relationship status, hours
worked per week, and practicing certain medical specialties
were all associated with the odds of burnout [32]. In this
analysis, gender was not significantly predictive of the odds of
burnout. Given this finding and the growing literature on the
association of gender on physician burnout [32,50,51], future
work should explore the interactions between these variables
and further evaluate how EHR usability and task load vary by
personal and professional characteristics. For example, a
mixed-methods assessment of 25 intensive care physicians
running simulated cases found gender-based differences in
perceived EHR workload stress, satisfaction, and usability as
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assessed by the NASA-TLX and SUS [52]. Modest redesign of
computerized reminders was associated with improved usability
and decreased mental workload for 16 nurses in a simulated
environment as assessed by the NASA-TLX [53]. A randomized
crossover trial of 7 pediatric surgeons reported improved SUS
scores and lower cognitive workload scores when order sets
were systematically developed [54]. Future work could explore
the relationship between EHR usability, specific task load, and
professional burnout across and between different medical
specialty disciplines and EHR vendor products as well as further
differentiate the contribution of administrative burden to these
areas by specialty. Policy makers should also explore the
potential savings to the health care system that might be realized
by improving EHR usability and how removing required
administrative tasks that are not intrinsic to the practice of
medicine could decrease task load and burnout.

Limitations
This study is subject to several limitations. First, although the
association between SUS and PTL scores is statistically
significant, cross-sectional data cannot prove causation or the
potential direction of effect. Second, with all survey research,
response bias and representativeness of the study sample are
potential limitations. An assessment for response bias was
employed in this study, including evaluation of a random sample
of nonresponders to the initial survey who participated in an
incentivized follow-up survey. Although women were more
likely to participate in the EHR usability subsurvey, participants
were generally representative of US physicians with respect to
age, years in practice, and prevalence of burnout. Third,
self-reported data is subject to limitations [55,56]. Physician
perceptions of usability and workload may not accurately reflect
reality [20]. For example, one dimension of usability is error
tolerance, a system’s ability to prevent or recover from an error;
due to poor usability, EHR users may not be aware of errors
they make in the EHR [11,12]. In addition, individual
respondents could have a tendency to provide similar responses
to different questions, which could contribute to a common
method bias [57]. Fourth, although the SUS and NASA-TLX
are considered the industry standards to assess technology
usability and task load, they are intended to assess a specific
task within a single system, not an entire class of software or
an entire day of clinical work. Instead, this analysis provides a

global assessment of EHR usability and provider task load and,
therefore, cannot account for differences between specific tasks
or vendors’ products and may be subject to recall bias. Fifth,
physician respondents could conflate EHR usability issues with
regulatory and clerical demands that manifest in the EHR but
may be unrelated to EHR user interface design [21,22]. If that
is the case, the association of clerical burden with task load and
burnout could be stronger than that of EHR usability [7,16].

Despite these limitations, as the first national study exploring
the relationship between EHR usability and workload in practice
across medical specialties and practice settings, this analysis
adds an important dimension to existing knowledge about factors
associated with PTL and physician burnout. Our findings are
consistent with multiple smaller studies of task load in both
simulated [29,30] and real world settings [58,59] suggesting
that more usable EHR interfaces are associated with lower
cognitive load. Technology changes physicians’ information
gathering and reasoning strategies, thereby shaping cognitive
behavior [60]. Cognitive load theory should be taken into
consideration to design EHR interfaces and workflows that meet
users’needs and are free from unnecessary extraneous cognitive
load, such that the EHR becomes part of a physician work
environment more closely resembling a “manageable cockpit”
that is streamlined, ergonomic, and safe [10,61,62].

Conclusion
As assessed by US physicians using standardized metrics of
technology and workload, a strong association was observed
between EHR usability and task load, with more favorable
usability associated with lower task load. Although EHR
usability was significantly related to workload, the effect size
was small, indicating that factors other than the EHR appear to
be the primary drivers of workload. Both outcomes were also
associated with the odds of burnout. Efforts to address physician
burnout should attend to both improving EHR usability and
addressing other drivers of task load, particularly extraneous
load. Improving EHR usability while decreasing extraneous
task load has the potential to allow practicing physicians more
available working memory for medical decision making and
patient communication. Specific areas to target could include
consolidating the display of related information, reducing
redundancy of information, and increasing standardization
[63,64].
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Abstract

Background: With rapid evolution of the internet and web 2.0 apps, online sources have become one of the main channels for
most people to seek food risk information. Thus, it would be compelling to analyze the coverage of online information sources
related to biological, chemical, and nutritional food risks, and related safety issues, to understand the type of content that online
readers are exposed to, possibly influencing their perceptions.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify the types of online sources that are predominantly covering this theme, and
the topics that have received the most attention in terms of coverage and engagement on social media.

Methods: We performed an analysis of big data related to food risks by combining web monitoring techniques, content analysis,
and data visualization of a large amount of unstructured text. Using a dictionary-based approach, a web monitoring app was
instructed to automatically collect web content referring to the food risk and safety field. Data were retrieved from March 2017
to February 2018. The validated corpus (N=12,163) was subject to automatic and manual content analysis. Results were combined
with descriptive statistics extracted from Web-Live and processed with Qlik Sense.

Results: Nutritional risks and news about outbreaks, controls, and alerts were the most widely covered topics. Thematic sources
devoted major attention to nutritional topics, whereas national sources covered food risks, especially during food emergencies.
Regarding engagement on social media, readers’ interest was higher for nutritional topics and animal welfare. Although traditional
sources still publish a great amount of content related to food risks and safety, new mediators have emerged as alternative sources
for food risk information.

Conclusions: This mixed methodological approach was demonstrated to be a useful means for obtaining an accurate
characterization of the online discourse on food risks, and can provide insight into how the monitored sources contribute to the
process of risk communication.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23438)   doi:10.2196/23438
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Introduction

Background
Risk perception and communication research has shown that
many consumers worry about the quality and safety of the food
they buy and eat [1-3]. To combat this concern, consumers
actively engage in food risk information-seeking to gain useful
recommendations about how to prevent and potentially face
these risks [4].

Although television remains the most common source of
information about food risks [3,5], online sources (ie, the
internet and digital media) have become some of the main
channels of searching for food risk information for most people
[6-9]. The internet offers a wide variety of sources for health
searches. In addition to news websites, many other forms of
online health communities serve as online information sources
[7,10,11], including search engines, health websites, social
networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter, and social
question and answer services, where risk information is
permanently available and accessible [12].

Since information on food risks is widely sought online, it would
be compelling to analyze the coverage of food risk by online
information sources. According to previous literature, assessing
the quantity of information about food risks that is available
online can be of paramount importance to estimating how much
information people may be exposed to and the extent to which
people might engage with that information, possibly becoming
an amplification station in terms of risk perception [13-15].

Web monitoring methodologies and techniques represent some
of the best ways to analyze how much and where a topic is
represented on the internet. Web monitoring is a set of specific
activities that are planned to monitor and collect text from online
sources to gain a better understanding of, and to measure the
extent, time, and content that people are talking about with
respect to a topic, person, brand, product, or service [16-19].
Monitoring what is being said online provides opportunities
and benefits in terms of competitive analysis; sentiment and
opinion analysis; knowledge discovery; consumer knowledge
management; management and decision-making processes;
social media strategies; creation or innovation of products and
services; and predictions of scenarios, trends, and events [20].

As an application of text mining techniques [21,22], the web
monitoring process basically consists of techniques for
collecting, extracting, analyzing, and presenting online data that
are relevant to the practitioner’s research aims [23]. For
example, using a dictionary-based approach [24,25], the internet
environment is scanned to gather relevant text according to a
predefined taxonomy that determines the content that has to be
automatically collected using, for example, application
programming interfaces and/or crawlers. The selected content
is then extracted and analyzed to discover patterns or

relationships, which can be translated into valuable information
[26-28].

Although web monitoring and text mining are a strong tradition
in corporate communication [16,18,19,29,30], their application
is a novelty in the domain of food risk communication. To the
best of our knowledge, this study represents a first attempt to
evaluate the online coverage of food risks using a big data
approach.

Study Aims
This study was designed to analyze big data related to food risks
by combining web monitoring, content analysis, and data
visualization approaches to determine the type of information
Italian online sources provide about food risks and safety.
Specifically, we addressed the following research questions:

RQ1: Which online information sources have covered food risks
the most and received major engagement on social media?

RQ2: Which food risk topics have received major attention in
terms of coverage and engagement on social media?

RQ3: Is there any difference in the coverage of food risk and
safety topics among the monitored sources?

Based on these questions, four main topic categories were
considered: biological, chemical, nutritional risks, and food
safety issues. Biological risks include all hazards caused by
bacteria, parasites, and viruses that can lead to food spoilage
and possibly food poisoning for the consumer [31], such as
Salmonella and Campylobacter. Chemical risks are hazards to
human health that are derived from atoms, molecules, or
substances, and can be present in raw ingredients for many
reasons or can be formed in food during the production chain
or the managing of food by the consumer after purchase [31-33].
A nutritional risk refers to the likelihood of adverse events
occurring as a result of both poor nutritional quality and the
amount of food consumed. This risk is associated with exposure
to an inadequate diet, over or under in terms of quality and
amount, for a certain period. Discourses on these risks belong
to the broader concept of food safety that goes beyond the single
risk agent and generally refers to all practices that are used to
keep food safe, including cultural, scientific, and economical
aspects, through the involvement of several different figures
mandated to maintain food safety throughout the food chain.

Methods

Phase 1: Development of the Monitoring Profile
According to the logical scheme shown in Figure 1, a list of
terms and rules referring to the four main categories under study
was defined. Two of the authors, being senior experts with
long-term experience in food risk management, identified the
terms that were further validated by an external senior expert.
The validated terms served as a starting point to define the
monitoring profile, which is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 1. Logical scheme of the monitoring profile.

Phase 2: Data Acquisition (Web Monitoring)
Data were collected from March 1, 2017 to February 28, 2018
using Web-Live, a web monitoring app [22] (for further details,
see Multimedia Appendix 2) that was instructed to work
according to the monitoring profile. Every day throughout the
reference period, the content automatically collected the day
before was listed in descending order with respect to the number
of estimated views. The list was read and analyzed to select the
content characterized by greater visibility and higher relevance
in terms of food risk significance. This selection and validation
process was performed in Web-Live according to the following
procedure: based on the reading of the title, snippet, or complete
text of the content, content that was not relevant to the topic of
food risks was excluded; only content assessed as relevant was
included in the final corpus, up to a pre-established limit of 50
items per day; and each day, a preliminary tag was assigned to
each piece of daily validated content to track the main topic it
discussed and to inform further content analysis procedures
(first level of tagging).

Phase 3: Data Analysis and Interpretation
After the monitoring phase, the content and statistics related to
the validated corpus were extracted from Web-Live.

To answer RQ2, we first performed an automated content
analysis. Automatic content analysis procedures based on text

mining techniques have gained importance and popularity in
the digital media environment due to the presence of larger
datasets [34-36], and these methods have already successfully
been used to analyze text that refers to food risks and safety
issues [37-40]. A subcorpus composed of all validated content
without content published on social media was extracted. Texts
from social media were excluded because these types of texts
differ in terms of length (they are normally shorter) and
linguistic register. The resulting subcorpus was subject to a
preprocessing phase [41] using TaLTaC2 software version
2.10.2 [42]. By means of the Reinert method, implemented in
the R interface Iramuteq (version 0.7) [43], clusters of words
referring to the same class of meaning (ie, lexical worlds) [44]
were individuated to reveal patterns that characterize the online
content on food risks. The associations among the clusters and
the presence of the clusters over time were then observed using
R software v. 3.5.1.

The results from automated content analysis guided the manual
qualitative analysis of the retrieved content [45]. According to
an open coding process [46], a label was assigned to each
content in the corpus (second level of tagging). Starting from
the lexical words identified by the automatic analysis and
according to the tags that were preliminarily associated with
the 50 pieces of daily validated content (first level of tagging),
we proceeded with drawing up a list of the tags in use
(Multimedia Appendix 3). When a new topic emerged, the list
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of tags was reviewed and refined iteratively. If two or more
content items referred to the same topic, the content was
assigned the same tag. In this manner, new tags were added to
the list as they were created, thereby facilitating the researcher’s
task in assigning them without overlaps or duplication. Mutually
exclusive tags were applied according to the prevalent topic
treated in the content. These tags were then grouped into broader
tags (third and fourth levels of tagging). The labeling process
was performed separately by two trained coders using Microsoft
Excel. Any discrepancies were discussed and resolved until an
agreement was reached, and a third coder was involved in a
supervisory role and guaranteed consistency in the tag
assignment.

To answer RQ1, the sources with more than 10 content items
were selected and subsequently grouped into a set of 6 source
categories based on criteria such as editorial line, distribution
on the territory, and type of author (Multimedia Appendix 4).

According to recent literature, data visualization is not only
considered an output of the research process or a way of
communicating results but is further considered to be an integral
part of the research process itself, because one of its goals is to
derive insight from massive, dynamic, ambiguous, and often
conflicting data [47]. With this approach, statistics related to
the validated corpus extracted from Web-Live were combined
with topic and source categories resulting from the content
analysis using the data visualization software Qlik Sense, which
provided an overview of the distribution of content among the
different sources and topics.

Results

Data Retrieval
The web monitoring phase returned 12,163 validated content
items from the 209,847 raw data retrieved by the web monitoring
app. These 12,163 validated items were considered the final
corpus that was further analyzed. Overall, this content reached
a total of 1,117,491 interactions. All of the text and the statistics
related to the final analyzed sample are available in Multimedia
Appendix 5 and in a dedicated web app [48].

Online Information Sources Related to Food Risk and
Safety Topics (RQ1)
As shown in Table 1, the greatest amount of content from the
total corpus (N=12,163) was published on web sources and the
remaining content was published on social media. Overall, the
content was published by 3230 unique sources that were equally
active both as web sources and social media accounts. Among
these, 240 unique sources published more than 10 content items
(classified sources), whereas 2990 sources did not reach the
threshold of 10 (nonclassified sources). Therefore, almost half
of the total content was published by a larger number of different
sources on an occasional basis, while the other half was
published by a limited number of sources, mainly websites. The
content published on social media was notably more extensive
for the nonclassified sources.

Table 1. Major sources based on amount of content and website/social media ratio.

Contents (N=12,163)Unique sources (N=3230)Source type

Social media, n (%)Websites, n (%)Total, n (%)Social media, n (%)Websites, n (%)Total, n (%)

651 (10.06)5823 (89.94)6474 (53.23)33 (13.7)207 (86.3)240 (7.43)Classified sources

2489 (43.75)3200 (56.25)5689 (46.8)1559 (52.14)1431 (47.86)2990 (92.57)Nonclassified sources

3140 (25.82)9023 (74.18)12,163 (100.00)1592 (49.29)1638 (50.71)3230 (100.00)All sources

A specialized website about food safety issues
(ilfattoalimentare.it) emerged as the top source. Other major
sources of interest were about the weather, the environment,
and health news media (eg, meteoweb.eu, greenme.it,
greenstyle.it) (Table 2).

Among the classified sources (Table 3), the thematic sources
devoted major attention to the topic, followed by generalist
news sources, local sources, and national sources.
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Table 2. Major sources by coverage.

Contents, NCategorySource name

256Thematic sourceIlfattoalimentare.it

250National sourceAnsa.it

194Thematic sourceMeteoweb.eu

170Generalist news sourceIt.blastingnews.com

125Generalist news sourceAffaritaliani.it

108Thematic sourceGreenme.it

107National sourceRepubblica.it

106Thematic sourceGreenstyle.it

90Thematic sourceFB Il Fatto Alimentare

87National sourceLastampa.it

81Thematic sourceFreshplaza.it

73Thematic sourceTW Studio ABR

67National sourceAdnkronos.com

67Local sourceTio.ch

66Generalist news sourceMainfatti.it

Table 3. Classified source types based on amount of content.

Contents, n (%) of the total corpus (N=12,163)Source type (classified)

2480 (20.39)Thematic sources

1304 (10.72)Generalist news sources

1240 (10.19)Local sources

916 (7.53)National sources

405 (3.33)Organizational sources

103 (0.85)Alternative information sources

26 (0.21)Other sources

6474 (53.23)Total

Regarding the engagement on social media of the content
published by the classified sources (Figure 2), the thematic
sources achieved the highest number of interactions from online
readers, whereas the number of interactions was limited for

generalist news and local sources, despite the amount of
published content from these sources. National sources ranked
in second place, although they published less content related to
food risks and safety.
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Figure 2. Content and engagement on social media for the classified sources.

Food Risks and Safety Topics That Received Major
Coverage and Engagement on Social Media (RQ2)
From the considered subcorpus (n=9023, 74.18% of the total
corpus), the automated content analysis turned out nine clusters
or lexical worlds (110,124 classified segments, representing
87.08% from the total of 126,463 segments; Figure 3). The
hierarchical descending analysis divided these clusters into two
subgroups of similar clusters based on content: the former

(clusters 1-4) referred to nutritional and biological risks related
to the consumption, manipulation, and conservation of food at
home, whereas the latter (clusters 5-9) concerned chemical risks
and more general or overarching food safety issues, with a strong
focus on policies, regulations, and the activities of figures active
in this field, such as authorities, companies, institutions, and
associations. Multimedia Appendix 6 provides examples of the
text segments for each cluster.
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Figure 3. Topics and lexical words.

The manual procedure returned three levels of thematization of
food risks in online sources: 45 in-depth categories (second
level of tagging), 10 macrocategories (third level of tagging),
and (2 macroareas (fourth level of tagging)

The three levels of tagging were matched with the descriptive
statistics provided by Web-Live using Qlik Sense to associate
the amount of coverage and engagement on social media values
with the identified levels of tagging, and to establish which
topics emerged from the web monitoring representing food risk
and safety issues in the Italian digital ecosystem (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Content for each category identified by the manual content analysis.

The online coverage of food risks turned out to be composed
of two main areas (fourth level of tagging): “thematization of
specific food risks” and “general aspects of food safety,” which
accounted for 76.61% (9318/12,163) and 23.39% (2845/12,163)
of the corpus, respectively.

The macroarea “thematization of specific food risks” includes
content referring to one or more food risks that stood out well
to identified topics. The macroarea “general aspects on food
safety” included content that generally refers to food safety as
a public health problem, without mentioning or focusing on
specific risks. This macroarea was dominated by issues related
to the origin and traceability of food products, and the role of
certifications and labeling as a means for the consumer to control
their own safety of food. In much of this content, products
coming from abroad are considered to be unsafe, whereas
products of national and local origin are considered safe. This
concept is mainly supported by the communications of Italian
food producers and trade associations in the agricultural and
livestock sector, but is also reinforced by news media and other
figures such as politicians and consumer associations. Much of
the content is also related to technological developments and
innovations in the food production chain, as well as to regulatory
policies passed by health authorities and public initiatives
created by institutions and associations to ensure food safety.

The macrocategory “nutritional risks” (third level of tagging),
with the highest amount of content, emerged as the most
important topic associated with food risks, followed by

“outbreaks, controls, and alerts.” A good level of coverage was
also reached by content referring to “chemical risks” and “media
cases.” The macrocategory “nutritional risks” mainly reports
news about “beneficial/harmful properties of food and nutrients”
(1497/2623, 57.07% of the content of the macrocategory). This
content mentions project results from universities and research
centers, focusing on the properties of foods, nutrients, diets, or
specific eating habits. This content originates within the
scientific community, and online sources translate it into
practical advice for the consumer, sometimes reviewing the
positive/negative properties of specific foods. Often, this content
questions previous studies, highlighting the contradictions in
experts’opinions and the partiality of scientific knowledge. The
macrocategory “outbreaks, controls, and alerts” reports content
related mainly to “withdrawals/recalls and alerts” (1079/2064,
52.28% of the content of the macrocategory) and “inspections,
seizures, and penalty measures” (862/2064, 41.76% of the
content of the macrocategory). This content derives from the
coverage of food alert notifications from the Rapid Alert System
for Food and Feed (RASFF) of the European Union, as well as
from news that follows the activities and measures adopted by
the local health authorities that carry out official controls on the
food production and distribution chain. The macrocategory
“chemical risks” mainly reports content referring to “pesticides
and the residue of phytosanitary treatments” (514/1671, 30.76%
of the content of the macrocategory) and “antibiotics and
antimicrobial resistance” (319/1671, 19.09% of the content of
the macrocategory). Food risks are often associated with
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intensive farming methods and industrial production, showing
a certain distrust of industry and technology. Conversely, the
concept of safe and healthy food is associated with the concepts
of naturalness and organic farming. The macrocategory “media
cases” deals mainly with food alerts referring to the “fipronil
alert” (493/1566, 31.48% of the content of the macrocategory),
“PFAS (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances) alert” (345/1566,
22.03% of the content of the macrocategory), and “glyphosate
debate” (297/1566, 18.97% of the content of the macrocategory).
These cases, and their developments and implications, are
generally depicted by adopting the frame of a scandal. This
content also importantly covers the public debate on risk
management and regulatory policies; activities by risk assessors
and managers such as European institutions, national or local

health authorities, and private companies are discussed and
juxtaposed, each of them feeding the debate with their own
views on and perspectives of food risks and safety measures.

Regarding the time distribution of the most commonly covered
macrocategories (Figure 5), no significant differences in
coverage were found. That is, the attention given by the
monitored sources to such topics was rather stable across time,
and these topics equally contributed to shaping the source
agenda in the reference period. The only sharp increase in
coverage was registered during August 2017, which corresponds
to the fipronil alert that catalyzed the increased attention of the
monitored sources [49], corresponding to a decrease in the
coverage of the other major topics.

Figure 5. Trend of the content related to the major food risk topics.

Regarding engagement on social media (Figure 6), the greatest
number of interactions (n=398,532) was recorded in November
2017 by a unique content item of the in-depth category “animal
welfare” related to a petition promoted through the online portal
change.org to support the closure of intensive farming. The
other content items that gained a high number of interactions,
albeit with significantly lower numbers, were as follows (Figure
7): (1) news content on foods considered to prevent heart attacks
(48,704 interactions), published in March 2017, and belonging

to the in-depth category “diseases related to nutritional risks”;
(2) two distinct news articles published in May 2017 by the
environmental association Greenpeace to promote their petition
to stop the use of PFAS in the Veneto region (28,182 and 30,561
interactions, respectively) and belonging to the in-depth category
“PFAS alert”; and (3) a news article talking about the therapeutic
properties of persimmons (56,130 interactions) that was
published in October 2017, and belonged to the in-depth
category “beneficial/harmful properties of food and nutrients.”
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Figure 6. Social media interactions for each category identified by the manual content analysis.

Figure 7. Trend of engagement on social media and major peaks.

Distribution of the Coverage of Food Risk and Safety
Topics Among the Monitored Sources (RQ3)
Matching the major topics of the third level of tagging with the
amount of content published by the classified sources, we
obtained the distribution of these topics by source and how they
contributed to composing the source agenda (Table 4).

Thematic sources generally published content about “nutritional
risks,” whereas generalist news sources and local sources mainly
published news related to “outbreaks, controls, and alerts.”
National sources and organizational sources provided more
space to the coverage of “media cases.” Alternative information
sources talked mostly about “chemical risks.”
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Table 4. Most widely covered macrocategories and topics (third level of tagging) for each source category.

Contents, n (%)Source type

Thematic source (N=2408)

825 (33.26)Nutritional risks

364 (15.12)Chemical risks

301 (12.50)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

259 (10.76)Production/economic aspects

196 (8.14)Media cases

177 (7.35)Biological risks

129 (5.36)Specific foods/situations

104 (4.32)Political/institutional aspects

102 (4.32)Other aspects

23 (0.96)Communication campaigns

Generalist news sources (N=1304)

331 (25.38)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

281 (21.55)Nutritional risks

188 (14.42)Media cases

144 (11.05)Chemical risks

121 (9.28)Production/economic aspects

77 (5.90)Biological risks

61 (4.68)Other aspects

51 (3.91)Specific foods/situations

29 (2.22)Political/institutional aspects

21 (1.61)Communication campaigns

Local sources (N=1240)

315 (25.40)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

274 (22.10)Media cases

160 (12.90)Production/economic aspects

130 (10.48)Nutritional risks

108 (8.71)Chemical risks

92 (7.42)Other aspects

58 (4.68)Political/institutional aspects

49 (3.95)Biological risks

43 (3.47)Specific foods/situations

11 (0.88)Communication campaigns

National sources (N=916)

184 (20.1)Media cases

167 (18.2)Nutritional aspects

150 (16.4)Chemical risks

135 (14.7)Production/economic aspects

85 (9.3)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

82 (9.0)Other aspects

37 (4.0)Biological risks

35 (3.8)Political/institutional aspects
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Contents, n (%)Source type

32 (3.5)Specific foods/situations

9 (1.0)Communication campaigns

Organizational sources (N=405)

91 (22.5)Media cases

79 (19.5)Chemical risks

73 (18.0)Nutritional aspects

60 (14.8)Production/economic aspects

31 (7.7)Political/institutional aspects

23 (5.7)Other aspects

20 (4.9)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

15 (3.7)Biological risks

10 (2.5)Specific foods/situations

3 (0.7)Communication campaigns

Alternative information sources (N=103)

36 (35.0)Chemical risks

33 (32.0)Nutritional risks

13 (12.6)Media cases

9 (8.7)Outbreaks, controls and alerts

5 (4.9)Biological risks

3 (2.9)Other aspects

3 (2.9)Production/economic aspects

1 (1.0)Specific foods/situations

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results of this study show that food risk and safety issues
are widely covered by the monitored online sources. During the
period under study, the sources continued publishing content
and their interest in the theme was stable over time, apart from
media peaks corresponding to major food scares. This finding
resonates with previous results referring to the coverage of food
risks by daily newspapers in Italy [13,40]. The results also show
that the online sources do not talk about food risks and safety
only during a crisis but, importantly, also during periods of
peace, when a great part of the coverage was also tracked. This
pattern enables online readers to realize the complexity of this
field in terms of both the topics and the actors concerned, even
when there is no imminent or direct risk for people.

RQ1: Which Online Information Sources Have
Covered Food Risks the Most and Received Major
Engagement on Social Media?
Notwithstanding the growing role of social media as a source
of information [6], a great amount of the content on food risk
and safety issues is still published on websites and news portals,
which differ in terms of source type and editorial line. Owing
to the monitoring and analysis of content from a large set of
sources, our data reveal that traditional sources (eg, national

and local news media) have been joined by other types of
sources that give voice to a variety of authors, such as thematic
and generalist news sources. Indeed, food risk and safety issues
are also covered by numerous sources that have published one
or more items related to the topic in an occasional way and
without making it a distinctive sign of their editorial line. This
highlights how actors not primarily involved in the management
and communication of food risks can actually play the role of
alternative online science communicators. This result resonates
with the increasingly consolidated phenomenon that sees
activists and advocates in the health and environmental fields
competing with other societal actors for public attention to issues
[50], and scientists are not always seen by the relevant audience
as figures who can be easily related to, especially in social media
communication [51]. Our data about engagement on social
media peaks also confirm this trend.

The thematic sources ranked first for the amount of published
content on food risks and reached the highest level of
engagement on social media. This is probably because these
sources offer more specialized content on the subject, targeting
the attention of readers with a specific interest in this content
who are therefore more likely to share and discuss it with their
social network. Importantly, local and national sources (mainly
news media websites) still cover food risk and safety topics:
authors belonging to national sources are among the most active
in terms of published content, and their informative role is still
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greater in cases of food emergencies (“media cases” tag).
Interestingly, the second type of source in terms of the amount
of published content is online sources of generalist news. This
category includes national news portals, news aggregator
websites, citizen journalism platforms, and related social
accounts, representing the change that news production practices
have undergone in the last few decades [52]. A smaller amount
of content was published by sources of alternative information
that generally publish fake news or content of uncertain
reliability. However, this content obtained almost no engagement
on social media, thereby limiting the potential dissemination of
inaccurate news.

RQ2: Which Food Risk Topics Have Received Major
Attention in Terms of Coverage and Engagement on
Social Media?
The “food risk” theme consists of several smaller topics that
can be divided into two major categories: “food risks in
everyday life” and “food risk governance.” The former category
discusses nutritional and biological risks that people can manage
on their own and upon which they can have direct control by
means of simple actions such as diet choices and food
preparation practices. The latter category refers to national and
international activities to practice food safety and to ensure that
the debate about risk management and related policies is made
accessible to the public. This latter category includes chemical
risks that are generally perceived as not directly controllable in
everyday life, as the responsibility for such risks is considered
to be external and technology-driven.

The prevalence of content about nutrition resonates with the
fundamental role that nutritional science has assumed in shaping
food meanings and practices, and nutrition experts’ presence
and advice are now prolific in the media [53]. The results show
that this also occurs in the Italian online communication
landscape, where nutritional information is widely covered by
the monitored sources and has also gained considerable interest
from readers, with the macrocategory “nutritional risks” being
the topic with the second-highest value of engagement on social
media. Indeed, this topic is very close to consumers’ everyday
lives and possibly fulfills their information needs.
Notwithstanding, the way this topic is discussed (ie, either
corroborating or questioning previous research in this field)
prevents readers from easily interpreting the information and,
consequently, appropriately managing the risk itself in everyday
life because they receive contradictory messages over time.

The significant number of mentions referring to the
macrocategory “outbreaks, controls, and alerts” proves that
news on withdrawals, recalls, inspections discovering a lack of
safety measures, and foodborne outbreaks is regularly published
online but normally does not receive particular amplification
in terms of coverage and readers’ interactions. This content
enters the national sources agenda when factors such as a high
number of people concerned and the presence of victims or the
unknown/new nature of the risk intervene to increase the
newsworthiness of the event. This mechanism actually
characterizes the macrocategory “media cases” and its related
in-depth categories such as the “fipronil alert” [49]. This finding
reinforces the role of external factors in influencing the

newsworthiness and the coverage of risks, notwithstanding the
characteristics of the hazards themselves.

The widespread interest of the monitored sources in “chemical
risks” matches with what consumers report as their major
concerns about food [3,54], which has also been explored in
the Italian context [2]. Actually, the “media cases” that received
major coverage had chemical origins and referred to pesticides
(fipronil and glyphosate) and environmental pollutants (PFAS).

Despite the diffusion of foodborne diseases at home [55] and
the need to help consumers prevent them [56-58], the results
show that “biological risks” receives minor coverage compared
to nutritional and chemical risks. Differences in the nature of
these risks justify this coverage pattern. Biological risks
generally refer to a consolidated knowledge of pathogens and
related foodborne diseases, with well-defined instructions to
prevent them. In contrast, chemical risks cannot be so easily
perceived and managed, and their controversial nature makes
them more attractive to cover. Indeed, the way these risks are
reported gives rise to the many, often contradictory, opinions
supported by the diverse figures involved (eg, risk assessors,
risk managers, health authorities, consumer associations).
Biological risks offer much fewer possibilities for using
contradictory opinions to report facts, at least in the reference
period of this study, in which no significant food crisis with
biological origins occurred.

RQ3: Is There Any Difference in the Coverage of Food
Risk and Safety Topics Among the Monitored Sources?
The results further highlight some variability among the agendas
of the monitored sources. National and organizational sources
generally cover food risk topics when they are “media cases”:
the news-making criteria for these sources is thus the occurrence
of “risk events” [14], where the story can be featured in terms
of scandal, emergency, and victims, and generally goes beyond
local boundaries. Despite the lower amount of this content, it
reached a good level of engagement on social media. This means
that people are more likely to interact with content referring to
major national events that possibly refer to a threat to public
health. Generalist news sources and local sources give more
space to issues related to “outbreaks, controls, and alerts”: these
issues generally originate as local facts that occur in well-defined
territories, thus justifying the widespread interest of local sources
in this type of content.

Previous studies focusing on the coverage of food risks by online
daily newspapers showed that the great majority of RASFF data
did not receive specific mention, apart from food alerts [40].
Notably, this study not only confirms the preference of national
sources for “food risk events” but also shows that a great number
of alerts mentioned in the RASFF or more general content
referring to official controls on food by health authorities are
actually mentioned by online thematic, generalist, and local
sources through which people can come to know about such
information.

Limitations
A first important limitation of this study refers to the inherent
nature of big data that influences digital social research in terms
of sample representativeness and access [35]. Our data were
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retrieved by a commercial web-monitoring app, whose
algorithms are not completely disclosable for reasons of
commercial protection [22]. The sampling method also suffered
from access restriction from social media platforms, which give
only partial access to their data [35,59]. To overcome these
limitations and solve any opacity, we included the monitoring
profile used to retrieve the analyzed content (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Notably, the tracking of content related to the
fipronil alert proved the sensitivity of the monitoring profile
and the selection procedure, as the keyword “fipronil” was not
included in the monitoring profile. In addition, the results need
to be interpreted and contextualized within the limit of the 50
validated daily mentions: a different limit might have been liable
to generate different coverage patterns.

The analysis of the web-monitoring data texts was performed
with both automated and manual content analysis to obtain a
deeper interpretation. We believe that both procedures are
needed to better translate texts into sound and actionable
information. The automated analysis enabled us to give
robustness to the manual procedure: it provided us with the
main branches referring to food risks and safety that worked as
a starting point to guide the manual procedure. In turn, although
it is a highly time-consuming activity, the manual analysis
yielded detailed insights, and allowed us to understand the
granularity and faceted nature of food risk and safety
communication.

Conclusions and Further Research
The combination of web monitoring, content analysis, and data
visualization techniques proposed in this study was proven to
be a viable approach to understand when the media pick up on
an issue that does not actually jeopardize public health but
generates a great deal of coverage, as well as where and from
whom there is silence during an important issue or outbreak.
The presence or lack of coverage of specific risks and topics in
the online communication of food risks, as an output of
web-monitoring data, can help communication practitioners in
health agencies better hone their communication strategies and
interventions.

The monitoring of a broad spectrum of online sources allowed
for the tracking and interpretation of the interplay between
science and society for a wider understanding of the mechanisms
underlying food risk communication. This study demonstrates
how the online information ecosystem of risk communication
has changed and assisted with a proliferation of information
sources that work as new mediators [60], the reliability and
standing of which might sometimes be questionable. It is very
clear that there is room for expert figures (eg, governmental
institutions, food safety agencies, health authorities, research
centers) to deliver food risk information using the online
environment. Finally, communication practitioners could work
in a closer relationship with the editorial offices of thematic
sources, which talked about food risks more than the other types
of sources. In this way, the scientific community could have
greater visibility and coverage in the online environment,
guaranteeing scientifically sound information.
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Abstract

Background: Data sharing in multicenter medical research can improve the generalizability of research, accelerate progress,
enhance collaborations among institutions, and lead to new discoveries from data pooled from multiple sources. Despite these
benefits, many medical institutions are unwilling to share their data, as sharing may cause sensitive information to be leaked to
researchers, other institutions, and unauthorized users. Great progress has been made in the development of secure machine
learning frameworks based on homomorphic encryption in recent years; however, nearly all such frameworks use a single secret
key and lack a description of how to securely evaluate the trained model, which makes them impractical for multicenter medical
applications.

Objective: The aim of this study is to provide a privacy-preserving machine learning protocol for multiple data providers and
researchers (eg, logistic regression). This protocol allows researchers to train models and then evaluate them on medical data
from multiple sources while providing privacy protection for both the sensitive data and the learned model.

Methods: We adapted a novel threshold homomorphic encryption scheme to guarantee privacy requirements. We devised new
relinearization key generation techniques for greater scalability and multiplicative depth and new model training strategies for
simultaneously training multiple models through x-fold cross-validation.

Results: Using a client-server architecture, we evaluated the performance of our protocol. The experimental results demonstrated
that, with 10-fold cross-validation, our privacy-preserving logistic regression model training and evaluation over 10 attributes in
a data set of 49,152 samples took approximately 7 minutes and 20 minutes, respectively.

Conclusions: We present the first privacy-preserving multiparty logistic regression model training and evaluation protocol
based on threshold homomorphic encryption. Our protocol is practical for real-world use and may promote multicenter medical
research to some extent.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22555)   doi:10.2196/22555
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Introduction

Background
In recent years, researchers have proposed strong requirements
for the quality of medical research as it continues to progress,
which has promoted the development of multicenter research.
Compared with single-center research, multicenter research has
many significant advantages, including enabling specific
analyses for which no single institution has sufficient data, such
as on a rare disease; providing medical data from different
locations with diverse demographics, which increases the
reproducibility and generalizability of the research; and
generating pooled medical data that enables new discoveries
that cannot be elucidated from any individual data set [1,2]. In
addition, the development of multicenter medical research has
accelerated the translation of research outcomes into clinical
practice and strengthened collaborations among institutions
[2,3].

However, data sharing during multicenter research may increase
privacy security risks. As medical data are highly sensitive, the
leakage of sensitive information will lead to severe
consequences, such as financial loss, social discrimination, and
unauthorized data abuse, which can harm both patients and
medical institutions [4]. As a result, many medical institutions
are unwilling to share their data despite the aforementioned
benefits, which hinders the collaborative benefits of multicenter
research. To solve this problem, a framework is urgently needed
to support multicenter medical research efficiently while
preventing the leakage of sensitive information.

Prior Work
Logistic regression is a widely used machine learning approach
in various medical applications, such as prognostic prediction,
disease diagnosis, and decision-making support [5]. For
example, Abdolmaleki et al [6] used logistic regression to
predict the outcome of biopsy in breast cancer and obtained
90% accuracy. Many solutions have been developed to address
privacy-preserving logistic regression. Some use intermediary
statistics to train a model without accessing the raw data;
however, these methods remain vulnerable to statistical attack
when a particular criterion holds true for only one sample [7-9].
Other researchers use homomorphic encryption to protect
privacy during model training, which is similar to that used in
this study [10-19]. Homomorphic encryption technology
provides rigorous protection for sensitive information and
enables the computation of information in an encrypted format
and is, therefore, a potential candidate for secure logistic
regression model training. However, unlike our solution, these
homomorphic encryption–based solutions yield only sets of
parameters, and there are no methods to evaluate the trained
model in a secure manner. Furthermore, these methods use a
single public and secret key, meaning that all the research data
may be exposed to anyone who holds the secret key, limiting
the application of these solutions in real-life scenarios. In the
current literature, the works most similar to ours are those of
Emam et al [18] and Jiang et al [19], which attempt to avoid
information leak using methods that differ from ours. Emam et
al [18] kept the data local to the corresponding data providers

and used the Paillier scheme to deal with intermediate values.
However, because the public and secret keys are stored at the
central unit, when multiple parties collude with the central unit,
some meaningful information about the other parties’ sensitive
data may be revealed to them [18]. Jiang et al [19] proposed a
hybrid cryptographic method that uses a software guard
extensions (SGX) enclave to securely generate and store the
secret key in a trusted cloud. As the cloud server is shared
among different users, it is more likely to be attacked.
Considering the rapid development of attack methods toward
SGX, including a recently proposed method capable of stealing
the enclave secret to subvert the confidentiality of SGX,
placement of the secret key in the cloud is not secure [20]. Once
the attackers break through the SGX’s guard, they will be able
to obtain the secret key and decrypt all the sensitive information
stored on the cloud, leading to a severe outcome.

Multikey homomorphic encryption, first proposed by López-Alt
et al [21], allows computations on ciphertexts under different
secret keys, which makes the method suitable for secure
multicenter research. However, the scheme proposed in the
study by Lopez et al [21] is based on the Nth degree truncated
polynomial ring units cryptosystem, where if we obtain a result
computed from ciphertexts under different keys, we will need
to decrypt the result by the product of all involved secret keys,
allowing for only a very limited number of parties before the
decryption error grows too large to obtain the correct plaintext
result. Another multikey homomorphic encryption method,
called threshold homomorphic encryption, allows many more
parties to participate without resulting in an excessively large
decryption error; however, the noise generated in the
relinearization is still very large and grows quadratically with
the number of parties, which would have a negative effect on
the multiplicative depth [22].

Objectives
In this study, we propose a privacy-preserving multicenter
research protocol using secure logistic regression, consisting
of 3 primary entities: researchers, a service provider, and data
providers, in which medical data are horizontally distributed.
Our proposed protocol supports not only model training but
also the evaluation of the trained model in a secure manner. The
protocol guarantees the privacy of both the sensitive data for
the data providers and the trained model for the researchers
during model training and trained model evaluation. To satisfy
privacy requirements, we apply threshold homomorphic
encryption and propose a new relinearization key generation
process that increases scalability and multiplicative depth. The
proposed protocol has been implemented and tested with
simulated real-life scenarios. The experimental results
demonstrate that our protocol is efficient and practical for
real-world applications.

Methods

Overview of the Presented Protocol
Our proposed protocol includes 3 primary entities as shown
below. The architecture of the proposed protocol is shown in
Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The architecture of the proposed protocol, containing 3 entities: data providers, a service provider, and researchers.

Data Providers
These include institutions (eg, hospitals) who hold medical data
and are willing to provide these data to the service provider for
public use so long as the privacy of the data is preserved. To
share medical data, the data providers must obtain patient
consent if the local law requires so. Upon receiving the
researchers’ requests from the service provider, the data
providers can decide whether to accept or refuse. To allow
researchers to obtain correct research data, all data providers
must implement data standardization to transform the data into
a common format, such as the Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership common data model from the Observational Health
Data Sciences and Informatics collaborative [23].

Service Provider
This refers to an entity that (1) provides storage for encrypted
data and research information, (2) performs the most
computationally expensive part of the privacy-preserving logistic
regression, and (3) performs information transfer among the
data providers, the service provider, and the researchers. In
addition, an interactive website is deployed by the service
provider for researchers to conduct their studies in a secure
manner and for data providers to authorize certain research
requests.

Researchers
This includes the individuals or organizations who want to
conduct research on multiple data providers’ data sets.
Researchers submit their requests to the service provider, which
are then sent to the data providers for further processing.

As we use threshold homomorphic encryption to guarantee data
and model security, in our proposed protocol, one public key
corresponds to multiple secret keys, and different secret keys
are distributed to different data providers and researchers.
Furthermore, we assume that there exist at least one honest party
and some semihonest adversaries that are capable of reading

the internal information of the colluding parties while not
deviating from the defined protocol [24].

Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is a classification algorithm that is widely
used in medicine, including for disease diagnosis, clinical
decision support, and risk assessment. Suppose a data set
consists of pairs (xi, yi), for i=1,...,N, where xi denotes a vector

of input features xi=(xi
1,...,xi

d) and yi is the class label. We then
have:

In the sigmoid function σ(xi
Tβ), β=(β0,β1,...,βd) are the model

parameters. By training a logistic regression model through
minimization of the following cost function, we can obtain the
optimal model parameters:

Homomorphic Encryption
Homomorphic encryption is a special type of encryption scheme
that allows computations on ciphertexts without the need to
access a secret key. Once the result of the computation is
decrypted, it matches the result of the operations as if they were
performed on the plaintext.

In our proposed protocol, we use a ring learning with errors
(RLWE)–based, somewhat homomorphic encryption scheme,
called Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren (BFV) and which supports a
limited number of additions and multiplications, to perform
secure multiparty logistic regression [25,26]. The BFV scheme
has some helpful properties for our protocol. First, it is more
practical than the other 2 types of homomorphic encryption
schemes, namely, partial and fully homomorphic encryption.
More specifically, fully homomorphic encryption requires
time-consuming bootstrapping to support an unlimited number
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of operations, whereas partial homomorphic encryption allows
only addition or multiplication between ciphertexts. For
example, the Paillier scheme only supports addition between
ciphertexts, meaning that a ciphertext can only be multiplied
by a plaintext, which results in massive transfer consumption
if a large number of multiplications and the security of the
plaintext are required [27]. Furthermore, some optimization
techniques can be used to greatly improve the computation
performance in the BFV scheme as long as we set the encryption
parameters properly, such as number theoretic transform (NTT)
and Chinese remainder theorem (CRT) batching [28]. Finally,
the BFV scheme can be extended to threshold homomorphic
encryption for secure multiparty computations.

The details of the threshold variant of the BFV scheme are
described as follows. The security and noise analysis of the
scheme are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1 [25,29]:

1. setup(1λ): takes the security parameter λ as an input and
returns the public parameterization param, including the
degree of polynomial modulus n, the coefficient modulus
q, the plaintext modulus t, and the (key, error) distribution
(D1, D2).

2. THE.keygenSP(param): the service provider samples a ←
Rq and outputs it. Here, Rq=Zq[x]/(xn+1) is the ciphertext
space of param.

3. THE.keygenSkpk(param, a): each party pi samples si ←
D1, ei ← D2, sets si as its secret key and outputs its public
key pki=[−(a · si+ei)]q. Let subscript *co denote the combined
key. The combined public key pkco among parties p1,...,pz

is then computed as follows: 
4. THE.keygenRelin(param, s1,...,sz): the parties together with

the service provider generate the combined relinearization

key rlkco. As the generation of the relinearization key is
rather complicated, we will show the details of this step
later.

5. THE.encrypt(m, pkco): This takes a polynomial m∈Rt as
the input, where Rt is the plaintext space of the param. Let
pkco=(pkco(0), pkco(1)) and Δ= q/t , and sample u ← D1 and
(e1, e2) ← D2, then return:

6. THE.eval(C, rlkco, c1,...,cc): given a circuit C, a tuple of
ciphertexts encrypted by the same public key, and the
corresponding relinearization key, this outputs a ciphertext
cout. The procedure for homomorphic addition and
multiplication is the same as that in the original single-key
BFV scheme.

7. THE.decrypt(c, s1,...,sz): given the ciphertext c=(c(0), c(1))
encrypted by pkco and the corresponding secret keys, sample
(e1, ez) ← Dsmg. Here, the subscript *smg means that the
variance of the noise distribution is much larger than that
of the input ciphertext noise distribution to guarantee circuit
privacy through smudging techniques [22]. The partial
decryption shares are then computed as follows:

These shares are sent to the party that requires the
unencrypted result. The decryption result m is obtained by

Workflow of the Presented Protocol
The workflow of our proposed protocol consists of 5 major
steps, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Workflow of the proposed protocol.

Initialization of Encryption Parameters
The service provider initializes the BFV homomorphic
encryption parameters. These parameters should be carefully
selected because they affect many aspects of the encryption
scheme, such as operational performance, security level,
multiplicative depth of the circuit, and space consumption. Two
sets of parameters must be initialized by the service provider,
one for the privacy-preserving logistic regression—param1=(n1,
q1, t1, D11, D12) and the other for the generation of the
relinearization key in a secure manner—param2=(n2, q2, t2,
D21, D22). Once initialized, the 2 sets of parameters are sent to
the data providers and researchers.

To make the encryption scheme practical, these parameters
should meet the following criteria. First, the degree of
polynomial modulus n must be a power of 2. Second, the
coefficient modulus and the plaintext modulus must be either
a prime P that satisfies P=1 (mod 2n) or a composite number
that is a product of distinct primes, where every prime satisfies
the above condition. After setting appropriate encryption
parameters, NTT can be used to accelerate the multiplications

between polynomials from o(n2) to o(nlogn), whereas the
adoption of CRT can improve the performance of the
multiplications and additions of large integers, accelerating the
multiplication and addition of the polynomials [30]. More
importantly, we can apply CRT batching to greatly reduce space
and computational consumption. Given a certain degree of
polynomial modulus n, we can pack up to n values into one
polynomial using CRT batching and apply the arithmetic

operations to all the values within this polynomial in a single
instruction, multiple data (SIMD) manner, whereas in a naive
manner, we place a single value into one polynomial and apply
operations to only one value.

Furthermore, to generate relinearization keys safely and
correctly, the 2 sets of parameters must satisfy the following
requirements: (1) their polynomial moduli must share the same
degree and (2) the plaintext modulus in param2 must be equal
to the coefficient modulus in param1.

Research Application
The research application consists of several message transfers
among the data providers, service providers, and researchers.
First, a researcher visits the website deployed by the service
provider and sets up a new research study. When the research
begins, 3 settings must be confirmed by the researcher: first,
the query condition used to obtain the research data; second,
the list of data providers from which the researcher wishes to
obtain the research data; finally, the settings of the secure
logistic regression, including the variables to be used as features
and the variable to be used as a class label and the settings of
the maximum number of iterations, learning rate, and
termination condition of the model training. This information
is stored in the database of the service provider and sent to the
corresponding data providers as a research request. After
receiving the request, the data providers decide whether to
authorize this research and send their decision to the service
provider to inform the corresponding researcher about the
authorization status.
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Key Generation and Data Preparation
Once the data providers complete the research authorization,
key generation is implemented by an interactive protocol among
all parties, which comprises 2 steps—THE.keygenSP and
THE.keygenSkpk. After this procedure, each party pi holds its
secret keys s1i and s2i, whereas 2 corresponding public keys
pk1co and pk2co are broadcasted among all parties. Here, the
number in the symbol represents the set of parameters to which
these keys belong.

The data preparation phase then begins, which is described as
follows:

1. The data provider generates their own research data
according to the query condition of the research. Next, all
the floating-point numbers in the research data are scaled
and rounded into integers because all the operations in the
BFV scheme are integer based. Categorical features are
encoded as integers if they are Boolean or ordered;
otherwise, one-hot encoding is implemented.

2. The data provider encodes the research data by CRT
batching. As mentioned before, we can pack multiple values
into one polynomial and apply operations to them in an
SIMD manner via CRT batching. This means that when
given a data set with d features and N samples, one can
pack them into d+1 polynomials (d features and 1 class
label) as long as the degrees of the polynomial moduli are
larger than N.

3. The data provider encrypts all the CRT-batched polynomials
using the combined public key pk1co. After all the plaintext
polynomials are encrypted, they are sent to the service
provider.

Relinearization Key Generation
After data preparation, the researcher, and all involved data
providers together with the service provider generate the
combined relinearization key. The relinearization step is not
necessary for the correctness of homomorphic multiplication
but is essential in our threshold-variant BFV scheme. By
performing relinearization after every homomorphic
multiplication, the size of the ciphertext can be strictly kept at
2, which simplifies decryption.

The relinearization key generation procedure is illustrated next.
We denote the number of parties by z. Suppose the coefficient
modulus in param1 is a product of k distinct primes, whereas
each party pi holds 2 secret keys s1i and s2i from param1 and
param2, respectively. Given a combined public key pk2co from
param2, the following is observed:

1. Each party pi performs THE.encrypt(s1i, pk2co) and outputs
k ciphertexts, of which the plaintext modulus is a group of
primes whose product is the coefficient modulus in param1.
The ciphertexts of secret key cj(s1i) (j=1,...,k) are then sent
to the service provider.

2. The service provider computes the ciphertexts of the
combined secret key cj(s1co) (j=1,...,k) and sends them to
the data provider and researcher:

3. Each party pi computes the ciphertexts of the product of
the combined secret key and its secret key from param1 as
follows and sends the result to the service provider:

Here, cj(0) (j=1,...,k) are the ciphertexts of 0, which contain
sufficiently large noise to guarantee function privacy [31].

4. The service provider computes the ciphertexts of the square
of the combined secret key cj(s1co2) (j=1,...,k) as follows:

Having encrypted the combined secret key and its square,
the service provider defines the decomposition bit count T
and the size of the relinearization key L= log2(q1)/T ,
samples a0 ~ aL ← Rq1, whereas each party pi samples ei0

~ eiL ← D12, performs THE.encrypt(ei0 ~ eiL, pk2co) and
sends these ciphertexts cj(ei0 ~ eiL) (j=1,...,k) to the service
provider. After receiving encrypted noise, the service
provider computes the following:

The encrypted combined relinearization key is then
generated as follows: all parties perform
THE.decrypt(cj(rlkco), s21,...,s2z) and finally return the
plaintext combined relinearization key rlkco. Compared
with the combined relinearization key generation procedure
presented in the study by Mouchet et al [22], our method
involves more transfer consumption but much less noise,
which grows only linearly with the number of parties

Privacy-Preserving Model Training and Evaluation
Secure logistic regression model training begins once all the
encrypted research data and the combined relinearization key
are sent to the service provider. We choose the gradient descent
algorithm to train the model with homomorphically encrypted
data because we can implement the algorithm using only
addition and multiplication, which all fully and somewhat
homomorphic encryption schemes naturally have, whereas
despite its faster convergence, Newton method requires matrix
inversion, which may have a very high time cost under the
homomorphic encryption computation [32].

After choosing the proper training method, another major

problem is the evaluation of the sigmoid function σ(xTβ),
because the BFV scheme can only be used to evaluate
polynomial functions. Instead of simply using the Taylor
polynomial to approximate the sigmoid function, we use the
degree-3 least squares approximation of the sigmoid function
over the interval (−8, 8), as the former has a much larger error

as |xTβ| increases, whereas the latter only has a small error as

long as xTβ is within the interval [13]. The least squares
approximation polynomial is:
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As the BFV scheme is based on integers, we apply scaling factor

(SF) to scale up the floating-point number xTβ into the integer

 xTβ×SF . In our privacy-preserving logistic regression protocol,
we set SF=1000, which is a trade-off between approximation
accuracy and performance. Specifically, if we set SF smaller,
the approximation accuracy will decrease; if we set SF larger,
2 or more polynomials may be required to represent a set of
values, or larger encryption parameters may be required to
maintain the same multiplicative depth for a given security level,
both of which result in larger space and computational resource
consumption. This SF also scales up the approximation interval
from (−8, 8) to (−8000, 8000), scaling the degree-1 and degree-3

coefficients to 1/1000 and 1/10003, respectively, of the original
value. Finally, the least squares approximation function is
integerized to be compatible with the homomorphic encryption
computation:

The integerized function output is then transformed into an
original function:

We now describe the detailed process of secure logistic
regression. Before training begins, the involved data providers
divide their own research data into 10 folds from Fold1~Fold10
for 10-fold cross-validation and then encode the information
into a vector. For example, a data set x containing 20 samples
is divided as follows:

Fold1 ~ (x1, x6), Fold2 ~ (x2, x17), Fold3 ~ (x3, x13), Fold4 ~ (x4,
x10), Fold5 ~ (x5, x20), Fold6 ~ (x7, x16), Fold7 ~ (x8, x14), Fold8
~ (x9, x11), Fold9 ~ (x12, x18), Fold10 ~ (x15, x19)

Next, the information is encoded into a vector of values (1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 1, 6, 7, 8, 4, 8, 9, 3, 7, 10, 6, 2, 9, 10, 5). The vector can
be viewed as a special column of research data, although this
column is not used in the computation of the approximation
sigmoid function.

When all the data providers finish dividing their research data,
they send these vectors to the service provider. As these vectors
do not contain any sensitive information, they do not need to
be further encoded into CRT-batched polynomials and
encrypted.

After all preparations are completed, the model training begins,
as shown in Textboxes 1-3. In Textbox 1, we use minibatch
gradient descent instead of batch gradient descent because the
former converges faster, and we can make full use of CRT
batching by simultaneously training 10 models for 10-fold
cross-validation, which vastly reduces the time cost of model
training. Specifically, for each iteration, the researcher assigns
the sets of parameters to the research samples according to the
number of iterations and the fold to which these samples belong,
which means that in one iteration, a one-to-one correspondence
exists between the 10 sets of parameters and the 10 folds of
research data. Once the gradient ciphertexts are computed, all
data providers will mask them via randomly generated encrypted
noises (Textbox 3). The masked gradients are then decrypted,
and only the researcher can obtain the plaintext result. As the
researcher only knows the sum of noises for each fold, the
correct overall gradients are finally obtained to update the model
parameters of the researcher without revealing the gradient of
any single sample.
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Textbox 1. Privacy-preserving logistic regression model training.

Input: epoch (# of iterations), α (learning rate), ε (step tolerance), c(x)={c(x1),...,c(xd),c(y)} (encrypted research data), xd+1 (vector describing how
data providers divide their research data), b (# of samples in one fold), z (# of parties), s11 ~ s1z (secret keys), pk1co (combined public key), β(1) ~

β(10) (model parameters initialized by researcher where each β(i)=(β(i)0, β(i)1,...,β(i)d))

Output: βnew(1) ~ βnew(10) (trained model parameters)

Researcher does:

1: For iter=1 to epoch / 9

2: βold(1) ~ βold(10) ← β(1) ~ β(10)

3: For cv=1 to 9

4: B ← empty vector

5: For-each element i in xd+1

6: B.push_back(β((i+cv−1) mod 10+1))

7: End for-each

8: B’ ← CRT-batchingEncode(B) // B’={B’0,…,B’d}

9: c(B0) ~ c(Bd) ← THE.encrypt(B’, pk1co)

10: Wait for encrypted gradient calculation c(gra0) ~ c(grad) // See (Textbox 2) for details

11: Wait for securely decryption of encrypted gradients gra(1) ~ gra(10) // See (Textbox 3) for details

12: β(1) ~ β(10) −= (gra(1) ~ gra(10))×α ÷ b

13: End for

14: βnew(1) ~ βnew(10) ← β(1) ~ β(10)

15: If (||βnew−βold|| ÷ ||βnew||<ε) then

16: return βnew(1) ~ βnew(10)

17: End if

18:End for

Textbox 2. Encrypted gradient calculation.

Input: c(B0) ~ c(Bd), c(x) // See details in (Textbox 1)

Output: c(gra0) ~ c(grad) (encrypted gradients)

Service provider does:

1: c(xTβ) ← c(B0)+c(B1)×c(x1)+...+c(Bd)×c(xd)

2: c(G) ← G3(c(xTβ)) // G3 is an integerized sigmoid function

3: c(gra0) ~ c(grad) ← [c(G)−627743311836×c(y)]×[c(x0) ~ c(xd)] // Here, c(x0)=1
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Textbox 3. Secure decryption of encrypted gradients.

Input: xd+1, cv, c(gra0) ~ c(grad), s11 ~ s1z, pk1co // See details in (Textbox 1)

Output: gra(1) ~ gra(10) (unencrypted gradients)

All data providers do:

1: e0 ~ ed ← random noise vectors whose size equals xd+1

2: E(1) ~ E(10) ← zero vectors whose size equals d+1

3: For i=1 to size(xd+1)

4: For j=1 to d+1

5: E((xd+1(i)+cv−1) mod 10+1)(j)+= ej−1(i)

6: End for

7: End for // E(1) ~ E(10) are sent to the researcher

8: e’ ← CRT-batchingEncode(e0 ~ ed)

9: c(e0) ~ c(ed) ← THE.encrypt(e’, pk1co) // c(e0) ~ c(ed) are sent to the service provider

Service provider does:

10:c’(gra0) ~ c’(grad) ← c(gra0) ~ c(grad)+c(e0) ~ c(ed)

All parties do:

11:gra’0 ~ gra’d ← THE.decrypt(c’(gra0) ~ c’(grad), s11 ~ s1z) // To ensure only the researcher obtains the plaintext result, data providers’ and
researcher’s partial decryption shares are added at the service provider and the researcher, respectively.

Researcher does:

12:gra(1) ~ gra(10) ← zero vectors whose size equals d+1

13:gra’’0 ~ gra’’d ← CRT-batchingDecode(gra’0 ~ gra’d) // Decoding result is vectors whose size equals xd+1.

14:For i=1 to size(xd+1)

15: For j=1 to d+1

16: gra((xd+1(i)+cv−1) mod 10+1)(j)+= gra’’j−1(i)

17: End for

18:End for

19:gra(1) ~ gra(10) −= E(1) ~ E(10)

Once the model training is completed, all involved data
providers encode their own research data for each fold into
CRT-batched polynomials whose slots are randomly chosen to
contain samples. In the meantime, the data providers also
generate vectors containing information about whether a certain
slot contains a sample and encode them into CRT-batched
polynomials. For instance, for a CRT-batched polynomial
containing samples in slots (1, 6, 8), the vector should be (1, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1). These polynomials are then encrypted by pk1co

and sent to the service provider.

When all the aforementioned preparations are completed, the
model evaluation starts, as shown in Textboxes 4-6. In Textbox

5, lines 3-5, all data providers mask the encrypted predictive
values. Here, the noise generation should meet 2 criteria,
whereas the noise generation in Textbox 3 line 1 has no special
limitations as long as the error is random and sufficiently large
to mask the true values. First, in the empty slots, we sample
noise from a uniform distribution whose upper and lower bounds
are the minimum and maximum values of the integerized
approximation sigmoid function G3. Second, in the slots
containing samples, we sample noise from a uniform distribution
(−1569358279, 1569358279) whose corresponding values are
(−0.005, 0.005) in the scaled down plaintext. In Textbox 6, lines
1-3, all data providers perform another masking; this time, the
noise generation is exactly the same as in Textbox 3 line 1.
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Textbox 4. Model evaluation.

Input: c(1)(x, y) ~ c(10)(x, y) (10 encrypted folds of research data), c(1)(xd+1) ~ c(10)(xd+1) (encrypted vectors indicating whether a certain slot
contains a sample), β(1) ~ β(10) (trained sets of parameters), s11 ~ s1z (secret keys), pk1co (combined public key)

Output: TP, FP, TN, FN (number of true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false negatives, respectively, under different predictive value
thresholds)

Researcher does:

1: For FD=1 to 10

2: c(β0) ~ c(βd) ← THE.encrypt(β(FD), pk1co) // c(β0) ~ c(βd) are sent to the service provider

3: Wait for masked predictive values σ // See (Textbox 5) for details

4: For V=min(G3) : (max(G3)–min(G3))/100 : max(G3)

5: X ← empty vector

6: For-each predictive value σi in σ

7: X.push_back(if(σi≥V))

8: End for-each

9: X’ ← CRT-batchingEncode(X)

10: c(TP), c(FP), c(TN), c(FN) ← c(FD)(y)×X’×c(FD)(xd+1), (1−c(FD)(y))×X’×c(FD)(xd+1), (1−c(FD)(y))×(1−X’)×c(FD)(xd+1),

c(FD)(y)×(1−X’)×c(FD)(xd+1) // These 4 ciphertexts are sent to the service provider

11: Wait for masked model evaluation results TP’, FP’, TN’, FN’ // See (Textbox 6) for details

12: TP’’, FP’’, TN’’, FN’’ ← CRT-batchingDecode(TP’, FP’, TN’, FN’)

13: TP, FP, TN, FN ← TP’’−sum(eTP), FP’’−sum(eFP), TN’’−sum(eTN), FN’’−sum(eFN)

14: output TP, FP, TN, FN // under fold FD and predictive value threshold V

15: End for

16:End for

Textbox 5. Calculation of masked predictive values.

Input: c(1)(x) ~ c(10)(x), xd+1(1) ~ xd+1(10), c(β0) ~ c(βd), FD, pk1co, s11 ~ s1z // See details in (Textbox 4)

Output: σ (masked predictive values)

Service provider does:

1: c(xTβ) ← c(β0)+c(β1)×c(FD)(x1)+...+c(βd)×c(FD)(xd)

2: c(G) ← G3(c(xTβ)) // G3 is an integerized sigmoid function

All data providers do:

3: e ← random noise vectors whose size equals xd+1(FD)

4: e’ ← CRT-batchingEncode(e)

5: c(e’) ← THE.encrypt(e’, pk1co) // c(e’) are sent to the service provider

Service provider does:

6: c’(G) ← c(G)+c(e’)

All parties do:

7: σ ← CRT-batchingDecode(THE.decrypt(c’(G), s11 ~ s1z)) // The same as in (Textbox 3), only the researcher obtains the plaintext result
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Textbox 6. Calculation of masked model evaluation results.

Input: c(1)(xd+1) ~ c(10)(xd+1), FD, pk1co, c(TP), c(FP), c(TN), c(FN), s11 ~ s1z // See details in (Textbox 4)

Output: TP’, FP’, TN’, FN’ (masked model evaluation results)

All data providers do:

1: eTP, eFP, eTN, eFN ← random noise vectors whose size equals to c(FD)(xd+1) // The sums of noises sum(eTP), sum(eFP), sum(eTN), sum(eFN) are
sent to the researcher

2: e’TP, e’FP, e’TN, e’FN ← CRT-batchingEncode(eTP, eFP, eTN, eFN)

3: c(e’TP), c(e’FP), c(e’TN), c(e’FN) ← THE.encrypt((e’TP, e’FP, e’TN, e’FN), pk1co) // These encrypted noises are sent to the service provider

Service provider does:

4: c’(TP), c’(FP), c’(TN), c’(FN) ← c(TP)+c(eTP), c(FP)+c(eFP), c(TN)+c(eTN), c(FN)+c(eFN)

All parties do:

5: TP’, FP’, TN’, FN’ ← THE.decrypt((c’(TP), c’(FP), c’(TN), c’(FN)), s11 ~ s1z) // The same as in (Textbox 3), only the researcher obtains the
plaintext result

Once the model evaluation ends, the researcher obtains the
number of true positives (TPs), false positives (FPs), true
negatives (TNs), and false negatives (FNs) for the 10 folds and
different predictive value thresholds, which should be sufficient
to evaluate the trained model via 10-fold cross-validation.

Results

Overview
In this section, we consider the following aspects to assess the
performance of our proposed multicenter secure logistic
regression protocol: (1) Security analysis: security of sensitive
research data and learned model; (2) accuracy loss: the loss in
accuracy during the model training and evaluation with respect
to the nonsecure method with real medical data; (3) model
training and evaluation time: the time needed to perform 10-fold
cross-validation with real medical data; and (4) scalability: how
the model training and evaluation time increases as the size of
the data increases in the synthetic data set.

The biomedical data sets used for the experiments are shown
in Table 1 [33,34]. For the breast cancer data set, we eliminate
missing samples, use all the attributes except breast-quad, and
assume that the data set is provided by 1 data provider. For the
surveillance, epidemiology, and end results colorectal cancer
data set, we choose a portion of the samples and use 5-year
survival status as the label. Moreover, all the attributes, except
the registry, are used, and we assume that the data set is provided
by 3 different data providers. More details about these 2 data
sets are provided in Multimedia Appendix 1. We use 10-fold
cross-validation, which partitions the data sets into 10 folds of
approximately equal size by stratified sampling to ensure that
the positive/negative ratio of each fold is approximately equal.
Each time, 9 folds are used as the training set and the remaining
fold is used as the test set. In addition, we assume that during
model training, all data ciphertexts share the same data division
vector so that the gradient ciphertexts can be summed to reduce
the size of transferred data in Textbox 3 line 11.

Table 1. Description of the data sets.

UCIc breast cancer [32]SEERa CRCb data [31]Data sets

27749152Samples, n

910Attributes, n

18.060.0Size of ciphertexts, MB

aSEER: surveillance, epidemiology, and end results.
bCRC: colorectal cancer.
cUCI: unique client identifier.

To set the homomorphic encryption parameters, we select the
following parameters to guarantee sufficient security, as shown
in Table 2. Our values for the polynomial modulus, coefficient
modulus, and security level match the most recent homomorphic
encryption security standards proposed by the
Homomorphic-Encryption.org group [35]. The degree of

polynomial modulus n is a power of 2, whereas the coefficient
moduli in param1 and param2 are products of 8 and 5 distinct
primes, respectively, where every prime P is at most 60 bits
long and satisfies P=1 (mod 2n), which makes the NTT
accessible. The plaintext modulus in param1 also satisfies t1=1
(mod 2n), allowing for the implementation of CRT batching.
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Table 2. Select parameters for Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren homomorphic encryption.

param2param1Parameters

16,38416,384Polynomial modulus

300-bit integer438-bit integerCoefficient modulus

Coefficient modulus of param11125899904679937Plaintext modulus

Uniform distribution {−1, 0, 1}Uniform distribution {−1, 0, 1}Key distribution

Discrete Gaussian distribution with σ=3.2Discrete Gaussian distribution, with σ=3.2Error distribution

192-bit128-bitSecurity level

To simulate a real-world scenario, we place the data providers,
the researcher, and the service provider on different machines.
For the data providers and the researcher, we use PCs with a
2.2-GHz Intel Core i7-8750H processor and 16.0 GB RAM
(Windows 10 Enterprise). For the service provider, we use a
server with a 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon Gold 6140 processor and
128.0 GB RAM (Linux 3.10.0). The secure logistic regression
protocol is implemented in C++ using Microsoft SEAL v3.0
and is publicly available at GitHub [36], where we made some
modifications to support the threshold-variant BFV scheme
[37]. All PCs have an internet connection of 100 Mbps
bandwidth.

Security Analysis
In our protocol, security means that corrupted parties will not
be able to obtain sensitive data or learned models from honest
parties. Here, we show the security of our protocol from the
following 2 aspects: (1) honest parties’ secret keys will not be
obtained by the corrupted parties so that no ciphertext will be
decrypted illegally, including the encrypted data, model
parameters, and any other intermediate results and (2) if the
researcher is an adversary, he or she cannot obtain any
meaningful information about honest parties’ individuals from
the unencrypted intermediate results.

Security of Secret Keys
To demonstrate the security of the secret keys, we use the
simulation paradigm described in the study by Goldreich [38],
that is, for all adversaries, there exists a simulator program S
that, when provided only with the adversaries’ input and output,
can simulate the adversaries’ view in the protocol, and the
simulated view is computationally indistinguishable from the
real view. Suppose there are z parties. Let A denote the
adversaries, defined as a subset of at most z −1 corrupted parties,
and H denote the honest parties.

Combined Public Key Generation
In the generation of the combined public key, S can simulate
the adversaries’ view of public key shares (pk1, pk2,..., pkz) by
randomizing these shares under 2 constraints: (1) the simulated
shares must sum to pkco(0) and (2) the adversary shares must
be equal to the real shares. S can compute this sharing as
follows:

When |H|>1, there is no efficient algorithm that can distinguish
between the simulated and real shares in H because of the

decision-RLWE problem. When |H|=1, S computes the real
shares of the honest party. However, because both si and ei are
private inputs from party pi, the adversaries cannot find the
secret key of the honest party because of the search-RLWE
problem.

Decryption
Given the ciphertext c=(c(0), c(1)), during the decryption
process, S can simulate the adversaries’ view of the decryption
shares (μ1, μ2,..., μz) by randomizing these shares under 2
constraints: (1) the simulated shares must sum to μ–c(0) and
(2) the adversary shares must be equal to the real shares:

When considering the distribution of the simulated and real
views alone, the RLWE assumption is sufficient to ensure the
security of secret keys of H if the researcher is uncorrupted.
However, if the researcher becomes an adversary, they can
extract the noise of c as follows:

where e’ is the noise of c, which should be unknown to the
researcher; otherwise, the RLWE assumption will be broken
and the secret keys of the honest parties may be exposed to the

researcher. Let var2
c denote the variance of a centered Gaussian

distribution that e follows and var2
smg denote the variance of

Dsmg, which is used to generate ei. Thus, as long as the ratio

var2
c/var2

smg is negligible, the following 2 distributions are
statistically indistinguishable, which means that e’ is unknown
to the researcher and that the researcher cannot obtain H’s secret
keys:

Unencrypted Intermediate Results
First, during model training, all data providers apply
one-time-use noise to mask the encrypted gradient before
decryption, meaning that even if only one data owner is honest,
it will not lead to the disclosure of the gradients of the
individuals.

Second, during model evaluation, the researcher will inevitably
obtain CRT-batched polynomials containing the predictive
values for each sample. Given a masked predictive value σi ∈
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(Vj, Vj+1), the probability of recovering the research data is
computed as follows:

Here, Nj is the number of samples whose predictive value
belongs to (Vj, Vj+1), Nej is the number of empty slots whose
value belongs to (Vj, Vj+1), and Npi is the number of all possible
combinations of feature values whose predictive value belongs
to (σi−1569358279, σi+1569358279). Therefore, as long as
either of these 2 terms is sufficiently small, it is impossible for
the researcher to recover the feature values.

Furthermore, because the encrypted (TP, FP, TN, and FN)
information of samples under different predictive value

thresholds is also masked by all data providers before being
sent to the researcher, the researcher cannot obtain the label of
any specific sample.

Accuracy Loss
In Table 3, we demonstrate the accuracy of our protocol by
comparing the area under the curve between the nonsecure
logistic regression and our secure logistic regression, where the
former uses the standard sigmoid function and both have the
same hyperparameters (learning rate α=.1, 45 iterations).
Compared with that of the nonsecure protocol, a relatively small
loss of accuracy was observed in our protocol, which was not
statistically significant (the smallest P=.09). The average
receiver operating characteristic curves from the 10-fold
cross-validation are plotted in Figure 3.

Table 3. Accuracy comparison between nonsecure and proposed secure logistic regressions.

Breast cancerSEERa CRCb dataData sets

0.728 (0.156)0.703 (0.008)AUCc (nonsecure)

0.717 (0.164)0.696 (0.008)AUC (our protocol)

.88.09P value (AUC)

0.664 (0.149)0.620 (0.013)Accuracy (nonsecure)

0.632 (0.155)0.612 (0.013)Accuracy (our protocol)

.64.18P value (accuracy)

0.508 (0.198)0.654 (0.012)F1
d (nonsecure)

0.505 (0.240)0.649 (0.012)F1 (our protocol)

.97.42P value (F1)

aSEER: surveillance, epidemiology, and end results.
bCRC: colorectal cancer.
cAUC: area under the curve.
dF1: the harmonic mean of the precision and recall.

Figure 3. Average receiver operating characteristic curves of nonsecure and proposed secure logistic regressions. CRC: colorectal cancer; ROC: receiver
operating characteristic; SEER: surveillance, epidemiology, and end results; UCI: University of California, Irvine.

Furthermore, in Table 4, we test the relationships between the
learning rate and the convergence of the nonsecure and secure
logistic regressions. Although our protocol’s model training

will be fully spoiled because of the limited valid input interval
for the approximation sigmoid function when the learning rate
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becomes too large, our protocol has a slightly broader range of learning rate selection than the nonsecure protocol.

Table 4. ||βnew–βold|| ÷ ||βnew|| after 99 iterations (surveillance, epidemiology, and end results colorectal cancer data).

0.40.30.20.1Learning rate

0.3470.3020.0460.056Nonsecure

—a0.0470.0520.061Our protocol

aFail to convergence.

Model Training and Evaluation Time
We show the time consumption of the 10-fold cross-validation
for the 2 different data sets in Table 5.

Here, we compare our protocol with the SecureLR protocol by
Jiang et al [19], which is also optimized with NTT and CRT
batching but evaluated on only 1 PC. As shown in their

experiments, SecureLR can train only 1 model at a time and
requires 44.9 seconds per iteration over a data set with a
ciphertext size of 5.0 M. In comparison, our protocol can train
10 models simultaneously and perform each iteration much
faster (on a data set with a ciphertext size of 60.0 M in less than
10 seconds per iteration). Moreover, our protocol supports
secure model evaluation with reasonable time consumption.

Table 5. Time consumption of the proposed protocol.

Evaluation timeTime per iteration (seconds)Training timeIterations, nData sets

20 min 27 seconds9.987 min 29 seconds45SEERa CRCb data

14 min 28 seconds5.874 min 24 seconds45UCIc breast cancer

aSEER: surveillance, epidemiology, and end results.
bCRC: colorectal cancer.
cUCI: unique client identifier.

Scalability Evaluation
To test our protocol’s scalability, we use a synthetic data set
with different numbers of data providers and features, as shown
in Tables 6 and 7. Given a certain number of features d, for the
sake of simplicity, we suppose that every data provider encrypts
(d+1) polynomials. As the number of data providers increases,
the computation times of both the model training and evaluation
increase proportionally, whereas there is no increase in the
transfer time of the model training because the size of the
transferred data (encrypted parameters and gradients) is only

related to the number of features. Similarly, because there is no
relationship between the number of data providers and the
transfer of the encrypted (TP, FP, TN, and FN), the transfer
time of the model evaluation increases very less. As the number
of features increases, the computation and transfer times of the
model training increase proportionally, whereas the computation
and transfer times of the model evaluation increase only slightly
because the majority of the model evaluation involves the
computation of (TP, FP, TN, and FN) information under
different predictive value thresholds, which is not related to the
number of features.

Table 6. Scalability of the proposed protocol for different numbers of data providers (9 features).

Evaluation time
(transfer)

Evaluation time
(computation)

Training time
(transfer)

Training time
(computation)

Iterations, nSize of ciphertexts,
MB

Data providers, n

10 min 33 seconds9 min 54 seconds3 min 13 seconds4 min 16 seconds4560.03

10 min 39 seconds15 min 24 seconds3 min 13 seconds6 min 26 seconds45100.05

10 min 51 seconds30 min 42 seconds3 min 12 seconds12 min 45 seconds45200.010

11 min 3 seconds45 min 54 seconds3 min 13 seconds19 min 5 seconds45300.015

11 min 17 seconds61 min 13 seconds3 min 13 seconds25 min 52 seconds45400.020
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Table 7. Scalability of the proposed protocol for different numbers of features (3 data providers).

Evaluation time
(transfer)

Evaluation time
(computation)

Training time
(transfer)

Training time
(computation)

Iterations, nSize of ciphertexts,
MB

Features, n

10 min 33 seconds9 min 54 seconds3 min 13 seconds4 min 16 seconds4560.03

10 min 53 seconds10 min 22 seconds6 min 23 seconds8 min 30 seconds45100.05

11 min 13 seconds10 min 47 seconds9 min 37 seconds12 min 48 seconds45200.010

11 min 32 seconds11 min 16 seconds12 min 50 seconds16 min 54 seconds45300.015

11 min 53 seconds11 min 40 seconds16 min 10 seconds21 min 13 seconds45400.020

Discussion

Principal Findings
As researchers cannot obtain unencrypted research data, they
may have difficulty choosing the proper hyperparameters,
especially the learning rate. Despite a slightly broader range of
learning rate selection, the setting of the learning rate is still
very important in our privacy-preserving multicenter logistic
regression protocol because compared with the nonsecure
protocol, our protocol still has a considerable time cost. In our
proposed protocol, interactions exist among the service provider,
the data providers, and the researcher, allowing the researcher
to obtain the plaintext model parameters in every iteration. As
a result, the researcher can easily judge whether the
hyperparameters are set properly according to the trend of the
model parameters. Moreover, the researcher can halt the model
training in the early stages, which results in less waste of
computational resources. However, to implement the web-based
protocol, clients must be installed on all the data providers’ and
researchers’ machines, which must be kept online during the
entire process of model training and model evaluation, leading
to an additional consumption of network bandwidth.

There is a trade-off between computation and transfer
consumption in our protocol. Although some solutions use fully
homomorphic encryption to avoid decryption during model
training [14,15], our proposed protocol uses somewhat
homomorphic encryption for several reasons. First, to support
an unlimited number of operations, a bootstrapping process is
required, which is very time consuming. More time is consumed
in threshold homomorphic encryption because we must select
larger encryption parameters because there is not only greater
noise in the combined public and relinearization keys but also
greater smudging noise during decryption. Second, to avoid
decryption, fixed-point arithmetic operations without a rounding
process are required. Bonte and Vercauteren [14] use nonintegral
base nonadjacent form with window size ω to encode a real
number as a polynomial, which may affect the use of CRT
batching (the most important optimization technique in our
protocol), whereas Chen et al [15] use the
Cheon-Kim-Kim-Song (CKKS) [39] scheme, which is also
based on RLWE and naturally supports floating-point
approximate arithmetic operations. However, in the CKKS
scheme, the decryption result contains noise, meaning that in
the threshold variant of the CKKS scheme, we must set a very

high value for the encryption parameter scale to avoid
destruction of the plaintext by the smudging noise, which greatly
reduces the multiplicative depth of the circuit.

Limitations
Our proposed protocol has a few limitations. First, to make the
privacy-preserving logistic regression realistic, this protocol
requires a high-speed and stable network. Second, as the BFV
scheme is based on integers, before encryption, all floating-point
numbers must be scaled up and rounded to integers. A larger
SF can support a higher level of precision but will also result
in higher computation and storage costs for a given security
level. Third, in a real-world scenario, a single patient may have
multiple medical records across different data providers, which
rarely occurs when data providers are far apart but is not
uncommon when data providers are located in the same region
(eg, a city). Therefore, in the latter case, further research on
privacy-preserving identification and deduplication is required
to ensure that there are no duplicate medical records to affect
the analysis results. Furthermore, this study mainly focuses on
technical issues and thus does not delve into matters related to
ethics and law, which are also very important in multiparty
medical research.

Conclusions
In this paper, we propose the first privacy-preserving multiparty
logistic regression model training and evaluation protocol based
on threshold homomorphic encryption. We conduct experiments
in simulated real-life scenarios, and the results demonstrate that
the proposed protocol is practical for real-world use. We believe
that our work can help medical institutions eliminate privacy
leakage concerns during data sharing, promote multicenter
medical research, and thus improve the use of medical data to
some extent.

In the future, we will extend our tools to be more practical. As
the BFV homomorphic encryption scheme does not have
indistinguishability under chosen ciphertext attack security,
additional security technology, such as hashing, should be
integrated into the tools to prevent malicious attackers from
tampering with the ciphertexts. More privacy-preserving
statistics and machine learning methods will be added to our
tools to facilitate considerably enhance flexibility in secure
multicenter research. Furthermore, we will improve the
efficiency of our tools using graphics processing unit or field
programmable gate array acceleration.
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BFV: Brakerski/Fan-Vercauteren
CKKS: Cheon-Kim-Kim-Song
CRT: Chinese remainder theorem
FN: false negative
FP: false positive
NTT: number theoretic transform
RLWE: ring learning with errors
SF: scaling factor
SGX: software guard extensions
SIMD: single instruction, multiple data
TN: true negative
TP: true positive
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Abstract

Background: High-resolution medical images that include facial regions can be used to recognize the subject’s face when
reconstructing 3-dimensional (3D)-rendered images from 2-dimensional (2D) sequential images, which might constitute a risk
of infringement of personal information when sharing data. According to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) privacy rules, full-face photographic images and any comparable image are direct identifiers and considered as
protected health information. Moreover, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) categorizes facial images as biometric
data and stipulates that special restrictions should be placed on the processing of biometric data.

Objective: This study aimed to develop software that can remove the header information from Digital Imaging and
Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format files and facial features (eyes, nose, and ears) at the 2D sliced-image level to
anonymize personal information in medical images.

Methods: A total of 240 cranial magnetic resonance (MR) images were used to train the deep learning model (144, 48, and 48
for the training, validation, and test sets, respectively, from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative [ADNI] database).
To overcome the small sample size problem, we used a data augmentation technique to create 576 images per epoch. We used
attention-gated U-net for the basic structure of our deep learning model. To validate the performance of the software, we adapted
an external test set comprising 100 cranial MR images from the Open Access Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) database.

Results: The facial features (eyes, nose, and ears) were successfully detected and anonymized in both test sets (48 from ADNI
and 100 from OASIS). Each result was manually validated in both the 2D image plane and the 3D-rendered images. Furthermore,
the ADNI test set was verified using Microsoft Azure's face recognition artificial intelligence service. By adding a user interface,
we developed and distributed (via GitHub) software named “Deface program” for medical images as an open-source project.

Conclusions: We developed deep learning–based software for the anonymization of MR images that distorts the eyes, nose,
and ears to prevent facial identification of the subject in reconstructed 3D images. It could be used to share medical big data for
secondary research while making both data providers and recipients compliant with the relevant privacy regulations.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22739)   doi:10.2196/22739
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Introduction

It is becoming important to handle and share big data in the
health care field, and accordingly, there is a big trend to share
and protect individual patient data for secondary research [1-3].
To utilize big data, data anonymization is necessary so as not
to violate laws for personal privacy such as those stipulated by
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) in the United States and General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) in Europe [4,5]. There is a trade-off between
data usability and privacy protection. Nevertheless, sufficient
administrative and technical measures for previously collected
information in accordance with personal information protection
regulations are necessary when using the information
secondarily without consent.

High-resolution magnetic resonance (MR) images of the head
risk exposing a subject’s face, which can be regarded at the
level of photography by facial reconstruction [6]. According to
HIPAA's privacy rules, full-face photographic images and any
comparable images are considered to be protected health
information (Multimedia Appendix 1). Budin et al [7] tested
human observer recognition of 3-dimensional (3D)-rendered
MR images and reported that the likelihood of correctly
matching a 3D-rendered face image with a portrait of that person
is higher than random guessing. Additionally, anyone can
reproduce the 3D facial image from head MR images through
3D volume rendering using freeware. Therefore, it is necessary
to anonymize medical images that include the face.

Facial image anonymization is not fully conducted in public
medical image repositories, while some public databases even
provide the original images. For example, the Alzheimer's
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) [8] and Open Access
Series of Imaging Studies (OASIS) [9] usually anonymize only
metadata, while the original MR images are shared in a
nonanonymized form. Anonymizing only the metadata from
the medical image is not sufficient to prevent identification from
the remaining medical images after removing the metadata, and
existing anonymizing software is rarely used to prevent the

possibility of recognition due to concerns over the deterioration
of the brain image quality [10].

Previous approaches to anonymizing faces in medical images
usually remove the entire facial region using a voxel classifier
and mask the brain to preserve the brain image using a skull
stripping technique or a convex hull [11,12]. However, since
using a voxel classifier and skull stripping can be affected by
variation in the characteristics of the MR images, they can
produce unexpected results from heterogeneous MR image data
[13]. In addition, the solution of cutting off the face has the
limitation of information loss concerning the eye orbits, nasal
cavity, and other underlying structures [6]. In anonymization
work for medical image sharing, consistent processing of
heterogeneous data and minimizing data loss will help
researchers using secondary data.

The aim of this study was to develop software that can
selectively distort the eyes, nose, and ears, which are the main
factors for identifying a face, and make a robust anonymization
algorithm that can be used on various MR images.

Methods

Defacing Process Overview
Figure 1 schematically illustrates our Deface program
development process (Figure 1A) and an application example
(Figure 1B). We created a deep learning model that learns the
labels of the eyes, nose, and ears. The training set consisted of
3D cranial MR images and manually marked regions
corresponding to each MR image. We implemented data
augmentation to increase the diversity of the training data. The
deep learning model was developed based on a 3D convolutional
neural network. The trained model, called a “facial feature
detector,” can detect the eyes, nose, and ears in a 3D MR image.
After the regions of the facial features have been obtained from
a nonanonymous 3D MR image through the facial feature
detector, the regions are anonymized according to each
characteristic.
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Figure 1. Process of (A) developing the facial feature detector, which is a deep learning model that can detect the eyes, nose, and ears in 3-dimensional
(3D) magnetic resonance (MR) images, and (B) distorting the facial features in nonanonymized cranial MR images.

Image Acquisition
The Neuroimaging Informatics Technology Initiative (NIFTI)
and Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM)
formats of MR imaging (MRI) files were collected from the
ADNI database (Magnetization Prepared RApid Gradient Echo
[MPRAGE] scans; voxel size: 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.2 mm; inplane

resolution: 1.0 x 1.0 mm2; interslice spacing: 1.2 mm; field of
view [FOV]: 240 x 256 x 160 mm). A total of 240 NIFTI format
files were used in the creation of the deep learning model: 144,
48, and 48 for the training, validation, and test sets, respectively.

Other NIFTI-format MRI files were collected from the OASIS-3
database for use as the external test set. The 100 MR images
differed in orientation, resolution, and intensity from those in
the ADNI data (MPRAGE scans; voxel size: 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.0
mm; FOV: 176 x 256 x 256 mm).

Labeling
In general, supervised learning requires pairs consisting of the
input object and the desired output value. In this study, the input
object is a 3D cranial MR image, and the output values are
regions containing the eyes, nose, or ears (the facial features).
We manually drew labels that were the same as the desired
output values in all of the ADNI and 20 OASIS-3 images using
the AFNI program [14]. In Figure 1A, the manually drawn labels
show the eyes (red) and nose (green), which are marked as
spherical shapes at the corresponding positions, and the ears
(blue), which are marked as the auricle regions. Each center
point of the eyes and nose area was labeled in the form of a
sphere. Since ears have different sizes and shapes for each
person, only the auricle of the ear was segmented and labeled.

Data Augmentation
Three image augmentations were performed per 1 image in the
training set. The augmented images were randomly transformed
and then used for model training. As a result, 576 images per
epoch were trained. Data augmentation was performed by
filtering Gaussian noise, rotating from –15° to +15° around each
axis in the image, randomly flipping each axis, randomly
transposing between the axes, shifting each axis from 0 to 0.10,
shearing each axis from 0 to 0.20, and resizing the image from
0.90 to 1.10 times the original size. After executing 1 image
augmentation per original image, the validation set was validated
for a total of 96 images per epoch.

The Deep Learning Algorithm
The deep learning model was trained with the manually labeled
data. We created a deep learning model that can generate labels
similar to manually drawn labels on the regions of the eyes,
nose, and ears from cranial MR image input. The basic structure
of our deep learning model is attention-gated U-net [15]. The
detailed structure of our model can be found in Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Metric and Loss Function
In machine learning, the “loss” or “error” variable is set to
achieve the goals through the training of the model. In addition,
the “metric” variable indicates how much we have achieved the
goals through the model training. A machine learning model
has metrics to indicate the achievement rate and is trained to
reduce loss.

In this study, the metric to determine whether the model can
make labels similar to the manually drawn labels is the Dice
coefficient, which is double the area of overlap divided by the
total number of pixels or voxels in both images: It returns 1 if
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the predicted regions of the model exactly match the correct
answers from the labels and 0 if the regions do not overlap.
When the region of the label is Y and the region predicted by
the trained model is X, the Dice coefficient can be represented
by:

This can also be expressed as:

where TP is the number of true positives, FP is the number of
false positives, and FN is the number of false negatives.

The loss function in our model was: 1 – the Dice coefficient +
0.1 × categorical cross-entropy. Categorical cross-entropy is
the loss function mainly used in multiclass classification, and
it induces our model to learn to distinguish whether a specific
pixel is from the eye, nose, ear, or another area. This model
computes the loss function between the correct answer labels
and the predictive labels and is trained in the direction of loss
reduction (toward zero).

The model calculated Dice coefficients for 96 images in the
validation set for each epoch. After 5 epochs at the highest
metric score, learning was stopped when there was no further
improvement.

Image Processing
Here, we describe the process of image anonymization based
on the output of the facial feature detector. The deep learning
model was trained by identifying the eyes, nose, and ears (5
regions), after which the program proceeded with the image
anonymization process.

Identification of the eyes, nose, and ears was automatically
conducted on different images according to each feature by the
deep learning algorithm. The detection region for the eyes is a
spherical area covering the eyeball and the skin around the eye.
The process of anonymizing the surface of the eye consists of
2 steps. First, based on the detection regions for the eyes, 2
boxes capable of covering the periocular area (the skin around
the eyes) are formed. Second, the contour of the face surface
was obtained within the range of the boxes, and a range of ±2
voxels along each axis from that surface was modified to the
same intensity value. The nose was processed by removing the
image and setting the intensity of the voxels to 0 in the area
where the binding box for the detected region was doubled to
each side. The detection region for the ears is the protruding
part called the auricle. For the anonymization of the ears,
random values were assigned to each voxel of the detection

regions of the ears, and those values were generated in the noise
range of the air in the MR image.

In the case of the medical images in DICOM format, it is
necessary to anonymize the personal information in the header,
and so we carried this out on the 20 DICOM headers using the
Deface program (the DICOM headers are listed in Multimedia
Appendix 3). The list was selected based on the HIPAA safe
harbor provision [16].

Results

In the 23rd epoch, the average Dice coefficient of the validation
set was the highest at 0.821. In the 28th epoch, the training of
the model was stopped because the Dice score of the validation
set did not improve. The average Dice score of 576 images
trained over 23 epochs was 0.801. The average Dice scores
using the test sets comprising 48 ADNI and 20 OASIS-3 images
were 0.859 and 0.794, respectively. The Deface program was
applied to the ADNI data, but anonymization was performed
on the OASIS-3 data without any additional manipulation.

Figure 1B shows the process of distorting a sample
nonanonymized cranial MR image. Three axial views of the
cross-sectional MR image were obtained from a representative
image in the ADNI test set. The first is the nonanonymized
cranial MR image, the second is an MR image with the detection
regions (the labels of the eyes, nose, and ears predicted by the
facial feature detector) as output for the facial feature detector,
and the third is the final anonymized image based on the
detection regions (red marks denoting the eyes, green marks
denoting the nose, and blue marks denoting the ears). It took
177.91 seconds to save the detection region pictures and
distorted MR images as NIFTI format files from 48 images of
the ADNI test set. The image was distorted according to the
characteristics of each facial feature. The 3D box space
containing the entire volume of the nose was removed. The eyes
were covered with similar brightness intensity on the surface.
For the ears, the detection regions were replaced by space with
noise.

We applied the Deface program to 48 ADNI images and 100
OASIS-3 images as the test sets and then confirmed the accuracy
of distorting the facial features in the 3D reconstructions of the
face (Figure 2 shows the 3D volume-rendered images). Since
face reconstruction is in violation of the OASIS data use terms,
OASIS data were not included in the figure. A sample image
was selected from the ADNI test sets, and we compared the
before and after anonymization. As shown in Figure 2, the facial
features clearly identifiable in the 3D images beforehand are
distorted after processing: The auricle and nose have
disappeared, and the eyes appear blurry.
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Figure 2. 3-dimensional (3D) volume rendering of magnetic resonance images (MRI), showing the raw and distorted images from the Alzheimer's
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) .

The Deface program was used to validate the de-identification
performance by Microsoft Azure’s facial recognition artificial
intelligence service (Face detection_01 model) [17]. We found
that all 48 reconstructed face images from the ADNI test set
were de-identified. Although 46 unmodified images were
recognized as faces and location information of face landmarks
was derived, the faces in all 48 defaced images were not
recognized. The other 2 unmodified images failed the face
recognition process because they were noisy or parts of the face
were cropped. The result of the face detection service for 1
representative image of the ADNI test set can be found in
Multimedia Appendix 4.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we developed a program that can recognize the
eyes, nose, and ears in MR images by applying artificial
intelligence, after which they were blurred. We implemented
the facial feature detector based on the 3D U-net deep learning
model to automatically detect the eyes, nose, and ears. The
reason for the development of this anonymization program is
that 3D facial reconstruction of high-resolution MRI can show
an individual’s similarity to a facial photograph [6,7], which
contravenes the rules for protecting personal information
required by regulating bodies such as HIPAA. Anonymization
is required for the sharing of medical image data so as not to
infringe on the personal information rules. However, distorting
images is disadvantageous for secondary research due to the
loss of information, but too little distorting leads to the
possibility of recognition [10]. We attempted to anonymize the
face while minimizing the loss of information by modifying

only the surface of the eyes, nose, and ears in cranial MR
images. In addition, in the case of the DICOM format, a function
to remove text including personal information that can be
obtained from the header was added. We released the source
code to GitHub [18].

Figure 1A shows the process of developing the facial feature
detector. The cranial MR images and manually marked facial
features (eyes, nose, and ears) were used as the training set. We
drew different labels for each facial feature for the manually
drawn labels. Although the eyes and nose can be specified in a
range of only the central location information, the shape of the
ear varies relatively widely among people. Furthermore, because
the ears are adjacent to the brain, images of the brain can be
obscured during the image distortion Therefore, only the
segmented regions of the auricle were used as labels so that the
program did not select regions other than the ear.

Although the training data for the deep learning model
comprised 144 images from ADNI, we introduced data
augmentation to achieve robust performance in other MRI
standards (Figure 1A). The training set was augmented via
various techniques so that the facial feature detector could show
robust performance even with unknown data. We evaluated
OASIS-3 data in which the adjustment, orientation, FOV,
resolution, and intensity histograms were completely different
from the ADNI data in the training set. We confirmed that the
facial features were distorted in 100 OASIS-3 images by the
MRI viewer. Labels were manually drawn on 20 OASIS-3
images, and our facial feature detector worked well, with an
average Dice coefficient of 0.794. This has the potential to assist
in the construction of anonymous big data with different MRI
standards collected from multiple institutions.
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We applied different processes to blur each facial feature
location. The eyes are close to the frontal lobe, so they were
distorted only along the surface. The intensity of the pixels was
converted to a value similar to the surface of the skin to make
it appear on the surface when 3D rendering. Since the nose is
usually the most protuberant part of the face, the area that covers
the entire range of the nose was deleted to make it impossible
to infer the original shape of the nose. The 3D box space
containing the entire volume of the nose was removed to prevent
recognition via the nose shape. The ears were only segmented
by the facial feature detector, so only the corresponding regions
were distorted to preserve the brain image. If regions such as
the shape of the ears are simply removed, the shape of the ears
may be revealed by the noise from air in the MR image. We
reduced the possibility of recognition by replacing the ear
regions with generated random values within the air noise range
of the input MR image.

3D facial reconstruction of high-resolution MRI can be
generated by a freeware MRI viewer [19]. Moreover, the faces
of patients in MR images from publicly available data can be
revealed (Figure 2). As the OASIS-3 images are smoother than
the ADNI images, they can be reconstructed with a clearer face
image in the case of high-resolution MRI. However, we showed
that the face could be distorted in the 3D-rendered image after
applying our Deface program. Since the image was preserved
except for the user-designated facial features, researchers can
obtain the necessary information from MRI images without
revealing the patient’s identity.

Comparison With Prior Work
Previous studies have applied techniques to remove the entire
face regions, and the evaluation of anonymization was via direct

human observation of face landmarks [7,11,12]. In another
technique, the Human Connectome Project [20], a public
repository of MRI images, conducted distorting by modifying
a certain thickness of the facial surface [13]. We distorted the
ears in addition to the face surface, with options to blur the eyes,
nose, and ears separately, as may be required when conducting
secondary research. The images with eyes, nose, and ears
anonymized were verified by applying a face recognition tool.
Furthermore, while previous studies have applied algorithms
to process single MRI datasets, our Deface program was tested
on 2 different MRI datasets to improve compatibility.

Limitations
Among the facial features, wrinkles or the mouth can be
identifiers but were not considered in this study. To train the
deep learning model, we needed to manually draw labels that
mark facial features. We are planning to construct a training
dataset that takes into account additional facial features for
further study. Once labeled training data comprising any desired
facial feature have been constructed, our facial feature detector
can evolve through deep learning.

Conclusions
Patients’ faces can be reconstructed from high-resolution cranial
MR images at the photograph level, so there is a risk of
infringing the personal information rules prescribed by HIPAA
and GDPR when sharing data. Hence, we suggested a method
to perceive the facial features in MR images via deep learning
technology to specifically blur certain facial features. Users can
create anonymization regions that blur the desired parts of the
patient’s face (eyes, nose, or ears), which helps provide data
for secondary research without violating relevant personal
information regulations.
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Abstract

Background: There is substantial prior research on the perspectives of patients on the use of health information for research.
Numerous communication barriers challenge transparency between researchers and data participants in secondary database
research (eg, waiver of informed consent and knowledge gaps). Individual concerns and misconceptions challenge the trust in
researchers among patients despite efforts to protect data. Technical software used to protect research data can further complicate
the public's understanding of research. For example, MiNDFIRL (Minimum Necessary Disclosure For Interactive Record Linkage)
is a prototype software that can be used to enhance the confidentiality of data sets by restricting disclosures of identifying
information during the record linkage process. However, software, such as MiNDFIRL, which is used to protect data, must
overcome the aforementioned communication barriers. One proposed solution is the creation of an interactive web-based frequently
asked question (FAQ) template that can be adapted and used to communicate research issues to data subjects.

Objective: This study aims to improve communication with patients and transparency about how complex software, such as
MiNDFIRL, is used to enhance privacy in secondary database studies to maintain the public's trust in researchers.

Methods: A Delphi technique with 3 rounds of the survey was used to develop the FAQ document to communicate privacy
issues related to a generic secondary database study using the MiNDFIRL software. The Delphi panel consisted of 38 patients
with chronic health conditions. We revised the FAQ between Delphi rounds and provided participants with a summary of the
feedback. We adopted a conservative consensus threshold of less than 10% negative feedback per FAQ section.

Results: We developed a consensus language for 21 of the 24 FAQ sections. Participant feedback demonstrated preference
differences (eg, brevity vs comprehensiveness). We adapted the final FAQ into an interactive web-based format that 94% (31/33)
of the participants found helpful or very helpful. The template FAQ and MiNDFIRL source code are available on GitHub. The
results indicate the following patient communication considerations: patients have diverse and varied preferences; the tone is
important but challenging; and patients want information on security, identifiers, and final disposition of information.

Conclusions: The findings of this study provide insights into what research-related information is useful to patients and how
researchers can communicate such information. These findings align with the current understanding of health literacy and its
challenges. Communication is essential to transparency and ethical data use, yet it is exceedingly challenging. Developing FAQ
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template language to accompany a complex software may enable researchers to provide greater transparency when informed
consent is not possible.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20783)   doi:10.2196/20783

KEYWORDS

Delphi technique; privacy; communication barriers; medical record linkage; research subjects; big data

Introduction

Transparency and Trust in Secondary Database
Research
The researcher-participant relationship rests on a fragile
foundation, weakened by a history of scandal and abuse. Past
research abuses might not be readily remembered by the general
public, but the scars remain in the social subconscious [1-4].
Although many still view research positively, transparency
between researchers and the study participants is a critical
element in building and maintaining publics’ trust [5].
Transparency is key to supporting informed consent and respect
for persons, the central ethical principle of the bioethical
framework that governs human subjects research [6,7].

Unfortunately, it is difficult to achieve transparency in secondary
database research because ethical review bodies (ie, institutional
review boards [IRBs]) frequently waive informed consent
requirements. This is done because informed consent is often
impractical (ie, no contact between researchers and data
subjects), and it is not possible to know the purpose of data use
at all instances at the time of data collection [8]. Without the
traditional informed consent process, secondary database
researchers have trouble cultivating strong researcher-participant
relationships.

The lack of informed consent is not without consequence.
Individuals want to know how their data are used and want to
be partners in the research process [5,9]. Moreover, people
might be reluctant to participate in research when they fear that
researchers are taking advantage of their information [9]. Survey
evidence suggests that the public wants researchers to do a better
job at communicating with the public [9,10]. A survey of 3516
patients suggests that communication about data protection
methods would help improve comfort levels of the public with
research [10]. This study also found that comfort levels of the
public may be improved by using methods that minimize the
exposure of unique identifiers while linking data for research
purposes [10]. These findings suggest that a privacy statement
that increases database research transparency and discusses the
software used to enhance privacy would increase publics’ trust.

However, communication between researchers and the public
can be challenging [9]. The expertise of researchers often
obstructs effective communication. Jargon, technical language,
and complex concepts are barriers to understanding. In
secondary database research, these challenges are immense.
Explanations of critical concepts often require additional
explanations of related concepts. For example, a participant
might be interested in knowing why a researcher needs a specific
data element (eg, names); this might require further explanation
of related issues such as record linkage, which invites additional

questions and explanations of other concepts (eg, linked data)
and additional tangential issues (eg, storage, maintenance, and
data reuse).

Transparency in secondary database research requires
communicating research risks, including privacy and
confidentiality of personal data. Data subjects want to
understand how researchers use and safeguard their data. This
can include employing technology and software to enhance the
privacy, confidentiality, and security of sensitive information.
Thus, describing how technology is used to safeguard participant
data will likely promote transparency and hopefully increase
trust between researchers and data subjects.

For example, we have designed and evaluated a prototype user
interface called MiNDFIRL (Minimum Necessary Disclosure
For Interactive Record Linkage) to enhance data set
confidentiality by restricting disclosures of identifying
information while linking records. One study found that the
on-demand interactive interface of MiNDFIRL reduced visible
characters in the identifying data elements used in record linkage
by 92.15% as compared with traditional manual record linkage,
with little to no impact on decision quality or completion time
[11,12]. In our 2 case studies with real data from 2 teaching
hospitals, used in conjunction with automated record linkage
software, we found that the prototype MiNDFIRL software
could effectively support high-quality record linkage with much
less data disclosure than manual record linkage [13]. Disclosing
how a software, such as MiNDFIRL, protects research data can
help cultivate publics’ trust in researchers.

Transparency on these issues is imperative as research data are
particularly sensitive [9]. Secondary database researchers
frequently use health information because of its importance in
understanding critical societal issues, including effective
treatments, health care costs, and service utilization. However,
health data also carries a risk of social, economic, and
psychological harm. Researchers often disclose the potential
benefits and harms of the study to the study participants in the
informed consent process. However, this is more difficult in
secondary database research because of the lack of direct contact
with data subjects.

Improving Transparency in Secondary Database
Research
In nonresearch settings, it is common to disclose privacy and
confidentiality practices in a public privacy statement on the
premise that transparency coupled with accountability is an
effective form of privacy protection and ethical data use [14,15].
In theory, privacy statements provide an opportunity to increase
public transparency. However, privacy statements in practice
are long, technical, and burdensome to process and understand.
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Frequently asked question (FAQ) documents are another
mechanism used to promote transparency and understanding.
In contrast to a privacy statement, which forces patients to find
answers to their specific questions, FAQs present common
questions and provide direct answers [16]. If a person only has
a few questions they want answered, an FAQ can help them
quickly find answers without reading volumes of irrelevant
information. Some research institutions (eg, Texas A&M
University) use a question and answer format, similar to an
FAQ, in the informed consent templates for research (ie, “What
are the risks of participating in this research?”).

This study aims to improve communication with patients about
how a complex software, such as MiNDFIRL, is used to enhance
privacy in secondary database studies to maintain publics’ trust
in researchers. To do this, we aim to develop a template FAQ
language that describes key issues in secondary database
research to the public, including the necessity of sensitive
identifiers (eg, names) in the record linkage process and the
safeguards used by researchers to protect data from research
risks (eg, researchers identifying their neighbor in a data set).
To do this, we aim to develop a template FAQ language that
describes key issues in secondary database research to the
public, including the necessity of sensitive identifiers (eg,
names) in the record linkage process and the safeguards used
by researchers to protect data from research risks (eg, researchers
identifying their neighbor in a data set). Through this template
FAQ, we aim to improve research transparency, promote ethical
data use, and cultivate trust between researchers and the public.
This study focuses on the patient community and its perceptions
of the benefits and risks of research using sensitive health data
without informed consent.

We focus on health data because the public has heightened
awareness of its sensitivity and harm [10,17]. However, many
of the key concepts that we explore (eg, identifiability and record
linkage) are broadly applicable to data obtained from nonhealth
sectors (eg, education and social services) [18-21]. Our study
primarily focuses on creating a template language for researchers
using the MiNDFIRL software for record linkage, but we also
anticipate that many FAQ items that we created will have broad
applicability to secondary database research.

Methods

Design
We conducted a Delphi study using a web-based questionnaire
administered through Qualtrics XM (SAP SE). The goal of the
Delphi process was to create an FAQ to anticipate and answer
the questions of the data subjects related to the use of their data
in secondary database research. These questions include general
questions and answers related to secondary database research,
record linkage, and the MiNDFIRL software (ie, facilitating
record linkage while enhancing confidentiality).

The Delphi technique is useful for studying communication
between researchers and data subjects for several reasons. The
Delphi approach is particularly suited to investigate
communication strategies with patients and data subjects, where
there are differences in thought, and the body of knowledge is

still developing [22,23]. In addition, the Delphi process
facilitates anonymous and confidential feedback from patients
with diverse perspectives without the biases common to other
consensus techniques such as group discussions and interviews
[24,25]. Moreover, the structured feedback in a Delphi approach
prevents dominant personalities from suppressing diverse inputs
and perspectives [22].

During each Delphi round, we asked the patient expert panel a
series of questions about a draft FAQ document. Between each
round, we revised the FAQ language and content based on the
feedback of the participants. In addition to written descriptions,
the FAQ drafts included visual images and a short video
demonstrating how the MiNDFIRL software works during the
record linkage process (referred to as patient matching in the
FAQ) to enhance user comprehension.

The FAQ drafts contained approximately 3000 words, and the
accompanying survey instrument contained approximately 1500
words. Owing to the complexity and the word length of both
documents, we excluded survey results if respondents completed
the study in less than 10 min, to allow for the inclusion of
constructive feedback. The study received ethical approval from
the IRB of Texas A&M University (IRB2019-0234).

Participants
We identified the chronic patient population (operationalized
as patients with frequent encounters with the health care system)
as the appropriate expert panel for the Delphi study. Patients
with chronic conditions are the experts because they are likely
to have conditions that are of interest to secondary database
researchers, and patient voice is essential to health care,
supporting systems (eg, health research), and related policy
decisions [26]. In addition, patients with chronic conditions are
likely to have multiple health care providers and thus require
record linkage for a comprehensive understanding of their
patient experience.

Recruitment
We recruited patients via email using purposive sampling from
3 patient-powered research networks (PPRNs) and employees
and staff of a large university in the south. Specifically,
ArthritisPower, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease PPRN,
and Interactive Autism Network were PPRNs that were part of
the national Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network that
we collaborated with. We included participants with at least
one diagnosed chronic disease and with at least two physician
visits for their condition in the previous 12 months. We
compensated participants on a graduated basis: US $20 for
completing round 1, US $30 for completing round 2, and US
$50 for completing round 3, amounting to a maximum of US
$100 in total as gift cards. We invited 45 participants to join
this study.

FAQ Development
Following recommendations from several health care
organizations to enhance the readability level of the education
material, the first FAQ had a Flesch-Kincaid readability score
of 7.82 [27,28]. Findings from 3 prior studies informed the
content and language of the FAQ template, including 2 nominal
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group technique (NGT) studies and a separate Delphi study
[13,29]. One NGT study and a Delphi study used panels of
experts in the ethical, legal, and social implications fields to
help identify legal and ethical issues associated with secondary
database research involving record linkage. Another NGT study
used a panel of patients with chronic conditions to help identify
issues that were important to the patient population.

Delphi Rounds Procedure
Each Delphi round contained a mix of open-ended questions
and 5-point Likert scale questions (eg, strongly agree, agree,
neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly disagree)
administered on the web via Qualtrics. All 3 surveys were pilot
tested by members of the research team before being
administered. The round 1 survey included 50 questions, with
fewer questions in successive rounds (Delphi survey instruments
and materials are detailed in Multimedia Appendices 1-6).
Participants were asked to provide feedback on the content of
the FAQ document, including whether FAQ sections provided
information that was understandable or important to patients.
In addition, in round 1, we solicited open-ended responses after
each FAQ section to identify gaps, solicit suggestions for new
FAQ content (ie, “Questions 1-4 were about information and
how it is used in research. Is there anything more that you would
like to know on this topic?”), identify specific concerns (ie, “Do
you have any concerns that you would like the FAQ to
address”), and seek any other general comments. In rounds 2
and 3, the survey focused on the language and content of the
FAQ that participants found problematic or where participant
feedback suggested divergent opinions. In rounds 2 and 3, we
also provided participants with a summary of the participant
feedback from the previous round and a tracked-changes (eg,
redline) version of the revised FAQs to enable them to see the
specific revisions that were made based on the feedback.
Participants were given just over a week to complete each round
of the survey, with 2 reminder emails sent out within that time
to reduce attrition.

Round Analysis, FAQ Draft Revisions, and Consensus
Criteria
After each Delphi round, we triaged the FAQ content as
problematic or nonproblematic. If FAQ sections had fewer than

3 participants providing negative feedback (ie, disagree or
strongly disagree), they were deemed nonproblematic. We
viewed nonproblematic FAQ sections as a consensus language
and made only minor edits to these sections (eg, revisions to
terminology). FAQ sections that received negative feedback
from 3 or more participants (on any question relating to
understandability or importance) were deemed problematic. For
all FAQ items, we examined open-ended feedback and
comments to identify points of confusion (eg, terminology,
unexplained concepts, and poor phrasing), requested
clarifications (eg, examples), and other participant
recommendations. One researcher incorporated the feedback in
a redlined document alongside relevant participant comments
to ensure that the revisions addressed the feedback. This
document was shared with the research team for review and
approval. If we made substantial revisions to an FAQ section
(ie, for FAQ items deemed to be problematic), we solicited
additional feedback in subsequent rounds.

In addition to survey questions about specific FAQ question
and answer content, rounds 2 and 3 contained questions to
identify preferred terminology and strategies for communicating
key concepts to the patient community. Whenever participant
feedback suggested a divergence of opinions or suggestions,
questions were devised to explore the divergence by explicitly
raising the issues and providing participants with the opportunity
to provide additional feedback (eg, providing alternative
approaches to answering a question in the FAQ sections). An
overview of our process is shown in Figure 1. The survey
instruments and the round summaries provided to the
participants are included in Multimedia Appendices 1-6.

We note that our consensus criterion, fewer than 3 individuals
providing negative feedback, is highly conservative among
Delphi studies. The Delphi technique does not demand a specific
threshold for consensus [22,25,30]. Some Delphi studies use
simple majorities to define consensus [25,31]. In contrast, our
consensus criterion requires between 90% and 92% positive or
neutral feedback, depending on the round, notably higher than
other Delphi studies [25].
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Figure 1. Overview of the Delphi process and content for round 1 (n=38), round 2 (n=37), and round 3 (n=33). FAQ: frequently asked question;
MiNDFIRL: Minimum Necessary Disclosure For Interactive Record Linkage.

Thematic Analysis
After all 3 rounds, 2 researchers conducted a preliminary
inductive thematic analysis of the open-ended responses to
provide an additional context for our primary result: the FAQ
template document. The thematic analysis was intended to
identify broader lessons learned about communicating with
patients about research from the Delphi process, including
common concerns, desired content, and preferred
communication approaches. One researcher reviewed the
open-ended comments and generated an initial list of themes.
The second researcher reviewed the initial list, all participant
feedback, and made revisions to the list of themes. These draft
themes were reviewed and discussed in a meeting with a third
researcher providing input. We then identified participant quotes
that were representative of the themes.

Results

Participant Demographics
A total of 45 participants were invited to participate in the
Delphi study. Of those, 38 participated in round 1, resulting in
a response rate of 84% (Table 1). Females (28/38, 74%) and
non-Hispanic Whites (33/38, 87%) were disproportionately
represented. The age range of the participants was 21 to 78
years, with a median of 49 years. The majority had a college
degree or higher education (35/38, 92%), reflecting that the
patients engaged in research with PPRNs and the staff at a
university that we recruited from. Less than half of the sample
(15/38, 39%) had 2 to 5 physician visits, with the rest having
more than 5 visits in the last year and 63% (24/38) reported
having good or very good health status. The most common
clinical conditions included type II diabetes, thyroid disease,
rheumatoid arthritis, and chronic pain.
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Table 1. Demographic information of participants who completed round 1 (n=38).

ValuesCharacteristics

Age (years)

50 (14.6)Mean (SD)

21-78Range

Gender, n (%)

10 (26)Male

28 (74)Female

Education, n (%)

3 (8)Some college credit and no degree

7 (18)Associate degree

11 (29)Bachelor’s degree

11 (29)Master’s degree

6 (16)Doctoral degree

Race and ethnicity, n (%)

33 (87)White

3 (8)African American or Black

1 (3)Asian

1 (3)Other

Average physician visits in 12 months, n (%)

15 (39)2-5 times

14 (37)6-10 times

9 (24)>10 times

Self-reported health status, n (%)

2 (5)Excellent

10 (26)Very good

14 (37)Good

12 (32)Fair

Principal Results
The principal result of this study is the final FAQ template
document. The final FAQ template had a Flesch-Kincaid
readability score of 8.66, which is slightly higher than the initial
FAQ score of 7.82. The FAQ template is included in Multimedia
Appendix 7, and it is also published on the web and accompanies
the open-source software package for MiNDFIRL available on
GitHub [32,33]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
open-source software to include template documentation to
facilitate transparent communication with subjects.

Delphi Round 1
In round 1 (n=38), participants responded favorably to the
overall FAQ, with 89.86% (2322/2584) of responses within the
strongly agree and agree category across all survey questions
on the FAQ content. Most participants strongly agreed or agreed
that the questions included in the FAQ were easy to understand
(755/798, 94.6%), the answers provided in the FAQ were easy
to understand (407/494, 82.4%), and the answers contained
useful information (432/494, 87.4%).

Participants generally found the visual content to be helpful
(25/38, 65% of the participants indicated that the record linkage
demonstration video was helpful; 31/38, 81% of the participants
indicated that the visual image showing how the MiNDFIRL
software reduces the privacy risk was helpful). Negative
feedback about the demonstration video and image, however,
was mainly related to technical issues (eg, could not view) and
included a request for more information. The question that
received the strongest negative feedback (18 participants either
disagreed or strongly disagreed that the FAQ item contains
useful information) was “What will you do if you discover that
my data has been misused?” Many participants objected to the
lack of specificity with the provided answer (“While we take
great measures to safeguard your data, if a data breach were to
occur, we would follow legal guidelines for breach
notification.”) One participant noted:

What are the legal guidelines for breach notification?
Are there any ramifications for the institution for a
breach? Are there any remediation efforts that will
be undertaken?
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Of the 50 questions in round 1, 7 FAQ question and answer
items were designated as problematic and triaged for substantial
edits for round 2. In round 1, 5 participants (5/38, 13%) had
concerns about the terminology used to describe information
subsets (ie, identifiers and nonidentifiers).

Delphi Round 2
A total of 37 (37/38, 97%) participants were included in round
2. Round 2 had fewer questions (25 items) than round 1 because
of a high level of agreement and positive feedback. In general,
the revisions made before round 2 were related to terminology
and improving the readability of the FAQ. In addition, round 1
responses indicated that some concepts should be explained in
more detail, and therefore, several new FAQ question and
answer pairs were added to enhance the understanding (eg,
“What is Patient Matching?”). We also included new visuals to
aid understanding of key concepts.

In round 2, we sought specific feedback for the newly created
FAQ items and the 7 FAQ items that were deemed problematic
in round 1. Of these, strong majorities of participants agreed
that the new and revised questions were easy to understand
(mean 88%, SD 1.810), the answers were easy to understand
(mean 88%, SD 1.732), the FAQ item was important (mean
83%, SD 1.5), and the FAQ item contained useful information
(mean 90%, SD 1.536).

One of the FAQ items identified as problematic in round 1
received negative feedback concerning the terminology used to
describe identifying information. Consequently, round 2
included two multiple choice questions and one open-ended
question to identify the best terminology. In the round 1 FAQ,
we used identifiers to refer to the subset of information within
a record that is used in the record linkage process to distinguish
one person from another, or conversely, confirm that 2 records
pertain to the same individual. We also used the term
nonidentifiers or health-related study information to refer to
the information that researchers use to answer the research
question. This terminology was critical to participants’
understanding of central concepts in the FAQ, namely, (1)
researchers sometimes need identifying information such as
names (eg, in record linkage), (2) identifying information is
usually not needed when answering central research questions,
and (3) researchers sometimes take steps to separate identifying
information from the main research data before analysis (eg,
coding data and using the MiNDFIRL software). There were
several existing terms that were rejected as problematic either
because they were terms of art with existing definitions that
were not suited to a template FAQ for use in different research
projects (eg, protected health information) or they were

commonly used to refer to an entire record rather than subsets
of the record (eg, personally identifying information).

In round 2, we asked participants for their preferred terms and
included 4 options for each term, including some options
suggested by participants in round 1. A plurality of round 2
participants voted for identifying information (16/38, 43%) and
a majority of round 2 participants separately voted for
nonidentifying information (23/37, 62%). An open-ended
follow-up question allowed participants to offer additional
thoughts on the suggested terms. A total of 4 participants offered
support for identifying information or nonidentifying information
as an alternative for their votes (Table 2).

Round 2 also contained a series of questions to improve the
FAQ item pertaining to data misuse, which received the
strongest negative feedback of the round 1 FAQ items. Creating
a template FAQ language was particularly challenging given
that the applicable laws, institutional policies, and ethical
requirements are likely to vary significantly depending on the
specific project [34]. Nonetheless, strong participant
dissatisfaction with a vague reference to legal and institutional
requirements clearly indicated that participants wanted more
information. In round 2, we included 5 questions seeking
feedback on what type of information participants would want
for this FAQ item. Most participants agreed or strongly agreed
that it was important to include links to legal requirements
(30/37, 81%) or organizational rules (24/37, 65%) and thought
it was important to summarize legal breach notification
requirements (28/37, 76%), organizational notification
requirements (25/37, 68%), or IRB required notification
requirements (29/37, 78%).

Round 2 contained additional questions evaluating the revisions
to the 6 other FAQ items deemed problematic in round 1 and
the 3 newly added FAQ items. Participant feedback in round 2
indicated that only 3 of the FAQ items deemed problematic in
round 1 were still problematic after the round 2 revisions (ie,
at least three participants disagreed or strongly disagreed that
the FAQ question or answer was easy to understand, important,
or contained useful information). One of the open-ended
comments suggested that 1 of the FAQ items remained
problematic because it lacked a clear definition for linked data.
Moreover, 1 FAQ item had conflicting feedback, specifically
the need for detail versus brevity. The open-ended feedback
suggested that the third FAQ item, “What difference will my
data make?” was problematic for a variety of reasons, including
FAQ clarity and apparent misalignment between the questions
and answers included in the FAQ. In addition, several
participants objected to the use of the phrase people like you
when describing the representativeness of a sample.
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Table 2. Terminology preferences of the participants for identifying and nonidentifying information (n=38).

Values, n (%)Terminology preferences

Subset of information used to link records (ie, identifying information)a

3 (8)Identifiers

16 (43)Identifying information

4 (11)Identifiable information

14 (38)Information that can be used to identify individuals

Subset of information that is used to answer the research question (ie, nonidentifying information)b

2 (5)Nonidentifiers

23 (62)Nonidentifying information

5 (14)Nonidentifiable information

7 (19)Health-related study data

aOther terms suggested by participants: private information, personal information, patient data, confidential data, confidential information, information
for identifying individuals, and personally identifiable (identifying) information.
bOther terms suggested by participants: data for health studies, publicly available data, social data, information that does not reveal your identity,
anonymous study data, information that does not identify individuals, and information that is used as data.

All 3 of the newly introduced FAQ items were deemed
problematic based on round 2 feedback. Of these new FAQ
items, 1 described record linkage in general (“What is patient
matching?”) and the other 2 specifically described the
privacy-preserving record linkage software, MiNDFIRL. The
negative open-ended feedback from these 3 questions indicated
that some participants struggled with the length, complexity,
and sometimes the tone (ie, patronizing) of the FAQ
explanations. However, negative feedback on the length and
complexity often directly conflicted with positive feedback
related to detail and clarity. For example, 1 participant stated,
“The technical terminology cannot be avoided. However, it is
most informative. I would leave this section as is.” Similarly,
although many participants indicated that the included visuals
were helpful, the feedback indicated that the visuals were a
point of confusion and frustration to others.

One new FAQ item (“How can MiNDFIRL help
patient-matching while hiding identifiers?”) used a text narrative
to describe how a researcher would use MiNDFIRL to conduct
record linkage. Participants found this static text narrative clear,
but tedious to follow. In round 3, the substance of this FAQ
item was incorporated into a YouTube video demonstration (ie,
FAQ text as the script) of the MiNDFIRL software [35].

Delphi Round 3
A total of 33 (33/37, 89%) participants were included in round
3. We included 1 round 3 question that specifically solicited
feedback on the preference of the participants for simplicity and
brevity versus detail and completeness, (ie, whether we should
eliminate 2 explanatory subsections of the FAQ item, “What
pieces of information about me will the researchers see?”). A
strong majority (25/33, 76%) of the participants preferred that
the subsections be included for those who wanted the
information.

On the basis of the feedback from rounds 1 and 2, we included
a question in round 3 to solicit feedback on how to communicate
statistics to the patient audience. The statistic described the

proportion in percentage of identifying information that was
revealed to a user of a MiNDFIRL software prototype as
opposed to a user linking records without the software. Feedback
from prior rounds suggested that patients would struggle to
understand percentages. However, a majority of participants
seemed to favor using percentages when asked in round 3.

In round 3, we provided alternative options for 2 problematic
FAQ items. A majority of the participants (19/33, 58% and
20/33, 61%) favored the shorter alternative of each FAQ.

One FAQ item that was deemed problematic in round 2 was
converted into a YouTube video demonstration for round 3
(Multimedia Appendix 8) [35]. Participants overwhelmingly
found this video helpful or very helpful (31/33, 94%). Negative
feedback was minor and focused on production, sound quality,
and technical issues with playing the video.

In total, 3 of the 6 remaining problematic FAQ items had
conflicting feedback in round 2. These items received negative
feedback from a minority of our participants (10%-16%). For
these questions, conflicting participant feedback in round 2 (ie,
negative feedback vs positive feedback) raised doubts about
substantial revisions to appease the minority of participants with
negative feedback being able to maximize participant scores
further. For example, we received positive feedback on the level
of detail and completeness of these FAQ items and negative
feedback requesting that the same FAQ items be shorter. We
were unsure how to address these divergent comments with text
edits. Thus, instead of adding specific questions in round 3, we
revised these FAQ items where participant feedback indicated
clear areas of improvement, for example, correcting visuals and
adding requested definitions.

In addition, we attempted to address conflicting participant
feedback on the competing values of simplicity and brevity
versus detail and completeness by changing the format of the
FAQ document in a few ways. First, we created an interactive
website FAQ with expandable FAQ sections. This permitted
users to quickly access sections that interest them and not be
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overwhelmed by the volume of other content. Second, we cut
most definitions from the main text of the FAQ and replaced
them with definition pop-up boxes that appear when a user’s
mouse hovers over a key term. This reduced the volume of text
while still providing information if needed. Third, we bolded
the text of important information within each FAQ section to
aid content skimming. A strong majority of the round 3
participants (31/33, 94%) found this revised format helpful or
very helpful.

We asked our expert panel one 5-point Likert question on the
overall helpfulness of the FAQ website. In total, 30 of the 33
respondents rated the FAQ website as very helpful (n=21),
helpful (n=6), or somewhat helpful (n=3).

Preliminary Thematic Analysis
The preliminary inductive thematic analysis identified 9 themes
in the open-ended responses of the participants for all 3 rounds.
These themes are summarized in Textbox 1. Representative
quotes for these themes are available in Multimedia Appendix
9.

Textbox 1. Preliminary themes identified by inductive analysis and a brief description.

Simplicity and brevity

• Expressing a preference for short and direct explanations

Detail and completeness

• Expressing a preference for complete explanations with sufficient details for clarity and understanding

Readability

• Expressing a preference for content that is easy to read and uses layman language

Terminology and definitions

• Expressing a preference for clearly defined terms and avoiding technical jargon

Tone

• Concerning the tone of explanations (eg, conversational and not patronizing)

Examples

• Concerning the utility of examples of key concepts

Visuals

• Concerning the utility of graphics, video, and interactive aids

Data disposition and future uses

• Expressing concerns relating to what happens to research data at the end of a project (eg, destruction, reuse, and storage)

Patient rights

• Concerning the explanation of patient rights and protection

Participant Attrition
There were no significant participant attrition issues. Of the 38
participants who completed round 1, only 6 did not complete
all 3 rounds. All 6 were women (aged 27-57 years) who reported
having acquired a bachelor’s, master’s, or doctoral degree and
reported fair to excellent health. Moreover, 4 of these
participants were White.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Although the primary aim of this study is to develop a template
language that could be used in a privacy statement for research
using a specific software (MiNDFIRL), our results provide
broad insights into communication with patients regarding how
their data are used in research and how different software is

used to enhance privacy. Communicating effectively with
patients is an essential component of public health ethics, yet
it is exceedingly difficult to communicate effectively [15,36].
Secondary database research uses an exceedingly broad range
of research aims and methodologies. Moreover, the public is
increasingly concerned about how their data are being used by
the government, academia, and businesses [19,37]. Thus, proper
transparency requires clearly describing the technical subject
matter, communicating the purpose and process of data use,
and addressing common concerns while using language that
can be understood by a lay audience. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first effort to develop documentation in
patient voice on an open-source software to facilitate transparent
communication with the public on issues related to how a
software addresses privacy concerns.
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Our results indicate several considerations when communicating
with patients. These considerations align with existing
knowledge of health literacy (eg, simple language, visual aids,
define terms, and cultural considerations) [38].

Although it may be obvious, our results support the notion that
the patient community has varied preferences and opinions.
This diversity manifested itself in comments about various
aspects of the template disclosure language. For instance, there
were frequent disagreements about the competing virtues of
comprehensiveness versus conciseness, which might relate to
varied levels of health literacy within our sample (ie, patients
with chronic conditions) [38].

Communicating with the correct voice or tone when discussing
highly technical subject matter can also be challenging. For
instance, some of our participants expressed strong preferences
for definitions of key terms. However, 1 respondent conveyed
that an FAQ section with several definitions came across as a
textbook answer. We used the second-person tense in our FAQ,
which received positive feedback when used correctly (ie,
personal and conversational). On the basis of participant
feedback, we believe that a personal and conversational tone
can be effective in cultivating trust between researchers and the
public. However, we discovered that the second-person tense
can come across as patronizing or worse. For example, when
discussing representativeness, we used the phrase people like
you. Although some participants had no issues with this phrase,
several participants thought that the phrase had a negative tone
and connotation and should be used carefully, if used at all.

Similarly, our results show that providing examples can prove
to be beneficial and can create new challenges. Some
participants found the examples to be helpful or requested
examples for certain content. However, adding examples
increases the content volume for the readers to absorb. If
designed well, visuals can be particularly helpful to some
patients. During the brief turnaround between Delphi rounds,
we developed imperfect visuals that were helpful to many, but
were confusing to others. Participant feedback was critical for
identifying and correcting potentially confusing elements in the
visuals.

The results from round 1 allow for another interesting
observation. In round 1, we provided participants with a
noninteractive FAQ document (PDF) and solicited feedback
from participants as they progressed through each section of
the document. The feedback from 8 of the 38 participants on
earlier questions suggested that readers were developing
questions and identifying concerns as they read the document.
Although many of these questions and concerns were not
germane to the section that they reviewed (and usually covered
in detail subsequently), the feedback suggests that readers will
either have preexisting questions that they want to be answered
or will develop new questions as they read a privacy statement.
This provides some support for an FAQ-style privacy statement,
which identifies common questions and provides answers, as
opposed to traditional privacy statements that can be challenging
to navigate for personally relevant content [39].

The web-based, interactive FAQ received strong support. The
interactive features (eg, expandable text and on-demand

definitions) allowed us to provide information to those who
want it, while reducing on-screen text for those who feel
overwhelmed. This finding is consistent with other research
showing preferences for web-based approaches in some
populations [40].

We note that some organizations are moving away from
web-based FAQs to communicate issues with the public [41].
For example, related FAQ answers might contain duplicative
content, contributing to longer documents, and using questions
as headings (as opposed to their answers) might slow a reader’s
search for information. Our template FAQ included measures
to control some of these concerns. For example, on-demand
content for key terms and concepts reduces visible duplicative
content, and highlighted key points aid readers in finding
important information. However, future research should explore
whether alternative modes of research transparency in secondary
database research are preferable to an FAQ.

In addition to the FAQ-specific feedback, our participants
identified a number of concerns that may be common in the
broader patient community. For example, participants were
interested in the use of encryption, the use of which seemed to
relieve some concerns. Similar to prior work [33], patients also
expressed concerns regarding the use of specific identifiers (ie,
names and social security number). Several participants
expressed questions and concerns relating to any future use,
maintenance, or destruction of data pertaining to them.
Researchers developing a privacy statement or disclosure for
future research should consider including information on these
topics to address these common concerns.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, we set out to develop
a template privacy statement language to be adapted for
secondary database research projects using a specific record
linkage software, MiNDFIRL. As a result, our template language
may have limited applicability outside of secondary database
research involving record linkage. Second, our expert patient
Delphi panel may not broadly represent the diversity of patient
experiences. We note that although our Delphi panel was mostly
White, female, and well educated, patients who did not complete
the study had similar characteristics. Although we observed
saturation in the responses indicating that the coverage of issues
was good among the participant group, future work should
closely consider demographic differences, particularly for those
populations that have been historically marginalized in research.
For example, we conducted a subsequent survey of the FAQ
with a nationally representative sample (ie, meeting US Census
demographic targets) of more than 500 people. Initial results
indicate that, in general, more than 80% were moderately, very,
or extremely satisfied, but future work should focus on
investigating the differential preferences by demographics and
socioeconomic status, including education level, to better detect
gaps. Third, the use of the Delphi method may have resulted in
repeated exposure bias over the 3 rounds. Finally, the Delphi
method is useful for identifying consensus, but it cannot measure
effectiveness. Future evaluations should include pre-post testing
to assess the effectiveness of this template language.
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Comparisons With Prior Work
There has been much work on understanding the experiences
and perspectives of participants, especially in the context of
using health data for research [5,9,10,17,26,40]. However, this
study is the first to employ a Delphi method to engage patients
with the objective of creating a privacy statement in an FAQ
format to communicate issues, risks, and benefits of using their
data and a software in a record linkage study.

Conclusions
Although this study aimed to develop a communication tool for
use with a specific record linkage prototype software (ie,
MiNDFIRL), the lessons of this research have broad
applicability to efforts of researchers to communicate with data
subjects.

Our results support the existence of a diverse patient population
with varied preferences and information needs. Despite these
diverse preferences and needs, we were able to develop a
consensus language that can help communicate complex
research issues, including identifiability, record linkage, and
technical privacy protections. We believe that this
patient-friendly language is adaptable to other research contexts.

Moreover, our findings support a compromise between
individuals who want detail and individuals who want brevity.
An interactive FAQ document helps connect patients with the
answers that they care about and enables on-demand additional
content (ie, definitions, additional explanation, and examples)
without cluttering the page for all readers. Adopting
patient-friendly public disclosures relating to privacy safeguards
and risks, such as the template FAQ, will help to promote
transparency and trust in researchers among the public and the
patient community.
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Abstract

Background: A visual abstract is a graphic summary of a research article’s question, methods, and major findings. Although
they have a number of uses, visual abstracts are chiefly used to promote research articles on social media.

Objective: This study aimed to determine if the use of visual abstracts increases the visibility of nephrology research shared
on Twitter.

Methods: A prospective case-control crossover study was conducted using 40 research articles published in the American
Journal of Nephrology (AJN). Each article was shared by the AJN Twitter account in 3 formats: (1) the article citation, (2) the
citation with a key figure from the article, and (3) the citation with a visual abstract. Tweets were spaced 2 weeks apart to allow
washout of the previous tweet, and the order of the tweets was randomized. Dissemination was measured via retweets, views,
number of link clicks, and Altmetric scores.

Results: Tweets that contained a visual abstract had more than twice as many views as citation-only tweets (1351, SD 1053 vs
639, SD 343) and nearly twice as many views as key figure tweets (1351, SD 1053 vs 732, SD 464). Visual abstract tweets had
5 times the engagements of citation-only tweets and more than 3.5 times the engagements of key figure tweets. Visual abstract
tweets were also associated with greater increases in Altmetric scores as compared to citation-only tweets (2.20 vs 1.05).

Conclusions: The use of visual abstracts increased visibility of research articles on Twitter, resulting in a greater number of
views, engagements, and retweets. Visual abstracts were also associated with increased Altmetric scores as compared to citation-only
tweets. These findings support the broader use of visual abstracts in the scientific community. Journals should consider visual
abstracts as valuable tools for research dissemination.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22327)   doi:10.2196/22327

KEYWORDS

social media; science communication; visual abstract; Twitter; dissemination

Introduction

The visual abstract is a graphic summary of a research article’s
question, methods, and major findings (Figure 1) [1]. Although
visual abstracts were initially conceived as a way to visually
represent studies for slide presentations, they were quickly

adapted to promote and share studies on social media. Similar
to a text abstract, a visual abstract does not replace the act of
reading an article, but instead allows a viewer to quickly grasp
what question a study addresses, how the investigators examined
this question, and the associated results. Visual abstracts are
used to accompany scientific articles on various social media
platforms that rely heavily on image-based communication.
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Twitter, specifically, is frequently used to share research
findings and generate conversations among medical
professionals and scientists [2-6]. Twitter allows physicians,
journals, and institutions to disseminate research beyond the
traditional readership of scientific publications to a broader
audience comprised of researchers, clinicians, and the general
public.

The utility and impact of the visual abstract was first evaluated
by Ibrahim et al [7]. The Annals of Surgery shared 44 original
research articles via Twitter twice each, once with only the
article title and hyperlink, and once with the article title,
hyperlink, and visual abstract. Ibrahim et al found that tweets
with the visual abstract had a 7-fold increase in impressions

(views), an 8-fold increase in retweets, and a nearly 3-fold
increase in article visits [7]. Although the authors concluded
that visual abstracts were responsible for the increased
dissemination, it is possible that the inclusion of any image
would have produced similar results. Our study evaluates
whether visual abstracts improve viewership more than the
inclusion of relevant key figures. Additionally, the visual
abstract study by Ibrahim et al [7] was conducted when the use
of visual abstracts was still novel. It is possible that as the use
of visual abstracts has increased on social media, the associated
effects have attenuated. In this study, we aim to assess the
impact of visual abstract tweets as compared to key figure and
citation-only tweets.

Figure 1. A sample visual abstract published alongside an American Journal of Nephrology original research publication.

Methods

Overview
Between December 2018 and October 2019, a prospective,
crossover study was conducted using original research articles
published in the American Journal of Nephrology (AJN). Every
article that had a visual abstract during the study period was
included in the study. Three were excluded from analysis due
to technical difficulties with the tweets or the AJN website. All
research articles published in the sections “Patient-Oriented,
Translational Research,” “Laboratory Investigation,” and
“Transplantation” had visual abstracts. “Novel Research
Findings” was the only section in which published research
articles did not have visual abstracts. Editorials, review articles,
errata, and letters did not have visual abstracts and were not
included.

Each article was tweeted from the AJN Twitter account
(@AmJNephrol) in 3 formats:

1. Citation-only

tweets included the study title, the authors, and author
institutions. If the authors or institutions had a presence on
Twitter, links to those accounts were also included. All
tweets had links to the original article in AJN.

2. Key figure
tweets included the citation-only information along with a
key figure from the article. The figure was chosen by one
of the investigators (SO).

3. Visual abstract
tweets included the citation-only information along with a
visual abstract created by the AJN visual abstract team.

To minimize confounding from the order of tweets, each article
was randomized into 1 of 6 groups. Randomization was done
using the random number generator in Microsoft Excel to assign
every manuscript to one of 6 groups. Each group represented
the order in which the visual abstract tweet, key figure tweet,
and citation-only tweet would be posted. For example, articles
randomized to group 1 were tweeted in the order of visual
abstract, followed by citation-only, followed by key figure
(Figure 2). The rest of the groups were a permutation of this
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order. For each article, a 2-week “washout” period was
employed between tweets. Additionally, the number of followers

that the AJN account had at the time of each tweet was recorded.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of how each article was tweeted 3 times.

Assessment and Data Extraction
All analysis was performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc).
Descriptive statistics were obtained for the outcome variables.
All outcome variables were analyzed using negative binomial
models. Negative binomial models were used because the data
are count data, as all possible values of the variables were
positive and the variables were positive integers. The
engagement rate was analyzed using One-Way Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA).

Altmetric scores were recorded for each study before each tweet
and at the end of each washout period. Altmetric tracks the
attention that research outputs receive online [8]. Altmetric
scores are calculated using an automated algorithm that weighs
the amount of attention a scholarly work has received in social
and traditional media. The absolute difference in Altmetric
scores was calculated for all tweets. Twitter analytics [9] was
used to measure impressions (views), total engagements,
retweets, article visits, and engagement rates for tweets. Twitter
analytics defines engagements as the total number of users that
interacted with a tweet. Interactions include retweets, replies,
likes, following the Twitter account, clicking on a link or
hashtag, playing embedded media, clicking on the author’s
profile photo or name, or expanding the tweet. Link clicks
represent the number of times users clicked the link in the tweet
taking users to the study on the AJN website. The engagement
rate is the number of engagements divided by the number of
views.

Results

The study included 40 original nephrology publications. The
40 publications were randomized to Groups 1-6: Group 5
contained 5 publications (12.5%); Groups 1-4 and Group 6 had
7 publications each (17.5%). In citation-only tweets, the average
number of impressions, engagements, retweets, and link clicks
did not differ significantly by group (P=.58, P=.23, P=.77, and
P=.32, respectively). In key figure tweets, there was no
significant difference by group for average impressions,
engagements, retweets, and link clicks (P=.07, P=.29, P=.58,
and P=.57, respectively). For visual abstract tweets, the average
number of impressions, engagements, retweets, and link clicks
did not significantly differ by group (P=.08, P=.20, P=.64, and
P=.37, respectively).

Visual abstract tweets had more than twice as many views as
citation-only tweets (1351, SD 1053 vs 639, SD 343; P<.001)
and nearly twice as many views as key figure tweets (1351, SD
1053 vs 732, SD 464; P<.001) (Table 1). Visual abstracts had
5 times the engagement of citation-only tweets (P<.001) and
more than 3.5 times the engagement of key figure tweets
(P<.001). Visual abstract tweets had a higher engagement rate
(5.7%) than both citation-only tweets (2.4%; P<.001) and key
figure tweets (3.2%; P<.001).

There was no significant difference in the number of link clicks
for visual abstract tweets and key figure tweets (P=.35), or for
visual abstract tweets and citation-only tweets (P=.35). The
increase in Altmetric scores was significantly higher (P=.02)
for the 2 weeks following a visual abstract tweet than for the 2
weeks following a citation-only tweet. There was no significant
difference in Altmetric score for the 2 weeks following a key
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figure tweet compared to the 2 weeks following a visual abstract tweet (P=.85).

Table 1. Comparison of measures between tweet types.

P value for VA vs
key figure

P value for VA vs
citation only

VAa tweetKey figure tweetCitation-only tweet

<.001<.0011351.08731.88638.58Number of impressions

<.001<.00183.7524.0815.75Number of total engagements

<.001<.0013.681.300.95Number of retweets

.35.358.956.688.13Number of link clicks

.85.022.202.331.05Difference in Altmetric scores

<.001<.0015.752.463.18Engagement rate

aVisual abstract.

Discussion

Overview
Visual abstracts increase the visibility of scientific publications
on Twitter. In our crossover trial, the inclusion of a visual
abstract roughly doubled the number of Twitter accounts that
saw a tweet compared to a tweet without any image or compared
to a tweet with a key figure from the article. However, views
are passive. In order to assess how visual abstracts encourage
more active forms of viewership, we tracked tweet engagement
levels. Here, visual abstract tweets were even more impactful
than both citation-only and key figure tweets, with visual
abstracts increasing Twitter engagement by 5 fold and 3.5 fold,
respectively. Although others have documented the effect of a
visual abstract on research dissemination, this trial is, to our
knowledge, the first to control for the effect of an image in the
tweet. This is important because images in general increase
views and engagement [10]. In order for visual abstracts to be
a meaningful part of a dissemination strategy, they have to be
more effective than a key figure from the article. The number
of link clicks, however, did not differ significantly for visual
abstract, key figure, and citation-only tweets. Although the
online visibility of the articles improved with the addition of a
visual abstract, the addition of a visual abstract did not cause
users to click the link revealing the full article text. In the
Ibrahim et al [7] crossover study, tweeting a visual abstract
increased article visits by nearly three-fold; however, this still
represented less than 1% of the total impressions. In fact, our
link click rate of 0.6% with a visual abstract is similar to the
0.8% rate recorded by Ibrahim et al [7]. These very low link
click rates solidify the message that although social media can
boost article exposure, that exposure is shallow. Social media
can convey a message quickly, but it rarely pulls viewers in for
deeper consideration. Additionally, many viewers may be more
interested in quickly viewing and evaluating the key elements
of a paper rather than clicking through to the article link, which
is often hidden behind a paywall.

A number of studies have assessed the effect of Twitter
promotion on research impact and dissemination. In 2011,
Eysenbach [11] showed that Twitter promotion was associated
with future citations. A number of retrospective trials have
reproduced these results [12,13]. A pair of subsequent
randomized controlled trials from the same group were not able

to show increased 30-day readership for articles randomized to
twitter promotion [14,15]. However, in a trial of 696
cardiovascular articles randomized to twitter promotion or not,
the tweeted group had a 1.4-fold increase in citations as well as
increased Altmetric scores [16]. This was replicated by the
Thoracic Surgery Social Media Network, which randomized
112 original scientific research articles from The Annals of
Thoracic Surgery and The Journal of Thoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery to a tweeted group and a control group
[17]. The articles were tweeted by one user and then retweeted
by a team of 11 additional contributors (total audience of 52,893
followers). After 1 year of follow-up, the tweeted articles had
over 4 times the number of citations as the nontweeted control
group (3.1, SD 2.4 vs 0.7, SD 1.3). Of interest to our study, the
authors found a high correlation with Altmetric score and
citation count (R=0.72).

Several studies have demonstrated a positive association
between Altmetric scores and citation rates. Azer and Azer [18]
demonstrated that the Altmetric score for highly cited articles
in medical professionalism literature published during or after
2007 was significantly correlated with citation counts. Similarly,
Haddon Mullins et al [19] assessed the utility of Altmetric scores
in general surgery literature and demonstrated that Altmetric
scores had a significant positive correlation with citation
number. Barbic et al [20] identified the 200 most frequently
cited articles in the top 10 emergency medicine journals and
concluded there was a low correlation between citation counts
and Altmetric scores. The findings of such studies suggest that
Altmetric scores can complement other tools and strategies that
quantify research dissemination. A prospective trial by Luc et
al [21] demonstrated that tweeting studies resulted in
significantly more article citations over time and showed that
the Altmetric score was an independent predictor of citations.
In another prospective study, 24 articles were randomized to
infographic or control groups and were disseminated through
Twitter and Facebook [22]. Altmetric scores and abstract views
were both higher in the infographic group than in the control
group.

Only a few studies have looked at visual abstracts and their
ability to promote articles [23]. In the previously mentioned
Ibrahim et al [7] study, including a visual abstract resulted in a
7-fold increase in impressions, an 8-fold increase in retweets,
and a nearly 3-fold increase in article visits. Thoma et al [24]
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assessed how various social strategies, including the use of
infographics and podcasts, were able to promote articles from
the Canadian Journal of Emergency Medicine. Although the
study was not randomized, the authors found that when articles
were promoted on social media using infographics, abstract
views more than doubled and Altmetric scores nearly tripled .
In a follow-up randomized controlled trial, the same group found
that when articles were tweeted with infographics, abstract views
and article reads doubled compared to abstract-only tweets [22].
Lindquist et al [25] demonstrated an over 6-fold increase in
views in their N-of-1 experience of using a visual abstract for
a geriatric medicine article.

Many journals are adopting social media strategies to promote
the articles they publish [26]. However, simple strategies such
as just tweeting the names of and links to articles have failed
to improve readership or dissemination in multiple randomized
controlled trials [15,27]. As social media becomes noisier, more
sophisticated strategies are needed to rise above the din. Visual
abstracts are part of this strategy and have been adopted by 95
journals. It takes humans 6 seconds to read 20 words, but the
meaning of a visual symbol can be established in a quarter of
a second [1]. This means that people casually scrolling through
a social media feed can quickly glean the meaning of visual
abstract, while a longer, text-based description may be ignored.
Additionally, visual abstracts are turning up outside of social
media feeds. Visual abstracts are regularly found in lectures
and presentations at regional and national meetings, further
promoting the article and the publishing journal [23].

Principal Results
To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate that the
presence of a visual abstract uniquely boosts views and improves
engagement. This demonstrates that the use of a visual abstract
is more valuable than a relevant image from the article. The
crossover nature of our study design limited the effect of
multiple graphic designers with variable talent levels in creating
visual abstracts. Additionally, each article was randomized to
1 of 6 groups. Each group corresponded to the order in which
the visual abstract, figure, and text would be tweeted. This
randomization was employed to minimize the effect of order
on impressions, total engagements, engagement rate, retweets,
link clicks, and Altmetric scores. As mentioned in the results,
there was no significant difference between impressions, total
engagements, engagement rate, retweets, or link clicks by group.
Although the AJN twitter account gained 560 followers during
the time of the study, the number of followers at the time of
tweeting did not differ significantly by tweet type. The triple
crossover design employed in our study allows articles to be
compared to themselves and removes concerns that more
authors, higher budgets, or home institutions with more
engagement in promoting their faculty could alter the results.

Limitations
This study does have a number of limitations. We only used
Twitter analytics and Altmetric to assess dissemination of
articles. As such, we cannot comment on whether the journal
site was visited more frequently or whether the use of visual
abstracts was associated with article downloads, an important
finding in the landmark study by Ibrahim et al [7]. Because all
studies were tweeted with and without a visual abstract, our
study cannot determine if visual abstracts increase subsequent
citations. Two of the authors (JT, EL) have large social media
footprints, and their tweeting may have swayed the results.
Ideally, their use of Twitter in regard to these articles should
have been protocolized (either to tweet all of them or none of
them). Although this was discussed during the study design, no
such protocol was implemented. Additionally, we did not
evaluate the tweeting patterns of the authors of the included
articles. If authors were active on Twitter and had large social
media footprints, this may have affected the magnitude of the
results. However, by using a crossover design where each article
serves as its own control, we feel that we have neutralized the
effect of authors and institutions on Twitter. In addition,
editorials, review articles, and letters did not have visual
abstracts and were therefore not included in the study. The visual
abstract design is less appropriate for such article types. Our
study cannot comment on the utility of visual abstracts for these
publication types.

Comparison With Prior Work
While our study has some similarities to the original Ibrahim
et al [7] study on visual abstracts, we found a smaller magnitude
of effect. Possible explanations could be that as visual abstracts
become more common, the effect size is smaller. Another
possible explanation is that not all visual abstracts are created
equal, and that the visual abstracts used in the landmark study
[7] were better at attracting attention than the visual abstracts
created for this study. Additionally, because both of these studies
are single journal studies, the nature of the journal could be an
unaddressed confounder. The Annals of Surgery is the official
journal of the American Surgical Association, while AJN is a
journal not associated with a professional society.

Conclusions
This study demonstrates that the addition of a visual abstract
increases the attention that an article attracts on social media.
This further establishes the visual abstract as an effective tool
to improve research dissemination on social media. Although
a visual abstract is not a substitute for reading an article, the
adoption of visual abstracts by journals can enhance the online
visibility of original research. The effect size and significance
of our findings support the adoption of visual abstracts by
journals hoping to improve online visibility of recently published
original research.
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Abstract

Background: Performing systematic reviews is a time-consuming and resource-intensive process.

Objective: We investigated whether a machine learning system could perform systematic reviews more efficiently.

Methods: All systematic reviews and meta-analyses of interventional randomized controlled trials cited in recent clinical
guidelines from the American Diabetes Association, American College of Cardiology, American Heart Association (2 guidelines),
and American Stroke Association were assessed. After reproducing the primary screening data set according to the published
search strategy of each, we extracted correct articles (those actually reviewed) and incorrect articles (those not reviewed) from
the data set. These 2 sets of articles were used to train a neural network–based artificial intelligence engine (Concept Encoder,
Fronteo Inc). The primary endpoint was work saved over sampling at 95% recall (WSS@95%).

Results: Among 145 candidate reviews of randomized controlled trials, 8 reviews fulfilled the inclusion criteria. For these 8
reviews, the machine learning system significantly reduced the literature screening workload by at least 6-fold versus that of
manual screening based on WSS@95%. When machine learning was initiated using 2 correct articles that were randomly selected
by a researcher, a 10-fold reduction in workload was achieved versus that of manual screening based on the WSS@95% value,
with high sensitivity for eligible studies. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve increased dramatically every
time the algorithm learned a correct article.

Conclusions: Concept Encoder achieved a 10-fold reduction of the screening workload for systematic review after learning
from 2 randomly selected studies on the target topic. However, few meta-analyses of randomized controlled trials were included.
Concept Encoder could facilitate the acquisition of evidence for clinical guidelines.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22422)   doi:10.2196/22422
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Introduction

Evidence-based medicine aims to provide treatment that matches
a patient’s needs by integrating the best and latest scientific
evidence and clinical skills [1]. Performing systematic reviews
and meta-analyses is vital to obtain data that can inform
evidence-based clinical decisions as well as the development
of clinical and public health guidelines [2].

When performing a systematic review, it is critical to minimize
potential bias by identifying all relevant published articles
through exhaustive and systematic screening of the literature,
which can be an extremely time-consuming and
resource-intensive process.

The Cochrane collaboration mandates reinvestigation and
updating of published systematic reviews and meta-analyses
every 2 years to maintain the novelty and quality of evidence
[3], but this is an onerous task. As a single systematic review
or meta-analysis usually requires 1 to 2 years to complete, only
one-third of all Cochrane reviews are updated on time [4], and
many reviews are obsolete or missing [5,6]. Therefore, the
development of methods for the automation of the systematic
review process has been suggested [7].

To reduce the time and cost of screening literature when
performing systematic reviews, researchers have explored the
use of active learning text classification systems to achieve
semiautomated exclusion of irrelevant studies while retaining
a high proportion of eligible studies for subsequent manual
review [8,9]. However, little progress has been made for the
following reasons. First, previous studies did not investigate
well-characterized and high-quality data sets, so the type of
systematic review used as the data source was unclear, and the
method of applying machine learning to the clinical studies was
obscure. Second, previous reports did not specify how active
machine learning was used. Third, only an approximate
30%-50% reduction of the workload was achieved [8]. Fourth,
a method that extracts 100% of the correct articles from the
literature has not been developed because most studies use a
targeted extraction of 95% as the primary outcome; despite the
importance of not missing any eligible studies when performing
systematic reviews (ie, the objective is to identify all relevant
articles) [10-14].

To overcome some of these issues, we studied systematic
reviews of randomized controlled trials cited in several recent
international clinical guidelines to investigate whether an active
machine learning system (Concept Encoder, Fronteo Inc) could
reduce the workload and accelerate the review process while
improving its precision.

Methods

Search Strategy and Selection of Reviews
This study was performed according to a specified protocol and
was registered with the University Hospital Medical Information
Network clinical trials registry (UMIN000032663). Our
institutional review board waived the need for approval. Three
reviewers (TYamada, HT, and NS) independently checked the
reference lists of 5 recent clinical guidelines released by the

American Diabetes Association [15], American College of
Cardiology [16], American Heart Association (2 guidelines)
[17,18], and American Stroke Association [19]. The reviewers
identified all systematic reviews and meta-analyses cited in
these guidelines with no language restrictions.

Next, the reviewers selected eligible systematic reviews and
meta-analyses of interventional randomized controlled trials
for medications that fulfilled the following inclusion criteria:
First, a reproducible search strategy was required; therefore,
articles with no description of the search strategy, or without a
clear, reproducible description of the search strategy were
excluded. In addition, meta-analyses using individual data,
meta-analyses of observational studies, reports missing relevant
information, and reviews of fewer than 5 studies were excluded.
Finally, reviews were excluded if the primary screening data
set did not include all of the correct articles (ie, those cited)
when it was reproduced according to the published search
strategy. Disagreements among the reviewers were resolved by
consensus.

We reproduced primary screening data sets, including abstracts,
according to reported search strategies, that is, a search strategy
for PubMed was devised based on the search strategy for Ovid
MEDLINE described in each review (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Active Machine Learning System
An artificial intelligence engine (Concept Encoder) [20] was
used to convert sentences into vectors, extract and learn each
vector component as a feature value, identify similar vectors as
indicators of the similarity of sentence content, and perform a
rapid search for similar sentences. Vectorization facilitates text
analysis by providing numerical data that allow various
calculations to be performed (eg, to assess clustering of results).
In addition, vectorization allows searches to be based on the
sums and differences of sentences, facilitating comparison of
content between 2 sentences and resulting in a sentence retrieval
engine that can be adapted to research targets.

First, each sentence is decomposed into morphemes (the smallest
meaningful units of a language) by morphological analysis,
applying rules to label each morpheme level element with a
word. Next, the word labels were embedded in the k-dimension
vector space [21-24] using the word2vec technique. Sentences
can also be embedded in the k-dimension vector space using an
expansion to the word-embedding method called doc2vec that
yields paragraph vectors [21-24]. Several parameters are used
in these embedding techniques, such as the number of embedded
words, the vectors' dimensions, and negative sampling (ie, the
number noise samples, nonobserved data, generated in both
word2vec and doc2vec algorithms). These algorithms enable
the transformation into vectors of words and documents from
articles in a systematic review. Assuming that there are a total
of m abstracts and n words in all the articles (both reviewed and
not reviewed) in a single systematic review or meta-analysis
(ie, 1 of the 8 systematic reviews or meta-analyses included)
embedded in a k-dimension vector space, then the abstracts and
words can be expressed as
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Embedded vectors are well known to possess interesting features
such as word analogy and outperform the bag of word
approaches in several linguistic tasks. For example, if 2 articles
have similar contents, then the 2 row vectors in D associated
with those articles are a short cosine distance from one another.
Similarly, the 2 row vectors in W associated with 2 words having
a similar meaning are also a short cosine distance from one
another. Hence, if there are differences between the articles that
were reviewed and not reviewed, then the reviewed articles
should be closer to each other than those that were not reviewed.
These features persist after the 2 matrices are multiplied due to
linearity of multiplication. For example, if wi ≅ wj for 2 row
vectors in matrix W, then the inner product with d (a row vector
in matrix D) is d · wi ≅ d · wj. Expanding this to word analogy,
if wi – wi ≅ wi' – wj' where i, j, i', j' ∈ [1, 2, 3, ..., n] holds for 4
row vectors in matrix W, then d · wi – d · wj ≅ d · wi' – d · wj' is
true for any row vector d in matrix D.

Hence, the product of these 2 matrices is a DW matrix, which
is a sentence-word matrix that also possesses these interesting
features of the original matrices.

In this study, sentence similarity was evaluated by using a DW
matrix.

Neural networks have previously been used to calculate D and
W matrices, but calculation of these matrices becomes
computationally intense when a large number of articles are
investigated [21-24]. Hence, a neural network is generally
restricted to embedding the 1000 most common words in m
articles. In our analysis, the 1000 most common words were
identified for each of the 8 studies.

A skip-gram model with negative sampling was chosen to
calculate W. The embedding vector dimension was set at k=300,
which is usually considered sufficient to capture word and
document features, and the number of negative samplings was
set at ns=5. A previous paper [25] reported that values of
negative sampling in the range of ns=5-20 were useful for small
training data sets, whereas for large data sets, ns can be as small
as 2-5; the size of the data sets used in this study ranged from
m=138 to m=6935.

For D, the distributed bag of words version of paragraph vector
[20-24] was used as it is usually consistent across many tasks
[24]. The same negative sampling and embedding dimension
(ns=5 and k=300) were used. Both D and W were obtained at
the same time in this study. However, it is possible to obtain W
first and then calculate D by using the pretrained W. We used
the gensim (version 3.8.3)[26] package for Python (version 3.6)
with ns=5, k=300, and 1000 words.

A dimension reduction technique, such as singular value
decomposition, can be used to approximate the DW matrix with
a lower dimension matrix to reduce computational requirements;
however, this was not done in this analysis (the number of
columns in the DW matrix kept as 1000).

Reproduction of the Reviews
The similarity of any 2 articles is defined as the cosine distance
of the 2 vectors associated with these articles. After a correct
(reviewed) or incorrect (not reviewed) article is identified, the
associated row vector is defined as a correct or incorrect and
used as the feature vector representing a correct or incorrect
article. The cosine distances for all other articles (m − 1 articles)
are calculated and arranged in descending order. For the next
article from the top of the list, if the article is a correct one, the
mean of the vectors for the correct articles is used to train
Concept Encoder in the next step of active learning. If the article
is an incorrect one, the vector is subtracted to train Concept
Encoder in the next step of active learning, that is, it is used as
the feature vector. Cosine distances between the updated vector
and all other articles are calculated and ordered again, and this
process is repeated until all of the correct articles have been
identified. Here, the mean vector is simply used as the feature
vector for the correct articles. We could build classification
models using these vectors as features to arrange the remaining
articles in a descending manner by active learning; however,
similarity of articles seemed to be embedded in the vectors, and
using the vectors directly as the features was effective.
Therefore, we kept the process simple, and no further machine
learning was conducted in our active learning process.

Workload Reduction
Using 2 randomly selected correct articles (selected by Concept
Encoder from among the correct articles), the following steps
were performed to calculate how much workload reduction
could be achieved using Concept Encoder.

1. Concept Encoder read these 2 articles and calculated the
mean value of the sentence-word vectors corresponding to
the 2 articles. Next, this mean value was used to assign
scores to the other articles by determining the cosine
distance between the mean value and the vectors
corresponding to each of the remaining articles (Figure 1).

2. A researcher reviewed the article with the higher score. If
this was a correct article, Concept Encoder learned it as a
correct article based on the mean value of all chosen
sentence-word vectors. If it was an incorrect article, the
sentence-word vector is subtracted from the mean vector
of the corrected articles.

3. Concept Encoder learned the correct and incorrect article,
and thus identified and rescored the remaining articles,
which had not been checked by the researcher.

4. The researcher again reviewed the article with the highest
score. If this was a correct article, Concept Encoder learned
it as a correct article. If it was incorrect, Concept Encoder
learned it as an incorrect article.

5. After learning all of the correct and incorrect articles
identified up to this point, Concept Encoder scored the
remaining articles again. The mean of sentence-word
vectors for all corrected articles minus the mean of
sentence-word vectors for all incorrect articles was used to
score the remaining articles.

6. Steps 2 to 5 were repeated until all of the correct articles
had been identified. Following this, the final reading ratio
was calculated as the number of articles read by Concept
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Encoder relative to the total number of articles. For
example, if the total data set comprised 1000 articles, and
Concept Encoder found all of the correct articles after
reading 200 articles, the final reading ratio would be 20%,
and the work involved in screening the literature would
have been reduced by 80% (avoiding the need to read 800
out of 1000 articles). Work saved over sampling (WSS)
@R% is an index to measure how much work is saved

compared to manual screening to achieve identification of
R% of correct papers.

7. Next, the first correct article (step 2) was changed, and the
same process was repeated until all of the correct articles
were identified.

8. The maximum reduction of the literature screening
workload achieved by teaching Concept Encoder 2 correct
articles (ie, 2 articles that were actually reviewed) was
determined.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of information processing and user interaction with Concept Encoder.

Endpoints
The primary endpoint of this study was the reduction in the
literature screening workload when Concept Encoder was used
to identify all of the correct articles, relative to the workload
for finding all of the correct articles by manual review with
random sampling. WSS@95% recall was used for comparability
as this endpoint is often used in previous studies (Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Statistical Analysis
WSS and receiver operating characteristics were used to evaluate
the performance of the algorithm. Area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUROC) shows how much the
active learning improves classification ability between correct
and incorrect articles at each step of learning .

To evaluate the impact of the 2 initial papers selected on system
performance, all possible pairs of papers were generated and
used to run the algorithm. Then the mean and standard deviation
of WSS@95% were measured. The confidence interval of the
AUROC was determined at each step of the active learning
process for all 8 studies using scores calculated from the cosine
distances for articles that were used or not used in the systematic
reviews.

Results

A flowchart of our strategy for performing the literature search
and study selection is shown in Figure 2. The systematic reviews
and meta-analyses used in this study were cited in 5 recent
clinical guidelines (93 from American Diabetes Association
2017 guidelines [15], 2 from American College of Cardiology
guidelines for nonstatin therapy [16], 13 from American Heart
Association 2017 guidelines for valvular disease [17], 18 from
American Heart Association 2017 guidelines for heart failure
[18], 19 from American Stroke Association 2015 guidelines
[19]). Among the 145 candidate reviews, 137 were excluded,
with the main reasons being that the search strategy was not
described in sufficient detail to reproduce the data set (57
reviews), or the data set could not be reproduced despite
following the described search strategy (45 reviews). A final 8
reviews published between 2012 and 2016 were selected
[27-34]. These reviews comprised 2 Cochrane Database
Systematic Reviews and 1 each published in JAMA Neurology,
the British Medical Journal, PLOS Medicine, the Journal of the
American Medical Association, the Lancet, and the Archives
of Internal Medicine. The characteristics of these reviews are
summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 2. Literature search and study selection strategy.

After reproducing the primary screening data set (including
abstracts) according to the search strategy described in each
review, 81 sets of correct articles and 22,664 sets of incorrect
articles were obtained (Multimedia Appendix 1). The search
strategies employed for the reproduction of the data sets are
detailed in Multimedia Appendix 1.

One of the 8 studies contained only 140 articles. The number
of words appearing more than twice in the data set was
approximately 1200, including the stopwords. We also wished
to examine the difference in performance between studies.
Figure 3 displays the average cumulative recall curves for the
8 reviews. The performance of Concept Encoder was evaluated
for every possible pair of articles chosen at the start of active

learning. Concept Encoder was found to significantly reduce
the workload by at least 0.867 compared with manual screening
(the lowest mean WSS@95%). The average reduction of the
workload compared with manual screening was >90% or 10-fold
(WSS@95%: mean 0.904), and Concept Encoder showed a
high ability to discriminate between correct and incorrect studies
(Table 1). The choice of the initial 2 articles only had a small
influence on the performance of the learning algorithm.

Prioritization (ie, the score based on cosine distance) of the
algorithm by machine learning increased the AUROC to
between 0.99 to 1.00, while the standard deviation of the
AUROC decreased with each prioritization step (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Average cumulative recall curves for all data sets: (a) Chatterjee et al [27], (b) Balsells et al [28], (c) Muduliar et al [29], (d) Yanovski and
Yanovski [30], (e) Eng et al [31], (f) McBrien et al [32], (g) Andrade Castetllanos et al [33], and (h) Arguedas et al [34]. WSS: work saved over sampling.
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Table 1. Review data sets and corresponding results.

Concept EncoderReview

WSS@95cWSS@100bAUROCaTrials, nArticles
screened, n

Correct arti-
cles, n

Reference

RangeMean (SD)RangeMean (SD)

0.887-0.9350.896 (0.014)0.937-0.9850.946 (0.014)1154106[27]

0.880-0.9090.886 (0.009)0.930-0.9590.936 (0.009)16656012[28]

0.896-0.9210.904 (0.006)0.946-0.9710.954 (0.006)0.999136564417[29]

0.897-0.9320.902 (0.006)0.941-0.9570.944 (0.005)0.998190693520[30]

0.856-0.9250.867 (0.023)0.906-0.9750.917 (0.023)0.9985583011[31]

0.931-0.9490.941 (0.006)0.981-0.9990.991 (0.006)11058395[32]

0.885-0.9280.896 (0.015)0.935-0.9780.946 (0.015)1101385[33]

0.932-0.9460.941 (0.006)0.982-0.9960.991 (0.006)11023895[34]

0.895-0.9310.904 (0.011)0.945-0.9770.953 (0.011)0.99962284310Mean

aAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
bWSS@100: work saved over sampling at 100%.
cWSS@95: work saved over sampling at 95%.
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Figure 4. Performance for an increasing number of prioritization steps: (a) Chatterjee et al [27], (b) Balsells et al [28], (c) Muduliar et al [29], (d)
Yanovski and Yanovski [30], (e) Eng et al [31], (f) McBrien et al [32], (g) Andrade Castetllanos et al [33], and (h) Arguedas et al [34]. AUROC: area
under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

Discussion

Principal Results
These findings demonstrated that an active machine learning
system could dramatically reduce the workload for performing
systematic reviews of randomized controlled trials in several
medical fields. Our data suggest that an active machine learning
system could improve the precision of the systematic review
process as well as reduce the time required, thus assisting with
the development of clinical guidelines. In this study, the deep
neural network–based active machine learning system achieved
a 10-fold reduction in the literature screening workload for
systematic reviews after a researcher initiated the learning
process by randomly selecting 2 studies.

Strengths and Limitations
We demonstrated that a 90% reduction in the workload for
searching literature compared with manual assessment could
be achieved and, whereas previous research mainly focused on
small databases, we showed that this reduction in workload
could be applied to large data sets by using systematic reviews
of clinical studies. In addition, we specifically described the
methods employed by our active machine learning system for
systematic reviews of literature, which most previous reports
do not explain.

One of the limitations of our study was the absence of a criterion
for when active learning can be stopped. The study focused on
how much workload could be reduced by the embedding-based
technique using WSS@95%; however, active learning could
increase the AUROC value as active learning steps proceeded;
and therefore, at some point, this method could separate correct
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articles from incorrect articles in the learning process. The other
limitation of the study was that 2 correct articles were required
at the beginning of active learning. In practice, it may be
challenging to start the review process with 2 correct articles
already identified. This limitation might be overcome by using
2 consecutive systematic reviews on the same topic; the papers
used in the first review could be used as the learning data to
identify new articles for the second systematic review.

Comparison With Prior Work
Several studies using text mining or computational technique
to reduce workload in systematic reviews have been reported.
Marshall et al [35] used an ensemble model consisting of support
vector classification and convolutional neural networks to
classify randomized controlled trial papers and showed that the
model predicted randomized controlled trial papers (AUROC
0.987, 95% CI 0.984-0.989) and also discussed the automating
risk of bias assessment using large corpus labeled by distant
supervision and presented a step toward automating or
semiautomating the data extraction needed for the synthesis of
clinical trials [36]. These authors also evaluated the performance
of the RobotReviewer in another paper [37] and showed that
machine learning could help reviewers to detect sentences or
documents containing risk of bias but are not be able to replace
manual review by humans yet. However, these works showed
a great potency of workload reduction in systematic reviews
with machine learning techniques. Wallace et al [38] developed
a tool for systematic review called Abstrackr. Based on its
technical report [38], 2 case studies were tested, and a 40%
workload reduction with 100% recall was achieved. Rathbone
et al [39] evaluated the performance of Abstrackr for 4
systematic reviews and summarized that reduction of workload
varied from 10% to 80%, but that precision was also decreased.
Recently, Gates et al [40] evaluated the Abstrackr performance
retrospectively against human review for 4 studies and
concluded that it could reduce workload by 9.5% to 88.4%,
varying by the screening task. A review of systematic reviews
[41] noted that current use of text mining in systematic reviews
could reduce workload from 30% to 70%, at 95% recall. As for
other techniques to reduce workload in systematic reviews,

using 17 studies, RobotAnalyst [42] was reported as an active
learning approach using latent Dirichlet allocation to reduce
workload, for which WSS@95% varied between 6.89% to
70.74%. Workload reduction varies by study or task; therefore,
direct comparison with our study is difficult. However, our
method, using an embedding-based technique, showed good
performance with the 8 systematic review data sets of
randomized controlled trials.

Regarding other embedding methods, embedding vectors from
BioBERT-Base version 1.1 (4.5 billion PubMed abstracts,
trained for 1 million steps) [43] were applied to the same 8
studies. WSS@95% was calculated for each study using the
same algorithm. The mean WSS@95% for the 8 studies was
0.747 (SD 0.119), which was about 15% lower than the 0.904
(SD 0.02) from this study (Table 1). Fine-tuning for each study
was not performed because some of the studies include only a
small number of articles. Hence, the performance of BioBERT
could be improved by fine-tuning. However, the method in the
present paper is still competitive enough considering the
performance and simplicity of the model.

We assessed systematic reviews and meta-analyses of
randomized controlled trials because these can estimate the true
efficacy and risks of treatment. In contrast, estimates derived
from systematic reviews and meta-analyses of epidemiological
studies are more limited due to the observational design of the
underlying studies. Therefore, further investigation will be
needed to assess the effectiveness of our system for
meta-analyses of epidemiological studies. Furthermore, in the
future, we plan to evaluate Cochrane review papers, which have
a standardized review process.

Conclusion
The deep neural network–based active machine learning system
investigated in this study achieved at least a 10-fold reduction
of the literature screening workload for systematic reviews after
a researcher initiated the learning process by randomly selecting
2 studies that fulfilled the inclusion criteria for the target review.
Our findings suggest that machine learning could facilitate the
acquisition of evidence for developing new clinical guidelines.
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Abstract

Background: Behavior change apps can develop iteratively, where the app evolves into a complex, dynamic, or personalized
intervention through cycles of research, development, and implementation. Understanding how existing users engage with an
app (eg, frequency, amount, depth, and duration of use) can help guide further incremental improvements. We aim to explore
how simple visualizations can provide a good understanding of temporal patterns of engagement, as usage data are often longitudinal
and rich.

Objective: This study aims to visualize behavioral engagement with Drink Less, a behavior change app to help reduce hazardous
and harmful alcohol consumption in the general adult population of the United Kingdom.

Methods: We explored behavioral engagement among 19,233 existing users of Drink Less. Users were included in the sample
if they were from the United Kingdom; were 18 years or older; were interested in reducing their alcohol consumption; had a
baseline Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test score of 8 or above, indicative of excessive drinking; and had downloaded
the app between May 17, 2017, and January 22, 2019 (615 days). Measures of when sessions begin, length of sessions, time to
disengagement, and patterns of use were visualized with heat maps, timeline plots, k-modes clustering analyses, and Kaplan-Meier
plots.

Results: The daily 11 AM notification is strongly associated with a change in engagement in the following hour; reduction in
behavioral engagement over time, with 50.00% (9617/19,233) of users disengaging (defined as no use for 7 or more consecutive
days) 22 days after download; identification of 3 distinct trajectories of use, namely engagers (4651/19,233, 24.18% of users),
slow disengagers (3679/19,233, 19.13% of users), and fast disengagers (10,903/19,233, 56.68% of users); and limited depth of
engagement with 85.076% (7,095,348/8,340,005) of screen views occurring within the Self-monitoring and Feedback module.
In addition, a peak of both frequency and amount of time spent per session was observed in the evenings.

Conclusions: Visualizations play an important role in understanding engagement with behavior change apps. Here, we discuss
how simple visualizations helped identify important patterns of engagement with Drink Less. Our visualizations of behavioral
engagement suggest that the daily notification substantially impacts engagement. Furthermore, the visualizations suggest that a
fixed notification policy can be effective for maintaining engagement for some users but ineffective for others. We conclude that
optimizing the notification policy to target both effectiveness and engagement is a worthwhile investment. Our future goal is to
both understand the causal effect of the notification on engagement and further optimize the notification policy within Drink Less
by tailoring to contextual circumstances of individuals over time. Such tailoring will be informed from the findings of our
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micro-randomized trial (MRT), and these visualizations were useful in both gaining a better understanding of engagement and
designing the MRT.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23369)   doi:10.2196/23369

KEYWORDS

mobile health; behavior change; apps; digital health; data visualizations; engagement; micro-randomized trial; push notifications;
just-in-time adaptive interventions

Introduction

Background
Maintaining alcohol consumption within recommended guidance
is widely known to reduce one’s risk of illness or injuries. Such
guidance includes the recommendations of the Chief Medical
Officer of the United Kingdom to limit alcohol consumption to
14 units a week and to have frequent alcohol-free days [1].
However, anyone in the general adult population who wants to
reduce their hazardous or harmful alcohol consumption may
face certain challenges to follow such guidance [2]. Challenges
include the ease of access to alcohol and alcohol being an
addictive substance. This can lead to individuals developing
chronic or cyclical patterns of excessive drinking, with the
personal behaviors of drinking influenced by internal or external
factors [3-5]. Internal factors refer to feeling states or events in
an individual’s recent drinking history, such as previous drinking
episodes, moods, motives, or cravings that may modify future
patterns of drinking [6]. External factors are influential events
that occur independently of an individual’s drinking history;
for example, how the risk of hazardous drinking of the general
population increases during holiday periods or weekends [7,8].

Behavior change apps, sensors, and wearables offer a way of
reducing hazardous alcohol consumption through real-time data
capture and interventions [9-12]. Benefits of behavior change
apps, that can be synchronized with sensors and wearables,
include capturing an individual’s dynamic history of alcohol
consumption and state of mind while providing around the clock
access to support, particularly in moments when an individual’s
vulnerability to hazardous drinking may increase [13].

However, a key challenge for the majority of behavior change
apps is that levels of engagement remain low [14-16].
Engagement, often a mediator of effectiveness [14], is
considered a multifaceted construct composed of behavioral
and experiential aspects [17]. Usage data from a behavior change
app provides an understanding of behavioral engagement
(hereafter referred to as engagement) with the app [18]. Multiple
indicators of engagement are thought to convey important
information about how users interact with a given intervention,
including the frequency (eg, number of log-ins), depth (eg,
proportion of available modules accessed), amount (eg, time
spent per log-in), and duration (eg, total number of days) of use
[19].

Drink Less is a behavior change app that aims to help its users
reduce hazardous and harmful alcohol consumption. The app
was developed following the multiphase optimization strategy
framework (comprising a preparation phase, an optimization
phase, and an evaluation phase) [20-23] and the UK Medical

Research Council’s guidance on developing complex
interventions [24-26]. The app includes 6 different theory and
evidence-informed modules: normative feedback, goal setting,
cognitive bias training, self-monitoring and feedback, action
planning, and identity change. These modules are described in
detail by Garnett et al [27]. The app sends a local daily push
notification at 11 AM that asks users to “Please complete your
drink diaries,” to encourage self-monitoring of drinking
behavior. The default 11 AM timepoint was set so as not to
disturb late risers and to allow participants time to complete
their morning routine; however, the notification timing could
be changed by the user.

Owing to the agile nature of app development, optimization of
engagement can be done through cycles of research and
implementation [28]. Identifying important patterns of
engagement for such optimization purposes presents various
analytical challenges that visualizations can address.
Visualizations have previously been helpful for analyzing a
wide variety of rich data streams within public health research
[29-33]. Simple visualizations, especially when complemented
with clear textual descriptions, are generally recommended for
identifying and comparing trends [32]. In previous digital health
research, visualizations have delivered at a glance insight from
mass volume and time-varying data, including more
sophisticated displays of spatiotemporal, contextual, and
event-centric outcomes [34-38]. Importantly, visualizations can
provide insights into optimization that include (1) patterns of
use that may boost or hinder behavior change, (2) a better
understanding of temporal engagement with various components
of the intervention, and (3) pathways toward personalization of
the intervention.

Objectives
The aim of this paper is to explore the usefulness of simple
visualizations in uncovering important temporal patterns of
engagement and facilitating decision making for further
intervention development. This study presents 2 key
contributions to improving engagement with Drink Less. The
first contribution, provided in the Results section, is to showcase
a number of visualizations that helped us understand temporal
patterns of engagement with Drink Less. The second
contribution, provided in the Discussion section, explains how
insights obtained from these visualizations informed the next
stages of intervention optimization.

Methods

Data Transformation
Each visualization involved transformation of the data. Original
usage data involved merging, by an anonymous user ID, a data
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set of baseline characteristics (age, sex, employment type, and
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test [AUDIT] score) to
a data set of time stamps of start time of use, screen views, and
length (in microseconds) of use. Along with use, the actions of
entering an alcohol-free day or recording units of alcohol
consumed were measured.

Data
Data set 1 included 19,233 users who downloaded Drink Less
between May 17, 2017, and January 22, 2019 (615 days). The
inclusion criteria for users included having a baseline AUDIT
score of 8 or above, which is indicative of excessive drinking
[39]; being from the United Kingdom; being aged 18 years or
above; being interested in reducing their alcohol consumption;
using app versions 1.0.11 to 1.0.16; and having consented to
the Privacy Notice (Multimedia Appendix 1). Screen views data
are recorded automatically and downloaded via Panda scripts
from Nodechef (a web-based platform for hosting mobile apps)
using a secure https protocol. Sessions were derived from screen
views using the Pandas script.

Users who downloaded the app on August 21, 2018 (n=5830),
were excluded as an article on BBC News was published on
this date, which endorsed the app (Garnett et al, unpublished
data, 2020); thus, these users were likely to have different
characteristics and engagement behavior.

Data set 2 included time stamps of 829,001 sessions and
8,169,005 screen views of the 19,233 users in data set 1. This
includes 122,332 entries of alcohol-free days and 123,704 entries
of alcohol drinks consumed. All use was recorded from May
17, 2017, to April 16, 2019 (699 days). As such, users had a
minimum of 84 days of use measured.

To explore various engagement aspects, we developed sets of
data from data sets 1 and 2 with varying engagement measures.

Set A
All use was measured from May 17, 2017, to January 22, 2019
(615 days), including date of download and time stamps of all
use. This period was chosen as it reflects a time in which the
content of the app was relatively stable.

Set B
Set B included all users whose use was measured in Set A, with
data only over the first 30 days from download, with the measure
“Did use occur on this day?” (binary, yes or no) for each user.

Measures

Log-in Sessions and Frequency of Log-Ins
A session was defined as a continuous series of screen views,
with a new session defined as a new screen view after 30 min
of inactivity [40]. Clearing or swiping away the daily notification

did not register as use and was not considered as either a session
or a module view. All time stamps were appropriately adjusted
from Coordinated Universal Time to British Summer Time.
The amount of use per log-in session was operationalized as
time spent (in seconds) per session. Daily use was captured by
the measure “Did use occur on this day?” (binary, yes or no)
for each user for 30 days (Set B).

Drinking Diary Entry
In the self-monitoring and feedback module, users enter an
alcohol-free day and the date of its occurrence, the number of
alcoholic units consumed, and the date of consumption. The
time stamps in which records were made was measured.

Disengagement
We defined disengagement as the first day of 7 or more
consecutive days of no use after download [41]. The days
between download and disengagement were derived for each
user. Users who did not disengage after downloading the app
were censored.

Data Visualization Methods and Analytical Techniques
We used heat maps, timeline plots, k-modes clustering,
generalized estimation equations, and Kaplan-Meier plots to
explore and visualize patterns of engagement with Drink Less.
Analyses were carried out in R [42] and Stata [43]. We used
the following R library packages to create the visualizations:
ggplot2 for heat maps and timeline plots [44], rayshader to
create the 3D animations [45], viridis for color palettes sensitive
to readers with color blindness [46], Klar to perform the k-modes
clustering [47], survminer for the Kaplan-Meier survival curves
and number at risk table [48], gganimate to create animated
plots of use over time [49], and patchwork to place graphs side
by side [50]. The data visualization methods, data set and
engagement measures are shown in Textbox 1.

K-modes clustering is an extension of the k-means algorithm
for partitioning categorical data, which uses a general
dissimilarity measure [51,52]. Within each cluster, we visualized
the probability of opening the app during the day over time with
95% CI. The appropriate number of clusters was explored
through the elbow method and silhouette method [53]. The
elbow method explains the variance of the data in relation to
the number of clusters and shows by how much the addition of
another cluster would reduce the dissimilarity measure. The
silhouette method shows how well each user fits into their
respective cluster through 2 distance measures: separation (ie,
the average distance to the closest other cluster) and
compactness (ie, the average within-cluster distance) [54,55].
Kaplan-Meier plots show the estimated cumulative proportion
of users engaged and the time scale is days after download
[56,57].
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Textbox 1. Data visualization methods, data, and engagement measures.

Set A:

• Heat maps: Total count of sessions and total amount of time spent on Drink Less, by hour and day of the week

• Timeline plots: Frequency and median amount of time per session

• Kaplan-Meier plots: Time to disengagement (defined as days after download followed by 7 or more consecutive days of nonuse)

Set B:

• K-modes clustering: Was the app used or not each day, over 30 days after download

To explore the association between the delivery of the
notification and subsequent near-term engagement of opening
the app (ie, engagement in the hour after the notification is
delivered), we compared opening the app (yes or no) between
the exposed time period (11 AM to noon) and an unexposed
time period (10 AM to 11 AM). We estimated the association
between exposure to the notification and opening of the app,
which was quantified using a risk ratio. We fitted a marginal
model for the outcome of opening the app by using a generalized
estimating equation [58] with robust standard errors and an
independent working correlation matrix. We fitted an unadjusted
model and a model adjusted for the baseline covariates of the
continuous variables age, days after download and baseline
AUDIT score, which were all included as linear terms, and the
categorical variables employment type and gender. Further
models explored effect moderation by adding an interaction
between exposure to the notification and (1) days after download
and (2) cluster (as identified by the k-modes analysis). In the

final model, we additionally allowed the association between
cluster and exposure to the notification to vary linearly by day
after download. Estimated risk ratios with 95% CIs and Wald
test P values are presented. For models with interaction terms,
we present risk ratios for exposure to the notification estimated
at days 1, 7, and 30 after download, estimated separately for
each cluster.

Results

Overview
The user characteristics are reported in Table 1. Approximately
half (49.5%) of the sample were male. The mean age of users
was 44 (SD 11.2) years, and the majority worked in nonmanual
employment (71.7%). Just under half (46.6%) had a baseline
AUDIT score indicating hazardous alcohol consumption (8 to
15, inclusive).

Table 1. User characteristics (N=19,233).

ParticipantsUser characteristics

Sex, n (%)

9540 (49.60)Male

44 (11.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

Employment type, n (%)

13,792 (71.71)Nonmanual employment

AUDITa risk zone, n (%)

8958 (46.58)Hazardous (8-15)

3949 (20.53)Harmful (16-19)

6326 (32.89)At risk of alcohol dependence (20-40)

aAUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.

Summative tables of use (screen views and time on app) by
module are provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. It was observed
that 85% of screen views occurred in the module
Self-Monitoring and Feedback. The number of users who
reported at least one alcohol-free day or at least one alcohol
drink record was 61.86% (11,898/19,233) and 49.11%
(9445/19,233), respectively. Over the first 30 days of use after
download (derived for Set B data), the median number of
sessions per user was 9, with an IQR of 2 to 28 sessions, and
the median time spent per user was 24 min, with an IQR of 9
to 55 min.

Visualizations

Patterns of Frequency of Use, Length of Use, Entries of
Alcohol-Free Days, and Alcohol Units Consumed
In Figure 1, both heat maps show days of the week along the
x-axis and hour of the day along the y-axis. Plot A in Figure 1
shows the frequency of opening the app by hour of the day and
day of the week. This shows that there is a strong association
between delivery of the notification and opening of the app in
the following hour, and this is consistent throughout the week.
Plot B in Figure 1 shows the amount of use by hour of the day
and day of the week. This shows that the notification is also
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associated with the distribution of the total time spent on the
app. In plot B, hotspots are observed across the evenings and
on Saturday, Sunday, and Monday mornings, which are not
evident in plot A. A heat map of when Drink Less was
downloaded (Multimedia Appendix 3) shows hotspots of
downloads on Sunday and Monday evenings. Rotating 3D heat
map films of Figure 1, which show the variations more clearly,
are provided in Multimedia Appendices 4 and 5.

In Figure 2, plot C shows the median time spent on the app
along the y-axis and plot D shows the total number of sessions

starting in the hour along the y-axis. Timeline plots show the
hour of the day on the x-axis. Plot D shows that the frequency
of sessions sharply peaks in the hour after the notification is
sent at 11 AM. A second natural peak of frequency occurred in
the evenings and a third smaller peak in the mornings. Plot C
shows that the median length of time drastically dropped from
11 AM onward, with a slow and steady recovery as the day
progressed. An animation of plot D over time is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 6, showing that the shape of the
distribution over 30 days remains consistent.

Figure 1. Heat maps of total frequency of use (sessions) and total time on app (hours).

Figure 2. Median time spent on the Drink Less app per session and frequency distribution of sessions.
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In Figure 3, plot E shows the frequency distribution of entering
an alcohol-free day and plot F shows the frequency of entering
a drink record. Timeline plots show the hour of the day on the
x-axis. There are more alcohol-free days entered between 11
AM to 12 PM than drink records made, which suggests that the

notification is more strongly associated with entering
alcohol-free days than entering alcohol units consumed. Both
outcomes see similar prominent, natural peaks in the evenings,
with an additional smaller peak in the mornings.

Figure 3. Frequency distributions of when alcohol-free days and alcohol units are recorded during the day.

Visualization of Engagement Clusters
A total of 3 clusters emerged from the k-modes clustering. This
was based on the measure did the user open the app? (binary,
yes or no) for the first 30 days after download.

Figure 4 plots the probability of use of the app, stratified by
cluster, over time (number of days after download). The 3
ribbons represent the probability of use of the app for each
engagement cluster, with 95% CI. On the basis of the observed
pattern of engagement, we named the 3 clusters as fast
disengagers (10,903/19,233, 56.68%), slow disengagers
(3679/19,233, 19.12%), and engagers (4651/19,233, 24.18%).
The optimal number of clusters was determined by the elbow

method and silhouette method (Multimedia Appendix 7). The
silhouette method suggested that the optimal number of clusters
was 2, whereas the elbow method suggested 3 clusters.
Comparing the results under 2 and 3 clusters showed that the
slow disengagers and engagers groups identified under 3 clusters
were essentially a subdivision of 1 cluster in the 2-cluster model.
We chose to retain 3 clusters based on observed differences in
the trajectory of engagement over time between the 2
groups—the engagers and slow disengagers.

The probability of using the app 30 days after download for
engagers was 0.69 (95% CI 0.67-0.70), slow disengagers was
0.10 (95% CI 0.10-0.11), and fast disengagers was 0.01 (95%
CI 0.01-0.02).
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Figure 4. Probability of use on day after download by cluster group with 95% CIs.

Table 2 shows the distribution of user characteristics across the
engagement clusters. The median number of sessions was lowest
for the fast disengagers and much higher for the engagers.
Engagers are, on average, more likely to be older, male, working

in nonmanual employment, and more likely to report a lower
AUDIT risk zone, compared with users within the fast
disengagers and slow disengagers clusters.

Table 2. User characteristics by cluster group.

Engagers (n=4651)Slow disengagers (n=3679)Fast disengagers (n=10,903)User characteristics

2629 (56.53)1920 (52.49)4991 (45.78)Male, n (%)

45.4 (10.57)43.2 (10.91)43.7 (11.57)Age (years), mean (SD)

3566 (76.67)2659 (72.28)7567 (69.40)Employment type (nonmanual), n (%)

AUDITa risk zone, n (%)

2365 (50.85)1577 (42.86)5016 (46.01)Hazardous (8-15)

996 (21.41)798 (21.69)2155 (19.77)Harmful (16-19)

1290 (27.74)1304 (35.44)3732 (34.23)At risk of alcohol dependence (20+)

88 (51-175)18 (12-28)3 (1-6)Number of sessions per user, median (25th-75th percentile)

aAUDIT: Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test.

Table 3 provides the estimated associations between exposure
to the notification and app use, based on Set B data. Over the
first 30 days after day of download, the probability of using the
app in the hour after the delivery of the notification was
approximately 4 times higher than the probability of using the
app in the hour before. All models of the estimated associations
between exposure to the notification and app use are adjusted
for the continuous variables of age, days after download,
baseline AUDIT score, and the categorical variables of
employment type and sex. The cluster-specific effects included
an effect moderation of the exposure to the notification by

cluster group, and the days after download effects included an
effect moderation of the exposure by days after download. The
adjusted estimated risk ratio was 4.21 (95% CI 4.07-4.36), and
the estimated risk ratio was higher among engagers (Wald test
P value: fast disengagers vs engagers P=.001 slow disengagers
vs engagers P<.001, slow disengagers vs fast disengagers
P=.44).

Table 4 shows the estimated association between exposure to
the notification and opening of the app in the 3 clusters at 3
different time points (days 1, 7, and 30).
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Table 3. Estimated associations between exposure to the notification and app use.

Exposure to notification, estimated relative risk ratio (95% CI)Model

4.22 (4.13-4.31)Unadjusted model

4.21 (4.07-4.36)Adjusted modela

Days after downloadb

3.93 (3.77-4.10)Day 1

4.07 (3.93-4.22)Day 7

4.67 (4.38-4.98)Day 30

Clusterc

3.97 (3.70-4.25)Fast disengagers

3.82 (3.60-4.03)Slow disengagers

4.38 (4.18-4.59)Engagers

aAdjusted for days after download, employment type, sex, age, and baseline Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test (AUDIT) score.
bEstimated from the model including the interaction effect of exposure to the notification by days after download, adjusted for employment type, sex,
age, and baseline AUDIT score.
cEstimated from the model including the interaction effect of exposure to the notification by cluster, adjusted for days after download, employment
type, sex, age, and baseline AUDIT score.

Table 4. Estimated risk ratio with 95% CI for the associations between exposure to the notification and app use within each cluster, at 3 time points
(days 1, 7, and 30).

Risk ratio at day 30 (95% CIa)Risk ratio at day 7 (95% CIa)Risk ratio at day 1 (95% CIa)Clusters

4.58 (3.86-5.43)3.83 (3.57-4.11)3.66 (3.33-4.02)Fast disengagers

2.89 (2.43-3.43)3.87 (3.64-4.12)4.18 (3.85-4.54)Slow disengagers

4.90 (4.56-5.26)4.22 (4.01-4.43)4.05 (3.82-4.30)Engagers

aInteraction effect of exposure to the notification and days after download, an interaction effect of exposure to the notification and cluster, and a three-way
interaction effect of exposure to the notification, cluster, and days after download, adjusted for employment type, sex, age, and baseline Alcohol Use
Disorders Identification Test score.

Visualization of Time to Disengagement
Kaplan-Meier plots, both overall and stratified by clusters, were
plotted to show days to disengagement, defined as 7 or more
consecutive days of no use, for the first 365 days after
downloading Drink Less.

In Figures 5 and 6, the x-axis depicts the number of days after
download, ranging from 0 to 365, and the y-axis depicts the
survival probability, which is the proportion of users who have
not disengaged. The dashed lines at the 0.5 survival probability

mark shows the time (days) up to when 50%of each cluster has
disengaged. Each hash in the plot represents a right-censored
user. The number at risk represents the users in the clusters who
remain engaged over the year. In Figure 5, we see that 50.00%
(9617/19,233) of users have disengaged at 22 days from
download, and Figure 6 shows the divergence of longer-term
engagement between clusters. The median number of days to
disengagement for engagers was 132 days (95% CI 128-137),
slow disengagers was 26 days (95% CI 24-29), and fast
disengagers was 3 days (95% CI 2-3).
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Figure 5. Time to disengagement (defined as the first day of 7 or more consecutive days of no use) for all users.
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Figure 6. Time to disengagement (defined as the first day of 7 or more consecutive days of no use) by the engagement cluster.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Visualizations provided important insights into how users
engage with the behavior change app Drink Less. They revealed
a strong association between delivery of the daily push
notification (sent at 11 AM) and use in the next hour, suggesting
that the push notification strongly influences how users engage
with Drink Less in the immediate hour after the notification is
sent. Push notifications (sometimes known as ecological
momentary interventions) are programmed messages sent to a
user by the app and are commonly employed within behavior
change apps to both monitor and provide support to people at
risk of harmful alcohol consumption [3,10,59]. Push
notifications are a time-varying component of Drink Less that
can be further optimized to become just-in-time adaptive
interventions that rely on decision rules in the provision of
real-time support and can learn and adapt to the contextual and
psychological circumstances of individuals over time [59].
Previous research has found that notifications are important
components that influence engagement with behavior change
apps [60-62]. This includes an ecological momentary assessment

study with Drink Less, which found that establishing a daily
routine is important for maintaining engagement and that the
daily push notification supports such routines [63]. This study
also found that time-varying, endogenous factors of motivation
and perceived usefulness of the app were the most consistent
predictors of engagement.

Our analysis suggested an approximate adjusted four-fold
increase in the probability of using the app in the immediate
hour following the notification (11 AM to noon) compared with
the preceding hour (10 AM to 11 AM). For the 1 in 5 users
belonging to the slow disengagers group, two interesting
findings emerged. Firstly, the association between the
notification and opening Drink Less in the subsequent hour
decreased over time, and secondly, patterns of engagement for
this group show, on average, a high probability of use over the
first week but low probability after the second week. A possible
reason for this decline in probability of use and association of
the notification and use could be habituation to the daily
notification, or turning the notification off. Importantly, we
hypothesize that optimizing the notification policy may generate
higher rates of engagement for this group.
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Future Research to Understand and Optimize the
Notification Policy
To carefully create decision rules for the policy to evolve from
an ecological momentary intervention to a just-in-time adaptive
intervention, we will undertake a micro-randomized trial (MRT).
The aim of the MRT is to further develop the push notification
policy to improve engagement by targeting internal or external
contextual circumstances that either influence excessive drinking
(states of vulnerability) or events of engagement with the app
(states of acceptability and opportunity) [64]. Visualization of
engagement data helped inform the design of our MRT.

Table 5 summarizes how the visualizations from this exploratory
research informed the design of our forthcoming MRT.

Primarily, this research guided our decision to shift the delivery
time from 11 AM to 8 PM to exploit the potential increase in

vulnerability to excess drinking, in an opportune and acceptable
moment to engage with Drink Less [64]. To avoid the risk of
an underpowered MRT, the expected effect size used in the
sample size calculation of our MRT is based on a more
conservative model, with the control defined as use between 9
AM and 11 AM and the treatment defined as use between 11
AM and 1 PM. This means that the MRT is powered to detect
a marginal effect, quantified as a risk ratio, of sending a
notification (compared with sending no notification) of 2.16 on
user engagement rather than 4.22. We added 2 parallel arms to
the MRT to provide an assessment of how engagement with
Drink Less evolves over time when no notifications are provided
and an exchangeable sample to compare the current policy of
delivering a fixed notification daily, to a random notification
policy, varying the content and sequence of notifications.

Table 5. Linking visualization to the design of a micro-randomized trial.

How this informed the design of our randomized
trial

Which visualization or analyses showed us thisWhat we learnt from these analyses

We chose to undertake a micro-randomized trial to
both understand the causal effect of the notification
on engagement, and to further optimize the delivery
of notifications with respect to time-varying covari-
ates, notifications, and outcomes

The present notification appears to be a key
driver of engagement

• Figure 1, plot A: heat map of total sessions.
• Figure 1, plot B: heat map of total time on app

(hours)
• Table 4: estimated risk ratio with 95% CI for

the associations between exposure to the noti-
fication and app use within each cluster, at 3
time points (days 1, 7, and 30)

We set the time window to measure the proximal
(ie, near-term) effect as 1 hour after delivery

Figure 1, plot A: heat map of total sessionsThe impact of the notification seems to be
strongest in the hour preceding delivery

We moved the delivery time of the notification to
8 PM

Figure 1, plot B: heat map of total time on app
(hours)

Evenings seem to be an opportune and ac-
ceptable moment to engage with Drink Less.
It is also a time of increased vulnerability
to excess drinking

We intervened in the evenings to see if this is a
more acceptable and opportune time to report drinks
consumed

Figure 3: frequency distributions of when alcohol-
free days and alcohol units are recorded

The notification may encourage the report-
ing of alcohol-free days more than drink
consumed. This may be due to competing
pressures for time at 11 AM

We included a no-notification arm in our trial to
capture a momentary assessment of engagement
when no notifications are sent

Figure 2: line plot of median time spent on app
(seconds)

The notification may reduce the median
time per session during the reminder of the
day

We trialed new notifications which target the per-
ceived usefulness of Drink Less to encourage
broader engagement

Multimedia Appendix 2: summaries of use by
module for all users

The depth of engagement with Drink Less
is low

We tested 30 new messages to increase novelty and
motivation to remain engaged with Drink Less
(Multimedia Appendix 8)

Figure 4: probability of use on day after download
by cluster group

Slow disengagers (3679/19,233, 19.13%)
have a high probability of engagement dur-
ing the first week, but by day 30, this group
has a low probability, suggesting a loss of
motivation

We included a standard app version arm in the trial,
to provide an exchangeable sample to compare the
fixed and random notification policies

Figure 6: time to disengagement (defined as the
first day of 7 or more consecutive days of no use)
by the engagement cluster

Exogenous impacts, such as public health
campaigns, are likely to influence the cohort
of users over time

Limitations
This paper details exploratory research. Our estimates of the
association between the notification and opening Drink Less do
not represent a causal effect on engagement, as we are unable
to account for systematic differences in use between the 2
periods that are unrelated to the notification. A randomized trial

will allow for the causal effect of the notification to be
understood. We also found that simple, accessible visualizations
achieved our goal of understanding important patterns of
engagement; however, when managing denser streams of data,
more complex visualizations may be required.
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An additional limitation is that disengagement is defined as a
period of no use for 7 or more consecutive days and is
considered as a one-time event instead of a repeated event;
hence, the Kaplan-Meier plots are interpreted for the survival
event disengagement for the first time. However, a proportion
of users repeatedly disengage and then re-engage with Drink
Less. It is not uncommon that even after disengaging a number
of times, users re-engage for long, continuous spells of use with
Drink Less. We aim to explore this in future research by
visualizing the nature of repeated reengagement with accessible
graphical applications and available shared toolsets [34]. An
additional limitation is that we did not track whether users
subsequently turned off or altered the delivery time of their
notifications.

Conclusions
Identifying patterns of engagement from voluminous, temporally
dense data presents various challenges for researchers and
practitioners. The summarization of such data with heat maps,
timeline plots, and Kaplan-Meier plots can provide a clear
picture of daily, weekly, and long-term patterns of use over time
with a behavior change app. Optimizing engagement is a priority

for many behavior change apps, and these visualizations provide
a way to identify the key features of how this version of a
behavior change app is engaged with.

For Drink Less, we have demonstrated the important role of
visualizations by showing how these clearly identified how
behavioral engagement varies over the day of the week and hour
of the day, along with when users first disengage. The
visualizations revealed that the daily notification is likely to
strongly influence engagement with Drink Less. Both the
average probability of use over 30 days and the association
between use and the notification remained high for users in the
engagers cluster yet steadily declined over time for users in the
slow disengagers cluster. This suggests that a fixed notification
policy can be effective for maintaining engagement for some
users but ineffective for others. It is now our priority to
understand the causal effect of the notification on engagement
and to consider further optimizing the push notification policy
to contextual circumstances of individuals over time to inform
the development of a just-in-time adaptive intervention. The
MRT aims to inform the development of decision rules to tailor
the notification policy to individuals over time, with details
found in our protocol [65].
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Abstract

Background: Falls are a common phenomenon among people aged 65 and older and affect older adults’ health, quality of life,
and autonomy. Technology-based intervention programs are designed to prevent the occurrence of falls and their effectiveness
often surpasses that of more conventional programs. However, to be effective, these programs must first be accepted by seniors.

Objective: Based on the technology acceptance model, this study aimed to examine the acceptance among older adults before
a first use of a virtual reality headset (VRH) used in an intervention program designed to prevent falls.

Methods: A sample of 271 French older adults (mean age 73.69 years, SD 6.37 years) voluntarily and anonymously filled out
a questionnaire containing the focal constructs (perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment, perceived ease of use, intention to
use, fall-related self-efficacy, and self-avoidance goals) adapted to the VRH, which was designed to prevent falls.

Results: The results of the structural equation modeling analysis showed that intention to use the VRH was positively predicted
by perceived usefulness, perceived enjoyment, and perceived ease of use. Perceived usefulness of the VRH was also negatively
predicted by fall-related self-efficacy (ie, the perceived level of confidence of an individual when performing daily activities
without falling) and positively predicted by self-avoidance goals (ie, participating in a physical activity to avoid physical
regression).

Conclusions: A better understanding of the initial acceptance among older adults of this VRH is the first step to involving older
adults in intervention programs designed to prevent falls using this kind of device.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20691)   doi:10.2196/20691

KEYWORDS

technology acceptance model; acceptability; acceptance; virtual reality; elderly; fall; eHealth; self-efficacy; achievement goals

Introduction

Background
The number and proportion of people aged 65 years and older
in the general population is likely to increase in the coming
decades [1]. Among the numerous factors that may influence
the quality of life and autonomy of older adults, falls are one
of the most frequent and dramatic. Indeed, approximately 40%
of people older than 65 years fall each year, about 2.5% of them
will be hospitalized, and only one-half of those hospitalized
will survive 1 year [2]. Consequently, research on fall prevention
is of great scientific, practical, and socioeconomic interest, with

an aim to help older adults to live longer independently as well
as to reduce the burden on the health care system [3].

Improving gait and postural control through physical activity
training interventions has been shown to be effective for
preventing falls [4,5]. Novel applications of technology that
promote these interventions appear promising. A number of
recent reviews and meta-analyses revealed that new technologies
(eg, virtual reality [VR], augmented reality, exergames, and
artificial intelligence) have opened the door to a new generation
of intervention programs designed to prevent the occurrence of
falls [6-8]. Recent studies also demonstrated the effectiveness
of training programs implemented via new technologies for
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improving the control mechanisms involved in balance [9,10]
and goal-directed locomotion [11,12] in older adults. For
instance, specific exergames have been designed to train balance
control, focusing on either the static control of the center of
mass or its control while performing precise, rapid, and
well-directed steps in balance-threatening situations [13,14].
They allow the cognitive and motor demands of the training
conditions to be finely controlled during balance control tasks.
However, falls most often occur during everyday walking in
complex environments. Therefore, interventions that combine
gait training and virtual environments strewn with obstacles
have been suggested to be more effective for decreasing fall
risk than either classic or balance training interventions delivered
via commercial exergames [15].

These programs based on virtual environments provide more
realistic/ecological stimulations of physical, cognitive, and
sensory resources [16], thereby helping to improve adaptive
behavior and prevent falls during daily living tasks [11,12,17].
Even if they pursue the same goal (ie, the development of
adaptive behaviors), these programs differ from each other in
several aspects, including the technological supports (eg, VR
helmet versus projection screen), proposed procedure (more or
fewer trials distributed over a longer or shorter period), and
tasks used to optimize adaptive capacities [18]. It is therefore
not surprising that the results obtained in these studies are
sometimes different or even contradictory, and it’s often not
possible to determine the precise cause of the conflicting results.
One explanation for these discrepancies could lie in the different
levels of acceptance of the prevention programs. Despite their
intrinsic value, as previously identified, technology-based
intervention programs must first be accepted by older adults
because if they do not see the need for a technology or recognize
its usefulness, they are highly unlikely to start using it [19] and
may in turn refuse to commit to the training program. Moreover,
they may still participate in the program but with less confidence
and interest and more psychological discomfort because of their
difficulty in accepting the technology to be used. Thus, in view
of the potential effectiveness of VR as a rehabilitation tool for
fall prevention, it is important to ensure that this tool is well
accepted by the target population of the training interventions.
This idea has been confirmed and emphasized by a number of
recent meta-analyses and reviews [8,20]. Accordingly, the aim

of this study was to assess the acceptance of a VR headset
(VRH; eg, HTC Vive [HTC Corporation], Oculus Rift
[Facebook Technologies, LLC]) by older adults who will use
it during a fall-prevention training program. The study of
acceptance is thus considered a prerequisite, and will make it
possible to refine the analysis of the effectiveness of training
interventions, in particular by comparing respondents and
nonrespondents.

Acceptance of Technology and the VRH
Acceptance of a particular technology may be defined as the
psychological determinants of the behavioral intention to use
the technology without ever having experienced it and/or after
its actual use [21,22]. Acceptance is based on two well-known
models in the social psychology literature, namely the theory
of reasoned action and the theory of planned behavior, both of
which postulate that behavioral intention and effective behavior
are determined by attitudes and representations [23,24]. In other
words, both the intention to participate and the effective
participation in a technology-based training program may be
determined by attitudes and representations toward the training
program itself, but also toward the technology used in the
training program. If attitudes and representations toward the
technology are negative, there is a high probability that
individuals will not participate in the training program based
on this technology despite its potential and validated benefits.
In line with these theories, the technology acceptance model
(TAM) [25-27] is the most frequently used theoretical
framework to study acceptance of technologies in general and
of eHealth technologies in particular [28]. The TAM has
highlighted that perceived usefulness of a technology and its
perceived ease of use are positive predictors of behavioral
intention to use the technology, which is itself a predictor of its
actual use [25-27]. Perceived enjoyment may also contribute
to the acceptance of technology [29]. This last factor is
particularly relevant when examining acceptance of VR
technologies, which are often considered hedonic [30],
especially when they are being used to prevent fall occurrence
among older adults [31]. The four components of the TAM
(perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived
enjoyment, and intention to use) and their relationships are
represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The hypothesized model in the study.

However, studies using the TAM to examine acceptance of
immersive VR are not very frequent [32], and those that focus
on acceptance of VRHs by older adults are even more rare. For
instance, acceptance of VRHs by elderly people was considered
neutral before use (neither positive nor negative) but became
positive after a first use, as compared with a control group of
elderly people exposed to time-lapse videos presented on a
computer [33]. Older adults showed high acceptance of VRHs
after using the devices for 6 weeks, while perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and perceived enjoyment had positive
effects on the intention to use VRHs [34]. The same pattern of
results was found with qualitative investigations and focus
groups [35]. However, to the best of our knowledge, acceptance
before a first use of a VRH designed to reduce older adults’ risk
of falling through their use in intervention programs has not yet
been studied. The fact that the positive influence on fall
prevention of training programs using VRHs has been validated
[10] reinforces the relevance of studying acceptance of such a
VRH. Indeed, older adults who have a low acceptance score
also have a very high probability of never adopting this kind of
VRH despite its objective usefulness to maintain and improve
their functional capacities, but this hypothesis has not yet been
tested. This study is a step in this direction. The aim of this
study was to examine if the TAM variables predicted older
adults’ intention to use a VRH in an intervention program
designed to prevent falls.

Although the TAM is a validated and widely used model, it
often needs to be extended and upgraded to increase its
explanatory power in eHealth [21,28]. One of the possibilities
highlighted by Venkatesh et al [36] was to examine external
variables of interest (ie, antecedents) that may influence
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and perceived
enjoyment. This was the second aim of our study. Fall-related
self-efficacy and self-avoidance goals were two promising
psychological variables to investigate because they may be
related to older adults’ investment in exercise intervention
programs intended to prevent falls.

Fall-Related Self-Efficacy and Self-Avoidance Goals
Identifying elderly people’s fear of falling is worthwhile to
optimize prevention because interventions targeted toward older
adults with high levels of fear of falling may help decrease the
risk that a fall will occur [37]. Moreover, older people often
compensate for their fear of falling by being less physically
active (ie, reducing frequency and duration of mobility) [38],
which could paradoxically limit their involvement in
technology-based training programs intended to prevent fall
occurrence. Fear of falling may be assessed by fall-related
self-efficacy, which is the perceived level of confidence that an
individual experiences while performing several activities of
daily living without falling, such as taking a bath or getting out
of bed [39,40]. The general construct of self-efficacy has already
been used with an elderly sample as an antecedent of the main
variables of the TAM (eg, gerontechnology self-efficacy [41]),
but to date, fall-related self-efficacy has not been used as an
external variable with the potential to influence the main
variables of the TAM. However, this variable seems to be
relevant here because this study focuses on older adults for
whom fall-related self-efficacy tends to decrease with age [39]
and because we examine the acceptance of a VRH whose
purpose is precisely to reduce the risk of falling through its use
in intervention programs. We expected fall-related self-efficacy
to be a negative predictor of perceived usefulness and intention
to use this VRH. This expected result would highlight that
elderly people with lower fall-related self-efficacy are more
likely to find this VRH useful and to have the intention to use
it because the purpose of this VRH addresses their concerns
about fear of falling.

From this perspective, another psychological variable, namely
self-avoidance goals, was of interest. Among several
achievement goals that may be pursued in the physical activity
domain, self-avoidance goals focus on participating in a physical
activity to avoid physical regression [42]. In the sport context,
self-avoidance goals are prevalent among older athletes on the
downside of their careers [42], but these kinds of goals are also
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overrepresented in older adults whatever the context because
elderly individuals expect and encounter more losses in
resources than gains [43]. Consequently, maintaining and
preserving their current resources is often the main goal of older
adults, especially in life domains such as health and physical
activity, in which resource depletion may be easily seen [44].
Adopting self-avoidance goals in the physical domain (ie,
striving to avoid physical regression) may have a protective
role in fighting the effects of aging because it may encourage
older adults to be physically active to maintain their level of
physical fitness, which may therefore have many positive
consequences on their health [45]. Thus, to avoid physical
decline, older adults with self-avoidance goals will certainly
have more desire to participate in training programs intended
to prevent fall occurrence. While some theories of motivation
have already been used with the TAM (eg, self-determination
theory [46]), achievement goal theory has not yet been
investigated. However, endorsing self-avoidance goals may
have a positive influence on the adoption of eHealth
technologies because the purpose of these technologies may
match with the purpose of older adults’ self-avoidance goals
(ie, avoiding physical regression). This assumption remains
speculative, but we may reasonably believe that older adults’
self-avoidance goals in the physical domain could be positive
predictors of the perceived usefulness and intention to use a
VRH designed to reduce older adults’ risk of falling through
its use in intervention programs.

Objectives and Hypotheses
To the best of our knowledge, among the few studies that have
investigated the acceptance of VRHs in older adults, no study
has focused on the use of this technological device for fall
prevention [33,34]. Thus, the first aim of this study based on
the TAM was to examine older adults’ acceptance of a VRH
specifically designed to reduce older adults’ risk of falling
through its use in intervention programs. The second aim of the
study was to investigate the potential predictive role of two
psychological variables (fall-related self-efficacy and
self-avoidance goals) on the perceived usefulness and intention
to use such a device. These variables have not yet been used to
extend the TAM, but they appear to be relevant in the context
of eHealth technologies designed for fall prevention.

Based on the previous literature review focusing on the TAM,
we first hypothesized that older adults’ intention to use a VRH
specifically designed for fall prevention would be positively
predicted by perceived usefulness (H1), perceived enjoyment
(H2), and perceived ease of use (H3). Moreover, we expected

perceived usefulness to be positively predicted by perceived
enjoyment (H4) and perceived ease of use (H5). We also
expected perceived enjoyment to be positively predicted by
perceived ease of use (H6). Based on the literature reviews
focusing on fall-related self-efficacy and self-avoidance goals,
we hypothesized that perceived usefulness would be negatively
predicted by fall-related self-efficacy (H7) and positively
predicted by self-avoidance goals (H8). Finally, we expected
intention to use to be negatively predicted by fall-related
self-efficacy (H9) and positively predicted by self-avoidance
goals (H10). All hypotheses and the model tested in the present
study are summarized in Figure 1.

Methods

Participants and Procedure
The study sample included 271 French volunteers (171 women,
100 men) aged 65 to 84 years (mean age 73.69 years, SD 6.37
years). Participants were recruited during the last 3 months of
2019 and met the following eligibility criteria: (1) aged 65 years
or older, (2) able to walk without a walking aid, and (3) had
never used a VRH before. They voluntarily and anonymously
filled out the questionnaire containing focal constructs and
demographic information that may influence acceptance of VRH
(gender, age, level of education, and financial status). Before
completing the questionnaire and following the procedure
frequently used with older adults [47], participants had to read
a short text accompanied by photos. The short text described a
VRH (ie, a helmet-mounted display that completely covers the
eyes for an immersive 3-dimensional experience) and its specific
purpose in the study (ie, to prevent older adults’ falls through
its use in exercise intervention programs). Five photos were
included beside the text showing a VRH alone, a man wearing
a VRH, a virtual scene, an elderly lady in a virtual scene wearing
a VRH, and an older man in another virtual scene. This
procedure was used because many older adults do not
necessarily know what a VRH looks like or what it may be used
for.

The questionnaire was completed in individual paper-based
sessions. Volunteers gave their consent and were given the
opportunity to stop their participation at any time during the
study without any consequences. The study was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and met the
requirements of the Commission Nationale de l’Informatique
et des Libertés (n 2004-801). Table 1 summarizes the
participants’ demographic characteristics.
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Table 1. Participants’ demographic characteristics (N=271).

Values, n (%)Characteristics

Gender

171 (63.1)Women

100 (36.9)Men

Age (years)

164 (60.5)65-74

90 (33.2)75-84

17 (6.3)≥85

Level of education

18 (6.6)No diploma

71 (26.2)Low-level diploma

62 (22.9)Medium-level diploma

27 (10.0)High-level diploma

40 (14.8)Short graduate diploma

53 (19.6)Long graduate diploma

Financial status

102 (37.6)Adequate financial resources

80 (29.5)Adequate financial resources, except for unforeseen circumstances

53 (19.6)Scarce financial resources

36 (13.3)Lack funding

Measures
Perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, perceived
enjoyment, and intention to use were assessed through a total
of 12 items focusing on the VRH that was designed to reduce
older adults’ risk of falling through physical training. These
items were adapted from two studies focusing on the acceptance
of technology to improve health [48] and on the acceptance of
VR hardware [30]. Participants responded to the 3 items used
for each variable on a Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly
disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Actual use, which is a component
of the TAM [25], was not investigated because actual use was
an exclusion criterion in this study. Instead, we wanted to
examine the behavioral intention to use a VRH for preventing
falls without having experienced the device.

Fall-related self-efficacy was assessed with the 14-item Modified
Falls Efficacy Scale [39], validated in French [40]. Participants
rated their level of confidence in performing several activities
of daily living (eg, getting dressed and undressed, going up or
down stairs) without falling on an 11-point scale ranging from
0 (not at all confident) to 10 (completely confident). The mean

of all 14 items represents the fall-related self-efficacy score,
with a higher score indicating greater confidence.

Self-avoidance goals were assessed with the corresponding
subscale of the 3×2 Achievement Goal Questionnaire for Sport
[42], adapted to physical activity. Participants answered the 3
items (eg, “When I do physical activity, my goal is to avoid
doing worse than I usually do”) on a Likert scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

Internal consistency was good for each variable, with McDonald
omegas ranging from 0.89 to 0.96. McDonald omegas were
used instead of Cronbach alphas because the latter have the
tendency to over- or underestimate reliability [49]. McDonald
omegas for each variable, descriptive statistics, and the complete
list of items are provided in Table 2.

Most of the scales’ standard deviations were found to be very
high, except for fall-related self-efficacy. Figure 2 shows the
boxplot for each variable, highlighting that participants’
responses on items assessing perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, perceived enjoyment, intention to use, and
self-avoidance goals were scattered across the entire Likert
scale.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics, internal consistency, and items for each variable.

McDonald omegaMean (SD)Variables

0.952.80 (1.25)Perceived usefulness

I believe using this VRH would be useful for improving my health.

I believe using this VRH would enable me to improve my health.

I believe using this VRH would help me improve my health.

0.923.10 (1.27)Perceived ease of use

I believe using this VRH would be clear and understandable.

I would find this VRH easy to use.

I believe using this VRH would be easy for me.

0.933.42 (1.39)Perceived enjoyment

I believe I would find using this VRH enjoyable.

I believe I would have fun using this VRH.

I believe I would find using this VRH exciting.

0.953.15 (1.42)Intention to use

Assuming I had access to this VRH, I would like to use it.

Assuming I had access to this VRH, I would intend to use it.

Assuming I had access to this VRH, I predict that I would use it.

0.969.41 (1.07)Fall-related self-efficacy

Getting dressed and undressed/preparing a simple meal/taking a bath or a shower/getting in or out of a
chair/getting in or out of bed/answering the door or telephone/walking around the inside of the
house/reaching into cabinets or closets/light housekeeping/simple shopping/using public transportation/cross-
ing roads/light gardening or hanging out the washing/going up or down stairs

0.893.57 (1.39)Self-avoidance goals

When I do physical activity, my goal is to avoid having worse results than I had previously.

When I do physical activity, my goal is to avoid doing worse than I usually do.

When I do physical activity, my goal is to avoid being less effective compared with my usual level of
performance.

Figure 2. Boxplots for all variables. FSE: fall-related self-efficacy; ITU: intention to use; PE: perceived enjoyment; PEOU: perceived ease of use; PU:
perceived usefulness; Sav: self-avoidance goals.
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Data Analysis

To evaluate the model’s fit [50,51], we used the χ2/df ratio
(value ≤3), the comparative fit index (CFI; value ≥0.90), the
Tucker-Lewis index (TLI; value ≥0.90), the root mean square
error of approximation (RMSEA; value ≤0.08), and the
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR; value ≤0.08).
A structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis using the
maximum likelihood estimations [52] was conducted to test the
previous hypotheses (see Figure 1) with the JASP software
(version 0.10). Gender, age, level of education, and financial
status were entered into the model to control for these variables.
According to Kline [53], a typical sample size in studies using
SEM is approximately 200 participants. This study met the
sample size requirement.

Results

The first results of model fit approached the expected

requirements (χ2[362, N=271]=1124.93, P<.001, χ2/df=3.11,
CFI=0.91, TLI=0.90, RMSEA=0.087, and SRMR=0.044), but

remained insufficient due to the χ2/df value above 3 and the
value of RMSEA above 0.08. Following the procedure of Kaplan
[54] when the initial model did not provide an adequate fit to
the data, we examined the modification indices suggested by
the statistical software. The modification indices proposed that

adding an error covariance between items 10, 11, and 12 of the
Modified Falls Efficacy Scale would improve the model’s fit.
This suggestion was theoretically possible and was used in the
present study because these 3 items measured the same latent
variable (fall-related self-efficacy). Subsequent analysis revealed
that all of the fit statistics met the criteria for an acceptable

fitting model, especially the RMSEA and the χ2/df, whose values
were below the threshold of 0.08 and 3, respectively [50,51]:

χ2(359, N=271)=988.95, P<.001, χ2/df=2.75, CFI=0.93,
TLI=0.92, RMSEA=0.079, and SRMR =0.042.

The results of the SEM analysis indicated that intention to use
the VRH designed to reduce older adults’ risk of falling through
its use in intervention programs was positively predicted by
perceived usefulness (H1 supported; P<.001), perceived
enjoyment (H2 supported; P<.001), and perceived ease of use
(H3 supported; P=.01), but was not significantly predicted by
fall-related self-efficacy (H9 not supported; P=.67) or
self-avoidance goals (H10 not supported; P=.58). Perceived
usefulness was positively predicted by perceived enjoyment
(H4 supported; P<.001), perceived ease of use (H5 supported;
P<.001), and self-avoidance goals (H8 supported; P=.03), and
negatively predicted by fall-related self-efficacy (H7 supported;
P=.03). Finally, perceived enjoyment was positively predicted
by perceived ease of use (H6 supported; P<.001). All
standardized path coefficients are presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Validated structural model with standardized path coefficients. Dotted lines indicate nonsignificant paths. *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001.

Ancillary analyses showed that gender (women=–1, men=1)
was a negative predictor of perceived usefulness (P=.04) and a
positive predictor of perceived ease of use (P<.001). Age was
found to be a negative predictor of both perceived enjoyment
(P=.002) and perceived ease of use (P<.001). Finally, level of
education was a positive predictor of perceived enjoyment
(P=.04). These results are not represented in Figure 3 because
they were not the most relevant ones relative to the main
purposes of the study.

Discussion

Main Findings
Based on the TAM, the main purpose of this study was to
examine acceptance among older adults of a VRH designed to
prevent falls before its first use. The results provided interesting
information. First, they highlighted that intention to use this
device was positively predicted by perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and perceived enjoyment, which had been
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self-reported by older adults before using this VRH. These
findings validate the TAM—for the first time to our
knowledge—in the context of the intention to use a VRH to
prevent falls through its use in intervention programs. Second,
results also showed that fall-related self-efficacy and
self-avoidance goals were negative and positive predictors,
respectively, of the perceived usefulness of this VRH, providing
external variables that had not yet been discussed in the TAM’s
literature investigating this specific device.

The results of the SEM analysis showed that the most powerful
predictor of intention to use the VRH was perceived enjoyment.
High perceived enjoyment resulted in high intention to use the
VRH. While perceived usefulness was the strongest predictor
in most of the previous TAM studies [25,29], recent studies
have highlighted that technologies based on virtual environments
are considered hedonic technologies [55], and perceived
enjoyment therefore becomes a strong predictor—possibly the
strongest one [30]—of intention to use them. Perceived
enjoyment was also recently found to be a relevant variable to
take into account when studying older adults’ acceptance of
VRHs [32,34]. Perceived usefulness also strongly positively
predicted intention to use the VRH for preventing falls. This
result was not surprising because (1) it was in line with the
theoretical foundations of the TAM postulating that users tend
to adopt a technology when they consider it useful [25,29], (2)
it corresponds to the results commonly identified in the literature
with various technologies, (3) perceived usefulness is a major
variable for acceptance of utilitarian technologies [56], such as
the VRH used for fall prevention in this study, (4) Peek et al
[57] showed that the perceived usefulness of a technology
identified by older adults is crucial for preimplementation
acceptance (ie, when a technology has not yet been tried), and
(5) perceived usefulness was already found to positively predict
intention to use VRHs among adults [30] and older adults
[32,34]. Finally, intention to use the VRH designed to prevent
falls through its use in intervention programs was positively
predicted by its perceived ease of use. When the VRH was
perceived to be easy to use, older adults were more intent on
using it. This result is consistent with the TAM, which postulates
that users’ adoption of a technology depends on the level of
difficulty associated with its use [25,29]. When the VRH used
for fall prevention is considered simple and easy to understand
by older adults, their intention to use it increases. While
perceived ease of use was not the strongest predictor of intention
to use this VRH in this study, it still remains a significant
predictor that seems to be particularly relevant with older adults
who are not necessarily familiar with such technologies [47].
In sum, this study validated, for the first time to our knowledge,
the suitability of the TAM for investigating the acceptance of
a VRH designed to prevent falls. Acceptance of the VRH is one
of the conditions for the success of VRH-based training
programs intended to prevent fall occurrence because if an older
adult does not accept the device before using it, their likelihood
of participating in the training program may decrease quite
significantly [58]. Moreover, acceptance during the
postimplementation stage (when users have already experienced
a technology) may also be a condition of the success of
technology-based training programs by increasing the
motivational process necessary to maintain and improve

participation throughout the program. However, studying
acceptance after use was not a purpose of this study.

A second set of results showed that fall-related self-efficacy (ie,
the perceived level of confidence of an individual when
performing daily activities without falling) was a negative
predictor of perceived usefulness of the VRH designed for fall
prevention (ie, less confidence leads to more perceived
usefulness). This result is not surprising because older adults
who have a low fall-related self-efficacy develop a high fear of
falling and reduce their activities [40]. Consequently, an
intervention program using a VRH designed to prevent falls
may seem more useful for older adults with a low fall-related
self-efficacy than for those with a high self-efficacy, which
explains the negative prediction found in this study. This is of
particular interest in the context of health prevention because
identifying fall-related self-efficacy may make it possible to
propose such VRH-based interventions to older adults who
probably need it most. Agreeing to participate in VR training
programs would be a first step in helping to reduce the
occurrence of falls and their negative consequences among older
adults [37]. The results also showed that self-avoidance goals
(ie, participating in a physical activity to avoid physical
regression) were positive predictors of perceived usefulness of
the VRH among older adults. The VRH designed to prevent
falls through intervention programs based on physical exercise
was found to be more useful to older adults who wanted to avoid
physical regression because most of them aimed to maintain
and preserve their current resources, especially in the physical
domain [44]. The VRH can help them to do so in concrete terms.
Finally, we also expected fall-related self-efficacy and
self-avoidance goals to be direct predictors of intention to use
the VRH. These hypotheses were not supported. Venkatesh [59]
identified that in general external variables influence beliefs
(perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and perceived
enjoyment) rather than intention to use, which has been
confirmed in this study. In sum, adding external variables (eg,
fall-related self-efficacy and self-avoidance goals) as antecedents
of perceived usefulness extends the TAM’s predictive power
because these variables are selected to fit the technology (VRH
in this study), context (fall prevention through intervention
programs in this study), and users (older adults in this study)
specifically investigated in studies about acceptance [32].
However, many other variables should also be examined as
potential predictors of technology use by older adults, such as
biophysical (eg, cognitive decline), psychological (eg,
willingness to remain independent), and contextual (eg, financial
means) factors [41,58].

Current Limitations and Directions for Future Studies
This study had some limitations that might be addressed in
future research. First, the participants’ responses were
self-reported and may have been subject to social desirability
[60]. Although the completion of the questionnaires was
anonymous, older adults may not want to reveal that they are
uncomfortable with new technologies. However, this risk
remained limited in this study because the average scores for
each variable of the TAM were in the middle of the scales and
were not very high. Second, the external variables we chose for
this study (fall-related self-efficacy and self-avoidance goals)
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were psychological rather than contextual variables. History of
falls (ie, any fall event experienced by older adults during a
specified period of time) may be a relevant variable to include
in future studies because history of falls was shown to influence
older adults’ behaviors in VR training [61]. Investigating other
variables from the unified theory of acceptance and use of
technology [26,36] might also be relevant to a better
understanding of acceptance of the VRH used to prevent falls.
For instance, the social influence of older adults’ companions
and facilitating conditions (eg, having the necessary knowledge
to use technologies and being able to get help) may be relevant
variables to investigate, all the more so since a questionnaire
in French has very recently been validated in young adults [21]
and may be relatively easily adapted to older adults. Third, the
psychological antecedents of the intention to use the VRH in
this study were investigated without having experienced VRHs.
Assessing older adults’ acceptance of this device after a first
use would be interesting. Huygelier et al [33] have shown that
older adults’ acceptance of VRHs increased after a first use
lasting a few minutes compared with a control group.
Accordingly, it can be hypothesized that the pattern would be
similar for the VRH specifically designed for fall prevention.
Finally, in future research conducted in our laboratory and
elsewhere, the VRH will be used in long-term training programs
(6 weeks at a rate of 3 to 4 sessions/week) to develop adaptive

behavior of older adults in perfectly controlled, playful, and
evolving contexts. A longitudinal study focusing on the
evolution of acceptance throughout the intervention programs
might provide relevant information about the dynamics of the
acceptance process. Furthermore, long-term technology use by
older adults may be influenced by disruptive forces that could
cause changes in technology use, which might be investigated
through longer longitudinal studies [57].

Conclusions
This study focused on acceptance of a VRH designed for fall
prevention through its use in training intervention programs as
a possible moderator of the effectiveness of these devices. This
study is a first step in this direction. Results showed that
intention to use the VRH was predicted by its perceived
usefulness, perceived enjoyment, and perceived ease of use.
The results also suggested that perceived usefulness of the VRH
was negatively predicted by older adults’ fall-related
self-efficacy (ie, elderly individuals with less confidence found
the VRH more useful) and positively predicted by their
self-avoidance goals (ie, elderly persons who strived to avoid
physical regression found the VRH more useful). Finally, our
study allows better understanding of the factors that can
influence older adults’acceptance of a VRH designed to prevent
falls.
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Abstract

Background: The widespread availability of internet-connected smart devices in the health care setting has the potential to
improve the delivery of research evidence to the care pathway and fulfill health care professionals’ information needs.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the frequency with which physiotherapists experience information needs, the capacity
of digital information resources to fulfill these needs, and the specific types of resources they use to do so.

Methods: A total of 38 participants (all practicing physiotherapists; 19 females, 19 males) were randomly assigned to complete
three 20-question multiple-choice questionnaire (MCQ) examinations under 3 conditions in a randomized crossover study design:
assisted by a web browser, assisted by a federated search portal system, and unassisted. MCQ scores, times, and frequencies of
information needs were recorded for overall examination-level and individual question-level analyses. Generalized estimating
equations were used to assess differences between conditions for the primary outcomes. A log file analysis was conducted to
evaluate participants’ web search and retrieval behaviors.

Results: Participants experienced an information need in 55.59% (845/1520) MCQs (assisted conditions only) and exhibited a
mean improvement of 10% and 16% in overall examination scores for the federated search and web browser conditions, respectively,
compared with the unassisted condition (P<.001). In the web browser condition, Google was the most popular resource and the
only search engine used, accounting for 1273 (64%) of hits, followed by PubMed (195 hits; 10% of total). In the federated search
condition, Wikipedia and PubMed were the most popular resources with 1518 (46% of total) and 1273 (39% of total) hits,
respectively.

Conclusions: In agreement with the findings of previous research studies among medical physicians, the results of this study
demonstrate that physiotherapists frequently experience information needs. This study provides new insights into the preferred
digital information resources used by physiotherapists to fulfill these needs. Future research should clarify the implications of
physiotherapists’ apparent high reliance on Google, whether these results reflect the authentic clinical environment, and whether
fulfilling clinical information needs alters practice behaviors or improves patient outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19747)   doi:10.2196/19747
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Introduction

Health Care Professionals’ Information Seeking
Behaviors: A Brief History
The ubiquity of internet-connected smart devices in the clinical
setting [1] and the availability of preappraised point-of-care
evidence summaries [2,3] have changed how health care
professionals seek, consume, and implement information in the
care pathway [4]. For instance, a generation now separates the
sample of health care professionals who participated in the
seminal work of Covell et al [5] in 1985 and their digitally native
descendants. That sample (47 medical physicians) reported
having 2 clinical questions for every 3 patient visits and
preferred textbooks, journals, and drug information indexes to
fulfill their information needs [5]. Importantly, these findings
are now irreconcilable with modern clinical archetypes as
“computered sources were reported to be used least often” [5].

Since then, the delivery of clinically relevant information to the
care pathway has progressed to smart devices capable of running
stand-alone software apps. At present, an increasing proportion
of health care professionals use these devices to inform their
practice [1]. This change has been charted in thousands of
studies [6] and syntheses of studies [7,8], which have
demonstrated the use of web-connected smart devices for
fulfilling clinical information needs [5,8-11]

Empirical Research of Health Care Professionals’
Information Seeking Behaviors
Unfortunately, the current understanding of information-seeking
and utilization behaviors is shaped by suboptimal empirical
models. Self-report questionnaires [5,9], interviews [12], and
think-aloud [13-15] methodologies may offer a feasible way to
estimate how health care professionals perceive their own
information-seeking behaviors, their frequency, the topics to
which they relate, the resources they use to fulfill these needs,
and the strategies they employ to harvest information from these
resources. However, these behaviors can now be more directly
observed using web server log file analysis [16-18].

To date, researchers have leveraged web logs to evaluate usage
patterns for specific websites such as Wikipedia [19,20],
PubMed [21,22], UpToDate [23], and web-based institutional
health science libraries [16,17]. Typically reported usage
metadata include the number of time- or user-dependent hits or
sessions on the website [24,25], the most frequently searched
topics [18,22], and the number of click-throughs from one
section of the website to another [18].

Importantly, these analyses tend to be constrained to individual
websites [22] or institutional portals [23], which redirect to a
limited group of external websites. These constraints undermine
the validity of modern information-seeking paradigms and bely
our understanding of the specific digital information resources
that are used in an unconstrained web environment to fulfil
information needs. Health care professionals in the real world

have unbounded web access; this does not reflect the sandboxes
of preselected information resources that are evaluated in the
available body of research. Furthermore, little work in the web
log analysis literature has focused on how these resources can
be used to answer clinical questions.

Aims and Objectives of the Study
Therefore, the aim of this study is to evaluate the use of
web-based resources for fulfilling clinical information needs.
Specifically, our objectives were to conduct a randomized
crossover trial, whereby a group of physiotherapists were
subjected to a multiple-choice questionnaire (MCQ)
examination, which they completed under 3 conditions: (1)
assisted via a web browser with unconstrained web access, (2)
assisted via a federated search engine “portal” app, and (3)
unassisted.

By including both a federated search system and unconstrained
web use in a single study design, we sought to evaluate the
potentially mediating effects of the access tool on the kinds of
resources being used and the time spent doing so. This study
aims to address both hypothesis-confirming and
hypothesis-generating research questions.

Experimental Hypotheses
The confirmatory hypotheses were as follows:

1. Physiotherapists frequently encounter information needs
when presented with simulated clinical questions [5,9-11].

2. Digital information resources available on the web can be
used to fulfill these needs, resulting in a higher MCQ
examination score in the assisted conditions [26].

The hypotheses that this research may generate relate to the
following:

1. The specific web-based resources used by physiotherapists
to fulfill their information needs.

2. The rate of answering correctly in the presence or absence
of an information need and its relationship with the use or
nonuse of a digital information resource.

3. Whether constraining physiotherapists to a limited number
of web-based digital information resources (as in the
federated search condition) is associated with a difference
in the rate with which questions are answered correctly or
the time spent in searching for information.

Methods

Ethics
Ethical approval for this randomized crossover trial was granted
by the affiliate review board of the institution at which the
authors were based (reference: LS-18-25). Study design,
conduct, analysis, and results are reported according to the
CONSORT-EHEALTH (Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials of Electronic and Mobile Health Applications and Online
Telehealth) checklist.
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Recruitment
Prospective participants included practicing physiotherapists
who were recruited with the help of collaborating health care
institutions. The study was advertised on the websites of these
institutions, and a notice was sent throughout the recruitment
period to prospective participants via the “staff bulletin” of the
respective institutions. Physiotherapists were chosen for
evaluation, as their information behavior has not been well
addressed in the research literature to date, despite their
prominent role in health care [27].

All individuals met the following inclusion criteria: adults (>18
years of age), currently employed by collaborating health-related
institutions and involved with the management and treatment
of patients, provided informed consent (which was obtained
digitally during authentication with the federated search app).

Protocol
Information needs were induced via the administration of an
MCQ examination completed at 3 time points under 3 conditions
in random order: (1) assisted by a standard web browser, (2)
assisted by a federated search engine, and (3) unassisted.

One investigator (CD) organized an appropriate time and
location to conduct all test sessions; to maximize participant
retention, testing was conducted at a time and place that suited
participants. Short-term rescheduling (ie, within 1 week of the
original designated test time) was facilitated in the event of
unexpected delays or schedule conflicts.

For the purpose of this study, we defined an information need
in the assisted conditions as any instance in which a participant
used an assistive technology to access a digital information
resource to inform their choice of answer in the MCQ. In the
“assisted by a web browser” condition, participants were
provided with a web-connected laptop preinstalled with a web
browser (Google Chrome). For the “assisted by a federated
search engine” condition, participants were required to install
and register an account with a free experimental federated search
engine called SciScanner [28] on their smartphone.

The Multiple-Choice Questionnaire
Each theoretical examination comprised a 20-item MCQ with
one best answer, derived from the Physiotherapy Competency
Exam (PCE) [29] prepared by the Canadian Alliance of
Physiotherapy Regulators and the United States National
Physical Therapy Exam (NPTE) [30]. A bank of >1000
questions was compiled for each of the PCE and NPTE
examinations [31,32]. During each examination, a different
random subset was taken from this question bank for each

participant for each of the 3 examinations they completed. The
MCQ was administered on a tablet device using a commercially
available testing software that administered random subsets of
topic-tagged questions. Participants were assigned questions
based on their chosen area of practice using these tags. The
software also documented the question that was administered,
its associated response, whether that response was correct or
incorrect, and the time spent answering it [33]. Participants were
informed that the examination was negatively marked to
discourage guessing; however, they were not informed about
the penalty for an incorrect answer. Participants were also
informed that time was not to be considered a metric for
performance, whereby they would not be penalized for finishing
the examination in a longer period. In the “assisted”
experimental conditions, participants were informed that they
could opt to use their assigned system but did not have to if they
did not deem it necessary or if they were sufficiently confident
of their answer. In either case, participants were informed that
they would not be penalized for using or not using assistance
if it was available to them. The examination was proctored by
the first author, who manually documented the frequency of
information needs (defined by instances where participants
chose to use either the standard web browser or the federated
search engine for a given examination question).

Web and Federated Search Logs
Participants’ web logs and federated search logs were captured
during the 2 assisted conditions.

Federated Search Logs

Federated searching describes a system that implements a single
query concurrently across multiple disparate collections of
information. The federated search engine used in this study is
a free experimental platform called SciScanner that centralizes
popular health-information resources [34]. At the time of the
study, searches were implemented across a series of authoritative
(PubMed and the Cochrane library), nonauthoritative
(YouTube), and community‐built (Wikipedia) resources in
tandem. These were chosen based on prior research identifying
the most commonly used, free resources among health care
professionals [35-39] and because of the ease with which a
simple search string could be used and adapted for each data
source while maximizing the consistency of these results [40].
For example, the “Clinical Queries” search strategies were
implemented in the system to aid users in finding different types
of content on PubMed (eg, related to diagnosis, clinical
prediction, or treatment best practices) [41]. The results for a
single search query could be accessed for each resource on the
app home screen (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Search results for “Deep Vein Thrombosis” on the federated search platform. At the time of the study, the platform queried Wikipedia (top,
left), PubMed (“diagnosis” category; top, right), the Cochrane library (bottom, left), and YouTube (bottom, right).

Following recruitment and before completion of the protocol,
participants were required to download and register an account
with the SciScanner federated search platform. This
authentication process facilitated the tracking of participants’
account-linked information search and retrieval behaviors. The
timestamps of all search events, the accounts associated with
these events, the search queries themselves, and the resources
used for each search query were logged by the system and could

be exported in a comma-separated values (CSV) file format for
further statistical analysis.

Web Logs

Web logs were acquired using a web browser extension. This
browser extension was installed on the computer provided to
participants during the completion of their examination. When
opened, the browser loaded a blank homepage; participants
were allowed to select their preferred sites and search engines.
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The browser extension captured a similar collection of metrics
as those described previously, which were used to quantify
information search and retrieval behaviors: search queries,
associated timestamps, and the URLs of the webpages that were
accessed were logged by the extension. These logs were
manually exported in a CSV file format following completion
of each examination for further analysis.

Data Preparation
All web and federated search log files were accrued in a single
database after participants had completed the test protocol for
each “assisted” condition and were filtered to remove setup (eg,
log-in events to institutional networks) and duplicate events.
All log files were then grouped into sessions based on the
timestamps of the first and last log, which were cross-referenced
with the recorded date, start time, and duration of the
examination. Each session was then manually segmented by
the primary author into individual information-seeking events
based on search queries and the timestamps of every event;
consecutive search queries that were deemed to be thematically
related (eg, “sensation to medial tibia,” “nerve supply to medial

leg,” and “saphenous nerve”) and those that occurred within a
similar timeframe were grouped as a single information-seeking
event. Information-seeking events were then partitioned into 3
periods: primary, intermediate, and terminal. The primary period
related to the first search that was logged by participants in an
information-seeking session or the first search logged in a
thematically similar series of consecutive search segments.
Terminal periods were defined as the last search logged by
participants in an information-seeking session or the last search
logged in a thematically similar series of consecutive search
segments. Intermediate periods included consecutive logs
between the primary and terminal periods.

For each period of an information-seeking event, the resources
that were accessed were identified. This was automatically
recorded in the federated search logs by design and was
determined based on the website URL for the web logs. The
number of hits and the accumulated time for each hit were then
determined for each resource for the entire test cohort.
Segmentation, partitioning, and preparation for data analysis
are displayed in Figure 2.

Figure 2. An example collection of search sessions segmented into primary, intermediate, and terminal search periods. Strikethrough text depicts that
events would have been removed during data preparation, as they coincided with log-in and authentication to an institutional website.

Sample Size
Previous research on knowledge acquisition using web-based
resources among medical trainees identified a 15% difference
between assisted and nonassisted assessment scores (Cohen
d=0.86) [21,26]. On this basis, a sample of 18 pairs of
physiotherapists was deemed sufficient to achieve experimental
power. To account for a 5% (2 of 36) potential dropout, 38
participants (19 pairs) were recruited; however, there were no
dropouts, so all participants were included in the analysis.

Outcomes
We adopted a 3-tiered analysis paradigm for our outcomes. The
first tier was related to the MCQ results (examination-level
analysis), the second to the individual questions of the MCQ

(question-level analysis), and the third was related to the log
files recorded in instances where there was an information need
(log-level analysis; assisted conditions only).

Examination-Level Analysis
The salient outcomes for the examination-level analysis included
participants’ overall MCQ scores and their examination times
for each condition. In addition, the total number of information
needs was a salient outcome for examinations completed in the
“assisted” conditions. Total examination scores were computed
without implementing any negative marking.

Question-Level Analysis
The salient outcomes for the question-level analysis included
the presence or absence of an information need for each
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question, the time spent answering each question, and whether
the question was answered correctly or incorrectly.

Log-Level Analysis
The salient outcomes for the log-level analysis included the
number of hits, the time spent per hit, and the digital information
resource that was used.

Statistical Analysis
The demographics of the participating sample were represented
using descriptive statistics.

Examination-Level Analysis
Generalized estimating equations (GEEs) were used to assess
differences in examination scores (assisted with a web browser,
assisted with a federated search engine, and unassisted
conditions) and information needs (assisted with a web browser
and assisted with federated search engine conditions) with
examination time included as a covariate using an exchangeable
correlation structure. The model was corrected for dependent
observations by including the participants’ identifying code as
a subject effect. The a priori p value for this analysis was set
at P<.05.

Question-Level Analysis
A separate model GEE was defined to evaluate the effect of
different conditions on individual answers in the presence and
absence of an information need with question time included as
a covariate in the model. The model was corrected for dependent
observations by including the participants’ identifying code as

a subject effect. The a priori p value for this analysis was set
at P<.05.

Log-Level Analysis
Log data for all web-based and federated search–based
information resources were represented using means with SDs
or medians with IQR, where appropriate, for each period of the
information trail. GEEs were used to assess the differences in
the time spent per “hit” in each of the 3 periods of the
information trail (primary, intermediate, and tertiary) for each
of the assisted conditions using an exchangeable correlation
structure. This model was corrected for dependent observations
by including the participants’ identifying code as a subject
effect. The a priori p value for this analysis was set at P<.05.

All data analyses were performed using Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences version 26 (IBM Corp) and Microsoft Excel.

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 38 physiotherapists fully participated in the study,
completing an examination under each of the 3 experimental
conditions in random order using Vickers’block randomization
[42]. The demographic characteristics of the included sample
are presented in Table 1. All tests were conducted in the 6-month
period from June 2019 to January 2020. All participants
completed all 3 conditions within a 1-month (4 week) period
of enrolling in the study. A CONSORT diagram is presented
in Figure 3 [43].

Table 1. Characteristics of participants.

ValuesCharacteristics

19Male, n

19Female, n

28.6 (27.5-29.7)Age (years), mean (95% CI)

5.4 (4.4-6.3)Number of years practicing, mean (95% CI)

26.1 (22.5-29.7)Number of individual patient encounters per week, mean (95% CI)
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Figure 3. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) diagram of the study design. Note that information needs were considered in the
assisted conditions only. MCQ: multiple-choice questionnaire.

Examination-Level Analysis
The examination-level GEE estimated a main effect for
condition (P<.001). Examination scores differed significantly
between the unassisted condition (mean examination score
47.11%, SD 12.7) and both assisted conditions (mean federated

search condition 57.5%, SD 12.8, P=.001; web search condition
63.3%, SD 12%, P=.02). The mean examination score and
examination duration for the 3 experimental conditions, and the
mean number of information needs for the assisted conditions
are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Results of the examination-level analysis for the 3 experimental conditions including the mean examination score, duration, and number of
information needs for the assisted conditions (with 95% CI).

Score (%), mean (95% CI)Time (min), mean (95% CI)Number of information needs, mean (95% CI)Exam parameter

Assisted

58 (53-62)34 (29-39)11 (10-12)Federated search

63 (59-67)27 (23-31)11 (10-12)Web search

47 (43-51)12 (11-14)N/AaUnassisted

aN/A: not applicable.

Question-Level Analysis
Participants experienced 845 information needs out of a total
of 1520 questions, with a rate of 55.6% (assisted conditions
only). The question-level GEE was used to further investigate
the relationship between individual information needs and
answers (correct and incorrect). This GEE estimated a main
effect for condition (P<.001) and the presence of an information
need (P=.009). An analysis of the parameter estimates associated
with these main effects revealed that participants were more
likely to answer correctly in both the federated search condition

(P=.003) and the web browser condition (P<.001) compared
with the unassisted condition.

Despite the observation of a main effect for the presence of an
information need, there were no significant differences based
on the parameter estimates at the level of P<.05 in the rate of
answering individual questions correctly in the presence or
absence of an information need (P=.06).

The average rate of answering correctly for each condition in
the absence or presence of an information need is presented in
Table 3.

Table 3. Mean rate of answering correctly (with 95% CI) for each condition in the absence or presence of an information need.

Rate of answering correctly (%), mean (95% CI)Condition

Unassisted conditionWeb search conditionFederated search condition

N/Aa65.2 (60.6-69.7)62.1 (57.4-66.7)Yes

43.7 (40.1-47.2)65.1 (60-70.2)72.5 (67.6-77.2)No

aN/A: not applicable.
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Log Analysis
The 845 information needs corresponded to 1987 web logs and
3277 app logs. This data set of app and web logs comprised all
participants’ information-seeking sessions, which themselves
included multiple information-seeking events (or information
trails) split into primary, intermediate, and terminal periods.

Table 4 presents the most popular resources used during the
primary, intermediate, and terminal periods in the web and app
log conditions.

In the web-assisted condition, participants spent a total of
00:45:25 min (383 hits) in the primary period, 04:14:55 hours
in the intermediate period (1356 hits), and 06:26:43 hours in
the terminal period (248 hits). This corresponded with a median
time per resource of 1 second in the primary period, 4 seconds
per resource in the intermediate period, and 86 seconds per
resource in the terminal period.

In the federated search condition, participants spent a total of
01:47:21 hours (486 hits) in the primary period, 08:42:24 hours
in the intermediate period (2076 hits), and 04:24:06 hours in
the terminal period (668 hits). This corresponded with a median
time per resource of 3 seconds in the primary period, 4 seconds
per resource in the intermediate period, and 5 seconds per
resource in the terminal period.

The log GEE estimated a main effect for condition and for the
period of the information trail (P<.001). There was also a
significant main effect for the interaction between condition
and period (P<.001). An analysis of the parameter estimates
associated with these main effects revealed that participants
spent less time per hit in the primary and intermediate periods
for the web search condition compared with the federated search
condition, and more time in the terminal period in the web
search condition than in the federated search condition. The
median and mean values for each condition stratified by search
period are presented in Table 5.
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Table 4. Most popular resources used during the primary, intermediate, and terminal periods for the web and federated search conditions.

Cumulative (%)Time (h:min:s)Cumulative (%)Hits, nPeriod, search condition, and resource

Primary

Web browser

8800:39:5594359Google Search

9400:02:35969PubMed-NCBIa

9700:01:32989Physio-pedia

9900:00:54991ResearchGate

9900:00:15992Google Scholar

10000:00:091002Ovid

Federated search

5000:53:3562304Wikipedia

8400:36:3288131PubMed

9500:12:139536YouTube

10000:05:0310023Cochrane

Intermediate

Web browser

3701:33:5063858Google Search

5600:49:2374141PubMed-NCBI

6400:19:387857Wikipedia

7100:18:578148Physio-pedia

7500:10:078547Google Scholar

7600:01:138722British Journal of Sports Medicine

7700:04:258814ResearchGate

7900:03:22889Mayo Clinic

7900:00:56898Sci-hub

8000:01:54898Cochrane library

Federated search

4603:56:4846937PubMed

8503:20:3887848Wikipedia

9000:25:3194133Cochrane

10000:51:18100129YouTube

Terminal

Web browser

2401:33:492356Google Search

4501:20:124145PubMed-NCBI

5900:53:535433Physio-pedia

6800:35:356526Wikipedia

7300:18:056912British Journal of Sports Medicine

7400:05:17715Mayo clinic

7500:01:27735ResearchGate

7600:06:19754Teachmeanatomy

7700:03:04763Google Scholar

7800:05:16773Mananatomy
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Cumulative (%)Time (h:min:s)Cumulative (%)Hits, nPeriod, search condition, and resource

Federated search

4201:47:4855366Wikipedia

7501:22:5485205PubMed

9400:50:499457YouTube

10000:14:0410042Cochrane

aNCBI: National Center for Biotechnology Information.

Table 5. Median and mean values of time spent per resource for the web and federated condition stratified by search period.

Tertiary (second)Intermediate (second)Primary (second)Search period

Federated search

5 (26)4 (12)3 (11)Median (IQR)

24 (20.3-27.2)15.1 (13.6-16.6)13.3 (10.6-15.9)Mean (95% CI)

Web

86 (55)4 (14)1 (7)Median (IQR)

169.8 (40-299.5)11.3 (10.4-12.2)7.1 (5.3-9)Mean (95% CI)

Discussion

Principal Findings

Frequency of Information Needs
In this study, we sought to confirm a series of hypotheses. The
first concerned the frequency with which physiotherapists
experience information needs. Information needs were
specifically defined: they were induced during a theoretical
examination and anchored to participants’ access or nonaccess
of digital information resources in the 2 “assisted” experimental
conditions. Under this definition, participants experienced an
information need in 55.59% (845/1520) of theoretical
examination questions. In clinical environments, previous
research has shown that medical physicians report experiencing
an information need with varying frequencies. In the study by
Covell et al [5], medical physicians had an information need in
67% of their patient encounters, whereas Sackett and Straus
[44] observed 98 questions during the care of 166 hospitalized
patients in a 30-day period (a rate of 59%). Among family care
physicians, Ely et al [45] observed information needs at a rate
of 3.2 (or 32%) for every 10 patient visits, while, more recently,
Izcovich et al [46] documented 1.2 questions per patient
encounter. It is important to note that by anchoring the existence
of a need to information-seeking behavior, we could not evaluate
information needs in the unassisted condition.

Regardless of how information needs are defined, timely
translation of research evidence to the care pathway is a policy
priority of many health research systems [47], yet many
obstacles block the channels by which such translation occurs
[48]. Ultimately, these obstacles impede effective evidence
translation [49].

The Use of Web-Based Resources to Fulfill Information
Needs
Barriers to obtaining information include time [40,50],
accessibility [40,50,51], and limited personal skills [40], yet
web-connected digital technologies could overcome these
barriers and enable clinicians to fulfill their information needs
at the point of care [1]. This contributed to our second
confirmatory hypothesis that digital information resources
accessed via the web could be used to fulfill information needs,
thus improving the overall MCQ examination score. In
agreement with this hypothesis, participants exhibited a mean
improvement of 10% (for the federated search condition) and
16% (for the web condition) in the overall examination score
compared with the unassisted condition. Our analysis at the
resolution of individual questions further revealed that
participants were more likely to answer correctly in either of
the assisted conditions but that there were no differences in the
rate of answering correctly in the presence or absence of an
information need. Specifically, participants answered 63.7%
(538/845) of questions correctly in the presence of an
information need, compared with 68.7% (464/675) of questions
in the absence of an information need. There was no statistically
significant difference between these rates, suggesting that the
availability of assistance improved participants’ likelihood of
answering a question correctly at a similar rate to that when
they were confident of knowing the answer (and therefore did
not seek assistance, even if it was available) or to a level where
they were sufficiently confident to guess despite the expectation
that they would be marked negatively for doing so.

Previous researchers have sought to affect knowledge acquisition
as assessed via MCQ examinations among health care
professionals with seminars [52], tutorials [53], and course
modules [54]. Course materials are generally developed using
the frameworks of evidence-based medicine [55,56]. However,
this does not reflect real-world practice, as health care
professionals [57,58] autonomously use search engines and
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nonauthoritative, community‐built content to fulfill their
information needs, prioritizing efficiency, familiarity,
accessibility, and organization with “just the right” volume,
variety, and scope to fulfill their needs [40]. The apparent
dissonance between the types of resources that academic staff
and researchers encourage health care professionals to use
[55,56], those they report using [59,60], and those they actually
use [61] informed our hypothesis-generating research questions.
Through the log file analysis, we evaluated the digital
information resources used by our cohort of physiotherapists
in an unconfined web environment and those accessed via a
federated search engine that was developed for the purposes of
this study.

Reflecting the available body of observational research
evaluating the browsing behaviors of the general population for
health-related information [62,63], we observed a preference
mainly for search engines and nonauthoritative,
community‐built content at all stages of the
information-seeking journey. Specifically, in the web-assisted
condition, Google was the most popular resource used at the
start of the information-seeking journey (359/383, 93.7% of
total hits; 00:39:55 of 00:45:25, 88% of the total time). The
variety of resources then increased in the “intermediate” period,
yet Google was still the most popular (858/1351, 63.51% of
total hits; 01:33:50 of 04:13:03, 37% of total time), followed
by PubMed (141/1351, 10.44% of total hits; 00:49:23 of
04:13:03, 20% of total time) and Wikipedia (57/1351, 4.22%
of total hits; 00:19:38 of 04:13:03, 8% of total time). The
terminal period contained the last resources used by participants
before their submission of an answer in the MCQ. Therefore,
these resources were assumed to be principally responsible for
fulfilling participants’ information needs, an assumption
reflected in the relative amount of time spent in this period
(median duration of 86 seconds), compared with the primary
(median duration of 1 second) and intermediate (median duration
of 4 seconds) periods. In the terminal period, Google searches
again accounted for the largest number of hits with 22.5%
(56/248) of the total, which corresponded to 01:33:49, or 25%
of the total duration (06:18:13), followed by PubMed (45/248,
18.1% of total hits; 01:20:12 of 06:18:13, 21% of total duration),
Physio-pedia (33/248, 13.3% of total hits; 00:53:53 of 06:18:13,
14% of total duration), and Wikipedia (26/248, 10.4% of total
hits; 00:35:35 of 06:18:13, 9% of total duration). That Google,
PubMed, and Wikipedia were the most popular resources among
a cohort of physiotherapists is in agreement with a small body
of prior research in other health care professional groups [61].
However, that Google in particular is heavily relied upon as
both a directory to other resources and as a resource itself is
potentially problematic, owing to its propensity to display results
in a “filter bubble” [64]. Indeed, Google was the only search
engine used by participants in this study, and its tendency to
display previews of the information contained in individual
websites potentially bypasses the need to visit these websites
and to properly apprise the evidence [65]. The impact of this in
the context of health care delivery has yet to be formally
evaluated, but the available body of research suggests that the
use of Google may not always be conducive to acquiring valid
and reliable health-related information [66,67].

The federated search engine in this study was designed as an
alternative mode of assistance, bypassing the need for traditional
web search filter bubbles and improving the efficiency of
navigating specific academic databases. Unsurprisingly, due to
the constraints on the resources that were included in the
federated search, a less diverse array of information resources
were observed in the federated search condition. Specifically,
Wikipedia accounted for the greatest number of hits in the
primary period (304/494, 61.5% of hits; 00:53:35 of 01:47:23,
50% of time), PubMed accounted for the greatest number of
hits in the intermediate period (937 of 2047 hits and 03:56:48
of 08:34:14, or 45.77% of both total hits and time), and
Wikipedia accounted for the greatest number of hits in the
terminal period (366/670, 54.6% of total hits; 01:47:48 of
04:15:35, 42% time), suggesting that participants sought out
these resources despite the differences in their mode of delivery.
Although the difference was not statistically significant,
participants spent longer doing the examination in the federated
search condition (34 min vs 27 min in the web condition).
However, participants did spend significantly less time in the
terminal period (a median duration of 5 seconds, compared with
86 seconds in the web condition) and clicked on a greater
number of resources (there were 1290, or 65% more hits in the
federated search condition compared with the web condition).
In summary, these findings may suggest that the federated search
was less effective in finding relevant and useful information,
required more effort to locate that information, or that
participants used the primary, intermediate, and terminal
resources together to fulfill their information needs, rather than
reaching an information end-point through a terminal resource
as in the web condition. In relation to our second
hypothesis-generating research question, that there was no
significant difference in the examination scores between the 2
assisted conditions, and no significant difference in the rate with
which questions were answered correctly or incorrectly in the
presence or absence of an information need, would suggest the
latter conclusions to be more likely.

Limitations
Despite the methodological strengths of the crossover
experimental design and the insights garnered via the use of
web log analysis to determine what digital information resources
were used to fulfill information needs and the novelty of
evaluating these outcomes among physiotherapists, this study
is not without limitations. First, an MCQ was used as a surrogate
stimulus for information needs and may not be an accurate
representation of the clinical setting. The validity of the MCQ
questions as a measure of physiotherapy knowledge and by
extension, health care delivery, was assumed on the basis that
they were from the examinations of recognized accreditation
bodies. It must be acknowledged that although these questions
are used to assess physiotherapists’ capacity to practice, they
may not actually represent the information needs of the authentic
clinical encounter. Second, this study does not address an
enduring question as to whether the fulfillment of clinical
information needs alters treatment practices and patients’
outcomes; it has always been assumed, but never proven [46],
that the translation of the latest high-quality research evidence
to the care pathway optimizes clinical practice behaviors and
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improves patients’ outcomes. Finally, although the use of a
federated search portal system provides a useful comparator for
unconstrained web browsing in evidence search and retrieval
patterns and their effect on MCQ examination scores, the results
presented in this study for this portal system (ie, SciScanner)
are unique to it and have limited external applicability for other
portal systems.

Conclusions
On the basis of an MCQ examination protocol, we identified
that physiotherapists experienced an information need in 55.59%
(845/1520) of theoretical questions and, when they were

provided with access to digital information resources accessed
via the web or a federated search software app, the fulfillment
of these needs was associated with improved rates of answering
examination questions correctly. The physiotherapists in this
study exhibited a high preference for Google as both a directory
and a resource, with Wikipedia and PubMed being the next
most popular resources. The implications of relying heavily on
Google as a search and retrieval mechanism for health-related
information warrants further investigation, whereas the
emulation of these findings in an authentic clinical setting would
be an important research pursuit in the future.
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Abstract

Background: The rapid proliferation of web-based information on health and health care has profoundly changed individuals’
health-seeking behaviors, with individuals choosing the internet as their first source of information on their health conditions
before seeking professional advice. However, barriers to the evaluation of people’s eHealth literacy present some difficulties for
decision makers with respect to encouraging and empowering patients to use web-based resources.

Objective: This study aims to examine the psychometric properties of a simplified Chinese version of the eHealth Literacy
Scale (SC-eHEALS).

Methods: Data used for analysis were obtained from a cross-sectional multicenter survey. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)
was used to examine the structure of the SC-eHEALS. Correlations between the SC-eHEALS and ICEpop capability measure
for adults (ICECAP-A) items and overall health status were estimated to assess the convergent validity. Internal consistency
reliability was confirmed using Cronbach alpha (α), McDonald omega (ω), and split-half reliability (λ). A general partial credit
model was used to perform the item response theory (IRT) analysis. Item difficulty, discrimination, and fit were reported.
Item-category characteristic curves (ICCs) and item and test information curves were used to graphically assess the validity and
reliability based on the IRT analysis. Differential item functioning (DIF) was used to check for possible item bias on gender and
age.

Results: A total of 574 respondents from 5 cities in China completed the SC-eHEALS. CFA confirmed that the one-factor
model was acceptable. The internal consistency reliability was good, with α=0.96, ω=0.92, and λ=0.96. The item-total correlation
coefficients ranged between 0.86 and 0.91. Items 8 and 4 showed the lowest and highest mean scores, respectively. The correlation
coefficients between the SC-eHEALS and ICECAP-A items and overall health status were significant, but the strength was mild.
The discrimination of SC-eHEALS items ranged between 2.63 and 5.42. ICCs indicated that the order of categories’ thresholds
for all items was as expected. In total, 70% of the information provided by SC-eHEALS was below the average level of the latent
trait. DIF was found for item 6 on age.

Conclusions: The SC-eHEALS has been demonstrated to have good psychometric properties and can therefore be used to
evaluate people’s eHealth literacy in China.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18613)   doi:10.2196/18613
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Introduction

Background
Currently, 4 billion people worldwide use the internet for various
purposes every day, which increases their ability to search,
digest, and use information in every aspect of their lives [1].
The health care field cannot escape from this trend. The rapid
proliferation of web-based information about health and health
care has significantly changed individuals’ health-seeking
behavior, with individuals choosing the internet as their first
source of information regarding their health conditions before
seeking professional advice [2,3].

Despite increased accessibility to relevant health information
on the internet, searching, identifying, and using the right
information is still challenging. Van der Vaart et al [4] found
that easily identifiable web-based information may increase the
discrepancies in health knowledge and choice of health care
provider. Collecting web-based information is different from
acquiring health-related information via traditional methods,
such as hospital pamphlets, medical books, or professionals’
advice; acquiring useful and accurate web-based information
necessitates specific skills [3,5,6]. These skills include not only
having professional knowledge about any given health
conditions but also computer literacy, mobile phone literacy,
and knowing how to navigate the internet [4,7]. Thus, eHealth
literacy, including computer literacy and internet-related
knowledge and skills, plays a key role in helping people search
for web-based information and analyze, assess, and use that
information to improve their health outcomes [8]. eHealth
information offers little value if the intended users lack the skills
to effectively use this type of information [9]. Measuring
people’s eHealth literacy could help policy makers develop
guidelines, strategies, and interventions to provide health
information through the internet to people regarding different
needs, preferences, and expectations in ways that they can
understand and use it [7].

In the last two decades, China has made remarkable progress
in the development of internet networks and services. Currently,
more than 800 million Chinese people actively use the internet
every day [10]. To maximize the effectiveness of the internet
in improving people’s health, in 2018, the State Council of
China announced an ambitious plan to develop an integral
system to provide a broad spectrum of health care services
through the internet across China in the next 10 years; this
initiative intends to solve the long-term problems of kanbing
nan and kanbing gui (too inaccessible and expensive to visit
physicians) [11]. An instrument that comprehensively evaluates
people’s skills and literacy to understand and use web-based
information and services is essential. In particular, given that
China has a dual social urban-rural system, the gap between the
cities and the countryside, including economic, educational,
health care, and so on, was and continues to be tremendous.
The provision of consumer-tailored eHealth information that
meets their levels of eHealth literacy is the key to engaging
them in making sound health decisions [9].

At present, few measures exist to specifically measure eHealth
literacy, which has a different conceptual structure compared

with traditional health literacy. In 2006, the eHealth literacy
scale (eHEALS) was developed to focus on assessing the skills
for finding, evaluating, and applying web-based health
information to improve one’s health outcomes [12]. It has been
translated and validated in several countries and has been
demonstrated to be a valuable instrument for assessing the
effects of eHealth literacy on helping decision makers develop
appropriate strategies to provide web-based information to
improve people’s health.

In China, several studies have reported the performance of
eHEALS in different settings, and all of them showed some
limitations. The generalizability of the findings from the study
by Chang and Schultz [13] was questionable because they used
a total of 352 patients from one selected hospital from a city in
China, and their targeted populations were only those who
reported having chronic conditions. For the study by Ma and
Wu [14], the major limitation was that all the respondents
included in that study were rural residents and were recruited
from one district of a small city in Western China (the poorest
part of China). By 2018, approximately 60% of the population
in China lived in urban areas; therefore, assessing the
psychometric properties of the eHEALS on only rural residents
from one district would lead to ubiquitous selection and
information bias [14]. Furthermore, the study by Zibrik et al
[15] also reported the psychometric properties of the eHEALS;
however, their study was not conducted in mainland China, and
the targeted population was British Columbia’s immigrant
Chinese and Punjabi senior population. The study by Guo et al
[16] seemed to be the first psychometric study of the Chinese
eHEALS; however, 2 issues need to be addressed. First, their
work was presented in Chinese rather than English, where the
results are difficult for non-Chinese researchers to
understand—this limits international or regional comparisons
within Asian countries or between Chinese populations from
different countries. Second, the targeted population of that study
was 110 high school students recruited from Beijing (the most
developed region in China). The selection and information bias
could not be neglected. Moreover, except for the study by Ma
and Wu [14], no previous studies used both classical test theory
(CTT) and item response theory (IRT) to assess the validity of
the Chinese eHEALS, and no study has adopted the differential
item functioning (DIF) analysis to investigate the item variance
of the scale. Considering the limitations summarized above, it
is important to assess the performance of the Chinese version
of eHEALS using more comprehensive methods and a better
representative sample, which covers respondents from developed
and underdeveloped areas, urban and rural residents, and across
a wide age range.

Aims of the Study
This study aims to examine the psychometric properties of a
simplified Chinese version of the eHEALS (SC-eHEALS) in
the Chinese population based on a multicenter cross-sectional
study.
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Methods

Translation
The translation of the SC-eHEALS followed the international
protocol [17]. Two translators, who were native Chinese
speakers but were fluent in English, were invited to translate
the eHEALS from English into simplified Chinese
independently. The 2 transcripts were collected by the local
research team for discussion and synthesis. Subsequently, a
revised version was produced and sent to 2 professional
translators for independent backward translation. The local
research team examined the back translation against the original
English version to identify any discrepancies, addressed the
disputed items, and refined the translation, focusing on cultural
adaptation until consensus was achieved by all the research
team members. Then, a cognitive debriefing was carried out
that involved 15 patients recruited from a hospital in Guangzhou.
All the respondents were asked to comment on the response
options and any word or phrasing that they found difficult to
understand. Respondents were asked to describe in their own
language what the word or phrasing meant to them. The results
of the pilot study were discussed by the local research team,
and then the final version of the SC-eHEALS was verified.

Study Design and Data Collection
Data used in this study were obtained from a multicenter
cross-sectional survey that investigated patients’ attitudes toward
patient-centered care (PCC) in China from November 2019 to
January 2020. Patients were recruited from the inpatient
departments of 8 hospitals from 5 cities (Guangzhou, Shenzhen,
Zhanjiang, Meizhou, and Shaoguan) of the Guangdong province
(Southern China). All patients from the target hospitals during
the appointed survey period were invited to participate in the
survey. The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) aged ≥18
years, (2) can read and speak Chinese, (3) no cognitive
problems, and (4) able to provide informed consent. A team of
investigators with rich experience in conducting face-to-face
interviews was recruited to carry out the fieldwork. With the
assistance of ward nurses, all respondents were asked to
complete a structured questionnaire that included questions
about demographic characteristics, socioeconomic status (SES),
health conditions, well-being, health services use, lifestyle, and
attitudes toward PCC. To conduct confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA), the minimum sample size required was 300 [18,19]. For
the IRT analysis, the preferred sample size required is 500 for
analyzing a scale comprising polytomous items [20]. In total,
the data of 574 patients who completed the SC-eHEALS
questionnaire were elicited for our psychometric analysis.
Informed consent was obtained from all respondents. The study
protocol was approved by the institutional review board of the
second affiliated hospital of Guangzhou Medical University
(ethical approval ID: 2019-ks-28).

Instrument

eHEALS
eHEALS is used to measure consumers’ combined knowledge,
comfort, and perceived skills at finding, evaluating, and applying
eHealth information to manage health problems [12]. It was

developed based on a framework that consists of 6 dimensions
to understand and use eHealth information [9]. The eHEALS
has 8 items that are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from
strongly disagree to strongly agree. A one-factor structure was
confirmed in the original study, and the reliability was
acceptable with a Cronbach alpha of .88 [12]. The sum score
of eHEALS ranges from 8 to 40, where a higher score indicates
greater perceived eHealth literacy. The translation of eHEALS
to SC-eHEALS has been discussed earlier.

The ICEpop CAPability Measure for Adults
The ICEpop capability measure for adults (ICECAP-A) is a
generic and preference-based instrument that evaluates an
individual’s well-being [21]. It has 5 items (stability, attachment,
autonomy, achievement, and enjoyment), and each item has 4
response options that range from fully capable to not capable.

Overall Health Status
The respondents’ overall health status was evaluated using a
visual analogue scale (VAS). They were presented with a scale
ranging from 0 to 100, where 0 represents the worst health status
and 100 represents the best health status they can imagine on
the surveying day.

Statistical Analysis

Construct Validity
CFA was used to examine the structure of SC-eHEALS. The
model fit was determined by 4 indicators, that is, root mean
square error of approximation (RMSEA≤0.08, fair), the
comparative fit index (CFI>0.95, good), the Tucker-Lewis index
(TLI>0.95, good), and standardized root mean square residual
(SRMR<0.08, acceptable) [22]. Moreover, the Akaike
information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) were supplemented to compare the performance of the
models, with smaller values indicating a better fit. Exploratory
factor analysis (EFA) was used when the one-factor model
reported in the original study was not supported by CFA.

Convergent Validity
Convergent validity was confirmed by evaluating the
correlations between the SC-eHEALS and ICECAP-A items
and the VAS item. Pearson correlation coefficient (r) was used
to assess the strength of the correlation with r>0.3 identified as
moderate [23].

Known-Group Validity
One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to assess the
known-group validity of the SC-eHEALS. As individuals’ levels
of eHealth literacy were impossible to observe directly, on the
basis of literature review, we hypothesized that the patients who
were young, highly educated, or fully employed (representing
good SES) would show a high degree of eHealth literacy.

Item Statistics and Internal Consistency Reliability
The mean and SD of the SC-eHEALS scores at both the item-
and scale-level were reported as well as the ceiling and floor
effects. The internal consistency reliability was estimated using
Cronbach alpha (α>.7, acceptable), McDonald omega (ω>0.7,
acceptable), and split-half reliability (λ>0.7, acceptable).
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Item-total correlations (>0.7 acceptable) and alpha were
presented if items were deleted [23].

IRT Analysis
Considering that there is no gold standard for model selection
to perform IRT analysis, we adopted 3 models in this study,
compared their performance, and reported the results of the
best-fit model. The first model was the partial credit model
(PCM), which is an extended version of the Rasch model. The
second model was the general partial credit model (GPCM),
which is a modified version of PCM and used to estimate 2
parameters in the analysis; and the last was the rating scale
model, which is another Rasch family model that requires all
items to have the same number of options. The details of the
IRT models can be found in the study by DeMars [24]. The
likelihood ratio test was used to compare the performance of
the models. AIC and BIC were also used to assess the model
fit. The results of model comparisons showed the GPCM
outperformed the other 2 models [25]. For GPCM analysis, the
(1) discrimination, (2) difficulty, and (3) item fit (the value of
S-χ2) were calculated for each item, along with the item
information curves (IICs) and test information curve (TIC) [26].
The item-category characteristic curves (ICCs) graphically
presented the probability of the response to a given item in each
category as the function of the latent trait (eHealth literacy).

Differential Item Functioning
DIF was used to check for the possible item bias caused by
responses from different subgroups (gender, age, family registry,
chronic conditions, and educational level) in the sample [27].

Pseudo McFadden R2 was used to estimate the magnitude of

the DIF. R2<0.13 was deemed as negligible, 0.13 to 0.26 as
moderate, and >0.26 as large. [28]

R (R foundation) was used for data analysis, and the P value
was set at <.05. For IRT analysis, the Bonferroni correction was
applied, and the P value was set at <.006 (.05/8).

Results

Respondents’ Characteristics
In this study, more than half of the respondents were men
(292/574, 50.9%), and the mean age was 45.58 years (SD 16.18).
Almost half of them completed tertiary educational attainment
(263/574, 45.8%), and 50.8% (231/574) were urban residents.
Nearly half of the respondents reported living with chronic
conditions (281/574, 49.1%) and only one fifth of the
respondents reported that their disease was a severe threat to
their lives (112/574, 19.8%; Table 1).
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Table 1. Respondents’ characteristics (n=574).

ValueCharacteristic

Sex, n (%)

292 (50.9)Male

281 (48.9)Female

45.58 (16.18)Age (years), mean (SD)

Education, n (%)

93 (16.2)No or primary

218 (37.9)Secondary or postsecondary

263 (45.8)Tertiary or above

Family registry, n (%)

291 (50.8)Urban

282 (49.2)Rural

Caregiver, n (%)

418 (72.8)No

156 (27.2)Yes

Living status, n (%)

57 (9.9)Live alone

517 (90.1)Live with family or others

Working status, n (%)

394 (68.6)Employed

180 (31.4)Unemployed

Income levela(CNY ¥ [US $]), n (%)

112 (19.6)≤900b (64.3)

48 (8.4)901-1800 (64.4-128.6)

68 (11.9)1801-2700 (128.6-192.9)

78 (13.7)2701-3800 (192.9-271.4)

125 (21.9)3801-6400 (271.4-457.1)

140 (24.5)≥6401 (457.1)

BMI, n (%)

294 (51.7)<23

275 (48.3)≥23

Chronic condition, n (%)

281 (49.1)Yes

291 (50.9)No

Self-reported health condition, n (%)

112 (19.8)Severe threat to life

112 (19.8)Moderate threat to life

137 (24.2)Mild threat to life

206 (35.8)No threat to life

aDisposable personal income per month.
b100 CNY ¥ equals approximately 14 US $ (February 2020 exchange rate).
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Construct Validity
The results of the CFA showed that the model fit of the
one-factor model was not satisfactory with a low TLI and high
RMSEA values (Table 2). We further examined items with high
residual correlations and modification indices. On examining
the wordings and polychoric correlation of items, we found that
the nonrandom measurement error was caused by item
redundancy. The fit of the revised model was improved after
we modified the model and specified the error covariance

between items 1 and 2, 3 and 4, and 7 and 8. A two-factor
structure was suggested by the EFA (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The CFA indicated that the performance of the revised
two-factor model was not better than the revised one-factor
model. After checking the item correlations and residuals, a
revised two-factor model was confirmed, with RMSEA=0.08,
SRMR=0.02, CFI=0.99, and TLI=0.96. The revised two-factor
model outperformed the other models. The standardized factor
loadings for the observed variables of all CFA models are
presented in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Table 2. Confirmatory factor analysis of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.

Model fit statisticsModel

BICfAICeSRMRdTLIcCFIbRMSEAa (95% CI)P valueχ2 (df)

7974.937905.290.040.880.920.19 (0.18-0.21)<.001443.56 (20)One-factor

7685.197602.490.030.960.970.11 (0.09-0.12)<.001134.76 (17)Revised one-factor

7790.457716.460.030.930.950.15 (0.13-0.16)<.001252.73 (19)Two-factor

7633.637550.930.020.980.990.08 (0.06-0.1)<.00183.2 (17)Revised two-factor

aRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
bCFI: comparative fit index.
cTLI: Tucker-Lewis index.
dSRMR: standardized root mean square residual.
eAIC: Akaike information criterion.
fBIC: Bayesian information criterion.

Convergent and Known-Group Validity
Table 3 shows the correlations between the SC-eHEALS and
ICECAP-A items and overall health status. All the correlations
of SC-eHEALS with the other measures were statistically
significant, but the value of coefficients indicated a mild

correlation. The results of ANOVA indicate that respondents
who were young, highly educated, and fully employed tended
to report a high level of eHealth literacy, which indicated that
the known-group validity of the SC-eHEALS was satisfied
(Table 4).
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Table 3. Convergent validity of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.

VAScICECAP-AbSimplified

Chinese
eHealth liter-
acy scale

itemsa

P valueValueP valueAutono-
my

P valueAchieve-
ment

P valueEnjoymentP valueAttach-
ment

P valueStability

.0060.12<.001−0.17.007−0.11.003−0.12<.001−0.16<.001−0.15eHEALSd 1

.0070.11.004−0.12.002−0.13.003−0.12.001−0.14.002−0.13eHEALS 2

.020.10<.001−0.23<.001−0.18<.001−0.18<.001−0.19<.001−0.16eHEALS 3

.020.10<.001−0.20.01−0.11<.001−0.15<.001−0.14<.001−0.15eHEALS 4

.050.09<.001−0.17.001−0.14<.001−0.15<.001−0.15<.001−0.17eHEALS 5

.0070.11<.001−0.19.001−0.14<.001−0.14<.001−0.20<.001−0.16eHEALS 6

<.0010.17<.001−0.15<.001−0.18<.001−0.17<.001−0.13<.001−0.18eHEALS 7

.0010.14<.001−0.17<.001−0.16<.001−0.18<.001−0.17<.001−0.20eHEALS 8

.0010.14<.001−0.20<.001−0.16<.001−0.16<.001−0.19<.001−0.18Sum score

aFor the eHealth literacy scale, a higher score indicates good eHealth.
bFor ICECAP-A, a higher score indicates worse status of well-being.
cVAS: visual analogue scale of overall physical health.
deHEALS: eHealth literacy scale.

Table 4. Known-group validity of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.

P valueMean (SD)Characteristics

.003Age (years)

30.85 (6.28)≤30

29.34 (6.42)31-60

27.28 (7.91)≥61

.02Education

28.29 (7.99)No or primary

28.46 (7.05)Secondary or postsecondary

30.27 (5.93)Tertiary or above

.003Working status

29.95 (6.46)Employed

27.75 (7.22)Unemployed

Item Statistics and Internal Consistency Reliability
Table 5 shows that item 8 was rated as the most difficult item
with a mean score of 3.49 (SD 1.01), whereas item 4 was rated
as the easiest item with a mean score of 3.75 (SD 0.93). Items
showed no floor effects, but some ceiling effects, which ranged
from 16.9% to 19.69%. The reliability of the scale was good,

as the Cronbach alpha was .96, McDonald omega was 0.92 and
split-half reliability was 0.96. In addition, the value of alpha if
an item was deleted was lower than that observed if the item
was retained, and the item-total correlation coefficients ranged
between 0.86 and 0.91. The SC-eHEALS scores stratified
according to respondents’ characteristics are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 3.
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Table 5. The response pattern, item statistics, and internal consistency reliability of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.

Internal consistency reliabilityItem statisticsResponse, nSC-

eHEALSa

Item-total cor-

relationb
Alpha if item

deletedb
Ceiling, n (%)Floor, n

(%)
Mean
(SD)

Strongly
agree

AgreeNeutralDisagreeStrongly
disagree

0.91.88103 (17.94)18 (3.14)3.70
(0.94)

1032671503618eHEALSc 1

0.91.88109 (18.99)16 (2.79)3.73
(0.92)

1092641562916eHEALS 2

0.86.82102 (17.77)14 (2.44)3.72
(0.92)

1022781413914eHEALS 3

0.89.86113(19.69)15(2.61)3.75
(0.93)

1132741353715eHEALS 4

0.90.87106 (18.47)17 (2.96)3.65
(0.97)

1062421604917eHEALS 5

0.89.86101 (17.60)17 (2.96)3.64
(0.96)

1012421694517eHEALS 6

0.88.84104 (18.12)20 (3.48)3.57
(0.99)

1042081954720eHEALS 7

0.86.8197 (16.90)22 (3.83)3.49
(1.01)

971922055822eHEALS 8

N/AN/A40 (10.63)8 (1.57)29.26

(6.78)e
N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AdOverall

aSC-eHEALS: simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.
bCronbach alpha=.96; McDonald omega=.92; split-half reliability=.96.
ceHEALS: eHealth literacy scale.
dN/A: not applicable.
eThe overall score of the eHEALS ranges between 0 and 40.

IRT Analysis
The results of the GPCM analysis are presented in Table 6. The
discrimination indices of items ranged between 2.63 and 5.42,
which indicated that the SC-eHEALS can distinguish between
individuals with either low or high eHealth literacy,
corresponding with the latent trait sensitivity. The item difficulty
of threshold 1 and threshold 4 ranged from −2.03 to −1.79 and

0.84 to 1.04, respectively. The P value of S-χ2 (Specific item-fit
index) reflected that items 3 (P<.001), 4 (P=.003), and 8
(P<.001) might show misfit to some extent. Most of the
information (70%) provided by the SC-eHEALS was between
−6 and 0 on the latent trait scale (the comparisons between
different IRT models are presented in Multimedia Appendix 4,
and the misfit items of the SC-eHEALS are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 5).
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Table 6. The result of item response theory analysis of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.

Information (0-100c)P valuebSpecific item-fit in-

dex, S-χ2 (df)

Difficulty of itemDiscrimination of
item

SC-eHEALSa

0 to 6−6 to 0T4gT3fT2eT1d

27.3572.65.3319.041 (17)0.90−0.41−1.27−1.795.27eHEALS 1

27.0572.95.0924.171 (16)0.84−0.42−1.37−1.855.42eHEALS 2

28.3871.62<.00161.57 (21)1.01−0.51−1.37−2.033.09eHEALS 3

27.0572.95.00338.969 (18)0.85−0.50−1.31−1.944.17eHEALS 4

29.2770.73.0532.962 (19)0.89−0.33−1.17−1.874.52eHEALS 5

30.3369.67.1127.916 (20)0.96−0.31−1.24−1.893.83eHEALS 6

33.4266.58.0141.64 (24)0.95−0.17−1.26−1.803.24eHEALS 7

35.9964.01<.00173.951 (25)1.04−0.06−1.20−1.802.63eHEALS 8

29.3070.70N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AhOverall

aSC-eHEALS: simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale.
bItems with P<.05/8=.0062 were flagged as potentially misfit.
c0 means no information, 100 means full information.
dT1: threshold categories 1 and 2.
eT2: threshold categories 2 and 3.
fT3: threshold categories 3 and 4.
gT4: threshold categories 4 and 5.
hN/A: not applicable.

The ICCs and IICs for SC-eHEALS are graphically presented
in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. The curves of the ICCs showed
that the order of categories’ thresholds for all the items was as
expected, which meant that all categories were adequate in terms
of placing a respondent on the scale. The distributions of the
IICs were multimodal. The shapes of items 1 and 2 were the
steepest and provided more information than the other items.
The shapes of items 3 and 8 were the flattest, which means little
information was provided by these items. TIC of the
SC-eHEALS is presented in Multimedia Appendix 6.

Item-person map displays the location parameters of items as
well as the distribution of person parameters along the same
latent dimension. We found that the gap between threshold 3
and threshold 4 was larger than the other gaps; however, the
discrepancy was diminished from item 1 to 8. In contrast, the
gap between threshold 1 and threshold 2 was smaller than the
others; however, the discrepancy increased from items 1 to 8.
The distribution of person parameters showed some respondents
located at the high end of the latent trait scale, which means
they are very likely equipped with strong eHealth literacy
(Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Item-category characteristic curves for the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale. eHEALS: eHealth literacy scale; P: probability of option
to be selected.

Figure 2. The item information curves for items of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale. eHEALS: eHealth literacy scale.
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Figure 3. Item-person map of the simplified Chinese eHealth literacy scale. b: coefficient of threshold.

DIF Analysis
Item 6 of the SC-eHEALS showed a uniform DIF when
considering the respondents from different age groups. However,
the magnitude was smaller than 0.13, confirming that the effect
size of the DIF was negligible [29] (Multimedia Appendix 7).

Discussion

Principal Findings
In China, an increasing number of people have turned to the
internet to seek health care information because of the rapid
proliferation of web-based medical information. However,
whether users can leverage such information to improve their
health can hardly be measured. The findings of this study
support that the SC-eHEALS (Multimedia Appendix 8) is a
valid and reliable instrument for measuring self-reported eHealth
literacy in China. For the general public, the SC-eHEALS
provides a measure to help them evaluate web-based health
information and critically appraise the quality of eHealth
resources, which could protect them from the harm of
low-quality information and empower them to manage their
health. Policy makers provide important information for
understanding the population’s perceived degree of eHealth
literacy and developing cost-effective strategies for upgrading
the medical care sector by leveraging the internet [30].

Comparisons With Previous Studies
The original one-factor structure of the eHEALS, as confirmed
by previous studies in mainland China [13,14], was acceptable,
but was not fully supported by our study. This was not an
unforeseen result; some other studies have reported a two-factor

[4,31] or a three-factor structure [3,32]. Diviani et al [33]
pinpointed that when using CFA, neither the single-factor model,
originally proposed by the developers, nor the two-factor model,
suggested by other research, showed an adequate fit to the data.
Cummings [34] indicated that translation might change the
original meaning of the items, and these changes could affect
perceived meanings for targeted respondents. Furthermore, the
original eHEALS was developed at a time before the rise of
social media, which totally changed people’s interaction with
health information, which might affect the structure of the
eHEALS [32]. Furthermore, the eHEALS was developed based
on a model that originally consisted of 6 domains of literacy,
and Noman et al [12] suggested that each skill would require
independent measurement. However, in this study, the
two-factor structure was not without problems. First, the values
of the CFI, TLI, and SRMR indicated that the performance of
the revised one-factor model was not worse than that of the
two-factor model. Only the RMSEA value supported the revised
two-factor model outperforming the other models. A similar
finding was reported in the study by Paige et al [3], in which
they finally confirmed the one-factor structure. Second, the
factor loadings of each item in the revised two-factor model
were similar to the one-factor model; item 7 even showed a
lower value (0.594), which indicated that the difference in
stability between the 2 structures was negligible. Given that
people’s different abilities to manipulate web-based information
is attributed to their demographics, SES, and health conditions,
we decided to maintain the one-factor structure. Studies
exploring the structure of the SC-eHEALS in other
subpopulations should be carried out in the future. A clear
structure of the SC-eHEALS would be useful in facilitating the
computer adaptive test (CAT) in future practice. Administering
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the SC-eHEALS based on CAT can strengthen its precision and
sensitivity [3], which ensures that the chosen items can meet
the respondents’ eHealth literacy levels.

The proportion of respondents choosing the options of neutral
and above was high in this study, which might indicate that
most of them are equipped with middle-to-high eHealth literacy
and skills and are confident in searching, understanding,
analyzing, and using eHealth information. The ceiling effect of
all the items of the SC-eHEALS was detected, despite the
strength of the effect not being very strong. The distribution of
the responses in eHEALS was not reported by other studies in
China. However, Paige et al [3] reported that the mean score of
the eHEALS ranged between 3.57 and 3.96 in the US
population. It remained that the discriminant ability of the
SC-eHEALS might not be strong enough to differentiate people
with different levels of eHealth literacy. In addition, the
SC-eHEALS showed an excellent reliability with a Cronbach
alpha (.96) higher than that reported by other studies conducted
in China [13,14] and for some other language versions
[3,4,12,35,36]. However, Chang and Schultz [13] found that
removing items 7 or 8 could improve the reliability of the
eHEALS in China, which was not reported by any other study.
Moreover, we found that the mean score of the eHEALS varied
widely across different populations. For example, Diviani et al
[33] reported the same findings as ours, as respondents rated
item 4 as the easiest and item 8 as the most difficult. Chung and
Nahm [36] found that item 4 was perceived as the easiest item,
whereas item 7 was perceived as the most difficult item by a
US sample. Van der Vaart et al [4] identified that items 3 and
8 received the highest and lowest mean scores of all items,
respectively. Given that different studies have recruited samples
with different subpopulations and that the proliferation of the
internet in different countries is varied, further exploration
should be carried out to draw more international comparisons.

The GPCM was demonstrated to be the best-fit IRT model in
this study. No previous studies used the GPCM to test the
psychometric properties of eHEALS. Diviani et al [33] used
the nonparameter IRT model, Paige et al [3] used the PCM
model, and Zrubka et al [35] and Ma and Wu [14] used the
graded response model. Our study enriches the knowledge of
the application of IRT models and supports existing research
on the psychometric analysis of eHEALS using IRT methods.
GPCM analysis showed that the overall performance of
SC-eHEALS was satisfactory. ICCs indicated that the response
categories of each item were ordered, and all categories were
most probably at the same point on the continuum. For the
location parameter, all items were placed between −3 and 3
across the scale of the latent trait. The discrimination of the
items was positive and could discriminate between individuals
with different levels of eHealth literacy. The item-person map
demonstrated that the items of the SC-eHEALS were located
within a reasonable range and were well centered with respect
to the person measure distribution. Diviani et al [33] reported
similar findings in the Italian eHEALS; however, Paige et al
[3] showed that the response categories of the eHEALS covered
a wider range of latent traits. The information curves showed a
multimodal distribution of rural Chinese citizens [14] and the
Hungarian population as shown in the study by Zrubka et al

[35]. The TIC of the SC-eHEALS provided the precise
estimation near the center of the ability scales, which ranged
between −3 and 2, but as the ability level approached the
extremes of the scale, the accuracy of the test decreased
significantly. The plot of misfit items showed that the majority
of imprecise estimations occurred at the options of neutral and
agree, indicating that these 2 options might not be accurate
enough to measure the latent trait among people with
moderate-to-high eHealth literacy. To yield a more precise
measure of eHealth literacy, future studies should explore what
response options are more appropriate to be included in the
SC-eHEALS [4].

Moreover, item 6 (skills to evaluate health resources) was
labeled as having DIF among respondents of different age
groups (older vs younger), which reflected that they have an
unequal probability of giving a response to this item. No
previous study reported a similar finding at the item level using
DIF analysis. Ma and Wu [14] indicated that item 6 has the
lowest discriminant power in Chinese eHEALS. However,
caution should be exercised when drawing this conclusion, as
we cannot determine whether the DIF occurred due to a form
of measurement error [37]. In other words, we can neither
unequivocally infer that the DIF of item 6 reflected real group
differences of the underlying trait among respondents nor
attribute this finding to bias during the process of measurement.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several strengths. First, the respondents who
participated in this study came from both developed and
underdeveloped areas, were urban and rural residents, and
spanned a wide age range, showing better representativeness
than the previous studies in China. Second, this study assessed
the psychometric properties of SC-eHEALS using both CTT
and IRT methods. Third, for IRT analysis, the best-fit model
was selected based on comparison of the performance of 3 IRT
models. Fourth, DIF analysis was first used to evaluate the item
bias and variance of the eHEALS in the Chinese population.
The comparisons between the characteristics of the Chinese
eHEALS validation studies are presented in Multimedia
Appendix 9.

Several limitations of this study should be addressed. First, all
respondents were from inpatient departments. This means that
most of them might have poor health status, which posed some
degree of selection bias. Patients with mild or no health
problems should be included in follow-up studies to further test
the psychometric properties of SC-eHEALS. Second, the sample
size of this study was less than 1000, which might generate
some uncertainties in estimating the IRT model, especially using
the GPCM (a two-parameter model). A larger sample should
be collected in future studies to validate our findings. Third, we
did not differentiate between patients with different diseases
when evaluating the psychometric properties of the
SC-eHEALS, which might have created some problems in
explaining the validity of the instrument. The performance of
SC-eHEALS should be further assessed in distinct patient
groups. Fourth, we did not collect information on respondents’
behaviors related to their internet use, such as the frequency
and types of websites; thus, criterion validity cannot be assessed.
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Finally, the information of patients who refused to participate
in the survey was not recorded, which might have led to a
measure of information bias.

Conclusions
This study evaluated the psychometric properties of
SC-eHEALS using a large sample of patients from a multicenter
study in China. It provides empirical evidence that SC-eHEALS
is a valid, reliable, and parsimonious instrument for evaluating

the degree of eHealth literacy in Chinese people with different
demographics, SES (eg, rural and urban residents), and health
status. CFA did not fully support the original one-factor
structure, and further exploration is needed. IRT analysis
suggested that SC-eHEALS might not be effective for use in
people with very high or low eHealth literacy. Further studies
are needed to detect the heterogeneity of the SC-eHEALS in
different subpopulations and further assess its criterion validity.
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Abstract

Background: The increasing amount of health information available on the internet makes it more important than ever to ensure
that people can judge the accuracy of this information to prevent them from harm. It may be possible for platforms to set up
protective mechanisms depending on the level of digital health literacy and thereby to decrease the possibility of harm by the
misuse of health information.

Objective: This study aimed to create an instrument for digital health literacy assessment (DHLA) based on the eHealth Literacy
Scale (eHEALS) to categorize participants by level of risk of misinterpreting health information into high-, medium-, and low-risk
groups.

Methods: This study developed a DHLA and constructed an online health information bank with correct and incorrect answers.
Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis was used to detect the cutoff value of DHLA, using 5 items randomly selected
from the online health information bank, to classify users as being at low, medium, or high risk of misjudging health information.
This provided information about the relationship between risk group for digital health literacy and accurate judgement of online
health information. The study participants were Taiwanese residents aged 20 years and older. Snowball sampling was used, and
internet questionnaires were anonymously completed by the participants. The reliability and validity of DHLA were examined.
Logistic regression was used to analyze factors associated with risk groups from the DHLA.

Results: This study collected 1588 valid questionnaires. The online health information bank included 310 items of health
information, which were classified as easy (147 items), moderate (122 items), or difficult (41 items) based on the difficulty of
judging their accuracy. The internal consistency of DHLA was satisfactory (α=.87), and factor analysis of construct validity
found three factors, accounting for 76.6% of the variance. The receiver operating characteristic curve analysis found 106 people
at high risk, 1368 at medium risk, and 114 at low risk of misinterpreting health information. Of the original grouped cases, 89.6%
were correctly classified after discriminate analysis. Logistic regression analysis showed that participants with a high risk of
misjudging health information had a lower education level, lower income, and poorer health. They also rarely or never browsed
the internet. These differences were statistically significant.
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Conclusions: The DHLA score could distinguish those at low, medium, and high risk of misjudging health information on the
internet. Health information platforms on the internet could consider incorporating DHLA to set up a mechanism to protect users
from misusing health information and avoid harming their health.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e19767)   doi:10.2196/19767

KEYWORDS

digital health literacy; internet health information; risk group; Taiwan

Introduction

The International Telecommunication Union reported in 2019
that over one-half of the world's population was using the
internet. In total, 97% of the world’s population lives within
reach of a mobile cellular signal and 93% lives within reach of
a network that provides a 3G signal or better [1]. In 2014, a
European Union report stated that approximately 60% of the
public browses the internet every day and 60% of those use the
internet to search for health information [2]. More than 70% of
US adults used the internet as their primary source of health
information in 2019 [3]. In Taiwan, the 2016 Household Digital
Opportunity Survey Report [4] concluded that 66.5% of internet
users searched for health education, health, or food safety
information on the internet [4]. A multinational study by Song
et al [5] reported that 51.5% of Americans, 76.9% of South
Koreans, and 81.4% of Hongkongers reported using social
networking sites to obtain health information, and 66.2%, 94.6%,
and 86.1% of them, respectively, reported using content from
health information blogs. This implies that people may use the
internet to transmit or retrieve health information at any time
and anywhere, with the rapid development of digital information
tools.

However, Lee et al [6] reported that technology and medical
internet rumors accounted for 30% of the total rumor volume.
In 2019, a survey in Taiwan found that 26.8% of internet users
aged 12 years and older received and forwarded unverified
information or news, and 44.9% did not verify information or
news [7]. People also tend to believe health information
forwarded by friends and relatives because they trust the
forwarder [8]. Unnecessary harm could be avoided if people’s
digital health literacy could be assessed as a way to understand
their capacity to make accurate judgements about online health
information. It is hoped that website platforms might then
provide warnings about health information that have not been
fact-checked or simply do not display that information for people
with lower levels of digital health literacy, who are likely to be
at high risk of misjudging the accuracy of health information.

The eHealth Literacy Scale (eHEALS) is a subjective
measurement that measures perceived skills at finding,
evaluating, and employing electronic health information to solve
health problems [9,10]. The eHEALS is a widely used
measurement tool that has been translated and validated in
different languages [11]. Previous studies have used the
eHEALS to assess the ability of digital health literacy related
to online health information–seeking. Ghaddar et al [12]
surveyed online health information–seeking behavior using a
questionnaire about patterns of internet use, checking health
information on the internet, and knowledge of a particular health

information website (Medline Plus [13]). Two studies [14,15]
used telephone interviews to ask participants whether they had
ever used the internet, their frequency of use, and where they
accessed the internet. Diviani et al [16] carried out qualitative
in-depth interviews and explored experiences of online health
information–seeking and judgment of credibility of online health
information. Noblin and Rutherford [17] asked whether
participants used a personal health record or other internet-based
information system for health care, and whether they were
willing to use health care information technology if they did
not already do so. These studies, therefore, explored various
aspects of online health information–seeking. However, all of
the studies used self-reporting, which is regarded as a subjective
measurement.

van der Vaart et al [18] explored the association between
eHEALS results and an actual performance test lasting up to
1.5 hours. The performance test incorporated operational,
formal, information, and strategic internet skills using objective
measurements. For example, how to access a health website,
save a file, or add a website to the Favorites menu were all
operational internet skills [18]. A study by Quinn et al [19]
investigated the relationship between health literacy, eHealth
literacy, and actual online health information–seeking behavior
by integrating software into a web browser to objectively
monitor online interaction; the data were coded for analysis.
The study participants were recruited from a convenience sample
of 54 university students and staff, and they completed the
search tasks under laboratory conditions with 6 health questions
about diabetes, obesity, influenza, nutrition, and analgesic
medication. These studies, therefore, used objective measures,
but their designs were not directly comparable with real-world
situations because of participants’ characteristics or the limited
health questions or time required. To the best of our knowledge,
no study has yet reported on the relationship between the risk
of misinterpreting health information, measured as level of
digital health literacy, and ability to make accurate judgments
about online health information, especially using a wide range
of health information and a large number of participants with
real-world scenarios.

Therefore, this study aimed to develop an instrument for digital
health literacy assessment (DHLA) based on the eHEALS. It
distinguished the different risk levels for digital health literacy
using DHLA scores by assessing the accuracy of judgments
about internet health information resembling that found in the
real world.
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Methods

We developed an instrument called the DHLA, which drew
from the eHEALS. An online health information bank with right
and wrong answers was also constructed to check the ability of
the DHLA to discriminate between people at low, medium, and
high risk of misinterpreting health information using receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC) analysis. This study was
reviewed and approved by the regional review board in central
Taiwan (approval number CRREC-108-096).

Study Participants
This study’s participants were Taiwanese residents aged 20
years and older. Snowball sampling was used to identify
potential participants among colleagues, friends, and family
members of the researchers in northern, central, and southern
Taiwan. A total of 350 participants were recruited, to maximize
the range of socioeconomic status. They were asked to send the
online survey to their friends and family members. Email and
online communications software were used to send quick
response codes or website links to participants to enable them
to complete the online questionnaire.

Instruments
The eHEALS includes 8 questions that use a 5-point Likert-type
scale, with scores ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). This generates a single factor. The total score
ranges from 8 to 40 points. A higher score shows better digital
health literacy [9,10]. A previous study [20] showed that the
eHEALS structure varies with the environment and setting, and
researchers have also recommended that the scale should
consider environmental and cultural issues [21,22]. In Taiwan,
Wu [23] used Yahoo data to establish that almost 15% of items
of health information obtained during searches related to folklore
and custom. An example item was that “smokers should eat
pig’s blood to cleanse their lungs.” Therefore, 2 questions were
added in this study. Question 1 asked participants to rate their
ability to use information technology (“I am able to use a
computer/smartphone to find information that I need on the
internet”), and question 10 asked about their belief in local folk
medicine (“I feel confident about the health care information
based on folklore and customs that I found on the internet”).
The responses to the questions directly rated the level of ability
and belief in the question content, instead of rating attitudes
with levels of agreement. Questions 1 to 6 involved
self-assessment of digital health literacy with responses from
1 (very poor) to 5 (very good). Questions 7 to 9 were concerned
with how convincing people found internet health information
from different sources, and question 10 was about trust in health
information from folklore and customs. The responses ranged
from 1 (not at all convincing) to 5 (very convincing). The 10
items of the DHLA are shown in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Construction of the Online Health Information Bank
This study constructed a scenario in which internet users could
complete an assessment of their digital health literacy using the
DHLA before starting their search for health information. This
would allow the website to identify their level of digital health
literacy. Users with a lower level of digital health literacy would

then see a warning message alongside unverified items of health
information, or simply not see that kind of health information.
Thus, this study involved a search of items of health information
from the internet in the real world. The health sectors in Taiwan
set up a platform to conduct fact-checking of health information
issued by people on the internet. Items of health information
were obtained from the Fact Check Column on the Taiwan Food
and Drug Administration website [24] and the Healthcare Fact
Check Column on the Health Promotion Administration website
[25]. These sites carry information about food safety, drugs,
medical devices, cosmetics, medical treatment, preventative
health, disease screening, health promotion, and general
medicine. Any resident of Taiwan can check this health
information via an internet search. The health authority invites
experts to meet and develop a consensus about whether the
information is right or wrong, with a rationale. The content of
items of health information and expert feedback were obtained
from public government information platforms [26,27]. The
online health information bank in this study focused on food
safety, drugs, medical treatment, preventative health, disease
screening, health promotion, and general medicine, which is
very similar to the range of health information available on the
internet.

We carried out a two-stage content validity check to construct
the online health information bank. A total of 600 items of health
information were included from the two public sector platforms,
which was reduced to 529 after repeated items were removed.
In stage 1, four medical experts were invited to classify how
difficult it was to judge the accuracy of each piece of content
and feedback from the public platforms. The items were
classified into categories as easy, moderate, or difficult to judge,
defined as items for which more than 80%, 50%, and less than
30% of the public, respectively, were able to determine
credibility. In stage 2, one public health expert and three
members of the public were invited to discuss the expert
difficulty categorizations. The group meeting considered that
the items of health information must be stated precisely, and
that highly specialized items of health information were not
appropriate. Therefore, items of health information were
excluded if experts had judged them to be only partially correct,
or where determining credibility required knowledge of chemical
composition and its effects. This resulted in an online health
information bank containing 310 items, of which 147 were easy,
122 were moderate, and 41 were difficult. Sample items and
difficulty levels are included in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Data Collection
The questionnaire was completed anonymously via an online
questionnaire platform. The questionnaire introduced the DHLA,
then asked for basic information such as sex, age group,
education level, marital status (married or not), employment,
income, whether their job was health-related, quantity (level)
of internet use, self-reported health, height, weight, waist
circumference, exercise frequency, and place of residence.
Finally, the system randomly selected 5 items (2 easy, 2
moderate, and 1 difficult) from the online health information
bank for participants to consider. For each item, participants
were asked to determine whether the information was right or
wrong, with an option for unsure. The questionnaire platform
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set standard answers, and participants were given a score of 1
when the answer given was correct (accurate judgment), and 0
when they answered incorrectly or were not sure (not accurate
judgment). Items were selected at random because real-world
health information is varied and has diverse levels of difficulty.
This approach therefore simulated a real-world search for health
information on the internet. Once the participant had completed
the questionnaire, the platform showed them the correct answers
to the 5 items for their future reference, as an important ethical
issue.

Analysis
The reliability and internal consistency of the DHLA was
assessed using Cronbach alpha and item-scale correlation. The
validity was assessed using convergent validity and construct
validity. Spearman correlations were used between total DHLA
scores and age, education level, and level of internet use. In line
with previous studies, we hypothesized negative correlations
with age and positive correlations with education level and level
of internet use, and these were used to investigate the convergent
validity [16,18]. Principal component analysis with promax
rotation was used for construct validity, assuming that there
were mild correlations among the factors, and eigenvalues
greater than 1 were used as an indication of how many factors
to retain. Distributional properties of the DHLA were
investigated by examining the normality of the total scores and
detecting floor and ceiling effects. Skewness and kurtosis values
below −1 or above 1 were considered to show non-normality
[28]. Floor or ceiling effects were considered present if more
than 15% of participants scored either the worst or the best
possible score on the DHLA [29].

We used ROC analysis to distinguish high-, medium-, and
low-risk groups using different cutoff points for the DHLA
score, based on the participants’ ability to make an accurate
judgment of easy, moderate, and difficult items. A cutoff value
for DHLA scores was determined from the point on the ROC
curve. In general, the cutoff point is based on an area of more
than 50% under the curve. We used the Youden index to select
the most appropriate cutoff value: (sensibility + specificity – 1)
is maximum [30].

Descriptive statistics were used to demonstrate the proportion
of correct answers, with means and standard deviations of the
DHLA scores in different risk groups. Chi-square tests were
used to detect the relationship between difficulty levels of the
health information items and the risk groups. Analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used to investigate the differences in
the DHLA score for each factor across different risk groups.
Posthoc analysis was used to test whether the differences among
risk groups were statistically significant following ANOVA.
We used discriminate analysis on the three risk groups to explore
the probability of correctly classifying people by their DHLA
scores. Convergent validity was tested using Spearman

correlation analysis to examine the relationship between
difficulty levels of items of health information and risk groups,
in terms of age, education level, and level of internet use.

In the last stage of data analysis, the chi-square test was used
to analyze the relationship between digital health literacy and
individual attributes, self-reported health status, and level of
internet use, followed by logistic regression analysis to analyze
factors related to risk group identified by DHLA scores. The
high-risk group was compared with the medium-risk group and
with a combined medium- and low-risk group. SPSS statistical
software (version 22.0; IBM Corp) was used for statistical
analysis. P values <.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Participants
A total of 1871 online questionnaires were collected, of which
1588 were valid after excluding those that were not complete.
In total, 63.7% (1011/1588) of respondents were women, 40.6%
(645/1588) were aged 45 to 63 years, 87.7% (1393/1588) had
an education level of college (959/1588, 60.4%) or above
(434/1588, 27.3%), and 57.8% (918/1588) were married. A
total of 46.7% (742/1588) of the participants were professionals,
and 36.9% (586/1588) worked in the service industry; 36.1%
(573/1588) had a monthly income of New Taiwan dollar (NT)
$30,000 to $50,000 (US $1049 to US $1748.34), 91.1%
(1447/1588) browsed the internet several times every day, and
46.3% (736/1588) perceived that their health was good. Finally,
15.6% (247/1588) exercised every day and 20.9% (332/1588)
did not exercise at all.

Distributional Properties
The total DHLA scores were approximately normally
distributed, with a skewness of −0.53 and a mean score of 35.50
(SD 5.56). Nobody obtained the worst possible score (ie, 10)
and 5 (5/1588, 0.3%) participants scored the maximum possible
score (ie, 50), so the floor and ceiling effects were acceptable.

Reliability and Validity
We used principal component factor analysis on DHLA scores
to give three factors. These three factors were digital health
literacy (questions 1 to 6), belief in medicine (questions 7 to 9),
and belief in folk remedies (question 10), and they accounted
for 76.6% of the variance, with eigenvalues of 4.87, 1.68, and
1.11, respectively. Table 1 shows the factor loadings for the 10
items, ranging from 0.63 to 0.93. The standardized Cronbach
alpha was .87 for the whole scale, .92 for the subscale on digital
health literacy, and .77 for the subscale on belief in medicine.
Thus, the internal consistency overall was good. All item-total
correlations were also statistically significant, ranging from
0.27 to 0.87. If an item was deleted, Cronbach alpha ranged
from .84 to .89.
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Table 1. Digital health literacy assessment (DHLA) internal reliability and factor structure.

Factor loading

Domain namea

Cronbach alpha
if item deleted

Item-scale correla-
tion, P<.001

321Mean (SD)DHLA item

.8735.50 (5.56)Full scale

.850.730.774.04 (0.91)My ability to use computer/smartphone to find
information that I need on the internet

1

.840.850.913.89 (0.86)My ability to find health- or disease-related
information on the internet

2

.840.870.933.82 (0.86)My ability to find information on internet to
understand health problems or diseases

3

.840.850.913.67 (0.88)My ability to find information on the internet
to answer the questions on health care or dis-
ease treatment

4

.850.750.793.27 (0.99)My ability to use information found on the in-
ternet to discuss with health care professionals

5

.850.780.823.45 (0.88)My ability to judge whether the health care
information found on the internet is accurate
or not

6

.870.530.633.31 (0.64)Beliefs about the health care information that
I find on the internet

7

.860.560.903.60 (0.66)Beliefs about the health care information pro-
vided by physicians that I find on the internet

8

.870.480.893.82 (0.67)Beliefs about the health care information pro-
vided by hospitals that I find on the internet

9

.890.270.903.37 (0.79)Beliefs about the health care information based
on folklore and customs that I find on the inter-
net

10

aDomain names are as follows: 1=digital health literacy, 2=belief in medicine, 3=belief in folk remedies.

Table 2 shows the convergent validity using Spearman
correlations between total DHLA scores and the variables of
age, education level, and level of internet use. All correlation
analyses were statistically significant, and the correlation

coefficients showed mild correlation (<0.3) with age (ρ=–0.19,
P<.001), education (ρ=0.22, P<.001), and level of internet use
(ρ=0.17, P<.001).
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Table 2. Spearman correlation analysis of total scores for the DHLA and scores for accurate judgment across different difficulty levels and risk groups.

Risk
group (P
value)

Risk
group
(ρ)

Total
score (P
value)

Total
score
(ρ)

Difficulty level scoresDHLA (P
value)

DHLAa

(ρ)

Characteristic

DifficultdModeratecEasyb

P valueρP valueρP valueρ

<.001−0.18.1680.04.3440.02.2680.03.3220.02<.001−0.19Age (≤34 to ≤65
years)

<.0010.18<.0010.09<.0010.10.0310.05.1960.05<.0010.22Education level

(junior high school
or below to universi-
ty or above)

<.0010.21<.0010.08.0060.07.0070.07.2450.04<.0010.18Level of internet use

(never to several
times per day)

aDHLA: digital health literacy assessment.
bPearson correlation between DHLA and easy level=0.04.
cPearson correlation between DHLA and moderate level=0.07, P=.009.
dPearson correlation between DHLA and difficult level=0.17, P<.001.

Defining Risk Group
ROC analysis was used to analyze the scores for each factor of
the DHLA to identify the cutoff points between the tendency
to answer correctly and incorrectly. As shown in Table 3, there
were good cutoff points at 15.5, 8.5, and 1.5 for digital health
literacy, belief in medicine, and belief in folk remedies,
respectively. The area under the curve was less than 0.50 for
all difficulty levels for the factor belief in folk remedies, so a
score of less than the cutoff value (1.5) was defined as the
tendency to answer correctly. However, for the other two factors
(digital health literacy and belief in medicine), less than the

cutoff value (15.5 and 8.5, respectively) was defined as the
tendency to answer incorrectly. The new scores for the three
DHLA factors were therefore defined as 1 (tends to be incorrect)
or 2 (tends to be correct) based on the ROC cutoff points.
Participants were considered to be at low risk of misjudgments
if they scored 2 for all three factors, at medium risk if they
scored 2 for two of the three factors, and at high risk if one or
none of the three factor scores was 2. This gave a total number
of 106 participants in the high-risk group, 1368 participants in
the medium-risk group, and 144 participants in the low-risk
group.

Table 3. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis of the cutoff points of the digital health literacy assessment scores by accurate judgment and
difficulty level.

95% CIAUCaSpecificitySensitivityCutoffDomain name and difficulty level

Digital health literacy

0.45-0.540.490.090.9515.5Easy

0.50-0.570.540.090.9515.5Moderate

0.53-0.590.560.080.9615.5Difficult

Belief in medicine

0.47-0.560.520.030.968.5Easy

0.47-0.540.500.050.978.5Moderate

0.50-0.560.530.040.978.5Difficult

Belief in folk remedies

0.44-0.520.480.070.911.5Easy

0.43-0.500.460.100.911.5Moderate

0.46-0.530.480.080.911.5Difficult

aAUC: area under the curve.

Table 4 shows that 86.9% of easy items, 78.3% of moderate
items, and 54.2% of difficult items were judged correctly. The
highest proportion of correct answers was always in the low-risk

group (90.4%, 79.8%, 57.0%), then the medium-risk group
(87.0%, 78.9%, 55.0%), and finally the high-risk group (82.1%,
68.9%, 41.5%). There was no statistically significant relationship
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between correctly assessing the easy items and risk group
(P=.190). However, there was a statistically significant
relationship with risk group for both the moderate and high
difficulty items (P=.049; P=.023). The mean DHLA score in
the low-risk group (mean 39.32, SD 4.72) was greater than in
the medium- (mean 36.84, SD 4.37) and high-risk groups (mean
25.31, SD 5.04), and this difference was statistically significant.
The three factors of digital health literacy, belief in medicine,

and belief in folk remedies showed very similar results. For the
pair comparison of the post hoc test, the mean scores for digital
health literacy and belief in medicine for the low-risk group
were both greater than for the medium-risk group, but this
difference was not statistically significant. The discriminant
analysis showed that 89.6% of the original grouped participants
were correctly classified.

Table 4. Comparison of proportion of accurate judgments of online health information sources and digital health literacy assessment (DHLA) scores
across different risk groups.

Risk groupDifficulty level/DHLA

Posthoc testP valueχ²/F (df)Total
(n=1588)

Low (n=114)Medium
(n=1368)

High
(n=106)

Difficulty level (correct answer, %)

.1903.37 (2)86.990.487.082.1Easy

.0496.05 (2)78.379.878.968.9Moderate

.0237.57 (2)54.257.055.041.5Difficult

DHLA score

Ha<Mb, H<Lc, M<L;
P<.001

<.001360.12 (2)39.3236.8425.31Mean

4.724.375.04SD

<.001303.77 (2)Digital health literacy score

H<M, H<L; P<.00123.2922.7513.14Mean

4.133.824.60SD

<.00192.36 (2)Belief in medicine

H<M, H<L; P<.00111.0410.868.78Mean

1.441.462.38SD

<.001388.63 (2)Belief in folk remedies

H<M, P=.02; H<L, M<L,
P<.001

5.03.233.39Mean

0.00.660.82SD

Predicate groupd

89.6% of original grouped
cases correctly classified

05056High

013671Medium

01140Low

aHigh-risk group.
bMedium-risk group.
cLow-risk group.
dStandardized canonical discriminant function: Wilks lambda=0.688, P<.001; eigenvalue=0.454; canonical correlation=0.559.

This study also examined the convergent validity of scores of
difficulty level and risk groups in Table 2. The Spearman
correlation coefficients across difficulty levels showed a very
mild correlation with education level (ρ=0.05–0.10) and level
of internet use (ρ=0.04–0.07). The correlations with moderate
and difficult items were statistically significant. The Pearson
correlation coefficient between the DHLA score and the score
in each difficulty level ranged from 0.4 to 0.1 and was
statistically significant for moderate and difficult items. The
scores for easy items across risk groups were not statistically
significant. The correlation coefficients between risk groups
and age, education level, and level of internet use indicated a

mild but statistically significant correlation (ρ=−0.18 to 0.21).
There was a negative correlation with age, and positive
correlations with levels of education and internet use.

Description and Associated Factors Analysis in
Different Risk Groups
Table 5 shows that gender, age, education level, marital status,
employment, income, level of internet use, self-reported health
status, and exercise habits were statistically significantly
associated with risk group. Overall, 70.7% (75/106) of the
subjects aged 45 years and older were in the high-risk group,
and 28.9% (33/114) were in the low-risk group. In total, 55.7%
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(59/106), 89.5% (1224/1368), and 96.5% (110/114) of
participants in the high-, medium-, and low-risk groups,
respectively, had a college degree or higher. This shows that
higher levels of education were associated with lower risk of
misinterpreting health information. Participants who worked as
professionals and in the service industry were mostly in the
medium- and low-risk groups (703/742 [94.7%] and 556/586
[94.9%]). Participants who worked as laborers accounted for
16.0% (17/106), 6.9% (95/1368), and 2.6% (3/114) of the high-,
medium-, and low-risk groups, respectively. Participants who
worked in the service industry accounted for 28.3% (30/106),
37.6% (514/1368), and 36.8% (42/114) of participants in the
high-, medium-, and low-risk groups, respectively. The
proportion of participants with an income of NT $50,000 (US
$1748.34) or greater per month was 28.3% (30/106) in the

high-risk group, 37.6% (514/1368) in the medium-risk group,
and 39.4% (45/114) in the low-risk group, indicating that a
higher income is associated with a lower proportion of
participants in the high-risk group. The proportion of participants
who never or only rarely browsed the internet accounted for
28.3%, 2.5%, and 0% of the high-, medium-, and low-risk
groups. A high proportion of the low-risk group (70/114, 61.4%)
had good health, and the proportion with poor health in the
high-, medium-, and low-risk groups was 17.0% (18/106), 6.6%
(90/1368), and 3.5% (4/114). This suggests that most
participants with poor health were in the high-risk group. The
proportion of participants who did not exercise was higher in
the higher risk groups (27/106 [25.5%], 286/1368 [20.9%], and
19/114 [16.7%] in the high-, medium-, and low-risk groups,
respectively).
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Table 5. Risk groups and characteristic distribution of study participants.

Risk group, n (%)Characteristic

P valueχ² (df)Total, n (%)Low (n=114)Medium (n=1368)High (n=106)

<.00117.5 (2)Sex

577 (36.3)60 (52.6)471 (34.4)46 (43.4)Male

1011 (63.7)54 (47.4)897 (65.6)60 (56.6)Female

<.001142.6 (6)Age (years)

436 (27.5)52 (45.6)364 (26.6)20 (18.9)≤34

438 (27.6)29 (25.4)398 (29.1)11 (10.4)35–44

645 (40.6)32 (28.1)564 (41.2)49 (46.2)45–64

69 (4.3)1 (0.9)42 (3.1)26 (24.5)≥65

<.001234.5 (6)Education level

30 (1.9)0 (0)9 (0.7)21 (19.8)Junior high school or below

165 (10.4)4 (3.5)135 (9.9)26 (24.5)Senior high school

959 (60.4)73 (64)841 (61.5)45 (42.5)University or college

434 (27.3)37 (32.5)383 (28)14 (13.2)Graduate school

.0297 (2)Married

670 (42.2)61 (53.5)569 (41.6)40 (37.7)No

918 (57.8)53 (46.5)799 (58.4)66 (62.3)Yes

<.00140.8 (6)Employment

742 (46.7)50 (43.9)653 (47.7)39 (36.8)Professional

586 (36.9)42 (36.8)514 (37.6)30 (28.3)Service industry

115 (7.2)3 (2.6)95 (6.9)17 (16.0)Manual work

145 (9.1)19 (16.7)106 (7.7)20 (18.9)Unemployed

<.00190.3 (12)Income (NT $)a,b

123 (7.7)15 (13.2)86 (6.3)22 (20.8)0

117 (7.4)18 (15.8)79 (5.8)20 (18.9)≤$23,800

186 (11.7)9 (7.9)167 (12.2)10 (9.4)$23,801-$30,000

573 (36.1)27 (23.7)522 (38.2)24 (22.6)$30,001-$50,000

306 (19.3)18 (15.8)276 (20.2)12 (11.3)$50,001-$70,000

177 (11.1)20 (17.5)148 (10.8)9 (8.5)$70,001-$100,000

106 (6.7)7 (6.1)90 (6.6)9 (8.5)≥$100,001

<.001177.8 (4)Level of internet use

64 (4)0 (0.0)34 (2.5)30 (28.3)Never or rarely

77 (4.8)2 (1.8)70 (5.1)5 (4.7)Several times per week/month

1447 (91.1)112 (98.2)1264 (92.4)71 (67.0)Several times per day

<.00129.4 (4)Health status

112 (7.1)4 (3.5)90 (6.6)18 (17.0)Poor

740 (46.6)40 (35.1)649 (47.4)51 (48.1)Normal

736 (46.3)70 (61.4)629 (46)37 (34.9)Good

.01911.8 (4)Exercise frequency

332 (20.9)19 (16.7)286 (20.9)27 (25.5)Never

1009 (63.5)72 (63.2)883 (64.5)54 (50.9)Sometimes

247 (15.6)23 (20.2)199 (14.5)25 (23.6)Daily
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aA currency exchange rate of NT $1=US $0.035 is applicable.
bAverage regular earnings of all employees (including full-time or part-time employees with Taiwanese nationality or foreigners) was New Taiwan
dollar (NT) $42,495. The poverty level income ranged from NT$11,648 to NT$24,293 in 2019 in Taiwan.

Table 6 shows that participants at high risk of misjudging health
information had a lower education level, lower income, and
poor health, and they did not browse or only rarely browsed the
internet. These differences were statistically significant. The
probability of participants in the medium-risk group having an
education level of senior high school, college, or graduate school
was 4.65, 13.22, and 18.40 times, respectively, compared with
participants in the high-risk group. Participants with an income
were more likely to be part of the medium-risk group than those
without any income, with an odds ratio (OR) of 1.76 (95% CI

0.58-5.36) to 4.23 (95% CI 1.56-11.47). Participants with good
health were more likely to be in the medium-risk group (OR
1.93, 95% CI 0.90-4.14) than those with poor health (OR 2.98,
95% CI 1.30-6.83). Compared with those who were never or
only rarely online, those who were online several times every
day or several times every week/month were more likely to be
in the medium-risk group (OR 3.80, 95% CI 1.71-8.46 and OR
9.19, 95% CI 2.61-32.37, respectively). Similar results were
obtained when the high-risk group was compared with the two
lower risk groups.

Table 6. Logistic regression analysis across different risk groups (P<.001).

Medium- and low-risk versus high-

riskc, OR (95% CI)
Medium-risk versus high-riska,

ORb (95% CI)

Characteristic

Education level (ref: junior high school or less)d

4.50 (1.50-13.52)4.65 (1.54-13.99)Senior high school

13.46 (4.32-41.93)13.22 (4.24-41.23)University/college

19.11 (5.23-69.90)18.40 (5.03-67.36)Graduate school

Income (New Taiwan $) (ref: $0)e

0.93 (0.38-2.28)0.90 (0.37-2.20)≤$23,800

3.86 (1.37-10.87)4.06 (1.44-11.45)$23,801-$30,000

3.78 (1.59-8.95)4.08 (1.72-9.69)$30,001-$50,000

3.92 (1.45-10.59)4.23 (1.56-11.47)$50,001-$70,000

2.16 (0.75-6.23)2.18 (0.75-6.33)$70,001-$100,000

1.62 (0.54-4.90)1.76 (0.58-5.36)≥$100,001

Level of internet use (ref: never/rarely)

9.05 (2.57-31.84)9.19 (2.61-32.37)Several times per week/month

3.95 (1.77-8.79)3.80 (1.71-8.46)Several times per day

Health status (ref: poor)

2.00 (0.93-4.31)1.93 (0.90-4.14)Normal

3.22 (1.40-7.39)2.98 (1.30-6.83)Good

a–2 log-likelihood: 564.251; Nagelkerke R2: 0.311.
bOR: odds ratio.
c–2 log-likelihood: 576.339; Nagelkerke R2: 0.309.
dref: reference.
eA currency exchange rate of NT $1=US $0.035 is applicable.

Discussion

Principal Results
This study developed the DHLA instrument, drawing from the
eHEALS, and carried out a reliability and validity analysis. The
study also constructed an online health information bank from
public sector sources to simulate information likely to be found
by real-world users searching for online health information. The
study used ROC analysis to find DHLA cutoff values to classify
participants into high-, medium-, and low-risk groups based on

their likelihood of misinterpreting health information. A higher
DHLA score was associated with a lower risk of health
information misjudgment. High-risk participants tended to have
a low education level, low income, and poor health, and never
or rarely browsed the internet for information. The proportions
of accurate judgments on moderate and difficult items of health
information were lower in the high-risk group (68.9% and
41.5%, respectively) by approximately 10% to 15% compared
with the medium-risk (78.9% and 55.0%, respectively) and
low-risk (79.8% and 57.0%, respectively) groups. The difference
between risk groups was less among the items that were
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considered easy. The instrument therefore seems to distinguish
more accurately between the high-risk and low/medium-risk
groups than between the low- and medium-risk groups.

Limitations
The first limitation of this study is that the sample does not
represent the population in Taiwan. We did our best to recruit
participants across the widest possible range of socioeconomic
status, including from among those using social welfare, via
colleagues, friends, and relatives. The participants covered
different age groups, genders, income levels, and education
levels. However, the participants tended to have a high education
level, which might have affected their digital health literacy.
The second limitation is the data collection mechanism (an
online questionnaire platform), which cannot reach participants
who are unfamiliar with the internet or mobile devices.
However, a previous study found that there were no significant
differences in eHEALS scores between paper-based and online
questionnaires [31]. In the future, telephone or paper-based
channels could be considered for data collection, to broaden the
ranges of scores for digital health literacy. This might increase
the differences in DHLA scores between the medium- and
low-risk groups. The third limitation was the online health
information bank, which included 310 items of health
information across different difficulty levels (147 easy, 122
moderate, and 41 difficult). This was more items than were used
in previous studies [12,18,19]. We considered that the majority
of people needed to be able to judge the accuracy of health
information from the online health information bank, so we
excluded any items regarded as requiring professional
knowledge. This may have limited the number of difficult items
to 41 and might have made it harder to differentiate between
medium- and low-risk groups.

Comparison with Prior Work
The eHEALS is unidimensional, with a Cronbach alpha of 0.88,
whereas the DHLA has three dimensions, with a Cronbach alpha
of .87. Using a criterion of 0.70 to 0.90 as a measure of good
internal consistency [29], the DHLA has adequate internal
consistency. Item-scale correlation of the DHLA had a range
of 0.27 to 0.87, which was satisfactory because the coefficients
were greater than 0.20 [32] for all items. Except for one item
on folk remedies (0.27), all the others were over 0.48. The
DHLA was developed from the eHEALS, adding two more
items and changing the format of response. This gave a different
factor structure. Abma et al [33] reported that their relative
correlation size of convergent validity ranged from 0.2 to 0.4
with mild to moderate correlation, although the expected
direction of the correlation—positive or negative—is also
important. DHLA scores showed a negative correlation with
age and a positive correlation with education level and level of
internet use. The weak correlation coefficient was statistically
significant around 0.20, so the convergent validity was
considered acceptable.

In a systematic review, Diviani et al [34] found that 10 (26%)
of the 38 studies examined the relationship between health
literacy and capacity to assess online health information.
However, only five studies used the eHEALS as a measure to
explore the issues related to online health information searching.

The Newest Vital Sign (Pfizer Inc) screening tool has been used
in several studies as a performance test to assess the ability to
make accurate judgments about online health information
[12,17,35]. This tool is based on a nutrition label composed of
six questions and requires 3 minutes to complete [36]. A study
by Quinn et al [19] developed six health questions as a
performance test, including strategic areas such as diabetes,
obesity, influenza, nutrition, and analgesic medication. Several
studies have used performance tests to collect data, but these
take considerable time to complete, often around 1.5 hours
[18,37,38]. Studies using performance tests therefore often limit
the areas of health information covered, and so do not reflect
real-world situations. Taking a long time to collect data might
lower the validity of studies because of participants’ fatigue. In
this study, the majority of participants took approximately 6
minutes to assess five items of health information randomly
selected from the online health information bank. The items in
the health information bank were drawn from real-world items
on the internet. The online health information bank is thus
considered to be a reasonable analogy to online health
information, but it cannot be regarded as a performance test
comparable to those used in previous studies
[12,17,18,35,37,38].

The online health information bank contained approximately
300 items, giving it both quantity and variety, which might have
resulted in the weak positive correlation coefficients found
between difficulty levels and levels of education and internet
use (Table 2). Nevertheless, the correlation coefficients were
statistically significant, except for easy items. The difficulty
levels were categorized as items for which more than 80%
(easy), 50% (moderate), and less than 30% (difficult) of people
are able to determine credibility. In the study, however, the
proportions of correct answers were 86.9% (easy), 78.3%
(moderate), and 57.0% (difficult), which was obviously higher
than the definitions. This might be because 96.5% of participants
had at least a university or college education. However, this
study used the health information bank and the DHLA score to
distinguish between those at high, medium, and low risk of
misinterpreting information by levels of digital health literacy.
The study results revealed that the high-risk group had the
lowest proportion of correct answers when judging the health
information items. This means that the DHLA could be used
by health information platforms on the internet as a way to
identify—and therefore protect—users at high risk of
misinterpreting health information.

Systematic reviews have found that education level is related
to digital health literacy [39]. Neter and Brainin [15] studied
adults aged 18 years and older and found that digital health
literacy was not related to gender or self-reported health, but
was associated with age, education level, diseases and
conditions, and level of internet use. Xesfingi and Vozikis [40]
found that digital health literacy was related to age, education
level, and exercise frequency. Del Giudice et al [41] showed
that digital health literacy was associated with age, education
level, self-reported health, and level of internet health
information use. We compared the high-risk group with (1) the
medium-risk group, and (2) the combined medium- and low-risk
groups, and found that distinguishing factors included education,
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income, level of internet use, and self-reported health status.
Therefore, the factors found in this study are very similar to
factors found in previous studies on digital health literacy
[15,39-44].

Del Giudice et al [41] found that education level had a weak
positive correlation (ρ=0.11, P=.001) with digital health literacy.
Their sample was divided into two groups: those studying or
working in the health sector, and those who were not.
Interestingly, in our study, having a health-related job was not
statistically significantly correlated with different risk groups.
We found that higher education level (ρ=0.22, P<.001) was
associated with lower risk of health information misjudgment,
showing better ability to judge credible health information. This
finding suggests that people with a low education level may
need help to improve their digital health literacy to avoid misuse
of online health information and its potentially negative effects
on their health.

Choi and Dinitto [42] demonstrated that people with a low level
of education had poor digital health literacy compared with the
US population as a whole. A systematic literature review
reported an association between income and internet access and
digital health literacy [39]. We found that participants with an
income of NT $23,800 to $70,000 (US $832.20 to $2447.65)
were better able to judge the credibility of internet health
information than those with no income. However, the ORs of
participants with an income of NT $70,001 (US $2447.68) and
NT $100,000 (US $3496.64) or greater was lower than the OR
of those with an income of NT $23,801 (US $832.24) to $70,000
(US $2447.65) (2.18 and 1.76, respectively, versus
approximately 4; Table 6). This suggests that the relationship
between income level and risk group based on DHLA scores
may be an inverted U shape. It is possible that those with an
income of NT $70,000 (US $832.20) or greater were more
cautious in selecting health information and did not want to
give incorrect answers, and were thus more likely to respond
“unsure,” which resulted in a lower probability of being in the
medium- and low-risk groups.

Studies have shown that self-reported health status is
significantly correlated with digital health literacy [41,45,46].
We found that participants with poor health were more likely
to be in the high-risk group, with low digital health literacy. It
is therefore important to help those with poor health status to
improve their health literacy through health education. This will
reduce their risk of using false information from the internet.

Zrubka et al [44] indicated that many studies found an
association between digital health literacy and level of internet
use, although some studies have found that the correlation is
only weak [18]. We found that participants who go online
several times per day, per week, or per month were better able
to identify correct health information and were at a lower risk
of health information misjudgment than those who rarely or
never use the internet. However, those who used the internet
several times per week or month had the highest probability of
being in the medium- or low-risk groups (OR 9.19, 95% CI
2.61-32.37), followed by those using the internet several times
per day (OR 3.80, 95% CI 1.71-8.46), compared with those who
never or rarely used the internet. It seems likely that those who
browse the internet several times per day might become blasé
about the quality of the information available, whereas those
who use the internet several times per week or month may be
more careful. It may be helpful to improve internet access for
people who never or rarely use the internet and encourage them
to use it more often. However, websites may also need to
provide a mechanism to protect them from misinterpreting
information.

Conclusions
Our results showed that DHLA scores could distinguish between
those at low, medium, and high risk of misjudging health
information on the internet. Health information platforms on
the internet could therefore use the DHLA to set up mechanisms
to protect users from misusing health information and thereby
avoid harming their health. This would mean incorporating the
DHLA into the website and verifying it with a larger sample.
Simultaneously, this approach may decrease the possibility that
users will receive erroneous health information that could
threaten their quality of life.
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NT: New Taiwan dollar
OR: odds ratio
ROC: receiver operating characteristic
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Abstract

Background: Common data models (CDMs) help standardize electronic health record data and facilitate outcome analysis for
observational and longitudinal research. An analysis of pathology reports is required to establish fundamental information
infrastructure for data-driven colon cancer research. The Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) CDM is used
in distributed research networks for clinical data; however, it requires conversion of free text–based pathology reports into the
CDM’s format. There are few use cases of representing cancer data in CDM.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to construct a CDM database of colon cancer–related pathology with natural language
processing (NLP) for a research platform that can utilize both clinical and omics data. The essential text entities from the pathology
reports are extracted, standardized, and converted to the OMOP CDM format in order to utilize the pathology data in cancer
research.

Methods: We extracted clinical text entities, mapped them to the standard concepts in the Observational Health Data Sciences
and Informatics vocabularies, and built databases and defined relations for the CDM tables. Major clinical entities were extracted
through NLP on pathology reports of surgical specimens, immunohistochemical studies, and molecular studies of colon cancer
patients at a tertiary general hospital in South Korea. Items were extracted from each report using regular expressions in Python.
Unstructured data, such as text that does not have a pattern, were handled with expert advice by adding regular expression rules.
Our own dictionary was used for normalization and standardization to deal with biomarker and gene names and other ungrammatical
expressions. The extracted clinical and genetic information was mapped to the Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes
databases and the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED) standard terminologies recommended by the OMOP
CDM. The database-table relationships were newly defined through SNOMED standard terminology concepts. The standardized
data were inserted into the CDM tables. For evaluation, 100 reports were randomly selected and independently annotated by a
medical informatics expert and a nurse.

Results: We examined and standardized 1848 immunohistochemical study reports, 3890 molecular study reports, and 12,352
pathology reports of surgical specimens (from 2017 to 2018). The constructed and updated database contained the following
extracted colorectal entities: (1) NOTE_NLP, (2) MEASUREMENT, (3) CONDITION_OCCURRENCE, (4) SPECIMEN, and
(5) FACT_RELATIONSHIP of specimen with condition and measurement.

Conclusions: This study aimed to prepare CDM data for a research platform to take advantage of all omics clinical and patient
data at Seoul National University Bundang Hospital for colon cancer pathology. A more sophisticated preparation of the pathology
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data is needed for further research on cancer genomics, and various types of text narratives are the next target for additional
research on the use of data in the CDM.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18526)   doi:10.2196/18526

KEYWORDS

common data model; natural language processing; oncology module; colon cancer; electronic health record; oncology; pathology;
clinical data

Introduction

Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in the world
after lung cancer and breast cancer, and the second most
common cause of cancer deaths in the world after lung cancer
[1]. In addition, the incidence of colorectal cancer in Korea is
continuously increasing owing to the westernization of diet and
the widespread use of colonoscopy [2]. To determine treatment
and prognosis, clinical and pathologic staging are both crucial.
Pathology reports vary in format worldwide. The heterogeneity
of pathology reports is not unique to colorectal cancer; there
has been a growing need to standardize pathology reports [3].
Pathologic diagnosis is based on gross examination, microscopic
examination, and sometimes molecular testing. Although some
hospitals report molecular testing results in a structured format,
biomarker results in the pathology report are usually recorded
as unstructured free text or template-based semistructured text
in electronic health record (EHR) systems. This unstructured
document must be converted into a structure that can be
processed by a computer.

Unstructured clinical narratives may summarize patients’
medical history, diagnoses, medications, immunizations,
allergies, radiology images, and laboratory test results in the
form of progress notes, discharge reports, etc, providing a
valuable resource for computational phenotyping [4]. Previous
studies have applied controlled vocabularies such as the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms
(SNOMED CT) collection to recognize various expressions of
the same medical concepts in pathology and used the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) as a metathesaurus [5-7].
Other significant efforts have been devoted to the
implementation of open-source, standards-based systems to
improve the portability of EHR-based phenotype definitions
(eg, eMERGE [Electronic Medical Records and Genomics] [8]
and PhEMA [Phenotype Execution and Modeling Architecture]
[9]).

Common data models (CDMs) are healthcare data models with
a standard structure. An example is the Observational Medical
Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) CDM, adopted and maintained
by Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics
(OHDSI) [10-13]. OHDSI is an open-science community that
aims to improve health by empowering the community to
collaboratively generate evidence that promotes better health
decisions and care [14]. OHDSI conducts methodological
research to establish scientific best practices for the appropriate
use of OMOP CDM data and develops open-source analytics
software for research use. The OHDSI oncology working group
incorporated fundamental structural and semantic support into
the OMOP CDM to represent clinical cancer disease and

treatment data, significantly improving the specificity of cancer
cohort definitions. To represent cancer diagnoses using the
combination of histology and topography in the OMOP CDM
Condition domain (Condition_Occurrence), without changes
to the existing structure, they have proposed a precoordinated
collapse of the International Classification of Diseases for
Oncology (ICD-O) axes—histology and topography—to a single
OMOP-originated concept representing a unique cancer
diagnosis, which preserves linkages between these single codes
and the ICD-O axes in the OMOP standard vocabulary.

To transform EHR data into the OMOP CDM format, data
formalization and vocabulary mapping should be performed in
advance. Thus, most structured clinical EHR data, such as
diagnosis, medications, lab tests, and vital signs, are usually
converted to the CDM first. However, a large amount of data
in EHRs—including pathology reports—is recorded and stored
in an unstructured or semistructured form. In particular, it is
essential to extract and refine major clinical entities from the
pathology reports through natural language processing (NLP)
to utilize both clinical and genomics data in CDM-based cancer
research.

In this study, we transformed and incorporated the colorectal
cancer pathology reports of a tertiary general university hospital
into the OMOP CDM format by developing an NLP module.
The primary objective of this research is to (1) extract major
biomarker entities from the pathology report, (2) convert them
into the OMOP CDM format by mapping the vocabulary to
standardized terminology, and (3) demonstrate the ability of
the OMOP CDM to represent biomarker data using the OMOP
CDM oncology extension module.

Methods

Study Data
The study site, Seoul National University Bundang Hospital
(SNUBH), has converted EHR data from a 15-year
period—from the opening of SNUBH until December
2018—into the OMOP CDM format. The CDM database
contains data on more than 1.7 million patients. Although patient
data such as basic demographic information, medical history,
family history, diagnosis, drug exposures, test results, vital
signs, surgeries, and procedures were converted into the OMOP
CDM standard, free-text results, such as pathology reports, are
stored in the form of free text in a table called NOTE. It is
necessary to extract these data from the reports through text
processing techniques for use in clinical research. In this study,
the pathology reports of patients diagnosed with colorectal
cancer from 2017 to 2018 were processed to investigate the
ability of the OMOP CDM Oncology module to represent three
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types of pathology reports: pathology reports of surgical
specimens, immunohistochemical study reports, and molecular
study reports. This study was approved for exemption by the
SNUBH Institutional Review Board.

The original data were derived from the NOTE table of the
SNUBH OMOP CDM database and included the original
free-text data of pathology reports of surgical specimens,
immunohistochemical study reports, and molecular study reports
(Figure 1). Surgical number, biomarker name, test result, and

summary information were extracted from the
immunohistochemical study tests. In pathology reports, a
molecular study is a method of analyzing protein expression in
cells; in this study, surgical number, test name, gene name,
mutation examination result, and summary information were
extracted from molecular study tests. The surgical pathology
report is an essential part of patient care because it documents
the pathologic findings in tissues removed from patients for
diagnostic or therapeutic reasons [15]. Diagnosis names were
extracted from pathology reports of surgical specimens.

Figure 1. Contents of information to extract by report type.

Processing Model for Rule-Based Text Extraction
The types of key information recorded in pathology reports vary
based on the pathological tests conducted. We first reviewed
the format and text entities of the extracted original report and
selected the target entities and values for information extraction.
Rule-based text processing based on regular expressions was
developed to extract the clinical entities of the test subject and
result information depending on the type of report. In the
immunohistochemical study reports and molecular study reports,

target gene or protein information and the test result values were
recognized and extracted, whereas pathology reports of surgical
specimens were processed for information on the diagnosis and
the region that was operated on. This rule-based approach is
ideally suited for the retrieval of unstructured pathologic clinical
entities and test result values in the SNUBH EHR notes. Figure
2 shows the NLP module developed in this study and depicts
the overall study process, with the numbers in the circles
indicating the sequence of steps.
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Figure 2. Overall process of this study. CDM: common data model. NLP: natural language processing. OMOP: Observational Medical Outcomes
Partnership.

The measurement value extraction system was packaged through
a regular expression–based Python NLP pipeline using a method
similar to that employed in previous research [16]. Our system
recognizes clinical entities such as the biomarkers in a test and
their values. Our system performs three broad steps: (1) it
identifies the measurement name, such as gene or protein name,
in the text; (2) it identifies the measurement value in the text;
and (3) it transforms the appropriate value expressions according
to their relationship. For immunohistochemical and molecular
study tests, rules were created for extracting the target gene
name, protein name information, and test result value. For
example, surgical number, biomarker name, test result, and
summary information were extracted from the
immunohistochemical study tests (example in Figure 1). Text
entities for a test result could include expressions such as “EGFR
(GI)” (epidermal growth factor receptor; gastrointestinal) and
“1+/3.” The term “EGFR (GI)” is regularized into “EGFR” and
“epidermal growth factor receptor Ag [presence] in tissue by
immune stain”. Through this clinical entity recognition, we
could structure data into tables that can be transformed into the
NOTE_NLP table after term standardization in the CDM (Table
1 and Figure 1).

Several modifiers were added to enter data extracted from the
NOTE_NLP table. For the immunohistochemical study report
and the molecular study test report, the raw text of the test results
was entered in the value_as_narrative column, and the

information on whether the normalized value was a negation
expression and the concept_id were included in the
value_as_concept_id column. The names of each report were
added to the section_source_value column, and inspection item
information was included for molecular study test reports. In
addition, the surgical pathology number was added to the sub_id
column to be linked to surgical specimen pathology reports.

We used Python version 3.6 and regular expressions to process
three types of colon cancer pathology reports according to each
report’s characteristics. For example, the specimen and diagnosis
names were extracted from surgical specimen pathology reports,
with the specimen name written in each report as “SAMPLE
NAME: colon,” using a regular expression to extract the items
after “SAMPLE NAME:.” Likewise, the diagnosis name is
found after the entity expression “DIAGNOSIS:.” From the
immunohistochemical study report, items following
“SUMMARY:” and prior to “EXAMINER:” were extracted as
summary information. In addition, biomarker results from the
immunohistochemical study and molecular study pathology
reports were extracted in a semistructured text table with
continuous values such as hyphens (-). To deal with this text,
data fields were separated based on the continuous value of
hyphen (-), with biomarker name on the left of the vertical bar
(|) and result value on the right. Refer to Multimedia Appendix
1 for processing rules (Table S1).
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Table 1. NOTE_NLP table for pathology report data.

Molecular study reportImmunochemistry reportSurgical pathology reportNOTE_NLP field

345672345612345NOTE_NLP_ID

321NOTE_ID

Codon 12 (exon 2) | PositiveEGFR (GI) | 1+/3ductal adenocarcinoma, moderately
differentiated > poorly differentiated

SNIPPET

200,231170,188560,632OFFSET

3001274 (NRAS gene mutations
found [identifier] in blood or tissue
by molecular genetics method nom-
inal)

40758358 (Immune stain study)3025891 (Pathology report final di-
agnosis narrative)

SECTION_CONCEPT_ID

Codon 12 (exon 2)EGFRAdenocarcinomaLEXICAL_VARIANT

03016231 (Epidermal growth factor
receptor Ag [presence] in tissue by
immune stain)

0NOTE_NLP_CONCEPT_ID

0044498791 (Tubular adenoma,

NOSa)

NOTE_NLP_SOURCE_CON-
CEPT_ID

Negated=FALSE; value_as_con-
cept_id=9191; value_as_narra-
tive=Missense mutation [c.38G>A,
p.Gly14Asp]; sub_id=S 130045678;
section_source_value=N-ras Gene
sequencing test

Negated=FALSE; value_as_con-
cept_id=9191; value_as_narra-
tive=1+/3; sub_id=S 120034567;
section_source_value=Immunochem-
istry test report

Negated=FALSE; sub_id=S
110023456; section_source_val-
ue=Pathology reports of surgical
specimen

TERM_MODIFIERS

aNOS: not otherwise specified.

Vocabulary Standardization for Pathology Reports
To standardize the extracted pathologic data, protein or gene
laboratory tests and pertinent test result values were mapped
into the OMOP standard concept vocabulary and reviewed by
a clinician, a nurse, and a bioinformatics expert. The test names
were mapped to standard concepts of Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC) in the MEASUREMENT
domain, and the result values were normalized to those concepts
(eg, categorized as positive or negative).

According to the OMOP CDM Oncology module, information
on the cancer diagnosis and the region operated on, taken from
the surgical specimen pathology reports, was mapped to the
ICD-O, Third Edition, and then stored in the
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE table with ICD-O-3 and its
mapped SNOMED CT codes.

To map the extracted clinical and gene information to a standard
concept_id, we constructed a dictionary table for the test names
and result values that appear in the free-text pathology reports.
For example, in immunohistochemical study reports, the test
name for EGFR is concept_id 3016231 (Epidermal growth
factor receptor Ag [presence] in tissue by immune stain), which
is the LOINC code 32581-1 with a positive or negative result
value. The result value of “1+/3” was normalized and mapped
to the concept_id of 10828004 (Positive), which is SNOMED
CT code 9191. The molecular study test report comprised results
of four types of examinations: NRAS (OMIM 164790) mutation,
KRAS (OMIM 190070) mutation, BRAF (OMIM 164757)
mutation, and microsatellite instability. For each test result
value, the normalization rules for test result values were
separately defined and coded, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Defined mapping rules for OMOP CDM concept_id, LOINC code, and test results from the molecular study pathology reports.

Normalization rules for results value conceptRESULT_AttributeLOINC codeCONCEPT_IDTest name

If 1 or more positive values are present, treat as total
positive

Codon 12 (exon 2), Codon 13 (exon
2), Codon 61 (exon 3)

21719-03001274NRAS mutation

If 1 or more positive values are present, treat as total
positive

Codon 12 (exon 2), Codon 13 (exon
2), Codon 61 (exon 3)

85509-836203353KRAS mutation

Categorized as MSI-H (high) if more than 1 value
is positive, MSI-L (low) if 1 value is positive, and

MSSb if no positive value is present

BAT26, BAT25, D5S346, D17S250,
D2S123

43368-03047348MSIa

If more than 1 positive value is present, treat as total
positive

V600E, K601E58483-940761583BRAF mutation

aMSI: microsatellite instability.
bMSS: microsatellite stable.
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A total of 78 biomarkers were used in immunohistochemical
reports, most of which are measurement domains, and the
concept_id for each was retrieved and mapped from the OMOP
CDM. However, there were 3 undetected biomarkers that were
used with their own concept_id (3/78, 4%). Refer to Multimedia
Appendix 2 for a list of mapped concepts (Table S2).

After term mapping, the NOTE_NLP table of the CDM was
derived. To integrate the extracted data into the existing CDM
data, the main results of immunohistochemical and molecular
study tests were updated in the MEASUREMENT table. In
addition, for the cancer diagnosis from surgical specimen
pathology reports, relevant information was added to the
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE table. To define the relationship
b e t w e e n  t h e  M E A S U R E M E N T ,
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE, and SPECIMEN tables, we
populated the CDM FACT_RELATIONSHIP table. With the
two existing concepts, “Specimen source identity (SNOMED)”
and “Has specimen (SNOMED),” we could define the target
specimen and its attribute.

System Validation
Two experts manually reviewed the transformed data in the
NOTE_NLP table in 100 randomly selected pathology reports.
To verify the accuracy of the extracted values for each table
item, the nurse and medical information specialist manually
checked the original pathology document and extracted text
values. Furthermore, two reviewers manually reviewed the
original document and checked the results of the processing
rules.

Results

Major Text-Entity Extraction and Mapping Onto
International Standard Terminology
Pathologic clinical information on colorectal cancer was
extracted through NLP of immunohistochemical studies,
molecular studies, and surgical specimen pathology reports to

construct a CDM-formatted NOTE_NLP table. NLP extraction
and terminology standardization were performed for 1848
immunohistochemical study reports, 3890 molecular study
reports, and 12,352 surgical specimen pathology reports. The
number of items, such as protein or gene name values, extracted
from the immunohistochemical study reports was 6092, and the
number extracted from the molecular study reports was 13,953;
the summarized essential information was then updated in the
existing MEASUREMENT table. Cancer diagnosis entities
from the surgical specimen pathology reports (25,902) were
delivered to the CONDITION_OCCURRENCE table. Figure
3 shows the number of each biomarker extracted from molecular
study pathology reports by result, and Figure 4 shows the
frequency of each diagnosis name and its surgical regions as a
heatmap plot. KRAS mutations, NRAS mutations, BRAF
mutations, and microsatellite instability are tested in the hospital.
For each test result value, the normalization rules for test result
values were separately defined and coded as described in Table
2. The majority of the test results are “negative” or
“microsatellite instability high.” In Table 3, we included
evaluation results for each attribute extracted and transformed
into standard terminology concepts for each pathology report.
The results of the attribute value extraction task are quite good.
The attributes derived from surgical specimen pathology and
molecular study reports were recognized 100% correctly among
randomly selected test reports. “No endolymphatic tumor
emboli” or “no lymphoepithelial lesion” values were recognized
as positive in a few immunohistochemical study entities. This
is because we have created rules that focus on processing the
term “negative” when we process biomarker text.

According to Figure 4, there were 11 colon surgical regions at
SNUBH from 2017 to 2018, and the most frequent diagnosis
names were “tubular adenoma, nos” (not otherwise specified)
and “adenocarcinoma, nos.” Positive and negative biomarker
results extracted from immunohistochemical study reports are
shown in Table 4.

Figure 3. Each biomarker and its results extracted from molecular study pathology reports.
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Figure 4. Frequency distribution in surgical pathology reports. NOS: not otherwise specified.

Table 3. Evaluation results for attributes found in 100 pathology test reports.

F-measureRecall, n (%)Precision, n (%)Entities, NAttribute exampleType of report

100109 (100)109 (100)109ductal adenocarcinoma, moderately differentiated
> poorly differentiated

Surgical specimen pathology report

99.31367 (100)362 (98.6)367EGFR (GI) | 1+/3Immunohistochemical study

100100 (100)100 (100)100Codon 12 (exon 2) | PositiveMolecular study
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Table 4. Top 20 biomarker results from immunohistochemistry tests.

Negative (N=2096), n (%)Positive (N=4626), n (%)CONCEPT_NAMECONCEPT_ID

33 (1.6)1360 (29.4)EGFR3016231

25 (1.2)361 (7.8)hMLH121493968

0 (0.0)359 (7.8)Ki-673046605

76 (3.6)261 (5.6)PTEN21493983

212 (10.1)111 (2.4)p533017031

310 (14.8)12 (0.3)BRAF21493982

160 (7.6)153 (3.3)CD33027870

194 (9.3)75 (1.6)C-erbB23019066

37 (1.8)171 (3.7)CD203026213

18 (0.9)185 (4.0)hMSH221493969

56 (2.7)100 (2.2)bcl-63051327

18 (0.9)137 (3.0)hMSH621493970

22 (1.1)133 (2.9)PMS221493971

151 (7.2)0 (0.0)Cyclin D121492142

18 (0.9)132 (2.9)Desmin3002495

8 (0.4)140 (3.0)CD83052827

60 (2.9)86 (1.9)CD103041284

67 (3.2)79 (1.7)Cytokeratin3040360

32 (1.5)110 (2.4)Synaptophysin3006921

55 (2.6)48 (1.0)MUM-13032734

Database and Relationships Following the OMOP
CDM Format
The CDM’s NOTE_NLP table is composed of three types of
pathology reports; the major entities extracted from the
immunohistochemical study reports and molecular study reports
contain result summaries in the CDM’s MEASUREMENT
table. Surgical site and cancer diagnosis information extracted
from the surgical specimen pathology reports was constructed
by populating the cancer diagnosis information in the patient’s
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE table.

The FACT_RELATIONSHIP table in the OMOP CDM contains
records about the relationships between facts stored as records

in any table of the CDM. Relationships can be defined between
facts from the same domain or different domains. Examples of
fact relationships include personal relationships (parent-child),
care site relationships (hierarchical organizational structure of
facilities within a health system), indication relationships
(between drug exposures and associated conditions), usage
relationships (of devices during the course of an associated
procedure), or facts derived from one another (measurements
derived from an associated specimen). To define the relationship
b e t w e e n  t h e  M E A S U R E M E N T ,
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE, and SPECIMEN tables, the
FACT_RELATIONSHIP table of the CDM was populated
(Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Overall data table relationships developed by the study.

In Figure 5, in the patient's surgical specimen pathology reports,
records regarding the surgical site (the sigmoid colon) and
diagnosis (“adenocarcinoma, nos”) are stored. These entities
are delivered into the CONDITION_OCCURRENCE table,
with cancer diagnosis information (adenocarcinoma of the
sigmoid colon). Specimen information, including person_id and
specimen_id during surgery, is stored in the SPECIMEN table.
Here, the relationship definition is made using a
FACT_RELATIONSHIP for the specimen with a diagnosis of
CONDITION_OCCURRENCE. We used the “specimen source
identity” concept to define and link the relationship between
the two tables. The results are also stored in NOTE_NLP while
performing the molecular study and immunohistochemical study
tests with the specimen obtained from the operation. In our
example, NRAS mutation test results in the molecular study
report were negative; its details are “Codon 61 (exon 3)”. In
addition, the information “NLP_derived N-RAS gene mutations
found [identifier] in blood or tissue by molecular genetics
method nominal” was updated in the MEASUREMENT table.
In the same way, the immunohistochemical study test result for
the EGFR test (“Epidermal growth factor receptor Ag [Presence]
in Tissue by immune stain”), including the contents of the result
“1+/3”, was saved in the NOTE_NLP table first; then, the
NLP_derived EGFR positive summary is delivered to the
MEASUREMENT table.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We demonstrate that we can store colon cancer–related textual
entities processed through NLP, including those from concepts
of standard vocabularies (eg, SNOMED CT, LOINC, and
ICD-O), in CDM tables that can later be used for computational
phenotyping. Our system can thus enable the development of
new standard feature-based NLP systems and the reuse,
portability, adaptation, and extension of other cancer-based
reports. This is the first study to provide details on how to extract
major entities and standardize each item in pathology
examination reports. However, variations in text data used at
different institutions complicate the application of our
pattern-matching rule to other observational health care
databases.

Concept recognition in biomedical text has been addressed by
multiple systems such as MetaMap [17], the ConceptMapper
Annotator of the Unstructured Information Management
Architecture (UIMA) [18], and the Clinical Text Analysis and
Knowledge Extraction System (cTAKES) [19]. MetaMap is a
widely available program that provides access to concepts in
the UMLS metathesaurus from biomedical text; it was
introduced in an effort to improve biomedical text retrieval,
specifically the retrieval of MEDLINE/PubMed citations. It
also links the text of biomedical literature to knowledge,
including synonymy relationships, embedded in the
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metathesaurus [17]. ConceptMapper Annotator was
implemented as a UIMA component. It was designed to
accurately map text onto controlled vocabularies, specified as
dictionaries, including the association of any necessary
properties from the controlled vocabulary as part of that mapping
[18]. Although these tools allow the use of a custom dictionary,
their approach to efficient task performance relies on the target
text being grammatically well formed. Thus, these mappers rely
on token-based matching, which is processed by sentence and
phrase segmentation. Many of the abbreviations, typing errors,
and implicit tables in clinical text blur sentence boundaries and
make phrase segmentation challenging. Our proposed approach
utilizes rule-based pattern matching and a set of terminology
mappings among international standard vocabularies such as
LOINC, SNOMED CT, and ICD-O that link both concepts and
values.

Many previous studies have focused on developing new text
processing technologies. For instance, Baghari et al [20]
developed a UMLS-based biomedical semantic operator. Solt
[21] developed a medication extraction system using combined
conditional random fields and rule-based systems. NOBLE
Coder [22] implements a general algorithm for matching terms
to concepts from an arbitrary vocabulary set. Its developers
benchmarked the system’s speed and accuracy against the
Colorado Richly Annotated Full Text (CRAFT) [23,24] and
Shared Annotated Resources (ShARe) [25] corpora as reference
standards and compared it to other concept recognition systems
for biomedical tasks. Moreover, the BioCreAtIvE (Critical
Assessment of Information Extraction in Biology) competition
for automated gene and protein name recognition consists of a
community-wide effort to evaluate information extraction and
text mining developments in the biological domain [26].
Mitsumori et al used the support vector machine algorithm as
a learning method for gene and protein name recognition [27],
investigating and evaluating the system’s performance when
making partial dictionary pattern matches.

Regarding research on text engineering and CDMs, there has
been a recent report of a cohort retrieval system that can execute
textual cohort selection queries on both structured and
unstructured EHR data using CDM data [28]. The system
leveraged a combination of structured queries and information
retrieval techniques in NLP results to improve cohort retrieval
performance while adopting OMOP CDM to enhance model
portability. The NLP component empowered by cTAKES was
used to extract CDM concepts from textual queries, and a
hierarchical index in Elasticsearch was generated to support
CDM concept search using information retrieval techniques
and frameworks [28].

Our study approach differs from those in previous studies based
on the following characteristics. First, we analyzed three kinds
of pathology reports and created pattern-matching rules for
each. Second, we converted the colorectal cancer entities of
colon cancer patients in our hospital into international standards
to establish them in the OMOP CDM database. Third, a mapping
dictionary was created to standardize terms for pathology
reports; this is a reusable legacy asset and can be used in future
studies. To our knowledge, this is the first time that relationships
have been defined using FACT_RELATIONSHIP to link OMOP

CDM to other tables; these are also recyclable assets that can
be implemented in other studies.

In our study, text data extraction errors can occur during CDM
conversion from the pathology reports, and errors may also be
introduced in standard term mapping. To prevent pathology text
data extraction errors, we had to check the correctness of all
items to be extracted. Text extraction results of the NOTE_NLP
table and the number of data stored in the CDM database table
were compared to confirm errors in the CDM table. From
randomly sampled documents, we measured the accuracy of
each item extracted by comparing the original document with
the NLP extraction result and confirmed that there were no
errors. Standard term mapping errors were checked for by
domain experts. Mapping errors were identified through expert
reviews and double-checking by CDM researchers.

From this study, we derived the insight that domain experts
such as pathologists and bioinformatics specialists are essential
for accurate term mapping, as understanding genetic testing
methods is required to examine pathology reports. Furthermore,
it was difficult to automate mapping tasks because some terms
could be mapped to many terms (1:N); another difficulty was
confusion from incorrect standard term search results. Another
important insight of this study is that the NOTE_NLP table does
not have clear standard guidelines for modifiers, so further
standardization studies on term modifiers are needed to express
various kinds of information in the future.

There were several challenges faced in this study. More general
application of the pattern-matching rules created in this study
is difficult because report formats vary for every institution. In
our hospital's surgical pathology report, the results of
examination of the pathological tissues of various organs
removed during surgery are written in one report. In this study,
one surgical site and diagnostic information were extracted from
one surgical pathology report, except for multi-organ results.
This will have to be supplemented in further research. The text
extraction process deals with the contents of one hospital's
examination report and corresponding rules, which can make
this system difficult to use in other studies; however, it is
expected that the definition of the extracted entities and the
standard term mapping data table will be available for other
studies as well. Although text extraction is not universal, the
mapping guidelines can be adjusted for reusability because it
is possible to modify them to apply to other organizations. Since
it is important to convert the data in the same standard
concept_id in order to conduct multi-institution studies using
CDMs, we expect that even small mapping sets that include the
histologic type of invasive carcinoma, location information,
and biomarker term information will be easier to map into
standard terminology. In addition, this will be more useful
because the data are from reports generated at a tertiary general
hospital. It will be fully available as a reference for other
institutions. Additionally, the textual components of cancer
pathology in clinical documents are as diverse as the various
noncolon cancer types, and they vary by location and over time
with new forms and templates; therefore, further research is
necessary for the normalization of different types of cancer
records and for the establishment of an extended database. In
addition, there are several ways to interpret the results of the
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immunohistochemical study report for colorectal cancer. In our
study, biomarker results such as EGFR were mostly found in
the results of the immunohistochemical study report of colorectal
cancer. The EGFR expression and interpretation could be diverse
based on pathologists' visual scoring or the fraction of carcinoma
staining. In particular, the pathology department of our hospital
chose the scoring method that maps EGFR results of 1+, 2+,
and 3+ as “positive,” so we converted accordingly. If the scoring
method should be subdivided into different biomarker results
such as C-erbB2, this is a limitation of our research and
something we should do in a future study.

In this study, we extracted fundamental text entities from
pathological examination reports of patients with colon cancer
and built a CDM database through terminology standardization
and database definition. The preparation of pathology data for
cancer and genome research, as well as various textual data that
are currently recorded and managed, could lead to various
elemental problems; further research on the CDM is expected

to utilize much data. Our system can extract and store key
features from unstructured text as NLP annotations by using
the format defined by the OMOP CDM. The essential text
entities from pathology reports were extracted, standardized,
and deployed. Furthermore, more sophisticated preparation of
the pathology data is needed for further research on cancer
genomics, and various types of text narratives are areas for
additional research on the use of data in the CDM.

Limitations
This study could not be validated for an external organization
for CDM. However, we attempted to build a consolidated CDM
for dealing with narrative text, which enables researchers to
more easily derive important information from unstructured
data. Furthermore, with our concept-relation definition approach,
other organizations can construct database structures. We hope
to derive and apply more features of cancer-related text entities
to utilize both clinical and omics data in further clinical studies
based on this study.
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Abstract

Background: Patients’ choices of providers when undergoing elective surgeries significantly impact both perioperative outcomes
and costs. There exist a variety of approaches that are available to patients for evaluating between different hospital choices.

Objective: This paper aims to compare differences in outcomes and costs between hospitals ranked using popular internet-based
consumer ratings, quality stars, reputation rankings, average volumes, average outcomes, and precision machine learning–based
rankings for hospital settings performing hip replacements in a large metropolitan area.

Methods: Retrospective data from 4192 hip replacement surgeries among Medicare beneficiaries in 2018 in a the Chicago
metropolitan area were analyzed for variations in outcomes (90-day postprocedure hospitalizations and emergency department
visits) and costs (90-day total cost of care) between hospitals ranked through multiple approaches: internet-based consumer
ratings, quality stars, reputation rankings, average yearly surgical volume, average outcome rates, and machine learning–based
rankings. The average rates of outcomes and costs were compared between the patients who underwent surgery at a hospital using
each ranking approach in unadjusted and propensity-based adjusted comparisons.

Results: Only a minority of patients (1159/4192, 27.6% to 2078/4192, 49.6%) were found to be matched to higher-ranked
hospitals for each of the different approaches. Of the approaches considered, hip replacements at hospitals that were more highly
ranked by consumer ratings, quality stars, and machine learning were all consistently associated with improvements in outcomes
and costs in both adjusted and unadjusted analyses. The improvement was greatest across all metrics and analyses for machine
learning–based rankings.

Conclusions: There may be a substantive opportunity to increase the number of patients matched to appropriate hospitals across
a broad variety of ranking approaches. Elective hip replacement surgeries performed at hospitals where patients were matched
based on patient-specific machine learning were associated with better outcomes and lower total costs of care.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22765)   doi:10.2196/22765
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machine learning; hospital ratings; precision delivery; hospital; surgery; outcome; perioperative; internet; reputation; machine
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Introduction

Patients undergoing elective surgeries often seek information
at different levels of granularity when choosing providers,
ranging from institutions to practices to individual physicians.
It is widely established that the choice of provider significantly
impacts both perioperative outcomes and costs [1-4]. There
exist a variety of approaches that are available to patients for
evaluating between different provider choices. These include
consumer ratings, government quality ratings (eg, Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services [CMS] stars), reputation
rankings, and average volumes and outcomes [5-17]. Machine
learning–based online tools are emerging as an alternative
method of predicting provider performance that can factor
patient-specific characteristics into provider rankings [17,18].
Unfortunately, there is little prior research into the comparative
performance of these methods in predicting outcomes associated
with different providers [19-21].

This study compares different approaches (consumer ratings,
CMS quality stars, reputation rankings, and average volumes
and outcomes) and personalized patient-specific rankings using
machine learning (referred to as precision navigation) for
predicting hospital performance, as measured by postprocedure
hospitalization rate, emergency department (ED) visits, and
total cost of care. The analyses were performed on data from
Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) beneficiaries following elective
hip replacement surgery. For each of the different approaches,
90-day outcomes for patients that were treated at highly ranked
institutions were measured and compared to the outcomes for
patients treated at institutions that were not highly ranked.
Outcomes following elective hip replacement surgeries were
studied because they are among the most commonly performed
surgeries and because there is considerable variation in
risk-adjusted performance across hospitals. Postprocedure
hospitalization, ED visits, and total cost of care were used as
outcome measures because they are quantifiable, meaningful
to patients, and available for Medicare FFS populations.

Methods

Study Population
The study population comprised Medicare FFS beneficiaries
undergoing elective hip replacements between 2013 to 2018 in
the Chicago-Naperville-Arlington Heights, Illinois metropolitan
area. Hip replacement surgeries were identified among these
patients using standard procedure codes available in
administrative claims data.

All hospitals in the greater Chicago metropolitan area that were
visited for hip replacement surgery by at least one Medicare
FFS beneficiary who lived in the Chicago-Naperville-Arlington
Heights, Illinois area between 2016 and 2018 were included in
the analysis (thus, for all hospitals that were active between
2016 and 2018, all data from between 2013 and 2018 were used
in the analysis). For each patient, up to 10 of the nearest
candidate hospitals that were a maximum of 50 miles from their
place of surgery were ranked. For each patient, the top-ranked
choice was determined for the different approaches, and the
average outcomes and costs for patients who had surgeries at a

top-ranked hospital were compared with the population
averages.

Ranking Methodologies

Ratings
For each hospital, online consumer ratings from Yelp [6],
Healthgrades [22], and US News [19] and quality star ratings
from CMS Hospital Compare [10] were used for ranking
purposes. The 2019 ratings available at the time of conducting
this study were used for each approach in the absence of
historical values for these approaches. Yelp and CMS Hospital
Compare included overall hospital ratings scored between 1
and 5 (rather than specialty-specific ratings). Healthgrades
online reports included ratings for hospital performance specific
to hip replacement procedures. US News ratings for orthopedic
surgery for each hospital were used. If two or more hospitals
had the same ratings, the hospital with the larger number of
reviews (or patient volume in the case of CMS ratings) was
considered the top-ranked hospital.

Statistics
Procedural volumes were calculated for hip replacement using
Medicare FFS data for each hospital between 2013 and 2017.
The average postprocedure hospitalization rate and ED
admission rate at each hospital following hip replacement
procedures were calculated using Medicare FFS data as a
measure of quality and were also treated as a rating. For each
of these ratings (procedural volume and average rates), a single
average was computed from 2013 to 2017. For evaluating
volume-based ratings, the top hospital was the one with the
highest average yearly volume of hip replacement surgeries.
For evaluating average outcome–based ratings, the top hospital
was the one with the lowest combined average 90-day
postprocedure hospitalization rate and ED admission rate for
hip replacement surgery.

Precision Navigation
Machine learning–based rankings of orthopedic facilities were
generated for each beneficiary undergoing hip replacement in
2018 using a commercially available software system (Precision
Navigation; Health at Scale Corp) that uses precision navigation
and was trained on data prior to 2018 (ie, from 2013-2017) [18].
The top hospital for each beneficiary was determined as the
top-ranked result returned by this system based on the patient’s
individual characteristics. The system predicts the hospitals
likely to have the best long-term outcomes for patients based
on the patient’s personalized medical characteristics by learning
from historical data about hospitals’ long-term outcomes on
similar patients.

Outcomes
The 90-day postprocedure hospitalization rate and rate of ED
admission following the surgery were measured as outcomes.
In addition, the 90-day total cost of care (TCOC) was also
measured for each patient, which included the costs of the
surgery and subsequent costs for the patient that occurred over
the next 90 days from the day of surgery. The TCOC estimate
included reimbursements for inpatient, outpatient, skilled
nursing facility, and home health agency care, as these were
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available for the FFS beneficiaries. All patients included in the
analyses had at least 90 days of follow-up (ie, follow-up data
for patients were available until April 2019).

The observed average outcomes (postprocedure hospitalization
rate, ED admission) and TCOC were compared between patients
who received treatment at the top-ranked hospital for hip
replacement surgery in 2018 and the overall population (all
patients who had hip replacement surgery in 2018) in an
unadjusted analysis. The unadjusted comparisons were also
done in subgroups stratified by the Elixhauser comorbidity
score. In each comparison, we statistically compared the
outcomes of interest between patients who were admitted to a
top-ranked hospital and patients who were admitted to a
lower-ranked hospital (as determined by each respective
method).

Pairwise comparisons between patients who visited a top-ranked
hospital based on the different approaches were made using an
adjusted propensity-based analysis with a one-to-one matching
caliper without replacement [23]. Propensity was calculated
using the weighted Elixhauser comorbidity score (each
Elixhauser comorbidity was weighted to calculate a composite
score for hospital readmissions) [24]. The propensity-matched
groups for each pairwise comparison were generated 100 times
by sampling with replacement. Thus, within each pairwise
comparison between the various rating approaches, only patients
with similar comorbidity scores (based on the matching caliper)
were compared.

Results

Table 1 presents the characteristics of the Medicare FFS
beneficiaries in the Chicago metropolitan area that received an

inpatient hip replacement in 2018. The data consisted of 4192
hip replacement surgeries performed at 69 total hospitals.

Table 2 presents descriptive summaries for consumer ratings,
quality stars, reputation rankings, average yearly surgical
volume, average outcome rates, and precision navigation–based
ranking for hospitals in the Chicago metropolitan area. The
majority of the approaches had ratings for all of the hospitals
in the region (all approaches excluding US News and
Healthgrades, which covered more than half but not all of the
hospitals in the Chicago metropolitan area).

Table 3 compares the outcomes and TCOC of patients who had
surgeries at top hospitals with those of the overall population
for each approach. Patients who underwent surgeries at hospitals
that were ranked as top hospitals according to the CMS quality
stars, Yelp, the average volume, the average outcome rate, and
the precision navigation–based approaches were associated with
substantially better outcomes than the population averages. This
improvement in outcomes was greatest for precision navigation.
The US News and Healthgrades approaches were associated
with improvements in ED admission rates and postprocedure
hospital rates or in TCOC but not in both. The precision
navigation–based rankings were associated with an improvement
of 3.4% for postprocedure hospitalization rate (P<.001), 4.1%
for ED admission rates (P<.001), and US $3315 for TCOC
(P<.001) between top hospitals and the overall population. The
other ranking methods were associated with smaller variations
in outcomes between top hospitals and the overall population.
The percentage of patients who underwent surgery at a hospital
ranked as a top hospital by each ratings approach varied from
27.6% (1159/4192) for the precision navigation–based rankings
to 49.6% (2078/4192) for the average volume–based rankings.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics used in the hip replacement analyses.a

ValuePatient characteristics

4192Patients, n

69.4 (8.2)Age (years), mean (SD)

1589 (38)Male, n (%)

Race/ethnicity, n (%)

3602 (86)White

417 (10)African American

85 (2)Unknown

39 (1)Other

28 (1)Hispanic

21 (1)Asian

Comorbidities, n (%)b

1699 (43)Hypertension

428 (10)Anemic deficiency

653 (16)Diabetes

398 (9)Hypothyroidism

374 (9)Chronic lung disease

320 (8)Obesity

284 (7)Electrolyte imbalance

273 (7)Depression

235 (6)Arthritis

223 (5)Tumors without metastases

90-day outcomesc

655 (15.6)EDd admission rate, n (%)

469 (11.2)Postprocedure hospitalization rate, n (%)

27,000 (21,000)Reimbursement (US $), mean (SD)

aThe study cohort includes all Medicare fee-for-service beneficiaries in the Chicago metropolitan area that underwent an elective hip replacement
surgery in 2018.
bThe 10 most common comorbidities are shown.
cED and postprocedure hospitalizations are calculated as occurring at least once within the 90-day follow-up period.
dED: emergency department.
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Table 2. A summary of the ranking methods used in this study.

ValueRating system and characteristic

US News

60Hospitals, n

0-100Range

42 (10)Mean (SD)

Yelp

87Hospitals, n

1-5Range

57Number of reviews, mean

2.5 (0.7)Mean rating (SD)

Healthgrades

75Hospitals, n

1-5Range

2.5 (1.2)Mean rating (SD)

CMSa

90Hospitals, n

1-5Range

3.1 (1.3)Mean (SD)

Average volumes

94Hospitals, n

0-752Range

153 (156)Mean rating (SD)

Average outcomes: EDb admission rate

94Hospitals, n

5-100Range

18.2 (11.0)Mean rating (SD)

Average outcomes: postprocedure hospitalization rate

94Hospitals, n

0-50Range

14.7 (8.1)Mean hip rating (SD)

Precision navigation

90Hospitals, n

1-10Range

aCMS: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
bED: emergency department.
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Table 3. Comparison of average outcomes between patients who went to top-ranked hospitals for hip replacement surgery and the overall population.

Average
outcome
rate

Average
volume

CMSaYelpHealthgradesUS NewsPrecision

navigation

Outcome

90-day EDb admission rate

584.6
(13.9)

605.2
(14.4)

584.4
(13.9)

585.3
(14.0)

659.0 (15.7)639.8 (15.3)486.3 (11.6)In-top averagec, n (%)

70.4 (1.7)49.8 (1.2)70.6 (1.7)69.7 (1.7)–4.0 (0.1)15.2 (0.4)171.9 (4.1)Population averaged – in-top average, n
(%)

.03.04.009.03.91.55<.001P value

90-day postprocedure hospitalization rate

415.6 (9.9)417.6
(10.0)

396.7
(9.5)

407.4 (9.7)472.6 (11.3)413.0 (9.9)327.0 (7.8)In-top average, n (%)

53.4 (1.3)51.4 (1.2)72.3 (1.7)61.6 (1.5)–3.6 (0.1)56.0 (1.3)142.5 (3.4)Population average – in-top average, n (%)

.05.01.002.03.91.01<.001P value

90-day total cost of care

28,06728,04726,41228,08826,94428,32823,698In-top average (US $)

10541035601107668–13153315Population average – in-top average (US
$)

<.001<.001.003<.001.005<.001<.001P value

1513 (36.1)2078 (49.6)1786
(42.6)

1461 (34.9)1304 (31.1)1959 (46.7)1159 (27.6)Patients who visited top hospitals, n (%)

aCMS: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
bED: emergency department.
cIn-top average: outcome rate among patients who were admitted to top-ranked hospitals using the particular ranking approach.
dPopulation average: average value of the particular outcome in the overall population.

Table 4 presents the average outcomes and TCOC for patients
who had surgeries at top hospitals, stratified by their Elixhauser
comorbidity scores. For both low (≤0) and high (>0) comorbidity
score groups, patients who visited top hospitals using precision
navigation–based ranking had the best outcomes and TCOC.

Table 5 compares the outcomes and TCOC of patients in a
pairwise, adjusted, propensity-matched analysis. For each

pairwise comparison, patients matched to top hospitals using
both ranking approaches were propensity matched, and the
differences in average outcome rates between these
propensity-matched patients were computed. In the pairwise
propensity-matched comparison using the precision
navigation–based approach with each of the other approaches,
the improvement in outcomes was greatest for precision
navigation for every outcome and every pairwise comparison.
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Table 4. Comparison of outcomes between patients who went to top-ranked hospitals for hip replacement surgery and the general population, using
different ranking methodologies.

Average out-
come rate

Average vol-
ume

CMSaYelpHealthgradesUS NewsPrecision navi-
gation

Elixhauser comorbidity score
quantile and outcome

       ≤0 (low)

1140.2 (35.9)1559.4 (49.1)1349.8 (42.5)1133.8 (35.7)990.9 (31.2)1461.0 (46.0)933.7 (29.4)Patients who visited top
hospitals, n (%)

 

     90-day EDbadmission rate 

362.1 (11.4)368.4 (11.6)374.8 (11.8)371.6 (11.7)463.7 (14.6)390.6 (12.3)327.1 (10.3)In-top averagec, n
(%)

  

60.3 (1.9)54.0 (1.7)47.6 (1.5)54.0 (1.7)–41.3 (1.3)31.8 (1.0)98.5 (3.1)In-bin average – in-
top average, n (%)

  

.02.005.03.04.16.13<.001P value  

     90-day postprocedure hospitalization rate 

241.4 (7.6)209.6 (6.6)225.5 (7.1)222.3 (7.0)289.0 (9.1)219.1 (6.9)187.4 (5.9)In-top average, n
(%)

  

34.9 (1.1)63.5 (2.0)50.8 (1.6)54.0 (1.7)–12.7 (0.4)54.0 (1.7)88.9 (2.8)In-bin average – in-
top average, n (%)

  

.10<.001.007.01.59.002<.001P value  

     90-day TCOCd 

26,71326,40425,03227,04526,23726,69622,963In-top average (US
$)

  

–1086–776595–1418–610–10682665In-bin average – in-
top average (US $)

  

<.001<.001.001<.001.13<.001<.001P value  

       >0 (high)

373.9 (36.8)520.2 (51.2)434.8 (42.8)328.2 (32.3)311.9 (30.7)498.9 (49.1)224.5 (22.1)Patients who visited top
hospitals, n (%)

 

     90-day ED admission rate

689.2 (21.7)727.3 (22.9)651.1 (20.5)698.7 (22.0)609.8 (19.2)755.9 (23.8)536.7 (16.9)In-top average, n
(%)

 

34.9 (1.1)–3.2 (0.1)73.0 (2.3)25.4 (0.8)111.2 (3.5)–34.9 (1.1)184.2 (5.8)In-bin average – in-
top average, n (%)

.59.94.15.75.09.41.02P value

     90-day postprocedure hospitalization rate

543.1 (17.1)635.2 (20.0)533.6 (16.8)609.8 (19.2)581.2 (18.3)584.4 (18.4)495.5 (15.6)In-top average, n
(%)

 

63.5 (2.0)–28.6 (0.9)73.0 (2.3)–3.2 (0.1)25.4 (0.8)22.2 (0.7)111.2 (3.5)In-bin average – in-
top average, n (%)

.25.47.11.99.73.63.15P value

     90-day TCOC

32,18932,96930,69631,69129,19233,10226,748In-top average (US
$)

 

–848–1628645–3502149–17614593In-bin average – In-
top average (US $)

<.001.003.64.63.003<.001<.001P value

aCMS: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
bED: emergency department.
cIn-top average: outcome rate among patients who were admitted to top-ranked hospitals using the particular approach.
dTCOC: total cost of care.
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Table 5. A pairwise propensity-matched comparison of patients matched to top hospitals using each of the ranking approaches.

Relative to average
outcome rate

Relative to

average volume
Relative to CMSbRelative to YelpRelative to

Healthgrades
Relative to US
News

Reduction in outcome

ratea

P valueOut-
come

P

value

Out-
come

P valueOut-
come

P valueOut-
come

P

value

Out-
come

P valueOut-
come

Precision navigation

<.0011.7<.0012.1<.0011.8<.0012.0<.0013.8<.0012.590-day EDc admis-
sion rate, %

<.0011.6<.0011.1<.0011.2<.0011.4<.0012.9<.0011.190-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion rate, %

<.0013817<.0013840<.0012309<.0014298<.0012923<.001402590-day TCOCd

(US $)

US News

<.001–1.1<.001–0.7<.001–1.3<.001–0.9<.0010.4N/AN/Ae90-day ED admis-
sion rate, %

.220.0.430.3.89–0.3.87–0.1<.0011.5N/AN/A90-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion rate, %

.001–299<.001–191<.001–1918.32–269<.001–1161N/AN/A90-day TCOC (US
$)

Healthgrades

<.001–1.7<.001–0.9<.001–1.7<.001–1.9N/AN/A<.0010.490-day ED admis-
sion rate, %

<.001–1.5<.001–1.2<.001–1.8<.001–1.5N/AN/A<.0011.590-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion, %

<.001910<.001867<.001–542<.001757N/AN/A<.001–116190-day TCOC (US
$)

Yelp

.02–0.3.0020.4.39–0.2N/AN/A<.001–1.9<.001–0.990-day ED admis-
sion rate, %

.300.0.330.1<.001–0.5N/AN/A<.001–1.5.87–0.190-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion rate, %

.16–216.19–105<.001–1693N/AN/A<.001757.32–26990-day TCOC (US
$)

CMS

.91–0.1<.0010.2N/AN/A.39–0.2<.001–1.7<.001–1.390-day ED admis-
sion rate, %

.0040.3<.0010.4N/AN/A<.001–0.5<.001–1.8.89–0.390-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion rate, %

<.0011575<.0011486N/AN/A<.001–1693<.001–542<.001–191890-day TCOC (US
$)

Average volume

<.001–0.5N/AN/A<.0010.2.0020.4<.001–0.9<.001–0.790-day ED admis-
sion rate, %

.05–0.1N/AN/A<.0010.4.330.1<.001–1.2.430.390-day postproce-
dure hospitaliza-
tion rate, %

.86–104N/AN/A<.0011486.19–105<.001867<.001–19190-day TCOC (US
$)
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aDifferences were calculated as column – row; thus, positive values imply a lower adverse outcome rate.
bCMS: Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services.
cED: emergency department.
dTCOC: total cost of care.
eN/A: not applicable.

The potential impact of using different rating systems under the
counterfactual assumption that patients only presented to a top
hospital for them was also considered. The precision
navigation–based ranking approach resulted in significantly
more hospitals being designated as a top hospital for one or
more Medicare FFS beneficiary (ie, distributed or balanced the
case load across a larger number of hospitals that were top
ranked for specific patients). Out of 69 total hospitals visited
by patients in 2018 for hip replacements, 54 were considered
top-ranked hospitals for at least one patient when using precision
navigation. CMS ratings resulted in 25 hospitals being top
ranked. US News and Healthgrades each resulted in 27 hospitals
being top ranked. Yelp-based ranking resulted in 22 hospitals
being considered top ranked. Average volume and outcome
resulted in 26 and 24 hospitals, respectively, being considered
top-ranked hospitals for a patient.

Discussion

Prior research on the use of popular ranking and rating
approaches, including web-based ratings, consumer guides, and
various quality ratings for physicians or hospitals, have resulted
in inconsistent findings, and it is unclear which rating approach
works best [5,20,21,25-28]. This retrospective study compares
the performance of several different rating strategies for
designating top hospitals for a large population of Medicare
FFS beneficiaries who underwent elective hip replacement
surgeries in the Chicago metropolitan area. The study also
compared the performance of the aforementioned approaches
for hospital rankings and ratings with a more personalized
precision navigation–based approach that selects hospitals based
on patients’ individual health characteristics.

Overall, several approaches were shown to be associated with
better outcomes and lower TCOC when patients presented to a
top hospital based on the respective ranking approach. These
included CMS quality stars and precision navigation–based
rankings, with top-ranked hospitals achieving improved
outcomes and TCOC for hip replacement using both
propensity-adjusted and nonadjusted analyses. The greatest
improvements were observed for precision navigation–based
rankings, which were more consistently associated with
reductions in 90-day postprocedure hospitalization rate, ED
admission rate, and TCOC in each analysis.

Prior research has resulted in an inconsistent correlation between
outcomes and ratings in top-ranked hospitals. For example,
Cram et al [29] showed no significant differences in total knee
arthroplasty outcomes in top-ranked and non–top-ranked
hospitals using the US News rankings. Studies in other surgical
subspecialties, such as cardiac surgery, found only a weak
correlation between online ratings and perioperative mortality
[25]. Osborn et al [27] showed a significant correlation between
favorable rankings and lower mortality rates associated with

various major surgical procedures. However, use of mortality
as a surrogate for outcome may not reflect other pertinent
outcomes that occur with higher frequency, such as
postprocedure hospital admissions or ED visits.

In this study, hospital performance was measured using the rates
of postprocedure hospitalizations and ED visits and the total
cost of care among Medicare FFS beneficiaries undergoing
elective hip replacements. These metrics, which were available
for all hospitals included in this study, are meaningful to
patients. Many of the popular consumer-based ranking
approaches are based more on patient satisfaction than on
objective measures [6,25,26,30]. Velasco et al [31] found that
negative online comments about orthopedic surgeons were
associated with surgery-independent factors, such as waiting
time and logistics. Austin et al [32] showed that there was
considerable variation in the rankings of top hospitals when
different criteria were used. The significant variation in ratings
across the different rating platforms may complicate the choice
of institution for patients [7,8,33]. Moreover, all of these
approaches implicitly assume that the choice of a top hospital
is independent of the characteristics of the patient [19,32]. The
results of this study call this assumption into question.

Typical methods for ranking hospitals for specialty procedures
assume that the quality of an institution is the same for all
patients. The personalized approach of precision
navigation–based ranking predicts outcomes for each
hospital-patient pair by learning from the respective hospital’s
prior outcomes for patients who resemble the patient being
matched. Thus, this study suggests that hospital quality may be
a personalized, variable phenomenon rather than a global,
uniform value. The overwhelming majority of hospitals
considered are not consistently ideal (ie, the top choice) for all
patients but instead lie largely in a “gray zone” of being
selectively good or bad for individual patients. More than 85%
(80/94) of the hospitals that were included in the Chicago
metropolitan area fell in this category. This finding is perhaps
not surprising, given the complexity of surgical patients and the
variations in case mixes, resources, training, and other
organizational characteristics of hospitals that lead to facilities
performing well or poorly for specific individuals. Prior research
has shown that patient complexity is strongly correlated with
outcomes in elective surgeries, such as total knee arthroplasty
[34]. Bozic et al [35] also found considerable variation in
respective patient population acuities of hospitals performing
elective hip and knee replacements and a fourfold difference in
risk-adjusted complication rates [35].

The potential policy implications of our study are significant.
The paradigm of patients choosing institutions based on
crowdsourced online ratings, popular consumer guides, and
established metrics, such as high-volume centers, as surrogates
for high performance may not be suitable for identifying the
preferred centers for patients contemplating elective surgery.
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Average outcome–based measures are more reliable than online
consumer rankings but still far from optimal, and they did not
result in lower TCOC. Our results suggest that a personalized
approach based on precision navigation that uses readily
available data to characterize a patient’s medical complexity in
the context of individual hospitals may be associated with
substantial improvements in outcomes while also lowering
TCOC. An additional policy concern is that any mechanism
designed to encourage patients to go to specific hospitals should
ideally balance hospital use and capacity. Prioritizing hospital
choice based on the typical static rating approaches would lead
to a greater concentration of surgeries in a small number of top
hospitals, thus overwhelming certain hospitals while
underutilizing others. The personalized approach distributed
patients over more hospitals (54 hospitals) than any of the other
approaches (27 or fewer hospitals). Finally, the low proportion
of patients that were matched to top hospitals using the precision
navigation–based approach (<30%) presents a substantial
opportunity for improving outcomes and costs for many patients
by steering them to hospitals that are best suited for them.

One of the limitations of this study is the incomplete
characterization of each patient’s unique medical needs and
medical history, since only CMS administrative claims were
available. Ideally, the online ratings would be based on reviews
collected before the date of the procedure. However, access to
historic ratings for online web-based systems was not available.
Furthermore, the use of ED visits and postprocedure
hospitalizations as outcomes does not reflect on the quality of
life improvement following elective surgery that patients

ultimately seek. This study was retrospective in nature and thus
only showed associations between outcomes and various ranking
and rating methods rather than suggesting causal relationships
between ranking methods and patient outcomes. The ranking
methods that were evaluated in this study’s experimental design
may not have been intended to be used as stand-alone referral
services or offer advice on the suitability or choice of particular
hospitals. Rather, they may have been intended to be used
(where applicable) as additional information that can be factored
in with other inputs (such as referral recommendations provided
by patients’ care providers) in choosing a hospital site for a
future surgery. This study only evaluated the association of
these ranking methodologies within the experimental framework
considered, and the findings here should not be taken as a
statement of their suitability for any purpose. Patients’ choices
in elective surgeries can be influenced by socioeconomic factors
as well as factors beyond their control, such as the availability
of surgeons, recommendations from their care providers, and
the network limitations of their health insurance plans.

The present study was performed using Medicare beneficiary
claims data that primarily comprised older patients, and their
applicability to younger patients with private health care
insurance or Medicaid requires further research. Another
limitation of this work was that the analysis was restricted to
the greater Chicago metropolitan area. Future work is needed
to extend this study to other procedures, non-Medicare
populations, and hospitals nationwide. A prospective trial is
warranted to further study the impact of hospital-ranking
approaches on patient outcomes and total cost of care.
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Abstract

Background: The internet enables consumers to evaluate products before purchase based on feedback submitted by like-minded
individuals. Displaying reviews allows customers to assess comparable experiences and encourages trust, increased sales, and
brand positivity. Customers use reviews to inform decision making, whereas organizations use reviews to predict future sales.
Prior studies have focused on manufactured products, with little attention being paid to health care services. In particular, whether
patients prefer to use websites to discuss doctors’ reputation has so far remained unanswered.

Objective: This study aims to investigate how patient propensity to post treatment experiences changes based on doctors’ online
reputation (medical quality and service attitude) in delivering outpatient care services. Further, this study examines the moderating
effects of hospitals’ (organizational) online reputation and disease severity.

Methods: Fractional logistic regression was conducted on data collected from 7183 active doctors in a Chinese online health
community to obtain empirical results.

Results: Our findings show that patients prefer to share treatment experiences for doctors who have a higher medical quality
and service attitude (βservice attitude=.233; P<.001 and βmedical quality=.052; P<.001) and who work in hospitals with a higher online
reputation (β=.001; P<.001). Patients are more likely to share experiences of doctors who treat less severe diseases, as opposed
to those treating severe diseases (β=−.004; P=.009). In addition, hospitals’ online reputation positively (negatively) moderates
the relationship between medical quality (service attitude) and patient propensity to post treatment experiences, whereas the
moderating effects of disease severity on doctors’ online reputation are negative.

Conclusions: Our research contributes to both theory and practice by extending the current understanding of the impact of
individual reputation on consumer behavior. We investigate the moderating effects of organizational reputation and consumer
characteristics in online health communities.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e16691)   doi:10.2196/16691

KEYWORDS

online health communities; individual reputation; doctor reputation; patient feedback; organizational reputation; disease severity

Introduction

Background
In seeking health care provision, patients often face uncertainty
regarding the quality of doctors’ services, lacking trustworthy
channels for accessing information such as medical quality and

bedside manner [1]. Medical quality has historically been
associated with treatments received by hospitals at the
organizational level; however, patients are increasingly seeking
information relating to the quality of individual doctors, that is,
at the doctor level. Information asymmetries between patients
and doctors exist extensively, with patients now regularly
interacting on social networking sites to inform their provision
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needs based on peer recommendations. With the growing
popularity of web 2.0 technologies, online health care
communities provide a useful channel for patients to obtain
doctors’ information. In China, more than 80% of patients search
for health care information before visiting hospitals [2].

Internet-based media play an important role in providing
prepurchase information and informing decisions. These
burgeoning new media have been hailed as a democratizing
force that enables consumers to discuss products and services
online [3]. In online communities, consumers critically evaluate
the quality of comparable products by analyzing brands, pricing,
and retailer reputation (note: in this paper, we use treatment
experiences, reviews, word-of-mouth, and feedback
interchangeably, as well as patients, consumers, and service
receivers), which act as signals of product quality [4,5]. Prior
literature suggests that a higher reputation can also signal higher
quality [6,7]. Numerous empirical studies have suggested that
reputation is one of the predominant factors influencing
consumer purchases and seller performance [8,9], consistently
revealing that there is a close link between consumer reviews
and future sales. Sellers’ online reviews positively impact
product demand [10], with reviews creating a bridge of
communication between consumers and sellers, decreasing
consumers’ perceived risk, and boosting trust and cooperation
on both sides [11].

Reviews, which are generally agreed to be more effective than
traditional advertising [12], increasingly affect consumer
behaviors [13,14]. They facilitate the prediction of future
performance and, therefore, are required more than ever by
sellers. Existing literature shows that consumers who are pleased
or displeased with a product will make their opinions known to
others [15]; the more satisfied or dissatisfied the consumer, the
more likely they are to post feedback about their experiences
[16]. However, much less is known in relation to health care
products and services. To the best of our knowledge, only Wu
and Lu [17] have studied the role of doctors’ reputation and its
influence on patient propensity to share reviews, identifying
that doctors with a higher reputation receive a greater number
of reviews. However, their study focused solely on the role of
the individual doctor’s reputation and failed to consider the
organizational reputation and consumer characteristics, which
are important factors that affect consumer behaviors. According
to the theory of psychological choice [18], the effect of a signal
(individual reputation) is moderated by environmental situations
(organizational reputation) and contextual factors (such as
consumer characteristics), with final responses dependent on
their interaction effects. This study aims to fill this critical gap
by studying the impact factors of patient propensity to post
treatment experiences online. We seek to understand and address
the following questions:

• Question 1: How does a doctor’s reputation influence
patient propensity to post treatment experiences online?

• Question 2: How does a hospital’s reputation moderate the
relationship between the doctor’s reputation and patient
propensity to post treatment experiences online?

• Question 3: How does disease severity moderate the
relationship between the doctor’s reputation and patient
propensity to post treatment experiences online?

We argue that reputation, signaled by existing reviews, can
predict future reviews. Data were collected from an online health
community, which, in recent years, has helped patients find
doctors, book outpatient care services, and search for medical
information. Unlike extant literature on manufactured products,
our study includes both medical quality and service attitude,
which are important factors in the health care field, as part of
the doctor’s reputation in our model [19]. In recent years,
patients have complained about doctors’ bad attitudes. Thus, in
addition to improving service quality, it is vital to mitigate
conflicts between doctors and patients by enhancing service
attitude [20]. Moreover, we examined the moderating effects
of hospital (organizational level) reputation and disease severity
(patient characteristics). patient propensity to post treatment
experiences is the ratio of the increment of the treatment
experience to the increment of outpatient care service demands
over a time window of interest.

Online Health Communities
In recent years, online health care communities have been
developed by patient organizations, medical service providers,
and nonprofit organizations to make it easier for patients to find
health-related information [21]. Such communities provide
virtual forums for patients to obtain services and discuss
treatment experiences. Researchers have started to investigate
the benefits and user behaviors of such communities, from the
perspective of doctors [19,22] and patients [23-25]. For doctors,
Ni and Sun [26] studied the willingness of doctors to work on
online platforms and associated benefits. For patients, Xiao et
al [27] explored whether patients’ information search behavior
influenced their perceived health condition. With regard to the
impact factors of whether or not to post health information
online, people take privacy and information sensitivity into
consideration [28].

In China, as a result of continued limitations in existing health
care provisions, online health communities have been strongly
adopted by citizens. China has the world’s largest population
and thus represents a huge resource-consumption country.
China’s large population generates a variety of unique health
care needs and, therefore, exhibits unique behaviors within
online health care communities. Health ultimately concerns
everyone, and with the emergence of online health care
communities, patients now have more channels to find doctor
information, whereas doctors have more choices in the way they
deliver medical treatment. On the basis of extant literature, we
have found few studies that explore the effects of doctors’
reputation on patient propensity to post treatment experiences
and the moderating effects of hospitals’ reputation and disease
severity. Our research, therefore, aims to fill these gaps.

Theory of Psychological Choice
Hansen [18] presented an overview of psychologists’approaches
to consumer choice and the processes employed in different
scenarios. He determined that the consumer choice process is
characterized by conflict, uncertainty, cognitive activity, and
related psychological processes. Individuals’ choices depend
on their current situation, whereas the nature of the problem
can be described as a comprehensive result of internal and
external factors. Behavioral response is a result of the interaction
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between environmental factors and individual characteristics
such as values, beliefs, intentions, and preferences. According
to the theory of psychological choice [18], consumer behavior,
dependent on circumstances, is decided by a series of factors,
including internal and external factors. The effect of a signal is
moderated by environmental situations and contextual factors,
such as consumer characteristics, with final responses being
decided by the interaction effects of these factors.

Expectation-Confirmation Theory
Expectation-confirmation theory is widely used to explore
consumer behavior in both product marketing [29] and service
marketing [30]. Oliver [31] described in detail the process of
expectation, confirmation, and postpurchase behaviors. First,
consumers form an initial expectation of the product or service,
which is shaped by personal experiences, norms, and the present
environment [32]. Second, consumers form perceptions about
performance after receiving the product. Third, consumers will

assess their pre-expectation and perceived performance and
estimate the gap (degree of confirmation) between expectation
and perceived performance. Fourth, the confirmation between
pre-expectation and perceived performance influences their
satisfaction and ultimately determines their future behaviors,
such as repurchase intention and word-of-mouth.

Research Hypotheses
Consumer reviews are an important criterion that impacts
consumer behavior. However, existing literature rarely
investigates the relationship between doctors’ online reputation
and patient propensity to post treatment experiences online. We
sought to examine how doctors’ medical quality and service
attitude affect their patient propensity to post treatment
experiences. Moreover, we attempted to investigate the
moderating effects of the hospital’s reputation and disease
severity. Figure 1 shows the conceptual model of this study.

Figure 1. Conceptual model.

Nowadays, the internet enables consumers to easily post
opinions and express thoughts, feelings, and viewpoints on
products and services to the wider online community [33]. On
the basis of the expectation-confirmation theory, high reputation
enhances consumers’ expectations of quality and vice versa
[34]. Pre-expectation will be compared with the perceived and/or
actual performance received following the purchase of a product
or service. Compared with low expectations, a high expectation
is less likely to be reached by perceived performance [35]. The
degree of confirmation between expectation and perceived
performance dictates consumer satisfaction [31]. For consumers,
the primary motivation to share positive or negative comments
is to inform others [15] and/or to express their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction [36]. Consumers are likely to express their
feelings to others when their expectations are either surpassed
or not met [37], and the propensity to post online reviews is
greater for extreme experiences but smaller for average
experiences [38].

In online health communities, patients hold comparatively high
expectations about service quality for doctors with a high
reputation. High expectations are less likely to be reached by
perceived quality. The degree of expectation would affect
consumer satisfaction and their propensity to post about
treatment experiences. Higher expectations cause patients to be
easily disappointed and dissatisfied after receiving services,

which leads to them sharing negative feelings with others online
[15,34]. The present literature has indicated that the existing
reputation has a positive impact on the number of future reviews
received [39-41]. However, the potential mechanism is
unexamined in online health communities. On the basis of the
abovementioned insights, we hypothesize the following:

• Hypothesis 1a: Doctors’ medical quality positively affects
patient propensity to post treatment experiences online.

• Hypothesis 1b: Doctors’ service attitude positively affects
patient propensity to post treatment experiences online.

An organization’s reputation helps consumers make informed
choices when they feel uncertain about a product or service
[42]. Organizational reputation strongly influences consumer
expectation and purchase intention [43]. In product marketing,
Amblee and Bui [39] demonstrated that the amount of future
online reviews has a positive correlation with a product’s
existing brand (organizational) reputation. In online health
communities, a hospital’s reputation can be considered a signal
to patients. Patients would have higher expectations from doctors
who work in hospitals with high online reputations. Higher
expectations more easily induce disconfirmation between
pre-expectation and perceived performance, which would
enhance patient propensity to post treatment experiences.
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• Hypothesis 2a: A hospital’s reputation positively affects
patient propensity to post treatment experiences online.

On the basis of the theory of psychological choice [18], the
effect of a signal is influenced by environmental situations. As
the medium for diffusing the signal, environments can influence
the strength and effectiveness of the signal [44]. Many studies
have examined the effect of signals in different environments
and obtained consistent conclusions that the strength of a signal
is moderated by signal environment uncertainty [45]. Therefore,
the impact of individual reputation can be moderated by
organizational reputation. A positive evaluation of an
organization’s reputation generates a positive evaluation of an
individual’s reputation [46].

With regard to online health communities, a hospital’s reputation
can be treated as an environmental factor. The delivery process
of a signal varies among different hospital environments. Thus,
the hospital’s reputation can moderate the effect of a doctor’s
reputation. In reducing patients’ perceived risks and increasing
trust in the doctor’s reputation, a higher hospital reputation can
make patients have a higher expectation about doctors’
performance. On the basis of the expectation-confirmation
theory [34], higher expectation is less likely to be reached by
perceived performance [35]. Patients will be more disappointed
after receiving the service and are more likely to express their
feelings to others online [15,34]. On the basis of the
abovementioned insights, we develop the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 2b: A hospital’s online reputation positively
moderates the relationship between a doctor’s medical
quality and patient propensity to post treatment experiences
online.

• Hypothesis 2c: A hospital’s online reputation positively
moderates the relationship between a doctor’s service
attitude and patient propensity to post treatment experiences
online.

On the basis of the theory of psychological choice [18], the
effect of a signal is also influenced by contextual factors. The
influence of reputation varies with different types of products
and services [47]. Individual characteristics significantly affect
the degree of satisfaction with service quality [48] and moderate
the relationship between service quality and satisfaction [49].

In the health care field, patient behavior is also influenced by
their characteristics. Disease severity is an important basis for
distinguishing between patients. Prior research has indicated
that disease severity moderates the doctor’s reputation on the
patient’s purchasing behavior [19]. It is argued that patients
with severe diseases prefer to choose doctors with high medical
quality rather than service attitude [19]. The study mainly
focuses on the consumer buying process, but the decision on
posting feedback is neglected.

From a positive perspective, disease severity may influence the
patient’s physical and mental health [50]. Patients with severe
diseases are more sensitive to the doctor’s reputation than those
with less severe diseases. For example, compared with patients
with less severe diseases, such as the common cold, patients
with tumors are likelier to choose a doctor with a higher
reputation and form higher expectations regarding their desire

for health. Moreover, patients with severe diseases experience
more pain and distress and are eager to find higher quality
services.

From a negative perspective, patients with severe diseases often
concentrate less on service attitude [51]. They prefer to choose
doctors with higher medical quality rather than service attitude
[19]. Purchasing preference leads to different feedback
behaviors. Service attitude has fewer effects on patient
propensity to post treatment experiences for patients with severe
diseases. However, as a highly professional service, medical
service sets an invisible barrier for patients who generally lack
professional medical knowledge to assess medical quality,
especially for severe diseases. Patients with severe diseases may
not evaluate perceived quality objectively, thereby leading to
a lack of certainty of disconfirmation between pre-expectation
and perceived quality. In fact, given the issues they focus on,
patients with severe diseases are more likely to have concerns
about their recovery time and health, rather than posting
feedback or complaining about poor experiences online.
Furthermore, privacy concerns and information sensitivity, 2
critical influencing factors for deciding whether or not to spread
health information online [28], are concerned by patients with
severe diseases, ultimately decreasing patient propensity to post
treatment experiences online.

On the basis of the aforementioned insights, we plan to
determine the advantages of these effects in specific contexts.
We propose both positive and negative moderating effects of
disease severity:

• Hypothesis 3a: Disease severity significantly affects patient
propensity to post treatment experiences online.

• Hypothesis 3b: Disease severity significantly moderates
the relationship between a doctor’s medical quality and
patient propensity to post treatment experiences online.

• Hypothesis 3c: Disease severity significantly moderates the
relationship between a doctor’s service attitude and patient
propensity to post treatment experiences online.

Methods

In this section, we describe the research context and data
collection process and present the variables and models.

Research Context
We test our hypotheses using data collected from the WeDoctor
website, a leading online health community authorized by the
Chinese Health and Family Planning Committee. WeDoctor
has become the leading online health community in China,
mainly providing appointment booking services for outpatient
care. The website helps increase efficiency for both patients
and hospitals. Using the WeDoctor website, patients can easily
make appointments and save valuable time. By 2020, the
community has helped more than 850 million citizens. The
WeDoctor website started to provide online written consultation
and video consultation services in September 2016. In our
proposed model, we do not include written and video
consultation services for 2 reasons. First, compared with the
outpatient care service appointment function, written and video
consultation services are rarely used by patients. Second, our
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data were collected in the first half of 2016 when only outpatient
care appointment services were provided by the website.

More than 7800 hospitals and 260,000 doctors are active in the
online community. WeDoctor creates home pages for doctors
and their hospitals. Doctors can self-manage their home pages,
including modifying schedules for outpatient care services and
updating individual information. The website has a formal and
comprehensive reputation mechanism, which is important for
this study. Patients can post their treatment experiences after
receiving outpatient care services in the hospitals. Treatment
experiences help future patients make better choices.

Sample and Data Collection
We used a crawler to automatically download doctors’
information from the WeDoctor website using the following
selection criteria. First, we crawled all active doctors who
usually add or modify their outpatient care service information
or other individual information (active doctors are recognized
by WeDoctor). Second, we selected doctors who treat severe

diseases and who treat relatively less severe diseases. Severe
diseases include malignant tumors and heart and cerebrovascular
diseases. Less severe diseases include endocrine, digestive, and
nervous system diseases. The reasons for choosing these disease
categories will be explained in detail in the following section.
We repeated the collection process in 2 time periods: one week
in March 2016 and another week in June 2016. We included in
our analyses the doctors who were seen at both collection times,
yielding a sample of 7183 doctors. For each doctor, we collected
their reviews, reputation, and other relevant information (eg,
hospital information). We also collected information on the
medical departments with which the doctors were affiliated.

From each doctor’s home page, we collected information posted
about patients’ experiences. Each patient can give a score to the
doctor’s medical quality and service attitude observed during
treatment. Other patients can then read these reviews to make
informed decisions. Figure 2 shows an example of a doctor’s
home page, whereas Figure 3 shows an example of a hospital’s
home page.

Figure 2. A doctor’s home page on the WeDoctor website.

Figure 3. A hospital’s home page on the WeDoctor website.

Variables and Empirical Models
The variables used in this study are in the form of aggregated
data at the doctor level, which can help control for the potential

influence of patient heterogeneity [52]. The detailed definitions
for all variables included in this study are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Variable definitions.

DefinitionVariable

Dependent variables

The ratio of the increment of the treatment experience to the increment of outpatient care
service demands over 3 months for each doctor.

Patient propensity to post treatment experiences

Independent variables

Patients give an evaluation score for doctors’medical quality when patients share treatment
experiences. The WeDoctor calculates the mean of medical quality for each doctor based
on all the existing treatment experiences posted by patients. The range of values for
medical quality is from 0 to 1, with a greater value indicating a higher medical quality.

Medical quality

Patients give an evaluation score for doctors’ service attitude when patients share treatment
experiences. The WeDoctor calculates the mean of service attitude for each doctor based
on all the existing treatment experiences posted by patients. The range of values for service
attitude is from 0 to 1, with a greater value indicating a higher service attitude.

Service attitude

Moderating variables

When patients post experiences, they also give a score on the hospital’s environment and
attitude of guide service. The range of values for the hospital’s online reputation is from
0 to 10, with a greater value representing a higher level of satisfaction.

Hreputation

The severity of disease that patients get. We use one dummy variable to measure it. When
the disease is high-risk, the variable is equal to 1.

Disease_severity

Control variables

Doctors’medical skills as evaluated by the government, including Chief Doctor, Associate
Chief Doctor, and Attending Doctor. Two dummy variables were used. (0, 0) represents
Attending Doctor title or below.

Dtitle_dummy1 and Dtitle_dummy2

The variable indicating the comprehensive health care quality of doctor i’s affiliated
hospital in terms of medical skills, equipment, human resources, etc. Hlevel_dummy
presents AAA level and above hospitals. (0, 0) represents AA level hospital or below.

Hlevel_dummy

Dependent Variable
The dependent variable in our model is patient propensity to
post treatment experiences. The variable is the ratio of the
increment of the treatment experience to the increment of
outpatient care service demands over a certain time period. The
dependent variable is defined as follows:

where i represents each doctor. The subscripts t and t−1 denote
2 periods in time and PPPTE denotes patient propensity to post
treatment experiences.

Independent and Moderating Variables
The independent variable in our model is the doctor’s online
reputation, which is divided into 2 dimensions: medical quality
and service attitude. The WeDoctor website calculates the mean
of medical quality and mean of service attitude for each doctor
based on all the existing treatment experiences posted by
patients. The range of values for both medical quality and
service attitude is from 0 to 1, with a greater value indicating a
higher satisfaction.

The moderating variables were the hospital’s online reputation
and disease severity for patients treated in the hospital. The
hospital’s online reputation reflects the integral medical quality
and integral service attitude delivered by the hospital. The range
of values for the hospital’s online reputation is from 0 to 10,
with a greater value representing a higher level of satisfaction.

We used mortality rates to distinguish the severity of different
diseases. The Chinese Health Statistics Yearbook, published in
2019 [53], reports the latest health statistics, which lists mortality
rates for different categories of diseases. We chose the first 3
fatal categories of diseases as severe diseases in our model.
They are malignant tumor–related diseases (mortality rate:
163.18/100,000), heart diseases (mortality rate: 146.34/100,000),
and cerebrovascular diseases (mortality rate: 128.88/100,000).
For less severe diseases, we chose endocrine-related diseases
(mortality rate: 21.15/100,000), digestive system diseases
(mortality rate: 14.54/100,000), and nervous system diseases
(mortality rate: 8.62/100,000). The difference in mortality rates
between severe diseases and less severe diseases is large (nearly
10 times), which is helpful for understanding the impact of
disease severity on patient behaviors. We collected all active
doctors who treat these diseases, and finally, 5602 doctors who
treat severe diseases and 1581 doctors who treat less severe
diseases are included. A dummy variable was used to measure
disease severity, with 1 representing severe diseases and 0
representing less severe diseases:

Control Variables
We included both doctors’ titles and hospital levels in our model
to control for their popularity offline. In China, each doctor has
an offline title that represents their medical skills and level of
experience, including Chief Doctor, Associate Chief Doctor,
and Attending Doctor. These titles are evaluated and issued by
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government agencies. We use 2 dummy variables,
Dtitle_dummy1 and Dtitle_dummy2, to measure doctors’ titles.
Similarly, each hospital in China is assigned a rank, classified
as class A, B, or C, with class A being the best quality of
hospital. Hospital level, which is also evaluated and issued by
government agencies, represents their medical quality and
medical technical strength. As the number of class C hospitals
in this online health community is very small, we combined it
with class B and used 1 dummy variable, Hlevel_dummy, to
measure hospital level. The detailed definitions of these dummy
variables are as follows:

We use general linear model regression to obtain empirical
results. Fractional logistic regression is most suitable for our
dependent variable (% of patients posting treatment
experiences). On the basis of all the hypotheses, the empirical
models are as follows:

Logit(PPPTE_i)=β1,i Dtitle_dummy1+β2,i

Dtitle_dummy2+β3,i Hlevel_dummy

+β 4 , i Dmedica l_qua l i t y t - 1 +β 5 , i

Dservice_attitudet-1+β6,i Hreputationt-1

+ β 7 , i  S e v e r i t y _ d i s e a s e s + β 8 , i

Dmedical_qualityt-1*Hreputationt-1

+β9,i Dservice_attitudet-1*Hreputationt-1

+β10,i Dmedical_qualityt-1*Severity_diseases

+β11,i Dservice_attitudet-1*Severity_diseases+ε

where i represents each doctor. The subscripts t and t−1 denote
2 periods in time. We use data collected at time=t−1 for the
independent variable and time=t for dependent variables.

Results

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
We use the expectation-confirmation theory in our hypotheses
to argue that patients have higher expectations when they choose
doctors with high reputations. Patients are likely to feel
disconfirmed between expectation and perceived quality of the
service and express their feelings online.

Table 2 presents descriptive statistics and correlations for the
key variables in our study. We can see that doctors’ reputation,
hospitals’ reputation, and disease severity are correlated with
patient propensity to post treatment experiences. Doctors’
reputation and the hospital’s reputation positively affect patient
propensity to post treatment experiences; conversely, disease
severity negatively impacts patient propensity to post treatment
experiences. All variance inflation factor values, of all variables,
are below 5, which indicates the negligible effect of
multicollinearity.

Table 2. Description and correlation (N=7183).

Hreputa-
tion

Dser-
vice_atti-
tude

Dmedi-
cal_quali-
ty

Hlev-
el_dum-
my

Dti-
tle_dum-
my2

Dti-
tle_dum-
my1

Patient
propensity to
post treat-
ment experi-
ences

Maxi-
mum

MinimumMean
(SD)

Variables

———————a0.94400.067
(0.108)

Patient propensity to post
treatment experiences

——————0.229b100.348
(0.476)

Dtitle_dummy1

—————−0.591b−0.050b100.443
(0.496)

Dtitle_dummy2

————0.037b−0.016b−0.180b100.088
(0.283)

Hlevel_dummy

———−0.167b−0.038b0.197b0.790b100.338
(0.442)

Dmedical_quality

——0.889b−0.175b−0.044b0.208b0.860b100.402
(0.471)

Dservice_attitude

—0.486b0.447b−0.328b−0.055b0.082b0.477b1005.740
(4.192)

Hreputation

0.537b0.309b0.280b−0.587b−0.022b0.080b−0.329b100.780
(0.414)

Severity_diseases

aThis table is symmetrical. The number in the lower left corner is same as the at top right corner.
bCorrelation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed), significant at .01
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Empirical Results
The analyses are deemed fit using Stata, a data analysis software.
The empirical results are shown in Table 3. Model 1 contains
all the control variables. Model 2 adds all the independent
variables. Model 3 adds all the moderating variables, and model
4 adds all the interaction terms of the independent variables and
moderating variables. We also tested the interactions between
doctors’ reputation, hospital reputation, and disease severity in
model 5. As none of the interaction terms are significant, model
5 is not further discussed.

Hypotheses 1a and 1b concern the impact of the doctor’s
reputation on patient propensity to post treatment experiences.
From model 4 in Table 3, we see that both medical quality and
service quality have a positive impact on this dependent
outcome. Patients are more likely to post reviews about their
treatment experiences for those doctors who have a higher
reputation. Moreover, the effect size of service attitude is nearly
4 times that of medical quality (βservice attitude=.233; P<.001 and
βmedical quality=.052; P<.001), which indicates that service attitude
plays a more important role in influencing patient propensity
to post treatment experiences than medical quality; thus, both
hypotheses 1a and 1b are supported.

As the results of model 4 show that a hospital’s reputation has
no significant impact, we focused on its margin effect, with
results demonstrating that a hospital’s reputation has a positive
influence on patient propensity to post treatment experiences
(β=.001; P<.001). Patients are more likely to post about their
treatment experiences for those doctors who work in hospitals
with a high reputation. Thus, hypothesis 2a is supported. Disease
severity had a negative impact on patient propensity to post
treatment experiences (β=.004; P=.009). People with more
severe diseases are less likely to post reviews online. Thus,
hypothesis 3a is supported.

Hypotheses 2b and 2c test the moderating effects of
organizational reputation on the relationship between individual
reputation and consumer behavior. From model 4 in Table 3,

we observe that a hospital’s reputation positively moderates the
relationship between medical quality and patient propensity to
post treatment experiences (β=.002; P=.01) and negatively
moderates the relationship between service attitude and patient
propensity to post treatment experiences (β=.004; P=.01). The
impact of medical quality on patient propensity to post treatment
experiences is greater for doctors who work in hospitals with
higher reputations, whereas the impact of service attitude on
patient propensity to post treatment experiences is smaller for
doctors who work in hospitals with higher reputations; thus,
hypothesis 2b is supported, whereas hypothesis 2c is not.

Hypotheses 3b and 3c examine the moderating effects of
consumer characteristics (disease severity) on the relationship
between individual reputation and consumer behavior. From
model 4 in Table 3, we see that disease severity not only
negatively moderates the relationship between medical quality
(β=.036; P<.001) and patient propensity to post treatment
experiences but also negatively moderates the relationship
between service attitude (β=.044; P<.001) and patient propensity
to post treatment experiences. The impact of both medical
quality and service attitude on patient propensity to post
treatment experiences is smaller for doctors who treat severe
diseases; thus, both hypotheses 3b and 3c are supported.

To better interpret our results, we use the empirical results for
the dependent variable, the increment of outpatient care service
demands, and take its log value in the empirical model. The
results are shown in Table 4. The impact of medical quality on
patients’ choice was greater for patients with severe diseases
than for those with less severe diseases (β=.319; P=.04). Severe
diseases increase the demand for outpatient care services and
positively moderate the relationship between doctors’ reputation
and outpatient care service demands. On the contrary, for patient
propensity to post treatment experiences, our results show that
doctors who treat severe diseases are less likely to receive
reviews about treatment experience (β=.325; P=.05). Moreover,
the moderating effects of disease severity on doctors’ reputation
are negative.
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Table 3. Results for the patient propensity to post treatment experiences. General linear model regression was used to obtain results.

Model 5, coeffi-
cient (SD)

Model 4, coeffi-
cient (SD)

Model 3, coeffi-
cient (SD)

Model 2, coeffi-
cient (SD)

Model 1, coeffi-
cient (SD)

Variables

0.012a (0.004)0.012a (0.004)0.026a (0.003)0.012b (0.003)0.054a (0.006)Constant

−0.010a (0.008)−0.010a (0.008)−0.011a (0.008)−0.012a (0.008)0.031a (0.015)Dtitle_dummy1

−0.004a (0.008)−0.004a (0.008)−0.005a (0.008)−0.006a (0.008)0.015a (0.015)Dtitle_dummy2

−0.013a (0.015)−0.013a (0.015)−0.012c (0.015)0.004c (0.014)−0.041a (0.025)Hlevel_dummy

0.052a (0.012)0.076a (0.022)0.013a (0.015)0.013a (0.015)N/AcDmedical_quality

0.233a (0.019)0.222a (0.019)0.158a (0.014)0.157a (0.014)N/ADservice_attitude

0.001 (0.001)0.001 (0.001)0.001a (0.001)N/AN/AHreputation

−0.004d (0.001)−0.004d (0.001)−0.024a (0.011)N/AN/ASeverity_diseases

0.008a (0.002)0.002d (0.001)N/AN/AN/ADmedical_quality×Hreputation

−0.007a (0.002)−0.004d (0.002)N/AN/AN/ADservice_attitude×Hreputation

−0.039a (0.014)−0.036a (0.014)N/AN/AN/ADmedical_quality×Severity_diseases

−0.063a (0.012)−0.044a (0.012)N/AN/AN/ADservice_attitude×Severity_diseases

−0.009 (0.014)N/AN/AN/AN/ADmedical_quality×Hreputation×Severity_diseases

0.004 (0.012)N/AN/AN/AN/ADservice_attitude×Hreputation×Severity_diseases

−3577.21−3610.23−4233.40−4531.46−4790.53Log likelihood

0.0210.0200.0180.0150.014Pseudo-R2

aSignificant at .001.
bSignificant at .05.
cN/A: not applicable.
dSignificant at .01.
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Table 4. Results for the increment of outpatient care service demands. Ordinary least squares regression was used to obtain results.

Model 1Variables

−0.188a (0.018)Constant

0.399a (0.015)Dtitle_dummy1

0.143a (0.014)Dtitle_dummy2

0.039b (0.023)Hlevel_dummy

0.341c (0.110)Dmedical_quality

1.859a (0.098)Dservice_attitude

0.018a (0.002)Hreputation

0.029 (0.019)Severity_diseases

0.051c (0.020)Dmedical_quality×Hreputation

0.050c (0.018)Dservice_attitude×Hreputation

0.319b (0.148)Dmedical_quality×Severity_diseases

−0.325b (0.131)Dservice_attitude×Severity_diseases

0.785Adjusted R2

aSignificant at .001.
bSignificant at .05.
cSignificant at .01.

Robustness Check
In our study, it was found that many doctors did not receive any
reviews from patients, which may have caused bias in our
findings. A small increment in treatment experiences will not
change the doctor’s reputation too much [17]. To check the

robustness of our findings, we only included doctors whose
increments of treatment experiences were equal to or greater
than 1, 5, and 10. The results of the sensitivity analyses are
shown in Table 5. As the results are almost identical to those
shown in Table 3, our findings are deemed quite robust.
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Table 5. Robustness check results. General linear model regression was used to obtain results.

The increment of treatment experi-
ences ≥10; n=1651

The increment of treatment experi-
ences ≥5; n=2462

The increment of treatment experi-
ences ≥1; n=4461

Variables

−0.319 (0.275)−0.055 (0.085)0.351a (0.014)Constant

−0.043a (0.003)−0.037a (0.003)−0.029a (0.002)Dtitle_dummy1

−0.033a (0.003)−0.028a (0.003)−0.017a (0.002)Dtitle_dummy2

−0.179a (0.012)−0.178a (0.010)−0.106a (0.006)Hlevel_dummy

0.489a (0.154)0.108a (0.066)0.014b (0.010)Dmedical_quality

0.718c (0.288)0.299a (0.155)0.028b (0.016)Dservice_attitude

0.112 (0.027)−0.018 (0.008)−0.012a (0.001)Hreputation

−0.170c (0.030)−0.252a (0.061)−0.121a (0.016)Severity_diseases

0.055b (0.023)0.001c (0.000)0.007c (0.002)Dmedical_quality×Hreputation

−0.032c (0.018)−0.017c (0.002)−0.006b (0.002)Dservice_attitude×Hreputation

−0.234a (0.063)−0.147c (0.080)−0.021c (0.014)Dmedical_quality×Severity_dis-
eases

−0.206c (0.103)−0.414a (0.101)−0.004a (0.001)Dservice_attitude×Severity_diseases

−5825.11−5112.12−4021.50Log likelihood

aSignificant at .001.
bSignificant at .01.
cSignificant at .05.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study provides valuable insights into the impact factors of
sharing patient reviews in online health care communities. We
study the impact of individual reputation, organizational
reputation, and consumer characteristics on patient propensity
to post treatment experiences and the moderating effects of
organizational reputation and patient characteristics. From our
results, most of the hypotheses are supported.

Our findings suggest that both medical quality and service
attitude positively impact patient propensity to post treatment
experiences, which is consistent with the
expectation-confirmation theory [31] and existing literature
[17,34]. When patients choose doctors with a high reputation,
they hold higher expectations and are more likely to be
disappointed after receiving treatment services. Similarly, when
patients choose doctors who work in hospitals with high
reputation, they again have high expectations, decreasing the
possibility of confirmation between expectation and perceived
performance.

Our results provide further evidence for the theory of
psychological choice [18], as we explore the moderating effects
of environmental factors in health care. The interaction effects
are illustrated in Figure 4. Hospitals with high reputations can
minimize patients’perceived risks and increase trust in doctors’
reputations, which is confirmed in our results; a hospital’s
reputation positively moderates the relationship between a
doctor’s medical quality and patient propensity to post treatment
experiences. However, a hospital’s reputation negatively
moderates the relationship between doctors’ service attitude
and patient propensity to post treatment experiences. In China,
patients prefer to choose hospitals with high reputation and
make appointments with doctors who also have a high
reputation. As a result, hospitals with a high reputation for both
their facilities and doctors are under tremendous pressure and
constantly overloaded; for this reason, patients have difficulty
in making appointments with these hospitals and doctors. Due
to excessive number of patients, such hospitals often have low
service attitudes. Therefore, patients often have low expectations
about service attitude when choosing doctors who work in
hospitals with high reputation.
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Figure 4. The moderating effects of hospitals’ reputation and disease severity. PPPTE: patient propensity to post treatment experiences.

Strengths and Limitations
In this study, we examine the theory of psychological choice
[18] by researching the moderating effects of consumer
characteristics. The results are consistent with our a priori
hypothesis, and the possible explanations are as follows. First,
medical services employing specialized knowledge and
technology are difficult for patients to evaluate, especially for
severe diseases. Consequently, following the decrease in
certainty of disconfirmation between expectation and perceived
quality, patient propensity to post treatment experiences
decreases. Second, patients with severe diseases are more
concerned about their recovery and health, instead of posting
reviews. Third, for the protection of privacy and information
security, patients with severe diseases may not post reviews
about their treatment experiences.

Our study makes several contributions to the literature. First,
this is one of the earliest in-depth studies to analyze the role of
reputation in patient propensity to post treatment experiences.
Prior studies have focused on the relationship between reputation
and sellers’ sales in both product fields [6] and health care [19].
In our study, we explore how reputation influences patient
propensity to post treatment experiences, which is an important
predictor of a seller’s future performance [6]. Our study
broadens the knowledge base on how patients think about
doctors and enriches the literature on the reputation and
motivation of online reviews in health care.

Second, this study contributes to the existing literature on
reputation by researching the role of individual reputation,
organizational reputation, and interaction effects. Prior studies

have only considered reputation at one level, either individual
[54] or organizational [43]. In health care, Wu and Lu [17]
researched the impact of individual reputation on patients’
propensity to post reviews, but they failed to consider
organizational reputation. Both individual and organizational
reputations work effectively to determine consumer behavior,
especially for medical services with high information asymmetry
[55]. In the health care field, doctors are affiliated with hospitals.
Patients often place great importance on a hospital’s reputation
(environment of signal delivery), which must be considered in
health care. Our study helps understand the role of doctors’
(individual) reputation, hospital (organizational) reputation, and
their interaction effects on patient propensity to post treatment
experiences.

Third, we enrich the existing literature on the impacts of
consumer characteristics on consumer behavior. Consumer
characteristics have been recognized by researchers as one of
the most influential factors for different consumer behaviors
[19,27]. Among these patient characteristics, disease severity
is extremely important. However, there is not much current
investigation into the impact of patient characteristics on their
behavior, which is measured by their propensity to post reviews
about treatment experiences. Our research provides an empirical
analysis of the theory of psychological choice by examining
the moderating effects of disease severity on whether patients
post their experiences.

This study also has significant practical implications. First, our
results show that when patients decide whether to post treatment
experience reviews, service attitude works more effectively than
medical quality. Our findings also suggest that doctors need to
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pay more attention to their service attitude than ever before.
When people have diseases, they become vulnerable and seek
emotional support from doctors. Moreover, contradictions and
disputes between doctors and patients have intensified, which
has reached an unprecedented level in recent years, requiring
doctors to improve their service attitudes. Second, not only do
we find that doctors’ reputation has a positive impact on the
number of reviews posted but also the hospital’s reputation;
thus, to encourage more patients to post reviews online, doctors
must take the impact of the hospital’s reputation into
consideration. For example, doctors can move to other hospitals
with higher reputation. Third, disease severity mitigates the
relationship between doctor reputation and patient propensity
to post treatment experiences. Compared with doctors who treat
severe diseases, doctors who treat less severe diseases should
pay closer attention to their online reputation. As their online
reputation increases, doctors who treat less severe diseases

receive a greater number of patient reviews than those who treat
severe diseases.

Our study has several limitations. First, we include one online
service, the WeDoctor website. Although improving the internal
validity, this choice may reduce the generalizability of our
findings. Other contexts should be examined in future studies.
Second, we did not collect patient-level data; because of this,
we could not measure demographic characteristics and specific
disease severity for each patient. Future research can improve
our findings by collecting data at the patient level. Third, we
did not analyze the content of treatment experience reviews.
These new treatment experiences may reflect different feelings
and play different roles and should be investigated in future
studies. Last but not least, future studies should adopt a
longitudinal approach to improve our findings by addressing
potential endogeneity issues and dynamic effects.
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Abstract

Background: Location-based augmented reality (AR) games, such as Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite, have
been shown to have a beneficial impact on the physical activity, social connectedness, and mental health of their players. In March
2020, global social distancing measures related to the COVID-19 pandemic prompted the AR games developer Niantic Inc to
implement several changes to ensure continued player engagement with Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite. We
sought to examine how the physical and mental well-being of players of these games were affected during the unprecedented
COVID-19 restriction period as well as how their video game engagement was affected.

Objective: The aims of this study were to examine the impact of COVID-19–related social restrictions on the physical and
mental well-being of AR game players; to examine the impact of COVID-19–related social restrictions on the use of video games
and motivations for their use; and to explore the potential role of AR games (and video games in general) in supporting well-being
during COVID-19–related social restrictions.

Methods: A mixed methods web-based self-reported survey was conducted in May 2020, during which COVID-19–related
social restrictions were enforced in many countries. Participants were recruited on the web via four subreddits dedicated to
Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite. Data collected included quantitative data on demographics, time spent playing
video games, physical activity, and mental health; qualitative data included motivations to play and the impact of video games
on mental health during COVID-19 lockdown.

Results: We report results for 2004 participants (1153/1960 male, 58.8%, average age 30.5 years). Self-reported physical activity
during COVID-19–related social restrictions significantly decreased from 7.50 hours per week on average (SD 11.12) to 6.50
hours (SD 7.81) (P<.001). More than half of the participants reported poor mental health (925/1766, 52.4%; raw World Health
Organization–5 Well-Being Index score <13). Female gender, younger age, and reduced exercise were significant predictors of
poor mental health. Participants reported a significant increase in video game play time from 16.38 hours per week on average
(SD 19.12) to 20.82 hours (SD 17.49) (P<.001). Approximately three quarters of the participants (n=1102/1427, 77.2%) reported
that playing video games had been beneficial to their mental health. The changes made to Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards
Unite were very well received by players, and the players continued to use these games while exercising and to maintain social
connection. In addition to seeking an escape during the pandemic and as a form of entertainment, participants reported that they
used video games for emotional coping and to lower stress, relax, and alleviate mental health conditions.
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Conclusions: AR games have the potential to promote physical and mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic. Used by
populations under isolation and distress, these games can improve physical and mental health by providing virtual socialization,
sustained exercise, temporal routine, and mental structure. Further research is needed to explore the potential of AR games as
digital behavioral interventions to maintain human well-being in the wider population.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e25117)   doi:10.2196/25117

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; Pokémon GO; Harry Potter: Wizards Unite; augmented reality games; physical activity; mental health; well-being

Introduction

COVID-19 was first reported in Wuhan, China, on December
31, 2019 [1,2], and it has since escalated to a global pandemic.
COVID-19 is transmitted between humans in close proximity;
therefore, physical (or social) distancing is a key measure for
reducing its spread [3]. By April 2020, most countries worldwide
had introduced quarantine measures and travel bans, cancelled
social events, and closed public services to contain COVID-19
[4]. With the introduction of stay-at-home lockdown and
quarantine measures, electronic video game playing reached an
all-time high [5]. Reputedly, 82% of global consumers played
video games and watched video game content during the height
of the lockdown period during the COVID-19 pandemic [5].
Increased web-based gaming was viewed as complementary to
public efforts to promote physical distancing [6]. Most notably,
the World Health Organization (WHO) partnered with the
gaming industry in March 2020 to launch the campaign
#PlayApartTogether to encourage people to stay at home, play
video games, and practice physical distancing [7].

Although web-based gaming has played a supporting role during
the COVID-19 pandemic in maintaining physical distancing,
concerns have been raised about encouraging video gaming [6];
previous research has linked excessive gaming with poor mental
health, sleep problems, and physical inactivity [8]. Protracted
periods of isolation, technology-based activity, and limited
social interaction can also solidify unhealthy lifestyle patterns,
intensify technology-related disorders, and potentially lead to
difficulties of readaptation after the COVID-19 pandemic has
ended [6].

For this reason, “healthier” gaming options that promote
increased physical activity and social connection [6,9,10] are
being encouraged. Location-based augmented reality (AR)
games developed by Niantic Inc, such as Pokémon GO and
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite [11], are of particular interest
because they are designed to increase physical activity [12,13]
and have also been found to increase players’ social
connectedness [14] and mental well-being [12,15]. These games
require players to explore outdoor public spaces and engage in
social events as part of the normal play experience, using
cellular, Wi-Fi, and GPS networks to determine the player’s
approximate location. This in turn affects the player’s ability
to interact with game features and other players.

With government-issued restrictions during the COVID-19
pandemic encouraging—or requiring—individuals to stay at
home, playing AR games in the manner in which they were
originally designed has become challenging [10,16]. Niantic

Inc implemented several in-game changes to Pokémon GO and
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite to prevent these restrictions from
having deleterious effects on the player’s experience; therefore,
these games are easier to play at home and in social isolation
[17]. These changes ensured that Pokémon GO and Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite continued to be popular [16]. However, these
changes did not necessarily translate to improved physical and
mental well-being for players, as many gameplay features
designed to promote physical activity and social activity were
removed or altered [16]. This study sought to examine the
physical and mental well-being of players of Pokémon GO and
Harry Potter: Wizards Unite during the COVID-19 pandemic
as well as how players viewed the roles played by AR games
and video games in general in their mental health during the
pandemic.

As such, our aims were (1) to examine the impact of
COVID-19–related social restrictions on the physical and mental
well-being of AR game players; (2) to examine the impact of
COVID-19–related social restrictions on use of video games
and motivations for their use; and (3) to explore the potential
role of AR games (and video games in general) in supporting
players’well-being during COVID-19–related social restrictions.

Methods

Overview
We conducted a mixed methods web-based survey during a
period in which many countries were under social restrictions
due to COVID-19 (May 15-29, 2020, inclusive) [4]. This survey
is part of a larger study examining Pokémon GO and Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite use and player experience during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Ethical approval was obtained from the
Human Research Ethics Committee for Medical Sciences of
Macquarie University (Reference No: 52019601512435).

Sample and Recruitment
Participant recruitment was conducted on the web via four
subreddits dedicated to Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards
Unite (r/WizardsUnite, r/PokemonGO, r/harrypotterwu, and
r/TheSilphRoad). A recruitment post was pinned to the top of
each of subreddit from May 15-29, 2020, directing individuals
to the participant information page via Qualtrics [18].
Participants were informed that participation was voluntary,
that they could withdraw at any time prior to submitting their
final responses, and that to be eligible, they needed to be ≥18
years of age and have played the English versions of Pokémon
GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite for at least a week. Those
who consented to participate were directed to the web-based
survey, which took 15 to 20 minutes to complete. No incentives
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were offered for taking part in the survey. Participants were
informed not to provide any identifiable personal information.
The IP addresses of the participants were recorded by Qualtrics
to identify repeat visits. Duplicate entries were not permitted
after a participant had submitted the survey.

The Survey
The survey included a total of 40 questions, both quantitative
and qualitative. Demographic information was collected from
the participants, including age, gender, and country of residence.
Responses from quantitative questions relating to video game
use, exercise, and mental well-being are reported here, as well
as responses from two qualitative questions regarding motivation
to play and the impact of games on mental health (Multimedia
Appendix 1).

Video Game Use
Participants were asked whether they identified as a “hardcore
gamer,” a “casual gamer,” or a “midcore gamer” to identify
their usual play patterns and levels of engagement [19].
Hardcore gamers were defined as those who invest a significant
amount of their recreational time and resources into gaming
and who also have more knowledge and skills related to games
[19-21]. On the other hand, casual gamers were defined as those
who play games casually, in short sessions, or infrequently
[22,23]. Midcore gamers fall in between these categories and
include people who regularly play video games but are not
“super serious” gamers [23]. Participants were also asked for
their typical video game playing frequency prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic (number of hours per day and days per
week) and during COVID-19 lockdown (number of hours per
day and days per week). In addition, participants were asked
whether they continued to play either Pokémon GO or Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite during the lockdown (Yes/No).

Physical Activity
Respondents were asked to report their typical exercise
frequency prior to the COVID-19 pandemic (number of hours
per day and days per week) and during COVID-19 lockdown
(number of hours per day and days per week).

Mental Well-being
The World Health Organization–5 Well-Being Index (WHO-5)
[24] is a 5-item measure of current mental well-being. The
WHO-5 consists of five items assessing positive mood, vitality,
and general interest over the past two weeks, scored on a 6-point
Likert scale from 0 (at no time) to 5 (all of the time). Scores are
summed to create a total “raw score” (range 0-25), with lower
scores indicating impaired emotional well-being [24]. A total
“percentage score” is obtained by multiplying the total raw
score by four. A raw score <13 (or <50%, or a score of 0 or 1
on any of the items) is considered to be an indicator of impaired
mental well-being and of likely depression [25,26].

Qualitative Questions
This paper focuses on responses to two qualitative questions:
(1) “What motivates you to play Pokémon GO or Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite during the COVID-19 shutdown?” and (2) “How
has playing video games affected your mental health during the
shutdown?”

Data Analysis
Quantitative survey data were analyzed using SPSS 25.0 (IBM
Corporation). Reported total hours of participation in gaming
and exercise per week were calculated by multiplying the
number of hours by the number of days they were performed.
Differences between male and female participants and between
self-identified player types were examined using chi-square
analysis or multinomial logistic regression for categorical
dependent variables or analysis of variance (ANOVA) for
continuous dependent variables. Repeated-measures ANOVA
was also used to assess mean differences in hours of
participation in gaming and exercise per week by gender and
player type over time (ie, pre–COVID-19 and during COVID-19
lockdown). Finally, binary logistic regression was used to
determine factors associated with impaired mental well-being.
Here, game play and exercise change scores (pre–COVID-19
minus during COVID-19 lockdown) were incorporated in the
analysis. Due to the large sample size, the significance level
was set at P<.01 for all analyses.

Qualitative responses were analyzed via thematic analysis using
NVivo (QSR International) [27]. Thematic analysis using a
6-step process [28] was undertaken independently by two
researchers (LAE and MDL). Codes were developed using an
iterative process to finalize and map important themes and
ensure consistency with the data [29]. The broader research
team were included throughout each stage of the analysis process
to help resolve any differences, with frequent discussions
concerning themes. The qualitative findings were used to
triangulate and build upon the quantitative data.

Results

Demographic Results
In total, 2165 participants responded to the survey. The sample
was reduced to 2004 after excluding participants with more than
30% missing survey data. In the sample, most participants were
male (1153/1960, 58.8%) and aged between 25 and 34 years
(n=985/1998, 49.3%, M=30.5, range:18-99). Participants were
drawn from 66 different countries, although almost half were
from the United States (987/1987, 49.7%). The characteristics
of the survey respondents are presented in Table 1. Only
countries with more than 50 respondents are shown.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of survey respondents (N=2004), n (%). Values may not equal total N due to missing demographic responses.

ValueCharacteristic

Gender

807 (41.2)Female

1153 (58.8)Male

Age (years)

523 (26.2)18-24

985 (49.3)25-34

329 (16.5)35-44

161 (8.1)≥45

Country

77 (3.9)Australia

146 (7.5)Canada

90 (4.5)Germany

52 (2.6)The Netherlands

177 (8.9)United Kingdom

987 (49.7)United States

458 (23.1)Other

Self-identified player type

905 (46.6)Casual gamer

392 (20.2)Hardcore gamer

646 (33.2)Midcore gamer

Self-Identified Player Type
When asked to self-identify as a hardcore, casual, or midcore
gamer, most respondents considered themselves casual gamers
(905/1943, 46.6%), followed by midcore gamers (646/1943,
33.2%), and hardcore gamers (392/1943, 20.2%). Hardcore
gamers were significantly more likely to be male (324/385,

84.2%) than female (61/385, 16.0%) (χ2
1901=160.23, P<.001),

and significantly younger than casual gamers (χ2
1293=53.97,

P<.001).

Quantitative Results

Impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on Physical Activity
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, participants reported
exercising for an average of 7.50 hours per week (SD 11.12).
At this time, hardcore players (mean 9.07 hours, SD 12.92)
exercised significantly more than casual gamers (mean 7.19
hours, SD 11.10; F1,1129=6.14, P=.01), and men (mean 8.31
hours, SD 13.00) exercised significantly more than women
(mean 6.35 hours, SD 7.88; F1,1708=12.88, P<.001). During the
COVID-19 lockdown, participants decreased their exercise to
an average of 6.50 hours per week (SD 7.81). Repeated measures
ANOVA showed that this reduction in exercise from before to
during the lockdown was significant (F1,1058=15.79, P<.001).
A significant player type–by-time interaction was also identified,
with hardcore gamers exhibiting a greater reduction in exercise
during the COVID-19 lockdown than casual gamers

(F1,1058=6.58, P=.01). There was no significant gender-by-time
interaction. We also identified a significant positive correlation
between total hours of gaming and exercise per week both
during COVID-19 lockdown (r=0.198, P<.001) and prior to
lockdown (r=0.257, P<.001).

Mental Well-being During COVID-19 Lockdown
Over half of the participants reported poor mental health
(925/1766, 52.4%; raw WHO-5 score <13) at the time the survey
was conducted. A multivariate binary logistic regression analysis
was conducted with age, gender, self-identified gaming type,
difference in video game play, and difference in exercise entered
as predictors. The model identified being female (P<.001), being
younger (P<.001), and reduced exercise (P=.008) as significant
predictors of poor mental health during the COVID-19
lockdown. At a significance level of P<.01, self-identified player
type (P=.22) and difference in video game play (P=.04) were
not significant predictors of poor mental health (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Impact of COVID-19 Lockdown on Video Game Use
Three in four participants (1261/1675, 75.3%) reported that
during the COVID-19 lockdown, they played video games “a
little more” to “a lot more.” Of these 1675 participants, 20%
(n=335) reported “no change,” and only 4.7% (n=79) reported
playing “a little less” to “a lot less.” Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, participants played video games for an average of
16.38 hours per week (SD 19.12). At this time, hardcore gamers
(mean 20.24 hours, SD 22.47) played significantly more than
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casual gamers (mean 13.97, SD 17.32; F1,1276=29.27, P<.001),
and men (mean 17.90, SD 20.77) played significantly more than
women (mean 14.26, SD 16.34; F1,1929=17.03, P<.001). During
the COVID-19 lockdown, participants increased their video
game playing time to an average of 20.82 hours per week (SD
17.49). Repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the difference
in video game playing time between the pre-lockdown and
lockdown periods was significant (F1,1260=55.12, P<.001).
Notably, a significant player type–by-time interaction was
found; casual gamers increased their video game playing time
during COVID-19 lockdown (mean 20.00 hours, SD 15.35) to
almost match that of hardcore gamers (mean 21.84 hours, SD
19.91; F1,1260=16.83, P<.001). Similarly, a significant
gender-by-time interaction was identified; women increased
their video game playing time during COVID-19 lockdown
(mean 20.91 hours, SD 17.43) to equal that of men (mean 20.82
hours, SD 17.71; F1,1897=17.97, P<.001). Further, virtually all
participants (1962/1975, 99.3%) reported that they were
continuing to play either Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards
Unite during lockdown.

Qualitative Results

Motivation to Play AR Games During COVID-19
Lockdown
For the first qualitative question, “What motivates you to play
Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite during the
COVID-19 shutdown?” several key themes emerged from the
participants’ responses (Multimedia Appendix 3). The most
prominent themes were entertainment, achievements and
challenges, in-game modifications, and exercise.

Entertainment

Many participants (506/1527, 33.1%) indicated that they played
Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite during the
pandemic because these games were “fun” and “entertaining.”
Some participants noted that these games provided them with
“something to do” during the lockdown, as there were few
alternatives they could enjoy while “stuck at home” and, in
some cases, under financial constraints due to being unemployed
or underemployed. Other participants mentioned that
COVID-19–related restrictions gave them more time to play,
with one 25-year-old male participant stating that it gave him
“an opportunity to come back to the game after a few years,”
that he “missed playing it,” and that it gave him “something to
do in [his] downtime.”

Achievements and Challenges

Almost one-third of the participants (500/1527, 32.7%) stated
that achievements and challenges were key motivating factors
for playing Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite.
Participants stated that the “daily challenges” and “daily tasks”
gave them a “sense of accomplishment.” Many Pokémon GO
players said that they were driven to accomplish the primary
objective of the game, “catch Pokémon,” as well as other
objectives such as hunting for “shinies” (color-variant Pokémon)
and receiving in-game rewards. Several participants specifically
identified having tasks and challenges to complete in Pokémon
GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite as providing them with

beneficial temporal structure and achievable goals, given the
disruptions to work or school posed by COVID-19–related
restrictions. For example, one female participant aged 35 years
noted that it provided “a challenge/task to complete when most
of the deadlines have been removed from my life.” Another
female participant aged 24 years said, “I’ve been playing
Wizards Unite during the lockdown as a way to fill time and
have an activity that provides a sense of progress and
achievement.”

In-Game Modifications

Many respondents (343/1527, 22.5%) highlighted that they
liked or even “loved” the new changes made to Pokémon GO
and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite. The games became “more
accessible to play from home,” and the “increased rewards and
events have kept [people] engaged.” One 30-year-old male
participant praised Niantic for their efforts: “Niantic has done
well to implement features that make playing from home easier.”
Notably, changes such as the “Knight Bus” in Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite (a function that enabled players to cooperatively
face in-game challenges from home) and the opening of the
“GO Battle League” in Pokémon GO (which allowed players
to challenge others and compete for rankings) reduced or
eliminated the need to walk outdoors. One female Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite player (age 53 years) elaborated:

The Knight Bus completely changed game play for
me…Online instructions and the ability to ‘travel’ to
a Fortress has made the game 100% more interesting.

Pokémon GO players also appreciated the addition of “spotlight
hours, improvements to the incense and such” (male participant,
age 20 years), but it was “GO Battle League” that was cited as
“game-changing,” with one male player (age 30 years)
mentioning that the removal of walking requirements to
participate had “renewed [his] interest in the game” by providing
“a measurable way to make [and measure] progress.”

Exercise

One-fifth of respondents (316/1527, 20.7%) noted that they
used Pokémon GO or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite while
exercising. Many stated that these games motivated them to
exercise more, with one 24-year-old male participant mentioning
that “it is the only thing that motivates me to go on walks
outside” and another 33-year-old female participant saying that
these games were “the only reason to step outside” and she was
“actually exercising more during lockdown.” For others, it gave
them “something to do during exercise” (male participant, age
29 years), or during other activities such as “walking the dog”
or spending time with family members. Some elaborated on
their exercise routines during the COVID-19 restrictions, with
a typical example below:

Pokémon GO is the one thing that keeps me going
outdoors and moving each day. It gives me a purpose
to keep walking to different parts of the city but also
lets me do so while staying away from clusters of
other people. [Female participant, age 28 years]
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Impact of Video Games on Mental Well-being During
COVID-19
Analysis of responses to the second qualitative question
indicated that more than three in four participants (1102/1427,
77.2%) believed that playing video games during COVID-19
lockdown had been beneficial to their mental health; 20.7% of
the participants (295/1427) gave a neutral response, and only
2.1% (30/1427) reported a negative impact. For participants
who reported a positive mental health impact, several key
themes described the role of video during the COVID-19
lockdown (Multimedia Appendix 4).

Escape/Distraction

Approximately half of the participants who reported a positive
mental health impact (541/1102, 49.1%) identified that video
games had been helpful in “providing a much-needed escape”
and “a great distraction” from the current situation. A number
of participants emphasized that games were particularly helpful
in how they took their “mind off the constant depressing news
coverage of COVID-19.” One 34-year-old female participant
elaborated: “I can focus on the game instead of obsessively
checking the news and stressing out.” Another male participant
(age 27 years) said: “[They] kept me away from watching the
news all day. It was quite nice to not be surrounded by COVID
news all the time.”

Activity/Entertainment

Almost half of the participants (535/1102, 48.5%) stated that
video games gave them “something to do,” helped them to “stay
busy,” and kept them “entertained” during COVID-19 lockdown.
Games gave them “something fun to focus on” and “helped to
relieve boredom” while “being at home 24/7.” Many described
how games gave them “something to look forward to,” with
one 30-year-old male participant even stating that beyond
keeping him “motivated and busy,” games helped him to “get
out of bed and do something.”

Emotional Coping

In addition to providing an escape and serving as a way to pass
the time or be entertained, many participants (469/1102, 42.6%)
identified that video games had helped them “cope” and
maintain “a calm and positive outlook.” Playing video games
allowed them to “relieve some stress” and “relax,” and it “lifted
[their] mood.” One 30-year-old female participant wrote that
video games were “possibly the only thing keeping me sane
right now.” Some respondents also wrote about using video
games to alleviate specific mental health conditions:

It’s kept me in a safe place mentally. While college
was in session I had depression and anxiety and it’s
still lingering as of now. It takes my mind off of the
outside world. [Male participant, age 19 years]

I suffered from anxiety and depression prior to the
shutdown, too, and used games for the same escape
then. [Female participant, age 42 years]

Social Connection

One in five respondents (219/1102, 19.9%) emphasized the
importance of video games in strengthening social connections.
Many indicated that they played video games with others in

their household (eg, children and partner), thus “providing
bonding opportunities.” Multiplayer games provided an
opportunity to stay in touch with friends and “still share in
something together.” One 30-year-old participant stated: “It has
helped because it’s the only social interaction I get.” Some
participants highlighted the importance of the local “community”
these games create, noting that playing let them feel “less
isolated”:

In Pokémon GO, the local app group makes me feel
part of a community, even if we cannot all meet face
to face right now.” [Female participant, age 31 years]

My HWPU [Harry Potter: Wizards Unite]/ingress
community connections have been vital in having
someone to talk to, and learning about other people's
experiences. [Female participant, aged 54 years]

Discussion

Principal Results
The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly disrupted normal
activities worldwide. In this study, we sought to examine the
impact of COVID-19 on people’s physical and mental
well-being and on video game use. We also sought to explore
the potential role of video games (and AR games in particular)
in supporting the mental well-being of players during COVID-19
lockdown. We summarize our key findings in accordance with
our three objectives.

1. Impact of COVID-19–Related Social Restrictions on
the Physical and Mental Well-being of AR Game Players
Due to the COVID-19–related stay-at-home restrictions, exercise
levels dropped significantly from an average of 7.5 hours to 6.5
hours per week during the pandemic. Despite this drop, on
average, players continued to exercise well above the level of
150 minutes (2.5 hours) of moderately intense activity
recommended per week by the WHO to achieve health benefits
[30]. Previous research has identified that performing at least
150 minutes of exercise a week improves cardiorespiratory and
muscular fitness, improves bone health, and reduces the risk of
chronic disease and depression [30]. From the quantitative
survey data, we also identified a significant positive relationship
between total hours of participation in gaming and total hours
of exercise per week, indicating that rather than hardening
unhealthy lifestyle patterns [6], AR games may be continuing
to promote physical activity, even with the restrictions due to
COVID-19. This finding was also supported by our qualitative
results, with players consistently mentioning that AR games
were keeping them motivated to exercise during the pandemic.
This is particularly important because our results also show that
reduced exercise is a significant predictor of poor mental health,
even after taking participants’ gender and age into account.

Further, consistent with emerging research [31], our study
suggests that the impact of COVID-19 lockdown on mental
well-being is high. Over half of participants in this study
(925/1766, 52.4%) reported poor mental health. Compared to
the previous estimated prevalence of poor mental health of
around 25% [32], our identified prevalence of over 50% suggests
that these numbers have doubled during the COVID-19
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pandemic. A similar substantial impact of the current pandemic
situation on mental health has been identified in other recent
studies [31,33]. For example, research on large nationally
representative samples of adults in the United States reported
that depression symptom prevalence has more than doubled
during the COVID-19 pandemic, with 52.5% of the population
showing symptoms of mild depression or greater, compared to
24.7% before the pandemic [34]. The results from this emerging
research on the mental health impact of COVID-19 are
considerable cause for concern.

2. Impact of COVID-19–Related Social Restrictions on
Motivation to Play and Video Game Use Among AR
Game Players
Consistent with reports from popular media, this study found a
significant increase in the use of video games during COVID-19
lockdown, mostly driven by casual gamers—women in
particular—increasing their video game play. Despite the
inconveniences to normal gameplay caused by COVID-19
restrictions, nearly all respondents continued to play Pokémon
GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite. In fact, the qualitative
results indicated that the in-game changes Niantic made to
Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite were a key
motivating factor in players’ continued use of the game during
the pandemic, with many reporting that they “loved” the changes
or had returned to the game because of them. This is also
consistent with recent research on social media reactions across
three popular Pokémon GO subreddits, which showed
overwhelming appreciation toward the in-game changes to
Pokémon GO [10].

3. Potential Role of AR Games in Supporting the Mental
Well-being of Players During COVID-19–Related Social
Restrictions
Despite previous concerns about increased video game use
during COVID-19 lockdown [6], more than three in four
participants in this study suggested that video games helped
support their mental health. The qualitative results suggest that
during ongoing lockdown and social distancing measures, video
games provided an escape from the fear accompanying the
pandemic and provided players with something to do while their
usual routines (eg, work, school, hobbies) were disrupted.
Beyond that, video games were also being used to aid emotional
coping—to lower stress, relax, and alleviate specific mental
health conditions. Respondents also reported that games played
a critical role in maintaining social connections and encouraging
physical activity. Recent research has highlighted the importance
of social connection [35,36] and exercise [37] to mitigate the
negative psychological consequences of the COVID-19
pandemic; thus, these games represent a beneficial coping
mechanism for their players.

Limitations
Our study was limited in ways that must be taken into
consideration when interpreting the results. First, although the
study drew participants from 66 countries, the survey was
conducted in the English language only, thus excluding
participation by non-English speakers. Examining cultural
effects on AR game use and gamers’ well-being could be an

interesting area for future research. Second, our survey was
cross-sectional; therefore, we are unable to imply causality
between game play and physical activity based on the current
study alone. However, we have examined the data in ways that
provide clear direction for future longitudinal research. Third,
our study may be subject to sample bias, with recruitment
occurring via four subreddit forums dedicated to Pokémon GO
or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite; thus, the results may not be
generalizable to the entire population. Fourth, this study also
relied on self-reported data, which creates potential for recall
bias. For our mental health assessment, we relied on the WHO-5
as a noninvasive assessment of subjective well-being. Although
this measure cannot be used to clinically diagnose mental illness,
previous research supports the use of the WHO-5 to effectively
screen for depression. However, further research would benefit
from the inclusion of more specific mental health issues, such
as the Depression Anxiety Stress Scales [38] and the UCLA
Loneliness Scale, to assess social isolation [39]. Women are
also known to be less likely to self-identify as people who play
video games than men [23,40,41]; this may have contributed
to under-reporting of the number of participants who were
“hardcore gamers,” especially for female respondents. Finally,
the international scope of our sample also means that different
participants had different COVID-19 lockdown experiences, as
some countries enforced strict lockdowns at the time of the
survey while others imposed few social limitations [42].

Comparison With Prior Work
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the potential of video games
to improve people’s physical and mental well-being [15] had
already been well demonstrated. Beyond providing
entertainment, games have the capacity to foster positive
emotions [43,44], create engagement and commitment [45,46],
encourage new and long-lasting social relationships [47],
provide purpose and meaning to daily life [48], and deliver a
sense of accomplishment and competence [46,49]. Exergames,
defined as video games that mediate physical exercise [50],
have been reported to be effective in clinical rehabilitation
[51,52] and general exercise promotion [53,54]. They also
provide holistic, cross-sectional improvements in mental health
[55,56]. Within the first six months of the release of Pokémon
GO, the game had already been recognized as an extremely
complex behavioral intervention [57,58] that increased the
duration of physical exercise for all its players, regardless of
socioeconomic status [13]. Individuals and organizations
worldwide also started to use games during the COVID-19
shutdown as a means of health education, mental coping, social
bonding, and providing a sense of control and routine [59]. Our
findings, which indicated that Pokémon GO and Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite players are supporting players’ physical and
mental well-being, support much of this earlier work.

A recent report from Canada [60] stated that adults are spending
more time on “screens” during the pandemic. The authors of
this study argued that an increase in sedentary screen time may
be contributing to a decline in mental well-being during
COVID-19 lockdown. In line with this argument, we found that
reduced exercise was a significant predictor of poor mental
health; this finding is consistent with previous pre–COVID-19
research correlating increased exercise with positive mental
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health [61-63]. However, the focus of the Canadian study was
not on AR games such as Pokémon GO and Harry Potter:
Wizards Unite. Our study suggested that playing more Pokémon
GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite maintained participants’
weekly exercise well above the recommended levels of 150
minutes of moderate exercise per week [64] and helped preserve
players’ mental well-being. Specifically, our study indicated
that Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite motivated
participants to maintain a walking and socialization schedule.
These behaviors reduced loneliness, which is known to correlate
with worse mental health during the COVID-19 shutdown
[35,65,66]. Interestingly, our qualitative findings identified that
casual players, who previously played Pokémon GO and Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite less frequently than the hardcore players,
are now playing as much as members of the hardcore group.
Further, the qualitative findings suggest that casual players,
who are usually less engaged with games, are using games to
both distract themselves from the pandemic and provide
themselves with a sense of challenge and achievement that they
usually source from activities that are currently disrupted by
the pandemic.

Participants in this study indicated that they were using games
in general to stabilize their mood and prevent further emotional
stress. Overwhelmingly, the participants indicated that video
games were beneficial to their mental health. Holistically, AR
games such as Pokémon GO and Harry Potter: Wizards Unite
provide virtual socialization with other people, motivate players
to sustain exercise, and offer a daily routine during the
lockdown, therefore establishing mental coping strategies to
benefit well-being during COVID-19 lockdown. As stated
recently in a commentary on gaming in the time of COVID-19,
Kriz [67] suggested that “games have the potential to entertain
and relax, to lower stress (maybe even provide an escape for a
while from the real problems and fear accompanying the
pandemic) and to provide the opportunity to interact with friends
through (virtual) forms of play.”

Conclusions
Location-based AR games such as Pokémon GO and Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite already held the potential to be deployed

as digital interventions with a beneficial impact on physical and
mental health before the COVID-19 pandemic. We provide
insight into the effects of continued playing of Pokémon GO
or Harry Potter: Wizards Unite on a global sample of AR
players. Participants reported increased game play, which
coincided with their maintaining exercise levels well above
international recommended levels, and using these games as a
means of mental coping. Increased game play was significantly
associated with increased exercise and was not associated with
worse mental health during COVID-19 lockdown.

Mentally, our participants reported they continued to play the
games out of a desire for entertainment, to have some structure
in their daily lives, to have a feeling of accomplishment, and as
a means to continue exercising. On a larger scale, the
participants played video games to cope with the negative
psychological impact of COVID-19 lockdown. They used games
to distract themselves, escape briefly from reality, have
something to do during their days, manage their emotions and
mental health, and stay socially connected with other people.
User goals such as these indicate that Pokémon GO and Harry
Potter: Wizards Unite were already being used as veritable
digital behavioral interventions by the participants to
self-regulate emotional distress, especially during the periods
of intensive social isolation associated with the COVID-19
pandemic.

By understanding the phenomenon of how game players
worldwide are using the interactive and immersive medium of
video games to manage their own mental health, we are
glimpsing the massive potential video games have to become
behavioral “medicines” for populations under stress.
Location-based AR games have greater potential due to their
propensity to encourage exercise and social connections. It
would be beneficial for the health care system and digital health
professionals to leverage this interactive software effectively
during the mental health crisis emerging during COVID-19
lockdown, providing virtual relief and maintaining holistic
well-being.
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Abstract

Background: Cancer immunotherapy (CIT), as a monotherapy or in combination with chemotherapy, has been shown to extend
overall survival in patients with locally advanced or metastatic non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC). However, patients experience
treatment-related symptoms that they are required to recall between hospital visits. Digital patient monitoring and management
(DPMM) tools may improve clinical practice by allowing real-time symptom reporting.

Objective: This proof-of-concept pilot study assessed patient and health care professional (HCP) adoption of our DPMM tool,
which was designed specifically for patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC treated with CIT, and the tool’s impact on
clinical care.

Methods: Four advisory boards were assembled in order to co-develop a drug- and indication-specific CIT (CIT+) module,
based on a generic CIT DPMM tool from Kaiku Health, Helsinki, Finland. A total of 45 patients treated with second-line
single-agent CIT (ie, atezolizumab or otherwise) for advanced or metastatic NSCLC, as well as HCPs, whose exact number was
decided by the clinics, were recruited from 10 clinics in Germany, Finland, and Switzerland between February and May 2019.
All clinics were provided with the Kaiku Health generic CIT DPMM tool, including our CIT+ module. Data on user experience,
overall satisfaction, and impact of the tool on clinical practice were collected using anonymized surveys—answers ranged from
1 (low agreement) to 5 (high agreement)—and HCP interviews; surveys and interviews consisted of closed-ended Likert scales
and open-ended questions, respectively. The first survey was conducted after 2 months of DPMM use, and a second survey and
HCP interviews were conducted at study end (ie, after ≥3 months of DPMM use); only a subgroup of HCPs from each clinic
responded to the surveys and interviews. Survey data were analyzed quantitatively; interviews were recorded, transcribed verbatim,
and translated into English, where applicable, for coding and qualitative thematic analysis.
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Results: Among interim survey respondents (N=51: 13 [25%] nurses, 11 [22%] physicians, and 27 [53%] patients), mean
rankings of the tool’s seven usability attributes ranged from 3.2 to 4.4 (nurses), 3.7 to 4.5 (physicians), and 3.7 to 4.2 (patients).
At the end-of-study survey (N=48: 19 [40%] nurses, 8 [17%] physicians, and 21 [44%] patients), most respondents agreed that
the tool facilitated more efficient and focused discussions between patients and HCPs (nurses and patients: mean rating 4.2, SD
0.8; physicians: mean rating 4.4, SD 0.8) and allowed HCPs to tailor discussions with patients (mean rating 4.35, SD 0.65). The
standalone tool was well integrated into HCP daily clinical workflow (mean rating 3.80, SD 0.75), enabled workflow optimization
between physicians and nurses (mean rating 3.75, SD 0.80), and saved time by decreasing phone consultations (mean rating 3.75,
SD 1.00) and patient visits (mean rating 3.45, SD 1.20). Workload was the most common challenge of tool use among respondents
(12/19, 63%).

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate high user satisfaction and acceptance of DPMM tools by HCPs and patients, and highlight
the improvements to clinical care in patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC treated with CIT monotherapy. However,
further integration of the tool into the clinical information technology data flow is required. Future studies or registries using our
DPMM tool may provide insights into significant effects on patient quality of life or health-economic benefits.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18655)   doi:10.2196/18655
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Introduction

Lung cancer was the most common, newly diagnosed
malignancy and leading cause of cancer-related death worldwide
in 2018 [1]; approximately 85% of cases are classified as
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) [2]. Guidelines for patients
with locally advanced or metastatic NSCLC without alterations
in EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor), ALK (anaplastic
lymphoma kinase), ROS1 (ROS proto-oncogene 1), BRAF
(B-Raf proto-oncogene), NTRK (neurotrophic tropomyosin
receptor kinase), RET (rearranged during transfection), or MET
(N-methyl-N'-nitroso-guanidine human osteosarcoma
transforming) genes, for which targeted therapies are available,
recommend first-line treatment with the cancer immunotherapy
(CIT) pembrolizumab, as monotherapy for patients with 50%
or higher tumor cell programmed death-ligand 1
(PD-L1)–positivity or in combination with chemotherapy [3,4].
Atezolizumab plus bevacizumab, paclitaxel, and carboplatin is
also indicated for first-line treatment of patients with metastatic
NSCLC and any PD-L1 expression level [5]. For patients who
have not previously received CIT treatment, second-line
nivolumab, pembrolizumab, or atezolizumab may be given
following first-line chemotherapy [3,4].

CIT regimens activate the immune system against cancer and
have been shown to slow disease progression and extend overall
survival (OS) versus standard chemotherapy and when added
to standard chemotherapy [6-13]. However, many patients
treated with CIT experience related side effects, such as fatigue,
skin rash or itching, diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, dyspnea, and
cough [14], in addition to NSCLC-related symptoms [15]. These
symptoms can be identified and reported by patients during
clinic visits as per the National Cancer Institute (NCI) Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE). This
patient-reported outcome (PRO) collection has been shown to
improve patient-clinician communication, improve patient
satisfaction, and enable early symptom detection [16-18]. This
has led to the development of PRO-CTCAE, a measurement

system designed by the NCI as a companion to the CTCAE to
evaluate symptom toxicity [19]. However, the need to rely on
patients to recall symptom type and severity over a certain time
period between visits can lead to health care professionals
(HCPs) receiving incomplete information, thus preventing
efficient management.

Digital patient monitoring and management (DPMM) tools may
improve clinical practice by allowing patients to report
symptoms in real time, enabling direct patient-HCP
communication and providing access to patient support materials
[20]. However, in addition to collecting and aggregating
symptom information weekly, they can also improve patient
OS and quality of life (QoL), as well as offer health-economic
benefits, such as reduced hospital admission rates and
unscheduled visits [21-23]. A study of patients with advanced
nonprogressive stage IIA-IV lung cancer finishing first-line
chemotherapy found a significantly improved median OS with
web-based symptom monitoring versus standard scheduled
imaging after a 2-year follow-up: 22.5 versus 14.9 months
(hazard ratio 0.59, 95% CI 0.37-0.96, P=.03) [24]. To achieve
these benefits, DPMM tools must be adopted easily into clinical
practice and used frequently so that critical symptoms are
reported and detected, and care initiated as early as possible,
which is particularly important for increasing OS [25].

In this proof-of-concept pilot study, we assessed factors
influencing patient and HCP adoption of our DPMM tool,
designed and developed specifically for patients with
CIT-treated advanced or metastatic NSCLC, and the impact of
such adoption on the quality of clinical care. The study focused
on patients treated with CIT due to the high unmet medical need
for early detection of critical symptoms in this subgroup. Our
tool was based on the generic CIT DPMM tool developed by
Kaiku Health in Helsinki, Finland, including all basic features,
as well as additional drug-specific features. The Kaiku Health
platform was selected due to Kaiku Health’s focus on oncology,
including CIT; its market availability in five European Union
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countries and Switzerland; and its established use in routine
practice.

Methods

Recruitment
HCP and patient participants were recruited from 10 clinics
across Germany, Switzerland, and Finland between February
and May 2019. This study used purposive sampling; potential
participants with tool experience were selected so that they
could provide in-depth information about the research topic
[26,27]. Roche developed paper-based materials to support
oncologists with patient recruitment, including a welcome letter
and device-specific instructions for the platform. Of the 10
clinics involved in the pilot study, three were already using
Kaiku Health’s generic CIT DPMM tool and seven had only
limited experience with other DPMM platforms. Participating
clinics ranged from small community clinics to large university
hospitals to reflect the natural diversity of cancer care centers.
A single point of contact within each clinic decided on the exact
number of HCP participants. A total of 56 patients with
advanced or metastatic NSCLC treated with second-line
single-agent CIT (ie, atezolizumab or otherwise) were recruited.
The final number of included patients was 45, 9 (20%) of whom
were treated with atezolizumab; out of 56 patients originally
recruited, 5 (9%) declined the invitation and 6 (11%) withdrew
early due to disease progression.

Developing a Drug- and Indication-Specific CIT
Module
A literature review was conducted to define CIT-related
symptoms and to identify key factors influencing DPMM tool
use. Four separate advisory boards were also assembled, with
meetings conducted in November 2018 to explore expectations,
perceived value, and concerns of HCPs and patients with regard
to DPMM tools; these included two boards for physicians
(oncologists; n=4), one for nurses (n=4), and one for patients
(n=1). The information obtained was used to co-develop a drug-
and indication-specific CIT (CIT+) module for Kaiku Health’s
DPMM platform, centering on patients’ and HCPs’ needs (see
Multimedia Appendix 1). Kaiku Health, as the technical partner,
provided the existing, generic CIT DPMM tool, which was used
to co-develop the CIT+ module. Kaiku Health’s generic CIT
DPMM tool, including the CIT+ module, was provided to the
10 participating clinics, being made available on smartphones,
tablets, and desktop computers. Patients treated with a CIT other
than atezolizumab had access to functions such as a symptom
questionnaire, as per PRO-CTCAE, with 18 questions specific
for NSCLC CIT monotherapy; direct message communication
between patients and HCPs; indication-specific educational
material with information on mild to moderate symptoms and
their management [28,29]; and a symptom overview and alerts
for HCPs. Patients treated with atezolizumab had access to the
above functions and additional drug-specific educational
material (eg, a patient card and information on preparing for
first infusion and treatment and the likelihood of symptom
incidence). Symptom reporting within the tool was required
weekly as per the NCI PRO-CTCAE guidelines and based on
recommendations from HCPs and patients and usage frequency

in seminal clinical trials [22,30]. On-site onboarding sessions
of 2 hours in length were held at each clinic between February
and April 2019 to train care teams on the CIT+ module and to
address questions (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Training
included overviews of the pilot study, the partner Kaiku Health,
the platform, and triaging workflow. Practical role-based training
with simulations, including patient onboarding, electronic PRO
(ePRO) form-filling, triaging results, and care team–patient
communication, were provided.

Data Collection
To test the DPMM tool in a real-world setting, data on user
experience, overall satisfaction, and the impact of the tool on
clinical practice were collected using anonymized surveys and
HCP interviews. Fidelity of delivery of the tool and patient
adherence were measured using self-reported data in the survey
and system usage statistics obtained from the tool itself. Patient
surveys were provided to patients by HCPs. An online interim
survey consisting of a short questionnaire with 11 closed-ended
multiple-choice or Likert scale questions in English, Finnish,
or German was conducted after 2 months of tool use to assess
user satisfaction and to allow early identification of potential
issues. At study end (ie, ≥3 months of tool use), a second online
survey consisting of a long questionnaire with 34 and 36
closed-ended multiple-choice or Likert scale questions for
patients and HCPs, respectively, was conducted to assess value
and to highlight potential gaps or need for improvement. Surveys
were built using SurveyMonkey. Semistructured interviews
with HCPs in English, Finnish, or German were also conducted
at study end to answer 14 open-ended questions to better
understand their views on the tool and to increase understanding
of survey results. Only a subset of HCPs and patients in each
clinic responded to the surveys and interviews. The questions
in each were informed by factors included in the original
technology acceptance model (TAM) [31], notably perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use [32]. The TAM was
selected for its simplicity and for being one of the most
commonly used frameworks for assessing user acceptance of
new technologies in general health care [33-36] and, specifically,
mobile health [37]. The questions were also informed by other
elements frequently reported in the literature as influencing
adoption of mobile health solutions, for example,
patient-clinician communications [38-41], quality of care
[42-46], empowerment of patients and care teams [47-53], and
efficiency [54-57]. The surveys and interview guides were tested
and piloted before their use in the study.

Data Analysis
Due to the small number of included patients with advanced or
metastatic NSCLC treated with atezolizumab (9/45, 20%), data
for the whole CIT+ module, including both the generic CIT and
the atezolizumab-specific components, were pooled. Survey
data were aggregated and analyzed quantitatively using
Microsoft Excel for Mac 2011, version 14.4.3 (Microsoft
Corporation), to calculate totals, percentages, means, and
standard deviations. HCP interviews were recorded, transcribed
verbatim, and translated into English, where applicable, for
coding. NVivo (QSR International) version 12.6.0 (3841), a
qualitative data analysis software package, was used for coding
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and categorization of transcripts. Data were systematically
analyzed using thematic analysis methodology; after the initial
analysis and coding by CJ, this was reviewed by MK, and any
cases of disagreement were discussed in conjunction with AK
and mutually agreed upon (see Multimedia Appendix 3) [58,59].
Anonymized data regarding in-module activities of all included
patients, including time to complete the symptoms questionnaire,
use of the chat function, and engagement with educational
material, were collected by Kaiku Health and shared with Roche
through Chartio, software that allows for multiple individuals
to access and modify data from different sources. Chartio was
used to create detailed usage reports on deidentified user
interactions, including log-in events, article reading times, and
downloads. The report data were visualized using Data Studio
from G Suite Business Solutions (Google).

Ethical Considerations
Due to the user experience nature of the study, ethics committee
approval was not required for the participating sites; however,
some sites submitted the study to the ethical committee on a
voluntary basis and received approval. Data were anonymized,
and no internet protocol data were collected. All participants
gave written informed consent. Patients were contacted by their
own care team only, and all treatment-related decisions were
made solely by the treating physician.

Results

User Acceptance of the DPMM Tool and Overall
Satisfaction
All user groups, particularly HCPs, showed an increased
preference for the desktop version of the tool (see Multimedia
Appendix 4). A total of 51 respondents—13 (25%) nurses, 11
(22%) physicians, and 27 (53%) patients—completed the interim
survey. Respondents were asked to rank the usability attributes
of the tool, with answers rated from 1 (low agreement) to 5
(high agreement). All attributes were ranked quite highly, with
mean rank scores ranging from 3.2 to 4.4 for nurses, 3.7 to 4.5
for physicians, and 3.7 to 4.2 for patients (see Table 1). Across
all user groups, the highest-ranking attributes were usefulness
and communication, followed by ease of use, the value of
onboarding, improved quality of care, empowerment, and
efficiency (see Table 1). Efficiency was ranked lowest by nurses
and physicians, and second lowest by patients; however, overall
user acceptance was high and there was a high level of
satisfaction with the tool across all user groups. For most user
groups, both experienced and new, SDs were less than 1,
indicating general alignment. Slight disagreement occurred for
new physician users regarding usefulness of the tool (SD 1.2),
communication (SD 1.0), and quality of care (SD 1.0).

Table 1. Digital patient monitoring and management tool user satisfaction among interim survey respondents.

Ratinga, mean (SD)Usability attribute

Patients (n=27)Physicians (n=11)Nurses (n=13)

4.1 (0.3)4.1 (1.0)4.0 (0.5)Onboarding

4.1 (0.4)4.4 (0.4)3.8 (0.4)Ease of use

4.1 (0.1)4.5 (0.4)4.4 (0.2)Usefulness

4.2 (0.3)4.4 (0.3)4.4 (0.5)Communication

3.7 (0.4)3.7 (0.3)3.2 (0.2)Efficiency

3.5 (0.3)4.4 (0.4)3.8 (0.2)Empowerment

3.9 (0.5)4.1 (0.6)4.0 (0.5)Quality of care

aUser satisfaction of usability attributes was rated on a scale of 1 (low agreement) to 5 (high agreement).

User Statistics of End-of-Study Survey Respondents
There were 48 respondents of the end-of-study survey: 19 (40%)
nurses, 8 (17%) physicians, and 21 (44%) patients.
Characteristics and information on tool usage are provided in
Figure 1. Most respondents were female, primarily due to the
higher number of participating female nurses (see Figure 1, A).
Most respondents were 40 to 70 years old and had no previous
experience of using Kaiku Health or other DPMM tools before

their involvement in this pilot study (see Figure 1, B and C).
Overall, 35 out of 48 (73%) end-of-study survey respondents
considered their proficiency level during tool use to be
competent, proficient, or expert (see Figure 1, D). Frequency
of tool use was at least weekly for 41 out of 48 (85%)
respondents (see Figure 1, E), with 29 out of 48 (60%)
respondents indicating that they used the tool for 10 minutes or
less per session (see Figure 1, F).
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Figure 1. Characteristics of end-of-study survey respondents and digital patient monitoring and management (DPMM) tool usage (N=48: 19 [40%]
nurses, 8 [17%] physicians, and 21 [44%] patients). (A) gender, (B) age, (C) DPMM use (ie, response to "Have you used Kaiku Health or other similar
digital monitoring tools before this pilot?"), (D) level of proficiency (ie, response to "How would you rate your current proficiency level with regard to
Kaiku Health?"), (E) usage rate (ie, response to "How often do you use Kaiku Health?"), and (F) time spent per session using the tool for clinicians and
patients. Data are the number of respondents who provided the given response.

Effect of the Tool on Communication, Quality of
Patient Care, and Efficiency
End-of-study survey respondents were questioned about their
perceptions of the effect of the tool on communication, quality

of patient care, and efficiency. All user groups agreed that the
tool facilitated more efficient and focused discussions between
patients and HCPs: mean ratings ranged from 4.2 for nurses
(SD 0.8) and patients (SD 1.0) to 4.4 for physicians (SD 0.8)
(see Table 2).

Table 2. Effect of the digital patient monitoring and management tool on patient–health care professional communication for end-of-study survey
respondents.

Ratinga, mean (SD)Survey statement

Patients (n=21)Physicians (n=8)Nurses (n=19)

N/Ab4.4 (0.8)4.2 (0.8)Kaiku Health allows for more efficient communication with patients

4.3 (1.0)N/AN/AKaiku Health helps to focus my discussions with my care team

4.2 (1.0)N/AN/AKaiku Health makes it easier to communicate with my care team

aResponses to survey statements were given on a scale of 1 (low agreement) to 5 (high agreement).
bN/A: not applicable. This user group was not presented with this statement.
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Patients also indicated that the tool made communication with
their care team easier: mean rating 4.3 (SD 1.0) (see Table 2).
In that regard, the tool included a chat function that allowed for
messages to be sent between patients and HCPs; overall, German
or Finnish HCPs sent more messages to patients (n=326) than
patients sent to German or Finnish HCPs (n=265), whereas the
numbers of messages sent between Swiss HCPs and patients
were similar: 47 versus 54 (see Multimedia Appendix 5).

Ratings from HCPs at the end-of-study survey showed that they
believed that the tool helped to improve quality of patient care

(mean rating 4.10, SD 0.85), permitting tailored discussions
with patients (mean rating 4.35, SD 0.65), and that the symptom
alert feature allowed earlier detection of symptoms (mean rating
4.25, SD 0.85) and tailoring of treatment plans (mean rating
3.9, SD 1.0). The self-care instructions function was appreciated
by both HCPs and patients (mean ratings ranged from 4.0, SD
1.0, for physicians to 4.1, SD 0.9, for nurses and 4.1, SD 0.5,
for patients). Patients also agreed that the tool made them feel
more taken care of (mean rating 3.9, SD 1.3) (see Table 3).

Table 3. Effect of the digital patient monitoring and management tool on quality of patient care for end-of-study survey respondents.

Ratinga, mean (SD)Survey statement

Patients (n=21)Physicians (n=8)Nurses (n=19)

N/Ab4.3 (0.7)3.9 (1.0)Kaiku Health helps me to improve quality of patient care

N/A4.5 (0.5)4.2 (0.8)Kaiku Health helps me tailor my discussions with my patients

N/A4.6 (0.5)3.9 (1.2)The symptom alert feature alerts my staff to react to symptoms earlier

N/A4.0 (1.0)3.8 (1.0)The symptom alert feature enables my staff to tailor treatment plans

N/A4.0 (1.0)4.1 (0.9)Self-care instructions are valuable

4.1 (0.5)N/AN/ASelf-care instructions make me feel informed

3.9 (1.3)N/AN/AKaiku Health makes me feel more taken care of

aResponses to survey statements were given on a scale of 1 (low agreement) to 5 (high agreement).
bN/A: not applicable. This user group was not presented with this statement.

HCPs, particularly physicians, thought that the standalone tool
was well integrated into their daily clinical workflow (mean
rating 3.80, SD 0.75). They thought that it could help to improve
efficiency by enabling workflow optimization between
physicians and nurses (mean rating 3.75, SD 0.80) and freeing
up time by decreasing the need for phone consultations (mean
rating 3.75, SD 1.00) and patient visits (mean rating 3.45, SD
1.20) through online symptom assessment (see Table 4). Patients

also thought that the tool improved efficiency by improving
their ability to evaluate whether their symptoms required an
unscheduled outpatient appointment (mean rating 3.9, SD 1.2)
through prompts to contact HCPs regarding severe symptoms.
Patients further reported a shortening of the time between health
consultation requests and responses (mean rating 3.7, SD 1.2)
(see Table 4).

Table 4. Effect of the digital patient monitoring and management tool on efficiency for end-of-study survey respondents: general comments.

Ratinga, mean (SD)Survey statement

Patients (n=21)Physicians (n=8)Nurses (n=19)

N/Ab4.0 (0.5)3.6 (1.0)Kaiku Health is well integrated into my daily workflow

N/A4.1 (0.7)3.4 (0.9)The workflow management function between nurses and oncologists enables workflow
optimization

N/A3.5 (1.4)3.4 (1.0)Kaiku Health potentially decreases unnecessary patient visits and frees up time

N/A4.1 (1.0)3.4 (1.0)Kaiku Health potentially decreases unnecessary patient phone calls and frees up time

3.7 (1.2)N/AN/AKaiku Health shortens the time between my health consultation requests and response

3.9 (1.2)N/AN/AKaiku Health helps me to better evaluate if my symptoms require a hospital visit

aResponses to survey statements were given on a scale of 1 (low agreement) to 5 (high agreement).
bN/A: not applicable. This user group was not presented with this statement.

For HCPs, the tool required little time for patient introduction,
with most (18/27, 67%) taking up to 30 minutes for onboarding
per patient. The tool also saved them time during patient visits
(6/27, 22%, saved ≤5 minutes per consultation; 5/27, 19%, saved
6-10 minutes; and 1/27, 4%, saved 11-15 minutes; see Table 5)
. Out of 21 patients, 3 (14%) reported that their need for an

unscheduled, symptom-related hospital visit decreased per
month during their use of the tool, while 1 patient (5%) reported
an increased number of monthly visits and 8 (38%) reported no
change in the frequency of unscheduled hospital visits. Out of
21 patients, 7 (33%) reported a decreased need for a phone
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consultation while using the tool; for 9 patients (43%), the need stayed the same (see Table 5).

Table 5. Effect of the digital patient monitoring and management tool on efficiency for end-of-study survey respondents: health care professional time
invested or saved, and patient need for unscheduled hospital visits and telephone consultations.

Number of respondents who provided the given response, n (%)aSurvey question or statement and responses

Patients (n=21)Physicians (n=8)Nurses (n=19)

How long does it take to onboard the patient?

N/Ab5 (63)13 (68)Up to 30 minutes

N/A0 (0)2 (11)Between 30 minutes and 1 hour

N/A0 (0)0 (0)Between 1 and 2 hours

N/A0 (0)0 (0)More than 2 hours

N/A3 (38)4 (21)I don’t onboard patients

Kaiku Health allows me to save time, which amounts to approximately...

N/A3 (38)3 (16)Up to 5 minutes per consultation

N/A1 (13)4 (21)Between 6 and 10 minutes per consultation

N/A1 (13)0 (0)Between 11 and 15 minutes per consultation

N/A0 (0)0 (0)More than 16 minutes per consultation

N/A2 (25)5 (26)It does not save any time

N/A0 (0)1 (5)Kaiku Health needs even more time

N/A1 (13)6 (32)I am not sure

Since I started using Kaiku Health, the number of unscheduled hospital visits
due to observed symptoms...

1 (5)N/AN/ADecreased on average by 1 visit per month

2 (10)N/AN/ADecreased on average by 2 visits per month

0 (0)N/AN/ADecreased on average by 3 or more visits

1 (5)N/AN/AIncreased on average by 1 visit per month

0 (0)N/AN/AIncreased on average by 2 visits per month

0 (0)N/AN/AIncrease on average by 3 or more visits

8 (38)N/AN/AAmount of visits did not change

9 (43)N/AN/AI don’t know or not applicable since I started

Due to the use of Kaiku Health, my need to request a telephone consultation...

0 (0)N/AN/AIncreased

7 (33)N/AN/ADecreased

9 (43)N/AN/AStayed the same

5 (24)N/AN/ADoes not apply

aPercentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
bN/A: not applicable. This user group was not presented with this question or statement.

Exploration of HCP Needs, Expectations, and
Perceived Value of the DPMM Tool
To gain qualitative insights into the needs, expectations, and
experiences of HCPs with the tool, 19 HCPs—11 (58%) nurses
and 8 (42%) physicians—were interviewed with open-ended
questions at study end. Generally, expectations highlighted by
HCPs were met or exceeded; improved efficiency and quality
of patient care were the most prominent expectations of the tool
and were mentioned by 8 out of 19 (42%) and 7 out of 19 (37%)

interviewees, respectively (see Table 6 as well as Multimedia
Appendix 6 for sample participant quotes). Improved efficiency
and quality of patient care were also deemed the most
value-adding attributes and were mentioned by 10 out of 19
(53%) interviewees for each attribute. Quotes highlighting
improvements in efficiency and quality of patient care while
using the tool are provided in Textboxes 1 and 2, respectively.
Workload was the most prominent challenge of using the tool,
as mentioned by 12 out of 19 (53%) interviewees, with some
participants stating that the extra time needed to manage the
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standalone tool and enter the data sometimes compromised the
efficiencies and time savings achieved elsewhere (see Table 6).
Interoperability and system integration issues, as mentioned by
3 out of 19 (16%) interviewees but unlinked to tool functionality,

were tightly related to workload challenges and could be
considered the main cause for the perceived extra time (see
Table 6).

Table 6. Expectations and perceived added value of the digital patient monitoring and management (DPMM) tool from qualitative health care professional
interviews.

Interviewees who mentioned the given

theme (n=19)a, n (%)

Expectation, perception, value, or
challenge

Expectations and perceptions of the DPMM tool

Expectations before the study

8 (42)PositiveEfficiency

7 (37)PositiveQuality of care

2 (11)PositiveData generation

2 (11)PositiveThis is the future

1 (5)PositiveBetter patient education

1 (5)PositiveMore transparency about patients’ symptoms

3 (16)Neutral or negativeSkepticism at the beginning

1 (5)Neutral or negativeExpected more from the drug- and indication-specific cancer
immunotherapy module

Perceived added value at the end of the study

10 (53)Key value attributeEfficiency

10 (53)Key value attributeQuality of care

8 (42)Key value attributeCommunications and collaboration

8 (42)Key value attributeWorkflow

5 (26)Key value attributeEmpowerment

12 (63)ChallengeWorkload

3 (16)ChallengeInteroperability and integration

aOut of 19 interviewees, 11 (58%) were nurses and 8 (42%) were physicians.

Textbox 1. Quotes from two health care professionals (HCPs) to emphasize improvements in efficiency from using the digital patient monitoring and
management tool.

• “When the patient came up with a problem, we were all prepared for it and the patient was there for a shorter amount of time because we already
knew how to respond in advance. That was an improvement.” [HCP interviewee #13]

• “You could deal with problems beforehand. I had already seen what has been discussed, what she herself has said, and then you could just go
from there. That then ultimately leads to shorter, more concise consultation times.” [HCP interviewee #19]

Textbox 2. Quotes from three health care professionals (HCPs) to emphasize improvements in quality of patient care from using the digital patient
monitoring and management tool.

• “It became evident that we can use it for a more structured follow-up of the side effects of the treatments and symptoms of the patients.” [HCP
interviewee #15]

• “For the data quality, for the care, it is a benefit. Undoubtedly. And they all felt really well cared-for, no doubt about it.” [HCP interviewee #13]

• “Perhaps some points are red [high severity] or newly yellow [medium severity], then you can say, ‘They must come to therapy earlier so that
the doctor can talk to them directly and decide whether they would need only/either treatment or perhaps even hospitalization.’” [HCP interviewee
#14]

Use of the DPMM Tool’s Individual Functions
Among HCPs who responded to the end-of-study survey, the
most commonly appreciated functions of the tool were the
patient symptom alerts (26/27, 96%) and the direct message

communication function between patients and HCPs (19/27,
70%; see Table 7). Other important features for HCPs were the
ability to use the tool during patient consultations (15/27, 56%),
the facilitation of more effective conversations and referrals
between nurses and physicians through the triage function
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(13/27, 48%), the ability to use the tool during telephone
consultations (13/27, 48%), and the onboarding of patients
(13/27, 48%) (see Table 7).

Results from the end-of-study survey showed that patients had
a similar preference with regard to the tool’s functions; the most
commonly appreciated functions were the symptoms
questionnaire (20/21, 95%) and the direct message
communication function between HCPs and patients (9/21,

43%). The patient card content—a PDF that could be completed
digitally—offered to patients treated with atezolizumab was
also appreciated; 2 of the 4 (50%) patients responding to the
survey used the function (see Table 7). The median time to fill
out the symptom questionnaire ranged from 2 minutes and 18
seconds (Clinic D, Germany) to 9 minutes and 56 seconds
(Clinic J, Germany); the mean median time for questionnaire
completion was 4 minutes and 14 seconds (see Multimedia
Appendix 7).

Table 7. Functions of the digital patient monitoring and management (DPMM) tool most commonly appreciated by end-of-study survey respondents.

Patients (n=21), n (%)Physicians (n=8), n (%)Nurses (n=19), n (%)Functions of the DPMM tool

N/Aa8 (100)18 (95)Monitor the patient’s symptoms

N/A4 (50)2 (11)Analyze the collected patient information

N/A1 (13)2 (11)Draw patient reports

N/A5 (63)14 (74)Directly communicate with the patients

N/A5 (63)8 (42)Have more effective conversations and referrals between nurses and
physicians

N/A6 (75)9 (47)Use the tool during patient consultations

N/A6 (75)7 (37)Use the tool during telephone consultations

N/A3 (38)10 (53)Onboard patients to the tool

20 (95)N/AN/ASymptoms questionnaire

9 (43)N/AN/AChat function

2 (50)N/AN/APatient card (n=4)b

3 (14)N/AN/AEducational materialc

aN/A: not applicable. This function was not relevant to this user group.
bPatient cards were part of the atezolizumab-specific material and were only relevant to patients treated with atezolizumab, of whom 4 responded to
the survey.
cEducational material was offered to all 21 patients, although atezolizumab-specific educational material was offered only to atezolizumab-treated
patients.

Impact of Individual Functions of the DPMM Tool on
Users
Ratings from the end-of-study survey respondents demonstrated
that the tool empowered patients, helping them to feel more in
control (patient mean rating 3.9, SD 1.2), increasing their
feelings of safety during their treatment (patient mean rating
3.9, SD 1.2), and helping them to feel more secure in evaluating
their symptoms (patient mean rating 3.8, SD 1.3) (see
Multimedia Appendix 8). HCPs appreciated the compact
overview of patient development offered by the dashboard (HCP
mean rating 4.25, SD 0.70) (see Multimedia Appendix 8).

Overall, according to in-module activities, the drug- and
indication-specific educational material within the tool was
engaged by, based on the number of downloads, 80% of patients
(36/45) (see Multimedia Appendix 9), with two of the three
atezolizumab-specific material items engaged by all 4 of the
patients treated with atezolizumab who responded to the survey.
Total median article viewing time across all clinics for the drug-
and indication-specific educational material was approximately
3.5 hours; the longest viewing time was observed for the
breathing exercises video, which was 1 hour, 28 minutes, and
56 seconds (see Multimedia Appendix 10). According to the

end-of-study survey, the educational material was found by all
users to be very helpful and informative, especially the lung
cancer material (mean user rating 4.30, SD 0.73), the breathing
exercises video (mean user rating 4.20, SD 0.93), and the CIT
video (mean user rating 4.1, SD 0.7) (see Multimedia Appendix
8). The atezolizumab-specific material (ie, patient card,
information on preparing for first infusion and treatment, and
medication-specific material) received the highest rating of any
of the materials offered; all 4 atezolizumab-treated patients who
responded to the survey rated it as 5 (see Multimedia Appendix
8).

Data Sharing Statement
Qualified researchers may request access to analysis data via
the corresponding author.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The CIT+ module that we co-developed with HCPs and patients
was tested by physicians, nurses, and patients who considered
themselves competent, proficient, or expert users. Most of them
used the tool weekly (patients) or multiple times per week
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(HCPs), and most used the tool for 10 minutes or less per
session. As this was a pilot study, a population sample
representative of the general cancer population was not its
purpose.

Overall, the results of our proof-of-concept pilot study
demonstrate that user acceptance of the tool was high, with
usefulness and communication being the most appreciated
attributes. Mean ratings were consistently over 3.5, which,
similar to previous studies, were assumed to indicate high
agreement [60]. A pilot study assessing the Diabetes Family
Teamwork Online intervention in patients with type 1 diabetes
also used a Likert scale, but a 7-point scale rather than a 5-point
scale [61]. However, similarly, the study deemed approximately
70% of the maximum score to equal high feasibility [61]. In
this study, the symptom questionnaire and symptom alerts were
the most commonly used functions of the DPMM tool among
patients and HCPs, respectively, followed by the direct message
communication function and the drug- and indication-specific
educational material. The symptom alert function was a key
element, enabling HCPs to define alerts for particular symptoms
and severity. HCPs stated that this enabled them to detect and
manage critical symptoms earlier and personalize treatment
plans, a result aligned with findings from other similar studies
[24,62,63]. Our results highlight the essential features that a
DPMM tool should include to better serve the needs of both
patients and HCPs in clinical practice. Currently, few available
tools combine all these features [20].

All survey respondents agreed that the attributes of the DPMM
tool enabled more efficient and focused communication between
patients and HCPs; this positive impact on communication has
also been reported in previous studies [38,51,62]. Furthermore,
the tool empowered patients, which has been shown to be
correlated with an improved QoL [64,65], and helped them to
evaluate and monitor their symptom progression.

In general, HCPs believed that the standalone tool was well
integrated in their daily clinical workflow and improved
efficiency within the health care team. This is based on positive
insights from interviews (see Table 6), where HCPs reported
improvements in quality of care and communications with the
care team as well as time savings in patient visits with tool use,
allowing for more clinically meaningful time with patients.
Such positive insights are consistent with previous similar
studies [66-68]. However, in this study, time savings were
sometimes compromised by interoperability issues, such as lack
of tool integration into the information technology (IT) system
of the clinic and, consequently, data having to be gathered from
both the web-based Kaiku Health platform and the clinic IT
system. This challenge has been demonstrated in numerous
other studies [38,40,69-71]. However, it should be resolved
once the interoperability and system integration are incorporated
beyond the pilot study as participating clinics and hospitals
undertake complete rollout.

Notably, in addition to the time savings reported per patient
visit by some HCPs, the tool also has the potential to free up
time by decreasing the need for unscheduled outpatient
appointments and telephone consultations, as reported by some
patients (see Table 5). This is consistent with a possible

reduction of scheduled visits in lung cancer patients following
use of a DPMM tool that enables early detection of critical
symptoms [23]. Considering most HCPs invested up to 30
minutes in introducing patients to the tool, and half of them
saved 5 minutes or more per consultation, the time invested in
patient onboarding was repaid within a few visits. The time
saved through use of the DPMM tool can be invested in
addressing other patient needs or serving more patients,
highlighting the health-economic benefits of the tool.

Compared with studies of other ePRO-based tools, the CIT+
tool studied here showed similar high feasibility, patient
engagement, and patient satisfaction [62,72-74]. However, the
CIT+ module also harnesses features not commonly seen in
other tools. For example, a 2019 systematic review of existing
electronic symptom reporting systems developed for patients
during cancer treatment found that fewer than half included a
feature for delivering advice to patients in symptom
self-management, and fewer than a third gave patients access
to general educational information [20]. An even less common
feature was the facility to support patient-HCP communication
(15%) [20]. The CIT+ tool currently harnesses all these features,
which is pertinent considering that previous research has
indicated communication features, in particular, to be highly
valued and utilized by patients [75-77].

Based on the results of this pilot study and insights from other
studies, we propose several recommendations for future use in
clinical practice or in study settings. For both, a positive and
easy user experience is essential (eg, via optimization of the
user interface), thereby enabling a choice of symptoms to be
reported, as is providing automated contextual information
according to user needs. In a clinical practice setting, a higher
workflow efficiency and a much earlier detection of critical
symptoms could be achieved with a seamless integration into
the clinical workflow. Hence, integration into the local electronic
health record system would be beneficial but may require
substantial initial investments, given the complexities of existing
systems. Such an integration may also enable local integration
of patient self-management information and materials; these
materials have been shown to be critical in supporting patient
self-monitoring [77-79]. Integration may further enable
connections to local resources and services, such as mental
health or other supportive services, which can improve
personalization of treatment according to patient needs and local
standards. An enhanced local integration and tailoring to patient
needs may improve adherence and allow patients to review and
monitor their own data, which is the case for barely half of
current ePRO systems [20].

In a clinical study setting, where assessment standards can be
defined centrally and where stratified randomization of patients
into standard-of-care control cohorts is possible, it is of interest
to assess impact of the DPMM tool on patient outcomes and
health care resource utilization and subsequently optimize for
these elements. Regarding patient outcomes, assessment of QoL
[22,23], in particular time to deterioration of symptoms and
symptom development or adverse event intensity and duration
over time, are important. Patients’ abilities to work, their mental
well-being, their self-care needs, and their self-efficacy are also
important to assess. In regard to health care resource utilization,
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assessment of hospitalization days and emergency room visits
[22], duration and adherence of treatment, co-medication use,
and supportive care costs could yield valuable insights into the
impact of a DPMM tool on clinical practice.

Limitations of the Study
A key limitation of this pilot study was its small sample size
and single-arm design. Also, due to disease severity, the study
was only able to recruit one participant for the patient advisory
board. Further to this, DPMM tools are currently rarely used in
routine clinical practice; as a result, there could be a bias for
inclusion of sites, HCPs, and patients who are more accepting
of these tools from the outset and are, therefore, more positive
about their use. There are also several limitations associated
with the chosen methods of data collection in this pilot study,
namely surveys and interviews. Both rely on memory for
answering questions, which may affect accuracy of the
information received; furthermore, some bias may be created
as participants who chose not to respond to survey questions or
to participate in HCP interviews may have had different opinions
from those who did so. Closed-ended questions, like those in
our surveys, may have lower validity than open-ended questions,
and answer options may be subject to the interpretation of
different respondents. Finally, as discussed above, our DPMM
tool was not integrated into the local electronic health record
and patient management IT systems but was used as a standalone
tool, which led to patient information needing to be gathered
and recorded twice, causing additional workload for HCPs. This
may have impeded HCPs from having an even more positive
experience with the DPMM tool, thereby hampering their

positive perceptions of the impact of the tool on clinical
workflow efficiency. Hence, integration of the DPMM tool into
the clinical IT data flow will be an important aspect of efficient
routine clinical practice in the future. These limitations will be
addressed in planned studies to evaluate the impact of the
DPMM tool on patient health and health-economic benefits in
a broader, better implemented, and more comprehensive
approach.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate high user satisfaction and acceptance
of DPMM tools by HCPs and patients and highlight the
contributions that DPMM tools can make to clinical care of
patients with advanced or metastatic NSCLC treated with CIT
monotherapy. Findings here will offer an incentive for
continuous improvement and development of our tool, so that
a platform can be provided that best serves the needs of HCPs
and patients in this and other indications. The results add to the
growing evidence base that DPMM tools can improve
management of patients with cancer, empower patients, and
have a health-economic impact by saving time in visits and
reducing the need for patient telephone consultations [21,22].
Improvements in patient care have also been observed following
the introduction of DPMM tools in other disease areas, such as
multiple sclerosis [80-82]. Further studies or registries that allow
investigation of the use of our DPMM tool may provide insights
into whether its use would have any significant effect on other
outcome measures, such as patient survival or QoL, or on
health-economic benefits.
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Abstract

Background: Consumer-oriented mobile self-diagnosis apps have been developed using undisclosed algorithms, presumably
based on machine learning and other artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. The US Food and Drug Administration now discerns
apps with learning AI algorithms from those with stable ones and treats the former as medical devices. To the author’s knowledge,
no self-diagnosis app testing has been performed in the field of ophthalmology so far.

Objective: The objective of this study was to test apps that were previously mentioned in the scientific literature on a set of
diagnoses in a deliberate time interval, comparing the results and looking for differences that hint at “nonlocked” learning
algorithms.

Methods: Four apps from the literature were chosen (Ada, Babylon, Buoy, and Your.MD). A set of three ophthalmology
diagnoses (glaucoma, retinal tear, dry eye syndrome) representing three levels of urgency was used to simultaneously test the
apps’ diagnostic efficiency and treatment recommendations in this specialty. Two years was the chosen time interval between
the tests (2018 and 2020). Scores were awarded by one evaluating physician using a defined scheme.

Results: Two apps (Ada and Your.MD) received significantly higher scores than the other two. All apps either worsened in
their results between 2018 and 2020 or remained unchanged at a low level. The variation in the results over time indicates
“nonlocked” learning algorithms using AI technologies. None of the apps provided correct diagnoses and treatment recommendations
for all three diagnoses in 2020. Two apps (Babylon and Your.MD) asked significantly fewer questions than the other two (P<.001).

Conclusions: “Nonlocked” algorithms are used by self-diagnosis apps. The diagnostic efficiency of the tested apps seems to
worsen over time, with some apps being more capable than others. Systematic studies on a wider scale are necessary for health
care providers and patients to correctly assess the safety and efficacy of such apps and for correct classification by health care
regulating authorities.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18097)   doi:10.2196/18097

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; machine learning; mobile apps; medical diagnosis; mHealth

Introduction

Algorithms and machine learning (ML) have conquered,
transformed, and essentially revolutionized people’s everyday
lives in many aspects (eg, with personalized Google searches,
self-driving cars, or convenient smartphone apps) [1,2]. In recent
years, self-diagnosis apps have emerged that allow patients to
look for a diagnosis based on entered symptoms [3,4]. ML is
already being standardly used in various applications like
estimating diagnoses from radiology images [5], but the adoption
and acceptance of new technologies in health care in general is
curbed by trust issues, strict regulations, and lack of thorough

investigation [3,6]. Little testing of the aforementioned apps
has been previously performed; Semigran et al tested
self-diagnosis apps in general in 2015 but did not mention ML
as an underlying technology [7]. A recent scoping review by
Aboueid et al in 2019 named several apps of this type [3], but
only two have been tested in their diagnostic functionality so
far [8-10]. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) had
previously excluded “symptom checker” apps from the
enforcement of the strict rules that are usually applied to medical
devices [11] but has lately released a white paper with a proposal
for possible changes in the regulation of self-diagnosis apps,
introducing a new discrimination between “locked” and artificial
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intelligence (AI)–based/ML-based learning algorithms, with
the latter falling under a stricter set of rules [12]. However, the
provided definitions of the two categories are still vague and
rely on the manufacturer admitting the use of AI-based
technologies rather than on hard criteria. Repeated examinations
of such apps would offer insight into whether the results they
offer are stable over time or change, which would also indicate
actual use of “learning” AI technologies by the manufacturers,
rendering the apps more than plain symptom checkers. Thus,
the first aim of this study was to test apps that have previously
been mentioned in the scientific literature on a set of diagnoses
and to subsequently follow up on the results after a deliberate
time interval to determine whether the algorithms change over
time. A significant change in the results might indicate that
learning algorithms are used by the manufacturers.

None of the aforementioned studies had tested self-diagnosis
apps in the field of ophthalmology, the author’s primary
specialty with over 12 years of clinical experience. Thus, the
second aim of the study was to test the efficacy of self-diagnosis
apps by presenting them with three common diagnoses
representing three levels of urgency in this field to see if their
results and treatment recommendations match those of someone
familiar with the topic.

Methods

Overview
The mobile apps were tested on Android 9 and Android 10, and
the web app was tested on Google Chrome for OSX. All tests
took place in Germany, and in all cases the English user
interfaces were used. For all apps, up-to-date versions in the
Google Play Store or on the internet were used; they correspond
to the dates noted for each of the diagnostic walk-throughs (see
Multimedia Appendix 1). The programs that were included in
the testing were those that have been mentioned in the scientific
literature: Ada [3,8,13], Babylon Health or Babylon Check
[3,9,13], Buoy Health [14], and Your.MD [13]. Excluded from
testing were Baidu Doctor [15], which is available only in
Chinese, and K Health [3], which could not be downloaded onto
the devices due to regional unavailability on iOS and
unresolvable compatibility issues on Android, which may also
stem from regional restriction without explicit notification.
While there are reports about Buoy that claim that an
Android-based app is in development, at the time of testing it
could only be used as a web app [16]. The basic functional
principles as understood by the author or described by the
software developers themselves and recent literature, including
gray literature where scientific literature was unavailable, were
summarized. There is no consensus on broad testing of AI-based
apps yet, but in the past, symptom checker apps have been tested
using a randomized set of virtual diagnoses combined with
gathered patient information in sets called vignettes [7]. The
same setup has been used recently in a 2018 study by Razzaki
et al to test Babylon Health [10] and in a 2019 study by
Jungmann et al to test Ada Health in the field of mental disorders
[8]. Only one physician creating one virtual patient per diagnosis
was involved in this work; thus, an abbreviated and simplified
version of this procedure was performed as follows. Three

defined diagnoses from the ophthalmology branch of medicine
were entered via the apps’ given user interfaces: representing
an absolute emergency (immediate treatment recommended),
a glaucoma attack in one eye with the typical combination of a
painful red eye for about two hours, blurred vision, a headache,
and other symptoms depending on how each app asked its
questions (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for the walk-through of
all diagnoses as experienced); as a relative emergency (same-day
treatment recommended), a retinal tear; and as a diagnosis that
does not need immediate treatment and may also be self-treated
first, dry eyes. For all three diagnoses, there are no strict general
clinical therapy guidelines available, but some regional societies
offer general recommendations [17-19]. The symptoms of all
three diagnoses are common knowledge in ophthalmology and
are thoroughly examined in the American Academy of
Ophthalmology’s Basic and Clinical Science Course, congruent
with the author’s applied knowledge on the cases [20]. As no
clear guidelines exist, a minimum requirement for the apps was
to not underestimate the urgency of the patient’s situation,
regardless of whether a diagnosis was found or not. The
foremost diagnoses and treatment recommendations given by
the apps were assessed by the author and a score was awarded:
for a correct diagnosis/treatment, 1 point; for a partially correct
diagnosis or treatment, half a point, which was awarded if a
correct diagnosis or treatment was not provided, but the answer
would not mislead the user or underestimate the urgency (eg,
if no diagnosis was found, and the app recommended visiting
a real physician); for all diagnoses/treatments that did not meet
these requirements, 0 points. More specifically, for glaucoma,
anything less than emergency treatment would result in 0 points;
for the retinal tear diagnosis, 1 point was awarded to treatment
recommendation ranges of “instantly” to very few days; and
for dry eyes, 0 points were awarded if treatment was deemed
urgent, and half a point was awarded if trying self-treatment
was not recommended before seeing a physician. A virtual
anonymous patient was created to be diagnosed to prevent the
potential influence of phone-based data (phone type, GPS
coordinates, country, etc). Roughly two years was chosen as a
deliberate time interval between tests, based on the assumption
of a slow but continuous rise of the apps’ user count, and thus
a slow but continuous buildup of internal data to process for
possible improvements of presumed learning algorithms used
by the apps. Other than the author, there were no human subjects
involved in the process of this research. P values were calculated
with a Student t test for independent variables using SPSS
(version 16.0; IBM Corp).

Ada
Ada is a Berlin-based app that was first tested and gained
popularity on the New Zealand market in 2016 and was released
more broadly afterward [21,22]. It uses a chat bot to collect data
from the user, selecting symptoms from a list generated in
response to the user’s free text input and subsequently asking
questions that adapt to previously entered information. The
resulting report may then be sent to a physician on behalf of the
user.
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Babylon
Babylon is a London-based app that primarily focuses on the
UK market. It started out in 2013 as a service provider for online
consultations with real-life physicians, and since 2016 it has
added a chat bot that presents the user with simple or
multiple-choice questions for symptom assessment [23]. An
explicit description of the ML algorithms that are used is not
available, but judging by the publicly available information
from gray literature, the use of recurrent neural networks
(RNNs) for deep learning may be involved, and Python may be
used as the primary programming language [24]. Ni et al
mentioned the use of Bayesian networks, although a source was
not given [25].

Buoy Health
Buoy has been developed at Harvard Medical School since 2014
as a smart symptom checker with an undisclosed algorithm,
supposedly relying on natural language processing
(NLP)–extracted data from 18,000 clinical papers [26]. As stated
by its chief executive officer and founder, Buoy Health
specifically does not use decision trees but “dynamically picks”
1 of 30,000 questions based on the principle of greatest reduction
of diagnostic uncertainty, which does not necessarily imply the

use of neural networks. By his accounts, its diagnostic certainty
is within a range of 90.9%-98%, without a detailed explanation
[27].

Your.MD
Your.MD was founded in 2012 in Oslo, Norway, and is now
based in London [28,29]. Users ask free questions via its chat
bot and it in turn presents simple or multiple-choice questions.
The algorithms that are used are undisclosed, but judging by
the publicly available information, Python may be used as a
primary programming language and, according to its CEO,
Bayesian networks may also be used [30].

Results

Ada
Ada diagnosed the angle closure glaucoma correctly in 2018
but misdiagnosed it as cluster headache in 2020 without
mentioning glaucoma (this result and all following are shown
in Table 1 and Table 2; for the walk-throughs with raw output
data for all apps, see Multimedia Appendix 1; for an overview
of the relevant results and awarded scores, see Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Table 1. Testing of all four apps in three virtual patients with different diagnoses in 2018. Points awarded for diagnosis/treatment: (-)=0, (∗)=0.5, (•)=1.

Dry eyesRetinal tearGlaucomaDiagnosis

(•)/(-)(•)/(•)(•)/(•)Ada

(-)/(-)(-)/(-)(-)/(•)Babylon

(-)/(∗)(-)/(-)(-)/(•)Buoy

(•)/(•)(•)/(•)(•)/(•)Your.MD

Table 2. Testing of all four apps in three virtual patients with different diagnoses in 2020. Points awarded for diagnosis/treatment: (-)=0, (∗)=0.5, (•)=1.

Dry eyesRetinal tearGlaucomaDiagnosis

(•)/(∗)(•)/(•)(-)/(-)Ada

(-)/(-)(-)/(-)(-)/(•)Babylon

(-)/(∗)(-)/(•)(-)/(-)Buoy

(∗)/(-)(-)/(•)(•)/(•)Your.MD

Babylon
In the glaucoma attack case, in both years Babylon
recommended seeking emergency treatment after five questions
when the user classified the pain as “severe,” with no further
statement about a diagnosis. The retinal tear was not diagnosed
due to “insufficient information,” and Babylon recommended
referral to an online physician or real-life general practitioner.
In the dry eyes case, Babylon did not state a diagnosis either
and classified this as a relative emergency (same-day medical
treatment recommended). There was no change in 2020.

Buoy Health
Buoy yielded a correct diagnosis neither in 2018—although its
second suggestion of “Blepharitis” could be interpreted as partly
correct in the dry eyes case [31]—nor in 2020; the result for the
retinal tear inquiry was far off in 2018 with “Cataract” or “Bone

disease” given as possible causes. The efficiency and accuracy
did not improve in 2020.

Your.MD
Your.MD was able to output the correct diagnosis in all three
tests in 2018, requiring distinctly fewer questions. In contrast
to Ada, the treatment priorities were categorized correctly in
all three, recognizing dry eyes as self-treatable. It was the only
app to correctly identify the angle closure glaucoma, which it
did in 2020; in 2018, it had only stated “Glaucoma”. In case of
the retinal tear, however, it was unable to correctly identify it
in 2020, while it had done so in 2018. In the dry eyes case, it
changed the advice from self-treatment in 2018, which is correct,
to an emergency in 2020, which is not.
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Technologies
All tested apps require an online connection to use the diagnosis
function. All rely on a chat bot that is likely based on NLP and
subsequently on discrete answers to questions to process user
input, but they significantly differ on how the information is
treated, which questions are asked, and which conclusions are
drawn from the information (see Multimedia Appendix 1). There
is no substantial information available on the algorithms used
by the apps.

Summary of Comparison Between Performances in
2018 and 2020
The average number of questions changed from 27.3 for Ada,
11 for Babylon, 31.3 for Buoy, and 10 for Your.MD in 2018 to
31 for Ada (P=.38), 9 for Babylon (P=.64), 30.3 for Buoy
(P=.63), and 10.3 for Your.MD (P=.84) in 2020 (see Multimedia
Appendix 3). In the average number of questions asked in both
time periods, no difference could be found between Ada and
Buoy (P=.41) and between Babylon and Your.MD (P=.93), but
significant differences were found between Ada and Babylon
(P<.001), Ada and Your.MD (P<.001), Babylon and Buoy
(P<.001), and Buoy and Your.MD (P<.001). The scores from
2018 to 2020 changed in Ada from 3/2 to 2/1.5 (P=.37/.73) and
in Your.MD from 3/3 to 1.5/2 (P=.16/.37), while Babylon and
Buoy remained unchanged at 0/1 and 0/1.5, respectively (Table
1 and Table 2).

The average scores were 2.5/1.75 for Ada, 0/1 for Babylon,
0/1.5 for Buoy, and 2.25/2.5 for Your.MD, and the sums over
both years were 5/3.5 for Ada, 0/2 for Babylon, 0/3 for Buoy,
and 4.5/5 for Your.MD. In the sum of all points, Ada and
Your.MD (P=.70) and Babylon and Buoy (P=.56) did not differ
significantly, while Ada and Babylon (P=.02), Ada and Buoy
(P=.03), Babylon and Your.MD (P=.01) and Buoy and Your.MD
(P=.01) did.

Discussion

During testing of the apps, some notable observations could be
made about their behaviors. Ada seemed to ask redundant
questions in the end, (eg, asking about eye pain when this was
the primary symptom entered at the beginning). It could be
speculated that this functionality serves to add input for the
diagnosis to the database. Ada circumvents the common “black
box” problem in ML [32] by offering a pictorial description of
how many patients in 10 with the given symptoms have the
suggested diagnosis. This additional information seems to
indicate that by Ada’s accounts, the provided symptoms for dry
eyes seemed to correspond less with the diagnosis in 2020 (“8
in 10” vs “5 in 10 people”). Here, one could speculate that there
are problems incorporating the data the app accumulates over
the years. Generally, the provided statistics indicate that either
Bayesian probabilities are used in some way, as artificial neural
network (ANN) output activities are not linked to statistical
values, or the offered values are interpolated from ANN outputs.
The former assumption seems to be backed up by information
published by Ada Health itself, where the use of Bayesian
networks is mentioned [33]. Buoy asked several questions that
seemed off topic (eg, for the user’s health insurance), and in

2018 it presented users with pictures of medical conditions for
comparison that may not be suitable for laymen, like testing a
patellar reflex in the dry eye case or comparing one’s cornea
with a microscopy picture to identify Horner-Trantas dots. In
2020, no pictures were offered for the same set of symptoms.
In both years, both Babylon and Buoy failed to produce a useful
diagnosis and also gave out very few treatment
recommendations, with some results being very far off, such as
“Bone issue” or “Non-bacterial brain inflammation” diagnoses
by Buoy for the retinal tear patient, contributing to the overall
result that Ada and Your.MD fared significantly better in the
test than the other two. The variety of treatment
recommendations given by the apps for the same starting sets
of symptoms is also remarkable. Ada made it simple by
generally recommending emergency care for virtually every
diagnosis, which may help the manufacturers shift responsibility
to the patient but counteracts the possible value of good medical
advice. Babylon seemed to send any patient who chooses
“severe pain” as a symptom to the emergency department, which
is a good outcome for the glaucoma patient, but no diagnosis
was given, and its other recommendations were very general.
In 2020, Buoy gave the glaucoma patient the advice to seek
medical advice within three days as its first option, followed
up by “emergency treatment” as second and third options, which
would confuse a real patient. Your.MD provided the most valid
recommendations in this study, but also worsened on the dry
eyes diagnosis from 2018 to 2020, now unnecessarily
transitioning from self-treatment to emergency care.

While the number of questions the apps asked did not
significantly change between the years, the temporal variances
in diagnoses and treatment recommendations indicate the use
of learning algorithms in all four, suggesting that the algorithms
used for history-taking and diagnosis calculation are changing
over time and would thus fall under the FDA’s proposed
regulations for learning or “nonlocked” algorithms. In terms of
their effectiveness in diagnosing ophthalmic diseases, the results
were mixed with a tendency to worsening. It is noteworthy that
no trend to improvement of history-taking and results could be
observed at all. On the contrary, Ada and Your.MD worsened
in their diagnostic outputs, while Babylon and Buoy were stable
at a low level. This deterioration of diagnostic performance
seems to contradict the very purpose of using “learning”
algorithms in the first place and certainly justifies further
inquiry. It is also notable that while two of the apps ask more
questions than the other two, there seems to be no correlation
between the number of questions asked and the quality of the
results. On the contrary, the app with the highest overall score
had the second-lowest total of questions asked. This indicates
high variation in their diagnostic approaches and efficiencies,
all worthy of subsequent systematic evaluation. Their algorithms
are undisclosed; judging by the apps’ workflows, they all
basically resemble the adaptive feedforward neural
network–based mobile diagnosis engine that the author
conceptualized in 2016 [34], which in its framework resembles
the classic AI game “20 Questions” [35]. In both frameworks,
two separate neural networks (or similar algorithms) separately
calculate the current diagnosis based on the available
information and the next best question based on the input up to
that point. Where these examples used simple ANNs, the apps
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may also utilize the previously mentioned RNNs, Bayesian
networks, or convolutional neural networks [15], accessed
through the chat bot.

There are several limitations to this study. First, the cases that
were entered included information that seemed irrelevant to the
author for deciding on a suspicion of a potentially dangerous
diagnosis; this includes, for example, the prevalence of diabetes,
a history of smoking, and seemingly unrelated questions. It is
possible, however, that to a large database that collects and sorts
information without bias, answering the questions from a biased
physician’s point of view might in fact mislead the algorithms.
Second, the evaluation of the results is as subjective as entering
the symptoms, which ultimately might test the apps’ ability to
imitate a potentially flawed physician rather than whether they
can correctly identify diagnoses. This could be improved by
introducing systematic evaluations in the framework of a
randomized controlled trial. Semigran et al had used human
input and output on a randomized stack of diagnoses to assess
self-diagnosis apps [7]. New methods may be necessary to
investigate AI-driven apps in the future, possibly including
some degree of automation considering the superhuman data
storage capacities such systems can house and taking into
consideration the dynamic of the algorithms. A simpler but also
less systematic approach would be to include more physicians
in the evaluation of the apps and average their assessments as
has been done before [10]. The possibility of the manufacturers
adapting to known sets of questions (eg, from this study) should
also be considered upon further investigation. Third, the sample
size is low. In future investigations, large-sample investigations
should be preferred. Other authors like Fraser et al in 2018 have
already demanded standardized and transparent procedures for
examining such devices [36]. In 2019, Kelly et al advocated for

a focus on peer-reviewed studies in order to increase trust in AI
devices and added that the introduction of consumer-oriented
technology offers the opportunity for vast prospective studies
with the new collected data, provided that a sufficient level of
data transparency is reached [37]. They also mentioned that an
extension to the existing TRIPOD (Transparent Reporting of a
multivariable prediction model for Individual Prognosis Or
Diagnosis) statement, which has defined recommendations for
the evaluation of diagnosis prediction since 2015 [38], is being
developed to include ML algorithms [39]. In addition, the World
Health Organization and the International Telecommunication
Union are working on benchmarking frameworks for AI tools
in health care [40]. All of these could act as guidelines for future
scientific exploration of the topic, but they will require funding
and manpower. The four enterprises mentioned in this paper
are employing physicians, mostly with an additional formal or
informal education in medical informatics or similar, at high
ranks within their hierarchy, in two of them even as cofounders
[41-44]. Now that this Pandora’s box of AI in the hands of
patients and corporations has been opened, the question is
whether this novel type of physician that supervises and
administrates an automated diagnostic system will be mirrored
by scientific counterparts who publicly evaluate the apps’
performances, or whether these essential data will remain
undisclosed—a common practice in the commercial sector due
to conflicts of interest. Considering the apps’ possible leverage
and impact on public health [4], this should be in the public
interest. The prospect of AI support for physicians provided by
simple and accessible apps in the hands of layman users could
be a golden one, as long as they actually learn and improve.
Most importantly, they need to satisfy the crucial premises
within the field of health care: to be efficient and safe.
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Abstract

Background: In December 2019, COVID-19 broke out in Wuhan, China, leading to national and international disruptions in
health care, business, education, transportation, and nearly every aspect of our daily lives. Artificial intelligence (AI) has been
leveraged amid the COVID-19 pandemic; however, little is known about its use for supporting public health efforts.

Objective: This scoping review aims to explore how AI technology is being used during the COVID-19 pandemic, as reported
in the literature. Thus, it is the first review that describes and summarizes features of the identified AI techniques and data sets
used for their development and validation.

Methods: A scoping review was conducted following the guidelines of PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews). We searched the most commonly used electronic databases (eg,
MEDLINE, EMBASE, and PsycInfo) between April 10 and 12, 2020. These terms were selected based on the target intervention
(ie, AI) and the target disease (ie, COVID-19). Two reviewers independently conducted study selection and data extraction. A
narrative approach was used to synthesize the extracted data.

Results: We considered 82 studies out of the 435 retrieved studies. The most common use of AI was diagnosing COVID-19
cases based on various indicators. AI was also employed in drug and vaccine discovery or repurposing and for assessing their
safety. Further, the included studies used AI for forecasting the epidemic development of COVID-19 and predicting its potential
hosts and reservoirs. Researchers used AI for patient outcome–related tasks such as assessing the severity of COVID-19, predicting
mortality risk, its associated factors, and the length of hospital stay. AI was used for infodemiology to raise awareness to use
water, sanitation, and hygiene. The most prominent AI technique used was convolutional neural network, followed by support
vector machine.

Conclusions: The included studies showed that AI has the potential to fight against COVID-19. However, many of the proposed
methods are not yet clinically accepted. Thus, the most rewarding research will be on methods promising value beyond COVID-19.
More efforts are needed for developing standardized reporting protocols or guidelines for studies on AI.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20756)   doi:10.2196/20756
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Introduction

Background
COVID-19 broke out in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China in
December 2019 [1], spreading across the world and, as of May
2020, claiming the lives of more than 330,000 people [2].
Caused by SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 was declared a global
pandemic by the World Health Organization in March 2020 [3].
Many individuals infected with COVID-19 experienced fever,
dry cough, and fatigue; some faced a severe course of the
medical condition, often requiring intensive care, including
mechanical ventilation [4]. The contagious COVID-19 and its
unprecedented volume of cases around the world have caused
national and international disruptions to business, health care,
education, transportation, and nearly every aspect of our daily
lives [5]. Prompt and effective countermeasures are necessary
to cap off the effects of this pandemic; comprehensive public
health strategies that involve surveillance, diagnostics, clinical
treatment, and research are required [6].

Leveraging digital tools and technologies to combat COVID-19
can augment public health strategies [7], for example, by using
chatbots to address public inquiries about COVID-19.
Additionally, using digital tools, public health professionals can
track in real time the incidence of COVID-19 infections and
potentially model their projection. Among such tools is artificial
intelligence (AI)—a branch of computer science concerned with
intelligently analyzing and handling complex information
[8,9]—amplifying public health efforts against COVID-19.
Despite the enthusiasm for AI applications since the 1950s, only
recently have we witnessed interest in AI due to the availability
of high-performance computing and vast amounts of data being
generated every second [10].

AI enables machines to become intelligent, understand queries,
sift through and connect mountains of data points, and draw
actionable conclusions [11]. Although defining the taxonomy
of AI is not trivial, its methods can be categorized based on the
objective pursued: learn from knowledge, explore and discover
knowledge, extract conclusions, and reason from knowledge
[8].

Soon after the COVID-19 pandemic spread across the world,
several governments, research institutes, and technology
companies have issued calls to action urging researchers to
develop AI applications to assist with COVID-19–related
research [12]. From a hierarchical perspective, AI can support
COVID-19 at different levels: the molecular level (eg, drug and
vaccine discovery), patient level (eg, patient diagnosis), and
population level (eg, epidemiological surveillance) [13].

A full review of the AI field is beyond the scope of this review,
and we refer the reader to some surveys (eg, [14]) and lectures
(eg, [15,16]). However, we provide a compact overview of the
AI-based techniques occurring most frequently in included
studies in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Research Problem
AI has the ability to analyze big data sets through aggregating
and sifting through mountains of health care data (including
patient data) to generate insights that can enable predictive

analysis. The quick ability to obtain these insights helps
clinicians as well as other stakeholders in the health care
ecosystem to make effective, safe, and timely decisions to better
serve patients and public health policy. There has been a steady
rise in the number of studies regarding the use of AI techniques
to resolve or address the COVID-19 pandemic [13]. Much of
the AI research effort during the COVID-19 pandemic has been
scattered, and a need to explore and summarize how AI
technologies are being used to resolve or address the many
challenges relating to COVID-19 can help us plan on how to
leverage AI technologies in the current or a future pandemic.
Several reviews have been conducted on AI techniques used to
address the COVID-19 pandemic [12,13,17-20]. However, much
of the work has been in the form of literature reviews
[12,13,17-19] or systematic reviews focusing on one application
of AI (eg, diagnosis and prognosis of COVID-19) [20].
Therefore, it is necessary to conduct a more systematic and
comprehensive review that focuses on all applications of AI
used amid the COVID-19 pandemic. Accordingly, this review
aims to explore how AI technology is being used during the
COVID-19 pandemic as reported in the literature. The results
can be useful for health care professionals and policy makers
considering leveraging AI to complement public health efforts
in response to COVID-19.

Methods

To achieve the objective of this study while ensuring both
replicable and transparent methods, we conducted a scoping
review following the guidelines of PRISMA-ScR (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
Extension for Scoping Reviews) [21]. Methods used in this
review are detailed in the following subsections.

Search Strategy

Search Sources
In this review, we performed search queries between April 10
and 12, 2020, on the following online databases: MEDLINE
(via Ovid), EMBASE (via Ovid), PsycInfo (via Ovid), IEEE
Xplore, ACM Digital Library, arXiv, medRxiv, bioRxiv, Scopus,
and Google Scholar. In the case of Google Scholar and due to
the volume of returned hits, only the first 100 results were
considered, as we found that, beyond this, results quickly lose
relevance and applicability. In addition to searching
bibliographic databases, we screened the reference list of the
included studies and relevant reviews to look for other relevant
studies that could be added to this review (ie, backward
reference list checking).

Search Terms
The search terms we used to identify relevant studies were
specified from the available literature and by referring to subject
matter experts. These terms were selected based on the target
intervention (eg, AI, machine learning, and deep learning) and
the target disease (eg, coronavirus, COVID-19, and 2019-nCoV).
Details about the exact search strings used in this study are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Study Eligibility Criteria
In this review, we focused on any AI-based technology or
approach used for any purpose related to the COVID-19
pandemic, such as diagnosis, epidemiological predictions,
treatment and vaccine discovery, and prediction of patient
outcomes. However, we excluded studies providing an overview
or proposing a potential AI technique for COVID-19, or studies
that were purely discussed from a research perspective.

We considered studies published in English between December
25, 2019, and April 12, 2020, such as peer-reviewed articles,
theses, dissertations, conference proceedings, and preprints,
while excluding other publications such as reviews, conference
abstracts, proposals, editorials, and commentaries. We did not
enforce any restrictions on the country of publication, study
design, comparator, and outcomes.

Study Selection
Two reviewers, namely, authors AAA and MA, independently
screened the titles and abstracts of the identified studies. They
independently read the full text of studies that passed the title
and abstract screening. We then investigated any disagreement
between AAA and MA and resolved them through discussion
and consensus. We calculated Cohen kappa [22] to measure the
reviewer’s agreement and found it to be 0.83 for the title and
abstract screening and 0.94 for the full-text reading, indicating
a very good agreement [23]. Multimedia Appendix 3 shows a
matrix of interrater agreement in each step.

Data Extraction
Multimedia Appendix 4 shows a purpose-built data extraction
form, which was pilot-tested using 7 relevant studies to
accurately extract data. The two reviewers (AAA and MA)
independently extracted data related to characteristics of the
included studies, AI techniques, and data sets used for the

development and validation of AI models. Like the study
selection process, any disagreement between the reviewers was
resolved through consensus. We calculated Cohen kappa [22]
and found it to be 0.88, meaning a very good agreement [23].

Data Synthesis
After extracting the data from the identified studies, we used a
narrative approach to synthesize it. Specifically, we classified
and described AI techniques used in the included studies in
terms of their purposes (eg, diagnosis and drug and vaccine
development), AI area or branch (eg, traditional machine
learning and deep learning), AI models and algorithms (eg,
decision tree, random forest, and naive Bayes), and platform
(ie, computer and mobile). Further, we described the data sets
used for development and validation of AI models in terms of
data sources (eg, public databases and clinical settings); type
of data (eg, radiology images, biological data, and laboratory
data); size of the data set; type of validation; and proportion of
training, validation, and test data sets. We used Microsoft Excel
(Microsoft Corporation) to manage data synthesis.

Results

Search Results
We retrieved 435 studies through searching the identified
bibliographic databases (Figure 1). Of those studies, we removed
53 duplicates; we then screened the titles and abstracts of the
remaining 382 studies. The screening process led to the
exclusion of 234 studies for reasons detailed in Figure 1. After
reading the full texts of the remaining 148 studies, we excluded
73 studies, as they did not meet all eligibility criteria. Thus, we
included the remaining 75 studies. We identified 7 additional
studies by checking reference lists of the included studies and
relevant literature reviews. Overall, 82 studies were included
in this review.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the study selection process.

Characteristics of the Included Studies
Among the included studies, 72 were preprints and 10 were
published articles in peer-reviewed journals (Table 1 and Figure
2). About two-thirds (n=53) of the included studies were
submitted in March 2020, and the remaining studies were

published in February and April 2020. However, no studies
were published during the first 2 months of the COVID-19
outbreak. The included studies were conducted in 19 countries;
however, half of the studies (n=41) were published in China.
Multimedia Appendix 5 shows the characteristics of each
included study.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies.

Studies (N=82), nCharacteristics

Paper status

72Preprint

10Published

Submission month

13February

53March

16April

Country of publication

41China

9US

6India

5Turkey

4Canada

3UK

2Bangladesh

1Austria

1Egypt

1Greece

1Hong Kong

1Hungary

1Japan

1Korea

1Netherlands

1Pakistan

1Qatar

1Sudan

1Switzerland
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Figure 2. Publications by months and country.

AI-Based Techniques Used for COVID-19

Purposes or Uses of AI Against COVID-19
As shown in Table 2, AI techniques have been used for five
purposes amid the pandemic. In 31 studies [24-54], AI was used

for diagnosing COVID-19 cases or identifying suspected
COVID-19 cases based on various indicators, including
computed tomography (CT) images [24-38], x-ray images
[39-50], laboratory tests [51,52], genome sequences [53], and
respiratory patterns [54].
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Table 2. Purposes and uses of artificial intelligence against COVID-19.

Studies (N=82), nPurposes/uses

Diagnosis

15CTa images

12X-ray images

2Laboratory tests

1Genome sequence

1Respiratory patterns

Treatment and vaccines

9Drug discovery

4Vaccine discovery

4Protein structure

2Drug repurposing

1Treatment safety

Epidemiology

14Epidemic development

3Potential reservoirs

Patient outcome

6Severity

4Progression to severe

2Mortality risk

1Risk factors

1Hospital stay

Infodemiology

1Raising awareness

aCT: computed tomography.

In 20 studies [55-74], AI was also harnessed for treatment and
vaccines for COVID-19. Specifically, 9 studies used AI for
discovering drugs suitable for combating COVID-19 [55-63],
and 2 studies used AI for repurposing commercially available
drugs that could be used for treating COVID-19 [64,65]. There
was 1 study that employed AI to predict the safety of using
traditional Chinese medicine for COVID-19 [66]. In 4 studies
[67-70], AI was used for discovering COVID-19 vaccines.
Another 4 studies used AI for predicting the protein structure
of SARS-CoV-2, thereby aiding researchers and pharmaceutical
companies to discover drugs for COVID-19 [71-74].

There were 17 studies that used AI for epidemiological modeling
tasks [75-91]. In particular, 14 of these studies employed AI
for forecasting the epidemic development (eg, numbers of
confirmed, recovered, death, suspected, asymptomatic, and
critical cases, and lengths and ending time) [75-88], and 3
studies [89-91] used AI for predicting the potential hosts or
reservoirs of SARS-CoV-2.

In 14 studies [33,92-104], AI was used for patient
outcome–related tasks. In particular, 6 studies used AI for
segmentation and quantification of infected regions in the lungs

due to COVID-19, thereby assessing the severity of the disease
[92-97]. AI was also used in 4 studies for identifying cases at
high risk of progression to severe COVID-19 [33,98-100].
Furthermore, AI was also used for predicting mortality risk
[101,102], its associated factors [103], and the length of hospital
stay in patients with COVID-19 [104].

AI has also been used for infodemiology [105]. Specifically,
AI was used for raising awareness to use water, sanitation, and
hygiene through combining authentic sources of information
with daily news [105]. Multimedia Appendix 5 presents the
purposes or uses of AI techniques in each included study.

Features of AI-Based Techniques Used for COVID-19
In 29 studies [24,31,47, 51,52,58, 63,68,70,
74,79,83-86,88,90,91,95-105], AI techniques used against
COVID-19 were based on traditional machine learning models
and algorithms (Table 3). The most commonly used machine
learning models and algorithms were support vector machine
(SVM) [24, 31, 47,58, 68, 70,79,91,98,101], random forest
[31,58,68,74,90,96,101,103,104], decision tree
[52,58,68,74,79,97,99,101,102], and logistic regression
[31,51,52,58,68,99-101,104].
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Table 3. Features of AI-based techniques used for COVID-19.

Studies (N=82), nFeatures

AIa branchesb

60Deep learning

29Machine learning

3Natural language processing

AI models/ algorithmsc

37Convolutional neural network

10Support vector machine

9Random forest

9Decision tree

9Logistic regression

8Recurrent neural network

6Artificial neural network (unspecified)

4Transfer learning

4Autoencoders

3Deep neural network

3K-nearest neighbors

3Least absolute shrinkage and selection operator

3Polynomial neural network

2Multilayer perceptron

2Advance deep Q-learning network

1AdaBoost

1Auto-regressive integrated moving average model

1Bayesian analysis

1Bidirectional encoder representations from transformers

1Continuous bag of words

1Eureqa modeling

1Genetic algorithm

1Generative adversarial network

1Generalized logistic growth model

1Holistic agent-based model

1Linear discriminant analysis

1Linear regression

1Language model

1Multi-task deep model

1Naive Bayes

1Porter stemming

1Reinforcement learning

1Skip-gram model

1Time series forecasting

1Universal-sentence-encoder-large

1Vector auto average
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Studies (N=82), nFeatures

Platforms

81Computer

1Mobile

aAI: artificial intelligence.
bNumbers do not add up as AI techniques in some studies were based on more than one AI branch.
cNumbers do not add up as several studies used more than one AI model or algorithm.

In 60 studies, AI techniques used against COVID-19 were based
on deep learning models and algorithms
[25-50,53-57,59-67,69,71-73,75-82,87,89,92-95,98,101]. The
most commonly used learning models and algorithms in the
included studies were convolutional neural network (CNN)
[25-50,53,62,64,72,73,82,89,92-95] and recurrent neural
network (RNN) [54,55,57,59,71,73,77,98].

In 2 studies [64,105], AI techniques used against COVID-19
were based on models related to natural language processing
(NLP), such as the continuous bag of words model, skip-gram
models, and porter stemming. Although AI techniques were
implemented in mobile phones for 1 study [105], computers
were the platform for AI techniques in the remaining studies.
Multimedia Appendix 5 shows features of AI-based techniques
used in each included study.

Features of Data Sets Used for Development and
Validation of AI Models
As shown in Table 4, public resources (eg, National Center for
Biotechnology Information [NCBI], GitHub, and Kaggle) were
the most commonly used data source for development and
validation of AI models [24,27, 29,36,39-50,53, 55-65,67-75,77,
80-85,87-89,91-93,103,105]. Other data sources used by the
included studies were as follows: clinical settings (eg, databases
i n  h o s p i t a l s  a n d  m e d i c a l  c e n t e r s )
[25-35,37,38,51,52,63,94-98,100, 102,104], government sources
(eg, Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention)
[53,76,78, 79, 84,86, 90, 99,101], literature (eg, previous studies
and books) [36,40,42,61,66,101], news websites [101,105], and
participants recruited by the study [54].
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Table 4. Features of data sets used for development and validation of artificial intelligence models.

Studies (N=82), nFeatures

Data sourcesa

52Public databases

24Clinical settings

9Government sources

6Literature

2News websites

1Participants

Data typesb

35Radiology image

23Biological data

15Epidemiological data

11Clinical data

8Laboratory data

5Demographic data

1Guidelines

1News articles

Data set sizec

26<1000

161000-9999

8≥10,000

Type of validationd,e

25Train-test split

18K-fold cross-validation

11External validation

Proportion of training set (%)f

3≤25

226-50

1651-75

28>75

Proportion of validation set (%)g

8≤25

326-50

051-75

0>75

Proportion of test set (%)h

35≤25

1026-50

351-75

1>75

aNumbers do not add up as several studies collected their data from more than one data source.
bNumbers do not add up as several studies collected more than one type of data.
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cData set size was reported in 50 studies.
dType of validation was reported in 53 studies.
eNumbers do not add up as 1 study used two different types of validation.
fProportion of the training set was reported in 49 studies.
gProportion of the validation set was reported in 11 studies.
hProportion of the test set was reported in 49 studies.

The types of data collected from these data sources were as
follows: radiology images (eg, CT and x-ray)
[24-50,54,92-96,98,104], biological data (eg, protein and
genome sequences) [53,55-65,67-74,89-91], epidemiological
data (eg, number of infected and recovered cases)
[75-85,87,88,97,102], clinical data (eg, signs, symptoms,
physician notes, and patients’ history) [25,51,52,66,97-103],
laboratory data (blood and polymerase chain reaction test
results) [25,51,52,86,97,98,100,102], demographic data (eg,
age, gender, and ethnicity) [52,99-102], guidelines [105], and
news articles [105].

The data set size was reported by 50 studies, ranging from 31
to 3,000,000. The data set size was less than 1000 samples in
half of these studies [24,27,32,34, 36,37,39, 41,44,45,
47,51-53,69,86,92,94-98,100,102-104], and only 8 studies
reported a size of 10,000 samples or more
[25,26,54,59,61,87,99,101].

Validation of models was reported in 53 studies. Three types
of validation were used in the included studies: train-test split
[25,29, 30, 34-39, 41, 43, 44, 47-50, 59, 75,87,88,
93,94,99,100,103], K-fold cross-validation [24,31,40, 42,45,46,
52,53, 58, 66,68,90-92,96,98, 101,104], and external validation
[26,27,29,32,33,38,51,54,82,95,102].

The training set proportion of the total data set was reported in
49 studies. The proportion of the training set ranged from ≤25%
in 3 studies [25,27,28], 26%-50% in 2 studies [26,95], 51%-75%
in 16 studies [32,33,35,36, 38, 39,47, 51,
59,75,87,88,96,100,102,103], and >75% in 28 studies
[24,29-31,34,37,40-46,48,50, 52-54,58, 66,90-92,
94,98,99,101,104]. The mean of the proportions of the training
set in the 49 studies was 72.7%.

The validation set proportion of the total data set was reported
in 11 studies; it ranged from ≤25% in 8 studies [26,28, 35, 36,38,
47, 48,53] and 26%-50% in 3 studies [25,100,102]. The mean
of the validation set proportions in the 11 studies was 18.7%.

The test set proportion of the total data set was reported in 49
studies, ranging from ≤25% in 35 studies
[24,29-31,34,36,37,40-48,50,52-54,58,59,66,75,87,90-92,94,98-102,104],
26%-50% in 10 studies [26,32,33,35,38,39,51,88,96,103],
51%-75% in 3 studies [25,28,95], and >75% in 1 study [27].
The mean of the test set proportions in the 49 studies was 22.9%.
Multimedia Appendix 6 presents features of the data sets used
for development and validation of AI models in each included
study.

Discussion

Principal Results
In this study, we conducted a scoping review of the use of AI
against COVID-19. We found a lack of publications in
December 2019 and January 2020. This is not surprising, given
that SARS-CoV-2 was only identified on January 7 [106];
insufficient data was not available to back scientific publications,
in particular internationally; and the contagiousness and
aggressiveness of the virus were underestimated (first lockdown
in China was January 23 [106]). Half of the studies in this report
were published in China. Since SARS-CoV-2 originated in
China and affected it the most during the first 3 months of the
pandemic, it had the most data related to COVID-19.
Considering lengthy publication processes and the vast number
of COVID-19–related manuscript submissions, it is also not
surprising that most of the included studies were preprints.

In the included studies, AI was used for five purposes: diagnosis,
treatment and vaccine discovery, epidemiological modeling,
patient outcome–related tasks, and infodemiology. None of the
included studies used AI for other purposes such as contact
tracing of the individuals, providing training to students and
health care professionals, or robotics to deal with suspected and
quarantined cases.

Most of the AI techniques used in the included studies were
based on deep learning approaches such as CNN and RNN. All
but 1 study used desktop machines, workstations, and clusters
as opposed to mobile platforms. This can be explained by the
computational demand in training AIs. Although all major
mobile phone manufacturers equip their flagship models with
AI coprocessors, these coprocessors accelerate inference, a
computationally much lighter task. In addition, federated
learning [107] (a machine learning privacy-preserving technique
usually used in mobile phones) is still in its infancy and raises
issues such as data sovereignty, scalability, and performance.

Data sources used in the included studies usually came from
the public domain (eg, NCBI, GitHub, Kaggle) and proprietary
databases (less common). Radiology images were the most
commonly used type of data, followed by biological data. The
number of samples was still comparably small (less than 1000
in half of the studies). The diversity and size of data indicate a
lack of publicly available data despite COVID-19 cases having
surpassed 5 million at the time of writing. We, therefore, second
Wynants et al [20] call “for immediate sharing of the individual
participant data from COVID-19 studies worldwide.”

Practical and Research Implications
Although this review explores the use of AI against COVID-19,
some applications could prove useful far beyond this pandemic.
For instance, Kiwibot designs autonomous medical delivery
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robots to minimize interpersonal contact [108]. Whiteboard
Coordinator developed a high precision thermal screening device
eliminating individual measurements, leading to higher
throughput and larger social distances [109]. Although mobile
phones are not yet the AI platform of choice, the first apps to
track interpersonal contact using mobile phones have been
published to prioritize COVID-19 testing [110]. Finally, whereas
a real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction test
takes around 25 minutes and requires stocks of chemical
reagents, AI can inspect chest CTs to provide preliminary
diagnoses in seconds. We believe that increasing social distance
and providing fully autonomous checkups will be the most
valuable use of AI beyond the current pandemic.

In the past, fundamental AI research was focused mainly on
faster (or even feasible) training. We believe that, in the future,
this must be complemented with public education. AI mistrust,
because of our still lacking understanding of how AI works at
the deepest level, further raises ethical questions that need to
be answered before AI will be uniformly accepted. We also
found that AI features and results were reported in an
inconsistent manner, potentially fueling AI mistrust and making
a direct comparison between studies difficult. Of the 82 studies,
we found that only 64.6% (n=53) of the studies included in this
review disclosed the type of validation, 61% (n=50) mentioned
the data size, and more than 7% (n=6) did not even specify the
type of AI used. It is therefore important that we as a community
develop a standardized reporting protocol to slow down the
barrage of poorly conducted COVID-19 studies that threaten
to overwhelm serious scientists (1916 related papers were
retrieved before April 5, 2020 by Wynants et al [20]), strengthen
properly conducted studies, and improve reproducibility.

We found that, explicably, the landscape of studies is still
dominated by Chinese institutions, which bears the potential
for cultural, technological, and geospatial biases. However, we
see a recent move toward a more balanced landscape (see Figure
2). Although we identified more than 100 models developed in
the included studies, we did not assess their quality as it was
out of this review’s scope. Therefore, further reviews are needed
to assess the quality of AI models used in the fight against
COVID-19.

Given the current “infodemic” [13], we find it surprising that
NLP is not used more often. We see AI-based analysis of
effective advertisement for nonpharmaceutical interventions as
one research opportunity to answer questions like what manner
of speech results in maximum public acceptance.

Strengths and Limitations

Strengths
Given that this review includes all AI techniques used for the
COVID-19 pandemic regardless of their characteristics, study
design, study setting, and country of publication, it may be

considered the most comprehensive review in this research area.
This helps readers to speculate how AI is being leveraged amid
the COVID-19 pandemic. In comparison with similar reviews
[12,13,17-20], our review is the only one that describes and
summarizes features of the identified AI techniques and data
sets used for their development and validation. Furthermore,
unlike previous reviews [12,13,17-19], this review follows the
full scientific rigor of PRISMA-ScR [21].

In contrast to other reviews, we searched the most commonly
used databases in health and information technology fields to
identify as many relevant studies as possible. Thus, the number
of studies included in this review was much higher than in other
reviews [12,13,17-20]. Additionally, we strove to retrieve gray
literature and minimized the risk of publication bias by searching
Google Scholar and conducting backward reference list
checking. Furthermore, we minimized selection bias by having
two independent reviewers conducting study selection and data
extraction, with a very high agreement in both processes.

Limitations
Given that our review excludes proposals of AI techniques, it
is likely that we missed other applications of AI for COVID-19.
This review, therefore, might not identify all potential uses of
AI for the current pandemic. Owing to practical constraints, the
search was restricted to English studies. Therefore, we probably
missed several studies written in other languages, especially
Chinese. The search query did not include terms related to
specific types of models or algorithms such as CNN, RNN, and
SVM. Thus, it is likely that we missed some studies that used
such terms in their title and abstract instead of the terms that
we used (ie, AI, machine learning, and deep learning). The
findings of this review are mostly based on preprints, which are
more likely to have inaccurate or missing information.
Therefore, the accuracy of the information in the included
studies may affect the accuracy of our findings.

Conclusions
In this study, we provide a scoping review of 82 studies on AI
against COVID-19. Given that many of the proposed methods
are not yet clinically accepted, we remark that the most
rewarding research will be on methods promising value beyond
COVID-19. We believe that mobile phones offer unexploited
potential, but more research in the direction of energy-efficient
and federated learning is needed. We also believe that the use
of NLP to assess effective communication of nonpharmaceutical
interventions is a largely unexplored research direction,
especially since data driving this research is available in the
public domain, unlike much of the data produced by clinical
studies. For AI to gain broad acceptance, standardized reporting
protocols to be followed by studies on AI are needed. Likewise,
more research on AI ethics and explainable AI is needed, paired
with public education initiatives.
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Abstract

Background: Despite excellent prediction performance, noninterpretability has undermined the value of applying deep-learning
algorithms in clinical practice. To overcome this limitation, attention mechanism has been introduced to clinical research as an
explanatory modeling method. However, potential limitations of using this attractive method have not been clarified to clinical
researchers. Furthermore, there has been a lack of introductory information explaining attention mechanisms to clinical researchers.

Objective: The aim of this study was to introduce the basic concepts and design approaches of attention mechanisms. In addition,
we aimed to empirically assess the potential limitations of current attention mechanisms in terms of prediction and interpretability
performance.

Methods: First, the basic concepts and several key considerations regarding attention mechanisms were identified. Second,
four approaches to attention mechanisms were suggested according to a two-dimensional framework based on the degrees of
freedom and uncertainty awareness. Third, the prediction performance, probability reliability, concentration of variable importance,
consistency of attention results, and generalizability of attention results to conventional statistics were assessed in the diabetic
classification modeling setting. Fourth, the potential limitations of attention mechanisms were considered.

Results: Prediction performance was very high for all models. Probability reliability was high in models with uncertainty
awareness. Variable importance was concentrated in several variables when uncertainty awareness was not considered. The
consistency of attention results was high when uncertainty awareness was considered. The generalizability of attention results to
conventional statistics was poor regardless of the modeling approach.

Conclusions: The attention mechanism is an attractive technique with potential to be very promising in the future. However,
it may not yet be desirable to rely on this method to assess variable importance in clinical settings. Therefore, along with theoretical
studies enhancing attention mechanisms, more empirical studies investigating potential limitations should be encouraged.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e18418)   doi:10.2196/18418
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Introduction

In recent years, there has been significant evidence that
deep-learning algorithms can outperform other machine-learning
algorithms and conventional statistics in the medical field [1,2].
Despite the better prediction accuracy than conventional
algorithms, the implications of using deep learning have been
limited owing to the inability to explain the models [3,4].
Particularly in the medical environment, where the association
between a disease and symptoms must be identified to provide
adequate treatments, the interpretability of models is very
important [3-5]. To overcome these limitations, interpretable
deep-learning algorithms such as Shapley Additive Explanations
(SHAP), Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explanations
(LIME), and attention mechanisms have been introduced [6-8].
The commonality of these three methodologies provides
interpretability in the form of variable importance [6-8]. The
difference between the methodologies is that with SHAP or
LIME, variable importance is measured through simulations
that change the data after model training is completed [6,7],
whereas under attention mechanisms, variable importance is
inferred during model training, which improves model
performance by weighting several important variables [8,9].

Based on this advantage, attention mechanisms have starting
to gain appeal in the clinical research field [10-17]. However,
there is a gap between the application of attention mechanisms
in clinical research and up-to-date attention algorithms in
development. Specifically, most of the recent attention studies
have focused on improving the theoretical robustness, design
approach, and model accuracy with attention mechanisms
[10-17]. However, clinical researchers are more interested in
potential limitations that may arise when attention mechanisms
are applied, and how they may differ from conventional
statistics, than in the details as to how robust and sophisticated
attention mechanisms are being developed. A few studies have
introduced the potential limitations of attention mechanisms
[18,19]. However, these studies have been theoretical, making
it difficult for clinical researchers to understand and accept the
results. Thus, it is increasingly necessary to provide a discussion
of what clinical researchers should be aware of when applying
the new concept of attention mechanisms in their research.

With the goal of reducing this gap, the aim of this study was to
evaluate attention mechanisms in terms of prediction
performance and interpretability. In addition, there remains a
lack of guidance for clinical researchers in the implementation
of attention mechanisms; therefore, to facilitate understanding
for clinical researchers, this study preemptively provides basic
concepts, key considerations, and codes for attention
mechanisms. Finally, a case analysis was performed in a
cross-sectional and structured data environment, which is the
simplest data setting possible for clinical researchers.

This study was conducted according to the following procedure.
First, the scope of the study was established in terms of the data

structure. Then, a brief introduction and several important
considerations regarding attention mechanisms were considered.
Second, based on previous research, a two-dimensional
framework was established to guide the four modeling
approaches to attention mechanisms. Third, five empirical tests
with attention mechanisms were performed using the four
models: prediction performance, probability reliability,
concentration of variable importance, consistency of attention
results, and generalizability of attention results to conventional
statistics. Finally, potential limitations that may arise when
using attention mechanisms were identified.

Methods

Research Scope
Since the design approaches of attention mechanisms differ
greatly depending on the data structure, the scope of this study
was established in terms of data structure. Specifically, attention
mechanism research in the medical field can be divided into
two main categories from a data point of view. The first category
is an unstructured data area where data containing natural
language and images cannot be stored in a row and column table
structure [20,21]. In the field of natural language processing,
attention mechanisms have been applied to determine the
relationship between words or between words and diseases in
clinical notes [13,14,22]. In the image area, attention
mechanisms have been used to highlight which parts of clinical
images were related to clinical events, or to annotate the images
[15-17]. The second category is a structured data area where
data can be organized in table formats with a row and column
structure [21]. In this area, attention mechanisms have been
applied to electronic health records to determine variables that
are strongly associated with clinical events [9,12,23].

Structured data familiar to clinical researchers are widely
applicable to most statistical analyses, including linear
regression analysis and analysis of variance (ANOVA). Since
one purpose of this study was to compare the results of attention
mechanisms and conventional statistical methods, the scope of
the study was limited to structured data. Furthermore, most
previous attention mechanism studies using structured data have
been conducted in time-series settings [9,12,23]. However, this
study was conducted in a cross-sectional data setting, which is
simpler and easier than a time-series data setting, and can
therefore help readers less familiar with attention mechanisms
to better understand the results of the case study.

Introduction to Attention

Concepts of Attention Mechanisms
Attention, one of the layers in a neural network model, quantifies
the importance of input variables in terms of their impact on
outcomes (Figure 1) [8,24,25]. Attention is mostly calculated
based on the Softmax function (Notation A1 in Multimedia
Appendix 1), such that each node in the layer has a value
between 0 and 1 and the sum of all node values must be 1
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[8,24,25]. When the node size of attention is equal to the number
of input variables, the influence of the input variables can be
transferred toward the model outcome by multiplying the
attention values with the corresponding input variables (Context
layer in Figure 1A) [8,24,25]. Accordingly, in the case of binary
classification, all values in the context layer are summed

together to produce a single value (Summation in Figure 1A).
The efficient model design without context layers is possible
through the dot product between the input and attention values
(Figure 1B). Finally, the single value may be converted to a
value between 0 and 1 through the sigmoid function (Sigmoid
transformation in Figure 1A and B).

Figure 1. Model structures for attention implementation. (A) Basic architecture of an attention mechanism model. (B) Model architecture where the
dot product is employed for transferring the influence of input variables toward the outcome. (C) Model architecture where the importance of input
variables may be decayed. (D) Model architecture that is aware of uncertainty. The percentages in the circles show examples of attention values.

The attention value of a certain variable indicates the relative
importance of that variable compared with that of other
variables. If the attention value of a particular variable is large,
the large influence of that variable is transmitted when predicting
the outcome variable. As an extreme example, when the
attention value of a variable is 1, only that variable is used to
predict the outcome variable, whereas if the attention value of
a variable is 0, that variable is not used to predict the outcome
variable. Figure 1A shows the basic architecture of a model
with attention mechanisms; the code for the model implemented
in Keras is provided in Codes A1 of Multimedia Appendix 2.

Consideration in Attention Modeling
Attention mechanisms can be implemented in various ways,
because the key feature of deep-learning modeling is that users
can freely design the structure [8,9,23-25]. However, there is a
primary important consideration in implementing attention

mechanisms. In some cases, the influence of variable importance
in the context layer can be distorted. For instance, if all wi values
are close to 0, the value of C1 has a minor effect on the next
layer even if that value is the highest in the context layer (Figure
1C). Moreover, even if the value of C2 is the lowest, if all vis
have very large positive values, the large influence of C2 can
be passed to the next layer (Figure 1C). As such, context values
can be skewed as they are computed through a weight matrix
in the process of being passed to the next layer (ie, Dense layer
in Figure 1C). As a result, the skewed effects can be propagated
to the model output if the output is inferred from the layer.
Therefore, it is very important to design a structure where the
outputs are not computed through weight matrices [9,23].
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Modeling Approaches
Although deep-learning models can be developed in various
ways depending on the tendency of developers, two approaches
have been commonly applied in recent attention studies:
increasing the degrees of freedom and uncertainty awareness
(UA).

Increase in the Degrees of Freedom
The mechanism for increasing the degrees of freedom is to
design multi-attention layers; representative algorithms that
reflect such a mechanism include transformer and bidirectional
transformer (BERT) [8,26]. Our intuition regarding the
effectiveness of the mechanism relies on the idea that models
can learn the importance of input variables from various
perspectives [8,26]. Given the randomness feature of
deep-learning training, the result from one attention layer can
be unreliable. However, the multi-attention model offers
multiple result sets with variable importance so that a reliable
set of results may compensate for an unreliable set.
Consequently, models in which multi-attention layers are applied
have recently shown better performance than other models
[8,26-28].

UA
Deep-learning algorithms are not free from the uncertainty issue,
which concerns the fact that prediction results have the potential

to be incomplete in terms of accuracy and consistency [9,29-33].
The major sources of uncertainty include data with noise and
omissions, the complexity of the model associated with the
parameters (ie, number of weights and type of activation
functions), and the structures (ie, degree of depth) [30,31]. One
way to alleviate this issue is to consider the presence of
uncertainty in modeling [9,29,32,33]. Specifically, we may
assume that node values (ie, attention values) in a certain layer

come from a distribution with a mean (μ) and a variance (σ2;
Figure 1D) [9,29,32,33]. A normal distribution (ie, a Gaussian
distribution) that is theoretically clear and can be computed
efficiently is often assumed [9,29,32,33]. Based on this
assumption, certain values with high probability are estimated,
which may mitigate the random nature of deep-learning training
[9,29-33]. A representative model designed under these
assumptions is the variational auto-encoder [32,33].

Framework for Empirical Tests
Based on the discussion above, two directions (ie, degree of
freedom and UA) were considered for attention modeling
(Figure 2). In this two-dimensional framework, four cases were
suggested for empirical tests (Figure 2). Degree of freedom is
related to model structures and UA is related to the estimation
approach.

Figure 2. Framework for empirical tests.

Empirical test entries for the four models in the framework were
categorized into two broad categories: outcome and attention
(Table 1). In terms of model outcome, a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) test, which expresses model accuracy based

on the relationship between sensitivity and specificity, was
employed for prediction performance [34]. In addition, the
performance of probability reliability, which measures the
degree of agreement between predicted and actual probability,
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was assessed using a reliability diagram and Brier scores
[35-37].

In terms of attention, the degree of how concentrated the variable
importance was in particular variables was measured (ie,
Concentration in Table 1). The Herfindahl index, which
represents the degree of concentration with values ranging from
near 0 (least concentrated) to 1 (most concentrated), was
employed for this measure [38]. Furthermore, correlation
analysis was conducted to evaluate the consistency of attention
results between multiple instances. Lastly, the generalizability

of attention results was tested in two ways. First, the variable
effect sizes obtained from conventional statistical methods (t
test, Cohen d; chi-square test, Cramer V) were compared with
variable importance (ie, attention values) [39,40]. For clear
comparison from a clinical point of view, only the top 5% of
the variables in terms of effect size (ie, conventional methods)
and variable importance (ie, attention) were compared. Second,
regression analysis was used to determine the overall
relationship between attention values and effect sizes from
conventional methods.

Table 1. Empirical test entries for measuring the performance of four models.

MethodsEntries (measures)

Outcome

Prediction performance • Receiver operating characteristic

Probability reliability • Reliability diagrams

Attention

Concentration • Herfindahl index (near 0, least concentrated; 1, most concentrated)

Consistency • Correlation

Generalizability • Effect size: Cohen d (t test), Cramer V (chi-square test)

• Regression analysis (dependent variable, effect size obtained from conventional
methods; independent variable, attention values)

Model Specifications

Model Designs
Four models were developed according to the framework
presented in Figure 2. The letters A, B, C, and D represent
quadrants on the framework that correspond to the letters

representing the model designs in Figure 3 and Figure 4. Model
A (without any uncertainty considerations) has only a single
attention layer (Figure 3A). The basic design of model B is the
same as that of model A; however, it differs in that it has

additional layers for UA (see layers with μ, σ2, and z in Figure
3B). Thus, attention values in model B were estimated from the
Gaussian distribution [9,33].

Figure 3. Model designs for single attention mechanisms. UA: uncertainty awareness. The concept of "reparameterization trick" is described in Concept
A1 of Multimedia Appendix 1.

The two models in which the degree of freedom is considered
are presented in Figure 4. The difference between models C and

D is that uncertainty in attention estimation is considered in

model D (see layers with μ, σ2, and z in Figure 4D).
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Since these models have multi-attention layers (ie, Local
attention in Figure 4) with a heuristic size of 20, multiple
attentions are estimated. Thus, a novel structure was designed
to convey the multiple values in the direction of model
outcomes. Specifically, a context layer was created as the dot
product of the local attention layer and the input layer (see
Context layer in Figure 4). Each value on the context layer

represents the summed impact of each corresponding local
attention layer. Next, a “Weights of each local attention layer”
was formed, whose role is to weigh (with weights between 0
and 1) the summed impact values in the context layer (Figure
4). Lastly, the outcome layer was created as the dot product of
the weights of each local attention layer and the context layer.

Figure 4. Model designs for multi-attention mechanisms. UA: uncertainty awareness. The concept of "reparameterization trick" is described in Concept
A1 of Multimedia Appendix 1.

This somewhat complex structure ensures that the influence of
one variable is passed only once to the model outcome, even if
attention values are inferred multiple times (20 times in this
case). Furthermore, using both the local attention layer and the
weights corresponding to each vector, a unique attention value
for each variable can be obtained, which facilitates
interpretation.

Graphical and mathematical notations are provided for obtaining
a set of unique values (global attention in Figure A1 of
Multimedia Appendix 1). In addition, details of the four models
are provided as Keras codes in Codes A2-A5 of Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Settings for Rigorous Analysis
A 10-fold test was performed to assess the empirical test entries.
The dataset was divided into 10 test sets (10% of total sets) and
10 training sets (90% of total sets). The training sets were then
subdivided with 80% used directly for model training and 20%
for validation.

Entries related to the model outcome (Table 1) were evaluated
using all predicted probabilities of the entire sample. In other
words, all of the values estimated from the 10 test sets were
combined into one total set, which was then used for testing.
Entries related to model attention were assessed based on the
level of fold sets. Specifically, all of the estimated attention

values were aggregated so that each set of 10 folds had a
representative value. For rigorous estimation, both outcome and
attention were estimated through Monte Carlo simulations with
100 trials [5,25]. Detailed procedures for estimating outcome
and attention values are provided in the form of
pseudoalgorithms (Algorithms A1-A3) in Multimedia Appendix
2.

Cost Functions
The binary cross-entropy function, which is generally used in
binary outcome settings [41,42], was employed for models A
and C where UA was not considered. However, the loss
functions for models B and D, given their UA, were specified
differently.

The UA models assume that the model outcome is dependent

on the normal distribution (ie, layers with μ, σ2, and z), which
infers the attention value [9,32,33]. Therefore, the distribution
associated with attention should be considered in the cost
function. The cost function under these assumptions was derived
through Bayesian inference theory [9,32,33,43]. According to
this theory, the network weights should be learned so that the
distributions in the z layer generated by the weights (see z layer
in Figure 3B) become similar to the true distributions in the z
layer [9,32,33,43]. Therefore, the cost function for uncertainty
awareness models consists of two terms: the loss associated
with the model outcome and the degree of similarity associated
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with the z distribution [9,32,33,43]. The cost function, with its
description, is presented in Notation A2 of Multimedia Appendix
1.

Learning Environments and Parameters
Attention models were developed, learned, and tested on Keras
2.3.1, tensorflow 2.1.0, and Python 3.7.6. Adam with a learning
rate of 0.001 was employed as an optimizer to train all models.
A training dataset with a batch size of 5000 was provided to the
model. The early-stop rule was applied to stop training the
models at the optimal epoch. Thus, model training was
terminated when the loss value of the validation set did not
improve further during the last 1200 epochs. Other details about
activation functions and the structure of nodes and layers are
provided in Code A2 to Code A5 of Multimedia Appendix 2.
For the effect sizes of conventional statistical methods, the
values for Cohen d and Cramer V were obtained from researchpy
0.2.3, a third-party Python library. Additionally, regression
analysis was performed on Stata 13, a commercial statistical
analysis software.

Data
The case analysis was performed in a setting where the
relationship between a disease and other variables is well
established: an 8-year (2010 to 2017 inclusive) cumulative
Korea National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey
dataset, which assesses the nutrition and health status of Koreans
and collects information about major chronic diseases such as
metabolic syndrome and diabetes [44]. Since the association
between diabetes and other variables has been well established
through prior studies using these data, this selection facilitated
a clear assessment of the empirical test results of this study
[45-49]. Thus, a diabetes diagnosis (1=diabetes, 0=no diabetes)
was set as the outcome variable for the four attention models.
The subjects were classified as having or not having diabetes
based on whether they were diagnosed by a doctor, or received
diabetes medication or insulin injections. Fasting blood glucose
levels, which are a very strong indicator for diagnosing diabetes,
were intentionally used as an input variable to evaluate the
power of the attention mechanism for determining important
variables.

In the 8-year cumulative data, only variables with consistent
labels during that period were included. Variables with no
change in value, containing more than a 50% omission rate and
subject identification information were excluded from the study
set. Categorical variables of both nominal and ordinal types
were integerized using integer encoding [50]. In other words,
class labels of each categorical variable were converted into
integers. Missing values were encoded as the extreme value
99,999. Since deep-learning algorithms can learn the nonlinear
relations among variables [51], these encoding approaches can
be workable and are efficient in settings where preprocessing
is demanding owing to many variables. All values in input
variables except for a missing value indicator (ie, 99,999) were
normalized to be between 0 and 1, and were then fed into the
deep-learning models.

Results

Data Preprocessing
There were 238 variables with consistent labels in the 8-year
cumulative dataset. Only 128 variables were selected by
preprocessing. There were 22 variables with no change in value,
84 variables with more than 50% missing values, and 4 variables
containing identification information that were excluded from
the analysis. The total number of observations (ie, the number
of subjects) was 33,065, with an average age of 48.89 years and
with men accounting for 40.41% (n=13,361) of the sample.
Only 6 variables had no omissions, and the average missing
rate of variables with omissions was 10.38%

Outcome

Prediction Performance
Figure 5 represents the results for the ROC test and area under
the curve (AUC) values of the five models. The results are based
on the combined sets of predicted probabilities of 10 test sets
of each model. According to the AUC results, the accuracy of
the five models in terms of sensitivity and specificity was
excellent overall. The AUCs of the base model without the
attention mechanism, the single attention model, multi-attention
model, single attention model with UA, and multi-attention
model with UA were 0.977, 0.948, 0.968, 0.965, and 0.976,
respectively.
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Figure 5. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) test for the four models. All values estimated from 10 test sets are combined into one set for each
model. The base indicates the deep-learning model without attention mechanisms. UA: uncertainty awareness.

Probability Reliability
Figure 6 shows the performance of probability reliability for
the four models in the form of a reliability diagram. A
characteristic of the UA models is that most fractions of
positives were plotted above the diagonal. By contrast, models

without UA showed more fractions of positives below the
diagonal than the other models. The fraction of positives of the
multi-attention with UA model was the closest to the diagonal.
The Brier scores of the single attention, multi-attention, single
attention with UA, and multi-attention with UA models were
0.018, 0.0171, 0.0148, and 0.0142, respectively.
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Figure 6. Reliability diagrams for four models. The Brier score measures the overall reliability of probabilistic predictions. UA: uncertainty awareness.

Attention

Concentration
Figure 7 shows stacked Herfindahl indices sorted by value size
for the 10-fold sets in each model. The values for each fold are
presented in Table A1 of Multimedia Appendix 1. In general,
models without UA showed relatively large Herfindahl indices.
The average Herfindahl index values for the single attention

and multi-attention models were 0.236 and 0.048, respectively.
However, models with UA had very small values, regardless
of the degree of freedom. The average Herfindahl index values
for the single attention with UA and multi-attention with UA
models were 0.01 and 0.01, respectively. These results indicate
that influence is more concentrated on several variables in
models where uncertainty is not considered than in those where
uncertainty is considered.
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Figure 7. Herfindahl index values of 10-fold sets for each model. UA: uncertainty awareness.

Consistency
Figure 8 shows histograms for the 45 correlations
({[10×10]–10}/2) among the 10-fold sets for each model. In
general, the correlations of the fold sets from the models with

UA were higher than those of the models without UA. The
average correlations of the fold sets from both models without
UA were calculated to be close to zero (ie, 0.01 and 0.1).
Moreover, the average correlations from the two models with
UA were calculated as 0.99 and 0.66, respectively.
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Figure 8. Histograms for correlations among 10-fold sets for each model. UA: uncertainty awareness.

Generalizability
Table 2 shows the results of the variable importance learned by
the attention models and the effect sizes measured by
conventional statistical methods. Definitions of each variable
are provided in Table A2 of Multimedia Appendix 1. The top
5% (127×0.05=6) of variables, sorted by the magnitude of values
obtained from each method, are reported. Since Cohen d from

conventional methods may take on negative values, the absolute
value was applied when sorting. Overall, models in which
uncertainty was not considered were trained to have high
attention values. Furthermore, variables such as “allownc”
(whether to receive a basic living allowance) and “house”
(whether to have own house) that bear little relation to health
status were included in the results.
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Table 2. Top 5% variable importance results estimated by different methods.

Attention valueb/Effect sizecVariablea

Single attention model

0.0615sm_presnt

0.0519BD1

0.0479pa_walk

0.0468HE_Upro

0.0430HE_alt

0.0413Npins

Multi-attention model

0.041HE_HB

0.033Sex

0.032Pa_walk

0.027HE_HBsAg

0.026Allownc

0.026HE_sbp

Single attention model with UAd

0.050pa_walk

0.017BH9_11

0.011HE_THfh2

0.010HE_THfh1

0.010HE_THfh3

0.010DI5_dg

Multi-attention model with UA

0.050pa_walk

0.019HE_THfh2

0.015BH9_11

0.013HE_THfh1

0.010HE_ast

0.010house

Conventional statisticse

1.536age

1.214HE_glu

–1.014HE_HbA1c

–0.516Wt_pool_1

–0.516Wt_itvex

0.319HE_Uglu

aSee Table A2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 for variable label descriptions.
bAverage from the 10 fold sets.
cEffect size is presented only for the conventional statistics.
dUA: uncertainty awareness.
eNull hypothesis of categorical variables=no relationships between diabetes and a categorical variable; null hypothesis of continuous variables=no
difference in variables between the diabetes and no diabetes groups.
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Table 3 shows the overall relationship between the effect sizes
of variables and variable importance. Since attention values
from both single attention and multi-attention models with UA
had a high correlation (0.943), two regression models in which

the two variables did not overlap were specified. The regression
results showed no association between the variable importance
from attention models and the effect size of variables from
conventional methods.

Table 3. Regression analysis results for assessing an association between attention values and effect sizes.

Regression 2Regression 1Regression model variablesa

P > tCoefficientP > tCoefficient

0.652−0.6680.635−0.696Single attention

0.4762.0190.4871.897Multi-attention

——c0.797−1.351Single attention with UAb

0.772−1.541——Multi-attention with UA

0.0750.0750.090.075Intercept

aThe dependent variable is the absolute value of effect size, calculated by Cohen d for continuous variables and Cramer V for categorical variables. The
total number of observations is equal to the number of variables.
bUA: uncertainty awareness.
c—: variable not included in the regression model.

Discussion

Principal Findings

Reliability
A difference in performance according to the degree of freedom
was prominent in the probability reliability diagram (Figure 6).
The fraction of positives located above the diagonal indicates
that probabilities are predicted to be larger than expected, while
the fraction of positives located below the diagonal means that
probabilities are estimated to be smaller than expected [35,36].
In this regard, overall probabilities from the two attention
models without UA tended to be underestimated, whereas the
attention models with UA tended to overestimate probabilities.
Although no clear causal relationship has been identified, several
lines of empirical evidence suggest that the over- and
underestimation is associated with data noise, estimation
methods, and parameter settings [30,52-54].

Since the difference appeared to be based on the UA axis, the
over- or underestimation tendency of the models may be related
to UA. Furthermore, the Brier scores of the two models with
UA were smaller than those of the two models without UA,
indicating that models with UA tend to estimate more reliable
probabilities than models without UA. These findings are
consistent with the results of recent research that estimated
reliable outcomes with an emphasis on UA [9,55-57].
Theoretically, the most probabilistic values are inferred from a
distribution that takes means and variances into account under
UA [9,55-57]. Thus, the awareness of uncertainty may bring
reliability to the prediction results of deep-learning models,
which are vulnerable to randomness during the learning process.

Consistency
UA produced noticeable differences in results consistency and
the concentration of variable importance. Specifically, in UA
models with low Herfindahl indices, variable importance
appeared to be distributed over many variables in contrast to
models that did not consider uncertainty (Figure 7). In addition,

high correlations between 10-fold sets were found in the
attention results from the UA models, whereas no correlations
were found in the results from UA models (Figure 8).
Furthermore, the attention values in the models with UA were
generally smaller than those of models without UA.

These results suggest that the consistency of results from the
UA models is high because the variable importance with overall
low values is distributed evenly over most variables. This result
is closely associated with the assumption that attention values
were estimated based on a normal distribution within the cost
function (see equation for the Kullback–Leibler divergence DKL

in Notation A2 of Multimedia Appendix 1). According to this

equation, as both μ and σ2 approach zero, model parameters for
forming the normal distribution approximate the true theoretical
distribution, indicating that the models are well learned [32,33].
Consequently, the overall attention values were small since the
overall values of μ were small.

Spurious Correlations
As with conventional statistical methods, the attention models
were unable to control spurious correlations during attention
learning. Specifically, of the top 5% of variables obtained from
conventional statistics, wt_pool_1 (interview weight combined
years) and wt_itvex (interview weight for a single year) have
little to do with health status (Table 2). These variables are
weights for compensating errors due to differences in the number
of households and populations between the sample design time
and the survey time. In addition, the variables “allownc”
(whether to receive basic living allowance) and “house”
(whether to have own house) were obtained from the attention
models (Table 2). These results may suggest spurious
correlations in the dataset itself [58]. In other words, these
variables, with little relation to diabetes, have a relatively close
relationship with diabetes only by chance.

Generalizability to Conventional Statistics
In terms of clinically relevant variables, no significant
association between the results of conventional statistics and
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attention models was found. Specifically, the variables age,
HE_glu (fasting blood sugar), HE_HbA1c (hemoglobin AIC),
and HE_Uglu (urine glucose) selected by conventional methods
are well known to have a direct association with diabetes
[59-61]. In addition, several variables, including pa_walk
(amount of walking) and BH9_11 (vaccination status against
influenza virus), obtained by the attention models are less
directly related to diabetes. These variables may represent
behavioral characteristics of patients with diabetes who are
trying to manage their health.

Furthermore, there was no intersection of variables selected by
both attention models and conventional statistical methods
(Table 2). In particular, HE_glu, which was intentionally used
as an input variable for testing purposes, was not determined
as a major variable in the attention mechanism models in
contrast to the conventional statistical methods. Additionally,
no variable was statistically significant in the regression analysis
that evaluated the positive association between attention values
and effect sizes (Table 3). Comprehensively, these results
suggest that the variable importance obtained from attention
mechanisms may not be generalized to the effect size of
conventional statistics.

Lessons from the Findings

Hyperparameters
The model structure and weight of terms in the cost function
are hyperparameters to be adjusted. In terms of the model
structure, the degree of freedom of attention layers was
evaluated by comparing two extreme cases of 1 attention layer
and 20 attention layers. Although the size of attention layers
does not make a significant difference, the results can be
significantly different if the number of attention layers is
different under other conditions.

Furthermore, by taking uncertainty into account in the models,
a term (ie, the degree of similarity associated with the normal
distribution) was added to the cost function. However, as
discussed previously, this term may interfere with the
assignment of great importance values to variables by making
all μ values small. To alleviate this issue, the weight of the term
may be lowered, so that the term is less reflected during model
training [9,29,33].

However, hyperparameter tuning is not conducted based on a
theoretical basis but rather on a heuristic basis. In other words,
there is no standard of how many attention layers should be
specified and how much the weight should be adjusted for better
results. If the goal of building models aims to maximize
accuracy, various hyperparameter settings can be tested in the
direction of increasing model accuracy. However, there is no
clear criterion to maximize the performance of interpretability.
In other words, although various hyperparameter settings are
tested, finding the best-optimized hyperparameter setting based
on the statistical point of view is challenging. Therefore, the
variable importance should be understood in a limited way only
within the framework of this experiment.

Potential Limitations of Interpretability
There was no significant association between the variable
importance obtained from the attention mechanism and the
effect size obtained from conventional statistics. One of the
most probable reasons for this result is that the assumption of
the association among input variables is different between
conventional methods and deep-learning algorithms.
Specifically, conventional statistical methodologies such as
linear regression analysis and ANOVA basically estimate effect
sizes based on the assumption of independence between input
variables [62,63]. Thus, if a particular input variable has nothing
to do with an outcome variable, the variable has little effect on
the outcome. In contrast, neural network–based algorithms,
including deep learning, infer outcome variables by taking into
account the dependencies between the input variables [41,42].
Therefore, a variable that is not directly related to an outcome
variable but is associated with others that are related to the
outcome variable may have a somewhat greater effect on the
outcome variable. Owing to these differences, attention results
must not be considered to have similar meanings and tendency
to the variable effect size from conventional methodologies.

Recent new technologies such as sensors (ie, wearable devices
or facilities in operating rooms) have produced new types of
data. Since the associations between variables have not yet been
fully explored, relying solely on attention mechanisms may lead
to a false judgment that variables that have minimal association
with the outcome variable are important. Hence, it is advisable
to consider the results of attention and conventional statistics
together.

Furthermore, in situations where there is a spurious correlation,
neither method provides good explanatory power. Spurious
correlations can only be eliminated through data preprocessing
based on domain knowledge. Hence, care must be taken when
implementing both attention models and conventional statistical
methods in environments with manifold variables that cannot
be preprocessed (ie, included or excluded) using definite
knowledge. In particular, finding new features using attention
mechanisms may not be adequate in environments where the
data are susceptible to spurious correlations owing to a large
number of variables but few observations such as in the field
of genetic engineering [64,65]. In this case, it may be appropriate
to employ results of attention mechanisms for reaffirming
existing findings in previous research or supporting informed
knowledge.

Future Direction for Medical Informatics
The results of this study provide several points of guidance for
future research in the medical field. First, more empirical
evidence should be secured based on various structures in terms
of the degree of freedom. It may be desirable to test what
attention results are produced when different values of degree
of freedom are employed. Particularly, given that the medical
field has various data types such as images, natural languages,
and numerical values, attention results should be assessed
according to the degree of freedom with consideration of the
data characteristics [66-69].
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Second, attention models with more sophisticated UA should
be tested. In this study, the model outcome variable was assumed
to depend on the distribution of the attention layer; that is,
P(diabetes|z). However, current state-of-the-art Bayesian
estimation assumes that the model outcomes depend on all
network weights and data; that is, P(outcome|z, weight, data)
[9,29]. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate how the variable
importance is formed when more up-to-date estimation methods
are applied.

Third, more research that strictly evaluates variable importance
based on attention mechanisms over diverse disease domains
is needed. As found in this study, attention has its limitations
in terms of generalizability to conventional statistics and control
of spurious correlations. However, since this case study was
conducted with a single cohort of Korean patients with diabetes,
more empirical evidence from various cohorts or diseases should
be tested to confirm that attention mechanisms may not provide
any significant meaning. Importantly, for elaborate empirical
research, a greater in-depth understanding of the association
between covariates and health outcomes is needed. Hence, more
domain experts on a specific disease along with data scientists
should be actively involved in these studies.

Fourth, methods for controlling the distribution of variable
importance should be studied. As revealed in this analysis, the
variable importance can be distributed over many variables or
concentrated on a few variables depending on the model
structure (Figure 7). When examining the overall relationships
between covariates and health outcomes such as a
comprehensive review of national health status [45-49], it may
be desirable to detect many potentially important variables. By
contrast, when the relationship between a small number of key
variables and outcome is important, such as in the generation
of targeted therapy [70,71], the importance should be focused
on a few variables. However, to the best of our knowledge, most
existing attention studies have not considered the control of the
variable importance distribution [8,10-12,24,25,32,33,66,68].
Therefore, more studies on this subject are needed.

Limitations
There are several limitations to be aware of when assessing the
academic value of this study. First, well-behaved data with
excellent predictive performance owing to the data
characteristics were employed for the analysis. For this reason,
the overall AUC performance (see ROC test in Figure 5) might
have been good for all approaches (ie, the degree of freedom
and UA). When the attention mechanisms are applied to
ill-behaved data without manipulation, such as the intentional
use of a variable HE_glu as an input variable, the model
accuracy may be reduced. If the accuracy of the model is

moderate and domain expertise exists for the disease, it is still
advisable to attempt a variable importance interpretation.
However, if the model accuracy becomes too poor, it may not
be worthwhile to interpret the variable importance. Furthermore,
categorical variables of both nominal and ordinal types were
integerized, and missing values were encoded as the extreme
value in this study. Although this operationalization can be
efficient in deep-learning algorithms that can learn nonlinear
relationships, it is not a robust approach. Thus, it is necessary
to identify problems with the approach and to discuss how to
deal with them when ill-behaved data with robust
operationalization are employed. Furthermore, since data from
a single cohort were used, the results of this study, which point
out the limitations of the interpretable power of attention
mechanisms, should not be generalized. Rather, it should be
recognized that accuracy performance and interpretable power
may vary depending on the modeling approaches and data.

Second, this study does not guarantee that state-of-the-art
estimation methods for UA were applied. Specifically, the
models’ outcomes do not depend on network weights. In
addition, research on estimation methodologies in deep learning
is in progress, and therefore new methodologies are still being
developed. Accordingly, the value of this study lies in the
framework proposals that suggest the research direction of
attention modeling rather than in the details of attention
estimation methods.

Third, the design of weights of each local attention layer is not
as sophisticated as the design of local attention layers (Figure
4). Specifically, uncertainty considerations are not assumed in
the weights layer. Moreover, this layer does not have to be
dependent on the local attention layer. In other words, the
weights layer may be designed as an independent layer that does
not come from the local attention layer. We plan to perform
various investigations in this area.

Conclusions
Attention mechanisms have the potential to make a significant
contribution to the medical field, where explanatory power is
important, by overcoming the limitations of the
noninterpretability of deep-learning algorithms. However,
potential problems that may arise when attention mechanisms
are applied in practice have not been well studied. Thus, we
hope that this study will serve as a cornerstone to raise potential
issues, and that many similar studies will be conducted in the
future. The cohesive awareness of potential problems arising
from attention mechanisms in the field of application will
provide theoretical researchers with new goals for
problem-solving.
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Notations, global attention inference procedure, Herfindahl index values, variable label descriptions, and reparameterization trick
concept description.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19, which is accompanied by acute respiratory distress, multiple organ failure, and death, has spread
worldwide much faster than previously thought. However, at present, it has limited treatments.

Objective: To overcome this issue, we developed an artificial intelligence (AI) model of COVID-19, named EDRnet (ensemble
learning model based on deep neural network and random forest models), to predict in-hospital mortality using a routine blood
sample at the time of hospital admission.

Methods: We selected 28 blood biomarkers and used the age and gender information of patients as model inputs. To improve
the mortality prediction, we adopted an ensemble approach combining deep neural network and random forest models. We trained
our model with a database of blood samples from 361 COVID-19 patients in Wuhan, China, and applied it to 106 COVID-19
patients in three Korean medical institutions.

Results: In the testing data sets, EDRnet provided high sensitivity (100%), specificity (91%), and accuracy (92%). To extend
the number of patient data points, we developed a web application (BeatCOVID19) where anyone can access the model to predict
mortality and can register his or her own blood laboratory results.

Conclusions: Our new AI model, EDRnet, accurately predicts the mortality rate for COVID-19. It is publicly available and
aims to help health care providers fight COVID-19 and improve patients’ outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e25442)   doi:10.2196/25442
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Introduction

COVID-19 is a highly contagious infection caused by
SARS-CoV2. In severe cases, COVID-19 causes acute
respiratory distress, multiple organ failure, and, eventually,
death [1]. As of November 2020, COVID-19 cases and deaths
are approaching 60 million and 1.5 million, respectively,
worldwide.

In a pandemic situation, the most important issue in the
management of patients diagnosed with COVID-19 is to select
patients at risk of high mortality in the early period of disease
and to provide appropriate treatments [2]. Particularly, the
condition of patients at high risk can rapidly deteriorate. Some
papers reported that deceased COVID-19 patients initially had
mild symptoms but suddenly transitioned to a critical stage,
leading to death [3-5]. In Italy, 75% of deceased patients showed
mild symptoms, such as fever, dyspnea, and cough, at admission
to the hospital [1]. Thus, the development of a prognostic model
to predict mortality as early as possible is very critical.

In this pandemic crisis, the shortage of resources and medical
staff causes big problems in the health care system. Accordingly,
artificial intelligence (AI) can aid in the management of
COVID-19 patients. A recent research study has developed an
AI prediction model of mortality based on blood test results [6].
In this study, Yan et al initially considered 73 blood-borne
markers for the mortality prediction model; finally, three blood
biomarkers were selected, including lactate dehydrogenase
(LDH), lymphocyte, and high-sensitivity C-reactive protein
(hs-CRP). This model predicted mortality with 90% accuracy
based on a decision tree using an XGBoost classifier [7] to
analyze feature importance.

However, Yan et al’s study has drawbacks. First, the three
biomarkers derived from the XGBoost-based feature selection
may not be the best choices. Feature importance provides a
score indicating how each feature contributes in the construction
of decision trees within the model. However, due to the
stochastic nature of machine learning algorithms, each feature’s
importance score may vary. Moreover, in decision tree
algorithms, such as an XGBoost and a random forest (RF), when
multiple features have the same gain during the split, a branch
in a tree is made by randomly selecting features among them.
Second, numerous studies have shown that the disease
progression of COVID-19 is not only associated with LDH
[2,8-11], lymphocyte [12,13], and hs-CRP [2,10,14-17] but also
with other blood-based biomarkers, such as neutrophil counts
[16,18,19], albumin [18,20,21], and prothrombin activity

[18,22-24]. In our study, we developed an AI model using 28
biomarkers for predicting the mortality of COVID-19 patients.
Third, the three biomarker-based AI models [6] predicted
mortality 10 days before a patient’s recovery or death. These
limitations show that the model may not work for COVID-19
patients who have just been diagnosed and hospitalized.

Therefore, in this study, we aimed to develop an AI model based
on a blood test for mortality prediction at the early stage of
hospital admission. We deployed the developed AI model on a
public website so that all patients and medical staff could predict
mortality using individual patient blood test results.

Methods

Data Sets
This study was approved by Wonkwang University Hospital
(WKUH), Chonnam National University Hospital (CNUH),
and Samsung Medical Center (SMC) in Korea. Informed consent
was waived. For training data, we used the blood test results
obtained from 375 COVID-19 patients collected between
January 10, 2020, and February 24, 2020, in Tongji Hospital,
Wuhan, China [6]. Of these, 14 patients without a blood test
within 1 day after the hospital admission were excluded, and
361 patients—212 males (58.7%) and 149 females (41.3%);
mean age 58.9 years (SD 16.5)—were included. As presented
in Multimedia Appendix 1, the training data set of 361 patients
included the admission date and time, discharge date and time,
age, gender, mortality outcome, and results of blood tests
obtained within 24 hours after hospital admission. For testing
data, we collected medical records on COVID-19 patients
(N=106) from three medical institutions: CNUH (85/106,
80.2%), WKUH (11/106, 10.4%), and SMC (10/106, 9.4%).
The blood laboratory results from these 106 COVID-19 patients
were collected between February 2020 and July 2020. Similar
to the training data, we used the blood test data obtained within
24 hours after hospital admission (see Multimedia Appendix
2). For summarizing the statistics of the training and testing
data sets, the patients were classified into a survivor group and
a deceased group in the training and testing data sets. The
number of blood tests differed across patients and institutions.
The mean numbers of blood tests per patient were 61.21 (range
24-73) in the training data set and 35.36 (range 30-55) in the
testing data set. The mean numbers of hospitalization days were
13.82 (survivor group) and 8.16 (deceased group) in the training
data set and 18.21 (survivor group) and 17.98 (deceased group)
in the testing data set (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Statistical summary of the training and testing data sets.

Testing data set (N=106)Training data set (N=361)Patient data

Total (N=106)SMCc (n=10)WKUHb (n=11)CNUHa (n=85)Tongji Hospital

Number of patients, n (%)

106 (100)10 (100)11 (100)85 (100)361 (100)Total

104 (98.1)10 (100)9 (82)85 (100)195 (54.0)Survived

2 (1.9)0 (0)2 (18)0 (0)212 (58.7)Deceased

Gender, n (%)

42 (39.6)3 (30)5 (45)34 (40)212 (58.7)Male

64 (60.4)7 (70)6 (55)51 (60)149 (41.3)Female

Number of hospitalization
days, mean (SD)

18.21 (11.46)30.95 (23.03)28.16 (11.13)15.06 (7.90)13.82 (6.38)Survived

17.98 (11.83)N/A17.98 (11.83)N/Ad8.16 (7.38)Deceased

46.73 (22.28)58.20 (21.05)56.27 (23.00)44.14 (21.81)58.91 (16.49)Age in years, mean (SD)

Number of blood biomarkers
collected

30-5530-4030-5232-5524-73Min-max

35.36 (4.19)34.20 (3.16)35.00 (5.31)36.89 (4.11)61.21 (6.92)Mean (SD)

aCNUH: Chonnam National University Hospital.
bWKUH: Wonkwang University Hospital.
cSMC: Samsung Medical Center.
dN/A: not applicable; there were no deceased patients in the testing data set at this institution.

Feature Selection
Given the total 73 blood biomarkers from the training data, we
performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA), which uses an F
test to check for any significant difference between the two
groups (ie, deceased vs survivor) according to each blood
biomarker. For the feature selection, we also considered the
available data rate (ADR), which refers to how much blood
biomarker data were available for training the AI model. This
is calculated as

where Npatients is the total number of patients (N=361) and
Nbiomarker is the number of patients having each of the specific
biomarker data.

Based on the ANOVA, we first selected the top 32 biomarkers

corresponding to P values less than 10–5. Subsequently, we
excluded four biomarkers with ADR values of less than 90%.
Table 2 summarizes the final selection of 28 biomarkers with
the corresponding ANOVA P values and ADR values. The
ANOVA P values and ADR values for all 73 biomarkers in the
training data set are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 3,
Table S1. The sample distributions of the selected 28 biomarkers
in the survivor and deceased groups are presented in Multimedia
Appendix 3, Figure S1.
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Table 2. List of 28 blood biomarkers selected for the artificial intelligence model training.

ADRb, %ANOVAaP valueBlood biomarkerBiomarker index No.

96.952.44×10−46Lymphocytes1

96.685.65×10−43Neutrophils2

96.122.90×10−37Albumin3

96.124.18×10−36Lactate dehydrogenase4

96.683.54×10−35Neutrophil count5

94.748.38×10−35Hypersensitive C-reactive protein6

94.183.20×10−26Prothrombin activity7

95.292.24×10−19Calcium8

96.123.29×10−17Urea9

96.125.05×10−17Estimated glomerular filtration rate10

96.951.09×10−14Monocytes11

96.126.06×10−13Globulin12

96.682.07×10−12Eosinophils13

93.632.39×10−11Glucose14

92.248.43×10−10Red blood cell distribution width (RDW)15

96.122.68×10−9HCO3
− (bicarbonate)16

92.243.06×10−9RDW standard deviation17

96.681.46×10−8Platelet count18

92.241.92×10−7Mean platelet volume19

92.242.02×10−7Platelet large-cell ratio20

94.183.42×10−7Prothrombin time21

96.125.29×10−7Total protein22

92.246.98×10−7Platelet distribution width23

96.121.01×10−6Aspartate aminotransferase24

92.241.49×10−6Thrombocytocrit25

92.242.90×10−6Eosinophil count26

96.128.27×10−6Alkaline phosphatase27

92.242.65×10−5International standard ratio28

aANOVA: analysis of variance.
bADR: available data rate.

Preprocessing
Given the selected 28 biomarkers, the mean number of available
biomarkers per patient was 27.22 (SD 2.33) for the training data
and 16.86 (SD 1.58) for the testing data, as summarized in Table

3. To handle the missing data, we calculated the mean value
from the training data for each biomarker and replaced the
missing data with the mean value for the training and testing
data sets. We then added two more features (ie, age and gender)
to the 28 biomarkers and trained our AI model using 30 features.
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Table 3. Number of available blood biomarkers per patient for the artificial intelligence model training.

Number of blood biomarkersData sets and sources

Min-maxMean (SD)

13-2827.22 (2.33)Training data: Tongji Hospital

Testing data

19-2420.39 (1.13)Chonnam National University Hospital

14-1915.82 (1.94)Wonkwang University Hospital

14-1714.40 (1.58)Samsung Medical Center

14-2416.86 (1.58)Total

With the 30 features, we performed data set standardization,
which is a common requirement for machine learning estimators.
The standardization changes the data distribution of each feature
with zero mean and standard deviation of 1 as

where mean(train) and SD(train) are the mean and standard
deviation values, respectively, for each feature from the training
data. The standardization was applied to the training and testing
data sets.

Development of an Ensemble AI Model
As illustrated in Figure 1, the new ensemble AI model is
composed of a 5-layer deep neural network (DNN) and RF

model. Our ensemble AI model was named as EDRnet
(ensemble learning model based on DNN and RF models). The
5-layer DNN was comprised of an input layer, three fully
connected (FC) layers, and an output layer. The input layer
contained 30 features, including 28 biomarkers, age, and gender.
The input layer was fed into three FC layers in a series, each of
which consisted of 30, 16, and 8 nodes. To alleviate the
overfitting issue, we applied a dropout rate of 0.3. Then, the
last FC layer was fed into a softmax layer, which is an output
layer providing the probabilities for the patient mortality. Figure
S2 in Multimedia Appendix 3 shows our DNN model and its
printed textual summary run on Keras, where the total number
of parameters (ie, weights and biases) was 1571.
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Figure 1. Proposed ensemble model (EDRnet) composed of a 5-layer deep neural network (DNN) and random forest (RF) model for the mortality
prediction. In the training of both models, a 10-time-repetition 10-fold stratified cross-validation was separately performed, and the predicted mortality
probabilities of the DNN model, p(DNN), and the RF model, p(RF), were calculated. The final predicted mortality probability of the ensemble model,
p(EDR), was obtained by soft voting based on the p(DNN) and the p(RF). ADR: available data rate; ANOVA: analysis of variance; EDRnet: ensemble
learning model based on DNN and RF models.

For the 5-layer DNN, a 10-time-repetition 10-fold stratified
cross-validation was performed to confirm the model’s
generalization ability. The training data (N=361) were randomly
shuffled and partitioned into 10 equal subgroups in a stratified
manner. Of the 10 subgroups, a single subgroup was retained
as the validation data set for testing the model, and the remaining
nine subgroups were used as the training data set. The process
was then repeated 10 times, with each of the 10 subgroups used
exactly once as the validation data set. By repeating this
stratified 10-fold cross-validation process 10 times, a total of
100 models from the 5-layer DNN were derived. Then, we
ensembled the models with the weighted average as

where pm(DNN) is the predicted mortality probability value

from the mth model of the DNN, p(DNN) is the ensemble result
corresponding to the predicted mortality prediction probability,

and m(DNN) is the normalized weight value for the mth model.

We obtained the normalized weight value m(DNN) as

where the weight wm(DNN) was obtained using the validation

loss from the mth model, lm(DNN), as
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Along with the 5-layer DNN, we separately trained an RF
model. For the RF model, 100 decision trees were trained with
a maximum depth of 4 and maximum feature number of 5.
Similar to the 5-layer DNN, we performed a 10-time-repetition
10-fold stratified cross-validation and ensembled the 100 models
with the weighted average as

where pm(RF) is the predicted mortality probability value from

the mth model of the RF, p(RF) is the ensemble result
corresponding to the predicted mortality prediction probability,

and m(RF) is the normalized weight value for the mth model.

We obtained the normalized weight value m as

where the weight wm(RF) was obtained using the validation loss

from the mth model, lm(RF), as

Given the two ensemble results p(DNN) and p(RF), we finally
obtained the final predicted mortality probability value using
soft voting. Based on the average of the two probability values
p(DNN) and p(RF), if the value is greater than or equal to 0.5,
then the prediction result represents death; otherwise, it
represents survival.

Implementation
We implemented and trained EDRnet using TensorFlow, version
1.13.1 for graphics processing unit (GPU), and Keras, version
2.2.4 for GPU. NumPy, version 1.16.4; Pandas, version: 0.25.3;
Matplotlib, version 3.1.2; and scikit-learn, version 0.22.1, were
used to build the model and analyze the results. We trained the
models with the Adam optimizer and a binary cross-entropy
cost function in equation 9 with a learning rate of 0.0001 and
a batch size of 64 on the NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GPU
as

where yi is the label (ie, 1 for deceased and 0 for survived) and
p(yi) is the predicted probability of each patient being deceased
for the batch size N number of patients.

Performance Evaluation of AI Models
To evaluate the performance of the AI models in predicting
mortality, we used the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and
balanced accuracy metrics, defined as

where TP, TN, FP, and FN represent the true positive, true
negative, false positive, and false negative, respectively.

In the training data set, the prediction performance of the AI
models was evaluated based on a 10-time-repetition 10-fold
stratified cross-validation. In the testing data set, the prediction
performance of the AI models was independently evaluated.

To compare the performance of our proposed EDRnet model
with those of other external AI models, we separately trained
the models of XGBoost and AdaBoost (AB), each of which was
evaluated as a single model and as an ensemble model combined
with DNN, resulting in four models: XGBoost, AB, ensemble
with DNN and XGBoost (EDX), and ensemble with DNN and
AB (EDA). For the training of these models, we searched the
optimal hyperparameters providing the highest validation
accuracy value, as presented in Multimedia Appendix 3, Table
S2. In addition, we adopted a recently published AI model by
Li et al [6] using a decision tree via an XGBoost-based feature
selection for performance comparison. All five external AI
models were evaluated using our testing data set of 106 patients.

Results

The cross-validation of RF, DNN, and our ensemble model
EDRnet showed that the accuracy on the validation data set is
89% for RF, 92% for DNN, and 93% for EDRnet. Thus, EDRnet
provides the highest sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and
balanced accuracy values (see Table 4).

Table 4. Cross-validation accuracy comparison.

Cross-validation results (N=361), mean (SD)Model

Balanced accuracyAccuracySpecificitySensitivity

0.89 (0.04)0.89 (0.04)0.89 (0.07)0.89 (0.06)Random forest

0.92 (0.06)0.92 (0.04)0.93 (0.04)0.91 (0.06)Deep neural network

0.93 (0.05)0.93 (0.03)0.93 (0.03)0.92 (0.05)EDRneta

aEDRnet: ensemble learning model based on deep neural network and random forest models.

Moreover, we applied EDRnet to 106 Korean patients as an
independent testing data set to check the TP, TN, FP, FN,
sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, and balanced accuracy. The
results show a sensitivity of 100%, specificity of 91%, accuracy

of 92%, and balanced accuracy of 96%, indicating that the model
trained and validated on Chinese patient data can be applied to
Korean patients for mortality prediction (see Table 5). The
computational times of DNN and RF in EDRnet for the training
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were 796 and 126 seconds, respectively. The overall computational time for the testing of EDRnet was 72 seconds.

Table 5. Test results from our proposed EDRnet (ensemble learning model based on deep neural network and random forest models) model.

Balanced
accuracy

AccuracySpecificitySensitivityTrue positive,
%

False negative,
%

False positive,
%

True negative,
%

Testing dataModel

0.930.930.93N/Ab00679CNUHaEDRnet

0.890.820.781.002027WKUHcEDRnet

0.900.900.90N/A0019SMCdEDRnet

0.960.920.911.0020995TotalEDRnet

aCNUH: Chonnam National University Hospital.
bN/A: not applicable.
cWKUH: Wonkwang University Hospital.
dSMC: Samsung Medical Center.

Next, we summarized the performance comparison results
between XGBoost, AB, RF, DNN, EDX, EDA, Li et al’s model
[6], and EDRnet. Considering all variables, EDRnet provided
the highest prediction performance. Indeed, the balanced
accuracy was 88% with XGBoost, 89% with AB, 92% with RF,

71% with DNN, 88% with EDX, 71% with EDA, 67% with Li
et al’s model [6], and 96% with EDRnet. Notably, the accuracy
of Li et al’s model was only 36%, indicating that a few blood
markers may not be sufficient to predict patient mortality (see
Table 6).

Table 6. Comparison of the performance of various methods.

Balanced
accuracy

AccuracySpecificitySensitivityTrue positive,
%

False negative,
%

False positive,
%

True negative,
%

Model

0.880.770.771.00202480XGBoost

0.890.780.781.00202381AdaBoost

0.920.840.841.00201787Random forest

0.710.900.910.50119955-layer deep neural net-
work (DNN)

0.880.770.771.00202480DNN + XGBoost

0.710.910.920.5011896DNN + AdaBoost

0.670.360.351.00206836Li et al’s model [6]

0.960.920.911.0020995DNN + random forest

(EDRneta)

aEDRnet: ensemble learning model based on DNN and random forest models.

Our proposed EDRnet model used 28 blood biomarkers for
prediction, but it does not require all 28 blood biomarkers. In
our testing data sets, EDRnet training was validated using
available biomarkers, ranging from 14 to 24, for each patient
(see Figure 2). The results reveal that the majority of the patients
had 19 to 21 available biomarkers (ie, 19 in 15 patients, 20 in

41 patients, and 21 in 22 patients) with a similarly high
prediction accuracy (ie, 93%, 95%, and 86%, respectively). For
the patients with 17 and 18 available biomarkers, the accuracy
was 75% and 50%, respectively. By contrast, the patients with
14 to 16 biomarkers showed a high accuracy ranging from 83%
to 100%.
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Figure 2. Accuracy with the number of available blood biomarkers from the 106-patient testing data set.

To further investigate the effect of the number of available
biomarkers, we estimated the accuracy values according to the
number of available biomarkers (see Figure 3). For the
estimation, we randomly selected 1 to 20 biomarkers from all
of the testing data points and tested the model with a 100-time
repetition. When randomly selecting biomarkers, only samples

where the actual available number of biomarkers was equal to
or greater than the number of randomly selected biomarkers
were simulated. The results show that accuracy increases with
the number of available biomarkers until reaching 19
biomarkers.

Figure 3. Estimated accuracy values according to the number of available biomarkers. Red circles represent the median. The bars at the top and bottom
represent the 75th and 25th percentiles, respectively. The blue rectangles at the top and bottom represent the 90th and 10th percentiles, respectively.
The blue diamonds at the top and bottom represent the 95th and 5th percentiles, respectively.
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Furthermore, our developed AI model, EDRnet, was
successfully deployed on a public website [25] so that anyone
can predict mortality using individual blood test results. The
web application provides predicted mortality probability, as
shown in Figure 4. A user inputs his or her blood sample results
(see Figure 4a), and then the predicted mortality results are

presented (see Figure 4b). Currently, the web application does
not store any information entered by users. However, we
consider and plan to store information entered by users on
agreement to improve the AI model via a real-time learning
process.

Figure 4. Deployed web application, BeatCOVID19 [25]: (a) input windows where a user inputs his or her blood sample results and (b) the predicted
mortality results after entering the blood sample results.

Regarding clinical characteristics (see Table 7), there were no
significant differences in comorbidity. In terms of initial
symptoms, the deceased group had more frequent dyspnea
symptoms than the survivor group (66.7% vs 16.8%; P=.04).
All patients from the deceased group required oxygen supply.
The deceased group had more frequent altered mentality than
the survivor group (50.0% vs 1.0%; P=.02). There was no

significant difference in terms of antiviral drugs (ie, lopinavir
or ritonavir, chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin,
remdesivir, and oseltamivir) or anti-inflammatory drugs (ie,
interferon, dexamethasone, and methylprednisolone) between
the deceased and survivor groups. However, the deceased group
received more antibiotics or combination therapy.
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Table 7. Clinical characteristics of the patient groups from the testing data set.

P valueTotal (N=106)Survivor group (n=104)Deceased group (n=2)Characteristics

Comorbidity, n (%)

>.9910 (9.4)10 (9.6)0 (0)Diabetes mellitus

>.998 (7.5)8 (7.7)0 (0)Asthma

>.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

>.993 (2.8)3 (2.9)0 (0)Coronary heart disease

>.991 (0.9)1 (1.0)0 (0)Cardiovascular disease

>.991 (0.9)1 (1.0)0 (0)Chronic kidney disease

>.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Chronic liver disease

.114 (3.8)3 (2.9)1 (50)Congestive heart failure

>.993 (2.8)3 (2.9)0 (0)Cancer

Initial symptom, n (%)

.6161 (57.5)59 (56.7)2 (100)Fever

>.9947 (44.3)46 (44.2)1 (50)Cough

.0420 (18.2)18 (16.8)2 (100)Dyspnea

>.9911 (10.0)11 (10.3)0 (0)Diarrhea

>.9926 (23.6)26 (24.3)0 (0)Myalgia

Initial vital sign, mean (SD)

.97128.0 (18.4)128.0 (18.5)127.5 (17.7)Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

.6478.7 (12.8)78.8 (12.8)74.5 (10.6)Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)

.3484.4 (17.8)84.2 (17.7)96.5 (24.7)Heart rate (per minute)

.4320.4 (4.3)20.2 (4.1)29.5 (10.6)Respiration rate (per minute)

.022 (1.9)1 (1.0)1 (50)Altered mentality, n (%)

Oxygen requirement, n (%)

.0783 (78.3)83 (79.8)0 (0)No oxygen supply

.6916 (15.1)15 (14.4)1 (50)Conventional oxygen

>.993 (2.8)3 (2.9)0 (0)High-flow nasal cannula

>.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Noninvasive ventilation

.114 (3.8)3 (2.9)1 (50)Mechanical ventilation

>.991 (0.9)1 (1.0)0 (0)Extracorporeal membrane oxygenation

Pharmacologic agent, n (%)

.1632 (30.2)30 (28.8)2 (100)Lopinavir or ritonavir

>.997 (6.6)7 (6.7)0 (0)Chloroquine or hydroxychloroquine

>.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Ribavirin

.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Remdesivir

.992 (1.9)2 (1.9)0 (0)Oseltamivir

>.990 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Interferon

>.991 (0.9)1 (1.0)0 (0)Dexamethasone

>.994 (3.8)4 (3.8)0 (0)Methylprednisolone

.00110 (9.4)8 (7.7)2 (100)Antibiotics

.0217 (16.0)15 (14.4)2 (100)Combination
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Our new AI model, EDRnet, was able to predict the mortality
of COVID-19 patients using 28 blood biomarkers obtained
within 24 hours after hospital admission. In the independent
testing data sets, EDRnet showed excellent prediction
performance with high sensitivity (100%), specificity (91%),
and accuracy (92%). We were able to improve the prediction
performance by adopting the ensemble approach combining
DNN and RF models. Of note, EDRnet was developed by
training with Chinese patients’ data and testing with Korean
patients’ data.

EDRnet has several advantages. First, EDRnet can predict which
patients are at a high risk of mortality in the early stage of
hospital admission (ie, within 24 hours after admission). This
is a substantial improvement compared to the prior AI prediction
model reported by Yan et al, which predicted mortality 10 days
before the occurrence of survival or death [6]. The mortality
prediction at the time of admission can be substantially
informative for clinicians because the critical time regarding
disease progression is 10 to 14 days from the onset of symptoms,
according to previous studies [13,16,26]. EDRnet can provide
treatment priority guidance regarding who should be treated
intensively. Second, EDRnet only uses blood biomarkers to
predict mortality. In general, COVID-19 patients get blood
laboratory tests at the time of hospital admission [9,27]. Blood
biomarkers are objective indices that are used to estimate
patients’ conditions in a quantitative manner, which may be
beneficial to assure the reliability of the AI model. We did not
include subjective biomarkers, such as symptoms, nor
predisposing factors, such as underlying comorbidities, because
these indices are difficult for quantification and may show high
variability between patients. Third, the clinical meaning and
significance of blood biomarkers used in our EDRnet model
have been well investigated through many prior clinical studies.
Thus, the AI’s predicted mortality results are explainable and
easily understood by doctors. Furthermore, several major blood
biomarkers are used in our EDRnet model.

The hematological changes in lymphocytes, neutrophils,
monocytes, eosinophils, and platelets are common, as these
changes are related to viral replication and hyperinflammation
in COVID-19 infection [12,13]. In severe cases, the infiltration
and sequestration of CD4+/CD8+ T cells occurred, leading to
a decrease in the peripheral lymphocytes. Neutrophil counts
[19-21] were significantly higher in the severe group than in
the mild group. Platelet count, platelet volume, and platelet
large-cell ratio are related to COVID-19 infection because
immunologic destruction can lead to inappropriate platelet
activation and consumption as well as impaired
megakaryopoiesis [28-30].

Regarding blood chemistry, hs-CRP is a major biomarker that
represents acute phase inflammation [2,10,14-17]. LDH is
related to cell damage, so elevated LDH is an independent risk
factor for the severity and mortality of COVID-19 [2,8-11].

Hypoalbuminemia [18,20,21], hypocalcemia [31-33], and
elevated aspartate aminotransferase [18] are highly associated
with severe COVID-19 infection requiring hospitalization in
the intensive care unit. Urea and estimated glomerular filtration
rate are important lab findings associated with an underlying
chronic renal disease, which is a well-known predisposing factor
of mortality [34]. In terms of the coagulation profile, COVID-19
generally presents a hypercoagulation state, thus resulting in an
elevated prothrombin time and international normalized ratio
in severe COVID-19 cases [3,18].

In this study, no significant differences were observed in the
use of pharmacologic agents between the deceased and survivor
groups except antibiotics and in the use of antiviral drugs, such
as remdesivir. Antibiotics or combination therapy is usually
used for suspected bacterial superinfection that represents severe
diseases. To date, there has been no successfully effective
pharmacologic agent to treat COVID-19. The pharmacologic
treatment is not significantly related to survival in this study.

EDRnet does not require all 28 blood biomarkers for the
prediction of mortality. EDRnet worked well as long as there
were at least 19 blood biomarkers at the time of admission.
Compared to prior AI prediction models for COVID-19
mortality, which used three biomarkers, there might be concern
that EDRnet requires too many biomarkers. However, these
blood tests are commonly performed in our daily clinical
practice for hospitalized patients with COVID-19. If more data
are accumulated, then we can reduce the number of blood
biomarkers for mortality prediction.

Limitations and Future Work
Our study has several limitations. First, the number of patients
available for testing might be small. According to Johns Hopkins
Coronavirus Resource Center, the mortality rate in South Korea
is 1.7%. In the testing data set of 106 Korean patients, the
mortality rate was 1.9%, which is almost equivalent to the actual
mortality rate. It might be necessary to update EDRnet by
training with a large population data set from all over the world.
To update EDRnet, we made a web application [25] so that
anyone can access the model. We believe that opening the AI
model to the public is helpful to improve its performance and
generalizability. Second, our data did not include other races,
such as Caucasian or Middle East Asian. Our future research
plan is to establish a real-time AI training system that can
continue to train our model using prospectively collected data
from all over the world. In addition, we will upgrade the web
application so that the database framework allows a user to
input his or her blood sample results along with the outcome.
Based on the extended data, we will improve EDRnet for better
generalization.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our new AI model, EDRnet, was developed to
predict the mortality of COVID-19 patients at the time of
hospital admission using blood biomarkers only. It is now open
to the public with the hope that it can help health care providers
fight COVID-19 and improve patients’ outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Due to time limitations, the preanesthetic consultation (PAC) is not the best time for patients to integrate information
specific to their perioperative care pathway.

Objective: The main objectives of this study were to evaluate the effectiveness of a digital companion on patients' knowledge
of anesthesia and their satisfaction after real-life implementation.

Methods: We conducted a prospective, monocentric, comparative study using a before-and-after design. In phase 1, a 9-item
self-reported anesthesia knowledge test (Delphi method) was administered to patients before and after their PAC (control group:
PAC group). In phase 2, the study was repeated immediately after the implementation of a digital conversational agent, MyAnesth
(@+PAC group). Patients’ satisfaction and their representations for anesthesia were also assessed using a Likert scale and the
Abric method of hierarchized evocation.

Results: A total of 600 tests were distributed; 205 patients and 98 patients were included in the PAC group and @+PAC group,
respectively. Demographic characteristics and mean scores on the 9-point preinformation test (PAC group: 4.2 points, 95% CI
3.9-4.4; @+PAC: 4.3 points, 95% CI 4-4.7; P=.37) were similar in the two groups. The mean score after receiving information
was better in the @+PAC group than in the PAC group (6.1 points, 95% CI 5.8-6.4 points versus 5.2 points, 95% CI 5.0-5.4
points, respectively; P<.001), with an added value of 0.7 points (95% CI 0.3-1.1; P<.001). Among the respondents in the @+PAC
group, 82% found the information to be clear and appropriate, and 74% found it easily accessible. Before receiving information,
the central core of patients’ representations for anesthesia was focused on the fear of being put to sleep and thereafter on caregiver
skills and comfort.

Conclusions: The implementation of our digital conversational agent in addition to the PAC improved patients' knowledge
about their perioperative care pathway. This innovative audiovisual support seemed clear, adapted, easily accessible, and reassuring.
Future studies should focus on adapting both the content and delivery of a digital conversational agent for the PAC in order to
maximize its benefit to patients.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20455)   doi:10.2196/20455
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Introduction

Currently, in France, a patient requiring scheduled surgery must
go through several mandatory steps: a consultation with the
surgeon, a consultation with the nurse, a preanesthetic
consultation (PAC), and a preanesthetic history and physical
examination.

The PAC became compulsory in France on December 5, 1994,
by Decree No. 94-1050, which stated that the consultation must
be “led by an anesthetist physician” who sets out an anesthesia
protocol [1]. In 2018, anesthetists at University Hospital Center
of Toulouse (Purpan Hospital, Toulouse, France) performed
nearly 12,000 PACs, including 4500 for elective orthopedic
surgery (representing over 1500 hours per year devoted to PACs
in this unit).

Because only 15 to 20 minutes can be devoted to the PAC per
patient, only a few minutes are dedicated to the explanation of
the anesthetic (its advantages and disadvantages, and risks and
alternatives, if they exist), as well as of the risks inherent in
their conditions and the possible ways to reduce them [2]. The
amount of new information the patient must process appears
disproportionately large when compared with the short duration
of the consultation. Moreover, the context of a consultation is
a source of anxiety (eg, “white coat effect”) and can thus prove
deleterious to the retention of such information.

At the same time, the multiplicity of tasks incumbent on
anesthetists reduces the time available, which may explain why
the time devoted to presenting patients with information during
PACs is often reduced [3]. Providing information tailored to
each patient and each situation and ensuring that it is well
understood is a daily challenge. In addition, the patient’s
knowledge about the anesthesia often appears limited. For
instance, a 1994 study by Swinhoe and Groves [4] showed that
35% of the patients did not know that the anesthetist was a
physician.

Recently, digital conversational agents (also known as chatbots)
have been emerging in the health care field, including in the
management of complex older populations [5]. These digital
companions are very useful for communicating with the patient
before or after care without overloading the clinicians. They
have the benefit of being available at any time and can be used
repeatedly, at home or elsewhere. In this setting, Bibault et al
[6] were able to demonstrate that the quality of breast cancer
information delivered by a digital conversational agent was
equivalent to a specialized consultation. The interest in this type
of approach as compared with the unsupervised open access to
information on the internet is the ability to control the content
and the accuracy of the information offered.

The main objective of this study was to develop a digital
companion that could help patients to prepare for their scheduled
orthopedic surgery by providing them with adapted information
before their PAC.

We hypothesized that the implementation of this tool, before
and in addition to the PAC, would improve the quality of the
information delivered in comparison with the standard practice.

Methods

Experimental Design
In this before-and-after study, we planned two successive phases
that allowed us to define two groups.

The first phase took place before the implementation of the
digital conversational agent. Patients were evaluated by the test
before and immediately after the PAC. This control group was
referred to as the PAC group.

During the second phase of the study, access to the digital
conversational agent, or chatbot, was granted at the moment of
the surgical decision and until the PAC. The evaluation by the
test was conducted before access to the chatbot and immediately
after the PAC. This intervention group was referred to as the
@+PAC group.

Timeline of the Study
Phase 1 (PAC group) was carried out for 3 months, from
February 1, 2019, to April 30, 2019. Phase 2 (@+PAC group)
was carried out for 3 months, from June 1, 2019, to August 31,
2019. The anesthetists in the PACs were not informed of this
timeline.

Population
We included patients aged 18 to 85 years who were scheduled
for a PAC before elective orthopedic surgery at the University
Hospital Center of Toulouse (Purpan Hospital, Toulouse,
France). The patient exclusion criteria were (1) having the PAC
in a different hospital, (2) the presence of a major sensory
handicap (blindness or deafness) compromising the
comprehension of the information, or (3) the inability to give
informed consent.

During the PAC, the physician consulted the medical documents
brought by the patient, questioned and examined the patient,
and informed the patient of the benefits and associated risks of
the anesthetic procedures. The anesthetist could ask for
complementary investigations if necessary. In addition, an
information booklet about anesthetic techniques was given to
the patient.

Demographic Data Collection
Age, sex, height and weight, profession, education (number of
postgraduate years completed), number of previous anesthetics
received, smartphone use, type of surgery, and type of
hospitalization (outpatient or inpatient) were anonymously
collected.

Interventions
The digital conversational agent MyAnesth was developed in
collaboration with a company creating secure health companions
(BOTdesign, Toulouse, France).
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Its content was developed by 6 anesthetists from the University
Hospital Center of Toulouse (orthopedic surgery unit, Purpan
Hospital, Toulouse, France), taking into account data from the
literature on fears generated by anesthesia [7-9]. Information
considered important to be delivered to patients was then the
subject of a team consensus.

The wording of the informative messages, such as frequently
asked questions (FAQs) and their answers, were revised by a
specialist in social and human sciences at Paul Sabatier
University in Toulouse, France.

Access to the conversational agent was made possible by a URL
link sent to the patient and accessible from any electronic device
(ie, smartphone, tablet, or computer). This digital tool complies

with all French and European regulations in terms of health data
security.

Each patient could browse through 4 themed sections in the
order of their choice: (1) team, (2) support, (3) technique, and
(4) recovery room (Figure 1). Each section included a video,
and the most FAQs and their answers, which could be
accompanied by a picture (Multimedia Appendix 1). Within
the support section, the content was adapted to the type of
hospitalization (outpatient or inpatient), which provided the
patient with more personalized information. A synthesized voice
read the written information (eg, terms and conditions of use,
and FAQs). The videos were subtitled in French to optimize
patients’ comprehension.

Figure 1. Access page to the digital conversational agent MyAnesth (BOTdesign, Toulouse, France).

A version of the digital conversational agent, for demonstration
purposes only, and identical to the one used in the study, is
accessible online [10].

Primary Outcome: Self-Reported Anesthesia
Knowledge Test
The information was considered successfully delivered if there
was a significant increase in the score on the self-reported
anesthesia knowledge test (Figure 2). This test consisted of 9

multiple-choice questions developed using the Delphi method
[11]. The questions were simple and considered by the panel
of experts as constituting the minimum amount of knowledge
required before anesthesia. Each multiple-choice question had
4 answers, including the option “I don’t know.” Only one correct
answer (1 point) was possible for each multiple-choice question.
A wrong answer or “I don’t know” response was worth 0 points,
and the total score was between 0 and 9 points.
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Figure 2. Self-reported anesthesia knowledge test. The correct answers are 1A, 2B, 3A, 4B, 5B, 6C, 7B, 8A, and 9C.

Secondary Outcomes

Patients’ Satisfaction
To evaluate patients’ satisfaction regarding the acceptability
and quality of the delivered information, patients were required
to answer questions rated from 1 to 5 according to the Likert
method (1=strongly disagree, 2=rather disagree, 3=no opinion,
4=rather agree, and 5=strongly agree) (Multimedia Appendix
2).

Patients’ Representation
In order to assess the patient’s representational field for
anesthesia, we used the Abric method of hierarchized evocation
[12]. This method consists of asking patients a question that
stimulates them to respond with 3 words or expressions
associated with an inductor (word, sentence, or idea). In our
case, the inductor was the word anesthesia, which was

introduced by the following question: “What are the 3 words
that come to your mind when you hear about anesthesia?”
Patients were asked to answer this question before and after
receiving information. The written order of the patient’s answers
expressed the level of importance of each response (first row
being the most important, third row the least important).

This method allowed us to come closer to the subject’s
representations by dividing them into the core of the
representation and the peripheral elements. The core constitutes
“a mental filter through which reality is perceived and judged”
[12]. It is rather independent from the context, contrary to the
peripheral elements, which adapt the core to the diversity of the
context [12].

The treatment of these data consisted of an analysis that took
into account the frequencies of response of a word and of the
written order of the responses [13,14]. This analysis allowed
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us to identify the core zone and the first periphery corresponding
to the strongest frequencies in rows 1 and 2, followed by the
contrasted elements zone and the second periphery
corresponding to the weakest frequencies and row 3 [14].

Sample Size Projection
No data were available from the literature to allow us to
calculate a priori the sample size required to identify an increase
in the anesthesia knowledge test score. In a pilot study conducted
on 30 patients, we identified an increase of 1.0 point (SD 1.3
points) in test scores taken before and after the PAC (4 of 9
points and 5 of 9 points, respectively) on the anesthesia
knowledge test.

Considering that the implementation of the digital companion
could allow the gain of 1 more point (increase judged to be
clinically relevant) compared with the PAC alone, we calculated
that 48 patients per phase would be required to demonstrate this
difference with a type I error of 5% and a power of 90%. Taking
into account the number of patients potentially lost, the technical
difficulties inherent to the use of a digital conversational agent
not yet tested, and the total number of patients seen in our PACs,
we planned for 2 successive periods of 3 months each to include
all eligible patients.

Statistical Analysis
The normality of the data was assessed using the Shapiro-Wilk
test. The qualitative data were expressed as numbers
(percentages). The quantitative data were expressed as median
(range) or mean (SD) as appropriate. The categorical variables
were compared using the Fisher exact test or the chi-square test.
Continuous variables were compared using the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test or the Student t test as appropriate. The
statistical analysis was done using MedCalc Statistical Software,
version 12.6.1 (MedCalc Software bvba, Ostend, Belgium).
P<.05 was considered statistically significant.

Ethics
The connection to the digital conversational agent was made
anonymous by a 4-digit number delivered by one of the
investigating physicians during the interview with the
programming nurse. Even though no information about the
participants’ health condition was asked at the time of the
connection, the company BOTdesign (Toulouse, France) had
access neither to the patients’ identity nor to their internet
protocol address. This strategy of data protection was decided
in agreement with the eHealth committee of the University
Center Hospital of Toulouse.

This research was considered to be an experimentation in
educational sciences looking to (1) evaluate the quality of the
information delivered through an innovative pedagogical tool,
and (2) investigate the participants’ satisfaction. Hence, this
research was deemed to fall outside the Jardé law. For each
patient, one of the investigating physicians delivered information
about the methods of this research and ensured their
nonopposition to participate. The lack of return of the
questionnaire was considered a refusal to participate.

This study did not present any risk to the participants, nor did
it modify the regular care process or the time require to care for
the patients.

Results

Patients’ Characteristics
A total of 303 patients completed the questionnaire and were
analyzed during the study period. Of these, 205 patients were
included in the PAC group (phase 1) and 98 were included in
the @+PAC group (phase 2). The flow chart of patient selection
is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Flow chart of patient selection. PAC: preanesthetic consultation; @+PAC: digital conversational agent and preanesthetic consultation.

Demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1. The
number of previous anesthetics received and the number of
years of postgraduate education were comparable between the

groups. Most patients included in the study were outpatients.
Both groups had a high rate of internet access on their
smartphones or at home (Table 1).
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Table 1. Patients’ characteristics.

P value@+PACb group (n=98)PACa group (n=205)

.7350 (18-74)48 (18-85)Age (years), mean (range)

.5441 (41.8)95 (46.3)Female sex, n (%)

.793.9 (2.8)4 (3.7)Number of previous anesthetics received, mean (SD)

.701.5 (1.9)1.4 (1.9)Number of postgraduate years of education, mean (SD)

.6491 (92.9)187 (91.2)Internet access at home, n (%)

.6086 (87.8)174 (84.9)Internet access with smartphone, n (%)

.2271 (72.4)137 (66.8)Outpatient, n (%)

aPAC: preanesthetic consultation.
b@+PAC: digital conversational agent and preanesthetic consultation.

Anesthesia Knowledge Test
The results of the anesthesia knowledge test are shown in Table
2 and illustrated in Figure 4. The implementation of the digital

conversational agent led to an increase in the test score by 0.7
points (95% CI 0.3-1.1; P<.001).

Table 2. Anesthesia knowledge test results.

P value@+PACb group (n=98), mean (95% CI)PACa group (n=205), mean (95% CI)

.374.3 (4.0-4.7)4.2 (3.9-4.4)Knowledge test scorec before receiving informa-
tion

<.0016.1 (5.8-6.4)5.2 (5.0-5.4)Knowledge test scorea after receiving information

<.001+1.7 (1.4-2.0)+1.0 (0.8-1.3)Score improvement

aPAC: preanesthetic consultation
b@+PAC: digital conversational agent and preanesthetic consultation
cScore range is 0-9 points.

Figure 4. Comparison of anesthesia knowledge test scores between patient groups. Means are shown as markers within the box of 25th and 75th
percentile values; whiskers represent ranges. PAC: preanesthetic consultation; @+PAC: digital conversational agent and preanesthetic consultation;
pts: points.

Patients’ Satisfaction
Among patients in the @+PAC group, 74% (73/98) agreed that
the digital conversational agent was easy to access, and 82%

(80/98) found the information to be clear and appropriate (Table
3).

In the PAC group, 34.1% (70/205) of patients agreed and 54.1%
(111/205) disagreed with the following statement: “I wish I had
received information before the anesthetic consultation.”
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Table 3. Digital conversational agent users’ satisfaction analysis (n=98).

Digital conversational agent content quality, n (%)Digital conversational agent accessibility, n (%) 

98 (100)98 (100)Number of respondents

4 (4)10 (10)Number of respondents who rated 1-2a

14 (14)15 (15)Number of respondents who rated 3a

80 (82)73 (74)Number of respondents who rated 4-5a

aLikert scale: 1=strongly disagree, 2=rather disagree, 3=no opinion, 4=rather agree, 5=strongly agree.

Among patients in the @+PAC group, the videos in the support
and technique sections of the digital conversational agent were
the most watched among viewers (88/98, 90%). The video in
the section about the recovery room was the least popular, but
was still watched by 68% (67/98) of the patients who logged
in.

The apparent success of the videos contrasts with the low
consultation rate regarding information delivered in the FAQs.
Indeed, among the patients in the @+PAC group, only 4% (4/98)
consulted all 11 FAQs, and 66% (65/98) did not consult any.

Patients’ Representations
Responses from both groups were pooled.

Before receiving the preanesthetic information, the 233 patient
responses indicated a core representation of anesthesia made
up of concerns related to sedation (92 occurrences in the first
row) and to apprehension (26 occurrences in the first row)
(Figure 5A). This apprehension was confirmed by the elements
from the first periphery, with the notion of awakening in
particular (41 occurrences in the second row) associated with
the problem of pain expectations (36 occurrences in the second
row).

Figure 5. Graphic representation of patients' feelings before (A) and after (B) receiving information using the Abric method of hierarchized evocation.
From the center to the periphery are spread out: the central core area, the first periphery, the contrasting elements, and the second periphery. The number
of occurrences of the terms is indicated in parentheses.

The contrasted elements were risk and fasting, brought up in
row 1, although rarely. Infrequently brought up in lower rows,
pain (14 occurrences), injection (11 occurrences), and calm (7
occurrences) defined the second periphery.

After information was received, the 149 responses showed a
change in the core representation, with a new interest in comfort
(19 occurrences in the first row) and skills of the health care
professionals (16 occurrences in the first row) (Figure 5B).
Elements related to the absence of pain and the awakening no
longer presented the initial strength, with 17 and 18 occurrences,
respectively, in the third rows. However, elements related to
injections (11 occurrences) came to the first row even if the
frequency was still low; elements regarding apprehension
remained in the first row but became rarer (8 occurrences). Risk,

which was previously in the first row, moved to the third row
and at a low frequency (5 occurrences). The notion of trust also
appeared (2 occurrences in the second row).

Discussion

Using a digital conversational agent before the PAC lead to a
significant improvement in the patients’ knowledge of
anesthesia. The high rate of internet access in addition to the
high acceptability of the digital conversational agent encourage
us to widely develop this tool. Our results highlight the lack of
patients’ knowledge about anesthesia. Indeed, no patient in
either group received a passing score on the test before
information delivery. In addition, the low increase in test scores
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(by 1 point) after PAC alone speaks in favor of identifying the
best platforms and methods for delivering quality information.

Patient education through the use of information and
communication technologies is a rapidly developing field that
promises to improve patient outcomes while simultaneously
using fewer human resources. In terms of content format, our
study found that videos were consulted much more than text
(ie, FAQs). Our results are in accordance with the meta-analysis
conducted by Lee et al [15] in which patients being offered
explanatory videos had better odds of correctly answering
questions regarding anesthesia (relative risk 6.6, 95% CI
2.1-21.5). Hering et al [16] also showed an improvement in
patients’ satisfaction and knowledge by visiting a website before
the PAC.

In our study, the most-viewed videos were related to anesthesia
techniques and hospitalization modalities. Of course, these
results could guide us toward themes that patients may wish to
address before surgery.

Managing the content and accuracy of information offered
enables better guidance with patients’ online research, which
may be beneficial because unsupervised online research can
occasionally create anxiety [17].

Another advantage of digital tools is monitoring and
re-evaluation. The data from the connections to the digital
companion enable us to reliably monitor its use, allowing us to
regularly readjust and update the content, unlike paper-based
materials, where use cannot be evaluated.

Our results confirm that increasing patients’ information is
necessary to improve their satisfaction [18-21] and knowledge
[16,19], as well as to reduce their anxiety [22-25].

We made the choice to place the interaction with the digital
companion before the PAC to stimulate patients’ curiosity and
prompt them to ask themselves questions about the modes of
anesthesia and their care pathways. However, surprisingly, we
noticed during phase 1 that almost one-half of the patients did
not wish to receive any information before the PAC. Thus, the
question of information timing remains open. Interestingly, the
use of a digital companion is a real advantage because it is easily
accessible at any time, before and after consultation. In addition,
this kind of interactive online tool could make communication

with patients more efficient, especially when hospitals are not
accessible, such as during a pandemic.

Giving information before a consultation could also shorten the
length of the PAC without impacting patients’ satisfaction
[26,27]. Taylor et al [27] evaluated patients’ completion of a
numerical questionnaire before consulting with the anesthetist
nurse. The mean consultation time of the group being offered
the questionnaire was 12 minutes compared with 27 minutes
for the group who was not offered the questionnaire (P<.001).

Other studies have shown the possibility of reliably automating
the score calculation of patients’ anesthetic risks [28]. Using a
digital questionnaire before PAC would reduce the consultation
duration while insuring a high level of quality and patient
satisfaction [29].

For the first time, the method of hierarchized evocation was
used to observe patients’ feelings toward anesthesia. Overall,
our results display patients’anxiety before receiving information
and the benefits of getting information on how anesthesia is
perceived. The terms skill, listening, seriousness,
professionalism, comfort, and reassurance frequently appear
after information is received. The semantic field category of
these words is the correlate of a low preoperative anxiety level.

Our study presents several limits. First, the results were obtained
by enrolling patients scheduled for elective surgery, and the
results may not be able to be extrapolated to emergency cases
where the consultation with a digital tool may not be feasible.
Second, only 16.3% (98/600) of questionnaires distributed
during phase 2 were completed. Characteristics of the
nonresponders (eg, advanced age) could be very informative in
identifying possible barriers. Finally, we have not evaluated
physician satisfaction, which could help to identify the best
perioperative health education support for the future.

To conclude, we have shown improvement in patients’
knowledge about their care pathway when a digital
conversational agent was used before the PAC. Despite the
encouraging results, the overall uptake of the tool was relatively
low and, even when used, did not achieve maximum impact.
Future studies should focus on adapting both the content and
the delivery of a digital conversational agent for the PAC in
order to maximize its benefit to patients.
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Abstract

Background: The clinical application of voice technology provides novel opportunities in the field of telehealth. However,
patients’ readiness for this solution has not been investigated among patients with cardiovascular diseases (CVD).

Objective: This paper aims to evaluate patients’ anticipated experiences regarding telemedicine, including voice conversational
agents combined with provider-driven support delivered by phone.

Methods: A cross-sectional study enrolled patients with chronic CVD who were surveyed using a validated investigator-designed
questionnaire combining 19 questions (eg, demographic data, medical history, preferences for using telehealth services). Prior
to the survey, respondents were educated on the telemedicine services presented in the questionnaire while being assisted by a
medical doctor. Responses were then collected and analyzed, and multivariate logistic regression was used to identify predictors
of willingness to use voice technology.

Results: In total, 249 patients (mean age 65.3, SD 13.8 years; 158 [63.5%] men) completed the questionnaire, which showed
good repeatability in the validation procedure. Of the 249 total participants, 209 (83.9%) reported high readiness to receive
services allowing for remote contact with a cardiologist (176/249, 70.7%) and telemonitoring of vital signs (168/249, 67.5%).
The voice conversational agents combined with provider-driven support delivered by phone were shown to be highly anticipated
by patients with CVD. The readiness to use telehealth was statistically higher in people with previous difficulties accessing health
care (OR 2.920, 95% CI 1.377-6.192) and was most frequent in city residents and individuals reporting a higher education level.
The age and sex of the respondents did not impact the intention to use voice technology (P=.20 and P=.50, respectively).

Conclusions: Patients with cardiovascular diseases, including both younger and older individuals, declared high readiness for
voice technology.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20456)   doi:10.2196/20456
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Introduction

The dynamic growth of telehealth and telemedicine solutions
enables patients to access clinical care remotely, which equalizes
health care coverage, supports care coordination, and increases
the safety of patients and providers through physical distancing.
Well-established phone and video consultations [1], along with
emerging technologies [2,3], offer a powerful framework for
connected health. Among patients with cardiovascular disease
(CVD), telemedicine is supported by the European Society of
Cardiology and the American Heart Association, which
recommend multidisciplinary programs and tele-education for
cardiovascular care [4-6]. Moreover, recent meta-analyses
concluded that virtual care is more effective for adults with
heart failure (HF) compared with standard care, particularly in
reducing all-cause mortality, cardiac mortality, and
hospitalization rates [7,8]. However, the effectiveness of
telehealth programs depends on patient engagement and
willingness to use the services [9,10]. Thus, it is crucial to
understand patients' expectations and consider them while
planning and developing novel telemedical strategies.

The latest advances in the field of artificial intelligence (AI)
and natural language understanding have paved a way for the
wide application of voice technology (VT) in health care through
smart speakers and mobile apps. First real-world
implementations have confirmed that AI conversational agents
have the potential to support clinical care and optimize
workflows [3,11-13]. Nationwide Children’s Hospital (in
Columbus, Ohio) implemented voice technology for pediatric
medicine [11], while Mayo Clinic developed Amazon’s Alexa
software to automatically answer COVID-19–related questions
[12]. Furthermore, CardioCube software (CardioCube Corp.)
deployed on Amazon Alexa was shown to be functional for
paperless medical history collection from patients with CVD
[3] as well as for long-term remote follow-up of individuals
with HF at home [13]. To evaluate prevailing perceptions and
expectations, our study analyzed the opinions of and readiness
for VT-based telehealth solutions among patients with CVD.

Methods

Study Design
The cross-sectional study was based on the investigator-designed
and validated 19-item questionnaire used to recognize factors
influencing readiness for telemedicine among individuals with
CVD. The methodology included the (1) preparation of the
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 1), (2) assessment of the
questionnaire’s repeatability (questionnaire validation process),
and (3) evaluation of anticipated patient experiences regarding
telemedical solutions using the previously validated
questionnaire, which was provided to the total studied
population.

This study was performed at the Department of Cardiology and
Structural Heart Diseases, Medical University of Silesia in
Katowice, Poland, which hospitalizes approximately 2700 to
2800 individuals per year. The ethics approval for the study
was received from the Bioethical Committee of the Medical

University of Silesia in Katowice (approval number
KNW/0022/KB1/160/1617) on February 3, 2017.

Questionnaire Validation
The original questionnaire included 19 questions concerning
demographic data (sex, age, place of residence, educational
level, occupational activity); health status data, such as
previously diagnosed diseases, history of cardiovascular
treatments, and previous hospitalization; and information about
the current form of follow-up contact with a cardiologist. Key
questions were related to the patient’s opinions and personal
preferences regarding the application of telemedicine for remote
contact with a medical doctor. To ensure validity of the
questionnaire, the same 30 patients answered the questionnaire
twice within the 2- to 3-day interval. The median age of the
participants was 65 years. Most of the respondents were men
(21/30, 70%), lived in the city (26/30, 87%), had a higher level
of education (12/30, 40%), and reported living with another
family member (23/30, 77%). To assess the reliability of the
questionnaire, the Cohen statistic and interclass correlation
coefficient were calculated with simultaneous assessment of
the percentage of the repeatability of responses for the key
questions of the questionnaire. By the applicable principles, the
mean, good, and very good compliance of the Cohen values are
represented by the values of 0.41 to 0.60, 0.61 to 0.80, and 0.81
to 1.00, respectively [14]. The key questions had very high
repeatability, ranging from 80% to 100%. Detailed results of
the validation procedure are presented in Multimedia Appendix
2. As confirmed by the research tool reliability, study
participants were surveyed using a validated author-created
questionnaire.

Cross-Sectional Study
Between March 2019 and January 2020, each of the patients
admitted to the Department of Cardiology was invited to
participate in the questionnaire survey. Written consent to
participate in the study was obtained from 249 patients
(participation rate of 9%). The participants completed the
questionnaires while assisted by the medical doctor, who
explained the meaning and potential clinical application of the
telemedical solutions presented in the survey, assuring that
responders understood the questions (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was undertaken using the Statistica 13.0
package (Dell Software). The missing values were removed
pairwise from further statistical analysis. The measures of central
tendency (median, quartile) and dispersion (interquartile range)
were applied in the statistical description of quantitative
variables; their distribution was verified using the Shapiro-Wilk
test. Qualitative variables were presented using frequency and
percentage. Differences between groups were tested using the
chi-square or Fisher test. In all analyses, P values below .05
were considered statistically significant. Finally, the relevant
relationships between particular variables were verified using
multivariable analysis (logistic regression models with
Hooke-Jeeves and quasi-Newton estimation). The null
hypothesis in the adopted model was that patients’ readiness to
use telemedicine solutions in general and to use a voice
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conversational agent specifically are not related to independent
parameters, such as female sex, age, place of residence being
in the city, primary level of education, living with family, and
previous difficulties with medical care. Only the statistically
significant variables obtained in bivariate analyses were included
in the model. Additionally, a chi-square test was used to evaluate
the goodness of fit of the logistic regression models. A P value
above .05 indicates a good fit of the model.

Results

Participant Demographics
The total studied group included 249 patients (158/249, 63.5%
men) aged 65.3 (SD 13.8) years. Table 1 presents basic
characteristics of the studied population.

Hypertension, atherosclerosis, and heart failure were the most
common diseases diagnosed in the surveyed population. More
than half of the respondents (144/249, 57.8%) were hospitalized
approximately twice in the previous year. Coronary angiography
(146/249, 58.6%) and percutaneous coronary interventions
(105/249, 42.2%) were reported as the most frequent medical
procedures (Multimedia Appendix 4). In terms of health care
access, approximately half of patients (125/249, 50.2%) obtained
medical services at public outpatient clinics. Almost every tenth
person (23/249, 9.2%) used only private clinics, while every
third patient (90/249, 36.1%) scheduled follow-up visits both
at private and public medical centers.

Table 1. Baseline socioeconomic characteristics.

Participants, n (%)Qualitative variables

Sex

158 (63.5)Male

91 (36.5)Female

Place of residence

211 (84.7)City

38 (15.3)Rural

Marital status

193 (77.5)In relationship

53 (21.3)Living alone

3 (1.2)No data

Educational level

111 (44.6)Primary

75 (30.1)Secondary

63 (25.3)Higher

Socioeconomic activity

167 (67.1)Retired

61 (24.5)Occupationally active

6 (2.4)Student

15 (6.0)No data

Phone access

246 (98.8)Yes

3 (1.2)No

Internet access

158 (63.5)Yes

91 (36.5)No

Readiness for Telemedicine Solutions
The vast majority of respondents (228/249, 91.6%) remained
under ambulatory follow-up care, with periodic visits to an
outpatient cardiology clinic. Consistently, of the 249 total
participants, 209 (83.9%) said they would accept telemedicine

solutions, while 34 (13.6%) were definitely against telemedicine
solutions and 6 did not respond. The results confirmed that
nearly three-fourths of the respondents expressed acceptance
of telemedicine to maintain contact with a physician as well as
for remote monitoring of vital signs. Further details are
presented in Table 2.
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Furthermore, the results showed that mobile phones (167/249,
67.1%) and VT combined with provider-driven phone support
(166/249, 66.7%) were the preferred communication channels
between patients and doctors. Furthermore, patients' preferences
regarding the envisioned form of care showed that landline
phones, email contact, and webpages were chosen by 43.8%

(109/249), 17.3% (43/249), and 9.2% (23/249) of participants,
respectively. Of note, almost every fifth respondent chose
traditional face-to-face contact with a physician (47/249, 18.9%).
A total of 34 out of 249 (13.6%) patients reported that the form
of contact with the doctor does not matter.

Table 2. Patients' readiness for telemedicine solutions.

Participants, n (%)Anticipated telemedicine services

176 (70.7)Remote contact with a cardiologist

168 (67.5)Telemonitoring of vital signs (blood pressure, temperature, body weight)

161 (64.7)Issuing e-prescriptions

154 (61.8)Alarming health status deterioration

143 (57.4)Scheduling and managing of medical visits

106 (42.6)Medication reminder

Factors Influencing Readiness for Telemedicine
Solutions
Declared readiness for receiving the presented telemedical
solutions significantly depended on age, gender, previous

difficulties in contacting a medical doctor, and living with family
(Table 3).

Table 3. Factors influencing patients' acceptance of telemedicine.

Technology accepted by patientsIndependent variable

P valueVoice technology combined with
provider-driven phone support, n (%)

P valueTelemedicine tools, n (%)

.50.006Sex

113 (81.9)142 (90.4)Male

52 (78.8)66 (77.6)Female

.003<.001Previous difficulties accessing cardiologist

108 (87.8)123 (93.9)Yes

58 (71.6)85 (77.9)No

.40.004Living with family

135 (81.8)170 (89.5)Yes

30 (76.9)37 (74.0)No

.20.05Age

89 (84.0)111 (90.2)Younger (<68 years)

77 (77.8)98 (81.7)Older (68+ years)

.07.60Place of residence

145 (82.9)177 (86.3)City

20 (68.9)31 (83.8)Rural

.05.10Educational level

64 (73.6)88 (81.5)Primary

56 (88.9)62 (88.6)Secondary

46 (83.6)57 (90.5)Higher

.30.10Internet access

112 (82.9)138 (88.5)Yes

52 (77.6)68 (81.9)No
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Over half of patients (133/249, 53.4%) reported having
encountered previous difficulties while contacting a doctor
during routine clinical care management. The main reasons
reported by study participants were long waiting times for a
visit to an outpatient clinic (111/249, 44.6%), long waiting time
in a clinic due to queue lengths (68/249, 27.3%), and substantial

distance and travel time from their place of residence to a clinic
(61/249, 24.5%). Results of the multivariate analysis confirmed
that male sex, living with other family members, and previous
difficulty of contact with physicians resulted in a willingness
to use telemedicine solutions (Tables 4 and 5).

Table 4. Multivariate analysis between declared lack of telemedicine solution acceptance and particular independent valuesa.

ORb (95% CI)β coefficientIndependent value (n=236)

0.013 (0.000-0.570)–4.359Intercept

0.415 (0.183-0.943)–0.878Sex (female)

1.009 (0.974-1.046)0.009Age

1.447 (0.487-4.304)0.369Place of residence (city)

0.760 (0.443-1.304)–0.275Level of education (primary)

2.445 (1.021-5.856)0.894Living with family (yes)

3.913 (1.625-9.426)1.364Previous difficulties accessing cardiologist (yes)

aModel: logistic regression (logit); χ2=27.1; P<.001.
bOR: odds ratio.

Table 5. Multivariate analysis between declared lack of acceptance of voice technology combined with provider-driven phone support and particular

independent valuesa.

ORb (95% CI)β coefficientIndependent value (n=200)

0.033 (0.001-0.877)–3.408Intercept

0.918 (0.415-2.032)–0.086Sex (female)

0.999 (0.971-1.027)–0.001Age

2.324 (0.879-6.143)0.843Place of residence (city)

0.716 (0.436-1.175)–0.335Level of education (primary)

1.170 (0.451-3.034)0.157Living with family (yes)

2.920 (1.377-6.192)1.072Previous difficulties accessing cardiologist (yes)

aModel: logistic regression (logit); χ2=13.9; P=.03.
bOR: odds ratio.

Factors Influencing Readiness for Voice Technology
The readiness for VT was statistically significantly higher
among patients with previous negative experience accessing
health care (odds ratio [OR] 2.920, 95% CI 1.377-6.192) and
was most frequent in patients reporting higher education and
in city residents (Tables 4 and 5). The age and sex of
respondents did not impact the intention to use voice agents
(P=.20 and P=.50, respectively) (Table 3).

The Null Hypothesis
The study results showed evidence against the null hypothesis,
as the readiness to use telehealth services and, specifically, voice
technology was associated with independent variables (Tables
3-5). Patients’ willingness to apply telemedicine was related to
gender (P=.006), with women being less likely to declare
readiness for telehealth (OR 0.415, 95% CI 0.183-0.943) than
men; age (P=.05), with patients younger than 68 years being
more likely to receive telemedicine (OR 1.009, 95% CI
0.974-1.046); living with family (P=.004), with individuals

living with other family member declaring higher readiness for
telemedicine (OR 2.445, 95% CI 1.021-5.856); and previous
difficulties accessing medical care (P<.001), with respondents
who experienced obstacles to accessing a cardiologist in the
past declaring a higher intention to use telemedicine (OR 3.913,
95% CI 1.625-9.426). Place of residence and primary level of
education were not associated with readiness for telehealth
(P=.60 and P=.10, respectively).

Positive responses toward voice conversational agents were
associated with previous difficulties accessing cardiovascular
care (P=.003), with individuals who encountered problems
obtaining medical care in the past showing higher intention to
use voice technology (OR 2.920, 95% CI 1.377-6.192), and
education level (P=.05), with respondents with a primary
education being less interested in the application of
conversational agents (OR 0.716, 95% CI 0.436-1.175). Place
of residence appeared to be related to the respondent’s declared
readiness for VT, but it did not reach statistical significance
(P=.07). Sex, age, and living with family members were not
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associated with readiness for conversational agents (P=.50,
P=.20, and P=.40, respectively).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This cross-sectional study evaluated factors influencing intention
to use telemedical solutions. Survey results confirmed that
patients with CVD declared readiness for remote health care
services, including VT-based virtual care. Previous difficulties
accessing cardiologists in routine clinical settings were
associated with a 3 times higher likelihood of acceptance of
voice assistants for medical purposes.

An increasing number of patients with CVD presents challenges
to health care systems to provide ubiquitous and high-quality
care [15-17]. Thus, the implementation of telehealth services
may enable alternative treatment strategies [18]. Accordingly,
telemedicine provides a broad spectrum of possible
interventions, including self-management programs [19,20],
medication adherence [21,22], monitoring of vital signs [23],
medical visit reminders [24], and remote long-term follow-up
[7]. However, the applicability and usefulness of new
technologies must be viewed from a broader perspective that
includes patients’ expectations. Of note, users’ judgments and
opinions of services or products reflect dynamic changes in
emotions and feelings over time. Anticipated experience refers
to the expectations a person has prior to the use of a solution,
while momentary experience is associated with a perception
after the first interaction. As a continuum, episodic and
remembered experience mirror users’ approaches toward the
specific usage of a service and their general impressions after
a longer period of use, respectively [25]. It is important to apply
a systematic methodology while exploring patients' needs. The
structured approach is a cornerstone for the creation of
patient-oriented telehealth programs promoting high adoption
rates [26].

This study evaluating anticipated experience indicated that a
vast majority (123/249, 93.9%) of CVD patients with previous
difficulties accessing traditional care declared a readiness to
use telemedical solutions, including voice assistants. The survey
revealed that almost half of respondents experienced delayed
medical appointments (eg, long waiting times, queues) and
difficulties with physical access associated with the distance
between patients' homes and medical centers. In contrast,
Edwards et al [27] showed that a relatively low number of
patients indicated difficulty in accessing traditional health care
as a reason to accept telehealth solutions.

Our study highlighted some sociodemographic variables
impacting patients’ approaches toward anticipated telehealth
opportunities. Men and individuals living with family reported
higher interest in the use of telemedicine. Similarly, men were
more likely to accept digital technologies in a study evaluating
the adoption of health care apps and online tools [28]. The age
of the patients has been reported to play an important role in
patients' willingness to use telemedicine [29]. Despite our study
showing a correlation between age and readiness for telehealth,
it did not reach statistical significance, as 90.2% (111/123) of

younger (<68 years) and 81.7% (98/120) of older (68+ years)
respondents were interested in using telemedicine tools (P=.05).
Similarly, a systematic review of 39 studies evaluating
age-related acceptance of telemedicine showed no consistent
association [30]. Moreover, a recent meta-analysis confirmed
that different age groups expressed a specific level of mobile
health service interest that depended on ease of use, perceived
severity, and perceived vulnerability, especially for middle-aged
and older individuals [31]. Interestingly, conversational agents
were reported to be anticipated by younger and older adults
(P=.20), which may help to avoid technological exclusion of
older individuals. These findings are promising, as rapid
progress and market penetration of voice assistants (ie, Amazon
Echo, Google Home) mirror general users’acceptance of verbal
communication interfaces. In the United States, more than 87
million people were reported to use smart speakers in January
2020, which gives potential to the horizontal implementation
of this novel telehealth modality [32]. Simultaneously,
professional medical applications deployed using conversational
agents allow patients to report health status by answering a set
of clinical questions in the form of a verbal conversation
between human and voice device. This trend is exemplified by
the CardioCube application, which has already been tested [3]
and implemented in clinical practice for remote monitoring of
patients with HF and diabetes [13]. Institutionally, Nationwide
Children’s Hospital in Columbus, Ohio, developed a voice
service for the care coordination of children with medical
complexities [11], which confirms the usability of VT in the
routine management of patients.

Furthermore, in line with the findings reported by Lin et al [33],
our results showed that patients living with their families showed
higher intention to use the presented telehealth solutions. This
observation might be associated with additional support from
family members while using telehealth services.

It is important to note that patients declared different forms of
preferred virtual care, and subsequent analysis showed a
willingness to use mobile phones (167/249, 67.1% of
respondents) as well as voice conversational agents (166/249,
66.7% of patients). Our results show that the coapplication of
VT and provider-driven support through telephone contact meets
patients’ expectations. These findings may help to create a basis
for telehealth programs providing comprehensive real-time
feedback on a patient's health status.

It must be noted that the psychological aspects related to the
perception of new technologies are very complex. Our
questionnaire focused on the critical elements of determining
anticipated experience and readiness to use telehealth. We
evaluated (1) reasons patients want to use remote care, (2) the
biggest value propositions, (3) the types of patients most
interested in using telehealth, and (4) the manner in which
patients want to access care. However, there are more
components associated with willingness and readiness that were
not evaluated by our survey. Other studies have reported that
the following factors should be taken into consideration when
designing telemedicine programs: previous experience with
technology, ability to use the technology, perceived usefulness,
quality of design, and user confidence [20,28,34-36]. The last
element is of special importance, as previous findings showed
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that patients trust telehealth services if they are provided directly
by a physician [28] with the support of a case manager [33].
Furthermore, studies showed that factors associated with
technology itself (performance expectancy and perceived
privacy) determine older people’s intentions to receive telehealth
[37], while readiness might be also facilitated by coexisiting
diseases and additional costs [38].

Study Limitations
We would like to note that we did not collect data about previous
experience with telemedical solutions, which does not allow us
to evaluate acceptance of virtual care. Accordingly, the study
results reflected patients’ anticipated experiences and intentions
toward services described by a medical doctor prior to the
survey. To reduce risk of bias, we used a semistructured
interview to educate study participants about each of the
telehealth services included in the questionnaire. Moreover, a
dedicated doctor (BK) assisted all study participants during the
survey, answering additional questions regarding the clinical
application of telemedicine.

The study is limited by a relatively small number of participants
(N=249). However, differences in answers provided by
participants had strong statistical significance supporting our

findings. Moreover, the validation procedure included 30
respondents, and the e-prescription question showed the lowest
Cohen score (patients’ responses should be taken with caution).

Taking into consideration that the study design was based on
readiness for telemedicine, further investigations are needed to
analyze acceptance of VT in clinical practice, including patients’
episodic and remembered experiences.

Conclusion
Understanding challenges and barriers associated with the
clinical use of telehealth is necessary for its successful and
widespread implementation. Among many aspects, patients’
expectations and factors influencing readiness play an important
role. Our study showed that intention to use VT is associated
with previous difficulties accessing health care, especially in
city residents and individuals who reported a higher level of
education. A telehealth service combining conversational agents
with provider-based phone support was anticipated by younger
and older adults, which may help provide effective remote
management of older individuals. Further evaluation of patients'
perceptions of and incentives to use remote health care
technologies is critical to designing a patient-centered solution.
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Abstract

Background: Recent advancements in active assisted living (AAL) technologies allow older adults to age well in place. However,
sensing technologies increase the complexity of data collection points, making it difficult for users to consent to data collection.
One possible solution for improving transparency in the consent management process is the use of blockchain, an immutable and
timestamped ledger.

Objective: This study aims to provide a conceptual framework based on technology aimed at mitigating trust issues in the
consent management process.

Methods: The consent management process was modeled using established methodologies to obtain a mapping of trust issues.
This mapping was then used to develop a conceptual framework based on previous monitoring and surveillance architectures for
connected devices.

Results: In this paper, we present a model that maps trust issues in the informed consent process; a conceptual framework
capable of providing all the necessary underlining technologies, components, and functionalities required to develop applications
capable of managing the process of informed consent for AAL, powered by blockchain technology to ensure transparency; and
a diagram showing an instantiation of the framework with entities comprising the participants in the blockchain network, suggesting
possible technologies that can be used.

Conclusions: Our conceptual framework provides all the components and technologies that are required to enhance the informed
consent process. Blockchain technology can help overcome several privacy challenges and mitigate trust issues that are currently
present in the consent management process of data collection involving AAL technologies.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e20832)   doi:10.2196/20832
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Introduction

Background
Society is currently moving into an age of ubiquitous and smart
technologies, including mobile and wearable products, portable
sensors, and diverse internet of things (IoT) solutions [1].
Examples of such smart technologies are smartphones,
smartwatches, wireless blood pressure cuffs, wireless scales,
smart thermostats, and smart homes, among others [2-4]. These
devices have had a substantial adoption rate; for example, in
2016, 76% of Canadians owned a smartphone [5]. These devices
have become a standard and are pervasive even in developing
countries; for example, in Brazil, 57% of the population used
a smartphone [6], and in Argentina, a similar proportion of the
population, that is, 52%, used a smartphone [7]. According to
a recent survey of 11 developing countries across 4 global
regions, a median of 53% of the population of these nations
have access to a smartphone with internet [8]. The wearable
market has also experienced rapid growth: the number of global
smartwatch users increased from 5 million in 2014 to 75 million
in 2017 [9]. The fitness wearable market alone, comprising
devices such as fitness bands, smart clothes, and eyewear (eg,
smart glasses), has approximately 4 million users in Canada
with a revenue of Can $ 290 (US $220) million [10].

These technologies have embedded sensors that can
continuously and effortlessly monitor the health of users [11]
by collecting data on vital signs [12], environmental variables
[13,14], and behavioral metrics such as movement in the house
[1]. The collected data can be analyzed for new insights into
the health of individuals and populations [15].

Active Assisted Living
One of the fields that IoT technologies and connected devices
can greatly improve and support is active assisted living (AAL)
[16], defined as “all technology, devices, and wearables
connected to the Internet, that enable the collection and
exchange of data, and are used for health monitoring or to
enhance the daily life of individuals” [17]. The major goal of
AAL technology is to help people with activities of daily living,
leading them to a better, safer, and more productive life while
minimizing the risk of injury and avoidable death [1,17].
Therefore, AAL technologies are usually designed to support
vulnerable populations and older adults [1,17].

AAL has become increasingly important because of a shift
toward older populations in the global age distribution. It is
expected that by 2050, all developing countries, in addition to
Latin America, the Caribbean, and most of Asia, will have a
median age of at least 40 years [18]. In Canada, 10 years from
now, for example, 1 out of 4 people will be aged over 65 years
[19].

Aging well and in place requires the older adult population to
be as independent, secure, and healthy as possible [1,17].
However, older adults experience declining health as they age
and are more likely to develop some sort of impairment, making
remaining at home a difficult task [20]. Although assistive
technologies have long been used to help older adults with daily
activities [20], the benefits of innovative connected devices for

monitoring wellness and supporting aging-in-place are being
realized only recently. Their sensing capabilities allow for health
support, real-time data collection, and detection or warning for
emergencies. For example, 1 out of 4 seniors fall each year,
resulting in the deaths of 27,000 seniors every year in the United
States alone [21]. Another example of how these technologies
can support older adults is a smart thermometer that cools the
house if the temperature increases to dangerous levels,
preventing seniors from experiencing a heatstroke [1].

Controlling access and consent to all these data is still a great
challenge in the current technological landscape [18,22-26].

Informed Consent
Informed consent is defined as an “individual’s autonomous
authorization of medical intervention or participation in
research” [18]. Valid informed consent in research and treatment
is composed of the following minimum requirements [18,27]:

1. Competence: defined as the ability to perform a task
2. Understanding: defined as the full disclosure of information

pertaining to the situation
3. Voluntariness: defined as participation in the event without

any coercion and awareness of the possible outcomes.

Additional complexities in the consent management process
may arise depending on the case; for example, older adults use
AAL systems tend to interact with caregivers, cohabitants, and
legal guardians. AAL technologies, such as smart thermostats,
will collect data from every person in the environment where
they are located. Therefore, the caregivers, cohabitants, and
legal guardians must also give consent for data collection and
use [18,23].

In addition, AAL technologies have significant benefits for
people with cognitive impairments, including older adults and
people with dementia [18]. A delicate ethical consideration
arises on whether these populations can provide valid informed
consent based on the principles outlined above [18]. One
solution would be rolling informed consent, where the data
collector repeatedly provides information on consent while
assessing the mental capability of an individual [18,28].
Although rolling informed consent may work well in research
environments, in practice, it may not be possible to achieve it
in a real-world deployment of AAL systems because of the high
complexity, rate, and volume of data collection from devices.

In cases where the individuals whose data are being collected
cannot give valid informed consent, substitute decision makers
(SDMs) may be necessary to make health decisions on their
behalf [29]. SDMs may be family members, caregivers, legal
guardians, or any person authorized to make health decisions
for or with the individual.

Privacy of AAL Data
Despite the benefits to technology users, health care providers,
and the health care system, one major challenge that needs to
be addressed is the privacy of patient-generated health data.
Although IoT devices allow continuous and zero-effort
monitoring of health data, they also increase the complexity of
data collection points and make it harder to determine exactly
what, why, and how data are being collected. This is especially
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troublesome when we consider the context of AAL technologies:
older adults are a vulnerable population that traditionally do not
have advanced technological knowledge [16,23,30,31].

Older populations using AAL technology are at a high risk of
being subjected to security and privacy violations because of
the mishandling of their data, in which mishandling is
characterized by any use of data that are different from what
was consented to by the user. Older adults (and technology users
in general) must know what they are consenting to and how to
manage their consent at any time. In addition, many technologies
only allow a binary consent in which users consent to all data
or no data being collected. Users do not have any choice of
which health variables they can give or revoke consent to.

Blockchain
Data ownership, security, anonymity, and privacy are complex
topics, and, as exemplified above, the challenges of obtaining
consent for increasingly advanced methods of data collection,
use, and disclosure call for new solutions to imperfect consent
procedures to protect the safety of individuals. One possible
solution is using blockchain.

This technology can be seen as a distributed ledger formed of
data structures known as blocks, equipped with cryptography
techniques to enable trust among parties while being operated
by a peer-to-peer network of computers [1,32]. Each computer
forms an independent node on the network and maintains a copy
of the ledger, which is regularly updated to ensure that it remains
consistent with the other copies.

A blockchain can be private or public, depending on its intended
application. A public blockchain is open to anyone who wishes
to browse its contents or participate in the network [33]. Public
blockchains are the most well-known blockchain applications
because most cryptocurrencies take advantage of their features
to enable trusted monetary transactions without the need of a
trusted third party. In contrast, a permissioned or private
blockchain allows only authorized users to browse its contents
or participate in the network [34]. This type of blockchain
solution is appropriate for sensitive or highly regulated
information management environments, such as health care
data.

A blockchain network receives transactions when two or more
users want to transact information between them. Transactions
from users are broadcasted to the network, validated, and
grouped into a block by network nodes known as miners [35,36].
The transactions of a blockchain are data structures modeled to
represent real-world processes and objects. For example, a
transaction can be modeled to represent monetary transactions
[37]; transfer of the ownership of a car [38]; the current state
of a business object [39]; or, in our framework, the current state
of informed consent of a patient.

Transactions sent to the ledger are secure and private without
the necessity of a trusted third party because users of a
blockchain do not use personally identifiable information as
credentials when sending transactions to the ledger [1,32]. They
use techniques such as cryptographic proof of ownership, in
which every user has a private and public key pair for each
transaction they submit to the ledger [40].

The sender signs the transaction with the private key, and a
unique signature is generated and sent, along with the
information of the transaction, to the public key of the receiver
in the network. Every new blockchain transaction is broadcasted
to all miners of the network who concurrently verify the
transaction for proof of the private key ownership of the sender
and verify whether the contents of the transaction are valid. For
example, in the blockchain of Bitcoin [35], all transactions are
checked for the private key ownership of the sender to ensure
that the sender has enough funds (bitcoins) to send the
transaction.

Miners utilize the public key of the sender to verify whether
the signature of a transaction is valid. If the signature is not
valid, it indicates that the original signature of the sender is
wrong or tampered with, resulting in the network rejecting the
transaction. The proof-of-ownership method prevents
transactions from being corrupted or tampered before being
added to the blockchain [34].

After transactions are validated, miners group them in a block;
however, before adding it to the blockchain, they must complete
a task known as mining [37]. Mining is a process in which
miners compete to create a unique hash string for a new block.

A newly generated block hash contains in its composition the
unique hash of the most recently added blockchain. The linkage
of blocks’ hash creates a cryptographical heritage that enables
blockchain to tamper-proof its information history. For example,
if an attacker wants to change the transaction information
contained in block number 50, and miners from the network
are currently working on block number 100, the attacker must
generate the unique hash of all blocks that come after block
number 50 until they reach the end of the chain and generate
the unique hash of block number 100 before all the other miners
of the network finish working on it. For this type of attack to
be successful, a significant amount of processing power from
a single miner is required. More precisely, a single miner would
have to produce more processing power than the entire network
to achieve success. Hence, these types of attacks are improbable
[41,42].

In typical cryptocurrency blockchain solutions, such as Bitcoin,
miners compete to finish mining a block because the winner
gets rewarded for completing the task. This process is known
as proof-of-work [35], and one of its major disadvantages is the
vast amount of electrical power needed to keep networks
running. Newer blockchain solutions, such as Ethereum, take
advantage of modern validation processes such as
proof-of-authority. In this process, instead of wasting
computational power to validate and hash a block, credentials
or any other relevant fact about the miner is used to accept a
new block as valid or not.

Proof-of-work and proof-of-authority are used by blockchain
technologies to help the network achieve consensus. In all
consensus methods, a consensus is achieved by the ledger when
the majority of nodes in the network agree that the block is valid
and add it to their local copies. The consensus process starts
when the first miner in the network finishes mining a block. It
first adds the new block to its copy of the ledger, then follows
to broadcast the new block to its neighboring nodes. Each node
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that received this new block verifies the unique block hash for
validity, and if it is valid, it adds the block to its copy of the
ledger. The node then follows to broadcast the new block in the
same manner as the miner. This process is repeated until part
or all of the network agrees with the current block. Some
blockchain solutions define that when more than 50% of the
network agrees with a block, consensus is achieved. There is a
plethora of blockchain solutions that offer different types of
consensus mechanisms. As for our framework detailed in the
next sections, we used hyperledger fabric (HF) [38] to take
advantage of the pluggable consensus feature, which allows for
future changes in the consensus model. This feature is essential
to our framework because we cannot instantiate an application
that is not capable of adapting to comply with future regulations.
More details on the consensus mechanism of HF are presented
in the Results section.

This paper explores the creation of a blockchain platform for
consent management in health care, specifically in the context
of AAL. We discuss a general methodology for identifying
blockchain use cases developed by Gorenflo et al [43], and we
apply this methodology to consent management for AAL
technologies. With the identification of consent management
as a prime use case for blockchain, we expand upon previous
work done by Bublitz et al [1], deriving from their general
software architecture for surveillance activities, a conceptual
framework for blockchain in AAL consent management. To

develop this proposed conceptual framework, we researched
which blockchain technology was the best fit. In the following
sections, we discuss the methodology for identifying trust issues
and software architecture, which served as a basis for our work.
Next, we present our framework and explain how it differs from
related work.

Methods

Mapping of Trust Issues
Gorenflo et al [43] defined a general methodology for
identifying use cases of blockchain based on the identification
of trust relations. This robust approach involves the following
sequential steps relevant to this paper:

1. Identify the parties and trust relations between them. If a
relationship does not have the required level of trust
necessary to achieve the goal of the relationship, it should
be marked as a trust issue.

2. Design a minimal blockchain system that resolves the trust
issues.

3. Migrate the rest of the existing system to the new
blockchain system if such a system exists.

In this study, we followed this methodology to model the
consent management process for data collection in the AAL
technology space, in consultation with AAL experts, resulting
in the diagram presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Consent management process and trust issues in active assisted living. AAL: active assisted living.

Framework Development
Once the trust issues were identified, we began work on a
conceptual framework that focused on blockchain to mitigate
these issues. This framework is based on a general framework

architecture for monitoring and surveillance activities created
by Bublitz et al [1] to address most of the requirements for the
creation and use of IoT systems. The main layers of the
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architecture, as exemplified in Figure 2 [1], are device, network, data, applications and privacy, security, and integrity.

Figure 2. General architecture for the pan-Canadian surveillance system. API: application programming interface; IoT: internet of things; SQL:
structured query language.

Results

Trust Diagram for Consent Management
The trust diagram in Figure 1 follows the nomenclature from
the International Electrotechnical Commission or Systems
Committees Active Assisted Living [1,17,44]. The identified
trust issues are highlighted in red on the arrows included in the
trust diagram.

An AAL Care Recipient (or an Informal Care Assistant, a
nonprofessional caregiver) uses AAL technology. These users
need to manage their consent to data collection and use by the
manufacturers or owners of the technology, the AAL Service
Providers, and any third-party application that collects the data
gathered from the technology, represented as Research or
Personal Applications. Trust issues arise between the AAL Care
Recipient and entities consisted of Research or Personal
Applications and AAL Service Providers because these entities
may use the collected data in different ways than what was
consented to. Another trust issue between these entities and
regulatory acts, such as the Personal Information Protection and
Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA; in Canada), Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA; in the
United States), and General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR;
in the European Union), which regulate the collection of
personal data, is that the entities may be illegally using the data
regarding the current legislation, thus violating the rights of the
users.

The diagram clearly demonstrates relations without the
necessary level of trust in the consent management process.
Blockchain technology can provide an immutable and
timestamped log of consent, making the process more
transparent for everyone involved. This is extremely important
as consent management, traditionally, is subject to many
shortcomings and misconducts [45], and not following correct
consent procedures can have tragic consequences. For example,
in 2016, the trial testing of the drug BIA 10-2474 in France
caused the death of a participant and hospitalization of 5 others,
an event classified as that of “exceptional gravity, unprecedented
in our country” by the Minister of Solidarity and Health [46].
Preliminary investigations showed that after major neurological
effects were discovered in 1 patient, the researchers did not
obtain reconsent from other participants, allowing them to
continue in the trial despite clear dangers to their safety [46].
If the researchers used a platform such as the one proposed here,
all their interaction with the participants regarding consent
management would be recorded with a timestamp, making it
extremely difficult for the researchers to not obtain reconsent
as this misconduct would be easily auditable.

With a blockchain platform for consent management, users are
able to monitor and manage their consent in real time and with
granular variable control, for example, by giving informed
consent for certain types of data to be collected but not others
or revoking their consent at any time. This is in alignment with
privacy regulations, such as the data protection by design of
GDPR and right to data deletion by users at any time [47]. This
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information will be immutably stored in the blockchain and
may be accessed by all entities with permission to do so. Users
will also be able to ensure that the forms were approved and
cryptographically signed by the review ethics boards, ensuring
that the researchers are not withholding any information.

Data collectors will also benefit as measures taken to ensure
ethical and legal requirements throughout the data collection
process will be clearly documented and auditable.

A feature of blockchain called smart contracts [1] can also be
leveraged to improve the consent management process. Smart
contracts can be seen as codified contract agreements, and
because blockchain is an immutable ledger, terms of a contract
written into software and embedded in the blockchain will
always guarantee the fulfillment of these terms [1]. Smart
contracts can be used, for example, to bind SDMs to an
individual or to check whether the consent process is compliant
with different privacy regulations across territories. Ultimately,
with blockchain technology, it will be easier to obtain, track,
and update informed consent.

The Blockchain: HF
The HF [48] platform was selected for use as the underlying
blockchain technology as it provides the tools to achieve the
goals of our proposed conceptual framework (Textbox 1). HF
is an open source, permissioned, distributed ledger technology
(DLT) platform [38,49] developed to be used in the contexts of
enterprise. All enterprise interactions are performed in a private
network environment called hyperledger fabric network (HFN).
An HFN provides blockchain services so that client applications
and network administrators can interact with the HFN, proposing
new transactions and querying the blockchain. In an HFN
context, a consortium [50] comprises 2 or more organizations
on the HFN that need to transact business with each other.

In HF, an organization [51] is a logical driven group of members
that can represent big or small corporations. Each HFN
organization is composed of members called peers [52]. Peers
are responsible for hosting ledgers, smart contracts, handling
changes to the ledger, communications between different
organizations (channels), and managing external requests from
applications. An endorsing peer is responsible for executing
smart contracts over a transaction proposal from a client to
verify its validity before it can be added to the ledger. A
committing peer is a member who keeps a copy of the ledger
without any smart contracts, meaning that this is done to keep
multiple copies of the ledger to avoid single-point failures.
Ordering peers and organizations [53] are responsible for
keeping the communication sound between the participants of
a channel; however, those components are beyond the scope of
this paper.

Organizations can communicate with each other on an HFN by
creating and using communication channels. Communication
channels are private communication environments for all or a
subset of the organization’s members of a consortium. New
organizations are enrolled in the HFN through a trusted
membership service provider (MSP) [54], which is responsible
for issuing and validating certificates and user authentication.

The conduct of business transactions between organizations of
an HFN consortium is stored in a ledger. A ledger stores both
the current state and the history of states from a business object.
To keep a business object, the current state HF uses a database
called the world state [55], which is explained later in this paper.
To store the history of the transactions of a business object, HF
utilizes a blockchain data structure [38]. Together, the
blockchain structure and world state are what allow the ledger
to hold an immutable history of states of business objects
(blockchain) and provide fast access to the most recent state of
a single business object.

Participants of the HFN achieve consensus by following a
transaction flow that takes into account the endorsement policy
assigned to smart contracts [56]. This means that transactions
can only be accepted into the ledger if all, or a subset of, the
endorsing peers of a consortium approve the transaction. Smart
contracts in HFN are a software representation of a contract that
governs the processes that alter the state of a business object.
In HF, smart contracts are packaged into a structure called
chaincode, which consists of multiple smart contracts. Each
chaincode is deployed into an HFN channel with an endorsement
policy assigned to it. The endorsement represents which
organizations must sign a transaction so that it is accepted and
added to the ledger.

This transaction flow from HF relies on identity validation for
members of the network. All transactions are first sent to the
network as a proposal that needs to be endorsed by all HFN
organizations included in the policy of the smart contract. The
proposal is signed using the cryptographic credentials of the
user that generate a unique signature.

Endorsement organizations from HFN verify transactions for
several factors: (1) a well-formed transaction proposal, (2)
whether the proposal is not repeated, (3) checks with the MSP
[54] to verify whether the proposal signature is correct, and (4)
then the MSP verifies whether the identity of the proposal
submitter has the authorization to perform operations in that
channel.

Input parameters are fed to the chaincode that is going to be
executed in the current world state. The result is returned after
chaincode execution alongside the peer signature to the client
as a proposal response. Finally, the client inspects the response
from peers, and if all the necessary signatures are valid, the
transaction is created.

The client application broadcasts transactions to the ordering
service. The service, in turn, creates orderly blocks of
transactions and sends them to the channel’s peers. Each peer
verifies the block transactions and signatures before adding the
block to the ledger. HF is not the only appropriate platform that
can provide the necessary infrastructure to instantiate our
conceptual framework. For example, Ethereum [57] is a
blockchain solution that provides full support for distributed
applications over a blockchain network. Even if the main
network of Ethereum is public, which is not ideal for the health
care domain, it can be instantiated into a private network
environment, thus becoming compliant with the privacy and
access control requirements of the present conceptual
framework. We refer to Modum [58] as an example of an
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implementation of a supply chain management system applied
to Ethereum. Modum enables pharmaceutical companies to
monitor the temperature and humidity of medical products by
using smart contracts to verify sensor data during their life cycle.

Other honorable mentions of blockchain platforms that are
appropriate to this framework instantiation are the IBM
blockchain platform [59], the Multichain Private blockchain

[60], the Hydra chain [61], and the BigchainDB [62]. It is also
worth mentioning that using these technologies will require
some changes in the HFN [63] component of the framework.

Textbox 1 contains the minimum requirements of the solution
mapped over the attributes of HF, providing a checklist for other
blockchain platforms to instantiate the framework.

Textbox 1. Active assisted living conceptual framework requirements and features of hyperledger fabric that support them.

Privacy of patients’ information

• Hyperledger fabric (HF) uses cryptographic material to control access to the ledger. Applications from authorized organizations keep information
from patients in their infrastructure. HF only stores anonymized consent information from unique keys created for each patient.

Private communications between stakeholders of the informed consent process

• HF maps stakeholders from a network into organizations. Each organization can be a part of a channel composed of some other organizations
that constitute the consortium. Communications inside a channel are private to their members.

Scalable and fast querying of the ledger

• HF stores the most recent state of a business object in a state database called world state. Every time an informed consent state changes or a new
informed consent is created, a new transaction is inserted into the ledger. However, the world state only updates the business object if it already
exists, otherwise it is created. These characteristics also make HF more scalable as querying the complete history of the ledger is not required
for determining the most recent informed consent status.

No cryptocurrency

• HF has no cryptocurrency, which complies with our solution’s intention to provide the simplest solution possible to our end users, people using
active assisted living.

Security of information

• As HF is a private and permissioned blockchain platform, the security of information is much less susceptible to a privacy breach.

Immutability of ledger history

• HF provides an immutable ledger natively.

Accountability of informed consent transactions

• With HF, smart contracts can be created enforcing standards. These smart contracts can be configured to explicitly require the endorsement of
an organization that represents an auditing authority.

Software development kit (SDK) for development of end user applications capable of interacting with the ledger

• For our conceptual framework to be instantiated, the creation of web applications capable of interacting with the blockchain network to create
and retrieve consent transactions is necessary. HF provides such SDKs in NodeJS, Java, and Go languages.

Smart contracts capabilities

• Smart contracts are needed to ensure the enforcement of standards and endorsements that must be respected so that a new informed consent
transaction is accepted and stored in the ledger.

Custom network policies

• Such policies are needed to control network interactions between organizations. The informed consent process has its own unique policing needs,
such as endorsement policies, hence the need for customization.

Extensibility of the network

• For our solution’s relevancy, the capability of adding new organizations, policies, channels, and smart contracts without having to start a new
network is imperative. HF provides the plug-and-play capability for adding new entities into an existing network.
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Conceptual Framework for a Blockchain Consent
Platform in AAL
As previously mentioned, the main objective of the conceptual
framework is to allow a plethora of smart devices data to be
used by different health care stakeholders while providing trust,
security, and privacy. Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual
framework components, one for each domain of services and

health care data. All stakeholders are either mapped into an HF
organization or are end users that interact with the framework
through the web application of the consent management
platform. Each square in Figure 3 represents a different
framework component, and each component maps services,
applications, participants, and infrastructures that need to interact
with the platform to complete the instantiation of the framework.

Figure 3. Consent management platform conceptual framework. SDM: substitute decision maker.

For example, the data consumer component interacts with the
consent management platform component to create requests for
informed consent from AAL patients. The data producer
component must interact with the consent management platform
component to grant informed consent to data consumers and to
register the consent into the ledger. The consent management
platform component interacts with the RESTful (representational
state transfer) services component to send transactions to the
ledger. The RESTful services component acts as the middleware
between the platform front-end applications and the HFN
component.

Finally, the data custodian component interacts with the consent
management platform to ensure that a data consumer has the
proper informed consent registered in the blockchain before
sharing patient data.

The SecurityModel section discusses and explains the platform
security aspects in details (Figure 3), along with what features
from HF were utilized to support the goals of the framework.

Security Model
As seen in Figure 3, the conceptual framework is built on top
of an HFN; hence, all communications between organizations
and their clients are secure by state-of-the-art authentication
methods such as x509 certificates and asymmetric key pairs
[38]. We derived our security model from the architecture of
HF because it offers cryptographic certificates and keys
necessary to access the ledger.

The consent management platform application utilizes HF
ordering service [53] to access the HFN. HF applications are
bound to an organization, and each time a new transaction is
sent from an application, the network verifies the credentials of
the organization and users before accepting transactions. If the
credentials of the HF application are valid, then the transaction
can be submitted to the ledger.

All transactions sent to the ledger are previously checked by
cryptographic access control guards, which ensures that only
authorized users can access the HFN. Chaincode is used to
ensure that all transactions are signed and verified by the
necessary endorsing organizations. For each organization
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endorsement, digital signatures are used to provide data
authenticity before adding the transaction into the ledger. If an
endorser organization rejects the authenticity of an application’s
user, then the transaction will not be inserted into the ledger.

Cryptographic authentication mechanisms are simplified by a
feature from HF called MSP [54]. An MSP abstracts complexity
involved in issuing, validating, and certificating users’ and
organizations’ identities. An MSP is configured to have unique
identities and rules that govern these identities. The HFN utilizes
the identities of users to control access to the ledger. For
example, a user with a client type of identity can only transact
on the network, but an identity of type peer is allowed to endorse
or commit transactions to the ledger.

Data Consumer Component
The data consumer component represents stakeholders that are
interested in consuming data for a variety of different reasons,
such as remote patient monitoring (RPM) [64-67]. To access
health care data, obtaining informed consent from participants
is essential to protect all participants, and ensuring safe and
ethical procedures are in place is also essential [18,22,24,45].
The framework provides such interactions through data
consumers interacting with the HFN component. It is also
essential to explain that data collected for a data consumer can
be real time or historical. This means that levels of security and
awareness requirements from participants can differ, thus forcing
the utilization of stricter network policies and smart contracts
based on the characteristics of the data.

Data Producer Component
The data producer component is constituted by stakeholders
that provide health care data in the realm of the conceptual
framework [37,68]. Collected data can be from passive or active
monitoring [69]. The former relates to data that are continuously
or periodically sent to the cloud (eg, smart thermostats), and
the latter is the type of data that requires actions to be taken on
the part of data producers (eg, clinical exam) [69]. Any request
for active data use from a data consumer must be consented to
by a data producer for a data consumer to gain access to it.
Consent is given when a data producer interacts with the consent
management platform and explicitly gives consent to the data
consumer. The consent management platform is responsible for
creating the transaction and sending it to the HFN. If the
transaction is valid and endorsed by all the appropriate peers,
then the transaction is stored into the ledger and the world state
is updated.

Data Custodians Component
The data custodian component contains stakeholders that are
responsible for stored health care data [70,71]. Aside from the
PIPEDA and HIPAA considerations with regard to security and
privacy standards that all data custodians must adhere to, they
must only provide access to data by another stakeholder from
the informed consent process if the informed consent exists and
if it has not expired. It is worth mentioning that a data consumer
may also be a data custodian in some cases, but informed
consent must be obtained in the same manner as previously
noted. If a stakeholder is a data custodian, in the holistic view
of the framework, this does not mean they are entitled to use

health care data freely [69]. Data custodians are represented as
HFN organizations in our framework, so that they can be part
of the channels responsible for storing consent information.
Therefore, by querying the world state, they can verify whether
the consent given to a data consumer is valid.

HFN Component
The HFN component represents the mapping of all the
stakeholders of the conceptual framework into HFN
organizations. By creating this mapping, it is possible to create
consortiums capable of having private communication channels
with their ledgers and smart contracts. These channels are used
by the organizations to query, create, and update informed
consent state transactions that are stored within the ledger. New
organizations can be added to the HFN at any point; thus, the
organizations in the framework architecture are generalized.
The ledger contains historical data from all the transactions
between the organizations, which allows for data auditing from
any of the network participants, consequently ensuring that trust
evolves as a result of design.

Another feature that comes by design, thanks to the use of HF,
is the world state. The world state possesses the current values
of a business object (in our case, informed consent data). This
is necessary for our conceptual framework, as it would be
expensive and time-consuming to go through all transactions
stored in the ledger to find the most recent state of a consent
document. In HF, the world state is a NoSQL (No Structured
Query Language) database that stores key-value pairs as
identifiers of each state. The key-value pairs can be, for example,
the pair patientID-researchID. Every time a new transaction
from this key is stored into the ledger, the key-value or pair
state stored in the CouchDB will also be updated.

Finally, as per the current version of HF, we utilize the
consensus mechanism from the Raft protocol. The Raft protocol
is based on a leader and follower model in which a node is
elected as leader and the rest as followers. The Raft protocol is
also a crash fault tolerance service that complies with our
requirements of ensuring access to patients’consent information
at all times [72].

Data Auditor Component
A data auditor can be any organization that represents regulatory
authorities such as the PIPEDA and HIPAA. Having data
auditors present on the network is important because they ensure
that law and regulations are enforced in the HFN by using smart
contracts and endorsement policies. By being a participant of
the HFN and possessing the endorsement of peers included in
the proper channels of interest, for example, channels that store
information of the data auditor’s jurisdiction, a data auditor can
audit the information of multiple ledgers if needed. This HF
capability allows the process of informed consent management
to be auditable by different authorities, granting the conceptual
framework the capability to adapt to new rules and policies that
new data auditor added to the HFN might bring to the
consortium.

Another possibility is that a data auditor, through the creation
of policies, can force transactions to satisfy a set of requirements
through smart contracts and network policies. Smart contracts
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enable the enforcement of standards for data privacy and security
that prevent breaches of privacy and misuse of information.
Through the proactiveness of a data auditor, it is possible to
enhance the informed consent process as it can continuously
verify the validity of consent. A data auditor can act upon
expired or invalid consent information by being a member or
founder of the channels in which the organizations under its
jurisdiction are present.

Consent Management Platform Component
The consent management platform is a web-based platform that
groups all the functionalities necessary for the processing of
granting, revoking, and managing consent. First, to prevent a
lack of access from stakeholders because of technology
limitations, the framework proposes the use of responsive web
applications that can be accessed by any device. The platform
uses HF’s NodeJS software development kit (SDK) [73] to
interact with the HFN from the front end. Different endpoints
can be used to control actions allowed only by certain types of
users and organizations, for example, a patient (data producer)
can elect an SDM to make decisions for him but cannot create
requests for consent like a data consumer.

Patients can log into the platform to browse available data
consumer requests and choose which to enroll in. For example,
if an AAL patient wants to be monitored by an RPM center, the
RPM center, as a data consumer, logs into the platform and
creates the request for consent to be accepted by its patients.
The AAL patient can grant consent to the RPM center through
the platform’s web application. In doing so, a transaction is
created and proposed to the HFN and, if accepted, is stored in
the ledger. This ensures that all the stakeholders from the
transaction now possess a copy from the current state of consent,
and the data consumer can start collecting the patient data from
data custodians.

The consent management platform also provides web interfaces
that allow patients to revoke consent and update consent.
Another feature offered is that data producers can choose to
share specific types of data for each request for consent. For
example, an RPM center may request 5 types of data to be
shared by a patient. However, the patient may choose only to
share 2 types if they desire; although this makes the expected
data received by the data consumer less predictive, it empowers
data producers at the same time. This process ensures
accountability, security, and transparency for the informed

consent process, helping to improve traditional methods of
obtaining consent.

The consent management platform can also be used to enhance
the process of electing SDMs for patients. A patient can request
that a user becomes their SDM. If the appointed SDM accepts
the request, the information about the SDM elected is stored
into the ledger and becomes available to stakeholders. Just like
an informed consent state stored into the ledger, the SDM state
can also be revoked or updated based on the circumstances.
Such features can help to empower people under AAL
conditions to quickly elect trustworthy SDMs without having
to go through current bureaucracies that govern the substitute
decision-making process [74].

Finally, the representational state transfer services layer is
responsible for managing appropriate access to the consent
management platform and for keeping meta-information about
the users’ identities in the ledger. If any other functionalities
are needed, the conceptual framework can be extended to
encompass new functionalities and components.

Chaincode
The utilization of chaincode (smart contracts) by the framework
ensures that only registered applications can send a transaction
to the ledger and that the network’s required organizations
endorse only valid transactions. A set of endorsement policies
is defined for each new chaincode deployed into the network.
As we are proposing a conceptual framework, at this stage of
our research, we still do not have abstract contracts that can be
extended by other developers. However, in the Framework
Instantiation section, we explain the development of our
prototype’s chaincode.

Our first implementation of the chaincode will serve as a subject
to further enhancements for the framework. In future work, we
will study all contracts and their commonalities to create abstract
contracts that can be instantiated by developers who want to
adapt the framework for other domains.

Framework Instantiation
To exemplify the instantiation of the framework using HF,
Figure 4 shows an abstraction of the developed HFN. The
consortium is composed of 4 organizations that represent
minimum requirements to allow all stakeholders in the system
to perform the required tasks.
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Figure 4. Organizations instantiated in the framework. DA: data auditors.

In our network, the 4 organizations that compose the consortium
are data producer, data auditor, data consumer, and one data
custodian. The members of the channel, channel user consent,
have access to the ledger containing informed consent
information. Before any new consent is given and stored into
the blockchain, the data auditor member of the channel must
agree and endorse the transaction containing the informed
consent (as stated by the network policy in Figure 4). The data
custodian, as a member of this channel, knows that the data
auditor agreed to that consent if the transaction is valid and
stored into the ledger. With the transaction validated, the data
custodian is authorized to give access to its health care data to
the data consumer as long as the data custodian respects the
restrictions defined by a patient or SDM.

The data auditor organization is also a member of a different
channel of communication called channel data security. This
channel will hold the members of the network responsible for
ensuring that the data custodian has the proper consent from
users to store their information on their servers. Finally, the
communication broker represents an organization responsible
for routing the communication between the end user and the
communication channels.

We used NodeJS SDK of HF to implement the chaincode
responsible for verifying, adding, and querying informed consent
of the patients and SDM states for members of the channel User
Consent. The chaincode of the channel is defined by 2 contracts:
contract one (C1) and contract two (C2). C1 is used to manage
the informed consent state and to manage substitute decision
maker states. C1 ensures that all fields of the informed consent
transaction are present and valid. C1 checks for patient and
research identification fields; the number of sensors; and, if for
each type of sensor shared, the periods of consent are valid. C2
is responsible for managing SDM states from members of the
User Consent channel. C2 checks for SDM and patient
identification, start and end dates of the SDM validity, and the
current status of the SDM-patient relationship. A code snippet
implementation using NodeJS SDK of HF for C2 is presented
below (Textbox 2).

If all requirements are successful, then the organizations, after
executing the chaincode, endorse the transaction and return the
proposal result to the sender. After finishing the proposal
process, the new informed consent status is added to the ledger.
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Textbox 2. Code snippet from the chaincode to add a new substitute decision maker.

1. /**

2. @function addSDMState

3. @param {*} ctx

4. @param {*} patientID

5. @param {*} SDMID

6. @param {*} rlStatus

7. @param {*} startDate

8. @param {*} endDate

9. */

10. async addSDMState(ctx, patientID, SDMID, rlStatus, startDate, endDate) {

11. try {

12. // Instantiate a new SDM state to be added to the ledger

13. let substituteDecisionMakerState = SubstituteDecisionMakerState.createInstance(patientID, SDMID, rlStatus, startDate, endDate);

14. if (substituteDecisionMakerState) {

15. // add to the ledger

16. const response = await ctx.substituteDecisionMakerStateList.addSDM(substituteDecisionMakerState);

17. // return ledger response

18. return response;

19. } else {

20. console.log(“Error at addSDMState”);

21. return null;

22. }

23. }catch (error) {

console.log(“Error at addSDMState”);

24. }

25. }

Discussion

Enhancing Consent Management
Ensuring proper informed consent is a major concern for data
collection and use [22,45]. Our proposed solution facilitates
health data sharing by different stakeholders while increasing
transparency and trust. The biggest advantage of our solution
is that it was developed based on a systematic process of
identifying and mitigating the trust issues in the consent
management process [43]. The framework minimizes all trust
issues indicated in Figure 1 by providing a virtual space to
manage consent, powered by blockchain to provide an
immutable and timestamped log of user consent for data owners
and collectors. Consequently, AAL care recipients and informal
care assistants will have a much better understanding and control
over what data they are sharing, with whom, for what purpose,
in what manner, and for what time period. Furthermore, it will
be easier for regulatory agencies to audit if AAL service
providers or research or personal applications are using data for
purposes other than what was originally consented to, as they
will be able to access the log of consent of the blockchain.

The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reported in an
overview of clinical trial inspections from 1977 to 2009 that
28% of trials had deficiencies related to inadequate consent
forms [45]. In 2012, the FDA cited the main deficiencies related
to consent, among others: the failure to obtain informed consent;
use of expired, incomplete, or nonvalidated forms; failure to
provide copies of the forms to study subjects; missing
documents; and changes made to documents by hand and
without the approval of ethics review boards [22]. Our platform
will provide a secure and immutable virtual space where all
stakeholders—data owners, consumers, and regulators—will
have complete transparency and surety of the entire process,
making the process safer for all involved and ensuring that cases
such as the trial of BIA 10-2474 will not happen again.

In short, the proposed conceptual framework tries to generalize
the process of consent management for all stakeholders in the
health care domain, allowing a clearer understanding of possible
interactions and functionalities of the consent management
process and, ultimately, providing more transparency. As
presented by Novitsky et al [18], this was an important
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characteristic to help address inefficiencies in the process of
consent management, especially for vulnerable populations.

The framework also aims to take full advantage of the features
of HF to allow for robust and complex control over the process
of obtaining informed consent. Data auditors are an example of
such goals, in which they can remove bad actor organizations
from the network if they do not comply with the rules.

Related Work
Several companies explore consent management and blockchain.
However, they differ significantly from our solution.

Hu-manity.co, for example, developed a mobile app with IBM
blockchain to help individuals manage consent for the use of
their personal and health information. This app gives users a
title for their digital data, declaring them as the user’s property
[75]. Unlike our proposed platform, this solution does not store
the user consent information on the blockchain.

Another company, Bitfury, is producing a blockchain-based
consent management system for research and medical data. This
solution is closer to what we are envisioning as a blockchain
platform [76,77]. The same is true for solutions in academia,
such as the work of Benchoufi and Ravaud [26] that use
blockchain to provide a timestamped log of consent for clinical
trials. We differentiate from these works not only by focusing
on IoT and AAL, and outside clinical and research contexts,
but also by providing a granular variable control for users,
allowing them to manage consent for different data types and
periods (eg, user 1 gives consent for the temperature to be
collected but not their movement, between June and July).

An interesting related solution is MedRec, developed by
researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Unlike
previous works, this solution was not created to improve the
consent management process but to minimize interoperability
issues between electronic health records (EHRs) while providing
a transparent view of a patient’s full medical history. MedRec
uses smart contracts to encode metadata with references to
medical data from multiple medical data sources, which includes
information regarding ownership of the data. Patients permit
data to be accessed and shared [25]. In MedRec, consent
management is not an explicit concern, but it appears as a form
of access control for medical data. Although our solution
considers access to data, as described in the sections below, we
focus on consent management and improvement of trust
relations in this process. In addition, MedRec deals with medical
data stored in clinical systems and already collected, whereas
our platform deals with real-time, patient-generated health data
from sensors and AAL technologies deployed in the real world.
Although our solution is distinct from solutions that deal with
EHR interoperability, having proper informed consent is always
a concern when dealing with personal data. Our proposed
solution is a possible facilitator such that future health data
sharing solutions do not need to develop tools to manage
informed consent.

Limitations
The limitations of this work include the lack of implementation
and real-world deployment of our proposed conceptual
framework. Therefore, future work will focus on the
development of a blockchain-enabled platform for consent
management. Additional limitations include the fact that, for
our architecture to be implemented at scale, the participation of
federal and regional agencies is required to make up the
participating nodes in the blockchain. In addition, data collectors
will need to enroll in our platform and allow integration with
the framework for the users to be able to give proper consent.
Given that the platform will increase transparency and
compliance with regulations for data collectors and owners
alike, the stakeholders will benefit from engaging with such a
platform, ensuring their participation. This means that the
success of this platform depends upon the collaboration of
several governments and industry partners interested in
improving the current security and privacy issues.

Another limitation of our work is that the current version of the
framework is not prepared to share health care data between
data custodians and consumers. The platform serves as a tool
for obtaining, managing, and consulting informed consent and
SDM information. Custodians can use the platform to ensure
that a data consumer has collected proper informed consent
from the owners of the health care data they are requesting. For
future work, we intend to extend our conceptual framework to
be capable of offering data brokerage between custodians and
consumers.

Conclusions
AAL technologies have the potential to completely revolutionize
how older adults age, minimize risks, and increase independence
[17]. However, this must be considered alongside the privacy
implications of monitoring technologies [17,18]. Unfortunately,
it is currently challenging for individuals to successfully manage
their consent for data collection [1]. Blockchain is a novel
technology that provides immutability and decentralization,
allowing increased transparency across processes [1,32]. In this
work, we modeled the trust issues existing in the consent
management process of AAL technologies and proposed a
conceptual framework based on blockchain to mitigate the
identified trust issues. The proposed framework can be applied
in different domains that deal with sensor data, such as drug
supply chain [78-80] and environmental surveillance [1]. The
instantiation of the platform is still in the early stages of
development, but the first implementation of a fully functional
application prototype has already been developed. The prototype
allows researchers to request informed consent from AAL
patients, and each new informed consent is wrapped into a
transaction and sent into the HFN. Organizations validate and
endorse the new transaction by using chaincode before it is
added to the ledger. After the new block is added, participants
of the network can query the ledger to check for informed
consent validity before sharing patients’ AAL data. Finally,
although our prototype is currently not open source, we hope
that researchers will use our framework to create their own
blockchain applications.
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Related Article:
 
Correction of: http://www.jmir.org/2020/11/e21329/
 

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e26446)   doi:10.2196/26446

In “Identifying and Ranking Common COVID-19 Symptoms
From Tweets in Arabic: Content Analysis” (J Med Internet Res
2020;22(11):e21329) one error was noted.

This article was originally published with a layout error causing
two inline figures representing Arabic keywords to appear as
regular figures in the first paragraph of the Methods section.
The sentence where these inline figures should have appeared
read as follows:

First, we searched Twitter for personal reports of
COVID-19 from March 1, 2020, to May 27, 2020,
using 2 Arabic keywords Inline Figure 6 and Inline

Figure 6, which translate roughly to “I have been
diagnosed.”

This has been corrected to place the two inline figures within
this sentence instead of the words “Inline Figure 6” in each
instance.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on December 14, 2020, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.

 

Submitted 11.12.20; this is a non–peer-reviewed article;accepted 11.12.20; published 14.12.20.
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(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e25738)   doi:10.2196/25738

In “Undergraduate Medical Competencies in Digital Health and
Curricular Module Development: Mixed Methods Study” (J
Med Internet Res 2020;22(10):e22161) the authors noted three
errors.

One author's name was displayed as:

David Back

It has now been corrected to:

David Alexander Back

One affiliation for David Alexander Back was listed as:

Bundeswehr Hospital Berlin, Clinic for Traumatology
and Orthopedics, Septic-Reconstructive Surgery,
Berlin, Germany

It has now been corrected to:

Department of Traumatology and Orthopaedics,
Septic and Reconstructive Surgery, Bundeswehr
Hospital Berlin, Berlin, Germany

The phone number for corresponding author was incorrectly
listed. It has been changed to:

49 30 2841 1240

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on December 7, 2020, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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In “Documenting Social Media Engagement as Scholarship: A
New Model for Assessing Academic Accomplishment for the
Health Professions” (J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e25070),
one of the authors was not mentioned in the original paper.

The following author has been added:

Alice Eaton, Bsc

Swansea University Medical School, Swansea, United
Kingdom

One of the contributors was missed in the Acknowledgement
section. Previously, the Acknowledgement section read as
follows:

All authors met the ICMJE authorship criteria,
including reviewing and approving this manuscript
for publication. Each of the 40 coauthors completed
an Authorship Attestation Form confirming that they
met all 4 of the ICMJE authorship criteria. In
addition, each coauthor described on a shared Google
Sheet how they made “substantial contributions to
conception and design, or acquisition of data, or
analysis and interpretation of data.” The authors
wish to thank Jocelyn C Anderson, PhD, RN, S
Alexander Kemery, PhD, RN, and Chrystal L Lewis,
PhD, RN for their comments on the draft of this
manuscript.

The corrected Acknowledgement section now reads as follows:

All authors met the ICMJE authorship criteria,
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic and related public health efforts limiting in-person social interactions present unique challenges to
adolescents. Social media, which is widely used by adolescents, presents an opportunity to counteract these challenges and
promote adolescent health and public health activism. However, public health organizations and officials underuse social media
to communicate with adolescents. Using well-established risk communication strategies and insights from adolescent development
and human-computer interaction literature, we identify current efforts and gaps, and propose recommendations to advance the
use of social media risk communication for adolescents during the COVID-19 pandemic and future disasters.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21886)   doi:10.2196/21886
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic has affected nearly everyone’s way
of life, irrespective of their age. The pandemic has particularly
challenged adolescents, who at ages 10-19 years are undergoing
some of the most dynamic changes of human development [1].
Individuation from family and connection with peers bring
fundamental psychological and social benefits to this age group.
The loss of in-person social interactions created by stay-at-home
mandates, school closures, and social distancing during
COVID-19 has strained these developmental processes. Further,
because of the protracted nature of the pandemic and its
restrictions, pervasive misinformation on the internet, and
incorrect perceptions that healthy adolescents are at low risk
for infection [2], some young people have dismissed the dangers
of infection and their role in transmission in the greater
community to spend time with their peers. We are currently

witnessing the unsettling crisis of college campuses reopening
this fall in the United States, only to face precipitous shutdowns
and quarantines in response to outbreaks of COVID-19, brought
about by fraternizing young people [3].

Opportunities exist, however, to help counteract some of these
challenges during this uncertain time using adolescent-friendly
methods. Given the near ubiquitous use of social media (SM)
in this age demographic [4], online platforms traditionally used
for entertainment purposes can be mobilized to promote health
as well. This viewpoint highlights SM’s potential to serve the
critical function of protecting and enabling adolescents during
this unprecedented time by providing them with accurate and
timely health information that will promote individual
engagement in healthy behaviors while mitigating risk.
Paralleling community adaptation efforts, SM may promote a
paradigm shift from passivity and isolationism toward
empowerment and activism.
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We focus on well-established risk communication strategies
and integrate insights from adolescent development and
human-computer interaction literatures to identify current
efforts, gaps, and recommendations highlighting two main
points. First, to adequately support the promotion of healthy
behaviors during COVID-19, public health actors should harness
the power of SM to address adolescents through their preferred
avenues. Second, content must address adolescent-specific needs
to activate adolescents as drivers of health protective behaviors
and promoters of community adherence.

Adolescent Use of Social Media

A total of 92% of adolescents use the internet daily and 85%
have at least one SM account [4]. Since the start of the
COVID-19 pandemic, the use of SM has increased across
platforms. For many platforms, particularly those with many
adolescent users, the number of new downloads, accounts
created, and daily use is at an all-time high [5,6]. In the United
States, popular platforms among this age group include YouTube
(85%); Instagram (70%); Snapchat (65%) [4]; and, increasingly,
TikTok [7]. Because of the ubiquity and stability of adolescent
SM use, SM is a promising medium to reach adolescents.

The appeal and frequency of SM use by adolescents can be
understood through a developmental perspective. Cognitively,
adolescence is marked by a greater ability for self-directed
learning and shifts from egocentric thinking to understanding
the perspectives of others [8]. In addition to major cognitive
changes, adolescence is a time for identity formation and
exploration. Socially, adolescents spend more time with peers
[9], seeking autonomy from adults. Developmental neuroscience
and behavioral science have shown a heightened sensitivity to
peer feedback [10,11] and social influences [12] in adolescence.
Thus, peer norms and social prestige become more important
[1].

The affordances framework provides insight on how SM aligns
with these unique aspects of adolescent development [13].
Affordances are key design aspects of SM platforms that
underlie how users use them. For adolescents, functional, social,
cognitive, emotional, and identity affordances encourage
exploration, learning, and practicing of skills that are key for
development. Functional affordances refer to features that
determine how messages are transmitted and saved for
scalability and dissemination, for example, the ability to repost
another user’s content. Social affordances are platform features
that promote interpersonal interaction. One social affordance
is belonging to a group based on a characteristic or shared
interest. Identity affordances relate to features allowing users
to create and develop their identity and portray it to others. For
example, SM profiles can range from platforms that encourage
sharing one’s true representation to total anonymity. Cognitive
affordances are features that help users learn and share

information, for instance, through the use of multimedia such
as video as a creative way to promote learning. Emotional
affordances are platform features that affect users’ emotional
reactions. Examples include the use of personal stories, names,
and pictures to create empathy.

Through these affordances, adolescents can explore topics of
interest and their identity, connect with others, receive feedback
to establish peer norms, and build prestige in a social ecosystem
separate from adults. This understanding of adolescent
development and the advantages of SM affordance features can
inform interventions including risk communication during
disasters.

Risk Communication During Disasters
and During COVID-19

Studies have identified risk communication, defined as “the
exchange of real time information, advice and opinions between
experts and people facing threats to their health, economic or
social well-being” [14], as an effective public health intervention
to inform the public about resources and promote healthy
behaviors during disasters. Increasingly, risk communication
occurs through SM platforms due to extensive community reach
[15]. SM allows the public, and adolescents in particular, to
have timely access to a wide variety of topics with dynamic
interaction beyond traditional interface media. At the same time,
the inaccuracy of disseminated information may undermine an
effective response, which has been unfortunately demonstrated
in the context of COVID-19 [16].

Established authorities such as local governments and the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) provide
messages during public health events by using communication
patterns that allow SM users to differentiate true facts from
misinformation. The CDC has developed a six-principle
framework for the dissemination of information during a crisis
called Crisis and Emergency Risk Communications (CERC;
Textbox 1) [17]. The CDC developed CERC to enable public
health response officials to promptly and effectively
communicate with the community in emergency situations.
CERC is built around psychological and communication
sciences, studies in the field of issues management, and learned
experiences [17] from previous emergency responses to allow
for communicators to work alongside the media and responders
to impact community response and recovery from these
potentially devastating emergencies. A full response in a crisis
can take time, requiring multiple levels of information to be
acquired that is incongruent with the need for the community
to respond right away. This delay can impair an adequate
community response. This is addressed through the basic
principles of CERC, which emphasize the importance of being
first, being right, and being credible in disaster response.
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Textbox 1. Crisis and Emergency Risk Communications principles [17].

Be first

• Communicating information quickly is crucial. Historically, the first source of information often becomes the preferred source.

Be right

• Accuracy establishes credibility. Information can include what is known, what is not known, and actions being implemented to fill in the gaps.

Be credible

• Honesty and truthfulness should not be compromised during crises.

Express empathy

• Suffering should be acknowledged. Addressing emotional reactions and the challenges faced by individuals leads to trust and rapport.

Promote action

• Providing examples of meaningful activities for individuals to engage in may promote calm, reduce anxiety, help restore order, and foster a sense
of control [18].

Show respect

• Respectful communication promotes cooperation and rapport.

To further promote information sharing, officials from
government, health care organizations, and emergency
management systems must reach a variety of listeners through
their preferred media channels. The implementation of SM for
CERC allows for an additional element of interaction to be
incorporated into this framework. Whereas traditional news
sources release static, precrafted messages in standard formats,
such as press releases, the dynamic nature of SM has allowed
for shifts in information dissemination. Historically,
management agencies or organizers act as senders transmitting
information to the receiving community. Through the use of
SM, recipients such as adolescents also take on the role of
senders by sharing, commenting, or reposting messages to their
networks as a functional affordance.

To facilitate the reading and then the sharing of credible health
information, content must quickly create resonance with
consumers. Given the intentional brevity of SM posts, resonance
must be successfully created with concise messages using few
characters and through the provision of meaningful messages
containing actionable guidance. Because of the rapid turnover
of content, online resonance must create “stickiness,” an aspect
of functional affordance, so that individuals access and remain
on specific content for a greater duration of time. Stickiness can
be extended by further engaging audiences with a familiarity
of the rules of SM propagation—for example, the use of
hashtags to attract readers. Market research and analytics play
crucial roles to ensure that content creation and style meet the
expectations of the SM user and lead to selective dispersal of
accurate information.

In the CERC framework, directives to the community must
evolve through the life cycle of a disaster, defined by four
phases: preparedness, response, recovery, and mitigation. During
these distinct phases the primary needs are concrete and focused
on community safety. Nevertheless, some variables remain
consistently vital, such as monitoring for hazards and threats,
and flexible communication. Messaging about COVID-19

initially focused on reducing the spread of infection by
informing, influencing, and empowering readers to wash their
hands, stay at home, social distance, and travel only for essential
activities such as picking up groceries or prescriptions. As new
information has emerged, the current messaging encourages the
use of facial masks in public and ongoing promotion of social
distancing as communities begin to reduce restrictions and
enable reopening.

Exploring CERC as Applied to
Adolescents

Given the pre-existing widespread use of online media and
online news sources by the adolescent demographic, CERC
messaging through SM may be a particularly effective technique
to reach this age group. To effectively engage with adolescents
online, messaging must, first, be accurate to be considered an
effective public health response. Second, content must be
appropriate and relevant to adolescents to be identified as
valuable. Here, consideration of the various affordances of SM
is important. For adolescents to receive intended communication,
it must be posted on platforms that adolescents are routinely
accessing. Although the popularity of individual SM platforms
will change over time, these affordances will not change and,
therefore, can more consistently inform SM interventions.
Subsequently, communication on SM that is inclusive,
empowering, and promoting appropriate health behaviors can
be leveraged as a mechanism to support action by youth and
youth activists.

Although national or international health organizations
frequently excel in the second and third CERC principles of
providing “right” and “credible” information [19], these are
time-consuming steps that may prevent adherence to step one
of “being first.” By prioritizing speed of information
dissemination on SM platforms, organizations and providers
may more effectively help adolescents find accurate and
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up-to-date information from reliable health organizations. Crisis-
and disaster-related content directed toward adolescents needs
to reflect distilled knowledge from health care providers or
public health organizations generated through a funnel process.
More simply, this encompasses gathering data, filtering for
reliable and consistent information, and then developing content
written specifically to promote a selected action. Public health
authorities have done little to tailor content on SM platforms
for adolescents in prior infectious disease outbreaks [19].
Creating verbiage for adolescent-targeted messaging on SM
platforms from health organizations also represents a solution
to countering misinformation that has become especially
prevalent in the pandemic. In addition, leveraging the functional
affordance through ease of replicability of messages and the
identity affordance (how adolescents portray themselves online),
public health authorities can create precrafted messages for
adolescents to repost as their own. This aligns with adolescents’
desire for independence from adults and for prestige through
social approval. Further, considering the functional affordance
of scalability and the importance of peer norms, collaboration
with influencers, especially those of similar age, to spread
messages will likely be beneficial.

Available research shows that online misinformation on SM
platforms, including during natural disasters, spreads faster and
reaches more people than true information [20]. This is
particularly troubling with the potential for disinformation to
lead to significant harm when accurate information from leading
health professionals is delayed or absent [21]. Adolescents may
be particularly vulnerable to misinformation, using SM as a
primary news source [22]. A recent study demonstrated that
25% of the most popular YouTube videos on COVID-19 contain
misinformation [21], and 40%-60% of Twitter posts about
COVID-19 are driven by bots (autonomous or semiautonomous
software applications that mimic humans) [23]. Health care
organizations and other public health agencies are tasked with
combating this misinformation through CERC principles. In
line with the cognitive affordances of knowledge acquisition
and self-efficacy, use of interactive and visual media such as
videos or quizzes testing knowledge about COVID-19 with
corrective information may be more appealing to adolescents
than messages with text or static images.

The next three principles of CERC communication (“express
empathy,” “promote action,” “show respect”) are equally as
important; these require more specific adaptation for the target
demographic and directly address the content of messaging.
Language must be selected so as not to downplay information
or incite anxiety. Word choice must be within the developmental
and cognitive ability of the target demographic. Content must
reflect the priorities of adolescents, show empathy for their
concerns, and be engaging and entertaining [24].

Highlighting the loss of interactions with friends and
community, and missing milestone achievements during the
pandemic communicates that adolescent voices are heard in the
uncertainty of the pandemic. Adolescents should be encouraged
to maintain their connectedness with friends and peers by virtual
means in absence of in-person contact when possible
(encouragement of physical distancing over social distancing).
With support of educational agencies, SM platforms have been

used creatively toward managing the somber and disappointing
cancellations of important rites of passage and celebrations of
achievements such as graduations, proms, and summer job
opportunities. For many, these letdowns have been softened
and brightened through virtual graduations using livestreaming,
video, and photo commemorations of the events in festive attire;
distribution of digital diplomas; and inspirational speeches by
celebrities and dignitaries [25].

These virtual efforts represent attempts to instill normalcy,
highlight shared values, and create a sense of security, comfort,
and community. In addition, they exemplify the social
affordances of belonging and support, and the emotional
affordances of using personal stories and ceremonies to generate
emotion and garner empathy [13]. Adolescent struggles should
not be minimized but, rather, respectfully validated. These
efforts promote an alliance between health providers and
organizations and adolescents, and make adolescents feel
understood. If they feel camaraderie with the organizations and
authorities, adolescents will be more likely to identify the
importance of the messages and listen to them.

In regard to promoting action, adolescents have traditionally
been seen as passive participants during disasters rather than
primary agents and collaborators. Adolescents can play an
important role in disaster response and preparedness [26]. Peek
and colleagues [27] identified many youth contributions in
response to Hurricane Katrina. They found that children and
adolescents helped raise and donate money, collect material
goods and supplies, assist with rebuilding, support behavioral
health, develop programs and raise awareness, and found new
organizations. Many youth initiatives were embedded within
larger organizational responses rather than independently started
by children and adolescents, though the authors acknowledge
that adolescent-initiated and encouraged activities are important.
A few papers highlight youth’s use of SM to organize
volunteering efforts in response to disasters [28,29].

To our knowledge, there have not been any other similar
narrative, systematic, gray, or nonscientific literature reviews
for adolescent use of SM in response to disasters including
infectious disease outbreaks such as COVID-19. Though
research in this area is still nascent, SM use aligning with the
affordances framework has been identified as a promising
medium to promote prevention in adolescents [30], including
of sexually transmitted infections [31,32]. A recent systematic
review on the use of technology to scale up youth-led
participatory action research found few, albeit positive, examples
of the powerful nature of adolescent SM engagement [33]. This
suggests that adolescents may possess expertise in SM that has
been underrecognized and underused, and there is limited
documentation of adolescent contributions on SM platforms
[27].

This highlights the importance for health care providers to invest
in credible communication directed to adolescents and to support
their development as emerging and powerful advocates for
improving public health behaviors around the
world—particularly at this crucial time in public health history.
In line with the United Nations’Sendai Framework for Disaster
Risk Reduction 2015-2030 [34] call to include adolescents as
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agents of change, public health directives should be relayed
directly to adolescents.

The best messengers for adolescents are often other adolescents.
Some organizations already engage adolescents to participate
in response, advocacy, and teaching around important topics in
public health. Examples include activation of teen community
response teams during disasters (Teen Community Emergency
Response Teams [35]) and opportunities for teen leaders to
pursue projects that help their communities with preparedness
and response during emergencies (the Federal Emergency
Management Agency Youth Preparedness Council [36]). Other
programs focus on education, empowerment, and building
awareness of certain issues (health, youth employment,
inequities), accomplished through programs where young people
serve as youth ambassadors and youth advocates to the
community, such as with Teens Take Charge [37] and the Youth
Power Coalition [38]. Enlisting young leaders to promote public
health interests allows for this demographic to play an active
role in shaping their own future.

Young leaders have already demonstrated great motivation and
drive to help others. Content that contains a motivational
component can help spread adaptive behaviors to support the
community, as reflected through SM posts showing adolescents
helping vulnerable neighbors [29]. Social distancing directives
in the context of COVID-19 may feel isolating; shifting the
schema to highlight the altruism of physical distancing may
help to influence desired behaviors at both an individual and
population level. This aligns with the adolescents’ desire to
portray themselves in a positive light. Further, crafting
immediate and accurate messages for both youth engagement
as well as activation on SM can promote self-discovery, personal
development, and local and global connectedness to perpetuate
lasting behavior change [39,40].

Using the right communication model can positively impact
behavior and change in adolescents during this pandemic.
Leveraging SM is an essential part of the disaster
communication toolkit to reach adolescents, who are often
missed in targeted communications. Enormous potential exists
to harness the existing skills of adolescents and the affordances
of SM.

Current Risk Mitigation Efforts on Social
Media

Although there is evidence supporting the use of the CERC
framework’s principles during prior disease outbreaks [41,42],
the adoption has been slower for adolescents. This may be
explained by the fact that many public health and medical
organizations previously did not disseminate information
through the SM platforms most widely used by youth, such as
Instagram, TikTok, Snapchat, and YouTube, or consider
affordances [13,22,30,43]. The COVID-19 pandemic has spurred
some of these authorities to adapt. For example, the World
Health Organization (WHO) started a TikTok account in the
wake of COVID-19 and, as of October 2020, has over 2.4
million followers. The CDC has used multiple platforms
including YouTube and added a dedicated Snapchat account.

The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) has sought to
empower adolescents by asking them to share messages and
graphics created by UNICEF and the WHO on SM platforms.
More organizations and authorities would benefit from following
the example of these pioneer agencies to develop SM accounts
that reach a more diversely aged target population, especially
where adolescents search and receive health information.

The developers of SM platforms should also be commended
for identifying creative methods to promote accurate
information. Instagram, Twitter, and TikTok verify authoritative
accounts, making it easier for users to identify reputable sources
to be featured. Similarly, many platforms have dedicated
advertisement space to credible organizations. Many platforms
including Facebook, Reddit, Twitter, TikTok, and YouTube
now recommend or display credible sources of information
associated with certain topics or hashtags and may fact-check
content [16,44]. In an effort to correct misinformation, some
platforms have displayed videos from credible organizations
adjacent to COVID-19 videos with misinformed or
unsubstantiated claims; however, this juxtaposition may be
confusing to young viewers and lead to the conclusion that
videos spreading misinformation are legitimate based on their
proximity to videos by subject matter authorities. This is
especially concerning because SM content recommendation
algorithms can lead to a preferential though unintentional
selection of misinformation. SM platforms can also demote,
suspend, or even remove accounts spreading misinformation;
however, this has been a less popular option due to first
amendment rights.

Although organizations have developed accounts on SM to
directly address youth, content on SM accounts is often geared
toward adults and has not been developed specifically for
adolescents or fails to acknowledge the unique challenges they
face [22]. Few organizations have addressed the understandable
reactions to remote schooling and the loss of sports activities
and graduation ceremonies. This is a missed opportunity to
promote behavior change through emotional and social
affordances. Because empathy and respectful communication
build trust, this type of messaging is necessary to engage
adolescents. Some examples of successful and empathic ways
to engage young people have been demonstrated by the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), UNICEF, and TikTok. UNESCO’s
#MyCOVID-19Story [45] and UNICEF’s #VoicesofYouths
[46] campaigns ask youth to describe the challenges their
communities face and to share creative and humorous content.
TikTok’s livestream event for the graduating class of 2020
featured multiple influencers and allowed students to receive
digital diplomas. TikTok’s prom week (#TikTokProm) [47]
allowed adolescents to showcase their social distancing prom
experience, which generated over 2 billion views. Since the
reopening of universities in the United States, some colleges
have expanded the role of paid student influencers (hired for
marketing their schools to prospective students) to instead model
safe behaviors on SM and connect students to resources as part
of efforts to contain recent outbreaks on campuses [48].

In addition to empathy, showing respect is likely to activate
adolescents. In some cases, adolescents have been admonished
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or demonized for engaging in risky behavior. Rather than
shaming or being condescending, health organizations should
provide positive and corrective experiences. Through functional
affordance, more efforts should be made to partner with
influencers, especially those with large audiences in the target
demographic [22]. Indeed, a number of celebrities have streamed
conversations with health authorities. Some of these
conversations allow users to actively engage by asking questions
in real time. For example, users could ask questions on Netflix’s
weekly livestream on Instagram called “Wanna Talk About It?”
[49], which features conversations between Netflix actors and
actresses from popular adolescent shows and mental health
professionals to address the mental health and wellness of young
people during COVID-19. This interactive way to promote
learning and skills exemplifies cognitive affordance.

Many challenges or campaigns have been started to promote
action. In general, campaigns try to influence people to engage
in a discussion or carry out a set of activities reflecting social
affordance. The Vietnamese “Jealous Coronavirus” (Ghen Co
Vy) song and the related youth-created #GhenCoVyChallenge
dance have been used to promote protective behaviors. The
challenge video amassed over 31 million views, and UNICEF
and the British Red Cross have shared it [50]. A number of
handwashing challenges were created organically and in
collaboration with the WHO. The South African Ndlovu Youth
Choir created a musical rendition of the WHO’s COVID-19
safety advice shared through SM platforms [51]. Proctor and
Gamble hired the top influencer on TikTok, an adolescent 15
years of age with nearly 90 million followers, to perform a dance
promoting social distancing labeled the #Distancedance [52].
Further, users were encouraged to create and share their own
dance. Snapchat has also leveraged its location-sharing app,
Zenly [53], to gamify sheltering-in-place. These interactive and
visual risk communication strategies are likely more appealing

for adolescents, as they leverage cognitive and social affordances
and have generated millions of views and shares.

Conclusion

Adolescents represent a vulnerable group who are frequently
overlooked in disaster and emergency communication. Given
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and related future challenges
of subsequent waves of infection and vaccination, it is a crucial
time for risk communication. As explored in this paper,
adolescents can be effectively reached and provide positive
benefit given their high level of engagement and resourcefulness
through online SM platforms. Many global agencies such as
UNICEF have highlighted the individual and collective power
of adolescent voices emerging as powerful advocates for change,
emphasizing the difference between working for adolescents
and working with adolescents.

SM can and should be leveraged by health care leaders and
public health organizations to access tools to facilitate dynamic,
accurate, and actionable risk communication to ensure awareness
of public health issues and best practice guidance for
adolescents. Nevertheless, this requires adaptation by health
authorities to consider the developmental affordances of SM to
reach adolescents and to tailor content to adolescent-specific
concerns. Though emerging data showcases online
connectedness of adolescents and health authorities leads to
adherence to safe behavior and civil activism and advocacy,
more research is needed to determine the most effective and
safest practices as well as the outcomes of such endeavors. We
believe that meeting adolescents where they are at on SM
ensures that voices of young people are heard and represents
an investment in their health and well-being during the
COVID-19 pandemic and in future disasters.
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Abstract

Background: With over 37.8 million cases and over 1 million deaths worldwide, the COVID-19 pandemic has created a societal
and economic upheaval of unparalleled magnitude. A positive transformation has been brought about by innovative solutions in
the health care sector that aim to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on human health. For instance, the use of telehealth has been
on the rise amidst this public health emergency.

Objective: Given the unprecedented scale of the pandemic with no definitive endpoint, we aimed to scope the existing
telehealth-related literature during a defined period of the ongoing pandemic (ie, January to June 2020).

Methods: Our scoping review was guided by the Joanna Briggs Institute Reviewer Manual. We systematically searched PubMed
and Embase databases with specific eligibility criteria. Data extracted from the shortlisted articles included first author and
affiliation, journal title, publication type, terminologies used to describe telehealth and their accompanying definitions, health
discipline or medical specialties and subspecialties wherein telehealth had been applied, the purpose of telehealth use, and the
authors’ overall sentiment on telehealth use. We collated the available information and used descriptive statistics to analyze the
synthesized data.

Results: In all, 543 articles published across 331 different journals were included in this scoping review. The Journal of Medical
Internet Research and its sister journals featured the highest number of articles (25/543, 4.6%). Nearly all (533/543, 98.2%)
articles were in English. The majority of the articles were opinions, commentaries, and perspectives (333/543, 61.3%). Most
authors of the articles reviewed were from high-income countries (470/543, 86.6%), especially from the United States of America
(237/543, 43.6%). In all, 39 different definitions were used to describe terms equivalent to telehealth. A small percentage (42/543,
7.7%) of the articles focused on the provision of COVID-19–related care. Moreover, 49.7% (270/543) of the articles primarily
focused on the provision of multiple components of clinical care, and 23% (125/543) of the articles focused on various specialties
and subspecialties of internal medicine. For a vast majority (461/543, 84.9%) of the articles, the authors expressed a celebratory
sentiment about the use of telehealth.

Conclusions: This review identified considerable emerging literature on telehealth during the first six months of the COVID-19
pandemic, albeit mostly from high-income countries. There is compelling evidence to suggest that telehealth may have a significant
effect on advancing health care in the future. However, the feasibility and application of telehealth in resource-limited settings
and low- and middle-income countries must be established to avail its potential and transform health care for the world’s population.
Given the rapidity with which telehealth is advancing, a global consensus on definitions, boundaries, protocols, monitoring,
evaluation, and data privacy is urgently needed.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24087)   doi:10.2196/24087
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Introduction

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is a defining moment in the

21st century for many reasons. It has affected over 18.3 million
people worldwide and led to over 695,000 deaths, resulting in
a societal and economic upheaval of unparalleled magnitude
[1]. These unprecedented times have also highlighted the power
of science in identifying creative solutions to address this
mammoth global challenge. Numerous Information and
Communication technology (ICT) tools and innovative
approaches, such as tools for online education and
telecommuting, were being developed even before the pandemic;
these tools gained popularity as people sought to find creative
solutions to mitigate the impact of the pandemic [2]. In the
health care sector, telehealth or telemedicine practices expanded
tremendously during the pandemic and continue to flourish [3].

Telemedicine, a term coined in the 1970s, meant “healing at a
distance” [4]. Over the following 4 decades, several
peer-reviewed definitions for the term have emerged. In 2007,
the World Health Organization (WHO) introduced a
standardized definition for telemedicine: “The delivery of
healthcare services, where distance is a critical factor, by all
healthcare professionals using information and communication
technologies for the exchange of valid information for diagnosis,
treatment and prevention of disease and injuries, research and
evaluation, and for the continuing education of healthcare
providers, all in the interests of advancing the health of
individuals and their communities” [5]. ICT is defined as a
“diverse set of technological tools and resources used to
transmit, store, create, share or exchange information. These
technological tools and resources include computers, the Internet
(websites, blogs, and emails), live broadcasting technologies
(radio, television, and webcasting), recorded broadcasting
technologies (podcasting, audio and video players and storage
devices), and telephony (fixed or mobile, satellite,
visio/video-conferencing, etc)” [6].

Although used interchangeably, telehealth by definition refers
to health care services involving all health care professions
(including education of health care professionals themselves),
whereas telemedicine refers to services delivered by physicians
only [7]. The last 2 decades have seen the emergence of newer
terms such as ehealth, mobile health (mhealth), and digital
health, to accommodate more recent advances in ICT-enabled
health care [8]. For consistency, and as population health
researchers with an interest in the broader health care domain
beyond the only physician-delivered medical care model, in
this paper, we prefer to use the terminology “telehealth” to refer
to all forms of ICT-enabled health care.

Global interest within the scientific community for using
telehealth was on the rise even before the COVID-19 pandemic,
as evidenced by the increasing number of studies published on
this topic in recent years [9]. However, the use of telehealth to
improve patient care and population health has been
predominantly concentrated among high-income countries rather

than low- and low-middle–income countries [10]. Some medical
specialties, such as radiology, dermatology, pathology, and
psychiatry, used telehealth more frequently than others [7].
Health care professionals express varying sentiments regarding
the use of telehealth for patient care. Some consider telehealth
as the new holy grail in health care, whereas others are guarded
in their opinion about its applicability in the field. Some worry
about the lack of face-to-face connection between patients and
health care providers, which they believe is needed to develop
a therapeutic bond, and others express concern that clinicians
are unable to perform all aspects of physical examination while
using telehealth [11]. The risk of widening inequity across
various population subgroups with the advent of telehealth is
also a prevailing concern [12].

With the advancement of ICT in the health care sector to ensure
accountability, ethical medical practice, and patient data privacy,
several countries imposed legal restrictions and strict regulations
regarding the use of this rapidly expanding technology. These
factors, in addition to the lack of insurance coverage, were
reported as primary barriers to advancing telehealth in many
countries prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [13]. With the onset
of the pandemic, clinics and hospitals rapidly restricted access
for emergency care in order to reduce the risk of disease
transmission. To manage patient load, safeguard the health of
patients and health care professionals, and ensure continuity of
patient care, capable health care systems expanded their health
care delivery by providing telehealth services. Moreover, several
countries relaxed their laws and regulations pertaining to the
use of telehealth. Additionally, with the evolving landscape of
health care delivery during the COVID-19 pandemic, insurance
companies have now started reimbursing expenses for patient
care delivered via telehealth [13].

We hypothesized that there has likely been an increase in the
delivery of telehealth-enabled care since the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic, with concurrent experiential reporting
by health care professionals who are using telehealth as a health
care delivery modality. The application of telehealth to promote
health, evaluate and manage diseases, and rehabilitate
individuals has been documented in other public health
emergencies [14]. Given the unprecedented scale of what we
are witnessing in the current COVID-19 pandemic, and its
surrounding uncertainties and ramifications on future health
care delivery, we aimed to scope the existing literature on
telehealth during a defined period in the ongoing pandemic (ie,
January to June 2020).

Methods

Study Design
We performed a scoping review consistent with the guidance
provided by the Joanna Briggs Institute Reviewer Manual
[15,16]. The scoping review follows the PRISMA-ScR
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses Extension for Scoping Reviews) checklist (see
Multimedia Appendix 1) [17]. The protocol was registered on
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the Open Science Framework (registration DOI:
10.17605/OSF.IO/AXN32) [18] on July 19, 2020.

Eligibility Criteria
The eligibility criteria were established a priori. We considered
only publications that had been accepted for publication or had
been published in peer-reviewed journals. Preprints were not
considered. All publication types were considered, including
opinions, viewpoints, original research articles, and reviews,
with no geographic, time, or language restrictions. Furthermore,
we included all publications examining any aspect of telehealth
from direct, synchronous videoconferencing between patients
and health care providers, to mhealth monitoring via apps, as
well as wearable smart devices. We excluded any article whose
primary focus was not telehealth, including articles related to
molecular studies, modeling studies, and studies that used
technology only for a better understanding of disease dynamics
with no immediate and direct benefit for health care workers
(including medical students and health care managers) or
patients.

Search Strategy
We systematically searched 2 electronic databases (PubMed
and Embase) from January 1 to June 10, 2020, using both
keywords and controlled vocabulary (such as MeSH terms).
The search terms were a combination of 2 concepts: (1)
COVID-19 and (2) telehealth or telemedicine. The detailed
search strategy is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2. A senior
information specialist validated the search strategy. For a
comprehensive assessment, we also searched the reference lists
of all the included articles to identify other studies that may be
relevant to our review.

Article Selection and Data Extraction
Articles identified by our search strategy were imported into
Rayyan, the online systematic review software, and duplicates
were removed [19]. SD screened the title and abstracts of the
identified articles. AA checked the excluded studies and was
able to confirm that the exclusion criteria were correctly applied.
Subsequently, SD and AA individually extracted data from 50%
of the included studies each. We developed a standardized
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp.) template for data extraction
to tabulate specific information from the included studies, such
as journal title, written language of the article, reference to

telehealth or its variants in the article title, reference to
COVID-19 or its variants in the article title, publication type,
country of the first author’s affiliation, country of focus of the
article, terminologies used to describe telehealth and their
accompanying definitions, the purpose of telehealth use, and
the health discipline or medical specialty and subspecialties
wherein telehealth had been applied during the study period.

Additionally, for each article, we categorized the overall
sentiment expressed by the authors about the usefulness of
telehealth. This categorization was based on the framework
developed by Nettleton et al [20] and subsequently used by Dol
et al [21] in their scoping reviews of the use of internet
technology and social media in medical, sociological, and
popular literature. Accordingly, the sentiments were categorized
as “celebratory” (ie, authors provide a positive appraisal of
telehealth use during the pandemic), “contingent” (ie, authors
recognize the potential positive contribution but also
acknowledge its potential limitations), or “concerned” (ie,
authors identify challenges and caution on the imbalance that
telehealth may create in health care delivery).

Finally, SD and AA randomly cross-checked approximately
10% of each other’s extractions to ensure correctness and
completeness of the extracted data. No discrepancies were noted.

Data Analysis and Synthesis
We synthesized the collated data by using descriptive statistics
(frequencies and proportions). We used Microsoft Excel and
SPSS software (version 26.0; IBM Corp) to analyze the data.

Results

Selection of Articles
After removal of duplicates, we identified 1437 articles in our
initial search. Next, based on our eligibility criteria, articles
were excluded at various screening stages: 890 at the title and
abstract screening stage and 12 at the full-text screening stage.
We also searched the reference lists of the included articles and
found another 8 relevant articles for inclusion. Thus, a total of
543 articles were included in our review. Figure 1 shows the
PRISMA flow chart illustrating the publication selection
process. The full list of included studies is provided as
Multimedia Appendix 3.
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Figure 1. PRISMA 2009 flowchart. PRISMA: Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses. CME: continuing medical
education. CPD: continuing professional development.

Characteristics of Included Articles
The 543 articles included in our review were published across
331 journals. The Journal of Medical Internet Research and its
sister journals featured the highest number of articles (25/543,
4.6%), followed by Telemedicine and e-Health (19/543, 3.5%).
Other journals featuring a high number of included articles were
the Journal of Diabetes Science and Technology (18/543, 3.3%),
Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology (9/543,
1.7%), Otolaryngology-Head and Neck Surgery (9/543, 1.7%),
and the Journal of Rural Health (8/543, 1.5%). The remaining
journals featured fewer than 8 articles on telehealth in the
context of COVID-19. Nearly all (533/543, 98.2%) of the
included articles were in English. A small number of articles
(8/543, 1.5%) were in French and Spanish, and 1 article each

was in German and Hungarian. While the authors of this study
read English and French, information from the Spanish, German,
and Hungarian articles was extracted from their English abstracts
by using Google Translate.

Our manual search of only the titles of the articles included in
our study identified that 72.4% (393/543) of the articles made
a direct reference to telehealth or its variants and 95.6%
(519/543) of them made a direct reference to COVID-19 or its
variants. A majority (333/543, 61.3%) of the articles were
published as an opinion, commentary, and perspective, followed
by empirical research (63/543, 11.6%) and review (narratives
or systematic review and meta-analyses: 33/543, 6.1%). In all,
5% (27/543) of the articles were categorized as “others” (ie,
Bridging the gap, Business horizons, Care delivery, Clinical
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forum, Clinical practice guidelines, Consensus statement, Curb
side consult, First view, How to do it, Leaders focus, Orthopedic
forum, Practice, Practice guidelines, Practice & policy, Special
feature, and Training room). Article-type categorization was
unclear for 16% (87/543) of the articles.

The first authors of the articles included in our review were
affiliated (place of work) in 42 different countries. Most first
authors were from the United States of America (237/543,
43.6%), followed by much a smaller number from the United
Kingdom, Italy, India, Canada, Australia, France, China, Spain,
and Singapore, in decreasing order (Table 1). The geographic
focus of the articles also varied, with 32.8% (178/543) of all

articles focusing on the United States; this was closely followed
by 28.5% (155/543) of all articles had a global or regional focus
(Table 2). The geographical focus of the articles largely matched
the countries of affiliations of the first authors. We further
grouped the countries according to the World Bank’s income
status [22] and WHO’s regional classification [23]. The
complete lists of countries based on the above classifications
are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4. The vast majority of
articles were published from high-income countries (470/543,
86.6%; World Bank classification) and the Americas region
(277/543, 51%; WHO classification), closely followed by
Europe (168/543, 30.9%). A summary of this comparison is
provided in Figures 2 and 3.

Table 1. Country of affiliation of the first authors (N=543).

Number of articles, n (%)Country of affiliationa

237 (43.6)USA

52 (9.6)UK

44 (8.1)Italy

25 (4.6)India

25 (4.6)Canada

16 (2.9)Australia

15 (2.8)France

15 (2.8)China

13 (2.4)Spain

11 (2.0)Singapore

aThe first author’s place of work

Table 2. Geographic focus of published articles included in the review (N=543).

Number of articles, n (%)Country of focusa

178 (32.8)USA

155 (28.5)Globalb

33 (6.1)UK

31 (5.7)Italy

19 (3.5)India

18 (3.3)Canada

12 (2.2)France

11 (2.0)Australia

11 (2.0)China

9 (1.7)Spain

9 (1.7)Brazil

6 (1.1)Iran

6 (1.1)Germany

aSome articles focused on more than one country.
bArticles that had a global focus, covering more than 3 countries.
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Figure 2. Number of articles based on the World Bank’s classification of countries by income level (N=543).

Figure 3. Number of articles based on the World Health Organization’s regional classification (N=543).
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Terminologies Used and Their Definitions
We found 39 different terminologies related to telehealth in the
articles included in our review. The most frequent terminologies
used were “telehealth” and “telemedicine.” Additionally,
frequent use of tele-prefix specialty or subspecialty (eg,
teleneurology, telestroke), digital health, ehealth, remote health,
video visits, and others was observed. Articles also included
references to emerging ICT concepts such as artificial
intelligence (AI), robotics, and wearable technology in the
context of telehealth. Of the 543 articles, 105 (19.3%) articles
included a definition of telehealth-related terminologies. Of
these, 13 articles attempted to define telehealth, whereas 52
articles used varying definitions for telemedicine, only 2 of
which matched the definition put forth by the WHO. The various
definitions of “telehealth” and its variants provided in the

included articles have been compiled and presented in
Multimedia Appendix 5.

Purpose of Telehealth Use
Of the articles included in our review, 7.7% (42/543) articles
focused on the provision of telehealth related to COVID-19,
whereas 92.3% (501/543) reported provision of health care
support for conditions not related to COVID-19 (eg,
tuberculosis, HIV, diabetes, and stroke). We found that the
actual purpose of telehealth use during the COVID-19 pandemic
varied across studies (Table 3), with the most common purpose
being providing multiple components of clinical care (270/543,
49.7%), including any combination of triage, diagnosis,
treatment, follow-up, and rehabilitation services. Other purposes
for telehealth use were follow-up care (83/543, 15.3%), medical
education (54/543, 9.9%), diagnosis only (39/543, 7.2%), and
rehabilitation (24/543, 4.4%).

Table 3. Various purposes of telehealth use during the COVID-19 pandemic (N=543).

Number of articles, n (%)Purpose

270 (49.7)Clinical care

83 (15.3)Follow-up

54 (9.9)Medical education

39 (7.2)Diagnosis

24 (4.4)Rehabilitation

20 (3.7)Health communication

19 (3.5)Triage

16 (2.9)Surveillance or contact tracing

12 (2.2)Research

6 (1.1)Health care worker wellbeing

Telehealth Use in Various Medical Specialties and
Subspecialties
With regard to the specialties covered in the articles included
in our review, 89.9% (488/543) of the articles discussed the
application of telehealth in medicine and dentistry, and 9.9%
(54/543) of the articles focused on medical education. Among
the 54 articles on medical education, 10 articles discussed
residency training, 8 discussed undergraduate medical student
training, and the remaining 36 discussed telehealth in the context
of medical education in general (covering undergraduate,
postgraduate, residency training, and continuing professional
development programs). Only 1 article discussed the application
of telehealth in dentistry. We further classified the specialties
and subspecialties of medicine covered by the articles using the
framework proposed by the American Association of Medical

Colleges on various specialties and subspecialties of medicine
[24]. We found that 12.9% (70/543) of the articles focused on
the use of telehealth for medicine in general with no reference
to any specialty. The majority of the remaining articles focused
on telehealth use in the following medical specialties: internal
medicine (125/543, 23%), preventive medicine (56/543, 10.3%),
psychiatry (42/543, 7.7%), surgery (36/543, 6.6%), neurology
(33/543, 6.1%), otolaryngology (23/543, 4.2%), and
dermatology (23/543, 4.2%). Additional analysis of the
subspecialties revealed that the top 5 subspecialties deploying
telehealth were endocrinology (30/543, 5.5%), oncology
(25/543, 4.6%), geriatrics (23/543, 4.2%), cardiovascular
(20/543, 3.7%), and orthopedics (10/543,1.8%). The numbers
of articles grouped across various specialties and subspecialties
of medicine are reported in Table 4.
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Table 4. Number of articles included in the review categorized according to various medical specialties, subspecialties, and specific disease conditions
(N=543).

Number of articles, n (%)Medical specialtya, subspecialtyb, and specific disease or conditionc

125 (23)Internal medicine

30 (5.5)Endocrinology

9 (1.7)Diabetes mellitus/gestational diabetes

1 (0.2)Diabetes insipidus

1 (0.2)Hyponatremia

1 (0.2)Thyroid conditions

1 (0.2)Eating disorders

25 (4.6)Oncology

8 (1.5)Head and neck

3 (0.6)Lung

2 (0.4)Neurosurgical oncology

2 (0.4)Radiation oncology

1 (0.2)Surgical oncology

1 (0.2)Myelofibrosis

1 (0.2)Melanoma

1 (0.2)Prostate and other urological cancers

1 (0.2)Cardio-oncology

23 (4.2)Geriatrics

1 (0.2)Physical activity

20 (3.7)Cardiovascular

4 (0.7)Heart failure

1 (0.2)Aortic stenosis

1 (0.2)Vascular

9 (1.7)Gastroenterology

5 (0.9)Inflammatory bowel disease

4 (0.7)Hepatology

9 (1.7)Rheumatology

2 (0.4)Systemic lupus erythematosus

1 (0.2)Systemic sclerosis

1 (0.2)Rheumatoid arthritis

4 (0.7)Pulmonology

2 (0.4)Cystic fibrosis

1 (0.2)Asthma

1 (0.2)Severe respiratory failure (ECMOd)

3 (0.6)Critical care

2 (0.4)Hematology

2 (0.4)Hemophilia

70 (12.9)No particular specialty mentionede

42 (7.7)Psychiatry

4 (0.7)Substance use

4 (0.7)Counselling
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Number of articles, n (%)Medical specialtya, subspecialtyb, and specific disease or conditionc

1 (0.2)Mood disorders

1 (0.2)Eating disorders

56 (10.3)Preventive medicine

42 (7.7)COVID-19

1 (0.2)Health education

1 (0.2)Noncommunicable diseases

36 (6.6)Surgery

10 (1.8)Orthopedics

8 (1.5)Neurosurgery

3 (0.6)Transplant

2 (0.4)Orofacial

1 (0.2)Trauma

1 (0.2)Thoracic

1 (0.2)Plastic

33 (6.1)Neurology

5 (0.9)Epilepsy

4 (0.7)Stroke

3 (0.6)Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis/motor neuron disease

3 (0.6)Parkinson’s disease and movement disorders

2 (0.4)Migraine

2 (0.4)Dementia

1 (0.2)Multiple sclerosis

1 (0.2)Demyelinating diseases

23 (4.2)Otolaryngology

2 (0.4)Pediatric ENT

2 (0.4)Dysphagia and swallowing disorders

1 (0.2)Speech pathology/laryngology

1 (0.2)Speech apnea

22 (4.1)Dermatology

1 (0.2)Psoriasis

1 (0.2)Dermatosis

1 (0.2)Chronic inflammatory skin diseases

1 (0.2)Atopic dermatitis

1 (0.2)Cutaneous lesions

1 (0.2)Acne

15 (2.8)Pediatrics

3 (0.6)Gastroenterology

2 (0.4)Neonatology

1 (0.2)Well-baby clinic

1 (0.2)Neurology

1 (0.2)Rehabilitation

1 (0.2)Inherited metabolic diseases
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Number of articles, n (%)Medical specialtya, subspecialtyb, and specific disease or conditionc

1 (0.2)Cleft palate/lip

1 (0.2)Overweight/obese children

1 (0.2)Adolescent health/eating disorders

1 (0.2)Adolescent health/ADHD

13(2.4)Obstetrics and gynecology

6 (1.1)Feto-maternal medicine

2 (0.4)Antenatal care

2 (0.4)Female pelvic medicine and reconstructive surgery

11(2.0)Physical medicine and rehabilitation

4 (0.7)Physical therapy

1 (0.2)Musculoskeletal pain

10 (1.8)Ophthalmology

2 (0.4)Glaucoma

1 (0.2)Oculoplastic conditions

10 (1.8)Urology

7 (1.3)Infectious disease

6 (1.1)HIV

1 (0.2)Tuberculosis

6 (1.1)Hospice and palliative medicine

4 (0.7)Diagnostic radiology

1 (0.2)Ultrasound

2 (0.4)Anesthesiology

Anatomical and clinical pathology

1 (0.2)Digitalization of diagnostic services

2 (0.4)Allergies and immunology

2 (0.4)Allergies

aNumber of articles in each medical specialty; where not mentioned, the article is included under the general practice.
bNumber of articles in each subspecialty; where not mentioned, the article is included in the specialty category only.
cNumber of articles discussing each specific disease or condition; where not mentioned, the article is included in subspecialty category only.
dECMO: extracorporeal membranous oxygenation.
eArticles discussed various aspects of medicine without reference to any specific medical specialty.

In the articles included in our review, the top 5 diseases or
conditions for which telehealth was used were diabetes mellitus
(9/543, 1.7%), head and neck cancers (8/543, 1.5%), HIV
(6/543, 1.1%), epilepsy (5/543, 0.9%), and inflammatory bowel
disease (5/543, 0.9%). Within the preventive medicine specialty,
7.7% (42/543) of the articles discussed the various forms of
COVID-19 prevention, treatment, and control.

Classification of Sentiments on Telehealth Use
As described in the Methods, we categorized the sentiments
expressed by the authors based on the framework proposed by
Nettleton et al [20] and subsequently used by Dol et al [21].
The majority (461/543, 84.9%) of articles were celebratory in
nature, followed by those that were contingent (74/543, 13.6%),
and concerned (8/543, 1.5%). Articles that were categorized as
contingent and concerned predominantly stated the need for

more evidence on (1) patient satisfaction, (2) cost-effectiveness,
(3) efficacy and accuracy of care, and (4) health equity.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The findings from our scoping review indicate that substantial
published literature on telehealth has emerged and continues to
do during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The eagerness of
health care providers and expert researchers to share their
opinions and research findings on the application and future
potential of telehealth is evident. We observed that telehealth
remains a topic of interest for a wide variety of journals (generic
and specialized). This is not surprising because telehealth not
only shows promise but also has the potential to improve health
care access globally [25].
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The vast majority of published articles in the literature are in
the English language. This is also true for articles featuring
technology-related information, as often there are no suitable
words in native languages to define technological advancements.
This gap in communication can consequently be a deterrent to
publishing, with the views of experts and researchers from
non–English-speaking countries being discounted or overlooked
[26]. It is interesting to note that most of the articles included
in our review had a direct reference to COVID-19 and telehealth
in their titles, emphasizing the value and use of telehealth during
the pandemic. Although journals usually prefer to publish
empirical research and reviews, the fact that the vast majority
of the articles in our review were viewpoints and opinions
demonstrates the willingness of journals to publish such articles
while empirical research on the topic continues to emerge during
the pandemic. These experiences, arguments, and debates can
help identify future research questions. Although the majority
of shorter communications such as opinions, commentaries,
and viewpoints may be useful for future research, studies have
found that these article types are often not backed by adequate
data and/or are poorly reviewed in a rush to disseminate relevant
scientific knowledge [27]. The evolving nature of the COVID-19
pandemic necessitates swift publishing; however, the measures
to protect scientific integrity cannot be overemphasized [28].
Any follow-up systematic reviews on telehealth during the
pandemic should place high emphasis on the quality of studies
included. Moreover, the small proportion of empirical research
and reviews on telehealth during this period should also be seen
as a call for additional scientifically robust primary studies with
hard data and statistics to offer current and reliable evidence on
telehealth.

Our analysis of the first authors’ affiliations and the study’s
geographic focus showed that a vast majority of the publications
originated from high-income and upper-middle–income
countries in the Americas, Europe, and the Western Pacific
regions. The higher number of publications from the United
States of America is commensurate with the recent rapid surge
in telehealth use seen in that country. This can be attributed to
the flexibility provided by the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 and the willingness of insurance
companies to reimburse for the services provided via telehealth
[29]. Among the low- and upper-middle–income countries, the
geographic focus was on India, China, Brazil, and Iran. These
countries are large, have been profoundly affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic, and had some telehealth-related
infrastructure in place even before the onset of the pandemic.
We found that the list of countries with the maximum number
of publications, based on our review, was mostly consistent
with the country-wise publication output as published by the
National Science Board of the United States of America [30].
Interestingly, we found no publication originating from Africa;
this may be because COVID-19 has had a relatively low overall
impact on health within the continent to date [31] and the fact
that telehealth infrastructure availability is limited in many
African countries [32].

The wide range and variation in the definitions of telehealth
used by the authors, despite WHO’s efforts to standardize the
definition, is concerning. This is reflective of the lack of

consensus in the scientific world on what constitutes telehealth
[8,33]. Given more recent developments in the field, including
the growing scope of wearable technology and AI, that can
augment telehealth and compensate for some of its limitations
(eg, physical examination and continuous monitoring) [34],
there is a need to revisit the definition of telehealth and arrive
at a global consensus. We believe that the use of very broad
terminologies (such as ehealth) or very narrow terminologies
(such as telestroke) might hamper the standardization and
introduction of legal and regulatory provisions to facilitate the
use of telehealth. Uniformity in terminology is also important
for future evidence-generating systematic reviews, such as those
evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of telehealth.

Telehealth and COVID-19
Our study demonstrates that telehealth has been used broadly
in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic as an aid to the active
management of patients with COVID-19; for surveillance, triage,
and diagnosis; treatment including e-prescriptions; follow-up
care; and rehabilitation. It is interesting to note that telehealth
has been complemented by the use of wearable devices and
selfcare equipment, such as glucometers, handheld blood
pressure monitors, pulse oximeters, and digital stethoscopes
[35,36]. The use of such equipment, as necessitated by the
pandemic, has favorably augmented telehealth use. This can be
expected to continue to serve as an adjunct to the provision of
telehealth and in-person health care delivery in the long-term
[37]. Futuristic advancements in the development and
deployment of wearable devices and unobtrusive sensing
systems in telehealth offer considerable scope for potential
applications and research [35].

Our findings suggest that telehealth has been extensively utilized
for medical education during the COVID-19 pandemic. Its use
must have considerably helped medical schools in the delivery
and continuity of medical education and training. It must also
have allowed students to keep on track so that they are able to
complete graduation requirements in a timely manner despite
challenges associated with the pandemic. Telehealth has been
previously used for case rounds and case discussions in
residency training [38]. Case discussions, in particular, involve
an intersection between tele-education and telehealth, as they
bring expert (clinical) educators closer to trainees and students
based in remote locations [39]. Certain medical specialties such
as dermatology, neurology, obstetrics and gynecology,
orthopedics, pathology, psychiatry, and surgery were more
likely to use telehealth in residency training than other
specialties [40]. Moreover, almost all medical specialties have
tapped into telehealth for medical care. Specialties such as
dermatology, pathology, and psychiatry have long employed
telehealth to provide services to patients [7], whereas other
specialties such as surgery, anesthesiology, and oncology are
beginning to find telehealth useful at least to deliver certain
components of their regular service.

Our findings suggest telehealth has been used to manage a wide
spectrum of noncommunicable and communicable diseases,
including COVID-19. An earlier scoping review had identified
the predominant use of telehealth for noncommunicable
diseases, but it did not focus on communicable diseases [41].
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In addition to supporting disease-specific management,
telehealth has also been extended to provide holistic medical
care to specific target groups such as adolescents and older
people [42,43].

Given the large scope of telehealth services analyzed by our
study, it was no surprise to find that authors of an overwhelming
majority of published articles expressed a celebratory sentiment
regarding the use of telehealth. This finding is in line with that
of many past reviews on the subject [9,44-46]. Authors of the
few articles that expressed contingent and concerned sentiments
cited the need to review additional evidence on the use of
telehealth for health care delivery and to further explore ethics
and equity in the context of telehealth use [47-51]. Given that
the majority of articles were opinions and perspectives, this is
a concern that cannot be overlooked.

Study Limitations
Although this scoping review was conducted according to the
suggested methodology, we acknowledge our study has some
limitations. We searched only 2 databases and did not actively
search the grey literature and preprints. Consequently, our search
may not have been exhaustive. Furthermore, following best
practices in scoping reviews would have required us to have 2
independent reviewers involved in the screening and data
extraction or charting stages. Given the time sensitivity and
high volume of publications, an optimized approach had to be
considered. However, we have ensured transparency by clearly
outlining the process followed in the Methods section. Although
the initial title and abstract screening was performed by 1
reviewer, given the large number of studies for data charting,
the full-text screening for data extraction was completed by 2
reviewers. Any variation between the 2 reviewers would have
been mitigated by the standardized, well-defined,
self-explanatory data extraction form used. As most of the data
(except for the sentiment analysis) extracted from the articles
contained factual information (such as the name of the journal,
type of publication, country of affiliation of first author) drawn
directly from the articles and were objectively verifiable, the
likelihood of variation remained low. The fact that both the
reviewers cross-verified at least 10% of each other’s work
provides an added level of cushion to the process. Another
limitation to this scoping review is the rapidity with which
articles seem to be published. From the time of our search to
the writing of the manuscript, the number of publications in
PubMed alone had almost doubled. As a result, this review is

expected to serve the purpose of being an interim scoping review
only and can be further updated as the need arises.

Conclusions
Our scoping review highlights the exponential use of telehealth
during a defined period of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
Experiential reports pertaining to telehealth use are being
published extensively, albeit mostly from high-income countries
such as the United States, in particular. A wide variety of
journals, including specialty journals, are increasingly publishing
more material on telehealth. This is in tandem with an increasing
number of medical specialties beginning to use telehealth for
patient care. Our study also found many subspecialties of
medicine that utilize telehealth. Emerging technologies,
including wearable devices and AI, are futuristic adjuncts to
telehealth, which may help mitigate some of its limitations. The
positive sentiment expressed by most authors regarding the use
of telehealth is reflective of the developing enthusiasm and
receptiveness for this technology. However, we cannot overlook
the need for additional robust evidence on the safety and
effectiveness of telehealth as compared to the traditional health
care delivery model, as pointed out by some authors. Our
scoping review demonstrates the breadth and depth of data
currently being generated in this area and will enable future
systematic reviews and meta-analyses to help address research
gaps and answer emerging questions.

Telehealth may have a significant effect in advancing health
care in the future. If it has the potential to transform health care,
we must ensure that low- and middle-income countries can
benefit from it. More North-South and South-South
collaborations between academics and practitioners are needed
to establish the feasibility and utility of telehealth in
resource-limited settings. The advances in medical education
facilitated through telehealth are noteworthy. The school
curricula for health professionals must be reformed to include
specific education pertaining to health care delivery utilizing
telehealth, as this can have a profound effect on patient outcomes
and the overall health of the population. Continuing medical
education and continuing professional development in telehealth
use must also concurrently be offered to practicing health care
practitioners, so they can become cognizant of and comfortable
with using this modality to aid the provision of health care
delivery. Given the rapidity with which telehealth is advancing,
a global consensus on definitions, boundaries, protocols,
monitoring, evaluation, and data privacy are urgently needed.
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Abstract

Background: Conventional diagnosis of COVID-19 with reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) testing
(hereafter, PCR) is associated with prolonged time to diagnosis and significant costs to run the test. The SARS-CoV-2 virus might
lead to characteristic patterns in the results of widely available, routine blood tests that could be identified with machine learning
methodologies. Machine learning modalities integrating findings from these common laboratory test results might accelerate
ruling out COVID-19 in emergency department patients.

Objective: We sought to develop (ie, train and internally validate with cross-validation techniques) and externally validate a
machine learning model to rule out COVID 19 using only routine blood tests among adults in emergency departments.

Methods: Using clinical data from emergency departments (EDs) from 66 US hospitals before the pandemic (before the end
of December 2019) or during the pandemic (March-July 2020), we included patients aged ≥20 years in the study time frame. We
excluded those with missing laboratory results. Model training used 2183 PCR-confirmed cases from 43 hospitals during the
pandemic; negative controls were 10,000 prepandemic patients from the same hospitals. External validation used 23 hospitals
with 1020 PCR-confirmed cases and 171,734 prepandemic negative controls. The main outcome was COVID 19 status predicted
using same-day routine laboratory results. Model performance was assessed with area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) curve as well as sensitivity, specificity, and negative predictive value (NPV).

Results: Of 192,779 patients included in the training, external validation, and sensitivity data sets (median age decile 50 [IQR
30-60] years, 40.5% male [78,249/192,779]), AUROC for training and external validation was 0.91 (95% CI 0.90-0.92). Using
a risk score cutoff of 1.0 (out of 100) in the external validation data set, the model achieved sensitivity of 95.9% and specificity
of 41.7%; with a cutoff of 2.0, sensitivity was 92.6% and specificity was 59.9%. At the cutoff of 2.0, the NPVs at a prevalence
of 1%, 10%, and 20% were 99.9%, 98.6%, and 97%, respectively.

Conclusions: A machine learning model developed with multicenter clinical data integrating commonly collected ED laboratory
data demonstrated high rule-out accuracy for COVID-19 status, and might inform selective use of PCR-based testing.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24048)   doi:10.2196/24048
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Introduction

SARS-CoV-2 is the cause of COVID-19, which continues to
spread in an uncontrolled manner across the United States [1].
COVID-19 management includes patient isolation and
supportive care [2]. This strategy requires expeditious
COVID-19 diagnosis, but components required for the reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR; hereafter,
PCR) assay have been reported to be in short supply in some
locations during the pandemic, leading to delays in results [3].
In the absence of a widely available PCR test with rapid
turnaround, there is an urgent need to identify alternative means
for stratifying risk of patients seeking care during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Risk assessment models might identify those at low risk of
active COVID-19 using available data from the clinical
encounter [4,5]. In contrast to traditional model-building
techniques, machine learning technologies consider complex
linear and nonlinear associations between independent variables
and identify characteristic patterns of commonly collected data
among patients with COVID-19 [6]. A test with high sensitivity
and diagnostic yield (ie, fraction of patients ruled out) could be
used in a manner analogous to other rule-out tests, such as
D-dimer for pulmonary embolism [7].

Using emergency department (ED) patient encounters from a
well-established multicenter clinical database, we sought to
describe the development of a machine learning model for ruling
out COVID-19 using only routinely collected laboratory tests.
Furthermore, we aimed to assess the area under the receiver
operating characteristic (AUROC) curve of a machine learning
model’s concordance with both COVID-19 PCR test results
(for positives) and prepandemic patients (for negatives). We
hypothesized that such a machine learning model would enable
the ruling out of the disease with sensitivity >90% and
diagnostic yield >50%.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
This analysis and its reporting is compliant with the Standards
for Reporting Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD) statement
[8]. This cross-sectional study was performed using 3 data sets
of deidentified, patient-level electronic medical records of adult
patients in an ED. The Premier Healthcare Database (PHD) is
a large database of 1041 US hospitals from all 9 US geographic
regions defined by the US Census [9]. At time of writing, 155
hospitals contribute SARS-CoV-2 RNA testing results to the
PHD. We separately obtained data from Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center (CSMC), an 886-bed academic medical center in Los
Angeles, CA, and the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center
(BIDMC), a 673-bed academic medical center in Boston, MA.
An inclusion flow diagram and descriptions of these data sets
are provided in Section A of Multimedia Appendix 1.

Prepandemic and Pandemic Time Frames
Two time frames were used, defined by the date of ED visit:
prepandemic (before January 2020) and pandemic (March 2020
through July 2020). January 2020 and February 2020 were not
included due to the lack of widespread monitoring or diagnostic
tests for COVID-19 in the United States during this time frame,
even though SARS-CoV-2 community transmission was present
in the United States during this time [10]. Clinical encounter
data from the PHD were available for the prepandemic (January
2019-December 2019) and pandemic (March 2020 through July
2020) time frames. CSMC data were available for patients with
COVID-19 during the pandemic time frame only (March-April
2020). BIDMC data were available across an extended
prepandemic time frame (2008-2019) only for patients who
were admitted through the ED.

Selection of Participants
Eligible patient encounters (hereafter, patients) were adults aged
≥20 years in an ED at an included center during one of the
prepandemic or pandemic time frames. Patients were excluded
if they were missing a laboratory result included in the model
on the day of presentation to the ED or if any of their laboratory
results were reported with inappropriate units or incorrect
specimen type. Patients were defined as PCR-positive for
COVID-19 (hereafter, PCR-positive) if they had a positive
SARS-CoV-2 RNA test on the day of presentation to the ED.
We chose PCR rather than antigen positivity to define the cases
as PCR is commonly used as the reference standard in
COVID-19 diagnosis [11,12].

Training Population and Definition of COVID-19
Cases and Controls
Training occurred in the PHD database only. The PHD training
and external validation sets were split by hospital, and only
hospitals that reported COVID positives as well as the blood
tests required for the model were included in the analysis (64
total). Of these, 43 hospitals were randomly assigned to the
training set, and 21 to the external validation set (hereafter, PHD
holdout). Cases came from the pandemic time frame, and any
patients in this time frame without a positive PCR test were
excluded. Contemporary COVID-19 PCR assays have elevated
false negative rates, which could lead to mislabeled data and
hence to degraded model performance [13]. Due to this,
prepandemic controls randomly selected from the 43 PHD
hospitals in the training set were used in place of PCR-negative
patients during the pandemic.

External Validation Populations
The external validation data set used 3 data sources: 952
PCR-positives and 154,341 prepandemic visits from the 21
hospitals in the PHD holdout set; 68 PCR-positive patients from
CSMC; and 17,393 prepandemic (2008-2019) patient encounters
from BIDMC. Patients in the pandemic time frame without a
positive PCR test were excluded. All prepandemic patients were
treated as negatives when evaluating the performance of the
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model in predicting COVID-19 status. The prepandemic patients
from the PHD holdout were chosen so as to match the top 20
most frequent primary diagnoses given to patients without
COVID-19 during the pandemic, as coded by Clinical
Classifications Software Refined (CCSR) codes (listed in
Section B of Multimedia Appendix 1).

Sensitivity Analysis Population
To evaluate how the model generalizes to pandemic time frame
patients only, we performed a sensitivity analysis using patients
presenting to the ED in the 21 centers from the PHD holdout
with any SARS-CoV-2 PCR result available on day of
presentation. This differed from the other analyses as negatives
were from the same time frame as the positives. This resulted
in a total of 952 PCR-positive patients and 6890 PCR-negative
patients in the pandemic period (March-July 2020).

Subgroup Analyses
The AUROC was tabulated by decile of age, sex, race,
admission or discharge status, and intensive care unit (ICU)
admission status in the external validation data set. The
distribution of risk scores was also visualized for all studied
cohorts through box plots. For PCR-positives, this included
positives from CSMC, and PHD visits that had a single positive
PCR result as well as visits that had a negative result before a
positive result (both on the day of presentation). For PCR
negatives during the pandemic, this included patients with both
single- and double-PCR results on the day of presentation. For
prepandemic encounters, the scores for all eligible BIDMC
patients were considered, as well as those from the PHD holdout
that matched the top 20 CCSR (non–COVID-19) codes observed
during the pandemic.

Model Development (Training and Internal Validation
With Cross-Tabulation Techniques)
The model was intended to estimate COVID-19 status on the
day of presentation to an ED using common laboratory tests
collected that day. Model training began with 29 routinely
measured features (ie, potential or included model covariates)
comprising the comprehensive metabolic panel and the complete
blood count with differential. Recursive feature elimination
with cross-validation (RFECV) was performed to arrive at the
final 15 features [14]. We used the gradient boosting model as
implemented in XGBoost [15] for all results. No hyperparameter
optimization was performed and default parameters were used.
Performance on the training set was evaluated through stratified
5-fold cross-validation. Performance in the external validation
and sensitivity analysis data sets was obtained after training the
model on the entire training set.

Statistical Analysis
Baseline demographics, ED disposition, and included laboratory
features from the training, external validation, and sensitivity
analysis data sets were tabulated by COVID-19 status.
Visualization of the distribution of features used box plots,
ordered by feature importance (compare with list values in
Section C of Multimedia Appendix 1). Model discrimination
was visualized with receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves and estimation of the AUROC. AUROC 95% CIs were
estimated with bootstrapping. Hosmer-Lemeshow criteria were
used to describe performance of discrimination [16]. These
criteria considered an AUROC value of 0.5 as no discrimination,
0.5 to <0.7 as poor discrimination, 0.7 to <0.8 as acceptable
discrimination, 0.8 to <0.9 as excellent discrimination, and ≥0.9
as outstanding discrimination. Sensitivity, specificity, and
negative predictive value (NPV) were defined using
conventional definitions. Diagnostic yield was defined as the
percentage of patients with a risk score below a given cutoff.
All analyses were prespecified. The sample size of this analysis
was driven by data availability in this multicenter database.

Analyses were performed in Python (Version 3.7.5; Python
Software Foundation) using the XGBoost package (Version
0.82) [17] and the Scikit-Learn library (Version 0.21.3) [18].
The use of deidentified databases as described here met the
non–human subjects research by the University of Vermont’s
Institutional Review Board criteria.

Results

Demographics and Proportion of PCR-Positive Patients
in Training Data Set, External Validation Data Set,
and Sensitivity Analysis Data Set
The training data set included 12,183 ED visits at 43 centers
from the PHD, of which 2183 results were PCR-positive. The
validation data set included 172,754 ED visits from 23 centers
(21 from the PHD, as well as the independently collected data
from CSMC and BIDMC), of which 1020 results were
PCR-positive. The sensitivity analysis data set included 7842
records from 21 centers in the PHD holdout group. Patient
demographics and visit characteristics are summarized in Table
1.

A total of 192,779 eligible patients were included in the study;
the median age decile was 50 (IQR 30-60) years and 40.5%
(78,249/192,779) were male. In the training, external validation,
and sensitivity analysis data sets, the median age deciles were
50 (IQR 30-70) years, 50 (IQR 30-60) years, and 50 (IQR 40-70)
years, respectively. Males represented 42.9%, 40.1%, and 47.4%
of patients in the data sets, respectively.
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Table 1. Demographics of patients and encounter details, by COVID-19 statusa.

Sensitivity analysis

(N=7842)

External validation

(N=172,754)

Training

(N=12,183)

Demographics

Positive (n=952)Negative
(n=6890)

Positive
(n=1020)

Negative
(n=171,734)

Positive (n=2183)Negative
(n=10,000)

Age (years), n (%)

70 (7)709 (10)71 (7)27,952 (16)198 (9)1392 (14)20 to <30

119 (12)882 (13)127 (12)29,187 (17)304 (14)1481 (15)30 to <40

205 (22)896 (13)214 (21)27,764 (16)413 (19)1398 (14)40 to <50

208 (22)1172 (17)217 (21)28,896 (17)400 (18)1649 (16)50 to <60

163 (17)1200 (17)180 (18)23,771 (14)367 (17)1512 (15)60 to <70

108 (11)1063 (15)121 (12)18,460 (11)264 (12)1322 (13)70 to <80

79 (8)968 (14)90 (9)15,704 (9)237 (11)1246 (12)≥80

Gender, n (%)

477 (50)3650 (53)502 (49)102,942 (60)1079 (49)5876 (59)Female

475 (50)3240 (47)518 (51)68,790 (40)1104 (51)4122 (41)Male

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)2 (0)0 (0)2 (0)Unknown

Race, n (%)

201 (21)1230 (18)212 (21)28,874 (17)397 (18)1791 (18)Black

448 (47)772 (11)453 (44)23,222 (14)976 (45)904 (9)Other

36 (4)368 (5)48 (5)12,284 (7)102 (5)450 (4)Unknown

267 (28)4520 (66)307 (30)107,354 (63)708 (32)6855 (69)White

Census divisionb, n (%)

108 (11)1103 (16)108 (11)16,184 (9)280 (13)2065 (21)East North Central

50 (5)138 (2)50 (5)3549 (2)0 (0)0 (0)East South Central

92 (10)1356 (20)92 (9)18,776 (11)294 (13)782 (8)Middle Atlantic

1 (0)1 (0)1 (0)31,624 (18)1 (0)493 (5)New England

1 (0)34 (0)69 (7)3617 (2)32 (1)106 (1)Pacific

613 (64)2790 (40)613 (60)70,463 (41)1192 (55)3116 (31)South Atlantic

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)39 (2)633 (6)West North Central

87 (9)1468 (21)87 (9)27,521 (16)345 (16)2805 (28)West South Central

Rural or urbanb, n (%)

1 (0)34 (0)1 (0)3617 (2)21 (1)583 (6)Rural

951 (100)6856 (100)1019 (100)168,117 (98)2162 (99)9417 (94)Urban

Disposition, n (%)

522 (55)4072 (59)522 (51)132,195 (77)1175 (54)7487 (75)Discharge from emergency
department

335 (35)2375 (34)379 (37)29,793 (17)805 (37)2068 (21)Non–intensive care unit ad-
mission

95 (10)443 (6)119 (12)9746 (6)203 (9)445 (4)Intensive care unit admis-
sion

aFor the training data set: COVID-19 positivity was defined as a positive COVID-19 reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (hereafter, PCR)
test on the day of presentation to the emergency department among patients in the pandemic time frame (March 2020 through July 2020) in the Premier
Healthcare Database (PHD) database among a random selection of 43 of the 64 PHD hospitals reporting PCR positives. COVID-19 negativity was
defined as a selection of 10,000 patients in the prepandemic time frame (January through December 2019) in the PHD database from the same 43
hospitals as the patients with COVID-19. For the external validation data set: COVID-19 positivity was defined the same as for the training data set for
the PHD data set but also included 952 PCR-positives from the 21 hospitals in the PHD holdout set. Additionally, it included 68 patients with
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PCR-confirmed COVID-19 from Cedar Sinai Medical Center from March and April 2020. COVID-19 negativity in the external validation set was
defined using 154,341 prepandemic visits from the 21 hospitals in the PHD holdout set (January through December 2019) in which primary diagnoses
were among the 20 most frequent primary diagnoses given to patients negative for COVID-19 during the pandemic, using Clinical Classification
Software Refined codes. It also included 17,393 prepandemic (2008-2019) patient encounters from Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center. For the
sensitivity data set: COVID-19 positivity included the same 952 PCR-positives from the 21 hospitals in the external validation data set. COVID-19
negativity was defined as visits with at least 1 PCR-negative but no PCR-positive result on the day of presentation, and included all 6890 patients with
such results from the same 21 hospitals as the positives.
bCensus division was defined using US Census classification [19]. Rural areas are considered territory outside of the US Census Bureau’s definition of
urban [20]. These geographic descriptions pertain to the hospital, not the patient’s permanent residence.

Selected Features Included in the Model and Individual
Feature Performance
The RFECV method led to the final set of 15 features listed in
Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. The distributions of these
features in the training data set, stratified by COVID-19–positive
and COVID-19–negative status and ordered by importance to
the model, are shown in Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1.
The features with the largest calculated importance were
eosinophils, calcium, and aspartate aminotransferase. Summary
statistics of these features in the training, external validation,

and sensitivity analysis data sets, stratified by COVID-19 status,
appear in Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Performance of Individual Features and Model
Performance in the Training Data Set
The AUROC for each individual feature in the training data set
is shown in Figure S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1. The highest
AUROCs were observed for eosinophils, calcium, and aspartate
aminotransferase (0.70-0.80). The final model’s AUROC in the
training data set was 0.91 (95% CI 0.90-0.92; Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Discrimination as assessed by ROC curves for training, external validation, and sensitivity analysis data sets. ROC curves for the 3 different
data sets: training (blue), external validation (orange), and sensitivity analysis (green). The training curve was obtained through 5-fold cross-validation,
where positive controls are PCR-confirmed cases during the pandemic (N=2183) and negative controls are prepandemic patients (N=10,000) from 43
hospitals in the PHD. The training AUROC was 0.91 (95% CI 0.90-0.92). The external validation curve was performed in the external validation data
set after training the model on the training data set. External validation positives are PCR-confirmed cases from Cedars-Sinai Medical Center (N=68)
and from the PHD holdout set (N=952) comprising 21 hospitals. External validation negatives are prepandemic (2019) patients, from the same 21 PHD
hospitals, that match the top 20 primary non–COVID-19 diagnoses in 2020 (N=154,341), as well as all eligible prepandemic (2008-2019) Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center patients (N=17,393). The AUROC in the external validation data set was 0.91 (95% CI 0.90-0.92). The sensitivity analysis
curve demonstrates the effect of using prepandemic patients as negative controls compared to using PCR-negatives from 2020. In this data set, both
positives (N=952) and negatives (N=6890) were PCR-confirmed patients from the PHD holdout set (21 hospitals), and no prepandemic data was
included. The AUROC in the sensitivity analysis set was 0.89 (95% CI 0.88-0.90). AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve;
PCR: polymerase chain reaction; PHD: Premier Healthcare Database; ROC: receiver operating characteristic.

Model Performance in the External Validation Data
Set
The model’s AUROC in the external validation data set was
0.91 (95% CI 0.90-0.92), as shown in Figure 1. This corresponds
to an outstanding discrimination per the Hosmer-Lemeshow
criteria [16]. Sensitivity and specificity were 95.9 and 41.7 at
a score cutoff of 1, 92.6 and 60.0 at a score of 2, 85.5 and 78.5

at a cutoff of 5, and 79.4 and 87.6 at a cutoff of 10, respectively
(Table 2).

With a COVID-19 population prevalence of 1%, each of these
cutoffs had an NPV >99%; at 10% prevalence, each was >97%,
and at a prevalence of 20%, each was >94%. The diagnostic
yield ranged from 34% (20% prevalence, score cutoff of 1) to
87% (1% prevalence, score cutoff of 10).
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Table 2. Clinical performance metrics for the model in the external validation data set for various score cutoffs and COVID-19 pretest prevalencea.

Prevalence of 20%Prevalence of 10%Prevalence of 1%Likelihood ratiobSpecificitySensitivityScore cutoff

Yield, %NPV, %Yield, %NPV, %Yieldd, %NPVc, %

34.297.638.098.941.399.90.09941.795.91

49.597.054.798.659.499.90.12460.092.62

65.795.672.198.077.899.80.18578.585.55

74.294.480.997.486.999.80.23587.679.410

aThe maximum score was 100; a higher score indicates higher model prediction of COVID-19 positivity.
bThe likelihood ratio uses the equation for negative tests.
cNPV: negative predictive value.
dYield refers to diagnostic yield, which is the percentage of patients that can be ruled out (ie, those with a score below the cutoff).

Sensitivity Analysis and Subgroup Analyses
Figure 1 depicts the ROC curve in the sensitivity analysis data
set, which contains only year 2020 patients with PCR-confirmed
positive and negative results (ie, no historical negatives). The
AUROC was 0.89 (95% CI 0.88-0.90). In Figure 2, the AUROC

is presented for various demographic cohorts as well as patient
disposition (ED discharge, non-ICU, and ICU) in the external
validation data set. AUROCs ranged from 0.86 to 0.93. AUROC
by these subgroups was similar in the sensitivity analysis data
set, which appears as Figure S3 in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 2. Discrimination as assessed by AUROC curve in age, sex, race, and ED disposition subgroups in the external validation data set. Non-ICU
patients were admitted to the hospital but not to an ICU. Distribution of AUROC curves per demographic, as well as per patient disposition type (ED
discharge, non-ICU, and ICU) in the external validation data set. Top numbers are AUROC curves, bottom numbers in parentheses are the number of
patients. AUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic; ED: emergency department; ICU: intensive care unit.
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Distribution of Risk Scores in Selected Subgroups
Lastly, an extensive distribution of risk scores for various
subgroups is shown in Figure S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1,
including prepandemic patients whose primary diagnoses were
among the top 20 primary diagnoses among patients without
COVID-19 in 2020. From visual inspection, it can be seen that
high scores track PCR-positive patients consistently across all
cohorts.

Discussion

Principal Results
A development and external validation study of a machine
learning model for COVID-19 status using laboratory tests
routinely collected in adult ED patients found high
discrimination across age, race, sex, and disease severity
subgroups. This model had high diagnostic yield at low score
cutoffs in a screening population with a disease prevalence of
<10%. Such a model could rapidly identify those at low risk
for COVID-19 in a “rule-out” method, and might reduce the
need for PCR testing in such patients.

Comparison With Prior Work
Prior literature has described the application of machine learning
techniques to commonly collected laboratory data for estimation
of missing laboratory analytes. For example, an analysis by
Waljee and colleagues [21] leveraged machine learning
techniques for imputation of missing laboratory data in cohorts
of patients with cirrhosis and inflammatory bowel disease at a
single institution. In comparison to other common imputation
techniques described in this manuscript, the machine learning
technique introduced the least imputation error for these
laboratory data. Luo and colleagues [22] used similar methods
to estimate ferritin from a single medical center, and found that
the machine learning technique outperformed traditional
imputation methods. These serve as strong evidence of the
potential use of machine learning for use in estimation of
laboratory data. However, outside of imputation of missing
values from research databases, the clinical utility for such
techniques was unclear prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.

During this pandemic, there is an urgent need to rapidly identify
patients with the disease to inform supportive clinical care. Prior
work has attempted to integrate combinations of clinical data
points in diagnostic models, though only a few are currently
published in peer-reviewed literature [23]. The selection of the
specific data points to integrate into machine learning models
for COVID-19 diagnosis has implications on integration into
existing clinical delivery. In contrast with the results here, which
only included components of the routinely collected complete
blood count with differential and complete metabolic panel
laboratory tests, others have integrated nonlaboratory features.
Sun and colleagues [24] reported 3 models including
demographics, radiological data, and symptomatology, and
obtained AUCs ranging from 0.65 to 0.88 for these models.
Symptomatology was not obtained with structured, validated
questionnaires and the ability to capture these symptoms in a
reproducible manner might be difficult outside of a research
setting. Further, modern medical records cannot integrate such

symptoms into automated risk scores as they are not documented
in a structured way.

Structured data obtained routinely in clinical examinations are
the simplest to integrate, and might have the least variability
between institutions. These include vital signs, demographics,
laboratory findings, and radiological images. There are few
studies describing the use of such data for the diagnosis of
COVID-19. One study found a machine learning method had
an accuracy of 87% for distinguishing between COVID-19 from
pneumonia or no relevant findings using chest radiographs [25].
A different model developed from chest computed tomography
images reported an AUROC of 0.994 when distinguishing
between COVID-19 and atypical or viral pneumonia [26].
However, national organizations recommend against the use of
radiological imaging for diagnosis of COVID-19, in part because
of the added risk of spreading infection through additional
visitation to radiology suites [27]. These models are unlikely
to be readily deployed because of the challenges of performing
elective radiological tests during this pandemic.

An additional consideration in the development of machine
learning models is the inclusion of an adequate sample size for
model training [28-30]. Other studies have investigated the role
of laboratory data with or without other nonradiological
structured clinical data or demographics for the diagnosis of
COVID-19 using machine learning techniques. For example,
Wu and colleagues [31] reported a C-index of 0.99 but included
only 108 patients (12 COVID-19–positive) in their training.
Similarly, individual efforts led by Batista, Brinati, and Soares
[32-34] describe machine learning models trained on 234, 279,
and 599 patients, respectively. These studies are also limited in
the small number of centers from which patients were enrolled,
and lack of diversity in their patient populations.

Advancement of Scientific Knowledge
The present analysis advances science in several key ways.
First, we describe a machine learning model developed in a
diverse patient population with routine laboratory data from
multiple clinical centers across the United States [35]. Second,
the model incorporates common laboratory tests that are widely
available with rapid turnaround time. As the machine learning
model can be performed essentially instantaneously, the primary
time limitation is related to phlebotomy and specimen
processing. There is a well-known bottleneck in completing
conventional COVID-19 PCR assays; a commercial laboratory
recently reported a 7-day reporting lag [36]. Third, the present
model could identify those at lowest risk for COVID-19 to
inform a “rule-out” method for screening. Those with
intermediate or greater risk for COVID-19 could be further
assessed with COVID-19 PCR testing, if indicated. Depending
on the selected score cutoff and population prevalence, such an
approach could rule out 34% to 87% of ED patients requiring
conventional COVID-19 PCR testing (see Yield, Table 2). The
specific score cutoff for rule out of COVID-19 with this model
can be customized based upon what an institution considers to
be an “acceptable” target NPV. However, the diagnostic yield
will change based upon the screening population prevalence of
COVID-19, and the diagnostic yield will be inversely related
to the screening population prevalence of COVID-19. For
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example, assume that an institution determines that an acceptable
NPV for this model is 97.5%. If this institution’s screening
population has a 20% prevalence of COVID-19, the threshold
score cutoff would be set at 1, and the diagnostic yield (ie, the
percentage of patients ruled out for COVID-19 at a score cutoff
of 1) would be 34.2% (Table 2). However, at a prevalence of
10%, the score cutoff threshold would be 10, and the diagnostic
yield would be 80.9%. The efficiency of diagnostic yield with
this model is higher at lower prevalence. Finally, the sensitivity
of the present model at a score cutoff of 1, 2, and 5 (95.9, 92.6,
and 85.5, respectively) was similar to COVID-19 antigen assays
(66.1-86.3) and sputum and saliva PCR assays (62.3-97.2) [11].
The comparatively similar sensitivities between the model and
these existing assays supports the clinical utility of machine
learning models as future diagnostic tools.

Weaknesses and Strengths
This study has weaknesses. Although the choice of prepandemic
controls partially circumvents the issue of false negatives in
PCR testing by ensuring the negatives that the model is trained
on are true negatives, it does not ensure that the positives
encompass the full spectrum of true positives, since those are
sometimes missed by PCR due to changes in viral load as a
function of disease progression [37,38]. Additionally, the use
of controls from a different time period could introduce a bias
of its own, such as different demographics or non–COVID-19
morbidities. However, the sensitivity analysis used COVID-19
positives and negatives from the pandemic time frame, and the
performance of the model was reassuringly similar to the
performance in the external validation. The performance in
demographic, clinical diagnosis, and ED disposition subgroups
was also similar to the external validation. Laboratory data were
performed locally at each hospital, rather than centrally. The
model requires all components of the laboratory data to be
included. This study only included patients who visited an ED.
Although it is likely that some of the patients in this study were
asymptomatic or presymptomatic and were found to have
COVID-19 as part of routine admission, we were unable to
determine the indications for screening and therefore are unable

to determine the performance of this model in asymptomatic
and presymptomatic adults. The present analysis only accounted
for results from COVID-19 PCR tests and not for alternative
diagnostic methods, such as antigen testing for acute infection
or antibody testing to demonstrate prior infection. Finally, the
research database did not include details about the specific PCR
assay used in diagnosis, so we are unable to comment on
performance of the model in comparison to the performance of
the specific assays.

This study has strengths. This study included data from a large
number of patients and hospitals, and to our knowledge is the
largest application of machine learning to COVID-19. Data
were derived from an electronic medical records database that
is commonly used in clinical research. The patient population
was geographically and racially diverse. The only features
included in the model are those included in blood tests that are
already routinely collected in ED encounters. Further, these
tests were from multiple hospitals, suggesting that the model is
robust against different specimen collection, handling practices,
and instrumentation. Sensitivity analyses were performed to
evaluate potential biases due to the choice of prepandemic
negative controls, and no significant bias was observed across
multiple dimensions. Our methods extend on established
machine learning–based imputation methods for missing
laboratory data [21,22], and suggest there may be clinical utility
of these techniques in ruling out the disease. Finally, the external
validation was a true external validation since it used data from
hospitals that were not included in the training data set. This
supports the resilience of the model across institutions with
differing specimen handling and laboratory processing methods.

Conclusions
A machine learning model for ruling out COVID-19 in ED
patients that integrates commonly collected laboratory data had
a discrimination accuracy that can be classified as excellent to
outstanding [16]. Using score cutoffs of 5 and 10 points, and
assuming a 10% screening population prevalence of COVID-19,
72% and 81% of patients were ruled out with this model while
maintaining an NPV >97%, respectively.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 resulted in considerable mental health burden in the Chinese general population and among health
care workers at the beginning and peak of the pandemic. However, little is known about potentially vulnerable groups during the
final stage of the lockdown.

Objective: The aim of this survey study was to assess the mental health burden of different professions in China in order to
find vulnerable groups, possible influencing factors, and successful ways of coping during the last 4 weeks of the lockdown in
Hubei Province.

Methods: A cross-sectional online survey asked participants about current residence, daily working hours, exposure to COVID-19
at work, and media preferences. We used a shortened version of the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale (DASS-21) to assess
mental health. Further assessments included perceived stress (Simplified Chinese version of the 14-item Perceived Stress Scale),
coping strategies for all participants, and specific stressors for health care workers. We followed the reporting guidelines of the
STROBE (Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) statement for observational studies.

Results: The sample (N=687) consisted of 158 doctors, 221 nurses, 24 other medical staff, 43 students, 60 teachers/government
staff, 135 economy staff, 26 workers/farmers, and 20 professions designated under the “other” category. We found increased
depression (n=123, 17.9%), anxiety (n=208, 30.3%), and stress (n=94, 13.7%) in our sample. Professions that were vulnerable
to depression were other medical staff and students. Doctors, nurses, and students were vulnerable to anxiety; and other medical
staff, students, and economy staff were vulnerable to stress. Coping strategies were reduced to three factors: active, mental, and
emotional. Being female and emotional coping were independently associated with depression, anxiety, or stress. Applying active
coping strategies showed lower odds for anxiety while mental coping strategies showed lower odds for depression, anxiety, and
stress. Age, being inside a lockdown area, exposure to COVID-19 at work, and having a high workload (8-12 hours per day)
were not associated with depression, anxiety, or stress. WeChat was the preferred way of staying informed across all groups.

Conclusions: By the end of the lockdown, a considerable part of the Chinese population showed increased levels of depression
and anxiety. Students and other medical staff were the most affected, while economy staff were highly stressed. Doctors and
nurses need support regarding potential anxiety disorders. Future work should focus on longitudinal results of the pandemic and
develop targeted preventive measures.
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Introduction

Background
In December 2019, pneumonia cases of unknown etiology in
Wuhan, Hubei Province, were reported by Chinese authorities.
By January 3, 2020, 44 cases requiring hospitalization were
officially confirmed [1]. The disease was titled COVID-19 by
the World Health Organization in February 2020 [2]. As the
infection spread rapidly all over the country [3], the public
health response of the government included the largest
quarantine in China’s history. Starting from January 23, the
lockdown in Hubei Province, the epicenter of COVID-19, lasted
76 days and ended on April 8, 2020 [4]. Zhejiang was another
province that was put under lockdown [5].

The pandemic put a considerable psychological burden on
citizens, which was not simply due to fear of infection but also
isolation, helplessness, and grief over the loss of relatives
without having the opportunity to take leave or to organize a
funeral. Even more aggravating was that trusted persons, like
family and friends, could be infected, and thus, became part of
an invisible danger [6].

Previous epidemics, like the severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS) in Hong Kong in 2003 or the Middle East respiratory
syndrome (MERS) in Saudi Arabia in 2012, have taught us to
care for the mental health of the general population and frontline
health care workers [7-10]. In Hong Kong, suicide rates among
older adults increased significantly in 2003 and 2004 [11]. It is
noteworthy to recall that high-risk health workers suffered from
long-lasting depression and posttraumatic stress responses even
1 year after the SARS outbreak [12].

Mental Health and Coping Strategies
Several studies have investigated the mental health consequences
of the ongoing pandemic in the Chinese population and its
strategies to successfully cope with the demanding situation.
Wang et al [13] found increased anxiety in nearly 30% of 1210
participants, especially caused by worrying about family
members. The same authors also reported longitudinal results,
repeating the measures after 4 weeks in March 2020 [14], and
found no changes in the scores despite increased infection rates.
A high level of trust in doctors and health information, as well
as personal protective measures, was rated as helpful. The
harmful effects of hoarding food and medicine were described
as being associated with elevated levels of depression at the
beginning of the crisis [15]. Another study found that cognitive
coping behavior (eg, obtaining knowledge about COVID-19)
and prosocial coping styles (eg, adherence to social distancing)
proved to be protective for the population [16]. These authors
described the high impact of the pandemic on the livelihood of
the population and examined the harmful effects of media
exposure on mental health.

Besides the obvious impact of the pandemic on mental health
like the fear of infection and isolation due to quarantine

measures [17], excessive media consumption was linked to
mood disorders during the lockdown in China [18,19]. However,
little is known about the influence of media preferences on the
mental health of the population during the crisis.

The Mental Health of Vulnerable Groups During
COVID-19
Since health care workers at the frontline were exposed to
particularly demanding conditions during the peak of the
pandemic, their mental health and coping strategies have become
an early issue of concern. One of the first studies on this topic
focused on medical and nursing staff in Wuhan and found
elevated levels of subthreshold mental health disturbances in
nearly 40% of the 994 participants surveyed [20]. A nationwide
study in February reported nearly 5% of medical and nonmedical
staff with moderate and high levels of anxiety and about 13%
with depression [21]. In this study, nurses and young personnel
were found to be particularly at risk for mental distress. A
nationwide survey by the end of February showed even higher
levels (anxiety: 13%; depression: 12%; insomnia: 38%) for
doctors and nurses compared to nonmedical health workers
[22]. Risk factors included living in a rural area, being female,
and exposure to COVID-19. Additionally, health care workers
were burdened by specific clinical and nonclinical stressors (eg,
fear of bringing the virus home to family members and the
experience of losing colleagues) [23].

There were some specific results on the psychological burden
felt by nurses. Nurses in Anhui showed strong emotional
responses. Increased exposure to COVID-19 cases evoked more
anxiety and anger [24]. Increased levels of insomnia were
reported among nurses in Wuhan, which might have been caused
by comorbid sleep apnea due to stress [25]. Despite showing
symptoms of severe distress, these Wuhan nurses refused to
accept psychological help at the beginning of the pandemic
[26].

Another vulnerable group included students, the majority of
whom lived in quarantine with their families and reported
victimization by facing or witnessing various stressful events
related to COVID-19 [27]. Other studies found that the
COVID-19 crisis impacted sleep quality [28], and increased
anxiety among students was reported even after the lockdown
ended [29]. Teachers were also affected not only by the outbreak
but also by the stress experienced by their pupils [30].

In spite of the many studies regarding the mental health of the
general population and health care workers on the frontline of
the pandemic, we found no data on further vulnerable groups
and professions that may be mentally or emotionally affected
by indirect means. Although Huang and Zhao [31] found
comparable depressive symptoms among employees in
enterprises as in health care workers, and Wang et al [13,14]
reported longitudinal results in February and March, these results
were from the initial stages of the lockdown and data from the
end of the lockdown are missing to date.
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Objectives of the Study
The aim of this survey study was to assess the psychological
burden of COVID-19 on the mental health of the Chinese
population during the last 4 weeks of the lockdown in Hubei
Province. We examined different professions in order to find
vulnerable groups, possible influencing factors, and successful
ways of coping. Moreover, we looked for specific stressors
among doctors and nurses.

Methods

Study Design
We used a cross-sectional online survey design in order to
investigate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the mental
health, stress, specific stressors, and coping strategies of
different groups of the Chinese population. The study team of
Heidelberg University Hospital developed the concept and the
questionnaire, which was translated into Chinese. Its
implementation into an online format and sampling was carried
out by a publicity enterprise in Wuhan. The Tongji Medical
College of the Huazhong University of Science and Technology
supported the study by disseminating the link. The study started
on March 19 and data were included until April 7. The lockdown
in Hubei was officially ended on April 8 by the government [4].

Ethical approval for this study was granted by the Ethics
Commission of the Medical Faculty of Heidelberg (S-361/2020).
We followed the reporting guidelines of the STROBE
(Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in
Epidemiology) statement for observational studies [32].

Measures
The questionnaire was derived from validated instruments and
structured into four major parts. The first part asked for
demographic data (place of residence, gender, age, marital
status, educational background, and occupation), exposure to
people infected with COVID-19 in general and at work, working
hours per day, and media platforms used to obtain information
(multiple choice). The second part asked for mental health
parameters like depression, anxiety, and stress, measured by a
shortened version of the 21-item Depression, Anxiety and Stress
Scale (DASS-21) using a 4-point Likert scale [33]. We used
the validated Chinese translation [34]. The instrument refers to
a time span of the past week and has been shown to distinguish
well between symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress in
clinical and nonclinical samples [35]. In order to assess stress
levels during the past month, we used the 14-item Perceived
Stress Scale (PSS-14) that explicitly refers to a longer time span
using a 5-point Likert scale [36]. Again, we used a validated
translation (ie, CPSS-14) [37]. The third part of our
questionnaire targeted health care workers only and consisted
of a questionnaire that was used in a former study on the SARS
outbreak in 2003 [38]. The items asked for specific
disease-related stressors of doctors and nurses and were rated
on a 4-point Likert scale (0=not at all; 1=slightly; 2=moderately;
3=very much). Finally, the fourth part was again available for
all participants and asked for successful coping strategies. The
items were again taken from the SARS study [38] and recorded
the frequency of use of various coping strategies on a 4-point

scale (0=almost never; 1=sometimes; 2=often; 3=almost
always). Both scales were translated by a Chinese native speaker
(JD).

Data Analysis
The responses of the participants were downloaded from the
online survey tool and further processed and analyzed using
SPSS 24 (IBM Corp) [39]. We collected 1006 data sets and
removed all data sets that were filled out after April 7 (n=74)
and all questionnaires filled out in less than 513 seconds
(n=226), which corresponded to the lowest percentile of the
mean processing time for all samples. In these cases, we
assumed a lack of credibility if a participant took less than this
amount of time. Finally, we removed all participants who were
younger than the legal age (n=7) and who were not in China
during the survey (n=9). We calculated descriptive statistics
and reported frequencies, means, standard deviations, and
percentages.

Participants answering from Hubei and Zhejiang provinces were
regarded as being affected by the lockdown (n=460). All other
participants were not directly affected by the lockdown (n=226).

The scoring of the DASS-21 are calculated as sum scores that
have to be multiplied by two. The total depression subscale
score was divided into normal (0-9), mild (10-13), moderate
(14-20), severe (21-27), and extremely severe depression (28+).
The anxiety subscale score was divided into normal (0-7), mild
(8-9), moderate (10-14), severe (15-19), and extremely severe
anxiety (20+). The total stress subscale score was divided into
normal (0-14), mild (15-18), moderate (19-25), severe (26-33),
and extremely severe stress (34+). Next, we grouped the levels
of severity into normal–mild and moderate–extremely severe
for each score. We decided to put mild symptoms into one group
together with the normal level, since we considered mild
symptoms of depression and anxiety to exist regardless of the
pandemic [40].

The CPSS-14 scores were calculated by sum scores as well. We
reported the CPSS-14 scores and DASS-21 scores nationwide
for each profession. For deeper analysis we calculated Pearson
correlations in order to assess the relationship of perceived stress
during the past 4 weeks and mental health scores for depression,
anxiety, and stress during the past week.

The coping strategies and major stressors were calculated as
means and standard deviations. We carried out a factor analysis
(principal component analysis [PCA] with varimax rotation)
for all coping strategies. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and
Bartlett Test indicated a sufficient cohesion of the variables
(KMO=0.76) [41]. Finally, binary logistic regression models
were calculated and thereby investigated the associations of
gender, lockdown area, contact with COVID-19 infections at
work, and coping strategies (factors) with the odds of belonging
to moderate–extremely severe depression, anxiety, or stress
group. A nonsignificant value of P=.40 in the
Hosmer-Lemeshow test indicated the goodness of fit of the
models [42], and a Nagelkerkes R² of 0.17 showed an acceptable
coefficient of determination [41].

In all analyses, P values <.05 were considered statistically
significant.
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Results

Participants
The sample included 687 participants, 72.3% (n=496) of whom
were female and 27.7% were (n=190) male. The mean age was
36.92 years (SD 9.83) with a range of 18-71 years. The
participants consisted of doctors (n=158, 23.0%), nurses (n=221,
32.2%), other medical staff (n=24, 3.5%), students (n=43, 6.6%),
teachers/government staff (n=60, 8.7%), economy staff (n=135,
19.7%), workers/farmers (n=26, 3.8%), and others (n=20, 2.9%).

We combined doctors and dentists into one category. Other
medical staff referred to health care professionals who were not
doctors or nurses. Economy staff consisted of employees and
self-employed individuals in the IT (information technology)
and finance sectors.

A majority of the participants were from Hubei Province (n=449,
65.4%); 30 (4.4%) came from Jiangsu and 21 (3.1%) each from
Shanxi and Guangdong. A small group (n=11, 1.6%) came from
Zhejiang, which was affected by a lockdown like Hubei.
Demographic characteristics and details of each professional
group are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of the study participants.

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

36.92 (9.83)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender

190 (27.7)Male

496 (72.3)Female

Family status

146 (21.3)Single

501 (72.9)Married

30 (4.4)Divorced

2 (0.3)Widowed

8 (1.2)In a relationship

Children

499 (72.6)Yes

188 (27.4)No

Level of education

10 (1.5)Middle school

25 (3.6)High school

168 (24.5)Junior college

384 (55.9)Bachelor

77 (11.2)Master

23 (3.3)Doctorate

Profession

158 (23.0)Doctors/dentists

221 (32.2)Nurses

24 (3.5)Other medical staff (eg, volunteers, pharmacists, midwives)

43 (6.3)Students

60 (8.7)Teachers/government staff

135 (19.7)Economy (eg, employees, self-employed, salespersons)

26 (3.8)Workers/farmers

20 (2.9)Others (eg, housewives)

Residence

449 (65.4)Hubei

30 (4.4)Jiangsu

21 (3.1)Guangdong

21 (3.1)Shanxi

17 (2.5)Shandong

16 (2.3)Fujian

15 (2.2)Sichuan

15 (2.2)Shanghai

14 (2.0)Hunan

11 (1.6)Zhejiang

78 (11.2)Provinces with less than 10 participants

687 (100)Total
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Perceived Stress and Mental Health
Perceived stress was measured with a mean score of 23.70 (SD
7.52). The mean values for DASS-21 depression was 6.62 (SD
7.80), for DASS-21 anxiety was 7.01 (SD 7.00), and for
DASS-21 stress was 10.18 (SD 8.63). Perceived stress was
significantly correlated with DASS-21 depression (r=0.61,

P<.001), DASS-21 anxiety (r=0.57, P<.001), and DASS-21
stress (r=0.66, P<.001).

Findings on mental health status for each profession are reported
in Table 2; the DASS-21 scores were put into categories
normal–mild and moderate–extremely severe.

Table 2. Results of the Simplified Chinese version of the 14-item Perceived Stress Scale (CPSS-14) and the Depression, Anxiety and Stress Scale -
21 Items (DASS-21).

DASS-21 stressDASS-21 anxi-
ety

DASS-21 depressionCPSS-14Participants, nProfession

MES, n
(%)

NM, n (%)MES, n (%)NM, n (%)MESb, n (%)NMa, n (%)Mean (SD)

20 (12.5)138 (87.3)52 (32.9)106 (67.1)24 (15.2)134 (84.8)23.16 (7.26)158Doctors

24 (10.9)197 (89.1)69 (31.2)152 (68.8)38 (17.2)183 (82.8)23.62 (7.19)221Nurses

4 (16.7)20 (83.3)7 (29.2)17 (70.8)5 (20.8)19 (79.2)22.25 (8.09)24Other medical staff

9 (20.9)34 (79.1)18 (41.9)25 (58.1)10 (23.3)33 (76.7)26.30 (7.79)43Students

7 (11.7)53 (88.3)16 (26.7)44 (73.3)9 (15.0)51 (85.0)22.98 (6.09)60Teachers/

govt staff

23 (17.0)112 (83.0)33 (24.4)102 (75.6)27 (20.0)108 (79.4)23.93 (8.68)135Economy staff

3 (11.5)23 (85.5)7 (26.9)19 (73.1)5 (19.2)21 (77.8)23.15 (6.69)26Workers/farmers

4 (20.0)16 (80.0)6 (30.0)14 (70.0)5 (25.0)15 (75.0)26.25 (7.62)20Others

94 (13.7)593 (86.3)208 (30.3)479 (69.7)123 (17.9)564 (82.1)23.70 (7.52)687Total

aNM: normal–mild.
bMES: moderate–extremely severe.

Working Hours Per Day
The majority of the participants reported working 4-8 hours per
day (n=427, 61.4%). This was the case in the following
groups—nurses: 145/221, 65.6%; students: 39/43, 90.7%;
teachers/government staff: 47/60, 78.4%; economy staff: 97/135,
71.9%; workers/farmers: 18/26, 69.3%; others: 15/20, 75.0%.

A sizeable part of the sample reported working 8-12 hours per
day (n=260, 37.4%). This high workload typically affected
doctors (103/158, 65.2%) and other medical staff (13/24,
54.2%).

Contact With COVID-19 at Work
In total, 6 (0.9%) participants were infected themselves (2
doctors, 3 nurses, and 1 member of the group

teachers/government staff). Of all participants, 180 (26.2%) had
contact with people infected by the virus at work. The most
affected group were doctors (68/158, 43.0% had contact with
COVID-19 at work), followed by other medical staff (10/24,
41.7%), nurses (88/221, 39.8%), teachers/government staff
(8/60, 13.3%), economy staff (5/135, 3.8%), workers/farmers
(1/26, 3.8%). Participants from the other professions category
and students did not report contact with COVID-19 at work.

Media Preferences
When asked about the primary way participants obtained
information in the past month, the majority of respondents
indicated having done so through WeChat (n=606, 88.2%)
(Table 3).

Table 3. Participants’ answers to the multiple-choice question: what was your main way of obtaining information during the last month?

Participants, n (%)Source

53 (7.71)Newspaper

465 (67.69)Television

304 (44.25)Weibo

606 (88.21)WeChat

502 (73.07)Circle of friendsa

311 (45.27)Family/colleagues

104 (15.14)Other

aIncludes WeChat groups and other social media–related groups.
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Coping Strategies
The three most successful ways of facing the demands of
COVID-19 in daily life and work, out of 12 possible answers,
were taking protective measures (mean 2.57, SD 0.67), actively
acquiring more knowledge about COVID-19 (mean 2.09, SD

0.78), and engaging in recreational activities (mean 1.94, SD
0.77). All coping strategies are listed in Table 4.

Three dimensions could be extracted after carrying out the PCA
and were named as active coping, mental coping, and emotional
coping, after analyzing the content of the items. The dimensions
accounted for 47.2% of the variance (Table 4).

Table 4. Matrix of coping strategy components and three statistics after varimax rotation (the rotation is converged in five iterations; method of
extraction: main component analysis).

Factor loadingsMean (SD)Items

EmotionalMentalActive

Coping strategy components

0.01–0.030.772.57 (0.67)Taking protective measures (washing hands, wearing a mask, taking one’s own
temperature, etc)

0.020.170.752.09 (0.78)Actively acquiring more knowledge about COVID-19 (symptoms, transmission
pathway, etc)

–0.120.440.531.90 (0.83)Changing one’s thoughts and facing the situation with a positive attitude

–0.060.230.421.94 (0.77)Engaging in recreational activities (WeChat, Weibo, TikTok, online shopping,
online movies, exercises)

–0.020.430.401.69 (0.80)Video chatting with family and friends by phone to share concerns and support

–0.060.680.271.76 (0.82)Engaging in health-promoting behaviors (more rest, exercise, balanced diet, etc)

0.010.630.271.36 (0.91)Acquiring mental health knowledge and information

0.090.83–0.070.88 (0.85)Practicing relaxation methods (meditation, yoga, Tai Chi, etc)

0.720.13–0.110.53 (0.73)Limiting oneself from watching too much news about COVID-19

0.750.100.030.70 (0.82)Distracting oneself from thinking about COVID-19 issues by suppression or
keeping busy

0.53–0.08–0.080.23 (0.48)Venting emotions by crying, screaming, smashing things, and so on

0.53–0.100.070.22 (0.53)Using alcohol or drugs

Statistics

1.071.712.89—aEigenvalue

8.9314.2324.05—Percentage of total variance

47.21———Total variance

aNot applicable.

Predictors of Increased Levels of Depression, Anxiety,
and Stress
We calculated three binary logistic regression models in order
to find associations of gender, lockdown area, contact with
COVID-19 infection at work, and coping factors with the odds
of belonging to the group for moderate–extremely severe
depression, anxiety, or stress. Being female and applying
emotional coping strategies increased the probability of
belonging to the moderate–extremely severe depression, anxiety,

or stress group. Applying active coping strategies reduced the
probability of being affected by moderate–extremely severe
anxiety, while mental coping strategies reduced the probability
in all three moderate–extremely severe mental health groups.
Age, being in a lockdown area, having contact with COVID-19
at work, and having a high workload (8-12 hr per day) did not
significantly predict the odds of expressing moderate–extremely
severe symptoms of depression, anxiety, or stress. The results
are displayed in detail in Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of a logistic regression predicting the probability of experiencing moderate–extremely severe (MES) depression, anxiety, or stress.

MES stressMES anxietyMES depressionVariable

OR (95% CI)B (SE)OR (95% CI)B (SE)ORa (95% CI)B (SE)

2.19 (1.21-3.96)0.78 (0.30)1.61 (1.05-2.47)0.47 (0.22)2.24 (1.33- 3.77)0.81 (0.27)Gender (female)

0.99 (0.96-1.01)–0.01 (0.01)0.99 (0.97-1.00)–0.01 (0.01)1.01 (0.98-1.03)0.01 (0.01)Age

0.80 (0.46-1.39)–0.22 (0.28)0.93 (0.61-1.41)–0.07 (0.21)0.65 (0.40-1.05)–0.43 (0.25)Hubei/Zhejiang

0.97 (0.54-1.74)–0.03 (0.30)1.16 (0.76-1.79)0.15 (0.49)1.08 (0.64-1.80)0.07 (0.26)Contact with COVID-19
infection at work

1.38 (0.85-2.25)0.32 (0.25)1.26 (0.87-1.83)0.23 (0.19)1.06 (0.69-1.65)0.06 (0.22)Daily workload (8-12 hr)

0.89 (0.70-1.13)–0.11 (0.12)0.81 (0.68-0.97)–0.21 (0.09)0.87 (0.71-1.07)–0.14 (0.11)Active coping

0.51 (0.39-0.67)–0.67 (0.14)0.67 (0.55-0.81)–0.42 (0.10)0.57 (0.45-0.72)–0.56 (0.12)Mental coping

2.27 (1.81-2.84)0.82 (0.11)2.16 (1.80-2.60)0.80 (0.10)1.89 (1.55-2.30)0.63 (0.10)Emotional coping

aOR: odds ratio.

Major Stressors (Health Care Workers Only)
Out of 18 stressors, the three most demanding aspects for health
care workers (n=375) were related to worries about infecting

one’s family with COVID-19 (mean 1.46, SD 0.86), followed
by the potential deterioration of their patients’ condition (mean
1.42, SD 0.79) and their patients’emotional reaction (mean 1.3,
SD 0.81) (Table 6).

Table 6. Doctors’ and nurses’ responses to the question: when you think about COVID-19 in your life and work, how often did you think or worry
about the following things? (0=not at all, 3=very much) (n=375).

Response, mean (SD)Stressor

1.46 (0.86)Worries about infecting your family with COVID-19

1.42 (0.79)Deterioration of patients’ condition

1.30 (0.81)Patients’ emotional reaction

1.29 (0.79)Emotional reaction of patients’ families

1.27 (0.78)Uncertainties about when the epidemic will be under control

1.27 (0.79)Coworkers displaying COVID-19–like symptoms

1.24 (0.78)Worries about getting infected

1.23 (0.88)Worries about being negligent and endangering patients

1.23 (0.79)Worries about lack of proper knowledge and equipment

1.18 (0.83)Worries about being negligent and endangering coworkers

1.15 (0.82)Worries about nosocomial spread

1.15 (0.81)Conflict between duty and safety

1.12 (0.81)Being infected by colleagues

1.12 (0.80)Protective gears being a hinderance to providing quality care

1.10 (0.80)Being blamed by supervisors/managers

1.09 (0.77)Displaying COVID-19–like symptoms yourself

1.07 (0.91)Worries about the lack of manpower

1.05 (0.84)Being without a properly equipped environment

1.01 (0.79)Physical discomfort caused by protective gears

1.00 (0.86)Ambiguity in the responsibilities between doctors and nurses

0.96 (0.81)Frequent modification of infection control procedures

0.96 (0.77)Coworkers being emotionally unstable

0.92 (0.78)Unclear documentation and reporting procedures
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Discussion

Predictors of Mental Health Symptoms
This survey aimed to assess the psychological burden and mental
health of the Chinese population during the final stages of the
lockdown, as well as to determine successful coping strategies
and potentially vulnerable professional groups with specific
support needs. Our results suggest that being female and,
independent of gender, applying certain coping strategies
increased the incidence of symptoms of depression, anxiety,
and stress. Emotional coping strategies like venting emotions,
consuming alcohol, or limiting oneself from information were
not helpful for participants dealing with COVID-19–related
psychological problems. Active strategies to cope with
moderate–extremely severe anxiety, such as taking protective
measures and acquiring more knowledge were more beneficial,
but the most effective strategy was focusing on mental coping
like relaxation techniques and gaining knowledge about mental
health. Our results confirm the findings of Guo et al [16], who
used another instrument to determine coping strategies but found
emotion-focused strategies to worsen mental health, while
cognitive and problem-focused coping strategies to be helpful.
Interestingly, exposure to COVID-19 at work, living within a
lockdown area, and daily workload did not play a significant
role in predicting elevated symptoms.

We found no overall increased mean values in perceived stress
and depression, anxiety, and stress in comparison to former
(pre–COVID-19) samples (eg, compared to the perceived stress
levels of patients in Hong Kong [43] or among residents in
Beijing [44]) regarding mental health scores. This could be
because the Chinese population had already become accustomed
to the burden of COVID-19 by the end of the lockdown. The
first studies in January investigating the psychological impact
of the outbreak on the population reported high levels of burden
[16,31,45]. Wang et al [13,14] measured DASS-21 scores twice
at the beginning and at the peak of the pandemic in China and
found increased anxiety in nearly 30% of participants; yet no
longitudinal increases were noted. In our study, we added a
third point of measurement at the final stage of the lockdown
and found a considerable share of people who expressed
moderate to extremely severe symptoms of depression (17.9%),
anxiety (30.3%), and stress (13.7%). This result should be taken
seriously as our sample revealed a higher percentage of people
with increased levels of depression while stress scores were
lower compared to the Wang et al [13,14] studies. We also
observed a high correlation of perceived stress in the past 4
weeks and actual scores in depression. Previous research on the
etiology of depression could show that stress might be one
predictor for this mood disorder [46,47]. Following this line of
argument, an increase of depressive symptoms by the end of
the lockdown could be interpreted as part of a concerning
development.

Vulnerable Groups
Some groups in our sample were more affected by symptoms
of depression, anxiety, or stress than others. Students were
vulnerable to moderate–extremely severe symptoms in all three
categories. Outside the pandemic context, Chinese students

have been reported to be affected by mental health problems
due to stressful academic demands [48,49]. The consequences
of the pandemic on students’ lives were aggravated by infection
control measures, online learning on a tight schedule, and
uncertain future prospects [50]. A cross-sectional study among
medical students after the lockdown revealed high levels of
anxiety (38% of participants) and showed that social media
played an important role in adherence to protective measures
among them [29]. According to our results, the main method
of getting COVID-19–related information was WeChat, directly
followed by circle of friends, which in China refers to WeChat
groups and other social media–related groups.

Economy staff were highly burdened by stress but did not
exhibit more depression or anxiety than other groups. This result
does not support that of Huang and Zhao [31], who, using
different protocols, questioned enterprise employees in early
February, and found depression among 20% of participants and
anxiety among 34%. Increased stress levels in our sample could
be explained by the fact that we put together all employees and
self-employed people in the finance and IT sectors as well as
salespersons in one group. Enhanced stress may be a result of
the concerns to ensure livelihood for their own family during
the lockdown, as shown previously [16]. Further differentiated
results are needed to allow for a more specific statement.

Doctors and nurses in our sample were highly affected by
anxiety; doctors had the highest workload per day. Nevertheless,
perceived stress and DASS-21 stress levels were not higher than
other groups, which may be due to a high professional devotion,
as reported in previous research [51]. Issues about patient care
like the deterioration of the patients’condition and the emotional
reaction of patients and their families were perceived as
stressful. In another study, nurses in Wuhan were found lacking
in training for dealing with uncooperative patients [26]. Several
studies have reported on the need for training Chinese medical
staff on doctor-patient communication outside the context of
the COVID-19 crisis [52]. The anxiety felt by doctors and nurses
in our sample may be the result of the fear of bringing
COVID-19 to their own families, the most intense stressor in
our and other samples [23,51]. A further stressor found in other
studies included spending too much time on social media while
searching for COVID-19 updates. Doing so promoted symptoms
of depression and anxiety in Chinese adults in general as well
as in health professionals [19].

Finally, other medical staff, a small group consisting of
volunteers, midwives, and pharmacists in our sample, was more
affected by depression and stress than other groups and was
vulnerable to anxiety as well. During the pandemic, many
volunteers supported hospitals in a frontline capacity [53], and
our results show that these individuals, who had the second
highest workload per day after doctors, have been overlooked
so far and should receive more attention since they seem to have
special support needs. This group might lack the institutional
psychological support that is delivered to the core personnel in
a frontline hospital.

Future Implications
By 2017, there were only 33,400 licensed psychiatrists in China
[54]. In recent years, the Chinese National Health Commission
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has established several mental health initiatives to extend mental
health care to the general population. During the COVID-19
pandemic, the commission published guidelines and treatment
instructions, uploaded videos of mental health education via
WeChat, and established expert emergency groups for mental
health services at the hospitals [55].

However, health care workers continue to be in dire need of
greater access to specific mental health services [56], and further
research is needed on the role of media consumption and mental
health during such crises. Although the internet provided many
supporting measures like telemedicine for patients with
COVID-19 [57] and online mental health education and
counseling [58], excessive exposure to the media seems to play
a significant role in explaining mental health problems during
the pandemic [18]. The Chinese population might find itself in
a paradox: acquiring knowledge about the virus and mental
health measures is helpful but in order to maximize coverage
this knowledge is spread by governmental and other institutions
via social media [55,58], which has its own harmful mental
consequences [16,19]. As a result, it is not possible for
individuals to avoid media consumption. More conclusive
findings on the role of the media and the mental health of
subgroups of the Chinese population are needed.

Limitations
Although we received 687 responses, the professional groups
in this study were not of equal size; numbers were especially
limited for the students and other medical staff categories, which
reduces the power of statistical analysis. Targeted investigations
may be needed to assess the status of underrepresented
professions in a differentiated way. Further, online studies are
unable to allow a valuable diagnostic assessment, and this
limitation applies to all former studies. This is further aggravated
due to the great variability in instruments used in different
surveys, which reduces the comparability of results. Some
authors used the DASS-21 previously [13,14] but with different
cut off-scores (see below), while some relied on the Self-rating
Depression Scale (SDS) [45], the Patient Health Questionnaire
(PHQ) [56], the Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item (GAD-7),

the Center for Epidemiology Scale for Depression (CES-D)
[31], or the Post-Traumatic Stress Disorders (PTSD) Checklist
[16]. However, only a face-to-face diagnostic interview by a
qualified medical doctor or a clinical psychologist could allow
a statement regarding a mental disorder. Therefore, our results
hint at a certain development but should not be interpreted as
a diagnosis of the population. Moreover, we compared our
results to the studies of Wang et al [13,14], who used slightly
different cut-off scores in interpreting the borders between mild
and moderate depression and anxiety as suggested originally
by Lovibond and Lovibond [33]. However, even without
knowing their exact frequencies for single scores, our findings
on increases in depression would have been even higher if Wang
et al had used the original cut-off scores. Finally, we only asked
for media preferences and not for the time spent on media
platforms. A detailed analysis on the reasons for media
consumption (entertainment, information, relaxation), the way
of usage (alone, together), and mental health is necessary to
reveal a more holistic picture.

Conclusion
A considerable part of the general population in China reported
elevated symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress during the
final stages of the COVID-19 lockdown. Doctors, nurses,
students, and other medical staff were found to be in imminent
danger of developing mental health problems. Similarly,
economy staff was also highly stressed. Being female was an
additional risk factor for potential vulnerability toward
developing mental health problems. We recommend providing
additional specific information to these subgroups targeting
their respective mental health profile and to personalize the
successful coping strategies found in our results (ie, active and
mental coping). These refer to constructive ways of behavior
(eg, actively acquiring knowledge, applying protective
measures) and mental health strategies (eg, relaxation
techniques, psycho-education, and promoting social contact).
Profession-specific mental health prevention programs should
be developed and provided in formats preferred by the respective
age, gender, or professional groups.
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Abstract

Background: Social distancing is an important component of the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Minimizing social
interactions and travel reduces the rate at which the infection spreads and “flattens the curve” so that the medical system is better
equipped to treat infected individuals. However, it remains unclear how the public will respond to these policies as the pandemic
continues.

Objective: The aim of this study is to present the Twitter Social Mobility Index, a measure of social distancing and travel
derived from Twitter data. We used public geolocated Twitter data to measure how much users travel in a given week.

Methods: We collected 469,669,925 tweets geotagged in the United States from January 1, 2019, to April 27, 2020. We analyzed
the aggregated mobility variance of a total of 3,768,959 Twitter users at the city and state level from the start of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Results: We found a large reduction (61.83%) in travel in the United States after the implementation of social distancing policies.
However, the variance by state was high, ranging from 38.54% to 76.80%. The eight states that had not issued statewide social
distancing orders as of the start of April ranked poorly in terms of travel reduction: Arkansas (45), Iowa (37), Nebraska (35),
North Dakota (22), South Carolina (38), South Dakota (46), Oklahoma (50), Utah (14), and Wyoming (53). We are presenting
our findings on the internet and will continue to update our analysis during the pandemic.

Conclusions: We observed larger travel reductions in states that were early adopters of social distancing policies and smaller
changes in states without such policies. The results were also consistent with those based on other mobility data to a certain extent.
Therefore, geolocated tweets are an effective way to track social distancing practices using a public resource, and this tracking
may be useful as part of ongoing pandemic response planning.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21499)   doi:10.2196/21499

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; social distancing; mobility; Twitter; social media; surveillance; tracking; travel; index

Introduction

The outbreak of SARS-CoV-2, a coronavirus that causes the
disease COVID-19, has caused a pandemic on a scale unseen
in a generation. Without an available vaccine to reduce

transmission of the virus, public health organizations and elected
officials have called on the public to practice social distancing.
Social distancing is a set of practices in which individuals
maintain a physical distance to reduce the number of physical
contacts they encounter [1,2]. These practices include
maintaining a distance of at least six feet from other people and
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avoiding large gatherings [3]. At the time of this writing, in the
United States, nearly every state had implemented statewide
“stay-at-home” orders to enforce social distancing practices [4].

Social distancing is an important tool in the fight against
COVID-19; however, its implementation by the general public
can vary widely. Although a state governor may issue an order
for the practice, individuals in different states may respond to
this order in different ways. Courtemanche et al [5] showed that
social distancing policies in the United States reduced the daily
growth rate of COVID-19 cases. However, if we only consider
the social distancing policy duration and daily confirmed cases,
it is difficult to rule out potential confounders, including
additional policies for wearing masks and improving hygiene
as well as other social norms. Therefore, understanding actual
reductions in travel and social contacts is critical to measuring
the effectiveness of such policies. Using mobile phone data,
Badr et al [6] found that mobility patterns were strongly
correlated with decreased rates of COVID-19 case growth for
the 25 most affected counties in the United States. These social
distancing policies may remain in effect for an extended period
of time. Thus, the public may begin to relax their practices,
making additional policies necessary. Researchers showed the
effectiveness of strict social distancing followed by testing and
contact tracing by modeling mobility data from Cuebiq Inc in
the Boston metropolitan area [7]. Additionally, epidemiologists
have already modeled the impact of social distancing policies
on the course of disease outbreaks [8-10]. These models may
be more effective when incorporating actual measures of social
distancing rather than assuming that official policies are
implemented in practice.

It can be challenging to obtain data on the efficacy of social
distancing practices, especially during an ongoing pandemic.
In a recent Gallup poll that surveyed Americans, it was found
that many adults are taking precautions to maintain distance
from others [11]. However, while polling can provide insights,
it cannot provide a solution. Polling is relatively expensive;
thus, it is a poor choice for ongoing population surveillance
practices and providing data on specific geographic locales (ie,
US states and major cities) [12]. Additionally, polling around
public health issues suffers from response bias, as individuals
may overstate their compliance with established public health
recommendations [13].

Over the past decade, analyses of social media and web data
have been widely adopted to support public health objectives
[14]. In this vein, several efforts have emerged over the past
few months to track social distancing practices using these data
sources. Google has released COVID-19 Community Mobility
Reports [15] that use Google data to “chart movement trends
over time by geography, across different categories of places
such as retail and recreation, groceries and pharmacies, parks,
transit stations, workplaces, and residential.” The Unacast Social
Distancing Scoreboard uses data collected from 127 million
monthly active users to measure the implementation of social
distancing practices [16]. Researchers at the Institute for Disease
Modeling have used data from Facebook’s Data for Good
program to model the decline in mobility in the greater Seattle
area and its effect on the spread of COVID-19 [17]. Using
mobile phone data, the New York Times completed an analysis

that showed that stay-at-home orders dramatically reduced
travel; however, it was found that in states where such orders
were not quickly enacted, residents continued to travel widely
[18].

Identifying and isolating individuals who have potentially been
exposed to a virus can blunt the spread of a pandemic. Contact
tracing involves finding people who have had contact with an
infected individual during the time the individual was
contagious. In the current pandemic, several efforts have been
made to develop digital contact tracing tools. Google and Apple
announced a joint effort to build a Bluetooth-based contact
tracing platform, which enhances the interoperability between
Android and IOS devices using apps from public health
authorities [19]. Singapore [20] and Australia [21] released
similar apps that use Bluetooth to exchange “digital handshakes”
to establish contacts. Many countries have developed their own
contact tracing responses [22]. Li and Guo [23] presented a
review of the development of contact-tracing apps for
COVID-19. These efforts provide new and important
opportunities to study social distancing and contact tracing in
real time.

We present the Twitter Social Mobility Index, a measure of
social distancing and travel patterns derived from public Twitter
data. We used public geolocated Twitter data to measure how
much a user travels in a given week. We computed a metric
based on the standard deviation of a user’s geolocated tweets
each week, and we aggregated these data over an entire
population to produce a metric for the United States as a whole,
for individual states, and for some US cities. We found that in
the United States as a whole, there was a dramatic drop in travel
in the later weeks of the study period, with travel between March
16 and April 27, 2020, showing the lowest amount since January
1, 2019, the start of our data set. Additionally, we found that
travel reductions were not uniform across the United States but
varied from state to state. However, there was no clear
correlation between social mobility and confirmed COVID-19
cases at the state level. A key advantage of our approach is that
unlike the other travel and social distancing analyses referenced
above, we rely on entirely public data, which enables others to
replicate our findings and explore different aspects of these
data. Additionally, because Twitter contains user-generated
content in addition to location information, future analyses can
correlate users’ attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors with changes
in social mobility.

One concern regarding the mining of social media data is user
privacy. Unlike the data used by the companies described above,
all the data we used is publicly available. Users choose to post
their location data to Twitter publicly; therefore, these data are
accessible to all users. However, while the location data are
public, the potential remains for violating user privacy and
producing unintended consequences for users, such as
highlighting users who are failing to social distance. To ensure
privacy in our index, we aggregated all mobility metrics to
produce population-level analyses. None of our work considers
the identity of individual users, and we removed identifiable
user information from the distributed data aggregations.
Furthermore, we caution others who pursue work similar to
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ours to consider privacy ramifications for users when collecting
new data and conducting similar analyses.

There is widespread recognition that real-time tweets from
millions of users can yield insights into a variety of
population-level trends. Our study follows a tradition of using
this insight to develop population-level indices and measures
from Twitter data. Previous work includes tracking
population-level sentiment as an economic indicator that can
track stock price [24], political indices that reflect the popular
opinion on major socioeconomic issues [25] or opinions about
political candidates [26,27], and measures of pop culture such
as reception of entertainment programs [28]. The Twitter Social
Mobility Index is a measure of this kind, aggregating Twitter
data from millions of people to produce real-time measurements
of social distancing.

There is a long line of work on geolocation prediction for
Twitter, which requires inferring a location for a specific tweet
or user [29-32]. This includes work on patterns and trends in
geotagged Twitter data [33]. Although most of these works
focus on inferences of users’ current locations and thus are not
suitable for tracking user movements, there may be opportunities
to combine these methods with our approach.

Many studies have analyzed Twitter geolocation data to study
population movements. Hawelka et al [34] demonstrated a
method for computing global travel patterns from Twitter, and
Dredze et al [35] adapted this method to support efforts in
combating the Zika virus epidemic. Several studies have used
human mobility patterns from Twitter data [36-39]. These
studies include analyses of urban mobility patterns [40-42].
Finally, some of these analyses considered mobility patterns
around mass events [43].

Our findings are presented on a website [44], and we will
continue to update our analysis during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Data Source
Twitter offers several ways in which a user can indicate their
location. If a user is tweeting from a GPS-enabled device, they
can attach their exact coordinates to that tweet. Twitter can then
display the specific place that corresponds to these coordinates
to the user and also provide it in their application programming
interface (API). Alternatively, a user can explicitly select a
location, which can be a point of interest (eg, a coffee shop),
neighborhood, city, state, or country. If the tweet is public, this
geolocation information is supplied with the tweet.

We used the Twitter streaming API [45] to download tweets
based on location. We used a bounding box that covered the
entire United States, including US territories. We used data
from this collection starting on January 1, 2019, and ending on
April 27, 2020. In total, the data set included 3,768,959 Twitter
users and 469,669,925 tweets posted in the United States.

Location Data
We processed the two types of geolocation information
described in the previous section.

Coordinates
We processed the exact coordinates (latitude and longitude)
provided by the user (the “coordinates” field in the Twitter
JavaScript Object Notation [JSON] object). Approximately 8%
of our data included coordinates.

Place
The “place” field in the Twitter JSON object indicates a known
location in which the tweet was authored. A place can be a point
of interest (eg, a specific hotel), a neighborhood (eg, downtown
Jacksonville), a city (eg, Kokomo, IN), a state (eg, Arizona), or
a country (eg, the United States). The place object contains a
unique ID, a bounding box, a country, and a name. More
information about the location is available from the Twitter Geo
API. A place is provided with a tweet in either of two conditions.
First, Twitter can identify the coordinates provided by the user
as occurring in a known place. Second, the user can manually
select a place when authoring the tweet.

Because coordinates give a more precise location, we used them
instead of place when available. If only a place was available,
we assumed that the user was in the center of the place, as given
by the place’s bounding box.

For points of interest and neighborhoods, Twitter only provides
the country in the associated metadata. Although in some cases,
the city can be parsed from the name and the state inferred, we
opted to exclude these places from our analysis for states. The
full location details can be obtained from querying the Twitter
API; however, due to the magnitude of the data in our analysis,
this task would have been too time-consuming. This limitation
excluded approximately 1.8% of our data.

We performed analyses for the 50 most populous US cities. For
these analyses, we included points of interest that c the city
name in their names, such as “New York City Center.”
Specifically for New York City, we included places that
corresponded to each of the five New York City boroughs
(Brooklyn, Manhattan, Queens, Staten Island, and the Bronx).

In summary, for each geolocated tweet, we obtained an
associated latitude and longitude.

Computing Mobility
We defined the Twitter Social Mobility Index as follows. For
each user, we collected all locations (coordinates) in a 1-week
period, where a week starts on Monday and ends the following

Sunday. We denoted the coordinate sequence as , where Cj

is the coordinate at time j in week i and n is the number of
coordinates in that week. We computed the centroid of all of
the coordinates and considered this the “home” location for the
user. We then measured the distance between each location and
the centroid for that week. To determine distance, we measured
the geodesic distance in kilometers between two adjacent
records, Cj and Cj+1, using geopy [46], resulting in a distance

sequence of . After collecting the distances, we measured
the standard deviations of these distances. Formally, we defined
Twitter Social Mobility Index M for each user as
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where σ(·) is the standard deviation operator and N is the number
of weeks considered for the measure. We measured mobility in
kilometers.

In summary, this measure reflects the area and regularity of
travel for a user rather than the raw distance traveled. Therefore,
a user who takes a long trip with a small number of check-ins
would have a larger social mobility measure than a user with
many check-ins who traveled in a small area. Because the
measure is sensitive to the number of check-ins, it reflects when
people have fewer check-ins during the pandemic.

We aggregated the results by week by taking the mean measure
of all users in a given geographic area. We also present results
for a 7-day moving average aggregation as a measure of daily
movement. We recorded the variance of these measures to study
the travel variance in the population, which indicates if travel
is reduced overall but not for some users.

We produced aggregate scores by geographic area for the United
States as a whole, for each US state and territory, and for the
50 most populous cities in the United States. We determined
the geographic area of a user based on their centroid location
for all times in our collection.

We computed the social mobility index for each day and week
between January 1, 2019, and April 27, 2020. We selected the
date of March 16, 2020, as the start of social distancing on the
national level, although individual states implemented practices
at different times. Therefore, we divided the data into two time

periods: before social distancing (January 1, 2019, to March
15, 2020) and after social distancing (March 16, 2020, to April
27, 2020).

We then computed the group level reduction in social mobility
by considering the average values as follows:

We also computed the reduction for each user and then tracked
the median value, number of users active in both periods, and
proportion of active users who completely reduced their
mobility. We conducted a similar analysis for seasonal effects
by comparing mobility after social distancing with mobility
during the same period in 2019.

To address sparse data issues in our data set, we excluded users
with fewer than 3 geolocated tweets overall and excluded the
weekly record for a user if they had fewer than 3 geolocated
tweets in that week. Additionally, due to data loss in our data
collection process, we removed two weeks that contained far
less data than the other time periods by taking a 99.75%
confidence limit on the number of users and records.

Results

Social Mobility Index
Table 1 shows the Twitter Social Mobility Index measured in
kilometers for every state and territory in the United States and
the United States as a whole. City results are shown in Table 2.
We also included the rank of location by the group level
reduction.
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Table 1. Reductions of mobility for all US states and territories and for the United States. Ranks are based on group level reduction.

RankUser-level reduction (%)Group level reduction (%)Mobility (kilometers)Location

Median seasonal reductionMedian reductionAfter distancingBefore distancing

163.7399.8476.8025.47109.76AK

4772.9484.4753.0322.5748.04AL

4576.8191.8754.1923.1550.54AR

2685.5593.6962.6623.4762.85AZ

2991.3596.6562.3329.6078.58CA

1293.3798.266.1224.4772.23CO

889.2596.2967.2814.8945.51CT

297.75100.0074.5819.7477.67DC

785.0893.4468.8113.6143.63DE

4282.9292.3858.1332.2476.99FL

3978.0085.2658.7027.1165.64GA

5189.2197.6952.0770.75147.61HI

3789.8295.9159.1720.5950.42IA

4978.1994.1252.8633.3670.77ID

1693.0198.7165.1519.3855.59IL

2789.6197.1962.6017.1545.86IN

1981.5797.0364.6023.1965.50KS

1383.4293.9365.7415.3144.67KY

4377.7686.1357.8319.3945.98LA

593.9398.8369.9517.6458.69MA

988.6794.8067.0415.1946.10MD

2878.5393.7762.3822.4559.68ME

2590.4296.8462.7220.9656.24MI

1191.3498.3666.1321.6864.01MN

3188.6595.8961.5920.0852.27MO

5269.1179.0951.5124.3650.24MS

4865.5890.1752.8632.9669.93MT

3085.2694.2762.1419.7352.11NC

2297.2199.7164.0423.6565.77ND

3591.4099.9560.2921.8855.11NE

1885.3596.2664.6419.4855.09NH

493.4197.2870.3314.6249.27NJ

4173.1495.6658.3724.2358.20NM

4085.0093.4258.6433.1980.25NV

1594.2098.9465.4824.5771.17NY

1788.6894.8164.9515.7344.88OH

5076.9988.3852.8324.6952.34OK

2492.6897.5163.4925.9771.12OR

2089.8597.5964.2419.4554.40PA

1090.3897.2666.7714.9444.96PR

690.5596.7469.0114.5046.80RI
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RankUser-level reduction (%)Group level reduction (%)Mobility (kilometers)Location

Median seasonal reductionMedian reductionAfter distancingBefore distancing

3877.9286.0358.8819.8548.28SC

4686.6695.9153.9231.5268.41SD

3285.8994.8961.5521.8356.77TN

3484.1893.8160.9528.6073.24TX

1491.5093.5665.4923.6268.43UT

3387.5195.6261.0722.3357.37VA

2387.7298.6664.0047.57132.16VI

2186.7096.3564.2320.3356.84VT

395.7298.4371.7121.3175.34WA

3691.7596.8859.7422.6856.32WI

4482.4088.9557.0220.0246.59WV

5350.9084.9538.5444.0371.64WY

N/Aa88.3695.8661.8325.0465.59United States

aN/A: not applicable.
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Table 2. Reduction of mobility for top 50 United States cities by population. Ranks are based on group level reduction.

RankUser level reduction (%)Group level reduction (%)Mobility (kilometers)Location

Median seasonal reductionMedian reductionAfter distancingBefore distancing

2796.6999.7065.3829.9186.37New York City

4093.8798.6960.3940.86103.16Los Angeles

1494.5899.9669.0019.8764.09Chicago

4188.0097.0459.9621.5053.70Houston

1891.0896.3268.1719.1260.07Phoenix

1993.7099.1667.7117.7054.80Philadelphia

2891.3399.0064.9315.9345.43San Antonio

3092.7798.6764.4128.1979.21San Diego

2589.3295.4865.8121.8563.92Dallas

297.3499.8875.5514.8260.63San Jose

1794.6699.6668.5022.8472.50Austin

5092.9296.6042.9026.8747.06Jacksonville

3785.7295.3361.9219.6851.67Fort Worth

2293.1596.9167.0214.7344.67Columbus

898.9499.9371.8931.99113.77San Francisco

3189.8396.2664.0420.9058.13Charlotte

1591.8599.2668.7614.5346.50Indianapolis

199.0699.9878.1221.6498.92Seattle

996.3099.0571.5523.0881.11Denver

797.2799.9372.4322.1280.26Washington

2996.4099.4264.5927.4777.58Boston

4495.97100.0057.9221.5051.10El Paso

4383.6894.8958.5022.3853.94Detroit

2194.8898.4567.1323.9472.83Nashville

1696.8199.4568.5624.8178.91Portland

3586.7598.6562.1518.4148.64Memphis

3375.1991.3463.5716.7846.07Oklahoma City

4783.9094.8755.5035.6980.21Las Vegas

1077.6894.3171.5112.9745.52Louisville

489.3796.1074.4311.6645.61Baltimore

4691.8697.0156.1922.7852.01Milwaukee

2375.8198.9566.9316.8851.04Albuquerque

4584.4895.7356.8923.1053.58Tucson

1189.2096.0671.0210.8437.39Fresno

4871.3392.4055.4721.7248.77Mesa

4294.4794.8259.0525.4562.14Sacramento

3686.3693.5062.0233.3987.90Atlanta

696.5498.3072.6117.2362.93Kansas City

3295.6699.4763.6723.5564.82Colorado Springs

4988.5697.5551.2255.77114.33Miami

1289.5197.7970.4715.2451.62Raleigh
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RankUser level reduction (%)Group level reduction (%)Mobility (kilometers)Location

Median seasonal reductionMedian reductionAfter distancingBefore distancing

1393.72100.0069.2415.3849.99Omaha

3489.7593.3362.7020.5154.97Long Beach

3988.3896.3561.3318.9248.91Virginia Beach

396.2698.4174.5222.2687.36Oakland

594.2199.1473.1418.7269.67Minneapolis

3893.2099.8961.8518.5148.54Tulsa

2093.2597.5867.6218.2756.42Arlington

2483.2394.4866.5923.5570.50Tampa

2688.7597.0065.7319.1855.96New Orleans

We observed that the overall drop in mobility across the United
States was large (61.83%). Figure 1 shows the weekly social
mobility index for the United States for the entire time period
of our data set. The figure reflects a massive drop in mobility
starting in March, and the four most recent weeks showed the
lowest mobility on record in our data set. Second, every US
state and territory saw a drop in mobility, ranging from 38.54%
to 76.80% of travel compared to the numbers before March 16,
2020. However, the variance by state was high. States that were

early adopters of social distancing practices ranked highly on
the reduction in travel, such as Washington (3) and Maryland
(9). In contrast, the eight states that had not implemented
statewide orders as of the start of April [4] ranked poorly,
namely Arkansas (45), Iowa (37), Nebraska (35), North Dakota
(22), South Carolina (38), South Dakota (46), Oklahoma (50),
Utah (14), and Wyoming (53). We observed similar trends in
the city analysis; however, the median users in cities had a larger
mobility reduction than the users in states.

Figure 1. Mean social mobility index (kilometers) in United States from January 1, 2019, to April 27, 2020. Weeks with missing data are excluded
from the figure.

In addition to the group-level mobility travel reduction, we
examined the distribution of user-level travel reduction. For
this analysis, we only considered the subgroup of users who
had at least two check-ins in both periods. The median values
for the reduction distribution were close to 100% for most states.
The median values for seasonal reduction were all smaller but
still suggested that people substantially reduced their mobility
during the pandemic. Moreover, in the United States, 40% of
the 818,213 active users completely reduced their mobility (ie,
the mobility reduction was 100%). In contrast, during the same

period in 2019, a 31% reduction was seen among 286,217 active
users.

The White House announced “Slow the Spread” guidelines for
persons to take action to reduce the spread of COVID-19 on
March 16, 2020 [47]. Of the states, 49.06% (26/53) had their
largest mobility drop in the week of March 16-22, 2020, and
22.64% (12/53) had their largest drop in the following week.
We computed a moving average of daily mobility data and used
an offline change point detection method [48] on this trend. In
2020, 62.26% of the change points occurred after the national
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announcement date but before the dates on which individual
state policies were enacted. This suggests that the national
announcement had a larger effect compared to state policies,
which is a similar finding to that of a mobile phone–based
mobility analysis of four large cities [49]. We also observed
that among the 40 states that announced stay-at-home policies,
92.5% (37) of the states had a more stationary daily mobility
time series before the policy announcement date compared to
the mobility time series over the entire time period, suggesting
a rapid mobility change during the pandemic.

Finally, Figure 2 shows a box plot of the mobility variance
across all users in a given time period. The distribution is
long-tailed with numerous zeros; therefore, we took the log of
1 plus each mobility index. Although mobility was reduced in
general, some users still showed a lot of movement, which
suggests that social distancing is not being uniformly practiced.
These results clearly demonstrate that our metric can track drops
in travel, suggesting that it can be used as part of ongoing
pandemic response planning.

Figure 2. Box plots showing the user distributions of the mean social mobility index (kilometers) before and after social distancing measure were
enacted in the United States.

Correlations
To investigate the factors that explain our Twitter Social
Mobility Index and how well the index tracks COVID-19 cases
compared to other relevant factors, we performed a correlation
analysis on our data. We computed the daily infection rate by
dividing the number of new confirmed COVID-19 cases in each
US state [50] by the population of the state. We compared the
daily infection rate with the social mobility index and the trends
in the state characteristics category from [51]. We first ran a
correlation analysis for the following trends: state size in square
miles, population density per square mile, unemployment rate
(2018), percentage of the population living under the federal
poverty line (2018), number of homeless individuals (2019),
percentage of the population at risk for serious illness due to

COVID-19, and number of all-cause deaths (2016). We selected
these measures to track the size of the state, economic activity,
and composition of the population, which were studied in a
similar correlation analysis of other countries [52]. These
measures may change how far people typically travel in a given
state.

In Figure 3 and Figure 4, we show the characteristics that have
high correlation with either the number of confirmed cases or
the mobility index. These characteristics were the size of the
state in square miles, the number of homeless individuals (2019),
the unemployment rate (2018), and the percentage of the
population at risk for serious illness due to COVID-19.

For each day, we computed the correlations between the daily
infection rate and the above data by state.
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Figure 3. Pearson correlations between daily COVID-19 infection rates and various factors at the state level.

Figure 3 shows the correlations by day. We adopted the infection
rate because the raw number of confirmed cases is not as
informative, as the population has the highest correlation.
However, the most significant factors in the early stage were
still population-related factors (eg, the number of homeless
people). We did not see significant correlations with other
factors, including the social mobility index. Starting from
mid-March, we observed trends of increasing correlation with
the unemployment rate, size of the state, and social mobility
index; however, these correlations were not significant (absolute

correlation values <.5). A fluctuation occurred in the middle of
the period, when states started to report confirmed cases of
COVID-19.

We conducted a similar correlation analysis between each data
source and the social mobility index, as shown in Figure 4. As
expected, geographical state size showed the highest positive
correlation. We also observed that the number of people at risk
for serious illness due to COVID-19 had a negative correlation
at the early stage of the pandemic.

Figure 4. Pearson correlations between the social mobility index and various factors at the state level.

Table 3 demonstrates the effects of various restriction policies
on confirmed cases by running a similar correlation analysis on
the cumulative confirmed cases for each state on May 10, 2020.
The policy types follow the data from [51]. We used the time
difference (in days) between May 10, 2020, and the policy

release date as the input for the analysis, and we assigned a
negative value (–1000) to states that had not announced a policy.
The factor with the highest correlation with the social mobility
index is the declaration of a state of emergency, which is the
broadest type of policy.
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Table 3. Pearson correlations between the cumulative number of confirmed COVID-19 cases on May 10, 2020, and the dates on which policies were
released in each state.

P valueCorrelationPolicy

.070.2587State of emergency

.290.151Date banned visitors to nursing homes

.290.1507Stay-at-home or shelter-in-place order

.320.1411Evictions frozen

.340.1359Nonessential businesses closed

.590.0765Gyms closed

.610.0737Movie theaters closed

.700.0563Day cares closed

.810.0341Restaurants closed except takeout

.57–0.0821Kindergarten to 12th grade schools closed

Discussion

We present the Twitter Social Mobility Index, a measure of
social mobility based on public geolocated tweets. Our analysis
shows that there was a large drop in mobility overall in the
United States. However, the drop was inconsistent and varied
significantly by state. It appears that states that were early
adopters of social distancing practices experienced more
significant drops than states that had not yet implemented these
practices.

Several limitations of using geo-tagged tweets as the subject of
our study must be kept in mind. First, users on Twitter and other
social media platforms are not representative of the general
population. Their demographics, such as age, race, ethnicity,
education level, income, and political affiliation, do not perfectly
mirror the larger population. In the United States, Twitter users
are younger, more educated, have higher incomes, and are more
likely to identify as Democrats than the general public [53,54].
Therefore, while our sample of users is large, it is highly biased.

Second, not all users are equally likely to use geotagging
features on Twitter, and they may use the features in different
ways. For example, in a previous study [32], demographic
differences were found in the groups of people who used the
two different types of geolocation information (ie, coordinates
and place). GPS-tagged tweets are posted more often by young
people and by women compared to tweets with self-reported
locations.

Third, while we obtained access to millions of geotagged tweets,
this is still a relatively small proportion of the total number of
nongeotagged tweets on the platform, and it is also small

compared to private measures of social mobility computed by
companies such as Google and Apple.

Fourth, a small proportion of geotagged tweets report fake
geolocation information. However, we believe that this is a
negligible problem, as previous work found the rate of fake
geolocation to be around 0.22% on social media in general [55]
and even lower on Twitter. In our preliminary analysis, we
considered mobility data based on GPS from mobile devices
alone while excluding place information, as this method has
greater precision. However, our results with these limited data
were similar to our results with the full data set, except that they
were less stable. Therefore, we decided to include all location
data.

Despite these limitations, our results produced metrics that align
with expected trends given national social distancing guidelines
and related statewide policies. This suggests that there is
sufficient information in our data to overcome these limitations.
Additionally, the public nature of Twitter data has advantages
over proprietary and private data sources. More work is needed
to compare our mobility trends with those of other data sources.

Our work on this data is ongoing, and there are several directions
that warrant further study. First, as states begin to reopen and
some states maintain restrictions, tracking changes in population
behaviors will be helpful in making policy decisions. Second,
we focused on the United States; however, Twitter data provides
sufficient coverage to replicate our analysis for many countries.
Third, tweet content exists for each user in the data set; this
content can reflect the user's attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors.
Studying these factors together with users’ mobility reduction
could yield further insights. Our findings are presented on a
website [44], and we will continue to update our analysis during
the pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: Emerging evidence suggests that people with arthritis are reporting increased physical pain and psychological
distress during the COVID-19 pandemic. At the same time, Twitter’s daily usage has surged by 23% throughout the pandemic
period, presenting a unique opportunity to assess the content and sentiment of tweets. Individuals with arthritis use Twitter to
communicate with peers, and to receive up-to-date information from health professionals and services about novel therapies and
management techniques.

Objective: The aim of this research was to identify proxy topics of importance for individuals with arthritis during the COVID-19
pandemic, and to explore the emotional context of tweets by people with arthritis during the early phase of the pandemic.

Methods: From March 20 to April 20, 2020, publicly available tweets posted in English and with hashtag combinations related
to arthritis and COVID-19 were extracted retrospectively from Twitter. Content analysis was used to identify common themes
within tweets, and sentiment analysis was used to examine positive and negative emotions in themes to understand the COVID-19
experiences of people with arthritis.

Results: In total, 149 tweets were analyzed. The majority of tweeters were female and were from the United States. Tweeters
reported a range of arthritis conditions, including rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, and psoriatic arthritis. Seven
themes were identified: health care experiences, personal stories, links to relevant blogs, discussion of arthritis-related symptoms,
advice sharing, messages of positivity, and stay-at-home messaging. Sentiment analysis demonstrated marked anxiety around
medication shortages, increased physical symptom burden, and strong desire for trustworthy information and emotional connection.

Conclusions: Tweets by people with arthritis highlight the multitude of concurrent concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Understanding these concerns, which include heightened physical and psychological symptoms in the context of treatment
misinformation, may assist clinicians to provide person-centered care during this time of great health uncertainty.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24550)   doi:10.2196/24550

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; novel coronavirus; social media; Twitter; content analysis; sentiment analysis; microblogging; arthritis

Introduction

Social media contains a plethora of health information pertaining
to individuals living with chronic illness [1,2]. Social media
provides a unique opportunity to observe thoughts, feelings,
and interactions between individuals living with chronic illness,
and to leverage this information to promote positive health

outcomes [3,4]. The COVID-19 pandemic has seen widespread
uptake of social media use. Twitter, a well-known social media
platform primarily used for microblogging, plays a significant
role in crisis communications and can be a powerful tool to
communicate to entire populations during a time of rapid change
[5]. Twitter is already frequently used by individuals with
arthritis to communicate with peers [6] and to receive up-to-date
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information from health professionals and services about novel
therapies and management techniques [7].

Many inflammatory arthritis medications act as
immunosuppressants, which are advantageous in controlling
arthritis-mediated inflammatory responses, but can increase the
risk of infection [8]. Long-term use of immune-modulating
therapies or glucocorticoids may place individuals with arthritis
in a higher-risk category for contracting the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2, although the level of risk is poorly understood
[9-12]. Current guidelines suggest that individuals living with
arthritis should physically distance from other individuals and
their communities [13], and will likely need to do so for a longer
duration than the general public. Heightened stress due to
potential medication shortages, reduced opportunities to
personally consult health care professionals, and enforced
limitations on physical activity (which, for many, is a core
component of arthritis self-management [14]) contribute to
worsening arthritis symptoms, including disease flares. At
present, individuals with arthritis have already reported
increased physical pain and psychological distress during the
COVID-19 pandemic [15,16].

In the current COVID-19 outbreak, Twitter’s overall daily usage
has surged by 23% in 2020 [17], presenting a unique opportunity
to assess the content and sentiment of tweets. Examining
publicly available tweets allows exploration of important proxy
topics through microblogging data, without directly burdening

this population. This research aims to identify proxy topics of
importance for people with arthritis (of any diagnostic category)
during the COVID-19 pandemic by characterizing the textual
content and sentiment of tweets, and to explore the emotional
context of tweets by people with arthritis during the early phase
of the pandemic.

Methods

Design
An exploratory content and sentiment analysis was undertaken.
All data were collected and reported according to the terms and
conditions of Twitter, which state that content posted by
individuals is publicly available to syndicate, broadcast,
distribute, retweet, promote, or publish, excluding private
information (eg, home addresses or identity documents) [18].
Use of tweets by individuals outside of Twitter can be carried
out with no compensation paid to the individual tweeter, as use
of Twitter is agreed upon as sufficient compensation [18]. The
Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee (Project
ID 24354) approved this project.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Publicly available tweets posted in English or with English
translation (automated through Twitter), with the hashtags
shown in Table 1 were included.

Table 1. Hashtags categorized by topic.

HashtagTopic

COVID-19 • #coronavirus
• #covid19
• #isolation
• #socialdistancing

Arthritis • #arthritis
• #spoonie
• #rheumatologist
• #rheumatology

Hashtags were selected based on trialing various combinations
through Twitter’s search function. The highest number of tweets
retrieved were for the hashtags #coronavirus, #covid19,
#arthritis, and #spoonie (the latter term coined by people living
with chronic illness to describe various methods of pain
management [7]). Hashtags were also searched as words; for
example, where #arthritis was searched, arthritis without a
hashtag was searched as well. This ensured that specific arthritis

types mentioned in tweets without hashtags (eg, rheumatoid
arthritis or psoriatic arthritis) were included. Hashtags and words
were combined through the advanced search function on Twitter
using the domains Hashtags, Words, Language, and Dates
(Figure 1 [19]). Tweets were excluded if they originated from
organizations, news outlets, or health professionals rather than
individuals in order to focus on the personal perspective.
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Figure 1. The advanced search function on Twitter [19].

Data Collection
Tweets were retrospectively extracted from March 20 to April
20, 2020. The search strategy and search results are included
in Multimedia Appendix 1. The search timeframe was chosen
to align with the early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic and
the period when many developed countries (eg, the United
States, the United Kingdom, Italy, Australia) announced
enforceable physical distancing or isolation measures [20-23].

The desktop version of the Twitter website (versus the mobile
app) was used for data collection for ethical purposes with only
publicly available tweets extracted, rather than through a private
login. In addition to the tweets themselves, accompanying data
fields were extracted from each tweet using a customized
template. Extracted data fields included (where possible):
Twitter profile blurb, gender of tweeter, country of tweeter,
number of likes, number of retweets, number of replies, hashtags
used, number of hashtags, and use of accompanying photos.
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Data were stored in a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (v16.0,
Microsoft Corp).

Data Analysis
To address the research aims, two data analysis techniques were
utilized: summative content analysis and sentiment analysis.
Content analysis was used to characterize the textual contents
of tweets related to arthritis and COVID-19. Content analysis
is exploratory; it aims to quantify and describe unknown
phenomena [24]. During the content analysis process, the
primary researcher (DB) read each tweet and categorized the
tweets into a representative theme and subtheme related to a
topic of importance for people with arthritis during the study
period.

Summative content analysis occurred through a process of
coding, which involved counting and comparisons of Twitter
content, followed by interpretation of the underlying context
[25]. To begin with, the first 10 tweets were analyzed and
allocated a summary code. The code represents the theme of a
tweet (eg, “health care experiences”). As additional tweets were
examined, they were given one of the original codes or allocated
a new code based on new content. This process was repeated
until each tweet was coded and themed. Once these original
themes were finalized, they were recoded for additional context,
and a second researcher (DA) checked the coding. For example,
“health care experiences” was coded for similarities in people’s
health care experiences, such as difficulties accessing
medications. Given Twitter’s character limits, each tweet only
contained one theme. The frequency of original themes and
subthemes was counted to indicate importance [26].

Sentiment analysis enables an examination of written and spoken
words for positive and/or negative emotion. When applied to
health care or social media research, sentiment analysis
facilitates interpretation of textual information about patient
experience from a person-centered perspective [27]. Once tweets
were coded and categorized into themes, sentiment analysis was
employed to assess the emotion associated with the theme using

Glaser and Strauss’s [28] 6 codes for sentiment analysis, a
common framework used for Twitter-based research [29,30]:

1. No sentiment: the tweet has no emotion or words or special
punctuation; is matter-of-fact sounding;

2. Wretched: the tweet is purely negative;
3. Bad: the tweet contains mainly negative phrases and words

that outweigh any positive sentiment;
4. So-so: the tweet has a mediocre and balanced sentiment

where positive and negative statements are balanced;
5. Swell: the tweet contains mainly positive phrases and words

which outweigh negative sentiment;
6. Great: the tweet is purely positive.

The presence of emojis, which are shorthand facial expression
symbols that are frequently used to facilitate communication
of mood and emotion, in tweets were also analyzed. To provide
information regarding the emotional content of the tweets, Emoji
Sentiment Ranking, as outlined by Kralj Novak et al [31], was
applied. Tweets containing an emoji were categorized into one
of three sentiment scores: (1) negative, (2) neutral, and (3)
positive. Together, the content and sentiment analyses provide
a proxy indicator of the topics of interest for, and perceived
emotions of, people with arthritis during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Even in social media studies, it is imperative to protect
participant anonymity [32]. To avoid reverse identification of
participants based on their tweets (which can be found through
internet searches), tweets analyzed in this study are not quoted
verbatim. Instead, all data are expressed in aggregate form
through descriptive statistics and qualitative syntheses.

Results

The analysis included 149 tweets posted during the study period.
The majority of tweeters were female and based in the United
States. The most common arthritis type was rheumatoid arthritis.
Table 2 outlines gender, country of residence, and arthritis type.
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Table 2. Demographics of Twitter users sampled.

Users (N=149), n (%)Characteristic

Gender

105 (70.0)Female

31 (21.0)Male

13 (9.0)Unknown

Country

68 (45.5)United States

39 (26)United Kingdom and Northern Ireland

18 (12.0)Canada

1 (0.7)Australia

1 (0.7)France

1 (0.7)Germany

1 (0.7)India

1 (0.7)New Zealand

19 (13.0)Unknown

Diagnostic category

86 (58.0)Arthritis (specific arthritis type unclear)

32 (21.0)Rheumatoid arthritis

12 (8.0)Systemic lupus erythematosus

10 (7.0)Psoriatic arthritis

3 (2.0)Ankylosing spondylitis

3 (2.0)Osteoarthritis

3 (2.0)Juvenile idiopathic arthritis

Content analysis revealed seven themes from the tweets: (1)
health care experiences, (2) personal stories, (3) links to or
advertisements of relevant blogs, (4) discussion of

arthritis-related symptoms, (5) advice sharing, (6) messages of
positivity, and (7) stay-at-home messaging. Table 3 details the
original themes and subthemes.
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Table 3. Content analysis of themes and subthemes.

Examples of phrases or #hashtags describing contentTweets, n (%)Theme and subthemes

55 (37.0)Health care experiences • “I’m a long-term user of #hydroxychloroquine”

20 (36.5)Difficulties accessing hydroxychloroquine • “#Hydroxychloroquine destroyed my red blood cells”

20 (36.5)Past experiences using hydroxychloroquine

9 (16.0)Support for President Trump’s advice to use hydroxychloro-
quine to cure COVID-19

4 (7.0)Experiences within the National Health Service (UK NHS)

2 (4.0)Managing medication changes during COVID-19

29 (20.0)Personal stories • “My rheumatologist has asked that I go into isolation. Now
all I can do is enjoy the world from my window”

9 (31.0)Explanation of history of managing arthritis, and subsequent
fears of contracting or dying from COVID-19

• “My immune system is compromised but I’m being told
to go to a germy hospital???”

7 (24.0)Description of ways to self-manage physical symptoms (eg,
exercising, staying connected with friends)

7 (24.0)Physical and psychological challenges of socially distancing

6 (21.0)Perceived barriers to attending rheumatologist appointments
(eg, discomfort of wearing masks, fear of entering a high-risk
location)

22 (14.0)Links to or advertisements of relevant blogs and forums • “To our members, subscribers, followers, and fans: we are
here for you. #BeSafe”

10 (45.0)Recommendations and links from individuals to official pa-
tient- and consumer-led blogs (eg, CreakyJoints)

7 (32.0)Personal blogs on individual COVID-19 experiences (eg, how
to manage worsening symptoms)

5 (23.0)Unofficial patient blogs (eg, online communities and forums)
to create support networks for individuals

15 (10.0)Discussion of arthritis-related symptoms • “Anyone else’s arthritis flaring due to extra phone use?”

11 (73.5)Increased physical pain

2 (13.5)Difficulty sleeping

2 (13.5)Reduced dexterity

14 (9.0)Advice seeking and sharing • “Any suggestions for chronic pain sufferers? Coronavirus
has been very rough #arthritis #spoonie”

5 (36.0)Questions directed at government bodies (eg, the NHS and
national working-from-home regulations) • “Do we know if those of us with autoimmune conditions

(arthritis) have a higher risk from #coronavirus”
3 (22.0)Seeking advice from physiotherapists on at-home exercises

to manage physical symptom burden

2 (14.0)Advice on whether to temporarily cease taking immunosup-
pressant medications

2 (14.0)Advice on how to protect airways if dexterity limitations pre-
vent mask-wearing

2 (14.0)Questions directed to delivery services regarding delays

8 (6.0)Messages of positivity • “It’s amazing how motivating isolation can be! On my
bike but knee sore #arthritis”

4 (50.0)Gratitude for friends, family, and to still be able to appreciate
life

4 (50.0)Spare time as a result of physical distancing facilitating more
time to exercise and reduce physical symptom burden

6 (4.0)Stay-at-home messaging • #stayathome

4 (67.0)Emotional appeals for people to stay at home • #arthritissucks

2 (33.0)Angry appeals for people to stay at home • #arthritiswarrior
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The most common theme identified was experiences of
navigating the health care system during the COVID-19
pandemic. Hydroxychloroquine (brand name Plaquenil) featured
prominently in tweets, in terms of difficulties accessing the
medication, past experiences using the medication, and
recommendations from the President of the United States to use
this medication to cure or prevent COVID-19, despite the lack
of evidence or medical advice. Some individuals tweeted about
their experiences within the National Health Service (NHS) in
the United Kingdom, where patients were subject to
longer-than-usual delays for rheumatology appointments,
medication infusions, and general health check-ups.

Many individuals used Twitter as a platform to connect with
and seek support from peers with arthritis. Tweets contained
personal stories, links to personal and consumer-led blogs,
discussion of arthritis-related symptoms, and advice seeking
and sharing. Some individuals shared their challenges managing
arthritis symptoms whilst being confined to their homes and
questioned their physical and psychological capacity to function
if they were to contract COVID-19. Others described the
physical and emotional challenges associated with isolation,
including increased physical pain, reduced dexterity, and missing
family. Strategies to manage these symptoms included
exercising and staying socially connected online with friends

to ease mental strain. Tweeters were willing to guide others to
potentially helpful resources, particularly blogs run by
professional organizations (eg, CreakyJoints, the Arthritis
Society [Canada]). Several tweets contained questions were
directed toward government bodies (eg, regarding national
working-from-home policies), whereas others reached out to
physiotherapists or peers with arthritis for advice on appropriate
exercises or lifestyle modifications to manage symptom burden
during the isolation period. Some tweeters noted dexterity
limitations that were highly relevant to COVID-19, such as
being incapable of placing a mask behind their ears.

Some tweets were positive with tweeters noting they used their
newfound spare time to concentrate on exercise, which was
beneficial for mental health and pain reduction. Finally, some
individuals expressed their desire for people to stay at home to
flatten the curve of infections to return to normal life.
Disapproval was voiced toward those refusing to practice
physical distancing, whereas others expressed anger toward
people not adhering to stay-at-home orders.

Sentiment analysis provided complementary information about
the emotions associated with the content analysis themes. Table
4 details the original themes and corresponding sentiment, with
phrases or hashtags describing tweeters’ personal experiences.
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Table 4. Sentiment analysis of tweets.

Examples of phrases or #hashtagsTweets, n (%)Original theme and sentimenta

55 (37.0)Health care experiences

“doddle,” “virus gone in 3 days,” “NO SIDE EFFECTS,” “credible and good”5 (9.0)Great

“thankful,” “it must be working,” “don’t be afraid”3 (5.0)Swell

“hope it helps,” “minimal risk,” “might work,” #BeWarnedBeWell, “it might fight
COVID-19,” “take care world!” “interesting to see”

8 (15.0)So-so

#plaquenilshortage,” “no tests will be done for 2 months,” “facing shortages,” “no
proof #Hydroxychloroquine makes us safe”

6 (11.0)Bad

“seriously ill,” “madness,” “pissed off,” #coronavirushoax, #painsomnia, “f*ck all
chance,” “made me sick,” “I could die,” “harmful results,” “side effects unbearable,”

28 (51.0)Wretched

“I call bullsh*t,” “[medication] shortages & living with symptoms,” #EVIL!!, “shorten
my life,” “life threatening for us,” “true danger,” “scared,” “fear a shortage,”
#drugshortage, “will end up in hospital,” “write us all off,” “it made me so sick,” “NO
real testing,” “it’s not safe”

“research says,” “UK government wants,” “prove hypothesis,” “IL-6 is raised,” “from
the CDC”

5 (9.0)No sentiment

29 (20.0)Personal stories

“all good during this #covid19,” “it makes me feel better on a personal level,” “bring
it on world,” “I am a champion!” #livingmybestlife

5 (17.0)Great

#AloneTogether, #nevergiveup, #hope, #makethebestofit, “trying to keep active”5 (17.0)Swell

“it is what it is,” “I hope they have a lot of masks and sanitizer!”3 (10.0)So-so

“I didn’t want to risk heading out,” “limiting my usual walk”2 (7.5)Bad

“give us a break, FFS!” #HighRiskCovid19, “I hate #Coronavirus,” “literally a pain,”
“holy sh*t,” “screaming into the void,” “I am not #expendable,” “being told to go to

12 (41.0)Wretched

a germy hospital,” “my chances of surviving #covid19 are horrible,” “vulnerable pa-
tients like me”

“info is changing daily,” “I’m immunocompromised because”2 (7.5)No sentiment

22 (14.0)Links to or advertisements of relevant
blogs and forums

“so grateful”1 (5.0)Great

“talking about work/life balance,” “we are here for you”2 (9.0)Swell

“coping in isolation,” “trying to deal,” “hoping to support others”4 (18.0)So-so

“how to handle flares,” “learn what’s happening to people with arthritis”2 (9.0)Bad

“covid19 scariness,” “fear of dying,” “unpredictability and fear,” “we worry about
everyone”

4 (18.0)Wretched

“video games during covid19,” “questions I have,” “share with your networks,”
“breaking news,” “please consider sharing,” “please retweet,” “I found this information”

9 (41.0)No sentiment

15 (10.0)Discussion of arthritis-related symptoms

—b0 (0.0)Great

—0 (0.0)Swell

“not the end of the world”1 (7.0)So-so

“I have to take a break”1 (7.0)Bad

“struggling to sleep/be active,” “spoonie fail,” “the arthritis flared out of control,” “my
shoulder is a casualty,” “pain in the knees,” “I’m screwed,” “ouchy grouchy,” “feet

13 (86.0)Wretched

are burning,” “f*ck you coronavirus,” “worsening arthritis pain,” “I’m already achy,”
“flaring due to extra phone use”

—0 (0.0)No sentiment

14 (9.0)Advice seeking

—0 (0.0)Great
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Examples of phrases or #hashtagsTweets, n (%)Original theme and sentimenta

“thanks to the doctors for their expertise”1 (7.0)Swell

—0 (0.0)So-so

“some chance of developing complications”1 (7.0)Bad

“lowered immunity more than it already is,” “significantly increase risk of infection,”
“things have been rough,” “zero immune system,” “so stressed about #coronavirus,”
“no money for food let alone masks,” “I’m disabled”

8 (57)Wretched

“grateful for info,” “where can I volunteer to get tested,” #lockdownUK, “would ap-
preciate a video of exercises for in #lockdown”

4 (29.0)No sentiment

8 (6.0)Messages of positivity

“coronavirus caused some good things to happen,” “amazing how motivating boredom
is”

2 (25.0)Great

#selfmanagement, “right exercises to keep arthritis at bay,” “enjoy the little things”3 (37.5)Swell

“life is too short to be scared”1 (12.5)So-so

“keeping positive a challenge”1 (12.5)Bad

—0 (0.0)Wretched

“this information might help”1 (12.5)No sentiment

6 (4.0)Stay-at home-messaging

—0 (0.0)Great

—0 (0.0)Swell

—0 (0.0)So-so

—0 (0.0)Bad

“#selfisolation only because of my immune system,” #arthritissucks so stay the f*ck
home,” “coronavirus could kill me #StayHomeSaveLives,” “#PLEASESTAYHOME
I’m devastated,” “arthritis shot to sh*t stay home”

5 (83.0)Wretched

#GoHomeStayHome1 (17.0)No sentiment

aGreat: the tweet is purely positive; swell: the tweet contains mainly positive phrases and words that outweigh negative sentiment; so-so: the tweet has
a mediocre and balanced sentiment where positive and negative statements are balanced; bad: the tweet contains mainly negative phrases and words
that outweigh any positive sentiment; wretched: the tweet is purely negative; no sentiment: the tweet has no emotion or words or special punctuation
and is matter-of-fact sounding.
bNot available.

A few tweets contained messages of positivity. While overall
“keeping positive [was] a challenge,” some people encouraged
others to “enjoy the little things” and that “life is too short to
be scared.” Still, the extent to which people with arthritis were
concerned for their health was evident in people’s stay-at-home
messaging. Tweeters were notably anxious and angry, writing
that “#arthritissucks so stay the f*ck home,” that “coronavirus
could kill me #StayHomeSaveLives,” and
“#PLEASESTAYHOME I’m devastated.”

Using Glaser and Strauss’s [28] classifications, more than half
of the tweets contained wretched (purely negative) or bad
(mainly negative) sentiment (n=83, 56%), whereas only one-fifth
of tweets contained great (purely positive) or swell (mainly
positive) sentiment (n=27, 18%). In total, 16 (11%) tweets
contained sentiment that was so-so (balanced negativity and
positivity), and 22 (15%) tweets contained no sentiment
(matter-of-fact sounding).

Individuals in the United States appeared particularly despondent
regarding their health care experiences during the COVID-19
pandemic. When referencing interactions with the health care

system, tweets contained phrases such as “true danger,”
“seriously pissed off,” and “scared.” Tweeters noted “it’s not
safe” for people with arthritis facing hydroxychloroquine
shortages, and that the #drugshortage was “life threatening.”
Some individuals mused that there is “minimal risk” trying
hydroxychloroquine to cure COVID-19, and that it might be
“interesting to see” the results of this medication. Outside of
the United States, Canadians tweeted that engaging with the
health care system during the pandemic was a “doddle” and that
they were “thankful” to continue to have access to their health
professionals.

Many individuals described their personal stories negatively.
People with arthritis discussed barriers to accessing care, such
as being surprised at “being told to go to a germy hospital” and
that they “didn’t want to risk going out.” Tweets with links to
blogs were accompanied by captions “fear of dying,”
“unpredictability and fear,” and “we worry about everyone.”
Some were more positive, encouraging followers that they are
“hoping to support others.” Although their representation was
small, people with arthritis in Ireland and New Zealand viewed
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the isolation measures as an opportunity for #hope, encouraging
others to #makethebestofit and to #nevergiveup.

A consistent sentiment was that people with arthritis were
negative in their discussion of physical and psychological
symptoms, with many individuals seeking advice from peers
and health professionals to remedy symptoms. Tweets
highlighted the spectrum of symptoms that individuals
experienced during the pandemic, with people “struggling to
sleep/be active,” experiencing “worsening arthritis pain,” and
having “pain in the knees.” Some noted that attempting to
manage physical symptoms while in isolation was “literally a

pain” and that the psychological toll was like “screaming into
the void.” One tweeter mentioned that their arthritis was “flaring
due to extra phone use,” which was frustrating since this was a
primary method of maintaining social connection and
communication with family or colleagues during the pandemic.
Similarly, individuals tweeting and asking for advice did so by
prefacing that “things have been rough,” that they have “zero
immune system,” and that they are “so stressed about
#coronavirus.”

Our sentiment analysis included an overview of emoji use in
tweets, as summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5. Sentiment analysis of emoji use in tweets.

Link to original themesEmotionPhrases or #hashtags accompanying
the emoji

Emoji nameCount, nEmojia

Discussion of arthritis-related symptoms,
personal stories

Negative“my feet are burning,” things are very
painful,” “my chances of surviving are
horrible”

Face with no good
gesture

3

Links to or advertisements of relevant blogs
and forums, advice seeking

Positive“my team have worked so hard,”
“massive thanks”

Clapping hands sign2

Health care experiencesPositive“hope it helps all”Smiling face with
smiley eyes

2

Health care experiences, discussion of
arthritis-related symptoms

Negative“I might be screwed,” “I think my
consultant is wrong”

Confused face2

Personal stories, health care experiencesPositive#lupuswarriorPerson with folded
hands

2

Links to or advertisements of relevant blogs
and forums

Positive“hoping to support others,” #BeSafeRed heart suit2

Personal storiesPositive“choose to spread awareness”Purple heart2

Health care experiencesNeutral“#coronavirus has opened my eyes”Crying face1

Personal storiesPositive“#makingthebestofitSmirking face1

Personal storiesPositive“I’ve got a morphine patch on to help”Fisted hand sign1

Messages of positivityPositive“happy sitting in the sun”Face with tears of
joy

1

Personal storiesPositive“I’m laying outside”Leaves fluttering in
the wind

1

Health care experiencesPositive“could potentially lead to the cure for
#Coronavirus”

Face with mouth
open

1

Personal storiesPositive“I made healthy Easter treats in self is-
lation”

Winking face1

Stay-at-home messagingNegative“I really miss anti-inflammatories”Pill1

Personal storiesPositive#livingmybestlifeFront-facing baby
chick

1

Health care experiencesPositive“my rheumatologist said I wasn’t at
high risk”

See-no-evil monkey,
speak-no-evil mon-
key, hear-no-evil
monkey, monkey,
monkey face

1 each

aEmoji Sentiment Ranking did not include the upside-down face, the spectacle face, or the high-five emoji. There was one of each included in our data
collection.

The emoji within tweets established tone and emphasized
emotions. Most tweets used an emoji to express positive
sentiment, such as clapping hands to thank colleagues for their
support and a person with folded hands in acknowledgment of
the personal commitment to the ongoing management of arthritis
symptoms in isolation. The main emoji used to express negative
sentiment were the face with “no good” gesture, and the
confused face. Tweeters used the face with “no good” gesture
to highlight their physical pain, and the confused face was used

to express confusion around what arthritis patients perceived
to be ill-informed health advice during the pandemic.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to identify proxy topics of importance for
people with arthritis during COVID-19 by characterizing the
textual content and sentiment of tweets, and exploring the
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emotional context of tweets by people with arthritis during the
early phase of the pandemic. We anticipated that this novel
approach would ascertain contemporary topics of importance
for immunocompromised and isolated individuals. Content
analysis revealed seven themes relating to health care
experiences, and sentiment analysis revealed that the majority
of tweets contained negative emotion, particularly around
medication shortages, increased arthritis symptoms, and the
physical and mental toll of physical distancing or living in
isolation. Our findings provide a starting point for understanding
the impacts of COVID-19 on vulnerable arthritis populations
and provide some insights for physicians and researchers
regarding current concerns that may inform tailored care.

More than one-third of tweets discussed health care experiences,
primarily focusing on the reduced availability of
hydroxychloroquine. Individuals were highly anxious about
hydroxychloroquine shortages after preliminary research found
that the drug might act as a potential preventive measure, or
possible cure, for COVID-19 and these early findings were
highly publicized around the world. The original published
article has since been retracted after researchers were unable to
verify the reliability of their results [33]. Regardless, President
Trump tweeted his support for hydroxychloroquine as “one of
the biggest game changers in the history of medicine” [34],
causing panic about medication shortages, particularly from
those with systemic lupus erythematosus for which it is the
first-line therapy [35]. Due to off-label prescriptions and
hoarding practices, difficulties accessing hydroxychloroquine
have been reported globally [36]. Hydroxychloroquine shortages
pose a threat to the health and safety of people with
inflammatory arthritis, with reports that many will experience
flare-ups and may develop irreversible organ damage without
their regular dose [35]. Our findings highlight the need for
accurate information about treatments and their effectiveness
and the critical role that clinicians play in dispelling myths and
inaccuracies during times of rapidly changing information. A
growing body of literature describes the potential benefits of
using Twitter in clinical settings, and reports ways that clinicians
are using platforms such as Twitter to communicate health
information to the broader population [37-39]. In the context
of infectious diseases in particular, evidence suggests that
Twitter is beneficial to translate real-time clinical information
[40,41]. Use of Twitter, being a component of mobile health
(mHealth), also empowers patients to more positively perceive
their abilities to manage chronic illness [42]. This presents an
opportunity for clinicians and professional societies to use social
media platforms such as Twitter to overcome evidence
dissemination methods (eg, peer-reviewed articles and care
guidelines) that are traditionally slow. Together, clinicians and
patients can contribute to care in adults with arthritis,
encouraging positive health outcomes throughout, and beyond,
the pandemic.

Several tweets contained very personal narratives that
highlighted individual fears of contracting COVID-19, and the
challenges associated with being vulnerable to infection.
Individuals described perceived barriers to accessing care, citing
discomfort caused by wearing medical-grade personal protective
equipment. Tweets contained accounts of neck pain attributed

to wearing a mask; a documented side effect in other vulnerable
populations [43]. Fitting a mask is also a dexterous task that
some people with arthritis struggled to perform, and as a result,
encountered abuse from others when buying groceries or going
for a walk. The long-term psychosocial impact of this stigma
should receive consideration in future research. Clinicians
should consider COVID-19–related functional concerns for
physically impaired patients, and incorporate new aspects of
information-seeking into clinical consultations. For example,
asking patients about their degree of difficulty with
COVID-19–related functional tasks would help to elicit relevant
functional challenges faced by people with arthritis and inform
the provision of tailored patient education. Asking these
questions also contributes to factors beyond patient education
and care, such as facilitating access to nonacute symptom or
pain management services such as allied health. These health
services still need to be maintained during and after the
pandemic, and for musculoskeletal health in particular, there is
emerging commentary around the physical and psychosocial
impacts of inhibited access [44,45].

Tweets detailed marked increases in general physical symptom
burden; a concerning prospect as COVID-19 has impacted face
to face consultations, with indications that disruptions to
traditional service models will likely persist for some time.
Evidence about the utility of telemedicine to manage pain is
emerging, with consideration of barriers to implementation, and
potential inequity in access [46], although health systems have
been generally slow to implement this approach at scale. While
the included tweets provide preliminary information about the
growing symptom burden during the pandemic, the collection
of systematic patient-reported outcomes data is needed to ensure
that health care services are meeting the needs of people with
arthritis during and after the COVID-19 pandemic.

A proportion of tweets related to social connection, that is,
people reaching out to likeminded peers with arthritis through
potentially informative blogs. Most links provided were to
official (eg, CreakyJoints) or unofficial (eg, online communities
and forums) blogs and provided information on how to manage
physical and mental health in isolation, a range of
arthritis-appropriate exercises, and existing evidence on the
association between arthritis and risk of COVID-19 infection.
Access to resources that are relevant, credible, and trustworthy
appears to have been challenging for people with arthritis
throughout the pandemic [47], and combined with high levels
of misinformation online [48,49], this may account for the recent
growth of platforms such as Twitter for sourcing information
and advice.

Before the COVID-19 pandemic, people with arthritis primarily
used social media for self-expression and positive messaging
[50,51]. Our sentiment analysis (enhanced by classifying emojis
to further characterize common emotions) demonstrates that
the role of Twitter has evolved throughout the current pandemic
to act as a space for people to share symptoms; to reach out to
peers, organizations, and health professionals for information;
and to create a sympathetic community of care. This is
advantageous as it fosters connection between individuals with
shared experiences but conversely may enable proliferation of
misinformation [52]. Already, Twitter has been shown to inform
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clinical practice by capturing the experiences of patients with
multiple sclerosis during the pandemic [53]. Understanding the
COVID-19–related concerns of people with arthritis is also key
to providing person-centered care and reducing distress during
these rapidly changing times.

Strengths and Limitations
The observational exploratory nature of this study enabled us
to examine topics of importance for individuals with arthritis
through a person-centered lens, without ethical issues or
compromising the well-being of immunocompromised patients
during the pandemic. Social media research is still in its infancy,
and this novel method of data collection demonstrates the
concerns of people with arthritis during a time of peak anxiety.
There is some indication that tweeters were representative of
the general inflammatory arthritis population; the majority were
female and the most common arthritis type identified was
rheumatoid arthritis. Nearly half (44.0%) of tweeters were based
in the United States, which currently leads the world in
COVID-19 cases and deaths [54].

We also acknowledge the research limitations. It is important
to note that only 15% of adults regularly use Twitter, and that
younger adults and minority communities tend to be more highly
represented on Twitter than the general population [55], although
minority communities have been significantly impacted by
COVID-19 [56,57]. Our results should therefore be interpreted
as representing a small subset of people with arthritis, and not
all people with the disease. Data were extracted rather than
collected directly from people with arthritis and critics of social
media research purport that posts or tweets are often curated
and may not be reflective of reality. We have attempted to
minimize this potential bias by conducting sentiment analysis,
which helped us determine the emotional tone associated with

Twitter content. Regardless, sentiment analysis has its
limitations: populations and individuals are constantly stimulated
by their political and socioeconomic surroundings and individual
demographics, which can influence the content and sentiment
of people’s tweets [58,59]. We also recognize the potential
limitations of our search strategy (eg, we did not search for
hashtags related to specific symptoms, such as pain or function,
that are not unique to arthritis) that may have impacted the
number of retrieved tweets. While we had a modest sample size
of tweets due to our focused study aims, sentiment analysis has
previously been conducted in studies with comparable sample
sizes of tweets (n=260 and n=200) [60,61]. We were unable to
determine the specific diagnostic category for over half the
people tweeting; while a small number of tweets were from
people with osteoarthritis, it is possible that more may be
represented within the “diagnosis not specified” category. We
were only able to analyze tweets in English, and these largely
came from high-income, developed countries. Tweets in other
languages and those from people in low-and-middle income
countries may provide further insights, especially where the
prevalence of COVID-19 infection is high [62].

Conclusion
This study highlights the spectrum of concerns facing people
with arthritis during the COVID-19 pandemic. By exploring
the content and sentiment of recent tweets, we found that
individuals with arthritis conditions experience marked anxiety
about medication shortages and increased physical symptom
burden, and are seeking connection with and information from
peers. These findings can be used to raise awareness of key
issues relevant to people with arthritis during the pandemic, and
to guide clinicians to tailor care that addresses the specific
concerns and needs of their patients during the pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: The emergence of SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes COVID-19, has led to a global pandemic. The United
States has been severely affected, accounting for the most COVID-19 cases and deaths worldwide. Without a coordinated national
public health plan informed by surveillance with actionable metrics, the United States has been ineffective at preventing and
mitigating the escalating COVID-19 pandemic. Existing surveillance has incomplete ascertainment and is limited by the use of
standard surveillance metrics. Although many COVID-19 data sources track infection rates, informing prevention requires
capturing the relevant dynamics of the pandemic.

Objective: The aim of this study is to develop dynamic metrics for public health surveillance that can inform worldwide
COVID-19 prevention efforts. Advanced surveillance techniques are essential to inform public health decision making and to
identify where and when corrective action is required to prevent outbreaks.

Methods: Using a longitudinal trend analysis study design, we extracted COVID-19 data from global public health registries.
We used an empirical difference equation to measure daily case numbers for our use case in 50 US states and the District of
Colombia as a function of the prior number of cases, the level of testing, and weekly shift variables based on a dynamic panel
model that was estimated using the generalized method of moments approach by implementing the Arellano-Bond estimator in
R.

Results: Examination of the United States and state data demonstrated that most US states are experiencing outbreaks as
measured by these new metrics of speed, acceleration, jerk, and persistence. Larger US states have high COVID-19 caseloads as
a function of population size, density, and deficits in adherence to public health guidelines early in the epidemic, and other states
have alarming rates of speed, acceleration, jerk, and 7-day persistence in novel infections. North and South Dakota have had the
highest rates of COVID-19 transmission combined with positive acceleration, jerk, and 7-day persistence. Wisconsin and Illinois
also have alarming indicators and already lead the nation in daily new COVID-19 infections. As the United States enters its third
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wave of COVID-19, all 50 states and the District of Colombia have positive rates of speed between 7.58 (Hawaii) and 175.01
(North Dakota), and persistence, ranging from 4.44 (Vermont) to 195.35 (North Dakota) new infections per 100,000 people.

Conclusions: Standard surveillance techniques such as daily and cumulative infections and deaths are helpful but only provide
a static view of what has already occurred in the pandemic and are less helpful in prevention. Public health policy that is informed
by dynamic surveillance can shift the country from reacting to COVID-19 transmissions to being proactive and taking corrective
action when indicators of speed, acceleration, jerk, and persistence remain positive week over week. Implicit within our dynamic
surveillance is an early warning system that indicates when there is problematic growth in COVID-19 transmissions as well as
signals when growth will become explosive without action. A public health approach that focuses on prevention can prevent
major outbreaks in addition to endorsing effective public health policies. Moreover, subnational analyses on the dynamics of the
pandemic allow us to zero in on where transmissions are increasing, meaning corrective action can be applied with precision in
problematic areas. Dynamic public health surveillance can inform specific geographies where quarantines are necessary while
preserving the economy in other US areas.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24286)   doi:10.2196/24286

KEYWORDS

global COVID-19 surveillance; United States public health surveillance; US COVID-19; surveillance metrics; dynamic panel
data; generalized method of the moments; United States econometrics; US SARS-CoV-2; US COVID-19 surveillance system;
US COVID-19 transmission speed; COVID-19 transmission acceleration; COVID-19 speed; COVID-19 acceleration; COVID-19
jerk; COVID-19 persistence; Arellano-Bond estimator; COVID-19

Introduction

Background
The emergence of SARS-CoV-2 in 2019 led to its associated
disease, COVID-19, becoming one of the most severe and
widespread disease outbreaks in modern history [1]. On January
21, 2020, the first confirmed case of COVID-19 was recorded
in the United States (see Figure 1) [2]. Over the next 2 months,
cases spread worldwide at an alarming rate, leading the World
Health Organization on March 11, 2020, to officially recognize

COVID-19 as a pandemic [3]. Around the world, countries
quickly implemented public health policies to mitigate the public
health and economic impacts caused by the virus. Nations have
had varying levels of success at controlling the transmission of
COVID-19 due to numerous political, cultural, economic, and
structural factors [4]. By November 13, 2020, the daily number
of new COVID-19 cases in the United States reached 177,224,
the highest number for any single day recorded since the
pandemic began, contributing to the 11,485,176 cumulative
cases of people infected by COVID-19 and the 250,029 people
who have died from it [5].

Figure 1. Timeline of COVID-19 in the United States. CDC: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; FDA: Food and Drug Administration.

It is logical that the United States experienced technical
difficulties at the beginning of the pandemic because we were
dealing with a new virus, a pandemic unprecedented in modern
times, and uncharted territory [6], which explains why the

United States became the third global epicenter of the pandemic
due to a delayed response [7]. It is illogical that the United States
continues to underperform every country worldwide in
controlling COVID-19 because of our wealth of resources and
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that we now know the epidemiological risk factors, cultural
norms, and politicized public health policies that result in case
clustering in the United States [4]. Unfortunately, the current
US response to COVID-19 parallels President Wilson’s response
to the 1918 Influenza Pandemic that killed 675 million
Americans because of no national response to control the
outbreak, misinformation, unclear communication with the
public, and widespread mistrust and panic [8-13].

Public Health Policies and Governance
Without a national plan to control COVID-19, some mayors
and governors implemented policies such as public masking
mandates, prohibitions on gatherings, school closings,
restrictions on commercial activities, and broad social distancing
measures in an attempt to “flatten the curve” [1,14,15].
Empirical evidence supports social distancing, quarantines, and
wearing masks as a means to stop the transmission of COVID-19
[14,16-18]. Leaders who minimize the pandemic, such as White
House Press Secretary Kayleigh McEnany, who stated that
rising cases are nothing more than “embers that need to be put
out” [19], have fostered a false optimism bias that undermines
public health guidelines [20]. Framing adherence to those
guidelines as a civil liberties issue discourages safe practices,
such as advisories by Trump coronavirus advisor Scott Atlas,
who urged Michigan to rise up against new COVID-19 policies
put in place by Governor Whitmer [21]. Conflicting messaging
and politicization of COVID-19 have fueled the pandemic.
Although the United States only comprises 4% of the global
population, it exceeds 20% of the global COVID-19 caseload
[22]. Presently, the world is implementing policies to control
the second wave of COVID-19, while the United States is
responding to its third wave [23-25].

Research has explained why the Unites States consistently leads
the world in COVID-19 cases and how we lost control of the
outbreak; however, what has not been widely recognized is the
need for ongoing systematic public health surveillance to gain
control of the pandemic [26-28]. Surveillance informs
prevention efforts and signals whether policies put in place to
combat COVID-19 are effective or where outbreaks are
occurring unabated [26,27]. There are several excellent sources
of surveillance data that enumerate the daily and cumulative
number of new infections and deaths, the rates of infections and
deaths, as well as moving 7-day averages of infections and
deaths [29]. Although these indicators are useful, they also have
incomplete case ascertainment [26-28]. Without universal
testing, surveillance systems are limited to only those cases that
are reported from those who are tested, hence erring toward
individuals with more severe symptoms [26-28]. Moreover,
traditional surveillance metrics are static and provide a proxy
of the pandemic for what already has occurred while omitting
the pandemics’dynamics that will inform future effective public
health guidelines at the epicenter of outbreaks [30]. Dynamic
surveillance allows public health leaders to be proactive rather
than reactive, which can prevent novel infections. Without
universal testing and a national plan to control the pandemic,
public health surveillance is even more essential. Moreover,
those leaders concerned with choosing between protecting the
public from COVID-19 versus protecting the economy require
dynamic public health surveillance to understand which parts

of each state can remain open and which must go into quarantine
[31-34].

Objective
The objective of this paper is to use static and dynamic
surveillance metrics to measure the caseload and dynamics of
the COVID-19 pandemic at the national and state level
[30,35-38]. The basic question we are trying to inform is: how
are we doing this week relative to previous weeks? From a
public health perspective, we need to understand if there are
more cases per day this week than last week, the number of new
cases is increasing from day to day, and the number of
day-to-day increases in the number of cases is bigger this week
than last week. Additionally, we would like some indicative
information about significant shifts in how the pandemic is
progressing—positive shifts could be the first indicators of the
emergence of a new or recurrent hot spot, and negative shifts
could be the first indicators of a successful public health policy.

Methods

This study relies on a longitudinal trend analysis study design
to investigate the transmission of COVID-19 at the national and
the state level over time. The COVID Tracking Project [39]
compiles data found on the web [40] from public health
departments, universities, and the media to track COVID-19
[3,29,41-43]. Data for the past several months were accessed
from the GitHub repository [44]. This resulted in a balanced
panel of all 50 states and the District of Columbia (51 x 46 days
= 2346). There were in total 3927 observations used to estimate
46 days of data for US states in this analysis. An empirical
difference equation was specified in which the number of
positive cases in each state at each day is a function of the prior
number of cases, the level of testing, and weekly shift variables
that measure whether the contagion was growing faster, the
same, or slower than the previous weeks. This resulted in a
dynamic panel model that was estimated using the generalized
method of moments approach by implementing the
Arellano-Bond estimator in R (The R Foundation for Statistical
Computing) [45,46].

Arellano-Bond estimation of difference equations has several
statistical advantages: it allows for statistical examination of
the model’s predictive ability and the validity of the model
specification, it corrects for autocorrelation and
heteroscedasticity, it has good properties for data with a small
number of time periods and large number of states, and it
corrects for omitted variables issues and provides a statistical
test of correction validity. With these advantages, the method
is applicable to ascertaining and statistically validating changes
in the evolution of the pandemic within a period of a week or
less, such as changes in the reproduction rate. Oehmke et al
[28,30] provide a detailed discussion of the methods. Finally,
we calculated these indicators to inform public health leaders
where to take corrective action at a local level.

To ascertain whether pandemic growth was explosive, we
examined whether the acceleration and jerk were positive and
if the persistence effect was positive as well as if it was larger
than the speed. We examined these indicators week over week
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for 7 weeks along with the daily caseload. The persistence effect
is an indicator for mathematically explosive growth (ie, it
indicates if the difference equation has a solution that lies
outside the unit circle), but large positive acceleration and jerk
as well as persistence are indicative of explosive growth in a
practical sense (ie, the COVID-19 caseload is expected to
increase much more rapidly than in the current or recent week).
However, this is a forward-looking statement and must be
interpreted with due circumspection. To discuss potential
explosive growth, we looked at five data points including speed,

acceleration, jerk, persistence, and daily caseload each week
for 7 weeks.

Results

State Regression Results
We present regression results for the panel comprising all 50
US states and the District of Columbia in Table 1. The
subsequent weekly surveillance products were based on these
regressions.

Table 1. Arellano-Bond dynamic panel data model of COVID-19 dynamics at the state level.

P valueValuesVariable

<.0011.097-day lag, coefficient

.480.01Cumulative tests, coefficient

<.030.1087-day lag shift, coefficient

<.00113,504 (8)Wald statistic for regression, chi-square (df)

>.9948.3 (367)Sargan statistic for validity, chi-square (df)

The regression Wald statistic was statistically significant

(χ2
8=13,504, P<.001). The Sargan test was insignificant, failing

to reject the validity of overidentifying restrictions (χ2
367=48.3,

P>.99).

The coefficients on the 7-day lag were both positive and
statistically significant (P<.001), demonstrating that the number
of infections 1 week prior to data collection had a significant
effect on number of infections at the point of data collection.
Cumulative tests also had a slightly positive but insignificant
effect (coefficient 0.01, P=.48). The shift parameter 14 days
ago was positive and significant (coefficient 0.108, P<.03),
suggesting that exogenous shift events had a positive effect on
cases.

Interpretation: Regression Results
The lagging indicators and shift parameters suggested recent
change in disease transmission in the United States between

September 28 and November 15, 2020. Specifically, the most
recent 7-day lag this week was 10% faster than last week. The
shift in the most recent 14 days, or 2 weeks, was positive and
significant (P<.03).

Surveillance Results
Table 2 demonstrates the dynamics of the pandemic for the
leading six states in speed, acceleration, jerk, 7-day persistence,
and 7-day moving average over the course of the 7-week study
beginning on September 28 and ending November 15, 2020.
Table 2 is truncated and only lists the leading six states for our
metrics. For a complete view of each state, Multimedia
Appendix 1 contains Tables S5-S18 that list the traditional
surveillance metrics as well as the dynamic surveillance metrics
of speed, acceleration, and 7-day persistence rate.
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Table 2. State pandemic dynamics

7-day moving averageState7-day persistence effectStateJerkStateAccelerationStateSpeedDate, State

Oct 1, 2020

4083.1TX55.7ND5.4SD4.6SD51.9ND

3292.4CA42.4SD1.6AK2.6AK49.1SD

2489.0WI37.7WI1.5MO1.7ID42.7WI

2250.7FL31.4UT1.2ID1.3MT30.9UT

2102.9NC31.2OK1.0TN1.3WI30.2MT

2051.4IL30.1AR0.8NV1.0MO27.3AR

Oct 8, 2020

4184.7TX56.5ND2.7VA2.9ND59.4ND

3016.1CA53.4SD2.0ND2.5MT52.9SD

2477.7WI46.6WI1.8IA2.3VA42.6WI

2363.7FL33.6UT1.7UT2.2UT42.5MT

2215.7IL32.9MT1.6RI1.9SC35.2UT

1784.0NC29.8AR1.4NJ1.5TN29.6ID

Oct 15, 2020

4002.0TX64.6ND7.2SD4.7SD80.0ND

3371.6CA57.6SD6.7MS3.6MS74.3SD

3093.6WI46.3WI4.6LA3.4ND56.9MT

3031.3IL46.2MT4.4KY2.1NE53.1WI

2648.1FL38.3UT3.1AK1.9WI37.9UT

1934.6NC32.3ID3.0MT1.8AL37.4NE

Oct 22, 2020

5041.7TX87.1ND7.5SD3.9AL101.2ND

4155.4IL80.9SD7.4MO3.4ND80.8SD

3528.7WI61.9MT7.2ND2.8SD62.9MT

3231.6FL57.9WI6.2AL2.7MT60.6WI

3189.0CA41.3UT2.5MT2.7ID46.0ID

2154.3TN40.8NE1.9FL2.7RI43.1NE

Oct 29, 2020

5960.0TX110.2ND4.3WI6.3ND113.9ND

5203.6IL88.0SD3.0CT3.7WI112.8SD

4597.1CA68.5MT1.8WY3.3MN75.8WI

4411.7WI66.0WI1.3NV3.3CT69.7MT

3717.9FL50.1ID1.2MO2.8MO58.9WY

2852.4MI47.0NE1.2MN2.7MI51.7AK

Nov 5, 2020

7654.1IL134.6ND11.2SD9.3IA163.2ND

6882.0TX132.9SD7.0IA5.9ND131.6SD

5266.6WI89.5WI4.2MS5.8SD90.5WI

4577.9FL82.1MT2.4RI4.9NE81.7MT

4524.6CA69.4WY2.4IL4.3UT71.6WY

4031.4MI61.2AK2.2KY4.0IL71.3IA
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7-day moving averageState7-day persistence effectStateJerkStateAccelerationStateSpeedDate, State

Nov 12, 2020

11,827.4IL195.3ND25.5WY18.3WY175.0ND

8406.7TX157.5SD12.8LA10.7SD154.5SD

6719.0CA108.3WI6.5ND9.7LA125.1WY

6571.6WI97.8MT5.6MN8.3MN112.9WI

5845.7MI85.7WY4.0UT5.0UT112.6IA

5612.4OH85.3IA3.8SD4.9ND103.8NE

Although Texas and California ranked in the top six states for
daily average of new infections for 7 consecutive weeks, they
did not rank high for rates of speed, acceleration, jerk, or 7-day
persistence. Florida ranked in the top for daily average of new
infections for 6 of the 7 weeks, and in the middle of the study
during the week of October 22, 2020, Florida had a positive
jerk of 1.9 per 100,000 people, indicating that the pandemic
was not just accelerating but accelerating at an increasing rate.
North Carolina ranked in the top six states for novel infections
for 3 of the 6 weeks but did not rank high for rates of speed,
acceleration, jerk, or persistence. Illinois was ranked in the top
six states for novel infections all 7 weeks; during the week of
November 5, Illinois ranked high in acceleration at 4.0 additional
new daily infections per 100,000 people per day, or 28 per week,
and had a positive jerk of 2.4 infections per 100,000 people
during the same week, indicating that acceleration increased
from 1.6 in the prior week to 4.0 the week of November 5.

In Table 2, we examine speed, acceleration, jerk, persistence,
and caseload each week for 7 weeks for the top six states for
each metric. Dynamic metrics for North Dakota during the
7-week study were alarming with 22 positive data points that
indicated explosive growth even though North Dakota never
made the top six list of largest case load. North Dakota had the
highest rate in the United States in terms of speed of new
infections all 7 weeks. The pandemic accelerated 6 of the 7
weeks. The jerk was positive 3 of the 7 weeks. North Dakota
had the highest persistence rate all 7 weeks, meaning new cases
today were statistically attributable to novel infections a week
ago. There was some underlying condition or events that have
echoed forward with increasing numbers of new infections each
week. During the week of November 12, 2020, North Dakota
had the highest speed of infections in the United States at 175
new infections per 100,000 people; measures of acceleration
indicated the speed of infections was increasing at 4.9 new daily
infections per 100,000 people per day, which over a week
cumulates to over 34 more new daily infections per 100,000
people than a week ago. The jerk of 6.5 new infections per
100,000 people indicates that the state moved from a
deceleration the prior week to a rapid acceleration the week of
November 12. Finally, North Dakota had the highest persistence
effect in the United States at an average of 195.3 new infections
per day for the week of November 12 that were statistically
attributable to infections the prior week. Not only was North
Dakota experiencing explosive growth, the surveillance
indicators suggested that the outbreak is still strengthening.
Corrective action is needed immediately.

South Dakota has 24 positive upward trending data points for
speed, acceleration, jerk, and persistence week over week for
7 weeks, indicating explosive growth. South Dakota had the
second highest rate of novel infections and persistence in the
United States; for 5 of the 7 weeks, North and South Dakota’s
acceleration and jerk were positive, indicating that the pandemic
was strengthening at an increasing rate. Utah has 12 data points
in Table 2 of the leading six states in speed, acceleration, jerk,
and persistence. During the past week of November 12, 2020,
Utah had positive acceleration and jerk. Montana had 17 data
points, indicating explosive growth. Montana was a top-six state
in speed for 6 of the last 7 weeks, acceleration 3 of the last 7
weeks, and jerk 2 of the last 7 weeks. Utah ranked in the top
six states for persistence for 6 of the last 7 weeks.

Arizona is more promising. Although Arizona ranked sixth in
the rate of new infections during the week of October 1, 2020,
and had a leading persistence rate for the weeks of October 1
and October 8, Arizona does not appear in the leading states in
Table 2 afterward. Iowa had six indicators and Idaho and
Nebraska each had seven indicators of explosive growth.

Wisconsin had a high caseload, and it was in the top six states
for speed, acceleration, and persistence. Wisconsin remained a
leader in speed across all 7 weeks and cumulatively had the
highest number of new infections per 100,000 people over those
weeks. Wisconsin’s pandemic accelerated in 3 of the 7 weeks.
During the week of October 1, 2020, Wisconsin had a speed of
42.7, and by the week of November 12, 2020, its speed had
reached 112.9. Wisconsin ranked as a leading state all 7 weeks
for persistence, indicating there was some underlying condition
that persisted and echoed forward.

Wyoming showed the largest acceleration over the 7 weeks,
with speed accelerating from 19.2 new daily cases per 100,000
people during the week of October 1, 2020, to 125.1 during the
week of November 12, 2020.

Table 2 demonstrates the utility of dynamic surveillance metrics
because traditional surveillance metrics only report caseloads
of each state. Larger states (Table 3) will more likely be captured
in those types of metrics, missing the dynamics of the pandemic
and missing those states who demonstrate high rates of infection
speed, speeds that are accelerating, accelerating speeds that jerk
upwards, and those new cases today that are statistically
attributable to new cases last week or those new cases with an
underlying biological or social condition (eg, attending mass
events without face masks or social distancing), that is, echoing
forward and leading to additional infections.
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Table 3. Most populous US states.

Population as of 2020State

39,937,500California

29,472,300Texas

21,993,000Florida

19,440,500New York

12,820,900Pennsylvania

12,700,381Illinois

Table 4 provides the average of the US states or the US rates
for speed, jerk, and 7-day persistence. During the week of
October 1, 2020, the speed was positive at 12.91 infections per
100,000 people. In the speed column, for each subsequent week
in the study, the speed increased to a maximum speed of 39.38
during the week of November 11, 2020. This explains why the
acceleration rate per 100,000 people increased weekly, as
acceleration was the measure of increases in speed week over
week. In the final column, we see the 7-day persistence begins
at 13.99 per 100,000 people during the week of October 1 that
are statistically attributed to the number of novel infections 7
days earlier. By the week of November 12, this persistence had
increased to 33.62, meaning that 85% of the 39.38 average daily
new cases the week of November 12 were statistically

attributable to new cases in the prior week. This could happen
if, for example, in-restaurant diners last Saturday became
infected and then dined in-restaurant again this Saturday and
infected other diners, who then eat in-restaurant next Saturday
and infect the next cohort, etc. Sequential sports, election, and
postelection watch parties could generate the same effect. The
novel measures, thus, suggest that a return to stricter guidelines
is appropriate for regaining control of the pandemic and were
indicated as early as the week of October 22, 2020, which was
the third consecutive week of positive acceleration and jerk,
and increasing persistence. Weekly trends by state are displayed
in Figure 2. See Multimedia Appendices 2-5 for US maps
displaying weekly acceleration, jerk, and persistence.

Table 4. US pandemic dynamics.

7-day persistence effectJerkAccelerationSpeedDate

13.99–0.120.1212.91Oct 1, 2020

14.050.130.4113.85Oct 8, 2020

15.080.110.3416.03Oct 15, 2020

17.450.240.4518.39Oct 22, 2020

20.03–0.160.6322.97Oct 29, 2020

27.110.181.2428.09Nov 5, 2020

33.62–0.341.4539.38Nov 12, 2020
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Figure 2. Weekly US state statistics.

Discussion

Principal Results
The United States has had an uncoordinated, decentralized
response to COVID-19. Although traditional public health
surveillance provides a static view of the pandemic, the data
are limited by secondary bias from undercounting, reporting
delays, testing issues, and other forms of contamination. The
novel measures presented in this study take steps toward
resolving these shortcomings and measure the dynamics of the
pandemic. They also provide greater insight into the evolution
of a pandemic, such as where COVID-19 is transmitted and
whether rates of transmission are increasing. Measures like
7-day persistence control for incomplete case ascertainment and
look retrospectively to understand current infection rates, and
speed, acceleration, and jerk provide a dynamic perspective on
future cases.

The data presented in Tables S5-S18 in Multimedia Appendix
1 indicate that some states are responding well to the pandemic,
while others are responding poorly in the present or suffering
from past mistakes. States can be examined systematically to
determine their relative performance. At a high level, the static
metrics demonstrate national and state burden of disease over
a 7-week period. Acceleration and jerk indicate the potential
progress of disease burden. A state with a high number of new
cases but a negative acceleration and jerk is more likely to have
a good trajectory than a state with a high number of cases and
a positive acceleration and jerk. The 7-day persistence metric
hints at both past decision making and future progress. A state

with a high 7-day persistence may have experienced a
super-spreader, causing an echo in transmissions to the present
and potentially into the future. These echoes may be particularly
susceptible to control by identifying the causal event and
performing rigorous contact tracing or eliminating the offending
behaviors (eg, gatherings without face masks and social
distancing).

Overall, the state of the pandemic in the United States is
concerning based on static surveillance and dynamic metrics.
All 50 states and the District of Colombia have positive rates
of new infections. Moreover, the rates of infection are higher
and faster than at any other time since the onset of the pandemic.

Why the COVID-19 Response Differs From Previous
Infectious Disease Outbreaks?
COVID-19 has been politicized and polarized, flamed by social
media and misinformation [47-56]. Scientists have consistently
emphasized that a reduction in COVID-19 transmission is
predicated on social distancing, quarantines, hand hygiene,
crowd control, and wearing masks [14,16,17]. Others weighed
COVID-19 safety measures against shutting down the economy
to prevent financial hardships that dynamic surveillance can
inform. In the absence of policy actions, COVID-19 experienced
exponential growth rates of approximately 38% per day [57].
Countries with anticontagion policies significantly and
substantially slowed the growth of COVID-19 [57], yet many
US states are unable to implement COVID-19 control policies.
Finally, since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, there was
confusion about who is “in charge” of the US epidemic response
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[58]. Federal government powers do not allow it to impose
specific restrictions on states [59]; however, its resources are
vast, with the ability to develop national guidelines, promote
scientific research and vaccine development, and direct
resources toward COVID-19 relief [60-62]. Unfortunately, city
mayors and state governors must patch together uncoordinated
piecemeal COVID-19 control policies [63-65].

Conflicts in Adopting Policy
The US COVID-19 epidemic has rebounded and is accelerating
rapidly with multiple outbreaks in most US states, indicating
shortfalls in preparedness and a dearth of nonpharmaceutical
control measures. Although standard surveillance techniques
such as daily and cumulative infections and deaths are helpful,
they have incomplete case ascertainment, err on the side of the
most severe cases, and provide a static view of what has already
occurred during the pandemic, which is less helpful in
prevention. Public health policy that is informed by dynamic
surveillance can shift the country from reacting to COVID-19
transmissions to being proactive and taking corrective action
when indicators of speed, acceleration, jerk, and persistence
remain positive week over week. Implicit within our surveillance
is an early warning system that indicates when there is
problematic growth in COVID-19 transmissions as well as to
signal when growth will become explosive without action.

A public health approach that focuses on prevention can prevent
major outbreaks in addition to endorsing effective public health
policies and may resolve conflict between various government
entities. Moreover, subnational analyses on the dynamics of the
pandemic allows us to zero in on where transmissions are
increasing, meaning corrective action can be applied with
precision in problematic areas. Dynamic public health
surveillance can inform specific geographies where quarantines
are necessary, preserving the economy in other US areas.

Without a unified national policy to address COVID-19,
individual cities and states have launched efforts to control the
spread of the pandemic. Similar studies have found that states
that imposed strict guidelines saw drastic reductions in
COVID-19 spread and avoided significant increased case counts
and fatalities [66,67].

Discord between New York City Mayor Bill De Blasio and
New York Governor Andrew Cuomo has resulted in delays in
shutting down new virus hot spots in neighborhoods across New
York City [68]. In other states, governors have faced problems
passing public health safety measures with proposed legislation
ruled unconstitutional by state courts. In early May, the
Wisconsin Supreme Court overturned a statewide stay-at-home
order put in place by Governor Evers to control rising cases
[69]. Wisconsin has since faced a large increase in COVID-19
cases and reports some of the largest numbers of new infections
per day. Recently, Governor Whitmer of Michigan also
experienced issues with an executive order she passed when the
Michigan Supreme Court ruled her statewide mask mandate as
unconstitutional [70]. Even within states, some cities have
imposed mask mandates on their own accord, while others have
refused, leading to different outcomes. In South Carolina, areas
with mask mandates reported a 46% greater reduction in
COVID-19 case rates than those areas without mask mandates

[71]. The Tri-State area of New Jersey, New York, and
Connecticut coordinated travel restrictions, public health
guidelines, and economic activities [72]. After initial success,
four additional states joined to quell the COVID-19 pandemic
[73]. These coordination challenges and frictions between levels
of government have been observed in other countries as well,
including Brazil, India, and Nigeria [74], and can be especially
pronounced in settings of vertically divided authority where
subnational governments are led by opposition parties. Germany
is a notable exception; states have control over their own health
systems and each state was able to pursue its own testing without
waiting for approval from a national health laboratory—a factor
that has been partially credited for the country’s swift testing
response [75].

Current State of the Pandemic
An important change in the dynamic of COVID-19 transmission
occurred starting mid-August when universities and schools
around the country started to open for their new academic year
[30]. Approximately 53 million US children between the ages
of 5-17 years resumed school in fall of 2020 [76]. The CDC
confirmed over 2800 COVID-19 cases at the University of
Wisconsin within the first month of reopening [77]. Similarly,
the University of Missouri has confirmed over 1600 COVID-19
cases among its students since reopening on August 19, 2020
[78]. Reinstating college sports also resulted in novel infections
[79].

States such as Wisconsin and Indiana have reported pandemic
highs in daily COVID-19 new infection counts [3,80]. As
October 2020 began, Utah reported the nation’s highest
positivity rate [81]. This trend was high throughout September,
suggesting a potential dearth in testing that caused an undercount
[81]. Florida, which saw a surge increase over the summer, has
seen a steady decline in its daily case counts after stricter
measures were put in place by the governor; however, these
measures have since been lifted [82]. Wisconsin, Iowa, and
Utah have not instituted mask mandates and have seen
worsening infection counts that have not improved. The four
states of greatest concern are Wisconsin, North Dakota, South
Dakota, and Illinois. Wisconsin, North Dakota, and South
Dakota have multiple data points indicating explosive growth.
Wisconsin and Illinois both top the nation in daily new
infections and have positive growth rates. California and
Pennsylvania have positive speed, acceleration, jerk, and
persistence, suggesting the outbreak in these two populous states
will be significant in terms of caseload.

Conclusion
The variation in speed, acceleration or deceleration, and jerk
between and within states is consistent with varying degrees of
compliance with public health guidelines to combat COVID-19
in terms of social distancing, masks, hand hygiene, and crowd
control. Some states have overall higher caseloads because they
have higher populations, such as California, New York, Illinois,
Texas, and Florida, and others have alarming speed,
acceleration, and jerk. Nationally, the US COVID-19 epidemic
has rebounded and is accelerating rapidly in multiple states,
indicating shortfalls in preparedness and a dearth of
nonpharmaceutical control measures. Although standard
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surveillance techniques such as daily and cumulative infections
and deaths are helpful, they also have incomplete case
ascertainment, err on the side of the most severe cases, and
provide a static view of what has already occurred in the
pandemic, which is less helpful for future planning. Public
health policy that is informed by dynamic surveillance can shift
the country from reacting to COVID-19 infections and deaths
to being proactive and taking corrective action when indicators
of speed, acceleration, jerk, and persistence remain positive
week over week.

Implicit within our surveillance is an early warning system that
indicates when there is problematic growth in COVID-19
transmissions as well as signals when growth is likely. For
example, at the US level, the novel metrics indicated a need for
strengthening public health measures as early as the week of
October 22, 2020, when the highest numbers of new daily cases
were 82,000-84,000 per day. In the absence of these novel
metrics, little action was taken until the number of new cases
had more than doubled to over 161,934 new cases on November
17, 2020 [5]. At the state level, the indicators suggested that
explosive growth occurring in the Dakotas, Wisconsin, and
Wyoming could also have been identified in late October. Public
health actions taken at that time in those and other states and
areas might have significantly reduced the number of new cases
and prevented the severe overtaxing of hospital and medical
resources that is now happening.

A public health approach that focuses on prevention can prevent
major outbreaks in addition to confirming when public health
guidelines are effective and controlling the pandemic. Moreover,

subnational analyses on the dynamics of the pandemic allows
us to zero in on where transmissions are increasing, meaning
corrective action can be applied with precision on problematic
areas. However, this approach requires subnational, dynamic
public health surveillance that can inform specific geographies
where lockdowns or other measures are necessary. This paper
provides novel surveillance measures that can help fill that exact
need.

Limitations
Our data are limited by state-level granularity and differences
in testing and reporting within states. State-level granularity,
although superior to national reporting, provides less detail than
county- or city-level reporting. This limitation is particularly
pronounced in states with large urban centers governed by
powerful mayors. Testing and reporting varies across and within
states for many reasons, including the decentralization of US
health care. Both insurers and providers have inconsistent
policies in place and resources deployed for COVID-19 testing.
To address this need for small area surveillance, we have
generated static and dynamic surveillance for larger metropolitan
areas in the United States in an additional publication.

Comparison With Prior Work
This study is part of a broader research program at Northwestern
Feinberg School of Medicine, The Global SARS-CoV-2
Surveillance Project: Policy, Persistence, & Transmission. This
research program developed novel surveillance metrics to
include rates of speed, acceleration, jerk, and 7-day persistence
[28,30]. We have also derived surveillance metrics for all global
regions.
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Abstract

Background: The massive scale of social media platforms requires an automatic solution for detecting hate speech. These
automatic solutions will help reduce the need for manual analysis of content. Most previous literature has cast the hate speech
detection problem as a supervised text classification task using classical machine learning methods or, more recently, deep learning
methods. However, work investigating this problem in Arabic cyberspace is still limited compared to the published work on
English text.

Objective: This study aims to identify hate speech related to the COVID-19 pandemic posted by Twitter users in the Arab
region and to discover the main issues discussed in tweets containing hate speech.

Methods: We used the ArCOV-19 dataset, an ongoing collection of Arabic tweets related to COVID-19, starting from January
27, 2020. Tweets were analyzed for hate speech using a pretrained convolutional neural network (CNN) model; each tweet was
given a score between 0 and 1, with 1 being the most hateful text. We also used nonnegative matrix factorization to discover the
main issues and topics discussed in hate tweets.

Results: The analysis of hate speech in Twitter data in the Arab region identified that the number of non–hate tweets greatly
exceeded the number of hate tweets, where the percentage of hate tweets among COVID-19 related tweets was 3.2%
(11,743/547,554). The analysis also revealed that the majority of hate tweets (8385/11,743, 71.4%) contained a low level of hate
based on the score provided by the CNN. This study identified Saudi Arabia as the Arab country from which the most COVID-19
hate tweets originated during the pandemic. Furthermore, we showed that the largest number of hate tweets appeared during the
time period of March 1-30, 2020, representing 51.9% of all hate tweets (6095/11,743). Contrary to what was anticipated, in the
Arab region, it was found that the spread of COVID-19–related hate speech on Twitter was weakly related with the dissemination
of the pandemic based on the Pearson correlation coefficient (r=0.1982, P=.50). The study also identified the commonly discussed
topics in hate tweets during the pandemic. Analysis of the 7 extracted topics showed that 6 of the 7 identified topics were related
to hate speech against China and Iran. Arab users also discussed topics related to political conflicts in the Arab region during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusions: The COVID-19 pandemic poses serious public health challenges to nations worldwide. During the COVID-19
pandemic, frequent use of social media can contribute to the spread of hate speech. Hate speech on the web can have a negative
impact on society, and hate speech may have a direct correlation with real hate crimes, which increases the threat associated with
being targeted by hate speech and abusive language. This study is the first to analyze hate speech in the context of Arabic
COVID-19–related tweets in the Arab region.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22609)   doi:10.2196/22609
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Introduction

Social media platforms such as Twitter provide valuable venues
for information sharing, communication, and knowledge
production. However, these platforms have also been
increasingly exploited for the propagation of hate speech. Hate
speech can be generally defined as language that aims to target
a specific group on the basis of characteristics such as ethnic
origin, religion, or gender [1].

Hate speech on the internet is a complex concept with a wide
spectrum of targets, forms, and other related concepts [2,3].
While there is no formal definition of hate speech, there is
general agreement among scholars and service providers to
define it as any language that attacks a person or a group based
on a characteristic such as race, color, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, nationality, or religion [3]. This type of
discriminatory and hateful speech can have a destructive impact
on society, as it threatens the culture of coexistence and unity.
It is also evident that hate speech has a strong connection with
actual hate crimes [3,4], which increases the risks associated
with being targeted by hate speech and abusive language.

In mid-February 2020, the COVID-19 virus pandemic started
to penetrate the Arab region physically and virtually, and Arab
social media users started talking about the spread of the disease
using different platforms. The pandemic became a trending
topic that was visible to all users on Twitter within the Arab
region. Since then, multiple voices have been raised across
social media using the COVID-19 pandemic as a vehicle for
spreading hate speech.

The use of social media during pandemics for a variety of public
health purposes has been demonstrated in a growing body of
literature. One systematic review on social media and emerging
infectious diseases identified three major approaches, namely
assessment of public opinion, social media use by organizations,
and evaluation of information accuracy [4]. Another systematic
review on studies that primarily use web-based social networks
for pandemic detection and tracking found that social networks
have rich information that can be utilized to develop an almost
real-time pandemic surveillance system [5]. Other studies have
used Twitter and other sources of data to build a surveillance
system [6] and develop automatic methods for quantifying the
scientific quality and sensationalism of individual news records
during the pandemic [7].

During the unfolding COVID-19 pandemic, many research
studies have focused on Twitter to characterize the impact of
the pandemic on public responses and behaviors. One of these
studies analyzed the main topics discussed by Twitter users
during the crisis by leveraging techniques such as latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) and sentiment analysis [8]. Another study
found that frequent use of social media during the pandemic
contributed to information overload, which had a significant
impact on individuals’ coping perceptions [9].

In addition, web-based social question-and-answer forums have
been analyzed to identify topic communities and asses the
appropriateness of the answers during the early stage of the
COVID-19 outbreak [10]. Other studies have analyzed Twitter
data to understand the impact of COVID-19 on specific public
attitudes and behaviors, such as xenophobia [11] and the spread
of the 5G conspiracy theory [12]. As discussed in [11], the
pandemic has triggered discrimination and stigma toward
specific groups on social media. This phenomenon was further
explored in [13], with a specific focus on building an automatic
tool for detecting hate speech in Spanish tweets related to
newspaper articles about the COVID-19 pandemic. The
preliminary results showed that 9% of the tweets contained hate
speech.

As can be seen, the massive scale of social media platforms
requires an automatic solution for detecting hate speech. Such
solutions will help reduce the need for manual analysis of
content. Most previous literature has cast the hate speech
detection problem as a supervised text classification task using
classical machine learning methods or, more recently, deep
learning methods. However, studies investigating this problem
in Arabic cyberspace are still limited compared to the published
work on English text.

The aim of this study is to automatically identify hate speech
posted by Arabic-speaking Twitter users related to the
COVID-19 pandemic using a deep learning approach. We opted
to analyze the spread of hate speech on the Twitter platform
given its increasing popularity among Arab users [14].
According to [15], nearly 9 out of 10 Arab adults use the
internet, and 22% of them use the Twitter platform actively. In
Saudi Arabia alone, there are more than 10 million active Twitter
users, akin to almost 38% of the population.

Our research objectives are to answer the following research
questions: (1) In which Arab country were the most
COVID-19–related hate tweets posted during the pandemic?
(2) When were the highest number of hate tweets posted in the
Arab region during the pandemic? (3) Does the increase in the
number of COVID-19 cases or deaths coincide with an increase
in the number of hate tweets? and (4) What are the main topics
and issues being discussed in hate tweets during the COVID-19
pandemic?

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: the Methods
section presents our methods, including a description of the
neural network models and the preprocessing steps. In the next
sections, we provide the results and discuss them. Finally, we
conclude our work and discuss future directions.

Methods

In this study, we aimed to automatically detect hate tweets
posted by Twitter users in the Arab region during the COVID-19
pandemic using a deep learning approach and topic modeling.
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The workflow of our methodology is depicted in Figure 1. In the following subsections, we describe each step in more detail.

Figure 1. Methodology workflow. CNN: convolutional neural network; NMF: utilized nonnegative matrix factorization.

Data Collection
We used the ArCOV-19 [16] dataset, which is an ongoing
collection of Arabic tweets related to COVID-19 starting from
January 27, 2020. The tweets were collected using the Twitter
search application programming interface (API) to obtain the
most popular tweets using different queries, such as simple
keywords (eg, Corona), hashtags (eg, #Corona), or phrases (eg,
novel Coronavirus). The search was customized to exclude
retweets and non-Arabic tweets. At the time of writing this
paper, the ArCOV-19 dataset contained almost 1 million popular
tweets (ie, tweets that received the maximum social interactions
and impressions) collected from January 27 to April 30, 2020.
In compliance with the Twitter content redistribution policy,
the authors of the ArCOV-19 dataset only released the tweet
IDs. Therefore, we recollected the full tweet objects using the
Twarc library [17], which is a Python library for retrieving
Tweets as JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) objects using the
Twitter API based on the given IDs. We started the
preprocessing pipeline by removing retweets and duplicate
tweets that had identical content to reduce the effect of malicious
tweets posted by social bots. After that, and due to the
inaccessibility of some tweets (deleted tweets or deactivated
accounts), the total number of tweets we retrieved was reduced
to 975,316.

Data Preprocessing
The retrieved JSON object for each tweet is a mix of many
attributes. For this study, we retained the following attributes:
tweet ID, tweet text, creation time, user ID, and location. The
location field represents the location profile metadata as declared
by the Twitter user. However, this field contains free-form text
entered manually by the user; hence, this field can be noisy, as
users can type anything. Therefore, we needed to resolve the
text to an exact location (in our case, a country).

The procedure to extract the country from the location text was
as follows. First, for each country in the Arab region, we
prepared a list that contains the country names and all possible
city names derived from GeoNames [18], a geographical
database that contains over 25 million geographical names.
After that, each list was translated into Arabic and automatically
extended to include different morphological variant forms of
the same word. Also, each list was manually modified to include
more informal terms and forms that Twitter users frequently
use to refer to their countries or cities. For example, Emirati
users might type “Dar Zayed” in their location field instead of

“United Arab Emirates” or “UAE”, and Kuwaiti users usually
write “Q8” instead of “Kuwait”. Also, to minimize the
mismatching problem between the prepared list and the location
field, we normalized the names in our lists and the location field
to reduce orthographical variations; for example, different forms

of ” ” (“ ”, “ ”, and “ ”) were replaced with “ ”, while

the letter “ ” was replaced with “ ” and the letter “ ” was

replaced with “ ”. After that, we performed several cleaning
and denoising steps on the lists and location fields, including
the removal of punctuation marks, additional white spaces, and
diacritics. Then, to map each text location to a specific country,
we checked if at least one of the words in the location text
appeared in the list for any country. If it did, the location was
resolved to that specific country. For example, if a user typed
“Riyadh”, “Najd”, “Jeddah”, or “Saudi”, we resolved this
location to “Saudi Arabia.” Finally, we dropped all tweets that
belonged to users with no detected location.

To prepare the tweets to be fed as inputs into the convolutional
neural network (CNN) classification model and the nonnegative
matrix factorization (NMF) model, we firstly applied several
preprocessing steps to the text of the tweets. First, we removed
punctuation, consecutive words, additional white spaces, and
non-Arabic letters. We also replaced emojis with their
descriptions for CNN inputs and removed them for the NMF
model. We also normalized Twitter-specific tokens by
converting the links and mentions to “URL” and “mention,”
respectively. After that, various forms of the same word were
lemmatized by converting them to the main word using the
Farasa tool [19]; finally, we removed stop words from the text.

Hate Speech Detection Using the CNN Model
The processed tweets were analyzed for hate speech using the
pretrained CNN model. The CNN model used in this study is
based on our previous work [20] in which we addressed the
problem of hate speech spread in the Arabic Twittersphere. In
this study, a CNN was trained on almost 10,000 tweets that
were manually labeled as hate tweets or non–hate tweets. The
model contained five layers: an input layer (embedding layer),
a convolution layer, which basically consists of 3 parallel
convolution layers with different kernel sizes (2, 3, and 4), a
pooling layer, a hidden dense layer, and a final output layer that
assigned a “hate score” (ranging from 0 to 1) to each text. The
results showed that the CNN model achieved the best
performance (compared to other models), with an F1 score of
79% and accuracy of 83%. Therefore, we used it in this study.
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The analysis was performed on the tweet texts, and each tweet
was given a score between 0 and 1, with 1 being the most hateful
text. We used the default threshold of 0.5 (or 50%) to classify
a prediction with a probability of 0.5 or more as a hate tweet
and any value less than 0.5 as a non–hate tweet. We further
classified hate prediction into three levels based on score: low
(0.50-0.67), average (0.68-0.85), and high (0.86-1.00). The hate
tweets were then categorized into three levels (low, colored
yellow; average, colored orange; and high, colored red) based
on the detected hate scores.

Topic Modeling Using NMF
NMF is an unsupervised approach for reducing the
dimensionality of nonnegative matrices [21], and it has been
widely used to discover the underlying relationships between
texts and identify latent topics [22,23]. In this study, we opted
to employ NMF to discover the semantic structure and discussed
topics within the set of hate tweets. We particularly chose NMF
given its ability to produce more coherent topics than other
popular topic modeling techniques such as the LDA model, as
shown in this study. We used the sklearn library [24] to

implement the NMF model. To apply NMF, we first
preprocessed the tweets as described earlier. Then, we created
the features by transforming the processed tweets into term
frequency–inverse document frequency vectors (unigrams and
bigrams).

Results

Model Results
As mentioned, the first step in the hate speech analysis was to
analyze the processed tweets using the pretrained CNN model.
Table 1 presents the total numbers of detected hate tweets and
non–hate tweets in the Arab region, along with the three levels
of hate (low, average, and high). It can be observed in Table 1
that 535,811 of the 547,554 collected tweets related to the
COVID-19 pandemic (97.8%) could be classified as non–hate
tweets, while 11,743 (3.2%) were classified as hate tweets.
Generally, most of the hate tweets fell in the low level range
(8385/11,743, 71.4%). On the other hand, only 2.89% of hate
tweets (340/11,743) were categorized as high level.

Table 1. Total numbers of hate tweets and non–hate tweets in the Arab region during the period of study (N=547,554).

Number of tweets, n (%)Type of tweet

535,811 (97.8)Non–hate tweets

11,743 (3.2)Hate tweets

Hate levelsa (n=11,743)

8385 (71.4)Low

3018 (25.7)Average

340 (2.9)High

aBased on scores assigned by the convolutional neural network model (low: 0.50-0.67; average: 0.68-0.85; high: 0.86-1.00).

Descriptive Statistical Analysis
To obtain more insight into the obtained results, we analyzed
the hate tweets from two different aspects: by country and by
time period. In addition, we obtained the WHO COVID-19
statistics (number of cases and deaths) for each country and
during the aforementioned time periods.

By Country
The map in Figure 2 displays the number of hate tweets and
their distribution across the Arab countries, where the number
of hate tweets is shown in red, the number of total tweets is
shown in black, and a dark color depicts a high number of hate
tweets in that country.
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Figure 2. Number of hate tweets (red) and total tweets (black) in each Arab country, where a darker color depicts a higher number of hate tweets in
that country (MA: Morocco, MR: Mauritania, DZ: Algeria, TN: Tunisia, LY: Libya, EG: Egypt, JO: Jordan, LB: Lebanon, SY: Syria, IQ: Iraq, SA:
Saudi Arabia ,YE: Yemen, KW: Kuwait, QA: Qatar, AE: United Aran Emirates, OM: Oman).

Table 2 compares the number of hate tweets in Arab countries
and the distribution of hate tweets with different hate levels
(low, average, and high). Out of the 22 Arab countries, the 10
most Twitter-active countries with respect to the number of
COVID-19–related tweets are shown in the table. The results
of the other 12 countries are combined in one column, titled
“Other Arab countries.” In addition, Table 2 presents COVID-19
statistics (number of cases and deaths) for each country. It can
be observed from Table 2 that country-wise, most COVID-19
tweets are of the non-hate class, and the percentages of hate
tweets are considerably low. For instance, Saudi Arabia, which
is the most Twitter-active Arab country as stated in the Digital
2020 Global Report [25], has the highest number of

COVID-19–related tweets (165,536 tweets), of which only 4321
(2.61%) were classified as hate tweets.

In line with our previous observation, where most of the hate
tweets were at the low level of hate, we found that the largest
numbers of hate tweets were at the low hate level. For example,
2813 of the 4321 hate tweets in Saudi Arabia (65.10%) fell in
the low level range, while 200 (4.63%) were at a high level.
Similar results can be seen when considering Mauritania, which
has the smallest number of COVID-19–related tweets among
the top 10 Arab countries. 81.4% of hate tweets (153/188) in
Mauritania are at the low hate level, and only 1.1% (2/188) are
at a high level.
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Table 2. Statistics of COVID-19–related hate tweets posted in Arab countries.

CountryVariable

Other Arab

countriesb
Mauri-
tania

IraqOmanJordanYemenLebanonUAEaEgyptKuwaitSaudi Arabia

18754051030710102434Population (million)

52,529
(7.1)

9976
(1.5)

18,188
(2.7)

19,344
(2.8)

20,293
(3.0)

27,059
(4.0)

34,646
(5.1)

38,409
(5.6)

58,629
(8.6)

102,945
(15.0)

165,536 (24.2)Posted tweets
(N=535,811), n (%)

1402 (2.7)188
(1.9)

802
(4.4)

130
(0.7)

226 (1.1)947
(3.5)

892
(2.6)

314 (0.8)995
(1.7)

1526
(1.5)

4321 (2.6)Hate tweets
(n=11,743), n (%)

Hate levels of tweetsc

1046 (74.6)153
(81.4)

624
(77.8)

104
(80.0)

160
(70.8)

640
(67.5)

700
(78.5)

245
(78.0)

747
(75.0)

1153
(75.6)

2813 (65.1)Low (n=8385), n
(%)

329 (23.5)33
(17.6)

168
(20.9)

21
(16.6)

62 (27.4)277
(29.2)

184
(20.6)

65 (20.7)224
(22.5)

347
(22.7)

1308 (30.3)Average
(n=3018), n (%)

27 (1.9)2 (1.1)10
(1.2)

5 (3.8)4 (1.8)30 (3.2)8 (0.9)4 (1.3)24 (2.4)26 (1.7)200 (4.6)High (n=340), n
(%)

0.6230.6020.6100.6020.6230.6340.6050.6060.6170.6130.643Average hate lev-
el score

COVID-19 statistics (n)

277007200323484536725124815537402422753Cases (n=78,037)

77219211802410539226162Deaths (n=1593)

aUAE: United Arab Emirates.
bOther Arab countries: this column combines the results of the remaining Arab countries (Palestine, Algeria, Libya, Bahrain, Morocco, Qatar, Sudan,
Syria, Tunisia, Comoros, and Somalia).
cBased on scores assigned by the convolutional neural network model (low: 0.50-0.67; average: 0.68-0.85; high: 0.86-1.00).

Figure 3 illustrates the statistics of hate tweets for the top five
Arab countries with respect to number of COVID-19–related
tweets, showing the average hate level of all hate tweets in red.
It can be seen from Figure 3 that average hate level for the

countries shown falls in the low hate range, which is coded in
yellow. This strongly supports our first finding that the majority
of hate tweets do not contain a high level of hate.

Figure 3. Number of COVID-19–related hate tweets per country with the average hate level scores in brackets (low: 0.50-0.67; average: 0.68-0.85;
high: 0.86-1.00). UAE: United Arab Emirates.
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By Time Period
The ArCOV-19 [15] data used in our study cover the period of
January 27 to April 30, 2020. This period was divided into three
specific time durations: January 27 to February 29, March 1-30,

and April 1-30. Table 3 includes the number of
COVID-19–related tweets in the Arab region during each time
period, together with the number of hate tweets and their
distribution in the three different hate levels. It also presents
the number of COVID-19 cases and deaths in each time period.

Table 3. Statistics of COVID-19–related hate tweets per time period (N=547,554).

Time period (2020)Variable

April 1-30March 1-30January 27-February 29

174,757 (31.9)253,806 (46.4)118,991 (21.7)Total tweets (N=547,554), n (%)

2634 (22.4)6095 (51.9)3014 (25.7)Hate tweets (n=11,743), n (%)

Hate levels of tweetsa

1887 (71.6)4300 (70.5)2198 (72.9)Low

660 (25.1)1617 (26.5)741 (24.6)Average

87 (3.3)178 (2.9)75 (2.5)High

0.6250.6280.622Average hate level score

COVID-19 statistics (n)

70,0927447133Cases

13502020Deaths

aBased on scores assigned by the convolutional neural network model (low: 0.50-0.67; average: 0.68-0.85; high: 0.86-1.00).

From Table 3, it can be clearly noted that after the end of the
first period (January 27 to February 29), the number of
COVID-19–related tweets spiked, with an increase of 113.3%
compared to the first period. However, the number then
decreases by 31.1% in the third period (April 1-30). Likewise,
the number of hate tweets increased by 102.2% in the second
period, then decreased by 56.8% in the third period. In contrast,
the number of identified COVID-19 cases continued to grow
during all three periods.

Looking at the levels of hate tweets per time period, it can be
seen that although the number of hate tweets falling in the high
level range is extremely small compared to those in the low
level range, the high-level hate tweets have a tendency to

increase with increasing number of COVID-19 cases and deaths,
showing percentages of 2.49% (75/3014), 2.9% (178/6095),
and 3.3% (87/2634) for the first, second, and third periods,
respectively. On the other hand, the low and average hate levels
do not follow the same behavior.

Figure 4 illustrates the statistics of the number of hate tweets
per time period and the numbers of COVID-19 cases and deaths
together with the average hate levels of all hate tweets (shown
in red). It can be observed from Figure 4 that the average hate
levels for the three time periods are in the low-level range, which
is in line with our initial finding that the majority of hate tweets
do not reach the high level of hate.
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Figure 4. Numbers of hate tweets and numbers of COVID-19 cases and deaths per time period with the average hate level scores in brackets (low:
0.50-0.67; average: 0.68-0.85; high: 0.86-1.00).

From the previous results, it can be seen that there is a weak
link between the number of hate tweets and the spread of
COVID-19 per country or time period. This is because the
number of hate tweets does not follow the same pattern of the
number of COVID-19 cases, as illustrated in Table 2 and Table
3. To investigate this further, we tested the correlations between
the number of COVID-19–related hate tweets and the number
of COVID-19 cases in the data of 21 Arab countries during the
3 time periods under study. Using the Pearson correlation test
[26], we obtained an r value of 0.1982 at P=.50. Although r is
technically positive, the relationship between the number of
hate tweets and the number of COVID-19 cases is weak (the
nearer the value of r to zero, the weaker the relationship [26]).

NFM Results
To understand the main topics discussed by Arab users during
the pandemic, we employed NFM as discussed earlier in this
paper. We extracted 7 topics from the hate tweets. The
distributions and examples of the top terms associated with each
topic are shown in Table 4. As shown in Table 4, the most
relevant terms for Topic 1 were terms that were usually used to
criticize China as a country for being the source of
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that cause COVID-19. Within the same
theme, tweets in Topic 4 expressed hate speech toward Chinese
people and their eating habits as being responsible for spreading
COVID-19 worldwide. China was also the target of attack in
Topic 5, in which many users expressed their belief that
COVID-19 served as a “divine punishment against China”
because of the Uyghur-Chinese conflict.
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Table 4. Identified topics in hate tweets and examples of the most common words in each topic.

DistributionExamples of the top unigrams and bigramsMain themeTopic number

4.3%Cursed, China, curse China, Curses on, life, newChina and COVID-191

5.07%Export, Gulf, country, Terrorism, disease, spreadIran as a source of COVID-192

9.44%Saudi Arabia, Saudi, Bahrain, citizen, travel, passportSaudi citizens visiting Iran3

5.72%Dog, animal, bat, eating, meat, snakeChinese eating habits and COVID-194

7.38%China, Muslim, Uyghur, Chinese, pig, punishmentChina and Uighur5

5.60%Regime, Mullahs, Iran, Iranian People, Tehran, outbreakIran regime6

62.45%Country, people, disease, party, Iraq, EgyptGeneral political tweets, conspiracies, COVID-
19 as an exaggerated threat

7

On the other hand, Topic #2 contained several tweets accusing
Iran of deliberately spreading COVID-19 to the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries. Topic #6 is also about
Iran and COVID-19; however, the tweets in this topic were
more political, attacking the Iranian regime and its politics.
Topic #3 included cases of hate speech against Saudi citizens
who visited Iran during the pandemic as being responsible for
the spread of COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia.

Finally, in Topic #7, we observed that most of the inspected
tweets were written in a political context, where the most
frequently mentioned countries were Iraq and Egypt. We also
observed many tweets spreading conspiracy theories about the
scale of the pandemic and its origin, and some tweets stated
that COVID-19 is an exaggerated crisis compared to the current
regional crises and conflicts.

Discussion

Principal Results
This study aimed to address four research questions: (1) In
which Arab country were the most COVID-19 hate tweets
posted during the COVID-19 pandemic? (2) When were the
highest number of hate tweets posted in the Arab region during
the pandemic? (3) Does the increase in the number of
COVID-19 cases or deaths coincide with an increase in the
number of hate tweets? and (4) What are the main topics and
issues being discussed in hate tweets during the COVID-19
pandemic?

In regard to the Arab country from which the highest number
of hate tweets related to the COVID-19 pandemic originated,
Saudi Arabia, which has the highest number of

COVID-19–related tweets (165,536 tweets), had the highest
number of hate tweets (4321), as shown in Table 2. Therefore,
Saudi Arabia is the country in which the most COVID-19 hate
tweets were posted during the pandemic. This can be attributed
to Saudi Arabia numbering in fourth place in the top 20 countries
and the only Arab country in the top 20 based on the largest
active Twitter audience worldwide as mentioned in the Digital
2020 Global Report [25].

However, the percentage of hate tweets in Saudi Arabia, which
is 2.6% (4321/165,536), is not the highest in the Arab region.
This indicates that the number of COVID-19–related tweets
does not necessarily reflect the number of hate tweets (as
highlighted in Table 2). This can be clearly seen in the case of
Yemen, where 27,059 tweets were posted, 3.5% of which were
classified as hate tweets (n=947). Yemen having the highest
percentage of hate tweets can be linked to the political and
security instability in Yemen due to the Yemen Civil War, which
began in 2014, and its psychological effect on the citizens of
this country.

In addressing the second research question, this paper identifies
the time period during which the number of hate tweets was the
highest in the Arab region. As shown in Table 3, the second
period (March 1-30) has the highest number of hate tweets (6095
tweets), which represents 51.9% of the 11,743 hate tweets in
the three-month period of January 27 to April 30, 2020. Despite
the fact that the highest numbers of cases and deaths occurred
in the third period (April 1-30), the number of hate tweets
reached its maximum during the second period. There are two
possible explanations for this finding. First, it may be related
to the beginning of the spread of COVID-19 in the Arab region,
which occurred in March 2020. This period witnessed the
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highest level of public attention, which can be seen through the
high number of Twitter interactions during the pandemic. The
other explanation is that people began to adjust to coping with
the pandemic and health precautions in the third period, and the
severity of their panic and anxiety decreased.

The third research question investigated whether the number of
hate tweets coincided with the spread of COVID-19 in the Arab
region. As clearly shown in Table 2 and Table 3, the spread of
COVID-19 hate tweets does not follow the same trend of the
increase or decrease in the number of COVID-19 cases or deaths
in any Arab country or during the studied time period. This can
be interpreted as a weak relationship between the two variables
because the r value obtained from the Pearson correlation test
was 0.1982 (P=.50) [26]. Moreover, it can be observed from
Table 3 that most of the hate tweets appeared in the second
period, while the numbers of COVID-19 cases and deaths are
highest in the third period, with percentages of 90.2% and 87%,
respectively.

Regarding the fourth research question, this study sought to
identify the topics discussed by Arab Twitter users in hate
tweets. We analyzed the 7 topics extracted from the NFM model,
and as shown in Table 4, most of the identified topics revolved
around two themes: China (topics 1, 4, and 5) and Iran (topics
2, 3, and 6). It can be clearly noted that the COVID-19 pandemic
fueled nationalism and ethnic conflict among Arab Twitter
users. This spike of hate speech against China and Iran (and
Arab individuals who traveled to Iran) can be attributed to the
fact that China and Iran were increasingly accused in the media
of spreading SARS-CoV-2 worldwide and to Arab countries,
respectively. The United Nations recently published a guidance
note [27] on addressing and countering COVID-19–related hate
speech. The note stated that the pandemic has given rise to a
new wave of hate speech and discrimination, which our results
clearly confirm. After manual inspection of a few sample tweets
from the identified topics, we observed that most of the tweets
incited hatred and blame against individuals or groups belonging
to certain ethnicities or from certain countries. This type of
COVID-19–related hate speech could entail serious
consequences, making the targeted groups more vulnerable to
violence and discrimination and exposing them to political and
social exclusion, isolation, and stigmatization.

Limitations and Future Work
One strength of this study is that it automatically identified hate
tweets posted during the COVID-19 pandemic in the Arab
region using deep learning and topic modeling. The model was

trained on data from similar domains with similar characteristics
(ie, noisy tweets with a high variety of dialectal Arabic). The
model was able to identify a total of 11,743 hate tweets, which
allowed us to study the phenomenon of hate speech on Twitter.
However, some limitations of our study do exist. One limitation
is that the used model was trained on a dataset collected in a
span of 6 months, and certain events and topics dominated social
media at that time. This may have affected the model
performance and prevented it from capturing new forms of hate,
violence, and racism that could be exacerbated by the
COVID-19 pandemic. Additional limitations are the short
duration of the study and the chances of misclassification of
countries due to self-reporting of users’ locations.

In future research, a follow-up analysis could be conducted to
compare the prevalence of hate with other psychological aspects,
such as anxiety, fear, and depression, in Twitter data during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusion
The COVID-19 pandemic poses a significant threat to public
health in nations worldwide. This study conducted an analysis
of hate speech in Twitter data in the Arab region using deep
learning and topic modeling. The analysis revealed that the
number of non–hate tweets greatly exceeds the number of hate
tweets. We also found that the majority of hate tweets were at
a low level of hate. This study has shown that in the Arab region,
Yemen is the Arab country from which the highest percentage
of COVID-19 hate tweets spread during the pandemic.
Moreover, it was noted that the time period of March 1-30
showed the highest number of hate tweets, representing 51.9%
of all hate tweets.

Contrary to what was expected, the results in this study showed
that the number of hate tweets did not follow the same trend as
the increase or decrease in the number of COVID-19 cases or
deaths. In fact, it was found that the spread of COVID-19 hate
speech on Twitter is weakly related to the dissemination of the
pandemic based on the Pearson correlation test.

This study also explored the main topics discussed by Arab
users in tweets that were identified as hatful. After analyzing
the NMF model results, we found that the COVID-19 pandemic
clearly triggered hate speech against China and Iran. We also
found that most Arabic hate tweets posted during the pandemic
propagated hate speech in a political context, which may have
been triggered by the ongoing crisis and political tension in the
Arab region.
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Abstract

Background: Telemedicine has been used for decades. Despite its many advantages, its uptake and rigorous evaluation of
feasibility across neurology’s ambulatory subspecialties has been sparse. However, the COVID-19 pandemic prompted health
care systems worldwide to reconsider traditional health care delivery. To safeguard health care workers and patients, many health
care systems quickly transitioned to telemedicine, including across neurology subspecialties, providing a new opportunity to
evaluate this modality of care.

Objective: To evaluate the accelerated implementation of video visits in ambulatory neurology during the COVID-19 pandemic,
we used mixed methods to assess adoption, acceptability, appropriateness, and perceptions of potential sustainability.

Methods: Video visits were launched rapidly in ambulatory neurology clinics of a large academic medical center. To assess
adoption, we analyzed clinician-level scheduling data collected between March 22 and May 16, 2020. We assessed acceptability,
appropriateness, and sustainability via a clinician survey (n=48) and semistructured interviews with providers (n=30) completed
between March and May 2020.

Results: Video visits were adopted rapidly; overall, 65 (98%) clinicians integrated video visits into their workflow within the
first 6 implementation weeks and 92% of all visits were conducted via video. Video visits were largely considered acceptable by
clinicians, although various technological issues impacted their satisfaction. Video visits were reported to be more convenient
for patients, families, and caregivers than in-person visits; however, access to technology, the patient’s technological capacity,
and language difficulties were considered barriers. Many clinicians expressed optimism about future utilization of video visits
in neurology. They believed that video visits promote continuity of care and can be incorporated into their practice long-term,
although several insisted that they can never replace the in-person examination.

Conclusions: Video visits are an important addition to clinical care in ambulatory neurology and are anticipated to remain a
permanent supplement to in-person visits, promoting patient care continuity, and flexibility for patients and clinicians alike.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24328)   doi:10.2196/24328
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Introduction

Telemedicine has been used for decades, yet its uptake and
rigorous evaluation of feasibility across neurology’s ambulatory
subspecialties has been sparse [1,2]. Studies have shown several
advantages of telemedicine including improved access to care
[3,4], less travel burden, and fewer associated out-of-pocket
and health care costs [1,5-8]. Nonetheless, integration of virtual
visits into ambulatory neurology care, where the physical
examination and nuanced communication play a strong role,
has been received with some hesitation [7,9-13]. Further, issues
related to technology, compensation, payor reimbursement,
policy, hardware/software costs, credentialing, liability, and
requirements for in-person evaluations prior to virtual care, have
also limited its adoption [1,8,11,13-17].

The declaration of COVID-19 as a pandemic in March 2020
prompted health care systems worldwide to reconsider
traditional health care delivery and quickly transition to
telemedicine [18-21]. In regions with rapidly increasing
COVID-19 cases and early stay-at-home directives, health care
systems rapidly built and implemented infrastructure for
telemedicine technologies to protect health care workers and
patients, and conserve personal protective equipment. To further
support this pivot and maintain health care access, the United
States loosened previously stringent federal regulations on
reimbursements, licensing, and Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliance [22,23]. In
neurology specifically, the urgent need to provide care safely
to patients with chronic illnesses while preventing disease
transmission during clinic visits, led to rapid implementation
of video visits across all subspecialties [24-29].

In this study, we evaluate the implementation of video visits in
Stanford Health Care’s (California, United States) ambulatory

neurology clinics using mixed methods to assess adoption and
explore clinicians’ perspectives on the acceptability,
appropriateness, and sustainability of this broad expansion.

Methods

Setting
This quality improvement project received a nonresearch
determination by Stanford University’s Institutional Review
Board (IRB-55644). It was conducted at Stanford University’s
Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences, which
includes 11 ambulatory subspecialties staffed by 60 physicians
and 8 advanced practice providers (APPs). As previously
described [27], at the beginning of the local COVID-19
stay-at-home directive in March 2020, approximately 50
in-clinic computers were video visit–enabled, and 50 additional
computer devices were readied for remote use by providers.
Clinic staff converted >90% of scheduled in-person visits to
video. In-person visits were reserved for procedures such as
autonomic testing, implanted device programming, injections,
electromyography, and electroencephalograms, as well as
patients determined either during previsit screening or initial
video visit to require a full examination.

Primary Outcomes, Data Collection, and Analysis

Overview
The primary implementation outcomes assessed were adoption,
acceptability, appropriateness, and perceived sustainability of
video visits [30], as described in Table 1. Clinician-level
scheduling data were used to assess adoption. A combination
of a clinician survey and interviews were used to assess
acceptability, appropriateness, and perceived sustainability.
Clinicians included physicians and APPs.

Table 1. Implementation outcomes, definitions, and data sources applied in the evaluation of the implementation of video visits in ambulatory neurology.

Data sourcesDefinitionsProctor et al’s [30] imple-
mentation outcomes

Scheduling dataUptake of video visits in ambulatory neurologyAdoption

Clinician interviews and
clinician survey

Clinicians’ overall satisfaction with video visitsAcceptability

Clinician interviews and
clinician survey

“Fit for purpose”: clinicians’ perceived suitability and practicability of video visits for a
successful patient visit to achieve similar patient outcomes to an in-person visit

Appropriateness

Clinician interviews and
clinician survey

Clinicians’ views on the future use of video visits in their practiceSustainability

Scheduling Data
Clinician-level scheduling data were extracted for all clinicians
who had the opportunity to conduct video visits. The first week
of the stay-at-home order (March 15-21, 2020) was considered
a transition week where the physician champion onboarded
physicians onto the video visit platform. To assess our primary
outcome, adoption, scheduling data from the 8-week

implementation period (March 22 through May 16, 2020) was
used for analysis; the transition week was excluded. Adoption
was assessed in three ways: (1) proportion of clinicians who
conducted video visits, (2) proportion of visits completed via
video during the COVID-19 pandemic, and (3) proportion of
all “expected” visits that were done via video, where “expected”
was defined as the estimated number of visits completed had
COVID-19 not occurred (ie, visit volume from the same
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calendar period in the prior year, March 24 through May 18,
2019).

The number of visits completed during the implementation
period (ie, numerator) and comparator period (ie, denominator)
included visit types that could be feasibly conducted in-person
or via video. Visit types inherently requiring in-person patient
interaction, such as procedures and research visits, were
excluded. The percentage of “expected” visits is shown for
video and in-person visits separately, along with the percentage
of lost potential visits. The proportion of all “expected” visits
completed is a measure of the proportion of “saved” or
“protected” visits attributable to video visits during the
COVID-19 stay-at-home period.

Clinician Survey
We developed a 20-item survey informed by early interview
findings and reflections from the clinical improvement team.
The survey was administered via Stanford’s REDCap platform
[31] and emailed to all clinicians using video visits in May 2020,
followed by two reminders. To increase response rates,
clinicians were encouraged to complete the survey during
division meetings and reminded personally by clinical leaders.
Descriptive analyses were conducted on 5 items (Multimedia
Appendix 1): (1) need for and timing of in-person visits to
supplement video visits, (2) top three concerns regarding video
visits, (3) top three reasons for excitement for video visits, (4)
video visits support of overall clinician wellbeing, and (5) video
visit usage to shift uncompensated to compensated work. The
number and percentage of clinicians indicating each response
are reported for questions 1-3 and for those indicating “agree”
or “strongly agree” for questions 4 and 5.

All quantitative data were processed and analyzed using SAS
(Version 9.4; SAS Institute Inc), R (Version 4.0.2; R Foundation
for Statistical Computing) [32] and associated packages [33-36].

Clinician Interviews
We designed the interview guide (Multimedia Appendix 2) to
encompass three implementation outcomes of interest:
acceptability, appropriateness, and perceived sustainability [30].
A purposive sample of 47 clinicians who had conducted at least
one video visit were invited to participate in semistructured
phone interviews held between March and May 2020.
Stakeholders were intentionally recruited from different
neurology subspecialties to obtain a representative departmental

sample. In total, 30 clinicians were interviewed and interviews
lasted 25 minutes, on average.

Interview notes and transcripts were used for analysis. To ensure
anonymity, identifiable information was removed from
transcripts and subspecialties with <5 clinicians were grouped.
Data were analyzed using both deductive and inductive
approaches. Deductive codes were derived from the
implementation outcomes of interest [30]. During analysis,
barriers, facilitators, and other emergent themes were identified
and coded. A multiphase analysis approach leveraged rapid
analytic procedures (eg, template summaries) to extract early
themes, consensus coding of transcript summaries to produce
interim results, and a matrix analysis [37] of interview excerpts
for final comparison of themes across neurology subspecialties.
First, individual interview transcripts were summarized
independently by two coauthors into a templated summary
document. After review and consensus discussion, transcript
summaries were consolidated into a matrix to identify themes
and allow for comparison across participants using Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Corp). Four qualitative coauthors met weekly
for two months to discuss preliminary results and achieve
reporting consensus.

Mixed Methods Analysis
Quantitative and qualitative data were consolidated during
analysis and interpreted in parallel to understand the impact of
video visits in ambulatory neurology more comprehensively.
This approach allowed us to harness strengths and offset
weaknesses of the two methodologies [38,39]. We were also
able to identify converging and diverging issues regarding
adoption, acceptability, appropriateness, and perceived
sustainability of video visits.

Results

Participants
Out of the 68 clinicians in the department’s 11 ambulatory
subspecialties, 66 clinicians conducted regular video visits
during the 8-week implementation period and were included in
analyses (two clinicians were on leave and thus excluded). Table
2 summarizes the number of surveyed and interviewed
clinicians, by subspecialty. In total, 48 (73%) clinicians
responded to the survey and 30 (45%) were interviewed. In
total, 21 (32%) clinicians participated in both the survey and
interviews. Only 9 (14%) did not participate in either modality.
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Table 2. Number of ambulatory neurology clinicians who completed the video visit survey and were interviewed, by subspecialty.

Total clinicians, nSurvey respondents, nInterview respondents, nSubspecialty

943Autonomic, neuro-oncology, and neuro-ophthalmologya

1094Epilepsy

552General neurology

534Headache

643Memory

983Movement disorders

553Neuroimmunology

854Neuromuscular

954Stroke

66 (100%)48 (73%)c30 (45%)bTotal

aThe autonomic, neuro-oncology, and neuro-ophthalmology subspecialties had <5 clinicians and were therefore grouped to ensure anonymity.
bOf the 30 interviewees, 29 were physicians and 1 was an advanced practice provider.
cOf the 48 survey respondents, 41 were physicians and 7 were advanced practice providers.

Adoption
During the transition week, the clinician champion onboarded
30 of the 66 physicians included in this study, and 129 video
visits were conducted. Prior to this transition week, clinicians
in these ambulatory neurology clinics had not used video visits.
During the 8-week implementation period, video visit adoption
was high based on both percentage of clinicians using them,
and percentage of visits completed via video. Within the first

two weeks, 52 (79%) clinicians integrated video into their
practice, increasing to 65 (98%) clinicians by week 6. Almost
all (92%) visits were conducted via video and adoption of video
visits was high for both new and return patient visits (93% and
91% of completed visits, respectively). The total number of
completed visits, conservatively estimated, was almost 80% of
expected visits based on the 2019 comparison period (Figure
1A). Clinics recuperated more expected return patient (83%)
than new patient visit volumes (68%; Figures 1B-C).

Figure 1. Percentage of video visits conducted between March 22 and May 16, 2020, as a proportion of (A) all "expected" visits overall, (B) "expected"
new patient visits, and (C) "expected" return patient visits. The "expected" number of visits is defined as the number of completed visits in the comparable
2019 time period. Data only reflect operational scheduling data captured through the EPIC Hyperspace Platform. The data do not reflect no shows,
visits conducted on other HIPAA-compliant software or visits that reverted to phone calls. (HIPAA: Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act).

Acceptability
Overall acceptability of video visits was high, but clinicians
experienced technological and scheduling issues, and identified
additional needs. Two themes emerged related to acceptance:
technology and workflow efficiency.

Technology
While some clinicians experienced a smooth transition to video
visits and seamless connection with patients, others dealt with
numerous technical issues, jeopardizing their overall satisfaction.
Indeed, technology was one of the top 3 concerns regarding
video visits for 30 (63%) survey respondents (Table 3).
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Table 3. Ambulatory neurology clinicians’ (n=48) top 3 areas of concern related to video visits as reported through survey data.

Survey respondents, n (%)With regard to video visits, clinicians (n=48) were concerned about... (indicated top 3)

30 (63)Technological limitations

21 (44)Being able to engage in training and education of residents and fellows

18 (38)Missing/losing the in-person connection/relationship with patients

17 (35)Including interpreters on video calls

14 (29)Difficulties arranging and completing necessary follow-ups after the video visit

8 (17)Insurance reimbursements for video visits are not the same as for in-person visits

7 (15)Patients’ unwillingness to come into clinic for requested in-person visits in the future

5 (10)Press-Ganey scores

3 (6)Patient expectations to have video visits as an option

2 (4)Maintaining access to readily available technology and equipment needed for video visits

9 (19)Other (providers listed various reasons)

Several video functionalities were suggested for a successful
visit, including the following: (1) screen sharing to facilitate
patient education and explain imaging results, (2) a waiting
room function to replicate “stepping out of the room” when
engaging with trainees, (3) a chat box for troubleshooting, (4)
file sharing capabilities, (5) screenshot capabilities to support
efficient charting, and (6) multiperson teleconferencing to
include other members of the multidisciplinary team,
interpreters, trainees, and family members in different physical
locations. These functionalities were not available during the
study period.

...when we're discussing end-of-life care issues, to
have the physician and respiratory therapist, social
worker and palliative care physician, all present in
the same ‘virtual room’, that would be really nice.
[MD19]

Engaging in education of trainees was one of the top 3 concerns
for 21 (44%) surveyed clinicians (Table 3). The initial interface
available through the electronic medical record (EMR) only
allowed for a two-way call; therefore, parallel software was
needed to include trainees.

Workflow Efficiency
Perceptions of workflow efficiency were mixed. Major issues
included rigid video visit scheduling, note-taking efficiency,
and previsit planning. Several clinicians mentioned that,
provided there were no technological issues, video visits helped
them stay on schedule. However, hard time limits set by the
video visit platform caused frustration. Clinicians could not
notify the next patient when running late nor initiate the next
visit earlier than scheduled as they might do at the clinic.

…it's much easier for someone to wait in a physical
waiting room if you do happen to run over with a
patient who’s before them. It’s a lot harder or less
acceptable if someone is waiting to see you via video
and staring at their computer screen for 10 or 15
minutes. … You can’t open up another video and say,
‘I'm here. I'm just with somebody else, and I'm going
to switch back.’ [MD10]

Views on documentation during a video call also differed.
Note-taking was considered easier by some during video visits,
reducing after-hours charting time. Others were unable to
document simultaneously, making them less efficient. Dictation
was considered a possible solution.

…unless you get the screen set up correct[ly], it
actually can be really hard to document and type
while doing the video visit. The typing can be noisy
on the patient’s end… [MD5]

However, most surveyed clinicians (n=34; 71%) agreed or
strongly agreed that video visits allowed them to shift
uncompensated to compensated work (ie, scheduling a video
visit to address concerns that would previously have been
managed through either EMR messaging or unscheduled and
uncompensated phone calls).

The lack of integration of medical assistants (MAs) in the video
visit workflow, resulting in a lack of previsit charting and
medication reconciliation, was another concern. Incorporating
MAs, or even involving the patient in their own previsit
preparation, was deemed necessary for video visits to be
sustained.

I'd like to see it be more efficient… In advance of the
visit, it would be nice if they [patients] could do their
medication reconciliation. …enter in the last set of
vitals that they took for themselves. …enter in their
own review of symptoms and chief complaints.
[MD16]

Appropriateness: Suitability, Usefulness, and
Practicability of Video Visits
Three themes emerged related to appropriateness of video visits:
benefits and barriers, physical examination, and continuity of
care, each of which are described below.

Benefits and Barriers of Video Visits for Patients and
Families/Caregivers
Clinicians highlighted several benefits of video visits for patients
and families/caregivers, including convenience, impact on travel
and cost, and seeing the patient’s home environment. Barriers
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noted included access to technology, patient’s technological
capacity, and language. Video visits were considered
advantageous and convenient, saving patients time and money,
particularly for older adults and those who travel long distances
for appointments. Survey respondents (n=37; 77%) agreed that
saving patients unnecessary travel was one of the top 3 benefits
(Table 4). Several clinicians supported referring patients to local

laboratories to further avoid unnecessary travel. Clinicians also
noted that for patients who required assistance (eg, patients with
dementia, epilepsy, or mobility issues), the video visit alleviated
the travel burden on families/caregivers.

…it's very convenient for our patients, especially those
who are elderly or have neurologic issues. [It] Spares
them unnecessary travel and costs... [MD16]

Table 4. Ambulatory neurology clinicians’ (n=48) top 3 areas of excitement related to video visits as reported through survey data.

Survey respondents, n (%)With regard to video visits, clinicians (n=48) were excited about... (indicated top 3)

37 (77)Saving patients from unnecessary travel

33 (69)Increased access for vulnerable populations

23 (48)Ability to see my patients from my home or nonclinic location

18 (38)Reduced uncompensated work

17 (35)Flexible scheduling of patient visits

3 (6)Ability to see patients in their home environment

3 (6)Ability to connect with patients’ caregivers/family members

4 (8)Other (providers listed various reasons)

Several clinicians saw value in seeing patients in their home.
Not only did it allow more family involvement, but clinicians
could also troubleshoot daily functioning issues or modify the
patient’s environment by directly assessing fall hazards,
medications, and home devices.

…maybe you see … a lot of stuff strewn over the floor
and that is why they're falling so much … you might
observe things … that might impact their neurological
disease on a day to day basis … or you don't think to
ask about … in a clinic visit because you're not seeing
the world that they're actually living in. [MD25]

Even though increased access to vulnerable populations was
rated as one of the top 3 benefits of video visits (n=33; 69%;
Table 4), numerous clinicians mentioned that some patients,
particularly older adults and lower-income patient populations
(eg, unhoused individuals or rural farm workers), lacked the
necessary access to technology and technological capability to
support a video call. In the absence of a supportive family
member/caregiver, video visits with patients with cognitive,
hearing, or visual impairment were also considered nonideal.

... not suited are patients with some mild to moderate
cognitive impairment. ...they have more trouble
interacting with the physician and understanding who
they’re talking to. [MD25]

Language barriers were also considered a possible limitation of
video visit utilization by both interviewees and survey
respondents. Specifically, 17 (35%) surveyed clinicians
indicated inclusion of interpreters was one of their top 3
concerns (Table 3).

Virtual Physical Examinations
Clinicians reported that video visits were superior to a phone
call, allowing them to gather more information than just a
medical history. Although exam needs varied by clinician and
subspecialty, several clinicians described that despite challenges,

they were pleasantly surprised to be able to perform several
modified physical examinations over video. Nevertheless, many
stated that the inability to perform a hands-on physical
examination was a limitation of video visits that was best paired
with a timely in-person follow-up. Several clinicians mentioned
that virtual exams were more time-consuming and occasionally
required assistance from a caregiver to position the phone to
properly observe the patient, perform certain physician-directed
exams, confirm what the patient says, or catch the patient if s/he
is at risk of falling.

You have to have a caregiver, you can’t check gait
without it [a caregiver] or the patient needs some
sort of stand or desk or something where they can put
the computer down at the end of a hallway and then
asking the patient to find a hallway that they can walk
back and forth is really the best way to do it. But a
caregiver probably works best. [MD21]

Additional limitations were related to the patient’s immediate
environment, including adequate space for the patient to move
around, and sufficient lighting. Camera positioning was also
critical. If positioned too close, the clinician lacked sufficient
visual field to observe the patient’s entire body. Clinicians also
noted that occasionally patients took their video call at
inappropriate times (eg, while working or driving), despite
previsit counseling.

Promoting Continuity of Care
Clinicians considered video visits beneficial to ensure continuity
of care for chronic conditions. There was general agreement
that video visits are best suited for established patients,
especially those who are stable/uncomplicated, or for a quick
checkup without extensive examination or testing. Although
several clinicians felt that most patients were appropriate for
video visits, the majority agreed that new patient visits, and
patients with acute conditions and declining health, were less
suited due to relative ease of the complete physical examination
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when conducted in person. Many preferred to first see the patient
in person before determining whether further follow-up care
can be provided, at least partly, over video. Clinicians also
recognized that some patient populations encounter significant
barriers to attending the clinic in person and that video offers
an opportunity to continue care.

We deal with progressive conditions, and once you
get into that moderate to advanced stage of illness it
just becomes not worth their effort to come anymore.
It’s too difficult on the patient, it’s too difficult on the
family, and so we lose contact with the vast majority
of our patients as they become more advanced.
...telemedicine actually might allow continuity of care
into the more advanced stages… [MD12]

Perceived Sustainability
Most clinicians were positive toward video visits and believed
they could incorporate video into their practice long-term,
although several insisted that video cannot replace a full
in-person examination. Moreover, 40 (83%) surveyed clinicians
agreed or strongly agreed that video visits supported their overall
well-being. The general view was that for long-term
sustainability, patient video visits will need to be selected
carefully to optimize care and respect preferences. Patients’
suitability for video visits would need to be determined during
scheduling based on several criteria (eg, physical examination
needs, patient’s technological capacity and demographics, new
versus return). However, previsit screening and triage to
determine which patients are best suited for video was
considered burdensome, which could compromise their
sustainability. Seldom was the video visit itself considered a
good tool for triage.

I would like to be able to offer it for my patients who
are a little less mobile and who come from far away.
I don’t think it will completely replace in-person
visits, but if we can alternate visits and do in-person
versus telehealth, I think that’ll be huge. [MD21]

Most survey respondents (n=39; 81%) agreed that video visits
should be supplemented with in-person visits. The recommended
frequency of supplemental in-person visits varied among the
respondents: 6 (15%) recommended quarterly, 11 (28%)
biannually, 17 (44%) annually, and 5 (13%) every 2 years. A
concern mentioned by a minority of interviewees and 7 (15%)
surveyed clinicians was that patients may find video too
convenient and opt out of recommended in-person visits. In
contrast, 9 (19%) survey respondents with representation from
epilepsy, memory, headache, stroke, and neuro-oncology,
indicated that an all-video practice would be feasible for their
patient population.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Video visits were rolled out rapidly at Stanford University’s
Department of Neurology and Neurological Sciences during
the COVID-19 pandemic. A high proportion of visits were
conducted via video at volumes near prepandemic volumes,
indicating robust and rapid adoption by both clinicians and

patients. This necessary and widespread adoption allowed for
thorough assessment of new opportunities and barriers in
video-based care across almost all ambulatory neurology
subspecialties.

Clinicians recognized the patient benefits of video visits,
including saving patients unnecessary travel and increasing
access to vulnerable populations, as is well-documented [1,3-8].
As patients with chronic progressive neurologic conditions lose
function, in-person visits become increasingly challenging and
care by video is a welcome new supplemental resource. Video
visits could improve the experience for these patients and others,
but various challenges remain. As clinicians noted, the most
vulnerable high-need patients were often the hardest to care for
virtually. Vulnerability is not uniform across patients and could
be related to diagnosis (eg, patients with sensory or cognitive
deficits), support (eg, caregiver status), socioeconomic status,
or access (eg, poor access to technology). New creative solutions
are being explored to address these challenges at various levels,
with the goal of rendering virtual care an effective catchment
for all. For instance, a pilot program delivering tablets to patients
cared for by the US Department of Veterans Affairs has been
successful in addressing concerns related to diagnosis and
technology [40]. Further, municipality-level internet and
broadband for all could address access issues [41].

Clinicians reported that video visits were beneficial for seeing
the patient’s home and meeting caregivers and family members.
Observing patients at home is a documented benefit of video
visits; it can reduce patient and caregiver anxiety, and allow
assessment of fall hazards and habitual behaviors that are not
always possible to capture during an in-person visit [6,42].
These benefits were rarely identified within the top 3 benefits
of video visits in the survey, which is likely related to the many
perceived benefits of video visits as well as the diverse needs
of neurology subspecialties’ patient populations. Interviewed
clinicians emphasized that the presence of a caregiver is often
essential to a successful video visit. For example, a caregiver
is essential for collateral history when the patient has cognitive
impairment or for safely examining gait for a complaint of
parkinsonism, but not for a younger patient presenting with
headache. Communicating the importance of including
caregivers in certain video visits is thus important for optimal
care provision.

Previously, the perceived limitations of virtual physical
examinations have been a source of hesitant incorporation of
telemedicine into neurology practice [10-12]; however, virtual
physical examinations are possible, especially to supplement
heavily history-based presentations [1,6,43]. A previous
investigation demonstrated that virtual exams were adequate
even for many patients with multiple sclerosis and
neuroimmunology issues [44]. Presence of a caregiver can
further facilitate a detailed and complete medical history and
examination [28]. In this study, several clinicians reported that
video cannot replace a full in-person examination, but others
reported that the virtual physical examination was more feasible
than expected. Best practices that were followed across clinics
included consenting patients and explaining video limitations
prior to the visit, and scheduling patients for in-person follow-up
as soon as they are able to do so safely whenever an in-person
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examination was deemed important during the video visit. As
clinics adjust to new routines and workflows, measures are also
being taken to further optimize the virtual exam experience. For
instance, the department has organized teleneurology
professional development webinars on optimal virtual physical
examination techniques [23,45], and guidance documents on
this topic have also been developed internally. Together with
time and experience, these efforts may further increase clinician
comfort with the virtual physical examination.

Clinicians were keen about the ability to work remotely,
reduction in uncompensated work, and flexible scheduling
facilitated by video visit use. In the current configuration, video
visits are not constrained by clinic spaces nor specific staffing
needs, thereby allowing clinicians flexibility to vary timing and
length of both their overall clinic session and individual patient
appointments. This is a clear benefit, as lack of flexibility in
work is a key driver of burnout [46], and even more salient
given increased family and childcare duties for many due to the
pandemic. Furthermore, reducing uncompensated work has
potential well-being benefits. Historically, clinicians with full
clinic schedules answered patient messages and phone calls
uncompensated outside of normal clinical hours; this is another
driver of physician burnout [47]. Video visits have relatively
fewer constraints than in-person visits that are often booked out
for months, and could enable the ability to address a new patient
concern in short order “on the clock” and compensated. Further,
most respondents also reported that video visits support their
well-being, which is key in a specialty where an estimated 60%
of clinicians reported at least one symptom of burnout even
before the pandemic [48].

Perceived sustainability of video visits was high; clinicians
emphasized a desire for video visits to remain a permanent
fixture in their practice. However, the proportion of video visits
and in-person visits within their practice was anticipated to
change in their postpandemic practice and vary by individual
providers and subspecialty. Most clinicians preferred to have a
practice that uses both video and in-person visits, but more than
half (57%) expressed a preference for less frequent in-person
visits (ie, every 1 or 2 years). Perhaps most surprisingly, nearly
20% of clinicians from a variety of neurology subspecialties
indicated that an all-virtual practice was possible. This variation
in preferences may reflect the wide variation in the nature and
examination demands of neurologic subspecialties, with
subspecialties known to be especially exam-dependent (eg,
movement and neuromuscular disorders) notably absent from
those indicating feasibility of an entirely virtual practice.

The capabilities of mobile technology and remote monitoring
have facilitated great advances in telemedicine [2,6,8,14];
however, several challenges remain and need to be addressed
to enable long-term sustainability of video visits. Audio and
video connectivity issues may be partially ameliorated by
software updates and through increased experience with
telemedicine, particularly for clinicians. On the other hand,
some technological issues experienced by patients could
potentially be addressed with targeted efforts, including more
previsit planning and education with a staff member. To enhance
the video visit experience for both patients and clinicians,
pertinent features included virtual waiting rooms and multiuser

interfaces to promote incorporation of trainees, interpretation
services, and multidisciplinary care. Some of these features
were added in subsequent updates and parallel workflows were
developed to use other HIPAA-compliant platforms for visits
including trainees or interpreters. In our experience, this parallel
platform and approach were important for resolving some issues
of functionality and service; however, the lack of integration
and interoperability with standard EMR video functionality
could impact sustainability.

Further analysis of the workflow around telemedicine in
ambulatory neurology is needed as there is growing recognition
that workflow is nontrivial and complex [49]. In this study,
initial workflows for video visits did not include MAs taking
patient vitals and performing medication reconciliation, key
aspects of in-person visits for new patients. Clinic processes
should reincorporate MAs in video previsits, perhaps through
phone or video visits in the days prior to the clinical video visit.
As clinical workflows evolve to sustain video visit use and meet
the needs of the most vulnerable patient populations, these video
previsits could potentially also provide patient education on
optimal lighting, how to position devices, space, and presence
of caregivers.

Strengths and Limitations
Perceptions of clinicians using video visits were captured in
real time during early rapid implementation through interviews
and/or a survey across many ambulatory neurology
subspecialties. However, given its nascent state, operational
scheduling data only captured data of video visits conducted
via the EPIC Hyperspace Platform and did not consistently
reflect visits conducted on other HIPAA-compliant software,
such as Zoom. Therefore, the data presented herein likely
underestimate the actual total number of completed visits.
Further, when video visits were diverted to phone calls or other
software during the 8-week implementation period, the
scheduling system incorrectly categorized the encounter as
cancelled, no show, or patient left without being seen. This
limitation has been recently addressed, presenting an opportunity
to investigate the impact of video visits on clinic utilization in
future investigations. Finally, views of other essential health
care staff, such as patient care coordinators and MAs, who
performed essential activities (eg, scheduling and confirming
patients’ technology capabilities), as well as residents and
patients/caregivers, are not presented here.

Conclusions
Video visit adoption was rapid at Stanford’s ambulatory
neurology clinics. Almost all clinicians conducted video visits
by the eighth week of implementation and achieved near-normal
patient volumes during the COVID-19 pandemic stay-at-home
order. Despite the sudden change in workflow, clinicians largely
expressed positive views toward video visits; clinicians
supported permanent integration of video visits and noted them
to be conducive to physician well-being. However, overall
clinician satisfaction was impacted by technological issues,
limitations with the physical examination, and challenges
accessing vulnerable patient populations. Although our mixed
methods evaluation confirmed the success of video visits in all
subspecialty neurology clinics across many dimensions,
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innovations must be developed to address their limitations.
Additional solutions are also needed for the most vulnerable

patient populations. A crucial next step for optimization is to
understand patients’ experiences and preferences.
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Abstract

Background: A vast amount of mobile apps have been developed during the past few months in an attempt to “flatten the curve”
of the increasing number of COVID-19 cases.

Objective: This systematic review aims to shed light into studies found in the scientific literature that have used and evaluated
mobile apps for the prevention, management, treatment, or follow-up of COVID-19.

Methods: We searched the bibliographic databases Global Literature on Coronavirus Disease, PubMed, and Scopus to identify
papers focusing on mobile apps for COVID-19 that show evidence of their real-life use and have been developed involving
clinical professionals in their design or validation.

Results: Mobile apps have been implemented for training, information sharing, risk assessment, self-management of symptoms,
contact tracing, home monitoring, and decision making, rapidly offering effective and usable tools for managing the COVID-19
pandemic.

Conclusions: Mobile apps are considered to be a valuable tool for citizens, health professionals, and decision makers in facing
critical challenges imposed by the pandemic, such as reducing the burden on hospitals, providing access to credible information,
tracking the symptoms and mental health of individuals, and discovering new predictors.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23170)   doi:10.2196/23170

KEYWORDS

mobile apps; systematic survey; COVID-19; mobile health; eHealth

Introduction

The COVID-19 outbreak, which first emerged in China, has
spread worldwide. On March 11, 2020, the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 as a pandemic [1].
The disease has disrupted global trade, employment, and travel,
and many governments had to take strict measures to control
the spread of the virus and minimize the burden of morbidity
and mortality so that health care systems remain functional [2].
In many countries around the world, citizens have been
recommended to stay at home and practice social distancing for

as long as possible as a primary measure of preventing the
spread of COVID-19.

Although mobile apps are successfully used for managing
chronic diseases [3,4], the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has
pushed the need for mobile app solutions at the forefront to
reduce the risk of cross-contamination caused by close contact
[5-7]. Mobile technology has been leveraged in a number of
ways to control the spread of COVID-19. Mobile apps are
accessible, acceptable, and easily adopted, and have the ability
to support social distancing efforts. As such, they have been
widely developed and implemented during the previous months
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in an attempt to “flatten the curve” of the increasing number of
COVID-19 cases, providing knowledge and information to
civilians while attempting to relieve the pressure from health
care systems.

Despite increasing reliance on mobile health (mHealth) solutions
as part of COVID-19–related response plans, major knowledge
gaps exist about their utility and efficacy during the current
pandemic for both health professionals as well as for the
general population. To this direction, this systematic review
aims to shed light into studies found in the scientific literature
on the use and evaluation of mobile apps for the prevention,
management, treatment, or follow-up of COVID-19.

Other recent reviews have focused merely on the exploration
of COVID-19 mobile apps in app stores in general [8] or were
restricted to apps deployed in specified countries such as the
United States, the United Kingdom, and India [9]. Although
there are already related generic COVID-19 information and
communication technology surveys [10,11], they focus on
specific topics such as contact tracing [12,13]; specialized health
sectors like pediatric health care delivery [14], mental health
[15], epilepsy [16], and palliative care [17]; or countries like
India [14], China [18], and the United Kingdom [19]. To the
best of our knowledge, there has been no other work dedicated
to the systematic review of pragmatic studies that have
demonstrated the real-life use and evaluation of COVID-19
mobile apps.

Methods

Search Strategy
The bibliographic databases of PubMed and Scopus, along with
the global research database on COVID-19 developed by the
WHO [20], were searched to identify mHealth apps used for
the purposes of prevention, treatment, or management of
COVID-19 and assessed in pragmatic studies.

Eligibility Criteria
In this context, the inclusion criteria for study selection were
the following: features of the COVID-19 mobile app should be
described, the study should show evidence of the implementation
of the COVID-19 mobile app in real life and provide quantitative
outcomes, the study should show that clinical professionals
were involved in the design or validation of the mobile app, the
paper describing the study must have been written in English.
Case reports, letters to editors, preprint papers, qualitative

studies, surveys or reviews, simulation studies, and studies
describing protocols were excluded from the review.

Study Selection
The string “(mobile health) OR (mhealth) OR (smartphone) OR
(mobile phone) OR (mobile application) OR (mobile app) OR
(app) AND (COVID-19),” was used for a search within the title,
abstract, and keywords of the manuscripts. Authors HK, AT,
AK, FL, DGK, and IK independently screened the identified
papers to minimize possible errors and bias in the selection
process. Any disagreements were resolved by discussion
between the authors to reach consensus. The authors first
screened the abstracts of the candidate papers for inclusion and
assessed their eligibility according to the defined inclusion and
exclusion criteria. Moreover, the authors selected the final
papers for inclusion after reading the full manuscripts of the
eligible papers, as well as their references.

The Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP) tool was
adopted to assess the methodological quality of the included
studies. The EPHPP tool is suitable for evaluating quantitative
studies in a wide range of health-related topics, and it has
demonstrated reliability [21]. The included studies were
synthesized (by HK, AK, FL, and DGK) according to their
target, mobile app main features, study design, number of
enrolled participants and their age, follow-up duration, outcomes
and whether these were positive or negative, and implications
for clinical practice. This systematic review was conducted
following the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [22]. A
completed PRISMA checklist is shown in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Results

Statistical Analysis
Our last search in June 2020 returned 165 manuscripts from the
PubMed database, 188 manuscripts from the Scopus database,
and another 375 manuscripts from the WHO research database.
All the retrieved records were imported in the Zotero
bibliography management software (Center for History and
New Media at George Mason University), which identified 252
duplicates. We screened the abstracts of the remaining 476
papers according to our inclusion and exclusion criteria, and 22
papers were found to be eligible. After reading the full text of
the papers, the authors agreed to include 12 papers. The
screening procedure along with reasons for excluding papers
are shown in the PRISMA flow diagram in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram. WHO: World Health Organization.

Study Outcomes and Quality Assessment
On the basis of the EPHPP criteria for selection bias, design,
confounders, blinding, data collection, and dropouts, we found
the methodological quality to be moderate for 2 of the 12 (17%)
studies [23,24] and weak for the remaining 10 (83%) studies
(Table 1). Most studies were poorly rated because of their

observational or cross-sectional nature, insufficient care in
controlling for confounders, insufficient reporting on the validity
and reliability of the tools used for data collection, and the
absence of description on withdrawals and dropouts. The design
of a randomized or controlled clinical trial was not reported in
any of the reviewed studies.
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Table 1. Quality assessment of included studies based on the EPHPP criteria.

Global ratingEPHPPa criteriaStudy

WDgDCfBLeCFdSDcSBb

WWWMiWWWhBae et al [25]

MWMMMMMBourdon et al [23]

WWWMWWWDrew et al [26]

WWSjMWWWBen Hassen et al [27]

MSMMMMWHuckins et al [24]

WWWMWWWKodali et al [28]

WWWMWWMMedina et al [29]

WWWMSWWMenni et al [30]

WWWMWWMRos and Neuwirth [31]

WWWMWMMTimmers et al [32]

WWWMWWMYamamoto et al [33]

WWWMWWWZamberg et al [34]

aEPHPP: Effective Public Health Practice Project.
bSB: selection bias.
cSD: study design.
dCF: confounders.
eBL: blinding.
fDC: data collection methods.
gWD: withdrawals and dropouts.
hW: weak.
iM: moderate.
jS: strong.

Comparison
In the following sections, we provide a comparison of the
included studies, in terms of intervention target and main
features, study design, and outcome and clinical implications.

Intervention Target and Main Features
The reviewed papers varied in intervention target and main
features (Table 2). One paper discussed a COVID-19 tracking
app informing users about risk assessment and offering relevant
advice [28]. The paper did not provide further details about app
features. Apps that offered education and information material
were discussed in 3 papers. They either targeted patients or

health care professionals. Patient education included hospital
information (appointments, visiting hours, self-isolation, and
general COVID-19 information [32]) and education related to
SARS-CoV-2. For health care professionals, they included
information about how to handle patients with COVID-19
[31,34]. One paper [25] described how the hospital information
system was adapted to handle COVID-19 with the incorporation
of relevant templates. An app for recording general health
information was discussed in 1 paper [33], and apps for
self-assessment focusing on symptoms were found in 1 paper
[32]. Self-monitoring based on a symptom diary and health
observation data were also reported in 4 papers [26,29,32,33].
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Table 2. A comparison of intervention target and main features.

Main featuresInterventionStudies

Risk assessment and adviceTracking appKodali et al [28]

Information for patientsEducation and informationTimmers et al [32]

Information for health care professionalsEducation and informationRos and Neuwirth [31] and Zamberg et al [34]

Adaptation to pandemicHospital information systemBourdon et al [23]

GeneralHealth assessmentYamamoto et al [33]

Self-monitoringHealth assessmentBae et al [25], Medina et al [29], Timmers et al [32],
and Yamamoto et al [33]

Telephone outreachHome monitoringMedina et al [29]

Vital signs with smart devicesHome monitoringBourdon et al [23]

Internet of ThingsHome monitoringDrew et al [26]

Demographics and health statusInteractive mapTimmers et al [32]

Patient email to specific recipientsData sharingYamamoto et al [33]

Nurse outreachData sharingMedina et al [29]

Behavior during the pandemicStudent mental healthBen Hassen et al [27]

Progress of diseasePrediction modelMenni et al [30]

Emergency eye careTeleophtalmologyHuckins et al [24]

Home monitoring was handled based on telephone outreach
[29], smart vital sign monitoring devices [25], and Internet of
Things [27]. An interactive map of user demographics and health
status was discussed in 1 paper [32]. Two apps offered data
sharing capabilities via email to specific recipients based on
patient options [33], or as symptoms were worsening, the app
sent messages to be assessed by nursing staff to provide
appropriate advice [29]. One paper assessed student behavior
to determine whether the mental health of participants changed
due to the COVID-19 pandemic [24]. One paper used data
collected by Drew et al [26] to develop a prediction model about

disease progress as well as tracking the disease progress in real
time [30]. Finally, 1 paper [23] reported on a smartphone app
to manage emergency eye care.

Study Design and Structure of Research
Regarding the study design, almost all selected studies were
proof of concept, observational studies, or both, aiming to
evaluate the practical use, usability, or user satisfaction with
the corresponding apps that were developed to support
individuals, health care providers, and policy makers during the
COVID-19 pandemic (Table 3).
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Table 3. A comparison of study design and structure of the research.

Follow-up duration
(study period)

AgeParticipants, nStudy designStudy

No follow-upPatient mean age: 25
years; no information
for medical staff

12 patients and 24
medical staff

Online surveys on patient and medical staff satisfaction
with the mobile app and the wearables

Bourdon et al
[23]

No follow-upMean: 40.7 (SD 20.3;
0.6-92) years. The

500Observational cohort study measuring behaviors
through the StudentLife smartphone sensing app

Huckins et al
[24]

number of patients old-
er than 60 years was
small.

The launching of the
COVID Symptom

Mean: 41 (range: 18-
90) years

>2 million users; 75%
female

Observational data collection that helped develop
predictive models. Participants that were already en-
rolled in ongoing epidemiologic studies were ap-
proached to use this app.

Bae et al [25]

Study app occurred in
the United Kingdom on
March 24, 2020, and in
the United States on
March 29, 2020.
265,851 individuals
were enrolled by March
27, 2020.

No follow-upPatients range: 45-61
years

5 hospitalized patients
and 5 doctors

Observational study on the COVID Symptom Tracker
mobile app

Drew et al [26]

178 (82.0%) students
provided data during

Range: 18-22 years at
the time of enrollment

217; 67.8% (n=147)
were female

The StudentLife app was used for smartphone mobile
sensing. Ecological momentary assessments were used
to assess depression and anxiety.

Ben Hassen et
al [27]

the Winter 2020 term
(January 6 to March 13,
2020).

All reviews that were
available publicly and

Not reported503 most relevant re-
views were identified

Observational study using descriptive statistics and

thematic analysis on the mHealtha app Arogya Setu.

Kodali et al
[28]

posted in English by thebased on the Google al-
gorithm users until April 21,

2020, were included.
The start date of app re-
views collection was
not reported.

Engagement with My-
Care Companion app

25% (n=483) were old-
er than 60 years, and

COVID-19 patients en-
rolled by May 25, 2020:

Observational cohort study carried out at the Cleveland
Clinic, OH, US. It included a self-monitoring app for
patient engagement and early intervention.

Medina et al
[29]

reached 32%; 25% con-
tinued under monitoring

3.5% (n=67) were
younger than 18 years.

1924. Most (85%) pa-
tients were enrolled 5
days from symptom on-
set.

for longer than 14 days
due to persistent symp-
toms.

Data analyzed had been
collected between

Average age for tested
positive, tested nega-

Symptoms were report-
ed by 2,450,569 from

Observational data collection and statistical analysis
that helped develop predictive models

Menni et al [30]

March 24 and April 21,
2020.

tive, and not tested:
(UK: 41.25, 41.87, and
43.38; US: 41.87,
47.25, and 53.00).

the UK and 168,293
from the US

366 replies received
during the first 72 h of

Not provided12,516 users, learners,
health care workers,

A tutorial feedback survey was conducted. User feed-
back was requested from health care workers and re-

Ros and
Neuwirth [31]

deploying the survey.and responders down-sponders about the presented global public health edu-
cational outreach technology. During this time period,

there were 512 sub-
loaded the app in 1
month.

scribers that had down-
loaded the app (71.48%
response rate).
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Follow-up duration
(study period)

AgeParticipants, nStudy designStudy

The study focused on
data collected between
April 1-20, 2020. The
app was being used by
over 15 hospitals in the
Netherlands, Belgium,
and Germany, accumu-
lating over 30,000
downloads.

Average: 50.87 years6194 individuals down-
loaded the app.

Observational cohort study (based on the data collected

at the ETZb hospital), assessed the use of the app as
well as its usability. Data were gathered for health care
providers and policy makers.

Timmers et al
[32]

The active epidemiolog-
ical investigation period
was carried out from
March 6-19, 2020, at
Wakayama City Public
Health Center. In this
period 57 of 72 individ-
uals (health observers)
adopted the use of the
app. By mid-May, the
app had been used by
more than 20,280 users
and 400 facilities and
organizations. These
included companies,
schools, hospitals, and
local governments
across Japan.

N/AdIn the context of the ac-
tive epidemiological in-
vestigation period (from
March 6-19, 2020) at
Wakayama City Public
Health Center, 72 indi-
viduals who had close
contact with a COVID-
19 confirmed case were
discovered. Among
them, 57 had adopted
the use of the health
observation app.

Proof of concept and practical use study in a real-world

setting. The study aimed to develop a PHRc-based
COVID-19 symptom-tracking app to determine
whether PHRs could be used for efficient health obser-
vation outside a traditional hospital setting. The prac-
tical aspects of health observations for COVID-19 us-
ing the smartphone or tablet app integrated with PHRs
was demonstrated. Moreover, a usability evaluation
of the app was carried out based on interviews with
help desk managers of the app.

Yamamoto et al
[33]

The mHealth platform
was used for 18 days
from February 25,
2020, until March 13,
2020.

25-30 years: 28 mem-
bers; 31-35 years: 24
members; 36-40 years:
18 members; 41-50
years: 29 members; 51-
60 years: 24 members;
>60 years: 2 members

125 members of the
hospital staff

Utilization-focused evaluation study to identify the
use of an mHealth platform for information sharing

Zamberg et al
[34]

amHealth: mobile health.
bETZ: Elisabeth Twee Steden.
cPHR: personal health record.
dN/A: not applicable.

One study [24] used the corresponding mobile app (StudentLife
app) as a tool for an ecological momentary assessment, aiming
to assess depression and anxiety of college students to determine
whether there was a change in behavior and mental health of
participants in response to COVID-19.

The number of participants was mentioned in all selected
studies. Some studies reported a relatively low numbers of
participants using the corresponding app, whereas others a
relatively large number of participants and users. The studies
that reported the largest number of users were those described
by Drew et al [26] (over 2 million users) and Menni et al [30]
(2,450,569 users in the United Kingdom and 168,293 from the
United States that had reported symptoms through the
smartphone app). Studies that reported the lowest number of
participants were the ones described by Bae et al [25] (12
patients and 24 medical staff) and Ben Hassen et al [27] (5
hospitalized patients and 5 doctors).

The age of participants was also reported in most of the studies
except 3 [28,31,33]. The average age or age range for
participants varied depending on the corresponding study.

Concerning the follow-up duration (study duration), 3 out of
the 12 selected studies [23,25,27], did not report the study
duration. Kodali et al [28] reported the end date but did not
mention the start date of app use, Drew et al [26] reported only
the start date of the app launch, Ros and Neuwirth [31] reported
3 days of app use, Yamamoto et al [33] reported 14 days,
Zamberg et al [34] reported 18 days, Timmers et al [32] reported
20 days, and Huckins et al [24] reported 67 days of app use.
Finally, Medina et al [29] mentioned that the engagement with
the app reached 32%, whereas 25% of users continued under
monitoring for longer than 14 days due to persistent symptoms.

Outcomes
Outcome assessments were varied across studies. An overview
is shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. A comparison of outcomes for the various studies.

Positive/negative outcomesPrimary outcomesPaper

Timmers et al
[32]

• Successful implementation and use of a COVID-
19 app for individuals

• The information provided by the app satisfied the user needs.
• Users indicated the added-value of the symptom tracker diary to be

high. • An interactive map displayed the data collected
through the app.

• COVID-19 screening results produced at the hos-
pital were linked to app data.

• Health care providers and policy makers could use
the data in developing their health care strategy
based on the distribution of the reported infection
load.

Yamamoto et
al [33]

• The ability of individuals to record health status
on a daily basis was an important countermeasure
against COVID-19.

• 72 health observers were identified who were in close contact with a
confirmed case. Among them, 57 adopted the app, while 14 used tele-
phone as a means for conducting investigations.

• The use of the app improved the efficiency and
completeness of the investigation process for

• Before the introduction of the app, phone interviews required more
than 2 hours and four epidemiological officers for contact tracing.
After the introduction of the app, only one epidemiological officer was COVID-19 cases carried out by epidemiological
needed to perform health observations. officers.

• The visualization of health observation data improved the investigation
efficiency and comprehensiveness.

Zamberg et al
[34]

• Using the mHealth solution as a communication
channel turned out to be effective within the orga-
nization for dissemination purposes during the

• Three documents related to COVID-19 were made available to medical
staff via the mobile platform.

• Information was viewed 859 times, which accounted for 35.6% of total
document views. pandemic.

• Daily practice was conducted by more confident
and better-informed health care professionals.

• The number of sessions per day increased significantly in the study
period (more than doubled) compared with the sessions per day in
previous weeks.

• Usability evaluation: 70 (83.3%) said it was easy to find information

about SARS-CoV-2. On a 10-point Likert scale, the mHealtha solution
scored 8.5 for time-saving and 7.6 for COVID-19 patient care assurance
in daily practice.

Kodali et al
[28]

• Error correction, improved data collection quality,
and user privacy should be considered in mHealth
apps.

• Mixed evidence about the use of the app but mainly optimistic

• Steps must be taken to ensure the reliability of the
information provided by users. Therefore, predict-
ing multiple verification of data entered by users
could be critical.

Huckins et al
[24]

• Mobile apps can be effectively used for tracking
the mental health of college students.

• With the rise of news relevant to COVID-19, college students spent
more time seated, had fewer visits, and showed increases in anxiety
and depression.

• The authors did not observe a return to baseline over the break, although
they observed decreases in stress and depression that paralleled the
typical drop after the final examination, suggesting some resilience in
the face of COVID-19.

Drew et al
[26]

• With the participation of groups with underrepre-
sented populations, the study aimed to encourage
enrollment of individuals from populations that

• The app captures the dynamics of COVID-19 onset days before tradi-
tional measures such as positive tests, hospitalizations, or mortality.

• The collection emphasizes the potential usefulness of symptom moni-
toring in real time to help guide the allocation of resources for testing have traditionally been difficult to recruit.
and treatment, as well as advising for tightening or loosening appropri- • The study could capture correlations based on indi-

vidual variations over time, a remarkable advantageate measures in specific areas.
over repetitive cross-sectional surveys that intro-
duced significant variation between individuals.
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Positive/negative outcomesPrimary outcomesPaper

• Mobile engagement platforms have the potential
to reduce the need for caregiver communication
for patients whose symptoms are mild or persistent,
freeing up the health care professionals to focus
on patients who need it more.

• Mobile and home-based interventions were feasible for a wide range
of conditions with a related risk of poor outcome from COVID-19.

• Approximately 10% of the patients in active monitoring presented
symptoms such as shortness of breath that required escalation to a
virtual provider. The median time to escalation ranged between 7 and
8 days.

• Patients with a pulse oximeter at home escalated a few days earlier
due to reduced oxygen saturation measurements before subjective
complaints of dyspnea.

• 2% of patients in active supervision were eventually admitted, and 3%
were readmitted for persistent COVID-19 symptoms or due to compli-
cations of other underlying diseases.

• 9 patients monitored at home died, either due to complications related
to COVID-19 or complications of another underlying disease.

Medina et al
[29]

• Physiological assessments of olfactory and taste
function or nucleotide-based testing for SARS-
CoV-2 could not be replaced by self-reporting.

• The authors did not know if anosmia was acquired
before or after other COVID-19 symptoms, or
during or after the illness.

• Besides more established symptoms such as high fever and a persistent
cough, loss of smell and taste were possible prognostic factors for
COVID-19.

• A combination of symptoms such as anosmia, fatigue, persistent cough,
and loss of appetite together could identify individuals with COVID-
19.

Menni et al
[30]

Advantage over medical videos:

• It allowed the user to live the experience of seeing
through a first-person view to learn through the
eyes of the expert.

• The ability for a health care professional to instant-
ly download locally (in a smart phone) material
that can be accessed at any time in real time before,
during, or after patient care interactions.

• When downloaded, the end user could access and
view the tutorial at any time, regardless of network
signal issues.

• Allowed health care professionals to navigate on
their own or to jump to sections that were of greater
importance to them

• This app was considered by the users as appropriate to learn and review
skills relevant to COVID-19.

• More than 95% of respondents gave a score ≥5 for skills acquisition.
• 88% of respondents said it matched their health care needs.
• 93% of the respondents stated that the app gave them a better under-

standing.
• 87% of the respondents felt quite or very confident about the execution

of the procedures, as shown in the lessons.
• 94% of respondents said that this particular COVID-19 training pro-

gram made them feel ready to care for COVID-19 patients.
• 95% of respondents would suggest the application to other users.

Ross and
Neuwirth [31]

• During periods of pandemics and disasters, auto-
mated exchange of information between health
care institutions plays an important role in dealing
more efficiently with the problem at hand.

• Mobile app: usefulness showed the highest score, followed by satisfac-
tion and perceived ease of use.

• Wearable vital sign monitoring perceived usefulness scored the highest,
followed by perceived ease of use and satisfaction.

• For carers, there was an overall satisfaction score of 4.10/5.

Bae et al [25]

• Adjustments should be made for COVID-19 pa-
tients safely.

• Vital signs had to be measured by the patients
themselves.

• Video communication between patients and doctors
was added.

• Patients and doctors alike accepted the home hospitalization system
very well.

Ben Hassen et
al [27]

• A physical appointment followed 27% of the tele-
consultations.

• Average delay of 4.12 days between the onset of
symptoms and advice, and <1 day for emergency
episodes.

• There was 96% sensitivity and 95% specificity for
the correct evaluation of the indication of a physical
consultation and only 1.0% misdiagnoses.

• Allowed doctors and patients to maintain social distance, avoiding
three or four physical trips per person.

Bourdon et al
[23]

amHealth: mobile health.

In most of the cases, app users were satisfied with the
educational and risk assessment information provided in the
mobile apps (both citizens [32] and health personnel [31,34]).
They felt reassured and informed. However, there were also

concerns [28] about the measures that would need to be taken
to ensure the reliability of information provided to users.

In addition, 3 studies [26,30,32] showed the feasibility of the
implementation and use of COVID-19 apps to support education,
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self-management, and symptom tracking through diaries.
Symptom tracker apps had even identified potential predictors
of COVID-19, such as loss of smell and taste [30]. To this
direction, mobile app sensing revealed that, during the
COVID-19 pandemic, individuals were more sedentary, visited
fewer locations, and showed increases in anxiety and depression
[24], which is in line with the “Stay safe, stay home” policies
mandated by local and national governments. However, there
were concerns that cross-verification of data entered by the
users could be crucial [28] and that the self-reported nature of
the data collected by these apps could not replace physiological
assessments and clinical examinations [30].

Additionally, mobiles apps were used for home monitoring, as
reported in 4 studies [23,25,27,29], with satisfactory usability
for both patients and health care professionals. These apps were
focused on the management of patients who are at high risk,
the moderation of exposure risk for health care workers, and
the reductions of community spread through appropriate
education on home-based care for individuals who are exposed
or infected.

Based on the data reported in the reviewed papers, interactive
maps and dashboards could be created for the quick visualization
of the status summary of patients with COVID-19 and disease
spread to be used by policy makers and health care providers
for decision making at regional levels [26,32,33]. In addition,
the dynamics of incidence days could be effectively captured,
guiding allocation of resources for testing, treatment, and
lockdown recommendations [26]. Mobile apps could
significantly improve the efficiency and completeness of contact
tracing workflows [33].

Discussion

Main Findings
A systematic review on COVID-19 mobile apps, as used and
evaluated in research studies published in the scientific literature,
is presented. Our literature search returned a significant number
of records (476 unique published manuscripts), despite the short
time period covered (December 2019 to June 2020), thereby
showing the high interest of the scientific community in the
research of mobile apps for COVID-19.

Our main finding is that, despite that the current research
evidence is fragmented and requires greater methodological
rigor, mobile apps have been found to benefit citizens, health
professionals, and decision makers in facing the COVID-19
pandemic. In particular, mobile apps can help in solving several
COVID-19–related challenges by increasing the reach of reliable
information to both citizens and health professionals, decreasing
misinformation and confusion, tracking symptoms and mental
health of citizens, home monitoring and isolation, discovering
new predictors, optimizing health care resource allocation, and
reducing the burden of hospitals.

The participants in the studies were mainly young and
middle-aged adults. Further studies are needed that will involve
older participants, who are in greater risk of developing serious
complications due to COVID-19. Understanding the needs of
older individuals in the COVID-19 pandemic period would be
the first necessary step toward designing and developing mobile
apps to encourage their physical and mental well-being [17].

Our review, in contrast to other reviews that have not examined
the evaluation of COVID-19 mobile apps in pragmatic studies
[8], identified that the majority of included studies were not of
high methodological quality, mainly because of their
observational nature. This could be justified by the fact that the
COVID-19 pandemic crisis generated an international appeal
for fast response and rapid development of digital health tools
by the research community, which might have inevitably led to
the publication of early results by observational studies. This
result can be seen as complementary to other reviews [8] that
report that many of those apps are of high quality, offering many
functionalities and advanced user experience. Longitudinal
studies with rigorous design such as randomized controlled
trials are now required to systematically assess COVID-19
mobile apps and provide strong evidence of their value.
However, ethical implications might arise due to possible
conflicts between liberty and privacy, equity, fairness, and
justice [35-37]. In this direction, health outcomes that have
scarcely been used so far, such as infection rate and quality of
life, could be used as primary end points.

Implications for Clinical Practice
The implications for clinical practice for each one of the
discussed works is shown in detail in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Implications for clinical practice.

Timmers et al [32]

• eHealth mobile apps for COVID-19 that support several functionalities such as tracking of symptoms and provision of accurate and timely
information as well as self-assessment can be implemented in a short time to be used by individuals.

• Those apps provide valuable information to both governments and health care providers, since they support monitoring of patient health status
and provide summary statistics regarding the progress of health.

• Such apps could be used in future outbreaks of other viruses to support all involved stakeholders.

Yamamoto et al [33]

• Such apps could be used in future outbreaks of other viruses to support all involved stakeholders.

Zamberg et al [34]

• Mobile health (mHealth) apps could help solve some of the COVID-19 challenges by providing more accurate and timely information to health
care professionals. This benefit is sourced by the centralized management and storage of main, up-to-date, validated, and easily accessed information
in one platform.

• mHealth apps used in health care organizations as communication tools of validated information should be assessed in the context of clinical
studies, with regards to their impact on clinical outcomes.

Kodali et al [28]

• According to users, the app should be enhanced with additional functionalities including tracking of location, provision of up-to-date information
on COVID-19 as well as information on areas with high/medium/low epidemiological burden, and deployment in nonmobile platforms.

Huckins et al [24]

• According to the findings, since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an extended negative impact both on the physical
health of individuals, resulting in an increased number of deaths, and in their mental health, resulting in changes in their behavior.

Drew et al [26]

• The research of a broader range of potential risk factors for COVID-19 results will be largely supported by the use of the app within several large
epidemiology cohorts for which there are a large amount of data on lifestyle, diet and health factors, and genetic information.

• It will be useful to deploy the tool in several clinical studies, in centralized actions related to biobanking, and in health care worker monitoring
programs.

Medina et al [29]

• The intervention impacts several organizational matters and provides answers regarding the following questions related to COVID-19:

• Which situations should we focus on to provide effective care to prevent patient admission to intensive care unit and mechanical support?

• How can those situations be better supported by increased patient self-reporting?

• Can we predict, based on time data, future inpatient demand?

• How can we manage not having conflicts between patient choice and availability of treatment?

Menni et al [30]

• Routine screening for COVID-19 could also include loss of sense of taste and smell. These two symptoms should also be included in the related
symptom list provided by the World Health Organization.

Ros and Neuwirth [31]

• The implementation and deployment of the described digital tutorials, as an effective and swift global public health educational tool, help alleviate
the burden that hospitals, health care professionals/responders, and patients face due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Bae et al [25]

• Episode triage, timely diagnosis, isolation of patients, and their treatment can be largely supported by telemedicine solutions.

Ben Hassen et al [27]

• Mobile apps can be used by patients, their caregivers, and health care professionals to better monitor and manage patient health status in the
context of patient hospitalization. Moreover, such apps are cost-effective, reliable, and safe, providing important economic benefits to hospitals.
Overall, they are accepted to a great extent by patients and individuals.
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Bourdon et al [23]

• The use of telemedicine tools for consultation purposes improved the access to health care services for patients with ophthalmological problems.
At the same time, such tools preserved social distancing and sanitary measures.

• Such tools can be used in emergency situations by ophthalmological patients who have limited access to specialized care.

As reported in the textbox, eHealth solutions can be
implemented rapidly and can offer essential tools in supporting
the COVID-19 pandemic for all stakeholders including citizens,
health care providers, policy makers, and governments. The
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic goes beyond the illness and
deaths that are directly associated with the SARS-CoV-2
pathogen and toward an expanded scope encompassing mental
health and several behavioral changes.

However, there are still several areas to explore, such as better
geolocation tracking; timely COVID-19 updates; deployment
on nonsmartphone platforms; better incidence visualization and
prediction; investigation of a much broader range of putative
risk factors for COVID-19 outcomes (based on other
longitudinal data on lifestyle, diet, genetics, etc); and the
integration with clinical systems, digital health literacy, and
engagement with mobile apps.

Apps such as the ones presented in these studies can give the
research community the opportunity to monitor long term effects
of COVID-19; answer questions such as the number of people
truly affected, why some people get sicker than others, and how
long people can stay immune to the disease; and perform better
resource allocation of medical equipment.

In case of future disease outbreaks, the mobile apps already
developed for COVID-19 can be valuable tools ready to support
people, health care providers, and policy makers. This study
can provide a guide for future developers and researchers
regarding the current methodological gaps and challenges that
need to be addressed to develop well-designed and evaluated
apps for similar future circumstances.

Limitations
We used terms related to mobile apps, mHealth, and mobile
phones for our literature search according to the review
objectives and did not use related terms such as “telehealth,”
which might have resulted in an inadvertent omission of studies.
Our literature search was conducted in a limited number of
bibliographic databases (Pubmed, Scopus, and the WHO’s
COVID-19 database), which nevertheless have been largely
used worldwide. The gray literature was not explored. The
interrater reliability between the authors was not assessed. A
meta-analysis was not possible due to the heterogeneity of the
included studies. For many cases, the quality of the study might
not reflect the quality or the effectiveness of the developed
mobile app. As such, useful and effective apps might have not
been included in this review study due to the limited quality of
the related studies.
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Abstract

Background: Telehealth is a recommended method for monitoring the progression of nonsevere infections in patients with
COVID-19. However, telehealth has not been widely implemented to monitor SARS-CoV-2 infection in quarantined individuals.
Moreover, studies on the cost-effectiveness of quarantine measures during the COVID-19 pandemic are scarce.

Objective: In this cohort study, we aimed to use telehealth to monitor COVID-19 infections in 217 quarantined Taiwanese
travelers and to analyze the cost-effectiveness of the quarantine program.

Methods: Travelers were quarantined for 14 days at the Taiwan Yangmingshan quarantine center and monitored until they
were discharged. The travelers’clinical symptoms were evaluated twice daily. A multidisciplinary medical team used the telehealth
system to provide timely assistance for ill travelers. The cost of the mandatory quarantine was calculated according to data from
the Ministry of Health and Welfare of Taiwan.

Results: All 217 quarantined travelers tested negative for SARS-CoV-2 upon admission to the quarantine center. During the
quarantine, 28/217 travelers (12.9%) became ill and were evaluated via telehealth. Three travelers with fever were hospitalized
after telehealth assessment, and subsequent tests for COVID-19 were negative for all three patients. The total cost incurred during
the quarantine was US $193,938, which equated to US $894 per individual.

Conclusions: Telehealth is an effective instrument for monitoring COVID-19 infection in quarantined travelers and could help
provide timely disease management for people who are ill. It is imperative to screen and quarantine international travelers for
SARS-CoV-2 infection to reduce the nationwide spread of COVID-19.
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Introduction

COVID-19 is caused by SARS-CoV-2 and was first detected
in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. This disease caused a
rapidly accelerating global pandemic in 2020 [1]; as of
November 13, 2020, more than 51.8 million individuals were
infected with COVID-19 globally, with the official death toll
reaching 1.3 million [2].

As the COVID-19 outbreak emerged, the Taiwanese government
implemented several strategies to prevent the nationwide spread
of COVID-19, including border controls, proactive screening
measures, and quarantine procedures [3,4]. According to the
Taiwan Communicable Disease Control Act [5], as of January
2020, all international travelers who visited regions with a
declared COVID-19 outbreak were required to complete a
14-day mandatory quarantine. By November 13, 2020, 597
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases were reported to the
Taiwan Centers for Disease Control, including 505 imported
cases (84.6%) [6]. The national mortality rate among
laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 cases was 1.2% [6].

Currently, no effective pharmacological interventions or
vaccines are available to treat or prevent COVID-19 [7,8].
Therefore, nonpharmacological public health measures such as
quarantine, isolation, social distancing, and community
containment are the only effective ways to prevent infection
and control the COVID-19 outbreak [9]. Quarantine is the most
effective tool for controlling the COVID-19 outbreak [9]; it
refers to the restriction of asymptomatic healthy people who
have had contact with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 cases.
Quarantine can be voluntary or mandatory, and it can be applied
at an individual or group level. A recent Cochrane review [10]
showed that the quarantine strategy could significantly reduce
the number of people infected with SARS-CoV-2 and decrease
the number of COVID-19–related deaths.

During quarantine, all individuals should be monitored for the
onset of symptoms; otherwise, there is risk of delays in the
detection and prompt management of the virus. Telehealth
through a line of communication is an efficient way to monitor
quarantined individuals and can assist in providing timely care
for people who require it [11]. Although telehealth has been
recommended to screen patients with COVID-19 in emergency
departments [12] and provide care for nonsevere COVID-19
cases [13], it has not been widely implemented in the monitoring
of COVID-19 infection in quarantined individuals.

Quarantine strategies have been used in many countries in an
attempt to curb the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. However,
the cost-effectiveness of these strategies has not been extensively
studied [10]. A current report [14] indicates that the quarantine
strategy is efficient in curbing the spread of COVID-19, and
the cost of a quarantine strategy is lower than that of lockdown
of workplaces.

This cohort study reports on a model used for screening and
quarantining Taiwanese travelers following an evacuation flight
from Hubei, China. In this model, telehealth was used to monitor
COVID-19 infection among travelers at a centralized quarantine
center, and the cost-effectiveness of the 14-day mandatory
quarantine strategy was analyzed.

Methods

Background Information and Study Subjects
In late January 2020, the Taiwanese government established a
centralized quarantine center to screen and monitor COVID-19
infections in international travelers who had visited countries
with a declared COVID-19 outbreak [5]. On March 30, 2020,
the government of Taiwan arranged a special charter flight to
evacuate Taiwanese travelers who had become stranded in
Hubei, China, and return them to Taiwan. Upon arrival in
Taiwan, the travelers proceeded to one of the largest national
centralized quarantine centers, Taipei Yangmingshan, for the
mandatory 14-day quarantine period. The Yangmingshan
quarantine center included six quarantined wards on three floors.

This cohort study included all the passengers of the charter
flight, who were subsequently followed up until their discharge
from the quarantine center or until April 15. This study was
approved by the Institutional Review Board of Taipei City
Hospital (no. TCHIRB-10904014-E).

Infection Control Strategies
The body temperature of the Taiwanese travelers was checked
at the international airport in China, and individuals with fever
were not allowed to board the charter flight. All travelers were
required to disinfect their hands with alcohol-based hand
sanitizer at the boarding port and to wear personal protective
equipment (PPE) provided by the Taiwanese government, which
included a face mask and medical gown. Meals were not
provided during the flight to avoid cross-infection between
passengers.

Upon arrival at the international airport in Taiwan, National
Defense chemical troops used a 1:10 diluted sodium
hypochlorite solution (5000 ppm) to disinfect the travelers’
luggage. The travelers then proceeded to the Yangmingshan
quarantine center for the 14-day quarantine period. They were
required to record their body temperature twice daily with a
thermometer that was provided to them. Additionally, daily
meals were delivered to the individuals’ rooms, and janitors
used a 1:10 diluted sodium hypochlorite solution to clean the
quarantine center once daily.

COVID-19 Screening and Monitoring
During admission to the Yangmingshan centralized quarantine
center, the travelers were screened for COVID-19 using a
real-time reverse transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR) test. If an individual tested positive for COVID-19,
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they were transferred to a hospital for medical isolation and
treatment.

Travelers’ clinical symptoms were recorded twice daily by their
primary care nurses via telephonic communication. If an
individual developed fever or became ill, a multidisciplinary
team (MDT) consisting of 15 medical workers used telehealth
to assess the traveler’s condition.

Telehealth System
The telehealth system at the Yangmingshan quarantine center
was developed based on a popular social media app called LINE,
which is a freeware app operated by the NAVER Corporation
in South Korea. The LINE-based telehealth system established
two-way communication between the MDT and 217 quarantined
travelers. Through a unique ID, the quarantined individuals
were invited to join an official LINE group in which the
quarantined travelers could report their symptoms to the MDT
members. When the MDT members received a message
regarding a quarantined traveler’s symptoms, the MDT members
initiated a one-to-one video call through LINE to clinically
evaluate the patient. The MDT members collaboratively
discussed the traveler’s condition during the telehealth session
and provided appropriate management and treatment
interventions for the traveler. If a quarantined traveler presented
with fever or shortness of breath, they were transferred to the
hospital for further treatment.

Personnel and Cost at Yangmingshan Quarantine
Center
The personnel who were responsible for overseeing the
travelers’ quarantine at the Yangmingshan quarantine center
included the MDT, police officers, janitors, a logistics group,
and administration staff. The MDT consisted of 3 physicians,
10 nurses, a pharmacist, and a psychologist. Three physicians,
including a general practitioner, a pediatrician, and a
cardiologist, gave treatment advice according to the traveler’s
condition during the telehealth session. The 10 nurses were
responsible for taking care of the travelers during 12-hour day
and night shifts in the six quarantined wards. The nurses
communicated daily with the quarantined travelers to evaluate
their clinical condition and record their body temperature. The
pharmacist delivered medications to ill quarantined travelers.
Physicians and nurses wore PPE when examining the travelers
in person.

The police officers were responsible for the security of the
travelers at five sentry points and ensured that all travelers
obeyed the COVID-19 quarantine rules and completed the
14-day mandatory quarantine order. In total, 18 police officers
were divided into three groups, with one leader in each group.
The three groups of police officers worked in 12-hour day and
night shifts. Three janitors were responsible for environmental
disinfection in the six quarantined wards, and one janitor was
responsible for two quarantined wards on one floor. The logistics
group, composed of 10 people, was responsible for meal
preparation and ensuring that sufficient supplies were provided
to the 217 travelers during the 14-day quarantine.

The cost of the quarantine for the travelers at the Yangmingshan
quarantine center was covered by the disaster reserve of the
national Ministry of Health and Welfare, which included
payment of the MDT, nonmedical personnel, and telehealth
services as well as the provision of PPE.

Statistical Analysis
First, the participants’ demographic data were analyzed.
Continuous data are presented as mean (SD), and two-sample
t tests were used for comparisons between groups. Categorical
data were analyzed with Pearson chi-square tests where
appropriate. A P value <.05 was considered to indicate statistical
significance.

A timeline infographic was used to display the progression of
clinical symptoms in hospitalized travelers. The labor and
overall costs of the quarantine were calculated according to the
disaster reserve data from the Taiwan Ministry of Health and
Welfare. All data management and analyses were performed
using SPSS 19.0 (IBM Corporation).

Results

Participant Selection and Epidemiologic Features
Our sample comprised 217 Taiwanese travelers who were
stranded in Hubei, China, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and
who returned to Taiwan on March 30, 2020 (Figure 1). The
mean age of the sample was 30.0 years (SD 19.4), and 130 of
the 217 subjects (59.9%) were female. All travelers tested
negative for COVID-19 by an RT-PCR throat swab upon
admission to the Taipei Yangmingshan quarantine center.
During the 14-day quarantine, 28 of the 217 travelers (12.9%)
underwent telehealth consultations due to illness.
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Figure 1. The process of follow-up in Taiwanese travelers quarantined at the Yangmingshan centralized quarantine center. RT-PCR: reverse
transcriptase–polymerase chain reaction.

Characteristics of Quarantined Travelers With and
Without Telehealth Evaluation
Table 1 shows the characteristics of quarantined travelers who
were and were not evaluated with telehealth. There was no

significant difference in the age or sex of the quarantined
travelers who were and were not evaluated with telehealth.
Three travelers had fever and underwent clinical assessment
using telehealth during the 14-day quarantine period.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Taiwanese travelers who were and were not evaluated with telehealth at a centralized quarantine center.

P valueNot evaluated with tele-
health (n=189)

Evaluated with telehealth
(n=28)

Total (N=217)Characteristic

0.3329.6 (17.3)33.0 (18.1)30.0 (19.40)Age (years), mean (SD)

0.68Age (years), n (%)

70 (37.0)8 (28.6)78 (35.9)<20

46 (24.3)8 (28.6)54 (24.9)20-39

73 (38.7)12 (42.8)85 (39.2)≥40

0.61Sex, n (%)

77 (40.7)10 (35.7)130 (59.9)Female

112 (59.3)18 (64.3)87 (40.1)Male

<.001Number of family members, n (%)

60 (31.7)19 (67.9)79 (36.4)1

129 (68.3)9 (32.1)138 (63.6)≥2

<.001Fever during the 14-day quarantine, n (%)

189 (100)25 (89.3)214 (98.6)No

0 (0)3 (10.7)3 (1.4)Yes

<.001Hospitalization, n (%)

189 (100)25 (89.3)214 (98.6)No

0 (0)3 (10.7)3 (1.4)Yes

Symptoms and Management in Quarantined Travelers
Receiving Telehealth Care
The symptoms and management of quarantined travelers
receiving telehealth care were recorded during the 14-day
mandatory quarantine (Multimedia Appendix 1). The most
common symptoms requiring telehealth consultations in
quarantined travelers were fever (n=3), diarrhea (n=3), toothache
(n=3), and skin rashes (n=3). Of the 217 travelers, 3 (1.4%)
developed fever during the 14-day quarantine period and were
hospitalized after a telehealth assessment.

Of the 28 quarantined travelers evaluated with telehealth, one
traveler with diabetes presented with dizziness and weakness
on the fifth day and was suspected to be hypoglycemic during

the telehealth clinical evaluation. The patient’s blood glucose
test indicated a level of 75 mg/dl when health care workers
wearing PPE visited this individual.

Clinical Features of Hospitalized Patients
Figure 2 shows the progression of clinical symptoms in three
hospitalized travelers. One traveler developed fever and illness
2 days after quarantine, and two additional travelers developed
fever 3 days after being admitted to the centralized quarantine
center. Chest x-rays of all three patients were negative for
pneumonia. Moreover, a second round of SARS-CoV-2 testing
by RT-PCR throat swab was negative for COVID-19 in all three
individuals. They were subsequently discharged from the
hospital on April 5 and returned to the Yangmingshan quarantine
center to complete the mandatory quarantine.
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Figure 2. Time course of clinical symptoms in the three hospitalized travelers.

Cost Analysis of the 14-Day Mandatory Quarantine
of Taiwanese Travelers
Table 2 shows the labor and overall cost incurred during the
14-day mandatory quarantine. The major personnel consisted
of police officers (n=18), followed by the MDT (n=15).

Moreover, the major expense was the labor cost of the MDT
(US $72,334, 37.30%), followed by police officers (US $66,427,
34.25%) and the cost of PPE (US $16,016, 8.26%). The total
cost incurred during the 14-day quarantine was US $193,938,
which equated to US $894 per traveler.

Table 2. Cost analysis of the 14-day mandatory quarantine of 217 Taiwanese travelers.

Cost (US $), amount (%)Personnel, nVariable

Personnel costs

72,334 (37.30)15Multidisciplinary medical team

66,427 (34.25)18Police officers

10,880 (5.61)3Janitors

8033 (4.14)10Logistic group

894 (0.46)1Administration staff

Nonpersonnel costs

2838 (1.46)N/AaTelehealth equipment

16,016 (8.26)N/APersonal protective equipment

115 (0.06)N/ADisinfecting equipment

1400 (0.72)N/AInfectious waste disposal

6667 (3.44)N/AStaff uniform disinfection

8334 (4.30)N/AMeals and daily supplies for quarantined travelers

193,938 (100)47Total

aN/A: not applicable.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This cohort study reports a model for the screening and
quarantining of international travelers who visited countries
with a declared COVID-19 outbreak. All travelers tested
negative for COVID-19 during the 14-day mandatory quarantine
period. Three travelers with fever were hospitalized after the
telehealth assessment, and subsequent tests for COVID-19 were
negative for all three patients. The total costs during the
quarantine were US $193,938, which equated to US $894 per
individual. Our study demonstrates that strict infectious control
measures, proactive screening, and an MDT integrated with the
use of telehealth contributed to the successful quarantine of
international travelers while remaining cost-effective for
containing the spread of COVID-19.

Quarantine is an effective strategy to control and prevent
COVID-19 outbreaks [9]. However, monitoring individuals in
quarantine is essential to provide prompt management and early
detection of COVID-19 cases. By establishing a line of
communication between health care workers and quarantined
individuals, telehealth can provide timely assessment of
quarantined individuals and fast-track the hospitalization of
people who develop symptoms of COVID-19. Although
telehealth has not been widely adopted in monitoring COVID-19
infections in quarantined individuals, one study in China [15]
used a telehealth system to monitor 188 home-quarantined
individuals; it was found that 74 individuals (39.4%) were
infected with SARS-CoV-2. Moreover, 6 of the 74 confirmed
COVID-19 cases (8.1%) were hospitalized after the telehealth
assessment [15]. Our study used telehealth to monitor
COVID-19 infections in 217 international travelers during the
14-day mandatory quarantine. Three travelers with fever were
hospitalized after the telehealth assessment, and subsequent
tests for COVID-19 were negative for all three patients. Because
telehealth can assist in providing timely assessment and does
not delay hospitalization of quarantined individuals, our study
suggests that it is imperative to adopt telehealth to monitor
COVID-19 infections in this population.

Our report is among the first to analyze the cost-effectiveness
of an enforced quarantine program. We found that the total cost

of a 14-day quarantine for 217 international travelers was US
$193,938, equating to US $894 per traveler. Although none of
the 217 Taiwanese travelers tested positive for SARS-CoV-2
during the 14-day mandatory quarantine period, this study
highlights the importance of screening and immediately
quarantining returning international travelers because of the
high risk of COVID-19 in this population [16]. The quarantine
strategy in our report is also corroborated by a recent study [14],
in which it was reported that the quarantine strategy is efficient
in curbing the COVID-19 outbreak, and its relative efficacy
increases when supplemented with other measures designed to
reduce disease transmission.

LINE-based telehealth can provide timely assessment and care
for patients who require it. During the COVID-19 surge,
LINE-based telehealth could provide care for nonsevere
COVID-19 cases in hospitals [13], and health care workers can
provide timely assessment and management of patients with
COVID-19 through the telehealth system and reduce the
transmission of SARS-CoV-2 in health care facilities [11].

Limitations
The present study has two limitations. First, our study did not
compare the cost-effectiveness of a 14-day quarantine for
high-risk COVID-19 individuals. In this cohort study, none of
the 217 Taiwanese travelers tested positive for SARS-CoV-2
during the 14-day mandatory quarantine period. As
SARS-CoV-2 is highly contagious [17], it is imperative to screen
and quarantine travelers who have visited countries with a
declared COVID-19 outbreak. Second, the external validity of
our findings may be a concern because all our patients were
Taiwanese. The generalizability of our results to other non-Asian
ethnic groups requires further verification. However, our
findings suggest new avenues for future research.

Conclusion
This prospective cohort study reports an enforced quarantine
program integrated with a telehealth system to monitor
COVID-19 infection in quarantined individuals. Telehealth not
only provided timely management of quarantined individuals
with illness but also reduced the risk of COVID-19 infection in
health care workers. Our study suggests that it is imperative to
screen and quarantine international returning travelers to reduce
the nationwide spread of COVID-19.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, has instigated immediate and massive
worldwide research efforts. Rapid publication of research data may be desirable but also carries the risk of quality loss.

Objective: This analysis aimed to correlate the severity of the COVID-19 outbreak with its related scientific output per country.

Methods: All articles related to the COVID-19 pandemic were retrieved from Web of Science and analyzed using the web
application SciPE (science performance evaluation), allowing for large data scientometric analyses of the global geographical
distribution of scientific output.

Results: A total of 7185 publications, including 2592 articles, 2091 editorial materials, 2528 early access papers, 1479 letters,
633 reviews, and other contributions were extracted. The top 3 countries involved in COVID-19 research were the United States,
China, and Italy. The confirmed COVID-19 cases or deaths per region correlated with scientific research output. The United
States was most active in terms of collaborative efforts, sharing a significant amount of manuscript authorships with the United
Kingdom, China, and Italy. The United States was China’s most frequent collaborative partner, followed by the United Kingdom.

Conclusions: The COVID-19 research landscape is rapidly developing and is driven by countries with a generally strong
prepandemic research output but is also significantly affected by countries with a high prevalence of COVID-19 cases. Our
findings indicate that the United States is leading international collaborative efforts.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24514)   doi:10.2196/24514

KEYWORDS

scientometric analysis; COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; citation analysis; research; literature; citation

Introduction

The global pandemic caused by the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2, leading to the disease COVID-19, has instigated
immediate and massive worldwide research activities. Literature
on preprint servers is increasing enormously. Prominent servers
such as bioRxiv and medRxiv receive numerous new
manuscripts each day and currently list 6063 articles (as of July
4, 2020). Additionally, peer-reviewed literature is growing at
an unprecedented rate with articles published in various leading

medical and related journals [1-3]. Rapid publication of research
data can be desirable but also carries the risk of quality loss. In
fact, some manuscripts have been accepted on the day of
submission, which calls into question the completion of a
sufficient peer-review process [4], leading to a relatively high
number of retractions even in high-ranking journals [5,6].

This scientometric study aimed at providing profound insights
into the current scientific SARS-CoV-2 research landscape.
According to the World Health Organization, on July 4, 2020,
the United States reported the highest absolute number of
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confirmed COVID-19 cases with 2,724,433 positive test results
and 128,481 associated deaths [7]. In Europe, the United
Kingdom and Italy reported the highest number of infected
persons, with 284,280 and 241,184 cumulative cases,
respectively, while China reported 85,287 cases [7]. The present
study also aimed to correlate the severity of the COVID-19
outbreak with COVID-19–related scientific output per region
during the pandemic, as well as to assess international
collaboration.

Methods

Data Search Strategy
The online database Web of Science Core Collection (WoS)
was searched to retrieve all analyzed data, containing the words
“covid19,” “covid-19,” “sarscov2,” or “sars-cov-2” in the title
or abstract. We refrained from adding the word “corona” to our
search term, as this may identify publications unrelated to the
COVID-19 pandemic. The exact search term in WoS was as
follows: [TI=(covid19 OR covid-19 OR sarscov2 OR sars-cov-2)
OR AB=(covid19 OR covid-19 OR sarscov2 OR sars-cov-2)].
All articles found through this search were eligible and analyzed
up until and including the date of retrieval on June 14, 2020. A
second search was performed on October 25 to assess changes
in the scientific landscape following the initial search. There
were no exclusion criteria if the article was identified by the
above-mentioned search terms, including no restrictions on
language, article type, or region of publication. A cross-check
was performed with other medical databases such as PubMed
to avoid missing articles.

Data Acquisition and Processing
By applying the web application SciPE (science performance
evaluation), a dedicated web-based scientometric tool, the full
set of research items was analyzed, as described elsewhere [8].

In brief, metadata of the retrieved publication data extracted
from WoS were processed and visualized accordingly. WoS is
the standard database for citation analyses, as it provides more
details compared with other medical databases [9]. Hence, SciPE
was programmed to process WOS metadata for further analysis.
All institution-specific data were compared to a normalized and

comprehensive list of an online university ranking list [10]. All
data were coupled to a fee-based Google API (application
programming interface) key enabling the assessment of exact
geo-positions for all analyzed institutions by internal processing
utilizing SciPE. Consecutively, institution heatmaps were
created according to these results. Information on each country’s
population size was extracted from the World Factbook [11].

Assessment of Collaborations Between Institutions and
Countries
To assess the level of collaboration between institutions and
different countries, the affiliations of the first author were
analyzed and compared with the affiliations of all other
coauthors. Each institution of a country that was distinct from
the first author’s country was counted as one cooperation and
visualized in a chord diagram. The width of each chord is
proportional to the amount of existing cooperation between
institutions or countries.

Ethical Approval
Since this was a metadata analysis of published work, ethics
committee approval was not required.

Results

Overview
In the initial search on July 4, 2020, a total of 7185 publications
were extracted from WoS, including 2592 articles, 2091 editorial
materials, 2528 early access papers (likely comprising mostly
of articles and letters), 1479 letters, 633 reviews, and other
contributions (Figure 1). Of note, some publications could be
classified into various categories (Figure 2). For example, 1014
publications fell in the categories article and early access at the
same time. An additional 670 items were both letters and early
access papers; interestingly, 15 items were categorized as early
access and correction. Of all articles, 0.8% (58/7185) were
corrections or retractions of published material. As of October
25, a total of 44,944 articles were identified on WoS with the
same search terms used in the initial search. Of these, 21,218
(47.2%) were original articles, 8727 (19.4%) were editorial
material, 8389 (18.7%) were letters, 4634 (10.3%) were reviews,
and 342 (0.8%) were corrections or retractions.
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Figure 1. Publications included in the study. Bubble size reflects the number of instances of each item class.

Figure 2. UpSet plot that provides details on publications that are attributed to more than one category.
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The top 3 authors were medical journalists not affiliated with
research or academic institutions, who published news updates.
The fourth most active author (with 25 senior authorship
positions) primarily published “letters to the editor,”
commenting on various medical research fields.

International Collaboration in COVID-19 Research
The analyses of collaborative literature on SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19 revealed a significant amount of joint publications
(Figure 3A). The cooperation landscape for the leading countries
(United States, United Kingdom, China, and Italy) are
highlighted in thumbnail graphics (Figure 3B). For China, the
United States was the most common cooperation partner,
followed by the United Kingdom. Italy also shared several
manuscripts with the United States and the United Kingdom.
Here, China played a far less significant role while neighboring
European countries such as France, Germany, and Switzerland

were frequently found to collaborate. Similarly, researchers
from other European countries such as Spain often coauthored
publications with researchers from Italy. The international
publication behavior did not significantly change between July
and October 2020: the United States, the United Kingdom,
China, and Italy remained the leading nations in terms of the
number of publications. The extent of international collaboration
has been stable (Multimedia Appendices 1-4). With respect to
universities and institutions, the Chinese University of Hong
Kong played a leading role (Figure 4), collaborating on research
with many different institutions, both in China and other
countries. Likewise, the Wuhan University and the
Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences shared
several national and international publications. Of note,
frequently only one or two manuscripts between the respective
universities were found.

Figure 3. (A) Research collaborations identified by joint publications. Each edge corresponds to a joint publication between the connected countries.
(B) Leading countries—United States, United Kingdom, China, and Italy—in the cooperation landscape.
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Figure 4. COVID-19 research collaboration according to institutions. Each edge connects 2 institutions that share a publication. The flags in the middle
represent the countries where the institutions are located. MCPHS: Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health Sciences.

Research Topics
The majority of research items were published in the topic
“general and internal; medicine” (Table 1), followed by

“environmental and occupational health; public,” “nuclear
medicine and medical imaging; radiology,” “infectious
diseases,” “surgery,” “otorhinolaryngology; surgery,” and
“dermatology.” The topic “virology” was found at position 8.
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Table 1. Research categories of publications matched to their respective topics.

Publications, n (%)Topics

836 (11.64)General and internal; medicine

291 (4.0)Environmental and occupational health; public

194 (2.70)Nuclear medicine and medical imaging; radiology

171 (2.38)Infectious diseases

149 (2.07)Surgery

146 (2.03)Otorhinolaryngology; surgery

143 (1.99)Dermatology

139 (1.93)Virology

138 (1.92)Pharmacology and pharmacy

123 (1.71)Cardiac and cardiovascular systems

121 (1.68)Psychiatry

103 (1.43)Anesthesiology

101 (1.41)Critical care medicine

98 (1.36)Oncology

91 (1.27)Ophthalmology

Regional Differences in COVID-19 Research
With 1806 research items, the United States was the leading
country in terms of COVID-19–related publications, followed
by China (n=1306), Italy (n=856), and the United Kingdom
(n=817). Spain and France, both of which were seriously
affected European countries, were in positions 9 and 11,
respectively. Focusing on the first or last author, the patterns
were similar and the ranking of the top countries remained
unchanged. In terms of continents, Europe, North America, and
Asia published a similar number of research items (Figure 5).
According to publications in relation to confirmed COVID-19
cases or related deaths and total population size, the United
States had the highest number of both COVID-19 cases and
related publications. In Europe, Italy was one of the leading
countries. On the other hand, China had a lower number of cases
and fewer deaths compared with the United States, although
the population count was higher (Figure 6). Multimedia
Appendices 5-8 visualize institution heatmaps for 4 highly

affected countries, analyzing their research output per research
institution. In Italy, Milano and Bergamo accounted for the
highest number of COVID-19–related publications (n=131),
followed by Rome (n=81) and Padua (n=78), as indicated by
the numbers in the heatmap in Multimedia Appendix 5. Another
highly represented region was Naples. In China, Wuhan led in
terms of research volume, followed by Beijing, Shanghai, and
Hong Kong/Shenzhen (Multimedia Appendix 6). In the United
States, the east coast (Boston, New York, and Philadelphia) and
California (Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay area) had
the highest output (Multimedia Appendix 7). Here, areas with
a generally strong prepandemic research output that were highly
affected by COVID-19 contributed the most amount of
publications pertaining to the pandemic. Likewise, Detroit and
Chicago were highly represented in the publication statistics.
In France, Paris had the strongest research output while other
French regions had no relevant manuscript numbers published
to date (Multimedia Appendix 8).
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Figure 5. Country coverage of publications. The donut chart represents continents (AS: Asia; EU: Europe; NA: North America; SA: South America;
OC: Oceania; AF: Africa) and countries contributing to the publication output.
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Figure 6. Population of countries versus the number of reported COVID-19 cases. Bubble sizes represent the number of publications; the color of the
bubble represents the number of deaths. Data obtained from ourworldindata.org [12].

The leading 10 institutions were Wuhan University of
Technology (Wuhan, China), Università degli Studi di Milano
(Milano, Italy), Massachusetts College of Pharmacy and Health
Sciences University (Boston, United States), The Chinese
University of Hong Kong (Hong Kong, China), Fudan
University (Shanghai, China), Columbia University in the City
of New York (New York, United States), National University
of Singapore (Singapore), Singapore Management University
(Singapore), University of Oxford (Oxford, United Kingdom),
and Ankara University (Ankara, Turkey).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This scientometric analysis provided profound insights into the
publication landscape of COVID-19 research during the first
months this disease was declared a pandemic. Countries severely
affected by the pandemic such as Italy as well as those with a
generally high research output such as the United States
contributed significantly to the literature base. There were
several retractions of published articles, indicating questionable
peer-review processes and flawed data integrity. International
collaborations were extensive, especially in countries with high
numbers of COVID-19 cases, with an obvious
underrepresentation of cooperation between China and Italy.

Considering the most active authors of COVID-19–related
articles, some specifics must be acknowledged. The publications
by the three most active authors were not original research
articles but consisted mainly of letters. Interestingly, these
journalistic articles providing news updates were indexed in

WoS, PubMed, and other scientific databases along with other
research work. As these articles play an important role in the
visualization of the scientific landscape on COVID-19, these
articles were included in our analysis for a more comprehensive
picture. A recent study on coronavirus-related research in
general revealed that medical journals have sped up their
publication and production process during the pandemic. Indeed,
the turnover time was reduced by 49% from submission to
acceptance, which was mainly driven by a decrease in
peer-review time [13]. One may speculate that this expedited
review process was related to publication pressure by researchers
submitting papers but also by journals aiming to publish articles
with high-citation likelihood, which could enhance the relative
importance of a journal within its field [4]. In line, a relatively
large proportion of retractions and corrections of
COVID-19–related articles was identified herein, adding up to
0.8% of all published materials, and was also found in
high-impact journals [14,15]. A recent study on coronavirus
research in the last decade found a large proportion of open
access articles. From 2001-2020, 59.2% of all research articles
on coronavirus research were provided free of charge. This
number significantly increased in 2020 to 91.4%, mostly related
to research on COVID-19 [16]. This high percentage of open
access to scientific information and open data is crucial to
facilitate better and faster research toward a vaccine and inform
public health measures essential to contain the spread of the
virus.

Interestingly, most articles were published in the topic “general
and internal; medicine” as opposed to the topic “virology,”
ranking at position 8. This may be driven by the overall higher
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aggregate impact factor (IF) in the category “general and
internal; medicine” (aggregate IF 4.386) compared with
“virology” (aggregate IF 3.731) [17], making the first mentioned
journal category a generally more attractive option for article
submissions.

Among the countries involved in COVID-19–related research,
Italy played an exceptional role. Given the population and the
general research output of Italy, it is disproportionately
represented. Mapping the number of COVID-19 cases or
COVID-19–associated deaths to countries, it becomes clear that
Italy, as one of the most severely hit countries in Europe, also
showed the largest scientific output. It is worth mentioning that
the regions that suffered most from the pandemic (such as
Milano, Bergamo, Bologna, and Padua) had an exceptional
research output. In other countries, such as France, the majority
of publications originated from the capital, whereas regions
highly affected by the pandemic in peripheral areas were
underrepresented.

Our analysis revealed a wide global collaboration network
between several publishing countries. Here, the United States
was a leading collaborator, sharing a significant amount of
manuscript authorships with the United Kingdom, China, and
Italy. Collaborations in medical research have been seen in other
medical fields before [18]. This cooperation is often found
between neighboring countries but also, as in the present case,
between countries interested in similar research areas. It
becomes obvious, however, that China and Italy, despite both
being highly affected as well as productive in terms of research
efforts, lack collaboration with one another. This analysis
focused on the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic; however,
in a recent second analysis, the scientific landscape in this area
including international collaborations remained similar.

Limitations
It is important to mention some limitations of our scientometric
study. We rely on input from WoS, which is dependent on input

query. Efforts were made to include as many specific
publications as possible while simultaneously avoiding false
positives, along with performing cross-checks with other
medical databases to ensure a comprehensive data analysis. This
scientometric analysis is of a quantitative, not qualitative, nature.
One measure to assess the research quality would be to analyze
citations, but given the comparably short time in which
thousands of manuscripts have been published, a more
comprehensive analysis can be expected in the future. If citation
numbers grow, this will allow further analyses, according to
three easily interpretable parameters: productivity, total impact,
and how successful an author has been so far, as proposed in a
recent study [19]. Regarding the number of COVID-19 cases
and related deaths, we relied on published data from official
authorities. However, this depends on both the integrity of these
self-selected numbers as well as the extent of diagnostic testing
in each country. Herein, we focused on COVID-19–associated
death rates, as other variables such as the number of cases and
hospitalizations provide only rough estimates based on the case
fatality rate [20].

Conclusion
The publication landscape of COVID-19 is rapidly developing,
making it challenging to identify high-quality research that
substantially adds to the current knowledge base. Almost 1%
of the literature considered in this study were corrections or
retractions of articles, which challenges the quality and integrity
of the expedited review process. The high number of
publications is driven by countries with a generally strong
research output in the past, but this also includes countries
heavily affected by the pandemic such as Italy. In terms of
international cooperation, the United States is most active while
China is underrepresented. The most obvious finding is an
underrepresentation of joint publications between China and
Italy, despite both being strongly affected by the COVID-19
pandemic and producing a high research output.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
Heatmap representing Italy. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: October 25, 2020).
[PNG File , 891 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app1.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 2
Heatmap representing China. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: October 25, 2020).
[PNG File , 1155 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app2.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
Heatmap representing the United States. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded
(search date: October 25, 2020).
[PNG File , 1483 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app3.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 4
Heatmap representing France. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: October 25, 2020).
[PNG File , 1584 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app4.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 5
Heatmap representing Italy. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: June 14, 2020).
[PNG File , 642 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app5.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 6
Heatmap representing China. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: June 14, 2020).
[PNG File , 1005 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app6.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 7
Heatmap representing the United States. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded
(search date: June 14, 2020).
[PNG File , 527 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app7.png ]

Multimedia Appendix 8
Heatmap representing France. The numbers denote the publication count in the corresponding region and are color-coded (search
date: June 14, 2020).
[PNG File , 478 KB - jmir_v22i12e24514_app8.png ]
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Abstract

Surveys of the general population can provide crucial information for designing effective nonpharmaceutical interventions to
tackle public health emergencies, such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, conducting such surveys can be difficult, especially
when timely data collection is required. In this viewpoint paper, we discuss our experiences with using targeted Facebook
advertising campaigns to address these difficulties in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic. We describe central advantages,
challenges, and practical considerations. This includes a discussion of potential sources of bias and how they can be addressed.
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Introduction

As of September 9, 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic has caused
over 27.4 million cases and over 894,000 deaths around the
world [1]. To control the spread of COVID-19, national and
local governments have implemented nonpharmaceutical
interventions, including school closures, bans on large
gatherings, mobility restrictions, and physical isolation, as well
as unprecedented measures like local and nationwide lockdowns.
Such measures have likely been critical in delaying and
containing the COVID-19 pandemic [2]. However, individual
behaviors, rather than governmental actions, may be crucial for
controlling the spread of COVID-19 in the long run [3]. Timely
and accurate data on human behaviors are thus of paramount
importance in closely monitoring the adoption of preventive
measures, emergence of symptoms, and changes in mobility
and person-to-person contacts in the population.

In this context, surveys of the general population can provide
central information needed to assess people’s acceptance of and
compliance with behavioral guidelines. Such surveys are also
needed to capture spontaneous bottom-up behavioral changes.

Yet, researchers who want to conduct surveys that directly
address ongoing epidemics are faced with unique
methodological challenges, as follows: (1) these surveys need
to be designed, implemented, and conducted quickly, as
epidemics spread rapidly and are difficult to predict, especially
when they involve new emerging diseases (ie, timeliness); (2)
they need to cover the entire population, and in the event of
large-scale epidemics or pandemics, they need to be conducted
simultaneously in multiple countries or regions, as regional
differences could be relevant for designing effective
interventions (ie, coverage); and (3) they should be
cost-effective, as obtaining large research funds quickly for an
ad hoc survey can be difficult (ie, cost-effectiveness).
Furthermore, in the case of COVID-19, the nature of
recommended social distancing measures may limit some
traditional modes of data collection, such as face-to-face
interviews and even phone interviews, to the extent that they
rely on large call centers.

In this viewpoint, we discuss the use of Facebook as a
recruitment tool to address these challenges. Our assessment is
based on the COVID-19 Health Behavior Survey (CHBS) that
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we conducted between March 13 and August 12, 2020 in 8
countries (ie, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Spain, the United Kingdom, and the United States). Participant
recruitment took place on a daily basis via targeted
advertisements on Facebook, resulting in a total of 144,034
completed questionnaires. In what follows, we first provide an
overview of the most important design aspects of the survey,
and then discuss some of the central advantages, challenges,
and practical considerations related to using Facebook
advertisements in surveys that address public health
emergencies, such as the COVID-19 pandemic. This includes
a discussion and empirical assessment of potential sources of
bias and how they can be addressed. Additionally, we make
recommendations for those who want to implement similar
surveys in the near future, and we hope that this will facilitate
timely data collection to address the current—and possibly
future—public health and societal crises.

Methodological Approach

The CHBS is a web-based survey that focuses on people's
reactions to the COVID-19 pandemic and targets individuals
aged ≥18 years. The questionnaire has 4 sections, which
encompass sociodemographic characteristics (eg, age, sex, and
education), health indicators (eg, underlying medical conditions),
behaviors and attitudes related to COVID-19 (eg, perceived
threat level and preventive measures taken), and social contacts
(ie, the number of interactions with other people).

Recruitment took place via Facebook, by means of
advertisement campaigns that we created with the Facebook
Ads Manager (FAM). The Facebook business model centers
on targeted advertisements, and the FAM enables advertisers
to create campaigns that can be directed at specific user groups.
Targeting can be based on both users’ demographic
characteristics and a set of characteristics that Facebook infers
from users’ behavior on the social network. Advertising
campaigns consist of 3 levels. The highest level is the campaign
level, at which the goals of the campaign are defined (eg,
generating awareness or generating traffic). The second level
is the ad set level, at which the target audience, budget, and
schedule are defined. The third level includes the advertisements
themselves, which can consist of multiple advertising materials
(eg, images and videos), advertising text, and the link to the
page where Facebook users should be directed when they click
on the ad. More details on these levels can be found in the
Pötzschke and Braun [4] study.

We created 1 campaign per country and stratified each campaign
at the ad set level by users’ sex (ie, male and female), age group
(ie, 18-24, 25-44, 45-64, and ≥65 years), and region of residence.
In the European countries, the region classification largely

followed the NUTS (nomenclature of territorial units for
statistics)-1 classification, which we aggregated into larger
macro regions. In the United States, the region classification
was based on census regions. More details on region
stratification can be found in the Perrotta et al [5] study. Our
study design resulted in 24-56 strata per country. Each ad set
contained 6 different images, leading to a total of 1776 different
ads. Figure 1 provides an example of the ads shown to Facebook
users in the United States. We launched the campaigns between
March 13, 2020 (ie, in Italy, the United Kingdom, and the United
States) and April 4, 2020 (ie, in Belgium). This difference in
the timing of the inclusion of countries is owed to a trade-off
between the time needed to translate and technically implement
country-specific surveys and the goal to start data collection in
a timely manner. We concluded the survey on August 12, 2020.

Facebook advertising campaigns can have different goals, and
the overall costs that are incurred will partly depend on the
chosen goal. We chose the goal of generating traffic. This meant
that the Facebook algorithms would optimize ad delivery to
maximize the likelihood of people clicking on the ad when it
is shown to them. Advertisers can choose and define how
Facebook should use their budget to meet these goals. For
example, advertisers can set a budget that is evenly spread over
a fixed period, or they can define an average daily budget that
Facebook would seek to meet weekly over an unspecified
period. We opted for the latter, as the duration of the COVID-19
pandemic was uncertain. Based on these parameters, ad delivery
was determined through an automated bidding process, in which
a given ad competes for delivery with ads from other advertisers
who are targeting the same user groups. In this process,
Facebook considers the budget that can be afforded for
delivering a given ad and the likelihood of the ad being of
interest to users by comparing it to competing advertisements.
Before an ad campaign is launched, the FAM provides an
estimate of various parameters, such as the size of the target
audience and daily reach, which makes it possible to gauge the
likely performance of the advertising campaign.

It is important to note that our study is not the first to use
targeted Facebook advertisements for participant recruitment
in health research. Earlier research has used this approach to
address topics such as smoking behavior [6], cannabis use [7],
and mental health [8]. Furthermore, Whitaker et al [9] and
Thornton et al [10] have performed systematic reviews of related
literature. However, compared to these studies, our survey stands
out because of its cross-national character, duration, and
population coverage, given that we continuously collected data
from 8 countries for 5 months and recruited more than 140,000
participants from most—if not all—parts of society and
subnational regions.
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Figure 1. Example of an advertisement in the Facebook advertising campaign in the United States.

Advantages

Our use of Facebook for participant recruitment enabled us to
address the challenges of timeliness, coverage, and
cost-effectiveness.

With regard to the advantages of our recruitment methodology,
first, we were able to design, implement, and launch the survey
in a timely manner. To summarize, preparing a Facebook
advertising campaign involves creating an advertising account,
a Facebook page that is associated with the
advertisements/survey, and the ads themselves. Ad creation can
be performed in bulk, by uploading a CSV (comma-separated
values) file. Once the ads have been created, they need to be
submitted for review, during which their compliance with
Facebook advertising policies is assessed. This review can take
between a couple of hours and a day, or longer. In our case, it
was usually completed within 24 hours. However, it should be
noted that in April/May 2020, Facebook warned advertisers that
reviews could be delayed due to the COVID-19 pandemic [11].
Once reviewed, the ads can be delivered. Ads only need to be
reviewed again when major changes are made (eg, changes to
the advertising materials or ad text).

The second advantage is that our use of Facebook enabled us
to draw multinational samples from diverse parts of the
respective national populations. Facebook is the largest social
media platform, with 2.45 billion monthly active users
worldwide as of Fall 2019 [12]. In the United States, about 68%
of adults used Facebook in 2018, whereas this percentage is
56% in Germany, 75% in Italy and Spain, 76% in France, 79%
in the Netherlands, 85% in the United Kingdom, 89% in
Belgium [13,14]. Compared to younger and middle-aged adults,
older adults generally tend to be underrepresented on Facebook

[15]. Nevertheless, the Facebook user population provides a
cross section of the overall population with access to the internet.
A comparison of different social media platforms (ie, Facebook,
LinkedIn, Twitter, Tumblr, and Reddit) in the United States has
suggested that Facebook is the most representative in terms of
users’ educational attainment and internet skills [16].

The third advantage is that our use of Facebook made participant
recruitment comparatively cost-effective, even though it can be
difficult to determine the exact costs in advance. This is partly
due to the nature of the bidding process that determines ad
delivery and variation in the competition for advertising space.
A central performance measure of Facebook advertising
campaigns is the cost per click (CPC) value. Whitaker et al [9]
performed a review of studies that used Facebook for recruiting
participants in health research, and they reported CPC values
between €0.17 (US $0.20) and €1.46 (US $1.74). This variation
is likely due to differences in the definitions of targeted user
groups, the competition from other advertisers, and the
likelihood of users clicking on the respective ad. Our costs were
similar to those reported in earlier research. Between March 13
and August 12, 2020, we collected 144,034 questionnaires at
an overall CPC of about €0.14 (US $0.17) and an overall cost
per completed questionnaire (CPCQ) of about €1.05 (US $1.25),
excluding the value-added tax. It should be noted that as a relief
measure, the value-added tax in Germany was temporarily
reduced from 19% to 16% on July 1, 2020. The difference
between the CPC and CPCQ is due to Facebook users who
clicked on one of our ads, but did not complete our
questionnaire.

Thanks to these advantages, we were able to collect data that
provided key insights into attitudes and behaviors that
shape—and are shaped by—the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure
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2 illustrates this by plotting the average number of face-to-face
social contacts that respondents reported for the day before
participating in the survey for the entire observation period.
Face-to-face social contacts are the main vehicle for virus
spread, given that the SARS-CoV-2 virus is mainly transmitted
by infected secretions or respiratory droplets [17]. Figure 2
shows that there was great variation in the number of
face-to-face contacts over time, especially in those that occurred
outside the home. When paired with external information on
the COVID-19 pandemic, such as lockdown measures and
infection rates, these data provide valuable insights into the

effectiveness of different policies. When the data is further
broken down by respondents’ demographic characteristics, it
also becomes possible to assess whether different demographic
groups respond differently to different policies. The data can
also be used to calculate central epidemiological metrics (eg,
the effective reproduction number, Rt) and design more realistic
epidemiological models. More details on the contact patterns
that we observed in the CHBS can be found in the Del Fava et
al [18] study. Insights into other behaviors and attitudes toward
the COVID-19 pandemic can be found in the Perrotta et al [5]
study.

Figure 2. Average number of contacts at home and outside of home per week between March 13 and August 12, 2020 across the 8 countries. Lines
show averages and shaded areas show 95% confidence intervals. Poststratification weighting has been applied.

To better illustrate the comparative strengths of our approach,
it is helpful to contrast our work with similar ad hoc web-based
survey efforts that also focus on COVID-19. A prominent
example is the work of Fetzer et al [19], who used an open
survey to recruit 108,075 participants from 58 countries between
March 20 and April 7, 2020. In this study, recruitment took
place via link sharing on social media and similar channels.
Another prominent example is the work of De Coninck et al
[20], who used an existing opt-in online panel that was
maintained by a commercial polling company to recruit 1000
participants in the Flemish region of Belgium between March
17 and March 22, 2020. Both studies used web-based surveys
to collect information about people’s attitudes and behaviors

toward COVID-19. Compared to Fetzer et al [19], our use of
Facebook offered more control over the recruitment process,
given that when a survey link is shared via social media, it is
not possible to control who is invited to participate in the survey.
Hence, our targeted advertising methodology made it arguably
easier to ensure that our samples were demographically
balanced. Compared to De Coninck et al [20], our use of
Facebook arguably offered less control over the recruitment
process, given that existing online panels typically offer more
detailed information about prospective participants than the
FAM. These panels make it easier to collect demographically
balanced samples. However, our use of Facebook offered a
larger reach in terms of the number of countries that could be
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included and the time frame that was covered. In terms of costs,
the CPCQ that our paid advertisements incurred was higher
than the CPCQ incurred by Fetzer et al [19], as their approach
to link sharing did not incur any costs. However, based on our
personal communication with De Coninck et al [20], the CPCQ
we incurred was similar to that of De Coninck et al [20], who
paid a commercial polling company for data collection.

Challenges

Eliciting information via self-administered web-based surveys
involves several challenges. For example, issues with recall
inaccuracy often occur when some time has elapsed between a
specific event of interest and participation in the survey [21,22].
This puts limits on the information that can be collected, and
such issues should therefore be considered in light of the goals
of the respective study. If, for example, detailed and accurate
medical information is essential (eg, exact blood pressure
measurements), a web-based survey may not be the best choice,
and an in-person assessment with medically trained personnel
may be preferable. Discussing the methodological challenges
of web-based surveys is out of the scope of this paper. Instead,
we focus on the challenges that are specific to using Facebook
for participant recruitment. A discussion on the methodological
challenges of web-based surveys can be found in the Eysenbach
and Wyatt [23] study.

The most important set of challenges relates to the issue of
self-selection bias. The Facebook user base is a rough cross
section of the overall population with internet access, but not
all demographic groups are equally well represented [24].
Additionally, there may be variation in Facebook users’ interest
in the survey topic. Hence, there is no guarantee that the
resulting samples will be representative in terms of central
demographic characteristics (eg, age and sex) and important
unobservable characteristics. This issue is potentially
exacerbated by the algorithmic optimization that Facebook uses
for ad delivery. If certain demographic groups are more likely
to click on an ad than others, Facebook might increasingly
deliver the ads to these groups, thereby reinforcing existing
self-selection bias. This is particularly difficult to correct if
survey participation and ad delivery are affected by user
characteristics that cannot be easily considered when defining
the relevant sampling strata.

It is important to note that if a survey is conducted over a long
period of time, there may be changes in Facebook user activity.
This may be due to seasonal variation in people’s use of
Facebook [25]. However, it seems possible that the development
of the COVID-19 pandemic may have also led to changes in
the composition of our samples over time. In the early days of
the pandemic especially, the SARS-CoV-2 virus dominated the
news, and lockdown measures were put in place to curb its
spread. This may have increased participation in our survey in
2 ways. First, a lack of alternative activities due to lockdown
measures may have led people from various sub-populations to
spend more time on Facebook than normal, and this may have
increased the likelihood of seeing our ads. Second, the salience
of the pandemic may have increased the chance of people
clicking on our ads when seeing them. Over time, as the number
of infections decreased and lockdown measures eased,
participation in the survey may have decreased, and the resulting
samples may have become more selective.

Figures 3 and 4 show changes in user behavior and survey
participation over time. This was done by plotting the average
number of daily active Facebook users (DAUs) and monthly
active Facebook users (MAUs), as well as the click-through
rates (CTRs), for all countries over the entire study period. All
3 measures are based on estimates from Facebook, which we
obtained via the Facebook application programming interface.
The number of DAUs is the number of unique active users on
a given day, whereas the number of MAUs provides the number
of unique users who have been active on Facebook within the
last 30 days [26]. Both estimates are commonly used to assess
the potential reach of advertising campaigns, and we
systematically collected DAU and MAU estimates for all our
strata over the entire study period. The CTR is defined as the
number of people who click on an ad after seeing it, and CTRs
become available after a campaign has been started and
delivered to users [27]. Hence, changes in the number of DAUs
and MAUs provide insights into changes in Facebook use,
whereas changes in the CTR provide insights into topic
salience/interest among Facebook users. It should be noted that
between March 21 and March 26, 2020, we experienced
technical problems with ad delivery across several countries,
leading to a substantially lower number of participants than in
the other weeks of our study. The CRT values for this period
are therefore less reliable than those for the rest of the survey
period.
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Figure 3. Number of DAUs and MAUs between March 13 and August 12, 2020 across the 8 countries based on all ad sets. Numbers were standardized
for each country by dividing the value for a given day by the average number of DAUs/MAUs over the entire observation period. Lines show 7-day
moving averages. We collected DAU and MAU values every 6 hours, as these estimates can change within 1 day. We averaged these multiple observations
to obtain 1 number per day. Data collection started between March 18 and April 4; no data was collected on April 11, April 12, and between August 3
and 6 due to technical issues. DAU: daily active Facebook user; MAU: monthly active Facebook user.

As shown in Figure 3, the number of DAUs was largest during
the early weeks of the observation period for most countries.
However, this number gradually decreased, usually by 3-5
percentage points. This means that the number of unique users
who could have seen our ads on a given day decreased over
time. The only exceptions to this were the United Kingdom and
the United States, where changes in the number of DAUs were
more erratic. The trends in the MAU values somewhat deviate
from those in DAU values. Typically, there was an initial
increase in the number of MAUs, but this number later
decreased. Hence, while the number of individuals who may

have seen our ads on a daily basis decreased over time, we may
have reached users who we would not have reached in other
months toward the middle of the observation period.
Furthermore, in Figure 4, the CTR values show a clear trend
over time. The CTR was initially high across all countries, and
then it decreased before ultimately increasing again. This means
that in the early phases of the survey, Facebook users were more
likely to click on our ads than in later phases. Hence, our data
suggest that over time, the process by which users selected
themselves into the survey may have changed, but the data do
not allow us to precisely assess why these changes occurred.
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Figure 4. CTRs between March 13 and August 12, 2020 across the 8 countries. The line shows the 7-day moving average. The shaded area shows the
period during which technical problems with ad delivery occurred. CTR: click-through rate.

How can the problem of self-selection be addressed? We suggest
4 methodological steps that can help alleviate this problem.
First, in line with common approaches in traditional survey
research, we suggest stratifying ad campaigns based on
characteristics that are known to relate to survey participation
and the outcome of interest, such as in the Pötzschke and Braun
[4] study. Evidently, in the case of new emerging diseases,
relevant individual characteristics are difficult to know in
advance. Moreover, several relevant characteristics will not be
available for creating strata in the FAM (eg, preexisting medical
conditions). However, characteristics that are available (eg, age
and sex) should be considered for stratifying advertising
campaigns. We also suggest stratifying ads by region within
countries, as people’s responses might vary locally. With this
approach, the bias that Facebook’s ad delivery algorithms may
generate is counteracted, leading to more balanced samples.

The second step we suggest, which is in line with the Zagheni
and Weber [28] study, is applying poststratification techniques
to the samples obtained from Facebook, to the extent that they
deviate from the overall population in terms of important
characteristics. In this regard, using Facebook offers distinct
advantages over other, less controlled ways of recruiting online
samples. As indicated previously, prior to launching a campaign,
the FAM provides an estimate of the size of the audience with
the characteristics of interest. Arguably, this feature is similar
to a sampling plan and has been used in earlier research to
conduct a “virtual census” of the overall population, such as in

the Zagheni et al [29] study. Furthermore, the ad performance
estimates that the FAM provides after a campaign has been
launched (eg, the number of users to whom a given campaign,
ad set, or ad has been delivered and the number of users who
have clicked on the ad) can be paired with information about
survey completion rates for each stratum. This makes it possible
to calculate performance measures, such as approximate
participation rates. However, it is important to keep in mind
that many of the measures that Facebook reports are only
estimates. The resulting indicators should thus be viewed as
informed proxies.

As a complement to this approach, Zhang et al [30] recently
reported that by selectively activating and deactivating ad sets
over the course of the survey period, it is possible to obtain
representative samples from Facebook that do not require
poststratification. This approach is feasible if the specific timing
of participation over the study period does not matter. However,
this was not feasible in our case, as our goal was to obtain daily
balanced samples. Selectively closing and opening ads over the
course of a day or week would have implied that responses from
certain subgroups may have been concentrated during a certain
time of the day or certain days of the week. As an alternative,
researchers may opt for dynamically adjusting the budget, so
that more money is spent on strata that are underrepresented in
the survey. With this approach, it is important to keep in mind
that large changes in the budget allocated to an ad set may
trigger the ad review process again, which can lead to a gap in
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data collection. As this would have undermined the goals of
our study, we decided against this approach. Instead, we
continuously recruited members of all strata using a stable
budget.

With regard to the third step, we suggest that the issue of
self-selection due to participant characteristics that are difficult
to observe before people take part in the survey can be partly
addressed by considering possible sources of bias in the design
of the survey and advertising campaign. In the case of our study,
we expected that individuals who are particularly concerned
about COVID-19 might be more likely to participate, and such
concerns might also be reflected in reported behaviors and
attitudes. As it is not possible to stratify Facebook advertising
campaigns based on such concerns, we considered this issue in
2 ways. First, in the survey, we directly assessed participants’
concerns about COVID-19 and other factors that may raise such
concerns. Second, when selecting the images for our ads, we
aimed to create variation in how closely the images were linked
to the topic of COVID-19. In our analyses, we were able to
control the extent of how all these factors affected participation
and answers to other questions.

Figure 5 shows the different images that we used in the ads. We
considered images 1 and 2 to be the least strongly linked to
COVID-19 and images 5 and 6 to be the most strongly linked
to COVID-19. In total, 141,879 of the respondents arrived at
the survey via one of the ads. Of these respondents, about 74%
(104,292/141,879) arrived via image 5, about 16% arrived via
image 6 (23,157/141,879), about 7% (9699/141,879) arrived
via image 3, and the rest arrived via the remaining images. To
assess whether the image through which participants arrived at
the survey was related to their concerns about COVID-19, we
conducted a Kruskal-Wallis test by rank. In this test, we assessed
respondents’ personal perceptions of how large a threat
COVID-19 presented for themselves. This was determined using

a 5-point Likert-type scale, in which a score of 1 represents very
low threat and a score of 5 represents very high threat. These
scores were associated with the picture through which
participants arrived at the survey. Table 1 shows the number of
respondents who selected 4 or 5 on the scale, which indicated
a high or very high threat perception, respectively. The number
of respondents who perceived COVID-19 as a high or very high
threat was largest among those who arrived at the survey via
image 3 (7178/9280, 77%) and lowest among those who arrived
via image 2 (922/1461, 63%). The observed variation in threat
perceptions across images was significant at the 1% level
(χ²5=801, P<.01). A broader analysis of how the different images
related to respondents’ self-reported attitudes and behaviors
would be important, but our assessment suggests that the
inclusion of different images helped with recruiting more diverse
samples in terms of concerns for COVID-19.

With regard to the fourth step, in recent years, the multilevel
regression and poststratification approach to making inferences
from highly selected survey data [31] has proved effective in
producing unbiased population estimates [32,33]. In the first
stage of multilevel regression and poststratification, the sample
is partitioned into a large number of demographic strata (eg,
each combination of age group, sex, and region), and a
multilevel regression model is used to estimate the outcome of
interest, such as the average number of contacts or the
percentage of people wearing a face mask, in each stratum. In
the second stage of multilevel regression, the stratum-level
estimates are used to produce a final population-level estimate,
and poststratification weights are used to account for the
proportion of each stratum in the population. This approach
combined with the previously mentioned steps, and a fine
partition of the sample in demographic strata enables researchers
to make proper inferences at the population level, even in
presence of strong selection bias.
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Figure 5. Images used in the Facebook advertising campaigns.

Table 1. The number of respondents who personally perceived COVID-19 as a high (score=4) or very high threat (score=5) to themselves based on a
5-point Likert-type scale for each ad image. No weighting has been applied.

Total, n/N (%)Image nameImage number

422/586 (72%)Male athlete1

922/1461 (63%)Group of athletes2

7178/9280 (77%)Woman blowing nose3

1819/2519 (72%)Couple blowing noses4

69,421/102,061 (68%)Woman wearing mask5

16,882/22,451 (75%)Man wearing mask6

Another challenge relates to trust in web-based surveys.
Web-based surveys may face suspicion, as they could be used
to elicit personal information for nonresearch purposes (eg,
marketing, identity theft, etc) [34]. In addition, over the last
several years, there have been several incidents that may have
negatively affected the trust that the public has in the data
protection measures put in place by Facebook. A prominent
example is the Cambridge Analytica scandal, in which the
personal data of Facebook users was harvested without consent,
with the goal of influencing the 2016 US presidential election
through microtargeting [35]. When fielding our survey, we
encountered such suspicions in the commenting sections of our

ads, and 1 notable concern was that Facebook would transfer
personal user information to us. We addressed this issue by
highlighting that the survey was anonymous and that no personal
information was exchanged with Facebook. We also provided
additional information about our research institute, the research
team, and the goals of our survey by providing a link to our data
protection policy and providing information about preliminary
results and reports as they became available. Despite these
measures, it seems likely that Facebook users who are concerned
about data privacy were less inclined to participate in our survey.
Additionally, while anonymous web-based surveys have the
potential to reduce the likelihood of respondents providing
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socially desirable answers compared to personal interviews
[36], privacy concerns may have rendered them reluctant to
answer questions that they perceive as sensitive. We addressed
this issue by offering the possibility of not answering questions
that they feel uncomfortable with, to avoid forcing answers on
sensitive topics.

Practical Considerations

There are some practical aspects that need to be considered
when using Facebook ads for survey research. First, the
possibility of targeting certain user groups makes it easier to
recruit members from certain subpopulations, even when they
are underrepresented on Facebook. Yet, it is important to keep
in mind that as the number of strata in the campaign increases,
so will the selectivity and costs of the campaign. This is
particularly true if the members of certain strata are less likely
to participate than members of other strata. For example, if the
goal is to stratify a campaign based on 5-year age groups, the
number of strata will increase considerably compared to strata
based on 10- or 20-year age groups. This means that overall,
more responses will need to be collected to have enough
observations per stratum to apply poststratification weighting.
Furthermore, when the members of certain groups engage little
with Facebook, a larger share of the budget needs to be devoted
to recruiting them.

Second, both the advertisements and the study page to which
these advertisements are linked need to be actively managed.
Facebook advertisements are similar to user posts, meaning that
users can react to them (eg, liking), comment on them, and share
them with friends. Additionally, users can leave posts on the
study page and review the page itself. In our experience, it is
important to engage with user comments and provide additional
information if needed, to maintain trust with current and
prospective participants. The time investment that this requires
should not be underestimated, especially for studies that run for
a long period of time and are conducted in multiple languages.
On average, our ads received about 19,300 impressions and
about 135 comments per day, and it took us about 1 hour to

manage 50-100 comments. The exact time it took to manage
comments depended on the length of the comment and the
complexity of the answer that was required. Over time, we
became more experienced and efficient in managing comments.
Based on these numbers, researchers who want to conduct a
study on a similar topic and receive a similar number of
impressions per day should expect to spend about 1-2.5 hours
per day managing comments.

Third, the ad review process involves an automatic assessment
of the links that are provided in the ads. In this process, the
webpage to which the link leads is accessed. Hence, submitting
ads for review can generate a large amount of traffic for a
web-based survey, and it is important to keep in mind that the
number of times that the survey page was accessed is not
equivalent to the number of potential respondents who have
accessed it, as some of the traffic may have been generated by
the review process. It would therefore not be valid to
approximate the survey completion rate by dividing the number
of completed questionnaires by the number of page accesses.
Furthermore, it is important to schedule sufficient time between
submitting ads for review and launching the data collection. In
our case, the review process was usually completed in a timely
manner. However, there might be delays (eg, those predicted
by Facebook due to COVID-19) and problems (eg, rejections
due to violations of the Facebook advertising policies) that
increase the time between review completion and delivery.

Conclusion

To conclude, we suggest that targeted advertisements on
Facebook can be a powerful tool for recruiting participants in
ad hoc surveys of the general population during a public health
emergency, as long as certain methodological steps are taken
to address the issue of self-selection. We hope that the
experiences that we have described here, together with our
recommendations, will make it easier for other researchers to
implement similar surveys that tackle current and future
pandemics.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic led to unprecedented mitigation efforts that disrupted the daily lives of millions. Beyond
the general health repercussions of the pandemic itself, these measures also present a challenge to the world’s mental health and
health care systems. Considering that traditional survey methods are time-consuming and expensive, we need timely and proactive
data sources to respond to the rapidly evolving effects of health policy on our population’s mental health. Many people in the
United States now use social media platforms such as Twitter to express the most minute details of their daily lives and social
relations. This behavior is expected to increase during the COVID-19 pandemic, rendering social media data a rich field to
understand personal well-being.

Objective: This study aims to answer three research questions: (1) What themes emerge from a corpus of US tweets about
COVID-19? (2) To what extent did social media use increase during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic? and (3) Does sentiment
change in response to the COVID-19 pandemic?

Methods: We analyzed 86,581,237 public domain English language US tweets collected from an open-access public repository
in three steps. First, we characterized the evolution of hashtags over time using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic modeling.
Second, we increased the granularity of this analysis by downloading Twitter timelines of a large cohort of individuals (n=354,738)
in 20 major US cities to assess changes in social media use. Finally, using this timeline data, we examined collective shifts in
public mood in relation to evolving pandemic news cycles by analyzing the average daily sentiment of all timeline tweets with
the Valence Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) tool.

Results: LDA topics generated in the early months of the data set corresponded to major COVID-19–specific events. However,
as state and municipal governments began issuing stay-at-home orders, latent themes shifted toward US-related lifestyle changes
rather than global pandemic-related events. Social media volume also increased significantly, peaking during stay-at-home
mandates. Finally, VADER sentiment analysis scores of user timelines were initially high and stable but decreased significantly,
and continuously, by late March.

Conclusions: Our findings underscore the negative effects of the pandemic on overall population sentiment. Increased use rates
suggest that, for some, social media may be a coping mechanism to combat feelings of isolation related to long-term social
distancing. However, in light of the documented negative effect of heavy social media use on mental health, social media may
further exacerbate negative feelings in the long-term for many individuals. Thus, considering the overburdened US mental health
care structure, these findings have important implications for ongoing mitigation efforts.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21418)   doi:10.2196/21418
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Introduction

Beyond the obvious physical health ramifications of the
COVID-19 pandemic, public health and the greater medical
community is also bracing for a mental health crisis [1]. Within
the span of 4 months, 45% of Americans indicated that the
COVID-19 pandemic had taken a toll on their mental health,
reporting higher levels of sadness and worsening of chronic
psychiatric conditions [2]. Yet, despite an abundance of
anecdotal evidence and peer-reviewed editorials that identify
the potential mental health fallout of this public health crisis,
the extent of these effects is empirically unknown.

Scientists mobilized quickly to measure many facets of the
pandemic, including potential mental health effects. However,
the time-consuming and costly nature of survey development
[3] and instrument validation make it difficult to draw real-time
conclusions [4], especially amid rapidly evolving news cycles
that shift pandemic-related discourse. In the absence of survey
data, social media represents a potentially valuable data source
for studying emergent social issues, including the effect of those
issues on behaviors and social mood [5]. Repeated tracking of
social media data can provide a diachronic perspective on public
morale and collective changes in sentiment, as participants
voluntarily contribute to narratives, providing unprompted and
diverse understandings of various issues [6-8]. Numerous
scholars have successfully used social media data to identify
trends and nuances in public mood using a combination of
machine learning and artificial intelligence approaches. Some
examples include comparing the happiness of users to their
online social networks [9,10], identifying detailed predictors of
mood through social media feeds [5], predicting cognitive
distortions expressed among groups at risk of mental health
disorders [11], tracking the emotions of social media users at
high resolution [12,13], and mapping negative affectivity among
users with internalizing disorders [14]. Collectively, these
studies demonstrate the feasibility and value of using sentiment
analysis on social media data to study societal mood and
well-being, as well as biomedical signals among social media
users that can provide useful proxies for mental health
[12,15-17]. In fact, these approaches may be especially useful
considering the speed that the pandemic became an acute
socioeconomic phenomenon, the pervasiveness of
COVID-19–related content available online, and the natural
reaction of many to post on social media about pandemic-related
events.

Indeed, throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, individuals have
sought out crisis-related news at increased capacities [18],
leading to a collective increase in global social media use [19].
This renders social media data about the COVID-19 pandemic
a powerful source of information to draw real-time conclusions
about aggregate social well-being during an unprecedented
public health event. However, we must remember that, just as
survey data are prone to biases, so are data derived from social
media [20]. Therefore, to draw accurate inferences about mood,

sentiment, and mental health, we must remain cognizant of the
type of analysis performed, and what the analysis represents to
measure nuanced aspects of sentiment. We contrasted topics
discussed, topic-related sentiment, and personal sentiment to
arrive at a more comprehensive and accurate assessment of
changes in sentiments expressed through social media and their
relevance to public health in the United States.

Broadly, this study answers the following three research
questions (RQs):

• RQ1: What themes emerge from a corpus of US tweets
about COVID-19?

• RQ2: To what extent did social media use increase during
the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic?

• RQ3: What patterns emerge from longitudinal tracking of
sentiment during the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic?

To address these RQs, we analyzed a large-scale set of Twitter
data that are strictly relevant to the topic of COVID-19 in the
United States from January 22, 2020, onward. Using this data,
we also compiled a second corpus of individual geolocated
social media timeline data from the same period to understand
changes in personal sentiment as a proxy for mental health and
evolving US perceptions of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Data
We collected two distinct data sets, each reflecting different
aspects of changes in social media behavior before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The first data set of tweets, collected
from an open-access repository containing all
COVID-19–related tweets published in the United States [21],
was designed to capture topical differences (ie, themes) in the
Twitter discussion during the events that marked the onset of
the pandemic. The repository provides a list of tweet IDs, which
we used to extract tweet content from Twitter’s application
programming interface (API; end point: GET statuses/show/id).
We downloaded each tweet as well as the standard metadata
provided by Twitter. Specifically, we retrieved
COVID-19–related tweets posted between January 22, 2020
(first day of data collection and roughly 1 week prior to the first
confirmed US COVID-19 case) through April 9, 2020 (the
middle of social distancing efforts). Hereafter, we refer to this
set of tweets as the “COVID-19 corpus” (n=86,581,237 tweets).
Please refer to Figure 1 for a visual representation of this data
set and how it was retrieved.

To gauge fluctuations of personal activity and mood at the
individual (rather than topical) level, we downloaded the Twitter
timelines (ie, the 3200 most recent tweets) of individual social
media users who contributed to the COVID-19 corpus and
resided within the 20 US cities with the most COVID-19 cases
per 100,000 people from the Twitter API (end point: GET
statuses/user_timeline). These timelines capture the changing
behavior and emotions of individual Twitter users during the
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COVID-19 pandemic but do not strictly pertain to tweets
exclusively related to COVID-19. We referred to this data as
user timeline data (n=354,738 users; n=69,349,479 tweets), as
shown in Figure 1. All tweets in either data set were scrubbed
of any personally identifiable information in accordance with
ethical social media use practices.

To ensure that we were measuring expressed sentiment in our
data, we excluded non-English tweets and, specifically within
the user timeline data, retweets and biasing keywords including
“coronavirus,” “COVID-19,” and “pandemic,” among others.
These words were removed because they inherently carry a
negative connotation, and their inclusion would artificially

decrease sentiment given that the corpus itself is composed of
COVID-19–related content. In other words, because users are
naturally tweeting about coronavirus, virus, and the pandemic,
the inclusion of those words may not necessarily reflect the
individual’s well-being. Note, the resulting sample sizes for
each corpora exceeded the mean observed in a recent scoping
survey of the literature on social media analytics for public
health (n=20,000) [22], resulting in ample representation to
conduct our analyses. Additionally, previous studies have used
large-scale sentiment analysis to accurately predict social mood
[23] and how sentiment expressed on social media correlates
with psychological well-being [24]. Thus, the use of sentiment
analysis for this study was appropriate.

Figure 1. This diagram illustrates the procedure undertaken to procure Tweet IDs from an open-access COVID-19 repository. These tweet IDs were
run through Twitter’s API to create two distinct data sets. The COVID-19 corpus, which contains all COVID-19–related English language tweets
published in the United States between January-April 2020. The user timeline data contains the 3200 most recent tweets of users residing in the 20 cities
most affected by COVID-19. API: application programming interface; VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning.

Analyses

Latent Dirichlet Allocation Topic Models
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) topic models are unsupervised
machine learning tools that perform probabilistic inferences to
consolidate large volumes of text data into manageable themes
[25]. Simply, words with high probabilities of association (ie,
a high likelihood to appear in proximity with other words) are
grouped together to form a latent theme, or topic, that
qualitatively represents a content area within the collection of
text. These methods have been applied in many ways such as
to determine common themes in product reviews [26], to map
themes within bodies of scientific literature [27], and to identify
themes in social media data [28]. Thus, these tools are
appropriate for exploratory analyses that seek to consolidate
dense text data.

Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis refers to a set of supervised or unsupervised
machine learning and natural language processing techniques
that extract affective or emotional indicators from text (eg, to
determine whether a tweet expresses a negative or positive
emotion about policy [23]). In this study, we used the Valence
Aware Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner (VADER) [29] to
gauge the emotional valence of tweets. VADER is a rule-based
open-source tool that recognizes common terms, idioms,
abbreviations, and jargon while accounting for grammatical

structures such as punctuation, negation, hedging, and
magnification that are commonly employed in the vernacular
of social media platforms. The VADER lexicon is one of the
largest of its kind containing over 7500 common terms that are
each rated for their emotional valence by 10 independent human
raters. However, the word virus and its many variations (eg,
viruses, viral) are not part of the VADER lexicon, meaning
changes in the frequency of these words will not bias VADER
scores. VADER has been extensively validated for Twitter
content [30], showing some of the highest accuracy and
coverage for tweets in a benchmark of more than 20 sentiment
analysis tools [31].

Change-Point Detection
We applied the Pruned Exact Linear Time (PELT) change-point
detection algorithm to identify significant changes in tweet
volume and sentiment [32]. Change-point detection algorithms
perform a set of mathematical operations over a time series (a
series of time-based observations) to identify points in time
where the statistical properties of the time series data changed
significantly [33]. The PELT algorithm specifically attempts to
find a set of change points for a given time series, such that
their number and location in time minimizes a given
segmentation cost. We chose the PELT algorithm over other
similar change-detection algorithms because it is considered to
be a more conservative estimate (preferring not to identify
change points unless strict conditions are satisfied), thus yielding
more accurate detection of statistical changes [34]. Additionally,
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PELT uses an offline approach to change detection [34],
meaning it can consider all possible data points when identifying
significant changes, regardless of the type of data, while
maintaining high levels of performance.

Procedure

What Themes Emerge From a Corpus of US Tweets
About COVID-19?
We divided the COVID-19 corpus into daily segments and
generated one topic model per day consisting of 20 topics each.
We chose this number to reflect the widest possible span of
themes while summarizing the major themes of the online
discussion, which is a process used in previous studies [28,35].
We then looked at the top 20 associated words per topic and
collapsed similar words into general themes, taking into account
similarities of words (eg, United States and US) and potential
misspellings, which are common in social media posts. As an
example, Hubei and Wuhan were collapsed into the theme
China. We then found the frequency ratio (ie, the number of
occurrences of a certain word divided by the total number of
words) of COVID-19–related themes (China, United States,
pandemic, social distancing, Trump, home, lockdown, and
deaths) and plotted them on a daily basis to show the evolution
of topics over time, indicating both the contribution of the theme
to all content of that day and the relative ranking of these terms
among these themes. We used intercoder agreement methods
to arrive at mutually agreeable interpretations of collapsed
themes [36].

To What Extent Did Social Media Use Increase During
the Onset of the COVID-19 Pandemic?
For this analysis we used the user timeline data instead of the
general COVID-19 corpus (see Figure 1) because within-subject
individual posting frequency is a better marker for tracking
changes in social media use behavior [37]. Since Twitter’s API
limits us to only the 3200 most recent postings per individual,
we only selected individuals who posted on Twitter before
January 22, 2020, retaining 354,738 users. This ensured that
our analytic sample captured individual behavior in the 20
most-affected US cities throughout the interval of interest
(January 22, 2020, to April 9, 2020). We performed a seasonal
decomposition—a method that separates the baseline, trend,

and seasonal components of a time series—to determine whether
we can observe increased Twitter use during the pandemic
relative to events just prior. We then detected significant points
of change using the PELT algorithm [38].

What Patterns Emerge From Longitudinal Tracking of
Sentiment During the Onset of the COVID-19
Pandemic?
Sentiment can change because individuals discuss different
topics (eg, using pejorative terms such as “virus” more
frequently) or because of personal, individual changes in how
people actually feel. We therefore compared daily VADER
sentiment scores for the COVID-19 corpus (to gauge topical
sentiment) and the user timeline within-subjects data (to assess
personal changes in sentiment) from January 22, 2020 (the first
official day of data collection) through April 9, 2020. We
determined change points in the time series of daily averaged
VADER sentiment with the PELT detection algorithm to
identify significant changes in sentiment throughout this time
period.

Results

What Themes Emerge From a Corpus of US Tweets
About COVID-19?
We consolidated the COVID-19 corpus (n=86,581,237 tweets)
into themes using LDA topic models. Figure 1 highlights the
eight most salient topics and how their prominence (width of
bars and rank) changed over time relative to major
COVID-19–related milestones identified by the World Health
Organization (WHO).

As shown in Figure 2, topics continued to rise and fall in
prominence relative to emerging news cycles throughout the
time period under consideration. Indeed, the majority of
COVID-19–related Twitter activity focused on China in
February 2020. However, from March to April, as the novel
coronavirus increasingly began to affect the US population,
China became less prominent as more US-centered topics such
as “lockdown” and “social distancing” emerged. Although China
remained a prominent theme throughout the duration of interest,
US-centered topics gradually came to dominate social media
spaces.
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Figure 2. Topic group rankings over time in the COVID-19 corpus. Each topic is ranked by its frequency ratio. The width of the bars indicates the
fraction of words in the topic on a given day. The colors of the areas indicate which theme the corresponding area belongs to.

To What Extent Did Social Media Use Increase During
the Onset of the COVID-19 Pandemic?
Using user timeline data, we compared the frequency of social
media posts before and during the pandemic of 292,000 users
(whose timelines span January 22 onwards) in the 20
most-affected metropolitan cities (n= 66,725,505 tweets). Figure
3 highlights changes in posting volume between January 22,
2020, and April 9, 2020. The peaks and troughs (dashed line)
of this graph show how seasonal and weekly cycles shape tweet
volume. The solid line plots the trend in the time series after
removing cycles and seasonal effects (through seasonal
decomposition), and the progressively darker shades of brown
denote the number of cities that imposed mandatory lockdowns.

Generally, we observed a consistent upward trend in total
Twitter volume from early to late March. The PELT
change-point algorithm identified two significant volume
changes on March 8 and 12, 2020—around the time COVID-19
was declared a global pandemic (March 11) and President
Trump declared a national emergency in the United States
(March 14). The upward trend stabilized thereafter, albeit at
higher observed volumes than prior to the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic. This supports the notion that individuals
in our sample were more engaged with social media and made
more use of it, possibly to discuss or obtain further information
relevant to the news cycle.

Figure 3. Number of daily tweets in a subsample of the user timeline data. The dashed line displays the daily number of tweets in the subsample of
the user timeline data. The solid line indicates the underlying trend in the daily number of tweets (after removing its seasonal effects). The diamond
markers indicate significant change points indicated by the Pruned Exact Linear Time algorithm. The light blue and pink annotations denote the death
of Kobe Bryant (January 26, 2020) and the day when the WHO declared COVID-19 a global pandemic (March 11, 2020), respectively. The brown bars
indicate the dates that lockdowns were enforced in the 20 considered cities (ranging from March 16 to April 1, 2020). The opacity of the brown bars
indicates how many cities had enforced a lockdown at that date. LD: lockdown; WHO: World Health Organization.

What Patterns Emerge From Longitudinal Tracking
of Sentiment During the Onset of the COVID-19
Pandemic?
We applied the VADER sentiment tool to the COVID-19 corpus
(to assess sentiment of all US tweets about COVID-19) and the
user timeline data (to track changes in user sentiment using their

most recent 3200 tweets). Figure 4 tracks sentiment relative to
major COVID-19–related milestones for both data sets, with
the orange line tracking the COVID-19 corpus and the blue line
tracking the user timeline data. In the COVID-19 corpus, there
was an unmistakable increase in sentiment with two
PELT-identified significant changes on March 9 (just before
the WHO classified COVID-19 as a pandemic) and March 19,
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2020 (shortly after President Donald Trump declared a national
emergency). Figure 5 further shows that the percentage of
positively scored COVID-19 tweets increased over time,
reinforcing the positive trend.

Conversely, the user timeline data (which again contained the
most recent 3200 tweets of a given user) showed decreases in

sentiment over the same period. The user timeline data had one
PELT-identified significant change in sentiment on January 28,
2020 (the day National Basketball Association [NBA] player
Kobe Bryant died in a helicopter crash). There was a notable
but short-lived drop in sentiment before March 9 (when the
WHO classified COVID-19 as a pandemic).

Figure 4. Distribution of nonzero VADER sentiment in the COVID-19 corpus (orange) and user-timeline data (blue). The solid lines display the 14-day
moving average, and orange crosses/blue triangles represent the actual daily average VADER sentiment value. The diamond markers show change
points indicated by the Pruned Exact Linear Time algorithm; the color of the diamond's edge refers to the time series that this change point belongs.
The light blue, gray, and pink annotations denote the day of Kobe Bryant’s death (January 26, 2020), the day of missing data in the COVID-19 corpus
(February 23), and the WHO declaration of COVID-19 as a global pandemic (March 11), respectively. The brown bars indicate the dates that lockdowns
were enforced in the 20 considered cities (ranging from March 16 to April 1, 2020). The opacity of the brown bars indicates how many cities had
enforced a lockdown at that date. LD: lockdown; VADER: Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning; WHO: World Health Organization.

Figure 5. Distribution of positive and negative VADER sentiment in COVID-19 corpus. The solid line displays the fraction of tweets that hold positive
or negative VADER sentiment in the user timeline data (colored green for positive and red for negative sentiment). The gray and pink annotations
denote the day of missing data (February 23, 2020) and the WHO declaration of COVID-19 as a global pandemic (March 11), respectively. VADER:
Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment Reasoning; WHO: World Health Organization.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study is to draw conclusions about US
mental health amid the COVID-19 pandemic using
computational social media analytics of a publicly available
repository containing all COVID-19–related tweets. Using the
COVID-19 tweet repository released by Chen and colleagues
[21], we expanded on their original topical analysis of
COVID-19 content by examining both topics and sentiment
specific to the US population to understand how the COVID-19

pandemic may be impacting social well-being. We used social
media data as the medium for analysis for several reasons, in
particular its usefulness to gauge real-time changes in mental
health and social well-being before, during, and after rapid
socioeconomic changes [15]. In this section, we discuss the
findings of this study in detail and highlight public health
implications about social well-being during the onset of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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COVID-19 Social Media Themes: Content Is
Reactionary to News Cycles
Bento and colleagues [18] predicted that crisis-related
information seeking would increase during the COVID-19
pandemic. Numerous studies have supported that prediction by
identifying increased panic within social media spaces as users
react to COVID-19 news–related content on their feeds [39,40].
Through our LDA topic modeling analysis, we echo much of
those findings as well; the topics uncovered by LDA frequently
corresponded to the life cycles of COVID-19–related news and
current events. For example, the name used to identify the virus
on social media evolved to match changes in viral terminology
as presented on news outlets (eg, the novel coronavirus became
coronavirus, COVID-19, and COVID-19 pandemic). The
locations that emerged within the topics also corresponded to
the movement of COVID-19 from mainland China to the United
States. For example, in late January, China was a dominant
theme in Twitter content (shown by the width of the bars in
Figure 2), indicating the US public may have considered the
then-classified epidemic a foreign matter (eg, tweet: “OMG
China just shut down trading...Still think it's just a flu?”).
However, in later weeks and months, US-centered topics and
tweets replaced China in prominence as more Americans
became preoccupied with pandemic control measures at home
(eg, tweet: “lol it’s wild seeing every single other country
grappling with this virus in ways we KNOW the US will never
do”). These findings suggest that, as the COVID-19 pandemic
became more prominent in the United States, social media
content changed to topics of more direct impact to the United
States and with greater frequency of use (evidenced by a
PELT-identified significant increase in Twitter volume during
that time). This volume increase remained consistently above
levels observed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, which is
possibly explained by several factors including increased anxiety
as the COVID-19 pandemic reached the United States, the
isolating effects of statewide stay-at-home orders, or other social
fallouts driven by the pandemic. These findings collectively
support those of Castillo and colleagues [41], who contend that
social media content follows the life cycle of news stories. Thus,
news, as a vehicle for crisis-related social media communication,
should be studied more intently.

COVID-19 Topical Sentiment: Increased Sentiment
May Indicate a Priming Effect
Given the expected negative physical and emotional outcomes
of a major pandemic, we were surprised to observe that the
sentiment of the COVID-19 corpus trended positively. However,
this increase in sentiment is likely not indicative of actual
changes in population sentiment but rather the effect of a
common topical bias in social media analytics [42]. Our
COVID-19 data set was specifically selected to contain tweets
that related to the topic of COVID-19. Hence, its sentiment
scores will reflect the language used to discuss this particular
topic and not necessarily the underlying emotion of the
population. Topically selected social media posts are likely
primed by news cycles [43] and show false optimism—a
phenomena where individuals tend to post content that is more
positive or optimistic than their true emotions [44]. Previous
research has further shown that language in general is biased

toward positivity, especially when posts are collected for a
random topic [30]. For example, language used to compose a
post about COVID-19 may contain trending verbiage or framing
devices, including showcasing support of groups frequently part
of news cycles (eg, tweet: “Great news...it’s a welcome burden
lifted off our incredible nurses and medical first responders”).
Similarly, users may just be conveying positivity through
carefully selected popular words around a trending topic (eg,
tweet: “No matter how hard the situation nowadays during the
pandemic outbreak, we should keep being positive and
optimistic”). Within the VADER lexicon, many of the words
commonly used in this context are scored positively (great,
welcome, incredible, positive, optimistic), which also artificially
inflates sentiment ratings. Thus, we posit that topically driven
tweet samples may not validly reflect actual changes in
population mood but rather topic-driven language sentiment.
This justifies our approach to analyze within-subject timelines
of individual posts that are not necessarily bound by the criterion
of strictly being COVID-19–related, thereby increasing the odds
of reflecting personal changes in mood trajectories.

User Timeline Sentiment: Lower Timeline Sentiment
May Indicate Decreased Social Well-being
By contrast, we found a negative trajectory in sentiment scores
for the user timeline data. This means that, although content in
the COVID-19 corpus trended positively (possibly due to
priming), relative to the totality of their timelines, our sample
mood was lower than it once was. Thus, this comparison gives
us deeper insight into underlying mood and sentiment. This
finding further supports the assertion that the positivity conveyed
in social media posts may not validly reflect what people are
feeling at a given moment. Indeed, that positivity may be serving
as a veneer posted in the moment to convey positivity during a
time of uncertainty. To obtain an accurate assessment of mood
and well-being, other reference points (in this case, social media
posts prior to the pandemic) are needed to examine
in-the-moment sentiment relative to their prior histories. Within
our timeline data, we captured one event that occurred prior to
the pandemic that also affected sentiment scores relative to
timeline histories—the passing of NBA basketball player Kobe
Bryant. The effect of Bryant’s passing led to a sharp decline in
sentiment, which lasted approximately 24 hours before returning
to levels observed previously. Regarding the pandemic, after
the PELT-identified shift on March 8, 2020, sentiment scores
(relative to timelines) became not only lower but also
consistently lower and did not return to levels observed before
the pandemic reached the United States. This trend may hold
implications into the longitudinal effects of the pandemic and
subsequent impacts on US mood and social sentiment, as this
continued trend may be indicative of a long-lasting shift in mood
and well-being.

Social Media Use in Times of Crisis
Analyses of aggregated social media feeds are shown to
adequately predict other phenomena including the stock market
[45]; political leanings [46]; and, when analyzed through a time
series, collective shifts in general mood [47]. Our study
contributes to this body of literature by highlighting the disparity
between how Americans portray themselves on social media
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versus the latent sentiment they may be experiencing during
times of crisis. Generally, Americans were not posting social
media content about COVID-19 prior to the first documented
US case. Once COVID-19 became a reality in the United States,
however, there was a continued increase in the total number of
US-based tweets about the novel coronavirus, indicative of
growing social media use in our sample. By analyzing the
COVID-19 corpus and user timeline data separately, but with
the same analytic procedures, we saw divergent findings that
reinforced the difference between in-the-moment portrayals
versus the longitudinal information that can be gleaned from
individual timeline analyses. For example, tweets and posts
about COVID-19 may attempt to be lighthearted or convey
optimism; however, individually, social media users may not
be as optimistic as they were prior to the pandemic. During an
unprecedented public health crisis, it is therefore important to
look beyond the topical focus of messages on social media that
reference the crisis itself as a proxy of public mood, as they are
likely to be affected by other influences (eg, political framing
and projecting hope). Ultimately, our findings exemplify
COVID-19 as a case study in social media behavior, whose
outcomes should be generalized to other crisis-related events.

Concluding Remarks and Implications
At the time of writing, the US COVID-19 death toll was just
over 136,000, with the lives of millions of people disrupted by
the various effects of the pandemic. This study elucidates the
possible mental health effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
among Twitter users using a computational approach to analyze
a corpus of all archived US-based COVID-19 tweets from
January to April 2020. These analyses revealed, to varying
extents, how the pervasiveness of COVID-19 content available
on social media and abrupt shift in lifestyles may be negatively
affecting social sentiment relative to points just prior to the
pandemic. Given that sentiments expressed on social media
have been used as a proxy for mental well-being [48], these
findings support calls from public health and medical scholars
who contend that mental health is an urgent concern during the
COVID-19 pandemic, especially as our findings illustrate a
declining trend in sentiment. Thus, we encourage further
research on US mental health status amid the pandemic using

survey methods or other primary data collections to substantiate
our findings with testable outcomes. We also call for more
research on mental health interventions amid the COVID-19
pandemic, with particular attention to modality (ie, in person
vs virtual), and the efficacy of those efforts.

Limitations
Our study is subject to limitations. Twitter requires users to opt
in to geotagging features. Consequently, any information
inferred about the user’s city of residence is often limited to
self-reported data as specified on profile pages. This means that
some of our timeline data may not originate from the city
specified by a user, as this information can easily be
misrepresented [49] (eg, stating they live in New York, NY,
but actually residing in Newark, NJ). We also acknowledge a
likely bias regarding key demographic information, including
age, gender, and socioeconomic status among social media users
[50], in addition to the temporal, spatial, and geographic patterns
that may affect how sentiment is expressed on social media (eg,
older adults posting early in the morning vs younger adults
posting late at night or urban vs rural users) [51]. It is also, as
of yet, not possible to accurately diagnose someone with a
mental health condition through social media feeds alone,
although research has shown that social media content contains
important indicators with respect to mental health and
biomedical signals. Thus, we relied on trend data to draw
inferences about the possibility of mental health decline based
on average sentiment scores [52]. However, these limitations
do not diminish the importance or validity of this study. Rather,
they create avenues for additional research that expand on the
findings of this paper and leverage the limitations inherent to
social media data, such as measuring cognitive distortions on
Twitter based on posting time or approaches that measure
diagnosable mental health conditions through social media data,
particularly during times of increased panic and crisis. In
addition, because social media has been widely used to draw
conclusions about public mood through large-scale sentiment
analysis procedures [10,18], we contend our approach is
appropriate to draw the conclusions discussed herein. See
Multimedia Appendix 1 for source code.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has led to an increase in the use of and demand for telehealth services.

Objective: Here, we describe the utilization of telehealth services provided by Doctor On Demand, Inc., a well-known telehealth
company in the United States, before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. We also explore how the number of virtual visits,
reasons for visits, and patients served changed over time.

Methods: We reported data as a percentage change from the baseline week during 2 distinct time periods: February-June 2019
and February-June 2020 based on 4 categories of visits: respiratory illness, unscheduled behavioral health, scheduled behavioral
health, and chronic illness.

Results: In 2020, the total visit volume increased considerably from March through April 7, 2020 (59% above the baseline)
and then declined through the week of June 2 (15% above the baseline). Visits for respiratory illnesses increased through the
week of March 24 (30% above the baseline) and then steadily declined through the week of June 2 (65% below the baseline).
Higher relative increases were observed for unscheduled behavioral health and chronic illness visits through April (109% and
131% above the baseline, respectively) before a decline through the week of June 2 (69% and 37% above the baseline, respectively).
Increases in visit volume among rural residents were slightly higher than those among urban residents (peak at 64% vs 58% above
the baseline, respectively).

Conclusions: Although this telehealth service provider observed a substantial increase in the volume of visits during the
COVID-19 pandemic, it is interesting to note that this growth was not fueled by COVID-19 concerns but by visits for behavioral
health and chronic illness. Telehealth services may play a role as a “safety valve” for patients who have difficulty accessing care
during a public health emergency.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22727)   doi:10.2196/22727

KEYWORDS

telehealth; telemedicine; COVID-19; pandemic; infectious disease; virus; United States

Introduction

In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, health care delivery
in the United States has changed dramatically since March 2020.

As a result of stay-at-home orders, many physicians who had
limited prior experience with telehealth started offering
telehealth visits to support social distancing, conserve the use
of personal protective equipment, and safeguard vulnerable
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patients from exposure to COVID-19. This transformation in
health care delivery was unprecedented, and evidence about
clinicians’ experiences transitioning to and maintaining
telehealth services during the pandemic is still emerging.

However, when COVID-19 outbreaks emerged, many
organizations were already conducting telehealth visits in high
volumes. Prior to 2020, large telehealth service providers were
providing millions of telehealth visits per year, offering patients
immediate access to clinicians via videoconferencing visits from
personal electronic devices [1].

To date, research on telehealth implementation during the
COVID-19 pandemic has focused on the experiences of
professionals new to telehealth [2]. Little is known about the
impact of COVID-19 among telehealth services that were
functional prior to the pandemic. To address this gap in the
literature, we collaborated with a prominent telehealth service
provider, Doctor On Demand, Inc., to describe their experience
during the ongoing pandemic and to explore how the number
of telehealth visits, reasons for visits, and patients served have
changed over time.

Methods

Services Offered
Doctor On Demand is a telehealth company that provides
services across all 50 US states. It delivers urgent care,
behavioral health, preventive care, and chronic care services
directly to consumers through its affiliations with self-insured
employers and health plans. In March 2020, the company
observed an increase in requests for visits and pursued several
strategies to increase its capacity. They launched an online
COVID-19 assessment tool and information center for mobile
devices. The assessment tool, which was developed in
collaboration with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, allowed patients to compare their symptoms to those
suggestive of COVID-19 and provided recommendations
regarding whether they need to seek care. The company also
hired additional providers and increased the working hours of
existing providers. Visits during the study period were delivered
by board-certified primary care physicians, board-certified
psychiatrists, and doctoral-level psychologists.

Data Analysis
The company generated data in an aggregate form, as a
percentage change from the baseline over 2 distinct time periods:
February-June 2019 and February-June 2020. The baseline week
was defined as February 25 to March 3 for 2019 and February
24 to March 1 for 2020. We selected this specific week-long
period because it represented the tail end of the influenza season
and, in 2020, it occurred before significant community
transmission of COVID-19 was reported in the United States.

We plotted weekly changes in the visit volume from the baseline
for all virtual visits and 4 specific categories of visits: respiratory
illness (including acute respiratory infection, influenza-like
illness, and potential COVID-19), unscheduled behavioral health
services offered within the urgent care service staffed by primary
care providers, scheduled behavioral health services (including
therapy and psychiatry) offered within the behavioral health
service staffed by specialty behavioral health providers, and
chronic illness.

In the respiratory illness category, we combined acute
respiratory infection, influenza-like illness, and suspected
COVID-19 given the similarities in their presentation with fever
and potential cough. Respiratory illness visits included visits
for the following diagnoses: coronavirus infection; viral
infection, unspecified; SARS-associated coronavirus; other
coronavirus; acute nasopharyngitis; acute maxillary sinusitis;
acute frontal sinusitis; acute pansinusitis; acute sinusitis; acute
recurrent sinusitis; streptococcal pharyngitis; acute pharyngitis;
acute tonsillitis; acute laryngitis; acute obstructive laryngitis
(croup); acute upper respiratory infection, unspecified; influenza;
viral pneumonia, unspecified; pneumonia; acute bronchitis;
acute bronchiolitis; acute lower respiratory infection,
unspecified; allergic rhinitis; chronic rhinitis; bronchitis; chronic
bronchitis, unspecified; asthma, unspecified; acute
bronchospasm; cough; dyspnea; shortness of breath; wheezing;
nasal congestion; other disturbances of smell or taste; fever,
unspecified; headache; other fatigue; and COVID-19 acute
respiratory disease.

Chronic illness visits included visits for the following diagnoses:
asthma, low back pain, hypertension, thyroid disorders, obesity,
hypercholesterolemia/hyperlipidemia, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, type 2 diabetes, complex diabetes,
osteoarthritis, iron deficiency anemia, rheumatoid arthritis,
fibromyalgia, prediabetes, lupus, ulcerative colitis, heart disease,
Crohn disease, HIV, cancer, emphysema, sleep apnea, glaucoma,
hemophilia, falls, hepatitis C, chronic kidney disease, end-stage
liver disease, scleroderma, stroke, severe chronic kidney disease,
hepatitis B, hemochromatosis, macrocytic anemia, macrocytosis,
polymyalgia rheumatica, hepatitis A, joint replacement, and
interstitial lung disease.

Results

Visit Volume
Compared to the baseline week, in 2019, total visit volume
declined from March through June 2019 (Figure 1). In contrast,
in 2020, total visit volume increased sharply from March to
April 7, 2020 (59% above the baseline) and then steadily
declined through the week of June 2, 2020 (15% above the
baseline).
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Figure 1. Percentage change in the total volume of virtual visits from the baseline week in 2019 and 2020. Baseline weeks: February 25 to March 3,
2019, and February 24 to March 1, 2020.

In 2020, during the baseline week starting February 24,
respiratory illness visits represented 45% of the total visit
volume, whereas the total number of visits for behavioral health
(scheduled and unscheduled) and chronic illness comprised
20% and 5% of the total visit volume, respectively.

Moreover, in 2020, visits for respiratory illnesses modestly
increased initially (peak at 30% above the baseline in the week
of March 24) and then steadily declined (65% below the baseline

in the week of June 2; Figure 2). In contrast, unscheduled
behavioral health and chronic illness visits increased across this
period, peaking at 109% in the week of April 21 and at 131%
in the week of March 31, before declining to 69% and 37%,
respectively—levels that were still above the baseline. In the
week of June 2, 2020, respiratory illness visits represented 14%
of the total visit volume, whereas behavioral health (scheduled
and unscheduled) and chronic illness visits comprised 31% and
5%, respectively.

Figure 2. Percentage change in the total volume of virtual visits by type of visit from the baseline week in 2020. ARI: acute respiratory infection, ILI:
influenza-like illness.
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Patients Served
In 2020, differences in visit trends by patient location were
observed. All visits among urban residents peaked at 58% above
baseline, whereas visits among rural residents peaked at 64%
above baseline.

Individuals residing in low-income regions (mean per capita
income of <US $20,000) accounted for 47% of all visits in
January and February 2020 and 50% of all visits in April 2020.
The proportion of patients new to the telehealth platform
increased from 40% in February 2020 to 53% in April 2020.

Discussion

Consistent with health care providers who were not focused on
telehealth prior to the COVID-19 pandemic [2], the telehealth
provider Doctor On Demand experienced a substantial increase
in the total visit volume during the ongoing pandemic. It is
noteworthy that this growth is not attributed to COVID-19
concerns; instead, behavioral health and chronic illness visits
seemed to have contributed to the growth.

Although the overall growth of 59% above the baseline is
substantial and similar to that reported by other telehealth
services [3], it is significantly lower than the telehealth growth
rate reported among in-person providers during the pandemic.
For In-person providers, telehealth grew from <1% of visits to
14%-43% of visits, which corresponds to growth of >1000%
[2,4]. The differences in relative growth likely suggest that the
use of telehealth services among in-person providers was very
low at baseline.

The overall number of telehealth visits on the Doctor On
Demand platform peaked at approximately the same time as
emergency department visits in the USA were at their lowest
point [5]. This finding suggests that the demand for telehealth
in April 2020 may have been driven in part by patient hesitation
to seek in-person care. Increasing comfort with in-person care
may result in a reduced demand for telehealth services as the
pandemic progresses. Studies have also found that the use of
telehealth services has reduced as in-person visits have
rebounded [6]. However, the exposure to telehealth in the spring

of 2020 may result in an increased use of these services over
the long-term.

It is unclear whether the increased demand for behavioral health
visits during the study period was driven by a higher incidence
of mental health concerns due to pandemic-related stressors
(eg, increased isolation and financial hardship) or was attributed
to the reduced capacity of health care providers practicing in
the community. Telehealth services may serve as a “safety
valve” for patients, addressing gaps in access to the traditional
(in-person) health care delivery system. Previous studies have
highlighted the important role that telehealth plays during a
pandemic, helping protect patients and clinicians from exposure
to disease and maintaining continuity of care [7,8]. National
telehealth services are especially well positioned to respond to
local or regional emergencies given they have large panels of
providers who are spread out geographically, and as such they
can support load balancing across their networks [7]. However,
in a nation affected by a pandemic, the capacity of these
telehealth services is somewhat constrained by the fact that they
need to hire and train additional providers to meet unexpected
surges in the demand for health care. To increase the
preparedness of telehealth services to scale up quickly in a
national emergency, it may be necessary to maintain “reserve”
providers who can be activated on a short notice.

There has been substantial discussion about the “digital divide”
in health care and concerns that patients from lower-income
communities may not have the necessary technology or digital
literacy to participate in video-based visits. Nevertheless, it is
reassuring that the proportion of telehealth visits by patients
from lower-income communities was stable during the early
weeks of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Conclusions
In summary, we observed that the substantial growth in the use
of telehealth services of Doctor On Demand, during the
pandemic was surprisingly driven by the increase in visits for
behavioral health and chronic illness. Future studies should
continue to describe changes in the volume of telehealth visits
and reasons for their use as the current COVID-19 pandemic
progresses.
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Abstract

Background: Assigning meaningful probabilities of SARS-CoV-2 infection risk presents a diagnostic challenge across the
continuum of care.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop and clinically validate an adaptable, personalized diagnostic model to assist
clinicians in ruling in and ruling out COVID-19 in potential patients. We compared the diagnostic performance of probabilistic,
graphical, and machine learning models against a previously published benchmark model.

Methods: We integrated patient symptoms and test data using machine learning and Bayesian inference to quantify individual
patient risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection. We trained models with 100,000 simulated patient profiles based on 13 symptoms and
estimated local prevalence, imaging, and molecular diagnostic performance from published reports. We tested these models with
consecutive patients who presented with a COVID-19–compatible illness at the University of California San Diego Medical
Center over the course of 14 days starting in March 2020.

Results: We included 55 consecutive patients with fever (n=43, 78%) or cough (n=42, 77%) presenting for ambulatory (n=11,
20%) or hospital care (n=44, 80%). In total, 51% (n=28) were female and 49% (n=27) were aged <60 years. Common comorbidities
included diabetes (n=12, 22%), hypertension (n=15, 27%), cancer (n=9, 16%), and cardiovascular disease (n=7, 13%). Of these,
69% (n=38) were confirmed via reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to be positive for SARS-CoV-2
infection, and 20% (n=11) had repeated negative nucleic acid testing and an alternate diagnosis. Bayesian inference network,
distance metric learning, and ensemble models discriminated between patients with SARS-CoV-2 infection and alternate diagnoses
with sensitivities of 81.6%-84.2%, specificities of 58.8%-70.6%, and accuracies of 61.4%-71.8%. After integrating imaging and
laboratory test statistics with the predictions of the Bayesian inference network, changes in diagnostic uncertainty at each step in
the simulated clinical evaluation process were highly sensitive to location, symptom, and diagnostic test choices.

Conclusions: Decision support models that incorporate symptoms and available test results can help providers diagnose
SARS-CoV-2 infection in real-world settings.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24478)   doi:10.2196/24478
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Introduction

Despite advances in molecular diagnostics and imaging, ruling
in or ruling out COVID-19 infection in an individual patient
remains a significant challenge [1]. Current guidelines from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommend
providers to determine whether signs or symptoms are
compatible with COVID-19 infection and to test appropriate
patients using nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) or
antigen detection assays [2]. However, the diverse clinical
presentations of COVID-19 infection may mimic those of
common infections, potentially confounding the diagnostic
value of presenting symptoms [3]. Moreover, significant and
evolving differences in estimated local disease prevalence for
both COVID-19 infection and seasonal respiratory illnesses
meaningfully impact differential diagnostic probabilities.
Despite the uncertain utility of this symptom and local
prevalence information, in low-resource and community settings
such as ambulatory clinics, nursing homes, and telemedicine,
these may be the only sources of data. In higher-resource
settings, NAATs [4], antibody based lateral flow assays [5],
chest radiography (CXR) [6], and computed tomography (CT)
[7] may be available, yet published literature notes varied
performance. Despite these limitations, clinicians with access
to any imaging and testing modalities must optimize diagnostic
imaging and testing sequences to appropriately reduce diagnostic
uncertainty in a given setting.

This complexity highlights the need for reliable and
user-friendly clinical decision support systems (CDSS) that
suggest optimal testing strategies and quantify SARS-CoV-2
infection risk for patients across the continuum of care. Prior
research has demonstrated the potential utility of Bayesian
inference [8,9] and machine learning [10,11] methods in
diagnostic decision making, but computational clinical decision
support has often been underutilized due to a lack of
accessibility, transparency, workflow integration, and most
importantly, the flexibility to incorporate local provider beliefs
into the diagnostic model [12,13].

A robust diagnostic risk model should be built on individualized
patient data that is easily obtained by patients and health care
workers. Menni et al [14] analyzed a large database of
smartphone-enabled, self-reported symptom tracker records to
predict potential COVID-19 cases using logistic regression
models. In the US test set, this approach had a reported
sensitivity of 66% and a specificity of 83%. Ahsan et al [15]
used deep learning techniques to differentiate between
COVID-19 and non–COVID-19 patients based on open-source
imaging and clinical data. However, the performance of this or
other machine learning models in clinical settings has not yet
been examined.

Moreover, in evolving contexts where illness presentation may
change depending on host and viral characteristics, large
databases of individual patient records may not be available or
locally relevant. Constructing inflexible predictive algorithms,
such as logistic regression models, based on out-of-date and
locally irrelevant data sets would significantly compromise
diagnostic accuracy. Addressing these issues, Chishti et al [16]

demonstrated the advantages of using flexible probabilistic
frameworks built without large-scale clinical data sets to
generate ranked differential diagnoses that are more accurate
that those developed by physicians.

Combining the approaches of this prior work suggests that an
appropriate diagnostic support model should rely on easily
obtained symptom data, probabilistic frameworks to avoid the
need for large-scale data sets, and most importantly, a flexible
schema to refine predictions based on provider judgment and
the ability to adapt to changes in local prevalence and current
diagnostic test performance. To this end, we present a
comparison and clinical validation of 3 such quantitative models
as well as an ensemble approach to the diagnosis of COVID-19
in ambulatory and acute care settings. We then illustrate how
this approach can be employed to help providers optimally
reduce diagnostic uncertainty through appropriate diagnostic
test choices and update predictions based on local clinical
context and test results as that are obtained. Finally, we provide
an interactive, online resource to assess COVID-19 infection
probability based on user-defined parameters such as local
disease prevalence, imaging, and testing performance [17].

Methods

Data Acquisition
National and state-specific confirmed cases of COVID-19 as
of July 2, 2020, were acquired from the Center for Systems
Science and Engineering at Johns Hopkins University [18].
During our model training, validation, and testing process, we
assumed a national SARS-CoV-2 infection prevalence of 11.1%
based on the total confirmed count of 5,438,325 in the United
States as of August 17, 2020 [18], a population estimate of
328,239,523 [19], and an estimated reporting rate of 14.9%
[20-22]. Prevalence and conditional symptom probabilities for
diseases in the differential diagnosis were collected from the
CDC and literature estimates (Multimedia Appendix 1, Table
S1). COVID-19 symptom probabilities were developed primarily
from a 393-person consecutive patient series [23] and
supplemented by 3 meta-analyses, which included 3062 [24],
49,504 [25], and 53,000 patients [26]. Where conditional
symptom probabilities have not been described in the literature,
we used a symptom probability of 1.0% based on our assumption
that a higher conditional symptom probability would have been
discussed in the literature.

To incorporate location and diagnostic test results into risk
predictions, we used state-level case figures [18], state-level
population data [19], and the estimated reporting rate [20-22]
to compute an estimated SARS-CoV-2 infection prevalence for
each state. We sourced imaging diagnostic accuracies from
existing literature [6,7] and laboratory test accuracies from the
Johns Hopkins Center for Health Security. The reverse
transcription-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) sensitivity
of 70% is based on published estimates [4] that take into account
operator dependency and variability in viral load across upper
respiratory tract sites [27]. The RT-PCR specificity of 99.8%
is based on published data from Abbott Molecular [28].
Antibody test sensitivity and specificity are based on published
figures [5] for electro-chemiluminescence immunoassay
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completed between 0-6 days of infection. We computed
likelihood ratios and prevalence-adjusted predictive values based

on sensitivity, specificity, and our estimated national COVID-19
prevalence of 11.1% (Table 1).

Table 1. Imaging and laboratory diagnostic test statistics for SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Predictive valuea (%)Likelihood ratio (%)Specificity (%)Sensitivity (%)Diagnostic test

NPVcPPVbNegativePositive

92.814.70.61.450.0d69.0 [6]Chest radiography

99.322.10.12.357.397.0Computed tomography [7]

96.374.50.323.397.0 [28]70.0 [4]RT-PCRe

95.997.60.3327.599.865.5Antibody (0-6 days) [5]

aPrevalence-adjusted predictive values assume a prevalence of 11.1%.
bPPV: positive predictive value.
cNPV: negative predictive value.
dNo published figures available.
eRT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction.

Training
We developed Bayesian inference network (BN) and set-cover
(SC) models from published disease prevalence and conditional
symptom probabilities (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S1).
We simulated symptom profiles and diagnoses for 100,000
patients using the published aggregate diagnosis prevalence and
conditional symptom probabilities. Of the 100,000 simulated
patients, the number of patients assigned to each mutually
exclusive diagnosis was proportional to diagnosis prevalence.
Within each diagnostic class, we simulated a joint symptom
distribution by randomly assigning the presence or absence of
each symptom to every patient. The number of patients with a
positive symptom within each diagnostic class was proportional
to the conditional symptom probability for that symptom and
diagnosis. We trained our distance metric learning (DML) and
ensemble models on this simulated data.

Study Design
We analyzed consecutive ambulatory and hospitalized patients
with COVID-19–compatible syndromes presenting to University
of California San Diego Medical Center over 14 days in March
and April 2020, with institutional review board approval
(#200498). Patients were included if they had a recorded
presenting illness including fever or cough, and at least a single
NAAT in the electronic health record. Patients were labeled
“positive” if they had one or more positive RT-PCR tests and
a compatible syndrome or findings on radiographic imaging.
Patients were labeled “negative” if they had 2 or more
consecutive negative NAAT tests (>72 hours apart) or a single
negative RT-PCR and a negative antibody test within 14-21
days of symptom onset. Chart review was performed manually
by an infectious disease specialist with an anonymized and

blinded data set presented for analysis (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 for additional details).

Data Analysis
We calculated the sensitivity, specificity, and
prevalence-adjusted accuracy as well as the prevalence-adjusted
negative predictive value (NPV) and positive predictive value
(PPV) of each model on the clinical test data using standard
Wald-type CIs [29]. We estimated the 95% CIs for sensitivity
and specificity using Clopper-Pearson exact binomial proportion
CIs [29]. We estimated 95% CIs for accuracy using the normal
approximation method [29]. For the imaging and laboratory
tests, we computed likelihood ratios based on sensitivity and
specificity; and prevalence-adjusted predictive values based on
sensitivity, specificity, and an assumed national COVID-19
prevalence of 11.1%.

Results

Patient Characteristics
In total, 55 individuals and the presence or absence of 13
symptoms at initial presentation were included in our clinical
test data set. Of this, 38 patients (69.1%) were confirmed
SARS-CoV-2 infection positive by RT-PCR; 44 subjects were
seen via inpatient services, and 11 were seen as outpatients. The
majority of subjects (n=43, 78.2%) presented with fever, 63.6%
(n=35) with shortness of breath or dyspnea, 54.5% (n=30) with
nonproductive cough, 21.8% (n=12) with productive cough,
50.9% (n=28) with fatigue or exhaustion, 9.1% (n=5) with loss
of smell, 7.3% (n=4) with sore throat or pharyngalgia, 18.2%
(n=10) with body or muscle aches, 16.4% (n=9) with headaches,
16.4% (n=9) with diarrhea, 14.5% (n=8) with nausea, 5.5%
(n=3) with vomiting, and 3.6% (n=2) with nasal congestion or
rhinorrhea (Table 2; Multimedia Appendix 1, Table S2).
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Table 2. Clinical test data set: patient characteristics.

SARS-CoV-2 test resultTotal, n (%)Characteristic

Negative, n (%)Positive, n (%)

17 (31)38 (69)55 (100)Patients

Sex

6 (35)21 (55)27 (49)Male

11 (65)17 (45)28 (51)Female

Age (years)

8 (47)19 (50)27 (49)<60

4 (24)9 (24)13 (24)60-70

4 (24)5 (13)9 (16)70-80

1 (6)5 (13)6 (11)>80

Setting

12 (71)32 (84)44 (80)Inpatient

5 (29)6 (16)11 (20)Outpatient

Symptoms

10 (59)33 (87)43 (78)Fever

2 (12)33 (87)35 (64)Dyspnea

2 (12)28 (74)30 (55)Dry cough

8 (47)4 (11)12 (22)Productive cough

7 (41)21 (55)28 (51)Fatigue

0 (0)5 (13)5 (9)Loss of smell

3 (18)1 (3)4 (7)Sore throat

2 (12)8 (21)10 (18)Body/muscle aches

3 (18)6 (16)9 (16)Headache

4 (24)5 (13)9 (16)Diarrhea

5 (29)3 (8)8 (15)Nausea

2 (12)1 (3)3 (6)Vomiting

2 (12)0 (0)2 (4)Nasal congestion/rhinorrhea

Comorbidities

4 (24)5 (13)9 (16)Cancer

2 (12)10 (26)12 (22)Diabetes

3 (18)4 (11)7 (13)Cardiovascular disease

3 (18)12 (32)15 (27)Hypertension

Classification Performance in the Clinical Test Data
Set
Base models classified SARS-CoV-2 infection in the clinical
test data set with sensitivities and specificities of 81.6% (95%
CI 65.7 to 92.3) and 58.8% (95% CI 32.9 to 81.6) for the BN
model; 0.0% (95% CI 0.0 to 9.3) and 100.0% (95% CI 80.5 to
100.0) for the SC model; 84.2% (95% CI 68.7 to 94.0) and
64.7% (95% CI 38.3 to 85.8) for the DML model; and 81.6%
(95% CI 65.7 to 92.3) and 70.6% (95% CI 44.0 to 89.7) for the
ensemble model. The overall accuracy of each of these models

was 61.4% (95% CI 48.5 to 74.2) for the BN model; 88.9%
(95% CI 80.6 to 97.2) for the SC model; 66.9% (95% CI 54.4
to 79.3) for the DML model; and 71.8% (95% CI 59.9 to 83.7)
for the ensemble model. The prevalence-adjusted positive and
negative predictive values for each model were 19.9% (95% CI
10.5 to 29.2) and 96.2% (95% CI 92.5 to 100.0) for the BN
model; 0.0% and 88.9% for the SC model; 23.0% (95% CI 11.3
to 34.7) and 97.0% (95% CI 93.8 to 100.0) for the DML model;
and 25.8% (95% CI 11.4 to 40.2) and 96.8% (95% CI 93.7 to
100.0) for the ensemble model (Table 3).
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Table 3. Classification performance on the clinical test data set for the developed base and ensemble models compared to a logistic regression model
reported in the literature.

Predictive valuea (%)Accuracya (95% CI)
(%)

Specificity (95% CI)
(%)

Sensitivity (95% CI)
(%)

Model

NPVc (95% CI)PPVb (95% CI)

96.2 (92.5-100.0)19.9 (10.5-29.2)61.4 (48.5-74.2)58.8 (32.9-81.6)81.6 (65.7-92.3)Bayesian inference network

88.90.088.9 (80.6-97.2)100.0 (80.5-100.0)0.0 (0.0-9.3)Information-theoretic set cover

97.0 (93.8-100.0)23.0 (11.3-34.7)66.9 (54.4-79.3)64.7 (38.3-85.8)84.2 (68.7-94.0)Distance metric learning

96.8 (93.7-100.0)25.8 (11.4-40.2)71.8 (59.9-83.7)70.6 (44.0-89.7)81.6 (65.7-92.3)Multinomial logistic regression ensemble

90.5 (88.7-92.2)100.090.6 (82.9-98.3)100.0 (80.5-100.0)15.8 (6.0-31.3)Logistic regression (Menni et al [14])

aPrevalence-adjusted metrics assume a COVID-19 prevalence of 11.1%.
bPPV: positive predictive value.
cNPV: negative predictive value.

Incorporation of Location and Diagnostic Test
Sequences
We then employed the BN model to evaluate 3 hypothetical
patients with 3 different presentations: (1) fever, dry cough,
shortness of breath, and anosmia; (2) fever and dry cough; and
(3) asymptomatic. We assumed all of these patients presented
for care in an area with a local disease prevalence equivalent to
the national disease prevalence of 11.1%. For patient 1, we
simulated a clinically plausible imaging and test result sequence
of negative RT-PCR, negative antibody, and negative CXR.
The probability of a COVID-19 diagnosis following symptom
collection was 99.8%. Despite negative test results, residual
risk due to local disease prevalence and symptoms remained at
97.7%. The change in diagnosis probability, or the reduction in
diagnostic uncertainty, was only 2.1% following all 3 negative

tests. For patient 2, we simulated the same negative test
sequence. In this scenario, the combination of negative test
results with nonspecific symptom information resulted in a
decrease in residual risk to 12.3%. The reduction in diagnostic
uncertainty due to test results was 55.6%, primarily due to
negative RT-PCR and negative antibody test results. The
negative CXR provided less information as the reduction in
diagnostic uncertainty following negative RT-PCR and antibody
tests was only 6.2%. For patient 3, we simulated an imaging
and test result sequence of negative RT-PCR, positive antibody,
and negative CXR. The negative RT-PCR test reduced disease
probability by only 0.1%, and the positive antibody test
increased the probability of a COVID-19 diagnosis by 8.4%.
The CXR results reduced diagnostic uncertainty by 3.0% (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Probability of SARS-CoV-2 infection for common patient presentations and clinical test sequences. Probability of disease due to location is
the estimated national disease prevalence of 11.1%. RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; CXR: chest radiography.
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To illustrate the dependence of risk assessment on local disease
prevalence, we simulated a patient with symptoms of only fever
and dry cough presenting in 3 locations with significantly
different COVID-19 prevalence estimates: Vermont with an
estimated statewide prevalence of 1.6%, Utah with an estimated
statewide prevalence of 9.8%, and Florida with an estimated
statewide prevalence of 18.0% at the time of the simulation.
We combined results from 3 common test sequences with our
BN pretest probabilities to compute location-dependent risk
trajectories. The test sequences included: (1) negative CXR and

negative RT-PCR; (2) negative CXR and positive RT-PCR; and
(3) positive CXR and negative RT-PCR. Our results indicate
that for a pauci-symptomatic patient presenting with identical
symptoms in states with significantly different disease
prevalence, the posttest probabilities of SARS-CoV-2 infection
following common diagnostic test sequences demonstrate
marked variation. Moreover, changes in diagnostic probability
or reductions in diagnostic uncertainty are highly context and
test dependent (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Impact of patient location and diagnostic test results on probability of SARS-CoV-2 infection. Prior probability of disease due to location is
the estimated disease prevalence for Vermont (1.6%), Utah (9.8%), and Florida (18.0%). Incremental probability due to symptoms assumes the patient
presents with only fever and dry cough. RT-PCR: reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction; CXR: chest radiography.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results suggest simple computable models that quantify
patient risk of SARS-CoV-2 infection based on key elements
of the clinical case can reduce diagnostic uncertainty for
providers attempting to rule in or rule out disease with limited
or conflicting information.

Building on work by Chishti et al [16], we chose probabilistic
models considering the scarcity of detailed, individual patient
data and to take advantage of the depth of published literature
on aggregate symptom probabilities. Clinicians are trained in
evidence-based medicine, and Bayesian reasoning provides a
natural framework to understand the impact of incremental
information on diagnosis probabilities. Our approaches to
making stepwise diagnostic assessments with incremental
information mimic clinical workflows and reflect the need for
transparency and accommodation of new information critical
to clinical decision making. As in Menni et al [14], we chose
clinical indicators that would be easily obtained by patients and
providers as well as predictive models that are easily computed
and transparent to all users. While other machine learning
approaches, such as generative adversarial networks, transfer
learning, n-shot learning, and prototypical networks, are also

robust for limited data, these methods can be opaque and
inaccessible to providers and may be inflexible and fragile in
an evolving clinical context.

Our most simple model, the Bayesian inference network, is
transparent, easily interpreted, and highly modifiable depending
on the user’s prior beliefs about location-based prevalence,
conditional symptom probabilities, and imaging and laboratory
test accuracy. Clinicians, educated in evidence-based medicine
and often familiar with Bayesian decision making in diagnostic
testing, are ideal users of this model. By developing base models
that do not require access to large amounts of patient-level data
and can accommodate changes in local provider beliefs and new
sources of information, we alert physicians to the utility of using
Bayesian reasoning to not only combine multiple data streams
in order to make more informed diagnostic decisions but also
to guide decisions about use of imaging and testing that will
most effectively reduce diagnostic uncertainty.

Limitations
Our study has limitations. First, we used simulated patient data
based on prevalence and conditional symptom probabilities to
train and validate our DML and ensemble models that biased
the ensemble model to heavily weight the DML model
predictions. Second, the number of patients in our clinical test
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data set was relatively small, and this data set was enriched for
SARS-CoV-2–positive patients due to the cancellation of all
elective procedures and the use of telemedicine for almost all
patient visits during the study period, leaving clinics and
hospitals open primarily for COVID-19 patients and the acutely
ill. Third, 80% of the patients in our clinical test data set were
from inpatient services, potentially biasing model accuracy by
disease severity. Fourth, we chose as a reference standard the
RT-PCR test results for SARS-CoV-2 infection despite
outstanding questions about false negative rates in NAAT tests
due to operator dependency and patient-level differences in viral
loads across upper respiratory tract sites [4,27].

Conclusions
Overall, we found that the Bayesian inference network, the
metric learning model, and ensemble models trained and

validated on a simulated patient data set had sensitivities
(81.6%-84.2%) and specificities (58.8%-70.6%) for
discriminating between COVID-19 infection and other potential
diagnoses in real clinical settings. These models had higher
sensitivities than reported for most commonly used diagnostics,
and model specificities were higher than those of both imaging
modalities. For purposes of comparison, the logistic regression
model proposed by Menni et al [14], when applied to our clinical
test data set, had a sensitivity of 15.8% and a specificity of
100.0%. Finally, our BN model shows that information acquired
by imaging and testing choices is highly dependent on location
and symptoms, and emphasizes the utility of a quantitative
framework to guide clinical decision making in rapidly changing
local environments with potentially unreliable diagnostic tests.
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Abstract

Background: During the COVID-19 pandemic, residential lockdowns were implemented in numerous cities in China to contain
the rapid spread of the disease. Although these stringent regulations effectively slowed the spread of COVID-19, they may have
posed challenges to the well-being of residents.

Objective: This study aims to explore the effects of residential lockdown on the subjective well-being (SWB) of individuals in
China during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: The sample consisted of 1790 Sina Weibo users who were residents of cities that imposed residential lockdowns, of
which 1310 users (73.18%) were female, and 3580 users who were residents of cities that were not locked down (gender-matched
with the 1790 lockdown residents). In both the lockdown and nonlockdown groups, we calculated SWB indicators during the 2
weeks before and after the enforcement date of the residential lockdown using individuals’ original posts on Sina Weibo. SWB
was calculated via online ecological recognition, which is based on established machine learning predictive models.

Results: The interactions of time (before the residential lockdown or after the residential lockdown) × area (lockdown or
nonlockdown) in the integral analysis (N=5370) showed that after the residential lockdown, compared with the nonlockdown
group, the lockdown group scored lower in some negative SWB indicators, including somatization (F1,5368=13.593, P<.001) and
paranoid ideation (F1,5368=14.333, P<.001). The interactions of time (before the residential lockdown or after the residential
lockdown) × area (developed or underdeveloped) in the comparison of residential lockdown areas with different levels of economic
development (N=1790) indicated that the SWB of residents in underdeveloped areas showed no significant change after the
residential lockdown (P>.05), while that of residents in developed areas changed.

Conclusions: These findings increase our understanding of the psychological impact and cost of residential lockdown during
an epidemic. The more negative changes in the SWB of residents in developed areas imply a greater need for psychological
intervention under residential lockdown in such areas.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24775)   doi:10.2196/24775
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Introduction

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, therapeutic options to treat
the disease have been limited, although research to produce an
effective and safe vaccine is quickly progressing. Varying
degrees of travel limitations on citizens, such as residential
lockdowns, were enforced across China to contain the epidemic.
Residential lockdown is a type of home quarantine during which
residents are not allowed to go out unnecessarily and each family
can only appoint a relatively fixed family member to purchase
living supplies every 2-3 days. These vigorous actions played
a key role in containing the spread of COVID-19 [1,2]; however,
they have also had some effects on residents’ mental health,
including their subjective well-being (SWB) [3,4]. In
psychology, the concepts of well-being, mental health, and
happiness are often used as synonyms [5]. The World Health
Organization (WHO) defined mental health as a “state of
well-being whereby individuals recognize their abilities, are
able to cope with the normal stresses of life, work productively
and fruitfully, and make a contribution to their communities”
[6].

As a comprehensive psychological indicator, SWB describes
an individual’s subjective evaluation of their living quality and
happiness [7]. It focuses on personal experience in a specific
social context to reflect individuals’ mental health [8-11]. As a
social group experience [11], SWB has also become a surveying
mark of government action, governance capability, and social
development trends [12,13]. During the COVID-19 crisis, the
loss or significant reduction of SWB may not only increase the
incidence of panic disorder, anxiety, depression, and other
mental health issues [14] but also cause a series of problems at
the social level, such as social hindrance, unstable social
environment, and decline of trust in the government [15]. To
adequately and effectively prepare for the psychological impact
and cost of residential lockdown (eg, targeted psychological
crisis intervention), it is necessary to examine the mental health
of residents from the SWB perspective.

At present, the assessment of positive SWB indicators mainly
relies on self-report inventories such as the Psychological
Well-Being (PWB) scale [16]. In addition, because mental health
is the crucial element or is even considered to be a synonym of
SWB [5,6], some psychiatric status rating scales are widely
used to assess negative SWB indicators [17,18], such as the
Symptom Checklist 90 (SCL-90), with good reliability and
validity [19-21].

However, it is almost impossible to conduct a SWB survey
measuring the immediate psychological impact of residential
lockdown without delay, as it is difficult to anticipate whether
and when a residential lockdown will start, and a questionnaire
cannot be used for ecological momentary assessment [22,23].
On the other hand, retrospective measurement is also unsuitable
for this aim because individuals’ recall bias may result in
inability to accurately trace back to the original baseline state
[24]. Facing these challenges in conducting an accurate pre-post
comparative analysis during unexpected residential lockdown,
it is necessary to develop a new method to capture the SWB
status of a large number of individuals in a timely fashion.

With the rise of interdisciplinary research, information
technology and computing models are increasingly being used
in the evaluation of psychological characteristics, and the
popularity of web-based social media provides a new platform
for such research. Information collected from these social media
platforms can clarify the public’s response and can be mapped
to psychological indices [25]. For example, Kosinski et al [26]
used digital records on Facebook to automatically and accurately
predict users’ personal attributes. Qiu et al [27] also showed
that users’personalities manifested on web-based social media.
In China, Sina Weibo is a leading social media platform; by
March 2020, it comprised more than 550 million monthly active
users. By using machine learning–trained predictive models,
users’ ecological behavior on Sina Weibo can be tracked to
identify their psychological traits, such as their mental health
status [28]. Based on web-based big data, these prediction
models provided a rationale for our research. According to
previous studies, online ecological recognition (OER) can be
defined as the method of acquiring users’ psychological
characteristics by machine learning models based on ecological
web-based social media data [29,30]. Therefore, in this study,
to effectively examine the impact of the residential lockdown
on SWB, we conducted OER on publicly available Sina Weibo
data to identify users’ SWB with high ecological validity on a
large scale.

In the present study, we aimed to explore the impact of the
residential lockdown on SWB of individuals during the
COVID-19 pandemic. To examine individuals’ SWB before
and after the residential lockdown, we used data from posts by
active Sina Weibo users to calculate SWB indicators through
OER based on trained predictive models [5]. The main purpose
of this study was to obtain empirical evidence to provide deep
insight into the psychological impact and cost of the residential
lockdown. This will in turn form the basis for a concrete plan
to develop and implement targeted intervention policies to cope
with the COVID-19 pandemic efficiently and effectively.

Methods

Sampling
We searched for the following keywords on Baidu (baidu.com):
residential lockdown (居民出行管控) + city or 211 measure
(211举措; the abbreviation of the residential lockdown policy)
+ city. After locating the cities that had issued residential
lockdowns from January 20 to February 20, 2020, we finally
obtained 17 prefecture-level cities in which local governments
implemented the same residential lockdown policy. Then, we
identified the specific time period for the implementation of the
residential lockdown from the announcement released by the
local COVID-19 Prevention and Control Headquarters, and we
took the enforcement date as the demarcation point of this study.
The residential lockdown cities and the enforcement and ending
dates of their residential lockdowns are shown in Table 1. Given
that the lockdown enforcement durations of Ningbo, Taizhou,
and Yiwu were all <2 weeks, we excluded these three residential
lockdown cities from the subsequent analysis.
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Table 1. Residential lockdown cities and their enforcement and ending dates (in 2020).

Ending dateEnforcement dateProvinceResidential lockdown city

March 22February 3AnhuiBengbu

March 25February 4HubeiEzhou

March 6February 2Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous RegionFangchenggang

March 9February 5AnhuiFuyang

February 24February 3Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous RegionGuigang

March 20February 3AnhuiHuaibei

March 22February 1HubeiHuanggang

March 23February 17HubeiHuangshi

March 11February 4HenanNanyang

February 10February 4ZhejiangNingboa

March 20February 4JilinSongyuan

February 13February 2ZhejiangTaizhoua

February 19February 1ZhejiangWenzhou

April 8February 11HubeiWuhan

March 14February 14HubeiXiaogan

February 12February 4ZhejiangYiwua

March 27February 7GuangdongZhongshan

qNingbo, Taizhou, and Yiwu were not included in subsequent analyses because the enforcement duration in these cities was less than 2 weeks.

Participants and Data Collection
The sample in this study was obtained from the original Sina
Weibo data pool [30] containing more than 1.16 million active
users. The retrieved data included users’ account profiles and
posts. Privacy was strictly protected during this process,
referring to the ethical principles listed by Kosinski et al [31].
This study was approved by the Review Board of Institute of
Psychology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (ethical code
H15009).

From the data pool, we selected Sina Weibo users who met the
following criteria: (1) Published at least one original Weibo
post per day on average within 2 weeks before and after the
corresponding enforcement date of the residential lockdown
(see Table 2); (2) authentication type was no-institutional, such
as individual user; (3) the geolocation of the user’s account
profile was in China, not “overseas” or “others.”

Lockdown Group
We combined all the residential lockdown cities mentioned in
Table 1 except Ningbo, Taizhou, and Yiwu as the lockdown

group. Then, we downloaded each user’s original posts during
the 2 weeks before and after the enforcement date of the
residential lockdown in their city of residence for analysis in
this study.

Nonlockdown Group
We combined users who did not live in the abovementioned 17
residential lockdown cities as the entire nonlockdown sample
group. Because cities under residential lockdown are a minority
among all the cities in China, to increase the generalizability of
the results and reduce sampling error, we built the nonlockdown
group at twice the sample size of the lockdown group in each
of the 14 residential lockdown cities by random sampling
without replacement of users in the whole nonlockdown sample
group. The male-female ratio of the nonlockdown group was
same as that of the lockdown group. Finally, we downloaded
each user’s original posts during the 2 weeks before and after
the enforcement date from the paired residential lockdown city
for analysis in this study.

The final sample contained 5370 users, among whom the
male-female ratio was 1:2.7 (see Table 2 for details).
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Table 2. Numbers of users in each group in the final sample and corresponding time periods of data extraction (N=5370).

Nonlockdown groupLockdown groupTime period (in 2020)Residential lockdown city

After the residential lockdownBefore the residential lockdown

5025February 4-17January 21 to February 3Bengbu

3216February 4-17January 21 to February 3Ezhou

3618February 2-15January 19 to February 1Fangchenggang

2814February 5-18January 22 to February 4Fuyang

6432February 3-16January 20 to February 2Guigang

5025February 3-16January 20 to February 2Huaibei

5628February 1-14January 18-31Huanggang

2211February 17 to March 1February 3-16Huangshi

8442February 4-17January 21 to February 3Nanyang

3216February 4-17January 21 to February 3Songyuan

470235February 2-15January 19 to February 1Wenzhou

21681084February 11-24January 28 to February 10Wuhan

2010February 14-27January 31 to February 13Xiaogan

468234February 7-20January 24 to February 6Zhongshan

Compartmentalization by Economic Development
Level
SWB is influenced by various factors in the long term [32-35],
and there is an inevitable connection between the level of
economic development and SWB. Clark and Senik [36] reported
that economic development was generally identified with growth
in gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, which improved
residents’welfare [37]. Therefore, differentiating the lockdown
group by GDP per capita could clarify the impact of the
residential lockdown under different economic development
conditions.

We took the GDP per capita published by the Municipal Bureau
of Statistics of each residential lockdown city in 2017 as the
indicator of economic development level. Using between-groups
linkage and taking the squared Euclidean distance as the
measurement standard, we applied a hierarchical clustering
analysis on the 14 residential lockdown cities included in our
study. The dendrogram of the whole process of clustering
indicated that when the 14 residential lockdown cities were
divided into 2 categories, the distance between the categories
was relatively large and the characteristics of each category
were relatively prominent; therefore, the categories could be
readily defined. We applied an additional hierarchical clustering
analysis with a cluster number of 2 on the 14 residential
lockdown cities. The results suggested that the first category
included Wuhan, Ezhou, Zhongshan, and Fangchenggang, and

the second category included the remaining 10 residential
lockdown cities. Based on this result, in this study, we grouped
Wuhan, Ezhou, Zhongshan, and Fangchenggang into developed
areas with residential lockdowns and grouped the remaining 10
residential lockdown cities into underdeveloped areas with
residential lockdowns. All analyses were performed using SPSS
Statistics 26 (IBM Corporation).

Measurement of SWB and Procedure
We applied OER by employing established machine learning
models [28,38] to calculate the SWB indicators of the users in
the final sample before and after the corresponding enforcement
date of the residential lockdown. First, we used the TextMind
system [39], a Chinese language psychological analysis system,
to extract psycholinguistic features from active Sina Weibo
users’ original posts. This system first segmented the users’
original Weibo posts and extracted independent and
linguistically labeled words [40]; then, it used the Simplified
Chinese Language Inquiry and Word Count (SCLIWC) to
determine the word frequency statistics [41].

Next, we used these extracted psycholinguistic features as the
input of established machine learning models to calculate the
SWB indicators. The SWB indicators in our research included
both positive and negative indicators, which are depicted in
Table 3. Because the SCL-90 is also widely used in the
assessment of negative SWB indicators [17], we used factors
of the SCL-90 as our negative SWB indicators.
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Table 3. Positive and negative SWB indicators.

DefinitionSWBa indicator

Positiveb

Possession of a positive attitude toward the selfSelf-acceptance

Sense of mastery and competence in managing the environmentEnvironmental mastery

Warm, satisfying, trusting relationships with othersPositive relations

Goals in life and a sense of directednessPurpose in life

Feeling of continued developmentPersonal growth

Self-determining and independentAutonomy

Negativec

Distress arising from perceptions of bodily disfunctionSomatization

Thoughts, impulses, and actions that are experienced as unremitting and irresistible by
the individual, but are of an ego-alien or unwanted nature

Obsessive-compulsive

Feelings of personal inadequacy and inferiority, particularly in comparison to other personsInterpersonal sensitivity

Withdrawal of life interest, lack of motivation, and loss of vital energyDepression

Restlessness, nervousness, and tensionAnxiety

Thoughts, feelings, or actions that are characteristics of the negative affect state of angerHostility

Persistent fear response to a specific person, place, object, or situation which is character-
ized as being irrational and disproportionate to the stimulus, and which leads to avoidance
or escape behavior

Phobic anxiety

Paranoid behavior fundamentally as a disordered mode of thinkingParanoid Ideation

Withdrawn, isolated, schizoid lifestyle, and first-rank symptoms of schizophrenia.Psychoticism

aSWB: subjective well-being.
bSource: Psychological Well-Being scale [42].
cSource: Symptom Checklist 90 [19].

We used Li, Hao, Bai, and Zhu’s machine learning model [28]
to calculate the positive SWB indicators. To establish this
predictive model, 1785 active Sina Weibo users were invited
to complete Scales of PWB on the internet [42] and were asked
for approval to access their Weibo data. Then, we used
multivariate adaptive regression splines and other algorithms
to fit the relationship between the psycholinguistic features and
self-report scores, and the evaluation was conducted by 10-fold
cross-validation. To predict the negative SWB indicators, we
used Hao et al’s [38] machine-learning model to predict them.
To establish this model, we used Weibo data of 448 active Sina
Weibo users and their SCL-90 scores [19]. We used a linear
regression algorithm to fit the relationship between the
psycholinguistic features and self-report scores and conducted
10-fold cross-validation. For most SWB indicators, the Pearson
correlation coefficient between the predicted and self-report
scores achieved a moderate level (≥.30) [28,38]. For more details
about the established SWB models, please see [28,38].

To explore the overall impact of the residential lockdown on
SWB, we conducted 2 (times: before the residential lockdown,

after the residential lockdown) × 2 (areas: lockdown,
nonlockdown) repeated measures analysis of variance (RM
ANOVA) on all our samples. In this analysis, time was the
within-subject factor, while area was the between-subject factor.
Moreover, to explore the impact of the residential lockdown on
the SWB of residents at different economic development levels,
we applied 2 (times: before the residential lockdown, after the
residential lockdown) × 2 (areas: developed, underdeveloped)
RM ANOVA on the residential lockdown cities. All these
analyses were performed using SPSS 26.

Results

Demographics
Among the 5370 active Sina Weibo users, 1790 were in the
lockdown group (1310 female, 73.18%) and 3580 were in the
non-lockdown group (gender matched with the lockdown
group). According to the birthdates the users registered in their
account profiles (1160/5370, 21.60%), the users’ ages ranged
from 21 to 83 years, with a median age of 29.95 (SD 6.30) years.
Table 4 features the demographic profiles of these users.
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Table 4. Demographic characteristics of users in the lockdown group and nonlockdown group (N=5370), n (%).

Nonlockdown group
(n=3580)

Lockdown group (n=1790)Underdeveloped areas with
residential lockdown (n=438)

Developed areas with residential
lockdown (n=1352)

Characteristic

Gender

960 (26.82)480 (26.82)132 (30.14)348 (25.74)Male

2620 (73.18)1310 (73.18)306 (69.86)1004 (74.26)Female

Age (years)

464 (12.96)255 (14.25)57 (13.01)198 (14.64)18-30

249 (6.96)128 (7.15)36 (8.22)92 (6.80)31-40

46 (1.28)18 (1.01)7 (1.60)11 (0.81)≥41

2821 (78.80)1389 (77.60)338 (77.17)1051 (77.74)Missing data

All Residential Lockdown Cities
In this analysis, we compared the SWB scores of residents of
different areas across the country during different periods. As

shown in Table 5, there were significant (including marginally
significant) interactions of area and time on 2 negative SWB
indicators.

Table 5. Repeated measures analysis of variance on subjective well-being across China.

Area × TimeTimeAreaResidential lockdown area, mean (SD)Indicator

P valueF1,5368P valueF1,5368P valueF1,5368Nonlockdown group
(n=3580)

Lockdown group
(n=1790)

T-afterT-beforeT-afterbT-beforea

.063.430<.00156.414.00110.4578.98 (3.30)8.56 (3.25)8.64 (3.04)8.38 (2.94)Somatization

.073.405<.00166.862<.00112.4185.82 (2.11)5.58 (1.85)5.61 (1.45)5.46 (1.46)Paranoid Ideation

aT-before: the period before the residential lockdown.
bT-after: the period after the residential lockdown.

Somatization
The main effect of the area was significant (F1,5368=10.457,

P=.001, ηp
2=0.002). The main effect of time was significant

(F1,5368=56.414, P<.001, ηp
2=0.010. The interaction of area and

time was marginally significant (F1,5368=3.430, P=.06,

ηp
2=0.001. After simple effect analysis, our findings were as

follows:

Area: In the T-before period, there was no significant difference
between the lockdown group and the nonlockdown group; in
the T-after period, the somatization of residents in the lockdown
group was significantly lower than that of residents in the

non-lockdown group (F1,5368=13.593, P<.001, ηp
2=0.003).

Time: After the implementation of the residential lockdown,
somatization of the residents in both groups increased
significantly (lockdown group: F1,5368=12.009, P=.001,

ηp
2=0.002; nonlockdown group: F1,5368=65.748, P<.001,

ηp
2=0.012).

Paranoid Ideation
The main effect of area was significant (F1,5368=12.418, P<.001,

ηp
2=0.002). The main effect of time was significant

(F1,5368=66.862, P<.001, ηp
2=0.012). The interaction of area

and time was marginally significant (F1,5368=3.405, P=.07,

ηp
2=0.001). After simple effect analysis, our findings were as

follows:

Area: In both periods, the paranoid ideation of residents in the
lockdown group was significantly lower than that of residents
in the nonlockdown group (T-before: F1,5368=6.008, P=.01,

ηp
2=0.001; T-after: F1,5368=14.333, P<.001, ηp

2=0.003).

Time: After the implementation of the residential lockdown,
the paranoid ideation of residents in both groups increased
significantly (lockdown group: F1,5368=15.033, P<.001,

ηp
2=0.003; non-lockdown group: F1,5368=75.334, P<.001,

ηp
2=0.014).

However, for self-acceptance, environmental mastery, positive
relations, purpose in life, personal growth, autonomy,
obsessive-compulsive, interpersonal sensitivity, depression,
anxiety, hostility, phobic anxiety, and psychoticism, the
interactions of area and time were not significant (all P values
>.10).

The interactions of somatization and paranoid ideation are
presented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Interactions of area and time on (a) somatization and (b) paranoid ideation across China. T-after: the period after the residential lockdown;
T-before: the period before the residential lockdown.

Residential Lockdown Areas at Different Economic
Development Levels
According to the clustering analysis above, we grouped Wuhan,
Ezhou, Zhongshan, and Fangchenggang into developed areas
with residential lockdowns, and we grouped the remaining 10
residential lockdown cities into underdeveloped areas with
residential lockdowns. To further explore the different effects

of residential lockdown on the SWB of residents of areas with
different economic development, we compared the SWB scores
of residents of developed areas and underdeveloped areas during
the different periods.

As shown in Table 6, there were significant (including
marginally significant) interactions of area and time on 2
positive SWB indicators and 5 negative SWB indicators.

Table 6. Repeated measures analysis of variance on subjective well-being in the residential lockdown areas.

Area × TimeTimeAreaResidential lockdown area, mean (SD)Indicator

P valueF1,1788P valueF1,1788P valueF1,1788Underdeveloped (n=438)Developed (n=1352)

T-afterT-beforeT-afterbT-beforea

.035.057.400.698.025.54812.08 (1.53)11.96 (1.20)12.14 (1.30)12.19 (1.23)Purpose in life

.034.984.750.099.0048.35110.67 (1.79)10.57 (1.85)10.84 (1.75)10.92 (1.81)Autonomy

.0029.850.620.248.044.3429.63 (2.96)9.81 (2.97)9.55 (2.74)9.31 (2.73)Interpersonal sensitivity

.0077.273.0029.527.171.88010.04±4.4210.00 (3.95)9.99±4.169.48±3.85Anxiety

.025.202.500.466.073.3825.66 (2.13)5.75 (2.22)5.60 (2.08)5.44 (2.00)Hostility

.083.083.0057.822.281.1555.61 (1.47)5.57 (1.55)5.61 (1.45)5.43 (1.42)Paranoid ideation

.063.584.301.074.044.2518.97 (2.69)9.03 (2.89)8.84 (2.83)8.63 (2.55)Psychoticism

aT-before: the period before the residential lockdown.
bT-after: the period after the residential lockdown.

Purpose in Life
The main effect of area was significant (F1,1788=5.548, P=.02,

ηp
2=0.003). The main effect of time was not significant

(F1,1788=0.698, P=.40, ηp
2=0.000). The interaction of area and

time was significant (F1,1788=5.057, P=.03, ηp
2=0.003). After

simple effect analysis, our findings were as follows:

Area: In the T-before period, the purpose in life of residents of
developed areas with residential lockdowns was significantly
higher than that of residents of underdeveloped areas with

residential lockdowns (F1,1788=11.363, P=.001, ηp
2=0.006); in

the T-after period, there was no significant difference between
developed and underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of the residential lockdown,
there were no significant changes in either developed or
underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Autonomy
The main effect of area was significant (F1,1788=8.351, P=.004,

ηp
2=0.005). The main effect of time was not significant

(F1,1788=.099, P=.75, ηp
2=0.000). The interaction of area and

time was significant (F1,1788=4.984, P=.03, ηp
2=0.003). After

simple effect analysis, our findings were as follows:
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Area: In the T-before period, the autonomy of residents of
developed areas with residential lockdowns was significantly
higher than that of residents of under-developed areas with

residential lockdowns (F1,1788=12.229, P<.001, ηp
2=0.007; in

the T-after period, there was no significant difference between
developed and underdeveloped areas with residential lockdown.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, there
were no significant changes in either developed or
underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Interpersonal Sensitivity
The main effect of area was significant (F1,1788=4.342, P=.04,

ηp
2=0.002). The main effect of time was not significant

(F1,1788=0.248, P=.62, ηp
2=0.000). The interaction of area and

time was significant (F1,1788= 9.850, P=.002, ηp
2=0.005). After

simple effect analysis, our findings were as follows:

Area: In the T-before period, the interpersonal sensitivity of
residents of developed areas with residential lockdowns was
significantly lower than that of residents of underdeveloped
areas with residential lockdowns (F1,1788=10.643, P=.001,

ηp
2=0.006); in the T-after period, there was no significant

difference between developed and underdeveloped areas with
residential lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, the
interpersonal sensitivity of residents in developed areas with
residential lockdowns increased significantly (F1,1788=13.514,

P<.001, ηp
2=0.008); meanwhile, there was no significant change

in underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Anxiety
The main effect of area was not significant (F1,1788=1.880,

P=.17, ηp
2=0.001). The main effect of time was significant

(F1,1788=9.527, P=.002, ηp
2=0.005). The interaction of area and

time was significant (F1,1788=7.273, P=.007, ηp
2=0.004). After

simple effect analysis, our findings were as follows:

Area: In the T-before period, the anxiety of residents of
developed areas with residential lockdowns was significantly
lower than that of residents of underdeveloped areas with

residential lockdowns (F1,1788=5.923, P=.02, ηp
2=0.003); in the

T-after period, there was no significant difference between
developed and underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, the
anxiety of residents of developed areas with residential
lockdowns increased significantly (F1,1788=34.173, P<.001,

ηp
2=.019); meanwhile, there was no significant change in

underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Hostility
The main effect of area was marginally significant

(F1,1788=3.382, P=.07, ηp
2=0.002). The main effect of time was

not significant (F1,1788=0.466, P=.50, ηp
2=0.000). The interaction

of area and time was significant (F1,1788=5.202, P=.02,

ηp
2=0.003). After simple effect analysis, our findings were as

follows:

Area: In the T-before period, the hostility of residents of
developed areas with residential lockdowns was significantly
lower than that of residents of underdeveloped areas with

residential lockdowns (F1,1788=7.487, P=.006, ηp
2=0.004); in

the T-after period, there was no significant difference between
developed and underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, the
hostility of residents of developed areas with residential
lockdowns increased significantly (F1,1788=8.974, P=.003,

ηp
2=0.005); meanwhile, there was no significant change in

underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Paranoid Ideation
The main effect of area was not significant (F1,1788=1.155,

P=.28, ηp
2=0.001). The main effect of time was significant

(F1,1788=7.822, P=.005, ηp
2=0.004). The interaction of area and

time was marginally significant (F1,1788=3.083, P=.08,

ηp
2=0.002). After simple effect analysis, our findings were as

follows:

Area: In both periods, there were no significant differences
between developed and underdeveloped areas with residential
lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, the
paranoid ideation of residents of developed areas with residential
lockdowns increased significantly (F1,1788=21.177, P<.001,

ηp
2=0.012); meanwhile, there was no significant change in

underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Psychoticism
The main effect of area was significant (F1,1788=4.251, P=.04,

ηp
2=.002). The main effect of time was not significant

(F1,1788=1.074, P=.30, ηp
2=0.001). The interaction of area and

time was marginally significant (F1,1788=3.584, P=.06,

ηp
2=0.002). After simple effect analysis, our findings were as

follows:

Area: In the T-before period, the psychoticism of residents of
developed areas with residential lockdowns was significantly
lower than that of residents of underdeveloped areas with

residential lockdowns (F1,1788=7.822, P=.005, ηp
2=0.004); in

the T-after period, there was no significant difference between
developed and underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

Time: After the implementation of residential lockdown, the
psychoticism of residents of developed areas with residential
lockdowns increased significantly (F1,1788=8.768, P=.003,

ηp
2=0.005); meanwhile, there was no significant change in

underdeveloped areas with residential lockdowns.

However, for self-acceptance, environmental mastery, positive
relations, personal growth, somatization, obsessive-compulsive,
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depression, and phobic anxiety, the interactions of area and time
were not significant (all P values >.10).

The interactions of purpose in life, autonomy, interpersonal
sensitivity, anxiety, hostility, paranoid ideation, and
psychoticism are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Interactions of area and time on (a) purpose in life, (b) autonomy, (c) interpersonal sensitivity, (d) anxiety, (e) hostility, (f) paranoid ideation,
and (g) psychoticism in the residential lockdown areas. T-after: the period after the residential lockdown; T-before: the period before the residential
lockdown.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to investigate the impact of the residential
lockdown on SWB. We obtained the SWB indices of residents
inside and outside cities with residential lockdown before and
after the enforcement of the residential lockdown policy through
OER. In addition, by introducing economic factors, we also
made a transverse comparison of SWB in residential lockdown
cities divided by economic development level. The results of
the RM ANOVAs revealed that the lockdown group scored
lower on negative SWB indicators than the nonlockdown group.
Moreover, the SWB of residents in underdeveloped areas
remained relatively stable after the implementation of the
residential lockdown. On the whole, the strict regulations of the
residential lockdown and the limitation on residents’ travel did
have an impact on SWB; however, this impact was positive,
and the degree of positivity was greater in underdeveloped areas.

By comparing the residential lockdown cities with corresponding
cities without residential lockdowns all over China, the main

effect of time from RM ANOVA indicated that as time
progressed, the overall SWB of the residents was adversely
affected to some degree by the epidemic. This impact was
mainly manifested by a general decrease in the scores of positive
SWB indicators and an increase in the scores of negative SWB
indicators. These results are consistent with previous studies:
COVID-19 has caused public pressure and panic owing to the
high degree of uncertainty and infectivity of the disease, which
has had a deleterious effect on people’s mental health [4,14].

However, it is worth mentioning that the simple effect of the
interaction in the integral analysis indicated that the
implementation of the residential lockdown had a positive
influence on the control of residents’ negative mental states.
Specifically, compared with the nonlockdown group, residents
in the lockdown group scored lower on negative SWB
indicators. This finding also suggests that stringent residential
lockdowns during a pandemic will not only ensure residents’
health and life but will also effectively control the prevailing
negative mental states of residents. Our findings are in keeping
with those of Suryawanshi and More [43], who reported that
the positive impact of the lockdown was far greater than the
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negative impact. Two factors may explain the above results.
First, because the residential lockdowns were implemented only
after the outbreak of COVID-19, people had a full understanding
of the epidemic and were aware that only residential lockdown
could effectively stop the spread of the virus by cutting off the
transmission route. Therefore, on balance, because the powerful
residential lockdown slowed the spread of the virus and curbed
the rapid deterioration of the epidemic, it provided greater
psychological comfort to the residents compared with the
discomfort caused by restriction of personal freedom [43].
Second, the residential lockdown offered family members an
opportunity to reevaluate and improve their family relations
[43], which could effectively relieve their state of mind.

Furthermore, we used GDP per capita as an indicator of
economic development level to classify the cities under
residential lockdown. After performing RM ANOVA, we found
that the positive impact of the residential lockdown was different
in areas with different economic development levels. The SWB
of residents in underdeveloped areas with residential lockdown
(eg, Huanggang, Huangshi) was found to be relatively stable
over time. In contrast, the results showed that during the
lockdown in developed areas (eg, Wuhan, Zhongshan), the SWB
of the residents generally changed significantly for the worse,
although two SWB indicators did not show significant changes
(ie, purpose in life and autonomy). The difference in the stability
of residents’ mental states between the residential lockdown
areas at high and low economic development levels can mainly
be explained by the following reasons.

Urban and Rural Population Ratio
Economists generally believe that regional economic growth is
related to population structure (eg, urban and rural population
ratio), among which GDP per capita is positively associated
with urban population size [44]. In the residential lockdown
areas with higher economic development, the urban population
size is larger, and the problems produced by the residential
lockdown (eg, unemployment) had a strong impact on urban
commuters, which posed great risks to local residents’ SWB.

Communication and Transportation
The statistical yearbooks of the residential lockdown cities
reported that in the more economically developed areas, key
indicators (eg, passenger traffic, number of civil vehicles) would
score higher. For example, in 2017, the passenger traffic of
Wuhan was 299.5 million, and the number of civil vehicles was
2.75 million [45]. These figures show that residents of more
economically developed areas may have had greater transport
demand and therefore were more affected by stringent residential
lockdown due to the restrictions on their travel.

Floating Population
Economic development is the decisive factor in the formation
of population flow. The population usually flows to developed
areas with better economic development [46]. During the
residential lockdown, the original pattern of life was disrupted,
face-to-face association outside home was cut off, and residents
mainly obtained social support from family members [47].
However, most members of the floating population make their
living without the company of family. Hence, in more

economically developed areas, the size of the floating population
without family is larger, and the psychological impact of the
residential lockdown on residents was more significant.

With the fast rise in the number of confirmed cases, COVID-19
has become a global pandemic. The decision of whether to
enforce residential lockdowns is a difficult challenge faced by
governments worldwide. The above results indicate that
residential lockdowns not only have important medical value
in protecting public health and life safety but may also have
psychological value in maintaining SWB in China. Furthermore,
in developed areas, the urban and floating populations are larger,
and the relationship between transportation and life is more
important; thus, the SWB of local residents is more likely to be
affected by the residential lockdown and fluctuate greatly. These
findings provide new references for local governments of areas
at different economic development levels to consider the benefit
and cost of residential lockdown and to prepare for the possible
risks. For example, local governments in developed areas should
make more preparations for psychological interventions and
associated costs during and following residential lockdown.

To date, Britain, America, and many other countries have
adopted lockdowns that are similar to those in China to some
extent. Despite cultural differences, the effectiveness of
residential lockdown in stopping disease spread is obvious [48].
However, the positive and negative psychological effects of the
lockdown are complicated. These effects will also be influenced
by the enforcement time, the effects of lockdown, and other
factors mentioned above. In addition, in view of the fact that
the level of economic development is a common indicator,
different regions of the world will also have differences in urban
and rural population ratios, floating population, communication
and transportation, etc, which may influence the psychological
effects caused by residential lockdown. Our findings with regard
to the overall effect of the residential lockdown on SWB and
the differences in the impact on mental states under different
economic development conditions are instructive to analogous
policies around the world.

Limitations
Although this study reveals changes in SWB caused by
residential lockdown, there are some limitations to be
highlighted. First, considering that most of the respondents in
our sample are female, there may be some bias in the results.
Second, more than 70% of our sample did not provide age
information on the internet, which prevented us from evaluating
the possible influence of age. In future studies, obtaining more
age information and expanding the ranges of age and gender
could be helpful. Third, in this study, transverse comparison of
SWB in cities divided by economic development level only
targeted residential lockdown areas; therefore, in future studies,
this comparison can be extended to areas without residential
lockdowns. Fourth, in light of the fact that not only economic
factors but other factors such as social environment and cultural
background may affect SWB, future studies could consider
more factors to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of
the lockdown effect. Additionally, it should be noted that the
patterns we observed may be largely determined by the Chinese
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culture, and any application of our conclusions to a different
culture should be made very carefully.

Conclusion
In this study, to explore the impact of residential lockdown
during the COVID-19 pandemic on individual SWB in China,
we predicted residents’ SWB by OER and compared the SWB
of residents of different areas with different economic
development levels. The results demonstrated that in China and

in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the residential
lockdown alleviated the negative psychological changes caused
by the epidemic to a certain extent. In addition, compared with
developed areas, the psychological benefit of the residential
lockdown was more obvious in underdeveloped areas. This
study sheds light on the psychological effects of strict residential
lockdown during pandemics and provides new clues for
epidemic prevention in areas with different socioeconomic
situations.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 crisis and consequent confinement restrictions have caused significant psychosocial stress and
reports of sleep complaints, which require early management, have increased during recent months. To help individuals concerned
about their sleep, we developed a smartphone-based app called KANOPEE that allows users to interact with a virtual agent
dedicated to autonomous screening and delivering digital behavioral interventions.

Objective: Our objective was to assess the feasibility of this app, in terms of inclusion rate, follow-up rate, perceived trust and
acceptance of the virtual agent, and effects of the intervention program, in the context of COVID-19 confinement in France.

Methods: The virtual agent is an artificial intelligence program using decision tree architecture and interacting through natural
body motion and natural voice. A total of 2069 users aged 18 years and above downloaded the free app during the study period
(April 22 to May 5, 2020). These users first completed a screening interview based on the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) conducted
by the virtual agent. If the users were positive for insomnia complaints (ISI score >14), they were eligible to join the 2-stage
intervention program: (1) complete an electronic sleep diary for 1 week and (2) follow personalized sleep recommendations for
10 days. We collected and analyzed the following measures: sociodemographic information, ISI scores and sleep/wake schedules,
and acceptance and trust of the agent.

Results: Approximately 76% (1574/2069) of the app users completed the screening interview with the virtual agent. The virtual
agent was well accepted by 27.4% (431/1574) of the users who answered the acceptance and trust questionnaires on its usability,
satisfaction, benevolence, and credibility. Of the 773 screened users who reported sleep complaints (ISI score >14), 166 (21.5%)
followed Step 1 of the intervention, and only 47 of those (28.3%) followed Step 2. Users who completed Step 1 found that their
insomnia complaints (baseline mean ISI score 18.56, mean ISI score after Step 1 15.99; P<.001) and nocturnal sleep quality
improved significantly after 1 week. Users who completed Step 2 also showed an improvement compared to the initial measures
(baseline mean ISI score 18.87, mean ISI score after Step 2 14.68; P<.001). Users that were most severely affected (ISI score
>21) did not respond to either intervention.

Conclusions: These preliminary results suggest that the KANOPEE app is a promising solution to screen populations for sleep
complaints and that it provides acceptable and practical behavioral advice for individuals reporting moderately severe insomnia.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24268)   doi:10.2196/24268
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Introduction

The current COVID-19 crisis has led to massive public health
interventions, resulting in the confinement of almost the entire
human population worldwide [1]. However, recent studies
suggest that confinement may induce several negative
psychological effects, including post-traumatic stress symptoms,
anxiety, depression, anger, and insomnia [2,3]. Notably,
Voitsidis et al [4] showed that in a study comprising 2363 Greek
subjects, almost 38% of them reported insomnia complaints
during the confinement due to COVID-19, and these complaints
were associated with a higher rate of depression. The use of
tobacco and alcohol in association with depression and stress
symptoms has also increased during the COVID-19 pandemic
[5].

These findings confirm that the COVID-19 crisis has caused
major psychosocial stress and that prolonged confinement is
potentially an aggravating factor for sleep complaints and
insomnia. Therefore, given the large number of individuals
affected and the limited number of health care professionals
available during the crisis, there is a need for innovative
solutions to track and help individuals at risk of psychosocial
stress.

Digital technologies play a significant role in the context of the
ongoing pandemic and overwhelmed health care services. As
suggested by many researchers [6,7] and governmental
authorities [1], technologies such as social media, smartphone
apps, telehealth, and big data have great potential to disseminate
information as well as screen and remotely monitor the general
population, including patients with COVID-19. Several apps
have been deployed in recent times to assist with COVID-19
management (eg, STOP COVID in France [8]). However, only
a few apps and technologies specifically address psychosocial
stress induced by the COVID-19 crisis and confinement [9-11].
To our knowledge, no study has focused on insomnia
complaints, despite the evidence that digital behavioral therapies
are effective to treat insomnia [12-14].

Soon after confinement measures were effective in France on
March 17, 2020, we launched the first social media campaign
in affiliation with our hospital and university through major
national radios and newspapers. This campaign focused on the
risk of insomnia and the measures to evaluate and correct
inappropriate sleep hygiene practices among people during the
COVID-19 confinement. In addition to social media campaigns,
we developed a free smartphone app to help individuals with
sleep concerns in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Named KANOPEE, the program is based on our previous
research on embodied conversational agents (ECAs), also called
virtual agents, which may be defined as animated characters
that can engage in face-to-face dialogue through verbal and
nonverbal behaviors. We previously demonstrated that ECAs
can deliver a clinical interview to diagnose not only sleep
complaints but also addiction and depression in an autonomous,
reliable, valid, and acceptable way [15-19], by fostering empathy
and facilitating disclosure of negatively connoted topics. In
addition, based on the existing tools and knowledge on digital
therapies for insomnia [14], we developed a digital sleep diary
to automatically quantify the user’s daily sleep patterns and
sleep duration, and to establish personalized sleep interventions
guided by the data collected through the app. 

We hypothesized that a virtual agent made available via a
smartphone app would be efficient and acceptable not only in
providing autonomous screening for insomnia complaints but
also in establishing digital behavioral interventions to help the
population during the COVID-19 crisis. Therefore, to test our
hypothesis, we launched a proof-of-concept study during the
COVID-19 confinement.

 

Methods

Description and Implementation of KANOPEE
KANOPEE was implemented using the same architecture as
our previous ECAs [15-19], with C# programming language in
Unity 3D software (Unity Technologies). The virtual agent,
named Louise, interacts through natural voice and body motion,
as recorded by a professional artist by using motion capture
technologies (Optitrack suit for 3D animations of Louise’s body
and GoPro for 3D animations of Louise’s face and her voice).
The interaction scenario is predefined, using decision trees to
adapt to the user’s answers.

The app was made freely available on Google Play Store on
April 22, 2020 (see Figure 1). After its launch, we organized a
second media campaign presenting KANOPEE and showing
how the app could help the French population to self-evaluate
their sleep quality and provide practical solutions to manage
insomnia. We analyzed the number of active app users across
the confinement and deconfinement stages in France as well as
hospitalizations due to COVID-19 during this time (Figure 1,
[20])
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Figure 1. Conception and use of KANOPEE app. Chronological evolution of (A) the number of hospitalizations due to COVID-19 in France [20] and
(B) the number of active users after the launch of the app across the confinement and deconfinement stages in France (based on data sourced from the
Statistics page of the Google Play Store developer console for the app).

User Interaction
The interaction scenario comprises of the following steps: first,
during the screening interview (Interview 1), Louise introduces
herself and administers the Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) [21]
(see Figure 2, leftmost screen capture). Then, depending on the
score, users are either provided with simple sleep hygiene
recommendations (eg, follow usual wake up time, get exposed
to sunlight in the morning, sleep in a quiet and dark room) if
ISI score ≤14, or they are considered eligible to enter the
intervention program if ISI score >14 [22]. Initially, users enter
the “first step” of the intervention program, wherein they receive

instructions to complete a sleep diary for 1 week in order to
have a better understanding of their sleep patterns and to collect
data about sleep indicators. Every morning, after filling in their
sleep schedule, these users receive visual feedback on their sleep
(eg, time spent in bed, total sleep time, and sleep efficiency;
see Figure 2, middle screen capture). After completing the sleep
diary for 7 days, they receive a follow-up interview request with
Louise (Interview 2) wherein they learn about their sleep
indicators from the previous week. At this point, they receive
an ISI score for the second time. Next, the users can enter the
“second step,” during which they are provided with personalized
sleep recommendations for 10 days based on the sleep diary
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data and their answers on the ISI (see Figure 2, rightmost screen
capture). Details of the conditions for providing personalized
recommendations are listed in Textbox S1 (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Thereafter, they can access another follow-up

interview (Interview 3) and take the ISI a third time. Depending
on the third ISI score, users can continue to use the app
autonomously or, if their sleep complaints persisted (ie, ISI
score >21), be referred to a sleep specialist in our hospital.

Figure 2. Illustrative references of KANOPEE app interfaces. From left to right, screenshot of (1) virtual agent Louise conducting an interview based
on the Insomnia Severity Index, (2) sleep diary and visual feedbacks regarding user’s sleep patterns, and (3) a personalized sleep recommendation given
by Louise during Interview 3.

Throughout the process, all procedures and tools (ie,
questionnaires and sleep diary) are introduced by the virtual
agent in order to facilitate understanding among the users and
increase their engagement. A demo video of the user interaction
by Louise has been hosted on YouTube [23].

Sociodemographics and Clinical Characteristics of
Users
For the purpose of this study, users were selected for the analysis
if they met the following inclusion criteria: (1) aged 18 years
old and above and (2) had downloaded KANOPEE app before
May 5, 2020, such that they had access to the 1-week
intervention before the end of confinement period in France (ie,
May 11, 2020). Their use of the app was recorded from April
22 until May 26.

After getting approval by the University and Hospital scientific
committees, we obtained authorizations to be registered on the
University Hospital register for General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) approval by the French
authorities—Commission nationale de l'informatique et des
libertés (CNIL). Informed consent was obtained from all users
downloading the app according to the GDPR and CNIL
regulations.

Subgroups of users were then selected for more detailed analyses
(see Figure 3). Specifically, users who answered the screening
interview for sleep disorders were further examined to determine
their eligibility for the next step of daily sleep monitoring, and
users who reported insomnia complaints (ie, ISI score >14)
entered the intervention program and were included in the
analyses of outcomes and feasibility.
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Figure 3. Flowchart of users included in the different steps of analyses.

Measures

Clinical Measures 
The ISI [21] is a 7-item self-report questionnaire that provides
a global measure of perceived insomnia severity, with scores
ranging from 0 to 28 (0-7: no clinical insomnia, 8-14:
subthreshold insomnia, 15-21: insomnia of moderate severity,
and 22-28: severe insomnia). The ISI has been previously
validated and proven sensitive to changes in insomnia severity

with treatment [22]. The ISI was used as a screening tool for
assessing insomnia severity and as the primary outcome measure
of treatment efficacy after the intervention.

Users who had an ISI score >14 were asked to complete a daily
sleep diary in the app [24,25] throughout the intervention
program. The following dependent variables were derived from
users’ daily sleep diary entries: sleep onset latency (SOL, ie,
how many minutes it takes to fall asleep, starting from the
moment of intention to fall asleep), number of awakenings
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(NWAK), terminal wakefulness (TWAK, ie, the amount of
awake time between the final wakefulness awakening and the
time of getting out of bed), wake after initial sleep onset
(WASO, ie, total amount of time awake during the night,
excluding SOL and TWAK), total time spent in bed (TIB, ie,
time starting from the moment of intention to fall asleep and
concluding with the final arising), total sleep time (TST, ie,
time actually spent sleeping) that was calculated from other
self-reported variables (TIB−SOL− WASO−TWAK), and sleep
efficiency (ie, percentage of time in bed spent asleep) that was
calculated from other self-reported variables (TST/TIB × 100). 

Addictive behaviors (ie, alcohol and cigarette consumption) of
users were evaluated through a clinical interview based on the
CAGE (Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, and Eye-opener) [26] and
CDS-5 (Cigarette Dependence Scale, 5-item) questionnaires
[27].

Acceptance and Trust Questionnaires
After the interviews with the virtual agent, users could complete
2 assessments on the app. The first assessment was the French
version of the Acceptability E-scale (AES) [28,29] to measure
acceptance of the KANOPEE app based on 2 subscores:
usability (ie, the perceived ease of using the system or app) and
satisfaction (ie, the perceived enjoyment of the use and
usefulness of the system or app). The second assessment was
the ECA trust questionnaire (ETQ) [18] that measures a user’s
trust in a virtual agent based on 2 subdimensions: perceived
credibility (ie, perception that the agent has the ability and the
expertise to conduct a medical intervention) and benevolence
(ie, perception that the agent is well-intentioned and will
accurately take the user’s interests into account). Familiarity
with technologies was also evaluated by a single question: “Are
you familiar with computer technologies?” with the following
3 choices: “No,” “Moderately,” and “Yes,” which were scored
as 0, 1, and 2, respectively.

Statistical Analyses
Quantitative variables were expressed as means and SD, and
qualitative variables were expressed as percentages. To compare

2 groups of users (eg, subclinical insomnia vs with
moderate-to-severe insomnia), we performed 2-tailed Student
t tests for continuous variables (eg, age, CDS score, and
cigarettes smoked), and χ² tests for categorical variables (eg,
gender, educational level, health care professional, and users
adhering to the confinement). The data collected during the
program were described using mean and SD values, and
evolution of the measures over time was analyzed using repeated
t tests. Acceptance (ie, usability and satisfaction subscores of
the AES) and trust (ie, credibility and benevolence subscores
of the ETQ) data were expressed using distributions and
percentages. To investigate factors associated with acceptance
and trust, we conducted univariate analyses with Pearson
correlation analyses between 2 continuous variables (age,
insomnia severity, and familiarity with technologies) and
performed mean comparisons (t test or analysis of variance) to
analyze the variation in AES and ETQ scores regarding
categorical variables (gender and educational level). All analyses
were performed using SPSS software (version 26; IBM Corp). 

Results

Characteristics of App Users
A total of 2069 users aged ≥18 years downloaded KANOPEE
app and answered sociodemographic information (Table 1). Of
these, 76% (1574/2069) of the users answered the screening
interview for insomnia disorders. Most of these users were
between 31 and 50 years old (mean 43.52, SD 13.94) and had
a university degree. Furthermore, most users were in
confinement due to the COVID-19 lockdown, and 5.6%
(89/1574) were front-line health care professionals involved in
the fight against COVID-19. Approximately half of the users
(773/2069, 49.1%) who answered the screening interview for
sleep disorders obtained an ISI score over the clinical threshold
for insomnia (ie, ISI score >14). Compared to the users who
answered the screening interview for sleep, those who chose
not to were significantly older (P=.016) and predominantly male
users (P=.001). Other factors remained nonsignificant between
the 2 groups (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of KANOPEE users depending on their use of the app.

P valueGroup comparisonValuesCharacteristics

Chi-square (df)t test (df)Did not answer screening in-
terview for sleep

(n=495)

Answered screening inter-
view for sleep

(n=1574)

.02N/Ab2.40 (2067) a44.83 (14.4)43.11 (13.8)Age, mean (SD)

Age in years , n (%)

99 (20)338 (21.5)18-30

220 (44.4)763 (48.5)31-50

131 (26.5)366 (23.3)51-65

45 (9.1)107 (6.8) >65

.00110.71 (1)N/AGender, n (%)

292 (59)1055 (67)Female

203 (41)519 (33)Male

.135.69 (2)N/AEducational level, n (%)

83 (16.8)318 (20.2)Middle school

118 (23.8)309 (19.6)High school

294 (59.4)947 (60.2)University degree

.990.00 (1)N/A28 (5.6)89 (5.6)Health care professionals, n (%)

.500.343 (1)N/A371 (74.9)1200 (76.2)Confined due to COVID-19 lockdown,
n (%)

aItalicized values indicate they are statistically significant.
bN/A: not applicable.

Users who answered the screening interview for sleep disorders
(n=1574) were divided into 2 subgroups based on their
performance on the ISI: scores ≤14 considered “with subclinical
insomnia” and scores >14 considered “with moderate-to-severe
insomnia” (Table 2).

Compared to users with subclinical insomnia, users with
moderate-to-severe insomnia were younger (t1576=−3.03;

P=.002), more educated (χ2
2=12.14; P=.007), and more likely

to be female (χ2
1=31.91; P<.001). Interestingly, more users in

confinement were found in the moderate-to-severe insomnia

group (χ2
1=8.86; P=.003), but we did not find evidence of a

higher prevalence of insomnia among health care professionals.
Users with moderate-to-severe insomnia smoked more cigarettes
(t734=−4.03; P<.001) and obtained a higher score on the
screening questionnaire for addiction to cigarettes (t734=3.41;
P=.001) than those in the other groups.
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Table 2. Characteristics of users depending on their sleep complaints.

P valueGroup comparisonValuesCharacteristics

Chi-square (df)t test (df)ISI score >14 (individuals
with moderate to severe in-
somnia, n=773)

ISIa score ≤14 (individuals
with subclinical insomnia,
n=801)

.002N/Ac−3.03 (1576)b42.0 (13.1)44.1 (14.3)Age, mean (SD)

Age in years, n (%)

172 (22.3)166 (20.7)18-30

391 (50.6)372 (46.3)31-50

172 (22.3)194 (24.2)51-65

38 (4.9)69 (8.7)>65

.00131.91 (1)N/AGender, n (%)

571 (73.9)484 (60.4)Female

202 (26.1)317 (39.6)Male

.00712.14 (2)N/AEducational level, n (%)

168 (21.7)150 (18.6)Middle school

170 (22.0)139 (17.5)High school

435 (56.2)512 (63.9)University degree

.0972.75 (1)N/A36 (4.7)53 (6.6)Health care professionals, n (%)

.0038.86 (1)N/A614 (79.4)586 (73.1)Confined due to COVID-19 lock-
down, n (%)

.001N/A52.12 (1572)18.2 (2.74)10.02 (3.42)Clinical insomnia, ISI score, mean
(SD)

Clinical insomnia subtype, n (%)

0 (0)180 (22.5)No clinically significant insom-
nia (ISI score ≤7)

0 (0)621 (77.5)Subthreshold (ISI score 8-14)

672 (86.9)0 (0)Moderate (ISI score 15-21)

101 (13.1)0 (0)Severe (ISI score ≥21)

.001N/A3.41 (734)6.45 (8.30)4.53 (6.93)CDS-5d, mean (SD)

.001N/A−4.03 (734)5.33 (8.68)3.09 (6.40)Daily number of cigarettes, mean
(SD)

.097N/A1.66 (734)0.78 (1.12)0.65 (0.97)CAGEe, mean (SD)

.11N/A−1.62 (734)1.66 (3.18)1.34 (2.09)Daily number of drinks, mean (SD)

aISI: Insomnia Severity Index.
bItalicized values indicate they are statistically significant.
cN/A: not applicable.
dCDS-5: Cigarette Dependence Scale-5 items.
eCAGE: Cut-down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye-opener questionnaire.

Trust and Acceptance of Virtual Agents
In all, 431 of 1574 (27.4%) users answered the acceptance and
trust questionnaires (Figure 4). Acceptance of the overall system
(AES score) was rated very positively, with 61.7% (266/431)
of users being “very satisfied” with the usability of the system,
and 91.6% (395/431) of users rating the virtual agent more than

3 out of 5 for satisfaction. Regarding trust (ETQ score), Louise
was perceived as trustworthy to perform medical interviews.
Indeed, 94.6% (408/431) of users “somewhat agreed” or “totally
agreed” that she was benevolent, and 67.05% (289/431) of users
had a positive attitude towards her credibility (ie, rating of more
than 1 out of 3). 
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Figure 4. Distribution of usability, satisfaction, benevolence, and credibility perception of the virtual companion for sleep disorders (Louise). (A)
Percentage of users’ rating for usability dimension (AES subscore), (B) percentage of users’ rating for satisfaction dimension (AES subscore), (C)
percentage of users’ rating for benevolence dimension (ETQ subscore), and (D) percentage of users’ rating for credibility dimension (ETQ subscore).

We found a negative correlation between age and credibility
subscore on the ETQ (r=−.102; P=.034), suggesting that older
individuals found Louise less credible than the younger ones.
Age was not correlated with other dimensions of trust and
acceptance. Similarly, gender and educational level of the users
were not correlated with their attitude towards Louise. Regarding
insomnia severity, there was a positive relationship between
the severity and credibility of Louise (r=.125; P=.009),
indicating that users with more severe insomnia complaints
found her more credible. Lastly, we found significant
correlations between users’ familiarity with technologies and
their attitudes towards Louise: users more familiar with
technologies found her more usable (r=.109; P=.024), more
satisfactory (r=.128; P=.008), and more benevolent (r=.117;
P=.015).

Evolution of ISI Score and Nocturnal Sleep Indicators
During the Intervention Program
Among the 166 users who completed Step 1 of the intervention
(ie, fill a sleep diary for 1 week and answer the ISI for the

second time), the total ISI score (Figure 5) decreased compared
to the baseline (baseline mean ISI score 18.56, mean ISI score
after Step 1 15.99; t165=7.88; P<.001), with 36.7% (61/166) of
users obtaining an ISI score below a clinically significant level
(ie, ≤14) either corresponding to “no insomnia” (8/166, 4.8%)
or to “subthreshold insomnia” (53/166, 31.9%). For the 47 users
who completed Step 2 of the intervention, their ISI scores
continued to decrease but did not reach a significant threshold
(mean ISI score after Step 1 15.64, mean ISI score after Step 2
14.68; t46=1.42; P=.162). However, compared to the initial
measure, a significant decrease was observed (baseline mean
ISI score 18.87, mean ISI score after Step 2 14.68; t46=4.85;
P<.001). Moreover, the proportion of users reporting low
insomnia complaints increased, with a total of 48.9% (23/47)
of users below a clinically significant level. Of note, 14.9%
(7/47) of users still reported “severe insomnia” after Step 2, so
they were referred to a sleep specialist.
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Figure 5. Distribution of users depending on the severity of their insomnia complaints (based on ISI scores) along the intervention program: Step 1:
completed sleep diary; Step 2: followed personalized sleep recommendations. ISI: Insomnia Severity Index. Significance: *P<.05, **P<.001.

Regarding nocturnal sleep patterns, we computed the mean
scores of the first 2 nights filled in the sleep diary and the last
2 nights before receiving step 2 intervention in order to evaluate
the evolution of sleep indicators during completion of Step 1

of the intervention program among the 166 users who completed
the Step 1 (ie, filling in the sleep diary). Analyses of mean and
SD values (see Table 3) suggest a reduction in TIB, SOL, and
TWAK, and an increased sleep efficiency among this subgroup.

Table 3. Nocturnal sleep indicators of users completing Step 1 (n=166).

P valuet test (df)Value, mean (SD)Sleep indicator

Last 2 nights (6 & 7)First 2 nights (1 & 2)

.032.17 (165)a08:40:27 (01:29:27)08:56:45 (01:34:22)Time in bed, hh:mm:ss

.06−1.88 (165)06:21:30 (01:37:33)06:04:32 (01:56:47)Total sleep time, hh:mm:ss

.001−4.25 (165)73.82 (17.33)67.60 (20.25)Sleep efficiency, %

.0062.78 (165)00:58:37 (01:26.00)01:31:38 (02:39:11)Sleep onset latency, hh:mm:ss

.071.81 (165)1.67 (1.32)1.89 (1.57)Nocturnal awakenings, n

.211.27 (165)00:42:01 (00:52:58)00:48:57 (00:55:48)Wake after initial sleep onset, hh:mm:ss

.0013.31 (165)00:39:43 (0:39:57)00:58:11 (01:09:42)Terminal wakefulness, hh:mm:ss

aItalicized values indicate they are statistically significant.

To measure the effect of completing Step 2 on sleep indicators,
we computed the mean scores of the 7 nights before the users
received personalized sleep recommendations and compared it
to the mean scores of the 7 nights after they started Step 2. Mean

and SD analyses among the 47 users who completed Step 2
suggest that WASO, NWAK, and TWAK decreased after Step
2, whereas TIB, TST, and sleep efficiency increased (see Table
4).
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Table 4. Nocturnal sleep indicators of users completing Step 2 (n=47).

P valuet test (df)Value, mean (SD)Sleep indicator

7 nights after Step 27 nights before Step 2

.001−5.35 (46)08:37:45 (00:50:21)07:56:45 (01:18:51)Time in bed, hh:mm:ss

.047−2.02 (46)06:13:26 (01:30:16)06:00:05 (01:24:29)Total sleep time, hh:mm:ss

.002−3.18 (46)72.36 (16.76)68.47 (14.75)Sleep efficiency, %

.32−1.01 (46)01:08:50 (01:25:02)00:59:22 (00:53:41)Sleep onset latency, hh:mm:ss

.0015.24 (46)1.35 (0.97)1.77 (1.24)Nocturnal awakenings, n

.0013.57 (46)00:35:58 (00:32:57)00:55:26 (00:52:03)Wake after initial sleep onset, hh:mm:ss

.0033.04 (46)00:41:17 (00:32:22)00:51:59 (00:42:15)Terminal wakefulness, hh:mm:ss

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results show, for the first time, the feasibility of using virtual
agents in the context of a major health crisis to monitor insomnia
symptoms and deliver assistance to the users through behavioral
interventions. eHealth is a very rapidly growing field, and
numerous solutions are particularly adapted to conditions such
as confinement where human contacts must be limited. Several
mobile apps use text-based chatbots for medical interviews, but
the use of virtual agents (interacting through natural body motion
and natural voice) is still sparse. We believe that these new
empathic human-machine interfaces can reinforce acceptance
of eHealth solutions.

More than 2000 people downloaded the KANOPEE app over
the 11-day study period, with no technical errors reported by
Google Play Store, indicating a higher inclusion rate than that
reported in a previous study proposing digital cognitive
behavioral therapy for insomnia [30]. This confirms the potential
of digital technologies to provide access to clinical screening
and behavioral intervention for insomnia for the general
population [31]. Out of the 2069 users who downloaded
KANOPEE, 1574 (76%) used it to self-evaluate their sleep. We
noted that users who decided not to answer the screening
interview for sleep were older and more likely to be male. This
result might reflect more specific target populations such as
young women—a group that is well known to report high levels
of sleep complaints [32]. While the stress related to the
COVID-19 confinement could explain why we obtained such
a high app download rate, another potential explanation is the
visual appeal of virtual agents to engage in digital interactions.
Even individuals without significant sleep complaints (about
50% of the study sample) used our app and were interested in
completing a sleep evaluation; this finding strongly indicates
the need to develop apps for normal sleepers who want to
improve their sleep hygiene and should be interpreted as a
positive indicator for future sleep health campaigns. 

Acceptance of the virtual agent was a major challenge in this
specific context, and we obtained very good results, similar to
those reported previously with outpatients in a hospital [18].
Usability and benevolence were very well ranked by the app
users, which confirms the empathic dimension of our virtual
agents, even on smaller devices like smartphones. This is also

a positive message to reinforce the use of virtual agents in
eHealth technologies, which is a growing field of interest for
medicine.

In the intervention program, 21.5% of the users reporting
significant sleep complaints (ie, ISI score >14) completed a
daily sleep diary for more than 7 days and consented to
participate in Interview 2 (ie, they completed Step 1), and 28.3%
of users followed behavioral interventions and completed the
sleep diary for 10 more days. Interestingly, subjects completing
Step 1 significantly improved their sleep over a brief period of
time (ie, 7 days). We hypothesize that filling in the sleep diary
and receiving daily feedback on their sleep efficiency score
helped users to adjust their sleep schedule autonomously.
Another possible explanation is that their insomnia symptoms
decreased naturally over time, even though a reduction of time
in bed for about half an hour suggests an active change. These
findings are very encouraging for the use of electronic sleep
diaries to promote sleep hygiene practices, a form of
low-intensity sleep health intervention that could be beneficial
at the more global population level. Users who completed their
personalized intervention reported an improvement in nocturnal
sleep, with a reduction of nocturnal awakenings and insomnia
complaints, which suggests Step 2 was beneficial for a subgroup
of individuals with more significant sleep complaints.
Altogether, with completion rates of 76% for the initial
evaluation and 28.3% for the personalized interventions in a
selected population, we believe that our results open interesting
perspectives for populational interventions and mirror the
proposal of Berry et al [33] to set up trials in which large-scale
interventions are offered simultaneously to different subgroups
of patients. 

Study Limitations
Nevertheless, this study has a few limitations. First, the very
peculiar period of recruitment, during the COVID-19
confinement, makes our results preliminary. Future work needs
to confirm, in a more “normal period of time,” the fact that
KANOPEE can help individuals improve their insomnia
complaints and sleep hygiene. Second, the drop-out rate was
quite high. We were unable to determine why users did not
follow the program until the end, and further study is therefore
needed for a precise examination of usage (eg, frequency of use
and errors made) and qualitative interviews with app users to
unveil the reasons why they decided to drop out of KANOPEE.
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Another limitation of our study is related to the fact that we did
not note an improvement among the most severe users, which
shows the limitations of nonhuman interventions. Because we
did not explore all the possible comorbidities, we might have
proposed to some users a solution that may be unsuitable to
their health problems. Future studies could use detailed
interviews that could help precisely select the ideal population
to receive the interventions and refer the other users directly to
sleep centers.

Conclusions
Considering the above limitations, we believe that KANOPEE
is a new promising tool in the field of eHhealth that could limit
the number of individuals asking for consultations by general
practitioners for moderate sleep complaints. Indeed, we believe
this app can help in both ways: identifying individuals with
insomnia complaints and providing brief and practical behavioral
interventions. Further research is needed to test this app apart
from the COVID-19 confinement period and on more
specifically selected users.
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GDPR: General Data Protection Regulation
ISI: insomnia severity index
NWAK: number of awakenings
SOL: sleep onset latency
TIB: time spent in bed
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TWAK: terminal wakefulness
WASO: wake after initial sleep onset
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Abstract

Background: Worldwide, nonpharmacologic interventions (NPIs) have been the main tool used to mitigate the COVID-19
pandemic. This includes social distancing measures (closing businesses, closing schools, and quarantining symptomatic persons)
and contact tracing (tracking and following exposed individuals). While preliminary research across the globe has shown these
policies to be effective, there is currently a lack of information on the effectiveness of NPIs in the United States.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to create a granular NPI data set at the county level and then analyze the relationship
between NPI policies and changes in reported COVID-19 cases.

Methods: Using a standardized crowdsourcing methodology, we collected time-series data on 7 key NPIs for 1320 US counties.

Results: This open-source data set is the largest and most comprehensive collection of county NPI policy data and meets the
need for higher-resolution COVID-19 policy data. Our analysis revealed a wide variation in county-level policies both within
and among states (P<.001). We identified a correlation between workplace closures and lower growth rates of COVID-19 cases
(P=.004). We found weak correlations between shelter-in-place enforcement and measures of Democratic local voter proportion
(R=0.21) and elected leadership (R=0.22).

Conclusions: This study is the first large-scale NPI analysis at the county level demonstrating a correlation between NPIs and
decreased rates of COVID-19. Future work using this data set will explore the relationship between county-level policies and
COVID-19 transmission to optimize real-time policy formulation.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24614)   doi:10.2196/24614

KEYWORDS

communicable diseases; COVID-19; data set; pandemic; policy; public health; data; intervention; effectiveness; incidence; time
series

Introduction

In the absence of effective vaccines or therapeutics targeting
SARS-CoV-2, nonpharmacologic interventions (NPIs) have
been the only effective measures for containing the current
COVID-19 pandemic [1-4]. NPIs are grouped into social
distancing measures and contact tracing measures [5]. Examples

of social distancing measures include closing businesses, closing
schools, and quarantining symptomatic persons [6]. Contact
tracing involves tracking and following exposed individuals,
which requires both testing capabilities and infrastructure to
execute [7]. Systematic reviews and modeling studies have
demonstrated that each of these NPIs have a variable impact on
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respiratory virus transmission, depending on how and when
they are deployed [1,5,7].

While China was initially slow to implement NPIs, models have
shown that China’s social distancing measures were sufficient
to control COVID-19 [1,2]. Local governments across China
were integral in the successful implementation of NPIs,
including diagnostic testing and enforcing social distancing [2].
NPIs have similarly been found to effectively limit COVID-19
across 11 countries in Europe [4], especially Italy [3]. However,
the United States has implemented NPIs more variably, which
may be related to the higher rates of transmission [8].

In the United States, the first known cases of COVID-19 were
reported on January 20, 2020 [9]. However, it was not until
March 2020 that individual states responded with NPI policies,
and as of April 20, 2020, multiple states still had not
implemented stay-at-home orders [10,11]. The limited
coordination of national, state, and local responses to COVID-19
led to substantial variation in NPIs at the county level across
the United States. As the pandemic continued into late May and
early June, states began to roll back measures with incongruent
reopening plans. These reopening plans again differed by
location and by NPI policy type [9]. As a result, the United
States has uniquely experienced wide variations in NPI policy,
both geographically and temporally. County-level political party
alignments may be relevant to the formulation of local
COVID-19 NPI policies; this question has not yet been
rigorously assessed. Partisanship in county-level policy has
significant ramifications for how policymakers engage
stakeholders to realistically implement local policy.

As of November 25, 2020, there are 12,838,102 confirmed
COVID-19 cases and 262,847 deaths in the United States [8],
both higher totals than those of any other country in the world
[8,12]. Preliminary data on social distancing at the state level
[13] and limited data on shelter-in-place orders at the county
level from bordering communities in Illinois and Iowa [14] have
shown that NPIs can be effective, particularly when
implemented in a timely manner. However, there remains a
need to better understand the effects of NPIs on COVID-19
transmission dynamics at a national scale on the granular county
level.

The first objective of this study was to describe the motivation
and novel methodology for creating the first large-scale
county-level NPI policy data set in the United States. The second
objective was to highlight initial findings from this data set to
demonstrate its utility for much-needed local NPI analyses. A
unique standardized crowdsourcing methodology was deployed
to collect time-series data on 7 key NPIs for 1320 US counties.
This novel data set was then mined for correlations in
combination with publicly available COVID-19 case data,
reproduction number (Rt) estimates, and political demographics
at the county level. This exploratory analysis illustrates the
utility of county-level NPI implementation and analysis in the
United States, particularly with the novel data set described
herein.

Methods

Data Collection
A novel crowdsourcing methodology was implemented by
Hikma Health to collect COVID-19 policy data for 1320 US
counties from March to July 2020. The data set covers 7 distinct
NPI policies, including the most widely deployed and accepted
NPIs. For each county, trained volunteers reported a binarized
policy status for each NPI policy indicating if/when the
following NPI policies were first implemented in each county,
along with a timestamp and a reference URL: (1) closure of
nonessential workplaces, (2) shelter-in-place/stay-at-home
orders, (3) enforcement of shelter-in-place/stay-at-home orders,
(4) size restrictions on public gatherings, (5) school closures,
(6) public transit closures, and (7) publicly available testing.
Table 1 provides a full description of the variables included in
the data set. The data set also includes a second timestamp and
reference URL for if/when each of the same 1320 US counties
terminated the following 2 NPI policies: nonessential workplace
closures and shelter-in-place/stay-at-home orders. Given the
limits in data collection capacity, these 2 NPI policies were
prioritized over the other 5 NPI policies for observation at a
second timepoint, as we hypothesized they had a relatively
higher likelihood of changing in May-July 2020.
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Table 1. Variables in the Hikma Health data set of county-level nonpharmacologic intervention policies.

DescriptionVariable name

County FIPSa geographic code (unique identifier)fips

Binary coding whether COVID-19 testing is publicly available in the county to any resident without physician referral
needed

testing

Binary coding whether all schools are closed in the countyschool

Binary coding whether the county has an active shelter-in-place order, publicly announced by any county officialshelter

Binary coding whether the shelter-in-place order is being enforced in the county with fines or other penaltiesshelter_enforcement

Binary coding whether all “nonessential workplaces” are closed in the county, with any local definition of “nonessential”work

Binary coding whether public events and gatherings larger than a particular size N are restricted, for any N>1event

Binary coding whether any public transportation has been closed down for any public bus, train, shuttle, or ferry routestransport

For each policy binary X, the date on which it was first implementedX_date

For each policy binary X, the source URL with evidence of the nature and date of the policyX_URL

The timestamp for when this data was enteredupdated

aFIPS: Federal Information Processing Standard.

Because each US county reports its standing COVID-19 NPI
policies differently—from county websites to local news outlets
and official social media channels—the data collection process
cannot be automated and instead requires human review and
discernment. From March to July of 2020, 104 volunteers,
consisting mostly of health-related graduate degree students
and medical professionals, were recruited through COVID-19
project postings, outreach groups, and institutional listservs.
Each volunteer was remotely trained to use the same 7-step
standard operating procedure to research and collect the
aforementioned NPI data on 1320 US counties through
standardized online forms, effectively transforming the
convoluted county policy landscape into an organized NPI data
set with binary yes/no and interval date variables. The free and
open-source data set contains corresponding URL references
on all counties for quality assurance [15].

In assigning counties to volunteers, we initially prioritized
population and then transitioned to COVID-19 incidence as the
pandemic unfolded. Specifically, we sourced data for the 500
most populous US counties and then used dynamic 4-day
incidence rate calculations to prioritize the remaining counties
in real time. For the first 100 counties, every policy and its
implementation date was validated manually by double-checking
the website URL from which the information was sourced. The
same extraction process was repeated for the subsequent 1220
counties, with validation of URLs for an additional randomly
selected 10% of completed counties, rendering a volunteer
coding accuracy rate over 99%.

Statistical Analysis
In this study, we conducted time-series correlational analyses
combining our county-level NPI data for 1320 US counties with
multiple data sources, including daily county COVID-19 cases
and deaths sourced from The New York Times. We also
assessed correlations with COVID-19 effective Rt estimates
from the RT Live project, and political demographics at the
county level from the Kaiser Family Foundation and the MIT
Election Data and Science Lab.

For optimal visualization and temporally focused analysis on
current policies, we constructed a consolidated version of the
data set as follows: for each NPI policy in each county, all
observations within the last 24 hours were pooled; the mean
was calculated for each binary, and binaries above 0.5 were
considered positive, while binaries less than or equal to 0.5 were
considered negative; the latest date and URL reported were
chosen to represent that policy; lastly, a Policy Strength Index
(PSI) was calculated as a linear sum of all 7 NPI policy binary
variables, with 7 being the maximum and 0 being the minimum
possible value.

We then mined this consolidated data set for correlations and
distribution differences using standard statistical tests including
T tests and chi-square tests with a Bonferroni correction applied
for multiple hypothesis testing. All analyses were conducted in
Python notebooks that are available open source for review and
global use under the Apache 2.0 license.

Results

Data Set Construction and Access
The full county NPI data set, hereon referred to as the “all
policies” data set, yielded 2704 observations of NPI policies
described in Table 1 in 1320 counties from all 50 states in the
United States. We analyzed the all policies data set (n=2704)
as well as the consolidated current version of the data set, hereon
referred to as the “current policies” data set (n=1320), containing
only the most recent timestamp for county NPIs as described
in the Methods section. These versions are referred to as the
“all_county_ policies” and “county_policies” files, respectively,
on GitHub, where they can be freely accessed by the global
public, along with reference documentation [15]. The data set
is available as both CSV (comma-separated values) and JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) files, indexed by US county FIPS
(Federal Information Processing Standard) geographic codes.
Each of these files include the binary NPI variables with
accompanying interval date variables, corresponding reference
URLs, and the timestamps of when the data were collected. The
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CSV files used for all analyses presented in this paper are
included in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Policy and Case Correlations
In the all policies data set, there was a strong positive correlation
between nonessential workplace closure and shelter-in-place
orders at the county level with a Pearson R of 0.835. All other
correlations between individual policies were weak in the all
policies data set, with an absolute value of R<0.3. In the current
policies data set, the correlation between nonessential workplace

closure and shelter-in-place orders weakened to a Pearson R of
0.144, generally in association with the reopening of workplaces
without lifting shelter-in-place orders in May-June 2020. In the
current policies data set, all other correlations were less than
0.1. Of all policies tested for interstate differences by a one-way
ANOVA (analysis of variance), only school closure was not
significantly different at a Bonferroni corrected α level of .0071
(P=.06); for all other policies P<.001. States also exhibited
varying degrees of overall intrastate/intercounty variability in
PSI, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Map showing that county policies are uncorrelated and highly variable between and within states. Policy Strength Index (PSI) for the current
policies data set mapped by county indicates that across states, there was wide variability in policy implementation on July 15, 2020. The PSI is calculated
as the linear sum of the 7 binary nonpharmacologic intervention policy variables in each county as described in the Methods section.

We also observed that within states the variability in county
NPIs informs the visualization of case growth rates, as shown
in Figure 2. For example, in California, the variability in county
NPI policies informed the interpretation of timelines showing
the 7-day simple moving averages of new cases in each county
(Figure 2A). As a general trend, case growth was minimal during
the period of workplace closure, highlighted for each county in
Figure 2A in the red window, while case growth increased

significantly 2-8 weeks after the end of workplace closure. For
example, in Los Angeles County, California (shown in Figure
2B), case growth accelerated following the end of the work
closure policy; additionally, the start of public testing coincided
with the inflection point of case growth. In Siskiyou County,
California (shown in Figure 2C), case growth similarly
accelerated following the end of workplace closure.
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Figure 2. Variability in California county policies in time and in relation to caseloads. (A) Time-series heatmap of the 7-day simple moving average
of daily cases plotted for 10 representative California counties in order of descending population, all normalized by county. The red rectangle demarcates
the period for which the county had nonessential workplaces closed. The purple line indicates if and when public testing became available. (B) Plot of
the total number of county cases as a timeline with county-level nonessential work closure policy and public testing times labeled for Los Angeles
County. (C) Plot of the total number of county cases as a timeline with county-level nonessential work closure policy times labeled for Siskiyou County.

Policies and Case Growth
As summarized in Figure 3, we assessed whether there are
significant differences in the change in weekly case growth in
counties where workplaces closed versus those that remained
open in the all policies data set. Figure 3A shows a histogram

illustrating change in weekly case growth rate from the week
preceding the date of workplace closure to 14 days later for
counties with open versus closed nonessential workplaces.
Weekly case growth rates decreased over the 14 days following
a workplace NPI by larger magnitudes for counties that had
such nonessential workplace closure policies as compared to
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those that had openings (P=.004; Figure 3A). We also assessed
whether there was a significant difference in statewide Rt. This
effect of decreasing case propagation following workplace
closure was similarly observed in state-level estimates of Rt 14

days after the workplace policy (from RT Live) (P<.001; Figure
3B). The effect for Rt was recapitulated at 28 days after the
workplace policy (P<.001). These effects are statistically
significant at our Bonferroni corrected α level of .0071.

Figure 3. Counties with closed nonessential workplaces and significant declines in growth rate and reproduction number (Rt) following workplace
closure. (A) A histogram of the change in weekly case growth rate from the week preceding the date of workplace closure to 14 days later for counties
with open versus closed nonessential workplaces. (B) A histogram of the change in RT Live estimates of Rt by state from the date of the workplace
policy to 14 days later for counties with open versus closed nonessential workplaces.

The start date of public testing varied in each county both on
the absolute date timeline and the timeline relative to other NPIs.
To assess whether counties that had free public testing before
a workplace policy observation were more likely to have had a
workplace closure for that observation, counties were grouped
based on their timelines into the categories of no testing, testing
after workplace closure, and testing before workplace closure.
A chi-square test for significance found no significant difference
in workplace openings versus workplace closures for these
categories (P=.08).

Policies and Political Alignment Correlations
We observed weak correlations between the political parties of
local leadership and electorate and the policy of shelter-in-place
enforcement. In the all policies data set, shelter-in-place
enforcement was weakly correlated with Democratic party State
House leadership (R=0.22) and Democratic voting proportion
in the 2016 presidential election (R=0.21); all other correlations
had an absolute value of R<0.2 (Figure 4). No correlations
greater than 0.2 were observed between county political parties
and the dates at which a positive intervention was initially made
for a particular NPI policy.
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Figure 4. Weak correlation between county policies and county political parties. Correlogram of county-level nonpharmacologic interventions (NPIs)
and political election patterns for state and national government for the all policies data set. A positive correlation shown in red indicates a positive
correlation between a Republican-oriented election pattern and an NPI.

Discussion

Principal Results
The most effective measures for countries around the world
preventing COVID-19 have been NPIs [1-4]. However, due to
policy variations across levels of government, the United States
has not demonstrated the same success with NPIs [8]. While
some research has been published looking at small collections
of neighboring counties, there has not been a comprehensive
analysis of NPIs across a wider range of counties or any local
level more granular than the state level in the United States [14].
In this study, we identify associations between county level NPI
policies and COVID-19 transmission from March 1 to July 20,
2020, using a novel crowdsourced county NPI policy data set.

The first objective of this project was to construct a
comprehensive data set that has a broad representation of
different NPI policies; has a diverse representation of counties
both in geographic distribution and population; and incorporates
changes in NPIs over time. Overall, this study rendered a highly
granular NPI policy data set with time-series data for 1320
counties from all 50 states in the United States. While there
have been comprehensive data sets reviewing NPI policies at
the state level [10,11] and some data generated for small clusters
of neighboring counties (<100 counties) [14], this novel data
set is the most comprehensive publicly available county data
set to date. We have openly shared this data set with the aim
that it be used by researchers around the United States and the

world to further analyze the correlates of NPIs and various
COVID-19 epidemiological outcomes. Future research could
include a finer-grained analysis and modeling of the
relationships between COVID-19 cases, deaths, and NPI
policies, as well as the explorations of the relationship between
NPIs and outcomes including economic status, health care
utilization, and social inequities.

The second objective of this project was to analyze this data set
and report preliminary findings. We found that across the United
States, there was significant variability in NPI policy
implementation among counties, both within and among states.
NPI policies themselves for any given county are largely
uncorrelated, with the singular exception of workplace closure
and shelter-in-place NPIs. This finding supports previous
research that has also found wide variation in policies across
states, which was associated with statistically significant
differences in rates of COVID-19 transmission [13]. While no
causal link has been demonstrated, these strong correlations are
further supported by international studies that have compared
similarly sized territories within countries [2,3].

We also found that there was significant variation in NPI
policies across counties within states. We displayed 10
representative California counties as an example, which show
the relationship between the rate of COVID-19 cases and timing
of when individual California counties closed workplaces,
reopened workplaces, and started public testing. These results
show that the implementation of NPI policies varied when they
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were enacted in response to COVID-19 case rates across
counties. As a consistent trend, we observed that for both heavily
populated urban counties like Los Angeles County (10 million
residents) and sparsely populated rural counties like Siskiyou
County (44,000 residents), the end of a workplace closure
appears to precede an increase in cases by 2-6 weeks. This
heatmap timeline could be confounded by when public testing
started in each county and the rate at which counties were able
to test. While we have recorded the date at which public testing
became available in each county, as displayed in Figure 2, the
rate of testing by county remains generally unknown.

The final and most notable finding of this analysis is that there
are statistically significant positive correlations between county
workplace closures and decreases in subsequent COVID-19
case growth, as shown in Figure 3. We found that across all
counties, those with work closures had significantly lower rates
of subsequent COVID-19 case growth compared to counties
that did not. We emphasize that these results do not in any way
demonstrate causation but rather a temporally informative
correlation between NPI policy and COVID-19 rates.
Nevertheless, these findings align with others highlighting the
relationship between increased NPI policies and subsequently
declining growth rates of COVID-19 at the county level [14].
Our Hikma Health data set also has the potential to be used in
further temporal modeling, particularly to predict Rt for counties
across the United States. Our data set particularly lends itself
to a clustering analysis to assess the relationship between NPI
policies and cases in demographically similar counties, which
will be helpful to local policymakers.

Current research on political affiliation and attitudes toward
COVID-19 policies has shown that differences between
Democrats and Republicans are more significant than differences
across race or gender [16]. Reports from the Pew Research
Center have shown that Democrats are more likely to see
COVID-19 as a serious threat [17]. In order to understand the
political landscape in which these policies are being
implemented, we analyzed both the political parties in charge
of counties and the political electorate in each county. As shown
in Figure 4, we found a relatively weak correlation between
Democratic county governments and electorates and
shelter-in-place policy enforcement (no significant correlations).
However, our finding of relatively limited differences by
political party is consistent with a generally high public support
across the political spectrum for NPI policies to reduce
COVID-19 spread [18]. These preliminary results should be
further analyzed to understand the relationship between political
party and NPI policy choices.

Limitations
There are a number of important limitations to note about our
study. Firstly, our data collection, while rigorous, is affected
by a number of factors both inherent to the study and external
that could skew outcomes. Even though data collectors were
well trained and used standardized methods, the estimated date
of policy changes could be highly variable, particularly for
counties with limited or conflicting information available online.

Thus, an important next step will be to fully validate this Hikma
Health data set by double coding all 1320 counties and
subsequent reconciliation of discordant datapoints. In addition,
external and contemporaneous factors such as rates of testing
and the degree to which the public actually adhere to NPI
guidelines are not addressed by our binarized data set. In
subsequent analyses to address these factors, we aim to integrate
testing rates and mobility data as these data sets become
available.

Secondly, the Hikma Health data set comprises 2 timepoints
for 2 of the 7 NPI policies originally assessed. The analyses
presented in Figures 2 and 3 are subject to the caveat that
changes in the other 5 unrecorded NPI policies may theoretically
confound any associations. Of these NPI policies, enforcement
of shelter-in-place/stay-at-home orders, school closures, and
publicly available testing were unlikely to change before August
2020, whereas size restrictions on public gatherings and public
transit closures may have been reversed and therefore might be
more significant confounds.

Finally, our analysis identifies correlations in the data set
without any implication of causality. In order to establish
causation, NPI policies would have to be implemented as a
coordinated randomized controlled trial across counties, which
is unlikely. In lieu of such a study, our group and others will
build temporal predictive models using this data set to test the
potential effects of NPI policies.

Despite these limitations, our study is the first to identify
correlations between county-level NPI policies and subsequent
COVID-19 growth rates across the United States, including
over 1000 counties from all 50 states. Our novel data set enabled
us to consistently describe correlations for counties across the
United States, compared to previous studies conducted on a
more limited and thus less representative scale [13,14]. Our
data collection methodology allowed for the evaluation and
validation of data across geography and time. As the pandemic
continues, future research should continue to investigate the
relationship between NPI policies, COVID-19 case rates, and
the factors that may influence implementation such as political
affiliation, culture, and social structures.

Conclusion
As COVID-19 cases continue to climb across the United States,
we anticipate that local leadership at the state and county levels
will need to devise informed and relevant policies to limit local
spread. Our findings suggest that there is substantial variation
in NPI implementation and termination at the county level, both
between and within states, reflecting an inconsistent policy
approach. We also found positive correlations between
implementing a workplace closure NPI and lower future rates
of COVID-19, supporting previous national and international
studies suggesting that NPI policies like workplace closure
reduce COVID-19 transmission [1-4,13,14]. Taken together,
this growing body of literature suggests that NPI policies at
multiple levels, and especially at the local level of the county,
play a role in limiting the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has spread like wildfire across the globe, prompting many governments to impose unprecedented
stay-at-home orders to limit its transmission. During an extended stay-at-home period, individuals may engage in more online
leisure activities. Internet use is a double-edged sword that may have both desirable and undesirable effects on psychological
well-being, and this study sought to disentangle adaptive from maladaptive internet use amidst this unusual health crisis.

Objective: The objectives of this study were to assess the prevalence of probable depression during the COVID-19 stay-at-home
period and to test three hypothesized risk reduction or risk elevation mechanisms, namely social capital–accrual, escape-from-self,
and time-displacement effects.

Methods: This study took place from March to May 2020 at the early stage of the pandemic. The study adopted a prospective
design, with an online survey administered to 573 UK and 474 US adult residents at two assessment points 2 months apart.

Results: The prevalence of moderate to severe depression was 36% (bootstrap bias-corrected and accelerated [BCa] 95% CI
33%-39%) at Time 1 (ie, initial time point) and 27% (bootstrap BCa 95% CI 25%-30%) at Time 2 (ie, follow-up time point). The
results supported the social capital–accrual hypothesis by showing that the approach coping style was inversely associated with
Time 2 depression through its positive associations with both social networking and perceived family support. The results also
supported the escape-from-self hypothesis by revealing that the avoidant coping style was positively associated with Time 2
depression through its positive associations with both gaming and cyberbullying victimization, but the serial mediation model
was no longer significant after Time 1 depression and some demographic risk factors had been controlled for. Finally, the results
supported the time-displacement hypothesis by showing that gaming was positively associated with Time 2 depression through
its inverse associations with social networking and perceived family support.

Conclusions: During the extended stay-at-home period in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, the prevalence of probable
depression during the 2-month study period was high among the UK and US residents. Individuals with distinct coping styles
may engage in different types of online leisure activities and perceive varying levels of social support, which are associated with
risks of probable depression.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e22740)   doi:10.2196/22740
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coping; coronavirus; COVID-19; cyberaggression; cybervictimization; epidemic; gaming; mental health; psychological well-being;
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Introduction

Background Context
COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused by a novel strain of
coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2, which is deadly and highly
transmissible [1,2]. Since the World Health Organization (WHO)
reported the initial batch of confirmed COVID-19 cases on
January 11, 2020, the disease has affected more than 68 million
people and caused more than 1.6 million deaths in 191 countries
and regions, globally, as of December 9, 2020 [3].

In response to the massive threat posed by COVID-19, numerous
governments around the world have imposed a series of
community-control measures in an attempt to curb its rapid
transmission. For instance, the UK government implemented
self-quarantine orders and school closures in March 2020 that
lasted for around two months. During the same period, the
majority of US states imposed similar stay-at-home orders. The
residents of both countries were urged to avoid social gatherings
and to stay at home, although they were allowed to go out for
essential errands, such as buying groceries and attending medical
appointments [4]. A US household survey revealed that the
prevalence of probable depression during the early stage of the
pandemic was 3 times higher than the prepandemic rate [5].
Systematic and meta-analytic reviews similarly showed that
probable depression was prevalent (overall effect size of 34%,
95% CI 28%-41%) across the globe during the early stage of
the pandemic [6,7] and that such alarming rates were 3-fold
higher than the lifetime prevalence of depression from 1994 to
2014 (11%) [8]. Besides, sleep disturbance was also prevalent
among the general public during the pandemic [9,10]. Apart
from demographic factors such as gender and age, it is
noteworthy that frequent social networking site (SNS) use was
identified as a risk factor that heightened mental health problems
[6,10].

Internet Use and Mental Health Issues
This study examined major online leisure activities that people
engaged in during the stay-at-home period and, more
importantly, the problems related to such activities. With rapid
advances in information and communication technology and
the emergence of affordable mobile devices (eg, smartphones
and tablets), people are increasingly reliant on the internet for
social networking, entertainment, information, and online
purchases. Among the array of online leisure activities, social
networking is the most popular, as reflected in the escalation
of the number of SNS users over the past two decades [11].
Facebook, the most widely used SNS, has more than 2.7 billion
active users worldwide as of August 2020 [12]. Another highly
popular online leisure activity is gaming; there were more than
2.3 billion active video gamers all around the world in 2019
[13].

The use of the internet can be beneficial, allowing connections
with other people without geographical or time constraints [14].
Support from social network members rendered online has been
reported to alleviate depressive symptoms [15,16]. However,
certain problems brought about by internet use also merit
attention [17]. For instance, internet use may increase the
likelihood of cybervictimization, such as impersonation and
social exclusion, which in turn increases the risk of depression
[18,19]. Moreover, excessive engagement in online games may
disrupt daily functioning [20,21]. Internet use is, thus, a
double-edged sword that can enhance and compromise mental
health.

Risk Reduction and Elevation Mechanisms Underlying
Internet Use
This study aimed at unveiling both risk reduction and risk
elevation mechanisms underlying leisure-time internet use and
depression during the COVID-19 pandemic. Figure 1 depicts
the conceptual models that illustrate three hypothesized
mechanisms. According to the conservation of resources theory
[22,23], individuals strive to obtain and retain resources that
facilitate goal attainment, and they feel distressed when such
resources are lost or unavailable after making significant effort.
Since the onset of the ongoing pandemic, the social resources
of many people had been severely depleted while the
stay-at-home orders were in place. As face-to-face interactions
were not feasible, people attempted to regain their reduced social
resources through the internet. SNS has emerged as a popular
venue for rendering and gaining social support in the cyber era
[15,24], and users’ social support and subjective well-being
were found to be increased after social networking [25,26].

A meta-analysis revealed considerable individual differences
in the beneficial role of social networking in facilitating the
accrual of online social capital [27]. Specifically, the
meta-analytic findings showed that individuals who are
motivated to use SNS to maintain contacts with members of
their existing social networks tend to accrue more social capital
that mitigates depressive symptoms. In a stressful encounter,
an individual’s coping style plays a pivotal role in influencing
the display of cognitive and behavioral responses, which, in
turn, have mental health implications [28,29]. In the coping
literature, a broad conceptualization has been widely adopted
to dichotomize these psychological responses into two general
coping styles: approach versus avoidant [29,30]. Approach
coping refers to a tendency to undertake direct actions as an
attempt to confront or change a stressful event, whereas avoidant
coping refers to a tendency to retreat or divert attention away
from a stressful event [31,32]. As individuals characterized by
an approach coping style tend to face the stressful encounter
and take proactive actions to tackle problems [33,34], we predict
that these individuals may actively utilize SNS to accrue more
support from members of their social network and may, thus,
be less vulnerable to depression (see Figure 1a).
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Figure 1. Conceptual models summarizing three hypotheses tested in this study. Time 2 is the follow-up time point.

The meta-analytic findings further revealed that such mental
health benefits, however, were absent among those who were
motivated to use the internet as a refuge to avoid facing
problems in the real world. According to the escaping-the-self
theory [35], individuals tend to feel distressed when they realize
that real-life outcomes are falling short of their expectations;
they are motivated to evade such psychological discomfort by
engaging in avoidant behaviors to divert their attention from
existing problems. Their avoidant responses may elicit greater
distress in the long run because the real-life problems remain
intact [36,37]. Previous studies have consistently shown
escapism as a major motivation of gaming that elicits adverse
outcomes, such as cyberbullying victimization [38]. In the digital
age, cyberbullying victimization is prevalent [39,40], and
frequent such experiences enhance mental health risks [41,42].
In light of these theories and findings, we predict that individuals
characterized by an avoidant coping style will tend to rely on
gaming in an attempt to handle stress; however, their gaming
behavior may increase their exposure to cyberbullying
victimization, which may, in turn, enhance their susceptibility
to depression (see Figure 1b).

It is noteworthy that investing more leisure time in gaming may
reduce time spent social networking and, thus, the opportunities
of reaping support from social network members. This notion
stems from displacement theory [43], whose underlying
assumption is that the total time spent on daily activities is
constant. Hence, spending more time on a particular online
activity results in less time on another. In light of the
time-displacement theory, we predict that more time spent on
gaming may be associated with less time spent on social

networking and lower levels of social support, thus enhancing
the risk of depression (see Figure 1c).

Study Setting and Aims
This study was conducted at an early stage of the COVID-19
pandemic, when stay-at-home orders were in effect in many
countries, including the United Kingdom and the United States.
The study aimed at assessing the prevalence of probable
depression and testing three hypothesized mechanisms that
would reduce or enhance risks of depression: social
capital–accrual, escape-from-self, and time-displacement effects
(see Figure 1).

Methods

Study Design and Settings
A prospective design with a quantitative approach was adopted
in this study, which comprised two assessment points. Initial
(Time 1) data collection took place from March 16 to 22, 2020,
the week after the WHO declared the COVID-19 outbreak a
global pandemic and stay-at-home orders were first implemented
in various countries. Follow-up (Time 2) data collection then
took place from May 18 to 24, 2020, during which stay-at-home
orders were gradually lifted in some regions of the United
Kingdom and the United States.

Study Sample and Eligibility Criteria
The participants were recruited through Prolific [44], a
crowdsourcing platform for participant recruitment. Studies
have shown that data generated via the crowdsourcing method
were as reliable and valid as those obtained by offline methods,
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with participants reporting that they felt more comfortable
sharing their personal data in crowdsourcing research than with
other types of research [45,46]. Prolific was chosen because its
participants were reported to have the most diverse demographic
characteristics and to generate the highest data quality among
popular crowdsourcing platforms [47,48].

Eligible participants were adults between the ages of 18 and 65
years who were living in the United Kingdom or the United
States at the time of the study. Participants from other countries,
those who did not take part in the follow-up assessment, and
those who did not give informed consent were excluded. Data
were collected from 1086 eligible participants, but 16 of them
did not submit the survey, while 23 were timed out before they
completed or submitted the survey (completion rate 96.4%).
The final sample contained 1047 community adults.

Measures

Overview
The online survey contained a set of validated measures, all of
which were chosen because they were short and designed for
use in surveys administered in general populations. All of the
measures were administered at Time 1; the measure assessing
depression was administered at both time points. The measures
were arranged in a randomized order to counterbalance potential
order effects. Participants were prompted if there were missing
responses.

Coping Style
Both approach and avoidant coping styles were measured by
the Coping Strategies Inventory–Short Form [49]. Each of the
coping subscales included four items, each of which was rated
on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (never) to 5 (almost always).
A higher composite score (Cronbach α=.79 for the approach
coping style subscale and .89 for the avoidant coping style
subscale) indicates the endorsement of a particular coping style.

Cyberbullying Victimization
Cyberbullying victimization was assessed by the
cybervictimization subscale of the Cyber-Aggression and
Cyber-Victimization Scale [50]. The subscale contained eight
items, each of which was rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from
1 (never) to 5 (very often). A composite score (Cronbach α=.88
in this sample) was derived by aggregating the scores for all
items, with a higher score representing a greater degree of
cyberbullying victimization.

Perceived Social Support
Perceived family support and friend support were measured by
the family and friend subscales of the Multidimensional Scale
of Perceived Social Support [51]. Each subscale had four items,
each of which was rated on a 7-point scale, ranging from 1 (very
strongly disagree) to 7 (very strongly agree). A subscale score
(Cronbach α=.94 for the family subscale and .95 for the friend
subscale) was derived from the sum of all item scores, with a
higher score representing the subjective appraisals of greater
perceived support from a particular social group.

Depression
Each participant’s level of depression was assessed by the Center
for Epidemiological Studies–Depression Scale [52]. This
depression scale comprised 20 items, each of which was rated
on a 4-point scale, ranging from 0 (rarely or none of the time)
to 3 (all of the time). A total depressive symptom score
(Cronbach α=.84 and .80 at Time 1 and Time 2, respectively)
was computed by summing all of the item scores, with a higher
score representing a greater frequency and severity of
depression. The conventional cutoff scores were 16 and over
for mild depression and 23 and over for moderate to severe
depression [52].

Time Allocated to Social Networking and Internet
Gaming During the COVID-19 Pandemic
The participants reported the amount of leisure time (hours)
they had dedicated on a typical day within the past week to two
highly popular internet activities: social networking and gaming.
Both of these items were found valid for assessing these online
leisure activities [53,54].

Demographic Variables
At the end of the survey, the participants were asked to provide
the following demographic information: age, sex, educational
qualifications (ie, undergraduate degree holder or not),
employment status (ie, employed, no need to work [ie, student,
homemaker, or retired], or unemployed), marital status (ie,
married or partnered or not), and ethnicity (ie, White or
non-White). For conducting statistical analyses, the three-level
employment status was recoded as a pair of dummy variables:
employed (ie, 1=employed, 0=no need to work, 0=unemployed)
and unemployed (ie, 0=employed, 0=no need to work,
1=unemployed). Age was recorded as a continuous variable,
whereas all of the other demographic variables were dummy
coded.

Study Procedures
Survey invitations were sent by Prolific to its members who
met the demographic criteria. The survey was distributed
through the Qualtrics survey system. Participation was entirely
voluntary. Potential participants were told the survey aim and
length, payment rate for completion (ie, £7.80 [US $10.50] per
hour), and the ethical approval number and agent. They were
also assured that all data collected would be anonymous and
kept in strict confidentiality in the investigators’ laboratory. All
of the participants were requested to give informed consent
prior to their participation at both time points, and were paid
upon the completion of each survey. The data collected at the
two time points were matched according to a unique code
assigned to each participant by the survey platform.

Strategy of Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed with SPSS, version 26
(IBM Corp). Independent-samples t tests were conducted to
examine whether there were any between-country differences
(ie, United Kingdom vs United States) in the study variable. To
test the three hypothesized mechanisms underlying the
experience of Time 2 depression during the early stage of the
COVID-19 pandemic, serial mediation analysis was performed
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using Model 6 of the SPSS macro PROCESS, version 3.5 [55],
which used ordinary least squares procedures to estimate the
hypothesized effects. Three sets of analyses were performed.
First, initial tests for all three hypothesized serial mediation
effects were conducted without any covariates. Second, the
hypothesized effects were then tested with Time 1 depression
as a covariate in order to capture temporal changes in depression
level. Third, both Time 1 depression and relevant demographic
variables were included as covariates to rule out any additional
confounding factors. Recent reviews on depression assessed
during the COVID-19 pandemic revealed some demographic
characteristics (ie, age, gender, country, and finance-related
factors) as risk factors that enhanced susceptibility to depression
[5,6]. In addition, marital status was identified to be crucial for
social connectedness [56]. Taken together, the following
demographic risk factors were included as covariates in the third
set of model testing: age; gender; country; employment status,
which was represented by a pair of dummy variables (ie,
employed or unemployed); and marital status.

In all of the mediation analyses, the scores on the predictor
variables were centered to reduce multicollinearity [57].
Bootstrapping was conducted with 10,000 iterations (2-tailed
significance), with the bootstrap bias-corrected and accelerated
(BCa) interval employed to estimate the CIs. The hypothesized
effects were deemed statistically significant if zero was excluded
in the bootstrapped CIs.

Ethical Considerations
The research protocol was reviewed and approved by the human
research ethics committee of the University of Hong Kong
(approval No. EA2002033) prior to Time 1 data collection. All
study procedures were carried out in accordance with the ethical
rules of the Declaration of Helsinki of 1975, as revised in 2008.

Results

Sample Characteristics
The sample from this study consisted of 1047 adults residing
in the United Kingdom and the United States at the time of the
study. Participants from the two countries did not differ
significantly in terms of the study variables (P values were
above .14), except for Time 1 depression (t1043=11.91, P<.001).
The UK participants (mean score 22.32, SD 13.24) reported
higher levels of depression at Time 1 than their US counterparts
(mean score 18.11, SD 11.08). The two groups were pooled to
enhance statistical power, but the demographic variable of
country was included as a covariate in model testing.

The pooled sample of 1047 participants comprised 481 men
(45.9%) and 563 women (53.8%), as well as 3 participants
(0.3%) who did not indicate their sex. The average age was
44.10 years (SD 12.59). Slightly more than half of the
participants were undergraduate degree holders or above
(596/1044, 57.1%) and were married or partnered (569/1036,
54.9%). Most participants were ethnically White (887/1041,
85.2%).

On average, the participants spent 1.35 hours (bootstrap BCa
95% CI 1.28-1.42) on social networking and 1.70 hours
(bootstrap BCa 95% CI 1.59-1.81) on gaming.

Prevalence of Probable Depression at the Early Stage
of the COVID-19 Pandemic
The average depression scores at the initial and follow-up time
points were 20.41 (bootstrap BCa 95% CI 19.60-21.12) and
16.74 (bootstrap BCa 95% CI 16.06-17.42), respectively. Figure
2 illustrates the proportion of participants categorized as having
no, mild, and moderate to severe depression. According to the
standard cutoff scheme, the prevalence of moderate to severe
depression was quite high: 36% (bootstrap BCa 95% CI
33%-39%) at Time 1 and 27% (bootstrap BCa 95% CI
25%-30%) at Time 2.
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Figure 2. Prevalence of depression at the initial (March 16-22, 2020) and follow-up (May 18-24, 2020) assessment points during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Mediation Analyses Unveiling Risk Reduction and
Elevation Mechanisms
The results of serial mediation analysis for testing the various
hypotheses are summarized in Table 1. The various serial
mediation models were first tested without any covariates
entered (see the upper panel of Table 1). Consistent with the
social capital–accrual hypothesis, the results showed that the
indirect effects of the approach coping style on Time 2
depression via social networking and perceived social
support—both family and peer support—were significant. In
line with the escape-from-self hypothesis, the indirect effect of
the avoidant coping style on Time 2 depression via gaming and
cyberbullying was significant. Consistent with the
time-displacement hypothesis, the indirect effects of gaming
on Time 2 depression via social networking and perceived social
support—both family and peer support—were significant.

A highly similar pattern of findings was obtained after
controlling for Time 1 depression (see the middle panel of Table

1), except for the set of findings for testing the escape-from-self
hypothesis. Specifically, this particular serial mediation model
was no longer significant. We then performed post hoc tests for
simple mediation effects (ie, PROCESS Model 4), and gaming
was found to mediate the positive association between the
avoidant coping style and Time 2 depression after the baseline
depression level had been controlled for.

In the final set of models, Time 1 depression and some
demographic risk factors of depression were included as
covariates (see the lower panel of Table 1). Similar to the
previous set of analyses, only the simple mediation effect of
gaming between the avoidant coping style and Time 2
depression was significant. In addition, the two serial mediation
effects with perceived peer support as a mediator became
nonsignificant when the cluster of demographic risk factors had
been entered. In summary, this final set of analyses showed
strong support for both social capital–accrual and
time-displacement hypotheses when perceived family support
was a mediator.
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Table 1. Summary of model testing for three hypotheses (N=1047).

R 2BCa 95% CIaBootstrap, SEEffectIndirect effect

Models with no covariates

0.2000–0.0268 to –0.00550.0055–0.0144H1ba: APCc→ SNWd→ PFSe→ Time 2 depression

0.2200–0.0306 to –0.00630.0063–0.0171H1b: APC → SNW → PPSf→ Time 2 depression

0.28000.0064 to 0.03910.00840.0199H2g: AVCh→ Gaming → CBVi→ Time 2 depression

0.17000.0227 to 0.07030.01210.0431H3ja: Gaming → SNW → PFS → Time 2 depression

0.17000.0164 to 0.05650.01020.0340H3b: Gaming → SNW → PPS → Time 2 depression

Models with Time 1 depression as a covariate

0.2300–0.0249 to –0.00460.0052–0.0129H1a: APC → SNW → PFS → Time 2 depression

0.2500–0.0279 to –0.00510.0059–0.0152H1b: APC → SNW → PPS → Time 2 depression

0.3000–0.0003 to 0.02500.00650.0095H2: AVC → Gaming → CBV → Time 2 depressionk

0.22000.0054 to 0.06190.01450.0296H2 (post hoc test): AVC → Gaming → Time 2 depression

0.20000.0174 to 0.06380.01210.0375H3a: Gaming → SNW → PFS → Time 2 depression

0.20000.0131 to 0.05390.01040.0306H3b: Gaming → SNW → PPS → Time 2 depression

Models with Time 1 depression and demographic risk factors as covariatesl

0.5100–0.0083 to –0.00080.0020–0.0037H1a: APC → SNW → PFS → Time 2 depression

0.5000–0.0051 to 0.00050.0014–0.0017H1b: APC → SNW → PPS → Time 2 depressionk

0.5300–0.0005 to 0.01560.00420.0053H2: AVC → Gaming → CBV → Time 2 depressionk

0.50000.0019 to 0.04170.01040.0182H2 (post hoc test): AVC → Gaming → Time 2 depression

0.51000.0025 to 0.01970.00440.0095H3a: Gaming → SNW → PFS → Time 2 depression

0.5000–0.0002 to 0.01070.00280.0042H3b: Gaming → SNW → PPS → Time 2 depressionk

aBias-corrected and accelerated (BCa) bootstrapped CIs, computed based on 10,000 bootstrap samples, were employed to interpret the significance of
results for indirect effects instead of inferential tests [55].
bH1: social capital–accrual hypothesis, with either perceived family support (a) or perceived peer support (b).
cAPC: approach coping style.
dSNW: social networking.
ePFS: perceived family support.
fPPS: perceived peer support.
gH2: escape-from-self hypothesis.
hAVC: avoidant coping style.
iCBV: cyberbullying victimization.
jH3: time-displacement hypothesis, with either perceived family support (a) or perceived peer support (b).
kThis model resulted in nonsignificant findings.
lDemographic risk factor covariates include gender, age, country, employment status (ie, employed or unemployed), and marital status.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study was conducted at a time when stay-at-home orders
were in effect during the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The findings indicate a high prevalence of probable depression
immediately after the WHO’s designation of the novel disease
as a global pandemic. Specifically, more than one-third of our
participants reported moderate to severe depression in the initial
assessment period. Although the prevalence rate was lower at
the second assessment that took place 2 months later, it remained
at a relatively high level, with around one-quarter of the sample

reporting moderate to severe depression at the follow-up period.
These findings indicate that it was quite common for UK and
US residents to experience some forms of depression when
self-quarantining in their respective countries. The prevalence
of probable depression obtained at both time points was about
3 times higher than the prepandemic prevalence [5]. Similarly,
the prevalence of probable depression obtained at the initial
time point was 3 times higher, and that obtained at the follow-up
time point was about 2.5 times higher, than the lifetime
prevalence of depression from 1994 to 2014 reported in a review
[8].
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Consistent with the social capital–accrual hypothesis, the
findings show that individuals who report higher levels of
approach coping tend to spend more leisure time on social
networking and perceive a higher level of family support, which
is related to lower subsequent levels of depression during the
extended stay-at-home period. In contrast, individuals who
report higher levels of avoidant coping tend to spend more time
gaming, which is related to higher subsequent levels of
depression. In line with the time-displacement hypothesis,
gaming time is inversely associated with both social networking
time and perceived family support, which is inversely associated
with subsequent levels of depression.

Recommendations
These findings highlight the mental health implications of
leisure-time internet use during the extended stay-at-home period
at the early stage of the COVID-19 pandemic. Clinicians should
be aware of individual differences in coping styles and assess
whether the amount and type of internet use may increase or
decrease risk for depression. Online professional support may
be helpful to maintain psychological well-being if support from
one’s social network is unavailable or perceived to be scant
during social isolation. If in-person appointments for mental
health services cannot be made, the use of telemedicine can
bridge this gap by strengthening adaptive coping with various
types of stressors during the pandemic [58]. Further, the general
public may benefit from increased awareness about mental
health issues during the extended stay-at-home period and
acquire practical strategies to reduce risk of depression, such
as limiting sources of stress, social support seeking, and
maintaining a regular routine [59].

As excessive leisure-time internet use, especially for gaming,
can heighten risks of depression, clinicians are advised to expend
more effort probing into the amount of leisure time their clients
spend on the internet as part of a comprehensive mental health
assessment, as well as to evaluate their clients’ engagement in
specific leisure activities (eg, social networking and gaming)
that are likely to enhance or mitigate depression risk [60]. For
instance, limiting the amount of time devoted to unconfirmed
or questionable sources of COVID-19–related information, as
well as maintaining a routine that does not involve excessive
internet use, could reduce depressive symptoms [59].

The identification of mechanistic pathways leading to
psychological issues during the pandemic has been proposed
as a research priority owing to its relevance to refining
interventions [61]. This study indicates that depression
experienced during the extended stay-at-home period is a
function of three crucial factors: coping style, the type of
leisure-time internet use, and the type of social support. The
three pathways identified in our study have practical
implications. Firstly, the social capital–accrual pathway
highlights the importance of the approach coping style and
social networking in an attempt to elicit greater social support
from family members. Secondly, the escape-from-self pathway
specifies the maladaptive role of the avoidant coping style and
gaming. Finally, the time-displacement pathway indicates that
more time spent on gaming may reduce time spent on social
networking and perceptions of family support. Clinicians who

deliver psychological interventions to clients who lack family
support should evaluate their clients’ patterns of leisure-time
internet use as a potential contributor to depression.

Study Limitations and Future Research Directions
Prior to concluding, several study limitations and directions for
future research should be noted. First, the participants in this
study were residents of the United Kingdom or the United States,
both with some of the highest internet penetration rates in the
world [62]. Accordingly, our findings may not be applicable to
other COVID-19 hard-hit countries, particularly those with low
internet penetration rates. Moreover, the participants were all
residents of individualist countries, whose cultural values differ
considerably from those shared by members of collectivist
countries, such as Brazil and India [63-65]. Studies have shown
considerable cultural differences in the motivation of social
networking [66] and in the prevalence of internet addiction and
internet gaming disorder [67,68]. Although the prevalence rates
of probable depression of our two samples were comparable to
those reported in a systematic review during the COVID-19
pandemic in eight countries across four continents [6], future
studies should expand the scope of our research by recruiting
participants from an array of countries with varying levels of
internet penetration and cultural values to allow for more
extensive multinational and cross-cultural comparisons.

Second, the prospective study was conducted during an early
stage of the COVID-19 pandemic when unprecedented
stay-at-home orders were in place. It is noteworthy that the
findings reflect the participants’ initial psychological responses
to the pandemic and may, thus, not be generalizable to other
waves of the pandemic or to the postpandemic period. Previous
studies have shown social isolation for extended periods to have
long-term undesirable psychological impacts [69,70], and mental
health issues fluctuated drastically across various waves of a
disease outbreak [71]. Follow-up studies with a longer time
horizon should be conducted to examine the potential chronic
impact once the current drastic control measures have been
lifted.

Finally, our study focused on the two most popular online leisure
activities, namely social networking and gaming, because
validated measures are only available for assessing time spent
on these two types of activities. Nowadays, individuals also
browse the internet for other purposes (eg, watching videos and
movies and shopping), and it is worthwhile to expand the scope
of internet use if validated measures are available for tapping
these activities as well. As interpersonal interactions are minimal
in many of these alternative activities, the pattern of findings
may differ from those yielded in this study. Also, studies have
demonstrated that interpersonal behaviors tend to differ among
players of distinct game genres (eg, single-player vs multiplayer
and cooperative vs competitive gamers) [72-75], and the pattern
of findings may vary according to the type of games played on
a regular basis. Future research may benefit from a nuanced
analysis that takes the game genre and type of internet activity
into consideration to enhance explanatory and predictive utility.
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Conclusions
During the extended stay-at-home period mandated to deal with
COVID-19 transmission, depression was found to be prevalent.
The findings reported herein indicate that leisure-time internet
use can reduce or increase risks of depression, depending largely

on the coping style of the users. As increasing numbers of people
worldwide are being required to stay at home, additional studies
should be conducted to obtain a more nuanced picture of the
impacts of coping style, engagement in online leisure activities,
and family dynamics on mental health.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has negatively affected the mental health of university students.

Objective: This study examined the psychological responses toward COVID-19 among university students from 3
countries—Indonesia, Taiwan, and Thailand.

Methods: We used a web-based, cross-sectional survey to recruit 1985 university students from 5 public universities (2 in
Indonesia, 1 in Thailand, and 1 in Taiwan) via popular social media platforms such as Facebook, LINE, WhatsApp, and broadcast.
All students (n=938 in Indonesia, n=734 in Thailand, and n=313 in Taiwan) answered questions concerning their anxiety, suicidal
thoughts (or sadness), confidence in pandemic control, risk perception of susceptibility to infection, perceived support, resources
for fighting infection, and sources of information in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Results: Among the 3 student groups, Thai students had the highest levels of anxiety but the lowest levels of confidence in
pandemic control and available resources for fighting COVID-19. Factors associated with higher anxiety differed across countries.
Less perceived satisfactory support was associated with more suicidal thoughts among Indonesian students. On the other hand,
Taiwanese students were more negatively affected by information gathered from the internet and from medical staff than were
Indonesian or Thai students.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that health care providers in Thailand may need to pay special attention to Thai university
students given that high levels of anxiety were observed in this study population. In addition, health care providers should establish
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a good support system for university students, as the results of this study indicate a negative association between support and
suicidal thoughts.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24487)   doi:10.2196/24487

KEYWORDS

anxiety; COVID-19; cross-country; suicidal thoughts; university students

Introduction

The COVID-19 outbreak was declared as a pandemic on March
11, 2020, by the World Health Organization [1]. It has affected
over 100 countries worldwide, including many countries in the
Asia-Pacific region. As of October 20, 2020, nearly 40 million
confirmed cases of COVID-19 were reported globally, with
over 9 million cases reported in the Asia-Pacific region [1]. In
Indonesia, Thailand, and Taiwan, in particular, the total number
of confirmed COVID-19 cases was over 137,000; 3300; and
480, respectively, as of August 16, 2020 [1-3].

With increasing numbers of COVID-19 infections and associated
deaths, psychological responses toward COVID-19 have become
an important topic for health care providers [4,5]. Indeed, studies
on different populations (including pregnant women and their
husbands, general population, and children) have reported
increased psychological problems during the COVID-19
pandemic [6-8]. Moreover, instruments assessing psychological
responses specifically designed in relation to COVID-19 have
been developed and validated [9-14]. Therefore, the importance
of assessing psychological responses toward COVID-19 and
their associated factors has been highlighted in the extant
literature. More specifically, adverse effects of elevated
psychological distress may trigger reassurance-seeking and
compulsive-checking behaviors in response to potential threats
of COVID-19 infection, which, in turn, may have an impact on
the daily lives of individuals who impede preventive behaviors
[15,16].

Although university students worldwide are affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic, their psychological responses may be
different because of cultural differences and varying levels of
the COVID-19 crisis across countries. For example, Taiwan
undertook early action to prevent COVID-19 transmission and
maintained an almost normal living state without having to
implement a national lockdown [10,15,17]. Such a situation
may have mitigated negative psychological responses among
Taiwanese university students. On the other hand,
COVID-19–related fatality rate in Indonesia was found to be
relatively high (8.9%), and it may have more negatively affected
university students than other countries [18].

This study examined university students’ psychological
responses toward COVID-19 for the following reasons. First,
the COVID-19 pandemic has become a major life stressor that
has direct and indirect influences on students’ psychological
well-being. The direct influences include the students’emotional
feelings toward COVID-19 (eg, fear of being infected) [19-21],
and the indirect influences include the government’s reaction
in relation to transmission control (eg, feeling depressed when
receiving threatening COVID-19 news or feeling lonely because

of social distancing) [7]. Second, university students are at a
critical life-transition period (ie, school-to-work transition [22]).
Most of them are expected to begin their careers after graduation
by applying the skills they have learned at the university [23].
However, the COVID-19 pandemic may interfere with their
plans and, subsequently, affect their future careers. Therefore,
university students need support in maintaining good mental
health conditions in order to deal with the COVID-19 pandemic,
as well as avoid any negative consequences later in life.

Therefore, in this study, we applied a combination of the health
belief model (HBM) [24] and protection motivation theory
(PMT) [25], to examine potential independent variables for
explaining psychological responses among university students.
The HBM posits that perceived susceptibility, perceived
severity, and perceived benefits are the major contributors
enabling individuals to take specific health behavioral actions.
Moreover, the PMT posits that individuals’ health-related
behaviors are triggered by their psychological distress (eg,
anxiety and fear). Therefore, the factors proposed by the HBM
are potential independent variables that help explain the
psychological responses of individuals. In this study, we
assessed the factors proposed by the HBM as follows: perceived
susceptibility and perceived severity were assessed using risk
perception of susceptibility to COVID-19; perceived benefits
were assessed using confidence in pandemic control (ie,
controlling the pandemic is a benefit for the individual to fight
COVID-19), perceived support (ie, having support is a benefit
for the individual to fight COVID-19), and perceived sufficiency
of resources (ie, having sufficient resources is a benefit for the
individual to fight COVID-19).

In addition to applying the HBM [24] and PMT [25], the existing
literature on COVID-19 also suggests that these independent
variables could contribute to an individual’s psychological
responses. For instance, a higher confidence in fighting
COVID-19 may be associated with more adaptive psychological
responses when dealing with COVID-19 [17,26]. Fear of
COVID-19 was found to be lower when the country had better
control of COVID-19 cases. As people are known to have fear
of COVID-19 [27] and being stigmatized if they are infected
[28], they may have more negative psychological responses
when they perceive higher risk of having COVID-19. In
addition, previous studies have made recommendations to
provide sufficient resources such as personal protective
equipment (PPE) and support to assist individuals in combating
psychological problems during the COVID-19 outbreak [29,30].

Apart from the HBM and PMT, the literature proposes the
importance of obtaining accurate COVID-19 information from
trusted sources. Indeed, misinformation concerning COVID-19
is associated with a greater fear of the disease [15,16]. Hou et
al [31] reported that rumors and misinformation shared on the
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internet may induce panic behaviors such as purchasing herbal
remedies via web-based shopping and storing them. Based on
the HBM, PMT, and the existing literature, we hypothesized
that confidence in COVID-19 pandemic control, risk perception
of susceptibility to COVID-19, perceived satisfactory support,
perceived sufficiency of resources for fighting COVID-19, and
sources of obtaining COVID-19 information are all potential
factors that may be associated with psychological responses to
COVID-19.

To the best of our knowledge, there have been few cross-country
comparisons concerning psychological responses among
university students. In order address this gap in the literature,
we compared the psychological responses toward COVID-19
and its related factors among university students in 3 different
countries—Indonesia, Thailand, and Taiwan. These 3 countries
were selected for the comparative study because they are all
East Asian countries that share similar cultures and values (ie,
Confucianism) [32]. In addition, a previous study on country
variations concerning depression symptoms found similar
prevalence of low self-confidence in these 3 countries [33].
However, the 3 countries had different outcomes and policies
in minimizing the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Therefore, it would be useful to apply the same model to 3
countries that have similar cultures and values but had
implemented different measures in combating COVID-19.

The primary outcomes of this study were different psychological
responses such as anxiety and suicidal thoughts. Moreover, we
examined other related factors (ie, confidence in COVID-19
pandemic control, risk perception of susceptibility to COVID-19,
perceived satisfactory support, perceived sufficiency of
resources for fighting COVID-19, and sources of obtaining
COVID-19 information) to understand their associations with
psychological responses among different university student
groups from different countries.

Methods

Study Design, Participants, and Data Collection
A multicountry, web-based cross-sectional study was conducted
in 5 public universities. The sample comprised students in
Indonesia (2 universities), Taiwan (1 university), and Thailand
(1 university). Participants were recruited through popular social
media platforms operational in these countries, including
Facebook, LINE, WhatsApp, and Broadcast, from April 10 to
June 30, 2020. Only participants aged 20 years and above were
eligible for this study. Before beginning the survey, the
participants were asked to log in with their personal email
addresses in order to avoid having participants repeat the survey
more than once.

We obtained approvals from the Research Ethics Committee in
each of the 3 countries studied (ie, University of Indonesia
[SK-139/UN2.F12.D1.2.1/ETIK 2020] for Indonesia, National
Cheng Kung University Hospital [A-EX-109-019] for Taiwan,
and Mahidol University [COA No. MU-COVID 2020.006/1205]
for Thailand). Thereafter, data collection was initiated.
Participation in the survey was voluntary, and survey responses
were anonymously collected. Study participants were given no

incentive for participation. Participants who agreed to participate
in the study completed the web-based survey in their native
languages: Bahasa (Indonesian students), Mandarin (Taiwanese
students), and Thai (Thai students).

Measures

Outcome Variables: Anxiety and Suicidal Thoughts (or
Sadness)
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) was used to assess
the anxiety levels of the participants toward the COVID-19
pandemic. The STAI comprises 10 items rated on a 4-point
Likert scale (“not at all,” “a little,” “somewhat,” and “very
much”). A lower score on the STAI indicates a lower level of
anxiety [34]. Suicidal thoughts in the past week were assessed
for Taiwanese and Indonesian students on a 5-point Likert scale
(“not at all,” “mild,” “moderate,” “severe,” and “very severe”).
A lower score on this scale indicates a lower level of suicidal
ideation. Similarly, sadness experienced in the past week was
assessed for Thai students on the same 5-point Likert scale.
Although sadness is not a direct concept of suicidal thoughts,
it can be viewed as a proxy of suicidal thoughts for Thai
students. More specifically, we considered that when a Thai
student feels sad for a prolonged period, their physiological and
psychological functions will be disturbed and may further lead
to depressive symptoms with a high risk of suicidal ideation.

Independent Variables

Confidence in Pandemic Control

Confidence in pandemic control included confidence concerning
personal, city, and the university in handling the pandemic
situation. This variable was rated on a 5-point Likert scale from
1 (“not confident at all”) to 5 (“very confident”) [35]. The
Cronbach alpha of the 3 items concerning confidence in
pandemic control indicated very good internal reliability
(Cronbach α=.83).

Risk Perception of Susceptibility to COVID-19

Risk perception of susceptibility to COVID-19 included both
absolute susceptibility and relative susceptibility, both of which
were rated on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (“not at all
susceptible”) to 7 (“very susceptible”) [36]. The Cronbach alpha
value of the 2 items concerning risk perception of susceptibility
to COVID-19 indicated very good internal reliability (Cronbach
α=.80).

Perceived Support

Perceived support assesses support received from families,
classmates, and faculties. The 3 items were rated on a 5-point
Likert scale from 1 (“not satisfied at all”) to 5 (“very satisfied”)
[37]. The Cronbach alpha value of the 3 items concerning
perceived support indicated acceptable internal reliability
(Cronbach α=.69).

Perceived Sufficiency of Resources for Fighting COVID-19

Perceived sufficiency of resources included perceived
sufficiency of PPE, COVID-19 information, money, medical
resources, and psychological support. All items were rated on
a 3-point Likert scale from 1 (“insufficient”) to 3 (“sufficient”)
[38]. The Cronbach alpha value of the 5 items concerning
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perceived sufficiency of resources for fight COVID-19 indicated
very good internal reliability (Cronbach α=.76).

Sources of COVID-19 Information

Seeking information from various sources included information
from the internet, medical staff, and family [39]. All items were
rated on a 3-point Likert scale from 1 (“never”) to 3 (“always”).

Demographic Information
Sociodemographic data such as gender, age, and education level
were collected from the survey responses. Students with a
Bachelor’s qualification were classified as undergraduates, and
those with a Master’s qualification or above were classified as
postgraduates. Students were also asked whether their major
subjects of study were health-related or not.

Statistical Analysis

Analyses of variance (ANOVA) and χ2 tests were used to
examine the differences concerning dependent variables,
independent variables, and controlled variables. Posthoc
comparisons with Bonferroni adjustments were used when an

overall statistical significance was observed in ANOVAs or χ2

tests. Pearson correlations were then used to understand the
bivariate correlations between the studied variables for all
participants. Multigroup structural equation modeling (SEM)
was then applied to examine how the independent variables
explained anxiety and suicidal thoughts (for Taiwanese and
Indonesian students) or anxiety and sadness (for Thai students;
see Figure 1). In the multigroup SEM, confidence in fighting
COVID-19, risk perception of susceptibility to COVID-19,
perceived satisfactory support, and perceived sufficiency of
resources were latent variables, whereas anxiety, suicidal
thoughts (or sadness), sources of COVID-19 information
(internet, medical staff, and family), and gender were manifest
variables. Weighted least squares mean and variance adjusted
estimator was used in the multigroup SEM to address the nature
of Likert-type scales used in the study measures. Fit indices
such as comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI),
root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), and
standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) were used to
determine whether the multigroup SEM is supported (CFI and
TLI should be 0.9 or above; RMSEA and SRMR should 0.08
or less [40,41]).

Figure 1. Results of the proposed model showing standardized coefficients among Indonesian, Taiwanese, and Thai students. *P<.05, **P<.01,
***P<.001. Gender was controlled for in the model. Suicidal thoughts were assessed for Taiwanese and Indonesian students; sadness was assessed for
Thai students. Confidence was constructed using (1) confidence to deal with the pandemic, (2) confidence of the city to deal with the pandemic, and
(3) confidence of students to deal with the pandemic. Risk perception was constructed using (1) perceived absolute susceptibility to COVID-19 and (2)
perceived relative susceptibility to COVID-19. Support was constructed using (1) satisfaction with family support, (2) satisfaction with friend support,
and (3) satisfaction with university support. Resource was constructed using (1) sufficiency of personal protective equipment, (2) sufficiency of
information, (3) sufficiency of money, (4) sufficiency of medical resources, and (5) sufficiency of psychological support. Fit indices: χ2378=1035.12;
P<.001; comparative fit index=0.92; Tucker-Lewis index=0.90; root mean square error of approximation=0.051 (90% CI 0.048-0.055); standardized
root mean square residual index=0.053.

Results

Among the 1985 university students, 938 (47.2%) were
Indonesian, 734 (37%) were Thai, and 313 (15.8%) were

Taiwanese. Approximately 80% (1588/1985) of all study
participants were female, with 82.2% of the participants
majoring in medical-related programs (1631/1985) and 80.9%
studying at the undergraduate level (1605/1985). The
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compositions of these aforementioned demographics were
significantly different among the 3 groups. More specifically,
the Taiwanese student sample comprised more males, the

Indonesian student sample comprised more medical students,
and the Thai student sample comprised more postgraduates
(Table 1).

Table 1. Participant characteristics in different groups (N=1985).

Post-hoc com-
parison

P valueChi-square (df)F test (df1,
df2)

ValueCharacteristic

Thai students
(n=734)

Taiwanese students
(n=313)

Indonesian stu-
dents (n=938)

2>3>1<.00178.76 (2)N/Aa146 (19.9)117 (37.4)134 (14.3)Gender, male, n
(%)

1>2,3<.001565.21 (2)N/A557 (75.9)233 (74.4)841 (89.7)Medical student,
yes, n (%)

3>1,2<.00192.65 (2)N/A218 (29.7)37 (11.8)125 (13.3)Postgraduate, yes,
n (%)

3>1>2<.001N/A129.19 (2,
1982)

2.55 (0.43)2.08 (0.42)2.33 (0.48)Anxiety, mean
(SD)

1>2>3<.001N/A172.43 (2,
1982)

2.01 (0.86)2.37 (0.68)2.75 (0.79)Confidenceb, mean
(SD)

1,2>3<.001N/A10.95 (2,
1982)

3.15 (1.16)3.47 (0.96)3.35 (1.16)Perceived riskc,
mean (SD)

1>2>3<.001N/A259.10 (2,
1982)

3.48 (0.70)3.89 (0.68)4.20 (0.59)Supportd, mean
(SD)

2>1>3<.001N/A122.37 (2,
1982)

1.31 (0.49)1.80 (0.31)1.39 (0.50)Resourcese, mean
(SD)

3>1,2<.001N/A10.59 (2,
1982)

2.82 (0.42)2.70 (0.49)2.73 (0.49)Internetf, mean
(SD)

--.21N/A1.55 (2, 1982)2.37 (0.68)2.34 (0.67)2.63 (0.58)Medical staffg,
mean (SD)

1>2,3<.001N/A66.52 (2,
1982)

2.22 (0.61)2.18 (0.59)2.52 (0.60)Familyh, mean
(SD)

aN/A: not applicable.
bConfidence: confidence in pandemic control.
cPerceived risk: risk perception of susceptibility to COVID-19.
dSupport: perceived satisfactory support from family, friends, or university.
eResources: sufficiency of resources.
fInternet: COVID-19 information received from the internet.
gMedical staff: COVID-19 information received from medical staff.
hFamily: COVID-19 information received from family.

The differences in independent and outcome variables across
the 3 student groups are also shown in Table 1. Our results
showed that Thai students had the highest levels of anxiety, the
lowest levels of confidence in fighting COVID-19, and the least
sufficient resources among the 3 student groups. On the other

hand, Indonesian students had the highest levels of risk
perception of susceptibility to COVID-19 and perceived
satisfactory support from different sources among the 3 student
groups. Moreover, compared to the other groups, Thai students
received more COVID-19 information from the internet, and
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Indonesian students received more information from medical
staff and family (Table 1).

Correlations between independent variables, outcome variables,
and controlled variables are presented in Table 2. We found
that anxiety was significantly associated with confidence in
pandemic control (r=−.08; P<.001); risk perception of
susceptibility to COVID-19 (r=.07; P=.003); sufficiency of
resources (r=.08; P<.001); and receiving information from the
internet (r=.10; P<.001), medical staff (r=.11; P<.001), and
family (r=.08; P<.001). Suicidal thoughts were significantly
associated with confidence in pandemic control (r=-.28; P<.001),
perceived satisfactory support (r=-.36; P<.001), sufficient
resources (r=-.21; P<.001), and receiving information from the
internet (r=.06; P=.006) and family (r=-.12; P<.001).

Multigroup SEM showed satisfactory fit indices (CFI=0.92;
TLI=0.90; RMSEA=0.051; SRMR=0.053). Regarding the path
coefficients for Indonesian students, higher risk perception of

susceptibility to COVID-19, greater perceived satisfactory
support, and receiving more information from medical staff
significantly explained higher levels of anxiety. Less perceived
satisfactory support was the only independent variable that
significantly explained more frequent suicidal thoughts among
the Indonesian students.

Regarding the path coefficients for Taiwanese students,
receiving more information from the internet and medical staff
significantly explained the higher levels of anxiety observed in
this study group. No independent variables significantly
explained suicidal thoughts among Taiwanese students.

Finally, regarding the path coefficients for Thai students, only
receiving more information from family significantly explained
the higher levels of anxiety observed in this study group. Less
perceived satisfactory support and receiving less information
from medical staff significantly explained the more frequent
sadness reported by Thai students (Figure 1).
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Table 2. Correlation matrix (Pearson r and 2-tailed P values) for studied variables (N=1985).

FamilyMedical staffInternetResourcesSupportPerceived riskConfidenceAnxietyGenderVariable

Gender

−.12−.02−.030.04−.07−.050.09−.081r

<.001-0.5-0.17-0.06.001.02)*<.001<.001—aP value

—Anxiety

0.080.110.1−.08−.030.07−.081−.08r

<.001<.001<.001<.001-0.17.003<.001—<.001P value

Confidenceb

−.19−.100.010.25−.350.221−.080.09r

<.001<.001-0.8<.001<.001<.001—<.001<.001P value

Perceived riskc

−.080.1−.06−.13−.0110.220.07−.05r

<.001)**<.001.008<.001−0.74—<.001.003.02)*P value

Supportd

0.270.090.040.221−.01−.35−.03−.07r

<.001<.001-0.06<.001—-0.74<.001-0.17.001P value

Resourcese

−.10−.080.0110.22−.130.25−.080.04r

<.001.001-0.65—<.001<.001<.001<.001-0.06P value

Internetf

0.270.1410.010.04−.060.010.1−.03r

<.001<.001—-0.65-0.06.008-0.8<.001-0.17P value

Medical staffg

0.2210.14−.080.090.1−.100.11−.02r

<.001—<.001.001<.001<.001<.001<.001-0.5P value

Familyh

10.220.27−.100.27−.08−.190.08−.12r

—<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001P value

aNot applicable.
bConfidence: confidence in pandemic control.
cPerceived risk: risk perception of susceptibility to COVID-19.
dSupport: perceived satisfactory support from family, friends, or university.
eResources: sufficiency of resources.
fInternet: COVID-19 information received from the internet.
gMedical staff: COVID-19 information received from medical staff.
hFamily: COVID-19 information received from family.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study showed that, among the 3 student groups compared,
Thai university students had the greatest negative psychological
responses (ie, the highest level of anxiety), whereas Taiwanese
students had the lowest negative psychological responses.
Confidence in pandemic control, sufficiency of resources, and

receiving COVID-19 information from the internet and family
were all factors associated with both anxiety and suicidal
thoughts in the overall study population. Moreover, factors
associated with higher levels of psychological responses
considerably differed across the 3 countries. For example, less
perceived satisfactory support was associated with more suicidal
thoughts among Indonesian students and more sadness among
Thai students.
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Thai students had the highest levels of anxiety among the 3
study groups, which may be attributed to the low confidence
they expressed in pandemic control and the lack of resources
for fighting COVID-19. Indeed, the correlation results indicated
that anxiety and suicidal thoughts were negatively associated
with confidence in pandemic control and sufficiency of
resources. The main reason for the lowest levels of anxiety and
suicidal thoughts among Taiwanese students could be the early
reaction by the Taiwan government to control COVID-19
infection [17,42], which substantially decreased disease
transmission rate. Consequently, the effects of COVID-19 on
daily life were less substantial in Taiwan than in Indonesia and
Thailand.

When comparing the various sources of COVID-19 information
in relation to anxiety, we found that Taiwanese students were
highly affected by COVID-19 information gathered from the
internet and from medical staff. This finding was similar to that
of another study on the general population in Taiwan, which
found that receiving COVID-19 information from the internet
was associated with poorer psychological well-being [43,44].
Previous research has indicated that the more an individual
gathers internet-based COVID-19 information, the higher is the
impact on the individual’s anxiety level, a phenomenon termed
“cyberchondria” [43,44]. Seeking health information on the
internet has been the most common method to obtain health
information even before the COVID-19 pandemic [45].
However, the content and quality of health information available
on the internet regarding COVID-19 can vary depending on the
region. For example, frequencies of recommendations regarding
COVID-19 prevention, such as “wash your hands frequently”
or “stay home if you feel unwell,” appearing on the internet
were significantly different between Spain and the United States
[46].

The proposed model in this study was partially supported
because confidence in pandemic control and sufficiency of
resources were both associated with more positive psychological
responses to the pandemic. This finding indicates that perceived
benefits in the HBM is important for university students in
overcoming their psychological challenges during the
COVID-19 pandemic period. Moreover, the benefits concerning
COVID-19 control (ie, confidence in COVID-19 control and
resource sufficiency) appeared to be more important than the
benefits of others’ emotional support (ie, perceived support).
Moreover, perceived satisfactory support appeared to be an
important factor in our study given the contrasting findings
concerning anxiety and suicidal thoughts in some cultures.
Lower perceived satisfactory support was associated with greater
suicidal thoughts among Indonesian students and more sadness
among Thai students, but more perceived support was associated
with higher anxiety among Indonesian students. Perceived
support may prevent individuals from having suicidal thoughts
or sadness, but it may result in increased anxiety due to sharing
of COVID-19 information repeatedly in a smaller social
network. Moreover, information on the internet may even
contain misinformation concerning COVID-19 [47]. The general
public needs to know where on the internet to seek accurate
information related to COVID-19 and not to constantly check
for new information, as this could negatively affect their

psychological health. However, individuals are still encouraged
to seek information because accurate information can help them
to engage in appropriate preventive behaviors. Therefore, we
recommend that the public should seek information moderately.
In some cultures, such as among the Thai university students
in this study, receiving more COVID-19 information from
medical staff was associated with less sadness. This finding
suggests that a more reliable source of COVID-19 information
may subsequently reduce suicidal thoughts among Thai students,
given that feeling sad or experiencing a low mood is one of the
depressive symptoms that could lead to suicide. Future studies
should also analyze the content, frequency, and the various types
of COVID-19 information available online that may be directly
associated with anxiety. This knowledge could be used to
promote additional sources on COVID-19 information for the
general population such that they can find reliable and accurate
information.

The amount of information may be amplified due to echo
chamber effects, wherein information is disseminated among
those who know each other very well, and individuals believe
and trust in the information shared because they are very familiar
with each other [48]. Thus, if misinformation was spread and
exacerbated in their networks, it is likely that their anxiety levels
will increase. However, if individuals can obtain accurate
COVID-19 information through their close social network, it
could lead to a reduction in suicidal thoughts. The findings of
our study also highlight that the risks of university students
having suicidal thoughts during the COVID-19 pandemic should
not be overlooked.

Based on the findings of this study, there are several
implications. First, these findings suggest there is a need for
health care providers to help improve the psychological health
of university students by providing them with reliable
information to increase their confidence in COVID-19 pandemic
control and provide sufficient resources in dealing with the
resulting psychological impact. More specifically,
psychoeducation to assist university students in understanding
how the city and university are controlling and minimizing the
spread of COVID-19 may be one method for improving
students’ confidence in COVID-19 control. Additionally,
programs highlighting preventive COVID-19 behaviors may
also increase students’ confidence in controlling COVID-19 at
an individual level. Second, health care providers need to
provide sufficient PPE, accurate COVID-19 information,
monetary and medical resources, and psychological support to
students. This would help students perceive the benefits of these
resources in minimizing the impact of COVID-19 and
decreasing their psychological distress. Third, health care
providers should encourage students to obtain COVID-19
information from reputable and trusted sources, such as from
medical staff, rather than from the internet and social media, as
misinformation on the internet may be difficult to identify and
may have a negative impact on the students’ psychological
health. In addition, health care providers also need to be
proactive in correcting misinformation spread among university
students.
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Study Limitations
There are some limitations to this study. First, the majority of
the university students in the present study were female majoring
in medical-related programs. Therefore, the generalizability of
the findings is restricted. Future studies with university students
majoring in other programs (eg, social science and engineering)
are therefore needed. Moreover, the present findings are
arguably biased because, in general, medical professionals are
subject to experiencing more psychological impacts due to the
nature of their work requiring them to be at the frontline,
especially during the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. Second,
although the present study recruited participants from different
East Asian countries, the sample representativeness is restricted
due to the sample sizes being different in the 3 countries studied.
More specifically, the Taiwanese sample was relatively smaller
(15.8%) than the other two samples. Therefore, the country
comparisons are limited. Third, all the measures were assessed
using self-reports received via a web-based survey. The biases
of social desirability and common method variance may
therefore influence these results. Fourth, confidence in pandemic
control was assessed by combining 3 different domains (ie,
personal, university, and city). Given that confidence in oneself
can considerably differ from that in how a university or city
handles a public health emergency situation, the confidence in

pandemic control examined in the present study was not specific.
Therefore, future studies should consider separating the
confidence in different domains and examining the effects of
each type of confidence. Finally, the response scales used in
the present study were different for different variables (eg, the
items concerning confidence in pandemic control used a 5-point
scale, and items concerning risk perception of susceptibility to
COVID-19 used a 7-point scale). The use of different response
scales may have affected instrument reliability and validity.
However, this may not be a serious problem because instruments
using different response scales within the same measure (eg,
Short-Form 36) have been shown to have good psychometric
properties [49].

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that university students
from different countries had different levels of psychological
responses relating to the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover,
receiving more COVID-19 information appears to increase the
anxiety levels among university students, but not in relation to
suicidal thoughts. Receiving less satisfactory support was found
to be associated with more suicidal thoughts among Indonesian
students and greater sadness among Thai students. Therefore,
health care providers need to establish a good support system
for university students to get through the current pandemic.
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SRMR: standardized root mean square residual
STAI: State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
TLI: Tucker-Lewis index
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in profound mental health impacts among the general population worldwide.
As many in-person mental health support services have been suspended or transitioned online to facilitate physical distancing,
there have been numerous calls for the rapid expansion of asynchronous virtual mental health (AVMH) resources. These AVMH
resources have great potential to provide support for people coping with negative mental health impacts associated with the
pandemic; however, literature examining use prior to COVID-19 illustrates that the uptake of these resources is consistently low.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to examine the use of AVMH resources in Canada during the COVID-19 pandemic among
the general population and among a participant subgroup classified as experiencing an adverse mental health impact related to
the pandemic.

Methods: Data from this study were drawn from the first wave of a large multiwave cross-sectional monitoring survey, distributed
from May 14 to 29, 2020. Participants (N=3000) were adults living in Canada. Descriptive statistics were used to characterize
the sample, and bivariate cross-tabulations were used to examine the relationships between the use of AVMH resources and
self-reported indicators of mental health that included a range of emotional and coping-related responses to the pandemic.
Univariate and fully adjusted multivariate logistic regression models were used to examine associations between sociodemographic
and health-related characteristics and use of AVMH resources in the subgroup of participants who reported experiencing one or
more adverse mental health impacts identified in the set of self-reported mental health indicators.

Results: Among the total sample, 2.0% (n=59) of participants reported accessing AVMH resources in the prior 2 weeks to cope
with stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic, with the highest rates of use among individuals who reported self-harm (n=5,
10.4%) and those who reported coping “not well” with COVID-19–related stress (n=22, 5.5%). Within the subgroup of 1954
participants (65.1% of the total sample) who reported an adverse mental health impact related to COVID-19, 54 (2.8%) reported
use of AVMH resources. Individuals were more likely to have used AVMH resources if they had reported receiving in-person
mental health supports, were connecting virtually with a mental health worker or counselor, or belonged to a visible minority
group.
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Conclusions: Despite substantial government investment into AVMH resources, uptake is low among both the general population
and individuals who may benefit from the use of these resources as a means of coping with the adverse mental health impacts of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Further research is needed to improve our understanding of the barriers to use.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e24868)   doi:10.2196/24868

KEYWORDS

virtual health; digital health; virtual mental health; mental health; public health; COVID-19; coping; stress; implementation;
utilization

Introduction

With growing global access to the internet [1], the World Health
Organization [2] has identified digital health as a key health
promotion strategy that can “benefit people in a way that is
ethical, safe, secure, reliable, equitable and sustainable."
Broadly, digital mental health comprises health care activities
that are not carried out in traditional face-to-face format and
may include synchronous (ie, in real time) video visits with
mental health care providers or asynchronous (ie, not in real
time) use of online self-management skill-building programs
[3]. As a core aspect of the growth in digital health, there has
been a recent surge in free, publicly available virtual mental
health resources, including online programs and smartphone
apps. In this paper, we use the term asynchronous virtual mental
health (AVMH) resources to refer to any app, website, online
tool, or other online support that does not involve synchronous
direct contact with a mental health care provider. Although
many of these publicly available mental health apps and online
programs have been endorsed by users with generally high
ratings and positive review comments [4], most are lacking
direct scientific evidence of their effectiveness [5]. While not
a replacement for professional decision making, AVMH
resources nonetheless offer an alternative to in-person
engagement with a mental health clinician, and aim to support
people coping with symptoms related to a wide range of mental
health conditions and challenges, including mild to moderate
depression and anxiety, trauma, substance use, and other
psychosocial stressors [6,7]. While limited, the research that
has been conducted on smartphone and internet-based resources
has demonstrated that AVMH resources can be effective in
supporting people to manage their symptoms [8,9] and may
reduce the need for clinical care [6].

The COVID-19 pandemic presents a heightened opportunity
for AVMH resources to support mental well-being. The mental
health impacts of COVID-19 are profound, including significant
increases in depression, anxiety, and stress among the general
population [10-13]. Public health measures, such as lockdown
and quarantine, are necessary for reducing the spread of the
virus but are also associated with negative psychological effects
[14,15]. Loss of employment, anxiety about physical health and
COVID-19 exposure, and social isolation are additional stressors
that can contribute to poor mental health during the pandemic
and beyond [16-18]. Further, researchers have warned of a likely
increase in self-harm and suicide related to COVID-19 stressors
[19,20]. In May 2020, many in-person mental health supports
were reduced, suspended, or transitioned to online services in
Canada, amid numerous reports from researchers around the

globe calling for the rapid expansion of AVMH resources to
address the mental health impact of the pandemic [21-24]. In
the context of limited in-person services, AVMH resources
represent a scalable means of promoting coping among those
experiencing mental health challenges, including members of
the general population who have not engaged with the mental
health system but would likely benefit from these resources as
a means of managing the mental health impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic [8,9,23].

Despite the potential for AVMH resources to support coping
with COVID-19–related stressors, research suggests that uptake
has been consistently low. While research examining AVMH
resources in the context of COVID-19 is still emerging and no
Canadian data are currently available, Yao and colleagues [25]
reported results from a survey in China indicating that only
3.7% of respondents experiencing high levels of acute stress
had used mental health services in any form in the early months
of the COVID-19 outbreak. To our knowledge, few, if any,
studies have examined the uptake of AVMH resources in the
COVID-19 context. Prior to COVID-19, AVMH uptake and
retention have been a perpetual challenge, with many
internet-based resources and apps having very low use among
the general population [26,27]. Moreover, use of AVMH
resources tends to decline sharply in the first week following
initial use; for example, Baumel and colleagues [28] found that
as few as 4% of users of mental health apps continued to access
the resource 15 days after initial installation.

In Canada, various AVMH programs have been promoted to
support individuals’ mental health during the COVID-19
pandemic, including BounceBack [29], Wellness Together
Canada [30], WellCan [31], and MindBeacon [32]. Free and
available to the public, these resources hold promise for
improving mental health and well-being at a time when
in-person services are reduced and travel for services is limited,
particularly for individuals in rural and remote areas. While a
digital divide persists, particularly among low-income and rural
populations [33], internet access is widespread in Canada,
supporting the uptake of AVMH resources. In 2018, 94% of
Canadians reported home internet access, and 88% of internet
users had a smartphone [34]. AVMH resources have great
potential to promote mental health and coping with stressors
during the COVID-19 pandemic, given their demonstrated
efficacy in supporting individuals’ self-management of a variety
of mental health challenges [8,35]; however, little is known
about the uptake of these resources among the general public
in Canada in the pandemic context. Further, as mentioned, the
global evidence on the use of similar virtual resources remains
extremely limited. The aim of this investigation is to examine
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the use of AVMH resources during the COVID-19 pandemic
among the general population in Canada to inform intervention
research, development, and refinement of asynchronous virtual
public health solutions related to mental health service delivery.

Methods

Overview
Data for this analysis were drawn from the first wave of a large
multiwave cross-sectional monitoring survey, Assessing the
Impacts of COVID-19 on Mental Health. This study utilizes a
nationally representative sample of people aged ≥18 years living
in Canada with the aim to examine mental health, stress, and
coping during the COVID-19 pandemic. This project involves
a unique partnership between academic researchers and 2
not-for-profit mental health organizations, the Canadian Mental
Health Association (CMHA) and the Mental Health Foundation
in the United Kingdom. Survey items were largely drawn from
a repeated cross-sectional survey first commissioned by the
Mental Health Foundation for COVID-19. Adaptations were
made for the Canadian context.

Data Collection
Wave 1 of the survey was distributed from May 14 to 29, 2020,
by Maru/Matchbox, a national polling vendor that maintains
the online Maru Voice Panel of 125,000 Canadian adults.
Members of the panel were randomly invited to participate in
the survey from national census–informed stratifications defined
by sociodemographic characteristics (age, gender, household
income, and region), with adjustments for response propensity.
Maru/Matchbox utilized target sampling to ensure inclusion of
populations that may be difficult to reach via the internet,
including older adults and racialized populations. In total, 3558
participants were invited by email to complete the survey to
yield a total of 3000 respondents (84% invitation-to-response
rate). The survey was available in English and French, Canada’s
two official languages. The data collection time period was
chosen to correspond with the beginning phases of the reopening
of many of Canada’s provinces and territories, following
approximately 2 months of public health orders that resulted in
closures and physical distancing after COVID-19 was declared
a pandemic by the World Health Organization on March 11,
2020 [36]. Additional details on the survey development and
implementation have recently been published [13].

Measures and Analysis
Participants reported on their sociodemographic information as
well as their mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Participants were asked to rate their mental health now compared
to before the COVID-19 pandemic and related restrictions.
Participants also reported on their overall coping and emotional
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeks,
including feeling depressed, stressed, hopeless, and anxious.
Finally, participants reported if they had experienced suicidal
thoughts/feelings or deliberate self-harm as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeks. These indicators were

informed by research on previous pandemics with further
refinement carried out via a citizen’s jury participatory
methodology process involving people with lived experience
of mental health conditions [37].

To assess the use of AVMH resources during COVID-19,
participants responded to the survey item, “Which of the
following have helped you cope with stress related to the
COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeks?” Participants were
asked to select all that apply from a checklist of items that
included three mental health strategies: (1) accessing virtual
mental health resources (eg, online cognitive behavioral therapy,
etc); (2) connecting with a mental health worker or counselor
virtually (eg, via phone, video chat, etc); and (3) receiving
in-person mental health supports. Study participants who
endorsed the first option were classified as having used AVMH
resources for this investigation.

Descriptive statistics were used to characterize the sample, and
bivariate cross-tabulations were used to examine the
relationships between self-reported indicators of mental health
and the use of AVMH resources. Any participant who reported
experiencing a negative impact of the pandemic on one or more
of the self-reported mental health indictors was classified as
experiencing an adverse mental health impact. The subgroup
of participants who reported experiencing an adverse mental
health impact included participants who reported that their
mental health was now “slightly worse” or “significantly
worse” compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic;
participants who indicated that their level of coping with the
stress of the COVID-19 pandemic was “not very well” or “not
well at all”; and participants who reported feeling panicked,
anxious or worried, hopeless, stressed, or depressed as a result
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Additionally, respondents who
reported experiencing suicidal thoughts/feelings as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeks and those who
reported deliberately hurting themselves as a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeks were also classified
as experiencing an adverse mental health impact. Univariate
and fully adjusted multivariate logistic regression models were
then used to examine the associations between a set of a priori
specified sociodemographic and health-related
characteristics and use of AVMH resources in the subgroup of
participants classified as experiencing an adverse mental health
impact.

Ethics
Ethical approval for this study was provided by the Behavioural
Research Ethics Board at the University of British Columbia
(H20-01273). Participants provided consent online prior to
beginning the survey. Maru/Matchbox provided all participants
with a small honorarium for completing the survey.

Results

The sample comprised 3000 participants; detailed
sociodemographic characteristics are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the sample.

Total respondents (N=3000), n (%)aCharacteristic

Genderb

1467 (48.9)Male

1533 (51.1)Female

Age group (years)

62 (2.1)Youth (18-24)

2145 (71.5)Adult (25-64)

793 (26.4)Senior (≥65)

Household income ($CAD)

234 (7.8)<$25,000

504 (16.8)$25,000-$50,000

992 (33.1)$50,000-$100,000

1270 (42.3)>$100,000

Education

431 (14.4)High school or less

1139 (38.0)Some university or college

1430 (47.7)University or college degree (diploma, undergraduate, and/or graduate degree)

Employment (multiple responses permitted)

1225 (40.8)Working full time (≥30 hours per week)

286 (9.5)Working part time (<30 hours per week)

882 (29.4)Retired

50 (1.7)Full-time student (eg, school, college, university, job training)

16 (0.5)Part-time student (eg, school, college, university, job training)

284 (9.5)Unemployed (due to COVID-19)

103 (3.4)Unemployed (prior to COVID-19)

Ethnic minorityc

2128 (70.9)Not a visible minority

389 (13.0)Visible minority

87 (2.9)Indigenous (eg, First Nations, Inuit, Métis)

Province

440 (14.7)British Columbia/territories

333 (11.1)Alberta

1140 (38.0)Ontario

658 (21.9)Quebec

194 (6.5)Manitoba/Saskatchewan

235 (7.8)Atlantic provinces

Location

2516 (83.9)Urban

484 (16.1)Rural

546 (18.2)Self-reported prior mental health condition (yes)

59 (2.0)Accessed virtual mental health resources in the past 2 weeks (yes)

aNote that some category percentages do not add up to 100 due to missing responses.
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bMaru/Matchbox, the polling vendor that distributed this survey, provides demographic data for each panel member collected prior to survey completion.
Though this binary variable was used in this analysis, the research team recognizes that binary gender identities do not accurately reflect many individuals’
self-identified gender.
cVisible minority and non–visible minority categories were constructed by the research team based on participants’ self-reported ethnicity (eg, South
Asian, Middle Eastern, European origins).

Among the total sample, 59 (2.0%) participants reported
accessing AVMH resources in the prior 2 weeks to cope with
stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic. Table 2 presents rates
of self-reported AVMH resource use or nonuse across various
self-reported mental health indicators. The highest rate of access
was among individuals who reported having deliberately hurt
themselves (n=5, 10.4%), those who reported coping “not well”
with stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic (n=22, 5.5%),
those who experienced suicidal thoughts/feelings (n=14, 8.0%),
and those who reported having “worse” mental health compared
to before the COVID-19 pandemic (n=40, 3.6%). There was
also significant overlap across these subgroups in that 74.3%
(n=130) of participants who reported experiencing suicidal
thoughts/feelings and 54.2% (n=26) of participants who reported
deliberately hurting themselves also reported having worse
mental health now compared to before the pandemic. Though
higher than the sample average, accessing AVMH resources
remained low among those who experienced negative emotions
related to COVID-19, including individuals who felt hopeless
(n=16, 4.5%), depressed (n=29, 4.3%), panicked (n=10, 4.3%),
stressed (n=32, 2.9%), and anxious (n=38, 2.8%).

To identify sociodemographic and health-related characteristics
associated with reported use of AVMH resources, a subgroup
was created that contained any participant who reported
experiencing one or more adverse mental health impacts on the
mental health indicators listed in Table 2. This subgroup
comprised 1954 participants, of which 54 (2.8%) reported use
of AVMH resources. Table 3 presents the results of a
multivariate logistic regression model examining the association
between sociodemographic characteristics and the use of AVMH
resources within this subsample of participants who reported
adverse mental health outcomes due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Results of the fully adjusted multivariate logistic regression
model indicate that, among the subsample who reported adverse
mental health impacts due to COVID-19, those who reported
receiving in-person mental health supports or connecting
virtually with a mental health worker or counselor were
significantly more likely to report accessing AVMH resources
(odds ratio [OR] 6.05, 95% CI 1.35-27.17 and OR 8.96, 95%
CI 4.36-18.42, respectively). Additionally, individuals belonging
to visible minority groups were more likely to report accessing
AVMH resources (OR 3.79, 95% CI 1.83-7.86).
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Table 2. Accessing asynchronous virtual mental health (AVMH) resources across indicators of self-reported mental health impact.

Did not use AVMH resource, n (%)Used AVMH resource, n (%)Mental health indicator

Compared to before the COVID-19 pandemic and related restrictions in Canada, how would you say your mental health is now?a

1855 (99.0)19 (1.0)About the same or better (n=1874)

1081 (96.4)40 (3.6)Worse (n=1121)

Overall, how well do you think you are coping with stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic?a

2403 (98.5)36 (1.5)Fairly or very well (n=2439)

378 (94.5)22 (5.5)Not well (n=400)

Felt panicked as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeksb

221 (95.7)10 (4.3)Yes (n=231)

2720 (98.2)49 (1.8)No (n=2769)

Felt anxious or worried as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeksa

1323 (97.2)38 (2.8)Yes (n=1361)

1618 (98.7)21 (1.3)No (n=1639)

Felt hopeless as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeksa

337 (95.5)16 (4.5)Yes (n=353)

2604 (98.4)43 (1.6)No (n=2647)

Felt stressed as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeksa

1071 (97.1)32 (2.9)Yes (n=1103)

1870 (98.6)27 (1.4)No (n=1897)

Felt depressed as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic in the past 2 weeksa

647 (95.7)29 (4.3)Yes (n=676)

2294 (98.7)30 (1.3)No (n=2324)

Experienced suicidal thoughts/feelings in the past 2 weeksa

162 (92)14 (8)Yes (n=176)

2749 (98.5)43 (1.5)No (n=2792)

Deliberately hurt myself in the past 2 weeksa

43 (89.6)5 (10.4)Yes (n=48)

2884 (98.2)52 (1.8)No (n=2936)

aP<.01, based on chi-square analyses or exact test (Fischer or Fisher-Freeman-Halton).
bP<.05, based on chi-square analyses or exact test (Fischer or Fisher-Freeman-Halton).
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Table 3. Results of univariate and fully adjusted multivariate logistic regression models examining the association between use of asynchronous virtual
mental health resources and sociodemographic characteristics among participants who reported adverse mental health impacts related to the COVID-19
pandemic (n=1954).

Adjusted odds ratio (95% CI)Unadjusted odds ratio (95% CI)Variable

Age group (reference: youth)

1.13 (0.24-5.44)0.70 (0.16-2.96)Adult

0.31 (0.04-2.67)0.27 (0.05-1.41)Senior

1.38 (0.70-2.74)1.23 (0.71-2.14)Gender (female)

1.42 (0.58-3.50)2.09 (0.97-4.52)LGBTQ2+a (yes)

Income (reference: >$100,000)

0.63 (0.17-2.32)1.49 (0.59-3.78)<$25,000

0.84 (0.31-2.25)1.33 (0.61-2.87)$25,000-$50,000

1.01 (0.48-2.10)1.16 (0.61-2.21)$50,000-$100,000

Visible minority (reference: no)

3.79 (1.83-7.86)b3.59 (1.95-6.61)Yes

1.69 (0.35-8.28)1.79 (0.42-7.73)Indigenous

1.08 (0.39-3.04)0.69 (0.29-1.63)Location (rural)

Highest level of education completed (reference: university)

0.52 (0.14-1.98)0.41 (0.12-1.36)High school or less

1.01 (0.50-2.03)1.07 (0.61-1.87)Some university or college

1.38 (0.54-3.53)1.75 (0.86-3.52)Disability (yes)

1.69 (0.80-3.58)2.97 (1.72-5.12)bPre-existing mental health condition (yes)

6.05 (1.35-27.17)c11.61 (3.66-36.87)bReceiving in-person mental health supports (yes)

8.96 (4.36-18.42)b12.19 (6.68-22.24)bConnecting with a mental health worker or counselor virtu-
ally (eg, via phone, video chat, etc) (yes)

aLGBTQ2+: lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer/questioning, and two-spirited.
bP<.01.
cP<.05.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Findings from this study illustrate that the reported uptake of
AVMH resources was extremely low (2.0%) among the general
population in Canada in the context of the first 3 months of the
COVID-19 pandemic. A similarly low level of use (2.8%) was
observed in the subgroup of participants who reported an adverse
mental health impact related to COVID-19. While utilization
of these resources was higher among particular groups
experiencing mental health challenges as a result of the
pandemic, including those who had engaged in self-harm
behaviors, experienced suicidal thoughts, or reported poor
coping, uptake remained low even among these groups. While
representing a different national context for mental health care,
these findings are consistent with Yao and colleagues’ [25]
report of very low use of any mental health services among
adults in China experiencing high levels of acute stress during
COVID-19. Despite evidence indicating efficacy of select
resources [38,39], promotion of existing AVMH resources (eg,
[40]), and numerous calls for the expansion of these resources

among researchers and public health officials, there is a dearth
of evidence regarding the uptake of AVMH resources among
the general public and population subgroups experiencing
adverse mental health impacts during the current pandemic.
This study is among the first to present data regarding the extent
to which members of the general public report accessing AVMH
resources during the COVID-19 pandemic, while also examining
access among a subgroup of individuals experiencing adverse
mental health impacts related to the pandemic. In this section,
we discuss key findings from this study: the low uptake of
AVMH resources within the sample, higher use among the
visible ethnic minority subgroup and those who accessed other
forms of mental health support, and limited use of AVMH
resources among those who reported self-harm or suicidal
thoughts.

COVID-19 has presented unexpected and significant stressors
that have been demonstrated to negatively impact mental health
worldwide [10,12]. While for some individuals, the mental
health impacts are considerable, including posttraumatic stress
disorder, self-harm, and suicidal ideation [20,41], most people
will experience mild to moderate symptoms of stress, anxiety,
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and low mood [11,42,43]. Such subclinical symptoms have
been shown to be particularly responsive to self-directed mental
health interventions, including virtual resources [44]. Research
also indicates that accessing internet-based cognitive behavioral
therapy for depression is associated with reductions in suicidal
ideation [45], suggesting that use of AVMH resources can also
contribute to reductions in these adverse mental health
experiences. In the context of COVID-19 public health
measures, including lockdown and physical distancing, mental
health apps and online programs are particularly important
public resources that are free or low cost, widely available, and
can support mental health without additional risks for spreading
the virus. However, research demonstrates that prior to
COVID-19, uptake of AVMH resources was consistently low
[26,28]. Our findings illustrate that despite the increased value
of virtual supports during the pandemic and promotion of
AVMH resources in Canada, use of these resources remains
extremely limited within the general population. Concerningly,
use remains low (<10.5%) among population subgroups who
would appear to benefit from their use, including those
experiencing suicidal thoughts, anxiety, hopelessness, stress,
and depression related to COVID-19. While many companies
and organizations are producing AVMH resources, there is an
expectation of “build it and they will come,” but that does not
appear to be the case.

Previous literature on the challenges of AVMH resources sheds
light on potential reasons for poor uptake in the context of
COVID-19. Many users have reported technological issues that
hinder the usability of the apps, including poor speed or stability
of their internet connection [46]. Additionally, potential users
may be deterred by privacy and confidentiality concerns [6,47]
or by a lack of comfort and familiarity with the internet and
smartphone devices, such as among older adults [48]. While
the AVMH resources promoted by governments and public
health officials in Canada to support mental health during
COVID-19 are evidence based and reputable, many apps
advertised online or through app stores are not grounded in
evidence or validated through research and may not actually be
effective for managing mental health challenges [6,22]. Further
research is needed to examine the barriers to widespread uptake
of AVMH resources, particularly among individuals
experiencing mental health impacts due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Such research can guide refinement of existing
AVMH resources and promotion strategies for these resources
among the general public and those experiencing mental health
challenges.

In addition to presenting findings on accessing of virtual mental
health supports among the general population, findings from
this study illustrate that a higher proportion of specific
population subgroups reported using these resources. We found
that belonging to a visible minority ethnic group was associated
with an increased likelihood of accessing AVMH resources,
even after adjusting for age, income, and education. A potential
factor in increased use among these populations may be
heightened stigma toward mental health challenges within
certain cultures. For example, cultural values held by some
individuals of Asian descent have contributed to higher stigma
about mental health challenges and reduced help seeking for

in-person mental health supports [49,50]. Research has further
suggested that while individuals of Asian descent may exhibit
fewer mental health help-seeking behaviors overall, there is
evidence of an increased preference among Asian American
college students (compared to Caucasian students) for
online-only supports versus face-to-face services [51]. It is
possible that the anonymity of virtual mental health supports
may therefore facilitate increased use among particular visible
minority populations, as a preferred alternative to seeking
one-on-one or group support from a mental health clinician.

Additionally, individuals who were either receiving in-person
mental health supports or connecting virtually with a mental
health worker or counselor were significantly more likely to
report having accessed AVMH supports. This suggests that
those who seek support may be motivated to try multiple
strategies for supporting their own mental health, or that mental
health clinicians may be directing clients toward AVMH
resources to augment individual therapy. Previous literature
demonstrates that integrating the use of virtual resources with
other forms of mental health care, such as discussing trends
from a mental health app with a clinician during an in-person
appointment, can lead to improved outcomes [52]. As such,
enhancing clinicians’ awareness of AVMH resources and
providing training specifically for clinicians on how to integrate
these resources into mental health care, may increase uptake
among individuals who may benefit from the support they
provide. Research has further demonstrated that while most
users do not sustain engagement after initial sign-up [27],
supports built into the system to facilitate engagement can be
effective. Specifically, uptake and retention are significantly
higher among users of AVMH resources who receive peer
support [27], and automated conversational agents such as
chatbots have been shown to effectively support sustained
engagement [53]. While clinician and peer support may be
logistically challenging and costly, Burger and colleagues [54]
note that current AVMH resources “do not get close to the full
technological potential of e-mental health” and that enhancing
the available features of these resources may lead to greater
uptake and retention of users.

While AVMH resources were underutilized across the entire
sample, including among those experiencing mental health
challenges, what was particularly concerning was the relatively
low uptake among those who had deliberately self-harmed or
had suicidal thoughts/feelings in the past 2 weeks. While specific
AVMH resources related to suicide are fewer compared to those
addressing mental health challenges such as low mood and
anxiety [55], many resources address a broad range of mental
health concerns that may underlie self-harm or suicidal ideation.
Although a recent systematic review and meta-analysis
concluded that internet-based interventions directly targeting
suicidal ideation using cognitive behavioral therapy represent
a promising means of providing low-threshold support to address
suicidal ideation [56], researchers have suggested that AVMH
resources may not represent the most appropriate form of mental
health support for individuals with this experience given the
severity of symptoms and degree of risk involved [57]. Despite
relatively low uptake, use of mental health resources among
individuals who reported self-harm or suicidal ideation was
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significantly higher compared to the general population,
suggesting a desire for support seeking in this population. As
Frost and Casey [58] suggest, utilizing virtual resources may
be a critical stepping stone toward engaging in more intensive
in-person clinical support.

Limitations
The sampling approach used in this study aimed to generate a
large nationally representative sample of individuals living in
Canada. The representativeness of the sample was supported
since, according to the results from the 2016 Canadian census
[59], 77.7% of the population did not belong to a visible
minority (versus 70.9% in our sample), and 18.7% of the
population was considered rural (versus 16.1% in our sample).
In terms of household income, 57.7% of individuals reported
an annual household income that was less than $100,000, which
is consistent with recent data from Statistics Canada indicating
that the average household income in Canada in 2017 was
$93,300 [60]. However, while the sample was representative in
these ways, there are other ways in which it did not reflect the
overall population of Canada. For example, because it was an
online survey, only individuals with internet access were able
to participate. Individuals who were unable to afford the cost
of internet service or equipment, or those living in rural
“blackout zones” are therefore not represented in our sample
[34,61]. As such, the actual use of AVMH resources among the
general population may be even lower than that reflected in our
findings.

The indicators of mental health used in the survey did not
include clinical assessments of mental illness nor did it include
prepandemic measures of baseline mental health. However, as
noted in the description of study methods, the selection of items
was informed by research on previous pandemics and the items
were refined in consultation with people with lived experience
of mental health conditions through a citizen’s jury participatory
methodology process [37]. Additionally, accessing AVMH
resources was assessed in this survey through a single item
measure. We are therefore unable to present data on which
AVMH resources were used (eg, websites, apps, podcasts),
participants’ perceptions of the effectiveness of the resources,
length of use, or why they may have stopped using these
resources. Additionally, our survey asked participants about

accessing AVMH resources to cope with COVID-19 stress and
may not have captured use of these resources for other reasons,
such as to help manage other mental health challenges. To
further examine the use of AVMH resources among people
living in Canada, we have expanded our survey content for
subsequent waves of data collection to add further depth and
nuance to the results presented in this investigation. It is also
important to note that the cross-sectional design of this study
prevents us from making causal conclusions. However, we will
be conducting future waves of data collection over the course
of the pandemic that will help address this limitation.

Comparison With Prior Work
While multiple researchers have highlighted the importance of
virtual resources to address the significant mental health impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic, there remains a paucity of data on
their use, uptake, and retention. However, previous research
suggests that these resources may be underutilized [28], and
emerging data within the COVID-19 context suggest low uptake
among acutely stressed members of the general population [25].
Our examination of the use of AVMH resources related to
COVID-19 stressors among people living in Canada is one of
the first to provide empirical evidence on trends in accessing
AVMH resources among the general population, with particular
attention to their uptake among people experiencing adverse
mental health impacts related to the current COVID-19
pandemic. Our analysis illustrates that not only is overall use
of AVMH resources low, but use remains low even among
individuals who would be predicted to benefit from these
resources, such as individuals experiencing negative emotions
(eg, anxiety) related to COVID-19 and individuals experiencing
worsening mental health and difficulty coping.

Conclusions
AVMH resources hold great promise to support mental
well-being during the COVID-19 pandemic by helping
individuals cope with stressors and negative mental health
impacts. However, despite efforts to promote AVMH resources
within Canada, the results from this study suggest that many
individuals who may benefit from these resources are not
accessing them to help manage mental health challenges. Further
research that examines the barriers and facilitators to AVMH
resource use is needed to enhance uptake and impact.
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Abstract

A common development observed during the COVID-19 pandemic is the renewed reliance on digital health technologies. Prior
to the pandemic, the uptake of digital health technologies to directly strengthen public health systems had been unsatisfactory;
however, a relentless acceleration took place within health care systems during the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, digital health
technologies could not be prescinded from the organizational and institutional merits of the systems in which they were introduced.
The Italian National Health Service is strongly decentralized, with the national government exercising general stewardship and
regions responsible for the delivery of health care services. Together with the substantial lack of digital efforts previously, these
institutional characteristics resulted in delays in the uptake of appropriate solutions, territorial differences, and issues in engaging
the appropriate health care professionals during the pandemic. An in-depth analysis of the organizational context is instrumental
in fully interpreting the contribution of digital health during the pandemic and providing the foundation for the digital reconstruction
of what is to come after.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e21815)   doi:10.2196/21815
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The Unparalleled Surge in Digital Health
Adoption

The COVID-19 pandemic has presented governments, managers,
and professionals worldwide with unprecedented challenges,
highlighting the limitations of analog health care systems that
have long reinforced face-to-face models of care and
congregation of individuals [1]. Regardless of the diverse
containment and mitigation strategies implemented across
countries, a common development observed during the pandemic
is the renewed reliance on digital health, with efficient strategies

implemented at various levels and directed at different
stakeholders [2,3].

Rapid implementation of social distancing measures and
rescheduling of elective procedures have led health care
providers to resort to digital health applications for granting
access to virtual consultations and remote visits and monitoring
[4]. In short, health care has come to patients rather than the
other way round.

As a result, during the first 3 months of the pandemic, an
unparalleled surge in digital health adoption was observed, with
a general scale-up of telemedicine [5] and a substantial shift to
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telehealth visits in some clinics [6], as confirmed by the
increased number of telehealth services and e-consultations
reported in several jurisdictions [6-8].

The fact that these technologies were available and ready for
use should not have come as a surprise. However, before the
COVID-19 outbreak, the uptake of digital health technologies
to strengthen public health systems had been unsatisfactory,
and the scholarly debate had rather focused on the barriers to
adoption of digital health solutions [9,10] and difficulties in
governing mobile apps [11]. Nonetheless, the adoption of digital
health solutions, regardless of whether it occurred during or
after the pandemic, cannot be prescinded from the organizational
and institutional merits of the systems in which they are
introduced. The full potential of technological innovation can
be realized only by way of heightened attention to context.

COVID-19 Digital Health Experience in
the Italian National Health Service

Italy was among the first and most significantly hit countries
by SARS-CoV-2. As of July 21, 2020, Italy reported a total of
244,708 confirmed cases, over 34,000 COVID-19–related
deaths, and the highest deaths per million inhabitants and case
fatality rates worldwide [12-14].

In terms of institutional composition, the Italian National Health
Service (SSN) is strongly decentralized and based on universal
access to care. The central government exercises general
stewardship, whereas 21 regions—each considerably different
in size and economic development and autonomous in their
health care management decisions—are responsible for the
organization and delivery of primary, secondary, tertiary, and
preventive health care services through local health authorities
(LHAs) [15].

Before the COVID-19 emergency, adoption of digital health
was a challenge in Italy, as elsewhere. By analyzing the
distinctive digital health experiences during the first wave of
the pandemic in Italy—a country that was on the front line of
the pandemic [16,17], we aimed to showcase the best practices,
open questions, and barriers encountered. Systems, institutions,
and organizations who have attempted to embrace digital health
in the past months and are looking to maintain the momentum
after COVID-19 have experienced similar challenges. Some of
these challenges are related to issues such as reimbursement of
digital health services, experience of using contact tracing apps,
the search for balance between local experiences and national
stewardship, arduous involvement of all health care
professionals, and the coexistence of digital and analog
pathways.

Reimbursement Schemes
Appropriate reimbursement schemes are essential to expanding
the role of digital technologies. During the current public health
crisis, telemedicine services promptly seemed to be vital to
support remote monitoring of less severe cases and ensure
continuity of care for vulnerable, typically chronic patients,
whose needs were overshadowed by the surge in patients with
COVID-19 seeking assistance. However, telemedicine services

in Italy have traditionally been scattered across a number of
different applications, with poor interconnection and inconsistent
local and regional reimbursement practices, since they are not
specifically covered by the guaranteed health basket of the
Italian SSN [18]. No extensive, nationwide input was provided
by health authorities during the pandemic, as has been the case
of France, where the Ministry of Health allowed the
reimbursement of teleconsultations for suspected and confirmed
COVID-19 cases [6]. The Italian National Institute of Health
(Istituto Superiore di Sanità) proposed a temporary model to
ease the implementation of telemedicine services during the
emergency, but this essentially focused on the organizational
requirements for telemedicine services and did not tackle the
reimbursement domain [19]. The delay in the adoption of
national guidance and specific reimbursement codes for
telemedicine services resulted in inter-regional differences:
jurisdictions such as Veneto, the Autonomous Province of
Trento, and Tuscany promptly introduced digital health services
as part of their discretionary guaranteed health benefits
packages, and were followed by other pioneering regions in the
following months. These packages are now being managed
online with dedicated tariffs for the citizens of the above regions.
Conversely, the remaining regions could only fund telemedicine
services by implicitly allowing payment parity with standard
outpatient procedures through regional discretionary spending.
While the lack of a framework to pay for telehealth services
hindered wider-scale adoption by public institutions, private
telemonitoring service providers reported a marked increase in
the use of direct-to-consumer services [18].

Contact Tracing Apps
Use of contact tracing techniques and apps during the pandemic
exposed the challenges of safeguarding privacy in the
development of prompt digital responses to address current and
future needs. National contact tracing apps were identified as
a key tool to tackle the epidemic and facilitate reopening of the
economy. However, unsurprisingly, the design and adoption of
these applications, along with associated evaluation timelines,
have raised significant privacy and security concerns and
resulted in considerable delays in their deployment during the
pandemic. Like most European countries, Italy initially backed
the adoption of centralized management and maintenance of
contact tracing data, including the “social graph” of individuals
a person has physically met over a given period [20]. This
practice was in contrast with the view of the European
Commission, which supported anonymous, aggregated, and
decentralized approaches to contact tracing to preserve privacy
[21]. Meanwhile, Apple and Google had collaborated in a novel
partnership to develop a safe infrastructure and privacy
protection standards to specifically tackle these operations [22].
However, voluntary, data minimization systems are considered
the sole option to build acceptance and maximize the uptake of
these solutions [23]. These systems preserve user anonymity
while providing useful warnings to other users who may have
recently come into close physical proximity of a certain
individual who subsequently tested positive for COVID-19.
Eventually, together with several other European countries [24],
the Italian government shifted focus towards these types of
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Bluetooth Low Energy apps that interfere as little as possible
with users’ privacy rights.

Collectively, lengthy negotiations on privacy standards and
relatively scarce previous attempts to evaluate these technologies
have delayed the widespread roll-out of functional
contact-tracing apps.

Immuni, an app selected by an adhoc task force of the Italian
Ministry of Health [25], was launched nationwide on June 15,
2020, that is, 6 weeks after the first lockdown in Italy was lifted
(May 4, 2020). Despite significant setbacks that delayed the
app deployment, Italy was still among the first European
countries to roll-out a contact-tracing solution, as proof of the
broad-based intricacy of this matter. Nonetheless, the number
of app downloads (4.3 million) for Immuni has been
disappointingly low so far and is insufficient to guarantee the
effectiveness of the tool [26].

Balancing Local Experiences and National
Responsibilities
Leveraging local experiences with digital health projects in
response to the crisis must be balanced with the national
governments’ global policy-setting responsibilities. Highly
regionalized health systems, such as the Italian SSN, can
generate both significant opportunities for innovation as well
as threats to national public health initiatives. Moreover,
territorial differences in digital response to the COVID-19 crisis
that have emerged could provide a basis for mutual learning.
For instance, some regional health care systems were better
prepared than others, not just in terms of telemedicine policies.
In addition, in territories where large-scale digital health projects
were ongoing, LHAs were able to rapidly apply them to the
needs of the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, in 2015, the
LHA of the Autonomous Province of Trento adopted TreC, a
patient monitoring system that includes a mobile diary app and
a web-based dashboard to facilitate patient-physician interaction
and reduce direct access to hospitals. This system was designed
to be interoperable with various electronic health records and
was tested in several chronic populations [27-29]. After the
COVID-19 outbreak in February 2020, the LHA, together with
the research entity Fondazione Bruno Kessler, launched
TreCovid19—an app built on the same infrastructure designed
to inform citizens and enforce remote symptom monitoring. By
the end of the pandemic peak, more than 9400 infected or
quarantined cases from the province of Trento were actively
monitored through this platform, with over 40,000 single
parameters directly reported via the chatbot and approximately
700,000 individuals' information accessed via personal
interviews with a local executive (data not reported elsewhere).

In the Puglia region in Southern Italy, similar work was being
carried out for years on remote follow-up management of
chronic patients through several pilot projects. This enabled the
implementation of a remote monitoring system based on a
web-based application for citizens, a web portal for health care
professionals, and a telemedicine kit. The platform, called
#Accasa, was implemented on April 22, 2020, for individuals
under quarantine or those who have tested positive for
COVID-19 [30]. Conversely, boundaries are sometimes blurred
in decentralized systems when close cooperation among different

institutional levels is required. Several related apps have
proliferated in the market during the COVID-19 pandemic,
often without the necessary interoperability described above
and with overlapping or even hindering features concerning
their proposed nationwide application. Although the central
government was working on selecting and deploying the most
appropriate solutions, all Italian regional systems have worked
on their own apps. Initially, these apps only provided
information to local communities; however, over time, extra
functionalities were added, some of which were slated for
inclusion in the design of the national contact-tracing app. For
example, Friuli–Venezia Giulia in Northeast Italy had
successfully completed the testing of the same app used for
contact tracing in Singapore [31], whereas the island of Sardinia
had actively sought solutions to track tourists in view of the
upcoming summer holiday season. Both attempts were set aside,
as contact-tracing needed to be managed nationally. Given that
there was no guarantee that the regional apps would be
interoperable with the national app, it was fundamental, but not
trivial, to ensure that widespread adoption of the national
contact-tracing app was not hampered by local and regional
initiatives that had been in use for weeks before the national
app was launched.

Involvement of Health Care Professionals
Designing a successful digital health solution requires advanced
alignment of the interests of all health care professionals and
stakeholders involved. Management of the COVID-19 pandemic
is challenging for the health care systems in many ways,
including maintaining a balance and relative responsibilities of
hospital vis-à-vis community care. It has become clear over
time that primary care professionals should play a central role
in managing less severe COVID-19 cases via home-based
monitoring, possibly by using digital solutions. However, in
Italy, general practitioners are contracted professionals.
Therefore, it has been much more complex to extend
institutionally sponsored digital tools to these third parties and
guarantee the necessary system interoperability between services
deployed in primary care clinics and all others provided by
LHAs. Elsewhere, however, this has been pivotal in
implementing a successful digital strategy during the pandemic
[7].

Coexistence of Digital and Analog Pathways for Health
Care
The analog approach is not going away any time soon, so analog
and digital health systems will need to coexist. Although digital
health applications have spread in parallel to the virus, they
have rarely been proposed as the only available option. None
of the digital solutions implemented in the Italian SSN have
been imposed as a mandatory alternative; rather, they have been
added to the mix of traditional in-person and telephone-based
services to maximize coverage for the entire population. Despite
the increased adoption of smartphone use, Italy’s overall
population and health care workforce are among the “oldest”
in the world [32]. The digital divide is still an issue, and
COVID-19 has taught us that digital health is an important
option to have in place, but it is no panacea.
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Building on the Momentum

Despite the unprecedented expansion in the utilization of digital
health tools during the COVID-19 pandemic, Italy, like many
other countries worldwide, was not sufficiently equipped to
harness the full potential of these tools. The urgency of the
current public health emergency may have set the grounds for
making exceptions [33], but the acceleration could not bypass
the institutional and organizational elements that characterize
national health care systems.

If we intend to maintain the momentum in expanding the digital
health services that have resulted from the COVID-19 pandemic,

now is the time to effectively plan for the future and to follow
a new path, distinct from the pre-pandemic models [33]. The
path must be selected by paying particular attention to avoid
disparities in access to care. In theory, telemedicine can mitigate
this issue but, if not carefully planned, it could also exacerbate
it [34].

Achieving Sustained Benefits
No single best recipe exists, but a list of ingredients may help
Italy, and other health care systems worldwide, focus their
proposals to achieve sustained benefits (Figure 1):

Figure 1. Ingredients to achieve sustained benefits through digital health.

Policies
The COVID-19 crisis has reinforced the need to define and
uphold appropriate policy standards. Long-standing digital
health issues (reimbursement, regulatory framework, evidence
generation, privacy, and security concerns) will still be
unresolved by the end of this pandemic. Decisive and
comprehensive action is thus needed from a policy standpoint,
and several extensive proposals have been suggested in other
contributions [1,4,18,23,33,35].

Priorities
The combination of the widespread availability of digital health
solutions, their poor uptake before the pandemic, and the
confidence gained during the recent expansion may push
countries to aim too high. Governments should act promptly,
but pragmatically, in adopting a stepped-wedge approach based
on their health care system needs and organizational
characteristics.

Partnerships
Digital transformation is bringing in new players with different
backgrounds, expertise, and logic compared to the players that
have typically populated the health care industry. Public
institutions need to welcome innovation and be open to

interorganizational relationships and trust. During a public health
emergency, occasional, hastily generated partnerships may
proliferate. Governments must adopt a strategic approach to
partnerships and actively pursue the necessary competencies to
harness these opportunities.

Pooling
The pre-pandemic digital health environment was characterized
by a predominance of scattered experiences and the inability to
adequately value existing best practices. Higher interinstitutional
coordination should be assured by stewardship at the central
level to take charge of streamlining the process, identifying
parameters and conditions conducive to transferability, and
ensuring no one is left behind—all without stifling local
innovation.

Planning and Design
Digital health introduction should be complemented by an
in-depth service redesign. The organizational implications of
digital health have been largely neglected to date, but they need
to be addressed now to exploit the complete potential of digital
tools, integrate solutions in current care pathways, and pave the
way for new models of care. Any digital technology is only as
good as the response it gets from its end-users in terms of
acceptability, continuity, and engagement. Hence, new, digitally
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enriched organizational processes should be planned and
designed by all relevant stakeholders, directing patient-provider
interactions to the channels generating the most value [36].
Irrespective of the cultural or contract issues, all health care
professionals should be involved to steer change processes.
Likewise, health care systems should flexibly partner with
patients by enacting a mutual learning space and blurring the
boundary between producers and consumers [37]. This shared
effort at the system level should be pursued in the awareness
that digital health literacy, among both citizens and health care
professionals, still carries significant weight in influencing the
uptake of digital solutions [38]. Although health care systems

tackle this issue to grant the benefits of technological
advancements to all users, the service redesign should be
oriented by process of segmentation that will ideally result in
a more tailored response to each individual’s needs through a
combination of traditional and digital solutions.

Unprecedented times call for unprecedented decisions. It is time
for policymakers to step up and make timely valiant choices
about the use of telemedicine and digital health to permanently
integrate them into the health care systems for the good of the
public health and, ultimately, of the people. This will be
extremely helpful now, during the COVID-19 crisis, and even
more as we head toward the post-pandemic world.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic continues to pose an international public health threat. Prevention is of
paramount importance to protect the high-risk group of older adults until specific treatments for COVID-19 become
available; however, little work has been done to explore factors that promote preventive behaviors among this population.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the knowledge, perceived beliefs, and preventive behaviors towards COVID-19 of
older adults in China and determine the factors that influence their practice of preventive behaviors.

Methods: From February 19 to March 19, 2020, a cross-sectional, web-based survey was administered to Chinese older adults
in all 31 provinces of mainland China using a convenience sampling method to assess the respondents’ knowledge, perceived
beliefs, and preventive behaviors towards COVID-19. Standard descriptive statistics and hierarchical linear regression analyses
were conducted to analyze the data.

Results: A total of 1501 participants responded to the survey, and 1263 valid responses (84.1%) were obtained for further
analysis. The overall correct rate on the knowledge questionnaire was 87%, overall positive beliefs regarding COVID-19 were
found, and the mean behavior score was 13.73/15 (SD 1.62, range 5-15). The hierarchical linear regression showed that respondents
who were married or cohabitating and who lived in areas with community-level control measures were more likely to practice
preventive behaviors (P<.01). Knowledge (β=0.198, P<.001), perceived susceptibility (β=0.263, P=.03), perceived benefits
(β=0.643, P<.001), and self-efficacy in preventing COVID-19 (β=0.468, P<.001) were also found to be significantly associated
with preventive behaviors.

Conclusions: Most older residents had adequate knowledge and positive beliefs regarding COVID-19 and engaged in proactive
behaviors to prevent the disease. Knowledge and beliefs were confirmed to be significantly associated with behavior responses.
Our findings have significant implications in enhancing the effectiveness of COVID-19 prevention programs targeting the older
population; these programs must be continued and strengthened as the epidemic continues.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23729)   doi:10.2196/23729
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Introduction

COVID-19, which was first detected in Wuhan, China, in
December 2019, is an emerging infectious disease caused by a
novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2). The crude case fatality rate
of COVID-19 was 3.7% worldwide as of August 9, 2020 [1],
which is much lower than that of severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS, 9.5%), Middle East respiratory syndrome
(MERS, 34.4%), or H7N9 (39.0%) [2]; however, evidence has
shown that SARS-CoV-2 is more contagious than the viruses
that cause the latter diseases [3,4]. Considering its extensive
spread scope, COVID-19 was declared a public health
emergency of international concern on January 30, 2020 [5]
and was declared a pandemic on March 11, 2020 [6] by the
World Health Organization (WHO). As of August 9, 2020, the
virus had reached 215 countries and regions, resulting in over
19 million confirmed infections and more than 700,000 deaths
[1].

Older people are especially susceptible to infectious diseases
due to decreased immunity [7], the presence of underlying
chronic illnesses [8], and cognitive impairment, which causes
difficulty in their participating in proper prevention activities
[9]. In the case of COVID-19, older people are also at
significantly higher risk of morbidity and mortality [10-12].
According to an epidemiological study on COVID-19 in China,
people aged >60 years comprised 31.2% of the 44,672 confirmed
cases and 81% of the total number of deaths [13].

To date, no specific treatments or vaccines for COVID-19 have
been made available; thus, it is of great importance for older
people to engage in preventive behaviors, which has been proved
to be effective in preventing respiratory infectious diseases and
controlling their transmission [14,15]. It is believed that the
transmission route of COVID-19 is human-to-human via
respiratory droplets or direct contacts [16] and that the average
infected person can spread the disease to up to 3 other people
[17]; thus, effective preventive measures, including
handwashing, mask-wearing, household ventilation and
disinfection, and reduction of interpersonal contacts by avoiding
visiting crowded spaces [18], have been recommended to older
people by local Chinese authorities. However, these guidelines
would severely hamper many daily activities if implemented at
a high level of fidelity; therefore, voluntary compliance is likely
to be uneven at best.

In fact, in the early stage of the COVID-19 epidemic, older
people underestimated the severity of the epidemic, as it affected
a relatively small population. They were reluctant to listen to
the authorities, believing that there was no need to practice the
suggested preventive behaviors for COVID-19. A recent study
found that compared with younger adults, older men were less
worried about COVID-19 and adopted fewer preventive
behaviors [19]. Hence, special efforts should be made to enhance
older people’s protection against this new infectious disease.

A good understanding of underlying factors that encourage older
people to adopt particular preventive behaviors is significant to

provide necessary strategies to implement. A higher level of
knowledge has been proved to be associated with positive
behavior changes [20,21]. In addition, studies on individuals’
behavior changes toward infectious diseases have suggested
that perceptions or beliefs about an outbreak are important in
determining the adoption of particular preventive behaviors
[22-24]. In particular, the health belief model (HBM) [25] has
provided a theoretical framework in previous research for
understanding and explaining various health-promoting
behaviors [26-28], including preventive behaviors during global
pandemics [29-31]. The HBM model reveals that significant
perception factors include perceived severity, perceived
susceptibility, and perceived benefits. Additionally, previous
literature has suggested that self-efficacy in preventing disease
[32] and belief in the ability of the government to contain the
spread of the epidemic [33] are significantly associated with
the practice of preventive measures.

Studies have investigated behavioral responses toward
COVID-19 among the general population [34,35] and in specific
populations such as health care workers [36] and college
students [37,38]; however, literature reports focusing on
behavior changes in older people remain scant in spite of the
detection of increased vulnerability among this population.
Therefore, this paper aims to assess the knowledge, perceived
beliefs, and preventive behaviors of older Chinese residents
toward COVID-19 and to explore the knowledge, perceived
beliefs, and other relevant factors that influence behavior
changes. Our findings may help enhance the effectiveness of
intervention programs targeting the older population.

Methods

Study Design
This cross-sectional study was conducted using an anonymous
web-based questionnaire between February 19 and March 19,
2020. A convenience sampling method was used to recruit
participants. Chinese residents aged ≥60 years without
intellectual or cognitive impairment who agreed to participate
in our survey were considered eligible. Those who were illiterate
or unable to use electronic devices could ask others to help them
fill out the questionnaire; however, it was emphasized that the
answers must always reflect the older person’s own opinions.
The link to the web-based questionnaire was sent through
WeChat (which is similar to WhatsApp) and other social media
platforms to the contacts of potential respondents. A brief
introduction was presented at the beginning of the survey to
inform the respondents of the purpose and content of this study
and to instruct them on how to complete the questionnaire.
Respondents who completed the questionnaire were entered in
a draw for a monetary incentive of approximately ¥1-5 (US
$0.15-0.76).

Sampling
According to Kendall, multiple regression analysis demands a
sample size of at least 5 to 10 times the number of independent
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variables. Thus, we required a maximum sample size of 670
cases, as 67 independent variables were included in this study.
Returned surveys with unreasonably short answer times,
incomplete information, or logic problems were deemed invalid.
The effective sample size estimated for the study was 957 cases,
with an invalid response rate of 30%. Finally, a total of 1501
questionnaires were returned in the study duration; after
excluding 212 invalid questionnaires and 26 participants who
reported having never heard about COVID-19, a total of 1263
surveys (84.1%) from all of the 31 provinces, municipalities,
and autonomous regions in mainland China remained for
statistical analysis.

Measures

Dependent Variable (Practice of Preventive Behaviors)
The questionnaire on the practice of COVID-19 preventive
behaviors was developed based on the guidelines from the
Chinese Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). This
section contained 5 items, including washing hands frequently,
wearing a face mask in public areas, disinfecting one’s
household, ventilating one’s household, and avoiding crowds
(P1-P5). Answers of “more,” “as usual,” and “less” were rated
as 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Therefore, the total behavior score
could range from 5 to 15, with a higher score indicating better
adherence to preventive behaviors.

Independent Variables

Background Variables

Sociodemographic characteristics were surveyed in this section
of the survey, including gender, age, marital status, education
level, registered residential area, and monthly household income
per capita. Additionally, the respondents’ self-perceived health
status, current addresses at the district level, and local
community-level control measures (free entry/exit as usual,
entry/exit control exercised, and lockdown) in their residential
areas were surveyed. The provinces of the respondents’ current
addresses were divided into eastern, central, and western regions
according to the National Bureau of Statistics of China and were
also categorized into three levels according to their numbers of
confirmed COVID-19 cases; provinces with <100 cumulative
confirmed cases, 100-1000 cases, and >1000 cases were rated
as low, medium, and high-risk areas, respectively.

COVID-19–Related Knowledge

The participants’ levels of knowledge about COVID-19 were
assessed by 7 questions (K1-K7): 1 regarding the province in
which the first COVID-19 cases were reported, 1 regarding the
incubation period, 1 regarding the source of infection, 2
regarding transmission modes, 1 regarding susceptible
populations, and 1 regarding the availability of a vaccine for
COVID-19. The answers were judged according to the
guidelines for clinical management of COVID-19 by the
National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China
[39]. A correct answer was assigned 1 point, and an incorrect
or unknown answer was assigned 0 points. The total knowledge
score thus ranged from 0 to 7, with a higher score representing
better knowledge of COVID-19.

Perceived Beliefs Regarding COVID-19

Based on the HBM and previous studies, the perceived beliefs
measured in our study included constructs of HBM (perceived
severity, perceived susceptibility, and perceived benefits),
self-efficacy in preventing the disease, and belief that the
government can contain the spread of the epidemic (B1-B5).
Perceived severity of COVID-19 was assessed by 1 item asking
the respondents whether they would suffer from more severe
symptoms if they contracted the disease; an answer of “yes”
was coded as 1, while other answers were coded as 0. One item
assessed perceived susceptibility by measuring the degree to
which the respondents perceived themselves to be vulnerable
to COVID-19; the responses were coded into two groups (1:
high/very high; 0: low/very low/I don’t know). Perceived
benefits were assessed by three items measuring the
respondent’s belief in the effectiveness of COVID-19–related
preventive measures of mask wearing in public areas,
handwashing, and avoidance of visiting crowded places,
respectively; answers of “yes” were considered appropriate (1:
yes; 0: others), and the perceived benefits indicator was
established by counting the number of appropriate answers
(values of 0-3). The respondents’ self-efficacy in preventing
the disease and confidence in the government to contain the
spread of the epidemic were assessed by asking “Are you
confident that you can protect yourself from contracting
COVID-19?” and “Do you believe that the government can win
the battle against COVID-19?” Answers of “yes” were
considered positive and were given 1 point, while 0 points were
given for choosing other answers.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the background
factors and COVID-19 knowledge, perceived beliefs, and
behaviors; the results are presented as frequencies (n) and
percentages (%) or as means and SDs. Associations between
background variables and behavior scores were examined by
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) or independent sample
t tests as appropriate. A multiple linear regression model using
statistically significant background variables, knowledge scores,
and factors of perceived beliefs as independent variables and
scores of preventive behavior as outcome variables was applied
to identify factors associated with preventive behaviors. The
demographic variables of the respondents were entered in the
regression model first to control for their effects. Then, the
knowledge score was entered in the next block of the regression,
and factors of perceived beliefs were simultaneously entered in
the last block. Unstandardized regression coefficients (β) and
95% CIs are reported. All statistical analyses were performed
in SPSS version 21.0 (IBM Corporation), and a P value <.05
was considered statistically significant.

Ethics Statement
The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of
School of Public Health, Zhejiang University (approval number:
ZGL202002-2) before the formal survey. The questionnaire
was designed to be anonymous and voluntary, and respondents
were informed that submission of the questionnaire implied
informed consent. The data were kept confidential, and the
results did not identify the respondents personally.
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Results

Background Characteristics
Of the 1263 participants, 730 (57.8%) completed the
questionnaire with the help of others, and 687 (54.4%) were
registered permanent residents of rural areas. The mean age was
69.48 years (SD 6.72), over half of the respondents were female
(697/1263, 55.2%), and approximately three-fourths were
married or cohabitating (941/1263, 74.5%). Of the 1263
participants, 586 (46.4%) had an education level of primary
school or below, and most respondents (844, 66.8%) had an
average household income of between ¥600 and ¥6000 per
month (US $91.61-$916.07). Moreover, 564/1263 participants
(44.7%) self-reported their physical health status to be fair; 613
(48.5%) of the 1263 respondents lived in the eastern region,
and nearly half of the participants (591/1263, 46.8%) lived in
areas with medium risk of COVID-19. The majority of
respondents (1050/1263, 83.1%) reported that entry and exit
control was exercised in their community or village.

Levels of COVID-19–Related Knowledge, Perceived
Beliefs, and Behaviors

Knowledge
The mean knowledge score was 6.06 (SD 0.03, range 1-7),
suggesting an overall 87% (6.06/7*100) correct rate on this
knowledge test (Table 1). Of the 1263 respondents, 85.4%
(n=1078) agreed that the current main source of infection was
patients with COVID-19. In terms of modes of transmission,
98.1% of respondents (1239/1263) thought that COVID-19 can
be transmitted by droplets emitted by patients; however, less
than 80% (960/1263, 76.0%) were aware that it can also be
transmitted through virus-contaminated objects. Approximately
90% of respondents (1165/1263, 92.2%) correctly stated that
the population is generally susceptible to the virus regardless
of age. However, only 64.1% of the respondents (809/1263)
knew that effective vaccines for COVID-19 were not yet
available.
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Table 1. Participants’ knowledge and perceived beliefs regarding COVID-19 (N=1263).

ResponseItem

Knowledge items

K1: The earliest outbreak of COVID-19 in China occurred in Hubei Province, n (%)

1258 (99.6)Correct

5 (0.4)Incorrect/unknown

K2: The incubation period of COVID-19 is 1-14 days, n (%)

1139 (90.2)Correct

124 (9.8)Incorrect/unknown

K3: Currently, the main source of infection is patients with COVID-19, n (%)

1078 (85.4)Correct

185 (14.6)Incorrect/unknown

K4: COVID-19 can be transmitted by droplets from a patient, n (%)

1239 (98.1)Correct

24 (1.9)Incorrect/unknown

K5: COVID-19 can be transmitted through touching virus-contaminated surfaces, n (%)

960 (76.0)Correct

303 (24.0)Incorrect/unknown

K6: All age groups can become infected with the new coronavirus, n (%)

1165 (92.2)Correct

98 (7.8)Incorrect/unknown

K7: There is currently no vaccine available that protects against COVID-19, n (%)

809 (64.1)Correct

454 (35.9)Incorrect/unknown

1-7Range of knowledge scores

6.06 (0.03)Mean knowledge score (SD)

Perceived belief items, n (%)

B1: Perceived severity of COVID-19

1141 (90.3)Yes

122 (9.7)No/I don’t know

B2: Perceived susceptibility of COVID-19

190(15.0)High/very high

1073(85.0)Low/very low/I don’t know

B3: Perceived benefits indicatora

6 (0.5)0

26 (2.1)1

68 (5.4)2

1163 (92.1)3

B4: Self-efficacy in preventing COVID-19

1048 (83.0)Yes

215 (17.0)No/I don’t know

B5: Confidence in the government to control the spread of COVID-19

1160 (91.8)Yes

103 (8.2)No/I don’t know
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aThe perceived benefits indicator was established by counting the number of items with “yes” responses for the three basic preventive measures (ie,
handwashing, face mask wearing, and staying at home).

Perceived Beliefs
The majority of the older respondents (1141/1263, 90.3%)
believed that older people may suffer from more severe
symptoms if they are infected with COVID-19 (Table 1). Most
respondents (1073/1263, 85.0%) did not perceive that their
likelihood of contracting COVID-19 was high or very high. A
substantial proportion of participants (1163/1263, 92.1%)
perceived the benefits of all three types of preventive measures
(ie, handwashing, wearing a face mask, and staying at home).
Additionally, 83.0% of the respondents (1048/1263) were
confident in their own abilities to prevent the disease, and 91.8%
(1160/1263) believed that the government can “win the battle”
against COVID-19.

Behaviors
The mean score of preventive behavior toward COVID-19 was
13.73 (SD 1.62, range 7-15). The participants’ preventive
behavior changes in response to the COVID-19 pandemic are
shown in Table 2. It is reassuring that more than four-fifths of
our 1263 participants had increased their frequency of
handwashing (n=1025, 81.2%) and wearing a face mask in
public venues (n=1035, 81.9%) to ensure their safety; in
addition, 86.6% (n=1094) of the older people had reduced their
visits to crowded places. However, fewer participants had
increased their household ventilation (956/1263, 75.5%) and
disinfection (816/1263, 64.6%).

Table 2. Participants’ preventive behavior changes in response to the COVID-19 pandemic in the past week (N=1263), n (%). Questions were answered
using the following scale: 1=less, 2=as usual, and 3=more. For the total behavior score, we calculated how many specific behavior changes each
participant endorsed. The range of the behavior scores was 7-15, and the mean score was 13.73 (SD 1.62).

As usualLessMoreBehavior

168 (13.3)60 (4.8)1035 (81.9)P1: Face mask wearing in public venues

226 (17.9)12 (1.0)1025 (81.2)P2: Washing of hands

241 (19.1)66 (5.2)956 (75.5)P3: Household ventilation

409 (32.4)38 (3.0)816 (64.6)P4: Home disinfection

132 (10.5)37 (2.9)1094 (86.6)P5: Avoidance of crowds

Demographic Factors of Preventive Behaviors:
Univariate Analysis
As shown in Table 3, region, marital status, education level,
residence registration, and monthly household income per capita
were significantly associated with preventive behaviors (all
P<.05). Participants who lived in western regions had
significantly lower level of behavior than participants from
eastern regions (P=.01). Respondents who were married or
cohabitating had significantly higher behavior scores (P<.001).

Rural dwellers and respondents who attended primary school
or below had lower behavior scores (both P<.001). The behavior
scores of participants with an average household income of
<¥600 per month (US $91.61) were significantly lower than
those of participants with monthly incomes higher than ¥6000
(US $916.07; P=.02). Interestingly, a significant association
between local community-level control measures and behavior
score was observed (P<.001); respondents engaged in more
preventive behaviors when epidemic control measures were
exercised in their areas of residence.
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Table 3. Univariate analysis of the demographic variables associated with preventive behaviors (N=1263).

Behavior scoreaParticipants, n (%)Variable

P valuet/F (df)Mean (SD)

.65t1262=0.208Gender

13.71 (1.63)566 (44.8)Male

13.75 (1.61)697 (55.2)Female

.054F(2,1260)=2.925Age (years)

13.81 (1.61)683 (54.1)60-69

13.69 (1.62)474 (37.5)70-79

13.42 (1.67)106 (8.4)≥80

<.001ct1262=18.625Marital statusb

13.85 (1.56)941 (74.5)Married/cohabiting

13.40 (1.74)322 (25.5)Single/divorced/ separated/widowed

<.001F(3,1259)=8.904Education levelb

13.50 (1.67)d586 (46.4)Primary education or below

13.94 (1.57)e330 (26.1)Middle school

13.79 (1.65)e197 (15.6)High school

14.11 (1.33)e150 (11.9)College or above

<.001t1262=20.090Registered residential areab

13.95 (1.52)576 (45.6)Urban

13.55 (1.68)687 (54.4)Rural

Monthly household income per capita (¥)b,f

.02F(2,1260)=4.03113.51 (1.78)d219 (17.3)＜600

13.74 (1.63)d,e844 (66.8)600-6000

13.96 (1.36)e200 (15.8)＞6000

.83F(4,1258)=0.375Self-reported health status

13.72 (1.68)57 (4.5)Excellent

13.85 (1.58)220 (17.4)Very good

13.68 (1.73)378 (29.9)Good

13.72 (1.57)564 (44.7)Fair

13.75 (1.53)44 (3.5)Poor

.01F(2,1260)=4.393Regionb

13.86 (1.49)d613 (48.5)Eastern

13.72 (1.64)d,e183 (14.5)Central

13.57 (1.77)e467 (37.0)Western

.31F(2,1260)=1.166Provincial COVID-19 epidemic levelg

13.73 (1.68)146 (11.6)Low risk: <100 cases

13.66 (1.69)591 (46.8)Medium-risk: 100-999 cases

13.81 (1.52)526 (41.6)High risk: ≥1000 cases

<.001F(2,1260)=7.634Local community-level control measuresb
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Behavior scoreaParticipants, n (%)Variable

P valuet/F (df)Mean (SD)

13.70 (1.63)d1050 (83.1)Entry/exit control exercised

14.04 (1.45)d181 (14.3)Lockdown

12.91 (1.91)e32 (2.5)Free entry/exit as usual

aValues based on independent sample t tests and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous variables to examine differences between
preventive behaviors and demographic variables. For categories of variables with significant ANOVA results (significant at P<.05 between the groups),
multiple comparisons between each of 2 categories were performed by post hoc analysis (least significant difference).
bSignificant variables were included in the subsequent multivariable analyses.
cItalics indicate statistical significance.
d,eWithin each column, if two means share same superscript (d or e), they are not statistically different (P>.05) from one another.
f1 ¥=US $0.14 on February 20, 2020.
gProvincial COVID-19 epidemic level: The number of cumulative confirmed COVID-19 cases on the survey launch day (ie, March 20, 2020) in the
province where the respondent was located during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Factors Associated With Behaviors: Multivariable
Analyses
The knowledge scores and perceived belief-related variables
reported in Table 1, together with significant background
variables, were included in the hierarchical linear regression
models. In block 1, the demographic factors of region, marital
status, education level, registered residence, monthly household
income per capita, and local community-level control measures
were entered first, accounting for 4.7% of the variance

(R2=0.047, F6,1256=5.575, P<.001). The score for knowledge
about COVID-19 was entered into block 2 and contributed an

additional 2.9% of the variance (R2=0.076, F7,1255=8.603,
P<.001). Finally, factors of perceived beliefs regarding
COVID-19, including perceived severity, perceived
susceptibility, perceived benefits, self-efficacy in preventing
the disease, and confidence in the government, were entered in
the third block; these factors were significant in predicting
behaviors even after considering the effects of background and
knowledge factors, and they contributed an additional 3.2% of

the variance (R2=0.108, F12,1250= 8.904, P<.001). The linear

regression analysis of the preventive behaviors is presented in
Table 4 and Table 5.

Education level and registered residence were generally
nonsignificant, while some significant marital status and control
measure differences were noted. Overall, respondents who were
married or cohabitating (vs single, divorced, separated, or
widowed, β=0.355, 95% CI 0.150-0.560) and who could not
leave the house (vs free entry and exit, β=0.898, 95% CI
0.310-1.486) were more likely to have better preventive behavior
scores (P<.01). After adjusting for background characteristics,
we discovered that older people with higher COVID-19–related
knowledge scores had significantly higher behavior scores
(β=0.198, P<.001). Meanwhile, the results showed that 3 of the
5 components of perceived beliefs, namely, perceived
susceptibility (β=0.263, 95% CI 0.022-0.504), perceived benefits
(β =0.643, 95% CI 0.305-0.982), and self-efficacy in preventing
the disease (β =0.468, 95% CI 0.223-0.713), were positively
associated with preventive behaviors (all P<.05); however,
perceived severity and confidence in the government were not
significant predictors of preventive behaviors. Among the
influencing factors, local community-level control measures
showed the greatest impact on behaviors, followed by perceived
benefits.
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Table 4. Multivariable analysis of factors associated with preventive behaviors (N=1263).

Model 3Model 2Model 1Characteristic

P valueβ (95% CI)P valueβ (95% CI)P valueβ (95% CI)

Block 1: Background characteristics

Region

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AaReferenceWestern

.410.085 (–0.116 to 0.286).430.082 (–0.121 to 0.285).140.156 (0.049 to 0.361)Eastern

.71–0.051 (–0.318 to
–0.217)

.920.013 (–0.256 to 0.283).530.087 (–0.186 to 0.360)Central

Marital status

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceSingle/divorced/separated/wid-
owed

<.0010.355 (0.150 to 0.560).0020.331 (0.124 to 0.538).002b0.330 (0.120 to 0.541)Married/cohabitating

Education level

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferencePrimary education or below

.230.137 (–0.088 to 0.362).130.177 (–0.050 to 0.405).040.244 (0.014 to 0.475)Middle school

.42–0.117 (–0.402 to
0.168)

.47–0.106 (–0.396 to
0.183)

.99–0.002 (–0.293 to
0.290)

High school

.570.096 (–0.233 to 0.425).470.123 (–0.210 to 0.457).130.258 (–0.078 to 0.594)College or above

Registered residential area

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceRural

.250.122 (0.085 to 0.329).090.184 (0.025 to 0.393).020.243 (0.031 to 0.455)Urban

Monthly household income per capita (¥)c

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReference＜600

.890.018 (–0.226 to 0.261).810.031 (–0.215 to 0.422).710.047 (–0.203 to 0.297)600-6000

.700.067 (–0.266 to 0.399).620.086 (–0.251 to 0.422).520.113 (–0.229 to 0.454)＞6000

Local community-level control measures

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceFree entry/exit as usual

.070.501 (–0.049, 1.051).030.635 (0.081 to 1.190).020.671 (0.108 to 1.234)Entry/exit control exercised

.0030.898 (0.310 to 1.486)<.0011.034 (0.441 to 1.627)<.0011.062 (0.460 to 1.663)Lockdown

Block 2: Knowledge

<.0010.198 (0.111 to 0.286)<.0010.270 (0.186 to 0.353)——dKnowledge related to COVID-19

Block 3: Perceived beliefs

.77–0.045 (–0.350 to
0.259)

————Perceived severity

.030.263 (0.022 to 0.504)————Perceived susceptibility

<.0010.643 (0.305 to 0.982)————Perceived benefits indicatore

<.0010.468 (0.223 to 0.713)————Self-efficacy in preventing COVID-
19

.060.321 (–0.014 to 0.656)————Confidence in the government to
fight COVID-19

aN/A: not applicable.
bItalics indicate statistical significance between groups.
c1 ¥=US $0.14 on February 20, 2020.
d—: Data not included in this model.
eThe perceived benefits indicator was established by counting the number of items with “yes” responses for the three basic preventive measures (ie,
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handwashing, face mask wearing, and staying at home).

Table 5. Statistical measures of the 3 models of the multivariable analysis (P<.001 for all models).

Model 3Model 2Model 1Measure

8.9048.6035.575F

.108.076.047R 2

.032.029.047Δ R 2

.096.067.038Adjusted R2

Discussion

Principal Findings
Older people, who are particularly vulnerable to acute diseases
and their complications, are currently greatly threatened by the
outbreak of COVID-19. Special effort should therefore be made
to encourage older people to practice the behaviors suggested
by the government to prevent the disease. An understanding of
older people’s knowledge, perceived beliefs, and behaviors
toward COVID-19, which affect the adoption of related health
behaviors, can be a first step to prevent the spread of COVID-19
in this population.

In this study, it was found that Chinese older adults had good
knowledge of COVID-19; the respondents had an overall correct
rate of 87% on the knowledge questionnaire, which was slightly
lower than a rate reported for the Chinese general population
(90%) [40] but much higher than that reported for US residents
(80%) [41]. The high correct rate was surprising, as previous
studies suggested that knowledge scores are negatively related
with age [42-44]. However, this finding may be due to the large
amounts of publicity related to COVID-19 through various
channels that are appropriate to the needs and characteristics of
older people, such as vivid prints, marked banners, and
broadcasts in dialect. The 2 items with the lowest correct rates
are worth mentioning. Knowledge about modes of transmission,
which has been proved to be a salient factor influencing the
level of adoption of preventive measures [45], should be further
improved among older people. Meanwhile, older people should
also be informed that an effective vaccine for COVID-19 is not
yet available and that taking precautions against the disease is
still highly important.

The perceived beliefs of older Chinese residents toward
COVID-19 were found to be optimistic overall. Although the
majority of respondents (1141/1263, 90.3%) perceived that
older adults would suffer from more severe symptoms if they
were infected, relatively few respondents (190/1263, 15.0%)
thought they were at high risk of acquiring the disease.
Moreover, the majority expressed confidence in themselves
(1048/1263, 83.0%) and the government (1160/1263, 91.8%)
to stop the spread of COVID-19. This optimistic belief could
be explained by the unprecedented epidemic control measures
taken by the Chinese government after the outbreak of
COVID-19 in the country and the concerted efforts of people
all over China to prevent the spread of the disease. From January
20, 2020, when person-to-person transmission was confirmed
and the Chinese public was notified of this finding, a series of

nationwide public health emergency measures, including
isolation and quarantine, close management of working and
living spaces, and the Examine and Approve Policy on the
resumption of work, were implemented by the Chinese
government, health institutions, communities, companies, etc
[46].

In addition to efforts from all sectors of society, high adherence
to the lifestyle modifications suggested by the government and
public health organizations greatly delayed the spread of the
disease [47]. In our findings, 64.6%-86.6% of respondents
reported practicing five major preventive behaviors more
frequently in the preceding week. The reason for this finding
may be that this study was conducted at a time when these key
preventive measures were highly emphasized in China. Similarly
high tendencies to adopt these precautionary behaviors during
the pandemic have been found in other studies [35,48]. In
particular, more than 80% of respondents reported increased
handwashing and face mask wearing and decreased time spent
in crowds, indicating that basic protective behaviors against
COVID-19 had taken root among older people. The majority
of participants avoided going out, which can potentially be
attributed to the widely disseminated governmental propaganda
and social media messages, which continuously instilled and
reinforced people’s incentives to stay home (eg, personal safety,
good citizenship, and contribution to the control of the national
epidemic). Moreover, individuals may have felt pressure from
the community to adhere to behaviors such as imposed
lockdowns or quarantine of entire regions with suspected cases.
Handwashing and wearing of face masks have long been
regarded as significant preventive habits in the daily life of the
public since they were proved to be efficacious in preventing
influenza and SARS [49,50]. Lau et al [51] observed that
hand-washing and face mask wearing were commonly practiced
during the SARS outbreak, and these behaviors were sustained
by a large proportion of the public even after the SARS epidemic
subsided in Hong Kong. In contrast, the effectiveness of
household ventilation and disinfection may have been neglected,
with fewer participants reporting that they had practiced these
two behaviors more frequently in the past week. Habit has a
great impact on routine behavior—including hygiene
behavior—and despite their best intentions, people may find it
difficult to implement new measures during a pandemic if they
were not previously in the habit of performing them [52,53].
Further education on practicing household ventilation and
disinfection is needed, as these two measures are indispensable
in preventing COVID-19.
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In line with previous research [54-56], our study also found that
individuals’ demographic characteristics had a significant
influence on their preventive behaviors. Linear regression
analysis of the behavior scores showed that participants who
were married or cohabitating were more likely to report that
they had complied with advocated protective behaviors more
frequently; this finding was consistent with similar studies
regarding SARS [57,58]. On the one hand, older adults who are
married or cohabiting can receive support from their spouse or
partner. Family support has been shown to influence older
people’s health beliefs and self-care behaviors [59]. The more
family support older people receive, the more attention they
will pay to their own health, accompanied with increased
willingness to acquire health knowledge and more positive
preventive beliefs. On the other hand, according to the HBM,
advice from family members can be regarded as an external cue
to action, which is also a very important factor in increasing
various preventive behaviors [60]. Consistent with research by
Kong et al [48], age was not a significant factor of preventive
behaviors in our study (P=.054); meanwhile, other studies have
found that compared with younger participants, individuals aged
60 years or older implemented fewer preventive behavior
changes [19,61]. Further larger-scale studies are warranted to
assess the association between age and behaviors to prevent
COVID-19.

Additionally, community-level control measures were found to
be significantly associated with the practice of preventive
measures. As COVID-19 rapidly spread from a single city to
the entire country, the governmental “minimum contact strategy”
was implemented nationwide; also, close management and
screening of communities and villages to curb COVID-19 were
subsequently implemented nationally in China [46]. Although
the contribution of community control measures cannot be
quantified, our study supports that community-level control
measures against COVID-19 are related to significant increases
in older adults’ practice of recommended preventive behaviors.
We further confirmed that respondents who could not leave the
house showed higher compliance with suggested preventive
measures than those who could move freely as usual. According
to the socioecological model, factors of structural, interpersonal,
and personal levels determine health-related behaviors [62]. At
the personal level, it has been found that older Chinese people
feel they have an ethical duty (“filial piety”) to protect others,
which facilitates their adherence to quarantine. In Wenzel’s
study [63], “filial piety” suggested the ‘‘right and humane’’
way to act toward one’s family and others in the community
and guided Chinese older adults in their use of strategies against
SARS [63]. As social beings, people’s behaviors are subject to
the influence of social relationships [64]. Chinese older people
not only worry for themselves but also have concern for their
significant others regarding COVID-19, which motivates their
adoption of precautionary measures. Meanwhile, environmental
manipulation and policies are crucial structural-level factors to
encourage individuals to practice desired preventive behaviors.
According to the WHO, social distancing/self-isolation and
lockdown are two important nationwide social measures during
a public health crisis [6]. The Chinese government adopted
these strategies to mitigate the risk of COVID-19. Therefore,
personal perceived ethical duty combined with community

actions have facilitated China’s response to COVID-19.
Particularly, community and home quarantine provided Chinese
older adults with ample time to communicate with and influence
their significant others. The abovementioned findings highlight
the importance of control measures at the community level,
which should be considered when planning pandemic control
strategies in the future.

In addition to background factors, this study found that
knowledge and perceived beliefs toward COVID-19 were
significant predictors of preventive behaviors. In accordance
with previous findings, this study confirmed that people with
adequate knowledge about COVID-19 were more likely to take
preventive measures in response to the pandemic than people
who lacked such knowledge [56,65]; this suggests that health
education aimed at improving people’s COVID-19 knowledge
plays an important role in promoting preventive behaviors
toward COVID-19. With regard to perceived belief–related
factors, our study confirmed the positive correlation between
self-efficacy in preventing COVID-19 and the adoption of
preventive measures found in previous research [32,54];
however, bidirectional effects may exist between these two
variables, as it has been suggested that perceived self-efficacy
can encourage an individual to adopt certain behaviors to
achieve desired outcomes, while success in performing certain
behaviors can further augment perceived self-efficacy [66].
Contrary to previous findings [22,30,33], our study found that
belief in the efficacy of local health authorities did not
significantly predict the target COVID-19 preventive behaviors.
The belief in government may not successfully translate into
positive behavioral changes at the individual level; additionally,
the positive relationship between trust in the government and
the practice of preventive behaviors can be mediated by levels
of perceived self-efficacy [20]. A relatively strong linear
correlation between confidence in the government and
self-efficacy (r=0.335, P<.001) was also found in this study.

Some of the items we used to assess the participants’ perceived
beliefs were derived from the HBM, which includes perceived
severity, perceived susceptibility, and perceived benefits.
Although most of our respondents perceived that they might
progress to serious symptoms if they were infected with
COVID-19, perceived severity was not found to be significantly
related to COVID-19–related preventive behaviors in this study.
Perceived severity has been suggested to have relatively low
relevance for preventive health behaviors; however, it may play
an important role when individuals have already been diagnosed
with certain diseases [25]. Therefore, the fact that the
participants had not yet been diagnosed with COVID-19 as well
as their low perceived susceptibility could account for the
insignificant association between perceived severity and
preventive behaviors. Among our participants, perceived
susceptibility was found to be a significant correlate of
COVID-19 preventive health behaviors. Perceived susceptibility
has been consistently found to be a salient determinant of
participation in preventive measures during an epidemic among
both the general population and older people [23,33,67,68].
Other studies on health screening [69,70] and exercise behavior
[71] also found that perceived susceptibility plays an important
role in participation in protective behaviors. Despite the
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significant positive association between perceived susceptibility
and engagement in protective behaviors, only 15.0% (190/1263)
of the older people in this study perceived that they were highly
vulnerable to COVID-19. This finding indicates that older
people should be further warned about their higher vulnerability
to the disease; moreover, to ensure the effectiveness of warnings,
messages issued by public health communicators should be
comprehensible, concise, and convincing [22]. Meanwhile,
perceived benefits were found to be more prominent in affecting
individuals’ adoption of preventive behaviors in the
aforementioned HBM constructs [26]. When people deem
certain preventive health behaviors to be effective in preventing
a disease, they are motivated to engage in these behaviors
[22,58,72,73]. Indeed, communications that increase individuals’
perceptions of the benefits of particular health-related behaviors
have been proved to be successful in reducing health threats
[74-76]. Health authorities should be reminded to exert effort
to provide sufficient health communication messages to enhance
older people’s perceived susceptibility and benefits in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, which can greatly motivate
these individuals to engage in preventive measures.

Limitations
Our study has some limitations. First, no standardized tool for
assessing knowledge, perceived beliefs, or practice of preventive
behaviors on COVID-19 has been previously validated. We
designed the questionnaire based on the latest official report
from the WHO, the Chinese CDC, and the scientific literature;
however, the depth of the survey may be limited, as we were
obligated to conduct our investigation quickly and recruit as
large a sample as possible. Secondly, selection bias may exist.
The web-based survey only included people who have access
to the internet, and older people who were infected or had close
contacts with confirmed or suspected COVID-19 patients may
not have wanted to participate in this survey; thus, the
generalizability of our findings may be limited. However,
web-based surveys may be the most appropriate method of data
collection during an epidemic, as this method can prevent
transmission; moreover, fielding the survey offline was not
feasible, as strict epidemic control measures were being
exercised in most parts of the country. Thirdly, this study was
cross-sectional, and no casual effect statements concerning the

relationship between targeting variables and the performance
of preventive behaviors could be made. Fourthly, recall and
social desirability bias may exist, as only retrospective
self-reports of the participants were collected.

Strengths
Despite the above limitations, this is one of few studies to assess
the knowledge, perceived beliefs, and preventive behaviors
toward COVID-19 among the older adult population in China.
Meanwhile, a large number of respondents from all provinces
in mainland China were recruited, enabling us to obtain a wide
range of participants with various demographic backgrounds.
Additionally, the investigation was conducted in the stable
epidemic period (February 19 to March 19, 2020), when
community-wide COVID-19 prevention activities were launched
by local health authorities; thus, we were able to assess how
community-level control measures influenced personal
preventive behaviors. Therefore, our results are of practical
significance for the design and implementation of health
programs for the older population in the prevention of
COVID-19 and other emerging epidemics.

Conclusions
Generally, the Chinese older adults in our survey demonstrated
good knowledge, optimistic perceived beliefs, and appropriate
behaviors toward COVID-19 during the pandemic, which are
important factors to limit the spread of the disease. Higher
behavior scores were found among older adults who were
married and cohabitating and who were restricted by
community-level control measures, suggesting that health
education programs should pay more attention to people who
are single and can move around freely. In addition, our findings
suggest that good knowledge and appropriate perceived beliefs
are associated with high levels of engagement in behaviors to
prevent COVID-19. Therefore, to promote preventive behaviors,
continued health intervention programs are advised among older
people to improve their knowledge in certain aspects, including
transmission modes and vaccines against COVID-19;
additionally, older people’s perception of their own vulnerability
to COVID-19 and the effectiveness of COVID-19–related
preventive behaviors should be further emphasized.
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Abstract

Background: Considerable research has been devoted to examining the mental health conditions of patients with COVID-19
and medical staff attending to these patients during the COVID-19 pandemic. However, there are few insights concerning how
the pandemic may take a toll on the mental health of the general population, and especially of nonpatients (ie, individuals who
have not contracted COVID-19).

Objective: This study aimed to investigate the association between social media use and mental health conditions in the general
population based on a national representative sample during the peak of the COVID-19 outbreak in China.

Methods: We formed a national representative sample (N=2185) comprising participants from 30 provinces across China, who
were the first to experience the COVID-19 outbreak in the world. We administered a web-based survey to these participants to
analyze social media use, health information support received via social media, and possible psychiatric disorders, including
secondary traumatic stress (STS) and vicarious trauma (VT).

Results: Social media use did not cause mental health issues, but it mediated the levels of traumatic emotions among nonpatients.
Participants received health information support via social media, but excessive social media use led to elevated levels of stress
(β=.175; P<.001), anxiety (β=.224; P<.001), depression (β=.201; P<.001), STS (β=.307; P<.001), and VT (β=.688; P<.001).
Geographic location (or geolocation) and lockdown conditions also contributed to more instances of traumatic disorders. Participants
living in big cities were more stressed than those living in rural areas (P=.02). Furthermore, participants from small cities or
towns were more anxious (P=.01), stressed (P<.001), and depressed (P=.008) than those from rural areas. Obtaining more
informational support (β=.165; P<.001) and emotional support (β=.144; P<.001) via social media increased their VT levels. Peer
support received via social media increased both VT (β=.332; P<.001) and STS (β=.130; P<.001) levels. Moreover, geolocation
moderated the relationships between emotional support on social media and VT (F2=3.549; P=.029) and the association between
peer support and STS (F2=5.059; P=.006). Geolocation also interacted with health information support in predicting STS (F2=5.093;
P=.006).

Conclusions: COVID-19 has taken a severe toll on the mental health of the general population, including individuals who have
no history of psychiatric disorders or coronavirus infection. This study contributes to the literature by establishing the association
between social media use and psychiatric disorders among the general public during the COVID-19 outbreak. The study findings
suggest that the causes of such psychiatric disorders are complex and multifactorial, and social media use is a potential factor.
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The findings also highlight the experiences of people in China and can help global citizens and health policymakers to mitigate
the effects of psychiatric disorders during this and other public health crises, which should be regarded as a key component of a
global pandemic response.

(J Med Internet Res 2020;22(12):e23696)   doi:10.2196/23696

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; mental health; social media; health information support; secondary traumatic stress; vicarious trauma; social support

Introduction

Background
After COVID-19 hit the world, health care workers have been
rushing to care for infected patients and save lives. In the race
to contain the COVID-19 pandemic, it is important for health
care providers to not ignore another big risk—the invisible toll
on mental health among nonpatients. One of the key lessons we
have learned from the COVID-19 pandemic is that living in this
public health crisis is extremely stressful for everyone, including
those who appear healthy and have not contracted the virus [1].
This was evident in China, where fear, worry, and anxiety about
COVID-19 and its health risks were overwhelming as soon as
the disease spread across the country [2]. Following the
lockdown announced in Wuhan on January 23, 2020, other
Chinese cities quickly restricted people from moving around.
A mandatory lockdown had forced millions of Chinese to stay
at home for weeks, and even months. Living in an isolated
environment could make people feel unattached, worried, lonely,
and even traumatized [3]. The strong emotions experienced by
the Chinese during the initial months of the COVID-19 outbreak
were almost unimaginable to the outside world until it spiraled
into a global pandemic [2], resulting in millions of cases and
hundreds and thousands of deaths worldwide.

As researchers in epidemiology, medicine, and public health
worldwide are continuously researching medications, vaccines,
and coping strategies for COVID-19, it is important to study
how health information on social media and lockdown or
quarantine situations may contribute to the toll on people’s
mental health. Many studies addressing the impact of the
pandemic on mental health focus on COVID-19 patients [4],
who have shown, for instance, posttraumatic stress symptoms
[5] or depression [6]. This study aimed to reveal a holistic
picture by evaluating the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
on the mental health of nonpatients based on a national
representative sample from China. Using a national
representative sample is critical for such a study given the
widespread urban-rural differences in China. The COVID-19
pandemic has had different effects across China’s cities, towns,
and rural areas, as the local responses in these regions depended
on a complex interplay of numerous social and economic factors.
Hence, the toll on mental health on people in these regions could
considerably vary depending on their geographic location (or
geolocation) and other internal or external factors.

Social Media Use and COVID-19
Considerable research has been devoted to examining the mental
health of patients diagnosed with COVID-19 [5-7] and medical
staff who cared for and treated these patients during the

pandemic [8,9]. However, not much is known about the mental
health conditions of nonpatients, who might experience varying
degrees of psychiatric disorders due to COVID-19. Research
shows that as people are consistently exposed to negative
information about a crisis, their anxiety and depression levels
could elevate for an extended period [10]. As COVID-19 spread
in China, people began to use WeChat, China’s leading social
media app, more frequently. By February 8, 2020, over 100
“mini programs” were added to WeChat to provide epidemic
status information, and the app’s users grew by nearly 60%
within 3 weeks [11]. The growing use of social media for crisis
management has been well documented in the literature, and
social media is considered a powerful tool to share health
information related to pandemic risks [12,13].

However, there are controversies concerning the links between
social media use and mental health. Studies have found that
social media use may decrease satisfaction of life [14] and
increase self-harm, suicidal ideation [15,16], psychological
distress, depression, and anxiety [14]. Systematic reviews have
shown that most of these studies are from Western countries,
and a few studies are from Asian countries [14,15]. Insights
from Asian countries may not only deepen the understanding
of the relationship between social media use and mental health
but also provide suggestions for education and policies [14].
People benefit from using social media in terms of promoting
behavior change [17], obtaining health information support,
and staying connected with others [2]; however, social media
could also spread fear or misinformation about COVID-19,
thereby causing harm to their mental health and psychological
well-being [13]. Thus, more effort is merited to study how using
social media to seek and share health information could have
an impact on the users’ mental health during a health crisis.

Informational, Emotional, and Peer Support
One of the main reasons people have been sharing health
information on social media during the COVID-19 outbreak is
the social support they gain from other users—a phenomenon
that can be best explained by the uses and gratifications theory
[18,19]. This theory holds that people use certain media content
or platforms to gratify specific informational needs and
demands; otherwise, they would no longer come back and use
it again. Health information provides significant social support
to people with health concerns, resulting in a number of benefits
that help symptom control, disease recovery, life safety, and
overall well-being [20]. Social support is defined as “the
individual feeling valued and cared for by their social network
as well as how well the person is embedded into a network of
communication and social obligation” [21]. In other words,
social support refers to the perception that one is cared for and
support is exchanged through interpersonal interactions [22].
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Helgeson [23] argues that social support has 3 main forms:
informational, emotional, and instrumental support.
Informational support refers to the provision of advice, guidance,
and other useful information [24]. Emotional support exhibits
the expressions of care, concern, empathy, and sympathy [23].
Instrumental support represents the concrete and direct ways in
which people assist others [25,26]; this is referred to as “peer
support” in this study.

The support users obtain on social media through accessing and
sharing pandemic-related information can be viewed as health
information support [2]. It functions like a type of social support
received from family members, friends, colleagues, or peers
during the pandemic. Ample research has identified that health
information support provides patients with significant care and
emotional support [27]. This type of support can also improve
users’ capability of making informed medical decisions [28].
Identifying with social media groups has been found to increase
one’s self-esteem and self-efficacy, and thus reduce uncertainty
about the self [29]. Seeking support and social connection is a
critical point in the lives of people with chronic conditions [30].

In addition to informational support, social media users gain
emotional and peer support from the health information they
access [2]. Emotional support is a key component of peer
support in health care settings. High emotional support is known
to mitigate the stress response and prevent consequent adverse
effects on the progression of depression, posttraumatic stress
disorder, and prostate cancer [31]. Patients who report more
tangible emotional support are more likely to have experienced
a positive social interaction with fellow patients and medical
professionals [32]. WeChat users can obtain emotional support
by chatting with friends, joining social media groups of their
interests, and staying connected with others [20].

Peer support is a subcategory of social support, and it is
differentiated by the source of support received from peers who
are in a similar demographic group or illness community. Social
media groups are important platforms to discuss medical
conditions, share personal experiences, and seek health
information [33,34]. In this study, peer support is defined as a
type of support social media users receive from others when
they share their knowledge and experiences of COVID-19.
However, the quality of health information on the internet may
vary depending on the sources, and health misinformation has
become a severe threat to public health [35]. For instance, the
inaccuracy of online health information deteriorates the
physician-patient relationship and erodes trust in doctors [20].
Thus, it would be important to study how the social support
about COVID-19 that people receive on social media is
associated with their mental health and psychiatric disorders.
Overall, peer support complements and enhances mental health
by providing the necessary emotional, social, and practical
assistance for managing disease and staying healthy.

Mental Health and the Pandemic
Global health crises, especially the COVID-19 pandemic, have
diverse and substantial health implications on the human society
[1]. The deleterious consequences related to COVID-19 along
with the unprecedented mitigation strategies pose major threats
to the well-being and mental health of people worldwide [36].

COVID-19 has significantly changed various aspects of our
routine life, including economics, travel, interpersonal
communication, and health management [37]. When an
individual’s routine life is suddenly and severely disrupted by
a pandemic, the human brain may no longer function normally
as usual; this can, consequently, lead to stress or psychiatric
disorders [38]. This affects not only the people who have been
diagnosed with COVID-19 but also those who seem to be
“normal” or “healthy.” Thus, a psychiatric disorder may occur
in individuals who have not been infected by the virus
themselves but have experienced or witnessed the challenges
of other individuals during the COVID-19 pandemic [39].
Although findings regarding the relationship between social
support and mental health are inconsistent, social support, in
general, has been found to provide physical and psychological
advantages to combat stressful events and recover from
psychological distress [40]. Lack of social support, however,
has been linked with the onset and development of depression
[41], mood disorders [42], and other medical illnesses such as
multiple sclerosis and rheumatoid arthritis [43,44].

Research Questions
Building upon previous findings, this study is among the first
to investigate nonpatients’ mental health conditions such as
stress, anxiety, depression, secondary traumatic stress (STS),
and vicarious trauma (VT) during the peak of the COVID-19
epidemic in China. We measured both STS and VT, but not
posttraumatic stress symptoms, as COVID-19 was an ongoing
crisis when we collected data for analyses. Thereafter, we
analyzed the internal (ie, demographics) and external (ie,
pandemic and environmental conditions) factors that may
contribute to possible psychiatric disorders such as STS and
VT. Specifically, we investigated the following research
questions (RQs):

• RQ1: Did nonpatients experience any stress, anxiety,
depression, STS, or VT at the peak of the COVID-19
outbreak in China?

• RQ2: Did people living in different geolocations experience
varying levels of psychiatric disorders?

• RQ3: How did demographics and pandemic situations, such
as lockdown, quarantine conditions, and death numbers,
contribute to possible psychiatric disorders?

• RQ4: How was social media use associated with psychiatric
disorders?

• RQ5: How did health informational, emotional, and peer
support mediate the relationship between demographics or
pandemic situations and STS or VT?

• RQ6: Would geolocation interact with the health
informational, emotional, and peer support people received
through social media to predict psychiatric disorders?

Methods

Sampling
A marketing research company helped recruit a national
representative sample for this study by using the quota sampling
method, with a survey investigating how social media use
affected the mental health conditions of people in China. In all,
4500 questionnaires were distributed, and 3820 individuals
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participated in this survey. After excluding incomplete data,
responses from a total of 2185 participants were included for
further analyses. These participants were from 30 provinces
across China, and lived in big cities (eg, Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, and Wuhan), small cities or towns, and rural areas.
To avoid retraumatizing participants with questions about mental
health issues or COVID-19, the survey comprised screening
questions to exclude patients with COVID-19 or those who
currently or previously had depressive or traumatic disorders.

After obtaining approval from the university’s institutional
review board, we conducted a web-based survey in February
2020, which was the peak of the COVID-19 epidemic in China
when most people were forced to live under lockdown
conditions due to the spike of confirmed cases. For this survey,
participants received a small financial incentive (¥10 or US
$1.34 each) and were asked to answer specific questions related
to demographics, social media use, changes in mental health
conditions, and lockdown conditions. Participants who indicated
interest in this study were sent a message that contained the
survey URL and login credentials. The survey was
password-protected and could not be accessed without these
credentials.

Measures
Stress, anxiety, and depression were measured using a 4-point
Likert scale, with scores ranging from 0 (“Did not apply to me
at all”) to 3 (“Applied to me very much, or most of the time”);
all other measures were assessed using a 5-point Likert scale,
with scores ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly
agree”).

Social Media Usage
WeChat is China’s dominant social media app, and participants’
use of this app was measured using a 6-item instrument that
was originally developed for measuring Facebook addiction
[45]. The wordings of the questionnaire items were slightly
revised to better fit the participants’ actual WeChat use during
the COVID-19 outbreak. For instance, participants were asked
to rate how likely they agreed with 6 statements, including “You
feel an urge to use WeChat more as you want to know more
about the epidemic” and “You use WeChat for health
information on the epidemic so much that it has had a negative
impact on your life.” The scores on the 6 items were averaged
to form the index of social media use (mean 3.123, SD 0.809;
Cronbach α=.901). A higher value indicates excessive social
media use.

Informational, Emotional, and Peer Support
The scales of informational, emotional, and peer support were
adopted and revised based on previous studies [46,47].
Informational support was measured on the basis of 4 items,
including “If I have a question or need help related to the
coronavirus epidemic, I can usually find the answers on
WeChat.” The scores on these 4 items were averaged to form
the informational support index (mean 3.376, SD 0.900;
Cronbach α=.868). Emotional support was measured on the
basis of 4 items, including “The health information on WeChat
helps me alleviate feelings of loneliness.” The emotional support
index had a high level of internal consistency (mean 3.292, SD

0.892; Cronbach α=.908). Similarly, peer support was measured
on the basis of 6 items, including, “WeChat friends give me
additional information about the coronavirus epidemic that I
am not familiar with.” The peer support index also had a high
internal consistency (mean 3.245, SD 0.586; Cronbach α=.907).

Stress, Anxiety, and Depression
We used 7 items of the 21-item Depression Anxiety Stress Scale
(DASS-21) [48] to measure stress, including “I felt that I was
using a lot of nervous energy” and “I found myself getting
agitated.” These questionnaire items were evaluated on a 4-point
Likert scale, with scores ranging from 0 (“Did not apply to me
at all”) to 3 (“Applied to me very much, or most of the time”).
The sum of the scores on these 7 items formed the stress index
(mean 4.968, SD 4.455; Cronbach α=.860). DASS-21 was used
to measure both anxiety (mean 5.030, SD 4.799; Cronbach
α=.860) and depression (mean 5.104, SD 4.975; Cronbach
α=.860).

STS and VT
STS is the emotional distress a person experiences when they
hear about first-hand trauma experiences of another person [49].
In this study, STS was measured using the 14-item instrument
adopted from Bride et al [50], including “I felt emotionally
numb” and “My heart started pounding when I thought about
the coronavirus epidemic.” The scores on these 14 items were
averaged to form the STS index (mean 2.466, SD 0.799;
Cronbach α=.938). A higher value indicates higher level of
STS.

The concept of VT was proposed by Pearlman and Saakvitne
[51] in their description of the trauma experiences people have
after being exposed to others’ trauma stories and having
witnessed the pain, fear, and terror that traumatized survivors
have endured. In this study, VT was measured using the 8-item
instrument developed by Vrklevski and Franklin [52], including
“I find myself thinking about distressing material at home” and
“Sometimes I feel helpless to assist others in the way I would
like.” The VT index had a good internal consistency (mean
3.349, SD 0.723; Cronbach α=.861).

Finally, pandemic situations were measured using the following
questions: “How long is your residence area locked down to
restrict entry of nonresidents?” “Do you have any family
members or friends currently under quarantine?” “Do you know
any family members or friends confirmed infected by
coronavirus?” and “Do you know family members or friends
who died due to the coronavirus epidemic?” Data on the
participants’ age, gender, education, income, and geolocations
were also obtained.

Data Analyses
To answer RQ1, we first performed descriptive data analyses
with anxiety, depression, stress, STS, and VT. Paired-sample t
tests were used to compare the levels of different psychiatric
disorders. To answer RQ2, we performed one-way analysis of
variance with psychiatric disorders as the dependent variables
and geolocation as the independent variable. For RQ3 and RQ4,
we performed hierarchical regression analyses. STS was entered
as the dependent variable in the model, followed by VT, stress,
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anxiety, and depression. Demographic information was entered
in the first step of the model, and pandemic situations were
entered in the second step, followed by social media use in the
third step. For RQ5, we performed structural equation modeling.
Demographics and pandemic situations were used as exogenous
variables to predict informational support, emotional support,
and peer support, which in turn predicted endogenous variables
(ie, STS and VT). For RQ6, we used a generalized linear model
to analyze the interaction between geolocation and
informational, emotional, and peer support for predicting
psychiatric disorders.

Results

Prevalence of Psychiatric Disorders
Compared with the latest census data published by the central
government of China [53], the national sample attributes largely
matched with the proportion of the Chinese population. The
sample demographics were considered as internal factors that
may influence the levels of stress, anxiety, or depression (Table

1). Pandemic situations and environmental conditions were
considered as external factors that may contribute to STS or VT
(Table 2).

The data showed that the pandemic had caused significant harm
on people’s mental health. Only 3 weeks after a lockdown was
announced in Wuhan, 10% (219/2185) of the participants
reported they experienced moderate-to-severe anxiety, and 9.8%
(215/2185) of the participants reported they experienced mild
anxiety symptoms. Meanwhile, 5.5% (121/2185) of the national
sample had moderate-to-severe depression, and 14.5% (316/
2185) of the participants reported mild depression. These results
are consistent with the findings from other surveys conducted
in China during COVID-19 that report approximately 22% of
the population experienced anxiety and 20% experienced a
combination of depression and anxiety [3], although no study
has evaluated traumatic disorders. This study shows that Chinese
people displayed a moderate level of STS (mean 2.466, SD
0.799) and a relatively high level of VT (mean 3.934, SD 0.723),
with significantly higher VT levels reported than STS levels
(t2184=46.747; P<.001).

Table 1. Internal factors contributing to psychiatric disorders (N=2185).

ValueInternal factor

33.43 (31)Age (years), mean (SD)

2185 (100)Gender, n (%)

1192 (54.6)Female

993 (45.6)Male

2185 (100)Income, n (%)

353 (16.2)Very low income

445 (20.4)Low income

1223 (56)Medium income

130 (5.9)High income

34 (1.6)Very high income

2185 (100)Marital status, n (%)

715 (32.7)Unmarried

1470 (67.3)Married

2185 (100)Education, n (%)

246 (11.3)Middle school or lower

492 (22.5)High school

587 (26.9)3-year college

766 (35.1)4-year college

94 (4.3)Graduate degree
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Table 2. External factors contributing to psychiatric disorders (N=2185).

Value, n (%)External factor

2185 (100)Geolocation

592 (27.1)Rural area

1189 (54.4)Small cities or towns

404 (18.5)Big cities

2185 (100)Lockdown time

0 (0)No lockdown

1065 (48.7)1-2 weeks

795 (36.4)3-4 weeks

213 (9.7)5-6 weeks

112 (5.1)7 weeks or more

2185 (100)Known quarantine cases

1983 (90.8)None

63 (2.9)1 person

73 (3.3)2 people

41 (1.9)3 people

25 (1.1)4 or more people

2185 (100)Known death cases

2082 (95.3)None

31 (1.4)1 person

48 (2.2)2 people

18 (0.8)3 people

6 (0.3)4 or more people

2185 (100)Known infection cases

2016 (92.3)None

73 (3.3)1 person

65 (3)2 people

24 (1.1)3 people

7 (0.3)4 or more people

Internal and External Factors Contributing to
Psychiatric Disorders
Our analyses revealed that a range of internal (ie, demographics)
and external (ie, pandemic and environmental conditions) factors
are related to psychiatric disorders (Table 3), as well as stress,
anxiety, and depression (Table 4). With regard to stress,
participants who were younger (β=−.142; P<.001), male
(β=.054; P=.04), married or divorced (β=.078; P<.001), and
had a higher income (β=.049; P=.03) reported higher levels of
stress than other participants during the pandemic. These
demographics accounted for 2.3% of the variance in stress

(ΔR2=.023; P<.001). Higher levels of stress were reported by
participants who lived under lockdown for a longer time
(β=.028; P=.04) and those who knew of more quarantine cases
among their friends and family members (β=.105; P<.001), as
well as more cases of COVID-19–related deaths (β=.117;

P<.001). These pandemic situations accounted for 4.2% of the

variance in stress (ΔR2=.042; P<.001).

With regard to anxiety, participants who were younger
(β=−.085; P<.001), male (β=.058; P=.007), and married or
divorced (β=.054; P=.03) reported higher levels of anxiety than
did the other participants. These demographics accounted for

0.8% of the variance in anxiety (ΔR2=.008; P=.01). Participants
who lived longer in a lockdown situation (β=.051; P=.02) and
those who knew of more quarantine cases among family
members and close friends (β=.092; P<.001) as well as more
cases of deaths among them (β=.085; P=.001) reported higher
levels of anxiety. These lockdown situations accounted for 3.9%

of the variance in anxiety (ΔR2=.039; P<.001).

As for depression, younger participants reported being more
depressive than older participants (β=−.094; P<.001).
Participants who knew of more quarantine cases in family
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members and close friends (β=.107; P<.001) as well as more
cases of deaths among them (β=.073; P=.02) reported higher
levels of depression. These pandemic situations accounted for

3.7% of the variance in depression (ΔR2=.037; P<.001).

With regard to psychiatric disorders such as STS and VT,
participants who were younger (β=−.099; P<.001), more
educated (β=.093; P<.001), and married (β=.081; P<.001) were
more likely to show STS symptoms. These demographics

accounted for 1.7% of the variance in STS (ΔR2=.017; P<.001).
As these participants knew of more quarantine cases among

family members and close friends, they were more likely to
develop STS (β=.053; P=.048). These pandemic situations

accounted for 1.5% of the variance in STS (ΔR2=.015; P<.001).
Moreover, female (β=−.059; P=.007) and more educated
(β=.085; P<.001) participants experienced higher levels of VT.
These demographics accounted for 1.8% of the variance in VT

(ΔR2=.018; P<.001). Knowledge of quarantine cases among
family members and close friends also positively predicted VT
(β=.057; P=.003). These pandemic situations accounted for

0.6% of the variance in VT (ΔR2=.006; P=.01).

Table 3. Factors contributing to secondary traumatic stress and vicarious trauma.

Vicarious traumaSecondary traumatic stressVariables

ΔR2P valuet test (df)aβΔR2P valuet test (df)aβ

.018b.017bStep 1: Demographics

—.53−.502 (5)−.013—d<.001−3.899 (5)c−.099Age

—.007−2.705 (5)−.059—.54.673 (5).015Gender

—.051.918 (5).045—.46−1.365 (5)−.032Income

—.061.810 (5).046—<.0013.197 (5).081Marriage

—<.0013.570 (5).085—<.0013.887 (5).093Education

.006e.015bStep 2: Pandemic situations

—.54.666 (4).015—.071.865 (4).041Lockdown time

—.0032.122 (4).057—.0481.976 (4).053Known quarantine case

—.40−.839 (4)−.026—.46.732 (4).022Known infected cases

—.79−.188 (4)−.006—.0951.783 (4).052Known death cases

.479b.091bStep 3: Social media use

—<.00143.315 (1).688—<.00114.899 (1).307Social media use

aTwo-tailed t tests were performed.
bThis denotes P<.001.
cItaliziced values indicate statistical significance.
dNot applicable.
eThis denotes P<.005.
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Table 4. Factors contributing to stress, anxiety, and depression.

DepressionAnxietyStressVariables

ΔR2P valuet test (df)aβΔR2P valuet test (df)aβΔR2P valuet test (df)aβ

.007c.008c.023bStep 1 Demographics

—<.001−3.678
(5)

−.094—<.001−3.316
(5)

−.085—e<.001−5.452

(5)d
−.142Age

—.1471.419 (5).031—.0072.650 (5).058—.042.445 (5).054Gender

—.423.782 (5).019—.459.729 (5).017—.032.022 (5).049Income

—.1251.923 (5).049—.032.412 (5).054—<.0013.035 (5).078Married

—.930−.120 (5)−.003—.806.210 (5).005—.141.424 (5).035Education

.037b.039b.042bStep 2 Pandemic situations

—.1141.609 (4).035—.022.329 (4).051—.042.438 (4).028Lockdown time

—<.0014.045 (4).107—<.0013.478 (4).092—<.0013.070 (4).105Known quaran-
tine cases

—.2421.168 (4).036—.2231.217 (4).037—.6231.256 (4).006Known infected
cases

—.022.483 (4).073—.0012.901 (4).085—<.0013.887 (4).117Known death
cases

.039b.048b.030bStep 3 Social media use

—<.0019.521 (1).201—<.00110.672
(1)

.224—<.0018.175 (1).175Use of WeChat

aTwo-tailed t tests were performed.
bThis denotes P<.001.
cThis denotes P<.01.
dItaliziced values indicate statistical significance.
eNot applicable.

Geolocation and Psychiatric Disorders
Participants living in big cities, small cities or towns, and rural
areas reported varying levels of stress (F2,2075=7.224; P<.001).
After COVID-19 hit China, participants living in big cities
(mean 5.036, SD 4.518) were more stressed than those living
in rural areas (mean 4.367, SD 4.351; P=.02). Participants living
in small cities or towns (mean 5.238, SD 4.460) were also more
stressed than those living in rural areas (P<.001), but the
difference was small between participants living in big cities
and those living small cities or towns. A similar pattern was
also observed for anxiety, as participants living in these three
geolocations reported varying levels of anxiety (F2,2183=3.569;
P=.03). Participants from small cities or towns (mean 5.270,
SD 4.747) were more anxious than those from rural areas (mean
4.647, SD 4.820; P=.01), but no difference was found between
participants from big cities (mean 4.883, SD 4.891) and those
from small cities or towns (P=.16). Moreover, no significant
difference was found between participants from big cities and
those from rural areas (P=.45).

A similar pattern was observed for depression, concerning the
impact of geolocations (F2,2183=3.569; P=.03). Participants from
small cities or towns (mean 5.344, SD 4.877) experienced more
depression than those from rural areas (mean 4.682, SD 5.092;
P=.008). No significant difference was observed between

participants living in small and big cities (mean 5.015, SD 5.054;
P=.25) nor between participants living in big cities and rural
areas (P=.30).

Social Media Use and Psychiatric Disorders
More social media use contributed to STS (β=.307; P<.001;

ΔR2=.091; sum of R2=.124) and VT (β=.688; P<.001; ΔR2=.479;

sum of R2=.481), as shown in Table 3. Participants who used
more social media also reported higher levels of stress (β=.175;

P<.001; ΔR2=.030; sum of R2=.095), anxiety (β=.224; P<.001;

ΔR2=048; sum of R2=.095), and depression (β=.201; P<.001;

ΔR2=.039; sum of R2=.083).

Mediating Effects of Informational, Emotional, and
Peer Support
Finally, structural equation modeling was performed to evaluate
the mediating effects of informational, emotional, and peer
support that the participants gained from health information
shared on social media. The model had a good fit as

demonstrated by the following indices: χ2
19=25.286, minimum

discrepancy divided by its df (CMIN/df)=1.331, P=.15, root
mean square error of approximation=0.012, comparative fit
index=.999, and Bentler-Bonett Normed fit index=0.996. Figure
1 shows that participants who were younger (β=−.062; P=.03),
female (β=−.051; P=.05), and more educated (β=.054; P=.05)
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and those who earned a higher income (β=.106; P<.001)
received more informational support on social media. On the
other hand, participants who were older (β=.100; P<.001) and
more educated (β=.071; P=.007) and those who had a higher
income (β=.106; P<.001) received more emotional support in
using social media. Participants who were older (β=.070;
P=.005), married (β=.069; P=.004), and more educated (β=.088;
P<.001) and those who had a higher income (β=.122; P<.001)
received more peer support in using social media.

Knowledge of more quarantine cases among family members
and close friends could negatively affect informational support
(β=−.060; P=.04), emotional support (β=−.058; P=.03), or peer

support (β=−.051; P=.02). Living for longer periods in a
lockdown environment resulted in less emotional support via
social media use (β=−.058; P=.03). More knowledge of deaths
due to COVID-19 among family members and friends resulted
in less informational support (β=−.064; P=.05) and emotional
support (β=−.051; P=.03) via using social media. Both
informational support (β=.165; P<.001) and peer support
(β=.332; P<.001) were found to be associated with higher
reported levels of VT. More peer support also increased levels
of STS (β=.130; P<.001), whereas more emotional support led
to an increase in VT levels (β=.144; P<.001), but not STS levels
(P=.36).

Figure 1. Structural equation modeling to predict secondary traumatic stress and vicarious trauma among participants during the COVID-19 outbreak
in China.

Moderating Role of Geolocation
Geolocation had an interaction with emotional support in
predicting VT (F2=3.549; P=.029; see Figure 2). Participants
from rural areas reported higher levels of VT when they received
higher emotional support via social media (mean 3.666, SD
0.796) than when they received lower emotional support (mean

3.134, SD 0.606; t462=7.947; P<.001); however, the differences
were even larger for participants from small cities or towns
(high emotional support: mean 3.825, SD 0.761 vs low
emotional support: mean 3.077, SD 0.628; t913=16.012; P<.001)
and those from big cities (high emotional support: mean 3.756,
SD 0.659 vs low emotional support: mean 3.024, SD 0.764;
t307=8.713; P<.001).
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Figure 2. Interaction between geolocation and emotional support for vicarious trauma.

As shown in Figure 3, geolocation interacted with information
support in predicting STS (F2=5.093; P=.006). For participants
who lived in rural areas or small cities, no significant difference
in STS levels was found between those who received more
information support and those who received relatively less
information support via social media. However, among the

participants who lived in big cities, those who received more
information support via social media reported higher levels of
STS (mean 2.627, SD 0.953) than those who received relatively
less information support on social media (mean 2.302, SD 0.802;
t299=3.210; P=.001).

Figure 3. Interaction between geolocation and information support for secondary traumatic stress.

As shown in Figure 4, geolocation also moderated the
relationship between peer support and STS (F2=5.059; P=.006).
For participants who lived in rural areas, those receiving more
peer support experienced higher levels of STS (mean 2.796, SD

1.029) than those receiving less peer support (mean 2.395, SD
0.732; t350=3.369; P=.001). However, for participants who lived
in big and small cities, peer support on social media did not
make a difference to the level of STS.

Figure 4. Interaction between geolocation and peer support for secondary traumatic stress.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
As the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic affects people worldwide,
it is crucial for researchers to conduct investigations that address
the mental health consequences of the pandemic in order to
mitigate the invisible harms caused to the general population.
The findings of this study suggest that the mental health effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic could have complex and
multifactorial causes, including biological, behavioral, and
environmental determinants such as social media usage. The
analyses show that COVID-19 had taken a severe toll on the
mental health of nonpatients, almost as soon as it started to
spread in China. Social media use in addition to the lockdown
environment and quarantine conditions have contributed the
most to the overall toll on mental health.

Moreover, the analyses suggest that severe psychiatric disorders
emerged in the general population of China, with 20% of the
participants reporting anxiety, including 1 in 10 participants
reporting moderate-to-severe anxiety. Furthermore,
approximately 20% of the national sample reported depressive
symptoms, of which 5.5% had moderate-to-severe depression.
Overall, moderate levels of STS and considerably higher levels
of VT were reported by these Chinese participants. The
prevalence of psychiatric disorders reported seems particularly
detrimental when we consider the facts that none of the
participants were diagnosed with COVID-19 at the time of
participation or had history of any psychiatric disorders before
the COVID-19 outbreak.

Our findings suggest that a number of internal and external
factors are related to stress, anxiety, and depression. Among
the internal factors, participants who were younger, male, and
more educated were more stressful or anxious than other
participants at the peak of the COVID-19 outbreak in China.
This finding is not consistent with previous studies in a
nonpandemic context, which report that female participants
tended to be more stressful. A possible explanation may be that
younger individuals and men tended to go out more often to
help others buy groceries than did older individuals or women,
who spend more time at home in a lockdown situation [20].
Another explanation may be that compared to women, men are
more susceptible to be stressed because of health reasons [51].
Previous studies have also shown that younger adults had a
higher rate of psychological distress than older adults [54].
Future research should also examine different stress types and
resilience mechanisms in relation to gender and age to
understand how different stressors affect mental health
differently.

The finding that social media use contributes to psychiatric
disorders could be attributed to the fact that younger people
relied more on social media and received more information
about the pandemic through social media. It is worth noting that
participants with higher income reported being more stressful
and anxious than those who were less affluent. Younger,
married, and more educated participants also reported having
more STS symptoms, with no gender difference observed,
suggesting that STS affected both men and women similarly.

However, younger and more educated female participants
reported higher levels of VT, which requires further research
on why VT could affect women more than men.

Among the external factors, geolocation was found to be a
critical determinant of mental health in COVID-19 nonpatients.
In general, participants living in big cities felt similar levels of
anxiety and depression as those living in small cities or towns,
whereas participants in rural areas were the least stressful,
anxious, and depressive. This may be due to the living
conditions of big cities, which are more densely populated, and
participants thus saw more infected patients and knew of more
COVID-19–related deaths. In China, the medical resources are
more readily available in cities than in rural areas; however,
availability of more resources did not lead to less anxiety or
fear among urban residents. This finding indicates that people
in China had accurately assessed the severity of the emerging
COVID-19 epidemic in the initial weeks.

Our findings suggest that even the individuals who were not
themselves infected with COVID-19 nor were in quarantine
could have experienced stress, anxiety, or depression as long
as they lived in a lockdown situation or witnessed cases of
infection, quarantine, and deaths among their family members
or friends. The COVID-19 pandemic did not only endanger
those infected with the virus but had also pushed China’s general
population into a mental health crisis, and many people even
reported that they experienced emotional trauma. All these
occurrences were reported within 2 months of the COVID-19
outbreak. Thus, it is evident that living in the pandemic
environment can be very debilitating and, in many cases, it has
devastating effects on people’s psychological well-being with
potentially lifelong consequences.

Another important finding of our study is the relationship
between social media use for accessing health information and
susceptibility of psychiatric disorders. This finding is consistent
with those from a recent study in Wuhan, China—the first
epicenter of COVID-19 globally, wherein researchers revealed
that excessive social media use may lead to mental health issues
[2]. In the present study, participants reported receiving social
support from the health information shared on social media;
this was especially true for those with more education and higher
income. However, some differences were observed in terms of
the specific informational, emotional, or peer support they
received. Younger, female participants received the most
informational support, whereas older participants received more
emotional support than others, and participants who were
married received more peer support than others. These results
suggest that people process health information on social media
differently and receive different types of support.

It is important to note that the approach does not suggest that
social media use caused psychiatric disorders. We believe that
an in-depth knowledge of social media use may contribute to a
better understanding of the mechanisms of mental health
conditions in a pandemic context.

On the other hand, knowledge of more quarantine cases during
the outbreak was found to disrupt all the 3 types of support.
Living longer in a lockdown environment had a similar effect
of decreasing emotional support from social media use.
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Knowledge of more cases of deaths among family members or
friends led to them reporting less informational and emotional
support. Meanwhile, participants who gained more informational
and peer support reported lower levels of STS and VT. When
people received more emotional support by using social medial,
they tended to report higher levels of VT, but not STS. These
findings call for more research on the pathological effects of
STS and VT on the nonpatients in a pandemic environment.

It is noteworthy that although participants who knew of more
quarantine cases reported receiving less informational,
emotional, and peer support via social media, they still reported
higher levels of STS and were more affected by mental illness.
A possible explanation for this could be that participants who
knew of more quarantine cases may have tried to seek
information from other sources such as family, colleagues, and
friends instead of via social media, and information from these
sources may have increased their STS levels. Moreover, our
additional data analyses showed that, for participants who knew
of fewer than 4 quarantine cases, the information support
(r=.069; P=.001), emotional support (r=.061; P=.005), and peer
support (r=.113; P<.001) they received on WeChat were
positively correlated to their STS levels. However, for
participants who knew 4 or more quarantine cases, information
support (P=.464), emotional support (P=.805), and peer support
(P=.576) were no longer related to STS levels, suggesting that
this group of participants generally maintained a high level of
STS regardless of social media use. This finding is consistent
with previous studies that described the potential anhedonia
symptoms people experienced during COVID-19, which is
characterized by the failure of experiencing pleasure from
activities and is associated with depression, suicide, and other
mental health issues [54].

Conclusion
The results of this study suggest that the general public is
extremely vulnerable to mental health issues during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Living in a pandemic situation can have
serious mental health consequences even for those without any
history of psychiatric disorders or not being infected with
COVID-19 themselves. A range of internal and external factors
have been identified that likely contribute to these mental health
conditions. For instance, age, gender, marital status, education,
and income levels play an important role in individuals’ mental
health conditions during the pandemic. Geolocation, lockdown
duration, and social media use are also found to have an effect
on mental health and traumatic disorders. Although people
received health information support by using social media,
excessive use of social media was found to be linked with
elevated stress levels or psychiatric disorders. This finding does
not suggest that social media use caused mental health issues
but that it can mediate the levels of traumatic emotions
experienced by people in the health crisis.

As the world is battling the COVID-19 pandemic, its detrimental
effects on mental health will be more evident in the coming
months and even after the pandemic is over. Health care
providers thus need to carefully monitor psychosocial needs of
the public and provide timely psychosocial support whenever
needed. We believe that the findings in this research can help
global citizens and health policy makers to mitigate psychiatric
disorders in this as well as other public health crises, which
should henceforth be regarded as a key component of general
pandemic response.
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